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PREFACE 

At its nineteenth session, the General Conference of UNESCO authorized the 
Director-General to take the necessary measures to prepare and publish a 
work on the different aspects of Islamic culture. The aim was to show these 
various aspects both from a historical standpoint and with reference to the 
present relevance of a civilization whose role and brihance in the future are 
expected to equal what they were in the past. 

In the Middle Ages, the influence of Islamic civilization was felt 
throughout the world. For the peoples who, from the China Sea to the 
Atlantic coast of Africa, embraced Islam, it provided a set of cultural refer- 
ences and values that served to fashion their unity while preserving their own 
specific characteristics. What is more, this civilization, which aspired to uni- 
versality from its beginnings, exercised an undeniable influence on neigh- 
bouring peoples in several fields. 

In the early Wddle Ages, Muslim thinkers and scientists, drawing on the 
rich heritage of Greece, developed their own world-views and sowed in the 
subsoil of the Latin Middle Ages the seeds from which the first shoots of the 
European Renaissance were to grow. They served as an essential link in that 
transmission of learning and knowledge which constitutes the most moving 
illustration of the many-stranded continuity of the epic of humanity. 

Muslim phdosophers, geographers, physicists, mathematicians, botanists 
and doctors made their contributions to the adventure of science, which paid 
no heed to borders. Knowledge flowed in from Sicily and Andalusia. Perhaps 
the apocryphal story of Averroes in Italy, whose teaching at the University of 
Padua was to find an echo in Dante’s Inferno, is emblematic of this itinerancy 
of knowledge, carried like pollen by the bracing winds of human commerce. 

Islamic culture, whose roots plunge deep into the past but which is still 
alive today, simultaneously developed a conception of the individual and the 
universe, a philosophy of life and an art of living SUU attested in the prestigious 



vestiges of its heritage, which form an integral part of the heritage of 
humanity. 

But that culture, momentarily checked in its development by opposing 
historical trends, has found in its reserves the strength to spring back. 
Faithfulness to its roots by no means prevents it from wanting to take up 
position in the present century, participating in the contemporary debate and 
being open to the stimulating dialogue of cultures. 

The series of volumes on the different aspects of Islamic culture, of 
which this volume is the second to appear, wdl seek to present to the widest 
possible readership the various facets of this living culture, namely: the theo- 
logcal bases that constitute the pillars of faith and the foundations on which 
the entire edifice rests; the status of the individual and society in the Islamic 
world; an account of the expansion of Islam, since the Revelation: the Arab, 
Asian, African and European areas opened up before the new profession of 
faith, and the way in whtch the rights of the converted peoples were pre- 
served; the fundamental contribution, in the scientific and technical fields, of 
Islamic civilization to the adventure of human knowledge; the educational and 
cultural achevements - in literature, art and architecture - of Islamic civiliza- 
tion; and lastly, Islam today, between faithfulness to its past and the necessary 
embracing of modernity. 

Neither a learned compilation nor an attempt at popularization, this 
series of volumes on the dlfferent aspects of Islamic culture is intended to be a 
work of a high scientific standard with contributions from eminent scholars in 
the Islamic world, whom I wish to thank. 

This cooperation on a large scale among Muslim scholars is intended by 
UNESCO to be a modest contribution to the cultural renaissance begun by 
the Muslim countries upon the recovery of their national independence. 

In seeking to show the authenticity of Islamic culture, and at the same 
time its present relevance, UNESCO is undertaking a task that will require a 
long and sustained effort. It thus intends to remain true to its mission, which 
is to preserve and promote the values of each culture of the world in order to 
strengthen intercultural dialogue as a peaceful and necessary means of un- 
derstanding among peoples and nations. 

Koicbiro Matszizira 
Director- General of UNESCO 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Abmad Y al-Has.ran and A4aqb.d Abmad 

The history of science is of crucial importance to the history of human 
civilization. The study of the history of mankind cannot be complete if it does 
not give a satisfactory account of the progress of science throughout the past 
centuries. There were always tendencies among some historians of science to 
concentrate on the achevements of their cultural areas, ignoring the unity and 
the continuity of human progress. This has resulted in an imbalance in the 
published information between one historical period and the other and between 
the various cultural areas. But science is one; it is continuous and universal, and 
there is not a Western, Chinese, Indian or Islamic science, although of course 
we can study the hstory of science in any of these cultural areas. 

The great advances in modern science and technology and their effects in 
the complete transformation of nearly d aspects of life, and the enormous 
gap in the level of development between the West and the other great cultural 
areas of Islam, Chna and India, have tempted some historians to assume that 
science began in Europe with Copernicus, Galileo and the scientists of the 
same period. Others, also with a Eurocentric outlook, considered science and 
technology in Europe to have originated in Greece and Rome with nothing in 
between. Both outlooks are influenced, in part, by the negative feelings to- 
wards the Dark Ages in Europe, which were barren and devoid of any sig- 
nificant achievements in science. But these attitudes, fortunately, are 
disappearing quickly and historians of science feel now that they can no longer 
afford to ignore eight hundred years of human progress in science. This came 
also as a response to logical questions asked about how such scientists as 
Copernicus, Galileo and others could have arrived at their important dis- 
coveries if they did not have at their disposal a rich corpus of accumulated 
scientific knowledge.' It thus became clear to historians of science that the 

1. D. C. Lindberg, Science in the h"le Ages, Chicago, 1978, p. 8 
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S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  I N  I S L A M  ( P A R T  I )  

study of the story of human progress cannot be undertaken without the study 
of the history of science in the Middle Ages, which, although they were dark in 
some parts of the world, were bright and full of progress in the lands of Islam. 

If w e  speak about the long history of science in the western part of the 
Old World, we find that science started its development in Mesopotamia and 
Egypt. The earliest civdizations in the history of mankind were the Sumero- 
Akkadian civilization in Mesopotamia, also called Babylonia, and the civiliza- 
tion of Egypt in the Nile Valley. These two great civilizations laid the foun- 
dations for all branches of science, including mathematics, astronomy, 
medlcine, chemistry and technology, and their achievements can be traced 
back as far as 3500 BC. The influence of these two Near Eastern civilizations 
on other countries of the ancient world was profound, including all islands on 
the east of the Mediterranean Sea. The importance of ancient Near Eastern 
science has only recently started to be appreciated, but there is still a long way 
to go before these great civilizations are given their rightful place.' It would be 
of great importance to study carefully some early Arabic accounts of the his- 
tory of science as given in al-fihrist of Ibn al-Nadim,3 a/-Miqaddima (the 
Introduction) of Ibn Khaldiin; and other early Arabic literature. In these 
sources, Babylonian science is highly appreciated and it is reported that this 
science was transmitted to Egypt and to the Greeks. W e  find also some ac- 
counts of the destruction of the Babylonian scientific works when Alexander 
conquered the Persian em~ire.~ 

According to Charles Singer, the debt of the Western world to Greece 
and Rome has been unduly stressed, since the fifteenth century, to the extent 
of ignoring the deeper debt to the great civilizations of the Near East.' George 
Sarton expressed a similar opinion, and according to hm Western historians 
always neglected the history of science in the ancient Near East, assuming that 
science started in Greece. Ths, he says, is a simplistic assumption, since the 
Greek Miracle was preceded by thousands of scientific endeavours and 
achievements in Egypt and Mesopotamia. H e  concludes that Greek science 
was a revival of previous scientific knowledge and not an invention or a dis- 
covery of science. 

These hstorical facts do not diminish the importance of the great 
achievements of classical Greek science which flourished over a span of about 
three hundred years from the sixth to the fourth century BC. During this 

7 

2. 0. Neugebauer, 7 h e  Exact Sciences in Antipi& New York, Dover, 1969, p. 448. 
3. Ibn al-Nadim, al-fihrist, Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Tij&iyya, n.d. 
4. Ibn Khaldiin, al-Miqadiria (fifth offset printing), Beirut, 1984. 
5. Ibn aliNadim, op. cit., pp. 345481. 
6. C. Singer et al. (eds.), A Histoy of Technolog, Oxford, 1979, 11, pp. 754-755. 
7. G. Sarton, AHistoty ofSciencelhrough the Golden Age $Greece, 3 vols., I, Part 1, Harvard, 

1952. Arabic edition, Cairo, 1963, pp. 20-21. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

period, the torch of science was in Greek hands. But the contributions of the 
Near East to science did not stop during ths period. The civilizations of 
Egypt and Babylon were sull active during these three hundred years, and the 
three areas continued to influence each other. 

The torch of science moved again to the Near East. The death of 
Alexander (323 BC) marked the beginning of what is called the Hellenistic 
Age. During the long period of eight hundred years (thud century BC-fifth 
century AD), great achievements in science took place. It is mentioned that 
whde Alexander Hellenized Western Asia, it could be said as well that he 
orientalized Greek culture.8 The important legacy of Alexander's conquests 
was to bring Greek culture to the Near East and to make Greek the language of 
government and of science. Ths is a case similar to that of Latin in medieval 
Europe. But during this period the Near East was the seat of scientific activity. 
Most of the scientists were from Egypt and western Asia or brought up there. 
Some scientists of course came from the Greek islands to live in the Near 
East. With the exception of Aristotle who belongs to the end of the classical 
Greek period, most scientists whose works were translated later into Arabic 
like Euclid, Ptolemy, Heron, Pappus, Diophantus, Dioscorides, Galen and 
others, came from Near Eastern cities notably Alexandria, where they were 
born, and had lived and produced all their scientific works.9 

During the fourth and fifth centuries, Christianity was sull engaged in 
establishing itself in the Near East, and a conflict took place with pagan 
Hellenism. Ibn IUlaldun says, 'When the emperors adopted Christianity, they 
deserted the rational sciences in compliance with the religious scriptures and 
doctrines.'" The murder of Hypatia in AD 412 marked the end of Hellenistic 
science in Alexandria.' Justinian closed the Academy in Athens in AD 529 and 
this date symbolizes the end of the Hellenistic Age.12 Some teachers of the 
Academy escaped to Persia where they joined the learned community at 
Jundishiipur. Religious intolerance also drove many learned men from among 
the Nestorians and Monophysites eastward into exile where they established 
centres of learning in Edessa, Nisibin and within the boundaries of the Persian 
empire. These centres, together with Antioch, Harriin and Jundish%ppur, were 
destined to become the main sources for the transformation of the pre-Islamic 
sciences into Arabic.13 

With the advent of Islam and the unity of the Near East under the 
Islamic empire, the torch of science came into Islamic hands. After a pre- 

8. G. Sarton, Ancient Science andModern Gidixation, Nebraska, 1954, p. 4. 
9. Bid., pp. 19, 42; G. Sarton, Introduction to the History OfScience, I, pp. 208, 258, 336, 337. 
10. Ibn Khaldun, op. cit., p.480. 
11. G. Sarton, Ancient Science andModern CiuiLiption, I, p. 105. 

13. Ibid., p. 111. 
12. Ibid., p. 110. 
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S C I E N C E  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y  IN I S L A M  ( P A R T  I )  

paratory period, Arabic emerged as the international language of science. The 
Middle Ages are considered to extend from the fifth century until about 1450. 
Between the fifth and the seventh centuries, the torch was kept alive in 
Mesopotamia, and with the conversion to Islam and to Arabic, science was 
given a renewed and greater impetus. The Muslims remained the custodians of 
science until the end of the Middle Ages. Some historians of science consider 
the Islamic leadership in science to extend between the eighth and the twelfth 
centuries only. But it will be seen from the various chapters of this book that 
whereas Islamic science was at its peak in the seat of the caliphate in these four 
centuries, it flourished also between the thrteenth and the fifteenth centuries, 
especially in the countries of Eastern Islam. 

It is not possible in this introduction to lscuss in detail our statement 
that Islamic achievements in science extended until the middle of the fif- 
teenth century. The reader will find ample examples in this book. But we can 
mention briefly here the case of the observatory in Islam as an illu~trati0n.I~ 
The observatory as an organized and specialized scientific institution came 
into existence first in the world of Islam, and it has undergone its various 
stages of development in the Islamic realm itself. It seems to owe little more 
than its scientific and technical prerequisites to the classical Greek period or 
to the Hellenistic Age. Some of the major developments of the observatory 
in Islam were realized in the Marggha observatory, which was founded in 
the second half of the thirteenth century. Nasir al-Din al-Tasi was the 
leading scientist in ths institution. It was established in 658/1259 and 
continued in operation until about 1304. A reference library whch con- 
tained, according to some reports, about 400,000 books, was attached to it. 
A good number of distinguished scientists worked together in the ob- 
servatory. These included Nasir al-Din al-Tusi, Qutb d-Din al-Shirgzi, 
Mu'ayyid al-Din al-'Ur&, Muhp al-Din al-Maghribi, and many others. The 
observatory was not only an institution for research in astronomy, but it was 
also a scientific academy with excellent opportunities for scientific contacts 
and exchange of ideas.I5 

The astronomical activity in Islam was sull alive and flourishmg in the 
fourteenth century. Several minor observatories were established and many 
astronomers and mathematicians were still productive. Among the most 
distinguished astronomers of this century was 'Ah b. Ibrahim b. al-Shnur 
(d. 777/1375). H e  made astronomical observations in Damascus, and wrote 
astronomical tables embodying hs results. H e  was not satisfied with the 
Ptolemaic system and devised a new one whch, though geocentric, was very 
similar to that of Copernicus." 

14. A. Sayili, I h e  Obsematory in Islam, New York, Arno Press, 1981. 

16. Ibid., p. 245. 
15. Ibid., pp. 189-222. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In the fifteenth century, we witness the continuation of the tradition of 
observatory building in Islam. A more advanced observatory than that of 
Mariigha was established in Samarkand by the enlightened prince Ulugh Beg. 
It was completed in 823/1420 and its work lasted about thirty years under 
the continued patronage of Ulugh Beg who succeeded his father to the 
throne in 851/1447. Besides Ulugh Beg, who was also a scientist, the ob- 
servatory included such distinguished astronomers and mathematicians as 
Ghiyiith al-Din Jamshid al-Knshi, Qndiziida al-Riimi and ‘Ah b. Muhammad 
Qashji. It represented the peak achievement in Islamic observatories, and 
from here the Islamic tradition of founding observatories was transmitted to 
Europe. After a detailed discussion of the Samarkand observatory, Aydin 
Sayili concludes that, ‘In the fifteenth century, Islam had a clearly superior 
status in this realm of activity as compared with Europe; it was in a position 
to exert important influence on Europe, and Europe was apparently eager 
to absorb such influence.’” In contrast to the twelfth century, when Islamic 
science was transmitted to Europe through translations, during the later 
centuries of the mddle Ages transmission continued through cultural con- 
tacts, diplomatic relations, commercial activities, and emigrations. It should 
be remembered that the extensive area of the Ottoman empire covered large 
parts of eastern Europe, and this provided direct contact between Islam and 
Europe. Translations of scientific works from Arabic were also still taking 
place. 

The last important observatory in Islam was completed in Istanbul in 
985/1577 during the reign of Sultan Murad 111 (982-1004/1574-1595). Taqi 
al-Din Muhammad b. Ma‘riif al-Riisid al-Dimashqi was the founder and the 
director of this observatory. Taqi al-Din was one of the last original and great 
Muslim scientists. H e  was an astronomer, a mathematician, a physicist and a 
mechanical engineer, and the author of several books on astronomy, me- 
chanical technology and mathematical subjects. Special buildings were con- 
structed for the observatory which housed the instruments and the library, 
and they comprised special quarters and lodgings for the scientific staff. Taqi 
al-Din had fifteen astronomers working with him, in addition to administrative 
and other supporting staff. The observatory of Taqi al-Din at Istanbul and 
that of Tycho Brahe at Uraniborg were contemporary.,The first was started in 
1575 and the second in 1576. The similarities between the instruments in both 
observatories were studied and confirmed, and these were traced back to the 
Mariigha and Samarkand observatories.18 But the life of the last of the Islamic 
observatories was very short. Mainly personal jealousies led to its demolition 
in 1580. And whereas w e  can take the year 1450, when work at the Samarkand 
observatory came to an end, as marking the end of Islamic leadershp in 

17. A. Say& Be Observatory in hLam, op. cit., pp. 26G289 
18. Aid., pp.289-304. 
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science, w e  can look symbolically at 1580, the year of the demolition of the 
Istanbul observatory, and the building of the Tycho Brahe observatory at the 
same time, as the year when the long tradition of scientific research in Islam 
came to an end. 

During the later centuries, prior to 1450, the economy and power of 
most Islamic lands were greatly weakened, and scientific work was losing its 
momentum. Europe was advancing and its economy was on the rise. The 
translation of Islamic science from Arabic reached its zenith in the twelfth 
century. In the period extendrng unul 1450, European scholars embarked on 
studying and assimilating the translated Arabic scientific and philosophic 
works and on producing works of their own; but most of the writings of the 
great medieval scholars were based on those translations from Arabic. And 
although the real contributions to the advancement of science were few, yet it 
was a preparatory period which paved the way for the rise of the Scientific 
Revolution. 

The importance of the history of Islamic science was felt in Europe from 
the eighteenth century, and several important studies were published on its 
various aspects. There are comprehensive bibliographies of most published 
material. The first detailed account of the history of Islamic science which 
embodied the results of previous research appeared in the classic work of 
George Sarton, Introdaction to the Histolsy ofScience, of which Volume I appeared 
in 1927.19 Another classic work was Aldo Mieli's L a  science arabe et son rde dans 
I'ivolution scientq5qae mondiule, 1938.20 There are also the more recent works of 
Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Islamic Science, A n  dlastrated Stu4, 1976;l and Science and 
Cvilixation in (slam, 1968.22 In 1996 the -Enyhpedia of the Histoy of Arabic 
Science, edited by Roshdi Rashed, appeared.23 

Among the hstories of specific subjects, medrcine received more at- 
tention than other disciphes. The earliest works to appear are the works of 
Lucien Leclerc, Histoire de la midecine arabe, 1876;24 Edward Browne, Arabian 
Medicine, 1921 ;25 and Donald Campbell, Arabian Medicine und its I$L.ence on the 
Middle Ages, 1926.26 Since then, many other histories of Islamic medicine have 
been written in European languages, and in Arabic, Turkish, and Persian. 

19. G. Sarton, Introdalction to the ffistoly ofScience, 3 vols., Baltimore, 1927-1948. 
20. A. Mieli, L a  science arabe et son d e  dzns I'Pvolution scient$que rnondiale, Leiden, Brill, 1938. 
21. S. H. Nasr, (slamic Science, A n  Zlmtrated Stu4, London, World of Islam Festival, 1975. 
22. S. H. Nasr, Science and Gvi/ization in /slam, Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard University Press, 

23. Roshdi Rashed (ed. with the collaboration of Rkgis Morelon), Enyclopedia oftbe ffistoly of 

24. L. Leclerc, Histoire de la midecine arabe, 2 vols., Paris, 1876; photo reprint, N e w  York, 

25. E. Browne, Arabian Medicine, Cambridge, 1921. 
26. D. Campbell, Arabian Medicine and its InJzence on the Mddle Ages, 2 vols., London, 1926. 

1968. 

Arabic Sience, London/New York, Routledge, 1996. 

1966. 
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Next to medicine, mathematics and astronomy received reasonable attention. 
A classic work in thts field is that of Heinrich Suter, D i e  Mathematiker zlnd 
Astronomen der Araber zlnd ihre Erke, 1900.27 Much research into this subject 
has subsequently been undertaken, and a large amount of published material 
is now available. 

The work of E. S. Kennedy and the results of hs research were the most 
remarkable in the field of astronomy.28 Members of his school are now among 
the leading historians of Arabic and Islamic astronomy. Among historians of 
Arabic mathematics, Roshdi Rashed was most active and has made significant 
contributions. In optics, A. H. Sabra did pioneering work and has edited and 
translated into English Ibn al-Haytham’s Ehib ~L-Man@@r.~~ In the field of 
technology, D. R. Hill was the leading specialist. He translated into English the 
books of al-Jazari and the Banu Mfisii. The Arabic originals were edited and 
published by A. Y. al-Hassan. Both al-Hassan and Hill wrote (slamic TechnoLou - 
An flhstrated H~toy.~’ In physics, we do not have one work devoted to the 
whole subject, but we find important articles in the collected works of Eilhard 
Wiedemann, whose origmal papers appeared between 1876 and 1927.31 In 
chemistry and alchemy, w e  also do not have a single work, but very important 
material is found in the works of Julius Ruska, Von Lippmann, E. J. Holymard 
and H. A. Stapleton. All of these pioneers were active in the first thirty years 
of the twentieth century. 

Islamic science was discussed also in many other works dealing with the 
general histories of science, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, physics, al- 
chemy, technology and other specific subjects. Here we find the names of 
several illustrious historians of science who sometimes gave Islamic science a 
fair amount of attention. 

Among the basic reference works on the history of Islamic science are 
the histories of Arabic literature of Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen 
Litteratzlr:2 which appeared between 1898 and 1942, and of Fuat Sezgin, 
Gwhichte des arabiaben Schriftm~:~ whtch started to appear in 1967. These two 

27. H. Suter, D i e  Matbematiker und Astronomen der Araber und ihre Werke, Leipzig, 1900, new ed. 
1902, repr. Ann Arbor, 1963. 

28. There are numerous works published by E. S. Kennedy. These include Studies in the Islamic 
Exact Sciences by E. S. Kennedy, Colleagues and Former Students, American University of 
Beirut, 1983. 

29. KtZb al-Man&+r, li-l-ffkran b. al-Hqtbam, baggagha wa-r+a ‘ab2 ‘ahi-l-tayama al-latinka, ‘Abd 
al-Hamid Sabrii, Kuwait, Qism al-Turiith al-‘Arabi, 1983. 

30. A. Y. al-Hassan and D. R. Hill, hlamic Technology - An Illzrstrated Hstov, Paris/Cambndge, 
UNESCO/C.U.P., 1986. 

31. E. Wiedemann, Aa#.at.y p r  arabiscben ~ssenscha~geschicbte, 2 vols., Hildesheim, 1970. 
32. C. Brockelmann, Gscbichte derarabiscben Litteratur, Leiden, Brill, I, 1943; 11, 1949; Suppl. I, 

33. F. Sezgin, Gscbichte des arabiscben Scbrifums, 9 vols., Leiden, Brill, 1967-1984. 
1937; Suppl. 11, 1938; Suppl. 111, 1942. 
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works are necessary tools for historians of science in their search for in- 
formation on Arabic manuscripts. 

In the introduction to his great woPk, Science and CiviLixation in C!iina34 
(I, 1954), Joseph Needham explained that there were several ways to write the 
history of science. There is the Elementary which is unsatisfying beyond a 
certain point, and the Anecdotal, only permissible in the hands of a master, such 
as E. G. Browne in his Arabian Medicine. The Bibliographical style, exemplified 
by Ado Mieli’s L a  science arabe, can be very frustrating when one wants to know 
exactly what a person contributed instead of a long list of the titles of books. 
The Exhaustive, as in George Sarton’s Introdzsction to the History @Science, is ruled 
out if the field to be covered is a wide one. The Social, adopted by Lewis 
Mumford in Technics and Civihxation, is useful for one aspect of the inquiry only. 
Needham adopted what we would call a Comprehensive approach, which 
though not Exhaustive, leaves out nothing important. To be Comprehensive, 
Needham’s work became a multi-volume and an encyclopedic enterprise 
which started before 1950 and continued until his death in 1995. 

The present volume is none of the above. It is a review or a short hstory 
of the subject. It is directed to the educated person who is interested in the 
history of science and in Islamic civilization. It aims at summarizing our pre- 
sent knowledge of Islamic achievements in the various scientific disciplines, 
and the contributions of Muslim scientists to the progress of science in gen- 
eral. The various chapters are not in the nature of research papers and there- 
fore the footnbtes are kept, in some cases, to a minimum. It is hoped, 
however, that the footnotes together with the selected bibliographes will 
gwde the reader who desires to pursue a certain subject. 

The study of the history of science in Islamic countries is of recent 
origin. Research institutes have been established in Syria, Iraq, Turkey, Iran, 
Pakistan and recently in Malaysia. Learned journals have started to appear, and 
the publication of works on Islamic science and of edited Arabic scientific 
manuscripts is increasing. And whereas most of the eminent historians of 
Islamic science until recently were Europeans, we find now that an appreciable 
number are of Islamic and Arabic origin, with a good proportion workmg in 
Western universities. It was possible, therefore, to allocate the chapters of the 
two parts of this volume to twenty-nine authors from seventeen countries, 
eleven Islamic and six Western. Each of the authors has either distinguished 
himself in hs field or has devoted his efforts to his subject and thus become a 
specialist in it. 

To delegate the writing of such a book to such a large number of authors 
is not an easy task. It meant very long delays, year after year. Sometimes an 
author fails to deliver the material after several years of promises and the 
process of choosing another to replace him starts again. This has happened 

34. J. Needham, fi-ience and Civilixation in Gina, Cambridge, 1954, I, p. 7. 
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several times. Sometimes it was not possible to find authors for certain sub- 
jects as was the case in the history of technology, and the burden had to be 
borne mainly by two authors. The editors of the volume were themselves 
subject, during thts period, to interruptions caused by emigration, health or 
other personal difficulties. And they had to devote time and effort to this 
project while they were pursuing their occupations. This has resulted in delays 
also. Other difficulties were related to the unavoidable differing points of view, 
and the differing styles of presentation. 

But, in spite of all these difficulties, this volume has finally appeared. 
However, with such a large spectrum of authors, blemishes wdl be found, and 
criticism is understandable, but it is undoubtedly much better to have the 
scholarly knowledge of twenty-nine authors, each one a specialist in his own 
field, than to delegate this task to one author only. From this respect the 
present volume should occupy a unique place as a comprehensive review of 
the hstory of Islamic science. 
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Chapter l.l(a) 

SCIENCE BEFORE ISLAM 
George A. Saliba 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In order to appreciate the actual status of science during Islamic times, it is 
essential to establish its status just on the eve of the Islamic era. For only then 
can w e  determine the extent to which Islamic science, that which was written 
mainly in Arabic, did indeed develop and the direction it took when it was 
confronted with the new social realities. In a sense, the discussion of Islamic 
science from this perspective also implies a study of the sources of that 
science, and the manner in whch these sources were exploited by the new 
Islamic civilization. 

The geographical domain which later became the crucible of the Islamic 
civilization was towards the beginning of the seventh century AD dwided be- 
tween the two major empires of classical antiquity. The Sassanian empire in the 
east extended from the Mesopotamianvalley to the Central Asian steppes. To the 
west, the Byzantine empire stretched from the Sassanian border along the 
Mesopotamian valley to the west hugging both the northern and southern shores 
of the Mediterranean and extending as far west as the southern tip of the Iberian 
peninsula. The Arabian peninsula itself was divided between the southern tribes 
of Yemen, and the northern ones, which were in turn divided into two main 
dynasties. The western half of the northern tribes was under the hegemony of 
the Ghassanids, a group ofArabian tribesmen who had accepted Christianity and 
were therefore allied with the Byzantine empire, while the eastern half fell to their 
rivals the Lakhmids, who were under the control of the Sassanians. 

The trade routes that had been established from ancient times connected 
these empires of the north with the warm southern waters of Yemen through 
a network of caravan routes, the most important of which was the one passing 
through Mecca, on the western side of the Arabian peninsula, and going 
northward into Damascus where it joined with the local Byzantine trade 
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routes. The eastern Arabian trade route branched off from Mecca and went 
eastward across the Arabian peninsula to meet the northern tip of the Persian 
Gulf close to the modern city of Basra. 

With the Muslim conquest, in three main waves, AD 632-656, the whole 
tribal lands of the eastern portion of the Arabian peninsula were consolidated 
under the hegemony of Islam, while all of the Arabian peninsula succumbed 
to the second wave. With the third wave of conquest, c. AD 634-656, Syria, 
Egypt, all of Mesopotamia and the Sassanian empire were captured by the 
Muslims. Therefore, as early as the middle of the seventh century, Islamic 
civilization was already heir to the two major empires of antiquity, and was 
sitting astride the main trade routes that connected these empires with Central 
Asia and China by land along the Silk Route, and with the southern Arabian 
peninsula, and from there by sea to India and China. 

The aspect of science before Islam whch concerns us here is, therefore, 
the science of the two major empires of antiquity, plus that of the local tribes of 
the Arabian peninsula. The native science of the ancient Mesopotamian 
empires, which had flourished to a very high level under the Seleucids, became 
one of the sources from which Greek science drew. As we shall see below, 
some aspects of that science were retained by the local population in the form 
of popular science and were also incorporated by the advancing Islamic science. 
To study any of these sciences on its own is a formidable task, for none of them 
developed in isolation from the others, and the form in whch any of those 
sciences came to be known within Islamic civilization is necessarily complicated 
by the multiple mutual influences these earlier sciences had upon one another 
and the influence they all had on the science of Islam. To speak, for example, of 
Sassanian science is also to speak of the influence of Greek science on 
Sassanian science itself, to say nothing of the influence of Indian or Chinese or 
Central Asian science. The native sciences of the Arabian tribes were equally 
influenced by these same sources, and had on their own been influenced by the 
trade routes from southern Arabia to Inda and Chna. 

In most cases, the study of the pre-Islamic sciences which had any influ- 
ence on later Islamic science is further complicated by the avadable sources, 
sources that were themselves written a few centuries later during Islamic times. 
Most of what w e  know of Sassanian science, for example, comes from Arabic 
sources written some time after the ninth century, that is some two hundred 
years after the advent of Islam. For earlier science, say of ancient Persia, for 
example, we know even less. In the case of medicine, H. Sigerist has concluded 
that the only source of ancient Persian medicine is the holy book, the Avesta, 
from which one leaf-ns very little.' In other areas, w e  are better informed, thanks 
to the Arabic sources themselves. One finds, for example, that agreat number of 
technical terms dealing with irrigation, machines, engineering and the like, de- 

l. H.E. Sigerist, AHiftoy OfMedicine, Oxford, 1961, 11, pp. 197-207. 
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rive from Persian, a clear indication of the influence of Sassanian science on 
Islamic science, but whch can only be documented through the Arabic sources 
themselves.2 A similar situation prevails in the case of astronomy. W e  know from 
the Arabic sources that Sassanian astronomical texts had some influence on 
Islamic astronomy, especially in the early period; but again we know h s  ir- 
formation only from the Arabic sources alone.3 Finally, the sciences of the native 
tribes of Arabia are similarly known from echoes in the same ninth-century 
Arabic sources and from later ones as well. Only the Byzantine and Syriac in- 
fluence can be studied with some certainty, because there is a sizeable number of 
Greek and Syriac scientific texts that influenced the development of Islamic 
science and which can still be identified and studied on their own. 

SCIENCE IN THE SASSANIAN EMPIRE 

W e  learn from later sources that the land of Persia was at the crossroads of the 
ancient trade route between India and Europe. Thus, it is only natural to 
expect that it had benefited from both civilizations. But more remarkably, 
there are later reports that speak of the specific acquisition of science or men 
of science being pursued consciously by the Persian court. As early as the 
fourth century AD, w e  hear of the Syriac school of Nisibin, with its exposure to 
Hellenistic science, being conceded to the Persian empire whch welcomed the 
teachers of thts school. During the same century (or the next) the sources also 
speak of Paul the Persian whose rendition of Aristotelian logic into Persian4 

For some partial listing of these terms, see A. Sher, A Dctionaly ofPersian Loan K%ds in the 
Arabic Language, repr. Librairie du Liban, Beirut, 1987, and al-Khowarezmi [al-Khu- 
wiirizmi] , Liber MafZb al- ‘ulim, ed. Van Vloten, Brill, Leiden, 1895, passim. 
See, for example, the studies by D. Pingree, ‘The Fragments of the Works of Ya‘qtib b. 
Tiiriq’,Jo~rnalof~earEastem Xtudies I/rvEsl, 27,1968, pp. 97-125; ‘The Fragments of the 
Works of al-Fazziiri’,JNES, 29, 1970, pp. 103-123; ‘Indmn Influence on Early Sassanian 
and Arabic Astronomy’, Journal of Oriental Respdrch (Madras), 33, 1963-1964, pp. 1-8; 
C. Nahno, ‘(lm al-jalak, Rome, 1911; E.S. Kennedy, ‘The Sassanian Astronomical 
Handbook Zij-i Shiih and the Astrologcal Doctrine of “Transit” (mamarr)’, Journal of the 
American OrientaL Sokeg VAOJJ, 78,1958, pp. 246-262; E. S. Kennedy and B. L. Van der 
Waerden, ‘The World-Year of the Persians’,JAOJ, 83, 1963, pp. 315-327; E. S. Kennedy, 
‘The World-Year Concept in Islamic Astrology’, in: International Congress of the ffistoly of 
Science, Ithaca, N.Y., 1962, pp. 23-43; J. J. Burckhardt and B. L. Van der Waerden, ‘Das 
Astronomische System der Persischen Tafeln 1’, Centaurus, 13, 1968, pp. 1-28; D. Pingree, 
‘Astronomy and Astrology in India and Iran’, his, 54, 1963, pp. 229-246. 
At least one of the Aristotelian logical works, Pen Hevnenim, was rendered into Persian 
according to a notice preserved in a manuscript published in 1900 by A. Van Hoonacker, 
‘Le trait6 du philosophe syrien Probus sur les premiers analytiques d’Aristote’, Journal 
Asiatipe, ser. 9, t. 16,1900, pp. 70-121, esp. p. 73, where the notice mentions that Severus 
Sebokht had translated Paul’s treatise from Persian into Syriac. 
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was probably the first attempt at the diffusion of Hellenistic science within the 
Persian domain. The schism of Nestorius, in 431, which later occasioned the 
expulsion of the Nestonan scholars from the school of Edessa in 389, and the 
closure of the Athenian Academy under Justinian, in 529, further enlarged the 
number of Hellenized scholars who found refuge in the Persian empire. 
Although the authenticity of these accounts and their impact on Persian 
intellectual hstory and science can be greatly questioned at times, their main 
import is that the Persian empire from very early times seemed to have been 
the beneficiary of the regular migration of Hellenistic scientists from 
Byzantium. The main reasons for these migrations seem to have always been 
related to religous pressures or outright religous persecution. 

A more doubtful story reported in later Arabic sources claims that the 
Sassanian king Shapiir I (AD 241-272) established the city of Jundishnpiir, 
located in modern-day IUlbzistiin, in order to house the Roman prisoners that 
he had taken after defeating Emperor Valerian in AD 260. The assumption is 
that ths group of soldiers were taken together with their army physicians; 
hence, marking the beginning of some Greek medical learning in the city. The 
legends also report that the sister of Emperor Aurelian brought along with her 
her own physicians when she was gven as a bride to Shapiir I in AD 270. The 
stones are then exaggerated to include a medical school in the city, a hospital, 
and some go as far as designating an academy and an observatory. 

Whether the detads of the role of Jundishnpnr are true or not is of no 
great importance here, for the importance of the story is to signal a very 
intimate intellectual contact between the Roman empire - later Byzantium - 
on the one hand and the Sassanians on the other. The fact that such a 
contact did indeed take place is further corroborated by a variety of sources, 
mainly Syriac, that report one wave after another of intellectual refugees 
leaving Byzantium and being received at the Sassanian court. Whether more 
of those waves came as prisoners or as refugees under Shapiir I, or under 
Chosrau I Aniishirwgn (AD 531-579), is of no real consequence since the 
later Arabic sources, in their attempt to explain their indebtedness to 
Sassanian civilization, may have capsulized their contacts and located them 
in ths specific city. 

There is no doubt that the city was of some importance during Sassanian 
times, and may have retained some of its glory during early Abbasid times. W e  
know, for example, that it was a major see for the Nestorian Church: and a 
place of refuge for the Nestorians who had to abandon the school of Edessa 
in AD 489. 

5. See H. H. Schoeffler, D i e  Akademie von Gndi’cbapur, Stuttgart, Freies Geistesleben, 1979, 
p. 32; cf. also A. Abouna, Adab al-hgba al-&im4ya, Beirut, Starco, 1970, pp. 70, 328 for its 
continued prominence from the early fourth century and well into the eighth and ninth 
centuries as an ecclesiastical see. 
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Therefore, the intellectual contacts between Persia and Byzantium 
took many shapes and forms and were never really interrupted; in all 
likelihood, they were not in one direction either. As we will show below, a 
similar situation prevailed between Persia and India, where w e  can docu- 
ment the transfer of texts from Persia to India and then back to Persia. 
What is also clear is that the Sassanian cities, like Jundish2pipur, when they 
were conquered by the Muslim armies in the early part of the seventh 
century, were already heirs to various scientific traditions extending from 
the heart of the Byzantine empire in the west to the Indus Valley in the 
east. 

The surviving reports about one Sassanian astronomical text, known in 
Arabic under various names such as Zq-i SbZbi, or Zq-i SbabnjZr, or Zq-i Shatro- 
YZr, demonstrate clearly that since the earliest Arabic astronomical texts were 
also called @e~, the formative years of Islamic astronomy were under the 
influence of the Sassanian astronomical tradition.‘ The term @’ itself is best 
understood as being derived from the Pahlavi term @k7 Unfortunately, the 
Sassanian @’ in question did not survive, and all our information about it is 
derived from later Arabic sources. 

The @’ itself seems to have been produced in two versions: the first, 
some time during the reign of AnfishinvBn (AD 531-579), and the other about 
AD 610, possibly during the reign of Chosrau I1 (AD 590-628). From the 
detailed analysis to whch the surviving reports about both versions of ths @’ 

have been subjected, one can conclude that at least one version of this @’, that 
using the midnight epoch, was under the influence of the Indian astronomer 
Aryabhata (6. AD 500). 

Other aspects of strictly Sassanian astronomical/astrological doctrines 
that were developed at ths early period, and were later on influential within 
the Islamic period, are the doctrines that relate to the World-Year and the 
periods of thousands of years computed on the basis of the repeating 
conjunctions of the two upper planets Saturn and Jupiter. The doctrines of 
World-Years, based on cycles of thousands, are not attested in Greek or 
Indian sources,8 and must have been developed in Sassanian Iran, from 
where they probably migrated to Inla to be combined with the I<ahyuga 
system and exported back to the Islamic lands. In addition to the evidence 
accumulated by Kennedy for the early conception of such cycles, one may 
add a tangential reference to it preserved in the polemic of St. Ephrem the 
Syrian (AD 306?-373) against Bardaisan (AD 222) in which St. Ephrem ac- 
cuses Bardaisan of being a proponent of the doctrine of the thousand- 

6. The Sassanian astronomical tradition is discussed in the studies quoted in note 3. 
7. E. S. Kennedy, ‘The World-Year Concept.. .’, op. Lit., p. 326. 
8. Kennedy and Van der Waerden, op. ai.., p. 41. 
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years cycles. Of course, St. Ephrem considers that to be in direct contradiction 
with the Christian faith.9 

Therefore, the Sassanian empire on the eve of the Muslim invasion was a 
melting pot of scientific doctrines coming from the Byzantine empire in the 
west, the Indus Valley in the east, and a native tradition produced in Sassanian 
Iran itself. As far as astronomy is concerned, the first few centuries of Islamic 
civihzation were under the influence of the Sassanian tradition, whch seems to 
have been a very vigorous one. The mark left by thts Sassanian tradition of 
Islamic astronomy can still be dlscerned in the extant astronomical handbook 
(e) of Muhammad b. Mils2 al-Khuwiltizmi (fl. AD 830).1° 

SCIENCE IN THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE 

In view of the contacts between Islamic science and Greek science, which was 
inherited by Byzantium, one has to separate three main tradltions. First, there 
was the tradition of the sophsticated theoretical texts of Euclid, Ptolemy, 
Archimedes, Apollonius, etc. whch was eclipsed after the second century AD 
and was not really revived until the ninth century in Baghdad. Second, there 
was the less sophisticated tradition,*’ mainly astrologcal, approximative, and 
more like folk scientific tradition. Finally, there was a scientific tradltion 
written in Syriac, which depended heavily on the Greek sources, but did not 
derive from those sources exclusively. 

9. According to St. Ephrem, Bardaisan is supposed to have held the following opinion: ‘For 
that first Thousand - is the type of the last Thousand ~ in that as the death of Adam put to 
death - all those that that Thousand Fad brought to life]. . . delivered - one that flew away 
and one that was rescued. Our Lord also in the last Thousand - raises the Dead by His 
resurrection - in that all the Dead are found in His Thousand - and there comes the 
Deluge of Fire - in the midst of which the Wicked sink - and the Righteous in it are 
delivered - like Enoch the living [are] snatched away - in the manner of Noah the Dead are 
rescued.’ In: C. W. Mitchell, S. Ephruim’s &o.re Refk‘ations ofMani, &faarcion, and Barhisan, 
William & Norgate, London/Oxford, 11,1921, p. lxxv - ‘A Discourse Against Bardaisan’, 
pp.lxvi-ixxix. Although the text is not well preserved, and seems to be corrupt, the 
message seems to indicate clearly that Bardaisan believed in some cyclical history of the 
world, each cycle being one thousand years and each is marked by some cataclysmic event 
such as the Flood, or the ‘Deluge of Fire’ as is clearly mentioned here. It is this type of 
world history that seems to have been invented during the Sassanian time, and which 
became popular during early Abbasid times as evident from the works of Abti Ma‘shar and 
Mnsha’allah. 

10. See, for example, 0. Neugebauer, Be Atronomicul Tables of uJ-Bziw&ipz; Copenhagen, 
1962. 

11. One thinks of the astrological works of Paulus Alexandrinus (fl. AD 370), the medical work 
of Oribasius (fl. AD 350) - in contradistinction to that of Galen - and the Secret Oflvafure of 
the Pseudo-Apollonius of Tyana. 
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The first of these traditions does not concern us here, for it belongs to 
the period of Islamic science proper, and should be dealt with at that juncture. 
Of the other two remaining traditions, the Syriac one will be discussed below. 
For our immediate purposes, w e  should concentrate on the status of science in 
Byzantium on the eve of the Islamic conquest. 

In our discussion of Sassanian science above, w e  have hinted at the 
successive migration of scientists - actually philosophers - from Byzantium to 
Persia. W e  have also mentioned that religious persecution was the most fre- 
quent reason for these drastic measures such as the closure of the school of 
Edessa or the Academy at Athens. It goes without saying that, in this en- 
vironment, the only science that could prevad was a curtailed science whose 
main message was on top of everything religiously censured. As a result, it was 
not surprising to find someone like the Byzantine presbyter Cosmas 
Indicopieustes (fl. AD 530) writing about geography but defending a theory of 
a flat earth, simply because he understood the Bible to mean so. On the other 
hand, although it is not certain that the Pseudo-Apollonius text on 7 J e  Skret d. 
Nature was indeed a Byzantine text of the sixth or the seventh century, we are 
confident that such books were in all probability quite common in Byzantium 
at that time.12 The general character of that type of literature is that it tended 
to include simplified versions of earlier Greek works, and render them in 
encyclopedic forms, but, in most cases, without a real grasp of the original 
contents. Commentaries and school textbooks were more common than ori- 
gnal compositions. 

Most of these Byzantine compositions were translated into Arabic,13 and 
they too found their readers. But once the more sophisticated Greek sources 
became available, beginning with the ninth century AD, these lesser sources 
were relegated to less important circles and were replaced by the more so- 
phisticated works. 

Therefore, at the time of the Muslim conquests, towards the second 
quarter of the seventh century AD, the lands that were previously occupied 
by the Sassanian empire in the east, together with the holdings of the 
Byzantine empire in Syria and North Africa, fell to the invading armies 
together with their intellectual heritage. The Muslims incorporated the sci- 
entific traditions of these earlier empires and very quickly merged them 
with their own to become part of what later came to be called Islamic 
science. 

12. For works of this kind, see M. Ullmann, D i e  ilfedixin im Uam, Leiden, Brill, 1970, pp. 92ff. 
13. For more information on the texts that were translated into Arabic, see M. Steinschneider, 
De _&abischcn i&rsqwtgttr uws dem Gricbisdm, Graz, 1960. 
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ARABIC SCIENCE I N  PRE-ISLAMIC ARABIA 

The native Arabic scientific tradition has never been stuled in great detad, and, 
like the Sassanian tradition discussed above, the sources of this tradition are 
mdy later sources written after the ninth century AD. In astronomy, for 
example, most of what we know of the astronomical lore of pre-Islamic Arabia 
comes from references made by later authors of anwZbooks such as Ibn 
Qutayba (d. 226/879) or Ibn '&im (d. 404/1013), or by later astronomers such 
as 'Abd al-Ra!cpiin al-Sufi (903-986), or Abu-1-Rayhiin al-Biriini (d. 440/1048). 
In medicine, we must also rely on reports of biographers such as those of the 
tenth-century Ibn al-Nab, or Ibn Juljul, or the thirteenth-century Ibn Abi 
Usaybi'a, or al-QiffI. Any critical evaluation of these sources must reveal their 
unreliabitity, if for no other reason except that they were recording a tradition 
that had been eclipsed by at least two to three hundred years earlier. 

From the reports of these later biographical sources, we are not sure, for 
example, how much ophthalmology the female physician Zaynab, of the Banc 
Awd tribe, knew. Her name is mentioned by Ibn Abi Usaybi'a as being famous 
for her knowledge of eye diseases among the Arabs - by Arabs, he most 
probably meant bedouin. 

Furthermore, Ibn Abi Usaybi'a lists her name among those who became 
famous just at the advent of Islam. But he reports her story on the authority of 
a tenth-century anthologist who reported a beautiful line of poetry attributed 
to an otherwise unknown poet, and in all likelihood her fame and name were 
invented to justify the poetic line. What makes her story even more suspicious 
is that she is not mentioned- by the tenth-century biographers, i.e. Ibn al- 
Nab and Ibn Juljul. 

Another pre-Islamic physician by the name of al-Hiirith b. Kalada al- 
Thaqafi, who was contemporary with the Prophet, was supposed to have 
travelled to Persia in search of medical knowledge. Ibn Abi Usaybi'a even 
relates an unlikely disputation that this otherwise unknown physician had with 
the Sassanian hng Chosrau I AnCdurwiin (d. AD 579). Moreover, from var- 
ious reports about his knowledge of medicine, he 'seems to have had a good 
grasp of Galenic medicine, an unlikely event at thus early date. 

Finally, the sources for botanical and zoological information are also late. 
And whatever information we can cull from them comes mainly from lex- 
icographical texts whch were not intentionally written as botanical or zoolo- 
gical texts per se. 

ASTRONOMICAL KNOWLEDGE A M O N G  THE A R A B S  

The anwZJ-literature referred to above seems to have been originally conceived 
in connection with weather forecasting, and only rarely used in connection 
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with astrological prognostication. The phenomenon discussed in this literature 
is that of the heliacal risings and settings of groups of stars that rise and set 
once a year, and thus would designate a certain weather condition that could be 
particularly connected with that time of the year. By referring to these groups 
of stars, or positions in the sky, by the names of the surrounding stars, one 
could refer to that specific time of the year as the time of such and such a star 
cluster, meaning the time when such and such a group of stars is observable. In 
ths fashon, the sky was then divided into positions occupied by these groups 
of stars. 

When the motion of the most visible nightly luminary, the moon, was 
observed, it was found out that if the moon was observed to be in the vicinity 
of one of these star clusters at one time of the month, some twenty-eight days 
later, i.e. in about one month, the moon would come back to that same 
position. The notion was then born that for each night of the month, the 
moon occupies a different position in the sky, which could be referred to by 
the name of the star cluster in its vicinity. Then the idea of lunar mansions 
came into being, as if the moon was supposedly domiciled on successive 
nights in the vicinity of one of these various star clusters, now referred to as its 
mansion for that night. By the same token, one could speak of lunar mansions 
to refer to specific positions in the sky. 

One could then say that when such and such a mansion rises, meaning 
such and such a group of stars rises, one would have such and such weather, 
depending on the season of the year. Therefore, the result would not be too 
dfferent from a type of farmer’s almanac, where for each time of the year 
specific agricultural chores are indicated. 

Such elementary rough observation of the night sky need not be any 
more precise, and for purposes of weather prognostication, a few days dif- 
ference did not matter anyway. One would also imagine that such a simple 
kference system would be readily invented by any civilization where close 
attention is paid to the natural elements and the night sky. Indeed, investiga- 
tions have revealed that similar systems were applied in India and Chna, but 
for different purposes. The origns of these systems and their possible inter- 
relationshps had already been investigated by various scholars, as indicated by 
C. NaU1n0.l~ NallIno’s own findings seem to indicate that the three systems, 
i.e. the Arab, the Indian and the Chmese, may have had a common origin at 
some point in time in the old Babylonian system of sky divisions, but as far as 
their use at the hands of the Indians, the Chinese and the Arabs they seem to 
have served completely different purposes. 

The point that should be stressed in this regard is that for the inhabitants 
of Arabia, the system was never intended to be a method for dividing the 
ecliptic circle into equal portions, in order to use those divisions as measures of 

14. C. Nallino. ‘Rm a&&, pp. 117ff. 
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the longitude of the planets, as was done in India or China. On the contrary, the 
interest was not in the planet’s positions, a problem useful for astrological 
prognostication, but in the actual starry background itself as a designator of a 
seasonal time indicative of weather conditions.15 Only accidentally, and by free 
association, some of those star positions, i.e. seasonal times associated with 
them, were thought of as bad or good,“ in the manner of bad or good days of 
the Babylonians and other nations.’ But no further connection with planetary 
astronomy, or with astrology, could be found. 

In these anwZ’-manuals, one would usually find a description of the star 
clusters, in connection with the closest constellations surrounding them, and 
more often than not one could reconstruct the iconography of these con- 
stellations. Only then would one discover discrepancies between the con- 
stellations designated by these anwZ-’-texts and the ones inherited from the 
Greek sources, notably from Aratus. In one of the anwZ’-texts, for example, 
the iconography of Orion is not a mighty man standing with a sword in his 
hand, but rather of a king seated on a throne with a crown over his head.’’ In 
the same text the constellation of Libra is joined to that of Scorpio and the two 
pans of the balance are referred to as the two claws of Scorpio.19 The con- 
stellation of Virgo is split into two parts, one connected with the arms of Leo, 
the other pictured in the shape of a tent (khibZ’).2” 

There is no doubt, therefore, that there was some rudimentary knowl- 
edge of the night sky in pre-Islamic times,21 but it was mainly used in con- 
nection with weather prognostication, and no accurate system of divisions was 
employed for any hnd of measurement of planetary positions. In fact, the 
planets themselves are rarely discussed, and if they are discussed at all, they are 
discussed in terms of their wanderings but not in terms of their influence on 
the sublunar region. One could conclude that pre-Islamic knowledge of 
mathematical planetary astrology was non-existent, and whatever omen read- 
ings they employed were based on other than planetary influences.22 

15. The fact that these mansions referred to weather conditions is sometimes obvious from the 
etymology of their names. In the description of the mansion farfa, Ibn Qutayba says that it 
was called so because the cold is dismissed (Janfany) when it sets and the hear is dismissed 
when it rises, i.e. it marks the seasonal changes from winter to spring and from summer to 
autumn. Ibn Qutayba, Etib al-Anwi’, Hyderabad, Osmania Publication Bureau, 1956, p. 59. 

16. Bid., pp.37, 94ff. 
17. For a complete discussion of good and bad days, see A. BouchC-Leclercq, L’astrologie 

18. Cf., for example, Ibn Qutayba, Ktib al-Anw2, op. cit., p. 45. 
19. (bid., pp. 67ff. 
20. (bid., p. 66. 
21. One can also mention the various references to the night skies in pre-Islamic poetry. 
22. For the subject of divination, see R. Fahd, L a  divination arabe, 6tude.r relkieuses, sociologiqzm et 

grecqut, Paris, Leroux, 1899, pp. 459ff. 

jilklonques sur le milieu natfde L%lani, Leiden, Bra, 1966. 
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MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE 

W e  have mentioned above the unreliability of the sources on pre-Islamic 
Arabian methods. But that should not mean that these sources did not contain 
a kernel of truth. Although one may doubt the academic education of al-Harith 
b. Kalada at the Jundishapipur academy, on the grounds that there was no such 
active academy at that time in Jundishapiir, and one may doubt the disputation 
that al-Harith is supposed to have had at an audience with the Sassanian kmg 
Chosrau I, one should not doubt the real existence of this historical personality, 
nor the existence of his son d-Nadar, because they were both mentioned in 
historical sources connected with the life of the Prophet. One should not 
doubt also that such early physicians may have been knowledgeable about the 
methods of treatment prevalent in pre-Islamic Arabia. 

The difficulty, however, remains in identifying the exact nature of their 
knowledge from the reports of these late sources. And unless these sources 
themselves are analysed more thoroughly, we will not be able to identify the 
medical knowledge of pre-Islamic Arabia at all. One should also include in this 
category of pre-Islamic Arabian medicine the statements attributed to the 
Prophet, mainly in the Nuditb (i.e. acts and sayings of the Prophet Muhammad), 
and which were later identified and collected as Prophetic medlcine (ul-tibb ul- 
nnbuwi). A collection of such statements was preserved by the fourteenth- 
century Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, in his Zzd ul-mu ‘zd ,23 and others. 

In discussing ul-.tzbb ul-nubutvi, Ibn IUlaldiin was of the opinion that: ‘It is no 
way part of divine revelation. (Such medical matters) were merely (part of) Arab 
custom and happened to be mentioned in connection with the circumstances of 
the Prophet, like other thngs that were customary in kts generati~n.’~~ 

B I o LO GI c A L s c I EN c E s 

In this domain, our information about pre-Islamic science rests on equally 
shaky grounds. W e  have mentioned above that our main sources are the late 
general lexicographical dlctionaries, and the specialized linguistic books 
written on subjects of plants and animals. W e  have, for example, such books 
as EtZb al-NubZt of Abii Hanifa al-Dinawari (288/900), in whch the author 
gives all sorts of information pertaining to plants, animals and insects (see 
Chapter 3.4 in the present volume).25 Since the orientation of the book is 
linguistic, i.e. primarily lexical in nature, the assumption is that the information 

23. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ZZd &m‘&f, Cairo, al-hfatba‘a d-Mi~ri~?;a, n.d., 111, pp. 63ff. 
24. Ibn I;haldfin, Be llhqaddimu, trans. F. Rosenthal, 3 vols., 111, p. 150. 
25. See, for example, H. Lammens, ‘Les Chretiens a la Mecque a la veille de l’htgire’, Bu/Lefzti 

de lkrtifirt EFnnpir d:.Zr.cbe‘oologie Orietrtnle, Cairo, 14, 1918, pp. 191-230. 
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contained in it must go back to the pre-Islamic Arabian tribes, since most 
lexicographers prided themselves on accumulating such information. The 
book contains, for example, one chapter on all the names of the various plants 
from which one could make a bow and arrow, and another chapter on all the 
plants from which toothpicks are made. But it also contains a whole section on 
the habits of bees and their lives. 

This book, and others like it, have not been studed from the perspective 
of htstory of science in order to sift the data contained in them and determine 
the scientific conceptual basis behind it if any. In the section on aromatic 
plants, the main division seems to be between those with a pleasant smell and 
those with a bad smell. But the lexical purpose of the author prevails 
throughout in that he elaborates that section along the lines of the various 
lexical names one gves for pleasant smells and the methods by whtch they are 
transmitted. If the smell of the plant reaches one by being approached to the 
nose, that mode of smell transmission has a specific name, different from the 
one where the plant is inserted in the nose itself. Similarly, if the wind carries 
the smell, the action of the wind has a specific name and so on. 

The level of sophistication in the linpstic references leaves no doubt 
that the tribal Arabs had a parallel sophisticated system for classification of 
plants. And to classify is to note minute similarities and minute differences 
amongst members of the same class or the subclass. But such books, with 
their classification techniques, have to be subjected to much more rigorous 
study before any statements can be made about them in regard to the scientific 
bases behind their classification. For our purposes here, it is sufficient to note 
that the botanical knowledge of the Arabian tribes was quite sophisticated 
before they had any contact with botanical or pharmaceutical Greek texts. 
Ths may in part explain why the later pharmaceutical texts very quickly sur- 
passed the work of Dioscorides, and by the thirteenth century the pharma- 
ceutical encyclopedia of Ibn al-Baypr (d. 646/1248) was at least three times as 
large as the D e  materia medica of Dioscorides.26 

The books devoted to animals, such as those of al-Jd$? (d. 256/869)27 
and &yZt ul-&yuwZn al-kubrZ by al-Damiri (d. 808/1405),2’ are similarly in- 
tended as lexical references, and need to be studied in much greater detad 
before they can reveal the status of zoological knowledge of pre-Islamic 
Arabian tribes. Al-Damiri’s book is even arranged in alphabetical order, and 
gives under each entry all the stories, anecdotes, as well as the observations on 

26. See Ibn Baytar, alY&i‘ fi-m@ad& al-adwba, Bdaq, Cairo, 1974, repr. Muthanna Library, 
Baghdad, n.d. Published in facsimile by the Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic 
Science, Frankfurt, 1984. 

27. Ab6 ‘Uthmu ‘A m r  al-JWz, ‘Kit2b ai-Hayawan’, in ‘Abd al-Sali%m Hiifin (ed.), al-Mgmac 
al-cilmial-carabial-isl~mi, 3rd ed., 7 vols. Beirut, 1969. 

28. Al-Damiri, ff+it al-bayaw&z al-hbrzi, 2 vols., Cairo, al-Matba‘a al-TijPriyya al-Kubra, 1963. 
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1.1 A page from a Greek manuscript of Dioscorides' De materia medica 
(ninth century) 

0 Bibliothkque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Gr. 2179, fol. 5) 
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each animal. Al-JahiZ’s text is much more encyclopedic, and touches on a 
variety of subjects, but using animal stories and observations and their lexical 
variety as starting points. Animal habits are, for example, noted with great care 
in a!l of these sources. Al-Damiri notes that geese chicks are capable of swim- 
ming as soon as they are born, and that the male goose takes turns with the 
female in incubating the eggs. Domestic animals naturally have much longer 
entries devoted to them, and are described with much greater care. At times the 
pharmaceutical benefits of these animals are also noted, and thus Arabian 
tribes’ medical knowledge as derived from pharmaceutical benefits of animals 
by far exceeds the section devoted to animals in Dioscorides’ De materia medica. 

Other later texts, and some evidence from pre-Islamic poetry, indicate 
that the Arabian tribes must have had some rudimentary, mainly experimental, 
knowledge of veterinary medicine, especially in the case of domesticated ani- 
mals which had become part of the economic life of the tribes. W e  note, for 
example, the incidental references in pre-Islamic poetry to a concept of con- 
tagious dermatological diseases. W e  also note the detailed accounts devoted to 
treatments of horses and camels, for whch separate books were written. In 
later veterinary texts, such as in kit& aL-Bqtara of Tiij al-Din (d. 707/1307),29 
we note that this local Arabian tradition was at some point supplemented by 
Indian, Greek and Persian traditions. But we do not know at what period 
these contacts took place. 

Other information which could be derived from such books could also 
help determine the fauna and the flora of the Arabian peninsula at the time of 
the advent of Islam. But no such studies have been done. 

THE STATE O F  SYRIAC SCIENCES 

Our sources for the study of Syriac sciences are slightly better than the sources 
for Sassanian or pre-Islamic Arabian sciences. In the case of Syriac sciences 
we, at least, have some preserved documents dealtng directly with scientific 
subjects and ranging in time from the third century AD till the thirteenth. 
Having said ths, one should, on the other hand, emphasize the fact that the 
overwhelming majority of Syriac literature is, like the Byzantine one, from 
where it took its inspiration, devoted to religious subjects. It is only accidental, 
and sheer luck, that some profane Syriac documents are preserved at all. 

The earliest Syriac sources that may be interpreted as referring to profane 
sciences are attributed to Bardaisan (d. AD 222), mentioned above. W e  already 
noted the doctrine that he must have held concerning the cosmic cycles of 
thousands of years, which was attacked by St. Ephrem the Syrian. But 
Bardaisan’s most famous work is a treatise entitled Be Book ftbe Law of 
29. Published by d-blaktaba al-Tijariyya al-Iiubrii, 2 vols., Cairo, 1963 
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Countrirs,’” in which he attempts to refute a type of astrology, best 
characterized as Hellenistic, in which the claim is made that human behaviour 
is determined by the course of the stars. The brunt of Bardaisan’s argument is 
to hold that man’s laws are much stronger, and hence should be considered as 
the determinant factors in human behaviour. H e  will concede that human 
bodilv functions are influenced by nature and natural laws, including those of 
the stars which are nothing but Fate expressing the will of God in the course of 
the stars, but the human laws are still stronger, and thus allow man to choose 
his acts and be free to sin if he so pleases. This is, after all, God’s justice: 

It is man’s natural constitution to be born, grow up, become adult, procreate 
children and grow old, while eating and drinking, sleeping and waking and 
finally to die ... as regards matters of their mind, however, they do what they 
will as free beings disposing of themselves and as God’s image.”. . . Then w e  
shall be obliged to credit that man has a free will and is constitutionally inclined 
to good and averse to evil, s o  that it is just that he should be judged on the Last 
Day.32 

Man’s laws are still stronger than Fate, for man shall be judged by them, and 
man is free to exercise hs laws as he pleases. ‘Fate does not force the Seres to 
commit murder if they do not want to, nor the Brahmans to eat meat; it does 
not prevent the Persians from marrying their daughters and sisters, the Hindus 
from being cremated.”’ It is not for Fate to control man’s life, for man 
submits wihngly to the laws of another man ruling over him. ‘Recently the 
Romans have conquered Arabia and done away with all the laws there used to 
be, particularly circumcision. ’34 

Bardaisan’s text clearly reveals the spread of Hellenistic astrology to 
northern Syria towards the beginning of the thrd century, and reveals the 
conficts the new astrological doctrines were encountering with the freshly 
adopted Christianity. It also reveals the extent of information available in 
northern Syria about customs of other nations, especially the various Indian 
sects, the Persians, and as far west as the Britons. In the light of that, it is not 
surprising to read in St. Ephrem’s refutation, mentioned above, that Bardaisan 
also had access to Indo-Persian astrological beliefs about the ‘cycles of 
thousands’ governing the world’s history. 

Therefore, one notices that from the very beginning the Syriac scien- 
tific tradition acted as a bridge for scientific ideas between the East and the 

30. Bardaisan of Edessa, 271~ Book of‘the L a w  of‘C%cititrirs: Dialogue otJ Fate of Burdzism OfEdesScl, 

31. Ibid.., pp. 24-35. 
32. Bid.., p. 39. 
33. Bid., p. 53. 
34. Bid., pp. 53, 57. 

eds., trans. H. J. W. Drijvers, Assen, Van Gorcum, 1965. 
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West, and was itself a melting pot for those ideas. But that should not 
mean that the Syriac writers did not have a sense of identity. In a brfiantly 
eloquent short passage, written by the seventh-century bishop of Qinnisrin, 
Severus Sebokht (d. AD 667), one can feel the existing tension between the 
supreme power of Byzantium and the local sense of independence of the 
Syriac fathers.35 In that same passage, one can confirm what was known all 
along, namely that the Syro-Persian domain was in close contact with the 
Indus Valley, so that new ideas in one geographical domain became quickly 
known in the other. In the light of the evidence, which will be dscussed 
below, the Syriac tradition seems to have been responsible for preserving 
some of the native traditions of Mesopotamia, hundreds of years after the 
last cuneiform tablet was baked in that area. Only in ths light can one 
understand the role played by the Syriac tradition on the eve of the advent 
of Islam. 

THE WORK OF SERGIUS OF RAS‘AYNA (D.~. AD 536) 

This presbyter is the first Syriac-writing author who is credited with an 
extensive programme of translating profane Greek works into Syriac. Accordmg 
to Syriac sources, he is supposed to have studied medcine in Alexandria, 
hence signalling the continuing tradition of the Alexandrian school of 

35. In a text preserved in a unique manuscript in Paris, B. N. Syr. 346, Severus Sebokht, at one 
point, chastises the Greeks, who could not have been other than his Byzantine colleagues, 
by saying: ‘Some think that only the Greeks know how to perform astronomical 
computations, but even Greek writers know very well that the Babylonians and the 
Egyptians have preceded them, the Babylonians being the same as the Syrians. Ptolemy 
himself, in his Syntaxis (Almugeest) has demonstrated that as well, when in the computations 
of the sun, the moon, and the planets, he has used the years of Nebuchadnassar, the 
Assyrian king, and not the years of the Greeks. This shows that he also took the basis of 
his calculations from the Babylonians and the Syrians’ [fol. 168v-169rI. This is the gist of 
the passage as given in the French translation of F. Nau, in: ‘La cosrnographie au VII“ 
sitcle’, Revue de I’Orient CMtien, 2nd series, 25, No. 5, 1910, pp. 225-254, esp. pp. 248- 
249. In the same section of the manuscript, another passage of a similar nature reveals 
Sebokht’s early acquaintance with the Indian decimal system. In his tirade against the 
Greeks (of course still meaning Byzantines) he says: ‘I do not speak of the science of the 
Hindus who are not even Syrians, and of their subtle inventions in the science of 
astronomy, which are more ingenious than those of the Greeks and the Babylonians, and 
of their method of computation as well as their computation that surpasses all speech; I 
mean that which is performed with nine signs (i.e. numerals). Had those, who think that 
they alone have arrived at the limits of knowledge because they speak Greek, known these 
signs, they would perhaps be convinced, although late, that there are others who also know 
some things, not only the Greeks, but also men of different tongues. I do not say that to 
belittle Greek science.. . but to demonstrate that science is common.. .’ [fol. 17Or-l70v, 
again after the translation of F. Nau, op. it., p. 250). 
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medicine, and died in Constantinople around AD 536.36 The works that are 
supposed to have been translated by him include some of the logical and the 
philosophical works of Aristotle, some of the works of Pseudo-Dionysius the 
Areopagite, and some of the works of Galen. Later Arabic sources attribute to 
him the same credit, and recognize hm as the first to commence the activity 
of translating Greek scientific texts into Syria~.~~ In his own account of the 
translations of the works of Galen into Arabic, Hunayn b. Ishiiq (ninth century 
AD) mentions several works which had been first translated into Syriac by 
Sergus of Ra~'ayna.~* The extant texts, recorded by Baumstark, do indeed 
demonstrate a prolific translator. 

As an orignal writer of scientific texts, very little is known of Sergius of 
Ras'ayna besides the common acclamations of the later Syriac sources. Fr. 
Albert Abouna, for example, attributes some philosophcal works to Sergus, 
and repeats the statement of Barhebraeus that Sergius was the first to in- 
troduce the Aristotelian works to the Syrians.39 H e  also attributes to him a 
detailed introduction to the phdosophico-theological work of Dionysius the 
Areopagite. The claim is also made that Sergms had also translated some 
Greek agricultural works into Syriac. 

Ths great esteem accorded to Sergius of Ras'ayna is not, however, 
corroborated by the actual works themselves. In the nineteenth century, E. 
Sachau published a collection of Syriac profane works whch had been trans- 
lated from Greek, and which included two treatises attributed to Sergius that 
shed some light on the kind of work Sergius did.40 The first of these treatises 
deals with the influence of the moon on the progress of disease, according to 
the opinion of the astronomers (astronomozl). The astronomical details dis- 
cussed in this treatise are quite elementary, and nowhere resemble the so- 
phisticated works of the Greek astronomers, such as Claudius Ptolemy, whom 
Sergus only cites by name. 

The second treatise is devoted to the motion of the sun (the simplest 
motion described in Ptolemy's Amagext), where Sergius reveals no sophis- 
ticated astronomical knowledge at all. In fact it turns out that his source for 
the description of the motion of the sun was not the more theoretical and 
accurate work of Ptolemy, but rather the twenty-eighth chapter of Paulus 
Alexandrinus' (d. AD 370) Eisagoge, in which Paulus gives an approx- 

36. A. Baumstark, Gschdchte der Jjmscben Literatur, Bonn, 1922, pp. 167-169; Oritz De Urbina, 
Patmlogu Syriacu, Rome, Pont. Institutum Orientalium Studiorum, 1965, pp. 110-111. 

37. See, for example, alQifti, op. cit., p. 175. 
38. G. Bergstrasser, 'Hunayn b. Ishaq iiber die Syrischen und Arabischen Galen- 

Ubersetzungen', Abhandlungen fir die Kunde des Morgenhnzndr, 17/2, Leipzig, 1925, 
PUJJiZV. 

39. A. Abouna, op. cit., pp.231-233. 
40. E. Sachau, Ineditu Jjriaca, repr. G. Olms, Hildesheim, 1968, Syriac text, pp. 101-127. 
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imative method for determining the longitude of the sun for any day of 
the year.41 

If this was the epitome of Syriac knowledge of Greek science toward the 
middle of the sixth century AD, then one could conclude that according to 
these surviving texts, the more sophisticated Greek sources could not have 
been understood at all. One could even explain that phenomenon quite simply 
by saving that the SVriac sources of this period demonstrate the same level of 
sophistication shown by the contemporary Byzantine sources from which the 
Syriac authors were tahng their inspiration. 

THE W O R K  OF SEVERUS S E B O I ~ H T  (D. AD 667) 

This author is by far the most interesting of the Syriac writers. From the date 
of his death we notice that he was still alive after the advent of Islam, and 
when Syria - the Byzantine territory of late antiquity - had fallen to the 
invadmg Arab armies. This may explain the friction between the native Syrians 
and the Greek masters, to which w e  have made a reference above. But at the 
same time, there is no mention in Sebokht's writings of any events that would 
reflect the contemporary conditions in Syria, or the effect of the Arab invasion 
on Syria whch he must have witnessed. But Severus Sebokt is not a hstorian. 

All biographical sources mentioning Severus are in agreement that 
Severus was probably the most distinguished writer of profane Syriac litera- 
ture, who became most famous for his philosophical and astronomical 
knowledge.42 His philosophtcal works include a translation from Persian of a 
commentary written by his namesake, the bishop of Nisibin, on the 
Aristotelian work Peri Hermenias, as rendered by Paul the Persian. The re- 
maining philosophical works are also devoted to the logical parts of the 
Aristotelian corpus. 

His most important astronomical work is a treatise on the astrolabe, 
which was e&ted and translated into French by F. Nau, towards the end of the 
nineteenth century.43 The arrangement of the treatise and its contents parallel 

41. I owe tlus identification to Prof. D. Pingree of Brown University. For a fuller discussion of 
the translation of this chapter and its later influence on Syriac and Arabic sources, see the 
forthcoming article by the present author, 'Paulus Alexandrinus in Syriac and Arabic'. For 
an explanation of the approximative method used by Paulus, see the astronomical 
commentary by 0. Neugebauer, to E. Boer's edition of the Eisagoge of Paulus 
Alexandrinus, in: E. Boer (ed.), Paul Alexatidrini elcmenta apotelstiiatim, Teubner, Leipzig, 
1958. 

42. See, for example, A. hbouna, ~Idab, op. cif., pp. 363-365; G. Baumstark, Gesrhichfr, qb. cif., 
p. 246. 

43. F. Nau, 'Le traite sur l'iistrolabe plan',jo/ir~2a/,~s~af~que, Ser. 9, 13, 1899, pp. 56-101, 
238-303. 
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quite closely the later Arabic treatises written on the same subject, which 
makes the work of Severus Sebokht a pivotal link between the earlier non- 
extant Greek works and the later Arabic ones. From his discussion of the 
astrolabe, one is led to believe that Severus either used one himself, or was 
quite knowledgeable in the theory of the instrument. This simply means that, 
at least as far as the astronomical instruments were concerned, Byzantine 
knowledge on the subject of the astrolabe was so advanced that it is hard to 
believe that the artisan tradition was not equally sophisticated. Unfortunately, 
the earliest extant astrolabes come from Islamic times, by whch time the 
astrolabe itself, as an instrument, had already been further developed to an- 
swer questions posed by the religious requirements of Islam. Ths treatise then 
is a vivid proof of the continuity of the artisan’s knowledge from antiquity into 
Islamic times. 

The second important treatise by Severus Sebokht is devoted to a de- 
scription of the  constellation^.^^ The treatise begins by a refutation of the 
opinion of those who think that the celestial figures are actual animals, hence, 
capable of transmitting their qualities to the lower world, i.e. the astrologers. 
Severus reminds them that the celestial figures are only conventions and 
should not be thought of as natural. H e  then goes on to dscuss the zodiacal 
figures by noting that none of them is actually along the zodiacal circle itself. 
The error of the poets, meaning Aratus who is mentioned by name, is that 
they describe these celestial beings as if they are actual beings performing acts, 
hence producing myths. Chapter 5 of the treatise is devoted to a summary 
refutation of the astrologers and the poets on the subject of the constellations. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to the number and form of the constellations. 
Incidentally, the number of the constellations given here is only forty-six, and 
not forty-eight as in the Almagcrt, a clear indication that Severus did not have 
the Amagest as a source. These chapters are then followed by another six 
chapters devoted to the primary circles in the heaven, a basic astronomical 
introduction, and to the actual rising and setting of the zodiacal signs, together 
with the constellations that accompany them in their rising and setting. The 
rest of the treatise is then devoted to a very elementary course on mathema- 
tical geography. 

From comparison with the later Arabic treatises on astronomical sub- 
jects, it is clear that this treatise is not related to them in any way, but is rather 
written in the same genre as the works of Bardaisan, where the main purpose 
is to refute astrology. It is only accidental that some rudimentary astronomical 

44. This was published in a series of articles by F. Nau, ‘La cosrnographie au VI1‘ siecle’, Reuue 
de [’Wetit Qire‘tien, 2nd Sei-., 5, 19 10, pp. 225-254; ‘Notes d’astronomie syrienne’, journal 
Aidque, 2nd Ser., 16, 1910, pp.209-228; ‘Le trait6 sur les “constellations”’, ecrit, en 
661, par Severe Sebokht de Qennesrin’, Revue de 1’Onenf dlre‘tien, 3rd Ser., 7, 1929-1930, 
pp. 327-419; 3rd Ser., 8, 1931-1932, pp. 85-98. 
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1.2 Astronomy and cosmography of Sebokht 
0 Biblioth2que Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Syr. 346, fol. 112v) 
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information is given at the same time. Moreover, the manuscript containing 
this treatise also has a short tract by Severus Sebokht on the error of those 
who dunk that lunar eclipses are caused by some sort of a dragon, or who 
prognosticate from the shape of the lunar horns when stdl a crescent. This 
part of Sebokht’s work is very important for it contains a clear indication that 
Babylonian astrological practices, from omen readings, were still worthy of his 
attack in the seventh century, obviously indicating that there were people who 
still believed in such methods. None of ths material appears in the later Arabic 
sources, a fact that seems to indicate that a real cultural break in regard to such 
beliefs was probably caused by the arrival of Islam. 

THE W O R K  OF  GEORGE THE BISHOP O F  
THE ARABS (D. A D  724)45 

Although the dates of this bishop are with the Islamic period, he is still 
included here, for, as we shall see, his work really belongs to a much earlier 
period, and is a continuation of the pre-Islamic Syriac literature. Like his Syriac 
predecessors, George also wrote on ecclesiastical subjects, on the logical parts 
of the Aristotelian corpus, and on calendarial and philosophical themes. 
Staying within the tradition, he also completed the Hexameron of his 
contemporary Jacob of Edessa (d. AD 708). 

Of some importance to our discussion is the correspondence that 
George had with his contemporaries. One letter specifically was addressed to a 
monk at the monastery of al-Athaib, near Aleppo, by the name of John the 
Stylite. In thts letter, which was apparently written in response to a set of 
questions that thts monk John had sent hm, George attempts to discuss some 
rudimentary astronomical subjects, and quickly reveals that he was less in- 
formed about sophisticated Greek astronomical subjects than about old 
Babylonian doctrines. In response to the seventh question, which was about 
the rising times of the zodiacal signs, George quotes a scheme of rising times 
as he had found it in one of the works of Bardaisan, mentioned above, whch 
in turn was of Babylonian origin, for it was computed for the latitude of 
Babylon.46 The same letter also shows evidence of George’s elementary 

45. For biographical information on this author, see, for example, G. Baumstark, op. cit., 
pp. 257-259; A. Abouna, op. it., pp. 275-377. 

46. For the text and translation of this letter, see V. Rysel, ‘Die astronomischen Briefe Georgs 
des Araberbischofs’, Zeitschn~furAs~.i.logie, 8, 1893, pp.1-55, esp. p. 48. For an analysis 
of the Babylonian method used see 0. Neugebauer, A ffistoy of Ancient Mathematical 
Astronomy, Springer, N.Y., 1975, pp. 71ff. For further studies related to George’s method, 
see D. Pingree, ‘The Greek Influence on Early Islamic Mathematical Astronomy’, JAOS, 
93, 1973, pp. 32-43, esp. 34. 
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understanding of Ptolemy’s ALmagt~t.~~ But on the whole the astronomical 
information in this correspondence is rather elementary, and one could not 
possibly imagine George as being able to understand the full subtleties of 
Ptolemy’s Ahagepst. The importance of the letter, however, is to show that old 
Babylonian methods, which should have been replaced by the more sophis- 
ticated Greek tradition, were stdl quoted towards the beginning of the eighth 
century AD, almost one thousand years after their invention. In this case, the 
transmission is through an identifiable text, such as the Bardaisan. But it is 
curious that the bishop should find that text in particular appropriate to quote 
at ths late time. This also reveals the mental attitude of the Syriac writers of 
this period. For like Severus Sebokht before him, and Sergius of Rascayna even 
earlier, the bishop of the Arabs also preferred to use simple sources with 
ready-made answers containing approximative methods, rather than using the 
more sophisticated Greek sources, which I a m  sure were available but could 
not possibly be understood and employed. 

CONCLUSION 

From ths quick survey, it has become obvious that the status of pre-Islamic 
sciences was on the whole less sophsticated than the Greek science that one 
would find in second-century Alexandria, or the later Islamic science in ninth- 
century Baghdad. The geographical extent of the iCluslim empire, from Spain in 
the west to the Central Asian steppes and the Indian subcontinent in the east, 
brought together peoples of varied cultures under one rule. The main scientific 
traditions that these cultures were heirs to were native Arab, Greek, Indian, 
Persian, Syriac, and native Syrian with roots probably extending as far back as 
Seleucid times if not earlier Babylonian times. The heartland of the later Muslim 
empire, namely the Arabian peninsula, and the Fertile Crescent area, had 
already been together with Egypt the main receptacle of all these cultures by 
virtue of its being at the crossroads of the trade routes of antiquity. It is 
therefore natural that the Islamic science that was to rise would at the same 
time reflect all these cultural trends in its makeup. Ths was indeed the case, 
and there was no dramatic quantitative shift into a new level of science until 
some time during the ninth century AD in Baghdad, when the level of 
sophistication was to return to the point where it was comparable to where 
Greek science had left off during the second century. The scientific treatises 
available from the earlier times reflect this distinct lower standard, and they 
remained to reflect the lower folk science of the centuries that followed. 

To illustrate the cultural situation during early Islamic times, one needs 
only to refer to one of the many books that were written during the ninth or 

47. D. Pingree, ‘The Greek Influence on Early Islamic Astronomy’, op. cit., p. 32 
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the tenth centuries AD which represented the folk science of pre-Islamic times. 
None of these books illustrates the situation better than the works of the so- 
called Ibn W a h ~ h y y a . ~ ~  

Ths person, if that mas hs name, must have lived during the latter part 
of the ninth century AD, for he quotes in hts Book of Poisons works by Qusfii b. 
Luqii and al-Kindi who definitely lived during the ninth century. His illus- 
trative works are the multi-volume book, called dfihba dAhbqjyz 
(Nabataean Agriculture), and the Book ON I’oisoizs. In both of these works, the 
author reacts to what seems to be a definite ascendancy of the Arabic sciences, 
and claims that his race, presumably the native Nabataeans of Iraq, had a share 
in the sciences that was at least comparable to the Arabic sciences of his day. 

In the introduction of the Ahbai‘aem z4gnidtuyP, Tbn Wahshiyya claims 
that the sciences of his ancestors (i.e. the Nabataeans) were all but forgotten in 
hs time, obviously because they were replaced by the more advanced Arabic 
sciences of his day. He recounts that he had to search diligently for their 
ancient books, and had to pay dearly for them in order that he could translate 
those books into Arabic and demonstrate the hnd of science hts ancestors 
had. K’hether the actual contents of the resulting books were indeed penned 
by the earlier Nabataeans, or forged by somebody else during the tenth cen- 
tury AD and attributed to the ancient Nabataeans, is really irrelevant, for they 
indeed managed to represent the land of ideas one knows from other sources 
that were prevalent in Byzantium, Mesopotamia, India and Persia. Ironically, 
anyone comparing the ninth-century Arabic works, and the so-called 
Nabataean works, would easily be convinced by the superiority of the former. 
For example, the astrological lore related in the Ahbataem 14z,&dtzm and the 
Book on Poisoris is nowhere comparable to the more sophisticated mathematical 
astrology prevalent in the Arabic writings since the early part of the ninth 
century. 

The important inference to be made from works such as those of Ibn 
K’ahshyya is that the later Arabic sciences of the ninth century A D  seem to 
have been based on an earlier substratum of folk science, which included, 
within the geographcal domain covered by the Islamic empire, the scientific 
tradtions of native Arabia, Byzantium, ancient Mesopotamia, Persia and 
India. 

48. See article by T. Fahd on Ibn Wahshiyya in the Ekycfopaedin Of‘Ldim, 2nd edition in progress. 
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Chapter l.l(b) 

A NOTE ON T H E  LATE 
ALEXANDRIAN 

MEDICAL CURRICULUM 
Albert Z hkandar‘ 

Historians of medicine axe indebted to Galen (c. AD 130-6. AD 200) for 
preserving, in hs numerous books and treatises, the names of the eminent 
anatomists, physiologists and pathologists of hs time and those of hs 
predecessors. 

Alexandria remained an important centre of learning for centuries. 
Nevertheless, very little is known about the early Alexandrian medical school. 
Galen studied anatomy, hs favourite subject, in Pergamon, then at Smyrna, 
Corinth and later in Alexandria. In hs book Pi ‘at?zalal-ta.rhv$ (On Anatomical 
Procedures; De Anatomicis Adminstrationibzts) he wrote: 

During my sojourn in Alexandria, I saw a villager - in a place not very far from 
the city - who was bitten by a snake in one of his fingers. He made a very tight 
ligature at the root of the finger, next to the metacarpus, and immediately made 
his way to the city to see a doctor he had known, and authorized him to am- 
putate the whole finger at the metacarpal joint. By doing so, he had hoped that 
no harm would befall him. His hope was fulfilled, he had wished to be saved 
without any further treatment. 

The earliest known coherent account of the late Alexandrian medical 
curriculum comes from Hunayn b. Ishiiq al-‘Abbsidi (Johannitius, d. 260/ 
873), and less than two centuries later, from Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ab b. Ridwiin al- 
Misri (d. 453/1067). 

1. The full version of this chapter, which was published in Medical Hstory, was based on 
Hunayn’s Rida, Ibn Ridw~’s Et& al-NZ$‘ and on Arabic manuscripts of JawZmi‘ al- 
kutub al-sittata ‘ashar li@inis allati klinat tuqra’u bi-l-hkandznjya (Summaries and 
Commentaries of Galen’s Sixteen Books which were Read in Alexandria), now known 
as the Summaria Alexandrinovtlm (see Medical F&story, XX, No. 3, 1976, p.237 and 
reference No. 15). 
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From the writings of Elunayn in Rdat Ifiicnqln b. hhdg ih Y4lz 6. Ii&GJi 
dhikrttza tayiitza mih kzitzibJZnc7S.. . (Hunayn b. Ishiiq’s Missive to ‘Ah b. Yahyii 
on Galen’s Books which have been Translated ...) and partly from Ibn 
fidwiin’s k7t&4 al-AC$‘J; kqj5pat tach piii‘d al-.tAb (Useful Book on the 
Quality of Medical Education), it has been possible to reconstruct the fol- 
lowing medical curriculum of the sixth to the seventh centuries at the school 
of Alexandria. 

The medcal curriculum comprised two courses: preparatory (introdu- 
ctory) courses and compulsory (necessary) courses. 

The preparatory courses consisted of: 
1. Optional subjects (unnecessary): language and grammar. These were to 

be studied from any concise books written for beginners. Profound lin- 
guistic studies were not recommended. The purpose of ths stage was to 
teach students to be able to understand oral communications and written 
material, and to comprehend and distinguish between subjective and 
predicative statements. 
The compulsory (necessary) subjects were: logic, physics, arithmetic, 
numerals, measurement, geometry, the compoundmg of drugs, astrology 
and ehcs: the practical branch of philosophy was the main source of 
ethcal conduct. 

The reference books were: _4&hmetica, Euclid’s Elemnt~ of Geometry, Ptolemy’s 
LManaal Tables and Ptolemy ’ s TetrabibloJ. 

Apollonius’ Coizicis and Ptolemy’s Almagest were not recommended at ths 
stage. For the books on the compounding of drugs, students were advised to 
consult Galen’s Ft hh t  al-bur’ (On the Method of Healing); E-L-advju al- 
mzflrada (On Simple Drugs); Ft tarkib al-adzvzja bi-&.ra6 al-qizzs (On the 
Compounding of Drugs According to Genera); fi tar%& aL-adniJla hi-haisah al- 
mawzdic al-zlha (On the Compounding of Drugs According to Affected 
Places); and k3tz6 al-ilfa ‘@z (On Confections), being the second treatise of 
Galen’s book E-l-tiyJq (On Antidotes). 

The main purpose of ths ‘preparatory course’ was to offer a training of 
the intellect in al-burh& (demonstrative method) and to foster the love of 
truth. Furthermore, students were given instructions to learn about certain 
practical applications of some mathematical subjects and other subjects on the 
virtues of foods and drugs. 

2. 

The compulsory courses comprised: 
1. Logic, which was to be studied in some depth. The following biblio- 

graphy was recommended: Aristotle’s Catego~es; Dr interpi-etationp; 
Syllogiism; and Demonstration. 
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These four reference books were studied carefully because, 'The rules of logic 
are necessary for arriving at the right conclusions. They enable students to 
distinguish between virtue and vice; truth and falsehood.' True knowledge can 
be discovered by logical deduction. 

Aristotle's four books were chosen in the hope that they would tempt 
students to consult other books on logic and philosophy. 
2. Books on medicine proper. 
The syllabus of medicine proper consisted of four Hippocratic books: a/- 
fi~d (Aphorisms); Eqdimat a/-ma '$a (Prognostic); Edbir a/-amrJd al-hdda 
(Regimen in Acute Diseases); and al-AbulCya n~a-/-tmjJh zua-l-buldJ~z (Am, 
Waters and Places). 

To complete the course, sixteen of Galen's books were to be studied in 
seven consecutive grades: 

Grade 1 : offered an introductory course. Its four books are Fi-/-jraq or E 
jmq al-ti00 (On Sects or On M e d d  Sects); E JiizJ'at al-tibb (On the Art of 
Phvsic: Theory and Practice); E-hahd i/J PthrzGz (On the Pulse to Teuthras); 
and Ihi (gh/,iq,in (To Glaucon [on therapy]). 

These four books provide material on such subjects as the medical sects, 
general accounts of theory and practice, the types of the pulse and the prin- 
ciples of therapy as applied to common disease. 

Although Grade 1 was meant to be an introductory course, it was the 
final stage of education for students with limited financial means who wished 
to become assistants to complete physicians and who specialized in 'particular 
medical procedures' such as cuppings, blood-letting and surgery. 

Grade 2: in thts grade the following books were studied: Fi-l-zistztqussZt 
'alJ ra4 Bzfqr&' (On the Elements According to Hippocrates); Fi-/-miy+ (On 
the Temperament); Fi-l-qmm al-tahT'&ya (On the Natural Faculties); and R-/- 
tadfib al-;agbir or R-l-tasbnh ila-l-muta 'allimin (On Minor Anatomy). 

The last book in this list, On 11haor Amtomy, consists of five short 
treatises written by Galen, namely: Fi tdsbfib al-'i@m (On Anatomy of the 
Bones); Fi tadfib al-add (On Anatomy of the Muscles); E tasbmb al-'a:aD 
(On Anatomy of the Nerves); and E tasbeb a/-'ztt%q gbqr al-dazvJd (On 
Anatomy of the Arteries). 

Grade 3: one book was studied in depth. The title is E-l-asbd wa-/-'alZmit 
(On Causes and Symptoms). 

Grade 4: two books were assigned for ths grade: the first is Ei'a'arrq' 
Val al--d'&' al-b@im (On the Diagnosis of Diseases of Internal Organs). Ths 
book is also known by the titles: al-A'dZ' a/-sdima or a/-Arl;?2vrifl'iC a/-sdima (De 
locis nffecti~). The second book is entitled E-l-nnbd (On the Pulse), also known 
as E-l-nabd al-kabir and IT nabd al- 'urzlcj. 

Grade 5: these books were studied in thts grade: Ea;n~d-hummay~2 (On 
the Types of Fevers); E-/-bfi&% (On Crisis, De cricihzts); and E qyzm a/-hubrJil 
(On Critical Days, D e  diebins decretoris). 
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Grade 6: only one book was read in this grade. Its title is Ts; &la[ al-bzlr‘ 
( O n  the Method of Healing) = al-&nZca al-kabTra (Major Book on the Art) = 
De methodo medendi = Ars magna = Megategni. 

Grade 7: again in the final grade, students read one book: R-l-bda li-bfx 
al-&a (Preservation of Health) or E tadbZr al-a;i&’ (Regimen for Healthy 
People). It is a book on hygiene, known by the name De sanitate tzlendz. 
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Chapter 1.2 

FACTORS BEHIND THE RISE O F  
ISLAMIC SCIENCE 

Ahmad Y al-Ha.wan 

&se of the Arab-Islamic state 
Islamic science arose in South-West Asia and Egypt. According to Toynbee, 
this area remained the heart of the whole world, the OikozNnene, for about four 
thousand years before Islam. With the rise of Islam, and under the Umayyad 
and the Abbasid states, the area consolidated its position and remained the 
heart of the civilized world. With the conquest of Iraq, Iran, Syria and Egypt, 
the Islamic state inherited the Sassanian and the Roman empires and with 
them all the ancient civhations.’ 

The Prophet started the message of Islam in Mecca and Medina, and the 
call for Islam triumphed during hs lifetime in Arabia. Abii Bakr was elected as 
the first caliph in 11/632. ‘Umar succeeded him from 13/634 unul23/644. 
Within a few years during Abii Bakr’s and ‘Umar’s cahphates the Muslim 
Arabs conquered Syria, Iraq, Iran and Egypt. During Aba Bakr’s time the 
Arabs defeated the Byzantines at the battle of Ajniidin in Palestine in 13/634. 
In 13/635, Damascus opened its gates for the victorious Arab army. The 
decisive victory over the Byzantines in Syria was achieved at the battle of al- 
Yarmiik in 15/636. Jerusalem surrendered in 17/638 and Caesarea in 
Palestine, the last fortified post, fell in 19/640. 

In Iraq the Arab conquest was progressing in a parallel path. The 
major victory of the Arabs over the Persians took place at al-Qiidlsiyya in 
16/637. The Arabs took over the capital al-Madii’in (Ctesiphon) and drove 
the Persian army outside the frontiers of Iraq. The fate of Persia was 
decided at the battle of Nahiiwand in 21/642 after which all Persian lands 
surrendered. 

As soon as Syria came under Arab rule, the Arab armies were directed to 
Egypt. The main Byzantine army was defeated at Heliopolis in 20/640. The 

1. A. Toynbee, A Studj fHi~t09, Oxford, 1961, XII, pp. 466, 473. 
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conquest of Egypt was acheved without much difficulty. Alexandria, the ca- 
pital, surrendered in 22/642. 

The conquest of Syria, Egypt, Iraq and the Persian territories was 
acheved during cUmar’s caliphate and he can thus be considered the real 
founder of the Arab-Islamic state. 

With the rise of the Umayyad caliphate the Arab-Islamic conquests en- 
tered their second phase. Withn twenty years between 73/692 and 94/712 the 
Umayyads added North Africa, Spain, Sind and Transoxania to the Arab- 
Islamic state. They, in effect, doubled the size of the state, and before the end 
of their period a major portion of the world, as known then, became part of 
the Arab-Islamic caliphate.2 

Historians tried to give various reasons for ths spectacular victory which 
was acheved by the Arab armies. Among these are the exhausting and weak- 
ening effects of the wars between the Sassanian and the Byzantine ern pi re^.^ But 
whatever military or economic factors are cited, the main factor indeed was 
Islam itself and the deep faith and zeal of its followers to spread its message to 
the world at large. This desire to carry the message of Islam created an inter- 
national empire and resulted in confirming Islam as an international religion and 
in ultimately creating an international culture which had a deep influence on the 
course of human civhzation. 

Pre-Islamic roots of civhzation 
The first phase of the conquests united the lands of the ancient Civilizations, 
the valleys of the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates along with the other countries in 
the area. Here the first civilizations in hstory arose and developed, and in h s  
same area Islamic civdization arose, flourished and reached its Golden Age. In 
the new Arab-Islamic state the various elements of the Syriac, Hellenistic and 
Persian civdizations were blended together and formed a ‘fertile compost’ out 
of which Islamic civilization grew and blossomed. The old fire was not yet 
extinguished in its origmal hearth when the Arabs conquered South-West Asia 
and Egypt; and with the rise of the Arab-Islamic state the fire started to kmdle 
again with vigour at the hands of the Arabs, the new Muslim converts and the 
Arabized population of the regi~n.~ 

2. There are several good histories giving account of the conquests, such as al-Bal%dhuri, 
Fufib al-bulditi, Cairo, 1910; Ibn al-Athir, aL-KZdj-l-tZnkh, Beirut, 1967. One of the 
shortest recent general histories is C. Brockelman, ffisfov ofthe hlamic Peoples, trans. by J. 
Carmichael and M. Perlmann, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1949, several reprints in 
subsequent years. 

3. See A. Toynbee, op. cit., p. 469 where he gives various other reasons. 
4. aid, p.473. 
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It is not accidental that Islamic science arose and flourished in Iraq, 
Persia, Syria and Egypt. The first beginnings of science and technology in 
hstory took place in this area and from thence were diffused east and west. 
The Sumero-Akkadian civilization is estimated to have started about the fifth 
millennium BC and the Egyptian in the fourth. 

The irrigation systems in hfesopotamia and in the Nile Valley were the 
mainstay of all pre-Islamic civilizations; and the industrial and technical slillls 
in the cities in such products as textiles, leather, glass, metalworking items and 
armaments were unmatched. Here the trades and crafts were developed and 
were handed over from one generation to the other, and so the inherent skills 
were deeply rooted in the urban societies. 

The same can be said about science and culture in general. Science 
started to develop with the onset of the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia 
and Egypt. This tradition continued uninterrupted. 

The Hellenistic civhzation was principally a Near Eastern one which 
flourished in ths same area; and unul the eve of the Arab conquests Iraq had 
been the power-house of the Sassanian empire, and Syria and Egypt of the 
Roman empire and then of By~antium.~ 

Because Islamic civilization had Islam as its motive force and Arabic as its 
language, some hstorians considered ths civilization to be based on the pre- 
Islamic civilization of Arabia only. This led them to consider the Syriac, 
Hellenistic and Persian cultural elements as ‘foreign’ elements in Islamic ci- 
vilization .6 Islamic civilization is however the civilization of all the peoples 
who became part of the new state. It had its roots in all the pre-Islamic 
civilizations of the same area. Besides Islam and Arabic, Syriac, Persian and 
Greek cultural elements ‘formed the ancestral traditions of most of the 
Muslim population’. Thus the history of pre-Islam includes that of Arabia and 
of the lands extending from the western Mediterranean to the Oxus or 
wherever Islam was established. 

The Arab rulers did not disrupt daily life in the conquered areas. The civil 
administration was maintained, the crafts, trades, industries and agriculture 
continued as before. Even the original cultural and religious institutions re- 
sumed their activities without interruption. The conversion to Islam and to 
Arabic developed with the passage of time and took a natural course. This 
policy helped Islamic civilization to have its roots deeply embedded in a fertile 
soil. 

5. The pre-Islamic civilizations of the Near East are discussed by several historians. See 
A. Toynbee, op. rit.; G. Sarton, fntrodurfion to the Hisfoyy q. ,Scietice, I, -4 Histoy .f Scieijce, 
Harvard, 105 1. 

6. Arabic original sources never referred to the rational sciences as ‘foreign’. This was an 
error in translating the word ‘+m which was repeated without any checking by several 
generations of authors. See note 11 below. 
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Formation of Islamic society 
CONVERSION TO ISLAM 

The Arabs who came with the conquests formed only a minority in the new 
countries of Syria, Egypt, Iraq and Persia. They were newcomers to the 
society and to the high culture of the old civilizations of the conquered 
countries. Islamic science &d not rise until the emergence of a new Islamic 
society and the victory of Arabic as a vernacular language or as the language of 
learning. In the process of the emergence of Islamic-Arabic society the first 
phase was the conquests and the establishment of the Arabic-Islamic 
government. The second phase was the conversion to Islam, and the third 
was the linguistic victory of Arabic. 

The conversion to Islam was a gradual process. In some lands it was 
slower than in others. Recent research on the process of conversion found 
that the rate is logarithmic. Conversion is slow in the beginning, but as the 
number of converts increases the probability of others following their example 
increases because chances of contact between Muslims and non-Muslims, and 
hence of conversions, increase. The process is self-generating and the rate of 
conversion increases without the need for social or political policies. 

After a certain period the conversion curve begins to rise sharply and 
here begins an ‘explosive period of conversion’ during whtch most of the 
unconverted population turns Muslim. When the conversion process is 
completed, about 80 per cent of the population are Muslim and the remaining 
20 per cent retain their various religions. But thts is only an approximation 
since in some areas the ratio of Muslims after the completion of the conver- 
sion process exceeded 80 per cent. 

It is difficult to give reliable data on the percentages of total converts 
with the passage of time. The research mentioned above estimates that the 
most rapid conversion to Islam took place in Iran, followed by Iraq, then Syria 
and Egypt, and then al-Anddus. The Islamization process was virtually 
complete in these countries by the end of the fourth/tenth century. Some 
other hstorians give different dates extending the period of conversion in 
Syria to at least six centuries, and even then it was not complete. However, we 
can safely assume that from the middle of the ninth century AD the majority of 
the population was either converted or was passing through the ‘explosive 
phase’ of conversion. 7 

7. T.F. Glick, Idamic and Qvistian Spain in the Ear4 Middle Ages, N e w  York, Princeton 
University Press, 1979, pp. 33-35. Glick gives a summary of the research undertaken by 
Richard W. Bulliet on the conversion process. 
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ARABIZATION 

The linguistic victory was the slowest and the last to be acheved. People 
usually are slow to adopt a new religon, but they are even more reluctant to 
change their vernacular language, and this change meets with the greatest 
resistance. 

When the Arabs conquered Syria, the population was mainly Aramaic 
and spoke various Aramaic dialects. Greek was the official administrative and 
literary language. During nearly one thousand years from Alexander’s con- 
quests unul the arrival of Islam, the peoples of Syria did not lose their national 
character or speak Greek as a vernacular language. Their Hellenization was on 
the surface, affecting a thin crust only.* 

Initially, the Arab government did not disrupt the administrative system 
and Greek remained in use in Syria from the time of the conquest in 14/635 
until the reign of the Umayyad caliph ‘Abd al-Malik (66-86/685-705), when 
Arabic replaced Greek and became the official language of government de- 
partments. By the same decree Arabic became the official language in Iraq and 
Persia, replacing Pahlavi. 

Among the population, Arabic began to replace Syriac and other 
Aramaic dialects slowly. Syrian scholars started to use Arabic as a literary 
language. W e  find some Christian Arabic manuscripts going back to the 
Umayyad period. However, the conversion to Islam accelerated the 
Arabization process, and the people in the cities and in the country adopted 
the new tongue gradually. It is estimated that the victory of Arabic as a 
national language in Syria was virtually complete early in the thirteenth cen- 
tury AD. With the Islamization and Arabization of Syria, non-Arabs and Arabs 
were slowly assimilated into each other, and all became Arabs. The same 
process of Arabization was tahng place , almost simultaneously, in Iraq, 
Egypt, North Africa and al-Andalus. 

In Persia, although Arabic did not become the vernacular language of 
the population, yet the Islamization process was completed earlier than in 
Iraq, Syria and Egypt, and Arabic became the literary language and the lan- 
guage of the Qur’Hn. Arabic had therefore penetrated deeply into the com- 
mon language of Muslims in Persia and this resulted with time in the 
emergence of New Persian as an Islamic language. But before h s  took place 
Arabic remained the language of science during the whole period of the re- 
naissance of Islamic civilization, in Persia as well as in the rest of the Islamic 
lands. 

8. See A. Toynbee, op. cit., pp. 463-465. 
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Contributions of the various Islamic regions to the rise 
of Islamic civilization 

The period from the first conquests in 11/632 until the end of the Umayyad 
caliphate in 133/750 was the period of the establishment of the Islamic state, 
and the spread of Islam and Arabic. This period saw the beginnings of Arabic 
and Islamic culture, and during ths period the foundations of the renaissance 
of Islamic Civilization were laid.9 

In ths early period the peoples of the new empire consisted of Arabs, 
Persians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Syrians, Egyptians and other ethnic groups; 
and besides the Muslims there were Nestorians, Jacobites, Copts, Zoroastrians, 
Sabaeans, Jews and other sects and faiths. During the fusion period most of 
these were either Islamized or Arabized or both, and they formed the new 
Islamic society. In all cases each member of this new society felt that he had a 
role to play and no barriers prevented him from exercising hs potential. The 
very few pockets which resisted the fusion and maintained both their faith and 
their language had isolated themselves from the mainstream of life and they 
degenerated hstorically into unfortunate decline. 

During the early stages of fusion the percentage of non-Muslims among 
scholars and in the population in general was hgh. Ths is reflected in Arabic 
hstorical and bibliographic sources.1o Most if not all members of the civil 
administration during the early Umayyad period were sull Christians; and so 
were most physicians of the court. Early Arabic sources used to differentiate 
between Arab and non-Arab scholars. One was still able to trace the ethnic 
origin of members of the society. These sources discussed the new Muslims 
(maw&) and the arguments between them and the original Arabs. In this early 
phase of fusion the sciences of Arabic and of Islamic religion and law were 
started by the early Arab scholars, whereas medicine, astronomy and other 
sciences were to a large extent sdl practised by non-converts. Some early 
Arabic sources therefore described these latter sciences as ‘qim’ (i.e. non- 
Arab) to differentiate them from Arabic and Islamic studies. These early clas- 
sifications of the sciences reflected the early formative stage of the new Islamic 
society. With the passage of time and as the fusion and conversion process was 

9. Historians did not appreciate the importance of this early period in the history of Islamic 
science. The emphasis was always on the Golden Age of Islamic civilization, 

10. See a/-Ebrirt of Ibn d-Nadim for example. 
11. The expression ‘dtim a/- ‘+m, or the non-Arab sciences, was the description given in 

Af++Ztih ad ‘&m (The Keys of the Sciences) by al-IGuwiirizmi (second half of the fourth/ 
tenth century) to the rational sciences. This is to differentiate them from the Arabic and 
Islamic religious sciences. The ‘qam are the peoples of Syria, Iraq, Egypt, and Persia before 
they were converted to Arabic or to Islam. In his aL-Ehti.rt, Ibn al-Nadim, who was 
contemporary to al-Khuw%rizmi, referred to the rational sciences as ‘dzi//r al-agdam%i, or 
sciences of the ancients. 
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in progress there came a stage when it was no longer possible to differentiate 
the original Arab from the Arabized. W became Arabs or Muslims. 

Thus in the new Islamic society the ethnic origins of scholars and sci- 
entists were diverse, and it was natural that the number of scientists from a 
certain region mas proportional to the size of the population and the economic 
wealth of that region. It is useful therefore to give an idea about the wealth of 
the different regions and about their population numbers. 

Some research workers" estimated the population of the Islamic state to 
have ranged between 18 and 23 mdhon distributed as follows: Arabia 1.5-2; 
Syria 3-4; Iraq 5-6; Egypt 4-5; and Persia and the eastern provinces 4.5-6.5. 

Thus Arabia constituted about 8.5 per cent only of the total population 
while Iraq formed about 26 per cent. Persia and the eastern provinces formed 
also about the same percentage as Iraq. Egypt constituted about 22 per cent, 
while Svria did not exceed 17 per cent. W e  did not include in this estimate the 
populauons of North Africa and Spain because w e  are discussing here the rise 
of Islamic science in the formative stage. 

If w e  look into the wealth of these same regions w e  reach the conclusion 
that the wealths of the individual provinces were proportional to their popu- 
lations. The figures cited by Qudiima b. Ja'far about the revenues of the 
Abbasid caliphate during al-hlu'tasim's rule (21 8-228/833-842) indicate that 
4 per cent only of these rewnues came from Syria, and 6 per cent only from 
Arabia. Egypt contributed 10 per cent only, whde most of the revenues came 
from Iraq and the Jazira (about 40 per cent) and from Persia and the eastern 
provinces (about 40 per cent). 

These hvo reasons, namely the population and wealth of the various 
regions, are sufficient to explain why most Islamic scholars and scientists came 
from Iraq, Iran and the eastern provinces. 

Lie should note here that even during the pre-Islamic period the rich area 
comprising Iraq, the upper Jazira and Persia contained all the important inter- 
national cultural centres after the collapse of Alexandria as a cultural capital of 
Hellenism. If w e  examine the map of this area w e  notice that these centres were 
scattered along the northern parts of Syria and upper Mesopotamia. They in- 
cluded Antioch on the west and Nineoeh on the east and between these two 
centres were Qinnisrin, Odessa (al-Ruha), Harran, Rais al-'Ayn, and Ni$bin. To 
the south of this cultural belt in Iraq was Ctesiphon (al-Madii'in) which mas the 
capital of the Sassanian empire, and in al-Ahwiiz next to Iraq was Jundishiipfir. 

With the rise of Islam the Arabian peninsula brought to this area the 
religion of Islam and the Arabic lancguage, and the Arab conquests unified this 
cultural area into one Islamic state. Thus, the peoples of this new state as a 
whole contributed to the rise of Islamic culture and science whether Arab or 

12. C. Issawi, 'The Area and Population of the Arab Empire'. In: A. L. Udovitch (ed.), 77x 
hhzir itfidde Eat, New Jersey, The Danvin Press, 198 1. 
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1.3 The Qarawiyyin University in Fez, one of the two oldest universities 
in Islam (founded ninth century) 
0 Roland and Sabrina mchaud 

‘darn (i.e. non-Arab); but as the new Arab-Islamic cultural society was 
formed, the contributions of the various provinces became proportional to 
their wealth and the relative numbers of their populations. 

Islamic faith and knowledge 
Science cannot flourish if the intellectual clunate is unfavourable or if the 
cultural values are hosule to its progress. The two main sources of Islamic 
principles are the Holy Qur’gn and the saylngs of the Prophet (Had&). It is 
amazing how much emphasis is laid in both the sources on knowledge, its 
acquisition, and on the hgh esteem for men of learning. They have thus 
created a favourable atmosphere for the cultivation of the sciences by 
emphasizing the virtue of pursuing knowledge. Whereas in Qur’u we read an 
exaltation of men of learning: ‘Say, shall those who have knowledge and those 
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who have it not be equal?’, we have in wad%$ the decree that ‘the search for 
knowledge is obligatory for every Muslim.’ Muslims are urged to ‘seek 
knowledge from cradle to grave,’ and to travel to distant lands: ‘seek 
knowledge even in China, if necessary.’ This activity for the Muslim is 
considered as a kind of worship for ‘he who travels in search of knowledge 
travels along God’s path to Paradise.’ In emphasizing the high esteem for men 
of learning and urging Muslims to pursue knowledge it is declared also that 
‘The ink of scholars is worth more than the blood of martyrs.’ 

In more than one verse in the Qur’iin the human being is commanded to 
study and contemplate the heavens and the earth and all that is enclosed with. 
Thus, when Ibn Rushd (Averroes) wrote that the Qur’an invites men to observe 
nature and to seek rational knowledge, he was expressing the opinion of all 
Muslim scholars that this earth was given to the human being for constant study 
and contemplation. 

Rosenthal noted that the root ‘ilm in all its derivatives occurs in the 
Qur’an with unusual frequency, totalling about 750 occurrences or about 1 
per cent of its vocabulary. According to him this frequency is not a matter of 
chance. Islam wanted its followers to be conscious of a few basic truths, and 
one way to achieve this end was to repeat these truths constantly. Every 
single occurrence of the root ‘ilm forms part of a plan to condition the 
receptive minds of Muslims to the fact that ‘knowledge’ is a basic force in 
their faith.I3 

There is no branch of Muslim intellectual life, of Muslim religious and 
political life, and of the daily life of the average Muslim that remained un- 
touched by the all-pervasive attitude toward ‘knowledge’ as something of 
supreme value for the Muslim being. Rosenthal concludes by saying: In other 
words ‘ilm is Islam. 

This insistence upon knowledge no doubt made medieval Muslim civi- 
lization one of great scholarly and scientific productivity, and through it, 
Muslim civilization made its most lasting contribution to humanity.14 

Science and the needs of society: the role of 
agriculture, industry and international trade 
The renaissance of Islamic science and technology and their eminence for 
several centuries reflected the needs of the flourishing Islamic civilization. Ibn 
Khaldun has explained in at least ten chapters of aL-M~qaddiima (The 
Introduction) that the scientific professions and techcal skills cannot exist 
in a society if they are not deeply rooted in that society; there must be a 

13. F. Rosenthal, KnowLedge Triumphant, Leiden, Brill, 1970, pp. 19-23. 
14. Ibid., p. 340. 
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1.4 Al-Azhar University in Cairo, one of the two oldest universities 
in Islam (founded 970) 
0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud 

flourishmg civilization and a sufficient demand for these  discipline^.'^ In 
Islamic civhzation, science was not a cultural pursuit isolated from real life. It 
developed as a result of the constant endeavour to satisfy the various needs of 
society and to improve the quality of life. 

Islamic science and technology were closely related. The same is true of 
the relationship between the theoretical and the applied sciences. Science, 
whether theoretical or applied, and technology were all classified as sciences. 
This can be clearly seen in all the Islamic systems of classification of the 
sciences. Ibn Sing, for example, says that there are ‘fundamental’ sciences and 
‘derived’ sciences. The fundamental sciences deal with the general principles. 
The derived sciences receive their principles from the fundamental. In the 
natural sciences, botany and zoology are fundamental, whde medicine is de- 
rived. In the mathematical sciences, pure mathematics and geometry are 
fundamental, while engineering subjects are derived. This close link between 
science and technology and between theory and practice reflects the unity of 

15. Ibn Khaldtin, n/-:l/uqadnima, Beirut, fifth offset printing. 1984, pp. 399435. 
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science in Islamic civilization and shows that no study of the Islamic sciences, 
whether metaphysical, natural, or mathematical, can be undertaken without a 
deep study of Islamic society itself." 

It wd not be possible in ths chapter to dwell at length on the link be- 
tween science and the needs of society. Ibn Khaldan explained in an admirable 
manner how the development of the theoretical sciences was linked with the 
development of technical SUS from the basic ones which were needed to meet 
the necessities of life in a non-sophtsticated society to the complicated and 
highly skdled in an affluent and a flourishing society. Theoretical science starts 
to develop in proportion to the advance of the technical skills and the progress 
in the material civhzation. When the level of affluence of the civilization and of 
the technical skills becomes sufficiently high, the theoretical and the philoso- 
phical sciences flourish as well. W e  shall give here a few examples from the 
main sectors of the economy, namely agriculture, industry and commerce. 

AGRICULTURE 
In a flourishng civilization covering such a vast area as the Islamic state, these 
sources of wealth must have been also flourishtng. Agriculture was naturally 
the leading economic sector. It is known also that the rise of Islamic 
cidzation was accompanied by an agricultural revolution based mainly on 
irrigation. New lands were cultivated and new crops were introduced. As a 
result of this revolution agricultural products like cotton, rice and sugar and 
many kinds of fruits and vegetables were s read for the first time along the 
Mediterranean including Spain and Sicily. This agricultural revolution was 
based on scientific and technical achievements. In mechanical engineering 
there were important advances in the design and construction of water-lifting 
machines, water mds, windmds, water clocks, fountains, automatic devices, 
and machines which uulize hydraulic and mechanical principles. 

There are important books on machines such as those of the Bann Miis%, 
al-Jazari, Edwiin and Taqi al-Din. The wealth of information and experience 
embodied in these mechanical treatises, and the actual installations themselves 
were the necessary precursors for the later technological achievements whch 
took place in Europe. Advances took place also in civil engineering, in sur- 
veying, in the construction of bridges, dams, canals, irrigation systems and 
deep wells. The science of agriculture itself developed greatly and important 
treatises on all aspects of agriculture appeared. Botanical gardens for research 

I? 

16. See Chapter 1.4 on the classification of the sciences in Islam in hs volume. See also Ibn 
Sing's AqsZm al-'nL,cirn al-'uqLzjya (in his RasZ'iLil), Cairo, 1908. 

17. See chapter 4.1 on agriculture in Part I1 of this volume by A. Watson; see also his book 
Ag~cnLtnraL Innovation in the Ear4 Hamic Vorld, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1983. 
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purposes appeared for the first time. Other basic sciences like botany and 
zoology made important advances. The influence of ths agricultural revolu- 
tion affected many other disciplines. 

INDUSTRY 
Another example would be the immense effect of the industrial sector on 
science and technology. In fact alchemy, chemistry, chemical technology and 
metallurgy, to mention only a few examples, were closely associated with such 
important industries as texules, dyes, glass, ceramics, iron and steel, perfumes, 
the distillation industries and a multitude of other industries." 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

In addition to agriculture and industry, international trade formed the third 
source of national income in the Islamic state. The strategic geographical 
position of Islamic countries between the East and the West, whereby they 
controlled important land and sea routes, enabled them to dominate 
international trade in the Middle Ages. This was aided by the appearance of 
the large cities of Islam, which gave rise to bourgeois merchants who were at 
one stage the dominant economic-social factor in the Muslim city. 

The products which were traded at international level were varied. They 
included the products of Islamic lands themselves in addition to those of China 
and the Far East, and of Europe. As Watt has written, 'In its specific character 
ths trade between Europe and the Islamic world bore some resemblance to the 
colonial trade of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, except that Europe was 
in the position of a colony. Its imports from the Islamic world consisted mainly 
of consumer goods, and in return it exported raw materials and 

The flourishing international trade had far-reachng effects. It was an im- 
portant source of wealth and benefited the whole economy because merchants 
invested their surplus profits in agriculture, while the export of local goods 
caused industries to flourish. Moreover, merchants advanced capital to crafts- 
men to enable them to produce goods and raw materials whch were not avail- 
able in sufficient quantity from imports. In addition to all this, international trade 
was an effective means of communication among contemporary civilizations 
and was important for the transfer of technology. Thus, as Watt puts it, 'through 
trade contacts and through political presence in Spain and Sicily the superior 

18. See the chapters in Part I1 of this volume dealing with the various aspects of Islamic 
technology. See also: A. Y. al-Hassan and D. R. Hill, Lrlamic Ecbnology, an fllustrated ffirtory, 
Cambridge/Paris, Cambridge University Press/UNESCO, 1986. 

19. W. M. Watt, De hjhence of (slam on Medieval Ezrope, Edmburgh, Edinburgh University 
Press, 1972, p. 19. 
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culture of the Arabs gradually made its way into Western Europe.’ Ths trade 
also had its direct effects on the technology of navigation, both in the con- 
struction of merchant navies and in the development of navigation techniques. 

Other factors which stimulated the flourishmg of science 
POLICIES OF ISLAMIC STATES TOWARDS SCIENCE 

W e  are entitled to use the modern term ‘science policy’ when w e  speak about 
Islamic science and technology. It is an important fact in Muslim hstory that 
civilization flourished only under a stable government with an enltghtened 
science policy. Even in epochs when there were multitudes of smaller Islamic 
states, science and technology flourished whenever there was an independent 
government and a national army. The science policy of a Muslim state was 
behind the Arabization and translation movement; the establishment of 
academies, observatories and libraries; the patronage of scientists and the 
conduct of scientific and technological research; as well as the running of 
some state industries and projects. Throughout this book there are numerous 
examples of the role of the state in creating and maintaining projects. 

Ac A D  E M I  E s , M o s Q U E s , s c H o o LS , o B s E RVAT o RI E s , H o s P ITALS 
A N D  LIBRARIES 

To help in implementing science policy, Islamic caliphs and rulers established 
scientific academies, schools, libraries, observatories and hospitals. 

One such scientific institution was the Bayt al-Hikma (House of Wisdom) 
founded in Baghdad by al-Ma’mtin whose reign started in 198/813. This acad- 
emy rendered valuable service by translating philosophical and scientific works 
into Arabic, and it exerted a considerable influence on the development of 
Islamic science and thought. Missions were sent to the country of Rtim 
(Byzantium) to collect manuscripts. The academy included a staff of eminent 
scientists and translators, as well as copyists and binders, and among its members 
were such famous men as the Banti Miis% brothers, Hunayn b. Ishaq, and Thslbit 
b. Qurra. Attached to the academy were two astronomical observatories, one in 
Baghdad and the other in Damascus. The Bayt al-Hikma was a natural devel- 
opment of the science policy which started with the Arabization movement. 
Before al-Ma’mun an important library called the IUlizgnat al-Hikma (Library of 
Wisdom) had already been established by H W n  al-Rashid (1 70-1 94/786-809) 
and the Barmahds, where a translation movement was already in progress. 

Under the Fatimids (297-567/909-1171) the same policy was adopted. 
The palace in Cairo housed a large library, and meetings were organized for 
men of learning. Soon, in 395/1004, al-Hgkim established the Dar al-Hikma 
(House of Science), which was also housed in a part of the palace. It con- 
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tained a library and a reading-room, and served as a meeting place for tradi- 
tionists, jurists, grammarians, logicians, physicians, astronomers, and math- 
ematicians. The Dar al-Hikma was directed by an acknowledged scholar who 
used to invite scientists to regular seminars. The academy collected books on all 
subjects, produced a catalogue and was served by librarians, copyists and bin- 
ders. Lecturers were provided to teach all scientific subjects and its facilities 
were free to the public, who were provided with ink, pens and paper. The Diir 
al-Hikma and IUllziinat al-Hikma are typical of the names gven to scientific 
institutions and libraries. Houses or libraries of science, on the model of the 
Bayt al-Hikma in Baghdad and the Dar al-Hikma in Cairo, became numerous. 
Some were established by public funds, others by individuals. Moreover, all 
large mosques had libraries attached to them and many people donated their 
books to them. It was customary with the caliphs, hngs, nobles, and scholars to 
establish large libraries. Such libraries were too numerous to be described here. 

The mosque was always a centre of learning and in the early days lessons 
were given in the mosques themselves, with each teacher and his students oc- 
cupying a corner or space by a pillar. From these beginnings the institution of the 
madrum (school, lit. the place for lessons) came into being. Gradually teaching 
became more formal and special buildings were erected for such schools, with 
mosques attached to them. Similarly, the university, in whch various subjects 
were taught, developed from the mudrum The most important universities 
were al-Azhar in Cairo, the Zaytiiniyya in Tunis and the Qarawiyyin in Fez. 

The observatory was a scientific institution in itself, carrying out both 
research and teaching. The observatories of the Bayt al-Hikma (Baghdad and 
Damascus) have already been mentioned. Gradually the Muslim observatory 
developed over the years and became a major scientific institution in whch 
many scientists collaborated with each other in observations and research. The 
observatory of Mariigha where Nasir al-Din d-Tusi worked, the observatory 
of Ulugh Beg in Samarkand, and of Taqi al-Din in Istanbul represented further 
developments, and in them Islamic observatories reached their peak. It was 
these last two that served as models for the early European observatories such 
as that of Tycho Brahe. 

It was in Islam, under the patronage of the caliphs, that hospitals were 
first established. Hospitals had the duty to care for the sick and to provide 
medical education and training. Considerable funds were assigned to them and 
rich libraries were provided. Medical schools at these hospitals attracted the 
best physicians as professors and granted their pupils, on the completion of 
teaching and practical work and after passing an examination, the i&a whch 
allowed them to practise medicine. 

In addition, scientists and engmeers were also educated in private circles 
under the guidance of well-known teachers. Such students met their teacher 
either at his house or at the house of one of his disciples. Ths was always a 
powerful and important means of instruction. 
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PATRONAGE OF SCIENTISTS 

The patronage of scientists and engineers was always a deliberate policy of the 
state, as represented by the cahph or the ruler. This tradition was followed 
equally throughout the vast Islamic state and also by the smaller independent 
states. Whereas the Banu Mus% brothers flourished in Baghdad in the Golden 
Age of the Islamic state (third/ninth century), al-Jazari received no less 
patronage from the Artuqid hngs of the small state of Amid three hundred 
years later. In all the academies, libraries, mad~dsds, hospitals and observatories, 
mentioned above, financial means were provided to enable scientists to devote 
all their time to study and research. They were paid salaries and granted 
pensions. What is more, this patronage was not confined to scholars within 
such institutions, but was also given in various other circumstances. The caliph 
al-Mu‘tadid (d. 290/902), for example, provided in hs palace lodgings and 
rooms for all branches of science, and professors were paid salaries for 
teaching there. 

RESEARCH, EXPERIMENT A N D  INVENTION 

The state enabled scientists and engineers to spend all their time in research, 
inventions and writing. In addition, the caliphs used to form scientific 
missions to make observations, carry out measurements or report on natural 
phenomena, whle some research was also undertaken for military purposes. 
There are reports explaining how, in later periods, the Mamelukes took great 
interest in developing gunpowder and firearms, and we read in mditary 
treatises and histories reports about such experiments and their results. 

One can detect a real spirit of research and invention prevalent among 
scientists and engineers. Such invention and research would follow ths se- 
quence: crafts arise and develop because an original creator transmits to a 
successor what he has created earlier. This successor examines it critically and 
adds to it as far as he possibly can. This process continues until the craft 
achieves perfection. 

Abu-1-Faraj ‘Abdalliih b. al-Tayyib (d. 435/1043) described the stage 
when Muslim scientists started by studying the works of their predecessors: 
‘In our studies w e  have followed in the footsteps of our predecessors and 
taken pains to understand their works well. W e  have also discovered, in con- 
nection with obscure statements and explanations of them, a number of ideas 
going beyond what they had said.”’ 

Take the Banu Mus& brothers as an example: w e  find that they lived 
during the initial stage of translation, but soon moved to a stage of research and 
innovation. As scientists and engineers they established an observatory at their 

20. F. Rosenthal, DIP ClassicalHetitage iti (slam, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975, p. 71. 
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0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Persian MS. F. 1418, fol. lb, 

University Library, Istanbul) 
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own home and, in addition, the observatory of the Bayt al-Hikma was 
available to them. They carried out reliable observations, whch were highly 
valued by later workers, studied atmospheric phenomena, and were members 
of several field missions. Their originality was expressed in their mathematical 
and engineering writings, and out of the one hundred devices described in the 
Kitcb a/-fi?$a/ (Book of Ingenious Devices), about seventy-five were of their 
own design. As is natural in the hstory of civihzation in general, Muslim 
scientists and engineers received the heritage of their predecessors, but this 
grew into their own science and technology through a continuous process of 
invention, research and development. As a result, later generations of Muslim 
scientists and engineers studied the works of their immediate predecessors 
more than anything else. Thus by the time of al-Jazari in the sixth/twelfth 
century, the link with translated books had become weak; the sources al-Jazari 
used were Islamic. Neither the Banu Mus3 brothers nor al-Jazari, however, 
accepted the role of merely describing former designs. They were conscious of 
the importance of their own inventions, as w e  can sense from reading al- 
Jazari’s statements in which he praises the Banu Mus% brothers because they 
initiated the subject of ingenious machines but declares that he did not follow 
their ideas in his own designs. The title of al-Jazari’s book, A Cornpendim ofthe 
Beor31 and Ractice ofthe il(echanica/,.lrts, itself reveals this attitude. H e  criticizes 
those who wrote books without verifying the practicability of their designs, 
and says that any industrial science (‘i/m SinLt‘f) that is not verified by experi- 
ments is a doubtful science. In some places his book gives unique descriptions 
of careful calibration procedures. For example, when designing a flow reg- 
ulator, he started by checlilng experimentally three earlier designs. O n finding 
them unsatisfactory, he then produced his own and conducted a series of 
experiments until he was able to reach his desired objectives. 

Still later than al-Jazari, we find that Taqi al-Din was influenced by al-Jazari 
as well as by his own immediate predecessors. H e  mentions clearly that the 
Greek books fell into disuse and disappeared because they were not related to 
practice, but he acknowledges the debt he owes to hs own immediate 
teachers. In hs books, Taqi al-Din always identifies his own designs in such 
words as ‘ths is one of the inventions of the present writer’, or ‘and the 
following is an invention of mine to achieve ths purpose’.’l 

THE SPREAD OF PAPER 
The story of paper is given later in chapter 4.5 of Part I1 of ths volume. The 
first Arab paper industry started in Samarkand in 134/751 and the first paper 
factory in Baghdad was established in 178/794. Thus, the Arab paper industry 

21. See the chapter on mechanics (Chapter 2.3(a)) in this volume. The books of these Islamic 
engineers were edited and translated, respectively, by A.Y. al-Hassan and D. Hill. 
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started with the rise of the Abbasid caliphate. Paper-mills spread with 
astonishtng speed to all parts of the Arab-Islamic world, including Syria, 
Egypt, North Africa and Spain. The Arabs improved paper technology and 
produced hgh-quality paper. Ths facilitated the production of books on an 
unprecedented scale, and the rich scientific literature of the next centuries 
owes much to the distribution of Arab paper on a wide scale. 

Laying the foundations of Islamic learning: 
the first formative period (untd 133/750) 
CULTURAL CENTRES 

Arabic-Islamic science started to form with the appearance of Islam and the 
completion of the Qur’iin. W e  can consider the period of the first four caliphs, 
‘The Well-Guided Cahphs’ (ul-khzllqtZ ul-r&id%z) (1 1-41 /632-661), and of 
the Umayyad caliphate (41-1 33/661-750) to be the periods in which the 
foundations of Islamic science were laid. During these two periods the 
message of Islam was successfully launched and the Islamic state reached its 
final frontiers. These are the periods which witnessed the formation of the 
new Islamic society and the conversion of the peoples of the old empires to 
Islam and to Arabic. 

Medina was the seat of government during most of the period of the first 
four caliphs. Here most of the Companions of the Prophet (al-Ju&bu) lived, 
and here Islamic sciences were initiated. Here also most scholars of that period 
completed their studies in (Tradition), j q h  (jurisprudence), tq%r 
(commentary on the Qur’iin), and history. Another school arose in Mecca, 
second in importance to that of Medina. 

After the conquests, a number of the Companions of the Prophet left 
Medina for the new Islamic lands and they formed the nucleus of the new 
schools which were established in these lands. Basra was the oldest school to 
be established outside Arabia, and &fa followed shortly after. Both Basra and 
Kufa were newly built Arab cities whch gained prominence in the history of 
early Islamic culture. 

Basra can be considered the crucible where all the elements of Islamic 
culture were fused. It was established during ‘Umar b. a1 IUlattiib’s caliphate 
between 14/635 and 17/638 in a strategic location where sea and land com- 
munications meet. It was on the edges of Arabia, Persia and Iraq. It started as 
a camp for Arab armies for the eastern conquests and developed later into an 
administrative capital for Khuriisiin and some eastern provinces. During the 
eighth and early ninth centuries Basra became a great city with an estimated 
population of between 200,000 and 600,000. In that period it became an 
international centre for finance, commerce and culture. Basra therefore pos- 
sessed all the factors favourable for the rise and the flourishing of culture. It 
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was located in the heart of the most populated and the richest parts of the 
Islamic state. It was a meeting place for all ethnic elements of the empire. A 
fusion of these elements in Basra was the starting point for the rise of Islamic 
science and culture. 

I<ufa was established one or two years after Basra on ‘Umar’s orders. ‘Ah 
chose it as his capital. It was also of great importance because of its geo- 
graphcal position in Iraq, the richness of which was noted above. Kufa be- 
came an important centre for a cultural movement and was the rival of Basra 
in this respect. When the seat of the cahphate moved to Damascus during the 
Umayyads, the new capital also became an important cultural centre, in ad- 
dition to Medina, Mecca, Basra and &fa. 

With the rise of the Abbasids the cultural movement went in the dlrec- 
tion of the newly built city of Baghdad.22 Thus the sciences of the Arabic 
language and the religious sciences were attracted from their original centres in 
Medina and Mecca first towards Basra, Kufa and Damascus, and from there 
they were attracted to Baghdad. 

During this first period the philosophical and rational sciences were still 
active, to a certain extent, in their original sites in Alexandria, Jundishgpipur, and 
in the schools of northern Syria and Iraq; and with the foundation of Baghdad 
the activity in these schools moved also to the new city. 

In this first period the new society in the above cultural centres was in the 
formative stage, and the foundations of Arabic religious, phlosophical and 
rational sciences were being laid. 

THE BEGINNINGS OF ARABIC A N D  RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Immedlately after the death of the Prophet in 12/633, Abipu Bakr asked 
Zayd b. Thnbit to collect the Qur’an and to record it, and in 30/650-651, 
on the orders of ‘Uthman, Zayd completed the find edition whch has 
remained in use ever since. The recording of the Qur’an was an event of 
great historical significance because it heralded into human culture a new 
language which was destined to remain the international language of science 
for several centuries. 

The importance whch the new language assumed due to ihe spread of 
Islamization and Arabization among non-Arabs led to the appearance of 
Arabic grammar. It is reported that Abu-1-Aswad al-Du’ali (fl. 89/688) was 
the first to lay the foundations of this science in Basra. 

Al-Hajjaj b. Yiisuf al-Thaqafi (d. 96/714) was instrumental in developing 
the school of Basra and he is said to have introduced into Arabic the con- 
sonantal points and vowel marks. 

22. A. Toynbee, op. tit., p. 460, gives the economic pull of Iraq as the main factor behind 
moving the capital of the state to Baghdad. 
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Al-Khalil b. Ahmad (d. 170/786), another scholar from Basra, 
compiled ai-‘Ayn whch was the first dictionary in the Arabic language. H e  
also developed Arabic prosody. His pupil Sibawayh (d. 179/795), who was 
of Persian origin, wrote the first systematic presentation of Arabic gram- 
mar in al-Ekib (literally: The Book). Sibawayh was a typical scholar from 
the new Arabic-Islamic generation whch replaced the pre-Islamic com- 
munities. 

Muslim scholars started at an early date the study of the Qur’an and thus 
the sciences of realngs and interpretation developed. In addition to the 
Qur’an, scholars paid great attention to the sayings of the Prophet and thus 
began the science of Had& (Tradition). The Qur’iin and HaaW formed the 
basis on whch jqb (jurisprudence), and uizii ai-din (Fundamentals of Islam) 
were developed. All these new religious sciences were studied in the schools of 
Medina, Mecca, Basra, Kufa and Damascus. 

In ths early period appeared Abu Hanifa al-Nucmiin, who was born in 
I<ufa in 81/700 and died in Medina in 151/768. He is the founder of the 
Hanifite school of jurisprudence, whch is the oldest and the most widespread 
of the four Islamic Orthodoxjqb schools. It is of interest to know that Abu 
Hanifa’s grandfather was a Persian, whch is an indication that the new Islamic 
society had already started to bear fruit. 

23 

, 

THE RISE OF SECTS AND CULTURAL MOVEMENTS 
It was natural to see the appearance of some sects and cultural movements 
withn Islam. These sects and movements were often caused by political 
factions, and in some cases they were purely intellectual. Besides the followers 
of Orthodox Islam (Suma), the Sbi‘a was the next Islamic party in importance 
and in numbers. The Baw&j were among the’oldest religious groups and 
from ths movement there remained the I&&, who are followers of ‘Abdallah 
b. Ibiid who lived in Basra around 61/680. 

Among the religious and philosophical movements of intellectual origin 
was the Quda%.a, which adopted the concept of freedom of will. This 
movement appeared in Damascus. The gada@ya was opposed to the Jab*ya 
or al-mLljbira, the Determinist movement. 

An important intellectual movement, the Jfu ‘taxila, appeared in Basra. It 
is said sometimes that it was influenced by theQadarCy_yu, and some maintain 
that the hhcta+ia was a continuation of it. One of its founders was Wiisil b. 
‘At%’ (d. 131/748). The Ah‘ta+ia played a prominent role in Islamic thought, 
and the movement reached its zenith during the reign of al-Ma’mun, in 
Baghdad. 

23. The biographies of Islamic scholars are gven by various original Arabic sources, one of the 
earliest and most significant being u/-Ehrirt of Ibn al-Nadim. 
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1.6 The public library of Hulwan, near Baghdad. From Maqimit al-Hartrt, 
copied and dustrated by al-Wasiti in Baghdad, 1247 
0 BibliothPque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 5847, fol. Sv) 
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Among the religious-political movements was aL-Mhyi3a. It is generally 
maintained that this movement accepted the rule of the Umayyads, contrary 
to the SbZ‘a and aL-IGawZ~. The attitude of al-Mnji’a was that of tolerance; 
and in this atmosphere of tolerance lived Aba Hanifa, and ths had some 
influence on lus  teaching^.'^ 

It seems that the appearance of al-&ada@ya, aL-J.O@ya and aL-Adiqi’a in 
Damascus took place at a time when Christian religous schools were flour- 
ishing. The Umayyad caliphs were tolerant towards Christians and the followers 
of other religons, which encouraged the dialogues between Christianity and 
Islam in Damascus. Christian clerics were experienced in the art of dialectic, 
and Muslim scholars were obliged in the dialogue with them to learn the same 
philosophical reasoning and use the same dogmatic subtleties. In this period 
appeared Yahya al-Dimashqi (John of Damascus) (d. 132/749) and Theodore 
Abii Qurra (Abucara). In his youth John was a companion to Yazid, and later, 
he became a high government official in the Umayyad court. He adopted the 
profession of his father and grandfather. John has left dialectic essays in which 
he compared Islam with Christianity; his essays reflect those dialogues, whch 
took place in Damascus between the scholars of both the religions. 

Within the Christian Church itself there was a debate about fate and free 
wlll, and about hell and the eternity of punishment. Similar debate on these 
same subjects took place in Islamic theological circles, which led to the ap- 
pearance of the intellectual movements just menti~ned.’~ 

THE BEGINNINGS OF RATIONAL SCIENCES 
PbiLosoph_y 

W e  have discussed the appearance of the Islamic intellectual movements and the 
debates which took place among Muslim scholars themselves and between them 
and Christian scholars in Damascus under the Umayyad caliphs. To acquire the 
necessary tools for these debates Muslim scholars turned eagerly to study the 
philosophical and logcal tools which were employed by their opponents. Logic 
as a tool in discussions and arguments was especially important. Our knowledge 
about the phlosophical books that were translated into Arabic during the 
Umayyad period is limited. But we learn from Ibn al-Nadim that Thawon may 
have translated Categoorids from Syriac into Arabic. Istafn is also mentioned as a 
translator for Khdid b. Yazid and he may have translated Catgoorins. 

24. See Ibn A-Nadim, op. cif. and al-I&uwi%rizmi, op. cif. A rich literature exists where writers 
from each group wrote refutations of the theories of the other group. An interesting later 
&&work discusses all other Islamic movements and refutes them one by one from an 
lhi& point of view; see al-Qalahiiti, uf-Eruq ul-islun@p miri kbdd af-kushfut-l-lqin, ed. M. 
Bin ‘Abd al-Jalil, Tunis, 1984. 

25. See P. Hitti, H s f q  OfJjviu, Arabic edition, Beirut, 1959, 11, pp. 114-120. 
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Some Greek philosophical works existed in Persian and some of these 
Persian versions were translated into Arabic. Abu-l-‘Alii’ Siihm, chef secretary 
to Hishiim b. ‘Abd al-Malik, translated some of Aristotle’s works. 

Medicine 

Sii‘id b. Ahmad al-Andalusi says in hs book TaOaqat ahmam (Classification of 
Nations) that ‘the Arabs at the dawn of Islam paid attention only to their 
language and to the aspects of Islamic law, with the exception of medicine 
which was practised by some individuals and was appreciated by common 
people because everybody was in need of it.’26 

The Prophet spoke about medicine, health, illness, protection against 
infection and the merits of physicians. There are about one hundred sayings of 
the Prophet dlscussing these topics which were collected and are referred to as 
aLPb17 al-nabaw? (the medicine of the Prophet). The Prophet also encouraged 
people to consult the physicians. 

The most prominent Arab physician during the Prophet’s period and 
during Abu Bakr’s caliphate was al-Hiirith b. Icalada, who was called the 
Physician of the Arabs. It is reported that he dled in 11-13/632-634. It seems 
that al-Hiirith studied medicine in Jundishiipur and he was familiar with 
medical books either in Greek or Syriac or both. Some reports claim that al- 
Nadar b. al-Hiirith b. Kalada succeeded his father as a physician. 

When Damascus became the seat of the Umayyad caliphs they relied on 
the physicians of the new Islamic countries who studied medicine at 
Alexandria, Antioch and Jundishiipur, which were the cultural centres for the 
study of the rational sciences, especially medicine. At that early period most 
physicians were Christians because the conversion movement to Islam was in 
its early stage. W e  see here however the first beginnings of translation of 
medical works into Arabic. 

Among the physicians of the Umayyads were Ibn Athiil, Mu‘iiwiya’s 
physician, and Abu-l-Hakam al-Dimashqi who served under Mu‘iiwiya and 
several later cahphs. One of the prominent physicians of ths period was 
Tayiidhaq, who was the physician of al-Hajjiij. Tayiidhuq wrote three or four 
medical books whch have not come down to us. 

Another prominent physician from Basra was Masarjawayh, who was a 
Jew from Persia. H e  translated from Syriac into Arabic a medlcal book 
written originally in Greek by Ahron (or Ahren). It is possible that this was 
the earliest translation into Arabic of a medical work that had a Greek 
origin. 

Among the physicians of ths period also was ‘Abd al-Malik b. Abjar 
al-IGniini, who was teachng medicine in Alexandria, and was a physician to 

26. Sn‘id b. Ahmad al-Andalusi, TaGaqZt al-umam, ed. L. Cheikho, Beirut, 1912. 
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‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz when the latter was governor of Egypt. When 
‘Umar became cahph, he invited him to move to Syria and thus the teaching 
of medicine moved to Antioch and to Harran. 

It is important to mention in thts brief survey that the Umayyads estab- 
lished the first hospitals in Islam. The first proper hospital was established by 
al-Walid b. ‘Abd al-Mahk (d. 96/715). In this hospital patients affected with 
leprosy were isolated in special quarters and received special care. 

Gemisty 

Chemistry, like medicine, was one of the sciences which received attention at 
an early date. According to Ibn al-Nadim, the Umayyad prince IGalid b. Yazid 
(d. 85 or 90/704 or 708) started the first translation movement in Islam. H e  
ordered the translation of books on alchemy, medicine and astrology from 
Greek and Coptic into Arabic. The importance of Khdid, however, is due to 
hts alchemical achevements. There are several alchemical treatises that are 
attributed to him.27 

It should be mentioned here that the name of another prominent per- 
sonality is linked also to alchemy. This is Imam Ja‘far al-Sadiq, the sixth among 
the Twelve Imams; to hm are attributed also some alchemical treatises. It is 
reported that Ja‘far was the teacher of Jabir b. Hayyan, or that Jabir was a 
disciple of Ja‘far. 

Astronomy 

The first effect of Islam on astronomy was the adoption of the lunar calendar 
for Islamic history which starts on 15 July 622. In more than one verse, the 
Qur’an urges Muslims to study astronomy. For practical purposes also Islam 
had a great influence on the development of this science when astronomers 
worked actively in compiling astronomical tables and in determining the 
direction of uL-qibla from various geographtcal locations. 

W e  do not have reports on translations of specific astronomical works 
into Arabic in this period. But IUlalid b. Yazid ordered the translation of some 
works on astrology. It is also reported by al-Mas‘iidi that ‘Abd al-Malik b. 
Manvan was fond of astrology and that he used to have in his company some 
astrologers during his campaigns.28 

Important astronomical activities were still going on however in Syria 
during ths period. Syrian scholars were still active in writing in Syriac and in 
translating from Greek into Syriac. These translations were a prelude to the 
translation movement into Arabic which gained momentum at a later stage. 

27. Ibn al-Nadim, op. tit., p. 511. 
28. Al-Mas‘iidi, Mumy ai-dhahab, Beirut, 1965,111, p. 106. 
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Among these scholars was Severus Sebokht, who was born in Nisibin and 
lived in Qenneshrin (Qinnisrin) near Aleppo. Sebokht flourished in the middle 
of the seventh century and wrote a treatise on the astrolabe and wrote on 
other astronomical subjects. Another scholar was George, bishop of the Arabs 
(d. 106/724) who lived in upper Mesopotamia and was bishop of the Arab 
tribes. H e  composed a poem on the ~alendar.’~ 

THE BEGINNINGS OF ISLAMIC TECHNOLOGY 
Unlike the theoretical sciences, technology does not need a long period before 
it can flourish. W e  have mentioned that the rise of Islamic science had to wait 
for the formation of Islamic society and the progress of the conversion 
movement into Islam and into Arabic. But in technology things were 
different. Hence the achevements of the Umayyad caliphs in technology 
were prominent. 

W e  have pointed out that the new Islamic regons were the most advanced 
in their civilization. In these regions arose the first and the most important 
civilizations in hstory. Syria, Egypt, Iraq and Persia were rich in their industries 
and agriculture. There were skdled craftsmen, farmers and engineers. After the 
conquests industrial and agricultural production continued uninterrupted. The 
process of conversion to Arabic and to Islam within the ranks of craftsmen and 
farmers was taking place gradually without having any adverse effect on their 
daily economic activities. On the contrary, the new religion and the new state 
infused a new life into all aspects of the economy and into all trades and crafts 
as w e  can see throughout the various chapters of this volume. 

The state played an important role in the economy. There was a large 
public sector under the direct control of the state and large projects were 
undertaken by the state itself.30 

Irrigation 

Irrigation works and water distribution were very prominent among the state’s 
achievements. The Islamic religion considered these among the chef duties of 
the state. When Basra was established during cUmar’s period, he started 
simultaneously building some canals for conveying water and for irrigation. Al- 
Tabari reports that ‘Utba b. Ghazw3n built the first canal from the Tigris river 
to the site of Basra when it was in the planning stage. After the city was built, 
‘Umar appointed Abii Miisa al-Ash‘ari as the first governor. Al-Ash‘ari 
governed during the period 17-29/638-650. H e  began building two important 

29. See G. Sarton, op. cif., p. 493. 
30. C. Cahen, Hstoty afthe Arabs and Islamic Peoples, Arabic edition, Beirut, p. 205. See also the 

same author’s article in I h e  Cambridge ffistoty afhhm, 2B, 1977, p. 527. 
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canals linhng Basra with the Tigris river. These were al-Ubulla river and the 
Ma‘qil river. The canals were completed under the later governors and thus 
Basra obtained the necessary drinking water, and the two canals were the basis 
for the agricultural development for the whole Basra region. 

‘Umar also devised the policy of cultivating barren lands by assigning 
such lands to those who undertook to cultivate them. This policy, whch 
continued during the Umayyad period also, resulted in the cultivation of large 
areas of barren lands through the construction of irrigation canals by the state 
and by individuals. Al-Baliidhuri gives the names of several canals whch were 
constructed during this period to cultivate barren lands. 

The various governors who were appointed by the Umayyads con- 
structed several works to prevent the formation of new swamps and to dry old 
swamps, through the building of dams whch regulated the flow of water. W e  
find in the original Arabic sources much detad about the irrigation works 
which were constructed in Iraq in the regons of Basra, &fa, Wasit, al- 
Batii’ih, al-Raqqa and several other areas. Al-Hajjiij was particularly active in 
constructing irrigation works and the later governors followed his policy. 

One of the Umayyad caliphs, Yazid b. Mu‘iiwiya, was so interested in 
irrigation projects that he was called ul-Mghundir, ‘the Engineer’. In addtion to 
his interest in the irrigation works in Iraq he improved the water dstribution 
canals of the Barada river in Damascus. One of these canals, Nahr Yazid or 
the YazId river, still carries the name of that Umayyad caliph in com- 
memoration of hs great service. 

The caliphs and the governors utilized in these irrigation works the her- 
editary skills of the people of Iraq. The Nabataeans for instance were skilled in 
agriculture and in irrigation works, and among the great engineers who worked 
under al-Hajjiij to drain the swamps in southern Iraq was Hasan al-Nabap (the 
Nabataean). 

Norias (ul-nuwZr’ii-), or the large water-wheels which were driven by the 
flow of water and raised water to a greater height, were used on large scale on 
the Tigris and the Euphrates. They were used also on the Orontes (al-‘&i 
river) and on al-IChabiir whch is a tributary of the Euphrates river. The ~Zqzju, 
or the animal-driven pot wheel, was also used extensively. 

For power purposes the water mill was also well established. The first 
mention of the windmill in the Islamic period occurs during ‘Umar’s caliphate, 
when Abfi Lu’lu’a told ‘Umar that he could build an air-driven mill.31 

31. Several papers and works deal with irrigation development. See I. Lapidus, ‘Arab 
Settlement and Economic Development of Iraq and Iran in the Age of the Umayyad and 
Early Abbasid Caliphs’, in: A.L. Udovich (ed.), op. cit., pp. 177-208; R.M. Adams, Land 
BehindBaghdad, Chicago, 1965; G. Le Strange, The Lands ofthe Easterr2 Caliphate, Cambridge, 
1965, pp. 26-30. Several original Arabic sources deal with irrigation works such as al- 
BalHdhuri’s Futih al-buldin, and Ibn Rusta’s al-A‘hq al-na3.a. 
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Ear4 (slamc cities and architecture 

A unique feature of Islamic civilization was its creation of new cities right 
from the early period. ‘Umar b. al-Khattiib built the two cities of Basra in 
16/637 and Kufa in 17/638 as city camps for the Islamic armies. These 
developed and grew until they became great cities which influenced 
profoundly the political and cultural history of Islam. ‘Umar also built in 
Egypt the city of Fustiit in 21/641-642. During the time of the Umayyads, 
‘Uqba b. Nafi‘ built al-Qayrawan in North Africa in 50/670 during Mu‘gwiya’s 
caliphate. Sulaymiin b. ‘Abd al-Mahk (97-100/715-718) built al-Ramla in 
Palestine, and al-Hajjiij built LViisit in Iraq. The Umayyads also developed and 
increased the size of several older cities. 

The building of new cities and the development of the old ones was 
accompanied by the construction of an appreciable number of mosques and 
palaces. The most famous of these buildings were the Dome of the Rock and 
the Aqsii Mosque in Jerusalem, the Great Mosque in Damascus and a series of 
palaces on the edges of the desert which were built for the Umayyad caliphs or 
their sons. 

The construction of the Dome of the Rock was started by ‘Abd al-Mahk 
in 68/687 and was completed in 72/691. ‘Abd al-Malik also constructed the 
Aqsii Mosque which was rebuilt several times after that. The construction of 
the Great Mosque in Damascus was started in 87/705 by al-Walid and it was 
completed in 97/715. These three great mosques are stdl in existence and they 
retain tdl now their original splendour. 

Among the Umayyad palaces whose remains are in existence is al- 
Mashatta Palace south of Amman. It is one of the important Umayyad 
palaces and was probably built by al-Walid I1 around 126/743. Another 
important palace is Qusayr ‘Amra east of Amman. It was built according to 
some historians during the cahphate of al-Walid I between 94/712 and 97/715 
but other historians believe it was bdt by Hishnm b. ‘Abd al-Mahk (106-126/ 
724-743). It is famous for its magnificent wall illustrations. The Iarbat al- 
Mafjar in Jericho is considered the largest and the most beautiful among the 
Umayyad palaces, and it was probably built by Yazid 111 in 127/744. There 
are two great palaces whch are also attributed to Hishiim b. ‘Abd al-Malik; 
these are Qasr al-Hayr al-Sharqi and Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi. They lie near 
the city of Palmyra (Tadmur). The Eastern Palace (al-Sharqi) was built in 
111/729 and the Western (al-Gharbi) in 110/728. 

In studying these early Islamic masterpieces of architecture one must 
remember that the new Islamic lands were rich in craftsmen of all trades. 
These craftsmen inherited the skdls of the civdizations of the Near East 
generation after generation, and they became an important part of the new 
Islamic society. They however adapted their skdls to conform with the spirit of 
Islam and thus there developed an Arab or Islamic art and architecture. 
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The same thng happened in all the other Islamic lands. And so different 
schools of Islamic art arose in the various Islamic lands whch were influenced 
by the inherited arts of the different regions. 

About this early period w e  can say that Islamic architecture started 
during the Umayyad period. The Umayyads left glorious archtectural 
monuments each with a unique Islamic style, and this Umayyad archtecture 
was a remarkable starting point from which later Islamic archtecture has 
developed .32 

I h e  weupons induxt9 

During the early Arab conquests the weapons of war consisted of light 
weapons whch comprised mainly the sword, the lance ana the bow and arrow. 
These weapons were made in Arabia, and the lfferent hnds of swords, lances 
and bows carried the names of the places where they were made. After the 
conquests of Syria, Iraq, Egypt and Persia the technical skdls of these 
countries in the manufacture of weapons had enhanced greatly the capabilities 
of the Islamic weapons industry. Damascus for instance was famous before 
Islam in the manufacture of weapons and of steel blades and this fame had 
increased greatly after Islam. 

From ‘Umar’s time the state undertook to provide the regular soldiers, 
who were unable to secure their own weapons, with the necessary equipment. 
Such weapons whch were supplied by the government were specially marked. 
‘Ah established the armouries or weapons warehouses (kha@’in uL-xih~), and 
he marked the government’s weapons with special signs. 

Besides light weapons, the Islamic armies used siege equipment, espe- 
cially the manj,nTqs (catapults). It is reported that the Prophet used the munjdnZg 
in hs siege of al-Ta’if. It is reported also that some Companions of the 
Prophet received in Jerash some training in the construction of munjanTqs and 
other siege engines. The use of these machines by the Islamic armies increased 
during the conquests of Iraq, Syria and other countries. 

The construction, operation and maintenance of siege engines was the 
government’s responsibility from early Islamic times. It is reported that ‘Amr 
b. al-‘As constructed munj,nTqs upon hs arrival in Egypt and he used them in 
Egypt’s conquest. The use of these siege engmes increased during the 

32. The founding of new Islamic cities like Basra and Kufa and the building of mosques are 
described in such medieval Arabic sources as al-Baliidhuri’s Fa@ al-balhvz, and in the later 
sources written by Arab geographers. Many recent articles discuss the construction of 
mosques and palaces. See G. Fehravi, ‘Art and Architecture’, in 7he Cavnbrike Hi.rtory of 
H a m ,  2B, Cambridge, 1970, pp.705-707; D.T. Rice, (SlamicArt, London, 1975, pp. 9-28. 
For useful information about Umayyad mosques and palaces, see P. Hitti, Hi.rtoy ofJjria, 
op. cit., I, pp. 281, 286. 
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Umayyad period. Manviin b. Muhammad (127-32/744-49), the last of the 
Umayyad caliphs, in hs siege of Homs in 127/744 used more than eighty 
munjdnZq.r according to Ibn al-Athir. 

The use of military fires was known to the Umayyads. In 64/683 al- 
Ka‘ba was bombarded by stones, naft and other combustible burning fires. 
Mtlitary fires were used also by the Islamic fleets in the Mediterranean during 
the Umayyad campaigns. 

The use of naft by the Umayyads was a natural development. It should 
be remembered that chemical technology had reached an advanced stage in 
the area in pre-Islamic times. Even the Greek fire which was used by the 
Byzantines was brought to them by the Syrian engineer, I<allinicus, who fled 
from Baalbek in Syria to Constantinople in 59/678 during the Umayyad per- 
iod. Kallinicus was brought up in Syria during the Islamic era where he re- 
ceived his training in chemical te~hnology.~~ 

Diir al-$nii‘a and the IdamicJleets 
One of the major achievements of ‘Uthmiin b. ‘Affiin was the creation of the 
first Islamic naval power. But a great deal of credit should go to Mu‘iiwiya, 
who pursued this objective when he was governor of Syria during ‘Uthmiin’s 
caliphate and after he became caliph himself. Mu‘iiwiya realized that Arab- 
Islamic rule in Syria and the other new Islamic Mediterranean countries could 
not be consolidated without an Islamic naval power which could repulse the 
Byzantine naval attacks. The policy of Mu‘iiwiya was followed by his 
successors, and Islamic naval power enabled the Umayyads to continue their 
conquests until all of North Africa and Spain came under Islamic rule. 

During ‘Umar’s caliphate, Mu‘iiwiya established the ~ & t  system. The 
rib@ were fortresses built near the coastal cities in whch mihtary forces were 
kept to defend these cities against the Byzantine attacks. They served also as 
shelters for people during such raids. 

These fortresses contained rooms and lodgings for the soldiers, armou- 
ries, storage for food and observation towers. 

Later on the r&t developed into bases for undertaking naval campaigns. 
During ‘Uthmiin’s caliphate the governor of Egypt, ‘Abdalliih b. Abi 

Sarh, started the building of naval shps in Egypt uthzing the skills of 
Egyptian craftsmen. The close cooperation between Mu‘iiwiya and Ibn Abi 
Sarh enabled the Muslims to occupy Cyprus in 28/649, and Rhodes in 33/ 
654. In 34/655 the combined Islamic fleet of Syria and Egypt defeated the 

33. A. A. ‘Awn, ai-Fann ai-barbfjfadr al-idiim (Military Art in Early Islam), Cairo, 1961. For an 
account of the first siege of Mecca 64/683, see in particular al-Mas%di, op. cit., 111, p. 71, 
and for the second siege by aI-Hajjiij 73/692, see Ibn Kathir, al-Bidiia wa-l-nihiya, Beirut, 
1981, VIII, p. 329. 
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1.7 A copyist at work 
0 Courtesy of the National Library of hiedicine, Washington, D.C. 

(MS. P29, fol. 173a) 
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Byzantine fleet near the coast of Lycia in the Battle of the Masts (DhZt nl- 
Jazvifn]. Ths battle was a fatal blow to Byzantine naval power and it heralded 
the begnning of Islamic supremacy in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Mu‘iiwiya became caliph in 41/661. In 49/669 he chose ‘Akka (Acre) as 
a site for the first difr al-?imica (arsenal or shipyard) in Syria. H e  recruited for 
this purpose craftsmen and carpenters from various places in Syria. During 
Mu‘iiwiya’s caliphate the Islamic fleet besieged Constantinople twice, in 49/ 
668 and during the seven years’ war between 54/674 and 60/680. 

The strongest siege of Constantinople took place in 98/716 during the 
caliphate of Sulaymiin b. ‘Abd al-Malik. The Islamic fleets from Syria, Egypt 
and North Africa participated in ths siege and the Arabs used military fires 
and some types of artillery. 

The Umayyads adopted the same policy in North Africa. Hassan al- 
Nu‘miin was appointed in 76/695 as governor by ‘Abd al-Malik b. Manviin 
and he established a naval base in Tunis with a shpyard. He was succeeded 
in 79/707 by Miisii b. Nusayr, who continued the policy of hs predecessor 
in the building of naval ships. During Nusayr’s period as governor, Spain 
was conquered and the Islamic fleet played a major role in that hstoric 
campaign. 34 

Other state indasties 
The mint 

Mmtage of Arabic coins was undertaken by ‘Abd al-Malik in 76/695 following 
the Arabization of government records. This financial reform had far-reaching 
consequences and it is considered one of the major achievements of the 
Umayyads. The Islamic gold dinar abolished the Byzantines’ monopoly of 
golden currency. The economy of the Islamic countries was thus liberated and 
a new era of Islamic financial supremacy on the international scene was 
established. The appearance of the Islamic gold dinar and the silver dirham 
implied the adoption of elaborate measures in the mining of gold and silver 
and in strict and effective controls of the mint and of the circulation of 
coins. 3s 

34. Among the original Arabic sources describing the Umayyad achievements are al-Bahdhuri, 
op. cif., and al-Tabari, Tin% al-timam uwl-md/ik, Cairo, 1325. These descriptions have 
been incorporated in recent studies. See I. alL‘Adawi, al-z4s&fil al- ‘nrnlJ&ya jj-l-bahr nl-n~yah 
ul-r~~trfai~~a.rs$ (Arab Fleets in the Mediterranean), Cairo, 1957 ; hl. Y. al-Hamawi, TZtTk6 nl- 
usid dcnra/7? (History of the Arab Fleet), Damascus, 1945. See also P. Hitti, op. cif., 11, 
pp.89, 103. 

35. See A. Ehrenkreutz, ‘hlonetary Aspects of hledieval Near Eastern Economic History’, in 
Studies iti the Ecoriouiic Hisfooyy offhe ilfiddh Ekf, pp. 37-SO. See also P. Hitti, op. cif., p. 84. 
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The mail service (al-bamd) 

‘Abd al-Malik also established a mail service, al-bamd, connecting the far regions 
of the vast empire with each other. Ths system was utilized by al-Walid and the 
other succeeding caliphs in undertaking and organizing several important 
projects. AI-bamd continued to increase in importance during the Abbasid 
~aliphate.~~ 

Al-?irZx 
High-quality textiles were manufactured in state factories known as ?ir@. Such 
textdes were woven for caliphs and high officials and were presented to 
important persons. Textiles included the linen fabrics of Egypt and the silk 
and brocade cloths of Damascus. The caliphs established the &rZy factories in 
their palaces which were managed by the SZbib aI-?irZx who was in charge of 
spinners and weavers, paying their wages and controlling the quaky of their 
work. 

AI-?irZx factories acquired great importance under the Umayyads and 
they continued in importance during the Abbasid period. ‘Abd al-Malik 
changed the inscriptions on the borders of the ?irZx textiles into Arabic-Islamic 
writings. Before that the tirZx inscriptions followed Byzantine, Sassanian or 
Coptic traditions. 37 

Papyrus (al-qarat?.) 

AI-qarafis were used for writing. They were manufactured in Egypt out of 
papyrus. This industry was also under state control. ‘Abd al-Malik replaced the 
Coptic signs on the qarafi. by Islamic writings. The use of the garatis continued 
until paper factories were established during the Abbasid period.38 

36. P. Hitti, op. cit., p. 84. 
37. C. Cahen, op. cif., pp. 527-528; P. Hitti, op. cit., p. 90. 
38. P. Hitti, op. cif., p. 90. 
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Chapter 1.3 

THE AGE O F  TRANSLATION A N D  
THE BEGINNING O F  

THE SCIENTIFIC RENAISSANCE 
Ahmad K al-Hassan 

The Abbasid caliphate at its peak 
The Islamic Conquests (Fitz$) and the establishment of the state were 
accomplished during the era of the Riishidfin and Umayyad caliphs. It was 
during this same period that the new society was formed through the 
conversion of the population to Islam and the shift to the generalized use of 
the Arabic language. W e  have seen the beginnings of the rise of different 
sciences and the early movement of translation (see Chapter 1.3). With the 
coming of the Abbasids, the state was well prepared for the coming scientific 
renaissance, the essential prerequisites of which, namely translation and 
assimilation, are the main subject of our present chapter. 

Abu-1-'Abbiis al-Saffiih assumed the position of caltph at the grand 
mosque of I<ufa in Iraq in the year 132/749. Yet his capital was the city of Anbiir 
on the Euphrates. H e  was succeeded by hs brother Aba Ja'far al-Mansar 
(137-59/754-75) who was not only one of the greatest Abbasid cahphs, but 
can also be considered the actual founder of the Abbasid caliphate. All the 
succeeding thirty-five Abbasid caltphs were his descendants. It was in 145/ 
762 that al-Mansar laid the cornerstone for his new capital Baghdad. Four 
architects worked on the plan of the city. Around 100,000 artisans, builders 
and construction workers who were brought from Syria, Iraq and other parts 
of the empire participated in the building of the city. The new capital was 
built in four years and was called Baghdad, Madinat al-SaLim, the City of 
Peace. It was planned as a circular city, made up of a number of concentric 
circles, with the palace of the caliph at its heart, and the mosque right beside 
it. It had four equidistant gates with four roads that started from the centre 
of the city and led towards the four corners of the state.* 

1. On al-Saff%h and &Manstir and the rise of the Abbasids the original sources include al- 
Tabari, al-Ya'qtibi, Ibn al-Athir and al-Mas'fidi. The building of Baghdad was described by 
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In a few years the city expanded to become an important economic and 
commercial centre in addition to being the capital of one of the greatest states 
of all times. 

The Abbasid state reached its economic, political and cultural peak 
during its first period, especially from the accession of al-Mahdi (159/775) 
unul the time of al-Wgthiq (228-233/842-847). Ths period is also con- 
sidered the most splendid and radiant of the whole of Islamic history, 
especially the reign of H%fin al-Rashid (170-194/786-809) and hs son al- 
Ma’mun (1 98-21 8/8 13-833). 

The period that followed was of extreme importance from the perspec- 
tive of translation and of scientific activity, although it was one of political 
disturbances. It lasted until the caliphate of al-Mu‘tadid (279-290/892-902). 
It was throughout the period from the rule of al-Man@r to that of al-Mu‘ta&d 
that the translation movement flourished, and the renaissance of Arab-Islamic 
science was already under way. All the conditions for the rise of Arab-Islamic 
science (which was the subject of the previous chapter) were fulfilled during 
this century and a half (133-290/750-902).2 

Translation as a necessary historical development 
In the preceding chapter w e  discussed why science was not foreign to the new 
Islamic society, as it was the heir of pre-Islamic civilizations. In Syria the new 
state inherited the Aramaic civihzation which in turn was influenced by that of 
the Greeks, while in Iraq the same heritage was combined with that of the 
Persians. As the scientific works in Syria, Iraq and Persia during the early 
Islamic period were available in Greek, Persian and Syriac and were studied in 
scientific institutions by the natives of these areas, it was only natural that with 

al-Ya‘qtibi, al-Tabari and al-Baliidhuri. For some recent histories, see P. Hitti et al., TZkh al- 
‘Arab (History of the Arabs), Beirut, 1965, I, pp. 359-361. On the building of Baghdad see 
A. A. Duri, ‘Baghdad’, in Be Enqclqaedia ofhlam, New Edition, Leiden, 1960, I, p. 894. 

2. References to the Golden Age of science and the role of the caliphs as patrons of science and 
of the translation movement are scattered in various original sources. They were collected in 
various recent works. Some of the original sources include: Ibn al-Nadim, al-fihrirt, Cairo, 
AH 1348, 1929; al-Qifti, IkhbZr al-‘ulamZ’ bi-akhbzr al-hukamci’, Leipzig, 1903, and Cairo, 
AH 1326; Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘Qz7n al-anbZ’fitabaqLit al-atibbz’, three volumes, Beirut, 1957; 
al-Masii‘di, Mumy al-dhahab, Beirut, IV, p. 222. Modern authors include: A. Mielli, Ln 
science arabe et son dle hns I’ivolution scient$ique mondzale, Leiden, 1939; an Arabic edition was 
published in Cairo, 1962; G. Sarton, Introduction to the History off.lcience, three volumes in 
five books, New York, Kriegger, 1975 (the Golden Age is covered in volume I); S.H. 
Nasr, (slamic Science, London, 1976; D. L. O’Leary, H o w  Greek Science Passed to the Arabs, 
London, 1979; P. Hitti et al., TZr%kh al-‘Arab, op. cit., pp. 380-392; D. M. Dunlop, Arab 
Civilization to AD 1500, London, 1971. Among recent Arabic works see: T. al-Tawil, al- 
‘Arab wa-l- ‘ilm f; ‘asr al-islZm al-dhahabi, Cairo, 1968; J. Zidan, TZ&h al-tamaddun al-islZmi, 
Cairo, 1958; Q. Tuqan, Tur& al- ‘Arab al- ‘ilmij-l-@a&yyZt wa-lfalak, Cairo, 1963. 
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the dominance of Arabic, both as a language of culture and of everyday life, a 
concerted and continuous effort was to be made to translate all available 
scientific works from these different languages into Arabic, which became the 
language of all these peoples of the new empire. Therefore, ths movement of 
translation fulfilled a real need. Although certainly encouraged by the  caliph^,^ 
it was not ‘enforced’ by them. It was a natural outcome of a cultural process 
that was evolving. 

The caliphs as patrons of translation 
When al-Mansiir laid the foundation of Baghdad, he entrusted its planning and 
execution to a number of distingmshed engneers, architects and astrologers. 
Following its construction he invited to his court many scholars from Basra 
and Kufa which were the main centres of Arab-Islamic thought, thereby 
turning Baghdad into a new scientific centre. Al-Mansfir had a predilection for 
astrology and tended to seek the advice of astrologers before embarking on 
any action. He seems to have been the first caliph to do this and to have 
astrologers among his advisers, a practice whch was taken up by many of his 
 descendant^.^ The astrologer Nawbakht used to accompany him wherever he 
went and was succeeded by his son Abii Sahl b. Nawbakht. Members of the 
Nawbakht family continued to serve the Abbasid caliphs and translated for 
them books on the stars and astrology. 

In the service of al-Mansiir were also the astrologers Ibriihim al-Faziiri, 
hs son Muhammad and ‘Ah b. %a d-Aspdnbi. Because of al-Mansiir’s in- 
fatuation with the stars and their movements, many of those knowledgeable in 
the art from Persia, Indla and Byzantium called on him. 

Due to the great interest of people in astrology and the stars, they were 
also drawn to geometry. Al-Mansfir wrote to the Byzantine emperor to send 
him books on the subject; the emperor, in turn, responded by sending the 
book of Euclid and some other books among whch most probably was the 
Amagest. What is important is that al-Mansfir’s interest in astrology prompted 
the translation of books on related subjects. 

Al-Mansfir invited to hs court Jfirjis b. Bukhtishfi‘, the head of the 
academy of JundishBpfir, who became his personal physician. Members of the 
Bukhtishii‘ family functioned for generations as personal physicians of the 
caliphs in the palace. Jiirjis was an author of many books and was fluent in 
Greek in addition to Syriac, Persian and Arabic. He translated for al-Mansiir a 
number of books from Greek into Arabic. 

3. Ibn al-Nadim tells the legendary story of the dream of al-Ma’man as one of the reasons 
behind al-Ma’mun’s interest in the translation of rational sciences (see al-fihkrt, p. 353). 

4. In Chapter 2 of this volume (Part I) it is stated that, according to al-Mas‘udi, ‘Abd al-Mal& 
b. Mamiin was also fond of astrology. 
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Al-Mansfir, therefore, was the first caliph to sponsor the translation of 
books into Arabic. Although he paid special attention to books of astrology, 
geometry and medicine other genres were also translated. It was during hs 
reign that Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ translated Kulilu wu-Dmnu (Bidpai Fables). 

Hiifin al-Rashid showed much interest in the sciences and in literature, 
more than any other preceding Muslim ruler. Translation flourished during hs 
reign, whch is still considered part of the Golden Age of the Islamic re- 
naissance. Hiifin al-Rashid supported scientists who studied and translated 
books from Greek. H e  also lspatched some of hls aides to the Byzantine 
empire to purchase Greek manuscripts. During his campaigns in Ankara and 
‘Ammariya, he found a large number of books which he took with him to 
Baghdad. A large part of these books were medical manuscripts whose 
translation he entrusted to hs physician, Yiihanna b. Masawayh. These works 
were translated first into Syriac and then from Syriac into Arabic, but, at a later 
stage, they were translated directly into Arabic. During this period some of 
Aristotle’s works on logic were translated as well. Some sources mention that 
al-Rashid, and hs aides the Bumakids, founded the Khizanat al-Hikma li- 
brar~,~ whch formed the embryo for the Bayt al-Hikma library subsequently 
established by his son al-Ma’mun. 

1.8 Pseudo-Galen, Treatise on Antidotes (tiryzq) 
0 Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2964, fol. 34) 

5. The Khizgnat al-Hikma of HIimn &Rashid is mentioned by Ibn al-Nadim, ojx kt., p. 396. 
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It was during the third/ninth century that the translation movement 
reached its climax and the greatest works of translation were accomplished. 
During the reign of al-Ma’mun (198-218/813-833) scientific research also 
reached its first peak. His great interest in science moved him to establish the 
Bayt al-Hikma in Baghdad in the year 215/830, which served as library, 
scientific institute and translation workshop. This institute was in many re- 
spects the greatest cultural centre to be established after the Alexandria 
museum which was founded in the hrd century BC. The practice of trans- 
lation was concentrated in this place during al-hfa’mun’s reign and that of hls 
successors. 

Al-Ma’mun did whatever he could to employ translators. H e  also was 
very generous in rewarding them, to the extent that it was said that he used to 
award translators with the weight of their manuscripts in gold. H e  also used to 
stamp every book that was translated for him and induce people to read, study 
and learn from them. H e  also used to spend time with hnkers, listen to their 
discussions and enjoy their disputations. 

Many of the rich and influential people of Baghdad followed suit and 
imitated al-Ma’mun. Baghdad became a Mecca for translators, who flocked to 
it from Syria, Iraq and Persia, and among whom were Nestorians, Jacobites, 
Sabaeans, Zoroastrians (Majfis) and Brahmans. They translated from Greek, 
Persian, Syriac, Sanskrit, Nabataean, Latin and other languages. 

Baghdad abounded with paper-makers, copiers of manuscripts and 
booksellers. There were also many literary salons, and reading and research 
soon became some of the more common activities of the people. This re- 
naissance continued after the death of al-Ma’mun through the reign of his 
successors until almost all that was important of the writings of the ancients 
had been translated into Arabic. 

Al-Ma’mun’s brother al-Mu‘tasim (21 8-28/833-842) who succeeded 
him was also a Mu‘tazilite. Baghdad remained as it was during the reign of 
al-Ma’man, despite the fact that d-Mu‘tasim established a new capital 
(Siimarrii’) about 96 km to the north of Baghdad, to whlch he moved in 
the year 222/836. In a short period of time, Sgmarrii’ was filled with pa- 
laces and mosques, mostly constructed by d-Mu‘tasim and hs son al- 
Mutawam (233-247/847-861). Siimarrii’ remained the capital for fifty-six 
years (222-279/836-892) during the reign of eight consecutive cahphs. Its 
remnants are considered today the most magnificent of the Abbasid era. 

Al-Wiithiq used to imitate al-Ma’mun in almost everythmg, including the 
holding of discussions with jurisprudents @qahd’), theologans (mafakallimin) 
and thinkers representing all branches of knowledge. 

Al-Mutawakkil, on the other hand, differed from hls three predecssors, al- 
Ma’mun, al-Mu‘tasim and al-Wiithlq, in his attitude towards the Mu‘tazhtes. In 
spite of h s  difference of opinion al-Mutawakkd re-established the library and 
the translation institute in Baghdad and entrusted its administration to Hunayn 
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b. Ishiiq. H e  was also a patron of science and scientists and provided large 
amounts of money to the Bayt al-Hikma. During his reign a large number of 
translations were undertaken. 

The situation changed drastically following the death of al-Mutawakhl, as 
Turhsh soldiers became a menace. Scientists and thmkers gradually left 
Baghdad and moved to other parts of the state, yet the seeds of knowledge 
that were sown at the time of the Abbasid renaissance yielded their fruit in 
Iauriisiin, at-Ray, Khcizistan, Azarbayjiin, Egypt, Syria, at-Andalus and other 
parts of the Islamic world. Despite all that had happened, Baghdad remained 
full of scientists, partly due to the power of continuity, and partly because it 
remained the capital of the Abbasid state with what this entailed in terms of 
the abundance of wealth and power. 

With the decline of the Abbasid caliphate at the end of the ninth century, 
smaller Islamic states sprouted both to the east and west. But these mini-states 
followed a similar path to that of Baghdad during the beginning of the 
Abbasid era, offering havens to scientists and thus facilitating the development 
of Islamic science whch peaked during the tenth century. 

The seat of the cahphate returned to Baghdad during the reign of al- 
Mu‘tadid (279-290/892-902) after an interval of more than half a century in 
which the capital was Siimarri?. The reign of al-Mu‘tadid was characterized by 
relative safety, security and abundance. Many scientists, writers and poets 
flourished throughout his reign. Among them was the scientist Thiibit b. 
Qurra al-Harriini, who became a close companion of al-Mu‘tadid. 

Other patrons of translation 
It is imperative to mention that many of the notables, dignitaries and the 
hgher echelons of state functionaries were patrons of scientists and 
supported translation through their own personal funds. The Barmahds (the 
ministers or wqin during the early Abbasid period) attained fame for their 
patronage of science and culture. It is said that Jiibir b. Hayyiin was a protkgk of 
Ja‘far al-Barmaki, and that the latter introduced him to the caliph. lbn Iihaldcin 
mentioned that al-Fad1 b. Yahyii (one of the Barmahds) was the first to 
introduce the manufacture of paper to Baghdad in the year 178/794. Yahyii b. 
Iihiilid (another member of the family) was credited with the first translation of 
Ptolemy’s Ahzagpst which took place around the end of the second/eighth and 
the beginning of the third/ninth centuries.‘ 

Of those who supported translation were the Banci Miis2 b. Shiikir who 
were also famed for their scientific accomplishments. The three brothers 

6. The Barmahds’ patronage of the translation movement is mentioned by Ibn al-Nadim, op. 
cit., in several places, see for example pp. 181, 183, 388, 513. See also O’Leary, op. cif., 
p. 150. Their political story is summarized by Hitti, op. cif., I, pp. 366-368. 
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hluhammad, Ahmad and al-Hasan, the sons of Rliisn b. Shah, were under the 
patronage ofal-Ma'miin and found favour with the caliphs who succeeded hm. 
They became very wealthy and influential. Ibn al-Nadim says about them: 

These men were among those who took extreme pains in seeking the ancient 
sciences, for the sake of which they gave generously what was required and 
taxed themselves with fatigue in this pursuit. They dispatched to the Byzantine 
country those who brought back to them manuscripts; they attracted translators 
from all provinces and localities through their generous rewards, so that they 
brought to light wonders of learning. 

Ibn Abi Usaybi'a says that the 'Ban6 Miis% b. Shhr, who are Muhammad, 
Ahmad and al-Hasan, used to bestow upon a group of translators, who 
included, among others, Hunavn b. Ishiiq, Hubaysh b. al-Hasan al-A'sam and 
Thabit b. Qurra, about five .hundred dinars a month for translation and 
company.' He also adds that 'ths Muhammad was one of the hndest people 
towards Hunayn b. Ishiiq, and Hunayn translated for hm many medical books.' 

Muhammad b. PIl6sa himself used to travel to Asia Minor to purchase 
manuscripts, and on one of these journeys, he brought with him Thnbit b. 
Qurra, who lived in hs house and studied there to become one of the most 
renowned Muslim mathematicians. ' 

-7 

Some characteristics and methods of translation 
Salah al-Din al-Safadi wrote that: 

The translators used two methods of translation. One of them was that of 
Yiihannii b. al-Bitriq, Ibn al-Nii'ima al-Himsi and others. According to this 
method, the translator would study each individual Greek word and its meaning, 
choose an Arabic word of corresponding meaning and use it. Then he would 
turn to the next word and proceed in the same manner until in the end he has 
rendered into Arabic the text he wished to translate. This method is bad. The 
second method is that of Hunayn b. Ishaq, al-Jatvhari and others. Here the 
translator would consider a whole sentence, ascertain its full meaning and then 
express it in Arabic with a sentence identical in meaning, without concern for 
the correspondence of individual words. This method is superior.* 

W e  also read in the Rudat @ h n _ y i 2  to 'Ab b. Yahyn that Hunayn b. Ishnq was 
not satisfied with translating from one single manuscript, but always 
attempted to use at least three manuscripts, collating them to produce a single 

7. A summary of the patronage of the Banii AKisa of science and the translators is gven by 
Bane hlfisa, KtZb dff@d, ed. A.Y. al-Hassan, Aleppo, 1980, see the biographical 
introduction. See also Ibn d-Nadim, op. cif., pp. 392-393, 394,423. 

8. Al-Safadi's description of the translation methods w a s  cited by Baha' al-Din d-'Amili in a/- 
kkshkzil, edited by T. A. al-Zawi, Cairo, 1961, I, p. 388. 
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correct copy. Then he would proceed to tran~late.~ W e  also find that in 
Hunayn’s school of translation, a student would translate the text and show it 
to Hunayn who would revise and edit it. The same method was used in 
Thiibit’s school. This is why most of the translations of the important books 
like Ptolemy’s Amagest or those of Euclid and Galen were revised and edced, 
and some of these were re-translated and re-edited sometimes more than 
once. Translators had to devise Arabic words and concepts equivalent to those 
in other languages such as Greek. In many cases a word was coined by 
resorting to the rules of word formation in Arabic. But in other cases 
translators used the same Syriac, Persian or Greek terms. 

One of the most important characteristics of translation was that the 
translators were not merely knowledgeable about languages, but in most 
cases were specialists in the field or the art. They endeavoured to scrutinize 
the translations and correct the scientific information mentioned. An ex- 
ample of ths is the translation of the book of Dioscorides, where the 
translators scrutinized the signification of all names of rare plants and ani- 
mals by examining the actual plants and animals to which these terms re- 
ferred. And when Islafan b. Basil first translated this book, he translated 
those terms which he understood into Arabic and preserved the Greek 
terms for those he did not. Hunayn revised Isufan’s translation and cor- 
rected it. The revision of the translation continued in al-Andalus during the 
reign of ‘Abd al-Rahmgn 111, when this cahph received a copy of the 
manuscript from the Byzantine emperor. Arab scientists in al-Andalus went 
on verifying and revising the botanical and other terms that were not 
translated in Baghdad. Those scientists were helped by others from the 
Maghrib, and were able together to verify all terms and to produce that last 
version of the translation edited by Ibn Juljul. 

Some of the difficulties that faced translators were related to the fact 
that the Greek language used in the scientific manuscripts was a dead lan- 
guage, as it was different from that used in the Byzantine empire. In ad- 
dition to that, Greek manuscripts were rare, whch forced many translators 
to depend upon one single copy. These manuscripts were usually full of 
errors and mistakes committed by copiers. This is why the work of the 
translator was very difficult. Hunayn discussed some of these difficulties in 
his letters. 

9. Rirdat Hana_yn 0. h&q is a kind of autobiography written by Hunayn and addressed to ‘Ab 
b. Yahya in whch he explained his method and gave a list of his works. The Arabic text 
and translation were published by G. Bergstrasser, Leipzig, 1925; and were analysed by M. 
Meyerhof in hi4 WII, 1926, pp. 685-724. 
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Some early translators 
IBN AL-MUQAFFA' AND THE BOOK KILTLA WA-DLIINA 
One of the most important early names associated with translation is 
'Abdallah b. al-MuqaffaC who entered the service of '?sa b. 'Ali, the uncle of 
al-Saffiih and al-Mansfir. He translated the book &Ha wa-Dmna from the 
Pahlavi (Wddle Persian) into Arabic. The Persian was in turn a translation of 
an Indian Buddhist book. The Arabic translation became one of the classics 
of Arabic literature; what added to its value was the loss of both the Persian 
and Sanskrit texts. This Arabic translation became the source for all 
translations into more than forty different languages that were made of the 
book. 

Ibn al-Muqaffa' translated also from the Pahlavi (Wddle Persian) a book 
entitled Z??e Lives 0fEng.r which was lost, but whch constituted the basis for 
Firdawsi's Sbdm?ma. Ibn Qutayba quoted extensively from it in hs book 
cu3/n aL-akbbzr. 

Some translations of medical and philosophcal treatises are ascribed to 
Ibn al-Muqaffa'. Some of these, however, may have been translated by hs son 
Muhammad and ascribed to Ibn al-Muqaffa' because of hs fame." 

IBRAHIM AL-FAZARI AND THE SLVDHZND 

One of the earliest books on astronomy to be translated into Arabic during the 
time of al-Mansfir was the Indian book Sindbind or SiddbZnta. Tradition has it 
that an Indian came to Baghdad in the year 154/771 as a member of a 
delegation of the Sind to al-Mansfir. Ths man was knowledgeable in the 
movements of stars and other aspects of astronomy according to the Indian 
tradition, but especially according to a book in Sanskrit the title of which was 
abbreviated in Arabic into Szddh&ta and later corrupted phonetically into 
Szndbind. Al-Mansiir commissioned ths Indian with dictating an abridgment of 
the book, then ordered its translation into Arabic, and the extracting from it of 
a book to be used by the Arabs as the basis for the calculation of the 
movements of the stars. It was al-Faaiiri who accomplished that and produced 
astronomical tables that became famous and remained in use until the time of 
al-Ma'miin when the methods of Ptolemy, in calculating the movements of the 
stars , and astronomical tables became dominant. 

Sources differ as to the translator; was it Ibriihim or lus son Muhammad? 
N&no discusses this question in detail. About Ibriihim, Ibn al-Nadim says 
that he was Ab6 Ishiiq Ibriihim b. Habib al-Faziiri. H e  was the first person in 

10. O n  Ibn al-Muqaffa' see O'Leary, op. cif., who used Ibn Khallikiin as his source, pp. 15-16. 
Also Sarton, op. cif., I, p. 540. 
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Islam to make the astrolabe, and among his books is al-Zi ‘ah sinZn al-t-lrab 
(Astronomical Tables for the Arab Years).* 

YA‘QUB B. T X R I Q  
It seems that al-Faziiri was not the only one to have worked on the findhind 
because another scientist, Ya‘qub b. Tiiriq, did that too. Both Ibn al-Nadim and 
al-Qifti say that Ya‘qiib authored a book called kit& al-Zi mabltllJ-l-Szndhind li- 
days darqa (The Astronomical Tables Derived from the Sindhind). It seems 
that Ya‘qiib benefited from that same Indian scholar from whom al-FazBri 
translated. H e  flourished in Baghdad around 161/777, died in the year 180/ 
796 and was one of the greatest astronomers of his time.12 

THE NAWBAKHT FAMILY 

Al-Nawbakht was an astrologer and architect in the court of al-Mansiir. H e  
died in the year 160/777. H e  was one of the archtects who made the initial 
calculations and plans for the construction of the city of Baghdad in the year 
145/762. H e  used to accompany al-Mansiir wherever the latter went and was 
succeeded in the service of al-Mansiir by hs son Abii Sahl al-Fad1 b. al- 
Nawbakht, who later became head of the Iilvziinat al-Hikma of Hiifin al- 
Rashid and died in the year 200/815. Abii Sahl translated books from Persian 
into Arabic and authored astronomical and astrological treatises. 

Two other astrologers from the family became renowned, namely, al- 
Hasan b. Sahl b. Nawbakht who was also a translator from Persian into Arabic, 
and ‘Abdalliih b. Sahl b. Nawbakht. Both flourished around the end of the 
second century iiH/beginning of the ninth century. 

AL-HAJJAJ B. YUSUF B. MATAR AN D  THE FIRST TRANSLATION OF 
THE AL11L4GEST 

Ptolemy’s -4lnzage.d was the most important book of astronomy in Islam and in 
medieval times. Ibn al-Nadim says that ‘the first person to become interested 
in translating it and issuing it in Arabic was Yahya b. Iaiilid b. Barmak. 

11. The story of Iianka, the Indian astronomer, the .findhind and al-Fazari is mentioned in 
several Arabic sources. See $‘id al-Andalusi, rabaqd al-urnam, ed. by L. Cheikho, Beirut, 
1912, pp.49-50; Ibn al-Nadim, op. cit., p.395. See also Hitti, op. cif., I, pp. 381-382; 
0. Farriikh, TZkh d‘ulim ‘ind ai-C4raD, Beirut, 1970, pp. 116-117; Tuqan, op. cit., 
pp. 110-1 11. The best investigation about the identity of al-Fazari m a s  undertaken by C. 
Nallino, Arabian Astronovgl, its Histo;rp Dzlrillg the ,l(edievai Emes, Rome, 19 11 (In Arabic.) 

12. See Ibn al-Nadim, op. cit., p. 402; Sarton, op. cif., p. 531. Also H. Suter, ‘Die Mathematiker 
und Astronomen der Araber’ , A4bhandi~tngen i. Geschirhte d. mathenmtischen ll%seiisch~ten, X, 
1900, p.4; also Nallino, op. cif., pp. 164-173. 
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A group of people translated it for hm, but, as they did not understand it 
perfectly, he was not satisfied with it.’ H e  then called upon two scholars to 
supervise its translation and these ‘made sure of its meaning and persevered in 
maktng it accurate, after having summoned the best translators, testing their 
translation, and opting for those who were most accurate and had the better 
style.’ Then he adds: ‘It is said that al-Hajjiij b. Matar also translated it.’ The 
translation of the Almugest was revised and edited time and time again, and 
some of the earliest people to do this, according to ul-fibrist, were al-Fad1 b. 
Hntim al-Nayrizi, Thabit b. Qurra and Ishiiq b. Hunayn. 

If it is true that Yahyn b. Khalid was the first to take care of its transla- 
tion, then this means that the first translation was made during the reign of 
Hnfin al-Rashid. But if al-Hajjiij b. Mafar was the first to translate the book, 
then this would have occurred during the time of d-Ma’mfin. Al-Hajjaj b. 
Matar flourished between 170 and 21 8 (786-833) and completed the transla- 
tion of the Almugest in the year 214/829. 

One other version has it that the first translator of the Almugest was Sahl 
al-Tabari, and that he did it for Hnmn d-Rashid. A thrd version maintains that 
Sahl translated the book, and that a1-Hajjiij revised the translation. 

Euclid’s book on geometry was of no less importance and influence 
than that of Ptolemy on astronomy. Ibn Khaldfin says that ths was the first 
book to be translated from Greek in the reign of al-Mansfir. Al-Mas‘fidi too 
mentions that the book was translated during this same period. Ibn d-Nadim 
says that al-Hajjiij b. Yiisuf b. Mafar, who it seems was contemporaneous 
with Hiifin al-Rashid and al-Ma’mun, made two translations of Euclid’s 
book. The first, known as ul-H%%nF, was accomplished during the reign of 
Hiiriin al-Rashid, the second, called ul-Mu’minF, was done during the reign of 
al-Ma’mfin. The second was the one that can be relied upon. Ishiiq b. 
Hunayn also translated the book, and this translation was later corrected by 
Thabit b. Qurra al-Harrnr~i.’~ 

ABU YAHYk AL-BITRIQ 
H e  was a contemporary of al-Mansfir who, according to Ibn al-Nadim, 
‘ordered hm to translate some of the ancient books.’ H e  translated Ptolemy’s 
astrological work the Qmdnpun5tam (Tetrubiblos), or EtZb ul-Arbu ‘a, into 
Arabic. And accordmg to Ibn Abi ‘Usaybi‘a, ‘he has a lot of good translations, 
but not as good as Hunayn’s. And I found by him many translations of 
medical books by Hippocrates and Galen.’ 

13. O n  the history of the different translations of the Ahzag& see Ibn d-Nadim, op. cit., p. 388; 
O’Leary, op. cif., p. 158; Nallino, op. cit., pp. 224-227. 
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1.9 A rare copy of Hunayn b. Ishiiq's translation of Galen's treatise 
on the skeletal system, On Bonesfor Beginners 

0 Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine, Washington, D.C. 
(MS. P26, opening at fol. 62b-63a) 
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The flourishing age of translation 
HUNAYN B. IsHAQ AND THE PHlLOSOPHICAL AND MEDICAL 
TRAN SLAT1 0 N S 

Abu Zayd Hunayn b. Ishaq al-‘Abbndi (d. 260/873) was the master of 
translation par excellence, as well as an outstanding physician. H e  was born in 
Hira and belonged to the Christian Arab tribe of ‘Abbiid. H e  was fluent in 
Arabic (hs native tongue), Syriac and Greek and graduated from the academy 
of Jundishiipur. Ibn al-Nadim says that Hunayn ‘travelled through the lands to 
collect ancient books, even going into the Byzantine country. Most of his 
translations were for the Banu Mas%.’ 

H e  improved the methods of translation of his forerunners and developed 
scientific rules for it. A group of translators worked under his supervision, 
amongst whom were his son Ishiiq, his nephew Hubaysh and his student ‘ k i  b. 
Yahyii. W e  have described, above, his method of translation. 

His translations can be dvided into two groups, the phdosophicd and the 
medical. The first includes Galen’s paraphrases of some of Plato’s works and 
many of the works of Aristotle. Hunayn and his associates were able to 
translate into Arabic almost all the opus of both Plato and Aristotle. 

In addition to that, Hunayn was renowned for his medical translations. 
One can appreciate these translations from the semi-autobiographical treatise 
entitled Rzsdat Hunayn b. h&q, whch he wrote for ‘Ah b. Yahyn in the year 
251/865, and in which he included a list of the works of Galen he translated. 
From ths treatise w e  can discern that he practically translated the whole opus 
of Galen, whch comprised one hundred treatises translated into Syriac, and 
thirty-nine into Arabic. These include Galen’s philosophical as well as medcal 
works. Hunayn’s associates translated thirteen texts into Syriac and sixty into 
Arabic. It was in this way that the whole medical heritage of the Alexandria 
school was transmitted to the Arab-Islamic world. 

In addition to that Hunayn translated or revised some of the works as- 
cribed to Hippocrates, the De materia medica treatise of Dioscorides and some 
treatises in veterinary medicine. 14 

THABIT B. QURRA AND THE MATHEMATICAL TRANSLATIONS 

Thiibit b. Qurra’s fame as a translator of mathematical books is no less than 
that of Hunayn in the case of philosophical and medical ones. In addition to 
being a translator, he was also a renowned mathematician and astronomer: 
Abu-1-Hasan Thabit b. Qurra b. Mamiin al-Harra- came from Harriin, a town 

14. There are numerous sources on Hunayn; this is a selection only: Ibn al-Nadim, op. d., 
pp.423-724; Sarton, op. it., pp. 611-613; O’Leary, op. cit., pp. 164-167; M. Meyerhof, 
‘New Light on Hunain and his Period’, (sir, 8,1926, pp. 685-724. 
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in the upper Jazira. H e  was born in 221/835 (according to other sources 21 1/ 
826) and died in 288/901. H e  was a Sabaean who began working as a money 
changer, then, in Baghdad, turned to science, especially mathematics and 
philosophy which became hs life’s work. 

Ibn al-Nadim says that Muhammad b. Miisii brought Thiibit with him whde 
returning from the Byzantine lands, because he found that the latter was elo- 
quent. It is said that Thiibit studied under Muhammad b. Miis%, receiving in- 
struction at his house. Muhammad presented him to al-Mu‘tadid who made him 
a member of his group of astronomers. Another version has it that Muhammad 
introduced him to al-Mu‘tamid (257-279/870-892), which is nearer to the truth 
as Muhammad b. Mas5 died in the year 259/873 and was not contemporaneous 
with al-Mu‘tadid. Thiibit lived under the patronage of al-Mu‘tamid, then 
that of al-Mu‘ta&d (279-290/892-902), to die one year before the death of 
the caliph. 

Thiibit was knowledgeable in Arabic, Syriac and Greek. H e  authored 150 
books in Arabic on subjects as diverse as logc, mathematics, astronomy and 
medcine. H e  also wrote fifteen books in Syriac. H e  was also responsible for the 
translation or revision of some of the most important Greek scientific works like 
those of Archimedes, Apollonius, Euclid, Ptolemy, Theodosius among others. 
H e  headed a school of translation, some members of whch were hs kin.15 

Some other important translators 
 AB^ ZAKARIYYA YAHYA B. AL-BITRIQ 
Ibn al-Bitriq lived during the reign of al-Ma’miin and belonged to the group of 
al-Hasan b. Sahl (al-Ma’mfin’s minister). H e  was sent with al-Hajjiij b. Matar 
and Salm, the director of the Bayt al-Hikma library, as part of a delegation to 
the Byzantine emperor to select scientific books of the ancients. H e  was a 
famous translator, yet hs method of translation was literal, namely to study 
‘each individual Greek word and its meaning, choose an Arabic word of 
corresponding meaning and use it. Then turning to the next word and 
proceeding in the same manner.’ 

IsHAQ B. H U N A Y N  

Abii Ya‘qiib Ishiiq b. Hunayn al-‘Abbndi (d. 298/910-1) was the son of 
Hunayn and was one of the more important translators at hs school. He was a 

15. This is a selected list on Th2bit: Ibn al-Nadim, op. cit., p. 394; Sarton, op. cit., pp. 599-600; 
O’Leary, op. it.., pp. 171-175; Tuqan, op. cit., pp. 195-205; E. Wiedemann, ‘Uber Thabit 
ben Qurra, sein Leben und Wirken’ , Auj?atxe xur Arabiscben ~ssenschaftsgchicbte, 
Hildesheim, 1970,II, pp. 548-578. 
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mathematician and physician and was nearly as good as his father in translation 
from Greek and Syriac into Arabic. ‘He was a master of Arabic style, even 
surpassing hs father in h s  respect. H e  served the caliphs and hgh-ranhng 
officials whom his father served, but was exclusively attached to al-Qiisim b. 
‘Ubayd All& (al-Mu‘tadid’s minister), being given such importance that he 
told hm hs secrets.’ H e  translated Euclid’s Elements, Ptolemy’s Almagest, 
some books by Aristotle, Galen, Eutocius, Theodosius, Menelaus and others, 
in addition to revising the translations of other translators. 

‘ABD AL-MAsIH B. N A C 1 ~ ~  AL-HIMST 

H e  translated for the caliph al-Mu‘tasim, and his method of translation was 
literal and similar to that of Yahyii b. al-Bitriq. H e  translated some of 
Aristotle’s works. 

QUSTA B. LCJQA AL-BA‘LABAKK~ 
H e  was born in Baalbek in 205/820 and died in 300/912. H e  lived in Baghdad 
and was a p ysician, philosopher, astronomer, mathematician, engmeer and 

Hunayn because of hs excellence and genius, as well as his superiority in the 
pro€ession of medicine, but some colleagues have asked to have Hunayn 
precede him. Both men were superior.’ H e  was a good translator and a master 
of Greek, Syriac and Arabic. H e  translated and revised many works including 
some by Diophantus, Autolycus and Hypsikles. H e  also translated Heron’s 
Mechanics (EtZb E ray al-asiyi’ al-tbaqfla) and Theodosius’ Sphaerica. 

musician. Ibn k al-Nadim says: ‘He should have been given precedence over 

HUBAYSH B. AL-HASAN AL-A‘SAM AL-DIMASHQI 
H e  lived during the time of al-Mutawakkil until the end of the third century AH. 
H e  was Hunayn’s nephew (sister’s son) and one of his disciples. H e  translated 
some of the books of Hippocrates and Galen. It was maintained that most of 
hs translations were ascribed to Hunayn, but the latter gives him credit for 
translating three of Galen’s works into Syriac, and thrty-five into Arabic. 

ABD ‘UTHMAN SA‘ID B. YA‘QCJB AL-DIMASHQ~ 
H e  was a good translator and a famous physician in Baghdad. H e  translated 
many medical and philosophcal books by Aristotle, Euclid, Galen, Porphyry 
and Alexander of Aphrodisias. H e  was especially attached to ‘Ak b. ‘IS%, the 
minister, who in 302/914 established the bTmi9ishin (hospital) of Harbiyya out 
of hs own personal money and appointed Abii ‘Uthmiin as its head, in 
adltion to the other hospitals in Baghdad, Mecca and Medina. 
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‘ISK B. YAHYA B. IBRAHIM 
H e  was one of the pupils of Hunayn and a good translator who translated 
some of the books of Hippocrates. H e  translated one book by Galen into 
Syriac and twenty-four into Arabic. Most of hs Arabic translations were based 
on Hunayn’s Syriac renderings. 

ABU BISHR MATTA B. YONUS AL-QUNNA’~ 

H e  studied in Dayr Qunna in Syria, but lived in Baghdad where he died in 
328/940. H e  was a phlosopher and according to Ibn al-Nadim became the 
leading logcian of hs time. Accordmg to one medieval Arabic source, he 
taught al-Fiiriibi and translated some philosophical books, including 
Aristotle’s Postetior Ana&tics. 

ABO ZAKARIYYA YAHYA B. ‘ADT 
H e  was a Jacobite Christian in contradistinction to most other translators who 
were Nestorians. H e  died in 364/973 and was a pupil of Matt2 b. Yiinus and 
al-Fariibi. H e  was a great logician and phlosopher and translated and revised 
many philosophical and medical books. 

Some other trandators 
It would be not only difficult, but practically impossible to mention the 
names of all translators who contributed to making ancient sciences 
accessible in Arabic. Ibn al-Nadim mentions a great many of them. These 
include: al-Husayn b. Ibriihim al-N?itili, Ibriihim b. ‘Abd Allah, Abii ‘Ah ‘hii 
b. Ishiiq, Ibn Zur‘a, Yiisuf al-Khiiri al-Qiss, Islafan b. Basil, Miis2 b. IUldid, 
Ibrahim b. Bakiis al-‘Ushari, Shamli, ‘h b. Usayd, al-‘Abbiis b. Sa‘id al-Jawhari, 
Abii Riih al-sgbi, Abu-1-Hasan al-HarrHni, Ibriihim b. al-Salt, Yahyii b. Sayyiir, 
‘ki b. ‘Ah, Abii Ishiiq Ibrahim al-Quwayri, Thiyiifil b. Ttimii al-Rahgwi, 
Masarjawayh, ‘hi b. Sahiir-Bukht, Shahda al-Karkhi, Ibn Shandii al-Karkhi, 
Uscnth, Abti ‘Amr and Yiihannii b. Yiisuf al-Kgtib, Nazif al-Mutatahbib, 
Yiihanna al-Qiss, Hild b. Abi Hild al-Himsi, Ayytib al-Rahiiwi and many 
others.*‘ 

16. Ibn aliNadim, op. cit., gives a list of the translators on pp. 354-355; hs book also 
contains biographies of the more eminent personalities. See C. Brockelmann, Geschicbte 
der Arabischen Litteratur, Leiden, 1943, I, pp. 221-229. K. al-Siimarrii’i compiled a list 
from various sources in Mukhtqar f&%h aL-fi&b al-‘arabi, Baghdad, 1984, I, pp.354- 
367. See also O’Leary, op. cit., pp.170-171; and Sarton, op. cit. under the respective 
names. 
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T h e  rise of creative scientists and the spirit of 
scientific research 

The period extending from the beginnings of the Abbasid caliphate to the end 
of the third/ninth century was characterized by the rise of Arab-Islamic 
science and the flourishing of translation at the same time. Translation was 
merely one way of satisfying the needs of this scientific community. 
Translators performed their task to satisfy the needs of scientists and scholars. 
Examples of ths were the great philosopher and scholar al-IOndi and the three 
sons of Mus2 b. Shnkir, all of whom had translators working for them. Most 
of the creative scholars of the period were not translators, although some 
excelled in both activities like Hunayn b. Ishaq and Thiibit b. Qurra. In the 
previous chapter, w e  discussed the importance of the demographic and 
economic aspects withn the dfferent regions of the Islamic state. If we list the 
outstanding scholars of the period according to their place of birth or origin, 
w e  find that they represent in a proportional manner these demographic and 
economic factors. One should note that a large proportion of translators were 
Nestorians. The reason for ths is related to their good knowledge of Syriac, 
which was associated with the Christian Nestorian creed. Many of them were 
conversant in Greek for the same reason. But one should also note that their 
contribution to scientific production (excluding translation) was generally 
proportionate to their percentage of the population of the new society. It 
should be emphasized in this respect that the adoption of Islam was relatively 
quick in Persia and the eastern parts of the state; while the shft from 
Christianity to Islam in Iraq and Syria, but especially in the latter, was very 
slow and stopped at a certain level whch was never surpassed. Thts is why we 
find some generations of scholars during the early parts of th~s period who 
were Christians or Harriini Sabaeans, but some of whose sons or grandsons 
adopted Islam during the later parts of the period under discussion. Thus, it 
would be mistaken to accord the regional or religious identities of scholars any 
special status: they all represented the inhabitants of the new society with all its 
regions and religions. 

Yet it is important to note that the rise of the great and creative scholars 
like Jabir b. Hayya, d-I(indi, al-Rnzi, al-IGuwHrizrni, the sons of Miis3 b. 
Shnkir, Hunayn b. Ishnq, Thnbit b. Qurra and others took place withn a 
relatively short period of time, and that the level of scholarship among them 
attained a supreme level, although the blossoming of science was still going 
through its early years. 

These scholars followed the methods of scientific research from the outset. 
A scholar cannot engage in studying a specific problem and embarking on pro- 
viding original and new solutions without first acquiring what the earlier scholars 
had known. This was the procedure of Arab-Islamic scholars. Al-Ian&, for 
instance, used to say that it was imperative to study the mathematics of the 
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ancients, then to start adding to what they had done. H e  used to survey first 
the ideas of the ancients, then elaborate and add what they had missed, as he 
proceeded from the premise that complete truth had not been achieved by 
anyone, and that truth accumulates gradually through the work of different 
generations. Each generation adds to the human heritage the fruition of its 
knowledge and paves the way for those generations that follow it.17 The 
importance of such a scientific method was emphasized by all later genera- 
tions of scholars after al-IGndi. Abu-l-Faraj b. al-Tayyib (d. 435/1043) says: 
'We followed in our studies the methods of those who preceded us and 
expended all energy to understand their work. But we have discovered 
through our studies, commentaries and explications of the ancient works 
new ideas that surpassed what these ancient scholars had said.'18 

Islamic scholars introduced another important element into their scientific 
methods, namely that of experimentation and testing, thereby not being sa- 
tisfied with theoretical studies. W e  find that al-Kindi never hesitated to criticize 
some of the theories of Aristotle despite the great esteem in whch he held the 
latter and his ideas. H e  always attempted to justify his criticism by theoretical 
proof, then would attempt to prove the correctness of hs hypotheses by ex- 
perimentation. Modern scholars probably do not show greater scrutiny and 
care than al-IGndi in this method of hs. Some of these contemporary scholars 
may even be more attached to the inherited and dominant theories nowadays 
than al-IGndi was in his criticism of the theories of the ancients. 

Al-IGndi was conscious of the fact that the mere reading of the books of 
the ancients, when it does not become a stimulus to the study of nature itself 
in order to resolve ostensible contradictions, may become an obstacle to clear 
and independent thnking. 

Such a spirit remained dominant among the following generations of 
scholars, physicians and engineers. Experimentation was always associated 
with theoretical hypotheses. Abu-1-'Izz al-RazzPz al-Jazari reiterated the same 
ideas three hundred years after &Kin& in the introduction to his book 
A Compendizm on the lheoy and Bactice aftbe MechanicaLArts where he said: 'Any 
applied science that is not proven by experiment lies half-way between truth 
and falsehood. " 

17. The scientific method of al-Iundi is discussed by R. Arnaldez and L. Massignon in 'Arabic 
Science', Chapter 2, pt 111, in R. Taton (ed.), A General Histov oftbe Sciences, Ancient and 
MedievaLScience, London, 1963, pp. 393-394; and by Dunlop, op. cit., pp. 223-226. See also 
footnote 20 below. 

18. See F. Rosenthal, 7he CZassical Heritage in /slam, London, 1975, pp. 70-72. Rosenthal gives a 
text from Ibn al-Tayyib which describes the Islamic scientific method of research. 

19. A-Jazari, al$miC bayn al-'ilm wa-l-'amal al-nc$'fi Tina'at al-hbal (A Compendium on the 
Theory and Practice of the Mechanical Arts), ed. by A.Y. al-Hasan, Aleppo, 1979, pp. 3-6. 
See also the English translation by D. R. Hill, 71ie Book of Knowledge aflngeniocls iMpchanicaL 
Devices @ alyaxati, Dordrecht, 1974. 
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Some renowned scientists in the period of the rise 
of science 

The various chapters of the present volume contain a detailed description of 
the achievements of Islamic science. Here, we would like to mention briefly 
the names of some of those outstanding scholars during this initial period of 
the Golden Age of science. It is not a surprise that we will find among them 
some of the greatest names in the hstory of Islamic civilization. Our aim in 
doing ths is to complete the story that w e  started in the previous chapter and 
which w e  have followed up in the present one. 

PHILOSOPHY 
Al-IOndi represents the emergence of Arab-Islamic science in its most 
complete form. He was a phlosopher and encyclopedic thinker and a 
contemporary of al-Ma’mfin, al-Mu‘tasim and al-Mutawakkil. H e  died around 
260/873. Ibn al-Nadim says: ‘He was the distinguished man of his time and 
unique during hs period because of his knowledge of the ancient sciences as a 
whole.’ H e  was called ‘the Philosopher of the Arabs’. His books were about a 
variety of sciences such as logc, philosophy, astronomy, astrology, geometry, 
arithmetic, physics, medicine, pharmacy, technological subjects, music and 
other things. H e  had his own translators, paper-makers, copiers and pupils. H e  
was knowledgeable in all branches of theoretical and practical knowledge of 
the time. Ibn al-Nadim provides a long list of his books and treatises in all of 
these branches. Al-IGndi is considered the founder of the Arab Peripatetic 
(Aristotelian) school, as he was the first to introduce the teachings of Aristotle 
into Arab-Islamic society. 

Some other philosophers and logcians flourished during this period, of 
whom were al-Sarkhasi (one of al-IGndi’s pupils), Abti Yahya al-Marwazi, Abti 
Bishr Matt3 b. Ytinus and others. There is a sense in which one can consider 
al-JaM? as a phlosopher, as well as the other Muctazilites al-Na??%m and 
Ahmad b. 

20. A main original source on d-Kndi is Ibn al-Nadim, op. cif., pp. 371-379. Many recent 
studies deal with al-Kindi the philosopher, the scientist and his scientific method. Some of 
these are: Tuqan, op. cif., pp. 166-176; Dunlop, op. it., pp. 175-184 on his philosophy, and 
pp. 222-223 on hs science; see also Sarton, op. cif., pp. 559-560. 
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AS T R o N o MY A N  D hi AT H E MAT I c A L s c I E N c E s 
,4stronomy 

Despite the fact that Islamic mathematics and astronomy were, during the 
second half of the eighth century, stdl in their initial stage, most of what was 
achieved internationally during this period of time was achieved by Arab- 
Islamic scholars. Ths was also the case during the later periods of the 
flourishng of Islamic science. W e  mentioned earlier the translations of the 
SiddhZnta and Amagest. With the coming of the ninth century the number of 
Muslim mathematicians and astronomers increased. Most astronomers were 
mathematicians, yet some excelled in specific areas, as w e  find among them 
engineers, geometricians, arithmeticians, and specialists in algebra, trigono- 
metry, astronomy and astrology. 

The caliph al-Ma’mun erected an observatory in Baghdad and another 
one in Damascus. His patronage encouraged the development of astronomical 
observations of all sorts, thereby leading to the development of astronomical 
tables (azyiij, i.e. plural of zij) and of accurate geodesic calculations. 

Al-Battiini (Muhammad b. Jiibir b. Siniin, d. 317/929) was one of the 
greatest astronomers of Islam. Some even consider him one of the greatest 
astronomers and speciahsts in algebra and trigonometry of all times. H e  was 
an accurate observer and wrote a number of works, the most important of 
which is his astronomical tables known as aI-Zd al-@bi’ which was translated 
into Latin and printed a number of times between 1537 and 1799, and was 
extremely influential in Europe at the time. 

The ninth century was generally rich in the observations performed by 
Muslim astronomers and resulted in the compilation of many other astro- 
nomical tables like those of d-Faziiri and al-IShuwiirizmi. In ths field one can 
mention the names of many like al-Nah2wandi, Habash al-Hiisib, Sanad b. 
‘Ah, the sons of Mus2 b. Shiikir, al-Nayrizi, al-Farghiini, Thiibit b. Qurra and 
many others. 

Many excelled in the art of mahng astronomical instruments, especially 
the astrolabe, and wrote treatises on this. To ths group belong al-Fazgri, 
Hiimid b. ‘Ab, d-Nayrizi, Qusfii b. Lfiqii and others whose names were 
mentioned by Ibn al-Nadim. 

Astroloa 
Astrology was one of the interests of caliphs. It is said that al-Mansur sought 
the advice of al-Nawbakht and Msshii’alhh to determine the appropriate time 

21. The various chapters of this volume deal with the rest of the items in this summary with 
more precision and detail. The reader is referred to the relevant chapters for references and 
bibliographies. 
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for laying the foundations of Baghdad and in doing the necessary land surveys. 
Both al-Nawbakht and his son al-Fad1 wrote treatises on astrology. Most of 
the astronomers were astrologers too. 

Some of the Arabic books on astrology were translated into Latin such as 
the books of Muhammad b. ‘Umar b. al-Farrukhan (Omar Tiberiades), Ab6 
Macshar (Albumasar), Abi.i ‘Ah al-I(hayya1 (Albohali) and Abii Bakr al-Hasan 
b. al-Kha?ib (Albubather). 

Trigoonometr_y 

As a result of the interest in astronomy, scholars started to develop the 
study of both plane and spherical trigonometry and used for that 
trigonometric functions like sines, cosines, tangents, cotangents. The Latin 
word sinas is merely a translation of the Arabic word jqb, which first 
appeared in the translation of al-Battgni’s book. An important equation in 
spherical trigonometry is named after al-Battani. Of those who used 
trigonometric tables during ths period, one has to mention Habash al-Hiisib 
and al-Nayrizi. Trigonometry was further developed by scholars of later 
Islamic periods. 

Arithmetic atzd algebra 

Abii ‘Abdallah Muhammad b. Miis2 al-Khuwarizmi, who flourished during 
the reign of al-Ma’miin and &ed in 236/850, was one of the greatest 
mathematicians of all times. The word algorism is derived from hs name. He 
was also an outstanding astronomer and geographer. Sarton thinks that al- 
Khuwarizmi influenced mathematical thinking more than any other medieval 
dunker, as his book on arithmetic acquainted the world with the Indian-Arabic 
numerical system. No less important was his book alrjdbr wa-l-maqzbala. 

Of the mathematicians who lived during this period one has to mention 
the great phdosopher al-landi, who wrote a number of books and treatises on 
mathematical topics, four of which were on the Indian-Arabic numerical sys- 
tem, Thiibit b. Qurra (who was probably the second most important mathe- 
matician of the period after al-Khuwarizmi) and Qusfa b. Liiqa. 

Ghomety 

Geometry progressed greatly during this period, and a number of scholars 
excelled in this field, Like Muhammad and al-Hasan, the sons of Miis2 b. 
Shakir, Thabit b. Qurra, al-MahihHni and others. Among the problems they were 
preoccupied with were the division of angles, parabolas, geometrical solutions 
to cubic equations, commentaries on Euclid’s Elements and other important 
issues in geometry. 
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ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS 

A group of engineers who were also gifted in mathematics and astronomy 
emerged during ths period. They uultzed mathematical sciences in their 
practical arts and showed their expertise in the planning and construction of 
the city of Baghdad, digging canals, erecting bridges, and designing 
mechanical machnes like water-wheels, mds and mangonels. Ahmad b. 
Miisii b. Shiiktr (either single-handedly or with the co-operation of his 
brothers) compiled Be Book of Zngenious Devices (Kib al-@yal) that includes 
descriptions of more than one hundred hydraulic devices and machines. This 
book testifies to the extent of the maturity of Muslim engineers and to their 
deep knowledge of the art. It remained unique for a long time until the later 
Islamic period and is still a challenging book today. 

PHYSICS 
In addition to their book on mechanics, the sons of Mtisii b. Shiikir authored the 
book aI-&ar&in (On the Balance). The workers on the_Qdras@z included also 
Thiibit b. Qurra and Qusta b. Ltiqii. Sanad b. 'Ah was able to measure specific 
density, while al-IOndi wrote a book on optics and one on music. A-Riizi, 
on the other hand, used the hydrostatic balance to measure specific weight. 
Al-Nayrizi authored a treatise on meteorology. 

ALCHEMY AND CHEMISTRY 
Two of the most outstanding Muslim alchemists lived during ths period, 
namely Jabir b. Hayyiin and al-Riizi, in addition to al-fin& who wrote some 
important treatises in industrial chemistry. 

Abii Miisii Jiibir b. Hayyiin flourished in the beginning of the Abbasid 
period in Kufa around the year 160/776. H e  was the most renowned of d 
Muslim alchemists and was known in the West by the name Geber. H e  wrote 
many treatises, in some of which there are expositions of many methodolo- 
gical issues in chemical research and some other scientific theories like the 
geological formation of metals. H e  wrote extensively about applied technol- 
ogies such as the refining of metals, manufacture of steel, dyeing of textiles, 
tanning of leather, preparation of special varnishes to make textiles water 
resistant, the protection of iron from rust (corrosion), manufacture of glass 
and the preparation of some acids. 

Some hstorians of science attempted to question the attribution of 
some of what had been translated into Latin of hs books, due to the loss 
of the Arabic originals, with the resulting Geber problems which we discuss 
in chapter 4.2 of Part I1 of h s  volume, a topic that needs more attention 
and study. 
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Abii Bakr al-Riizi (240-320/854-932) was not only a great physician and 
a philosopher of note, but also an outstandmg alchemist. H e  wrote some 
books in which he described some chemical instruments used in laboratories 
and classified mineral substances. He also tried to put into practice his 
knowledge of chemistry for medical purposes. H e  is considered one of the 
founders of modern chemistry. 

Al-IQndi did not believe in the possibihty of transforming base metals 
into gold as both Jabir and al-Razi believed. H e  attacked alchemists and wrote 
a treatise warning of their tricks. But he also authored books and treatises in 
industrial chemistry like his book Be Gemidy OfPefimzes and Dcstilltes, trea- 
tises on the manufacture of steel and iron, on precious stones and jewels, on 
the removal of stains from clothes and on other topics. 

Dhu-l-Nun al-Misri (d. 245/859-60) lived during ths period too. H e  was 
a Sufi and wrote a treatise on alchemy. His treatment was much nearer to that 
of Jabir than al-Razi. Sufi alchemy was metaphysical and figurative rather than 
experimental. 

NATURAL HISTORY 

Al-Asma‘i wrote books with a linguistic or literary purpose. Yet these works 
abound with information that is scientifically important, such as that on 
camels, horses, wild animals and the creation of man. Al-Nazziim worked out 
a theory of development, while ‘Ah d-Tabari’s Erduwx al-bikmu contains much 
important information on natural history. Al-Dinawari wrote a treatise on 
botany which contains important information despite its linguistic purpose. 
&tZb ul-&quw& by al-Jd$?, although it contains many myths, is also rich from 
a scientific perspective. 

MEDICINE 
Medicine held a special place among caliphs because of its drect relationship 
to man’s life. A number of famous physicians were appointed by caliphs at 
their courts. The Bukhtishii‘ family held a special position, as its different 
generations provided a number of physicians for the caliphs. Jiirjis b. Jibril b. 
Bukhtishii‘ was the physician of al-Mansiir, while his son Jibril served Hgrtin 
al-Rashid and al-Ma’miin. The latter was responsible for the translation of 
some medical works into Arabic. W e  have already mentioned the work on 
translation and the names of many translators, yet it should be stressed that 
some translators were also authors of original works on medcine, like Hunayn 
b. Ishaq, whose book on ophthalmology was an orignal contribution to the 
field. 

Yuhannii b. Masawayh (Mesue Major) was one of the important physi- 
cians of the period and was credted with being the first author of a treatise 
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in Arabic on ophthalmology, in addition to some other medical books. Both 
al-IOndi and Thzbit b. Qurra wrote medical books too. 

But the first melcal encyclopedia to be written in Arabic was Rrduw.r 
ul-b-hikmu by Abu-I-Hasan ‘Ah b. Sahl al-Tabari, who was one of the teachers of 
al-Rzzi and lived during the reign of al-Mutawakkil (233-247/847-861). 
Although the book is mostly about medicine, it includes some other topics like 
zoology, embryology, meteorology, psychology, philosophy and astronomy. 

The real crowning of the achevements of Arabic medicine during the 
period was al-Riizi (d. 313/925), who is considered by many to have been the 
greatest of all Muslim physicians and one of the geniuses of human civhza- 
tion. H e  wrote a number of books on medicine, chemistry, and other topics. 
His most important medical works are: ul-fihfj-l-iibb, ul-pbb uL-MunpH and 
Ehib j-l-JudurZ wu-l-hu;bu. 
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Chapter 1.4 

THE CLASSIFICATION 
O F  THE SCIENCES 

Mahdi al-M~baqgig 

Early Muslim scholars were greatly concerned with the acquisition and 
teaching of arts and sciences and, to this end, prepared introductory works 
helpful to both teacher and student. Among such primers were works on 
the classification of science. As it would be impossible to cover all of these, 
summaries wd be given, in chronological order, of the more important 
discourses and this will be followed by remarks on their general 
characteristics. 

A-IGndi (d. 250/863) 
The earliest classification of sciences in Islam was undertaken by al-IGndi. 
H e  did not just follow the Greek philosophers, but added a new Arabic- 
Islamic approach. Sciences, according to hm, are of two major divisions: 
the first are the philosophcal sciences; the second are the sciences of the 
Islamic religion. The philosophcal sciences are six: 1. The mathematical 
sciences; 2. Metaphysics; 3. Natural sciences; 4. Logic; 5. Morals; 
6. Politics. H e  gave subdvisions for each of these. Thus, under the 
mathematical sciences, he included the science of number ( ‘ilm al-‘adad), 
geometry, astrology (tayjm), astronomy, music and musical composition. 
Al-IGndi’s work influenced the works of later Arabic writings on the 
subject.‘ 

1. See ‘Risdat kammiyyat kutub Aristu wa-mP yuhtsju fi tahsil d-fdsafa’, in RaJZ’il al-findi 
alfahafia, ed. by ‘Abd d-HPdi Abii Rida, Cairo, 1950, pp. 263-384. 
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Qusfii b. Ltiqii (d. 360/912) 

A little-known work is that of Qusfg b. Lfiqa. Qus@ wrote his treatise before 
the famous work of al-Fgrabi. H e  followed al-Kin& in his classification. 
Daiber edited the text and translated it into English.2 

Al-Fiiriibi (d. 339/950) 
Ab6 Nasr Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Fnrgbi, known to the Arabs as ‘The 
Second Teacher’, was one of the greatest philosophers of Islam. H e  studied 
the works of classical thinkers, particularly Plato and Aristotle, and from them 
derived the classification of sciences known to the ancient Greeks. 

Al-Fargbi wrote a book on Plato’s philosophy entitled Fals4atA$%tzin wa- 
qi@’iba wa-marZtib qi@’ibZ min awwalihZ ilZ ZkbidG, showing how concepts of 
the sciences were interrelated or distingushed in his works. In a further study 
on the philosophy of the First Teacher, Aristotle, entitled Fals4atAn$zit2hs wa- 
&Z’ falsdatitihi wa-marZtib &Z ’ihi wa-l-mawdi ‘ alladbi minbu ibtada ’a wa-ilqbi in- 
taba,4 he explained the development of his thinking and aims through the 
various books on natural science and logic. 

O n  the subject of the classification of the sciences, al-F%rgbi wrote two 
books: fi@’ al- ‘dim (Survey of the Sciences) and al-Tdnbib ‘ah sabil al-sa ‘Zda 
(Reminder of the Way of Happiness). 

In defining and characterizing the various sciences, &ZJ al-‘ulim is &- 
vided into five sections with appropriate subdivisions as follows: 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

~~ ~ 

Linguistics: simple and complex utterances, rules of articulation. 
Logic in eight divisions: categories, peri Hermeneias, prior analytics, pos- 
terior analytics, topics, sophstical refutations, rhetoric and poetics. 
Mathematics: the seven branches are: number - pure and applied; geo- 
metry - pure and applied; optics - lrect and refracted light; astronomy - 
mathematical astronomy and astrology; music - practical and theoretical; 
science of weights, motion and induced motion; ‘h al-byal (mechanics 
and technology) - arithmetical and geometrical, foundations of bddings, 
measurement of bodies, manufacture of musical, optical and astronom- 
ical instruments, construction of curious vessels. 
Natural Science and Metapkysics: natural science: natural and artificial bodes 
are studied in terms of eight divisions: heaven and earth, generation and 
decay, atmospheric phenomena, bodies composed of elements, miner- 
alogy, botany, zoology and psychology. 

2. MS. Aya Sofya No. 4855; Hans Daiber, ‘Qusfa b. Lfiqa fi aqsiim d-‘ultim’, Majallaf Tarikb 
al-‘Ulim al-‘Arab&a wa-l-hl&&ya, published by Fuat Sezgin, 1990, VI, pp. 93-129. 

3. A. R. Badawi, Plato in (Sam, Tehran, 1974. 
4. Al-Fiiriibi, FalsdfatAtis&&ih, ed. M. Mahdi, Beirut, 1961. 
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hfitapbysics: there are three divisions for study: things in themselves, 
principles of argument and proof in pure and particular sciences, and 
things that are without body and not in bodies. 
Politics: there are two divisions: definition of happiness, and natural dis- 
positions and excellence of conduct in cities and states. 
Jirisprmdence and specdative theology are each divided into two parts: opinion 
and practice. 
Al-Fgrnbi begins &i’ al-‘z&m by saying that the intention of the book 

5. 

was: 

to survey the more well-known sciences one by one, making known the whole 
content of each and the whole content of the parts thereof.. . so that people 
may compare the various sciences and see which are better, more useful, more 
accurate, more reliable and effective or which are less significant and effective.’ 

In al-Tdnbfb ‘ah sabfl al-sa ‘Zda, al-Fgriibi approaches the classification of 
sciences in a different way, arguing that there are two kinds of knowledge, one 
whch does not influence conduct, e.g. ‘the world came into existence’, and 
another whch does, e.g. ‘the works of the pious are good’. These are divided 
into various branches, each of whch, in turn, is of two kinds: one being 
knowledge per se and the other knowledge which enables us to act. The latter 
can again be divided into two kinds: one concerning practical matters like 
medicine, commerce and agriculture, and the other dealing with higher 
matters and being seen in good deeds and works of charity. All such branches 
tend either to beauty or benefit, the former being termed phdosophy or 
wisdom, a title to whch the latter has no claim. Since beauty here is divided 
into pure knowledge or knowledge and action, philosophy also is of two kinds. 
O n  the one hand, there is pure phdosophy, dealing with things which do not 
imply action, i.e. mathematics, natural science and metaphysics. O n  the other, 
there is practical philosophy, giving knowledge of things that are to be done, 
i.e. ethics, the science of good works and moral action, and politics or the 
knowledge of how best to satisfy the needs of the people of the city. The basis 
of phdosophy is the power of differentiation, i.e. the mental capacity to 
perceive what is correct, and this is called logic.‘ 

Ikhwan al-Safa’ (mid-fourth/tenth century) 
In the Rasa’il IkhwZn al-Jafi’ (Epistles of the Brethren of Punty), there is a 
section that deals with the different types of sciences whch are classified 
accordmg to the following scheme: 

The sciences are of three kmds: 

5. Al-FHrHbi, &i’nl-‘u/im, Cairo, Dar al-Fikr alL‘Arabi, 1949, p. 44. 
6. Al-FnrBi, Rnrri’dal-FZrribT, Hyderabad, 1926, pp. 19-21. 
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PR o PAEDEUTI c s CIEN c E s 

These are disciplines which, for the most part, were established as aids to 
earning a livelihood and obtaining worldly prosperity. They are nine in 
number: 
1. writing and reading 
2. lexicography and grammar 
3. book-keeping and commerce 
4. poetry and prosody 
5. augury and omens 
6. 
7. trades and crafts 
8. 
9. biography and history. 

magic, talismans, alchemy and mechanical invention 

trade, agriculture and animal husbandry 

SCIENCES OF RELIGIOUS LAW 

These sciences were laid down for the heahng of souls and the quest for life in 
the hereafter. They are six in number: 
1. Revelation 
2. 
3. 
4. jurisprudence, ordmances and laws 
5. 
6. interpretation of dreams. 

allegorical interpretation of the Qur’ixn 
reports and traditions of the Prophet and other recognized authorities 

prayers, sermons, asceticism and mysticism 

PHILOSOPHICAL SCIENCES 

These are four in number: the mathematical, the logical, the natural and the 
metaphysical. 

1. 

2. geometry 
3. astronomy 
4. music. 
The logical sciences are three in number: 
1. 
2. 
3. topics: knowledge of debate. 
The natural sciences are seven in number: 
1. principles of matter 
2. heaven and earth 

The mathematical sciences are four in number: 
arithmetic (i.e. knowledge of the quiddity of numbers, together with the 
kinds and properties of numbers) 

poetics: knowledge of writing of poetry 
rhetorics: knowledge of the art of [composing] orations 
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3. generation and decay 
4. atmospheric phenomena 
5. mineralogy 
6. botany 

The metaphysical sciences are five in number: 
1. recognition of the Creator 
2. spiritual beings 
3. universal and individual soul 

5. resurrection. 

7. zoology. 

4. politics 
7 

Ibn al-Nadim (d. 385/995) 
In his book, al-Ebrirt (the Index), Muhammad b. Ishiiq b. al-Nadim recorded 
all the works on science that had appeared up to his time, dividing them 
according to subject or class of science and giving brief biographies of the 
authors. Ibn al-Nadim’s book was arranged in ten lscourses (maqZlZt), 
representing the main &visions of the sciences as they were known in his time 
and included in each were the corresponlng arts Cf...&): 
First Discourse: 

Second Discourse: 

Thrd Discourse: 

Fourth Discourse: 

Fifth Discourse: 

Sixth Discourse: 

Seventh Discourse: 

Eighth Discourse: 

Science of scripts, pens and writing 
Systems of religious law and schools of thought 
Science of Qur’an and reading 
Science of grammar 

History; Science of reports and traditions of the Prophet 
History; Genealogy 
Poetry 
Transmitters of poetry 
Science of speculative theology 
Science of Islamic mysticism 
Science of Islamic jurisprudence 
Science of the Orthodox schools of Islamic juris- 
prudence 
Science of philosophy 
Mathematical sciences (arithmetic, geometry, astron- 
omy, music, engineering, /xjal) 
Science of medicine 
Science of fables and legends 
Science of magic, spells and legerdemain 

Philology 

7. Ikhww al-Siifii, Ra~Z’il, Beirut, 1957. 
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Ninth Discourse: Science of the beliefs and doctrines of the other 

Tenth Discourse: 
monotheistic religions 
Science of alchemy and crafts.8 

Al-IUluwiirizmi (d. 387/997) 
Abii 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Yiisuf al-IGtib al-IUluwgrizmi wrote an encyclo- 
pedic work entitled MdZtib a/- 'glum (Keys of the Sciences), which covered the 
elements of the sciences and included the technical terms and conventions used 
by different groups of scholars. The book was divided into two discourses: 

ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS LAW A N D  THE ASSOCIATED ARAB SCIENCES 
1. jurisprudence 
2. speculative theology 
3. grammar 
4. secretaqshp 
5. poetry and prosody 
6. history. 

NON-ARAB ( c ~ ~ ~ n r )  SCIENCES 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

phdosophy 
logic 
medicine 
arithmetic 
geometry 
astronomy-as trology 
music 
mechanics 
al~herny.~ 

Ibn Farighiin (d. second half of fourth/tenth century) 
Shi'ya b. Farighiin, a student of Abfi Zayd al-Bala-, wrote a book called]uwZmi' 
al-'zrlZm (Compendium of the Sciences) whch was, in many respects, similar to 
al-Khuwgrizmi's ilhJ&,, ul- 'zrlzim. In this work, whch, it is thought, was written 
in the fourth century AH, the author sets out many of the different arts and 
sciences whch would have been needed by secretaries in the courts and 
chancelleries of the time. The subjects are presented in branching systems: e.g. 

8. Ibn d-Nadim, al-Fihrist, Tehran, AH 1391, p. 4. 
9. Al-Khuw%rizmi, &fafZ@ al-'dzim, Offset from Leiden Imprint of 1895, pp. 5-7. 
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in discussing ‘Maladies of the Intellectual Faculty’, these are divided into two 
branches, ‘Ignorance’ and ‘Inarticulacy’ which, in turn, are treated in terms of 
further sub-branches.“ 

Ibn Sin2 (d. 428/1037) 
In the introduction to hs Et& al-Sb@’ (Book of Healing), Ibn Sin2 says that 
the purpose of phlosophy is to study the real nature of all things to the utmost 
of one’s abrlity. Thus, the subject is divided into two categories: theoretical 
philosophy whch studies those things whose existence does not depend on 
our volition and action, and practical philosophy whch studies those things 
whose existence does depend on our volition and action. 

Theoretical philosophy has three different aspects : natural science which 
treats beings in terms of motion, form and matter and is concerned with the 
particular substances of types; pure mathematics, especially arithmetic, which 
treats beings as separate in form but not in substance; metapbysics which treats 
beings as separate in form and substance. 

Practical philosophy, similarly, is divided into three parts: politics whch is 
concerned with teaching the ideas necessary for organizing general human co- 
operation and governance of the city; economics which treats human co-opera- 
tion at the personal level in household management; and ethics which deals 
with the individual and his purity of spirit. 

The goal of theoretical phlosophy is knowledge of the Truth while that 
of practical philosophy is knowledge of Good.” 

Ibn Sin2 devoted a treatise to the branches of the rational sciences in 
which he argued that wisdom was divided into theoretical and practical. 
Theoretical knowledge was divided into three branches: the lower science - 
natural science; the intermediate science - mathematics; and the higher sci- 
ence - metaphysics. Practical knowledge was similarly divided into three 
branches: ethics for individual morals and action; economics for the 
individual’s organization of the household that he shares with his wife, chil- 
dren and slaves; politics for public gatherings and government. 

Ibn Sin2 divides the natural sciences into eight fundamental branches, 
each of which is treated in a separate book as follows: 
1. Book of existence 
2. Book of heaven and earth 

10. M. H. Khidyiidja, Studies on Shiya b. Fa@b@n’sJaw&zic al-‘Uldm, Tehran, 1972. The name 
Shi‘yii appears in a copy in the Escorial Library and in the edition of the Institute for the 
History of Arab and Islamic Sciences, based on the copy of Ahmad al-Thdith, Frankfurt, 
1985. The author’s name appears as Mutaghabbi b. Fari‘m, i.e. with ‘qn instead ofgbqn. 
The correct form is Farighun. 

11. Ibn Sin%, al-ShzJZ’, al-Man&q - al-Madkbal Fsagoge], Cairo, 1952, pp. 12-14. 
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3. Book of generation and decay 
4. Book of atmospheric phenomena 
5. Book of mineralogy 
6. Book of botany 
7. Book of zoology 
8. 

The subsidiary branches of natural science are seven in number as follows: 
1. Medicine 
2. Astrology 
3. Physiognomy 
4. Interpretation of dreams 
5. Talismans 
6. Charms 
7. Alchemy. 
The fundamental branches of mathematics are four in number as follows: 
1. Arithmetic 
2. Geometry 
3. Astronomy 
4. Music. 

The subsidiary branches of mathematics are as follows: 
Arithmetic: 

Geometry: surveying 

Book of the spirit, perception and objects of perception. 

Indian method of addition and subtraction 
algebra 

mechanical inventions 

weights and scales 
secondary machines 
optics and mirrors 
hydraulics 

Astronomy: movement of celestial spheres 
astronomical tables 

Music : exotic instruments. 

The fundamental divisions of metaphysics are five in number: 
1. study of general concepts 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
In addition, knowledge of revelation and resurrection are considered branches 
of metaphysics. 

Pulleys 

study of fundamentals and principles 
study of proof and unity of first truth 
study of proof of first spiritual essences 
study of heavenly and earthly corporeal essences. 
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Ibn Sin5 concludes the treatise with a discussion of logic which is the tool 
for acquisition of phdosophical knowledge , whether theoretical or practical. 
The subject is divided into nine branches: 
1. division of vocable and meaning 
2. number of singular essential meanings 
3. composition from singular meanings 
4. composition of statements 
5. stipulations for syllogisms 
6. definition of useful syllogsms 
7. definition of fallacies 
8. definition of s llo sms in rhetoric 
9. poetic idiom. 1s gi 

Al-Bimni (d. 440/1048) 
Abii RayhPn M&ammad b. &mad al-Bifini wrote a treatise giving the names 
of the works of Muhammad b. Zakariyyii al-Riizi, as well as of his own books 
up to AH 427. The 184 works by al-Riizi are divided according to subject into 
the following sciences: 
1. medicine 
2. natural sciences 
3. logical sciences 
4. mathematics and astronomy 
5. commentaries, abridgements and summaries 
6. philosophy and speculation 
7. the supernatural 
8. metaphysics 
9. alchemy 
10. false religions 
11. miscellaneous arts. 

The classification that al-Bifini follows for his own works is as follows: 
1. astrology, astronomy and @es 
2. size and position of countries 
3. arithmetic 
4. rays and orbits 
5. comets and meteors 
6. miscellaneous 
7. anecdotes, humorous things and trivia 
8. d0~trines.l~ 

12. Ibn Sin3, Apim al-'ulim al-'aqiiya. In: 72' rmZ'il, Cairo, 1908, pp. 105-118. 
13. Al-Bifini, Rara'il Ab2 RayblinJiJihrist kutub al-Ra-@, Paris, 1936. 
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Al-Lfikari (d. post-503/1109) 

Abu-l-'Abbgs Fad1 b. Muhammad al-Lfikari, a philosopher and man of 
letters, was a companion of Bahmanygr b. Marzuban, a student of Ibn Sing. 
H e  wrote a book called BqZn al-bagg bi-dam& al-sidg (Demonstration of the 
Right by Assurance of the Truth) in which he summarized and commented 
on the philosophical works of Ibn Sing and al-Fiirgbi. 

The first chapter of al-Lfikari's book concerns the nature and classifica- 
tion of science whch is said to fall initially into two parts: 

PRESCRIPTIVE 
The prescriptive sciences relate equally to all parts of time and are themselves 
subdivided into two parts: 

a) Szlbsidiay 
e.g. medicine, astrology, agriculture and the like. 

b) Fundamental 
These are further subdivided into two parts: 

1. That which is of benefit with regard to the existing things of the 
world but whch cannot provide a means of access to other sciences. 

2. That which is of benefit as a tool providing access to knowledge of 
the existing things of the world, i.e. the science whch has come to 
be known as logic. 

NON-PRESCRIPTIVE 
These are also divided into two parts: 

a) Z5eoretical 
These seek simply to purify the spirit through knowledge and they are of four 
kinds : 

1. Natural science in which the object of study is associated with 
substance of specific form and extension, the being of which is not 
naturally appropriate to every substance. For example, human nat- 
ure and physiognomy cannot be intellectually assimilated by study 
and contemplation of every substance but only of a specific one. 

2. Mathematics in whch the object of study is also of substance but 
here the intellect focuses not on one but on every substance as, for 
example, in mathematical operations. 

3. Metaphysics in which the object of study is distinct from substance 
and motion. It may not be associated with substance or found 
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through intellectual representation. For example, the Creator and 
angels, mind and soul. 

4. Universal science in whch the object of study may be associated 
with substance or not and is categorized accordingly, for ex- 
ample, unity and plurahty, universality and particularity, cause and 
effect. 

The majority of books subsume the fourth category in the third and 
follow a threefold division into natural science, mathematics and meta- 
physics. It is this fourfold division, however, whch is correct. 

b) Bactical 
These seek not merely representation of knowledge but to imprint that 
representation on the soul. They are also of four kinds: 

1. Ethics is the science by whch man learns how to attain happiness in 
this world and in the next. 

2. Economics is the science by which man learns how to arrange the 
affairs of his household, servants and dependants and thus bring 
order to matters of livehhood. 

3. Politics is the science by which man learns how to control the city 
and govern the people. 

4. Universal guidance is the science whch organizes human coopera- 
tion at every level from the universal to the particular. 

The divisions of theoretical and practical science are thus four in each case.I4 

Al-Ghazdi (d. 505/1111) 
Al-Ghaz%li7s classification of the sciences and the crafts was based on his 
ethical philosophy. In his opinion, eternal blessedness (ai-sa ‘&a) was the 
highest stage of man’s spiritual achievement. And this could not be achieved 
except through acquiring knowledge which led one to perform good deeds. 
The fruits of knowledge led to proximity to God and to the sublime world in 
the world hereafter. So, he divided knowledge into two broad groups: (1) Fard 
‘qz; this was the knowledge of obligatory actions, incumbent on all Muslims. 
It included acting in accordance with the five pdlars of Islam. (2) Fa$ &*a; 
ths is not obligatory on all Muslims, but on some. Not every one, for 
example, must be a physician. But there must be an individual or individuals 
who practise medicine, since it is necessary for the health of the body. Al- 
Ghazdi’s concern is with practical knowledge, knowledge for the religious 
well-being of the soul and whch involves interaction with people, ‘ilm al- 
mu ‘Zmala, as distinct from mystical knowledge, ‘dm al-mukZshafa. Aspects 
of ‘ilm al-mu‘Zmala, including those acts obligatory on all Muslims, are a 
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prerequisite for those few attuned towards mystical knowledge and who 
undertake to follow the path of ‘ilm al-mz4k&-bafaa. What then about such 
religious sciences (that for al-Ghadi belong to practical knowledge) as Islamic 
law,@@, and speculative theology, kalzm? The attainment of such knowledge 
is not incumbent on all Muslims. But there must be people who engage in 
these sciences. Both are means to an end. In the case of kahm, it should not 
be divulged to the masses and must be confined to the very few. Its task is 
primarily to defend belief against the distortion of the innovators (ablal-bib‘). 
Some of the philosophical sciences such as arithmetic and geometry are 
harmless and should only be forbidden if they happen to lead to the study of 
blameworthy sciences such as magic. Logic is a neutral instrument of 
knowledge and if properly studied could be used to defend the faith. For al- 
Ghazdi, the metaphysical doctrines of such philosophers as Ibn Sing include 
doctrines that are outright irreligious, constituting unbelief (kzlfr), and 
doctrines that are heretical innovations (bida‘), but which do not constitute 
unbelief. 

Fakhr al-Din al-Razi (d. 606/1209) 
Fakhr al-Din Muhammad b. ‘Umar al-Riizi devoted a full book to the 
classification of the sciences. The title he gave it was &mi‘ al-‘dim 
(Compilation of the Sciences), but it was commonly known as al-Sitt&Z (the 
Sixty) after the sixty sciences that were covered in its pages: 
1. Speculative theology 
2. Foundations of Islamic jurisprudence 
3. Dialectics 
4. Polemics 
5. Doctrine 
6. Religious obligations 
7. Commandments 
8. Exegesis 
9. Proof of the wondrous nature of the Qur’2n 
10. Recitation of the Qurh 
11. Traltions of the Prophet 
12. Names of persons in imd (chain of authorities for Tradition) 
13. History 
14. Military campaigns of the Prophet 
15. Grammar 
16. Inflection 
17. Etymology 
18. Proverbs 
19. Prosody 
20. Rhyme 
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21. Poetical tropes 
22. Logic 
23. Natural sciences 
24. Interpretation of dreams 
25. Physiognomy 
26. Medicine 
27. Anatomy 
28. Pharmacy 
29. Essences 
30. Elixirs 
31. Stones 
32. Talismans 
33. Agriculture 
34. Removal of stains 
35. Veterinary science 
36. Falconry 
37. Geometry 
38. Surveying 
39. Pulleys and weights 
40. Engines for war 
41. Indian arithmetic 
42. Mental reckoning (bsgb al-hawn) 
43. Algebra 
44. Arithmetic 
45. Talismanic numbers 
46. Optics 
47. Music 
48. Astronomy 
49. Astrology 
50. Geomancy 
51. Adjuration (‘azg’im) 
52. Metaphysics 
53. Sayings 
54. Peoples of the world 
55. Ethics 
56. Politics 
57. Economics 
58. The hereafter 
59. Prayers 
60. Customs of kings. 
For each science, the author presents three basic principles to elucidate the 
main points, and this is folIowed by three tests in the form of questions to 
which answers are provided. 
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Among compilations of ths kind is an anonymous work in Persian, 
Yawaqft al-cul.Cm wa-darz~ al-ngim (Gems of the Sciences and the Light of the 
Stars), which lists thirty sciences: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 

,. 

Speculative theology 
Foundations of Islamic jurisprudence 
Polemics 
Doctrine 
Religious obligations 
Conditions for acceptance of Islam 
Islamic mysticism 
Meanings of expressions in the Qur’iin 
Reasons for the Revelation of the Qur’iin 
Abrogation of verses of the Qur’Pn 
Wonders of exegesis 
Recitation of the Qur’iin 
Curiosities of the Qur’gn 
Wonders of Tradition 
Arab proverbs 
Meanings of expressions in Arab poetry 
Arabic language 
Grammar and inflection 
Morphology 
Prosody and the curiosities of poetry 
Script and writing 
Genealogy and history 
Interpretation of dreams 
Incantation 
Medicine 
Agriculture 
Astronomy 
Surveying 
Arithmetic 
Omens and divination. 

The anonymous author of aLEwZqft defines and explains the merits of each 15 

science before going on to pose and answer twelve questions relating to them. 

Ibn Iaaldun (died in 808/1406) 

‘Abd al-Rahmgn b. Khaldun devoted a chapter of his MHqaddima 
(Introduction) to the classification of the sciences. This section was entitled, 

15. Al-Riizi, E pakhr al-Din] , Jimi‘ al- ‘ulzlm, Bombay, AH 1323. 
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‘On the Classes and Teachng of the Sciences and Related Matters’ and, in it, 
Ibn 1ChaldCi.n divided the sciences known up to hs period into two broad 
categories : 
1. The rational, phdosophical sciences to whch man is led naturally by his 

capacity to think which makes hm aware of the themes, problems, ar- 
guments and methods of instruction. 
The traditional sciences whch have been transmitted as they were laid 
down. As they are conventional and wholly based on religious law, there 
is no scope for the action of the intellect except in relating subsidiary 
questions to fundamentals. They depend, therefore, on the decrees of 
the Qur’an and the Sums, i.e. the law revealed by God and transmitted 
by His Prophet, together with related sciences deriving from the sciences 
of the Arabic language. 

According to Ibn Khaldnn, the rational sciences were not pecSar to any 
particular religious community but were open to all without distinction and 
had been so since the beginnings of civilization. The traditional sciences, on 
the other hand, were pecuhar to the Islamic community though other groups 
were not excluded from participation since such sciences sprang from 
revelation of God’s law. 

In Ibn IUlaldiin’s classification, the sciences of religious law were as 
follows : 

2. 

1. Qur’anic science 
2. ffditb (Tradtion) 
3. Jurisprudence 
4. Religious obligations 
5. Principles of jurisprudence 
6. Polemic and dalectic 
7. Speculative theology 
8. Islamic mysticism 
9. Interpretation of dreams 
10. Sciences of the Arabic language 
11. Grammar 
12. Lexicography 
13. Rhetoric 
14. Literature. 
The rational sciences are initially divided into four: 
1. Logic 
2. Natural science 
3. Metaphysics 
4. Mathematics. 
This is succeeded by a more detailed subdivision as follows: 
1. Arithmetic 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Geometry 
Astronomy 

Natural sciences 
Melcine 
Agriculture 
Metaphysics 
Magc and tahsmans 
Alchemy. 

Logic 

Al-Suy~ti (d. 911/1505) 
Jdd al-Din ‘Abd al-Rahmgn al-Suy$i wrote a work called al-iviqga (The 
Choicest Part) which he followed with a commentary (tmdm al-dirga li-qurrz’ 
al-nuqga (Attainment of Knowledge for Readers of al-Nuqau). Explaining 
why he begins with the science of the fundamentals of religion, he gives a 
classification of the sciences he had stuled for hls book in the following 
terms: 

I began with the fundamentals fre&ion as it is the noblest of sciences whose 
subject matter is the foundation of true faith. This is not speculative theology 
which concerns the rational proofs transmitted by the philosophers. Then, I 
turned to exegesis, the noblest of the three juriQcal sciences, because it de- 
pends on the word of Almighty God. I followed on with the next most 
virtuous, the Nadih, and turned then to principles of jurisprudence which is 
nobler thanjuzlrispmdence, as the root is nobler than the branch. From there, I 
turned to rejkious obl&ations, one of the branches of jurisprudence. Next, I 
looked to the instrumental sciences, beginning with grammar and inflection as 
they are the foundations of rhetoric. These, I followed with s e t ,  for the pen 
is also our tongue. In the rhetorical sciences, I went first to the s&n@ation of 
terms which is the basis of rhetoric and only finally to szjdistics which is sub- 
siQary to them. As these sciences concerned one human organ, the tongue, it 
was appropriate to follow them with medicine which treats the whole body, 
begmning with anatomy which stands in relation to it as inflection does to 
grammar. Since meQcine deals with the external maladies of ths world, it was 
followed by hlamic mysticism whose object is the hdden sicknesses of the other 
world.” 

16. Ibn Khaldiin, Mugaddimat fin Baldin, Cairo, AH 1349, pp. 364-425. 
17. Al-Suyiip, Bmjm al-dir3a Ii-qurra’al-nuq@a, Cairo, AH 1348, on margin of A. Y. al-Shakkiiki, 
Mj& al- ‘uhm. 
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Tashkopriiziide (d. 968/1560) 

Ahmad b. Mustafa, otherwise known as Tnshkopriizade, wrote an extensive 
work on the definition and classification of the sciences together with an 
explanation of the technical vocabulary. This was called MiZb al-sa 'Zda 
Wa-miTbZb al-.s&ZdajmawdtZZt 61'- '.dim (The Key of Happiness and the Lamp of 
Mastery of the Subjects of the Sciences). Referring in his introduction to the 
overd enumeration of the sciences, he says: 

I know that things exist in four stages: in writing and in expression, in mind 
and in essence. Whatever precedes leads on to that which succeeds: writing 
shows the way to words and thus to what is in the mind which, in turn, 
indcates the essence. It cannot be concealed that the existence of the es- 
sence is the true existence. In the case of the intellect, there is a distinction 
between true and figurative, whereas writing and expression are both entirely 
figurative. Science concerned with the first three is purely instrumental, 
whereas that concerned with essences is either practical or theoretical. Either 
may be studied from the point of view of the science of religous law or 
from the point of view of rational science and the requirements of the mind. 
These are the seven fundamentals, each having its own classes and each class 
its branches.' * 

Kopriiznde, therefore, divided hs book according to the seven fundamentals, 
each one represented by a tree with many branches, as follows: 
1. Sciences of writing 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. Practical sciences 
6. Sciences of religious law 
7. Sciences of the unseen: 

Sciences connected with the word 
Sciences concerned with secondary faculties of mind 
Sciences concerned with essences (metaphysical, natural, and mathema- 
tical) 

a) worship 
b) custom 
c) damnation 
d) salvation. 

Under the fourth branch, the science concerned with the essences ( 'a3Zn), he 
gave the most elaborate classification of the natural and mathematical sciences. 
Natural sciences comprised seventeen sciences including medicine, veterinary 
medicine, falconry, botany, zoology, agriculture Cfhba), mineralogy, lapidary 
sciences, alchemy, astrology and other subjects. Under medicine he listed 
eleven medical sciences. 

18. Ahmad b. MuStafii, A~$&!J al-.saczda, Cairo, D% al-Kutub al-Haditha (n.d.), I, p. 74. 
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The mathematical sciences comprised engineering (handmu), astronomy, 
the science of numbers (‘ilm ul-‘udud) and music. Engineering is subdivided 
into fifteen sciences and astronomy into twenty-seven. 

M$Zb ul-su‘Zdu is one of the most extensive works to be written in this 
field. 

Kopriiziide wrote a summary of al-Ghazzli’s ul-&y~i’ ‘.dim ul-dfn (Revival 
of the Sciences of Religion), listing 305 sciences together with the principal 
works on each and brief biographes of the authors. 

Sadr al-Din al-Shirazi (d. 1050/1640) 
Sadr al-Din Muhammad al-Shiriizi, known as Mull2 Sadrii, devoted the first 
chapter of hs book, IksTr ul- ‘Znjfi (Elwr of the Gnostics), to the number and 
&visions of the sciences. H e  gves the following fivefold classification: 

THE ABSOLUTE CLASSIFICATION OF THE SCIENCES 
Sciences are divided into sacred (ukhrawiyya) and profane. The profane or 
earthly (dunyawiyya) sciences are three in number: the science of speech, the 
science of deeds and the science of states. 

DIVISIONS OF THE SCIENCE OF SPEECH 

There are two divisions: general and specific. The general category is divided 
into three parts: 
1. Simple sounds including those of inanimate objects, wild and domestic 

animals, human adults and children. 
2. Single letters resulting from the action of voice and body. 
3. Meaningful words constructed from these letters in Arabic, Persian, 

Hebrew, Syriac and the like. 

DIVISIONS OF THE SCIENCE OF ACTIONS 

There are four divisions of the active sciences: 
1. The lowest and meanest sciences in tlus category are the crafts and shlls 

associated with physical labour, such as weaving, budding and agri- 
culture. 
Slightly above the first category are sciences such as secretaryslup, me- 
chanical invention, alchemy, prestidigitation, physiognomy and the like. 
This category is concerned with the proper management of daily affairs 
for the welfare of the individual and society or for salvation in the world 
hereafter. The domain, therefore, is that of religious law whch covers, 
on the one hand, arrangements such as marriage, divorce and the man- 

2. 

3. 
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umission of slaves and, on the other, blood indemnities and the divinely 
ordained punishments for manslaughter and other crimes. 
Ths is the science of the path of religion which is concerned with the 
inculcation of good morals, acquisition of virtues and good habits and 
the avoidance of vice and bad habits. 

4. 

THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT 
There are four divisions: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The science of logic in which syllogism and demonstration combine to 
allow the true essence of things to be perceived and confirmed. 
Arithmetic and number together with the various types and character- 
istics of indvidual quantities. 
Geometry concerned with length, area and volume and the associated 
classes, shapes and forms. From h s  derive astronomy and astrology 
with knowledge of the numbers of the celestial spheres and planets, as 
well as their distances, direction and speed. This division includes 
soothsaying and the interpretation of dreams. 
Natural science, medicine and veterinary science: knowledge of the 
qualities, movement, interaction and combination of elements; knowl- 
edge of compounds and the creation of other compounds from them; 
knowledge of the three kingdoms of nature - animal, vegetable and 
mineral - and their active and passive principles; zoology and the various 
animals with their motion and perception; knowledge of man and his 
practical and intellectual powers. The object of medical science is to 
preserve man's constitution, to promote growth and to maintain vitality. 
Where this science is used for animals, it is known as veterinary science 
and animal husbandry. Where such science is not used for animals, it is 
known as agriculture and horticulture. 

SCIENCE OF THE HEREAFTER 
This is the science of that which does not decay with the body or perish with 
the end of the world: it is the science of God and His angels, His sacred books 
and prophets.' 

CONCLUSION 

To avoid unnecessary duplication, no mention has been made of such 
extensive works as &bfbgi$filZbZt al$iinin (Glossary of Terms of the Arts) 
by al-Tahiinam- (d. after 1158/1745) and &bf al-pnin 'an 'a.rZmf al-kiitiib 
wa-lfiinin (Revealing Doubts about the Names of Books and Arts) by Kiitib 
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Chelebi (d. 1067/1656). As there has been no attempt to produce a 
comprehensive survey of books on the classification of the sciences, no 
reference has been made to Ir5hLid al-gcifid ih a5m2 al-magaid (Guide for 
those Atming at the Sublimest Goals) by Muhammad b. Ibriihim al-Akfgni 
(d. 749/1348), Unmidhq‘ a/-‘zdim (Model of the Sciences) by Jald al-Din 
Muhammad b. As‘ad al-Dawwiini (d. 920/1514) and Ehrir al-‘ulim (Index 
of the Sciences) by Muhammad b. Murtadii, known as Fayd al-IGshBni 
(d. 1091/1680). It must be noted, moreover, that references are to be 
found to branches of the sciences and arts in many works whch are not 
specifically concerned with the subject of classification of the sciences: e.g. 
Bh3at al-Arabj funin al-adab (The Ultimate End in the Arts of Literature) 
by al-Nuwayri (d. 733/1342), Jubb al-AC5hLi Ji sina‘at al-in~hd’ (Dawn after 
Darkness in the Art of Composition) by al-Qalqashandi (d. 821/1418) and 
al-Mawd 5% wa-l-i ‘tibzr bi-dhikr al-kh$a? wa-l-ZthLir (Sermons and Consideration 
of Precepts and Traditions) by al-Maqrizi (d. 845/1441). Let us now, 
therefore, sum up the general characteristics of the works that have been 
mentioned. 

In his exhaustive studies of Plato and Aristotle, al-Fiiriibi follows their 
example in the classification of the sciences and hs book on the subject helps 
students to understand the use and purpose of the various subjects. Ths is also 
true of the Epistles ofthe Brethren ofPiwi9 (Rasii’il Ikhwm al-Safii’) whch con- 
stitute a virtual encyclopedia of philosophy and the sciences, presenting the 
reader with the works of Plato and Aristotle in an Islamic form and with Arabic 
transliteration of such terms as ‘Arithmetica’ , ‘Geometria’ and ‘Astronomia’ . 
Ibn al-Nadim, on the other hand, undertook the compilation of an ‘index’, i.e. 
al-Fihrist in which he recorded all the works that had appeared in the various 
sciences, dividing them according to subject - i.e. class of science - and pro- 
viding short biographes of their authors. Al-IUluwBrizmi’s book, i.e. Mafiitih 
al-Wim is a dictionary of the technical terms of all the arts and sciences known 
in his time; much of the terminology is for the so-called ‘dam (non-Arab) 
sciences. Ibn Farighiin is unique in presenting the various sciences and their 
divisions as branching systems. Between the classifications adopted by Ibn Sins 
and al-Fiirabi, the only differences are in terminology. As far as al-Bifini is 
concerned, hs intention was not to classify the sciences so much as the subject 
matter of his own works and those of the great Islamic physician al-Riizi. In his 
book, al-Liikari summarized the philosophy of al-Fiirgbi and Ibn Sing and fol- 
lowed their categorization except for hs fourfold division of the theoretical and 
practical sciences with the addition of al- ‘ilm al-kdh (universal science) to the 
former and ‘ilm al-;?nLi‘a al-shLi~‘a (science of universal guidance) to the latter. 
]aw&zi‘ al- ‘ulim and Ew2qF.t al- ‘zilim, both in Persian, were intended by their 
authors to train students through questions and answers and tests on the dif- 
ferent sciences. Ibn Khaldun’s classification of the sciences differs little from 
that of al-I(huwarizmi. It was, nevertheless, superior to those that preceded it 
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since lbn Iaaldun lived in a period when the writings of scholars in every 
science and art had accumulated into a rich Islamic intellectual heritage. The 
classification followed by Jaliil al-Din al-Suycig was based on two principles: 
firstly, consideration of the most celebrated works for the advancement of 
science and, secondly, the dependence of one science on another. As spec- 
ulative theology was censured in his day, he distinguished between ths science 
and that of the fundamentals of religion and wrote a work pertaining to this 
issue, $awn ahanfig wa-l-kalZm 'an aL-nza&q z2dkalZm (Protecting Discourse 
and Speech from the Art of Logc and Speculative Theologes (kahm)). No 
more detailed classification is available than that of Tiishkopriiziide in hs ,$4$@ 
al-.ra'L?da whch deals with over 300 works. The divisions, however, are in terms 
of the books rather than of phlosophical classes, going simply from the most 
general to the most specific. Though he benefited from the efforts of his 
predecessors, the only work on the classification of the sciences to receive 
mention is the elegant treatise of Ibn Sing. Sadr al-Din al-shirgxi prefaced hs 
book with a chapter on the classification of sciences since this helped towards 
an understanding of the human spirit which is disposed to science. H e  sought 
to determine the fields through which access could be gained to knowledge of 
the world and of the spirit and, thus, to happiness in the hereafter and union 
with the Almighty. His classification of the sciences into the science of dis- 
course, the science of deeds, and the science of the state (of the soul) con- 
stitutes one of the innovations of the gnostic philosopher. 
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Chapter 1.5 

TRANSMISSION O F  ISLAMIC 
SCIENCE TO T H E  W E S T  

Ahmad Y al-Hassan 

The principal regions of contact between Islamic civilnation and the West 
were Islamic Spain, Sicily, and the Near East during the Crusades. It is in 
these regons that most of the translations from Arabic into Latin took place. 
Science was transmitted mainly through translations in these regions, whereas 
technology was transferred through direct contacts between Islamic and 
Western communities. These contacts did not take place only in the above 
regions, they were in fact tahg place in the whole Mediterranean area 
during ad the centuries of Islamic civilization. An effective means of 
technology transfer was international trade, and even wars were sometimes 
no less effective. 

The first period of translation into Latin during the tenth and 
eleventh centuries 
Islamic science passed to the West in two main periods. The first one took 
place during the tenth and the eleventh centuries, and the second and the main 
one in the twelfth and the thirteenth. In both periods Spain was the main 
region for the transmission of science to northern Europe. According to 
Vernet, the earlier period was due to the translations undertaken by the 
Mozarabs who were Andalusian Christians whose culture and language were 
Arabic. These translations took place in the monasteries throughout the 
Iberian peninsula. Prominent among these are the Catalan monastery of Ripoll 
and the city of Barcelona. The mathematical and astronomical translations 
whch were undertaken in these two places were quickly transmitted to the 
school. of learning in the centre of Europe.’ 

1. J. Vernet, ‘Mathematics, Astronomy and Optics’, in: J. Schacht and C. E. Bosworth (eds.), 
Lgay OfIdam, 2nd ed., 1974, p.485. 
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Among the factors whch were b e h d  this quick spread of Arabic 
mathematics and astronomy was the active trade which followed the &ne and 
the Rhone into the heart of Germany. Commercial relations were accompanied 
also by dplomatic ones, and it is known that ‘Abd al-Rahmiin 111, caliph of 
Cordoba, and the German emperor Otto the Great exchanged ambassadors in 
AD 953. The German envoy stayed almost three years in Cordoba, and the 
Andalusian envoy stayed almost a year in Germany. Both envoys were accom- 
plished scholars, and it is assumed by some hstorians of science that ths am- 
bassadorial exchange must have enhanced Arabic learning in the Lorraine .2 

GERBERT OF AURILLAC 
Western scholars contributed also in ths early period to the transmission of 
Islamic science from these translation centres to northern Europe. The most 
illustrious Western scholar who played a key role in this movement was 
Gerbert who later became Pope Sylvester 11. Gerbert was a French educator 
and mathematician. He was born in Aurdlac in about 945 and died as Pope in 
1003. Gerbert can be considered the first scientist who introduced Arabic 
numerals and the astrolabe into Europe. His acquaintance with Islamic science 
took place during the three years (967-970) which he spent in Catalonia in 
northern Spain to study Arabic mathematics and astronomy. It is known that 
the teachng in the Catalonian monastery of &poll was based on Arabic 
science and that it had a good library whch included translations from Arabic. 
A manuscript whch is now preserved in Barcelona was originally from that 
library. It is of great importance for the history of the Arabic-Latin translation 
movement because it contains the earliest extant copies of scientific treatises 
translated from Arabic into Latin. The manuscript dates probably from the 
second half of the tenth century. It is assumed by some historians of science 
that Gerbert carried with him these Latin translations of Arabic scientific 
works across the Pyrenees. Millb-Vallicrosa is of the opinion that he was thus 
‘the first ambassador who carried this new Arab science across the Pyrenees; 
to it he owed hs great scientific reputation; he taught it to his numerous 
disciples, especially at Rheims, and they introduced it to learned circles in 
Lorraine, which soon showed signs of having been initiated into the new 
techniques of mathematics and a~tronomy.’~ 

J. W. Thompson, ‘The Introduction of Arabic Science into the Lorraine in the Tenth 
Century’, his, 12, 1959, pp. 167-191; D. C. Lindberg, ‘The Transmission of Greek and 
Arabic Learning to the West’, in: D. C. Lindberg (ed.), Science in the ithb‘le Ages, Chicago, 

J.M. Millis-Vallicrosa, ‘Translation of Oriental Scientific Works (to the End of the 
Thirteenth Century)’, in: G. S. Metraux and F. Crouzet (ed.). nie Euolzlfion ofScience, New 
York, 1963, p. 143. 

1978, pp. 59-60. 
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1.10 Monastery of Rpoll in northern Spain where Gerbert of Aurillac 
(Pope Sylvester 11) made his acquaintance with Islamic science (967-970) 

0 Editions Zodiaque 
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CONSTANTINE THE AFRICAN AND THE SCHOOL OF SALERNO 

Medical practice in Europe in the eleventh century was based on a mixture of 
ancient Christian and popular beliefs. Quite often patients were given medical 
treatment accompanied by miraculous cures. According to Charles Singer in 
his Short Histoy $Medicine: ‘Superstitious practices crept in, and medicine 
deteriorated into a collection of formulae, punctuated by incantations. The 
scientific stream, whch is its life-blood, was dried up at its ~ource.’~ Only in 
one place in Europe did there exist a kind of medcal education in this period. 
This was at the school of Salerno in southern Italy. The history of this school 
is not clear, but it was in Salerno that the first Arabic medical works were 
translated into Latin. Whereas the Mozarabs in Spain initiated the early 
translations of Arabic mathematical and astronomical works into Latin, it was 
a converted Arab Muslim from Tunis who is credited with the first important 
translations of Arabic medical works. Constantine the African was a Tunisian 
Muslim from Carthage. Tunis was called Ifriqia by the Arabs during the 
Mddle Ages, and hence, the word African here means Tunisian. His true 
biography is not clear, and according to one account he was in the first part of 
his life a merchant travelling between Tunis and southern Italy. During his 
visits to Salerno he noticed the backward state of medical knowledge at its 
school and the dearth of medical literature in Latin, and for some reasons 
whch are unknown to us he decided to return home and to concentrate on 
the study of melcine in the Islamic lands. After several years he returned to 
Salerno carrying with him a collection of Arabic medical texts which he 
proceeded to translate into Latin. H e  became a Christian shortly after hs 
arrival, and in about 1060 he entered the monastery of Monte Cassino where 
he spent the rest of hs life unul his death in 1087. 

Constantine is considered the first great translator from Arabic into 
Latin. A large number of medical writings were translated by him. H e  claimed 
for hmself the authorshp of many of these. H e  translated into Latin 
Hunayn’s Arabic versions of some of Hippocrates and Galen’s works, and 
Hunayn’s book, Ehib ‘I@ aI-‘qn, ‘ah maqdit (The Ten Treatises of the 
Eye), which he attributed to himself. H e  translated also the medical work of 
‘Ah b. al-‘Abbns al-Majusi (Haly ‘Abbas), Ehib al-MaIikZ; under the title 
Pantegni, and several other treatises for al-Riizi, Ibn al-JazzHr and others. 

The impact of Constantine’s translations on the school of Salerno was 
great, since these supplied it with the sources upon which it built its reputation 

4. O n  the condition of medicine in Europe before the introduction of Arabic medicine see 
C. A. Singer, Short Hstor3y ofMe&ne, Oxford, 1928; M. Meyerhof, ‘Science and Medicine’, 
in T. Arnold and A. Guillaume, Legacy offIam, 1st ed., Oxford, 1965, pp.344-354; 
W. M. Witt, 7 h e  Cnfzince of (slam on Medieval Europe, Edinburgh, Edinburgh University 
Press, 1972, pp. 65-68. 
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as one of the foremost medical schools in Europe. These early translations are 
considered also a basic foundation upon which the West bdt its medical 
literature over several ~enturies.~ 

Translation in the twelfth century 
The translation movement from Arabic into Latin gained momentum in the 
twelfth century. Interest in Arabic science was not limited now to astronomy 
and medicine but it encompassed all fields of scientific and philosophcal 
knowledge. Interest in Arabic science became a widespread movement 
throughout Europe. 

In 1085, Toledo, the great centre of Arabic and Islamic learning, was 
overtaken by the Spanish Christians. Ths provided a golden opportunity for 
scholars from European countries to come to this great city to study Islamic 
and Arabic culture and science. 

ADELARD OF BATH 
One of the pioneers of thts movement was Adelard of Bath who was born in 
Bath, England. Uncertainties surround the dates of his birth and death, and 
his personal life, but some sources mention that he was active from 11 16 to 
1142. In his youth, he studied in Tours, France, and taught at Laon. Then he 
travelled to Salerno, Sicily and Syria (which included Palestine). Adelard 
mentioned that he spent seven years in this journey during which he acquired 
Arabic learning. 

Adelard translated from Arabic into Latin the astronomical tables of al- 
IGuwgrizmi whch were revised by Maslama b. Ahmad al-Majrip. This 
translation was of crucial importance because Western astronomers learned 
for the first time how to use astronomical tables. It introduced also into 
Europe Muslim trigonometry, and in particular the sine and tangent functions. 
Adelard gave the West also the complete translation from Arabic of Euclid’s 
Elements, whch formed a foundation for later Western mathematical studies. 
His translations also include two astrological works, one of them being Ab6 
Macshar7s Et& ai-madkhal al-saghfr (Shorter Introduction to Astronomy). 

W e  may mention here a work whtch is related to the transfer of Islamic 
technology to the West. Adelard issued a revised edition of Mappae G‘aviczlla, 
which is a collection of recipes on the preparation of colours and other in- 
dustrial chemical products. The date of the original edition is obscure but 
some historians assume that it may be dated back to the second half of the 

5. M. McVaugh, ‘Constantine the African’, in Dictionaq .fScient$c Biogrqby, 3, pp. 393-395; 
P.O. IQisteller, ‘The School of Salerno: Its Development and Its Contribution to the 
History of Learning’, in Bulktin ofthe Histoq ofMedicine, 17, 1945, pp. 151-157. 
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eighth century. The authorshp also is unknown. Steinschneider listed it 
among works that are mostly of Arabic origin whose authors and translators 
are unknown.‘ Adelard added 84 new recipes to the former 209 ones and thus 
the new version contained 293 recipes. A preliminary study showed that 
several of the original and the new recipes owe their origin to Arabic sources. 
In the light of ths and of other information given later in the present work, 
the assumption that Adelard’s edition gives the earliest reference to alcohol 
can no longer be maintained. 

Adelard was hmself a scientist, and an admirer of Arabic science. H e  
expressed his feelings in his Quuestiopies nutura1e.r. This is considered to be an 
important scientific work, which preceded hts translations, and whch is a sort 
of compendium of Arabic ~cience.~ 

THE SCHOOL OF TOLEDO 
Toledo fell into Christian hands after nearly four centuries of Muslim rule 
(712-1085). At the time of the conquest, it had become the centre of 
Muslim learning in Spain. Ths position was maintained after the conquest. 
The court of Alfonso VI was nominally Christian, and it was coloured with 
Muslim civhzation so that Alfonso proclaimed hmself ‘emperor of the two 
religions’. The native language of most of the population was Arabic and this 
included Muslims, Mozarabs, and Jews. The libraries of Toledo were rich in 
Arabic manuscripts in all fields of science. Upon the conquest, the bishops 
made great efforts to implement the Roman Latin culture, but soon they 
perceived the great benefits which could result if they took advantage of the 
prevailing Arabic cultural atmosphere. Millis-Vahcrosa describes what 
happened: 

The strong Mozarabic atmosphere prevailing at the time of the Reconquest had 
been succeeded by the powerful influence of the Romanizing, Cluniac, 
Francophile element. This is evidenced by the attitude of the first bishops of 
Toledo and the substitution of the Roman for the Mozarab liturgy. The Mozarab 
element remained strong, however, supported as it was by the relations with 
southern Spain. Even well into the thirteenth century, the Christians and Jews of 
Toledo were using Arabic for a good deal of their private writing, and it was 
probably due to this combination of interests between the Mozarabs and Jews of 
the city who were bilingual and familiar with the secrets of Arab science, and the 
prelates who, for all their foreign influence, were eager to master that new 
science, that Toledo became such a flourishing center of translations. The cd- 

6. M. Steinschneider, D i e  Europaircben &rsetyungen aur dem Arabircben bir M f t e  des 
17. Jabrbunderts, Graz, 1956, Section B, pp. 1-58. Ahppae C7auiculais listed as No. 9b, p. 61. 

7. F. Bliemetzrieder, Adehard van Bath, Munich, 1935; see also M. Clacett, ‘Adelard of Bath’, 
in: Dctionaly of Scient$c Biograph_, 2, pp. 6 1-64. 
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tural movement thus established had the support of the bishops of Toledo - and 
not merely of the celebrated Don Raimunda8 

Raymond I, archibishop of Toledo, 1126-51, was, however, more renowned 
than the other bishops in his patronage of the translation movement. H e  
gathered around hm a group of translators headed by Archdeacon Dominic0 
Gundislavi, or Gundisalvo. Toledo attracted several translators in tlrus period 
including some foreign scholars from Europe. Gundisalvo was a Spanish 
philosopher and translator. He collaborated in producing some of his 
translations with Ibn Diidd (Avendauth, or Aven Daud), an Arabic-speaking 
Jew who converted to Christianity. With Ibn Dawud, he translated Ibn Sina’s 
De anima (al-nu$, the  SOU^).^ And with a certain Johannes (probably Johannes 
Hispanus), he translated versions of Ibn Gabirol’s (Avicebron) lCmb.zic al-&it 
(fins zlitae), and al-Ghaziili’s Afaq&id a/@l&-zji (Aims of the Phlosophers). Ibn 
Diiwud translated, with the help of an assistant, the preface of Et& al-Shzji2 of 
Ibn Sing. Gundisalvo wrote alone several philosoplrucal works. His book De 
divisione PhilosOphiae is the most important and was instrumental in diffusing al- 
Fiiriibi’s classification of the sciences in Europe. Gundisalvo’s book was not a 
simple translation but a recasting and an elaboration of al-Fiiriibi’s classifica- 
tion. 

John of Sevllle (fl. 1133-42) was a well-known translator. He was a 
Mozarab from the Andalus who lived in Toledo and the north of Spain. H e  
was interested in astrology and, therefore, he translated a large number of 
astrological works including al-Farghgni’s ‘(lm al-nyzTm (De scientia ustomm); 
Miisha’alliih’s De rereptione planetarum sible de interrogationibus;’2 Abii Macshar’s 
Et& al-Afudkhal al-kabzr ili? ‘ilm u&im al-nzyim (Great Introduction to the 
Science of Astrology), and others. H e  translated also Qusfii b. Liiqg’s Et& al- 
Fu$l buyn al-sh wa-l-nafs (De dlffentiu spiritzls et unime) and De regimine sanitatis 
whch is an extract from the pseudo-Aristotelian Sirr al-usrzr (Secret of 
~ecrets).’~ 

Another native translator of the same period was Hugh of Santalla 
(fl. 1145) who translated scientific works for the bishop of Tarazona. H e  

10 

11 

8. J. Millis-Vallicrosa, qb. cit., pp. 154-158. 
9. Ibn Sins has several treatises on the soul, and this is a translation of one of them. One 

treatise is Rzdi (mqda) j-l-nafs; see C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arahiscben Literatur, 
Leiden, 1943, I, p. 594. 

10. J.Millis-LTallicrosa, qb. cit., pp. 154-156. 
11. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Kathir al-Farghani, fitZbj-/-bara&t al-sanz&&ya wajautimi‘ ‘ilnz a/- 

n@m. 
12. Listed by Brockelmann under the Latin title only, without an Arabic title, Supplement I, 

Leiden, 1937, p. 220. 
13. L. Thorndike, ‘John of Seville’, in Speczllum, 34, 1959, pp. 20-38; J. MiUis-Vallicrosa, qb. 

cit., pp. 154-155. Thorndike contested some historians’ assumptions that John and Ibn 
D2wed are the same person. 
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was an astrologer, alchemist, and translator from Arabic. His chief work was 
the translation of al-Bifini’s commentary on the astronomy of al-Fargh8ni. H e  
produced the earliest Latin version of the alchemical treatise Lawb al-xabavad 
(The Emerald Table, Tabula ~maragdina).’~ He translated Mgsha’allah’s De 
nativitatibzls on astrology,15 a treatise on spatularnancy, which deals with di- 
vination from the shoulder blades of animals, and a treatise on geomancy 
( ‘ilm al-raml) . 

In addition to the above Spanish translators, there came to Toledo and 
northern Spain foreign scholars to study Islamic science and to participate in 
the translation movement. One of these was Robert of Chester (fl. 1140- 
1150) who came from England. H e  was a mathematician, astronomer, 
alchemist, and translator from Arabic. Another was Hermann the Dalmatian 
(fl. 1138-1143) who was a friend of Robert. H e  was a phdosopher, astrologer, 
and translator from Arabic. When Peter of Cluny or Peter the Venerable vis- 
ited Spain, he discovered Robert and Hermann and he enlisted them to 
translate the Qur’gn and to write several theologcal tracts. The translation of 
the Qur’gn was undertaken mainly by Robert and was completed in 11 43. 
Hermann produced in 1142 two treatises against Islam, and Robert 
produced one, and the three were attached to Robert’s version of the 
Qur’gn. Apart from this theologcal enterprise, the two produced in- 
dependently several scientific translations from Arabic. Robert’s most 
important work was the translation of al-Khuwi%rizmi’s algebra in 1145. 
This translation is of great historic importance since it marks the begin- 
ning of European algebra. H e  translated in 1144 a treatise on alchemy 
attributed to Khhd b. Yazid, and ths is probably the first Arabic al- 
chemical treatise to appear in Latin. H e  translated also a work by al- 
IGndi, a treatise on the astrolabe, and he prepared astronomical tables for 
London in 1150 based on the tables of al-Battiini and al-Zarqali. Hermann 
the Dalmatian started his translation activities at an earlier date than 
Robert. His most important work is the translation in 1143 of Maslama b. 
Ahmad al-Majrip’s Arabic commentary and text of Ptolemy’s Planisphere. 
H e  produced also a new translation of Abii Macshar’s fit& a/-Madkhal ih 
‘ilm a h k h  al-nzygm whch had been translated earlier by John of Seville. This 
translation was printed several times, one printing was in Venice in 1506. A 
thud non-Spanish translator who should be mentioned here is Rudolph of 

14. On Lawb al-xabavad, or The Emerald Table (Tabula smaragdina) see his, 9, 1927, 

15. This is either Eib af-Maw&d al-kabfr or Etib af-Mawdid that were listed by Ibn al-Nadim, 
al-FihriJt, Cairo, p. 396. 

16. Haskins, op. cit., pp.67-81; L. Thorndike, A Histoly OfMagic and Experimental Science, 
New York, 1929, 11, pp. 85-87; G. Sarton, Introduction to the Histoly OfScience, New York, 
1975, 11, pp. 174-175. 

pp. 375-377. 
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Bruges who was ,pupil of Hermann. H e  translated a treatise on the astro- 
labe for al-Majrig.’ 

One of the important non-Spanish translators of h s  period was Plato of 
Tivoli (fl. 1132-1146). H e  came from Italy and lived in Barcelona, and was a 
mathematician, astronomer, and astrologer. H e  was assisted in his translations 
from Arabic by a native Spanish Jew, Abraham Bar Hiyya, known also as 
Savasdora, which is a corruption of the Arabic title sZbib ul-sbafla, chief of 
police. Most of the works which Plato translated were astrological. These 
included works of Ptolemy, ‘Ah b. Ahmad al-‘Imrm-, Aba ‘Ah al-Khayyat: and 
others. H e  translated also al-Battgni’s ZQ al-sabi’under the title D e  mota stellaris 
or stellawn. ’ 

GERARD OF CREMONA 
The greatest figure among the Toledo translators and the foremost translator 
of all times in the West was Gerard of Cremona. H e  was born in Cremona, 
Italy, in 11 14, and died in Toledo in 1187. Gerard did for Western science 
what Hunayn b. Ishaq did for the Islamic. As in the case of Hunayn, Gerard 
produced a large number of scientific translations probably with the help of lus 
pupils and assistants. His students listed seventy-one works. Sarton, in his 
Inh.odaction, listed eighty-seven, and it seems that the real number exceeds 
ninety. The story of Gerard’s involvement in the translation of Arabic 
manuscripts is told by his students in a eulogy which they attached after his 
death to his translation of Galen’s Egni or Arsparza with the commentary of 
‘fi- b. Ridwan (Sharb al-sin2u ul-saghiru li-juhzi~). It is stated that Gerard had 
been: 

trained from childhood at centers of phdosophical study and had come to a 
knowledge of all of this that was known to the Latins; but for the love of the 
Almageest, which he could not find at all among the Latins, he went to Toledo. 
There, seeing the abundance of books in Arabic on every subject, and regretting 
the poverty of the Latins in these things, he learned the Arabic language in order 
to be able to translate. In this way, combining both languages and science, he 
passed on the Arabic literature in the manner of the wise man who, wandering 

17. About the literary partnership of Robert of Chester and Hermann the Dalmatian and the 
translation of the Qd%n see Haskins, op. cit., pp. 1-2, 55-56; also G. Sarton, op. cit., 
pp. 173, 176. It seems that Robert translated the Qur‘iin while Hermann wrote two of the 
treatises against Islam which were appended to the translation. About Robert of Chester, 
see Haskins, op. it.., pp. 120-133; L. Thorndike, op. it., p. 83; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, 
pp. 175-6. About Hermann the Dalmatian, see M. Steinschneider, op. it., Part A, pp. 333- 
334; Haskins, op. cit., pp.43-66; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 173-174. O n  Rudolph of 
Bruges, see M. Steinschneider, op. cit., Part A, pp. 74-175; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 177. 

18. O n  Plato of Tivoli, see Haskins, op. it., p. 11; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, pp. 177-179. O n  
Abraham Bar Hiyya, see G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 205-208. 
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through a green field, links a crown of flowers, made from not just any, but 
from the prettiest; to the end of his life, he continued to transmit to the Latin 
world (as if to his own beloved heir) whatever books he thought finest, in many 
subjects, as accurately and as plainly as he could.” 

The list of Gerard’s translations from Arabic contains about thrty works on 
astronomy and mathematics including Ptolemy’s Ahagest; al-Farghiini’s 
Elements Of Astronomy (De scientia astorzlm); Euclid’s Elements; al-Khuwarizmi’s 
Algpbra (Dejebra et almzlcabaala); and several other treatises by Thabit b. Qurra, 
al-Nayrizi, and others. There are about twenty-two translations on medicine 
whch included such important works as al-QZnzk. (Canon) of Ibn Sing; al- 
Rgzi’s Et& al-ManTzlrt (Liber ad Ahansorem); Abu-l-Qgsim’s book on surgery; 
and several other medical works by al-IGndi, ‘Ah b. kdwiin and others. There 
are about twenty-two translations on logc and philosophy which include 
Aristotle’s Pbsics, On the Heavens, On Generation and Corrzlption and Afiteorology ; 
three works by al-Fiiriibi; and three by al-IOndi. The four treatises on physics 
include Thiibit b. Qurra’s book on the qaraxfin (Liber chrastonis); and works by 
al-Ian& and Ibn al-Haytham. There are also two treatises on alchemy, one by 
Jgbir b. Hayyan, Etb al-Jab ‘Tn, Liber divinitatis de LXX, and one by al-Riizi, De 
alwninibus et salibus. And finally, w e  have about seven treatises on astrology and 
geomancy by Masha’diih and others. 

Ghglib or Ghallipus, a Mozarab astronomer and translator, was the 
main collaborator of Gerard, but more information on his role needs to be 
established. With Gerard, he was lecturing and teaching astronomy, and he 
assisted Daniel of Morley who was a student of both. Daniel was an English 
phdosopher who studed at Oxford, Paris and Toledo. Although he was not 
a translator, his work contained strong Islamic elements. H e  wrote a treatise 
on astrological philosophy, in whch his principal authorities were al-Fgrabi, 
al-Farghiini, and Ab0 MaCshar.’’ 

Marc, canon of Toledo (fl. 1191-1216), was a Spanish cleric, physician, 
and translator. H e  was supported by the archbishop of Toledo who was 
waging a crusade against Muslim infidels. Marc translated the Qur’an and 
several medcal works including many treatises of Galen, all from Hunayn and 
Hubaysh’s Arabic versions.21 

19. The full text of this eulogy was translated by M. McVaugh, and is given in section 7 of 
E. Grant (ed.), A Source Book in Afidiaeval Science, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 
1974, p.35. Ths same source (pp.36-38) gives the list of 72 works that Gerard had 
translated from Arabic accordmg to his students. 

20. O n  Ghdib’s help to Gerard of Cremona, see Hashns, op. cit., p. 15; L. Thorndike, op. lit., 
11, pp. 171-172. See also V. Rose, ‘Ptolemaeus und die Schule von Toledo’, Hemes, 8, 
1847, pp. 327-349; Rose gves the text in which hforley refers to Ghdib’s help to Gerard. 
See also G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 385. 

21. J. MillBs-Villacrosa, op. cit., p. 157; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 344. 
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TRANSLATION DURING THE CRUSADES 

Outside Toledo and Spain, the Latin kingdoms of the Crusaders on the Syrian 
coast could have been a natural place for the transmission of Islamic science, 
but surprisingly the influence of the Crusades was very little in this respect. 
The only translator who lived in Antioch during this period was Stephen of 
Antioch, who was an Italian physician and translator from Arabic. H e  
translated in 1127 Ehib al-Malikf, or Liber rtgalis of ‘Ab b. ‘Abbas. This is a 
new translation in whch Stephen criticizes strongly the earlier translation of 
Constantine the African.22 

TRANSLATION IN SICILY 
Sicily, which remained a Muslim territory from the begnning of the tenth 
century until it fell into the hands of the Normans in 1091, became in the 
twelfth century a centre for the transmission of Islamic science. The 
population in Sicily used Arabic, Latin and Greek in their daily life, and the 
successive kings during the twelfth and thrteenth centuries attracted to their 
courts men of learning irrespective of their religions or native languages. 
Islamic culture and civhzation continued as a dominant element in the Sicilian 
court. This was particularly true of Roger I1 who ruled from 1101 until his 
death in 1154, and who is considered the most enlightened monarch in 
Europe at his time. H e  was the patron of al-Idrisi for whom he wrote hs 
universal geography, Ni.$at al-mishhiq, which was called also al-Ehib al-Rqjarf 
(The Book of Roger). 

The translation movement did not flourish as yet in Sicily in this century. 
One translator was Eugene the amir, who flourished under Roger I1 and 
William I. The Arabic title amir was gven to hgh-ranking officers in the 
Sicilian court. In 1154 he translated an Arabic treatise on optics ascribed to 
P tolemy. 23 

Translation in the thirteenth century 
The number of translators in h s  century was much larger than their number 
in the twelfth, and although we find here some eminent scholars, yet w e  do 
not meet a translator as prolific as Gerard was. Beside the translations into 
Latin, there also began translations from Arabic into some vernacular 

22. Hashs, op. cit., pp. 131-135; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 236-237. 
23. O n  Roger I1 and his patronage of al-Idrisi and of learning see A. Ahmad, A Hi.rtoly of 

hlamic Xci& Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 1975, pp. 58, 63-64, 76-78; 
G.Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 191. On Eugene the amir, see E. Jamison, Admiral Eugenius of 
Sicicy: Hi.s L@ and Work, London, 1957; G. Sarton, op. tit., 11, p. 246. 
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languages of Western Europe, and this started with the translation into 
Spanish and Portuguese. The centres of translation were Spain (especially 
Toledo), Sicily, Italy, Montpelher and Syria. 

TRANSLATION IN SPAIN 
Translation into Latin 

Spain continued to attract European scholars who were interested in the study 
of Islamic science. One of these was Alfred of Sereshel, who travelled to Spain 
in search of Arabic learning. Alfred was an English phdosopher and scientist 
and was in Spain at the end of the twelfth century and the beginning of the 
thrteenth. He translated the alchemical part of Ibn Sinii’s al-ShzjZ’, and Ishnq 
b. Hunayn’s version of the pseudo-Aristotelian Deplanti’. He wrote a treatise 
De motu cordis in which he was greatly influenced by Arabic writings.24 

Michael Scot (6. 1175-c. 1235), who was born in Scotland and travelled to 
Spain, deserves a special place among the translators of this century. Scot was 
a phdosopher, alchemist, astrologer, and translator from Arabic. H e  was in 
Toledo in 1217, in Padua and Bologna in 1220, and in Rome between 1224 
and 1227. H e  ended hs days in the service of Frederick I1 in Sicily. Scot was 
able to translate some important Arabic works of a revolutionary nature. He 
produced a translation of al-Bitfiji’s treatise whch contained the first attack 
on traltional astronomy. His translations of some of Aristotle’s works with 
Ibn Rushd’s commentaries were among the first works that introduced 
Averroistic philosophy to the Latin world. Scot gave also the first Latin 
translation of Aristotle’s biological and zoological works inclulng De animal- 
ibu’. Most of these major works were acheved whde Scot was in Toledo, 
where he was able to enlist the help of native Arabic-speahng assistants. While 
Scot was in the service of Frederick 11, as court astrologer, he translated Ibn 
SinB’s De animalibus; and wrote several works on astrology, alchemy, physiog- 
nomy, and the occult sciences. 

The name of Michael Scot became associated in the popular imagination 
with black magic. H e  was famous in his own time and in the following gen- 
erations as an astrologer and m a  cian. He was called a wizard and thus he 
gained a place in Dante’s Inferno.- 

In this same period, the first half of the thrteenth century, we find two 
Spanish translators of less importance. One is Stephen of Saragossa who 
translated in 1233 Ibn al-Jazzgr’s treatise on simple drugs.26 The other is Peter 

a 

24. J.K. Otte, ‘The Life and Writings of Alfredus Anglicus’, Eator, 3, 1972, pp.275-291; 

25. L. Thorndike, McbaelScot, London, 1965; Haskins, op. Lit., pp. 272-298; G. Sarton, op. cit., 

26. M. Steinschneider, op. cit., Part A, p. 78; G. Sarton, op. Cit., 11, p. 562. 

Haskins, op. Cit., pp. 28-29; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 561-562. 

11, pp. 579-582. 
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Gdengo, who was the first bishop of Cartagena from 1250 until his death in 
1267. H e  translated Aristotle’s treatise on animals from an Arabic abridged 
version. 

In 1236, the Dominican Order in Paris prescribed the study of languages, 
especially Arabic, for missionary purposes, and thus several language institutes 
were established. The scientific translation movement did not benefit much 
from this missionary activity, but in one case we find that Friar Dominicus 
Marrochini, in the language institute (studium) of Murcia, translated in 1270 
an ophthalmological work, Edbkirat al-kahhdFn (the Liber oculomm) of ‘Ah 
b. Portions of Abu-1-Qgsim al-Zahrgwi (Abulcasis) were translated by a 
certain Berengar of Valencia,29 and by a renowned translator Arnold of 
Villanova. 

Arnold of Villanova (c. 1240-1311), a Catalan born in Valencia, was one 
of the most remarkable personalities of medieval medicine and science in 
general. Besides being a translator from Arabic and a famous physician, he was 
an alchemist, astrologer, diplomat, social reformer, and one of the earlier 
professors at the medical school of Montpellier. H e  was a court physician to 
the kings of Aragon and to the Pope. H e  translated al-Kindi’s RzsdajmaCn~at 
guwwat al-adw&a al-murakkaba; Ibn Sing’s De viribus cordis; Qusfii b. Luqa’s De 
physicis ligauris; Abu-l-‘Alg’ Zuhr ’ s De consemutione corporis et regimzne sunitatis; 
Abu-l-salt’s EtZb al-Adwiya al-mz$rada, and Hubaysh’s Arabic version of a 
treatise by Galen. Arnold was a prolific writer. About 123 treatises are at- 
tributed to him in medicine, alchemy, astrology, magic, theology and other 
subjects. The study of alchemy in the Western world was effectively of Arabic 
origin. It started in 1144, as w e  have noted above, with the translation into 
Latin by Robert of Chester of an alchemical treatise ascribed to IG&d b. 
Yazid. Arnold was a most prolific exponent of Arabic alchemical ideas. H e  had 
direct access to Arabic alchemical treatises, and had established strong per- 
sonal relationships with Muslims and Jews. The alchemical tracts ascribed to 
him are full of extracts from Jnbir b. Hayyiin’s alchemical writings. It is of 
interest to mention that Arnold found himself in trouble with the Inquisition 
because of some of his writings, once in Paris in 1299, again in Valencia in 
1305, and posthumously in Tarragona in 1317.30 

Another Catalan was Ramon or Raymond Lull (c. 1232-1315) of 
Majorca. H e  was a missionary, a logician, a prolific writer, and an opponent of 
Averroism. H e  was the foremost missionary in medieval Europe and is con- 
sidered the founder of Western orientalism. After the failure of the Crusades 

27 

27. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 562. 
28. D. C. Lindberg, op. cit., pp. 77, 89. 
29. M. Meyerhof, op. Lit., p. 348. 
30. M. Steinschneider, op. cit., Part A, 1904 and 1956; L. Thorndike, ffixtoly $Magic, op. cit., 11, 

pp. 841-861; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, pp. 893-900. 
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in the Near East, he advocated a pacific crusade to convert Muslims, and he 
undertook three missionary journeys to Tunis and Bougie in Algeria for ths 
purpose. In 1294, he went in a similar mission to Lucera, the last Muslim 
colony in Italy. In 1276 he founded a college of friars for the study of Arabic 
for missionary purposes, and in 131 1, as a result of hs initiative, the Council 
of Vienna resolved to establish chairs of oriental languages at a number of 
universities. Lull wrote and spoke Arabic and two of hs books were written in 
Arabic. H e  was deeply influenced by Arabic writings and Spanish orientalists 
found many examples of Arabic inspiration in hs works. In alchemy, the 
number of writings ascribed to hm amounts to eighty but all of them are 
apocryphal, being mostly translations of the alchemical treatises of Jiibir 
b. Hayyiin and other Islamic writers.31 

Trandation into Spanish 

Alfonso X the Wise, El Sabio (whch means ‘the learned’), king of Castile and 
Leon from 1252 to 1284, played a major role in transmitting Muslim learning 
to Christian Spain and to Europe. When he was a governor of Murcia, he was 
immersed in a Muslim intellectual atmosphere, and he established there an 
Arabic school headed by Abu Bakr Muhammad al-Riqup, one of the most 
learned men of his generation, where al-Riqtig gave instruction in all the 
sciences to Christians, Muslims, and Jews.32 In 652/1254 he established at 
Seville a college using both Latin and Arabic, where Christian and Muslim 
physicians were teaching together. H e  inherited from his father the major 
undertahng of transmitting Muslim knowledge to Christendom by translating 
Arabic writings into Spanish. H e  gathered around him a group of translators 
and commissioned the translation of works on scientific and hstorical 
subjects. H e  was himself active in leading ths translation activity. Alfonso 
was himself a poet, musician, jurist, historian, and astronomer and he left 
hs impact in all these fields. His major contribution was the translation of 
Arabic astronomical works into Spanish. The main published work was the 
Libros del saber de astronomza whch is a collection of treatises, either in straight 
translations or adaptations and derivations from Arabic orignals. The Libros 
del saber is composed of eleven parts the first of which deals with the stars, 
and the other ten deal with a series of instruments. The translations were of 
Muslim astronomers such as ‘Abd al-R*miin al-Sufi, al-Battiini, Qusfii b. 
Ltiq%, al-Zarqali, al-Nayrizi, ‘Ah b. Khalaf al-Ansiiri and Ibn al-Samh. The 

31. E. A. Peers, Ramon Lull, London, 1929; L. Thorndike, Hirto~ $Magic, op. lit., 11, pp. 862- 
873; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, pp. 900-914. 

32. A. Guillaume, ‘Philosophy and Theology’, in Legay of (slam, 1st ed., op. cit., p. 242; 
H. G. Farmer, ‘Music’, in: Lgay ofhjanz, 1st ed., op. it., p. 366; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, 
p. 865. 
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main instruments include the plane and spherical astrolabes, the quadrant, the 
of al-Zarqali, and water, mercury, and other clocks. Another published 

work was Ibn Abi-l-Flijd’s EtZb al-BZri‘ fz abkzm .al-nz@m which is an 
astrological treatise. A third work was a book on judicial astrology by ‘Ubayd 
Allgh. A fourth work is Libro de laformas et de las imagines etc, or Book ofthe Foms 
and Images which are in the Heavens and oftheir L5fues and Power q o n  the Erreshal 
Bodies, which was Composed out of the W’itings of Ancient Philosophers by Order of 
D. Ayonso. This is a collection of astrological treatises in eleven parts, and the 
first one, whch has a scientific value, is a lapidary deahng with 360 stones. 
Other translations are treatises by Ibn al-Haytham, al-Batt8ni, and Ptolemy. 

More important SUU were the A@nsine Tables, which remained the most 
important tables right up to the sixteenth century. These tables were no more 
than an adaptation of al-Zarqali’s Toledan Tables. It was thought untd recently 
that the Ayonsine Tables were an improvement on the Toledan Tables which were 
prepared by 4-Zarqali two centuries earlier; however, modern research has 
shown that this is not true.33 

TRANSLATION INTO LATIN IN SICILY 
Frederick I1 (1 194-1250) lived in an era where he was subject to the influences 
of both Islamic and Christian civilizations. Although he was a Christian 
emperor, yet he conducted the life of a Muslim monarch to a large extent. 
When he &ed in 1250, he was buried, wrapped in Arabian draperies, in a 
mosque which had been turned into a cathedral. Western sources assert that 
he could understand and speak Arabic. Although he participated in the 
Crusades (Muslim hstorians call hm al-ambar$6r), yet he tried to reconcile 
Christendom and Islam to put an end to the insanity of the Crusades. 

Frederick was a philosopher, a man of science and a patron of learning. 
H e  attracted to hs court learned men of all faiths, chefly Muslims, and some 
of these would accompany him in hs travels in Europe and the Holy Land. 
The most prominent among these were Wchael Scot, whom w e  have dis- 
cussed already, Theodore of Antioch, and Leonard0 Fibonacci. These scien- 
tists translated for hm treatises on phtlosophy, zoology, medicine, 
mathematics, mechanics and cosmography. H e  founded in 1224 the University 
of Naples, and established there a library with a large collection of Arabic 
manuscripts. H e  donated to the Universities of Paris and Bologna copies of the 
translations of Aristotle and Ibn Rushd which were completed on hs orders. 

Frederick gained a scientific reputation because of the treatise which he 
had written on falconry. In ths work, he combined inherited knowledge on the 

33. G. Beaujouan, ‘Medieval Science in Christian West’, in R. Tator (ed.), Ancient andhhdieval 
Sience, pp. 484-485; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 834842; J. B. Trend, Afonso the Sage and other 
Esmy.~, London, 1926. 
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subject with personal observations. The book was highly successful and was 
translated into French before the end of the century. The inherited knowled e 
which formed the basic part of the book was based mainly on Arabic sources. 

Theodore of Antioch was educated in Antioch, Mosul and Baghdad. H e  
was sent in 1236 by Sultan al-I<zmil to the court of Frederick where he be- 
came, after Michael Scot, the most eminent savant. H e  acted as the Arabic 
secretary to the emperor and remained in his service until his death in 1250. 
H e  prescribed for him a mode of living based on the Szrr al-amir and he was 
even casting for him hs horoscope. Theodore translated for Frederick an 
Arabic treatise on the care of falcons and dogs which was written by an Arab 
falconer Maomin (Mu’min?). The emperor made use of it in his own work on 
falconry.35 

Leonardo Fibonacci or Leonardo of Pisa was another great scientist who 
joined Frederick’s court. H e  was a mathematician, in fact the greatest 
Christian mathematician in the Middle Ages in Europe, and not a translator; 
but it is appropriate to include him in our dscussion here because of hs 
important role in the transmission of Islamic mathematics. H e  was born 
around 11 80 and at twelve he was living with his family in Bougie (now Bejja) 
in Algeria. His father was in charge of the Pisan trade colony there, and he 
sent his son to an Arab teacher to learn mathematics and Arabic. This was 
followed by an apprenticeshp period in commercial travels to the ports of the 
Mediterranean, and Leonardo visited Syria, Egypt, and Sicily and was able to 
have access to Arabic manuscripts in mathematics, and to gain practical ex- 
perience in Arabic commercial mathematics and in the use of the Arabic nu- 
merals that were common among Muslim merchants. H e  returned to Pisa in 
1202 and wrote his most important book Liberabaci, whch he revised in 1228. 
Ths is the first complete exposition of Arabic numerals by any Western writer, 
and it is generally held that the effective introduction of these numerals into 
Europe took place with the publication of Fibonacci’s book. In the same way, 
Fibonacci is also credited with the introduction of Arabic algebra into 
Christendom, since the later chapters of the Liber aban‘ focus on algebra and 
contain the results of al-IUluwzrizmi and al-Karaji. H e  also wrote a few other 
treatises of lesser importance, but in one of them, Bacticageometriae, he ex- 
plained the utihzation of geometry in ‘ilm al mixaha (surveying) as it was 
practised by Muslim engineers.36 

$4 

34. A. Ahmad, A Hirtory OfhLamic Sib, op. cit., pp. 89-92; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, pp. 575-579; 

35. A. Ahmad, op. it. ,pp. 90-91 ; G. Sarton, op. cit.,II,pp. 648-649; Haskins, op. cit.,pp. 246-248. 
36. G. Beaujouan, op. it., pp. 482484; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, pp. 611-613; D. C. Lindberg, op. 

it., pp. 159-162. O n  d-Karaji who, with d-Khuwiirizmi, were the sources for Fibonacci’s 
algebra, see Tuqan, T%tb al-‘Arab aL-‘zLmi, Cairo, pp.282-289; G. Sarton, op. it., I, 

Haskins, op. cit., pp. 242-271. 

pp. 718-719. 
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Manfred, son of Frederick, and effective kmg of Sicily and Naples from 
1258 to 1266, inherited his father’s love of Islamic and Greek learning.37 
Hermann the German was in the service of Manfred, and before that he was 
in Toledo in 1240 and 1256. H e  was a teacher of Bacon. H e  translated, with 
the help of Muslim assistants, Ibn Rushd’s commentaries on Aristotle’s Ethics, 
and the Rhetoric, and al-Fnr%bi’s commentary on the Rhetoric.38 

Charles of Anjou, who took over the throne and ruled from 1266 to 
1282, is credited also with the patronage of translation from Arabic.39 Moses 
of Palermo was a translator from Arabic into Latin, and he translated for 
Charles the pseudo-Hippocratic treatise on veterinary medicine .40 Another 
Sicilian was Faraj b. Sam who was a physician and translator at the court of 
Charles. H e  is one of the greatest translators in this period. The most im- 
pressive work that was undertaken by him is the translation of Kit& al-N&f 
(Continens) of al-Rnzi. The BibliothZque Nationale in Paris has a magnificent 
illustrated manuscript in five folios, dated 1282, whch was made for Charles 
of Anjou. Ths translation was printed in 1486, and it is the largest and 
heaviest of all the earlier printed books. Faraj translated other Arabic medical 
works including Ibn Jazla’s Tagwfm al-abdzn, an Arabic version of Hunayn for a 
pseudo-Galenic treatise, and a treatise on surgery by an Arab surgeon called 
Miisawayh (Mesue the Tl~lrd).~~ 

TRANSLATION INTO LATIN IN ITALY 

Accursius of Pistoia translated, in about 1200, Galen’s De virib~s alimentomm 
from Hubaysh’s Arabic version.42 In about 1244, Saho, canon of Padua, 
translated an astrological treatise of Aba Bakr.43 Willlam of Lunis, of unknown 
date in ths century, translated some of Ibn Rushd’s commentaries on 
Aristotle’s Logic, and he translated also an Arabic treatise on algebra.44 
Bonacosa translated Ibn Rushd’s Kit2b al-KitlhjyZtfi-l-iibb in Padua in 1255 .45 

37. A. Ahmad, op. cit.,pp. 87,92; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 855-856; Haskins, op. cit., pp. 270-271. 
38. M. Steinschneider, op. cit., part A, pp. 32-33; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 832-833. 
39. A. Ahmad, op. cit., pp. 87-92. 
40. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 833; M. Meyerhof, op. cit., p. 349; M. Steinschneider, op. fit., Part 

41. A. Ahmad, op. cit., p. 92; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 833-834; M. Meyerhof, op. it., pp. 324- 

42. M. Meyerhof, op. cit., p. 350; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 435. 
43. D. C. Lindberg, op. cit., p. 67 and note 69, pp. 85-86; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 562-563. 

Albubather is Abfi Bakr al-Ijasan b. al-Khasib, an astrologer who wrote on astrology; Ibn 
al-Nadim, al-fibrirt, Cairo, p. 399; G. Sarton, op. cit., I, p. 603. 

A, p. 58. 

325, 348-349; E Wiistenfeld, &erJQungen arabischer Erke, 1877, pp. 107-110. 

44. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 563; M. Steinschneider, op. it.., p. 8. 
45. M. Meyerhof, op. d., pp. 340, 350; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 831; M. Steinschneider, op. it.., 

p. 80. 
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1.12 The frontispiece of the Latin edition of al-Razi’s Et& al-@w-(Continens): 
Habes, candide lector, continentem Rasis, vivi profec, 

showing different portraits of scientists including al-Riizi, Venice, 1542 
0 Bibliothique Nationale de France, Paris (T 29-2 (A)) 
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Giovanni Campano of Novara, chaplain to Pope Urban IV (Pope from 1261 
to 1264), was a noted mathematician and astronomer and he revised in 1254 
Adelard of Bath’s translation of Euclid’s Elements. This revised translation of 
Euclid was the first to be printed in 1482.46 A contemporary and a friend to 
Campano was Simon of Genoa, who was a lexicographer, botanist, physician, 
and translator from Arabic. H e  was physician to Pope Nicholas IV (Pope from 
1294 to 1303). Simon translated the materia medica of Et& al-TqnTof Abu-l- 
Qgsim, and Et& al-Adwijya al-mzrfradz of Ibn Sargbi (Serapion Junior). H e  
compiled a dictionary of materia medica which contained about 6,000 articles 
and in which he relied to a large extent on Arabic In 1280, 
Paravicius translated Ibn Zuhr’s al-Z~sTr.~* 

TRANSLATION INTO LATIN IN MONTPELLIER 
The role of Montpellier in the transmission of Islamic medicine is well known. 
The medical school had been started between 1020 and 1030, and many of its 
earlier teachers were Arabic-speaking Muslims, Christians and Jews who came 
primarily from M u s h  Spain. Arabic was the language of instruction for those 
early teachers. The town, which is in the south of France, was a tradmg centre 
with the Mediterranean countries, especially Syria, and it had a large Arab and 
Jewish population, including Arabic-speaking Christians. The school of 
medicine contributed to the development of European medcine on Arabic 
lines, and it kept close relations with the Arab schools of southern Spain until 
the thirteenth century. In the first half of the tlmteenth century, the main 
centres of medical education in Europe were at Salerno and Montpellier, but 
Salerno was declining and Montpellier was the leading medical school in 
Europe. 

Among the leadmg personalities who were mentioned in our earlier Is- 
cussion of translation in Spain were Arnold of Vdlanova and Ramon Lull, who 
were also professors at the University of Montpellier. Among the other 
translators who worked in Montpellier was Armengaud son of Blake who was 
a French physician and translator. H e  flourished between 1290 and 1313 and 
was physician to Jacme 11, king of Aragon (1291-1327), and Pope Clement V 
(Pope, 1305-1314). H e  translated the Arabic version of Galen’s EtZb fiy+ 

49 

46. D. C. Lindberg, op. cit., pp. 129, 153-154; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 985-987. 
47. M. Meyerhof, op. it.., p. 348; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 1085-1086; M. Steinschneider, op. 

it., p. 76. 
48. M. Meyerhof, op. cit., p.350; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp.856-857; M. Steinschneider, 

Hebraeiscbe &ersetpngen, 1893, p. 749. 
49. O n  the school of medicine at Montpelier and the role of Arabic medicine, see W. M .  Watt, 

op. tit, pp.66-67; J. Simon, ‘Medieval Jewish Science’, in R. Tarton (ed.), Ancient and 
Medieval Jcience, op. cit., p463; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 352. O n  Syrian influence, see E. 
Barker, ‘The Crusades’, in Legay rfhlam, 1st ed., op. cit., p. 64. 
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yuta ‘am$, al-insZnu dhunzabdhu wa- ‘yibahzl, which was translated by Tiima 
al-Rahawi and revised by Hunayn Ibn Ishiiq. Other translations include a 
pseudo-Galenic Arabic treatise on the economy (deahng with the domestic 
economy, morality and hygiene), Ibn Sing’s al-U+i~afi-l;tibb with Ibn Rushd’s 
commentary on it, and two other medical treatises by Miis2 ibn Maimii~~.~’ 
Another translator was John or Giovanni of Brescia who came from Italy. 
John translated al-Zarqali’s treatise on the astrolabe in 1263 .51 An astronomer 
who worked in Montpeher was Robert the Englishman who flourished 
between 1271 and 1276. H e  was not a translator, but he wrote three treatises 
derived from Arabic sources; one was on the astrolabe, another was a 
commentary on Sacrobosco’s Sphaera mzlndi (a highly popular book on 
astronomy whch was derived from al-Farghiini and al-Battm-), and the third 
was on the quadrant. His commentary is derived from Ibn Rushd’s D e  
szlbstantiu orbis, with other ideas from Thiibit b. Qurra. His treatise on the 
quadrant was very popular, but it was only an adaptation of the Islamic 
instrument to Western needs. 52 

TRANSLATION INTO LATIN IN SYRIA 
From Syria there is P u p  of Tripoli, who was a member of the clergy in 
Antioch. H e  translated from Arabic the pseudo-Aristotelian Szrr ul-ar~? (Secret 
of Secrets), which became the most important source for the printed edtions 
of Sirr a/-asrdr in Europe.53 

TRANSLATION INTO HEBREW 
It was in the middle of the tenth century, during Abd al-Rahmzn 111’s reign, 
that Aba Yiisuf Hasday b. Sharbiit, who was a physician at the court, was able 
to help in developing the use of Hebrew as a learned language. In the 
following centuries, especially the hrteenth and fourteenth, an extensive 
translation movement from Arabic into Hebrew took place. The need for the 
Hebrew translations of Arabic scientific works was great in southern France 
and Italy, where large Jewish communities existed. However, in practically all 
cases, the Latin version of any Arabic scientific work was already avadable to 
Latin readers for some time before the Hebrew translation was produced.54 

50. D.C. Lindberg, op. cit., p. 69, and note 78 p. 86; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, pp. 831-832; 

51. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 831; M. Steinschneider, Eumpai.de aersetpngen, op. cit., p. 40. 
52. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 993-994; M. Steinschneider, Europaiscbe aersequngen, op. cit., 

53. D. C. Lindberg, op. tit., p. 58; G. Sarton, op. tit., 11, p. 563; Haskins, op. it., pp. 131-140. 
54. D. C. Lindberg op. cit., p. 68; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, p. 20; J. Simon, op. cit., pp. 453467. 

L. Thorndike, op. cit., 11, pp. 205, 207, 845, 852, 938. 

p. 66. 
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Translation in the fourteenth and later centuries 

Although the major Arabic scientific works were translated by the end of the 
thrteenth century, yet there were still some translations being undertaken. 
Some of the translators mentioned earlier, like Arnold of Vdlanova, belong 
also to the fourteenth century. Among the translators into Latin in ths same 
period is Stephen son of Arnold or Steohanus Arlandi, who was a physician, 
astronomer, and translator from Arabic into Latin. He was Spanish from 
Barcelona, but flourished at Montpeher in the first quarter of the thrteenth 
century. Among the translations ascribed to him are one translation of Qusfa 
b. Luqa’s Et& al- ‘Amal bi-l-kzlm alfalakbya (De sphaera solida), and another 
treatise of Qusf~ b. Liiqa also called Betatiam, whch is probably a 
translation of Qusfg’s treatise Fi tad& al-abd~in.~~ Another translator of this 
period is Judah Bonsenyor who translated from Arabic into Catalan. He 
flourished in Barcelona c. 1287-1313, and was in the service of Jacme 11, 
kmg of Aragon, 1291-1327. He was Arabic notary in Barcelona, and 
translated for the king, from Arabic into Catalan, a collection of Arabic 
proverbs similar in many points to MzlkhtZr aljawzhir of Ibn Gabirol. He 
translated in 1313 a medical treatise from Arabic, but the original Arabic title 
is not yet identified.56 

With the increased use of vernacular languages, instead of Latin, more 
Islamic scientific works were translated into different European languages, 
either directly from Arabic, from Latin, or from any other language where a 
translation was to be found. Thus, Zucchero Bencivenni of Florence, who 
flourished c. 1310-13, translated from French into Itahan the writings of al- 
Farghgni and al-Ra~i.~~ In Portugal, King Dinis the Liberal (ruled from 
1279 to 1325) ordered the translation of many Arabic books into 
Portuguese. Joannes Jacobi, a Catalan physician and translator from 
Arabic into Catalan, was chancellor of the University of Montpeher from 
1364 until his death in 1384. He was consulting physician to several Popes 
and kin s. He translated two ophthalmological treatises from Arabic into 
Catalan. 

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, one can stdl find a few 
known names. Anselmo Turmeda or ‘Abdallnh al-Tarjuman al-Mayurqi 
started hs life as a Franciscan and adopted Islam in 1387. He lived in Tunis 
subsequently, and died there after 1423. He wrote in Catalan and Arabic. In 
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55. G. Sarton, @. cit., 11, pp. 426-427. 
56. (bid., 111, pp.427-428. 
57. (bid. 
58. Bid., 11, pp. 844-845. 
59. Bid., 111, pp. 1687-1689; S. Cooper, ‘The Medical School of Montpelher in the Fourteenth 
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1417, he composed in Catalan the Dispute del use (Dispute of the Ass), which 
was translated into French and German and was published several times in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. It has been proved (1914) that Anselmo’s 
Dzspzlte was simply a translation of a part of the Rmi’il IkhnGn U~-&$Z’.‘~ 
There were still translators to be found in the sixteenth century. Thus, 
Andrea of Alpago of Belluno in Italy (d. 1520) was a prominent translator 
who translated Ibn Sing’s Cunon, Aphorismi, and De anima, and also some 
works by Ibn Rushd, Ibn Sarafpn, and Ibn al-Qifti.‘* It is reported that 
there are many translations of even later date whch were used widely in 
universities, especially in Italy and France.62 In some cases the translator’s 
name was known but the date and origin were not known. Such is the case of 
David Hermanus who translated an Arabic book on ophthalmology, Et& ul- 
Jfuntukbubj ‘ilg U/- ‘U ‘n by Abu-1-Qiisim ‘Ammar b. ‘Ali al-Mawsdi, known in 
Latin as Canamusali. 23 

Translations of works of known authors by unknown 
translators 
In his classic work on the European translations of Arabic works, 
Steinschneider has compiled a list of the names of authors whose Arabic 
works were translated by unknown translators. The list is significant. There are 
sixty-eight authors with several translated works for each of them. For 
example, there are six translations for Ibn Rushd, nine alchemical works for 
Ibn Sing in addition to some of his hilosophcal and medical works, and 
seventeen works for Jiibir b. Hayygn. For sixty-eight authors, this amounts 
to hundreds of works whose translators are unknown. With the hundreds of 
translations takmg place several centuries ago, it was inevitable that many of 
the Arabic originals were lost. With unknown translators and with lost Arabic 
originals ths has created an opportunity for some historians in Europe to cast 
doubts on the authorshp of some of the translated Arabic works. 

7Ke case @]Zbir‘s Latiti translations: in the thrteenth century and later, there 
appeared translations from Arabic into Latin of five of Jiibir’s works by 
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60. O n  ‘Abddh b. ‘Abdallah al-Tarjumiin al-Mayurqi, see C. Brockelmann, op. cit., 11, 
pp. 322-323, and Supplement 11, p. 352. O n  Anselmo Turmeda, see G. Sarton, op. Cit., 111, 
pp. 1341-1345. 

61. M. Meyerhof, op. cif., pp. 350-351; G. Sarton, op. it., 11, p. 664. 
62. M. Meyerhof, op. cit., pp. 351-354. 
63. Ibid., p. 350. G. Sarton, op. cif., I, p. 729, believes that the work translated by David 

Hermanus which is ascribed to ‘Arnm~ is a crude forgery, and that ‘Ammar’s Mintakhab 
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thirteenth century. A German version based on the Hebrew translation was published by 
J. Hirschberg, et al., D i e  arabixben Aigenaqte nach den@eflen bearbeifet, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1905. 
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translators who were thought to be unknown. The five treatises are: (1) Summa 
perjfictionis magistetilc (2) De investigatione pefectionis; (3) De inventione vetitatis; 
(4) Liber fornacum; (5) Estamentum Gebetis. The Summa pefectionis is the most 
important among these treatises, and it was the most systematic and elaborate 
alchemical treatise during the Middle Ages. The earliest existing MS., in 
Munich, dates to the end of the thrteenth century, and a second MS., in 
Florence, dates to about the same time. The earliest existing MS. of the sec- 
ond, De investigatione, is in Florence and dates to the thirteenth century. 
Treatises Nos. (3) and (4) are known only in printed form, and (5) has a 
sixteenth-century MS. The Summa refers to both treatises (2) and (4); and the 
De investigatione, De inventione, and Liber fornacum all cite the Summa. The 
Zstamentum is mentioned in the Liber fornacum. The first four treatises are 
strihngly similar in style and subject matter, and all of them represent Arabic 
chemical knowledge and were certainly translations of Arabic treatises. 
However, their influence dd not start before the fourteenth century, and the 
first reference to the Summa in a Latin alchemical work was in Pietro Buono’s 
work Betiosa margatita novella. Buono was an Itahan alchemist, he composed his 
work in 1330 and he quotes repeatedly Jgbir and al-Rq and the Summa was 
one of the repeatedly quoted works. Some historians of science tried to cast 
doubts on the authorship of these works. They created what is called the Latin 
Geber. Even with these assumptions, a historian of chemistry like Multhauf 
still declares that the Summa ‘was certainly based on Arabic writings’. It is 
noted particularly that most of the Arabic alchemical writings were translated 
anonymously since alchemy was forbidden by the church, and it was avoided 
by universities. However, although it seems obvious that the Summa and the 
other four treatises are translations from Arabic, ths question deserves re- 
newed investigation. 

The writer, however, has found recently (1998) that there exist at least 
three Latin manuscripts for the Liberfornucam that mention the name of the 
author Geber Ugbir) and the name of the translator Rodericum 
Yspanensem or Rodogero Hispalensi. Ths fact is of utmost importance 
since the Liberfornacum mentions the Summa also. It refutes the basis on 
which the hypothesis of the Latin Geber is bdt. One wonders why his- 
torians of science had ignored this fact, particularly since we know that 
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65. The Latin Geber was a creation of M. Berthelot; see above his article, Geber in the Grande 
EnyLopidie in 1892. E. J. Holmyard had demonstrated the fallacy of Berthelot’s views in 
several articles: ‘Arabic Chemistry’, in Natwe, 110, 1922, p. 573; ‘The Identity of Geber’, 
in Natlrre, 111, 1923, pp. 191-193; ‘A Critical Examination of Berthelot’s Work upon 
Arabic Chemistry’, in his, 6, 1924, pp. 479499. Multhauf s attitude reflects the adoption 
of Berthelot’s position without being convinced by it. See his article ‘The Science of 
Matter’, in D. C. Lindberg (ed.), Science in theMiddLeAge.r, op. cit., p. 378. See also G. Sarton, 
Op. cit., I, pp. 532-533. 
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some of these manuscripts were published in the sixteenth century. (The 
manuscripts in question are: (1) Biblioteca Marciana, Venice, MS. Latin VI. 
21 5 [35 191 Geber Liber Brnacum translatum. . . per Rodelzcum Yqanensem; (2) 
Glasgow University Library, Ferguson, MS. 232. Geberi Arabis Philosophi 
sollertissimi remmque naturalium pertissimi, liber fornacum ad extelzenda [. . .] perti- 
nentium interprete Rodogero Hiqulensi interprete; (3) British Library, MS., Slane 
1068. Eejsdem ' liber fornacum' , ad exercendam cherniam pertinenetium, interprete 
Rodogero Hiqalensi.) 

Works by unknown authors and unknown translators 
In ths category Steinschneider listed twenty-four works, some of whch 
are of established Arabic origin and some of which reflect Arabic 
knowledge, but need further investigation to establish their Arabic origin. 
Two well-known titles are listed here, one is Alappa G"aviculaeb6 and the 
other is Erba Phil~~ophomm.~~ The Arabic origin of the Erba is already 
established, while the Arabic influence on the Mipue is in need of 
investigation. W e  have already alluded to the Mappae when we discussed 
Adelard of Bath. 

The effect of the translations from Arabic on the rise of 
Western science 
ISLAMIC SCIENCE IN EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES 

The revival of Western Europe which began in the tenth century required 
an intellectual basis. The two most essential elements in the intellectual 
revival were the translation of scientific works from Arabic, and the 
foundation of the universities, which followed, to some degree, the 
example of the Islamic madrmu system. Like the Muslim madrasa, the 
Christian university was teachng the liberal arts, phdosophy, and, most 
important of all, theology. The medical school of Salerno was in existence 
in the eleventh century; and in this same century, c. 1020-1030, the school 
of medicine at Montpellier was started. The University of Paris was 
recognized in 1160; Bologna was founded in the same period; Oxford, 
practically a branch of Paris, in 1167. Then followed Cambridge in 1209; 
Padua, 1222; Naples, 1224; Salamanca, 1227; Prague, 1347; Cracow, 1364; 
Vienna, 1367; and St. Andrews, 1410. 

The teachng material in all these universities was essentially either the 
Latin translations of Arabic works, or some texts that were based on those 

66. M. Steinschneider, op. cit., Section C, item 9b, p. 61. 
67. Bid., item 16, pp. 62-72. 
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translations. Ths is not the place to discuss ths subject in any detail, so w e  
shall limit ourselves to a brief outhe of the influence of the translations in two 
subjects only, arithmetic and medicine.68 

In a university like Paris, a student in the faculty of arts would study 
seven subjects, the trivium and the quadrivium. The classification of sciences 
in the West followed al-Fiiriibi’s system in which the four basic mathematical 
sciences (the quadrivium) were arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music. 
These were considered the key to all other sciences, and a leading figure like 
Roger Bacon urged that mathematics be studied before logic. Three works 
that were translated from Arabic into Latin were the basis for the rise of 
mathematics in the West, and they determined its content for the next 
centuries. The three works were the Arithmetic of al-IUluwiirizmi, his Algebra, 
and the Elements of Euclid. Al-Khuwiirizmi’s Arithmetic may be the first 
Arabic treatise to employ separate symbols for the numbers 1 to 9, plus a 
symbol for 0, and to develop arithmetical techniques for ths system. The 
new arithmetic was called algorismus, which is a corrupted form of the 
author’s name, and it continued in use until the eighteenth century; but the 
modern word algorithm remains a reminder of the great service whch al- 
IUluwiirizmi rendered to modern mathematics. The new numerals system is 
also called Arabic numerals, which is another reminder of the service ren- 
dered by al-Khuwiirizmi and the Muslim mathematicians in general. Al- 
Khuwiirizmi’s text was the source for the two most popular medieval al- 
gorisms, the Carmen de algorism0 of.Alexander de Vdla Dei (d. c. 1240), and 
the Algorismuls vulgaris of John of Holywood, or Sacrobosco (d. 1244 or 
1256). Both were utilized as university texts, but the second work, in par- 
ticular, was written for the arts curriculum of the new universities. It be- 
came, with the commentary on it by Peter of Dacia (1291), the standard 
university text for several ~enturies.‘~ 

The second work that formed the basis for the rise of mathematics in 
Europe was al-IUluwiirizmi’s Algebra, whch was also the source for medieval 
Latin works on ths subject. The Arabic title al-Mukbta;arJ & i b  aljabr wa-l- 
muqdala, became in Latin simply Algebra. And as al-IUluwiirizmi gave his 
name to arithmetic (algorism), so the title of hs book became the name 
given to the art of algebra. The subject of algebra did not attract the atten- 
tion of mathematicians until the fourteenth century, and very few were fa- 
mdiar with the subject unul then. Al-Khuwiirizmi’s Algebra, therefore, was 
sdl unknown to the masters of the arts faculty for several centuries after its 

68. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 285-286. Sarton points out that the amount of knowledge which 
had reached the West through the translation of Arabic works by the end of the twelfth 
century was already so large that systematic methods of education became necessary. 

69. M. Mahoney, ‘Mathematics’, in D. Lmdberg (ed.), Science ilt the Mddle Ages, op. cif., 
p. 150. 
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translation into Latin. The first time that algebra entered the university cur- 
riculum was at Leipzig in the late fifteenth century.70 

Despite the existence of three Latin translations from Arabic of Euclid’s 
Elements, yet the complete book was not well understood by Latin mathema- 
ticians. Medieval geometers used, therefore, an abridged version of Adelard of 
Bath’s translation as edited by Campanus of Novara. This version remained 
until the sixteenth century the authoritative medieval text of the Elements.71 

The influence of Islamic medicine on Europe was also great. This started 
in the eleventh century with the translations of some Arabic medical works by 
Constantine the African, and was firmly established in the twelfth and thir- 
teenth centuries when the most important Arabic medical works were trans- 
lated into Latin. The translations from Arabic were the starting point for all 
medical writings, and the Canon of Ibn Sing and the ninth book of al-Rads aL- 
Aillz;rzsz~ (Ad Almansorem) were the basis for the medical curriculum in 
European universities. At the University of Paris, medicine was not considered 
an independent study but a science subordinate to psychology. But the in- 
corporation of Ibn Sing’s Cunon into the medical curriculum put an end to this. 
Ibn Sing made it clear in the Cunon that medicine was a science and not an 
empirical art, and his arguments were influential in freeing medicine from the 
tutelage of the arts. It was only in about 1272 that medicine attained in Paris 
the status of an independent faculty. The influence of Islamic medicine re- 
mained until the sixteenth century. In Vienna in 1520, and in Frankfurt-on- 
Oder in 1588, the medical curriculum was sull largely based on Ibn Sins’s 
Canon and on al-R&.i’s al-Man@q and even in the seventeenth century some 
scholars in France and Germany adhered to the traltion of Arabic learning. 
The dependence of Europe on Islamic medicine is apparent from the study of 
the titles of the early printed books. The first medical book to appear in print 
was a commentary on al-ManpE by Ferrari da Gradi (d. 1472). In this work, 
Ibn Sing was cited three thousand times, al-Rgzi and Galen one thousand 
times each, and Hippocrates only a hundred times. The Canon was printed in 
1473, and again in 1475, and up to 1500 sixteen editions had been published. 
The Canon continued in use until 1650, and it is claimed that it is the most 
studied medical work in all hstory. The original Arabic text of the Canon was 
first printed in Rome in 1593, shortly after the introduction of Arabic printing 
into Europe. Many other medcal works, translated from Arabic, were also 
popular and continued to be printed, one edition after the other. These in- 
clude works by al-Rgzi, Ibn Rushd, Hunayn b. Ishgq, ‘Ah b. ‘Abbgs (Haly 
Abbas), Ishsq al-Isrs’ili, ‘Ah b. ‘Is%, Abu-1-Qssim, and others.72 

70. M. Mahoney, op. cif., pp. 157-159. 

72. W. M. Watt, op. it., pp. 351-354. For the deep influence of Arabic medicine on the highly 
successful standard work on surgery of Guy de Chauliac, see G. Sarton, op. cif., 111, 

71. Aid., pp. 152-154. 

pp. 1690-1692. 
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INFLUENCE OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE ON THE GREAT LATIN 
SCIENTISTS O F  THE THIRTEENTH AND FOURTEENTH CENTURIES 

The thirteenth century saw the emergence of the universities and the 
appearance of some eminent learned figures that can be considered the 
founders of science in Europe. By ths time, most of the Arabic philosophcal 
and scientific writings were already translated into Latin and were in circulation; 
these translations were the texts upon which the education of these scientific 
figures was built, and they remained their main sources when they came to write 
their own works. W e  shall refer now to two of these scientists, namely Albert 
the Great and Roger Bacon, citing from their biographes examples illustrating 
the influence of Islamic science on their works. 

Albert the Great (c. 1193-1280) was a Dominican philosopher and one 
of the most learned men of the Mddle Ages. H e  did not know Arabic, but by 
his time the majority of Arabic philosophical and scientific works were already 
translated into Latin. H e  had made a deep study of Aristotle and of the 
Muslim phdosophers. H e  wrote a series of encyclopedic treatises in which the 
phlosophcal and scientific writings were based on Aristotle, with abundant 
interpolations from M u s h  philosophy. H e  followed mainly al-Fiiriibi and Ibn 
Sing as commentators on Aristotle, and &sagreed with Ibn Rushd. H e  wrote 
in 1256, at the request of the Pope, a work against Averroism, since Averroism 
was sufficiently spread in the Latin schools to be considered dangerous. Albert 
tried to do for Christendom what Ibn Rushd had done for Islam, but he was, 
according to Sarton, very inferior intellectually to his Muslim predece~sor.~~ In 
astronomy, he was responsible for the diffusion of al-Bi-ji’s theory; and he 
was much interested in astrology. In alchemy, his knowledge was derived from 
Arabic sources, and he believed in the possibility of the transmutation of 
metals. In geology and mineralogy, his main sources were Aristotle and Ibn 
Sing. The best parts of Albert’s work were the botanical and the zoologcal 
books. H e  was a good observer but a poor theorist, so his theories on natural 
hstory were slavishly derived from Aristotle and from Ibn Sing. H e  quoted 
also other authors including Galen, d-Rgzi, and Ibn Rushd. In medicine he 
used the translation of Ibn Sing’s al--Znz& by Gerard of Crem~na.~~ 

Roger Bacon (c. 1214-1292) was an English Franciscan, a phlosopher, 
scientist and encyclopedist. H e  is considered one of the greatest thinkers of all 
ages. H e  realized the supreme importance of studying Greek, Arabic and 
Hebrew as the only means of having access to the sources of ancient wisdom, 
but his knowledge of Arabic was probably elementary. It is probable that he 
obtained hs knowledge of Aristotle directly through the Arabic texts of Ibn 

73. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, p. 936. 
74. See various places in Legay ofljlam, 1st ed., op. cit., pp. 94, 257, 352; G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, 

pp. 934-944. 
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Rushd and not through the Latin translations used by hs contemporaries. In 
the Jzlmmaphilosophiae we notice an abundance of Muslim elements and many 
Muslim authors are quoted. H e  followed al-Fiiriibi in subdividing mathematics 
into nine sections, one dealing with generalities, and four times two treating 
respectively the theory and applications of geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, 
and music. In astronomy, Bacon was well acquainted with the works of 
Muslim astronomers, but he was never able to decide between Ptolemy and 
al-Bitmji. H e  had obtained some knowledge of the cosmological views of 
Ibn al-Haytham and of Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Kharaqi. H e  wrote two 
treatises on the calendar, one of these, the Compotzls natzlralizlm, quotes a large 
number of Muslim authors. In optics, Bacon had a good knowledge of the 
Arabic writings, like those of al-IQndi and Ibn al-Haytham. His optics was 
essentially based upon that of Ibn al-Haytham. Bacon wrote a number of 
medical treatises which were derived essentially from Arabic writings. H e  was 
interested in alchemy, and a great many alchemical treatises are ascribed to lum. 
It is noted that the alchemical writings in the West did not exist before the 
appearance of the translations of the Arabic alchemical works of Jiibir, d-Razi 
and others. Latin scientists received these translations eagerly and soon a great 
number of Latin alchemical treatises started to appear, based largely on the 
Arabic works. The ascription of the invention of gunpowder to Bacon was 
based upon a cipher contained in the Epistola de secretis opedws natzlrae. According 
to some hstorians of science, this cipher was nothing more than a copyist’s 
blunder. The story of gunpowder is explained in some detail later in Part I1 of 
this volume; the use of gunpowder was well known in Muslim lands in the 
thrteenth century. It is interesting to note here that both Roger Bacon and al- 
Hasan al-Rammiih, whose names are associated with gunpowder, &ed in the 
same year. 75 

Technology transfer to the West 
From ancient hstory till the sixteenth century, the Near East was leadmg the 
world in technological innovation and advance. This is not to minimize the 
importance of Chnese civilization and its great contributions to the world, but 
what we want to point out is that the overall contribution of the Near East to 
human progress in general, until the sixteenth century, surpasses anything that 
was acheved anywhere else in the world. This was true during the ancient 
civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia, as it was true during the Hellenistic and 

75. G. Sarton, op. cit., 11, pp. 952-967; W. A. Wallace, ‘The Philosophical Setting of Medieval 
Science’, in D. Lindberg (ed.), Science in fbe-Middle Ages, op. cif., pp. 96-98; W. M. Watt, op. 
cif., pp. 70-71. For the Arabic influences on Bacon, see A. Guillaume, ‘Philosophy and 
Theology’, in Legacy ofhlam, 1st ed., op. cif., pp.244,248,259-260, 269, and in the same 
volume, M. Meyerhof, pp. 320, 334, 342, 352, and H. 0. Farmer, p. 370. 
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the Roman periods. What is called the Graeco-Roman heritage was built on the 
great civilizations of the Near East. Furthermore, the major achievements in 
science and technology that are called Hellenistic and Roman were mainly Near 
Eastern achevements due to the scholars and artisans of Egypt and Syria. 

The pre-Islamic civilizations of the Near East and of all the lands ex- 
tending from Central Asia and northern India to Spain were inherited by 
Islam; and under the influence of Islam and of the Arabic language, the sci- 
ence and technology of these regions were greatly developed and improved. 
During the rise of Islamic civihzation, Europe was still at an early stage in its 
technologcal status. Charles Singer, in the second volume of A Hisfoty of 
ZchnoLogy, observes that ‘the Near East was superior to the West. For nearly all 
branches of technology, the best products available to the west were those of 
the Near East. Technologically, the west had little to bring to the east. The 
technological movement was in the other direction. ’76 

Technology transfer was affected through various avenues. Relations 
between Christian Europe and the Islamic world were not always hostile, and 
there were active commercial relations most of the time. Ths led to the es- 
tablishment of communities of European merchants in Muslim cities, while 
groups of Muslim merchants settled in Byzantium, where they made contact 
with Swedsh traders travehng down the Dnieper. There were particularly 
close commercial ties between Fatimid Egypt and the Italian town of Amalfi in 
the tenth and eleventh centuries. The ogival arch, an essential element of 
Gothc architecture, entered Europe through Amalfi - the first church to 
incorporate such arches being built at Monte Cassino in 1071 .77 

The most fruitful exchanges took place in the Iberian peninsula, where 
over many centuries the generally tolerant rule of the Umayyad caliphs and 
their successors permitted friendly relationships between Muslims and 
Christians. Muslim operations in agriculture, irrigation, hydraulic engineering, 
and manufacture were an integral part of everyday life in the southern half of 
the peninsula, and many Muslim ideas in these fields and in others, passed 
from Spain into Italy and northern Europe. These transmissions were not 
checked by the crusading wars whch were going on against the Muslims in 
Spain. Indeed, they were probably accelerated, since the Christians took over 
the Muslim installations and maintained them in running order in the ensuing 
centuries. The Muslim irrigation systems with their associated hydraulic works 
and water-raising machines remained as the basis for Spanish agriculture and 
were in due course transferred to the New World. Other installations passed 
into Christian hands. Industrial plants, such as the paper mill at Jativa near 
Valencia, were taken over. Two large water-clocks on the banks of the Taps 
at Toledo were found by the Christians when they entered the city in 1085, 

76. C. Singer, ‘Epilogue’, in C. Singer et al. (eds.), Affi~toiy ojEcbnoloB, Oxford, 1979, p. 756. 
77. Ibid., pp. 761-766; W.M. Watt, op. cit., pp. 17-19. 
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and they continued in operation for at least fifty years.78 These few examples 
serve only as indicators of the passage of Muslim ideas through Spain. Sicily 
also played an important role in the transmission of Muslim technology into 
Italy and the rest of Europe.79 And although the influence of the Crusades on 
the transmission of science to Europe was small, yet the Crusaders, while in 
the Near East, experienced some of the attractive sides of Islamic life, and 
attempted to imitate these on their return home. These aspects of material 
civilization mean that the Crusaders transferred to Europe several technolo- 
gical ideas from the Near East.” 

Technology could be transferred from one country to another as a result 
of a treaty between the two. This is not a modern concept as one may think. 
About 1277, the secrets of Syrian glass-making were communicated to Venice 
under the terms of a treaty made between Bohemond IV, titular prince of 
Antioch, and the Doge.81 

The translation movement, which we have discussed in this chapter, had its 
impact also on the transfer of technology. Alchemical treatises are full of in- 
dustrial chemical technologies such as the distillation industries, and the che- 
mical industries in general. Arabic treatises on medicine and pharmacology are 
rich also in technological information on processing of materials. Works on 
astronomy contain many technological ideas when they deal with instrument- 
mahng. W e  have referred already to the translation activities in the court of 
Alfonso X, and to the work entitled LiOros de/ saber de dstronomia. It includes a 
section on timekeeping, which contains a weight-driven clock with a mercury 
escapement. W e  know that such clocks were constructed by Muslims in Spain in 
the eleventh century, about 250 years before the weight-driven clock appeared in 
northern Europe. The West was acquainted with the Muslim science of sur- 
veying through the Latin translations of Arabic mathematical treatises.82 

These are only a few examples of the passage of Muslim ideas into 
Europe. The chapters of this volume give numerous other examples of 
technology transfer. And as research proceeds, it will be possible to write the 
integrated story of the transfer of Muslim technology to the West, and thus fLu 
in a gap in the history of civilization. 

78. J. P. Trend, ‘Spain and Portugal’, in: Legacy $Islam, 1st ed., op. cif., pp. 1-39; , op. cif.., 

79. A. Ahmad, op. lit., pp. 97-104; W. M. Watt, op. cif, pp. 27-29. 
80. E. Barker, ‘The Crusades’, in Legagi $hlam, 1st ed., op. cit., pp. 40-77; C. Singer, op. cif., 

pp. 764-765. Two sources are particularly useful: A. S. Atiya, I h e  CmmdeJ, Conlnlerce and 
Culture, Gloucester, Mass., 1969, and P. Hitti, TZkb al-‘Arab, 11, Beirut, 1965, pp.780- 
792, and the origmal English €&tory $tbeA4rabs, Macmillan, 10th ed., 1970, pp. 659-670. 

81. G. Sarton, op. cif., 11, p. 1040; D. B. Harden, ‘Glass and Glaze’, in: Singer et al. (eds.), A 
Hijtoly .f Ecbnoloyl: op. cit., p. 328. 

82. G. Sarton, op. cif., 11, pp. 834-842. 

pp. 26-29; T. F. Glick, op. cif., pp. 235-347. 
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C h a p t e r  2.1 

MATHEMATICS 
Rosbdi RaJbed 

INTRODUCTION 

Mathematical research conducted in the Arabic language seems to have 
started at the beginning of the ninth century. In Baghdad, at this time, the 
activity of translating the great Hellenistic mathematical treatises was at its 
height: al-Haj jiij b. Matar twice translated Euclid’s Elements and the Almagest 
of Ptolemy; while Hila1 al-Himsi rendered into Arabic the first four books of 
Apollonius’ Conics. Works of Archimedes, Pappus, Diophantus, among 
others, were translated during the course of this century. 

Two characteristics of this undertaking, though of major importance, 
have been insufficiently emphasized; these translations were carried out by 
first-class mathematicians and were inspired by the most advanced research 
of the time.’ Thus, it was a mathematician of the class of Thabit b. Qurra 
(d. 289/901) who translated the last three books of the Conics of Apollonius. 
Moreover, everything points to the fact that Qus fa b. LGqa’s translation, 
around 257/870, of the Arithmeticu of Diophantus was motivated by already 
existing research on indeterminate or rational Diophantine analysis.2 In the 
same way, the translations made of On Bgming Mirrors by Diocles or 

1. For the translation of Greek scientific works into Arabic see R. &shed, ‘Problems of the 
Transmission of the Greek Scientific Thought into Arabic: Examples from Mathematics 
and Optics’, Hioly OfSciences, 27, 1989, pp. 199-209. 

2. Al-Khuw?irizmi’s book on algebra, written towards 215/830, ends with a chapter on the 
problems of inheritance and distribution which, for the most part, are first-degree 
indeterminate problems. Indeterminate analysis constitutes a chapter of the book by Abii 
Kgmil on algebra in which problems are solved which are absent from Diophantus’ 
Aritbmetica. A critical first edition of the Arabic text, as well as a new edition of the Latin 
version, by 2. Allard and R. Rashed will soon be published at Louvain. 
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Anthemius of Tralles3 were due to research needs in this area. W e  might 
multiply the examples; all show the close links between translation on the 
one hand and mathematical research and innovation on the other. To miss 
this aspect would be to fail to understand the lexical and syntactic properties 
of these translations, as well as the diffusion of the mathematical knowledge 
thus translated, and the direction and reasons for these innovations. 

In short, translation represented a great moment in the Arabic 
expression of Hellenistic mathematics. It was precisely at this time and in 
this place - the Baghdad Bayt al-Hikma (House of Wisdom) - that al- 
Khuwgrizmi (6. 215/830) wrote a book whose subject was new. In these 
pages, for the first time, w e  see the appearance of algebra as a distinct and 
independent mathematical discipline. The event was crucial (and was seen as 
such by his contemporaries) as much for the style of the mathematics as for 
the ontology of its object, and above all for the richness of the possibilities 
which the field now ~ffered.~ The style is both algorithmic and 
demonstrative. H e  was obliged, moreover, to conceive a mathematical object 
general enough to be characterized in different ways, yet endowed with an 
existence that would be independent of its own characterizations. Already in 
al-Khuwi%rizm-, the algebraic object is equally a number and an irrational 
quantity or geometrical magnitude. The science of algebra itself had to be 
both apodictic and applied. Now ths new ontology, as well as this 
combination of a demonstrative and an applied approach, struck the 
philosophers of the period. Without going into details, let us simply note 
that in this algebra can already be glimpsed the immense potential which 
mathematics would possess from the ninth century on - the application of 

3. LRs Cat0prieiensgrec.x Sur les miroirs ardents, Paris, Belles Lettres, forthcoming (Collection G. 
Bud&), 2000. 

4. Thus, Abii =mil wrote of al-Iuluwiirizmi: ‘It is he who first wrote a book on algebra 
and on al-mupieball?; he who began and invented all the foundations which are found 
therein.’ (See Abii Kiimil, MS. Kara Mustafa, No. 379, fol. 2r.) Siniin b. al-Fa& who, in 
the introduction to his work, mentioned al-Khuwarizmi alone, affirmed that the science 
is due to him: ‘Muhammad b. Miisii al-Khuwarizmi wrote a book that he called Algebra 
and al-MtlqZbala.’ See also the later al-Hasan b. Yiisuf, who wrote of al-KhuwarizmI: ‘He 
was the first in all Islam to discover this science; thus the mathematicians have made of 
him their imim and the master in this science.’ Finally, let us cite Ibn Miilik al-Dimashqi: 
‘Know that this science was the invention of that perfect scholar, Muhammad b. Miisii 
al-IChuwarizmi.’ W e  could multiply indefinitely quotations to this end. Moreover, Hiijji 
Khalifa quoted a book of Abu 1-1, al-Wa@ya bi-Ijabr in which Abii Kiimil, speaking of 
yet another of his books, wrote: ‘In my second book I have established the proof of the 
authority and the priority in algebra and al-mtlqibah of Muhammad b. Miisii al- 
Khuwiirizm-, and I have replied to that impetuous man called Ibn Barza concerning what 
he has attributed to ‘Abd al-Hiimid, who he has said is lus grandfather.’ (Hajji Iulalifa, 
Kasbf al-.pnCn, ed. Yatkaya, 1943,II, pp. 1407-1408). 
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one mathematical discipline to another. In other words, if algebra, because 
of its object and its newly introduced ontology made these interactions 
possible, these last, in return, by virtue of their number and diversity, never 
ceased to modify the configuration of post-ninth century mathematics. 

The successors of al-IUluwnrizmi undertook in turn the application of 
arithmetic to algebra, of algebra to arithmetic, of both to trigonometry, of 
algebra to the Euclidean theory of numbers, of algebra to geometry, and of 
geometry to algebra. These applications were always the first steps in the 
creation of new disciplines, or, at least, new subdisciplines: the algebra of 
polynomials, combinatorial analysis, numerical analysis, numerical solution 
of equations, a new elementary theory of numbers, and the geometrical 
construction of equations. To this, w e  must add other consequences, such as 
the separation between integer and rational Diophantine analysis, the latter 
becoming a whole subfield of algebra under the name of ‘indeterminate 
analysis’ (fi-l-istipa ’) . 

Such applications expressed, in fact, the double dialectic which 
dominated all the mathematical production of the tenth century and the 
seven centuries to follow, the dialectic between algebra and arithmetic, and 
between algebra and geometry. That is why, in order to understand the 
greater part of mathematical activity during at least seven centuries, w e  must 
grasp the central role of this new science, algebra, in the birth of t l m  
dialectic by placing ourselves in the heart of this movement of mutual 
reorganization and restructuring of these disciplines. But, gven the 
impossibility of retracing here the history of h s  double movement and thus 
of all these chapters, w e  shall successively consider algebra and the theory of 
algebraic equations, the theory of numbers, combinatorial analysis, integral 
Diophantine analysis, infinitesimal evaluations and, finally, numerical 
analysis. 

Algebra and the theory of algebraic equations 
One of the most important chapters in the history of classical mathematics is 
that which treats the theory of algebraic equations. Let us recall that, with al- 
Khuwiirizmi, we meet for the first time a theory of equations of the first and 
second degree: 

ax2 = bx, ax2 = c, bx = c, ax2 + bx = c, ax2 + c = bx, ax2 = bx + c. 
It is true that twenty-five centuries before al-Khuwgrizmi, the 

Babylonians had resolved problems of the second degree; it is equally true 
that Euclid’s Elements contains geometric construction of quadratic 
equations; it is incontestable that in the Arithmetia of Diophantus we meet 
problems of the second degree and higher. Nonetheless, it was al- 
IUluw%rizmi who was the first to conceive of a new discipline - algebra - 
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which would demand that one goes further than the simple formulation of 
solutions or geometrical constructions or even the solution of numerical 
equations, on to the elaboration of a real theory of equations. And in the 
book of al-IGuw%rizm- w e  no longer find a simple succession of problems 
to be solved, but an exposition which starts from certain primitives - 
number, thing (shg’), square (md) - whose combinations will give all 
possible prototypes, which will henceforth constitute the true object of 
study. O n  the other hand, the concept of equation appears from the 
begnning as autonomous and, we might say, in a generic manner, to the 
degree that it does not simply appear in the course of the solution of a 
problem, but is deliberately called upon to designate an infinite class of 
problems. Finally, al-IUluwarizmi insists on the transformation of an 
equation into its normal form in order to give a solution by radlcals and then 
geometrically justifies ths algorithmic solution. The theory of equations, as 
may well be understood, occupies a central place in the new ~cience.~ 

5. Al-Khuwiirizmi in effect demands the systematic reduction (jam4 reducere) of each 
equation to its corresponding normal form. For the fourth equation, he writes: ‘In the 
same way, if there are two squares (x2, nd), or three, or less, or more, then reduce to a 
single square and reduce the roots and the numbers which are found at the same time as 
it to that which you have reduced the squares.’ (Al-Khuw%rizm-, E t b  al-Jabr wa-l- 
mzqibalu (The Short Book of Algebra and al-Muqiibala], M. M. Musharafa and M. M. 
Ahmad (eds.), Cairo, 1939, p. 19). In particular, this is applied to the trinomial equations: 

x2 +px = q, x2 =px + q, x2 + q =px. 
Everything is thus in place for the establishment of algorithmic formulae for the 

solutions. Al-Khuw%rizmi then treats each case. The fact that each coefficient hasn’t a 
particular value doesn’t affect at all the generality of the reasoning. Let us take as an 
example the most famous case, that of the first of the preceding equations, withp = 10, 
q = 39. Al-Khuwsrizmi writes ‘The rule (fa-bzbzlhu, CI+J q d a )  in this is that you divide 
the roots in two halves; in this problem, you obtain five, which you multiply with itself, 
one obtains twenty-five; you add it to thirty-nine, you obtain sixty-four; you take its root 
which is eight, you subtract from it the half of the roots, which is five, there remains 
three which is the root of the square you seek, and the square is nine.’ (Op. it., pp. 18- 
19). In other words, one obtains in this case the following expression: 

For the two other cases, one has 
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The successors of al-Khuwarizmi, although engaged in the extension 
and development of abstract algebraic calculations, nevertheless advanced 
the theory of equations in two dxections. They began by the study of general 
quadratic equations; Siniin b. al-Fath studied the trinomials which, when 
dvided by an appropriate power of the unknown, are transformed into al- 
IUluwarizmi's equations, i.e. equations involving terms in ax2"+', bx"" , 
cxp . Equally, al-Karaji, in hls book al'-Fakh< studied the equations 

2n 2 N ax +bx"=c, ax +c=bx", bx"+c=ax2". 
The second direction of research concerned the solution of the cubic 

equation by radicals. Actually, and contrary to what has been generally 
thought until now, Arab mathematicians did try to algebraically solve the 
cubic. Accordmg to al-Sulami, one of the mathematicians of the period, we 
now know that the algebraists &d seek such a solution and that he hmself 
considered two types as capable of such a solution, namely 

x3 + ax2 + bx = c and x3 + bx = ax2 + c . 
Al-Sulami imposed however the condition a2 = 3b and then exhibited 

for each equation a real positive root: 

and, in this last case, he distinguishes: 

if [:] = q 'then the root of the square is equal to half of the roots, exactly, 

without excess or diminution.' 

if [ i] < q 'then the problem is impossible (fa-l-mas'alatu mustu&lafm guaestio est 

impossibili)' (op. it., pp. 20-21). 
To conclude this chapter, al-Khuw%rizmi writes: 'These are the six types that I 

mentioned at the beginning of my book. I have finished their exposition and I have said 
that there are three of them for which one does not divide the roots into two halves. I 
have exhibited their rules (&is&, regzlas) and their necessity (idtirirahq necessitm)). As for 
those for which one must divide the roots into two halves, in the three kinds which 
remain, I have explained them by reasons (bi-'abwd) and I have drawn for each a figure 
by which one may recognize the reason for the division into two halves.' (Op. it., p. 21). 
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2.1 The oldest reference to a decimal point by al-Uqlidisi 
(wrote 952, Damascus) in hs Et& al-FtpZ 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (MS. Yeni Jami 802, fol. 6lr) 
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W e  can reconstitute his procedure as follows: he first transforms the 
equation to its normal form by a linear transformation, but instead 
of determining the discriminant, he eliminates the term involving the 
first power of the unknown in order to transform the problem into that 
of the extraction of a cube root. Thus, for example, in the first 
equation he performs the linear transformation x 3 JJ -a; the equation 
then becomes 3 

y3 + P? - 4 = 0 , 
2 

U with p=b-- and 3 27 
2 

Putting b = a, we obtain 3 
3 

3 U y =c+,, 
L /  

from whch may be calculated the value of x. 
Attempts such as this, which are normally attributed to the Italian 

mathematicians of the fourteenth century (Master Dardi), seem to be quite 
frequent in the algebraic tradltion of al-Karaji. W e  note, however, that in the 
arithmetic algebraic tradltion, the theory of equations lost the central role 
that it occupies in the book of al-Khuw%rizm- to the investigation of abstract 
algebraic calculation, and became no more than one chapter among all the 
others constituting ths algebra. To appreciate this point, it is sufficient to 
examine the algebraic treatises of al-Karaji (ul-fikhrz), or one of his 
successors (like the ul-Bdir of al-Samaw’al). W e  shall understand better this 
loss of importance if w e  examine briefly the renewal of arithmetic algebra of 
al-Karaji (and others). 

By the end of the tenth century, the application of arithmetic to algebra 
- the ‘arithmetization of algebra’ as I have called it elsewhere - had led, in the 
hands of the Baghdad mathematician d-Karaji, to the constitution of the 
algebraic polynomials. From al-Karaji on, and up to the eighteenth century, 
algebraic treatises would be organized around arithmetical operations on 
polynomials. To illustrate this new situation, it is sufficient to recall here the 
principal chapters of an algebraic treatise, as well as some of the results 
contained therein. Let us take the book by the tenth-century mathematician 
al-Samaw’al, mentioned above. The author begins by defining, in all 
generality, the notion of an algebraic power‘ and, thanks to the definition 

6. Here is what al-Samaw’al writes, after having listed in a table the powers of x on either 
side of xo: ‘If two powers are on opposite sides of unity, starting from one of them and 
going towards unity, we mark off the number of elements in the table which separate the 
other power from unity and the number is on the side of unity. If the two powers are on 
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xo=l, gives a rule equivalent to xn’xn = (m, n) E Z2. Then comes the 
study of arithmetic operations on monomials and polynomials, concentrating 
especially on questions of the dlvisibdity of polynomials and the approxi- 
mation of integral fractions by elements of the ring of polynomials. In order 
to prepare the way for h s  research on polynomials, the author dedlcates a 
chapter to the derivation of the binomial expansion formula and the 
associated table of coefficients. It is during the demonstration of this last 
formula that finite complete induction appears, admittedly in an archaic form, 
as a proof procedure. There then follows the reply to the question: ‘How can 
multiplication, division, addition, subtraction and the extraction of roots be 
used on irrational quantitie~?’~ Though empirically stated, the reply to this 
question constitutes the first study of algebraic extensions of finite degree 
over the rational field. W e  also find an important chapter on indeterminate 
or rational Diophantine analysis. Now h s  book of al-Samaw’al, like that of 
al-Karaji before him and like all those by mathematicians in h s  tradltion of 
arithmetical algebra, contains a short chapter on algebraic equations, 
concerning principally the solution of quadratic equations. This chapter, as 
we have already noted, is not only short but does not occupy a central place 
in the book. It is clear that the arithmetic algebraists were much more 
interested in the creation of an abstract algebraic calculus than in the theory 
of algebraic equations. It is true that the work of these mathematicians 
helped spread the knowledge of the algebraic structure of the real number 
field, or rather of finite degree algebraic extensions of the rational field. For 
the most part, the results thus obtained, as well as the theorems 
demonstrated by the algebraists of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, have 
been attributed by historians to mathematicians of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. 

The lesser importance attached to the theory of equations in arithmetic 
algebra was, to some extent, compensated for by the attention paid to 
geometry. Indeed, thanks to the new relations between algebra and geometry 
forged from the second half of the ninth century on, with Thiibit b. Qurra 
principally, the theory of equations gained an autonomy and extension. It 
became less and less a simple chapter in algebra and began to constitute a 
relatively independent domain in whch were cultivated geometrical tools, 
analytic ideas and numerical methods. Our object here is the study of the 
beginning of this transformation. 

In the ninth century, Thnbit b. Qurra translated into the language of 
algebra certain problems in plane geometry, given in the Elements, and 

the same side of unity, we count away from unity.’ &4L-BZbiq ,4lge‘bi-e d’al-Samaw’a4 edition, 
introduction and notes by S. Ahmad and R. Rashed, Damascus, 1972. 

7. op. it., p. 37. 
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showed the equivalence between the algebraic and geometric solutions; i.e. 
he showed both how these problems could be translated into the algebra of 
al-IUluwiirizmi and also what the geometrical equivalents of equations and 
their solutions were. 

It was only in the tenth century that mathematicians began this mutual 
translation for equations of higher degree. They translated into algebraic 
language problems in solid geometry not constructible by ruler and compass: 
principally the trisection of the angle, the two mean proportionals and the 
regular heptagon. It was also at ths time that mathematicians and 
astronomers used this algebraic translation to determine the chords of 
certain angles, in order to construct tables of sines. The names of al-Miihhnni, 
al-Khiizin, al-Biruni, among others, mark ths aspect of algebraic translation.8 

O n  the other hand, confronted by the difficulty of resolving the cubic 
equation by rachcals, algebraists/geometers, like Abu-l-Jud b. al-Layth, were 
led to translate this problem into the language of geometry. They then were 
able to apply to the study of this equation a technique of then current use in 
the investigation of solid geometry, the intersection of curves. This 
technique had been in frequent use for at least a century and was perfectly 

8. Here is how al-Khayy%m, in his manner, retraces this history in his famous treatise on 
algebra: ‘As for the Ancients, nothing of what they said has come down to us; perhaps 
they sought and investigated but did not conclude; perhaps their researches did not lead 
them to investigate; perhaps, finally, nothing of what they said has been translated into 
our language. As for the Moderns among them, it was al-MPh%ni (Abo ‘Abdd%h 
Muhammad b. ‘Is% Ahmad al-Mnhiini, c. 22(3-275/825-888) who was led to analyse by 
algebra the lemma that Archimedes used, taking it as given in Proposition 4 of Book 2 of 
his Be $here and the @?index Here he arrived at cubes, squares, and numbers forming an 
equation which he could not resolve even after much thought; he, thus, ended by 
deciding that it was impossible until Abii Ja‘far al-IU?iizin solved the equation by conic 
sections. After him, some geometers needed various kinds of these equations, and some 
resolved several of them; but not one of them said anydung certain about the enumeration 
of their types nor the “means” of obtaining the forms of each, nor of their demonstrations, 
except for the two kinds that I shall mention. 
‘As for me, I wished, and still ardently do, to know with certainty all their types and to 

distinguish by demonstration the possible from the impossible cases among the forms of 
each. I know that one has a very urgent need of this when one is at grips with the 
difficulties of the problems. I have not, however, been able to consecrate myself entirely 
to the acquisition of this possession nor to reflect on it with perseverance, prevented as I 
have been by difficulties. For we have been sorely tried by the dwindling number of men 
of science, with the exception of a group as small as its afflictions are great, and whose 
concern is to seize time in its flight in order to yet consecrate itself to the rounding off 
and perfection of science.’ 

This text is fundamental for the history of cubic equation; see R Rashed and B. 
Wahadzadeh: Al-I(hayy%m mathkmancien, Blanchard, Paris, 1999. 
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understood, as can be seen in the works of al-Qiihi, Ibn Sahl and Ibn al- 
Haytham, for example. 

But it is with al-IUlayyiim (d. 526/1131) that was born the first 
attempt to found this mutual translation. H e  intended at first to go 
beyond previous fragmentary research, linked to one or another form of 
the cubic, in order to elaborate a theory of equations and, at the same 
time, propose a new method of reduction. The new theory was that of 
algebraic equations of degree less than or equal to 3. H e  studied all the 
types of equations of the third degree, classed in a formal way by the 
distribution of terms - constant, first degree, second degree, and third 
degree - between the sides of the equation. For each type, al-Khayyiim 
found a way to construct a positive root through the intersection of two 
conics. To elaborate this new theory, al-KhayyPm was forced to envision 
more clearly and thus to explicitly formulate the new relations between 
geometry and algebra. W e  recall, in this regard, that the fundamental 
concept introduced by al-Khayygm is that of ‘unit of measure’ which, 
suitably defined in relation to that of ‘dimension’, permits the application 
of geometry to algebra. 

Though still somewhat timidly, the theory of equations now seemed to 
transcend, at least relatively, the gap between algebra and geometry. Nothing 
prevented an author from writing a memoir on the proper subject and 
nothing forbade him from restricting his exposition to that subject alone. In 
dstinction to the algebraist-arithmeticians, al-KhayyPm excluded from his 
treatise chapters which occupied a central place in all other algebraic works 
of the period, such as the study of algebraic powers, polynomials and 
operations on polynomials, algebraic irrational number, etc. O n  the other 
hand, he fashioned a new model of exposition; beginning with a discussion 
of the concept of algebraic magnitude and its use in defining a unit of 
measure, he turns then to his own classification of equations and the lemmas 
necessary for the examination, in ascending order of difficulty, of second- 
degree binomial equations, third-degree binomial equations, second-degree 
trinomial equations, third-degree trinomial equations and, finally, equations 
containing the inverse of the unknown. 

In his treatise, al-Khayyiim arrived at two remarkable results which 
historians are used to attributing to Descartes: a general solution of 
all equations of the third degree by the intersection of two conics, 
and a geometrical calculus rendered possible by the choice of a unit 
length. 

Notice that al-Khayyiim did not stop there, but attempted to give an 
approximate numerical solution of the cubic equation. Thus, in a memoir 
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entitled On the Dvision OftheQuarter Grde’ in whch he announced his new 
project in the theory of equations, he arrived at an approximate numerical 
solution by means of trigonometric tables. 

9. Op. it., pp. 82ff.: ‘As for the ancient mathematicians who did not speak our language, 
they did not point out any of this, or, at least, nothing has come down to us which has 
been translated into our language. 
‘And among the Moderns who speak our language, the first who had need of 

one of the trinomial kind among these fourteen types is al-Mghihani, the geometer. H e  
resolved the lemma that Archimedes took as given in Proposition 4 of 
the second book of his work on ne Sphere and the GLnder, which I shall now set 
out. 

‘Archimedes said: Two straight lines, AB and BC, are of known magnitude and 
one is in the prolongation of the other; and the proportion of BC to CE is known. 
CE is then known as shown in the Datu (of Euclid). H e  then said: Let the 
proportion of CD to CE be equal to the proportion of the square of AB to the 
square of AD. 

‘He did not say how one knows that, since one necessarily needs conic sections. Aside 
from this, he introduced nothing in this book which depends on conic sections. H e  also 
took that as given. The fourth proposition concerns the cutting of a sphere by a plane in 
a given proportion. But al-Mahiini used the terms of the algebraists to facilitate “the 
construction”, as analysis led to numbers - squares and cubes in equations - that he 
could not resolve by conic sections, he thus ended by deciding that it was impossible. 
Thus, the solution of one of the types remained hidden from this eminent man, despite 
his eminence and hls primacy in this art, until there appeared Abii Ja‘far al-Khazin and he 
gave a method that he put forward in a book. Abii NaSr b. ‘Ir%q, the protkgk of the 
Prince of Believers, from the land of Khuwsrizmi, resolved the lemma that Archimedes 
has assumed in determining the side of the heptagon (inscribed) in a circle and which is 
founded on the square verifying the mentioned property. H e  used the terms of the 
algebraists. Analysis led to “a cube plus squares equal to a number” that he resolved by 
sections. 
‘By my life, this man is of the top class in mathematics! Here is the problem before 

which were reduced to impotence; Abii Sahl al-Q&i, Abu-l-Wafs’ al-Biizjiini, Abii 
Hamid al-Saghani and a group of their colleagues, all devoted to his Lordship ‘Adad al- 
Dawla in the City of Peace (Baghdad); this problem, I say, is the following: if you divide 
ten into two parts, the sum of their squares plus the quotient of the greater by the lesser 
is seventy-two. Analysis led to “square equal to roots plus a number”. These eminent 
men remained perplexed by this problem for a long time until Abu-1-Jtid solved it. They 
preserved “his solution” in the library of the Samanid kings. These then are three types - 
two trinomials and a quadrinomial - of composite equations. The binomial equation 
alone, i.e. “a cube equal to a number”, was resolved by our eminent predecessors. 
Nothing from them, on the ten remaining “equations”, has come down to us, nor 
anything as detailed. If time is granted us and if success is accorded me, I shall record 
these fourteen types with all their branches and sections, distinguishing possible and 
impossible cases - in fact, certain of these types require conditions in order to be valid - 
in a work whch will contain several preliminary lemmas, of great utility for the principles 
of this art.’ 
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2.2 A folio from the Book ofGeometr_y of Nasir al-Din al-Tusi 
0 Roland and Sabrina Wchaud (Suleimaniye Library, Istanbul) 
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Thus, it is in this form that, in the eleventh century, the first work 
wholly and exclusively devoted to the theory of algebraic equations 
appeared, whose structure is an exact reflection of the classification of 
equations adopted by al-Khayyiim, according to their degree and their 
number of terms. It has always been believed that the contribution of Arabic 
mathematics to the theory of algebraic equations was limited to al-IUlayyiim 
and his work; that this work, leaving no posterity, was without real historical 
impact, its author an isolated genius, a singular point. About fifteen years 
ago,*' I showed that that was not true; not only I d  the work of al-IGayyiim 
inaugurate a real tradition, but moreover, hs successors transformed the 
initial project so profoundly that the theory of equations explicitly 
constituted a domain independent of its own origns, of algebra. 

Accordmg to historical sources, Sharaf al-Din al-Mas'iidi, a student of 
al-IUlayyiim, composed a work treating the theory of equations and the 
solutions of cubic equations. But ths book, if it were ever written, has not, 
in any case, come down to us. It is in the following generation that w e  find 
one of the Arabic mathematical works in h s  tradition which combines 
algebra and geometry: the work by Sharaf d-Din al-Tiki, Treatise on 
Eg~tations.~~ Now, h s  work by al-Tiisi (d. 568/1172) contains some very 
important innovations with respect to al-IUlayyiim. In contradistinction to 
this latter, the approach of al-Tiisi was no longer global and algebraic but 
local and analytic. Ths radical change, particularly important in the history 
of classical mathematics, deserves some more attention here. 

The Treatise of al-Tiisi opens with the study of two conic curves to be 
used in what follows: the parabola and hyperbola, to which must be added 
the circle to complete the range of curves used by the author. H e  supposes, 
apparently, that the reader is familiar with the equation of a circle - the 
power of a point with reference to a circle - and uses this preliminary 
section to establish the equation of a parabola and the equation of an 
equilateral hyperbola with respect to two systems of axes. 

The Treatise follows a classification of equations of degree inferior or 
equal to 3. Unlike al-I(hayyHm, he chooses an extrinsic and not an intrinsic 
criterion of classification, whereas al-Khayyiim, as we have seen, ordered hs 
exposition according to the number of terms whch form the equation. Al- 

10. See R. Rashed, 'Rtsolution des tquations numtriques et alg6bre: Sharaf &Din al-Tiisi, 
Vii.te', -4rchive for the ffistoy OfExact Sciences, 12, 1974, pp. 244-290 (= Entre arithmitiqge et 
alge'bre, recherches sur I'histooire des mathehatiques arabes, Paris, Belles Lettres, 1984, pp. 147- 
194; Arabic trans., Beirut, 1989; English trans., Boston Studies in the Philosophy and 
Science, in press.) 

11. Sharaf d-Dtn al-Tiisi, Ckvres ma&hzatiqzres; algi6re et gLom&ie au XZI' siide, ed., trans. and 
commentary R. Rashed, Paris, Belles Lettres, 1982. 
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Tasi selects, as the ordering criterion, the existence or non-existence of 
positive solutions, i.e. equations are ordered according to whether or not 
they admit ‘impossible cases’. It is then easy to understand why the Treatire 
contains only two parts, corresponding to the preceding alternative. In the 
first part, al-Tiisi discusses the solution of twenty equations. For each, he 
treats: the geometric construction of roots, the evaluation of the 
discriminant for quadratic equations only and, finally, the numerical solution 
by the so-called ‘Ruffini-Horner’ method. He extends the application of this 
method to polynomial equations and not just the extraction of the root of a 
number. 

W e  are now in a position to locate the constituent elements of the 
twelfth-century theory of equations in the al-Khayyiim tradition: geometric 
construction of roots, numerical solution of equations, and finally, a 
reminder of the solutions of the quadratic equation by radicals, but this time, 
rediscovered through geometric construction. In his first part, after having 
studied second-degree equations and the equation x3 = c , al-Tiisi examines 
eight equations of the third degree. The first seven all have just one positive 
root (they may have negative roots, although al-Tusi does not recognize 
these). To study each of these equations, he chooses two second-degree 
curves, or, more precisely, two curved segments. He then shows, through 
geometric means, that the arcs under study have a point of intersection 
whose abscissa satisfies the proposed equation (they may have other points 
of intersection). The geometric properties described by al-Tiisi are, aside 
from some details whch he does not mention explicitly though they are 
satisfied by the data he chooses, characteristic properties and thus lead to the 
equations of the curves under consideration. Thanks to the use of the terms 
‘interior’ and ‘exterior’, al-TBsi can employ the continuity and convexity of 
his curves. W e  can translate his procedure by the equation 

he considers in fact the two expressions 
x3+bx=c, b , c > O ;  

2 
X f (x) = ,/-) and g(x) = -, & 

and shows that, if there exists an a and p such that (f - g)(a)> 0 and 
(f-g)(p)<O thenthereexists y E] a, P [  suchthat(f-g) (y)=O. 

In reading this first part, we are struck, as in the case of al-Khayyam, by 
the fact that al-Tiisi studies primarily the geometric construction of positive 
roots for these twenty-five equations of degree less than or equal to 3, since 
those which are left are transformed by means of linear transformations into 
one of these types. In a manner similar to that of al-Khayyiim, he proceeds 
by plane geometric constructions if the equation, reduced as far as possible, 
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is of the first or second degree, or by constructions using the two or three 
curves already mentioned if the equation, equally reduced, is cubic. In the 
last analysis, the constructions corresponding to cubic equations are 
equivalent to the insertion of two geometric mean proportionals between 
two given line segments. 

If the first part of the Treatire is narrowly dependent on al-Khayyiim’s 
contributions, there are nonetheless differences whose consequences appear 
only in the second part. For each equation under study, al-Tiisi demonstrates 
the existence of a point of intersection for the two curves, while al-Khayyiim 
does so only for the twentieth case. Al-Tusi also introduces some 
procedures, of which he will make ample use in the second part, such as 
linear transformations and the calculation of the distance of a point from a 
line. 

The second part of the Treutise is dedicated to the five equations which 
admit, according to al-Tusi, ‘impossible cases’, i.e. cases where there exists 
no positive solution. Here are the equations: 
1. x +c=ux 
2. x3+c=bx 
3. x +ax2-i-c=bx 

3 2 

3 

4. x3+bx+c=ax2 
5. x3+c=ax +bx. 2 

Unlike al-Khayyiim, al-Tiisi did not stop with the simple recognition of 
the existence of ‘impossible cases’. Interested in the proof of the existence of 
points of intersection, and consequently of roots, he had to characterize each 
case and seek out the reason for it. Now it was precisely this technical 
problem, and the questions which it raises, which led al-Tusi to break with 
the tradition of al-Khayygm and modify his original project. But, in order to 
better understand this profound mutation, we must analyse al-Tiisi’s 
procedure. 

Each of the five equations may be written in the formf(x) = c where! 
is a polynomial. To characterize the ‘impossible cases’, al-Tiisi studies the 
intersection of the representative curve ofy = f(x) with the liney = c. Al- 
Tiisi considers this a segment of a curve, that for which there simultaneously 
holds x > 0 andy = f (x) > 0, which may be impossible. W e  note that 
for hm the problem has a meaning only for x > 0 andf(x) > 0, and, in 
each case, he assumes the conditions for which f(x) is strictly positive. 
Thus, in Equation (l), he puts in as a condition that 0 < x < a, in Equation 
(2) that 0 < x < &, in (3) that 0 < x < &which, however, is not 
sufficient. Thus, al-Tiisi has to examine the relations between the existence 
of solutions and the position of the constant c with respect 
to the maximum of the polynomial function. It is at this point that 
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he introduces new concepts, procedures and language; he even defines 
a new object. H e  begins by formulating the concept of the maximum 
of an algebraic expression which he calls ‘the largest number’ 
(al- ‘adad al-a >am). Let f(xo) = eo be a maximum, gving the point (xo, eo). 
Al-Tiisi then determines the roots of f(x) = 0, i.e. the intersection of the 
curve with the x-axis, from which he deduces a double inequality for the 
roots of f (x)= c . 

The whole problem for al-Tusi, then, is reduced to the search for the 
value of x which yields a maximum forf(x). H e  proceeds by the solution of 
an equation which turns out to be, though in a different notation, 
f’ (x) = 0 , wheref‘ is the derivative of$ 

But, before examining this central problem of the derivative, we must 
note the change in and the introduction of the local analysis. W e  first 
recall the results of al-Tusi. For Equation (1) above, the derivative admits 
two roots, 0 and - , which give, respectively, a minimum f(O)= 0 and a 

maximum f (y - eo . O n  the other hand, the equation f(x) = 0 admits 
a double root, 4 = 0, and a positive root, 4 = a. AI-Tusi then concludes: if 
c<c,, Equation (1) has two positive roots x1 and x2, such that 
4 = 0 < x1 < xo < x2 = 4. W e  note that there exists a (negative) third root, 
x3, that al-Ta-si does not consider. For Equations (2), (3), and (5), hs 
reasoning is analogous. In these three cases the derivative admits two roots 
with opposite signs. The positive root, xo, gives the maximum eo = f(xo) 
and the equation f(x) = 0 admits three simple roots, one of whch is 
negative, while the others are 4 = O  and&. From &IS follows the 
conclusion obtained above. 

In order to better illustrate al-Tusi’s approach, let us briefly examine hs 
discussion of Equation (1). Tlvs equation can be written: 

2a 

c = x2(a -x) = f(x). 
Al-Tasi considers three cases: 

c > - - the problem is impossible according to al-Tusi (it admits a 4a3 
27 

4a’ 2a 
27 

negative root); 

c =- - al-Tusi finds the double root xo =F (but does not 
recopae the negative root); 
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- al-Tusi finds the two positive roots, whtch are 4a3 

2a O<xl <-<x, < a .  3 

H e  then studies the maximum off(x) and shows that: 

(*) 

while showing first: 

c<27 

2a 
3 f(xo)= ap ~(x) with xo =-, 

a) x1 >xo *f(Xl)<f(XO), 

O<x<a 

then: 

b) x2 < XI3 * f(x,)< &); 
and from these last deducing (*). 

To find xo = - , al-Tusi solves f’(x) = 0 . H e  then calculates: 2a 

3 

whch allows him to justify the three cases previously considered. Next he 
determines the two positive roots x1 and x2. Putting x, = xo + y , this linear 
transformation leads to the equation j3 + q2 = k , with k = co - c = - - c ; 
an equation already solved by al-Tiisi in the first part of the %eatire. H e  
then justifies ths linear transformation and proceeds in the same manner 
for the linear transformation x, = y + a -x, , with J a positive solution 
of another equation previously solved in the Treatise. Al-Tusi then 
justifies this last linear transformation and finally shows that x1 # xo and 
x1 fx,. 

There is a problem with Equation (4) since the maximumf(xo) can be 
negative. Therefore, al-Tusi imposes a necessary condition so that only the 
case f(xo)> 0 need be considered and then proceeds as before. The 
equation f’(x) = 0 then has two roots, xi and xO(xr0 < xo), corresponding 
respectively to a negative minimum and a positive maximum. Al-Tusi 
considers only the root xo and obtains co = f(xo). O n  the other hand, the 
equation f(x) = 0 yields, in this case, three roots 0, 4 > O,& > 0, with 
AI < A,. Al-Tusi concludes that for c < c,,, Equation (4) has two positive 
roots, xl and x2 such that 

4a3 
27 

O<h <x, <XO <x, <A2. 
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This rapid summary shows that the presence of the concept of 
derivative is neither fortuitous nor secondary, but, rather, intentional. 
Indeed, it is not the first time that we meet the expression of the derivative 
in the Treatise; it had already been introduced by the author to construct a 
method for the numerical solution of equations. This method goes as 
follows: al-Ttisi determines the first decimal &git of the root as well as its 
order of magnitude. The root is then written in the form x = so + _y , with 
so = 0 10’ (r the decimal order of magnitude). H e  calculates the second 
digt with the help of the equation iny: f(4 + y)= 0 ; the ‘Ruffint-Horner’ 
algorithm is then used to determine the various terms of the precehg cubic 
equation in y. The algorithm introduced by al-TGsi serves to arrange the 
calculation so as to minimize the number of necessary multiplications and is 
none other than a slightly modfied form of the ‘Ruffhi-Homer’ algorithrn, 
adapted for cubic equation. Al-Tiisi then uses as coefficient ofy the valuef’(s) of 
the derivative offat s. Al-TGsi obtains the last digit ofy, i.e. the second digit of 

f(J0 ) 
AJO) the desired root, by taktng the integral part of - ___ 

Here, we recopze ‘Newton’s method’ for the approximate solution 
of an equation. After having calculated the second digit - the first digt 
ofy - the same algorithm is applied to the equation in y to find the 
third digt, and so on until the whole root is found. In the cases discussed 
by aI-Tasi, the root is always an integer.” But, even if it were not, we 

12. Let us take as an example the numerical solution of the equation x3 = bx + AT . A-Tusi 
writes: ‘To determine the number sought, we place the number on an array and w e  count 
its places by cube root, non-cube root. W e  place the zeros of the cube root, we also 
count (the places) of the number by root and non-root, until we arrive at the 
homonymous root of the last place assigned a cube root. W e  then place the number of 
the roots and we count its places by root and non-root. The homonymous place of the 
last place assigned a root for this number of roots is the last place of the root of the 
number of the roots. The problem divides into three cases. 
‘First Case. The homonymous root of the last place assigned a cube root is greater 

than (the place of) the last part of the number of roots, as when we say: a number of the 
form 3 2 7 6 7 0 3 8 plus nine hundred and sixty-three roots equals one cube. 
W e  count from the homonymous root of the last place assigned a cube root to the 

last place of the number of roots; and we also count the same number from the last place 
assigned a cube root in this direction; and then where we end up, we place the last part of 
the number of roots reduced to one-third. We then have the following figure: 
32767038 

. . .  

321 
‘Since the homonymous root of the last place assigned a cube root is the third place 

assigned a root, it is in the ten thousands place, which is higher than the last place of the 
number of roots, which is in the place of the hundreds. W e  count from the place of the 
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could find the digits after the decimal by continuing in the same manner. 
Al-Tusi’s successors proceed in this way for the case where the root 

homonymous root of the last place assigned a cube root to the hundreds; and we also 
count up to the same number from the place of the last place assigned a cube root, 
fmishing in the ten thousands. W e  place the last part of a third of the number of roots in 
this place, and we then place the cube root we seek, which is three, in the place of the last 
zero. W e  subtract its cube from what is below it, we multiply by the places of a third of 
the number of roots, and we add three times the product to the number. W e  put the 
square of the number we seek parallel to itself under the number, according to this figure: 
3 
6 0 5 5 9 3 8. 

9 
W e  subtract a third of the number of roots from the square of the number we seek; 

3 
6 0  5 5 9 3 8. 
8 9 6 7 9  
W e  displace the upper row by two places and the lower row by one place; we place 

the second number we seek, two, and w e  subtract its cube from the number; we multiply 
it by the first number we seek; w e  add the product to the lower row; we multiply it by the 
lower row; and we subtract three times each product of the number. W e  add the square 
of the second number we seek to the lower row; we multiply it by the first number we 
seek; we add the product to the lower row, and we displace the upper row by two places 
and the lower row by one place. W e  place another number we seek, which is one; we 
subtract its cube from the number; we multiply it by the first number we seek and by the 
second; we add the result to the lower row; we multiply it by the lower row; and we 
subtract three times this product from the number. The upper row is then the figure: 
321 

which is the root we seek. 
‘Second Case. The last place of the number of roots is greater than the homonymous 

root of the last place assigned a cube root, as when we say: a number of roots equal to 
1 0 2 0 2 1 plus a number of the form 3 2 7 4 2 0 equals one cube. 
‘We count the number of roots by root, non-root, and we add two places to the 

number by putting two zeros in front of it; we seek the place assigned the highest root 
corresponding to the number of roots; we then place the zeros of the cube root, then we 
seek the highest homonymous cube root of this place assigned a root. W e  displace the 
place of the number of roots parallel to this root, so that it is parallel to the cube root 
which is homonymous to it. W e  place the other places of the number of roots in order; 
we then have this figure: 

321 

we  suppress a third of the number of roots, and we then have this figure: 

00327420 
102021 

for the highest place assigned a root which corresponds to them is the third and is in 
the ten thousands column. Its homonym is the third place assigned a cube root, which is 
in the thousand thousands column. W e  displace the ten thousands place of the number 
of roots so that it is parallel to the place assigned the third cube root, and we seek the 
greatest number such that its square can be subtracted from the number of roots. This 
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was not integral, as is attested in the text of d-Isfahgni in the eighteenth 
century. 

is three. W e  place it in the third place assigned a cube root; we multiply it by the places of 
the number of roots; we add the product to the number, and we subtract its cube from 
the number. W e  reduce the number of roots to a third, it will then begin at the hundreds 
place, as in the figure: 
3 
3 9 3 3 7 2 0. 
34007 

W e  then place the square of the number we seek parallel to it below the number; a third 
of the number or roots is subtracted from it, and the row which is the third of the 
number of roots is suppressed; we displace the upper row by two places and the lower 
row by one place, and we apply the procedure until the end.’ (Sharaf al-Din al-Tiisi, op. 
it., I, pp. 49-52). 
x3 = bx + N 
b = 963 
N = 32 767 038 

x3 = bx + N 
b = 102 021 
N = 327 420 

3 2 1  3 2 1  
3 2  3 2  

3 2 7 6 7 0 3 8  3 2 7 4 2 0  
3 3 

- 2 7  - 2 7  
2 8 8  9 

6 0 5 5 9 3 8  
3 0 6 0 6 3  

3 9 3 3 7 2 0  
- 8 8 
- 5 7 4 0 7 4  

3 0 7 1 9 8  
- 3 7 1 9 5 8  

2 0 6 1 4 0  
I - 

- 3 0 7 1 9 7  
0 0 0 0 0 0  

- 
3 2  1 

9 
8 9 6 7  9 

8 9 6 7 9  

- 1 
- 2 0 6 1 3 9  

0 0 0 0 0 0  
- 1 0 2 0 2 1  
- 3 4 0 0 7  

9 
5 5 9 9 3  

6 
5 5 9  9 3 

4 
6 

1 0 2 0 7 9  
1 0 2 0 7 9  

3 2 0  
1 0 2 3 9 9  

See op. it., pp. cvii and cviii. 
13. Sharaf al-Din al-Tiisi, op. it., I, pp. 11 8ff. 

6 1 9 9 3  
4 

6 8 3 9 3  
6 

6 8 3 9 3  
3 2 0  

6 8 7  1 3  
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If there can be no doubt as to the presence of the derivative, it is true 
that al-Tiisi does not explain the route which led hm to such a notion. In 
order to better grasp the originality of his approach, let us consider the 
example of Equation (3), whch can be rewritten as: 

f (X) = x(b - ax - x2)= c . 
The fundamental problem is to find the value, x = x, , for which the 

maximum is realized. Now, in explaining the splitting of Equation (3) into 
two equations already solved by means of the linear transformations 
x + y = x-x, and x + 3 =x, -x , al-Tusi gives: 
A X 0  >- A X o  + _y> = 2xo (xo + a>y - (b - XO’)~ + (3a + xo >_y2 + y3 
f(Xo 1- f(Xo - y)= (b - xo2)y - 2x, (x, + .)y + (3a + X0)J2 - y3. 

and 

Al-Tusi must have compared f(x,), f(xo + y), and f(xo - y ) by 
noticing that, on IO, hz[, the terms y2(3a + x, + y) and j2 (3. + x, - y) 
are positive. H e  could then have deduced from the two equalities that: 

if b-x, 2 2 2x,(x0 +a), then f(xo)>f(xo +y); 

if 2x, (x, + U) 2 b - xo2, then f(xo) > f (xo - y) ; 
and consequently 

2 f(X0 )> f(X0 + J) 
b-x, = 2x,(x, +l)* 7 

AX,)> Ax0 -d 
i.e. if x, is the positive root of the equation f’(x) = b - 2ax - 3x2 = 0, then 
f(xo) is the maximum forf(x) on the gven interval. Note that the two 
equahties correspond to a Taylor series with: 

2 1  1 
2! 3! 

f’(xo)= b - 2axO - 3x, ; -f”(x0)=-(3a+x,); -frr’(x0)=-1. 

It would appear, then, that al-Tusi’s approach was to order f(xo + y) 
and f(xo -y) according to the powers of?, and to show that there is a 
maximum when the coefficient ofy is zero in tlvs expansion. The value of x 
for which f(x) is maximum is thus the positive root of the expression 
equivalent to f’ (x) = 0. The virtue of the linear transformations 
x + xo f y , with xo a root off’ (x) = 0, is that the term iny in the new 
equation vanishes. It is probable that, starting from this property, al-Tusi 
discovered the equationf’ (x) = 0, perhaps together with an analysis of 
the graph off (which is nowhere traced in the Treatise). For small J, 
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the principal part of the variation of f(xo +J) is in JJ’ and does not 
change sign with J. I have shown elsewhere that al-Ttisi’s approach 
resembles strongly that of Fermat in the latter’s investigation of maxima and 
minima for a po1ynomia1.l~ 

W e  have just seen that the theory of equations was no longer a 
simple subdomain of algebra but included a much larger domain. Under 
this name, the mathematician joined the geometric study of equations with 
their numerical solution. He posed and resolved the problem of the 
conditions for the solubility of each equation which led him to invent the 
local analysis of the curves which he used, and, in particular, the systematic 
study of the maximum of a third-degree polynomial through the use of the 
equation involving the derivative. During the course of the numerical 
solution, he not only applied certain algorithms in whch are found again the 
concept of the derivative of a polynomial, but also attempted to justify these 
algorithms with the help of the notion of ‘dominant polynomials’. It is clear 
that we have here a mathematics of a very hgh level for the period. Let us 
simply say that we touch here the limits of mathematical research that can be 
done in the absence of an efficient symbolism. The whole research 
programme of al-Ttisi was, in fact, conducted in natural language, without 
symbolism of any sort (except, perhaps, for a certain symbolic use of tables), 
which rendered it particularly complicated. This difficulty appears to be an 
obstacle, not only to the internal progress of the programme itself, but also 
to the transmission of results. In other words, as soon as the mathematician 
manipulates symbolic ideas, such as those previously evoked, natural 
language quickly becomes inadequate for the expression of the concepts and 
the operations which are applied to them, thus constituting a limit to 
innovation as well as to the dffusion of this mathematical knowledge. The 
successors of al-Ttisi very probably came up against the same obstacle, until 
the period, starting with Descartes, when mathematical notation was truly 
transformed. 

But the example of al-Tiisi is sufficient to show that the theory 
of equations not only had been transformed since al-IChayyiim, but 
had never ceased to demarcate itself ever more clearly from the search 
for solutions by radicals. Thus, it ended up covering a vast domain, 
including sectors which, later, would belong to analytic geometry or even 
analysis. 

14. Ibid., I, p. xxvii. 
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The classical theory of numbers 

Is it possible to write a history of the theory of numbers without 
tahng into account the contribution of Arabic mathematics? It is true 
that, since the nineteenth century, well-informed historians, of indubitable 
good faith, have agreed that Arabic language number theory stands out 
neither for the originality of its discoveries nor the importance of its 
results. Compared to other mathematical disciplines - algebra for example 
or, even more, arithmetic methods such as Indian calculus - the theory 
of numbers is deceiving; neither its results nor even its errors can claim 
any historic role. Nevertheless, two facts, already mentioned by the 
historians, escape this global judgement: the first attested form of 
Fermat’s conjecture and Thiibit b. Qurra’s theorem on amicable numbers. In 
the course of the last two decades, I have stressed the partial and 
exact nature of this opinion by showing that several new subjects were 
created, starting at the end of the ninth century. Let us go back to the 
beginning. 

At the end of the ninth century, the most important Greek arithmetical 
texts had been translated, notably Euclid’s ‘Arithmetical Books’, the 
liztroduction to Arithmetic by Nicomachus of Gerasa and the Aritbmetica of 
Diophantus of Alexandria. Following these translations in time and, in a 
sense, in opposition to them, there arose several new areas of number 
theory. The first, begun in the purest Euclidean style, led, several centuries 
later and thanks to the application of algebra to elementary number theory, 
to the creation of a non-Hellenistic domain in the theory of numbers. The 
second, by means of a Euclidean reading of the Aritbmetica of Diophantus, 
invented, in the tenth century, integral Diophantine analysis. 

Although Euclid, at the end of Book IX of the Elements, presents a 
theory of perfect numbers, neither he nor Nicomachus of Gerasa nor, 
indeed, any Greek author, had constructed a theory of amicable numbers. In 
the last proposition of Book IX, Euclid shows that anymumber of the form 
2(2P+1 -1) is perfect, i.e. equal to the sum of its proper divisors. Thabit b. 
Qurra, translator of the work of Nicomachus, editor of a translation of the 
ELements, and himself an eminent mathematician, decided to elaborate this 
theory. H e  put forward, and proved in the pure Euclidean manner, the most 
important theorem heretofore announced for these numbers and which is 
today known under his name: 

Let 0, (n) represent the sum of the aliquot parts of the positive integer n 
and ~ ( n )  = 0, (n) + n be the sum of the &visors of n. Recall that two positive 
integers, a and 6, are called amicable if a, (a) = b and o0 (6) = a. 

For n>l, putp. = 3.2.- 1; 4. = 9.2.- 1. Ifpn-1,p12, q. are prime, then 
a = 2. P.-I P,, and b = 2. 4. are amicable. 
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Note that Thnbit b. Qurra’s proof depends on a proposition equivalent 
to Proposition IX. 14 of Euclid, and on the properties of a geometrical series 
of ratio 2. Now, if w e  eliminate the mysticism surrounding amicable 
numbers and only consider their mathematics, w e  must agree that, at least 
unul the end of the seventeenth century, the history of amicable numbers is 
restricted to a mention of h s  theorem and its transmission by later 
mathematicians. Among these last, w e  may cite those writing in Arabic such 
as al-Antaki, al-Baghdndi, Ibn al-Bannii’, al-Umawi, al-IGshi, etc. These 
names, to whch w e  may add, as w e  shall shortly see, that of al-Farisi, are, by 
their chronological and geographic dwersity, sufficient proof of the large 
diffusion of the theorem of Thiibit b. Qurra, extendmg to Descartes in 1638. 
But for all these, it seems to have been assumed as obvious that Thiibit b. 
Qurra’s method is exhaustive. Fermat &d no more than propose the pair 
17296 and 18416 which, in any case, had already been done by al-FHrisi and 
others in the East and the school of Ibn al-Banns’ in the West, if not earlier. 
Descartes, more patient, offered 9363584 and 9437056 already found by al- 
Yazdi. 

However, such a hstorical summary, the most complete to date, is both 
truncated and blind. It ignores the role played by research on amicable 
numbers in the context of number theory, and it neglects the intervention of 
algebra in the latter. Now, I have been able to shod5 that w e  have here a 
quite general phenomenon, ever since the school of al-Karaji. 

Thus w e  shall not spend too much time on the precedmg works but 
rather present here a fact unknown until recently. The famous physicist and 
mathematician, Kamiil al-Din al-Fnrisi (d. 720/1319), wrote a memoir“ in 
which he deliberately undertook to prove the theorem of Thnbit b. Qurra by 
a dlfferent method. Al-Farisi based ths new demonstration on a systematic 
knowledge of the divisors of an integer and the operations to which they are 
subject. In fact, such a proof is really a reorganization, leadmg not only to a 
(local) modrfication of the Euclidean arithmetic approach but also to a 
development of new themes in number theory. 

In order to make this new study of divisors, it was necessary for the 
mathematician to explicitly state what had existed only in a latent form in the 
Elements of Euclid. H e  also had to use certain advances in algebra since the 
time of al-Karaji, notably combinatorial methods. In fact, far from being 
restricted to the proof of Thnbit b. Qurra’s theorem, such an approach 
opened up a new area of study: arithmetic functions. 

15. R. Rashed, Entre arifhmitique ef a&?bre.. ., op. cit., pp. 259ff. 
16. R. Rashed, ‘Mattriaux pour l’histoire des nombres aimables et de l’analyse combinatoire’, 

Journalfor the ffistov ofArabic Science, 6, 1982, pp. 209-278. 
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In the course of his memoir, al-Fnririsi accumulated the propositions 
necessary for the characterization of the first two arithmetic functions: the 
sum of the divisors of an integer and the number of these divisors. The work 
begins with three propositions, of whch the first is: 'Every composite 
number is necessarily decomposable into a finite number of prime factors, of 
whch it is the product.' In other propositions he attempts, though clumsily, 
to demonstrate the uniqueness of the decomposition. 

Unhke Thnbit b. Qurra, al-F%risi's text opens neither with Proposition 
IX. 14 of Euclid nor any proposition equivalent to it; rather the author 
presents, in turn, the existence of a finite decomposition into prime factors 
and the uniqueness of ths decomposition. W e  are here in the presence of 
the first known text to explicitly announce the fundamental theorem 
of arithmetic. Thanks to ths theorem and to combinatorial techniques, 
the ahquot parts of a number are completely determined, i.e. in al-FHrisi's 
terms, aside from prime factors, 'Any number composed of two of 
these factors, of three of these factors, and so on up to any number 
composed of all the factors less one is an aliquot part of the given 
number.' 

Following these propositions, al-FHrisi examines the procedures of 
factorization and the calculation of the aliquot parts in terms of the number 
of prime factors. The most important result in this area is, doubtless, the 
identity between combinations and figured numbers, later to be found in 
Pascal. 

Thus, everythng is in place for the study of the two arithmetic 
functions. A first group of propositions concern ~ ( n ) ;  even if al-Fnrisi treats 
only o0(n), it is easy to see that he recognizes ~ ( n )  as a multiplicative 
function. Among the propositions of this group are to be found 

then 0 0  (4 = P 1 0 0  ($2) + Pz 0" ($1) + 0, (Pl) 00 ( P Z )  [which shows that 
he knows the expression ~ ( n )  = 0 (p,) 0 (pz)] 
(2) If n =plp2, with pz prime and (p, ,pz) = 1, 

then 0" (fl) = Pz 0" (Pl ) + 0 0  (PI ) +PI 
(3) If n =pr, p prime, 

r-1 

then o0 (H) = c p k  . 
k=n 

phese three propositions have heretofore been attributed to Descartes.] 
(4) There is an attempt, unsuccessful as might well be imagmed, to 
establish an effective formula for the case where n = p, pz , with (p, ,pz) # 1. 
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A second group contains several propositions concerning the function 

If n =p, pz . . .pr with p1 . . .pr distinct prime factors, then the number of 
~(n), the number of divisors of n. 

(5) 
aliquot parts of n, denoted z,, (tz), is equal to 

1 +[I]+ ... + [ l]. phis proposition had been attributed to Abbt 
Deider.] 

(6) If n = pilp: ...pf. then ~,,(n) = n ( l i  +1) 

and z0 (n) = z (a) - 1. phis proposition had been attributed to John 
i=l 

Keresy and to Pierre Rtmond de Montmort.] 
Finally, al-Farisi proves Thabit b. Qurra’s theorem by showing that 

o(Z’ip.-@fi) = 0(2’qfi) = 2’’ [p,-@, + 4.1 = 9.2’-’(2’+1-1). 
Ths brief analysis of al-Fiirisi’s memoir, and especially the examples 

given above, show that, already by the hrteenth century, there existed a set 
of propositions, results and techniques whch have been heretofore attrib- 
uted to seventeenth-century mathematicians. 

One could not have failed to notice also the appearance of a new style, 
planted in the old earth of number theory. Without leaving Euclidean soil, 
the mathematicians of the thirteenth century did not hesitate to use the 
support of algebra, notably combinatorial analysis. W e  recognize here a style 
still vigorous in the seventeenth century, indeed, until at least 1640. 

W e  have seen how the application of algebra to Euclidean arithmetic 
led to the study of arithmetic functions and, more generally, of proper 
divisors. This tendency was still more obvious when al-Farisi himself 
investigated figured numbers and gave a combinatorial interpretation of 
them identical to that which can be found in the works of Frenicle, Pascal 
and Bernoulli. 

Combinatorial analysis 
Among the subjects in Arabic mathematics that are ordinarily treated by 
historians, that of combinatorial analysis wd be sought in vain. It was only 
with the publication of a study of mine in 1973 that the status of this activity 
was investigated and the domain recognized as such. This combinatorial 
activity was first pursued as two separate fields, not yet unified. hnpsts, 
such as al-Khdil b. Ahmad, used it for their lexical studies; algebraists, like 
al-Karaji, worked on the formulation of the arithmetical triangle (‘Pascal’s 
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triangle'), the rules for its construction, and its use in binomial expansions. 
Late number theorists, notably Kamd al-Din al-F~isi, then unified what had 
been separate. W e  shall briefly describe this development by examining the 
situation in this field in the sixteenth century. 

Al-Khalil, in his Ekib aI-'Ayn, rationalized the empirical practice of 
lexicography. By so doing, he intended to exhaustively enumerate all the 
words of the language and also to find a means of establishing a bijective 
mapping between the set of words and the subdmision of the lexicon. Al- 
Khalil then elaborated the following theory: A language is a phonetically 
realized part of a possible language. Indeed, says al-Khalil, if the r by r 
arrangement of the letters of the alphabet - with 1 <rS5 for the number of 
letters in a root in Arabic - gives us the set of roots and, therefore, the 
words of the possible language, only one part, limited by the rules of 
phoneme incompatibility in the roots, will form the language. Composing a 
lexicon is thus equivalent to constituting the possible language in order to 
extract, according to the rules mentioned, all the words which are allowed. 
An important thesis, whose formulation required, however, a phonological 
study of Arabic, a task which al-Khalil undertook. To construct his lexicon, 
al-Khalil begins by calculating the number of combinations - without 
repetition - of the letters of the alphabet, the r by r with r = 2,. . .,5, and then 
the number of permutations for each group of 5 letters. In other words, he 

calculates Ai = r! ; n being the number of letters in the alphabet 

and l<r15. 
I1 

On the other hand, the algebraist, al-Karaji, derived the arithmetical 

[ :)= [:I: ]+[ rl) triangle, as well as the rule for its construction 

and the expansion: 

Ths triangle, as well as its construction rule, are to be continuously 
found, in one form or the other, in the works of Arabic-language 
mathematicians. 

Al-Farisi's memoir contains not only combinatorial rules but, 
even more important, a deliberately combinatorial interpretation of 
the elements of the arithmetical triangle and the use of this triangle 
for figured numbers of any order, d of which is normally attributed to 
Pascal. To form the figured numbers, al-Farisi established a relation 
equivalent to: 
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where F; is thepth figured number of order q, with e4 = 1. 
Ibn al-Band (d. 721/1321), a contemporary of al-Farisi, was also 

interested in combinatorial analysis, although in a less general way. Both men 
seem to have profited from a long tradition in this area. Nasir al-Din al-Tiisi 
too contributed indeed to this field. Their works show that combinatorial 
analysis was already constituted as an area in which the concern for 
terminologcal precision was an expression of a striving towards autonomy. 
Combinatorial analysis was no longer simply a part of algebra nor of 
linguistics, but an independent domain, whose examples could be drawn 
from these two disciplines as from any other, such as number theory for 
example. Among the principal results established by Arab mathematicians 
are to be found: 

(N), = n(n-1) ...( n-r+l) (N), 0 a!, 

A: = a r ,  

Integral Diophantine analysis 
The translation of Diophantus’ Arithmetica was not only essential to the 
development of indeterminate analysis - rational Diophantine analysis - as a 
separate field in Arabic algebra, but equally to the birth of integral 
Diophantine analysis in the tenth century, in the sense in which it 
would be understood later by Bachet de Mtziriac and Fermat. Already 
in the nineteenth century, Woepcke had translated and analysed two 
mathematical works treating this subject: the first, anonymous; the 
second by al-I(h8zin - both dealing with numerical right-angled 
triangles. W e  have already indcated the importance of this problem for 
Arabic mathematicians in our discussion of the ul-BZbir of al-Samaw’al. 
The author not only quotes Diophantus but also al-Sijzi and Ibn 
al-Haytham. Two other memoirs dealing with numerical right-angled 
triangles have survived, one by a.-Khnzin himself and the other by Abu-1-Jiid 
b. al-Layth. 

In all these works, the mathematicians clearly stressed the novelty of 
their investigations, unknown to the Ancients. Thus, the author of the 
anonymous text, after having given the principle for generating right-angled 
triangles in numbers, wrote: 
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This is the basis for the knowledge of the hypotenuses of primitive triangles. I 
have not found this mentioned in any of the ancient books and none of those 
who have written arithmetical books among the Moderns has presented it, and 
I know that this has been unveiled to none of my predecessors.” 

These mathematicians not only were conscious of their originality but also 
succeeded in establishing a clear distinction between indeterminate analysis 
and this new subject. Thus, al-I(hiizin relegated to algebra those problems 
whtcb have no integer solutions. In all these memoirs, the mathematicians 
introduced the basic concepts for this new analysis: primitive right-angled 
triangle [a:/ LZ/-~H~J], generators, and especially, the representation of a 
solution with respect to a given modulus. 

Thus, we have the anonymous author stating that for all elements of 
the sequence of primitive Pythagorean triplets, the hypotenuse is either of 
the form 5 (mod 12) or 1 (mod 12). And there is al-I(h8zin who gives the 
analysis for the following proposition, proved in Euclid by synthesis only: 

*Let X,J, x, be three integers such that (x,y) = 1, with x even. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) x2 +j2 = f; 
(b) 
parity such that x = 2pq; y =pz - q2, 7 =pz + q2. 

there exists a pair of integers,p>q>O, (p,q) = 1, andp and q of opposite 

Al-IGiizin then solves in integers x2 = XI” + a;” +. . . +3i,2. 
A particularly important study is that of congruent numbers. The same 

Let a be a given natural integer. The following conditions are 
al-Khiizin proves the following theorem: 

equivalent: 

admits a solution; 

(b) there exists a pair of integers (U, U) such that 

Under these condttions, ,I is of the form 4k, k not a power of 2. 

17. R. Rashed, Entre aritlmldtiqiie e/ a@m.. ., op, a/., pp. 201-202. 
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Studied also within this tradition were the representation of an integer 
as a s u m  of squares and the solution in integers of a system of equations. An 
example of tlvs is: ‘Find four distinct numbers such that their sum is a 
square and the sum of any two of them is a square,’18 i.e. solve in integers 
the following system: 

XI +x, +x, +x, = 1 2  
{-.+Xi = U /  

It was these same mathematicians who first posed the question of 
impossible problems, such as the first case of Fermat’s Theorem. It has been 
known for a long time that al-Khtijandi tried to prove that ‘the sum of two 
cubes is not a cube’. According to al-Khiizin, al-Khtijandi’s proof is 
defective. I have found a text, attributed to Abii Ja‘far, where the author tries 
to prove the following proposition: ‘It is impossible that the sum of two 
cubes is a cube, although it is possible that the sum of two squares is a 
square; and it is impossible that a cube can be divided into two cubes, 
although it is possible that a square can be divided into two squares. 

Abu Ja‘far’s proof is also defective. Although it was not until Euler that 
a proof was found, the problem never ceased to preoccupy Arab 
mathematicians, who, later, were able to announce the impossibdq of 
solving x4 +y4 = e. 

This important domain in the theory of numbers - integral 
Diophantine analysis - due to mathematicians like al-Khtijandi, al-Khiizin, 
Abu-l-Jud b. al-Layth, al-Sijzi, Ibn al-Haytham, etc. would be renewed by 
Fermat in 1640, thanks to the invention of the method of infinite descent. 

Infinitesimal evaluations 
The evaluation of curvilinear areas and volumes, i.e. those delimited by 
curved lines, occupied Arab mathematicians from a comparatively early date. 
T h s  advanced sector of mathematical research was born in the ninth 
century, almost simultaneously with the translation of three Greek texts on 
the subject. Once again, w e  see that translation from the Greek was not the 
passive or servile activity that it has sometimes been considered, but was 
itself stimulated by the demands of research. This insufficiently appreciated 
fact is, however, essential for understanding this domain of Arabic 
mathematics. 

18. R. Rashed, Enh arithmt%pe etakibre ..., op. cit., p. 219. 
19. Ibid., pp. 220-222. 
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When, at the beginning of the ninth century, al-Hajjiij b. Matar 
translated Euclid's Elements, mathematicians came to know the famous 
proposition in Book X, essential for this domain: 

Two unequal maptudes being set out, if from the greater there be subtracted 
a magmtude greater.than the half, and from the remainder a magnitude greater 
than its half, and so on continually, there will be left some maptude which 
will be less than the lesser magnitude set out."' 

In other words: 
Let a and b be two gmen magnitudes, a>O and b>O, such that a<b. Let 
(bn) 2 1 be a sequence such that, for all n, 

i=l 

Then, there exists an no such that, for n>no. 

Also translated into Arabic were two works of Archimedes, Measimment 
of the Circle W W O Y  METPHBC] and On the Sphere and Cylinder FEPI 
~DAIPAZ KAI KYAINAPOY]. The translation of the first book was known to 
the Banii Miisii, while the second had been edited by their collaborator 
Thiibit b. Qurra. As for the other works of Archimedes: On Jpirals, On 
Conoid and Jpheroidx, PQuadrature of the Parabola, Be Method, nothing indicates 
that they were known to Arab mathematicians. This remark is all the more 
important since it was in his On Conoid and Spheroid that Archimedes 
introduced the notion of integral sum. 

The translation of Archimedes' two treatises was manifestly a response 
to a demand by the Banii Miisii and their school. There were three brothers, 
Muhammad, Ahmad and al-Hasan, who worked not only in the field of 
geometry, but also in mechanics, music and astronomy. They wrote the first 
work in Arabic on ths subject, precisely in Baghdad in the first half of the 
ninth century, entitled On the Measure ofsZmple and Spherical figures. It not only 
launched Arabic research on the evaluation of areas and volumes, but also, 
after its translation in the twelfth century by Gerard of Cremona, became the 
fundamental text for Latin science. This treatise is divided in three parts: the 
first concerns the measure of the circle, the second the volume of the 

20. Euclid, Ihe ELementJ, Book X, Proposition 1; translation: I. Thomas, Grxek Matbemathi, 
Cambridge, Mass./London, 1939 (Loeb Classical Library 335), I, p. 453. 
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sphere, and the third treats the classic problems of the two mean 
proportionals and of the trisection of the angle. 

In the first part, the Banti Mesa determine the area of the circle by an 
indirect application of the method of exhaustion. They seem to implicitly 
assume a proposition of Book XI1 of the Elements: ‘Given two circles about 
the same centre, to inscribe in the greater an equilateral polygon with an 
even number of sides which does not touch the lesser circle.’ Using it, they 
prove the following proposition: 

A segment of a circle being given: if the length of the segment is less than the 
circumference of the circle, then a polygon may be inscribed in the circle, the 
sum of whose sides is greater than the length of the given segment; and if the 
length of the segment is greater than the circumference of the circle, then a 
polygon may be circumscribed about the circle, the sum of whose sides is less 
than the length of the given segment. 

The Bane Mus2 then explain Archmedes’ method for the approximation of 
IT and draw general conclusions from it. They show that this method is 
equivalent to the construction of two sequences (an),z > 1 and (b,,),, 2 1, with 
arz<bn for all n, which is convergent to the same limit 2zr. These sequences 
may be written 

z 
a,, = 2nr sin- 

n 
z 

b,, = 2nr tan- . 
n 

They note that ‘It is ossible with the aid of this method to reach 
any degree of precision.’” By a method analogous to that used to 
determine the area of a circle, they calculate the surface of a sphere. 
Here also, they indirectly make use of a proposition from Book XI1 of 
Euclid’s Elements in which, given two concentric spheres, a polyhedron 
can be inscribed in the greater sphere whose faces do not touch the 
lesser sphere. But their method differs from that of Archimedes, even if 
the fundamental ideas are the same. By this method they show that the 
area of the surface of a sphere is equal to four times the area of the 
section cut by a great circle on the sphere, i.e. 4zP. The Banti Mus2 
calculate finally the volume of the sphere to be ‘the product of the 
semi-diameter and a third of the area of its surface’, i.e. 4v3. Here, 
w e  note something that is not usually sufficiently underscored; that the 
Bane Miis2 claim as their own this part of the treatise and the 
discussion of the trisection of the angle, while they acknowledge as 

3 

21. R. Rashed, L’cmre mathimatiqzle d ’ h  nl-Hqtbam, ed., trans. and comm., Vols. I and 11, al- 
Furqsn Foundation, London, 1993, 1996. 
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being due to Archimedes the approximation of rc and as due to 
Menelaus the determination of two arcs of great circles enclosed by two 
arcs of great circles, such that the four are in continued proportion. 

The contemporaries and the successors of the Banti Miis2 actively 
continued research in this area. Thus, al-Miihiini not only annotated 
Archmedes' On the Sphere and @&der but also studted the evaluation of a 
segment of a parabola; h s  text has not survived. Thabit b. Qurra made 
many important contributions in ths domain. H e  composed three treatises: 
one on the area of a segment of a parabola, the second on the volume of a 
paraboloid of revolution and the third on sections of a cylinder and its area. 

In the first of the above treatises, Thiibit b. Qurra, ignorant of Archi- 
medes' work on the subject, begins by proving twenty-one lemmas, of which 
fifteen are arithmetical. An examination of these lemmas22 shows that he 
understood perfectly and rigorously the concept and uniqueness of the 
upper limit of a set of real square numbers. In fact, Thabit b. Qurra uses the 
following property to characterize the upper limit: 

Let ABC be a segment of a parabola and AD be a diameter equal to 
BC (Figure 2.3). For any given E>O, one can construct a partition A, G, , 
G, ,. . ., Gfl-,, D of the diameter AD such that: 

area BAC - area of the polygon BE,-, . . .E2E, AF, F2 . . .F,_lC<E 

B- Figure 2.3 

22. R. Rashed, Les mafhi'ai'ipes it$nite?imaLes, op. it. vol. I. 
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In other words, the area BACis the upper limit of the areas of these 
polygons. 

Just as rigorously, Thsbit b. Qurra proves that 2 area BHMC is the 
upper limit of the area of the above-mentioned polygons. H e  then arrives at 
his theorem: ‘The parabola is infinite, but the area of any part of it is equal 
to two-hrds of the parallelogram with the same base and the same height as 
the part.723 Here follows the outline of the proof: 

Let S’ be the area of a part of the parabola P, and s the area of the 
parallelogram with the same base and the same height. 

If S’# --s , there are two cases: 

3 

2 
3 
2 (a) S’>-J 3 

Let E>O, such that: 
2 
3 (1) S’--s = E . 

According to a previously proven lemma, for this E there exists an N such 
that, for n>N, there exists P, of area S,, such that: 

(2)s‘- Sn < E 
2 From (1) and (2) may be deduced -s + E  -S, < E, and hence -s < S,. 

2 But, from another lemma, - s > S, , whence a contradiction. 3 

[: 1 3 

(b) S‘<3s 2 

Let E > 0, such that 

(3) 5 s- S‘ = E 
According to a previously proven lemma, for h s  E there exists an N 

such that, for n>N, there exists P, , of area S, , such that 
2 (4) 3s- S, < E 

From (3) and (4) may be deduced (S’ + E) - S, < E, and hence s < S, . 

23. R. Rashed, h s  matbimuhqnes injnitLsimaLes, op. cit. 
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But Pn is inscribed in P, thus Sn < S: whence a contradiction. 
This theorem establishes the uniqueness of the upper limit and uses in 

an essential way the properties of the upper limit. In short, the point is to 
show that - s =S’, knowing that: 2 

3 
(a) S’ = the upper limit of (SJn 2 1. 

(b) - s = the upper limit of (S& 2 1. 
This recourse to the properties of the upper limit expresses a 

fundamental property of Thabit b Qurra’s proof; it is independent of the 
nature of the mathematical objects under consideration. In fact, in this 
approach can be seen the fundamental idea of the Riemann integral. 
In the particular case where the diameter under consideration is the axis 
of the parabola, Thabit b. Qurra’s method is equivalent to taking a 
partition 0 = (A, G, , G,, . . ., Gfl-l) of the diameter AD (Figure 2.4), then 
forming the sum: 

2 
3 

n G. F. +Giq. 
so = ~ ( A G ~  - AG,-,) r-l 2-l 

2 Y 

i=l 

showing that b’&>O, 3 CT such that area ACD - So < E  and, 
finally, proving, in a manner of speaking, that S, converges as a fdter of the 
partitions of AD to this area. 

Figure 2.4 
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W e  may translate the preceding in the language of analysis: 
Let xi be the abscissa of Gi and let _y = f (x) be the equation of the 

parabola. So may then be written as: 

but from 

f (xi-,) + f (xi) is 
2 and the fact that f is continuous, we conclude that 

realized as a value by f at the point {i of the interval [xi-* , xi]. S, may then 
be written in the form 

P 
which is simply the sum used in the definition of a functionfin the Riemann 
integral. Finally, we note that, gven the definition of a parabola, Thnbit b. 

Qurra’s quadrature is equivalent to the evaluation of the integral jfixdx. 

Here is what a modern historian, M. A. Youschkevitch has written concerning 
Thnbit b. Qurra’s procedure: ‘Thanks to b s  procedure, Ibn Qurra revived 
a method of the calculation of integral sums that had fallen into 
neglect. Moreover, with the aid of h s  same procedure, Ibn Qurra was able to 

calculate for the first time an integral x”dx for a fractional value of the 

exponent n, in particular x’l’dx . By doing so, he equally, for the first time 

subdivided the interval of integration into unequal parts. It was by an 
analogous procedure, that P. Fermat, in the middle of the seventeenth 
century, undertook the quadrature of the curvesj = x~/?I, with (m,n) #l.’24 

The contribution of Thnbit b. Qurra to this domain does not stop here. 
H e  undertook the evaluation of the volume of a paraboloid of revolution; 
here, too, the study begins with a large number of lemmas - thirty-five. To 
determine the volume, Thabit b. Qurra made use of adjacent truncated 
cones of equal height, but whose bases mark out a subdivision (with 

a 

0 

i 0 
i 0 

24. M. A. Youschkevitch, ‘Note sur les dtterminations infinittsimales chez Thnbit b. Qurra’, 
Archives InternationaLes d’Htoire des SciPnces, 17, 1 964. 
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intervals proportional to successive odd numbers starting with unity) of the 
diameter of the generating parabola of the paraboloid. 

Th%bit b. Qurra, in his 7 K e  Sections ofthe Glinder and Their Areas, studied 
the different classes of plane sections of right and oblique cylinders, 
evaluated the area of the elhpse and elliptical segments, discussed the 
maximal and minimal sections of the cylinder and their axes, and, finally, 
determined the area of a part of the surface limited by two plane sections. It 
would be impossible here to review the results and proofs of this rich and 
profound treatise, such as the demonstration by Thiibit b. Qurra of the 
theorem: ‘The area of the ellipse is equal to the area of a circle, the square of 
whose half diameter is equal to the product of the two axes of the elhpse,’ 
i.e. ~nnh, with a and b the axes of the ellipse. 

With Thabit b. Qurra, then, we find that research on infinitesimal 
evaluations is already well advanced. His successors, notably al-Mahani, 
Ibrahim b. Sinan (the grandson of Thiibit b. Qurra), al-Quhi and Ibn al- 
Haytham, attempted to analyse his results. KJe have already noted that 
Thiibit b. Qurra reintroduced the concept of integral sums. The idea was, of 
course, already in Archimedes, but in those of his works which were not 
translated into Arabic. Nonetheless, a deep study of his two treatises 
translated into Arabic was able to put a mathematician of the stature of 
Thiibit b. Qurra on the road to this rediscovery. Moreover, Thabit’s integral 
sums are more general than those of Archimedes since the former took for 
his subdivision intervals which were not necessarily equal. As for his study of 
the paraboloid, where he consistently used integral sums, Th2bit b. Qurra, 
unlike Archimedes, did not restrict himself to cylinders of equal height, but 
considered cones and truncated cones having the same height, but whose 
bases are in the ratio of successive odd numbers starting with one. 

W e  have seen that the contribution of Thiibit b. Qurra was actively 
continued by his successors, like Ibriihim b. Sinan. This talented 
mathematician, who died at the age of thirty-eight, resented, as he said 
himself, the fact ‘that al-Miihani has written a more advanced treatise than 
[my] grandfather and that no one of us can go further than he.’ Not only &d 
he want to find a proof shorter than that of his grandfather, who needed 
twenty lemmas, but also than that of al-Mahiini. The proposition at the base 
of Ibriihim b. Sin2n’s proof, and with whch he introduced hs 
demonstration, is that the proportionality of areas is invariant under affine 
transformation. 

I b r h  b. Siniin’s method is equivalent to considering a polygon of 
2.-1 triangles inscribed in a parabola. Let ai be area of the triangIe EOE’, 
u2 the area of the polygon ECOC’E‘, and so on (Figure 2.5). Ibr- b. Siniin proves 
that if an and atn are the areas of two polygons inscribed respectively in the 
two areas, a and a‘, of the parabola, then: 
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a,- -- a1 (n J- 1, 2, . . .). 
a’x a: ’ 

In fact, he proves a relation equivalent to: 

E’ E 
Figure 2.5 

Whence: 

and finally he obtains: 
4 
3 a=-a, 

In this work, we can already see the development of the tools and 
techniques of this domain in Arabic mathematics. This progress would be 
confirmed with al-QChi and Ibn al-Ha~tham.~~ The works of the latter on 
the problems of quadrature and the evaluation of volumes are the equal of 
those developed at the beginning of the seventeenth century by Kepler and 
Cavalieri, for example. But another symbolism would be necessary before 
the calculation of areas and volumes could be extended and transformed 
into integral calculus; here, too, ordinary language proved a serious 
impediment. 

25. See above, n. 21, 
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Numerical analysis 

The development of numerical analysis in Arabic mathematics had two 
principal sources: the new algebra and astronomical research. The new 
algebra, applied to traditional arithmetic, opened the way to the construction 
of a domain in whch methods of numerical research, for example the 
extraction and approximation of roots, were generalized. Research in 
astronomy and on the calendar incited mathematicians to re-examine 
traditional interpolation procedures, to examine their relative merits and to 
ameliorate them or create new ones. The result was a considerable number 
of numerical techniques which it would be impossible to describe in a few 
pages. W e  will, thus, merely mention several results. 

The problem of the approximation of the positive nth root of an 
integerp could be posed, thanks to the new algebra. The results obtained by 
this means seem to have made possible a well-informed return to arithmetic, 
which then appeared as a privileged domain for the application of these 
results. Thus, al-Samaw’al, in his Treatise on Arithmetic, sought approximations 
of real algebraic numbers, each of which is defined as a root of the equation 
x” = Q, (n = 2, 3, ..,). By ‘approximation’, a mathematician of the twelfth 
century understood: the knowledge of a real number by means of a sequence 
of numbers, known with a degree of approximation that the mathematician 
can make as small as he wishes. It is, thus, a question of measuring the 
difference between an irrational nth root and a sequence of rational 
numbers. As al-Samaw’al wrote in a general way: 

What one extracts by the approximation of irrational roots by means of 
calculation, is that by which one wishes to obtain a rational quantity near to an 
irrational root. There can, then, exist a third irrational quantity nearer the 
irrational root than the second quantity or the first, since for any rational 
quantity assumed to be close to an irrational root, the difference between them 
is, in fact, a straight line and a line may be divided and split up indefinitely. 
This is why it is possible to always find a rational quantity near to an irrational 
root, and then to find another rati92al quantity even nearer than the first to 
the irrational, and so on indefinitely. 

Ths important passage is followed by the extraction of the fifth root 
of a sexagesimal number, Q = 0;0,0,2,33,43,3,36,48,8,16,52,30, whch is 
equivalent to the solution of the equation f(x) = x5-Q = 0. Here al- 
Samaw’al proceeds by the ‘Ruffini-Horner’ method which we have discussed 

26. Al-Samaw’al, Treatise, 732 r”; see R. Rashed, Entre arithimtipe et ar’ge’bre ..., op. cit., 
p. 99. 
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above. It is this same method that will be found later in the books of the 
arithmeticians, e.g. al-I<%shi in Be Kq to Arithmetic. 

W e  meet an analogous situation in the case of the approximation of a 
positive nth root of an integer, or, more precisely, of its fractional part. 
Al-Samaw’al writes: 

If you extract the side of a square or of a cube or of one of the other powers 
[mardib]; if you h o w  the whole side, I mean the side of the cube or the square 
or of one of the other powers, the nearest to that whose side is sought, and if 
there is a remainder which shows that its side is irrational; if you wish to 
extract from this remainder the fractions which best approximate these 
integers, you take the numbers which the rule [gives you, i.e. the table of 
coefficients] for this power and you multiply each by the number that it 
defines; you sum them all and, in every case, you add one to the sum; what you 
obtain is the denominator of the parts which remain?7 

It is rigorously possible to claim that here al-Samaw’al has announced a 
general rule which allows the approximation by fractions of the non-integer 
part of an irrational root of an integer. Let us briefly retrace the method 
al-Samaw’al proposes for this rule. 

To solve the numerical equation x” = N, (N EN), he seeks first the 
largest integer xo such that xo < N. Two cases are then possible: 
a) xo = N e xo is exactly the root sought - we have seen that al- 
Samaw’al disposes of a method which is certain to produce this result 
whenever possible. 

b) xo < N e Nl/n is irrational. In this case, he proposes as a first 
approximation: 

n 
N - x o  

that is 

n 
N - x o  

(2) xr = x0 + 
n 

(xo +1)” -xo 

27. Al-Samaw’al, Treatise, op. cit., f O 110 ry. 
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In the case of a cube root, what is obtained is what Arab mathematicians 
called 'the conventional approximation'. 

Ai-Samaw'al then applies this rule, for several examples, to the 
different cases: square roots, cube roots, roots of higher order. For 
example, he solves x5 = 250 and writes: 

In the same way, if we extract the side of the square-cube 250, we obtain 3 
with remainder 7. And we find the numbers of the rule of the square-cube 
5 10 10 5. W e  multiply the 3, that is the whole side, by the first; and the square 
of three by the second; and the cube of three by the third; and the square- 
square of three by the fourth; and we add one to the sum. W e  obtain 781, 
which is the dominator of the remaining parts. The side will be three units 
plus seven parts of 781, which is the side thought. Then follow this rule [for 
the other powers].28 

This approximation by default is of the same kind as the one described by 
the Arab predecessors of d-Samaw'al, but it is much more general. Whereas 
the arithmeticians who preceded the school of al-Karaji (al-Nasawi, for 
example) restricted the application of this method to powers ,< 3, the rule 
is, here, extended to any power, such as w e  find it later in al-Ktnshi. Decimal 
fractions were devised explicitly in order to improve on these 
approximations. 

Methods of interpolation had already been applied for a long time by 
astronomers. We have just shown that, contrary to what was believed, al- 
Biani was quite famhar with Brahmagupta's formula as given in hs 
fiandakha&aka, composed about AD 665, and which can be rewritten: 

On the other hand, however, al-Biruni in his al-Qiinin ul-Max%df applies the 
linear interpolation yielded by: 

x-X" 
Y=Y,+- d AY0 

and then gives a quadratic interpolation of it which is rewritten as: 

for the sines tables. For the cotangent table, he gives the formula: 

28. AI-Samaw'al, Tnutise, op. cif.,fo 11 1 r". 
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Other methods of interpolation are found in Arabic mathematics, such 
as the one used by al-Bim-, called the ‘monomial method’ (al-.l.f..d) or the 
method of al-IGshi. This set of methods now belongs to the domain of 
numerical analysis. 
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Chapter 2.2(a) 

ASTRONOMICAL TABLES 
A N D  THEORY 

Introduction: astronomy’ and religon before and after the 
arrival of Islam 
The sources concerning astronomical knowledge in pre-Islamic Arabia are 
limited to a few scattered remarks in the Qur’an and ancient poetry which 
bear witness, for example, to the possible knowledge in the peninsula of an 
old Egyptian method used to materialize on the ground the meridian line in 
order to allow a correct astronomical orientation of temples.2 Whether this 
hypothesis is true or not, it seems clear that the Ka‘ba, for example, was 
astronomically oriented; according to medieval sources, confirmed by 
modern measurements, the major axis of the rectangular base of the building 
points towards the rising point of Canopus, whde its minor axis points 
towards summer sunrise and winter ~unset.~ O n  the other hand, later books 
having the title k2db al-Anwd’ or Etdb aL-Ay,vina, collected by Arabic 
lexicographers of the eighth and ninth centuries from oral tradition, contain 
materials on folk-astronomy whch might well go back to pre-Islamic times. 
They allude to a very primitive lunisolar calendar based on the heliacal risings 
and acronycal settings of a system of twentyeight zodiacal stars or groups of 
stars. These risings and settings were probably used to determine the 

1. For a general survey of Islamic astronomy see R. Rashed and R. Morelon (eds.), 
Enyclqbedia ofthe his to;^ gArabic Skence: I, Astronomy - Theoretical and Applied, London/ 
New York, Routledge, 1996. A French edition has appeared under the title ffistoire des 
sciences arabes, I, Astronomie, thtorique et appliquke Paris, Sed, 1997. 

2. J. Vernet, ‘Tal vez yo alcance las cuerdas’, in M’langes Mohammed el h i ,  Rabat, 1967. 
Reprint in Estudios sobre historia de la ciencia medieval, Bellaterra/Barcelona, 1979, 

3. G. S. Hawkins and D. A. King, ‘On the Orientation of the Kacba’,Jotrnalfor the ffisto;ly of 
Astronomy, 13, 1982, pp. 102-109. Reprinted in D. A. King, Astronomy in the Service ofhlam, 
Aldershot, Variorum Reprints, 1993. 

pp. 145-146. 
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intercalation of months in the lunisolar calendar and they bear witness to two 
different systems of lstribution of the seasons of the year in which their 
beginnings do not correspond to the astronomical e uinoxes and solstices. 
These systems are also attested in Greekparapgmata?All this points to the 
fact that the Arabian peninsula may not have been as isolated, from a cultural 
point of view, in pre-Islamic times as has often been thought. Furthermore, 
the anwz’-literature furnishes information concerning the stars known by 
ancient Arabs; the fourth-/tenth-century astronomer ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Siifi 
identified a great number of star names which ap ear in these books with the 
corresponding stars in Ptolemy’s star catalogue. 

With the arrival of Islam in the firstlseventh century, the lunisolar ca- 
lendar was abolished and the sdl older lunar religous calendar took its place. 
But, at the same time, the development of contacts with other civilizations 
brought about the emergence of an astronomy and astrology with a scientific 
level. Islam had a contradictory effect on the development of these two 
branches of knowledge, which cannot be considered independently in the 
Middle Ages. Orthodox circles often regarded astronomical studies suspiciously 
because of their astrologcal implications, but in spite of certain drawbacks and 
difficulties whch astronomers had to bear (the demolition of the Istanbul ob- 
servatory in 993/1580 is a good example),‘ it is a fact that astronomical research 
was sometimes supported by Muslim authorities because of its astrologcal 
applications. 

Certain aspects of Muslim worship helped the development of a specia- 
lized branch of religious astronomy called mfqd and they also caused the 
development of a peculiar type of tables, dfferent from those extant in @e~. 
M?g& is concerned with such questions as the determination of the gibla (the 
azimuth of Mecca from a given place), the times of Muslim prayers and the 
visibility of the new moon. All Muslims should face the gibla when performing 
their daily prayers as well as other ritual acts. Early solutions of hs problem 

P 

4. J. Samso, ‘De nuevo sobre la traduction irabe de las “Phiseis de Ptolomeo y la influencia 
clisica en 10s Kutub al-anwP” ’, al-Andab, 41, 1976, pp. 471-479. 

5. P. Kunitzsch, ‘The Astronomer Abu-l-Husayn al-Sufi and his Book on the 
Constellations ’ , Zeitscbrzft fur Gescbicbte der Arabisch-hlamischen F%senschdften [ZGAIF? , 
3, 1986, pp. 56-81. 

6. A. Sayili, Be Obsetvatoy in Islam and its Place in the General ffistoy nftbe Ohenlatoy, Ankara, 
1969; reprint Ankara, 1988, pp. 289-305. 

7. Recent serious study of this branch of religious astronomy is the result of the work 
of D.A. Iong. See his collection of his papers on this topic in the volume Astronomy 
in the Setvice of Islam, op. cif. See also King’s recent survey, ‘On the Role of the 
Muezzin and the Muwaqqit in Medieval Islamic Society’, in J. Ragep and S.P. Ragep 
(eds .), Tradition, Transmission, Transformation: Proceedings of Two Conjrences on Pre-Mdern 
Science Held at the UniversiQ of Oklahoma, Leiden/New York, E.J. Brill, 1996, pp.285- 
346. 
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are based on folk astronomy and appear in anwZJ - books, treatises of jqh’ 
and books concerned with a ‘sacred geography’ whch consider Mecca as the 
centre of the world. These sources give indications for finlng the qibla (dah’il 
al-qibla) whch are based on astronomical phenomena visible on the horizon or 
on the direction of the winds. Sometimes these indications were reliable only 
in one particular geographcal area (the Arabian peninsula, Syria or Egypt, for 
example) and when they were put into practice at the other end of the Islamic 
world (e.g. in al-Andalus), they gave as a result serious errors in the orienta- 
tions of mosques. Such is the case of thejzd-mosque in Cordoba in which 
the qilda wall is directed towards a point placed approximately 27.6“ east of 
south.9 The first solutions based on an astronomical consideration of the 
problem were given in early Abbasid times. Approximate methods may pre- 
date those of al-I(huw8rizmi (d. 233/847). Another, quite popular, approx- 
imate solution was given by al-Battani (d. 317/929) and these methods were 
used for the computation of tables whch gave the qibla angle as a function of 
the difference of latitudes and the difference of longitudes between Mecca and 
a given place. Al-IChuwarizrni may also be the author of the first exact solu- 
tions known, and others of the same hnd were given by Habash al-Hgsib 
(d. c. 250/864), al-Nayrizi (d. c. 310/922) and, later, by Ibn al-Haytham 
(d. 432/1040) and al-Bmni (d. c. 442/1050); among others, these were based 
either on old Greek spherical trigonometry, whch relied mainly on Menelaus’ 
theorem, on the new spherical trigonometry developed in the fourthltenth 
century in Iraq and Iran or, finally, on analemma constructions whch used 
projections of the sphere on a plane.” New solutions appeared from the 
seventhlthrteenth century onwards due to the work of astronomers such as 
Abti ‘Ah al-Marriikushi (fl. 680/1281-2) whose method was probably used by 
the Damascene mziwaqqit al-Khalili (fl. c. 767/ 1365) to compute his extremely 
developed and accurate qilda table.’* Finally, later developments dated to 

8. M. Rius has a survey of Maghribijigh texts related to the qibfa under preparation in Barcelona. 
See her paper, ‘La orientation de las mezquitas segun el Ktib Dah’il dqilda de al-hlattiyi’ 
(s. XII), in J. Casulleras and J. Samso (eds.), From Baghddto Barcelond, Stadies in the(SlanticExact 
Sciences in Honoiir ofPrdJuan T Frnef, Barcelona, 1996,II, pp. 781-830. 

9. The case of the Cordoban mosque could, however, be explained otherwise: built in the 
mid-eighth century, the primitive structure was practically a square in which each one of its 
four walls could have been oriented ‘parallel’ to the four walls of the Ka‘ba. W e  know of 
other instances in which religious buildings of Cordoba tried to reproduce, in shape and 
orientation, other buildings associated with the life of the Prophet in hlecca or Medina. See 
J. Samso, Las ciencias de Los antigios en  al-Andnl/ls, Madrid, 1992, pp. 60-67. 

10. D.A. King, ‘Kbla’, in Eng~clopkdie de /%Lam (2nd ed.) 17, and ‘The Earliest Islamic 
Mathematical Methods and Tables for Finding the Direction of Mecca’, ZGAIq 3, 1986, 
pp. 82-149. Both papers appear reprinted in IGng’s As@onofy in the Service ofhlam, op. cif. 

11. D. A. IGng, ‘al-KhaIili’s @la Table’, Jonrna/ ofiVcnr Eastern Studies [ JVEJ], 34, 1975, 
pp. 81-122. Reprint in IGng, hlannc dll‘athematical Astrono~y, London, Variorum Reprints, 
1986. 
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Safavid Iran (late eleventh/seventeenth century?, copy of earlier prototypes ?) 
take the form of brass maps of the world in whch localities are placed withn a 
competently drawn coordinate grid; two extant instruments of this kind allow 
the user to calculate both the du-ection and the distance to Mecca.12 

The second standard problem of mfqd is concerned with the determi- 
nation of the times of Muslim prayers. Once again folk astronomy had its own 
solutions, such as establishing the time of the day by using the length of the 
shadow projected by a or determining the hour at night through the 
position of the lunar mansions in relation to the horizon.14 Astronomers were 
concerned with the subject very early and w e  know of a set of tables for 
timekeeping computed in Baghdad in the Abbasid period, although the first 
important set of mfqd tables was made by the Egyptian astronomer Ibn Yiinus 
(d. 400/1009) whose work became the nucleus of a corpus of tables used in 
Cairo until the nineteenth ~entury.’~ Similar collections were computed for 
Damascus by al-Mizzi (d. 744/1349), Ibn al-Shnur (d. 777/1375) and al- 
KhaU (fl. c. 767/1365), or for Jerusalem by al-Karaki (eighth/fourteenth 
century), as well as for other ~uslim cities.“ 

The third and last standard problem of mZq& deals with the prediction 
of the crescent visibihty whch is the basis of the calendar. Religious autho- 
rities required the actual sighting of the new moon in order to establish that a 
given month had begun, but astronomers studied this difficult problem from 
a scientific point of view and computed very elaborate tables based on the 
Ptolemaic principle (Almageest XIII,7) accordmg to whch a celestial object wdl 
be visible only if it is above the horizon when the angle of depression of the 
sun below the horizon exceeds a certain constant. Ths criterion seems, 
however, to have appeared in Islamic tables from the fourth/tenth century 
onwards and all the research into this topic in the last thrty years17 has 

12. D. A. King, ‘Two Iranian World Maps for Finding the Direction and Distance to Mecca’, 

13. D. A. King, ‘A Survey of Medieval Islamic Shadow Schemes for Simple Time-Reckoning’, 

14. M. Forcada, ‘PvlIqiit en 10s calendarios andaluises’, al-Qantara, 11, 1990, pp. 59-69. 
15. D. A. King, ‘Ibn Yiinus “Very Useful Tables” for Reckoning Time by the Sun’, Archivefor 

the History of the Exact Sciences, 10, 1973, pp.343-394. Reprinted in Kmg, Islamic 
Mathematical Astronomy, op. cit. 

16. D. A. King, ‘Astronomical Timekeeping in Fourteenth Century Syria’, in Proceedings ofthe 
First International Jjmposium for the Histo?y of Arabic Science, Aleppo, 1978, pp.75-84; 
‘Astronomical Timekeeping in Ottoman Turkey’, in Proceedings afthe International Jjmposium 
on the Observatories in /slam, Istanbul, 1977, pp. 245-269. peprint of both papers in (samic 
Mathematical Astronomy, op. czt.] See also D. A. King, ‘Astronomical Timekeeping (mTqZt) in 
Medieval Islam’, in Actes du XXIXCongt?s Internationaldes Orientalistes, Paris, 1983, pp. 86-90. 

17. See the important survey by D.A. King, ‘Some Early Islamic Tables for Determining 
Lunar Crescent Visibility’, in D.A. King and G. Saliba (eds.), From Deferent to Equant, 
New York, 1987, pp. 185-236. Reprinted in King, Astronomy in the Service ofhlam, op. it. 

Imago &fundi, 49, 1997, pp. 62-82. 

Oriens, 32, 1990, pp. 191-249. 
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underlined the early use by Ya‘qiib b. Tariq (fl. 143/760), for example, 
of the Indian criterion whch states that the moon will be visible if the 
difference in setting time between the sun and the moon amounts, at 
least, to 12 equatorial degrees (48 minutes of tirne).18 The same Indian 
criterion appears in a table calculated by al-IGuwiirizmi (fl. 215/830) for 
the latitude of Baghdad - the oldest extant table of this kind - which 
shows the minimum ecliptic distances between sun and moon to ensure 
crescent visibhty throughout the year. This table is different from the 
one preserved in his e’; the latter, also based on the same Indian theory 
for visibdity, is calculated for an obliquity of the ecliptic of 23;35” and a 
latitude of 41 ;35”, a good approximation to the latitude of 41 ;30”, whch 
many Islamic sources ascribe to Saragossa, a city of al-Andalus which 
underwent an important development in the field of mathematics in the 
second half of the seventh/eleventh century.19 All this suggests a table 
whch must be later than al-I(huw%rizmi and, according to Ibn Ishnq al- 
Tiinisi (beginning of the hrteenth century AD), its author was a man 
called al-Qallss, about whom we have no information whatsoever. 

Zqe.r: the Hindu-Iranian tradition 
A different kind of tables are those found in astronomical handbooks called ve.r. These texts usually contain numerical tables as well as instructions 
(canons) for the use of the tables. According to the standard classification of 
subject matter contained in ees, established by Kennedy:’ they deal with 
chronology, trigonometric functions, spherical astronomical functions, equa- 
tion of time, mean planetary motions, planetary equations, planetary stations 
and retrogradations, planetary sectors, parallax, solar and lunar eclipses, 
visibdity of the moon and planets, geographical tables, star tables and, finally, 
astrological tables. An inventory of @e.r computed in Islamic countries 
between the eighth and the fifteenth centuries includes some 220 texts, only a 

18. E.S. Kennedy, ‘The Lunar Visibility Theory of Ya‘qiib b. Tariq’, JNES, 27, 1968, 
pp. 126-132. Reprinted in E. S. Kennedy, Colleagues and Former Students. Studies in the 
Islamic Exact JCierrces, Beirut, 1983, pp. 157-163; J. P. Hogendijk, ‘New Light on the Lunar 
Crescent Visibility Table of Ya‘qiib b. TPriq’,JNES, 47, 1988, pp. 95-104. 

19. E. S. Kennedy and M. Janjanian, ‘The Crescent Visibility Table in al-Khuw~rizmi’s Zq’, 
Centaurus, 11, 1965, pp. 73-78. Reprinted in Kennedy et al., Studies, pp. 151-156; 
J. P. Hogendijk, ‘Three Islamic Lunar Crescent Visibility Tables’, Journaljir the Hstovy of 
Astronomy, 19, 1988, pp. 29-44. 

20. E. S. Kennedy, ‘A Survey of Islamic Astronomical Tables’, Transactions of the American 
Philos@hical Sociep N.S. (Philadelphia), 46, 1956, pp. 123-175. 
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small part of which has been studied.21 Most of them are basically Ptolemaic, 
and Greek influences appear clearly towards the end of the first/seventh 
century and beginning of the second/eighth century. The first Islamic @es, 
however, seem to be a part of a Hindu-Iranian tradition which has a Greek, 
pre-Ptolemaic, origin. This is the case of the Zg al-Arknnd, written in Arabic in 
243/735 probably in the Sind region (western Pakistan), whch seems to be 
related to the Bandakhu&aka, written in Sanskrit by Brahmagupta in AD 665. 
The same main influence seems to appear in the Zj al-JhZh, translated into 
Arabic c. 174/790 probably by a certain Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ali b. Ziyad al-Tamimi, 
although ths work was known to Muslim astronomers, before that translation, 
in the Pahlavi original version, for it was used by an anonymous astrologer 
who, soon after 60/679, computed a series of horoscopes illustrating the early 
history of Islam. The Zq ul-JhZh was also used by M%sh%’alliih (see below), 
Nawbakht, ‘Umar b. Farrukhan al-Tabari and al-Fazari to compute the 
horoscope for the foundation of Baghdad on 30 July 145/762. Although 
neither the Pahlavi nor the Arabic texts of the Zg ul-JhZb are extant, its main 
features are known from indirect sources studied by Kennedy and Pingree 
who established, for example, the parameters of the mean motions of Saturn, 
Jupiter and the lunar nodes using the collection of historical horoscopes 
written by the Jewish astrologer of Basra, Mnshg’alliih (fl. 145-200/762-815), 
who computed them with ths 
ul-JbZb and the Zg al-Arkand, as well as probably other early @es, were the 

Finally, we should state that both the 

21. Bid. and D.A. King, ‘Astronomical Timekeeping in Medieval Islam’, op. cit. (note 16 
above) and ‘On the Astronomical Tables of the Islamic Wddle Ages’, Colloqtria Copernicana, 
13, 1975, pp. 37-56 (reprinted in D. A. King, Islamic  atbe be ma tical Astronomy, op. tit.). See 
also J. Sams6, ‘Calendarios populares y tablas astron6micas’, in Historia de la ciencia ;rube, 
Madrid, 1981, pp. 127-162. 

al-Shrih see E. S. Kennedy, ‘The Sasanian Astronomical Handbook of 3 al- 
Shih and the Astrological Doctrine of “Transit” (mamarr)’, @OS, 78, 1958, pp. 246-262; 
B. L. Van Der Waerden, ‘Ausgleichspunkt, “Methode der Perser” und indische 
Planetenrechnung’, Archive for the ffistory 6 the Exact Sciences, 1, 1961, pp. 107-121; 
E. S. Kennedy and B. L. Van Der Waerden, ‘The World-Year of the Persians’,JAOS, 83, 
1963, pp. 315-327; E. S. Kennedy, ‘Ramifications of the World-Year Concept in Islamic 
Astrology’, in Acfes dtl Dixiime Congris InternationaL d’ffistoire des Sciences, Paris, 1964, 
pp. 23-45; D. Pingree, ‘The Persian “Observation” of the Solar Apogee in c. AD 450’, 
JNES, 24, 1965, pp.334-336; J. J. Burckhardt and B.L. Van Der Waerden, ‘The 
“Babylonians” and the “Persians” ’ , in Rismata, Wiesbaden, 1977, pp. 431440. All the 
aforementioned papers by E.S. Kennedy have been reprinted in E.S. Kennedy et al., 
Sttrdies in the Islamic Exact Sciences, op. cit. On Mashn’allah’s horoscopes see E. S. Kennedy 
and D. Pingree, ne Astrological Hisstoo?y ofMZhi’aLld’s, Cambridge, Mass., 1971. O n  the 
early history of Islamic .@es a ‘new’ important source is ‘Ali b. Sulaymgn al-Hgshimi, ne 
Book f the Reasons behind Astronomical Tables (Ktd fi ‘nul aL-.@iif). Facsimile ed. of the 
unique MS., translation and commentary by F. J. Haddad, D. Pingree and E. S. Kennedy, 
New York, 1981. 

22. On the 
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channel through which the astrology of great conjunctions was introduced in 
 slam.^^ 

The thrd great @’ within the Hindu-Iranian tradition is the Andhind. Ths 
text seems to derive, indirectly, from the Sanskrit Brdhma.@uia.riddh&a written 
in 629 by Brahmagupta, through a work the title of whch was, probably, 
Afah&iddhZnta. According to tradtion, ths MahZsiddhZnta was introduced in 
Baghdad in 165/771 or 167/773 by an Indian embassy sent to the court of 
Caliph al-Mansiir (137-59/754-75). One of the members of this embassy was 
an astronomer who should not be identified with the Indian astrologer Kanka or 
Kanaka who worked in Baghdad c. 159-205/775-820. With hs help, the as- 
tronomers Yacqfib b. Tiiriq and al-Faziiri translated the Sanskrit text into Arabic. 
Both Ya‘qtib and al-Faziiri compiled several @Lr based on the Andhind system 
which was used by them to compute the tables of the mean motions of the 
planets, although the planetary equations were taken from the Zial-Shd. At the 
same time, the extant scattered indirect quotations of these bear witness 
to the first slight appearance of Ptolemaic elements in Islamic a~tronorny.~~ Ths 
tendency would be strengthened in the revision of the Sindhind written by al- 
Khuwiirismi, the first Islamic e. whch is extant, and which has even been 
published and translated .26 Unfortunately, al-IUluwiirizmi’s original text has not 
been preserved and w e  only have one complete Latin translation, made by 
Adelard of Bath (fl. AD 1116-1142) of a revision of the made by the 
Andalusian astronomers Maslama al-Majriti (d. c. 398/1007) and Ibn al-Saffiir 
(d. c. 426/1034).27 To thls one should add the existence of a second Latin 
translation probably by the Spanish Jew Petrus Alfonsus (Mosheh Sefardi) who 

23. See my chapter on IslamicAsb-ology (Chapter 2.2(c)) in this volume. 
24. Assembled and commented upon by D. Pingree, ‘The Fragments of the Works of Ya‘qiib 

b. T%riq’,JNES, 27, 1968, pp. 97-125; ‘The Fragments of the Works of al-Faz%ri’,jNES, 
29,1970, pp. 103-123. See also the aforementioned papers by Kennedy and Hogenduk on 
the lunar visibility table of Ya‘qab b. Tiiriq. 

25. See also, on this topic, D. Pingree, ‘The Greek Influence on Early Islamic Mathematical 
Astronomy’,]AOS, 93, 1973, pp. 32-43. 

26. H. Suter, D i e  Astronomischen Tdeln des Muhammad b. Af% al-&uw&ipi in der Bearbeitung des 
Mmlama b. Ahmad al-Ma&@ und der latein. Uebersequng rles Athelhard von Bath auf Gmnd der 
1I’orarbeiten von ,4. Qornbo und R. Besthorn in Kopenhagen, Copenhagen, 1914; 0. 
Neugebauer, I h e  Astronomical Tables of al-&uwibxmi, Translation with Commentaries of 
the Latin Version, edited by H. Suter supplemented by Corpus Christi College MS. 283, 
Copenhagen, 1962. 

27. B. Van D a h ,  ‘d-Khuw%rizmi’s Astronomical Tables Revisited: Analysis of the 
Equation of Time’, in J. Casulleras and J. Samso (eds.), fiom Baghdad to Barcelona, op. 
tit, Barcelona, I, pp.195-252; M. Castells and J. Samso, ‘Seven Chapters of Ibn al- 
Saffgr’s Lost Zj’, Archives Internationales &Histoire des SCences, 45, 1995, pp. 229-262. See 
also D. A. Pingree, ‘Indian Astronomy in Medieval Spain’, in fiom Baghdad to Barcelona, 
op. it., I, pp.3948. 
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seems to have been responsible for the introduction of the @’ in England 
towards the beginning of the twelfth century, extant in two manuscripts.28 
Finally, very recently, attention has been drawn to a third Latin translation 
whch might be nearer to al-Khuwi%rizmi’s orignal work than Adelard’s 
version.29 Further, KhuwPrizmian materials can be recovered from 
commentaries such as those written by Ibn al-Muthannii3’ and by the 
Spanish Jew of the twelfth century, Abraham b. O n  the whole, it is 
often difficult to establish whch parts of these tables correspond to al- 
IUluwarizmi’s original work or may be considered interpolations made by 
Maslama or by the subsequent Spanish tradition, although research has 
been able to establish a few instances in which materials in the @’ are 
clearly Andalusian as in the case of the tables for the computation of 
planetary latitudes,32 of the very extensive astrologcal tables for ‘casting the 
rays , or of the introduction of a new western prime meridan placed 
17;30° to the west of the Canary Islands which produces an important 
reduction in the size of the Mediterranean whch acquires proportions very 
near the real ones.34 It seems obvious, however, that apart from the 
prevalent Hindu-Iranian tradition which fits well with what we know of al- 
Faziiri and Ya‘qfib b. Tgriq’s Sindhind ee.~, and the obvious Andalusian 
additions, Ptolemaic elements become much more relevant. Ths is not 
surprising since al-Khuwi%rizmi wrote hs @‘under Caliph al-Ma’mfin (r. 198- 
218/813-33) during whose reign two Arabic translations of Ptolemy’s 

Y 33 

28. Corpus Christi College 283 was edited and commented upon by Neugebauer in ‘The 
Astronomical Tables of al-Khuwgrizmi’, op. cif. A new manuscript has recently appeared: 
Lambeth Palace Library 67. See J. Casderas, ‘Las Tablas Astronomicas de Pedro 
Alfonso’, in M.J. Lacarra (ed.), Estudios sobre Pedro A&onso de Huesca, Huesca, 1996, 

29. R. Mercier, ‘Astronomical Tables in the Twelfth Century’, in C. Burnett (ed.), Adelard of 
Bath. An English Scientist andArabist ofthe Ear4 Twe@ Centuy, London, 1987, pp. 87-1 18, 

30. Extant in Latin and Hebrew translations see E. M. Vendrell, El comentario de fin ai-hfuthanna 
a las Tablas Astrondmicas de al-JuwZriymi. Estudioy edicidn m2ica dei text0 latino en la ziersidn de Hugo 
Sanctaliensis, Madrid/Barcelona, 1963; B. R. Goldstein, lbn al-&futbannZ’s Commentay on the 
Astronomical Tables ofal-BuwiriFi, N e w  Haven, 1967. 

31. J. M. Mill;is-V&crosa, El libro de ios fundamentos de las tabla atrotidmicas de R. ,4braham b. 
‘ETa, Barcelona, 1947. 

32. E. S. Kennedy and W. Ukashah, ‘Al-Khuw%rizmi’s Planetary Latitude Tables’, Centauws, 
14, 1969, pp. 86-96 (reprint in Kennedy et ai., &dies, op. a?.). 

33. E. S. Kennedy and H. Krikorian-Preisler, ‘The Astrological Doctrine of Projecting the 
Rays’, al-AbbZth, 2, 1972, pp.3-15 (reprinted in Kennedy et al., Studies, op. cit.); 
J. P. Hogendijk, ‘The Mathematical Structure of Two Islamic Astrological Tables for 
“Casting the Rays”’, in Centaurus, 32, 1989, pp. 171-202. 

34. M. Comes, ‘The “Meridian of Water” in the Tables of Geographical Coordinates of al- 
Andalus and North Africa’,Journalfor the ffistoy OfArabic Science, 10, 1994, pp. 41-51. 

pp. 349-366. 

p. 101. 
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Almagest were made, whilst the HanLzJI Tables had been translated under Hiiriin 
al-Rashid. 

Al-Ma’mun and Ptolemaic @is 
It is obvious that al-Ma’mun’s reign marks a turning point in the development 
of Islamic astronomy. Although al-Nahawandi (fl. c. 174/790) had made 
observations of hs own in Jundishiipur, the first systematic programme of 
astronomical observations took place between 213/828 and 21 8/833 in the 
Shammasiyya quarter of Baghdad (213-214/828-829, led by Yahj72 b. Abi 
Manstir) and in the monastery of Dayr Murriin in Mount Qiisipn, near 
Damascus (216-217/831-832, led by Khnlid b. ‘Abd al-Malik al- 
Man~arriidhi).~~ Al-Ma’mtin may have sponsored these observations for 
astrological reasons (he seems to have been a keen believer in astrology), 
although it seems probable that the main purpose of the programme was to 
reach definite conclusions about the problem of contradictory parameters in use 
in early Islamic astronomy, resulting from the three main known tradtions: 
Indian, Persian and Greek. The programme seems to have concentrated mdy 
on solar, lunar and stellar observations, but it also determined new parameters 
for the mean planetary motions. Several @kc were written as a result of these 
observations: the official one was compiled by Yahyii b. Abi Mansfir and bore 
the title of aI-q ~l-mztmtaban.~~ Other astronomers who were directly or 
indirectly associated with the observatories of Baghdad and Damascus also 
wrote their own @es; among these, Habash al-Hasib’s @. is the most 
prominent.37 Although Habash (d. c. 250-261/864-874) does not seem to 
have taken an active part in the Ma’mtini observations, he definitely used their 
results for the compilation of Ills e’. An analysis of both Habash’s and Yahyii’s 
@ir shows that they are Ptolemaic in character and that they improved certain 
parameters, especially the solar ones. The determination (made in 214/829) of 38 

35. O n  astronomical observations and their implications in the development of @es cf. Sayili, 

36. Extant in an Escorial manuscript which also contains materials of a much later date, see a 
description by J. Vernet, ‘Las “Tabulae Probatae” ’, in Homenge a MiLLls-VaLbosa, 11, 
Barcelona, 1956, pp. 501-522. Reprint in J. Vernet, Estudios sobre historia de la ciencia medieiiaL, 
Bellaterra/Barcelona, 1979. See also Kennedy, Surugy, op. cit., pp. 145-147. 

37. Extant, at least, in two manuscripts (Istanbul and Berlin), only one of them has been 
described thoroughly: see M. T. Debarnot, ‘The Zij of Habash al-Hiisib: a Survey of MS. 
Istanbul Yeni Cami 784/2’, in D. A. King and G. Saliba (eds.), €?om Dejerent to Equant, 
New York, 1987, pp. 35-69. See also Kennedy, Survey, op. it., pp. 151-154 and S. Tekeli, 
‘Habash al-H%sib’, in Dctionay ofScient$c Biograpby, V, New York, 1972, pp. 612-620. 

38. See also J.A. as-Saleh, ‘Solar and Lunar Distances and Apparent Velocities in the 
Astronomical Tables of Habash al-Hiisib’, aL-Ab&tb, 23, 1970, pp. 129-177. Reprinted in 
E. S. Kennedy, et al., Studies, op. cif. 

op. cif. 
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2.6 The Tusi couple states that the combination of two circular 
movements can gve a rectilinear movement. From al-Tadhkira (1261) 

0 Biblioteca Apostolica, Vatican (MS. Vat. Ar. 319, fol. 29r) 
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the position of the solar apogee in 82;39" from Aries, when compared with the 
value obtained by Hipparchus and Ptolemy (68;30") destroyed the Ptolemaic 
belief in its immobility. Several more or less successful attempts were made to 
improve Ptolemy's value for the length of the tropical year. The obliquity of the 
ecliptic was observed as being 23;33" (used by YahyIi) or 23;35" (parameter 
used by Habash) while Ptolemy had 23;51 ,20" ; a new parameter for the velocity 
of the precession of equinoxes was determined: 1 O in 66 years and 8 months - 
whch might have an Indian origin39 - instead of the Ptolemaic 1 ' in 100 years. 
The moon's maximum latitude was established as being 4;46,3" (Ptolemy: 5") 
and Yahyii, whose tables for the computation of lunar longitude derive from 
those in the Nan& Tables, added a supplementary table which introduced a 
correction based on the fact that lunar motion does not take place on the 
ecliptic but on a plane forming with it an angle of 4;46,3". Finally, an important 
improvement was introduced by Habash in his lunar equation tables for he 
seems to have been the first Muslim astronomer to use 'displaced' functions - 
on which somethng more will be said below - for lunar  equation^.^' 

O n the other hand, both @e~ seem to keep a certain number of elements 
from the Hindu-Iranian tradition. The solar model used in both @es is 
Ptolemaic with new parameters (a maximum equation of 1;57" for a mean 
anomaly of 72" instead of the Ptolemaic 2;23" for 72;23"), in spite of the fact 
that several sources attribute to both astronomers the use of pre-Ptolemaic 
techniques, with a Hindu-Iranian origin, for the computation of the solar 
equation. Ths is also the case for the model underlying the tables for the 
computation of planetary latitudes in Yahyii's but the most conspicuous 
Hindu-Iranian influence is seen in the model implied, in both @e.r, for Venus. 
Habash (and probably Yahyii) as well as, later on, al-Battm- (d. 317/727) 
follow the Zj aL-JbZb when they establish that the mean motion of Venus 
equals that of the sun, and that the positions of their apogees and the values of 
their maximum equations of the centre are the same.42 Ths means that they 
use, implicitly, a lunematic model in whch the centre of the epicycle of Venus 
lies along the direction of the mean sun and recalls the model used by 
Heraclides for Mercury and Venus. 

39. D. Pingree, 'Precession and Trepidation in Indian Astronomy before AD 1200', JournaL for 
the ffiJtory dAstronomy, 3, 1972, pp. 27-35. 

40. E.S. Kennedy and A. Muruwwa, 'Biriini on the Solar Equation', JNES, 17, 1958, 
pp. 112-121; H. Salam and E. S. Kennedy, 'Solar and Lunar Tables in Early Islamic 
Astronomy',]AOJ, 87,1967, pp. 492496; E. S. Kennedy, 'The Solar Equation in the Zij 
of Yahya b. Abi Mansor', in fismata, Wiesbaden, 1977, pp. 183-186. The three papers 
have been reprinted in E. S. Kennedy, et al., Jtudies, op. cit. 

41. M. Viladrich, 'The Planetary Latitude Tables in the Mumtahan Zij',Joz/malfor the Hi~tory of 
Artronomy, 1988, pp. 257-268. 

42. B. R. Goldstein, 'Remarks on Ptolemy's Equant Model in Islamic Astronomy', in E)-ismata, 
Wiesbaden, 1977, pp. 165-181. 
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After al-Ma’miin, Islamic astronomy followed along the same lines. 
Observations continued almost without interruption either in small private 
observatories or in more or less organized institutions with official support. 
These resulted in the compilation of new @is in whch the old Hindu- 
Iranian tradition seems to be forgotten, and both the Amagest and the 
Hun& Tubles were followed. They accepted Ptolemy’s kinematic models but 
used new parameters and destroyed some dogmatic beliefs of the Almagext 
such as the invariabhty of the obliquity of the ecliptic, the constant char- 
acter of the precession of equinoxes, the immobility of the solar apogee, 
and the impossibhty of annular solar eclipses, among others. Some of the 
improvements introduced are true, whilst others are understandable mis- 
takes due to the fact that Muslim astronomers relied excessively on the 
accuracy of observations made in antiquity and in their own times. In any 
case, it is obvious that Ptolemaic astronomy was not always followed un- 
questioningly. At the same time, these astronomical tables - starting with 
H a b a ~ h ~ ~  - introduced a new spherical trigonometry whch has remote 
Indian roots but whch is mainly an Islamic creation. Whde the only tri- 
gonometrical tool known to Ptolemy was Menelaus’ theorem whch estab- 
lished the relations between six elements of two spherical triangles, the new 
spherical trigonometry developed a series of new theorems which related 
four elements of only one spherical triangle.44 

It is impossible to mention here even a limited list of these Ptolemaic @is 
and I wdl only record those written by al-Battgni - the @’ whch, historicall 
implies the stage in whch Ptolemaic astronomy has been fully assimilated, 
Ibn Ytinus (d. 400/1009),46 al-QZnin ul-MasCidfof d-Biriini - whch is much 
more than an ordinary @’, being a great astronomical handbook, full of good 
sense, containing a good deal of information about the author’s personal as- 
tronomical research as well as about the development of astronomy in Islamic 
countries unul the author’s time -47 al-Khazini (fl. c. 514/1120), Nasir al-Din 

1; 

43. M.Th. Debarnot, ‘Un calcul d’astronomie sphkrique de Habash al-H%sib’, in Z h e  Second 
International Jjmposium for the Histoy of Arabic Science. Abstracts of Scientzc Session Papers, 
Aleppo, 1979, p. 54. 

44. M. Th. Debarnot, al-Bfnini, Eib A4aq:id ‘ilm al-hq’a. La hgonomitrie Sphirique cber les Arabes 
de I’Est a lafan du Xe siicle, Damascus, 1985. 

45. Ed., translation and commentary by C. A. Nallino, al-Battjnt sive Albatenii. Opus 
artronomicurn, 3 vols., Milan, 2899-1907. 

46. A. P. Caussin de Perceval, ‘Le livre de la grande table hakemite, Notices et extraits des 
manuscrits de la Bibliotbique Nationale, 7, 1804, pp. 16-240. A survey of his astronomical 
work in D. A. King, ‘Ibn Yiinus’, in Dictionay ofSienh$c Biograpb, XIV, New York, 1976, 
pp. 574580. 

47. There is a good edition in three volumes made in Hyderabad, 1954-1956. See an important 
table of contents with commentaries by E. A. Kennedy, ‘A-Biruni’s Masudic Canon’, al- 
Ab&th, 24, 1971, pp. 59-81 (reprinted in Kennedy et al., Studies, op. cit.). 
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al-Tusi (d. 673/1274), al-I<iishi (d. c. 833/1429) and Ulugh Beg (d. 853/ 
1449). There is a certain relation between these three last @‘e.r: first of all, w e  
have Nasir al-Din’s G-i Ikhdni:8 written as a result of the Mariigha ob- 
servations, which, in spite of the fact that the Mariigha observatory as well as 
al-Tiisi are usually related to the important modifications of the Ptolemaic 
planetary models (see below), is perfectly Ptolemaic in chararacter. The Ti-; 
IkhZn?was later revised and corrected by al-Kiishi in hs q-i K7nZpini, a work 
completed towards 823/1420, before the end of the cycle of observations 
made in the Samarkand observatory. These latter observations were, however, 
used by Ulugh Beg to compile his Zi-i Sa&&? (completed between 841 /1437 
and 852/1448 , whch is probably the last great Ptolemaic @’ of the Islamic 

W e  should also stress that these @i.r often introduce an important set of 
improvements whch make them more accurate and easier to handle than 
standard Ptolemaic tables. There is a steady evolution towards increasing 
precision which can be easily appreciated in trigonometrical tables; in the 
ninth century both al-Khuwiiriami and al-Battiini include, in their @e.r, sine 
tables in whch the interval in the argument amounts to 1 O ,  whde the func- 
tion is calculated to the third sexagesimal fraction; in the fifteenth century, 
the sine table extant in Ulugh Beg’s e’ is computed with an interval in the 
argument of only l’, whde the function is approximated to the fifth sex- 
agesimal fra~tion.~’ O n  the other hand, easier computation is achieved by the 
use of: (1) aaxiliay tables which are employed to solve many problems of 
spherical astronomy (the first ones known appear in Habash’s @‘in the thrd/ 
ninth century,51 while the most complete ones seem to be those of al-Khalili 
in the fourteenth century);52 (2) doc/ble argzment tables whch simplify the 
complex Ptolemaic procedures, especially for the computation of planetary 
longitudes. These tables appear, for the first time, in a work ascribed to Ibn 
Yiinus (d. and they are frequently found from the thirteenth century 

Middle Ages.4 b 

48. O n  this see R. Mercier, ‘The Greek “Persian Syntaxis” and the Zij-i Ilkhiid, Archives 

49. L. P. E. A. Sedillot, Prolegomines des tables astronomiques d’Oloug Beg, 2 vols., Paris, 1847 and 

50. E. S. Kennedy, Survty, op. it., p. 170. 
51. C. Jensen, ‘Abii NaSr Mansor’s Approach to Spherical Astronomy as Developed in his 

Treatise “The Table of Mnutes”’, Cpntauws, 16, 1972, pp. 1-19. 
52. D. A. King, ‘Al-Khalili’s Auxiliary Tables for Solving Problems of Spherical Astronomy’, 

Journal for the ffistory 6 Astronomy, 4, 1973, pp. 99-1 10. Reprinted in fing, hlamic 
Mathematical Astronomy, London, 1986. 

53. D.A. King, ‘A Double Argument Table for the Lunar Equation Attributed to Ibn 
Y~us’, Centauws, 18, 1974, pp. 129-146. Reprinted in King, (slamic &fathematical 
Astronomy, op. it. 

Internationales d’Hstoire des Sciences, 34, 1984, pp. 35-60. 

1853. 
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onwards.54 In Europe, they appear for the first time in the Tabulue 
Mugme of Jean de Lignires (fl. 1320-35);55 3) ‘displaced tables’ (in 
Kennedy’s terminology) in which a constant has been added to the 
values of the function in such a way that it has become ‘displaced’ 
and its values are always positive. In standard Ptolemaic tables, these 
values can be positive or negative and the computer has to remember 
complex rules whch tell hm whether he should add or subtract; the 
first known table of this kmd was computed by Habash for the lunar 
equation and displaced tables are fairly common from the tenth century 
onwards .56 

Andalusian and Maghribi @e.?’ 
The first e’ introduced in al-Andalus in the time of Amir ‘Abd al-Rahmiin I1 
(206-238/821-582) was, probably, al-IUluwBrizmi’s recension of the Sindhind. 
In any case, as w e  have seen before, al-IUluw~rizmi’s was revised in the 
second half of the tenth century by Maslama al-Majriti and his disciples, who 
were also acquainted with the @.of al-BattZd. The Indian astronomical tradition 
represented by al-IUluwBrizmi was never fully abandoned in Western Islam and 
its influence became one of the characteristics of a group of @is whch have 
clear interconnections. One good example is Ibn Mu‘iidh’s TubuLueJuhen (the e‘ 
of Jayyiin = Jatn in southern Spain), the canons of which are extant in a Latin 

54. See C. Jensen, ‘The Lunar Theories of al-Baghdiidi’, Arcbizjefor the Histor)) qftbe Esclcf 
Sciences, 8,1971-1972, pp. 321-328; M. J. Tichenor, ‘Late Medieval Two-Argument Tables 
for Planetary Longitudes’, JNES, 26, 1967, pp. 126-128 (reprinted in Kennedy ef a/., 
Jtudies, op. it.); G. A. Saliba, ‘The Double Argument Lunar Tables of Cyriacus’,Jotlr~ia/for 
the Histoy of14stronomy, 7, 1976, pp. 41-46. 

55. J.D. North, ‘The Alfonsine Tables in England’, in hsmata, Wiesbaden, 1977, pp.269- 
301. Reprinted in North, Stars, iLfinds and Fate, London/Ronceverte, 1989. 

56. E. S. Kennedy, ‘The Astronomical Tables of Ibn al-A‘lam’, Journal for d e  Histo9 of 
Arabzc Science, 1, 1977, pp. 13-23. O n  this particular e’, see also A. Tihon, ‘Sur 
l’identiti. de l’astronome Alim’, Archives hternutionules d’Histoii-e des Sciences [AHI’], 39, 
1989, pp.3-29; and R. Mercier, ‘The Parameters of the Zij of Ibn al-A‘lam’, AIHS, 
39, 1989, pp.22-50. On ‘displaced’ tables see also G.A. Saliba, ‘The Planetary 
Tables of Cyriacus’, Journal for the History of Arabic Science, 2, 1978, pp. 53-65; G. A. 
Saliba, ‘Computational Techniques in a Set of Late Medieval Astronomical Tables’, 
Journal for the Hstoy of Arabic Science, 1, 1977, pp. 24-32. Other references to 
‘displaced’ equations will be found in papers already referred to: E.S. Kennedy, ‘Al- 
Biruni’s Masudic Canon’; D.A. King, ‘A Double Argument Table’; C. Jensen, ‘The 
Lunar Theories’; G. A. Sallba, ‘The Double Argument Lunar Tables’. 

57. For a general survey of Andalusian astronomy cf. J. Sams6, Las ciencias de Los antigtlos en a/- 
Andahis, Madrid, 1992; J. Sams6, (slamic Astronomy and Afediez’al Spain, Aldershot, Variorum, 
1994. 
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translation by Gerard of Crem~na.~~ These tables were not as successful as the 
Toledan Tables, known through a Latin translation preserved in numerous 
manuscripts. They seem to have been the result of a hasty adaptation of all the 
avadable astronomical material (al-Khuwilrizmi, al-Battiini and the Almagest) to 
the coordinates of Toledo, made by a group of Toledan astronomers led by the 
famous q& Sii‘id al-Andalusi (d. 463/1070).59 Even if the results achieved 
were not brilhant we should consider that the mean motion tables are original, 
and the result of a programme of observations whch must have begun earlier 
than 462/1069 and was continued by Ibn al-Zarqillluh (Azarquiel) (d. 474/ 
1 loo), one of the collaborators of q& Sil‘id until much later. 

The Toledaw Tables bear witness to an original development of Andalusian 
astronomy which was extremely influential in Europe until the Scientific 
Revolution - the theory of trepidation. This theory pretends to justify two 
facts known to hluslim astronomers since the time of al-Ma’mun: that the 
obliquity of the ecliptic decreases slowly, and that the velocity of precession is 
not constant. Trepidation, as formulated by Muslim astronomers, had clear 
predecessors both in classical antiquity“ and in the echoes which Greek as- 
tronomy had in these early formulations established merely that the 
equinoctial and solstitial points had a very slow motion forwards and back- 
wards along a limited arc of the ecliptic, but no geometrical model justifying 
such a motion was known and one has to wait until the first half of the tenth 
century when Ibrilhim b. Siniin (276-335/908-746) designed the first known 
trepidation model.62 Either his formulation of the theory or a different one 
was introduced in al-Andalus and known to q& Sil‘id who probably dealt with 
the topic of trepidation, which was one of the main concerns of the Toledan 

58. H. Hermelink, ‘Tabulae Jahen’, Archivefor the ffistoy fthr Exact Sciences, 2, 1964, pp. 108- 
112. Arabic passages of these canons as well as tabular materials have been discovered in 
late Maghribi sources. See for example, J. Samsb and H. Mielgo, ‘Ibn Ishaq al-Tiinisi and 
Ibn Murnd al-Jayynni on the Qibla’, in J. Samsb, IslanlicAstronomy andilfidievalSpain, op. cit.; 
A. Mestres, ‘Maghribi Astronomy in the 13th Century: a Description of Manuscript 
Hyderabad Andra Pradesh State Library 298’, in Fiom Baghdad to Barcelona, op. cit., I, 
pp. 583-612 (see pp. 601-610); J. Samso, ‘Andalusian Astronomy in 14th Century Fez: al- 
ZiaL-Afuw@q of Ibn ‘Azziiz al-Qusantini’, ZGAIEY 11, 1997, pp. 73-110 (see pp. 91-92). 

59. O n  the Toledan Tables see G. J. Toomer, ‘A Survey of the Toledan Tables’, Osiris, 15, 1968, 
pp. 5-174; E. S. Pedersen, ‘Canones Azarchelis. Some Versions and a Text’, Cahiers de 
L‘Institut du Moyen Age Grec et Latin (Copenhagen), 54, 1987, pp. 129-218; L. Richter- 
Bernburg, ‘Sa‘id, the Toledan Tables, and Andalusi Science’, in Fioni Dderentto Equant, op. cit., 
pp. 373401 ; R. Nercier, ‘Astronomical Tables in the Twelfth Century’, op. cit., pp. 104-1 12. 

60. 0. Neugebauer, A ffistor~ ofiZncient iC.lahenzatical,~stronom~i, Berlin/Heidelberg/New York, 

61. D. Pingree, ‘Precession and Trepidation in Indian Astronomy before AD 1200’, op. cit. 

62. In his Et& j% Harakcit aL-sbams ed. by A. S. Sacidan, RasZ’il fin Jimin, Kuwait, 1983, 

1975, 2, pp. 631-634. 

pp. 27-35. 

pp. 274-304. 
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astronomers. The famous Liber de mota octave spere (Book on the Motion of the 
Eighth Sphere), traditionally ascribed to Thiibit b. Qur~a,~~ could be the work 
of one of the members of Sii‘id’s There is, in any case, a clear link 
between the Liber de mota and Ibn al-Zarqglluh’s treatise on the motion of the 
fmed stars (c. 478/1085), extant in a Hebrew tran~lation,~~ where w e  find an 
elaborate description of three different trepidation models, the third of which 
was an improvement, from a practical point of view, on that of the Liber de 
mota. 

Ibn al-Zarqdluh dechcated twenty-five years of his life to solar ob- 
servations and, between 468/1075 and 473/1080, he wrote a book on the 
sun. This book seems to have been lost, but we know about its contents 
through secondary sources.66 The analysis of these sources proves three 
things: 1) that Ibn al-Zarqiilluh established that the longitude of the solar 
apogee was 85;49”, and this not only led him to confirm the common 
opinion of Muslim astronomers, since c. 215/830, according to whom the 
solar apogee moved with the velocity of precession, but he was the first to 

63. This text has been published several times by J. M. Millis-Vallicrosa. See, for example, 
his Estudios sobre Ararquiel, Madrid/Granada, 1943-50, pp. 496-509; English translation 
and commentary by 0. Neugebauer, ‘Thnbit b. Qurra “On the Solar Year” and “On 
the Motion of the Eighth Sphere” ’ , R-oceedings of the American Philosophical Soieo, 106, 

64. O n  the geometrical model of the Liber de motu cf. B.R. Goldstein, ‘On the Theory of 
Trepidation according to Thabit b. Qurra and its Implications for Homocentric Planetary 
Theory’, Centaurus, 10, 1964, pp. 232-247; J. Dobrzycki, ‘Teoria precesji w astronomii 
sredniowiecznej ’ , Jtudia i Materia4 fiiejow Nu& Polskitj, Z. Z . Seria, 11 , 1965, pp. 347 
(in Polish with a long summary in English); J. North, ‘Thebit’s Theory of Trepidation and 
the Adjustment of John Maudith’s Star Catalogue’, in Rzchard oj‘ Wallingfard. A n  Edition ofhis 
Wkitings with Introductions, English Translation and Commentav, TII, Oxford, 1976, pp. 155-1 58; 
R. Mercier, ‘Studies in the Medieval Conception of Precession’, Archives zntPmationale1 
d’histoire des sciences, 26,1976, pp. 197-220, and 27, 1977, pp. 33-71; R. Mercier, ‘Accession 
and Recession: Reconstruction of the Parameters’, in €?om Baghdad to Barcelona, op. cif., I, 

65. J.M. Millis-Vallicrosa, Estudios sobre Ararquiel, op. cit., pp.250-343. On this book cf. 
R.B. Goldstein, Trepidation, op. cit. and J. Sams6, ‘Sobre el modelo de Azarquiel para 
determinar la oblicuidad de la ecliptica’, in ffomenaj, al 23-6 Dan‘ Cabanelas O.EM, 2, 
Granada, 1987, pp. 367-377 (reprinted in Samso, hlamic Astronomy and Medieval Spain, op. 
cit.). See also J. Sams6, ‘Trepidation in al-Andalus in the Eleventh Century’, in hlamic 
Astronomy and Medieval Spain, No. VIII; M. Comes, ‘The Accession and Recession 
Theory in al-Andalus and the North of Africa’, in €+om Baghdad to Barcelona, op. cit., I, 

66. See G.J. Toomer, ‘The Solar Theory of al-Zarqd: A History of Errors’, Centaums, 14, 
1969, pp. 306-336; idem, ‘The Solar Theory of al-Zarqd: an Epilogue’, in €?om Dgerent to 
Equant, op. it., pp. 513-519; J. Sams6, ‘al-Zarqd, Alfonso X and Peter of Aragon on the 
Solar Equation’, in €?om De3rent to Equant, op. cif., pp. 467-476; and J. Sams6 and E. Millis, 
‘Ibn Ishnq, Ibn al-Banna’ and Ibn al-Zarqduh’s Solar Theoiy’, in J. Sams6, hlamic 
Astronomy and Medieval Spain, op. it., No. X. 

1962, pp. 290-299. 

pp. 299-347. 

pp. 349-364. 
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state that the solar apogee had its own motion of about 1”  in 279 Julian 
years; 2) he confirmed the length of the sidereal year (6,5;15,24 days) pre- 
viously used in the Toledm Tables; 3) his observations led him to establish that 
the solar eccentricity for hs time amounted to 1;58p. A comparison between 
this eccentricity and those established by Hipparchus (2;3OP in c. 150 BC), 
Thiibit b. Qurra (2;2,6p, using observations of c. 215/830) and al-Battiini 
(2;4,5p in 270/883) led hm to conclude the variabllity of the solar eccen- 
tricity and to design a geometrical model whch would justify its hstorical 
changes. To ths, one should add that, accordmg to Ibn al-Hii’im (fl. 601/ 
1204-1205), Ibn al-Zarqiilluh observed the moon for 37 years. As a result, 
he introduced a slight modification of Ptolemy’s lunar model. Ibn al- 
Zarqdluh’s correction appears in Andalusian (Ibn al-Icammiid) and Magribi 
(Ibn Ishiiq, Ibn al-Bannii’) @es as well as in the Spanish canons of the first 
version of the A@nsine Tables. 

Trepidation, a solar model with variable eccentricity, the correction in 
the lunar model and some Zarqdlian parameters appear in a family of 
characteristic Andalusian and Maghribi @ex. The first of these is Ibn al- 
Zarqiilluh’s own Alman~c6~ whch is, perhaps, the set of tables of ths group 
that is least influenced by these peculiarities, although the solar tables seem 
to derive from Toledan parameters. The remaining @es seriously influenced 
by Ibn al-Zarqdluh’s astronomical theories are those composed by Abu 
Ja‘far Ahmad b. Yiisuf, known as pbn] al-Kammiid (active in Cordoba in 
510-511/1116-1117),68 and Ibn al-Hii’im (fl. 601-602/1204-1205). pbn] 
al-Kammiid was probably a direct disciple of Ibn al-Zarqdluh and com- 
posed three @es of whch only one (al-Muqtabas) seems to be extant in a 
Latin translation; in it [Ibn] al-Kammiid followed hs master’s theories 
whilst also introducing corrections in the parameters and computation 
procedures. The Mugtabas seems to be the main source of the astronomical 
tables prepared, in the fourteenth century, for IOng Peter IV of Arag~n.‘~ 

Ibn al-Kammiid was strongly criticized by Ibn al-Hii’im, who in 498- 
9/1204-5 dedicated hs al-Zj al-k&d $-l-tacd%z to the Almohad cahph 
Abu ‘Abdalliih Muhammad al-Niisir (596-610/1199-1213). Ths work, 
extant in a manuscript in the Bodleian Library in Oxford, is not a stan- 
dard @’ as it contains an extremely elaborate set of canons (173 pages) 
but no numerical tables. These canons are mainly concerned with com- 
putational procedures to solve astronomical problems and they include 
careful geometrical proofs. Ths @; whch is an extremely important and 

67. See my chapter on ‘Islamic Astrology’ (Chapter 2.2(c)) in this volume. 
68. J. Chabis and B. R. Goldstein, ‘Andalusian Astronomy: aI-Zq a/-muqtabas of Ibn al- 

69. J. Chabas, ‘Astronomia andalusi en Cataluiia: las Tablas de Barcelona’, in From Baghdad to 
Kammiid’, Archivefor His09 ofExact Sciences, 48, 1994, pp. 1-41. 

Barceha, op. cit., I, pp. 477-525. 
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as yet unexplored astronomical source, contains a great amount of hs- 
torical information on the work done, in the eleventh century, by the 
Toledan school. 

The Toledan school was extremely influential in the Maghrib where Abu- 
l-‘Abbns b. Ishaq al-Tamimi al-Tunisi (fl. Tunis and Marrakesh c. 589-619/ 
1193-1222) left an unfinished set of tables, which survive in a unique manu- 
script of Hyderabad, discovered in 1978 by D. A. This influence 
continued during the hrteenth and fourteenth centuries through several 
‘editions’ of the @’ of Ibn Ishnq such as the one prepared by the anonymous 
compiler of the aforementioned collection extant in the Hyderabad manuscript 
(c. 665-680/1266-1281) -which preserves animpressive amount ofAndalusian 
materials whch would be lost otherwise - the Mid@ of Ibn al-Band of 
Marrakesh (654-721/1256-1321),71 and the two @ e ~  composed by the 
Tunisian-Andalusian astronomer Muhammad b. al-Raqqm (d. 715/1315).72 
Andalusian influence is also present in two other fourteenth-century @ex, 
written by two astronomers of Constantine, in the central Maghrib, who were 
active in Fez: the one compiled by Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. Abi ‘Ah al-Qusanm, the 
canons of which were written in verse:3 and the U/-2 u/-m.~w@‘iq of Abu-l- 

70 

71 

72 

73 

See for example D. A. King, ‘An Overview of the Sources for the History of Astronomy in 
the Medieval Maghrib’, Deuxime Collope Magh&in sur I’Hzstoire des itl;thPmatiques Arabes, 
Tunis, 1988, pp.125-157. See also a recent survey of this manuscript in A. Mestres, 
‘Maghribi Astronomy’. 
The canons were edited by J. Vernet, Conh‘bucidn a1 estudio de la labor mtrondmica de fin al- 
Banna’, Tetuin, 1952. The solar tables were studied by J. S m s 6  and E. Millis, ‘Ibn al- 
Banna, Ibn Ishaq and Ibn al-Zarqduh’s Solar Theory’, op. czt. For the planetary tables see 
J. Sams6 and E. Millis, ‘The Computation of Planetary Longitudes in the Zj of Ibn al- 
Banna’, forthcoming in Arabic Sciences and Philosopby. This @’, used in the Maghrib until the 
nineteenth century, is the first Western source to use displaced equations and it introduces 
a new method for the computation of the equation of anomaly of Saturn and Jupiter, 
which is based on the Ptolemaic technique for the same purpose in the case of the moon. 

. See E. S. Kennedy, ‘The Astronomical Tables of Ibn al-Raqqiim, a Scientist of Granada’, 
ZGAIF,‘11, 1997, pp. 35-72. A partial edition and commentary of the Shimil Zj has been 
prepared by Muhammad ‘Abd al-R&miin (Institute for the History of Arabic Science, 
Aleppo) as a doctoral dissertation (@id ab21 aL-kawikibj-l-@’ al-shZmilfi tabdbib al-kimil L- 
Ibn al-Raqqim) presented in the University of Barcelona (September 1996): it also contains 
an analysis of the materials drawn from theQawim @’. A third @‘of the Ibn al-Raqqiim (al- 
Zj al-muxtauj?) is also extant in MS. Rabat General Library 2461, pp. 153-289, and in MS. 
Tunis National Library; an incomplete copy has been preserved in Cairo DM 718 (fols. 3v- 
4r); see D. A. Tang, A Survg of the Scientzjic hfanuscqbts in the Egyptian National Library, 
Winona Lake, Indiana, 1986, pp.84 (C100) and 138 (F22). The relation between the 
Mustauj? e’ and the Zj of Ibn Ishiiq has not yet been studied. 

. E.S. Kennedy and D.A. King, ‘Indtan Astronomy in Fourteenth Century Fez: the 
Versified Zij of al-Qusuntini’,]ourna1 for the History ofArabic Science, 6, 1982, pp. 3-45, 
reprinted in D. A. IOng, (slamic MathemaficalAstronomy, op. cit., No. VIII. 
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Qiisim b. ‘Azzuz al-Qusangni (d. 755/1354),74 partially based on observations 
made in Fez with an armillary sphere c. 745/1344. 

The recent analysis of a few new sources shows that Ibn ‘Aaziiz was not 
the only Maghribi astronomer who made observations, and that there is 
evidence of ths kind of astronomical activity in the Maghrib during the 
thrteenth and fourteenth centuries. The new evidence gathered raised doubts 
in the belief in trepidation. The situation being thus, contacts with the East 
brought to the Maghrib three sets of Eastern @ks: the Ti al-aqq of Muhyi-l- 
Din al-Maghribi (d. 682/1283) and the al-Zg aljadid of Ibn al-Shiiur (fl. 
Damascus, d. 777/1375) were introduced in the fourteenth century. The 
thrd important @; Ulugh Begh’s Zq-ijadd, does not seem to have reached 
the Maghrib unul the end of the seventeenth century. These Eastern astro- 
nomical tables computed tropical longitudes, favoured constant precession 
and did not seek to predict the obliquity of the ecliptic for future times. As a 
result, the planetary positions computed with them were far more accurate 
than those one could obtain from the @es of Ibn Ishiiq’s school. ‘Andalusian’ 
influence was, however, reinforced towards the beginning of the seventeenth 
century through the introduction of Abraham Zacut’s Almanacb Peqetwm, 
translated into Arabic in Marrakesh by a Morisco exile called A b a d  b. 
Qiisim al-Hajari (fl. 1007-48/1598-1638). This text renewed the interest in 
almanacs, in the Zarqalhan tradition, whch were also present in the 
Hyderabad compilation of Ibn Ishiiq’s @’, but it also introduced more recent 
materials, for Zacut’s planetary tables were based on the A@nsine Tables, 
while the computation of solar and lunar positions, conjunctions and oppo- 
sitions, derives ultimately from Levi ben Gerson (AD 1288-1344) via Jacob 
ben David Bonjorn of Perpignan (fl. 1361). 

The hayla tradition and the ‘New Zg’ of Ibn al-shiifiir 
Ptolemaic astronomy has traditionally been considered as a system of purely 
mathematical models, the purpose of whch was ‘to save the phenomena’, that 
is to furnish the mathematical tools which enable the astronomer to compute 
accurately future astronomical events. Doubts were cast on this interpretation 
by the dxovery of some previously unknown chapters of the Arabic 
translation of Ptolemy’s Phetary N_Yppotbe~es.~~ Ptolemy appeared in them 
defending an astronomical system which had physical reality and was not a 
purely mathematical construction, since his geometrical models became three- 

74. J. Samso, ‘Andalusian Astronomy in 14th Century Fez’. 
75. W. Harmer, ‘Medieval Views on Cosmic Dimensions and Ptolemy’s IGtiib al-Manshfiriit’, 

in Mens-Occidpns, Hildesheim, 1968, pp. 319-348; B. R. Goldstein, ‘The Arabic Version of 
Ptolemy’s Planetary Hypotheses’, Transactions of the American Philosophical Socieo (Philadel- 
phia), N.S., 57/4, 1967. 
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lmensional and were used to compute distances and sizes of planets. The 
interest in a physical system of the world appeared quite early in Islamic 
astronomy and we see Ya‘qfib b. Tgriq dealing, as early as the eighth century, 
with the problem of the size of the universe.76 Ths tendency led to the 
development of bq’u (cosmology) the origins and early development of which 
are not well known; even so, it probably had a greater importance than 
scholars used to believe a few years ago. Thus, the Toledan astronomer and 
hstorian of the eleventh century Sa‘id al-Andalusi makes a careful distinction 
in the terminology he uses in his Tubuqd ul--zlmum, between ‘ilm bq’ut al-aj%k 
(science of the physical structure of spheres) and humkZt ul-niyim 
(mathematical astronomy which deals with the motion of celestial bodies), 
and ascribes to several Andalusian astronomers of the tenth and eleventh 
centuries an interest in hqJu whch has left very few traces in the sources 
known up to the present date. 

Sizes and distances of the planets seem to have been the main topic of 
early h q ’ ~ . ~ ~  Other developments soon appeared; the great physicist Ibn al- 
Haytham made a serious attempt, in his MuqduJz bq’at ul- ‘dum, to reinterpret 
the geometrical models of the Almugest in physical termsY8 and the same 
methodology was applied by him to the problem of the osclllation of the 
epicycle in Ptolemy’s planetary latitude theory.79 This led hm very soon to 
the criticism of Ptolemy whch appears in his al-Sbzlkik ‘ah Bathyis (Doubts 
on Ptolemy).80 In it, Ibn al-Haytham discusses Ptolemy’s omissions, in the 
Hypotheses, to justify physically all the motions described in the Almuge.st, as 
well as certain aspects of the geometrical models of ths latter work which he 
considers to be physically impossible. The most important of these criticisms 
is concerned with the equant point (the centre of mean motion in longitude 
of Ptolemy’s planetary models), a device which clearly violated the principle 
that any celestial motion must be a combination of uniform circular motions. 
The problem of the equant point became crucial in all attempts to create a 
physically admissible astronomical system. In the eleventh century, Ibn Sin% 
boasted of having discovered a solution for the equant problem and one of 

76. See D. Pingree, ‘The Fragments of the Works of Ya‘qiib b. Tiiriq’, INEX, 27, 1968, 

77. See the unpublished Ph.D. dissertation by N. Swerdlow, Bolemy’s Deoy ofthe Distances and 
3Xe.r of the Planets. A Stu4 of the S~ent$c hundations @ il&a’z’eual Cosmology, Yale, 1968 
(available through University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 69-8442). 

78. See the edition and translation of this book by Y. T. Langermann, Zbn al-Hgtham’s On the 
Configclration ofthe World, New York/London, 1990. 

79. A. I. Sabra, ‘Ibn al-Haytham’s Treatise: Solution of Difficulties Concerning the Movement 
of JtzzT,]ournalfor the Hrtoy ofArabic Science, 3, 1979, pp. 388-422. 

80. Edited by A. I. Sabra and N. Shehaby, Cairo, 1971. 

pp. 97-125. 
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2.7 Four planetary models superposed. The work of the school of Mariigha 
was continued by Ibn al-Shiiur in Damascus. His non-Ptolemaic astronomical 

models and tables strongly recall the Copernican ones 
0 From E. S. Kennedy, ‘Late Medieval Theory’ in his, 57, 1966, p. 374, 

University of Chicago Press 
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his students, Abii ‘Ubayd al-Juzjgni, made an unsuccessful attempt to design 
planetary models without equant .81 

The historical development of the hq’u tradition leads us, now, to the grou 
of ‘Aristotelian’ scholars who flourished in al-Andalus in the twelfth century. 
Their efforts do not seem to be related to the @ib ul-M@$F(Correction of the 
Almagest) of Jiibir b. Aflah, whose criticisms of Ptolemy seem to be based on 
mathematical rather than on physical grounds.83 Ibn Tufayl, Ibn Bajja and Ibn 
Rushds4 tried to solve the problem by a total or partial abandonment of the 
Ptolemaic system but they limited themselves to stating general principles. The 
only serious attempt to create an alternative astronomical system was made by 
al-Bitfiji who, in hs Ehibj--l-Ha_y’us5 (written c. 581-588/1185-1192), tried to 
revive the old Eudoxian-Aristotelian system of homocentric spheres combining 
it with the later developments of Islamic astronomy.86 According to another 
interpretation, his models are independent from those of Eudoxus and derive 
from Ibn al-Zarqdluh’s third model of trepidati~n.~~ Al-Bitmji’s system was a 
complete failure from the point of view of mathematical astronomy but it is 
interesting to note that he used Neoplatonic (not Aristotelian) dynamics to 
explain how the first motor placed in the ninth sphere transmits two different 
motions, moving in opposite directions, to the other spheres below it.88 His 

8 

81. G. Saliba, ‘Ibn Sin2 and Aba ‘Ubayd al-Juzjiini: the Problem of the Ptolemaic Equant’, 
Journaljir the Hstory ofArabicJcience, 4,1980, pp. 376-403. Reprinted in G. Saliba,Affisto;Cy 
ofArabic Astronomy. Planetary lheories during the Golden Age of (sl’am. New York/London, New 
York University Press, 1994, pp. 85-112. 

82. A. I. Sabra, ‘The Andalusian Revolt against Ptolemaic Astronomy. Averroes and al-BiCmji’, 
in E. Mendelsohn (ed.), Transfarmation and Tradition in the Sciences, Cambridge, Mass., 1984, 

83. R. Lorch, ‘The Astronomy of Jiibir b. Aflah’, Centaurus, 19, 1975, pp. 85-107; 
N. M. Swerd-Low, ‘Jiibir b. Afl&’s Interesting Method for Finding the Eccentricities 
and Direction of the Apsidal Line of a Superior Planet’, in fiom Deferent to Equant, op. cit., 

84. F. J. Carmody, ‘The Planetary Theory of Ibn Rushd’, O~iris, 10, 1952, pp. 556-586; H. 
Hugonnard-Roche, ‘L’tpitomk du De caelo d’Aristote par Averrots: Questions de methode 
et de doctrine’, Archives d’ffistoire Dochinale et Littiraire du &fyen Age, 52, 1985, pp. 7-39, 
and ‘Remarques sur l’ivolution doctrinale d’Averrots dans les commentaires au De caelo. 
Le probltme du mouvement de la terre’, Milanges de la Cara de b2lkxqueg 13, 1977, 
pp. 103-1 17; J. Lay, ‘L’Abrkgk de l’hageste: un intdit d’Averrots en version hkbraYque’, 
Arabic Sciences and Pbilosqb, 6, 1996, pp. 23-61 . 

85. B. R. Goldstein, al-B$n%%? On the &n@les ofAstronomy, 2 vols, New Haven/London, 1971. 
86. E. S. Kennedy, Speculum, XXIX, 1954, pp. 246-251 and ‘Alpetragius Astronomy’, Journal 

jor the ffistory $Astronomy, 4, 1973, pp. 134136. 
87. B. R. Goldstein, ‘On the Theory of Trepidation according to Thzbit b. Qurra and al- 

Zarqduh and its Implications for Homocentric Planetary Theory’, Centaums, 10, 1964, 

88. J. Samso, ‘On al-Bitmji and the Hay’a Tradition in al-Andalus’, in J. Samso, Islanlic 

pp. 133-153. 

pp. 501-512. 

pp. 232-247. 

Astronomy and Medieval Spain, op. cit., No. XII. 
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ideas were influential among phdosophical circles of Western Europe in the 
thirteenth century.89 

Although al-Bitfiji’s EtZbj-l-Hq’a was known in the Mashriq,”’ it is Ibn 
al-Haytham who had a strong influence on the development of the new non- 
Ptolemaic astronomical theories in the East from the thrteenth century on- 
wards. These efforts to revive the bq’a tradition, create an astronomical sys- 
tem having a physical reality and improve on Ptolemy’s results by reachng a 
greater coherence - models without equant, for example - and, sometimes 
(Ibn al-Shaur), a better agreement between geometrical models and observa- 
tion - even in those cases in whch Ptolemy’s models failed - were made by a 
group of astronomers who worked in the Maragha observatory and, thus, the 
denomination of ‘Mariigha school’ has often been applied to them.91 The first 
formulation of the new astronomical system was made, however, before the 
Mariigha observatory was built in 658/1259 either by Mu’ayyad d-Din al-‘Ur& 
(d. 665/1266), in his Ehib al-Hq’a, or by Nasir al-Din al-TGsi, in his Hall-z’ 
musbkz‘Lit-i ma ‘hjya. The EtZb aL-Hd_~’a~~ describes non-Ptolemaic models for 
the superior planets, Mercury and the moon: in them al-‘Ur@, like the rest of 
the members of the school, succeeds in justifying planetary motions by using 
linkages of vectors of constant length rotating at uniform speed and obtains 
results which can be compared with those of Ptolemy’s models.93 Al-‘Urdi 
also formulated the first of two important mathematical tools whch were used 

89. R.S. Avi-Yonah, ‘Ptolemy vs. d-Bitmji. A Study of Scientific Decision-Making in the 
Middle Ages’, Archives Internationales d’histoire des Sciences, 35, 1985, pp. 124147; 
A. Cortabarria, ‘El astronomo Alpetragio en las obras de S. Albert0 Magno’, L a  &dad 
de D o s ,  193,1980, pp. 505-535; idem, ‘Deux sources de S. Albert le Grand: al-Bitruji et al- 
Battani’, Mlanges de lYnstz?ut Dominicain dEtudes OrentaLes, 15, 1982, pp. 31-52. 

90. It had, probably, been introduced in Egypt by Maimonides towards the end of the twelfth 
century AD. In any case the Escorial manuscript was copied by an Egyptian Christian in 1281. 

91. General surveys of this topic in E.S. Kennedy, ‘Planetary Theory. Late Islamic and 
Renaissance’, in AwrZq, 5-6,1982-1983, pp. 19-24; N. M. Swerdlow and 0. Neugebauer, 
il.lathematical Askononly in Copernicus’s De Revolutionibus, New York/Berlin/Heidelberg/ 
Tokyo, 1984, pp. 41-48; several important essays by G. Saliba, reprinted in History ofArabic 
Atronomy, op. cit., pp. 245-305 (see also the introduction to this volume pp. 147); G. 
Saliba, ‘Arabic Planetary Theories after the Eleventh Century AD’, in Rashed and Morelon 
(eds.), Encyclopedia, I, pp. 58-127, and French translation in Rashed and Morelon, Histoire, 
I, pp. 71-138. 

92. Edited by G. Saliba, I h e  Askonomical K4rkr.r ofAfu’qyad al-Dtn al-‘Ur&, Beirut, 1990. 
93. See the papers by G. Saliba, ‘The First Non-Ptolemaic Astronomy at the Mariigha School’, 

his, 70, 1979, pp. 571-576; ‘The Original Source of Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi’s Planetary 
Model’, Journalfor the Histoly of Arabic Science, 3, 1979, pp. 3-18; ‘A Medieval Arabic 
Reform of the Ptolemaic Lunar Model’, Journal for the Histoy $Astronomy, 20, 1989, 
pp. 157-164. These three papers have been reprinted in SaLiba’s History ofArabic Askonomy, 
op. cit., pp.113-141; see also ‘A Damascene Astronomer Proposes a Non-Ptolemaic 
Astronomy’ [in Arabic with a summary in English] ,Journal for the History $Arabic Science, 4, 
1980, pp. 220-234 and 97-98. 
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in the new models: ‘cUrdi’s lemma’, a development of the theorem of 
Apollonius which allows for the transformation of eccentric models to epi- 
cyclic ones, and the second theorem (‘Tasi’s couple’ in Kennedy’s expres- 
sion), whch was discovered by al-Tusi and states that the combination of two 
circular movements can give as a result a rectilinear movement.95 Both 
theorems were known to Copernicus who used them in a way whch suggests 
influence. O n  the other hand, al-Tasi built a new lunar non-Ptolemaic model 
whch, like those of al-‘Urdi and al-Shiriizi, keeps Ptolemy’s extreme values in 
the geocentric distance of the moon (and, therefore, does not correct the well- 
known defect in hs lunar model) and gves the same longitudes as Ptolemy, 
but it does not use the eccentre and the centre of theprosnezlsis employed in the 
Almagest. It is interesting to remark that he stated that the centre of the epi- 
cycle of the moon describes a non-circular curve.96 H e  also designed analo- 
gous models for the sun, the superior planets and Venus, but not for Mercury. 
These models, announced in the Hall, reached a definitive form in al-Tasi’s 
masterwork, the Tadhkira ji ‘ilm al-bgy’a.97 Further mathematical research 
along the same lines was done by al-Tasi’s disciple Qutb al-Din al-Shirazi 
(1236-1311) who added new models for the moon and Mercury, the latter 
considered by Kennedy as ‘the apex of the techniques developed by the 
Marggha school’ .98 

The work of ths school was continued by the Syrian astronomer of the 
fourteenth century, Ibn al-Shntir, who not only developed ths hnd of theo- 
retical research in his Nihaat al-.sd, but also computed his al-Zj aljadid (The 
New Zj) according to hs own planetary models and to the observations he 
made in Damascus. W e  have, thus, the first non-Ptolemaic set of astronomical 
tables accordmg to models whch strongly recall Copernican ones: for the sun 
he uses a deferent and a double epicycle; his lunar model, qualitatively ana- 
logous to the solar one and identical to that of Copernicus, is clearly superior 

94 

94. G. Saliba, ‘Arabic Astronomy and Copernicus’, ZGAILV: 1,1984, pp. 73-87. See especially 

95. See, among the recent literature, F.J. Ragep, ‘The Two Versions of the Tusi Couple’, 

96. W. Hartner, ‘Nasir &Din al-Tusi’s Lunar Theory’, Physis, 11, 1969, pp. 287-304. 
97. See the critical edition, translation and commentary by F. G. Ragep, Na@ al-Dn al-TXs 

&‘emoir on Astronomy (al-Tadhkiraj ‘ilm al-hq’a), 2 vols., New York etc., Springer Verlag, 
1993. See also E. S. Kennedy, ‘Late Medieval Planetary Theory’, his, 57, 1966, pp. 365- 
378 (reprinted in Kennedy et al., Studies, op. cif.); J. W. Livingston, ‘Nasir al-Din al-Tusi’s al- 
Tadhliira: A Category of Islamic Astronomical Literature’, Centaurw, 17, 1972, pp. 260- 
275. See also E. S. Kennedy, ‘Two Persian Astronomical Treatises by Nasir al-Din al-Tad, 
Centaurus, 27, 1984, pp. 109-120; G. Saliba, ‘The Role of the Almagest Commentaries in 
Medieval Arabic Astronomy: a Preliminary Survey of Tasi’s Redaction of Ptolemy’s 
Almagest’, Archives Internationales d’H2toirt des Sciences, 37, 1987, pp. 3-20 (reprinted in G. 
Saliba, Hisfoy ofArabic Astronomy, pp. 143-1 60). 

pp. 77-81. Reprinted in G. Saliba, ffistoy ofArabic Astrononty, pp. 291-305. 

Arabic Sciences and Philosophy, 1, 1991, pp. 285-291. 

98. O n  al-Shir;Tzi see E. S. Kennedy, ‘Late Medieval Planetary Theory’, op. cif. 
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2.8 The planetary model from a first edition of Copernicus’ 
On the Revohtion $Heaven& Sphere$ of 1543. The Latin lettering is exactly 

equivalent to the Arabic. Ths exact correspondence was first discovered by 
Hartner. For some historians of astronomy, it seems beyond doubt that 

Copernicus knew about the achievements of the Mariigha school 
0 From 3.x Books on the Reiloluhons ofthe Heaven4 Spheres, iVcholas Capernim otz the Rei~olutions 14 

Warsaw, Polish Scientific Publishers P W N ,  1978, Chapter 4, Book 111, p. 125 

to those of Ptolemy, al-Tiisi and al-ShirHzi, because his second epicycle re- 
duces the variation of the geocentric distances of the moon to a tolerable level; 
in hs model for Venus and the superior planets, Ibn al-Shiiur succeeds in 
eliminating the Ptolemaic equant by using a deferent and a triple epicycle. 
Finally Ibn al-Shiiur’s model for Mercury obtains results analogous to those of 
Ptolemy’s movable deferent by using a combination of four epicycles.99 O n  
the whole, the work of Ibn al-ShaUr as well as that of his immediate pre- 
decessors shows a remarkable level of geometric imagmation and a line of 
research whch is very similar to that of Copernicus, although there is no 
mention of heliocentrism. Today, it seems beyond doubt that Copernicus 
knew, somehow, about the achevements of the Mariigha school; he probably 
became acquainted with it during hs stay in Padua between 1501 and 1503 
where he might have obtained, directly or indirectly, information from 
Byzantine manuscripts such as MS. Vat. Gr. 21 1, a translation from an uni- 

99. The significant studies on Ibn al-Shaur’s planetary theory and tables by V. Roberts, 
E. S. Kennedy and F. Abbud have been reprinted twice: in Kennedy et al., Studies, @. d., 
pp. 50-83, and in E. S. Kennedy and I. Ghanem, ne Lzj% and lb%k offin al-Sh@r. AE Arab 
,4stronomer ofthe fiurtecnth Cetituly, Aleppo, 1976. 
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dentified Arabic source made by Gregory Chioniades, which contains al- 
Tusi's lunar model as well as the famous Tusi couple."' 

Less important is the work of Ibn al-ShaUr's contemporary, the polymath 
'Ubayd Allah b. Mas'ud, known as Sadr al-SharFa d-Thiini (d. 748/1347), who 
worked at Bukhslrii and Herat and wrote an encyclopedia of the exact sciences 
which includes a Ta'dil'Ji hq'ut ul-@ik (The Adjustment of the Configuration 
of the Celestial Spheres), in whch the author studies carefully the models for 
the motion of the moon and the planets created by Ptolemy, Tusi and Shirazi 
and proceeds, then, to give his own solution which is not very clear in the case 
of the moon and follows previous models - created by al-'Urdi and Shirazi - 
in the case of the superior planets.'" 

The story does not end here, because there is an unexplored continuation 
of the Mariigha tradition whch lasts at least until the beginning of the 
seventeenth century.'02 Ths summary, however, illustrates well enough the 
role of Islamic astronomy in the general history of the discipline: assimilation 
of the knowledge received from other cultural traditions (Indian, Iranian and 
Greek); application of the knowledge received to the solution of the problems 
posed by the requirements of Islamic worship and the birth of an original 
specidzed branch of astronomy (mZgZt); the evolution of astronomy along the 
same lines as those of the received Hellenistic tradition (development of as- 
tronomical instruments, improvements in the computational techniques used 
in tables, observations and continuous corrections of detail to Ptolemaic 
parameters); the first attempts to correct Ptolemaic geometrical models, once 
the accumulated information was sufficient (Toledo, eleventh century); and 
the final crisis, in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, leading to a devel- 
opment of a new non-Ptolemaic astronomy whch reached Europe, and had a 
notable influence on the Renaissance. 

100. N.M. Swerdlow and 0. Neugebauer, Afatbematicai Astronomy in Copernicus's De 
Revoiutionibus, op. it., pp. 47-48. 

101. A. S. Dallal, A n  hiamic Response to Greek Astronomy: Eib Ta'dii bq'at ai-aflcik af Sadr ai- 
Sharf'a: Edition, Translation and Commentary, Leiden/New York/Cologne, Brill, 1995. 

102. G. Saliba, Histoty afArabicAstrononzy, op. it., pp. 282-289. 
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OBSERVATORIES A N D  
ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Maammar &er 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

It is not known at what time in the hstory of manhnd the purposeful interest 
in the heavens awoke. However, it can be taken for granted that along with the 
gradual development of human intelligence and the growing conscious 
perception of the environment, the wonderful phenomena in the sky attracted 
more and greater attention. All civhzations concerned themselves with the 
sky, with the moon and sun but only a few can be found that occupied 
themselves intensively with the heavenly sphere in their early period. 

The Islamic tradition of mathematical astronomy was based on the earlier 
traditions of Greek, Sassanian and Indian astronomy, rather than the primitive 
folk astronomy of the Arabian peninsula. Ptolemaic astronomy in particular 
was preserved and fostered by Islamic scholars after the expansion of Islamic 
political influence, from the seventh century onwards, had brought them into 
contact with Greek learning. Medieval mathematical astronomy was con- 
cerned with such topics as the determination of the positions of the sun, 
moon, planets and the fixed stars; the prediction of planetary conjunctions, 
eclipses and visibility of lunar crescent; timekeeping by the sun and stars; and 
the computation of horoscope and celestial configuration with astrological 
significance. Since some of these topics are specifically mentioned in the 
Qur’Iin, there was considerable interest in the heavens both in the early Islamic 
community of HijIiz and in the later centuries throughout the entire Islamic 
world. From the ninth to the fifteenth century the astronomers of the Islamic 
world were pre-eminent. During these seven centuries numerous Muslim as- 
tronomers made new observations in their observatories, compiled new ta- 
bles, devised new instruments and made progress in various aspects of the 
science they were concerned with. 
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Observatories in Islam 

In the early days of science, observatory and instrument, and, in some 
cases, instrument and observer were one and the same. According to certain 
writers of antiquity such as Herodotus, Pliny and Diodorus of Sicily, the 
Chaldaeans made astronomical observations from the Tower of Belus. The 
Tower of Belus and the Great Golden Circle of Osymandyas in Egypt have 
consequently been referred to as observatories and instruments by certain 
writers. There is also reference to observatories or observing stations of 
Eudoxus in Cnidos and Heliopolis.' However in ths period the instruments 
used for positional astronomy were quite primitive. Certain Muslim writers 
apparently believed that a ru~ud had been constructed or set up by Ptolemy 
or as early as Hipparchus. But the word rqud could be translated as 
observatory, at least as a preferable alternative. It is to be noted that 
observatories became a clearly distinct and well-developed institution in 
Islamic times, and it was then that the word ru~ad began to be used rather 
widely. 

The heritage of medieval Islam is particularly represented by certain 
important institutions of science. These are the hospital, the school (mudma), 
the public library and the observatory. The latter was an institution which 
represented scientific research for hgher learning based on systematic and 
careful observations. It was a field whch closely represents the work on the 
construction of quantitative scientific theories. It embodied teamwork and 
cooperation among scientists. There is no doubt that the observatory, as a 
specidzed scientific institution, owes a great deal to Islam. 

The earliest reference to an Islamic observatory is occasionally found in 
literature during the Umayyad period (661-750). Dreyer' states that Umayyad 
caliphs had an observatory near Damascus, but according to P~shmann,~ 
Mu'awiya, the Umayyad caliph (661-680), founded several observatories in 
that city. These statements are apparently not based on credble sources and 
the existence of these observatories is quite unlikely in these periods since the 
scientific activity in Islam was not yet sufficiently developed to build such 
institutions. But the dates of the earliest record of an astronomical observation 
in the Islamic world go back to 184/800. Ahmad al-Nihiiwandi observed the 
motion of the sun, in Jundishapur in Persia, for the compilation of his al-Zj al- 
mzlshtamil (Comprehensive Tables). Sayili4 states that he had not been able to 
obtain any knowledge concerning al-Nihiiwandi's instruments. Although as- 
tronomical work of the nature of al-Nihiiwandi usually requires the coopera- 

1. Zinner, Die Geschichte der Sternkunrle, 1931, p. 149. 
2. Dreyer, Histoy of,4stronomqfrorn 7Jde.r to Kepler, 1953, pp. 245-246 
3. Pushmann, Gschichte des hfidi~inischm C'nterrichtes, 1889, p. 132. 
4. Sayih, ne Obsematoty in Nam, 1960, p. 51. 
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tion of several persons, Sayili does not provide any information concerning 
this aspect of his activity. 

It seems that the sources generally refer to the systematic programme of 
astronomical observations sponsored by al-Ma’mun as the first of its hnd in 
Islam. These observations were conducted under hs patronage at the 
Shammiisiyya quarter in Baghdad and at the monastery of Dayr Murriin in 
Mount Qiisiyiin in Damascus. The work done at these two observation posts 
was not simultaneous but consecutive (Baghdad, 213-214/82&829; 
Damascus, 216-217/831-832), although w e  have a reference to a comparison 
of the results of two observations of the autumn equinox made in both cities, 
and it seems clear that both sites had an observation programme in common. 
The avadable sources do not give enough information to establish whether 
these observations were made in observatories proper, established in buildmgs 
dedicated to that purpose, although the fact that the introduction of the @’ 
attributed to Yahyii b. Abi Mansfir (d. c. 215/830) insists on the use of the 
Shammiisiyya ‘circle’ (dz’irat al-JhammZ@ya) for the Baghdad observations 
makes one dunk of a large-sized instrument requiring a fEed installation and a 
certain amount of space.5 A similar remark could be made concerning Mount 
Qiisiyiin in whch a gnomon with a length of 10 cubits (about 5 m) and a 
marble mural quadrant with an inner radius also measuring 10 cubits were 
used. Whatever the case these installations were, probably, not definitive, 
because the observation programmes were brief. 

The Shammiisiyya observations were made under the direction of Yahyii 
b. Abi Mansiir, the senior astronomer of his age, with the cooperation of 
Sanad b. ‘Ah - who was in charge of instrument budding - and ‘Ah b. ‘ k i  al- 
Asturliibi. The Damascus team was led by IUliilid b. ‘Abd al-Malik al- 
Manvarrudhi. There has been a lot of discussion concerning the participation 
of Habash &Hasib (d.between 250 and 260/864-874), to whom some 
scholars have attributed a leading role in the Damascus observations. W e  do 
not seem to have enough evidence in ths sense, and, in any case, when 
Habash himself mentions these observations in the introduction to hs he 
does not mention hs own participation in them. In any case it seems clear that 
Habash used the results obtained by the Ma’miini observations to compile, at 
least, one of his @u.~ The official .@compiled as a result of these observations 
was entitled al-Zq al-mztmtaban ul-Mu’minZ (The Tested Tables of al-Ma’mun): it 
was prepared by Yahyii b. Abi Mansfir and it is extant - together with other 
materials - in MS. Escorial 927. 

Ma’miini observations were systematically concerned with the sun and 
the moon and, to a lesser extent, with the fixed stars and the planets. 

5. Vernet, ‘Las Tabulae Probatae’, 1956, p. 508. 
6. Kennedy, ‘A Survey of Islamic Astronomical Tables’, 1956, pp. 4-5, 29-32; Debarnot, 

‘The Zg of Habash al-Hasib’, 1987. 
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Ma’mtini astronomers improved the Ptolemaic method to determine the 
solar parameters, corrected Ptolemy’s belief in the immobdity of the solar 
apogee and made several determinations of the obliquity of the ecliptic and 
of the length of the tropical year. Stellar and planetary observations were less 
successful and Yahyn b. Abi Mansiir’s determination of the constant of 
procession (1 in 66 years) is suspect, because the aforementioned parameter 
seems to have an In&an   rig in.^ Ma’mtini astronomers were also concerned 
with the determination of the lrection of the qilda. It is well known that for 
such a determination it is necessary to know the latitude and the longtude of 
Mecca. The latter was determined through simultaneous observations of 
lunar eclipses in Baghdad and Mecca. 

W e  do not possess any direct information concerning the instruments of 
Shammgsiyya and Qiisipn in detad. But it is generally accepted that the in- 
struments described in Ptolemy’s Ahagest were used. 

Habash al-Hgsib speaks of an armdlary sphere used at the Shammiisiyya 
observatory.* Ibn Khaldtin also refers to this in~trument.~ W e  know that this 
instrument was used, but there is no information concerning its size and no 
detaded description is extant. Accordmg to Ibn Yiinus, Sanad b. ‘Ab reports 
that the scale of this armillary sphere used by Yahyg b. Abi Manstir contained 
divisions for each ten minutes, which could not be very precise.” 

Al-Bimni provides information about a mural quadrant used at the 
Qiisipn observatory.11 It reportedly had an inner radius of about 5 m and 
was made of marble whch had an alidade sliding over the arc and had a 
spike located at its centre. The division of this quadrant was made by Ah b. 
‘Is2 al-AsDrliibi.l2 Montucla mentions the use of an instrument having a 
radius of approximately 16 m in the Q g s i p  observatory, which was a 
gnomon. Al-Biriini also mentions a gnomon at the same observatory, but it 
is slightly over 5 m at the radius consisting of a bar or column of iron 
standing up vertically. 

In connection with the instrument for the measurements of azimuths 
and altitudes of celestial objects, that is, the azimuthal quadrant, there are 
references in the Qiisipn observatory. Ghiygth al-Din Jamshid al-Kgshi re- 

13 

7. Pingree, ‘Precession and Trepidation in Indian Astronomy before AD 1200’, 1972. 
8. Sayili, ‘The Introductory Section of Habsh’s Astronomical Tables Known as the 

9. Ibn Khaldiin, Aluqaddima, 1900. 
“Damascene” Zig’, 1955, pp. 142, 149. 

10. Ibn Yiinus, ‘IGtiib al-Zij al-kabir al-Hiikimi’, 1803, pp. 66, 67. 
11. Al-Binini, ‘IGtiib Tahdid nihiiyiit al-amiikin li-tasMh masiifiit al-masiikin’, 1962, pp. 90-91; 
Ali, 7 h e  Determination ofthe Coordinates of Gtiees, 1967, pp. 60-61; Kennedy, A Commentary 
@on Bnini*s &fib Zbdd al-ami&, An 11th Centuy Treatise on hlatbcmatical Gograph, 
1973, p. 33. 

12. Ibn Yiinus, ‘Kitiib al-Zij. ..’, op. cif., pp. 66, 67. 
13. Montucla, ffistoire des mathimatiques, 1799-1802, p. 357. 
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ports that an instrument like the azimuthal quadrant was used in Mount 
Q3~ipn.l~ Similar information can also be found in the AlZt-i ra:adzja li e-i 
sh&krhLih&a, whch gives information on the instruments of the Damascene 
astronomer Taqi al-Din. 

In Islam there were quite a number of important observatories set up by 
individual astronomers as well as observation posts with a limited scope of 
work. Some of these were quite elaborate though necessarily of a temporary 
nature, with short periods of activity. Real institutions would have transferred 
individuals, and therefore private observatories were relatively in the back- 
ground from the standpoint of the development of the observatory as an 
organized and specialized scientific institution. Nevertheless, such private 
observatories played at least an inchrect part of primary sipficance in the 
birth and growth of the institution. One such private observatory of great 
interest and of quite an early date was the one that belonged to the Banfi 
Amiijur family in Baghdad. Although no observatory is mentioned in con- 
nection with the Ban6 Amgjfir, their observations stretched over nearly fifty 
years, and included solar, lunar and planetary observations as well as some 
solar and lunar eclipses. The father and son, together with Muflih, produced 
numerous astronomical tables and prepared a e’. However we have no spe- 
cific knowledge concerning their instruments and their observatory. 

Another example of a private observatory of this period was that of the 
famous astronomer al-Battsni. His instruments included an armdlary sphere, 
whose dimension is not known, a mural quadrant, that is, a quadrant fixed to a 
meridian well with an ahdade, Ptolemy’s parallactic rulers and a gnomon for 
careful observations. 

Sharaf al-Dawla, the Buwayhid ruler (320-379/932-989), was deeply 
interested in astronomy. H e  built a new observatory in 987 in the garden of his 
royal residence in Baghdad. The great mathematician, al-Qfihi, was the leader 
of the astronomers in this observatory. Sharaf al-Dawla ordered observations 
of the seven planets, and al-Qfihi was charged with ths work. Al-Saghgni also 
worked in Sharaf al-Dawla’s observatory and, perhaps, constructed the in- 
struments which were employed. 

It is not surprising to see that ths observatory was both important 
and remarkable in at least two respects. First, it was a royal observatory like 
al-Ma’rniin’s observatories but its organization and administration were su- 
perior. Secondly, its programme of work included the observation of the sun, 
moon and the five known planets. Although ths observatory was an elaborate 
institution, it had a short life, apparently because it suffered from the ambition 
of the project. 

The main observatory founded in the eleventh century was the 
Malikshgh observatory. It was founded by Malikshgh in Isfahgn in 467/1074. 

14. Al-l<%shi, ‘Risda dar Sharh-i Alnt-i Rasad’, 1918, text 1, p. 3. 
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This observatory was the first Islamic royal observatory which actually func- 
tioned as an institution for a considerable number of years. But our knowledge 
is not sufficient to have a clear picture of the purposes for whch the 
Malikshnh observatory was founded. Unfortunately w e  do not have any book 
or any substantial report connected with the work done in ths observatory. 
Ibn al-Athir reports that in the year 467/1074 Sultan Malikshah and Niqiim 
al-Mulk invited a group of the most distinguished astronomers to set the first 
day of the year (nawdd at the begmning of Aries, for that day had come to 
coincide with the sun’s entry into the middle of Pisces. That same year the 
observatory was built to put in order the ephemerides (taqwFm). The location 
of the Malikshiih observatory is not specified in any of the sources mentioned 
so far. It is generally believed to have been located in Nishiibibur or Ray. The 
major work of this observatory was centred around the calendar and excluded 
detailed work on the planets. Ths implies that it was not founded for astro- 
logical purposes. Malikshiih’s observatory continued its function until the 
death of the sultan in 485/1092. 

Another observatory was founded in Cairo in the early twelfth cen- 
tury. The construction of this observatory was started by the Fatimid vizier 
al-Afdal in 514/1120 and continued by hs successor al-Ba@i@. Ths ob- 
servatory was closed as a result of fdures and inaccurate planning in 519/ 
1125. Although, apparently, no work of any importance was ever done in 
h s  observatory and it suffered an abrupt end, we have more knowledge 
about the process of construction than about any other Islamic observatory. 

No elaborate observatories comparable to those built in and after the 
thirteenth century in Eastern Islam can be found in the Maghrib and in 
Muslim Spain. In the Western part of the Islamic world, the most important 
example of interest are astronomical observations made during the eleventh 
century by Ibn d-Zarqduh and a group of astronomers in the cities of Toledo 
and Cordoba. But there were no observatories. Apparently the tradition of 
founding large and elaborate observatories never became firmly established in 
the Western part of the Islamic world. However, they were occupied with 
substantial theoretical work in pure astronomy. 

The most important observatory of Islam and apparently the greatest of 
them all was founded at Mariigha, under the direction of Nasfr al-Din al-Tibusi. 
H e  himself states that the construction of this observatory started in the 
year 657/1259. In the beginning of the q-i I&h&f, Nasir &Din al-Tusi 
speaks of the foundation of this observatory on Huliigii’s initiative. The 
Mariigha observatory was located on a hdl in the vicinity of the city of 
Mariigha. The length of this hill lies along the meridan, and the flattened 
top of the hll has a length of about 400 m and a width of about 150 m.15 

15. Seemann, ‘Die Instrumente der Sternwarte zu Maragha nach den Mitteilungen von A1 
Urdi’, 1928, pp. 116-117. 
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2.9 Remains of Ulugh Beg’s observatory in Samarkand, Uzbekistan 
0 Daniel C. Waugh, 1979 

On this hdl there was an observatory building described as a marvel, and 
reference is made to a high tower.*‘ There were apparently other buildings, 
such as a dome and a library. Tlvs domed buildmg constituted one of the 
attractions of the observatory. There was a hole at the top of tlvs dome 
through which the rays of the sun entered. The image formed on the mall 
served to measure the mean motion of the sun in degrees and minutes. The 
elevation angle of the sun and the times of the day were also determined 
with this device. The Mariigha observatory was impressively furnished with 
large instruments. The construction of the instruments of the Mariigha ob- 
servatory was begun by al-TTrdi before 660-661 /1261-1262 and it ended 
after that year. Certainly, al-‘Urdi did not construct all the instruments of the 

16. Sa& ‘Iihwajn Nasir-i Tiisi w a  Rassathana-i Illaraha’, 1956b, p. 13, p. 3, note 10 
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observatory. The main instruments mentioned by al-‘Urdi are the follow- 
ing: a mural quadrant with a radius of 4.3 m, an armillary sphere with five 
rings and an alidade, a solstitial armilla with a radius of 2.5 m, the equinoctial 
armilla, azimuth ring with two quadrants, parallactic rulers etc. There also 
was a terrestrial globe and a metalllc celestial globe constructed by 
Muhammad b. Mu‘awad .. al-Din alL‘Urdi. 

The Mariigha observatory set a new standard for observatories; ths was 
the policy of financing the observatory with the revenues of a uaqf: 
Apparently the main purpose for the foundation of the Mariigha observatory 
was an astrological one. Therefore, the main achievement associated with the 
Marggha observatory was the compilation of the I?kbZtzT @ whch was 
completed in 1271 and which was popular not only in Islam but also in 
China. Another set of astronomical tables was prepared by hluhyi al-Din 
al-Maghribi in the Mariigha observatory which contained corrections to the 
&Bani ZbLe.r. 

It is reported that Hiilggu had a number of Chinese astronomers brought 
to the Mariigha observatory. According to Sarton,l* ths indicates the inter- 
national character of the Mar?igha observatory. With its large scientific staff 
and library, it was not only an institution of research in astronomy but it also 
had the characteristics of a scientific academy with excellent opportunities for 
scientific contact and exchange of ideas. 

The two main observatories founded after Mariigha, namely the Samarkand 
observatory of Ulugh Beg and the Istanbul observatory of Taqi al-Din, were 
quite comparable to Mariigha. 

Muhammad Ulugh Beg, an eminent Uzbek astronomer, was born in 
Sultiiniyya on 22 March 1394 during a campaign of his grandfather Timur 
Leng (737-808/1336-1405). At the age of fifteen he became the ruler ofllfZ 
nwZ’ al-iznhr (Transoxania), an immense state between the rivers Amu-Darya 
and Sir-Darya with the main town of Samarkand. Extensively educated, Ulugh 
Beg devoted hs time to history, poetry and mathematics in addition to 
statesmanshp. Ulugh Beg founded the Samarkand observatory in 823/ 1420. 
H e  obtained a worldwide reputation as an astronomer, composing a catalogue 
of 1,018 stars with other Samarkand scientists. This catalogue was mainly 
compiled from observations made at the observatory bdt bjr LTlugh Beg near 
Samarkand. Ths observatory was equipped with the most precise instruments 
of the time. One of these, the so-called ‘Fakhri Sextant’, consisted of a marble 
arc of about 60°, mounted on the meridian. The radius of this arc was about 
40 m. The history of astronomy does not record another instrument of such 
dimensions. With ths sextant the Samarkand astronomers computed the solar 

, 1- 
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17. Seemann, ‘Die Instrumente.. .’, op. cit., 1928, pp. 28-104. 
18. Sarton, Introduction to the ffi.ctor_y ofSciences, 1931, pp. 1005-1006. 
19. Sayili, De Ol~~ernlatoy ..., op. cit., 1960, p. 207. 
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2.10 The sextant of Ulugh Beg's observatory. It consisted of a marble arc of 
about 60", with a radus of about 40 m. The lustory of astronomy 

does not record another instrument of such dmensions 
0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud 
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parameters, inclination of the ecliptic, annual precession, the length of the 
tropical year, etc. 

The instrument was used mainly for determining the meridlan altitude of 
the sun which was needed for the calculation of solar parameters. Its design is 
not clear; whether it was a hole in the wall of the building or some other 
architectural detail remains unknown. Different possible versions of restora- 
tion of the whole building of the observatory are also of a problematic char- 
acter. Unfortunately, these versions do not take into account the design of 
the observatory. 

Ulugh Beg’s observatory is a wonderful memorial to one of the brightest 
epochs of astronomical development in the world. It stimulates new research 
on the versatile activity of the Samarkand astronomers. The actual period of 
work in the Samarkand observatory was a little over thirty years. With respect 
to its length of life ths institution ranks second among the observatories of 
Islam. 

Another major observatory was established by the Ottomans in 
Istanbul in 985/1577. The Istanbul observatory was founded when Islam 
had already begun to lose its leadership in the field of astronomy. Ths 
institution too may have been instrumental in the transmission of the 
Islamic tradition of observatory building to Europe, apparently inherited by 
Tycho Brahe. Taqi al-Din Muhammad al-Riisid b. nla‘fif, who had been a 
judge in Egypt, had come to the Ottoman capital and had served as chief 
astronomer beginning in 979/1571. Taqi al-Din is the author of several 
books on astronomy and related subjects. Although the Istanbul observatory 
was short-lived and its destruction was ordered by Sultan Muriid 111 (982- 
1004/ 1.574-1 595), by the instigation of the Shykh dh&, its importance 
lies in the fact that it continued the tradition of the observatories of 
Mariigha and Samarkand. The Istanbul observatory as a scientific institution 
was one of the important achevements of Islamic science, the first in the 
Ottoman empire and the last in Islam. But at any rate, remarkable parallel 
can be seen to exist between the Istanbul observatory and a contemporary 
observatory built by Tycho Brahe. 

The Istanbul observatory had an elaborate building whch probably 
contained dwehng places and offices for the astronomers and administrative 
personnel. The main instruments of the observatory were apparently placed in 
the open air. It is believed that the observatory had a library, but no in- 
formation on its size exists. 

Taqi al-Din was the leading astronomer of the observatory. A mathe- 
matician was also known to have been attached to it. Taqi al-Din was not only 
satisfied with the instruments of previous astronomers, but he also built new 
ones. The instruments of the Istanbul observatory are of special interest be- 

20 

20. See Kennedy, ‘The Heritage of Ulugh Beg’, 1998. 
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cause of their similarity to those of Tycho Brahe.ll The details made available 
to us by ‘Alii’ al-Din al-Mansur deal with the instruments bdt and the ob- 
servatory itself.” Another important source on these subjects is the Turlilsh 
booklet Aa&-i raidjya li @-i Sh~hanshd@a. Ths booklet was based on Taqi al- 
Din’s own notes and it lists ten instruments, the same as those mentioned by 
al-hfansur. In his Sidrat nmztahn al-aj&rJi n,wlak%t al-jdak al-dawwzr, Taqi al-Din 
gave detailed descriptions of certain astronomical instruments constructed in 
his observatory. 

In the east, whle no major observatories were built after the Istanbul 
observatory, a notable activity of establishng observatories is seen in the 
eighteenth century in the subcontinent of India. Prince Jai Sing constructed 
major observatories in several cities including Delh, Jaipur and Ujjain. These 
observatories, although containing some elements of Hindu astronomy, are 
essentially continuations of the Islamic observatories and therefore represent 
the Islamic tradition of observatory building in the Islamic world. 

Astronomical problems at the beginning of Islamic civhzation were 
concerned with such topics as the determination of the position of the sun, 
moon and the visibility of lunar crescent. Since some of these subjects are 
especially mentioned in the Qur’an, there was a considerable interest in the 
heavens. Therefore, the instruments existing in the Hellenistic era were de- 
veloped and were considerably enlarged in the world of Islam. The increase in 
the dimensions of the instruments made them impossible to carry from one 
location to another. Certainly these developments contributed to the birth of 
the observatory. However, it is seen that the observatory was not looked upon 
in Islam as an essentially permanent institution. This is undoubtedly a con- 
sequence of the main programme of work of the observatory. 

Astronomical instrurnent~~~ 
The development of precision instruments is, in the main, part of the larger 
story of astronomy. The earliest astronomical instruments, of whch w e  
have no more than mere verbal tradition, were those used by the 
Alexandrian astronomers. They made extensive use of instruments for 
measuring angles and are generally considered to have been the first to 
determine the position of stars by systematic observations. Thus the first 
great wave of instrument-malimg was due to the Alexandrian astronomers. 
It reached a peak with the work of Ptolemy, continued to develop in the 
world of Islam for a few centuries and then perished with the rest of the 
world of classical science. 

21. Tekeli, ‘Nasiriiddin, Takiyiiddin ve Tpcho Brahe’nin Rast Aletlerinin Mukapesesi’, 1958. 
22. Sayili, “Ala’ al-Din al-Mansfir’s Poems’, 1956n. 
23. Iiing, ‘Strumentazione astronomical ne1 mundo medievale islamico’, 1990. 
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It is well known that Ptolemaic astronomy was preserved and fostered by 
Islamic scholars, after the expansion of Islam’s political influence, from the 
seventh century onwards, had brought them into contact with Greeks; the 
first Islamic observatory was supplied with the astronomical instruments de- 
scribed in Ptolemy’s Almugest, which became the starting point for the in- 
strumentation of astronomy in Islam. One finds indeed a brfiant series of 
advances, each includmg the establishment of an observatory with special in- 
struments and leading to the publication of a new set of astronomical tables 
with canons explaining their use and improving the existing theory. 

Our knowledge concerning the observational instruments used in the 
early observatories is laclang in detail. It is generally said that Ptolemaic in- 
struments were used. Habash al-Hgsib’s AstTonomical Tables and al-Bimni’s 
Tubdid nihqut al-am&in li-ta;bz;l, mas$& aL-masZkin are probably our most im- 
portant sources on the early hstory of Islamic astronomy and instruments. 
Our knowledge concerning the instruments of the most important ob- 
servatories founded at Marggha are obtained from the contemporary Islamic 
sources. One of them is the RzsZlu of al-‘Urdi, which gives a complete de- 
scription of the instruments of the Marggha observatory. Other important 
sources related to the instruments of the Istanbul observatory are the ~ % t - i  
ru;ud&a li e-i JbZbambZbihEya, the &drat al-mzkntahd and ‘Ah’ al-Din al-Mansiir’s 
poems. 

Two main types of instruments were in use among the Islamic astron- 
omers: observational instruments and analog computers, as described below. 

Observational imtrzkmentJ 

The instruments described in Ptolemy’s Ahagest became the starting point for 
the instrumentation of Islamic observatories in the lLZlddle Ages. A number of 
observatories were built and supplied with large, fixed instruments. The 
Islamic tradition also made significant improvements in Ptolemy’s instru- 
ments. The instruments used in medieval observatories can be divided into 
three groups. The first group comprises instruments for determining altitudes 
and azimuths, that is, various quadrants and altitude sextants, semicircular 
instruments and ruler-instruments. The armillary instruments for measuring 
right ascensions and declinations, or longitudes and latitudes with respect to 
the ecliptic, form the second group. Finally, the third group consists of a 
number of instruments designed for the determination of angular distances 
between celestial bodies. These are various sextants and the bipartite arc. 

Instruments for determining altitudes and azimuths 

The plinth, which was a forerunner of the later mural quadrant, is one of the 
instruments described in the Almagest and was used to determine the midday 
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altitude of the sun. Such observations made at the periods of winter and 
summer solstice enabled the astronomer to determine the obliquity of the 
ecliptic and the latitude of the place of observation. Ths instrument consists 
of a single vertical plane made of wood or stone. One face of the vertical 
surface was marked with the 90” of a quadrant, with each degree subdivided 
further, and set in the merilan. A vertical peg at the centre of the quadrant 
cast a shadow upon a graduated scale engraved on the face indicating the 
meridian altitude of the sun. Our knowledge concerning the instruments of 
the Shammiisiyya and Qiisijen observatories is lackmg in detail. But it is 
generally believed that Ptolemaic instruments were used in al-Ma’mUn’s 
observatories. However the detds given about the quadrant of the Qiisipn 
observatory indicate that alterations of Ptolemy’s instruments had already 
been made by al-hfa’mun’s astronomers. Al-Biruni speaks of the mural 
quadrant at Qiisiyun. Although the passage is not entirely clear, it is very 
informative. According to al-Biruni, dus quadrant had an inner ralus of about 
5 m. It was made of marble and had an accessory part sliding over its arc.24 
The division of ths quadrant was made by Ah b. ‘Isii al-AsWrliibi, well known 
as an instrument designer. 

Al-Battiini had a private observatory in Raqqa and a mural quadrant 
with a ralus of not less than 1 m. 4-Biruni says that he was the first to 
equip the mural quadrant with an alidade.25 Moreover Schmaltz1 writes that 
he w a s  also the first to use a sighting tube.26 In the Islamic world certain 
astronomers made observations for the determination of the obliquity of the 
ecliptic using a mural quadrant with an ahdade. One of them was Sulaymiin 
b. Ism%. H e  made observations in Balkh using a mural uadrant with an 
ahdade. The diameter of the quadrant was about 4 m. According al- 
Biruni, a large quadrant with a diameter of about 10 m was used bv Abu-l- 
Hasan Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Sulavmiin in measuring the latitude of the 
city of Zaranj in Sijistiin.28 An important measurement of the obliquity of 
the ecliptic was made by al-Khujandi using a huge instrument in 994. It 
consisted of a 60” meridian arc and was called al-stlds a/$akhm. Ths instru- 
ment had a radius of about 20 m, surpassing all the previous ones in size, 
attaining accuracy of the degrees, minutes and seconds.29 It was the first 
one on whch seconds were marked, since earlier instruments did not in- 
lcate arcs of seconds. 4-Biruni made a number of observations for the 

17 

24. Al-Biriini, ‘Tahdid’, op. cif., pp. 90-91; Ah, T h e  Determimfion. .., op. cif., 1967, pp. 60-61; 

25. A-Bimni, Fatih 3386, p. 85. 
26. Schmaltzl, Zur Geschicbte des@adranten Dei den Arabem, 1929, pp. 29-30. 
27. Al-Birrmi, ‘Tahdid’, op. cit., p. 95; ALi, 7 h e  Deteminafion ..., op. cit., 1967, p. 65. 
28. Al-Bim-, ‘Tahdid’, qb. cit., pp. 264-265; Ali, Be Defemination ..., op. cif., 1967, p. 230. 
29. Seddlot, Afirnoire szir les instmmenfs astronomiques des Arabes, 1844, pp. 202-206. 

Kennedy, A Commentary.. ., op. cif., 1973, p. 33. 
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measurement of the obliquity of the ecliptic as well as for the determination 
of geographical latitude. H e  used a ring with a diameter of 7.5 m, and a 
quadrant with a radius of 3 m.30 

The most im ortant instrument of the Samarkand observatory was the 
huge meridan arc. The radius of this arc was about equal to the height of 
Hagia Sophta in Istanbul. It was a meridian sextant with an arc of approxi- 
mately 60” and 40 m in radius. O n  an instrument of ths size, a division of one 
degree was 0.7 m long and each milhmetre represented five seconds of an arc. 
The quadrant in a different form was also built by Taqi al-Din under the name 
of libna, in the Istanbul observatory. The libna was engraved upon a wall sur- 
face set in the meridian. Two quadrants were placed on it so that they crossed 
each other. One of them was the southern and the other the northern quad- 
rant. Two cylindrical pegs were set at their centres. Ths system had two 
alidades having pinnules whtch were attached to these pegs. Thus it was 
possible to make the observation in the southern and the northern direction. 

In Western Europe ths quadrant is called ‘Tycho’s Mural Quadrant’ or 
‘Tichonicus’ whch was fastened to a wall, the plane of which points exactly 
towards the south. The fastening is by strong screws, so that the quadrant 
cannot be forced out of its proper position. It was 12.5 c m  wide and 5 c m  
thck. It has a radius of nearly 194 c m  whereas Taqi al-Din’s instrument has a 
6- m radius. 

The usage of the mural quadrant implied an important progression in 
the field of practical astronomy. No other instrument had given such ac- 
curate results as the mural quadrant until the utilization of optical instru- 
ments and vernier. Fixation of the quadrant on a wall prevented the 
bending of the arrow and the vibration of the instrument during observa- 
tions, and ths led to the production of bigger instruments furnished with 
more accurate and small-scale readings. In the hstory of astronomy, the 
mural quadrant has been considered a Western discovery made by Tycho 
Brahe in the sixteenth century, but the same hnd of instrument was built 
by Nasir al-Din al-Tusi in the Islamic Although it has been said 
that the instrument used by Tycho Brahe had not been seen unul that time, 
Islamic astronomers had used at least similar instruments since the time of 
al-Tasi. 

Tycho’s quadrant was divided by means of transversal points so that five 
seconds of an arc could be read without any difficulty. W e  do not know how 
Taqi al-Din divided hs instruments. W e  do not have any information in- 
dicating whether Taqi al-Din knew the transversal division or not. It is ob- 
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30. Schoy, ‘Aus der Astronomische Geographie der Araber’, 1923, pp. 50-74. 
31. Kennedy, ‘The Heritage...’, op. cit., 1998. 
32. Jourdain, ‘Mtmoire sur les instruments employks a l’observatoire de Mersgah’, 1809, 
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vious according to the picture given in the A3t5b Ta'l7m &t-i-@' that 'Amili 
('Abd al-Mun'im) knew the transversal division. 

Taqi al-Din also had a very large quadrant to measure the altitude of 
the sun and planets with great accuracy. It was called rub'u &fa, which 
means wooden quadrant. It was also called mb'zt misiara because it was 
made out of a set of rulers. This quadrant resembles Tycho's great wooden 
quadrant. Its circumference was so large that it corresponds to a radius of 
nearly 450 c m  whereas Tycho's was 543 cm. It is very surprising that it is 
the first example of ths type of quadrant both in the Western and in the 
Islamic world. 

The use of the azimuth quadrant, the predecessor of the theodolite, is 
very comprehensive and includes all cases where observed altitudes and 
azimuths of a planet or a fixed star can, by trigonometry, yield a numerical 
solution conforming to the requirement of observational astronomy. In 
connection with the instrument for the measurements of azimuths and al- 
titude (i.e. the azimuthal quadrant), it was described by al-'Urdi. AI-Kiishi 
says that this instrument was used in Damascus (probably a confusion with 
another invention of al-'Urdi which was first built in Damascus), and that it 
was subsequently set up in Mar2,gha. H e  also adds that it did not exist in 
antiquity. A similar statement is also found in aL41at al-Ra;a4va li qi al- 
Sbdansbd&a of Taqi al-Din. H e  writes that the Islamic observers prepared 
ths instrument in Damascus, and later it was taken over to Mariigha. It is 
also certain that it was set up and used by Ibn al-Shiiur in Damascus.34 In 
the Islamic world the same instrument, which was called dbd al-rub'qn and 
reached perfection in Nasir al-Din al-Tusi's time,35 was used since Ibn Sing. 
Taqi &Din constructed an instrument of this type in his observatory. It 
was called dht al-samt zua-l-i&j%'. A tower-like building, 12 cubits in height, 
was built. A copper ring was fixed on it parallel to the horizon. Another 
copper semicircle, the radius of whch was equal to the other ring, was 
made and erected vertically to the horizon, and it turned on a circle re- 
presenting the horizon. Its upper part was divided into degrees and min- 
utes. An alidade was attached to its centre. Ths resembles Tycho's great 
azimuth semi-circle. 

As an alternative instrument to the plinth-quadrant , the meridian ring or 
armillary, for making observations to determine the meridian altitude of the 
sun, is described in the -4lmagest. The meridian ring consisted of a fixed, 
graduated, bronze ring, mounted in the meridian with a close-fitting con- 
centric ring moving within it. The inner ring carried two plates at diametrically 
opposed positions with two accompanying pointers, moving over the outer 
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33. A-IGshi, 'Risda ...', p. 3; Kennedy, 7 h e  Obserztaatoyy in I'slam, 1961. 
34. Taqi al-Din, in A i f - i  raiad'e li e1i-i .%ihish&%gta, p. 11 . 
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2.11 Istanbul observatory. Taqi al-Din and hs astronomers at work. 
This was the last of the great observatories in Islam. 

From the Sh~hnnshd-n~muh, sixteenth century 
0 Roland and Sabnna Michaud (MS. F. 1404, University Library, Istanbul) 
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scale. A plumb-bob and a meridian line were used to align the instrument. 
Proclus gave a detailed account of the construction of a similar meridian ring 
in hs Fijpotyposis asi‘roiaumicamm positionurn. In this account the plates have holes 
and thus are closer to conventional sights. 

In the Islamic world thls instrument was uthzed very often. Abu-l- 
Waf2 used the meridian ring for the first time to determine the obliquity of 
the ecliptic. H e  made significant improvements adding an ahdade that had 
not been previously employed by Ptolemy.” Ths meridian armillary was to 
be taken as a useful upper limit of accuracy. Abu-1-Wafii’ seems to have 
been concerned with the problem of increasing the precision of the in- 
strument by adlng the alidade. ‘Abd al-Rahmiin al-Sufi measured the ob- 
liquity of the ecliptic with a ring of an internal dlameter of about 125 cm. 
The smallest subdivision on its scale was 5’.37 According to ‘Ah b. Ahmad 
al-Nasawi and al-IGshi, the diameter of this ring was 250 cm38 and 5 m3’ 
respectively. Al-Biruni on the other hand says that al-Saghiini used a ring 
with a diameter of about 145 c m  for the determination of the obliquity and 
also for measuring the latitude of Baghdad and adds that its scale contained 
subdivisions into five minutes.4o Al-Biruni gives the description of an in- 
strument like ths with a diameter of 7.5 m in hs al@zin al-19i‘ascidF.41 Al- 
‘Ur& gives also a detaded explanation of a ring with a diameter of 2.5 m. 
However, Taqi al-Din and Tvcho Brahe did not build a similar meridian 
ring. 

A different armillary instrument mentioned by Ptolemy was the more 
primitive equatorial ring (equinoctial armillary), consisting simply of a bronze 
ring set in the equatorial plane. In the Ahagest, Ptolemy describes how 
Hipparchus used ths instrument to determine the dates of vernal and au- 
tumnal equinoxes at Alexandria. It was ungraduated, had no sight, and was 
used simply to determine the equinoxes, whch were indicated when the 
shadow of the upper section of the ring fell on the inner surface of the lower. 
The description of this type of instrument is seen frequently in Islamic lit- 
erature. Al-I<iishi says that al-Sufi, patronized by ‘Adud al-Dawla, made an 
observation of a vernal equinox and one of an autumnal equinox in Shiraz with 
an equinoctial armillary whose diameter was 5 m and whch contained no 
division marks.42 Al-‘Ur& gives some details on the equinoctial armillary at the 
Mar&gha observatory. 

36. Sedillot, ilEmoire ..., op. cif., 1844, p. 196. 
37. M-BirW-, ‘Tahdid’, op. cit., p. 99; Ah, De Dctemzinatioii ..., op. zit., 1967, p. 68. 
38. Schirmer, ‘Studien zur Astronomie der Araber’, 1926-1927, p. 47. 
39. A-Kiishi, Leftwto hir Fathrr, MS., No. 2916, fol. 521b. 
40. Al-Biriini, ‘Tahdid’, op. ut., p. 100; Ah, 17,e Defermitiafion ..., op. ut.., 1967, p. 69. 
41. Al-Bwni, 1954, p. 362. 
42. Al-Kiishi, ‘Risda.. .’, op. Lit., p. 2; Kennedy, ‘al-Kiishi’s Treatise.. .’, op. cif., 1961. 
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Taqi al-Din arranged for a new instrument called dhd a/-avt& instead of 
the equinoctial armillary. It did not have the ring shape; it was rectangular. 
Ths instrument is composed of a base in the form of a rectangle and four 
columns. The two columns are set on this base so that a string is stretched 
between them. One of the strings is set equal to the cosine of the latitude of 
the place and the other one to the sine. According to this description these 
strings are placed parallel to the equator. 

The armillary sphere 
The most complicated of the instruments amongst all the Ptolemaic 
instruments described in the A/mage.rt was the armillary sphere consisting of 
six concentric, interlocking bronze rings. The two outermost rings resemble 
the meridian armdlary, and they are set on the meridian. The purpose of the 
motion of the inner ring of the pair is not to make observations, but to 
establish a polar axis to whch the rest of the instrument may be adjusted 
according to the geographical latitude. The whole device may have been 
mounted on a pillar and on the meridian plane. But for some time it might 
have been suspended in some way. The purpose of the many rings is that, 
once the inner sights have been set on the moon or a fixed star, the ecliptic co- 
ordinates can be read directly. Thus, the whole instrument was designed to 
allow for angular measurements to be taken in ecliptic co-ordinates, as 
required by the geometrical methods of Ptolemy’s planetary theory and to 
avoid any need to convert from altitudes and azimuths. 

The armdlary sphere of the Ptolemaic type was built long after Ptolemy’s 
era and was used in the first Islamic observatories. According to Ibn Ytinus, 
Sanad b. ‘Ah stated that the armillary sphere used by Yahyn was not satisfac- 
tory in its precision.43 Habash al-Hnsib speaks of an armillary sphere used in 
the Shammssiyya ob~ervatory.~~ Ibn IiChaldtin also refers to ths in~trument.~~ 
Ths instrument seems to have been well-known, but sources apparently do 
not contain any information concerning its size and detded descriptions. 
Sanad adds that the measurements made with ths instrument could not be 
very precise and could not attain a sufficient degree of accuracy.46 Our in- 
formation concerning the instruments of al-Battani’s observatory is in- 
sufficient and also vague. But there are clear indications of the existence of 
armillary spheres with unknown diameters. One of the instruments con- 
structed at the Marngha observatory was an armillary sphere with five rings 
and an alidade, instead of six rings, in order to obtain greater convenience in 

43. Ibn Yiinus, ‘&tab al-Zij...’, op. cif., 1803, pp. 50-51. 
44. Sayili, ‘The Introductory Section.. .’, op. cif., 1955, pp. 142, 149. 
45. Ibn Khaldim, Ahqczddivm, 1900, p. 146. 
46. Ibn Yfinus, ‘ICtSb al-Zij.. .’, op. cit., pp. 50-51. 
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2.1 2 Armillary sphere, from the Shhznsh&namuh, sixteenth century 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (MS. F. 1404, Umversity Library, Istanbul) 
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use. The outer radius of the outermost ring, the meridian ring, was slightly 
under 160 cm. AlL‘Urdi says that he only made a model of this instrument. In 
hs astronomical table, Jai Singh says that an armillary sphere was constructed 
to make observations at the Mariigha observatory. 

The armillary sphere, called dhZt a/-ha/aq in Islam, was built as large as 
possible in both Taqi al-Din’s and Tvcho Brahe’s observatories. According to 
Taqi al-Din, the diameter of the rings of his armdlary sphere was more than 8 
h%hiizicubits. It consisted of six rings, like Ptolemy’s instrument. Ths armdlary 
sphere was placed on six columns, the bases of whch were further placed on 
another stool, parallel to the horizon of the instrument. At the time of the 
observation, five observers went under the armillary sphere to carry out the 
observations. One of the observers moved the ecliptic, two of them the long- 
itude ring and another the latitude ring. They looked through the pinnules and 
the last observer observed the plumb line. It is well known that al-‘Urdi used an 
alidade instead of a sixth ring in order to obtain greater convenience. Tycho 
Brahe also changed the structure of the instrument used by Hipparchus and 
Ptolemy in order to obtain greater convenience in use. His instrument consists 
of only four rings, whle earlier astronomers used five or six.47 Howeoer, in lus 
book, al-IGshi mentions an instrument called dh& a/-hdaq n/-Sng/3ir, similar to 
Tycho Brahe’s armdlary sphere.4* 

There is another armillary instrument called the equatorial armillary in- 
strument. Ths instrument was used to measure the right ascensions of the 
stars as well as their declination with respect to the equator. In his book, Tycho 
Brahe described three equatorial armillary instruments which served for mea- 
suring equatorial co-ordinates of celestial bodies. One of them was very simple, 
because the equatorial armdlary instrument did not need to be equipped with 
so many separate pieces. It had one only complete armdlary which could re- 
volve and another semicircular one, which was fixed. Ths equatorial armillary 
had the further advantage that it could be constructed to a much larger size 
more accurately allowing for the reproduction of the degrees with their sub- 
divisions. However, owing to its stabhty and the way it rotated, it was more 
practical and easier to use than previous instruments. The first use of &IS 
equatorial armillary instrument is attributed to Tycho Brahe. But it is well 
known that after hs description of the zodiacal armillary instrument, Nasir 
al-Din al-Tusi says that it is possible to add the twin equator rings whch turn 
around one another. In fact we know that, during this period, the equatorial 
armdlary instrument was used in China. According to Dreyer, Kubilay’s as- 
tronomers constructed an instrument similar to the equatorial armillary in- 
strument before Tycho Brahe.49 There is also a similarity between the 

47. Tycho Brahe, A&-onomiac Iktauratac Ahcbafiica, t 946, p. 53. 
48. Al-I<ashi, ‘Risda.. . ’, qb. cit., p. 2a; Kennedy, ‘aLK2shi’s Treatise.. .’, qb. cit., 1961. 
49. Dreyer, Hstoyy ..., op. lit., 1881, p. 470. 
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instrument, called &WI e, whch is actually in the garden of the observatory, and 
Tycho Brahe’s great equatorial armillary instrument. It can be concluded that a 
similar instrument was used at least three centuries before Tycho Brahe’s time. 

In the sixteenth century, the determination of the equatorial co-ordinates 
of the celestial bodies with the help of instruments was made using methods 
similar to those of ancient astronomers. The declination was found from al- 
titudes, particularly from meridian altitudes. Differences of right ascension 
between two celestial bodies were determined with equatorial armdary in- 
struments or with the help of the sextants. 111 the latter case, the declination of 
the two celestial bodies had to be known. Their angular distance was observed 
with the sextant. The difference in right ascension could then be calculated 
from the spherical triangle between the two celestial objects and the pole of 
the equator. 

Absolute right ascensions of the sun were derived from meridian alti- 
tudes for the purpose of determining differences in right ascension between 
the sun and the stars. Venus was used as a connecting link. Observations were 
made of Venus both as a morning star and as an evening star in order to 
eliminate the effect of refraction. But Regulus instead of L7enus was also used 
by Taqi al-Din as a connecting link, for determining differences in right as- 
censions. In the descriptions of the instruments constructed at the Istanbul 
observatory, Taqi al-Din says that the ninth instrument is an astronomical 
clock and adds the following statement taken from Ptolemy, ‘I would have 
been able to establish a great regularity in the method if I had been able to 
measure the time precisely.’ Taqi al-Din’s astronomical clock, with the help of 
God, perpetuated hs ruling days. Thus, he was able to do what Ptolemy could 
not do. Although Taqi al-Din did not construct an equatorial armillary in- 
strument, he refers to the method of determining right ascensions from the 
times of transit across the meridian with the help of the mural quadrant. 

In hs description of the great mural quadrant, Tycho Brahe also men- 
tions two clocks and refers to the same method of determining right ascen- 
sions. But he was never satisfied with the accuracy of his clocks.50 The time 
was determined from the altitudes or azimuth of known stars measured with 
the equatorial armillary instrument. 

Determination of angular distance 

The invention of the sextant for measuring the angular &stance between 
celestial bodies is a very important step in practical astronomy. The 
astronomical sextant instrument, which is particularly convenient in use, was 
first invented by Tycho Brahe. Ths name was given because its circumference 
comprises one-sixth of a circle. The fact is that this instrument is suited not 

50. Cf. Tycho Brahe, @em Omnia CI, pp. 156f. 
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only for measuring the angular distance of the sun and stars, but also for their 
altitudes. In the Islamic world, an instrument called in Arabic s~ds was 
constructed and used as a sextant. It consisted of a 60" meridian arc, and it 
was called d~zids aLj$zkhrf of al-I.;h~jandi.~* Suds means the sixth part of a 
circle. It had a radius of about 20 m. 

~ 41do~ com,buters 

The best and the most important analog computer available to Islamic 
astronomers was the astrolabe. The astrolabe owes its origin to the pre-Islamic 
period. In the search for the origin of the astrolabe, Hipparchus must be 
considered first. H e  described the theory of the stereographic projection, 
most commonly used in the design of the planispheric astrolabe. There are 
many scholars who feel that the instrument should be attributed to hm as 
well. The earliest known precise description of the astrolabe is by John 
Phloponus, who belonged to the Alexandrian school. In hs treatise, n7hch 
dated from about AD 530, he described both the construction and use of the 
instrument." The next major work on the astrolabe was by Bishop Severus 
Sebokht of Ni5ibin in Syria.53 Ne~gebauer,~" in hs article on the early hstory 
of the astrolabe, has shown that both Philoponus and Sebokht derived their 
material from a now lost manuscript by Theon of Alexandria, written in about 
AD 375, mhch is preserved with only slight changes in a text by Sebokht. 

W e  do not exactly know when the astrolabe was first employed by 
Muslim astronomers, but a hgh degree of perfection had been attained by 
them in its construction during what are truly and emphatically called the Dark 
Ages of Europe. The first Muslim maker of an astrolabe to be mentioned in 
htstorp is d-Fazilri, who worked under the patronage of al-Mansur and died 
about 161/777.55 By the end of the eighth century, a number of Muslim 
scholars were producing treatises on the construction and use of the astrolabe. 
According to Ibn al-Nadim's Ehrist, d-Faziiri (fl. 145-157/762-773) wrote 
both on the stereographc (/ilus~~@zb) astrolabe and on the melon-shaped 
(mxbaf~akh) astrolabe: ths second land of instrument, the origins of which are 
obscure, used an azimuthal equidistant projection, and although w e  cannot be 
very sure about such an early development of ths astrolabe, it is clear that 
al-Farghgni (d. after 247/861) criticized the instrument harshly and that an 

51. X'iedemann, 'CTber den Sextant des AI-Khujandi', 1909, pp. 148-151. 
52. Gunther, Ear!y Science, 1929, pp. 61-81; Philopon, 'Le trait6 de l'astrolabe', 1981. 
53. Nau, 'Le trait& de 1'Astrolabe Plane, Severe Sebokt', 1899, pp. 56-101, 239-303; 

54. Neugebauer, 'The Early History of the Astrolabe, Studies in Ancient Astronomy IY', 

55. Suter, Die Llfathvnatiker undA4&onomen der-qraber 14nd ihre Erke, 1900, p. 208. 

Gunther, ,&rolabes, op. cit., pp. 81-103. 

1949, pp. 240-256. 
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elaborate treatise on it has been attributed, with good reason, to Habash 
al-Hasib (d. c. 247/861).56 

The most popular hnd of astrolabe was, however, the stereographic one. 
Among the early treatises on it, one should not include, however, the famous 
treatise on the construction and use of the astrolabe, only extant in Latin, 
traditionally attributed to the ‘Iraqi Jew Mi%sh%’alliih (d. c. 200/815), which was 
the source used for the compilations of the first treatises on the instrument 
written in French (Ptlerin de Prusse, 1362) and English (Geoffrey Chaucer, 
c. 1391). In fact, the treatise on the use of the instrument, ascribed to 
Miisha’diih, is an adaptation of the translation by Johannes Hispalensis of the 
treatise on the same topic by the Andalusian astronomer Ibn al-Saffiir (d. 427/ 
1035); as for the text on the construction of the instrument, it is a thrteenth- 
century compilation of several sources (one of them being the notes on 
Ptolemy’s Planisphaeriwz written towards the end of the tenth century by Ibn 
al-Saffiir’s master, Maslama al-Majrig).57 

Among the early authors who wrote on the astrolabe there was al- 
Manvarfidhi - who made observations in Baghdad and Damascus - and his 
famous student ‘Ah b. ‘Isii, who was given the nickname of al-A~turliibi.~~ 
During thts period, Muhammad b. Mus% al-IUluwarizmi published a com- 
pendium of numerous problems which could be worked out with the as- 
tr~labe,~~ and he is probably the author of another treatise on the 
construction of the instrument. Ths work and that written on the same 
subject by al-Khuwiirizmi’s contemporary, al-Farghani,“ seem to be the two 
earliest extant treatises on h s  topic and both initiate the tradition of com- 
puting tables of auxiliary functions to be used for the construction of the 
marhgs on astrolabe plates for specific latitudes.“ Al-I(huwi%rizmi’s treatise 
on the use of the instrument was known in the Latin West in the tenth 
century and it was the main identified source of the Sententiae mtrolabii, 
written in north-east Spain towards the end of that century or the beginning 
of the eleventh by Lupitus Barchinensis.62 

As for the actual instruments, some fifteen early Eastern astrolabes 
(ninth-eleventh centuries) are extant in different collections. The earliest 
dated one is si ned by Muhammad b. ‘Abd Alliih, known as Nastulus in 
315/927-928. W e  are also aware of the existence of another set of eleven 6 8  

56. Kennedy Kunitzsch and Lorch, Z b e  It MonJbaped AsfroLabe in ~4rabic Astronomy, 1999. 
57. Icunitzsch, ‘On the Authenticity of the Treatise on the Composition and Use of the 

58. Scheicho, L’astrolabe et la manitre de s’en struir, traitt! itiidit de 5.4L b. %& 1913, p. 20. 
59. Frank, ‘Die Venvendung des Astrolabes nach d-Chawarizmi’, 1922, p. 32. 
60. Wiedemann, Das LRltall, 1919, pp. 20-25. 
61 . King, al-l%uiniriyni and New Trend in ;Irrathe/-,atical14s~o}io~~ in the iUith Centq, 1983. 
62. Kunitzsch, ‘d-Iihuw%rizmi as a Source for the .Yentenfiae astrolabii”, 1987. 
63. King, (slamic Artronomical Instrtiments, 1987, No. IV & V. 

Astrolabe Ascribed to Messahalla’, 1981. 
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2.13-2.14 Astrolabe by Ahmad b. Has8 al-H%ni, 1486 
0 Kandilli observatory, Istanbul 

Western Islamic instruments (tenth-eleventh centurie~),~~ apart from draw- 
ings of another one - preserved in a Latin manuscript65 - and an early Latin 
instrument - built in north-eastern Spain - whch is apparently a translated 
copy of an Arabic astrolabe.66 All avadable evidence shows that Western- 
Islamic astrolabes are characterized by the presence, in the back of the 
instrument, of a calendar scale whch allows the quick calculation of the 
solar altitude for any date of the Julian year. Tlvs kmd of device might have 
a Latin origin and it was not introduced in Eastern astrolabes until the 
thirteenth century. 

64. IGng, ‘Bringing Astronomical Instruments back to Earth - the Geographical Data on 

65. Icunitzsch, ‘Traces of a Tenth-century Spanish-Arabic Astrolabe’, 1998. 
66. Stevens, Beaujouan and Turner, ‘The Oldest Latin Astrolabe’, 1995. 

Medieval Astrolabes (to c. llOO)’, 1999. 
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The planispheric astrolabe was a portable instrument whch was quite 
convenient for demonstrating the circumpolar motion of the stars, a 
useful computer for the movements of the sun and the stars, an instru- 
ment for time-reckoning and an altitude-measuring instrument. It was not, 
however, a very precise instrument and it could not be used for proper 
astronomical observations. It was an analog computer whch provided 
graphical solutions for many problems of spherical astronomy. It had, 
however, one serious drawback; being based on stereographic projection 
from the [southern] pole onto the plane of the equator, the local horizon 
appeared projected as an arc of a circle. Ths implied that a different plate 
was needed for each latitude and that only a crude approximation could 
be obtained if the instrument I d  not have the plate for the adequate 
latitude. To solve that problem, two Andalusian astronomers from Toledo 
(Ibn al-Zarqdluh and ‘Ah b. Iaalaf) designed, in the eleventh century, the 
first universal astrolabes. The projection was, again, stereographical but the 
centre of projection was the vernal point and the plane of projection the 
solstitial colure; in this land of instrument, the horizon was projected as a 
diameter of the plate, and, therefor?, a rotating ahdade turning around the 
centre of the astrolabe could be used as a horizon, and thus, the instru- 
ment could be used accurately for any latitude.67 One century later the 
Granada munluqqit and instrument-maker Husayn b. &mad b. B%?o (d. 
716/1316) invented a plate, in 673/1274, to be used with a standard 
astrolabe which he called ul-pJha aljimi‘a lijum2 ul-‘zlt%d (a general plate 
for all latitudes). In this py@a two well-known traditions converge: on one 
side the efforts of Ibn al-Zarqdluh and ‘AE b. I(haiaE who influenced Ibn 
Base both in the design and in the use of hs instrument and, on the 
other, the Eastern tradition of the @+jya (!late of horizons), the 
invention of whch is ascribed to Habash al-Hasib. 

Universal astrolabes - whch were later introduced in Eastern Islamic 
landsb9 - were one of the many examples of important innovations and im- 
provements introduced by Islamic astronomers in an instrument the origins of 
whch are clearly Hellenistic. An important source for the study of such in- 
novations in the Eastern Islamic tradition can be found in al-Birtini’s EtZbJt 
(Sti‘zb ul-wyGb al-mumkinaJt;an ‘ut al-usiurlib (An Exhaustive Treatise on All the 
Possible Ways to Construct an Astrolabe). A more primitive and cumbersome 
instrument was the so-called ‘spherical astrolabe’ (al-NtZrlZb al-kue), which is 
merely the result of superimposing a rotating rete or spider (bearing the 

61. Puig, al-hkkz&a. fin al-NaqgZ al-zarqdhh. Ediridn, traduccidn y estudio, 1986; Los tratados 
de consh&hy usi de la aZfPa de Axarquiel, 1987; ‘al-Zarqdluh’s Geographical Method for 
Finding Lunar Distances’, 1989. 

68. Calvo, Abu ‘Ah al-Husayn b. Ba~o.. ., 1993. 
69. IGng, hlarnic Astrononzical(ns~~ients, op. cit., 1987, Nos. VI-X. 
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pointers for a few important stars) on the celestial sphere. Descriptions of this 
kind of instrument are known from, at least, the ninth century, although they 
are not very common and only one actual spherical astrolabe, made by an 
Eastern artisan called MEsa in 1480, survives in the Museum of the History of 
Science in Most uncommon is also the so-called ‘linear astrolabe’ 
designed by Sharaf al-Din al-Tiisi (d. 610/1213), of which only a written de- 
scription survives: the astrolabe itself has been reduced to its meridian line, 
represented by a graduated rod, on which w e  find the position of the pole, the 
centres of the equator and parallels of declination, the zenith, the intersections 
of almucantars with the meridian line, etc. This rod is combined with a system 
of three strings and a plumb line. The instrument may, thus, be used but it is 
far more abstract and difficult to understand, as well as less precise, than the 
conventional astrolabe .72 

Astrolabes were sometimes combined with geared mechanisms with dif- 
ferent purposes such as timekeeping. An astrolabe dial would be added to a 
water-clock, thus representing the apparent motion of the celestial sphere in a 
twenty-four-hour period. Such a combination appears, in the second half of the 
thrteenth century, in the Alfonsine mercury clock (probably based on Arabic 
sources) and in the thrteenth- and fourteenth-century clepsydras partially ex- 
tant in Fez.73 The purpose of another kind of geared mechanisms is to represent 
mainly the solar and lunar motion, but perhaps also that of the planets. These 
kinds of mechanisms appear to have a Hellenistic origin, for they are attested in 
the Antikythera mechanism (first century BC), as well as in a Byzantine-geared 
calendar dated between AD 328 and 641 , but they were developed by Eastern 
Islamic scholars, as they appear described by a1-Bifi11i;~ and they are extant in 
an astrolabe-calendar bwlt in 618/1221-1222 by Muhammad b. Abi Bakr al- 
Isfahiini, extant at the Museum of the History of Science in Oxford. 

The determination of the position of a planet on the zodiac with the 
instruments was also dealt with in a different way. Calculating planetary 
longitudes using a e’ was long and tedious, and Ptolemaic planetary models 
were drawn to scale in instruments called eqaatoria which allowed an im- 
mediate graphical solution of the problem. Although this lund of instrument 
might also have a Hellenistic origin and the first clear allusion to an equa- 
torium appears in the ,Z$j aL-JdZ’ib of the Eastern astronomer Abii Ja‘far al- 
Khiizin (d. c. 355/965), the main development of the instrument appears to 
have taken place in al-Andal~s~~ where both Ibn al-Saffiir (d. 417/1035) and 

70 

70. Pellat, ‘L’astrolahe sphkrique d’al-RGdiini’, 1973. 
71. Maddison, ‘A 15th Century Islamic Spherical Astrolabe’, 1962. 
72. Michel, Tiaiite‘de l’astrolabe, 1947, pp. 115-122. 
73. Price, ‘Mechanical Water Clocks of the 14th Century in Fez, Morocco’, 1964. 
74. Hd, ‘Al-Biruni’s Mechanical Calendar’, 1985. 
75. Comes, Ecuatorios andalusies. fin al-Savvzb, al-Zarqduby AbudJalt, 1991. 
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Ibn al-Zarqdluh (d. c. 494/1100) designed instruments of ths hnd. The 
complexity of the Ptolemaic Mercury model led the second Andalusian au- 
thor to take a revolutionary step and represent Mercury’s deferent not as a 
circle but as an ellipse, whch he identified as such. Ibn al-Zarqiilluh only 
represented graphically what was already implied in the Ptolemaic model, but 
he seems to have been the first astronomer with enough courage to cross the 
boundary of an astronomy based on circles and introduce a new astronomy 
of conic  section^.'^ The equatorium was reintroduced in Eastern Islam 
probably through Abu-1-Salt Umayya b. Abi-1-Salt (c. 460-529/1067-1134) 
who stayed in Egypt for a long time and wrote a treatise on this instru- 
ment.77 Later, in the fifteenth century, Ghy2th al-Din Jamshid al-Knshi 
describes a highly sophsticated instrument withn ths tradition in whch w e  
can find details that recall the work of Ibn al-Zarqdluh and Ab~-l-Salt.~~ 

Muslim astronomers also used other kinds of analog computers such 
as the quadrant. The earliest known types of Islamic quadrants are the 
sine quadrant (an instrument bearing a graphical scale of sines and co- 
sines) and the horary quadrant,79 which has hour lines for a specific la- 
titude or for all latitudes. Both kinds of instruments appear to have been 
described by al-Iuluwiirizmi.80 A variety of the sine quadrant, with horary 
applications, also appears among the late tenth-century Latin translations 
made in north-east Spain. Ths latter instrument also has a moveable 
cursor - a scale of solar declinations throughout the months of the Julian 
year - whch allows the user to obtain, without any calculation, the 
meridian solar altitude for a particular day. A movable or fixed cursor 
(called mqhrra) also appears in an early (ninth- or tenth-century) Eastern 
source, but the two aforementioned sources have never been compared. 
A thrd kind of quadrant is the astrolabic one, called in Arabic mb‘ al- 
mzlqaniarih it is the result of foldmg twice the plate of an astrolabe for a 
single latitude. Its invention has been traditionally attributed to the Jewish 
astronomer and translator from Provence, Jacob ben Mahir ben Tibbon 
(c. 1236-c.1304), also called Prophatius Iudaeus, and, for that reason, the 
instrument has often been called Prophatius’ quadrant or quudrans novus. 
However, as D. IOng has shown, Egyptian descriptions from the twelfth 
century prove that such attributions are entirely false, and, thus, the as- 
trolabic quadrant was known in Islamic lands before that date. By the 
fifteenth century, in all parts of the Muslim world except Iran and Incha, a 

81 

76. Sams6 and Mielgo, ‘Ibn al-Zarqdluh on Mercury’, 1994. 
77. Kennedy, ‘The Equatorium of Abu-1-Salt’ , 1970. 
78. Ibid. 
79. Lorch, ‘A Note on the Horary Quadrant’, 1981. 
80. King, al-Hiuwaii@ ..., op. cit. 
81 . IGng, A Survey of the Scient@ Manu.Fcf-ipt~ in the Egyptian National Librap, 1986, B105. 
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2.1 5 Quadrant (mb ul-mziqamugit) by Sabri, 1279 
0 Kandilli observatory, Istanbul 

standard Islamic quadrant had astrolabic markings on one side of the in- 
strument and a sine quadrant on the other. 

Leaving aside such common instruments as celestial spheres,82 orign- 
&ty in Muslim astronomical instrumentation is often related to the pro- 
blems of mTqd (timekeeping), as well as other questions connected with 
Islamic worship, such as the determination of qibla Irection. All kmds of 
sundials, either inherited from the Greek tradition or new ones, were built 
and described in treatises on gnomonics such as the one written by the 
Tuniso-Andalusian astronomer of the fourteenth century Ibn al-Raqqgm .83 

82. Savage-Smith, Islamic Celestial Globes: neir ffistoy, Constrzlction and Use, 1985. 
83. Carandell, ‘Risda fi ‘ilm d-?ild’, 1988. 
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2.16 Celestial globe by Ja‘far b. Dawlatshiih al-Kirmiini, 1383 
0 Kandilli observatory, Istanbul 

Portable dials, included in astronomical compendia also provided with a 
compass, of a kind which became quite common in Europe in more recent 
times, appear from the fourteenth century onwards. Such is the case of the 
+wzdiq alyawzqft (box of sapphires) designed in 1366 by the Damascene 
mztwaqqit and astronomer Ibn al-Shaur. The instrument consisted mainly of the 
two universal sundials, one polar and the other eq~atorial.~~ It has been sug- 
gested that Ibn al-Shiiur might have been influenced by the observational 
instrument designed by the Andalusian Jiibir b. Afl& (fl. c. 1150) to substitute 
all the instruments of observation described in Ptolemy’s Ahagest. This latter 
instrument consisted of a large graduated ring Uiibir mentions a diameter of 
about six spans) with an axis in its centre on which a graduated quadrant with 
an alidade and two sights rotated. The instrument could be mounted on the 
plane of the meridian, on that of the equator or on that of the ecliptic, and it 

84. King and Janin, ‘Ibn al-shguir’s Jandcq alyawZqik A n  Astronomical “Compendium” ’, 1977. 
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2.17 D2irat al-mu ‘addal by ‘Ah (?) al-Muwaqqit Abu-1-Fath, 1752 
0 Kandilli observatory, Istanbul 

has been considered as a predecessor of the torpetam, described for the first 
time towards the end of the thrteenth century by Bernard of Verdun and 
Franco of Poland, although the similarities between the two instruments are 
not very clear.85 If such is the case, and if Jabir did influence Ibn al-Shiiur, 
such influence continued, for in the fifteenth century, the Egyptian astron- 
omer al-Wafii’i, who knew Ibn al-shgtir’s ‘box’, designed another instrument 
called &?rat al-ma ‘addal (equatorial circle), which followed the same tradition 

85. Lorch, ‘The Astronomical Instruments of Jabir b. Afl& and the Torquetum’, 1976. 
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and whose main purpose was to determine the hour angle of the sun or of a 
star. 

Both the sundig ul;yuwZqFt and the dZ’z’rut ul-mu ‘udddincluded a compass - 
an instrument which also appears in a portable sundial described by Ibn al- 
Raqqam - and al-Wafa’i’s description includes one of the oldest known 
mentions of magnetic declination. Ths compass was used to orient the in- 
strument correctly and, together with an adequate graphcal scale, it was a part 
of a qibla indicator. These latter lunds of instruments became quite common in 
the later Mddle Ages and are usually straightforward although qiblu indicators 
of a hghly sophsticated lund have been discovered recently.87 They ap- 
pear in two world maps which date from Safavid Iran (late seventeenth 
century). These two maps are Mecca-centred, and, in both of them, localities 
are marked on a competently drawn coordinate grid. The system of carto- 
graphtcal projection used is azimuthal equidistant which, as w e  have already 
seen, was used by Habash al-Hasib to design hts melon-shaped astrolabe. 
Ths has led IQng to conjecture that the origin of such instruments might go 
back to the ninth century and this hypothesis is in agreement with a remark 
by the twelfth-century geographer al-Zuhri, who states that the team of se- 
venty scientists from Iraq assembled by Caliph al-Ma’mfin drew a world map 
by ‘projecting (busuii) [the spherical earth] on a plane in the same way as they 
projected [the celestial sphere] on the astrolabe.’” 

86 

86. Tekeli, ‘Izzudin b. Muhammed al-Vefa’inin ‘Ekvator Halkasi’ Adli Makalesi ve 
Torquetum’, 1960; Brice, Lorch and Imber, T h e  D2Jireyf..., op. cit., 1976; Dizer, ‘The 
DZ’irat n/-mu‘adda/ in the Kandilli Observatory, and Some Remarks on the Earliest 
Recorded Islamic Values of the Magnetic Declination’, 1977; King, ‘An Islamic 
Astronomical Instrument’, 1979. 

87. King, ‘Two Iranian World Maps for Finding the Direction and Distance to Mecca’, 1997. 
88. Hadj-Sadok, ‘Kit%b al-Dja‘fariyya’, 1968, p. 306. 
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C h a p t e r 2.2 (c) 

ASTROLOGY 

O n  the importance of a ‘wretched subject’ 
In a short paper published in (sis in 1951, 0. Neugebauer gave a list of the 
main arguments whch emphasize the importance of the study of the hstory 
of astrology. They can, of course, be applied to Islamic astrology, and it is 
useful to quote them here: 

To the historian of science the transmission of ideas is rightly one of his most 
important problems. Astrological lore furnishes us one of the most convincing 
proofs for the transmission of Hellenistic astronomy to India; astrological 
manuscripts help us to estimate more accurately the combination of Syriac, 
Arabic, Hindu, and Greek sources in the building up of Islamic science. No 
Arabic astronomer can be fdy understood without a thorough knowledge of 
astrological concepts. The only hope of obtaining a few glimpses of the astro- 
nomical methods of the time of Hipparchus rests in the painstaking investiga- 
tion of wretched writers like Vettius Valens or Paulus Alexandrinus. Six large 
volumes of miscellaneous nonsense were published by Professor Thornchke and 
have become a treasured tool for the study of Medieval scientific literature. And 
the history of the art and philosophy of the Renaissance has gained immensely 
from the researches carried out by the Warburg Institute on the astrology of 
preceding periods.’ 

W e  can, of course, expand on the arguments put forward by Professor 
Neugebauer. Astrological sources are often earlier than astronomical ones: 
most of the information gathered in recent years on the Zq ul-ShZb, one of 
the first astronomical tables used in Islamic lands, comes from the analysis 
of horoscopes computed with it. In spite of the existence of linguistic 
subtleties whch allow us to distinguish, in Arabic for example, between 

1. 0. Neugebauer, ‘The Study of Wretched Subjects’, his, 42, 1951. Repr. in Astronomy and 
Histoy. Selected Essays, New York/Tokyo, 1983, p. 3. 
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expressions such as abkdm al-nzjim or tayTm, which clearly denote what we 
nowadays call ‘astrology’, and others such as ‘ilm al-jalak (astronomy 
proper), ‘ilm barahit al-nzjim (science whch stules the motions of the 
celestial bodies) and ‘ilm hq’at al-@& (cosmology), it is extremely rare to 
find a single astronomer of the Islamic period who did not practise, at the 
same time, astrology. Zqe.s, which are astronomical handbooks containing 
tables enabling the positions of planets and stars to be calculated for a given 
date and hour, always contain astrological materials, and their main 
application was probably the casting of horoscopes. Treatises on the use 
of common astronomical instruments (such as the armdlary sphere, the 
astrolabe and others) often contain chapters on their astrologcal applica- 
tions. Serious astronomers no doubt had in mind their less ‘scientific’ 
colleagues when they simplified the hard task of computing planetary 
longtudes by preparing yearly ephemerides and perpetual almanacs or 
invented new instruments such as equatoria. All ths obviously implies that a 
hstory of Islamic astronomy entirely independent from astrology would be 
a perfect anachronism and would leave aside one of the very few possible 
approaches to a ‘social hstory of a~tronomy’.~ 

To the medieval mind, astrology is applied astronomy and, together with 
other practical concerns such as the calendar or m@it (a branch of astronomy 
whch deals with religious problems such as the determination of the @la or 
the hours of prayers), justifies the importance of an otherwise useless theo- 
retical science like astronomy. Political leaders have always had a great interest 
in the subject and astrologers appear frequently in the royal courts acting as 
counsellors for the established authorities. If we are to believe the authenticity 
of an anecdote told by the historian al-Mas‘Qdi (d. 345/956), the Umayyad 
caliph, ‘Abd al-Malik (65-86/685-705) alread had a court astrologer ac- 
companying hm during a mhtary campaign: and the presence of such 
technical advisers is clearly attested in the Abbasid period. The interest in 
astrology is probably one of the main reasons for the development of a 
characteristic Islamic scientific institution - the observatory. Caliph al-Ma’mun 
(198-21 8/813-833), who sponsored the first serious programme of astro- 
nomical observations which took place in Baghdad (213-214/828-829) and 
Damascus (216-217/831-832), felt a deep interest in astrology and hs as- 

2 

3 

2. The contrary is not necessarily true: it is difficult to find a pure astronomer but there were 
plenty of astrologers who were not active astronomers. 

3. See E. S. Kennedy, ‘A Survey of Islamic Astronomical Tables’, Transactions oftbe -4merican 
Philosophical Socieg, N.X. (Philadelphia), 46, 1956, pp. 123-175. 

4. For a comprehensive treatment of Islamic astrology see the most useful A. Bausani, 
Appunti di astronomia e astrologia arabo-islamicbe, Venice, 1977, especially pp. 164-249. See also 
F. Sezgin, Gescbicbte des Arabiscbcn Scbnitums. VI1 1 Asfrologif, Ahteorologie und L I’ruiandtes, 
Leiden, 1979. 

5. C. A. Nallino, ‘Zlm alfalak. Zr6kbubu ‘inda al- 54rabj-l-qurin al-wus@, Rome, 191 1, p. 331. 
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tronomers Yahyii b. Abi Mansiir and Sanad b. ‘Ah accompanied him, probably 
as astrological experts, on some of hs expeditions against the Byzantines.‘ 
The purpose of the observations was to establish a new set of astronomical 
tables, and the reason which moved al-Ma’mnn to make such an investment in 
a scientific project was probably his belief that such tables would furnish him 
with more accurate and trustworthy horoscopes. If, in the case of Caliph al- 
Ma’miin, we can only establish a reasonable conjecture as to the astrological 
motivation of hs astronomical programme, this is not the case of other ob- 
servatories such as the one founded in Maragha in 658/1259 by Hula@ Khan, 
which was still active at the beginning of the eighth/fourteenth century. 
Hdiigfi firmly believed in astrology and he did not undertake anydung without 
the advice of his astrologer, the great astronomer Nasir al-Din al-Tusi, director 
of the scientific programme of the Mariigha observatory.’ If, in this latter case 
at least, astrology promoted the foundation of an observatory, an astrologcal 
fdure was the cause of the destruction of the Istanbul observatory, founded 
in 983/1575 by the astronomer Taqi al-Din b. Ma‘rtif b. Ahmad under the 
patronage of Sultan Murad 111 (982-1004/15741595). The apparition of a 
comet in 985/1577 moved Taqi d-Din to predict an Ottoman victory over the 
Persians. In spite of the fact that the Persians were actually defeated, the issues 
of the battle were not altogether satisfactory for the Turhsh army, and a 
plague appeared whch caused the death of several personages in the country. 
The Sh@h al-hhm Qadizada took advantage of ths situation and convinced 
the sultan of the convenience of destroying the observatory; for such in- 
stitutions, he claimed, brought misfortune. As a result, the Istanbul ob- 
servatory was demolished in 988/1580.* 

Astrology and Islam 
The sudden disappearance of an observatory that could have been active for a 
certain number of years like its predecessors in Mariigha and Samarkand (823- 
c. 875/1420-1470), and ths due to the intervention of a Muslim religious 
authority, leads us to pose the problem of the relations between astrology and 
the Islamic religon. The orthodox Muslim’s attitude towards astrology does 
not differ much from that of an orthodox Christian or Jew: the belief in the 
influence of the celestial bodies on human destiny limits man’s free wdl and 
the power of God Almighty to determine what happens in the world. O n  the 
other hand, astrology is often considered as a survival of old Arab paganism 
which undertook the worship of planets. A clear example can be seen in the 

6. A. Sayili, Be Ohervatoy in (slam and ifs Place in the Gmeral Histoly ofthr Obseruatoly, Ankara, 
1960, repr. 1988, pp. 58-59, 65, 82-84. 

7. Ibid., pp ,202-204. 
8. Ibid., pp.290-293. 
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attacks on meteorological predictions based on the system of the ’an~d’:~ 
apart from the lunar calendar adopted by Islam, the ancient Arabs had a 
primitive lunisolar calendar based on the simultaneous heliacal risings (raqfb) 
and acronycal settings (naw’) of a series of twenty-eight stars or asterisms 
placed near the zodacal belt. These stars divided the solar year into twenty- 
seven periods of thrteen days and one period of fourteen days. This 
calendrical system, usually called the anwZ’ system (anwri’is the plural of naw’), 
does not have to be an Arab invention, for it was well known in other 
civilizations, but it was probably used to determine the intercalary periods in 
the primitive civil lunisolar calendar which coexisted with the religious lunar 
calendar. The anw2 were also used for meteorological predictions, due to the 
fact that meteorological events often have a cyclical character and take place 
more or less systematically in the same periods of the solar year. A good 
example appears in the EtZb al-Anwi’ written by the Moroccan astronomer 
Ibn al-Band al-Marriikushi (d. 721/1321), according to whom Cahph ‘Umar 
did not allow, during a period of drought, the prayer of al-istiqZ’ (adpetendam 
plwiam) to implore rain from God, until the moment of the acronycal setting 
of the Pleiades whch, on the Arabian peninsula, took place at a time of the 
year whch was usually rainy.1° Therefore, ths system of meteorological 
prediction was not astrologcal, but it was interpreted as such by many people 
as well as by the religious authorities. For this reason, the Prophet Muhammad 
forbade the lunisolar calendar based on intercalation and, probably also, 
meteorological predictions based on the anmri’ system. A well-known tradition 
(bad&) ascribes to hm the following saying: ‘God, let Him be praised and 
exalted, savs: there are believers and unbelievers among my servants. Those 
who say: “We have received rain from such and such a naw”’ believe in the 
stars but not in Me. On the contrary, a man who says: “We have received the 
rain due to divine grace and mercy”, he believes in M e  and not in the stars.’ 

In spite of all ths, astrology was often accepted in a Muslim milieu. Ths 
depended mainly on political circumstances. In al-Andalus, for example, under 
the Umayyad amir, ‘Abd al-Rahmiin I1 (206-238/821-852), astrology was 
most fashonable at court in spite of the strong opposition of piousfuqaW (pl. 
of faqih, i.e. jurisprudents) such as the powerful Yahyii b. Yahya (d. 235/849), 
often the target of satires written by astrologers who were, at the same time, 
poets. W e  should not be astonished, therefore, to discover that, in ths at- 
mosphere, even a qZ& (judge) like ‘Abbns b. Niisih (d. 230/844) probably I d  
not only introduce al-IGmwiirizmi’s @‘ in Cordoba but also used a curious 

9. C. Pellat, ‘Dictons rimts, anmi’ et mansions lunaires chez les Arabes’, Arubicu, I, 1955, 
pp. 17-41, See a recent survey of the available literature in Ibn ‘&im (d. 403/1013), fit&$ 
al-unnti’ wu-l-a@nu - ul-Qawlj-l-Sbirhi?r- (Trutudo sobre Los unwz’y fos tiempos - cupitdo sobre fos 
me.res -), Edition, translation and commentary by M. Forcada, Madrid, 1993. 

IO. H. I? J. Renaud, Le Culmdr$erd’Bn ul-Bunnzde Abrrakecb (1256-1321), Pans, 1948, pp. 54-55. 
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technique in the cases he had to judge: he cast the corresponding horoscope 
before pronouncing his sentence. In the first half of the tenth century, a 
Qur’an reader and expert in prophetic traditions, Qasim b. Mutarrif al-Qattiin, 
was to write a cosmological treatise (Et& aL-Hq”n) which included chapters 
on spherical astrology (determination of the ascendent and descendent and 
division of the houses of the horoscope).’2 The situation changed entirely 
under the dictatorshp of al-Mansur b. Abi ‘Amir (366-93/976-1002) who, in 
order to obtain the support of the most conservative personages of Cordoban 
society, burnt significant parts of the important library of Caliph al-Hakam 11. 
Among the books destroyed were those deahng with astronomy and astrology, 
but not the books on mtqd. Ahmad b. Faris al-Munajjim, who had been court 
astrologer under al-Hakam 11, wrote a book on a n u 2  as a pretext to justify the 
need for astronomical and astrological kn0w1edge.l~ Astrology was persecuted 
in d-Andalus under al-Mansur but the dictator sull required the advice of an 
astrologer in order to cast the horoscope of his son or to establish the pro- 
pitious moment to start a mhtary campaign. 

Astrology is often a favourite subject of religious polemicists. Such is the 
case, for example, of Ab6 ‘Ah ‘Umar al-Sakiini, a theologian living in Tunis in 
the second half of the seventhlthrteenth century. In two of his works15 he 
deals with the subject using arguments of a rationalistic or religious character 
whch remind us of those of Ibn Sin2 (d. 429/1037)16 and Maimonides 
(d. 601/1204), and he transcribes a certain number of anecdotes with whch 
he seeks to prove that astrology was entirely rejected by the leaders of early 
Islam, or that the famous oriental theologian andjiqth Ab6 Bakr al-Baqdkni 

11 

14 

11. E. Teres, “Abbas b. Nasih poeta p qadi de Algeciras’, in: Etudes dbriPntalisme didiies ri la 
mimoire de Li~z.i-Proi~rnnp~ 1, Paris, 1962, pp. 339-358. 

12. J. Casulleras, ‘El contenido del kitd dHay’a de Qasim b. hfutarrif al-Qatfw’, in 
J. M. Camarasa, H. melgo and A. Roca (eds.), Actes de les 1. Trobades d’Hist6ria de la Gnciu i 
de la Rcnica, Barcelona, 1994, pp. 75-93. 

13. M. Forcada, ‘A New Andalusian Astronomical Source from the Fourth/Tenth Century: 
the L4fukhtagr inin nl-unud’ of Ahmad b. Ftiris’, in J. Casulleras and J. Sams6 (eds.), fiom 
Baghdad to Barcelona. StLgdies in the Islanlic €%act Sciences in Honour of 13-oJ: Juun Pfrnet, 
Barcelona, 1996, pp. 769-80. The awz’tradition had also been accepted in al-Andalus one 
century earlier in conservative circles as w e  can see in the K&bj-I-A5~iim of ‘Abd al-Malik 
b. Habib (d. c. 238/852): see P. Kunitzsch, “Abd al-Malik b. HabiWs “Book on the Stars”’, 
ZG4ILc9, 1994, pp. 161-194; appendix in ZG4ILF,’ll, 1997, pp. 179-188. 

14. J. Vernet, ‘Astrologia y politica en la Cordoba del siglo X’, Revistu del Institute Egipcio de 
Estudios (SlLimicos, Madrid, 15, 1970, pp. 91-100. 

15. S. Ghurab (ed.), ‘Lahn al-‘awi%mrn fima yata‘allaq bi-‘ilm al-kalam’, ffuwhpit al+kca ul- 
Ttniszjya, 12, 1975, pp. 109-255; and S. Ghurab, ‘@@n ul-punzzarit, Tunis, 1976. See on 
this topic J. Sams6, ‘Alfonso X y 10s odgenes de la astrologia hispinica’, in: J. Vernet (ed.), 
Est.udios sobre historia de la cienciu arube, Barcelona, 1980, pp. 86-93. 

16. A. F. Mehren, ‘Vues d’Avicenne sur l’astrologie et sur le rapport de la responsabilitk 
humaine avec le destin’, in Honzemje U D. Euncisco Coderu, Saragossa, 1904, pp. 235-250. 
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(d. 404/1013) was able to create serious trouble for the astronomer ‘Abd 
al-RahmW d-Safi (d. 376/986) and the philosopher Abu Sulaymgn al-Manuqi 
(d. 375/985) even at the court of such an enlightened king as the Buwayhid 
‘Adud al-Dawla (d. 373/983). The problem was that hs apparently rationa- 
listic attitude towards astrology led him to adopt positions whch were clearly 
also anti-astronomical. Thus, although he quoted al-Baqillgni when he ex- 
plained in a debate with a Christian that the miracle of the partition of the 
moon (Qur’W LIV.l) could not be observed in Christian lands due to the 
spherical shape of the earth whch &d not allow the same celestial phenom- 
ena to be seen at the same time in different parts of the inhabited world, he 
also claimed that the earth was not spherical but flat using, as his argument, 
Qur’zn XIII.3 where it is said that ‘God extended the earth’. This line of 
argument is not new, and I know at least one precedent in the Andalusian 
poet of the tenth century lbn ‘Abd Rabbih who, when attacking the as- 
tronomer Abc ‘Ubayda al-Balansi, not only censured his belief in the influ- 
ence of planets on the earth, but also hs belief in the spherical shape of the 
universe and of the earth and the fact that the latter can be considered as a 
point in the middle of space, as well as his belief that the summer in the 
southern hemisphere corresponded to the winter in the northern one and 
vice versa. At least three of these topics are treated extensively in the first 
book of Ptolemy’s Almagut, whch is not an astrological treatise. Ibn ‘Abd 
RabbiWs anti-astronomical attitude extended to a sharp criticism of a list of 
astronomical tables whch he considered ‘a lie against God’.l7 Criticism of 
astrology sometimes had an unscientific character. 

Sources of astrology in the Mashriq: 
the eighth and ninth centuries 
Apart from the aforementioned astrological interpretation of meteorological 
predictions based on the system of the anwd’, it does not seem that pre- 
Islamic Arabs had developed any kmd of astrology, unhke other Semitic 
cultures such as the Babylonians. Their divination techniques had more of a 
prophetic character or were based on other procedures scarcely connected 
with the motion of the celestial bodies.18 W e  have to wait until the expansion 
of Islam led the Arabs to contact other cultures and assimilate an astronomy/ 
astrology that had an Indo-Iranian, Greek or even Latin character. The three 
main areas where this contact took place were Syria (where they found a 

17. J. Sams6, ‘The Early Development of Astrology in al-hndalus’, Joumal.fbr the Histogi of 
Arabic Science, 3, 1979, pp. 228-243; repr. in J. Samso, hlamir Astronoq cllrdJhdieval Spain, 
Aldershot, Variorum, 1994, No. Iv. 

18. T. Fahd, La diuinafion arabe. Etudes reL&ieuses, sociologiques et f0LklorigZle.r s w  le milieu nahf de 
I’hlam, Leiden, 1966. 
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Ptolemaic form of astronomy with certain Indian influences), Iran (where, 
since the beginning of the Sassanian dynasty, both the Ahnagest and certain 
Greek and Indlan astrological texts were known) and India (in which a local 
astronomical and astrological tradition had been developed based both on 
Babylonian and pre-Ptolemaic Greek astronomy). All these materials were 
assimilated throughout the eighth century19 although the introduction of 
foreign astrology must have been earlier; shortly after 60/679, using the Zj 
al-Shd, an unknown astrologer computed a set of horoscopes dustrating the 
early hstory of Islam.20 This had been compiled in about AD 450, was 
revised in 556 using materials from the Indlan al-Arkand and underwent a 
final revision under Yazdegerd 111 (AD 632-651). This latter version was 
translated into Arabic c. 174/790 but the @; in one of its previous forms and 
in Pahlavi, circulated withn the Muslim world and was used not only for the 
collection of hstorical horoscopes compiled after 60/679 but also for similar 
works such as the horoscopes computed under Caliph Hafin al-Rashid (170- 
194/786-809) and the astrological hstory written by the Jewish astrologer 
from Basra, Mashg’allah (fl. 145-200/762-815).2* Through the Iranian 3 al- 
Jhih Indian materials also penetrated into Islam, but Indian influence was 
exerted directly through the Arabic translations of the Zj al-Arkand (compiled 
in d-Mansura in 11 7/735) and, especially, the famous Sindhind, introduced 
into Baghdad under Cahph al-Mansiir, between the years 155/771 and 1571 
773, and translated into Arabic by al-Fazari who probably collaborated in this 
task with Ya‘qiib b. Tariq.22 

These Indian and Iranian astrological and astronomical materials also 
introduced the idea of cyclically recurrent cosmic lsasters and historical 
phenomena, whch formed the basis of these collections of historical horo- 
scopes which became quite common in Islamic astrology from the end of the 
seventh century23 and the analysis of which has furnished us with most of our 
knowledge about the astronomical parameters of the Zj al-Jh5h. According to 
ths theory, history is governed by a series of cycles the starting point of whch 
is a great conjunction of all the mean planets, their apogees and their nodes at 
Aries 0” which took place, according to the system known by the Arabs as 
that of the Szndhind, at the vernal equinox of -1,972,947,101. This phenom- 
enon will take place again every 4,320,000,000 years, a period that was called a 

19. D. Pingree, ‘On the Greek Origm of the Indian Planetary Model Employing a Double 
Epicycle’,joclmalfor the Hstory $Astronomy, 2, 1971, pp. 80-85; idem, ‘The Greek Influence 
on Early Islamic Mathematical Astronomy’,jAOf, 93, 1973, pp. 32-43. 

20. D. Pingree, Be Thowands ofAbihfa‘dar, London, 1968, pp. 114-121. 
21. E. S. Kennedy and D. Pingree, i%,eAstrologicnlHistory ofhf2sb2alLib, Cambridge, Mass, 1971. 
22. D. Pingree, ‘The Fragments of the K’orks of d-Fazari’, JNEA 29, 1970, pp. 103-123; 

idem, ‘The Fragments of the Works of Ya‘qGb b. T%riq’,JA’E& 27, 1968, pp. 97-125. 
23. See, as an example of this hnd of work in the first half of the tenth century, A. Labarta, 

ilhis2 b. Nawbayt, al-KtZb al-Kimil. Horo’scopos His,?o’ncos, BeUaterra/&iadrid, 1982. 
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ka& and was used in some Indian astronomical systems. The Arabic @es 
directly or indxectly related to Iranian culture used shorter periods the starting 
point of which was 180,000 years before the Flood (midnight between 17 and 
18.2.-3101),24 a moment in which a grand conjunction of the mean planets 
took place at Aries 0” (beginning of the kalijuga). Among these periods we 
find the tayTrs of which there are mighty (360,000 years), big (36,000 years), 
middle (3,600 years) and small (360 years) taggTrs; the intihz’s, also classified 
into mighty (12,000 years), big (1,200 years), middle (120 years) and small 
intiha’s (12 years); and the far&rs which have a more complicated structure. 
Note that the longest of these periods was the mighty tayTr of 360,000 years 
equivalent to one Persian World-Year. 

Works on hstorical astrology are, however, commonly based on Saturn- 
Jupiter conjunctions: Saturn’s period of revolution is about 30 years, wMst that 
of Jupiter is approximately 12 years. If w e  start from a conjunction of the two 
planets, the next conjunction will take place about 20 years later. In ths period 
of time Saturn wdl have moved eight zodiacal signs (two-thrds of a revolution), 
whde Jupiter wdl have moved one whole revolution plus eight signs of another. 
Classical astrology dwided the zodiacal signs into four triplicities: of fire (Aries, 
Leo, Sagittarius), of earth (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn), of air (Gemini, Libra, 
Aquarius) and of water (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces). The signs belonging to the 
same triplicity are placed at a distance of 120” (four zodiacal signs), and this 
implies that successive conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter will tend to stay 
withm the same triplicity. But as the actual distance between two conjunctions 
is not exactly eight signs (240”) but a little more (242.25” according to 
Mi%shi%’d%h, for example), successive conjunctions wdl slowly advance into the 
next triplicity and a shft in the triplicity will take place, for example, every 
246.55 saura years, if w e  calculate with M%shi%’di%h’s  parameter^.^^ The whole 
history of the world can thus be explained by Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions 
which preside or announce important political or religious events. If the con- 
junction takes place together with a change of triplicity, the event will have a 
much more dramatic character. W e  can see ths through some examples from 
the astrological hstory of M%sh%’d%h: a mean conjunction took place in -3380, 
with a shift from the triplicity of air into the triplicity of water, and it indicated 
the Flood that actually occurred twenty years later (in -3360, accordmg to his 
chronological system, a year in which there was another conjunction). In -45 
we have the conjunction indicating the birth of Christ who was actually born in 
-12. In AD 571 there was, again, a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction with a shift from 

24. See for example E. S. Kennedy, ‘Two topics from an astrological manuscript: Sindhind 
days and planetary latitudes’, ZGAILP; 6, 1990, pp. 167-178. Repr. in E. S. Kennedy, 
Astronomy andAstroLogy in the MedzevaL hLamic VorLd, Aldershot, Variorum, 1998, No. 11. 

25. A gain of 2; 25E in each triplicity and a period of 19 sazrru years and 310 saura days between 
two mean conjunctions. A mean saura (solar) year has 360 saura days. 
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the triplicity of air to the triplicity of water, indicating the rise of Islam. This date 
implied that a cycle of shfts through the four triplicities had been completed, 
the fourth cycle of this hnd since the shift indicating the Deluge, and it showed 
the central position accorded to the advent of Islam in Mnsha’alliih’s astrological 
hstory, which went on to justify other hstorical events such as a conjunction in 
132/749 which announced the rise of the Abbasids and another in 194/809, 
corresponding to the accession of Cahph al-Ma’mun to the throne. Ths is 
probably the last horoscope that can be ascribed to Miisha’allah himself, whose 
historical work is full of later interpolations.26 

Ths hnd of astrology based on Indian and Iranian periods was in- 
troduced into Western Islam during the first half of the tenth century at the 
latest. This dating is based on the Latin translation by Johannes of Seville 
of the Liber miverws of ‘Umar b. al-Farrukhiin al-Tabari (fl. 145-97/762- 
812). Ibn Farrukhiin, M%sh%’all%h, Nawbakht and al-Faziiri were the four 
astrologers whom Caliph al-MansGr asked to determine the propitious 
moment for the foundation of Baghdad and the selected date was 30 July 
145/762. Ibn Farrukhiin’s Liber zmniverwJ is a short text in which he &s- 
cusses the mighty fardzr~, and it included the mention of the twelfth of these 
fdrdZr~ from the starting point of hs chronological system (1 1.2.-3380). This 
period started between 20 and 21 March 329/940 at 2:52 a.m. in Arin and 
10:40 p.m. in Cordoba. Ths is followed in the text by a rekrence to a horo- 
scope that was cast in Cordoba for that day and hour using al-Khuwiirizmi’s .@. 
All ths implies that Ibn Farrukhan’s original Arabic text had been revised by a 
Cordoban scholar who, c. 329/940, was using al-Khuwiirizmi’s 37 a text 
known in al-Andalus since the middle of the third/ninth century. Almost one 
century later Maslama al-Majrig was to be seen casting the horoscope of the 
conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter which took place in 398/1007 and which 
implied a shft from the triplicity of fire to the triplicity of earth. Several astro- 
logcal interpretations of this conjunction are extant and they all agree in con- 
sidering the astronomical event as an announcement of the end of the Umayyad 
caliphate in al-Andalus and the begnning of the period of anarchy @&a) and 
civil wars. These predictions were fulfilled: the period of anarchy actually star- 
ted in 400/1009 but the caLphate was not abolished until 1031. Maslama was 
not able to see all this because he died in 398/1007.28 About half a century later 

26. O n  this topic see E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree, Astroalogicaal Histoy, op. cit; E.S. 
Kennedy and B. L. van der Waerden, ‘The World-Year of the Persians’ in E.S. Kennedy, 
colleagues and former students, Studies in the (slamic Exact Sciences, Beirut, 1983, pp. 338- 
350; E.S. Kennedy, ‘The World-Year Concept in Islamic Astrology’ in Studies, op. it., 

27. D. Pingree, ‘The “Liber Universus” of ‘Umar b. al-Farrukh?in al-Tabari’, JDtirnalfor the 

28. J. Sams6, ‘Early Development.. .’, op. it., pp. 229-230. 

pp. 351-371. 

H;iftory $Arabic Science, 1, 1977, pp. 8-12. 
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(before 1068), the astronomer Abii Manviin al-Istijji dedicated to the famous 
@&of Toledo, Sa‘id al-Anddusi, a book on tugfrsin whch ths kmd of astrology 
was discussed. Through al-Andalus, these ideas were introduced into Western 
Europe and one of their most interesting echoes was the book MeguiLLaat ba- 
megalLeb written by Abraham bar Hiyya between 1120 and 1129, in whch con- 
junctions of Saturn and Jupiter were used by hm to claim messianic forecast- 
ing. 

The period we are now considering (second half of the eighth century 
and begnning of the ninth) is not only characterized by Iranian influence in 
Islamic astrology but also by the introduction of Greek astrological materials, 
which were probably known, in a first instance, through Pahlavi  translation^.^^ 
Such is the case of the astrological work of Dorotheus of Sidon (fl. first cen- 
tury AD) the original Greek text of whch has been lost. W e  only know it 
through the Arabic translation (c. 184/800) of ‘Umar b. al-Farrukhiin, based, 
in its turn, on a lost Pahlavi translation whch contains later interpolations (e.g. 
Vettius Valens) correspondmg to Greek materials as late as the fourth century 
AD.31 Ths translation was extremely influential in its time, and w e  can see its 
echoes in Mnshii’alhh’s fiat& uL-AAawZhd (Book of Nativities) whch contains 
horoscopes borrowed from Dorotheus’ Pentateuch and from another unknown 
Greek source of the sixth century.32 Ibn Farrukhiin may also have been the 
author of a translation of Ptolemy’s TetrabibLos on whch he wrote a com- 
mentary which is extant. It is also possible that he wrote his commentary using 
a Pahlavi version or the Arabic translation (probably from the Greek) of hs 
contemporary Abii Yahyii al-Bitri~l.~~ Another translation of the TetrabibLos was 
also done by Ibrnhirn b. al-Salt, and revised by Hunayn b. Ishiiq (d. 157/873) 
and by Thnbit b. Qurra. The authenticity of ths Ptolemaic work was lscussed 
by Ab6 Ma‘shar but his arguments were contradicted by another astrologer, 
‘Ah b. Ridwiin (d. 453/1061) - also the author of another commentary on the 
TetrabibLoJ - who showed how data and opinions in this latter Ptolemaic work, 

29 

29. See the Hebrew edition by J. Guttmann, Berlin, 1924 and the Catalan translation by 
J. M. Millis-Valhcrosa, Libre revelador, Barcelona, 1929. 

30. D. Pingree, ‘Classical and Byzantine Astrology in Sassanian Persia’, Dzlmburfon Ouks Pupers, 
43, 1989, pp. 227-239; F. Sezgin, GAJ, q. cit., VII, pp. 80-88; C. Burnett and A. al- 
Hamdi, ‘Ziidnnfarrtikh al-Andarzaghar on Anniversary Horoscopes’, ZG4ZZK 7, 1991- 
1992, pp. 294398; P. Kunitzsch, ‘The Chapter on the Fixed Stars in Zarndusht’s Et& al- 
hfaw&d’, ZGA(cF;:8,1993, pp. 241-249; C. Burnett and D. Pingree, I h e  Liber Aristotilis oj 
Hugo of Suntalla, London, 1997. 

31. See the edition of thts work by D. Pingree, Leipzig, 1976. 
32. E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree, Astrological HistoT, op. cit., pp. 145-174; and D. Pingree, 

‘Mnsh2’allnh: Some Sasanian and Synac sources’, in G. F. Hourani (ed.), Essqs on Islamic 
Philosopby and Science, Albany, 1975, pp. 5-14. 

33. D. Pingree, “Umar b. al-Farrukhiin d-Tabari’, in: Dictionary of Jcien@c Biogrupby, XIII, 
New York, 1976, pp. 538-539. 
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the Almugest, the Planetary Hypotheses and the GeogrdpLy all agreed. Another 
work whch has been incorrectly ascribed to Ptolemy, the Karpds or 
Centiloquium (Et& ul- Z?mzura in Arabic), was probably translated into Arabic 
and commented upon in the second/eighth century AD. The Arabic transla- 
tion on whch Ahmad b. Yiisuf b. al-Daya (d. 300/912-913) based his com- 
mentary included corrections of the translator who, thus, tried to clarify 
difficult passages and make the Karpds agree with the Tetabibl~s.~~ Other 
Greek astrologers were known through Pahlavi translations. Such is the case 
ofvettius Valens (fl. AD 160) - known by the Arabs as Fdis or Wdis al-Riimi 
- whose Anthologiae was commented upon by Buzurjumihr b. Bukhtak, min- 
ister of Chosrau Aniishirwan (AD 531-578). 

In the thrd/ninth century, the famous astrologer Abii Ma'shar al-Balkhi 
(d. 273/886) succeeded in acheving a synthesis of the dfferent cultural tradi- 
tions that circulated in his time in Baghdad. These, according to D. Pingree,35 
were: (1) a Pahlavi tradition directly or indirectly based on Iranian, Indian and 
Greek sources (Zj al-shd, Buzurjumihr, Zariidusht, Dorotheus and Valens); 
(2) a Greaco-Sanskrit tradition (Andhind, Arkund etc.); (3) a Greek tradition in 
phrlosophy, astrology and astronomy (Aristotle, Ptolemy and Theon); 
(4) Neoplatonic philosophy transmitted through Syriac translations ; and (5) 
previous attemps to achieve similar syntheses (M2ishi%'a&h, Ibn Farrukhan, 
Abii Sahl b. Nawbakht etc.). Abii Ma'shar justified astrology using arguments 
influenced by Aristotle but coloured also by Neoplatonic philo~ophy.~~ 
However, his direct sources were not the Arabic translations of the De caelo, 
Pbyssica, Degeneratione et corqtione etc. but the writings ascribed to Hermes and 
Agathodemon, the prophets of Harran, in northern Iraq, where a planetary 
religion and the practice of talismanic magc were hghly evolved. According to 
the Sabaeans of Harriin, man obtained the knowledge of the relationshp ex- 
isting between celestial spheres through a revelation the prophet of which was 
Hermes Trismegistus, identified by Abii Ma'shar as the Iranian Hiishank and 
the Semitic Enoch/Idris. This revelation was preached throughout the world by 
his disciples, among whom w e  find Hermes I1 and Hermes 111. Thus Abii 
Macshar appears as the creator of a very important development of the 
Hermetic legend whch he used to justify the origins of Islamic science in 
general, and Islamic astrology in particular, and connect it with science devel- 
oped in other ancient cidzations, from Babylonia onwards. When King 
Zahmiirath, one of the followers of Hermes I, was told by his astrologers that 
the Deluge was soon going to take place, he stored scientific manuscripts, one 
of whch contained the years and cycles to determine the mean motions and 
inequahties of the planets, in a building in Isfahiin. The aforementioned cycles 

34. C. A. Nallino, '(lm aL$alak, op. Lit., p. 219. 
35. D. Pingree, 'Abii Ma'shar al-Balkhi', in Dctionaty ofJcientzzc Biogrqhy, op. cit., I, pp. 32-39. 
36. R. Lemay, Abi Ma'shar and Latin Alistotelianism in the Tweph Centuty, Beirut, 1962. 
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2.18 Ab6 Macshar (Albumasar) was a celebrated authority 
on astrology in the Latin West. 

His works were translated into Latin and he was 
the most frequently quoted astrologer in medieval Europe. Fourteenth- 

century manuscript showing 
Abu Macshar presumably holding hs 
Zntroduction to the Science of Astrology 

0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Pans (MS. Lat. 7330, fol. 41v) 
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were called by the ancient Iranians ‘cycles of the thousands’ and were based on 
a World-Year of 360,000 years. Abii Ma‘shar used them in hs astrologcal his- 
tory called KtZb ul-L%$(Book of the  thousand^).^^ During the first year of the 
reign of IGng Tahmiirath, Biidhasaf the Learned fled from Iraq to India where, 
using Indian planetary observations and the Iranian theory of cycles, he devel- 
oped Indian astronomy based also on cycles called ku&s andjagas. Hermes I1 
and Hermes I11 appeared at an unspecified moment after the Flood. The last of 
the Hermes lived in Egypt and, through Asclepius, introduced science into 
Greece. With all these myths, Abii Ma‘shar tried to prove the unity of science in 
all civhzations and connect, at the same time, his own work with the ancient 
science whch existed before the Flood. 

It seems clear that, in the time of Abii Ma‘shar, Islamic astrology had 
already received most of the foreign influences that would characterize it and 
had succeeded in mahng from them a more or less coherent body of doctrine 
whch appeared, for example, in Abii Ma‘shar’s two general surveys of the 
subject: his KtZb ul-Afudkhul ul-kubir ‘ulZ ‘ilm uhkZm al-nzjim (Great 
Introduction to the Science of Astrology)38 and hs Kid al-hfudkhul ul-gzghr 
(Smaller Introduction) ,39 Both books were translated into Latin and, together 
with other works such as hs Bib Z&wd sinZn al-‘Zlum (Revolutions of the 
World-Years) which was translated by John of Sevde under the title Rores 
Astrologiue,4° made Abu Ma‘shar (Albumasar in Latin translations) the most 
frequently quoted astrologer in medieval Europe. His two introductions give 
comprehensive views of the subject and deal in particular with the problem of 
‘lots’ (sihZm) - sensitive parts of the ecliptic for a particular astrological ap- 
plication - on which Abu Ma‘shar also wrote a special treatise. The develop- 
ment of the theory of lots was one of the characteristics of Islamic astrology 
whch, thus, seemed to continue a late Hellenistic tradition: in the Ztrubjblos, 
Ptolemy had only one Lot of Fortune (sahm ul-su‘Zdu) whde Rhetorius 
(fl. AD 500) listed eighteen daytime and seventeen night-time ones in addition 
to the Lots of Fortune of the Good and of the Demon.41 Al-Bimni, in his 

37. D. Pingree, Thousandr, op. it. Abii Ma‘shar’s ideas on astrological history were influential as 
late as the seventeenth century: see E. S. Kennedy, ‘An Astrological History Based on the 
Career of Genghis Khan’, in S. Seikaly, R. Baalbaki and P. Dodd (eds.), Quest for 
Understanding: Arabic and Islanlic Studies in &fimoly ofMalcolm H. Kerr, Beirut, 1991, pp. 223- 
231. Repr. in E.S. Kennedy, Astronomz andAstrology, op. it., No. XVII. 

38. Facsimile edition of MS. Istanbul, Cardah 1508, ed. by F. Sezgin, Frankfurt, 1985. 
39. Edition and translation by C. H. Burnett, K. Yamamoto and M. Yano, inAbt7i2fasbCar, 7 h e  

Abbreviation oftbe Introduction to Astrology Zgetber witb the Medieval Latin Translation of Adelard of 
Bath, Leiden, 1994. 

40. J. Vernet, ‘Cuestiones catalogrificas referentes a autores orientales. Problemas bibliogrh- 
ficos en torno a Albumasar’, in Estudios sobre bistoria de la &encia medieval, Bellatema/ 
Barcelona, 1979, pp. 235-240. 

41. S. J. Tester, A History of Western Astroloa, Suffolk, Bury St. Edmunds, 1987, p. 94. 
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TaPZm, commented that ‘Ptolemy recognized only one Part of Fortune, 
but others have introduced an excessive number of methods of casting 
lots at nativities.’ Then he gave a list of ninety-seven which he had taken 
from Abii Ma‘shar’s al-Madkbal al-kabZr and added another long list whch 
corresponded to the lots cast, on worldly matters, at the turn of the year, 
at the begnning of each season, conjunctions and oppositions of the 
moon, for predictions regarding crops and in connection with horary 
questions.42 Al-Biriini’s scepticism concerning Abu Ma‘shar’s lots can be 
confirmed if w e  consider his own treatise on the subject in which he 
started dealing with the Ptolemaic Lot of Fortune and the Lot of the 
Demon (sahm algbqb) whch depend on the longitudes of the sun, the 
moon and the ascendent, although, following Dorotheus, he also studied, 
in less detail, the six planetary lots (Father, Mother, Brothers, Children, 
Fortune and Wedding) .43 

Concerning specialized branches of astrology I have, so far, dealt mainly 
with hstorical horoscopes, but other topics had already appeared in the 
period we are deahng with: ‘Umar b. al-Farrukhiln had, for example, written 
on nativities in hs EtZbj-l-MawZhd and several works of ths lund were also 
written by Miishii’alliih and Abii Ma‘shar. The technique of ‘elections’ 
(ikbt5ZrZt) applied to the horoscope cast for the foundation of Baghdad was 
developed by both authors who also dealt with astrological meteorology. 
Miishii’diih wrote a EtZb al-AmtZr wa-l-@& (On Rains and Winds) whch 
dealt with the possibility and quantity of rain in a given year. His disciple Abii 
‘Ah al-Khayy8t. probably wrote a recension of this work which was the 
source of the Liber novem izldiczlm compiled at the court of Frederic I1 of 
Sicily.44 Abii Ma‘shar, who wrote a lost EtZb al-AnwZ’, was also the author of 
a EtZb al-Am@r wa-l-@Zb wa-tagqyur al-abw5a (On Rains, Winds and Changes 
of Weather) in which he used the traditional Arab lunar mansions and dealt 
with the relationshp between rain and increases or decreases of prices. 
Eclipses were another topic dealt with by Miishil’alliih in a work which is only 
extant in Latin and Hebrew  translation^.^^ This text contains a curious re- 
ference to magnetism, which is also found in Indian sources, in a cosmolo- 
gcal context: ‘The ascending node, the signs of the zodiac, and all the stars 
have power with the seven planets which influence the world like the stone 
called magnet which attracts iron towards it.’ The same reference appears, 

42. Al-Biruni, ne Book of1nshzlction in the Elements afthe Art fAstroloB, facsimile edition of the 
Arabic text and translation by R. Wright, London, 1934, pp. 475479. 

43. F. I. Haddad, D. Pingree and E. S. Kennedy, ‘A-Biruni’s Treatise on Astrological Lots’, 
ZGAIK 1,1984, pp. 9-54. Repr. in E.S. Kennedy, Astronomy andAstrology, op. &t., No. XV. 

44. G. Levi Della Vida, ‘Un opuscolo astrologico di Masha’allh’, Riuista degliStdi Orientali, 14, 

45. B. R. Goldstein, ‘The Book on Eclipses by Mashn’alli%h’, P!sics, 6, 1964, pp. 205-213. 
1933-1934, pp. 270-281. 
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ascribed to Miishii’alliih, in the prologue to the Almanac compiled under the 
patronage of IOng Peter IV of Aragon (1336-87).46 The application of the 
analysis of eclipses to historical astrology was a technique used already in 
one of the oldest Islamic astrological sources extant, whch I have men- 
tioned previously - a collection of fifteen horoscopes of historically sig- 
nificant lunar and solar eclipses and other events relating to the early history 
of Islam, in which the latest date to appear is 22.12.679 - which implies 
that the compilation was produced during the Umayyad period.47 W e  should 
also refer to predictions based on comets, a lund of phenomenon that has 
often attracted the attention of hst~rians.~~ Interest in these celestial bodies 
appeared already in early Abbasid times:49 in the MughnZ (written in 214/ 
829) of the Christian astrologer of Baghdad Ibn Hibintii and in the 
MadhZkuTZt (Memorabilia) of Abii Sa‘id Shndhiin, a disciple of Abii Ma‘shar 
who collected, in this work, a series of teachings and anecdotes of hs 
master.” Both sources allude to a comet called al-fiyd. This name was 
usually applied to the lunar but h s  identification seems impossible 
here; for uL-Kkyd, in ths source and in many other later ones, has a retro- 
grade mean motion of about 2;30° per year, while the lunar nodes complete 
a retrograde revolution in about 18.5 years. These references, which estab- 
lish the maleficent character of uL-Ka_yd, derive probably from a pre-Islamic 
(Iranian?) source. From an astronomical point of view it is extremely in- 
teresting to remark that, in the MudhZkarZt, Abii Ma‘shar rejected the 
Aristotelian idea that the comets move below the moon, for they belong to 
the sphere of fire, and said that he hmself had seen a comet beyond Venus, 
while others had been able to see a comet beyond Jupiter or even Saturn. 
Abii Ma‘shar did not explain the procedure he used to establish that the 
comet he observed was beyond Venus but hs remark, through the Latin 
translation of the MudhZkurZt, reached European astronomers of the six- 

46. J. M. Millis-Vallicrosa, Las tablas astrondmicas del ry Don Pedro el Ceremonioso, Madrid/ 

47. D. Pingree, Ihousandc, op. cit., pp. 114-121. 
48. J. Vernet, ‘Algunos fenomenos astron6micos observados bajo 10s Omeyas espaiioles’, in 

D e  ‘Abd al-RahmZn l a  habell(, Barcelona, 1989, pp.251-258. 
49. E. S. Kennedy, ‘Comets in Islamic Astronomy and Astrology’, in Studies, op. cit., pp. 311- 

318. On an early seventeenth-century Iranian source that contains information on comets 
(and two supernovae) from the ninth to the seventeenth century in an astrological context, 
see E. S. Kennedy, ‘Astronomical Events from a Persian Astrological Manuscript’, 
Centaurus, 24, 1980, pp. 162-177 (Appendix by 0. Gingerich, pp. 178-180). 

Barcelona, 1962, p. 87. 

50. L. Thorndike, ‘Albumasar in Sadan’, his, 45, 1954, pp. 22-32. 
51. W. Hartner, ‘The Pseudoplanetary Nodes of the Moon’s Orbit in Hindu and Islamic 

Iconographies. A Contribution to the History of Ancient and Medieval Astrology’, in 
Wens-Occidens, Hildesheim, 1968, pp.394-404; ‘Le probltme de la plan6te Kaid’, in 
Onens-Occidens, pp. 268-286; 0. Neugebauer, ‘Notes on al-Kaid’, J4OJ, 77, 1957, 
pp.211-215. 
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teenth century such as Girolamo Cardamo (1501-76), Jerbnimo Muiioz (d. 
1584)52 and Tycho Brahe (1546-1601).53 

Finally, somethng should be said on talismanic magic whch, in spite of 
the existence of Hellenistic sources,54 seems to be a fairly original development 
of Islamic civihzation. Magic usually deals with two kinds of objects - amulets, 
whch were commonly used in the ancient Near East and became well known 
in the Roman empire, and talismans. A clear distinction between the two of 
them has been established by D. Pingree: an amulet is a stone of inherent 
supernatural powers, while a talisman is an image engraved in metal or other 
materials on whch a ceremony is performed in order to induce a spirit to enter 
the tahsman and to endow it with power.55 As this spirit is often drawn from a 
celestial body, the ceremony must take place in suitable astrological conditions, 
and there is, therefore, a close relationship between astrology and talismanic 
magic, although the purpose of the astrologer is, usually, to predict what is 
going to happen, whde the tahsmanist tries to influence future events. The 
main centre of development of talismanic magic seems to have been Syria and, 
particularly, the region of Harriin, and ths is why many texts in which this hnd 
of practice is described appear to be related to the Hermetic tradition. In spite 
of hs connections with Hermetism, Abu Macshar did not seem to have felt a 
great interest in the subject although he gave, in hs fit& al-Afadkbalal-kabFr, a 
justification for the talismanic system. Two great authors of the third/ninth 
century, al-Kin& and Thgbit b. Qurra, wrote important works on the topic. 
The former was the author of the D e  rad&, only extant in a Latin translation, a 
book in whch he gave a theoretical foundation of tahsmanic magc: rays 
emanating from the celestial boles gave power to objects and the role of the 
sage was to capture such rays by making the suitable talisman and performing 
the ceremony through whch the transmission would take place. The talisman, 
then, in its turn emitted such rays whch had an effect on external objects.56 
Thabit b. Qurra wrote a ~fa~~la~-l-~illa~m~~, known in Europe through two 
Latin translations bearing the title D e  imaginibz~.~~ Ths book was of a much 

52. J. Vernet,‘ U n  astr6nomo espatiol del siglo XVI’, De ‘Abd al-Rahrmin l a  h b e l  14 op. it., 

53. W. Hartner, ‘Tycho Brahe et Albumasar. La question de l’autoritk scientifique au debut de 
la recherche libre en astronomie’, in: Oriens-Occidens, pp. 496-507. 

54. The Ktzb Sirr al-kbalfqa ascribed to Apollonius of Tyana (fl. first century AD) seems to 
derive ultimately from a Greek orignal. See the edition of the Arabic text by U. Weisser, 
Bucb &er das Gebeimnis der Schi$Jung und die 1, ‘orstelung der Natur, Aleppo, 1979. 

55. D. Pingree, ‘The Diffusion of Arabic Magical Texts in Western Europe’, in L a  dflusione delle 
scien~eislanlcbe nelilfidio Eva europeo, AccademiaNazionale deiLincei, Rome, 1987,pp. 59-102. 

56. M. T. D’Alverny and F. Hurdy, ‘al-Kindi, De radiis’, Archives d’histoire dochkale et littiraire du 
Mjen Age, 41, 1974, pp. 139-260. 

57. Both edited by F. J. Carmody, I h e  Astronomical LV4rks of IhZbit b. r&-ra, Berkeley/Los 
Angeles, 1960, pp. 180-197. 

pp. 377-378. 
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2.1 9 Constellation from 'Abd al-R&rniin al-Siifi's &WUT aL-kawZkib ul-thbitu 
0 Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 5036, fol. 217v) 
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more practical character and gave careful instructions on the techniques that 
should be used to make talismans having such effects as expehng snakes and 
scorpions, destroying a given region, causing misfortune to others, recovering 
lost or stolen objects, etc. Thiibit stressed the astrologd conditions under 
which a tahsman should be made and considered that the science of images 
was the ultimate end of astrology. In spite of the importance of the two works I 
have just mentioned, the most famous Islamic treatise on talismanic magic is 
probably the f i i b  GhLi3/at al-hakTm or Pzcahx, incorrectly ascribed to the 
Andalusian astronomer and astrologer Maslama al-Majrig, well known in 
Europe in the late Middle Ages and in the Renaissance through a Latin trans- 
lation made from a previous lost Spanish translation done in the Alfonsine 
circle.58 Ths is a long treatise in which the unknown author, who probably 
lived in the tenth tried to summarize hs extensive readings on the 
subject but, udke Thabit b. Qurra, showed that he was not very competent as 
an astrologer. The fact that he was entirely unaware of the work done by 
Andalusian astronomers of the eleventh century on, for example, the trepi- 
dation of the equinoxes points in the direction of an early dating (tenth century) 
of this book.“ 

The Latin sources of astrology in al-Andalus 
and the Maghrib 
It seems fairly clear that Eastern astrology, based on Indian, Iranian and Greek 
materials, as well as astronomical tables, was not introduced into d-Andalus 
until the time of ‘Abd al-Rahman I1 (206-238/821-852) in spite of the fact 
that astrology was practised in that country as early as the eighth century. W e  
know, for example, that the astrologer ‘Abd al-Wakd b. Ishiiq al-Dabbi cast 
the horoscope of the amir Hisham I (172-180/788-796) at the beginning of 
hs reign and that the Umayyad sovereigns had had an official astrologer 
appointed to their court since the reign of al-Hakam I (180-207/796-822). 
The evidence for the kind of astrology applied in those times is furnished by 
the aforementioned al-Dabbi himself who wrote an zq@p (an astrological 

58. Arabic edition by H. fitter, Dar Ziel des Weisen, Leipzig/Berlin, 1933. Latin edition by 
D. Pingree, Picatrix. Be Latin L’irsion ofthe Ghiiyat al-Hakim, London, 1986. 

59. M. Fierro, ‘Biiunism in al-Andalus. Maslama b. Qiisim al-Qurtubi (d. 353/964), author of 
the Rutbat d-Hakim (Picatrix)’, Studia hlamica, 84, 1996, pp. 87-112. 

60. O n  the Picatrix, see also D. Pingree, ‘Some of the Sources of the Gh3at al-f&akZm’, 
Journal .f the Warbuq and Courtauld Institutes, 43, 1980, pp. 1-15; ‘Between the “Ghiiya” 
and the “Picatrix”. I: the Spanish Version’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 
44, 1981, pp.27-56; T. Fahd, ‘Sciences naturelles et magie dans “Giiyat al-hakim du 
Pseudo-Mayrn” ’ , in Genciar de la naturaLeTa en al-Andahs. Extos y estudios, 1 , Granada, 
1990, pp. 11-21. 
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poem in rqa? metre) in whch he exposed the ancient astrological ‘system of 
the crosses’ (uhkZm aL-pdub). Only thirty-nine verses are extant of this u ~ i ~ a y b 1  
but they suffice to identify them as Chapter 57 of the Alfonsine Libro de Ius 
crmxees and two Western Arabic manuscripts containing descriptions of the 
system have recently been dscovered. All the texts avdable agree in saying 
that the @+ut aL-:uLab was the system of astrological prediction used in ancient 
times by the Berbers of Ifriqiya and by the non-Arabs (‘qkm) of al-Andalus, or 
by the Romans (mrin> both of Ifnqiya and the Maghrib and Spain. All this 
points clearly to a survival of late Latin techniques of judicial astrology whch 
were characterized, as the texts state, by the use of rudimentary methods 
different from the subtleties employed by Persians and Greeks. 

Many of these texts deal with the forecast of rain and drought and their 
consequences (prices, vegetation, agriculture, illness etc.) as well as political 
astrology. The techniques used for forecasting are often very simple: only the 
position of Saturn and Jupiter in the four triplicities is considered and, al- 
though all the planets and the moon sometimes appear, Saturn, Jupiter and 
Mars seem to attract most of the attention. Other standard astrological con- 
cepts (signs, aspects, domicilia, mundane houses) are introduced, but simpli- 
fications appear such as the identification of zodiacal signs and houses or the 
fact that the horoscopes based on this system only consider the mean posi- 
tions of the planets. Although the usual terminology is used, the meaning of 
the technical terms is, sometimes, original. Such is the case of ihtirzq 
(combustion), a term used by astrologers of the Mashriq to describe the state 
of a planet when it was in conjunction with the sun, while in the system of the 
crosses there was ihtiriq when the planets considered were together in the 
same sign or scattered in the same triplicity or even in combinations of two 
triplicities (fire/air, water/earth). W e  do not know for sure whch was the 
method used by the astrologers of this school to calculate the mean longitudes 
of the planets considered in a horoscope, in a period of time in which astro- 
nomical tables were not yet avdable in al-Andalus, but there is enough evi- 
dence, in treatises of Christian computu.r, of the survival of simplified rules for 
ths hnd of computation to suggest that such techniques were used by the 
early Andalusian and Maghribi astrologers. 

61. See the edition by J. Sams6, ‘La primitiva versi6n irabe del Libro de las Cruces’, in 
J. Vernet (ed.), Nuevos estudios sobre astronoinia espanbla en elsiglo &,+’&so /U, Barcelona, 1983, 
pp. 149-161 (repr. in J. Sam&, hlamicA~tmnoy atzdilh&eua/.@ain, op. cif.) O n  this problem 
see J. Vernet, ‘Tradici6n e innovaci6n en la ciencia medieval’, in Estadios sobre historia de la 
ciencia medieva/, Bellaterra/Barcelona, 1979, pp. 173-1 89 ; and J. Samso, ‘The Early 
Development.. .’, op. cit. 
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T h e  development of mathematical astrology 

W e  have so far studied the main lines of the development of Islamic astrology 
in the eighth and ninth centuries, and these will not seriously change in the later 
evolution of the subject. At the turn of the ninth and the tenth century the 
great astronomer al-Battiini (d. 317/929) wrote about astrologcal predictions 
based on eclipses whch took place in years of planetary conjunctions, and he 
also seems to have written a commentary on Ptolemy’s EtrabibloI.62 A little 
later the Syrian astrologer al-Qabisi (fl. 339/950) wrote a good introduction to 
the art of astrology (al-Madkhal ilZ sinZcat ahkZm a/-nqiim), well known in 
medieval Europe through a Latin and a French translation. The authorities he 
quoted were the standard ones of the previous century: Andarzghar, al-Kindi, 
‘the Indlans’, Ptolemy, Dorotheus, Miishii’alliih and Vettius Valen~.~~ A similar 
list can be extracted from the fitZb al-BZkcj abkZm al-ny2m by ‘Ah b. Abi-l- 
Rijd (d. after 432/1040), a Maghribi astrologer who might, perhaps, be 
identified with the Abu-1-Hasan al-Maghribi who was present during the 
astronomical observations made by al-QUhi in Baghdad in 378/988, under the 
patronage of Sharaf al-Dawla. In any case he seems to have lived in Qayrawiin, 
at the court of Sultan al-Mu‘izz b. Biidis, between 1016 and the year of his 
death.64 This work, which was another standard handbook in astrology, was 
translated into Spanish,65 Latin, Hebrew, German, French and Catalan and, 
partially, into English and Dutch. The authorities quoted are the ones we 
usually expect in an Eastern astrologcal text: Dorotheus, Vettius Valens, 
Antiochus of Athens (fl. third century AD), Zoroaster, Thii’afil b. Tumii, the 
Christian astrologer who worked for Caliph al-Mahdi (1 59-169/775-785), two 
members of the family of the BanU Nawbakht, ‘Umar b. al-Farrukhiin, etc. Ibn 
Abi-1-Rijd was, probably, the author of an U@xajdah!al-ra‘din whch he used 
a system of prediction attested in pre-Islamic Arabia which became very 
popular in the Maghrib.66 It was based on the implications of thunder when it 
coincided with the different lunar phases. The system had, however, been 
adapted to the new conditions, for predictions in the U+Txa were also based on 
the solar calendar. 

The Eastern contemporaries of Ibn Abi-1-Rijd continued along the same 
kind of tradition. The astronomer al-Sijzi (c. 334-6. 411/945-1020) sum- 

62. W. Hartner, ‘al-Battgni’, in Dictionay ofJcientzzc Biograpky, @. cit., 1, New York, p. 513. 
63. D. Pingree, ‘al-Qiibisi’, in Dctionay ofScienh$icBiograpby, @. cif.., XI, New York, 1975, p. 226. 
64. G. Hilty, ‘El libro conplido en 10s iudizios de las estrellas’, al-Andalus, 20, 1955, pp. 1-74. 

See also R.A. Nykl, ‘Libro conplido en 10s juizios de las estrellas’, Speculum, 29, 1954, 
pp. 85-99. 

65. G. Hilty (ed.), El libru conplido en los iudi+x de lm estrellas, Madrid, 1954. 
66. J. Albarracin, ‘Reminiscencias de la Uryiiza fi dalil al-ra‘d en un manuscrito irabe de Ocaiia 

(Toledo)’, Cuadernos de Historia delhlam (Granada), 8, 1977, pp. 113-123. 
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marized and commented on many of the astrological materials of Abu 
Macshar, while Ibn Yiinus wrote a book entitled Et& Bzdigb al-umn&ya (On the 
Attainment of Desire), composed of twelve chapters on the significance of the 
heliacal risings of Sirius when the moon is in each one of the twelve zodiacal 
signs. Ths was, however, the basic period of time in which Islamic original 
developments appeared of whch brdliant examples can be found in the as- 
trological chapters of al-Bifini’s al’-Qinz/n al-hhx These developments 
either affected astrology or were, in fact, purely astrological. I a m  dealing here 
with: (1) the new procedures that simplified the computation of planetary 
longitudes for the horoscope; and (2) the development of tables and mathe- 
matical techniques whch were applied to the calculation of astrological tasks 
such as the projection of rays, tayZr and the division of the mundane houses. 

As for the calculation of planetary longitudes, @ex were normally used 
and it is surprising to reahze that, sometimes, astrologers employed very old- 
fashioned tools. Such was the case of two Egyptian horoscopes for 7.1.1861 
and 19.3.1863 that were calculated using al-IUluw%rizrnfs (c. 830).69 The 
task of computing the true longitudes of the sun, moon, five planets and lunar 
ascending node was, however, long and painstaking: a well-trained astrologer 
needed about half an hour for each celestial body. Astronomers gave different 
kinds of solutions to this problem. Al-Bifid, for example, bore witness to the 
Eastern practice of calculating yearly ephemerides. In his excellent astronom- 
ical and astrological handbook, the TapZm, he described ephemerides (based on 
the Hindu, Persian, Islamic and Greek calendars) which gave the true planetary 
longitudes for midday on a gmen date.70 Astronomers had this land of work 
simplified when, much later, tables for calculating ephemerides appeared.71 
Two different solutions appeared in al-Andalus, also in the eleventh century. 
One was based on the recovery of an old Hellenistic technique which had 
Babylonian origins: the calculation of ‘perpetual’ almanacs based on the 
knowledge of the goal years. These were cycles containing a whole number of 
solar years as well as a whole number of synodic and zodiacal revolutions. The 
goal years were known to Babylonian and Hellenistic astronomers and were 
peculiar to each planet. This meant that the compiler of an almanac had to 

67 

67. D.A. King, ‘Ibn Yiinus’, in: Dictionary ofScientzzc Biograpb, op. cit., XIV, New York, 1976, 

68. See E. S. Kennedy, ‘Al-Bimni’s Masudic Canon’, in Studies, op. cit., esp. pp. 76-78. 
69. B.R. Goldstein and D. Pingree, ‘The Astronomical Tables of al-Khuwiirizmi in a 

Nineteenth Century Egyptian Text’, ]AO& 98, 1978, pp.96-99; D. Pingree, ‘al- 
Khuwiirizm- in Samaria’, Archives Internationales d’HiJt0ir-e des Sciences, 33, 1983, pp. 15-21. 

70. Al-Biriini, Be Book of Instmction in the Elements ofthe Art ofAsfrology, facsimile edition of the 
Arabic text and translation by R. Ramsay Wright, London, 1934. 

71. D. A. King and E. S. Kennedy, ‘Ibn al-Majdi’s Tables for Calculating Ephemerides’,Journal 
for the IiTstoly ofArabic Science, 4, 1980, pp. 48-68, repr. in D. A. King, /samic Mathematical 
Astronomy, London, Variorum, 1986. 

p. 578. 
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calculate daily positions of the planets for a whole cycle (eight years, for ex- 
ample, in the case of Venus) at the end of which the planet would have the 
same true longitude in the same date. The first extant almanac is the adaptation 
made by the Andalusian astronomer Abii Ishiiq b. al-Zarqalluh (d. 494/1100) 
who used a lost Hellenistic work ascribed to a certain AwmiitiFs who lived in 
the third or fourth century AD.72 There was probably a previous Arabic version 
of the same text which should be dated to the year 384/994.73 

The second Andalusian solution to the problem of computing planetary 
longitudes was the construction of equatoria. These were, in simple terms, 
geometrical planetary models drawn to scale on the plates of an instrument 
whch, in the first instance w e  know, is an astrolabe. Such was the case of the 
equatorium described by Ibn al-Samh (d. 427/1035) in which the geometrical 
model for each planet was engraved on a plate contained in the muter of an 
astrolabe.74 The instrument in itself has probably an Eastern origin75 but there 
is no evidence avadable of the possible influence of the Eastern prototypes in 
the development of the equatorium as it appears in the works of the Andalusian 
astronomers Ibn al-Zarqi~lluh~~ and Abu-1-Salt of Denia (d. 529/1134). It is 
not until the fifteenth century that the famous Iranian astronomer al-Kiishi (d. 
853/ 1449) designed an equatorium, probably influenced by Ibn al-Zarqdluh, 
whch calculated not only planetary longtudes, but also latitudes and eclipses.77 

Let us return, now, to the Mashriq and remember the great amount of 
astrological materials to be found in @e.r. In the extant version of al- 
IUluwarizmi’s Jindhind, for example, one fifth of the numerical tables deal 
with the projection of rays. This astrologcal doctrine considered that a 
planet may ‘project its rays’ upon another zodiacal object with which it is in 
sextile (60”), quartile (90”) or trine (120”) aspect. References to the pro- 
jection of rays appear in Ptolemy’s TetrabibLos although the text does not 
describe any procedure showing how to calculate the position of the point 
of the ecliptic in which the planet’s rays are projected. In spite of ths, many 
Islamic astronomical and astrological sources (especially @e.r and treatises on 

72. M. Boutelle, ‘The Almanac of Azarquiel’, in E. S. Kennedy, Studies, op. cit., pp. 502-510. 
73. N. Swerdlow, Muthemutical Reviews, 41, No. 4, 1971, No. 5149. 
74. O n  Andalusian equatoria see M. Comes, Ecuutorios anddusies. (bn al-Sumh, al-Zurqdluby Abu- 

l-Jult, Barcelona, 1991. On the development of this kind of instrument in Europe see 
E. Poulle , Les instniments de la thkorie des plunt?es selon Ptolimie: Equutoires et horlogkrfe planituire 
dz/ XIIIe au XWe &der, Geneva/Paris, 1980. 

75. D.A. King, ‘New Light on the “Zij al-saf2iv’ofAbu Ja‘far d-Khnzin’, Centaunis23,1980, 
pp. 105-117; J. Sams6, ‘“Al-Birtini” in al-Andalus’, in J. Sams6 & J. Casulleras (eds.), FFom 
Bughdud to Barcelona (Barcelona, 1996), 11, 583-612.Barcelona, 1996, 11, pp. 583-612. 

76. J. Samso and H. Mielgo, ‘Ibn d-Zarqdluh on Mercury’,Journulfor the Histoty ofAstronomy, 

77. E. S. Kennedy, Be Planetary Equatoriuvn $]umsbid al-Din ul-fishi, Princeton, 1960. See also 
25, 1994, pp. 289-296. 

E.S. Kennedy, Studies, op. cit., pp. 448-480. 
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astronomical instruments) ascribed to Ptolemy a method of calculation in 
which the planet’s latitude was assumed to be 0”. TLe ascription to Ptolemy 
might be due to Aba Ma‘shar who, according to the biographer Ibn Qifq, 
said that the Greek astronomer’s treatment of the projection of rays could 
only be found in Rabbiin al-Tabari’s translation of the Almagest. Whatever its 
origin, the system became well known and coexisted together with others 
ascribed to Hermes, Vettius Valens, Dorotheus, etc. The interesting point is 
to remark that both al-Khuwiirizmi and, probably, Maslama al-Majrig” cal- 
culated tables for the projection of rays using a method related to the 
‘Ptolemaic’ one. O n  the other hand, already towards the end of the ninth 
century, al-Battgni improved the method by considering the case of a planet 
with latitude and this new approach to the problem was followed by al-Siifi 
(d. 376/986) and by al-Bimni, both of whom com uted tables for planets 
having latitudes comprised between 0;30” and 10 . 

A related topic is that of the tugzr, a most favoured astrological technique 
to determine the length of time until something (the death of the subject, for 
example) is going to happen. This was based on the aphetic theovy explained 
by Ptolemy in the Tetubiblos - even if it probably has an earlier origin - and by 
other Greek authors like Dorotheus. The procedure used consisted of di- 
recting artificially a planet, or an astrological house, or another remarkable 
celestial place to another heavenly body, or its aspects or another mundane 
house in order to determine the number of degrees of the equator between 
the two places, which were called in Arabic al-mzktaaqaddim or al-hql3 
(significator) and al-tbZnZ (promissor). This number of equatorial degrees thus 
corresponded to a certain amount of time according to fuied rates of equiva- 
lence. The method of calculating the tds_yzr which derives from the Greek 
tradition was not straightforward and, in the case of Ptolemy, it involved the 
use of the tables of rising times in the Amagest (11, 8). Many Islamic authors 
wrote on the subject (Muhammad b. ‘Umar b. Farrukhiin, al-Battiini, Abu 
Ja‘far al-Khiizin, al-Bifini etc.), but, as in the case of the projection of rays, 
Ptolemy and most later authors ignored the fact that the planets involved may 
have latitude and, thus, performed the calculation as if they were placed on the 
ecliptic. The exceptions were, again, al-Batt%ni and al-Bimni who introduced 
corrections for planetary latitude. The second author, in hs al-@nin ul- 
Mas‘idi, included a set of tables relating to the calculation of the tagyir which 
have not yet been studied. Furthermore, both in the case of the projection of 
rays and in that of the tagyir, graphcal solutions were designed. Al-Birmi, for 

0 Y9 

78. J.P. Hogendijk, ‘The Mathematical Structure of Two Islamic Astrologcal Tables for 
“Casting the Rays”’, Centaumr, 32, 1989, pp. 171-202. 

79. O n  this topic see E. S. Kennedy and H. Krikorian-Preisler, ‘The Astrological Doctrine of 
Projecting the Rays’, Studies, op. cit., pp. 372-384; C. A. Nallino, al-Bat& Jive Albatenii. @UJ 
Astronomicurn, I, Mediolani Insubrum, 1903, pp. 307-313. 
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example, solved the problem graphically for the tayrrand his solution does not 
seem different from the one w e  find in the Alfonsine Liho deLAaCir, which 
seems to be the original work of Rabipg (Rabbi Ishaq ben Sid), the most 
important of the astronomers of King Alfonso X, although his book was 
probably based on Arabic sources. The Spanish king’s interest in the topic also 
led hum to add a chapter to the translation of the treatise on the sphere by 

X 
MC 

Iv 

2.20 Standard method for the division of the houses of the horoscope. 
By courtesy of the author 
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Qus@ b. Lilqii in whch the latter instrument is used for the calculation of the 
ta.ryTr. 

Another point of interest is the division of the mundane houses of the 
ecliptic, a mathematical problem that has been studied by J.D. Norths1 and 
E. S. Kennedy,” whose work I will try to summarize here. Most astrologers 
seem to agree on the determination of the four cardinal points (awtzd) of the 
ecliptic at a given moment and for a given latitude. These are (cf. fig. 2.20): 

- The ascendent (al-@i‘): point of the ecliptic that intersects the eastern 
horizon (H). 

- The descendent (dgh&): point of the ecliptic that intersects the western 
horizon (D). 

- Mdheauen (wasui ul-samd’): point of the ecliptic that intersects the mer- 
idian in its upper culmination (AA C). 

- h u m  mediam coelum (watad al-urd): point of the ecliptic that intersects the 
meridian in its lower culmination (LA4 C). 

These four points correspond to the beginnings of the four cardinal 
houses numbered, respectively, I (ascendent), VI1 (descendent), X (midheaven) 
and IV (imam medium coelum). They were known in Antiquity and their calculation 
was not for, even if there is a distance of 180” between the begin- 
nings of houses I and VII, as well as between the beginnings of houses IV and 
X, the intermediate &stances (I-IV, IV-VII, VII-X, X-I) do not amount to 
90”. Simplifications were usual, however, in astrological practice. Using the 
collection of Greek horoscopes studied by Neugebauer and Van Hoe~en,’~ 
North has established, for example, a certain number of cases in which mid- 
heaven is supposed to be 90” from the ascendent. The correct procedure to 
find the longitudes of the ascendent and midheaven had been explained by 
Ptolemy in the Almagest but many astrologers did not use it. 

When w e  come to the problem of establishing the longtudes of the 
beginning of the houses situated between the four cardinal ones, there is no 

80 

80. See 0. Schrmer, ‘Tasyir’, in EnGyclopPdie de I%lam, IV, Paris, 1934, pp. 729-733; Nallino, al- 
-Butt&?, I, pp. 313-317; M. Viladrich and R. Marti, ‘Sobre el libro del Atacjr de 10s libros del 
saber de astronomia de Alfonso X el Sabio’, in: Nuevos Estndios ... pp. 75-100; J. Samso, 
‘al-Bijfini’in al-Andalus. 

81. J. D. North, Horoscopes andHsfog5 The Warburg Institute, London, 1986. 
82. E. S. Kennedy, ‘The Astrological Houses as Defined by Medieval Islamic Astronomers’, in 

From Baghdad to Bardona (op. fit.), 11, pp. 535-578. Reprinted in E.S. Kennedy, Asfronomjl 
and Astrology, op. cif., No. XIX. 

83. As an example of the different methods used for the calculation of the ascendent see 
E. S. Kennedy, ‘Treatise V of Klshi’s Khaqani Zij: Determination of the Ascendent’, 
ZG4ZLl: 10, 1990, pp. 123-145. Repr. in E. S. Kennedy, Astronoq andAstrology, Op. cit., 
No. XVIII. 

84. 0. Neugebauer and H. B. Van Hoesen, Greek Horoscopes, Philadelphia, The American 
Philosophical Society, 1959. 
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2.21 Prime vertical (fured boundaries) method for the division of the houses. 
By courtesy of the author 

longer any agreement between astrologers and several methods were designed 
for that purpose. North described seven of them, one of which does not seem 
to have been used by any Islamic author. To North's seven methods, two others 
have been recently discovered by Kennedy in his analysis of Islamic sources. 
The simplest procedure, called by North the StzgLe Lotzgitude Method, gives pre- 
cisely 30 to each house and considers the cardinal points to be at a distance of 
90" from each other and yet to lie on the horizon or on the meridian. This was 
the usual practice of Firmicus Maternus (fl. fourth century AD)" and of many 

85. See also S. J. Tester, ffiJtory of We~tern Atrology, op. cat., p. 140. 
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Islamic astrologers such as Miish2alliih and the method was criticized by the 
eleventh-century reviser of the Alfonsine Libra de las mixes. An improvement 
on ths procedure was the B a l  Longitude Method, well known throughout 
Greece and the Islamic lands. It was based on the accurate &vision of the 
four cardinal arcs. Each one of them was then divided into three equal parts. 
The most common method applied was the so-called Standard which Arabic 
sources ascribed to Ptolemy, Vettius Valens, al-Battiini and al-Qabisi and 
which was definitely known to Hellenistic astrologers. In this method (see 
Fig. 2.20), once the four cardinal points had been established, the four 
equatorial cardinal sectors were divided into three equal parts each. Meridian 
arcs passing through the North and South poles and through the uniform 
divisions of the equator determined, on the ecliptic, the beginnings of the 
houses. The calculation required the use of tables of right and oblique as- 
censions, both of which were available in the Almagest in whch we find the 
oblique ascension tables for ten latitudes. Islamic @es also contained this kind 
of table but, beginning with Ibn Yfinus (d. 400/1009), there was a tendency 
to calculate such tables at intervals of 1" of latitude up to a maximum that 
often coincided with 48", considered by some Islamic astronomers as the 
upper limit of the civilized world in which somebody might be interested in 
casting a horoscope. Other kinds of tables were also calculated in Islamic @es, 
such as the table of ascensional differences, whch could be used by an as- 
trologer for any place in the world: the first known instance is the table of 
ths kind calculated by al-Khuwiirizmi which is probably extant in the Toledan 
Tables. Al-Khuwiirizmi's @.also included a table, computed for each degree of 
the ascendent, that gave the longitude of the beginnings of the rest of the 
houses. The latitude involved is about 38;30" (Cordoba) and this suggests 
that the author of the table was Maslama al-Majrip, the Andalusian astron- 
omer who adapted al-Khuwiirizmi's @' towards the end of the fourth/tenth 
century. Tables for the equahzation of the houses (tasw&at ul-byit al-ithny 
'a.rbar) according to the Standard Method are not uncommon in @es. W e  should 
finally remark that the annoying procedure of calculating the longitudes of the 
beginnings of the houses could be avoided not only through the use of the 
tables I have just mentioned, but also using the standard calculating device 
that any astrologer always had beside hm - the astrolabe. This instrument 
had a diagram for the unequal hours using the computation of the longitudes 
of the houses, whch was immediate. These unequal hour lines were also used 
in another method, described by Abraham ben 'Ezra (c. 1090-6. 1167) which 
North calls the Hour Lines (fixed boundaries) method. In it, the beginnings of 
the houses were where the ecliptic was intersected by the horizon, the mer- 
i&an circle and the unequal hour lines on the sphere for even-numbered 
hours. Nothing is known about the origins of this method, but it was used by 
at least one Islamic astronomer: &mad b. Husayn b. Biiso (d. 716/1316- 
1317), a mawaqqit and instrument-maker of Granada, who made an astrolabe, 
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2.22 Equatorial (fixed boundaries) method for the division of the houses. 
By courtesy of the author 

dated 704/1304-1305, a plate of which has a diagram designed for the Hour 
Lines method whch he ascribed to Ptolemy. 

W e  have, so far, mentioned four methods for Dom$cation: Single and 
Dual Longitude, Standard and Hour Lines. Two other procedures are well 
attested in Islamic astrology and they are those methods which North calls 
h m e  I.'.rtical (fixed boundaries) and Eqziatorial (fixed boundaries). The former 
was often ascribed to Campanus of Novara (thirteenth century) until North 
showed that it had been described by al-Bifini towards the beginning of the 
eleventh century. This author states that the method was hs own invention. It 
was also known to Andalusian astronomers of the same century who attrib- 
uted it to Hermes or to Ibn al-Zarqdluh. In it, the Prime Vertical was divided 
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into twelve equal arcs of 30" starting from its intersection with the eastern 
horizon. Arcs of great circles passing through the north and south points of 
the horizon and through the equal divisions of the Prime Vertical determined, 
on the ecliptic, the beginning of the houses (see Fig. 2.22). The procedure is 
simple if we have a suitable astrolabe plate containing the corresponding dia- 
gram such as the one described by al-Biriini or the plate extant in the afore- 
mentioned Ibn Biiso's astrolabe, where the method is ascribed to Hermes. It is 
not so easy, however, if a proper calculation is intended. This is why it is 
interesting to remark that Ibn al-Samh, disciple of Maslama al-Majrip, reduced 
the Fkme T Prtical Ahtbod to an erroneous algorithm and computed a set of 
tables which made the equahzation of the houses possible according to ths 
method. Ibn al-Samh's rule was corrected by Ibn Mu'adh al-Jayyiini (d. 486/ 
1093), who gave a vahd solution of the method. 

The Eqaatorial (fixed boundaries) Jfitbod seems to be related to the Prize 
T Prfzca/ one. In it, the equator is divided into twelve equal arcs of 30" each 
starting from its intersection with the eastern horizon and, as in the previous 
case, arcs of great circles passing through the north and south points of the 
horizon and through the equal divisions of the equator determined, on the 
ecliptic, the beginning of the houses. Ths method has commonly been as- 
cribed to Regiomontanus who used it in ks Tabzhe directionurn (1467), but 
North has shown that two Alfonsine texts describe it and attribute it to Ibn 
Mu'iidh who, again, solves the problem with an algorithm, which reappears in 
a @ of the fourteenth-century Tuniso-Andalusian astronomer Ibn al-Raqqiim. 
A graphcal solution appears in a work by al-Bimni, although applied to the 
problem of the projection of rays and calculation of the ta.yCr, and w e  also find 
it in one of the Alfonsine Libros del saber de astronornh and in Ibn B~~o's as- 
trolabe. The latter author ascribes ths method to a certain al-Ghafiqi who 
might be identified as Ibn al-Saffiir, another disciple of Maslama.86 

CONCLUSION 

This short summary of the development and main characteristics of Islamic 
astrology shows, first of all, that, even to a greater extent than astronomy, 
there is an enormous amount of material that awaits proper research. Much 
light has been shed, in recent times, on the early stages of its history due, 
above all, to the work of E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree but much still has 

86. O n  the prime vertical and equatorial methods see also E. S. Kennedy, 'Ibn Mu'iidh on the 
Astrological Houses', ZG41F,'9,1994, pp. 153-160 (repr. in E. S. Kennedy, ,4~trO?lO~J and 
Astrology, op. cit., No. XVI); E. Calvo, A& ',4/ial-~3usqn b. Bas0 (d. 716/1314, Risdaf al- 
gzha aljzrni'a fijami' al- 'udd ( Tratado sobrc la li'ina general para todas las latitudes), Madrid, 
1993 ; J. Sams6, ' A-Bifini', al-Andab. 
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to be done on the topic of the development of astrological ‘science’ from 
the eleventh century onwards. Early Islamic astrology shows clearly its 
syncretic character: Indian, Iranian, Greek and, very rarely, Latin sources are 
used and combined into a proper synthesis. Astrology is no exception in the 
general development of Islamic science, whch appears to m e  as being an 
active continuation - and not a mere transmission - of Hellenistic science 
refreshed by elements coming from other civilizations. The relative 
simplicity of the techniques of prediction described, for example, in the 
Tetabiblos became progressively complicated by Islamic astrologers (the 
increase of the number of lots in the horoscope, for example), something 
that well suited an esoteric doctrine. O n  the other hand, Islamic astrology 
took advantage of the brihant development of both Islamic mathematics 
(spherical trigonometry especially) and astronomy, and the ‘scientific’ part of 
the astrologer’s job was progressively simplified. If w e  refer to what has 
been written here on mathematical astrology we will easily see that, 
whatever the technical problem faced by the professional astrologer, two 
different kinds of aids were available to him: numerical tables, on the one 
hand, and graphical solutions on the other. All ths entaded careful work on 
the part of astronomers and mathematicians who no doubt saw in 
astrologlcal problems a challenge to their scientific capacities. It seems clear 
to m e  that astrology was the -main cause of the development of 
astronomical tables, ephemerides, almanacs and all kinds of astronomical 
instruments, somedung which involved the actual development of most 
branches of astronomy proper. 
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Chapter 2.3(a) 

MECHANICS 
Robert Hall 

What is now called ‘mechanics’ was a disparate set of sciences in the 
medieval Islamic world. The most advanced were the mathematical 
disciplines of statics and hydrostatics. Dynamics was Aristotelian, and a 
part of philosophical physics. The activity in dynamics, whch at times was 
notable, arose from investigation of difficulties and gaps in Aristotle’s 
account of motion, and attention was often paid to the radical criticisms 
made by John Philoponus (sixth century AD). Kinematics was rudimentary 
(outside mathematical astronomy), and it, too, was Aristotelian. (Only in 
the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century West was an integral science of 
mechanics created out of statics and hydrostatics, kinematics and dynamics.) 

In medieval Islam, a main theme of mechanics as of physics generally 
was the application of mathematics to the physical world. Another essential 
aspect of the development of mechanics was famharity with mechanical 
devices and systems, including apparatuses for measuring weights, distances 
and times. In Islamic civdization, this activity belonged in part to the tra- 
dition of mechanical engmeering and ‘fine technology’, whose practitioners 
(pa such) had limited theoretical interests. The technological tradition wdl 
be omitted here. 

W e  shall begin among the mathematicians - the students of pure 
mathematics and the mathematically ordered sciences - with statics and 
hydrostatics. Then w e  shall proceed to dynamics and the ‘philosophers’ - the 
fuhfa, the students of philosophy in the Greek tradition (which in natural 
science - phdosophy of nature - was chiefly Aristotelian). 
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Statics andhydrostatics: the ‘science of weights’ 

Statics and hydrostatics were the components of a medieval discipline called 
the ‘science of weights’ (‘ilm al-athgd; scienticl deponderibzls). Ths science was 
created in the Islamic world during the latter half of the ninth century on the 
basis of a number of Greek works, and it was elaborated there in a traltion 
that remained vigorous into the twelfth century. Islamic and Greek materials 
were used to establish the field in the Latin West, where it was considerably 
developed in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The medieval Latin 
treatises were utilized by sixteenth-century thinkers in laying the foundations 
of classical mechanics. 

The Islamic science of weights proudly revived, consolidated and ex- 
tended the earlier work of the Greeks. Half a century after its emergence, it 
was already being treated as a lstinct mathematical field in formal classifica- 
tions of the sciences.’ A few dozen thinkers had produced about sixty known 
works in the science of weights by the late seventeenth century, roughly two- 
thirds of the output belonging to the first thrd of the period (through the 
AZb iI&$n al-Qikrna by al-IGiizini, 51 5/1 122).2 

The limits of the subject-matter of the science of weights were roughly 
those established for ‘geometrical mechanics’ in the mathematical tradition 
flowing from the work of Archmedes. Analysis of various classes of balances 
and levers - consideration of the conditions for equhbrium and especially 
proofs of the law of the lever and variations on it - held a central place. ‘Centre 
of gravity’ was a key concept, and calculation of centres of gravity a major 
activity. Archmedes’ law and proofs of it were a focus of the hydrostatic part of 
the lscipline, and one of the important ideas there was that of ‘specific gravity’. 

There was also an emphasis on the construction and use of scientific 
weighing instruments. They were of three types: (i) the Roman balance (the 
qara.r~z7n: characterized by a fixed weight at one end of the beam and a variable 
point of suspension either for the beam or for the object to be weighed, often 
called the ‘unequal-armed balance’); (ii) the more ordinary balance, with fixed 
suspension points, no fixed weights, and equal arms; and (iii) devices that were 
hybrids of the two. The important instruments in the latter categories were 
hydrostatic balances, employed for direct determinations of specific gravities 
with respect to one or more reference liquids. Their design and use required a 
knowledge of both statics and hydrostatics. Actual measuring of specific 
weights and specific gravities became a small scientific specialism, and the 
analysis of binary alloys was a frequently treated problem. 

1. Al-FzrXbi, &a’ ai- cul~;m, ed. by A. Gonzalez Palencia under the title Catalog0 de /as cierzrias, 
2nd ed., Madrid/Granada, 1953, p. 72 of the Arabic text. 

2. The figures are based on Grigor’ian and Rozhanskaia, llhkharzika and Rozhanskaia, 
L2fikhaniku, works whch are valuable for their reports on MSS. in the former USSR. 
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The final part of the science of weights was the mathematical analysis of 
the ‘simple machnes’: the principles of their action, the reduction of the 
machnes to each other (especially of the inclined plane to an equivalent lever, 
a reduction not made successfully until Galtleo, c. 1590), and the combination 
of simple machines into svstems and calculation of the ‘mechanical advantage’ 
thus obtained. This area had been treated in the Greek world by Archmedes 
and the ‘ancient engineers’ (particularly Phlo of Byzantium, Hero of 
Alexandria and Pappus) in works on mt%-haizika (‘thngs relating to machmes’; 
the science or art that dealt with mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, pyric and 
other devices - including engines of war, pumps, clocks and entertaining or 
impressive contraptions for temple, banquet table or garden). So it seems that 
work on the ‘simple machnes’ should have been found in the lineal descen- 
dants of those treatises, the Islamic works on lJijal (literally ‘devices’; here, 
again, machines of whatever sort), which belonged to the engineering tradi- 
tion. But the theoretical aspects of mechanical devices were not normally 
treated there. Nor did they attract very much attention in the science of 
weights, although Hero’s llhchaiiica was translated into Arabic, as was Pappus’ 
~?(echniiical htrodzLctiom. 

The theoretical content of the science of weights did not come from the 
geometrical tradtion alone. Hydrostatics seems not to have moved from its 
purely Archmedean foundations, but in statics there was another major 
component besides the one coming from Archmedes’ Equilibrium oj’ Planes. 
The approach there was a static one that applied geometrical symmetry to 
centres of gravity to determine the conditions of equhbrium. To that view- 
point, however, there was added a lilnetic one, which derived ultimately from 
the pseudo-Aristotelian il(echatilica (also called the Afichanical Problms) of the 
early Peripatetic school (c. 300 BC). Ths approach considered the movements 
of levers or other components of constrained mechanical systems as they were 
displaced from equilibrium positions and proceeded by means of the idea of 
the proportionately greater powers of greater circles. The ideas of the 
iJhchanica were not an extrapolation from the account of forced (violent, i.e. 
not natural) motion presented by Aristotle, primarily in Ph_ysics VII.5, There, 
the discussion was authentically dynamical, not kinetic. Aristotle’s funda- 
mental doctrine of ‘natural place’, that the natural motions of heavy and light 
bodies are towards their natural places of rest along straight lines to and away 
from the centre of the world, was adopted by the science of weights as a 
starting-point. 

3 

3. Aristotle, ilhchmicrt, Intro., Ch. (or ‘problems’) 1, Ch. 3. Some passages attributed to 
Aristotle which had been excerpted or summarized from the beginning of the .Jhchnica are 
found in al-Iihgzini’s KtZb iIfi@n al-bikma Bk. V, Ch. 1, Sect. 4 at end; ed. Hyderabad, 
pp. 99/1.7-100/1.14; Ger. trans. in Ibel, De Frtge, pp. 123-125; cf. ilfichanicrt, 847a11- 
848139 and 849b22-34 - the correspondences become gradually less close. 
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Three scientific treatises on the Roman balance (al-qara$ziH) appeared in 
the Islamic world in the third quarter of the ninth century. They are ascribed 
to authors who were all in Baghdad for at least several years at that time. No 
such work had been avadable in Arabic before. This rise of interest can be 
explained only as a response to newly available, or newly appreciated, materials 
from the Greek tradition. In fact the transmission movement in science and 
phdosophy, whch was centred in Baghdad, was then at its height. The writers 
on the qarzstzin were the Banu Musa (three brothers, born shortly after 184/ 
800; Muhammad, Ahmad and al-Hasan b. Miisii b. Shiikir), Thiibit b. Qurra 
(d. 289/901) and Qusfii b. Lfiqii (d. 360/912). 

Wealthy courtiers’ as well as mathematical scientists, the Banu Mus% were 
the most important patrons of the translation of Greek scientific materials, 
apart, perhaps, from the caliphs themselves. They (or perhaps only or pri- 
marily Ahmad) wrote also a EtZb al-@yaL4 Thslbit, especially, and Qusfii were 
among the most notable of the translators. Thslbit, a man from Harriin and of 
the pagan Sabaean religion (star-worshipping, vaguely Platonic), had been 
called to Baghdad by the BiinG Masii. Qustii, a Christian from Ba‘labak 
(Baalbek), may have been in Baghdad only for the first half of the 860s, but 
some of hs later works were dedlcated to Abbasid courtiers. 

Of the three early Arabic writings on the Roman balance that are re- 
ported, only the one attributed to Thiibit b. Qurra now exists. His EtZbj-l- 
gara.$zifi poses major problems for research on Islamic mechanics, and the 
difficulties illustrate very strikingly why ‘starting at the beginning’ in the hstory 
of Islamic science is often difficult or impossible. The Book on the Roman 
Balance attributed to Thiibit existed in two versions, the one that appears in the 
extant Arabic manuscripts, and a second one, revised and expanded, that 
underlay the main medieval Latin translation, the Liber karast0~i.r.~ 

The writings on the qara@H ascribed to Thiibit present a short theoretical 
treatment of problems in the equilibrium of a balance-beam, whch is taken 
first as a mathematical line and then as a uniform physical beam. The analysis 
starts from the Peripatetic principles mentioned above, then moves to con- 
siderations of static equilibrium and culminates (Prop. VI1 in the extant Arabic 
version, VI11 in the Liber karastonis) with the solution to the ‘problem of the 

4. Banii Miisa b. Shiikir, Khib al-ffijal, ed. with Ar. and Eng. introds. by Ahmad Y. d-Hassan, 
Aleppo, 1981 ; and D. R. Hill, 7he Book ofzngeniozls Devices (Khib al-1Fi”ryal), Ly the Bani (ions @ 
Misz bin ShZkir, tr. with intro., Dordrecht, 1979. 

5. E. Wiedemann, ‘Die Schrift uber den Qarasfiin’, Bibliotheca &fathematica, Ser. 3, 12, 1911- 
1912, pp. 21-39 [Schnien, I, pp. 522-5401, close Ger. trans. of the Arabic version of the 
work, with intro. and brief comm; Russ. trans., pp.237-242 and 350-353 in B.A. 
Rozenfeld et al. (eds.), Nauchnoe Naledstuo, VII: IhZbit b. Qurra. Matematicbeskie @aktag, 
Moscow, 1984; on the edition of the Arabic text by K. Jaouiche, see below; Lat. text with 
Eng. trans. and comm. of the Liberkarastonis, AfSLF<Ch. 3 (this supersedes the earlier ed. 
of the Lat. text [with Ger. tr.] by F. Buchner). 
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weighted board’: given a uniform straight beam suspended other than at its 
mid-point, what quantity of weight must be suspended at the end of the 
shorter segment to produce equhbrium? Overall, the longer version is a much 
better treatise (although the simplifications in the proof of Prop. VI result in 
an error).‘ The mathematical ‘informality’ of the final proposition deserves 
notice. In both versions the author multiplies weights and lines together, 
forming a logically dubious ‘mixed’ product. 

In 1976, Khd Jaouiche published the first edition of the Arabic text of 
Thiibit’s EtbfiI-Q~ru.rp2n.~ Jaouiche dismissed the alterations and additions in 
the long Latin version of the text, taking the extant Arabic version to be the 
genuine form, and this he regarded as an original work of Thiibit’s.* Jaouiche 
then claimed that the EtZbJz-I-Qaru.r$in, for the first time, integrated the dy- 
namical point of view of the pseudo-Aristotelian Mechunicu into the mathe- 
matical environment of Archimedes’ EquiLibm’um of In the main, 
Jaouiche’s conclusions have turned out to be untenable. Sounder opinions are 
argued in Wilbur R. Knorr’s 1982 work Ancient Sources oftbe MedievaI Trudtion of 

He shows that there are no good grounds for doubting that the 
long Latin version comes without significant change from an Arabic original. 
He concludes that the Arabic orignal of the Liber kurastonis was written by 
Thnbit b. Qurra himself (although the possibility of a later author cannot be 
completely ruled out). So it is the additions, simplifications (despite the 
plausible mistake) and mathematical improvements found in the longer ver- 
sion that are most likely to be original with Thiibit.” 

Thiibit’s relationship to the unstandardized KitZbfi-I-Qurast.. remains un- 
certain. This work may be a synthesis based upon various materials in the 
Archimedean tradltion, a reworkmg of a single treatise there or only a scholarly 
translation of such a writing. And although probably owed to Thabit, it may have 
been produced by some contemporary. Ihorr does establish, however, that the 
synthesis of geometrical statics with Peripatetic ‘dynamical’ analysis came from 
the Greek Archmedean tradltion and ultimately from Archimedes hmself, very 
probably from his earliest work on mechanics, the Pem’ zag& (On Balances).12 

6. The best account is W.R. IOlorr, Ancient Sources oftbe Medieval Tradition ofhficbanics, pp. 31- 
48; Appendix H in this work provides a fuller concordance of the Arabic and Latin 
versions than the ones in Jaouiche, Le lzvre dzrQarzrit& de Zhibit b. Qurra, Leiden, 1979, and 
in &fJK 

7. As Le Livre AuQarzrpin: Ar. text with Fr. trans. and historical and mathematical studies; the 
Arabic text is made unclear by some arbitrary rearrangements and incomplete flagging of 
emendations. 

8. See the Avant-propos and Sects. 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Introduction gknkrale. 
9. Pp. 63-67; more generally pp. 41-74. 
10. A reasoned summary of his results will be found on pp. 107-109. 
11. W. R. Knorr, Ancient.. . , pp. 7-8, 37, n. 7, and 4148. 
12. Ibid., esp. pp. 110-111, cf. W.R. IOlorr, ‘Geometric Mechanics’, mainly Sect. 3.2. 
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Nonetheless, the Ktib j-L-Qarus@n and the Liber karastonis were both 
consequential works, not only in terms of influence but also in themselves. 
Their intentionally circumscribed topic belonged to basic theory. The choice 
of such a work as the Ktibj-L-Qarasttin for presentation in an improved form, 
as well as the actual reworkmg for the later version, required exceptional in- 
sight into mechanics - just as the content of the revisions and additions need- 
ed the mathematical understanding and skdl famihar from others of Thiibit’s 
writings. Thabit &d not reinvent the approach of pure geometrical symmetry 
Archmedes employed in his late EquiLibm’am ofP1une.s (of which there seems to 
have been no dlrect knowledge in the Islamic world). But that did not indicate 
a lack of theoretical abllity. The partly physical approach of the Pem’ zug& was a 
more powerful and a physically more revealing tool of theoretical physics than 
the ascetic method of the EquiLibm’am of PLanes, which now defines 
‘Archimedeanism’. Thgbit’s Liber karustonis, moreover, was a main point of 
departure for the work of Jordanus de Nemore in the thirteenth-century Latin 
west.13 

At least three works relating to the science of weights besides the Ktibj-l- 
Qarusiin are attributed to Thiibit b. Qurra: On the Propergl of @%ight and its 
Y,m’ation,14 a tract ‘On the Rolling and Non-Rolling of the Sphere’ (dealing with 
the eqdbrium of a floating segment of a sphere) and the Arabic translation of 
Euclid, ‘Book on Heaviness and Lightness’ (see below). Qusfg b. Liiqn, in 
addition to the Ktibf;-L-Qaras$in attributed to him, made the standard Arabic 
translation of Hero’s Mechanica. Other writers in Baghdad were also active in the 
science of weights at that same time. According to al-Khaz.inT, specific gravities 
were investigated by Sanad b. ‘Ah (d. after 250/864), who belonged to the older 
generation of the Banu Mirsii and was in charge of the astronomical activities 
sponsored by the caliph al-Ma’mirn. The famous philosopher al-Kmdi (d. c. 
252/866) wrote a long tract, ‘On Bodies Immersed in Water’ - ossibly the 
same as his ‘On Sinkmg [h&tu Falling?] Bodies’; neither is extant. 

Other Greek material was brought into the science of weights.“ Two 
Euclidean works were available, a ‘Chapter on the Balance’ (hfaqda Li-Ugldis 

P5 

13. J. E. Brown describes Jordanus’ initial dependence on Thgbit in his De Scienta de Ponderibtls 
ita the Later .Mi& AgeJ, Ph.D. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1967, p. 3, and in D. C. 
Lindberg (ed.), Scitnce in the M d d l e  Ages, Chicago, 1978, pp. 187-188, 192. 

14. Ar. text in &fix& al-hikma, Bk. I1 pt. 1 ; ed. Hyd., pp. 33-38. Eng. trans., Knorr, Ancient.. . , 
pp. 206-208 ; Ger. trans., Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage.. .’, XVI, 1908, pp. 136-141 [A@it?e.. . , I, 

15. Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage.. .’, XVI, 1908, p.160 [A+utxe.. . , I, p. 2371, following the Fihrirt of 
Ibn al-Nadim (ed. Fliigel, p. 261). 

16. W. R. Knorr, ‘Geometric Mechanics’, a long art. with full bibls., is a conspectus of statics, 
hydrostatics and theory of machines in Greek antiquity. It also considers transmission to 
the Arabic and Latin Middle Ages and should be the first resort for information on Greek 
works used in the Islamic science of weights. 

pp. 495-5001. 
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j-/-mT@in),’7 circulating in Arabic by the ninth century, and the tract ‘On 
Heaviness and Lightness’, whose recension by Thabit has just been noted.** 
Archmedes’ main treatise in hydrostatics, ‘On Floating Bodes’, was not 
translated; what was available was an abridgement, attributed (surely falsely) to 
Archmedes hmself and called ‘On Heaviness and Lightness’.’’ One further 
writing by Archmedes was to hand, but it cannot be identified with certainty; 
al-Qiihi, using the work in the late tenth century, called it ‘On Centres of 
Gravity’. 

The importance of the hhchanica of Hero of Alexandria in its Arabic 
version (E ray [or ShqL] a/-askyZ’ aL-thaqT/a) should be stressed.” (Hero was 
also, and remains, a major source of knowledge about Archmedean me- 
chanics; he sometimes gives actual text.) Another Alexandrian thinker, 
Menelaus (fl. c. AD 98), is a surprising source of the Arabic tradition in the 
science of weights. Now famous only in astronomical mathematics, he com- 
posed a standard text in spherical geometry, the Sphaerica (which exists solely in 
Arabic). His work on mechanics varies in title: ‘The Book of Menelaus for 
the Emperor Domitian on the Trick [&La ‘device’, ‘clever procedure7 by 
whch One Ihows the Quantity of Every One of a Number of Mixed 
Bodies’ was used by al-Bii%ni (d. 440/1048).21 Several parts of al- 
IUliizini’s EtZb MT@B a/-bikma are attributed to Menelaus: a portion of 
Sect. 4 of the introduction; Book I, Ch. 4; and Book IV, Chs. 1, 2 and 

17. ‘On the Balance’ is known from a tenth-century Arabic micum, ed. with Fr. trans. by 
E Woepcke, pp.220-232 in his ‘Notice sur des traductions arabes de deux ouvrages 
perdus d’Euclide’, Jurnal Asiatique, Ser. 4, 18, 1851, pp. 217-247. See Clacett, J M M ,  
pp. 9-11 and 24-30 (Lat. text and Eng. trans. supersedes the presentation in MJW); 
Knorr, Ancient, Appendix F (Eng. ti., with copious notes), and also Knorr, ‘Geometric 

18. Cf. Knorr, W.R., ‘Geometric Mechanics’, Sect. 2.3. The propositions, without proofs, are 
given in ,Z&@n al-bikma, Bk. I, Ch. 3, ed. Hyd., pp. 21-22; Ger. trans. by Wiedemann in 
Ibel, De Wage, pp.37-39. On the complete Arabic version, see E Sezgin, Geschichte &r 
arabischen Jchn$um.r, V, Leiden, 1974, p. 120. The full medieval Lat. trans. from the Arabic 
is ed. with Eng. trans. and comm. as Ch. 1 of AfJK 

19. Arabic text ed. by H. Zotenberg, journal Asiatiqzie, Ser. 7, 13, 1879, pp. 509-515 
(corrections in M. Curtze, Bibliotheca A;‘athemnatica, Ser. 3, 1, 1900, p. 51); Eng. trans. with 
notes, Clagett, JMAU, pp. 52-55. AE@n a/-hikma, Bk. I, Ch. 2, ed. Hyd., pp. 20-21, also 
has the text. cf: Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage...’, VII, 1906, pp. 152-155 [Aufsatze.. . , I, 

20. Hero, Mecbanica, ed. of Ar. text (the Gk. is not extant) with Ger. trans. by L. Nix, Heronif 
ALexandt;ni @era quae szpersunt omnia, 5 vols., Leipzig, Teubner, 1899-1914, 11, 2, 1900; its 
transmission into Arabic is discussed at length. (This supersedes the older ed., with introd. 
and Fr. tr. by paron] B. Carra de Vaux.) 

21. A study by J. Wiirschmidt, ‘Die Schrift des Menelaos iiber die Bestimmung der 
Zusammensetzung von Legierungen’, Pbilologm, 80 (N.S. 34), 1924-1925, pp. 377-409, 
incl. a Ger. trans.; see also Ibel, D i e  Ege, pp. 77-78 and 181-185, and D. IC. Raios, 
Arcbimide MinPlaos dMexand7ie et Le ‘Carmen de Pondirebus’, Jannima [Greece], 1989. 

pp. 229-2341, 
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3.22 The three chapters from al-KhBxini’s Book IV make a substantial text. 
Here Menelaus describes the structure and use of a hydrostatic balance which 
he very dubiously ascribes to Ar~himedes.~~ Next (Chs. 2 and 3) he describes 
his own balance and solves the problem of the content of a gold and silver 
alloy. The method he uses to find the composition is lfferent from 
Archmedes ’ . Menelaus seeks to extend the analysis to ternary combinations, 
but al-IUlaxini properly inserts a denial that can be done.24 

Potentially more important for theoretical mechanics than Menelaus but 
probably less influential in the Islamic world (and certainly less so than Hero) 
was the mathematician and theoretical engineer, Pappus of Alexandria (fl. c. 
A D  320). His Michanika (Mechanics) is extant in Greek as Book VIII, the last 
part, of hs Collection (the Szlnagoge;), whch is a compilation of separate writings 
that was probably made posthumously. The Mechanics was known as a distinct 
work to the mathematician Eutocius of Ascalan (early sixth century) in a 
somewhat longer variant form, called the ‘Mechanical Introdzlctions’ (Michanikai 
eisag@a~).~~ This version is the one that entered the Islamic tradition, and it 
now exists only in Arabic.26 The unknown translator - not Qusp - was early, 
since one of the two extant Arabic manuscripts had been owned by the Banu 
Mi~sii. Pappus’ Mechanical Introdzlctions was used primarily as a supplement to 
Hero, particularly on centres of gravity. An account of the theory, construc- 
tion, and use of an araeometer included by al-IUlazini in the EtA M@n al- 
hikma is very likely owed to Pappus.27 Together with the EtZbj-l-Qaras.&.Tn of 

22. Ed. Hyd., pp. 7,22-23,78-79,79-83 and 86-87 [pp. 86-87 are Bk. IV, Ch. 4 as printed but 
Chs. 3 and 4 have been reversed]. Text and Eng. trans. of Sect. 4 of introd. see Khanikoff, 
‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp. 12-13; Ger. trans. of Bk. IV, 1 see Ibel, D i e  Wage, pp. 185- 
186. Ger. trans. of Bk. I V  2-3 see Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage...’, XV, 1908, pp.107-112 
[A+utxe ..., I, pp.466-4711. The relationship of these extracts to the work edited by 
Wurschmidt needs study. 

23. On the instrument used by Archimedes, almost certainly a bismar, see Knorr, Ancient.. . , 
Appendix A, and the preceding plates. 

24. M@n al-hikma, IV, 2.3, at end (ed. Hyd., pp. 82-83). A convenient presentation from both 
Menelaus sources is found in Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage...’, XV, 1908, pp. 110-111 
[AzqWxe.. . , I, pp. 469-4701, Al-Khnzini takes up the ternary-alloy question later on. 

25. A short discussion of Pappus’ mechanical works, including something on their 
transmission, is found conveniently in Knorr, ‘Geometric Mechanics’, Sect. 4-4. 

26. D. E. P. Jackson, ‘The Arabic Translation of a’ Greek Manual of Mechanics’, 7 h e  (samic 
@arter&, 16, 1972, pp. 96-103; the Manual is Pappus’ Mechanical Introdzrctions. The art. 
provides a comparison of Gk. and Ar. tech. terms., pending Jackson’s crit. ed.; a second 
Arabic MS. has emerged recently however - see Jackson, ClmicalQ.uarter&, N.S., 30, 1980, 
pp. 524-525. 

27. Bk. I, Ch.7: ed. Hyd., pp. 28-33; text and Eng. trans. see Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts’, 
pp. 40-52 (plus notes). Cf. Bauerreln, Geschichte, pp. 95-106. The name ‘2-w-q-s al-Rimf 
phe Greek]’ appears in in ed. Hyd., p. 28 1.12 (the ch. heading) and in the same form, p. 33, 
1.13. It should probably be read ‘F$zrs’, a common enough Arabic form of Pappus. 
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Thiibit and his Arabic original of the Liber kara.rtoni.r, the ilfichanica of Hero and 
Pappus’ AAchanical 1ntrodzlction.r defined theoretical statics in Islam at the be- 
ginning of the tenth century. 

What, then, of hydrostatics? The level of inquiry here at the start of the 
tenth century was determined by the materials previously mentioned on cen- 
tres of gravity by the Euclidean ‘On Heaviness and Lightness’, by the ‘On 
Heaviness and Lightness’ abridged from Archmcdes’ ‘On Floating Bodies’, 
and by Thiibit b. Qurra’s ‘On the Rolling and Non-Rolling of the Sphere’. 
Thnbit’s treatise supplied a geometrical proof of the equilibrium position of a 
spherical segment. Nothing was avadable, however, on the equhbrium posi- 
tions of a floating segment of a paraboloid of revolution (determined in the 
untranslated part of Book I1 of ‘On Floating Bodies’). 

So much for the early hstory of the Islamic science of weights. Less is 
known about subsequent periods, despite the availability for 140 years of one 
of the most outstanding source-books in any part of the early hstory of sci- 
ence, a work that has often been cited here already. In 1859, N. Khanikoff, 
the Imperial Russian consul-general in Tabriz and an amateur orientahst, 
published in the United States a scholarly text with English translation of 
much of the fit& A&@ al-&zza.28 The author of that work, Abu-1-Fath ‘Abd 
d-Rahman al-ELhiizini (fl. c. 509-525/1115-1130), lived in Merv (now Mary, 
in Turkmenistan), where he was associated with the court of Sanjar the Saljuq 
sultan.29 The fit&$ Mz@n a/-bikma, the introduction of whch is dated 515/ 
1121-1122, was composed for the sultan’s treasury:’ and it was indeed a 
useful work for treasury officials. It is at the same time a scientific treatise and 
is itself a treasury of the science of weights. A-EZhazini provides a digest of the 
essential writings in that field, and his information is often all that w e  have. 

In hs introd~ction,~~ al-Khiizini tells the reader that: 

the balance is founded upon geometrical demonstrations and deduced from 
physical causes, in two aspects: (i) as regards centres of gravi ty..., which is 
knowledge that the weights of heavy tlvngs differ according to the distances 

28. Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts.. .’. 
29. On al-Khazini and his book, see first R. E. Hall, ‘al-Khazini’, in DJB, VII, pp. 335-350; 

iPfJJ. of the treatise are indicated, and a summary by chs. of the Khibhfi@n a/-biknza is given 
(with detailed refs.; pp. 340-342). For the full Arabic text, use KtZb &fiz@n ai-hikma (ed. 
Hyd.), a serviceable, semi-critical edition, with a table of contents by actual ch. and sect. 
headings appended in the final fascicule. (Fu’ad Jarni‘an (ed.), hfi@n al-bikma li.. .-l-mZ@nF, 
Cairo, 1947, is very complete, and unsatisfactory). As well as the partial Eng. trans. of 
Khanikoff and the set of Ger. trans. by Wiedemann and his students, there is a complete 
trans. into Russian by Rozhanskaya, M. and Levinova, in Rozhanskaya, eta]., eds., Nazlcbnoe 
VI, pp. 15-140. (I have not provided pp. refs. for the Russ. tr.) Rozhanskaya, Abzl-/-Fatb.. . 
al-luhZ@ni (in Russ.), is a full-length account of this extraordinary MS. 

30. Ed. Hyd., pp. 9-10; Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp. 15-16. 
31. In sect. 2: Hyd. ed., pp. 5-6; Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts.. .’, p. 10. 
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they are placed [from a fulcrum] - the foundation of the steelyard; and (ii) [as 
regards] knowledge that the weights of heavy things differ according to the 
rarity or density of the fluids in which the thing weighed is immersed - the 
foundation of the philosophical [or ‘scientific’] balance (mE@ ul-&mu). 

In fact, demonstrations are provided in the book only in connection with the 
design and use of weighing instruments. This is not primarily a work of 
deductive mathematical science or natural phlosophy but rather a scientifically 
grounded technical treatise on the construction and use of the hydrostatic 
banner and related devices. 

The main text of Et& Afi@a al-hikma begms with ‘The Chief Matters 
Pertaining to Centres of Gravity, according to Ab6 Sahl al-Qiihi and Ibn al- 
Haytham al-Misri.. .732 This collection of propositions - often from basic 
theory, but without proofs - relates to statics and hydrostatics generally, with 
several on centres of gravity. No individual attributions are made, and this 
material is otherwise unknown. There is a better source for the work on this 
topic by Abii Sahl al-Qnhi (Ab6 Sahl Waijan b. Rustam, head of the Buwayhd 
observatory in Baghdad and a famous geometer; fl. c. 378/988). It is his 
correspondence with the senior Baghdad civil servant, Abii Ishaq al-Sabi. 
Here d-Kiihi, also known as al-Qnhi, makes geometrical determinations of 
centres of gravity for simple curves, plane figures, and solids, and it is here 
that he uses Archimedes’ ‘On Centres of Gravity’.33 There is no other in- 
formation about the investigation of centres of gravity by Ibn al-Haytham 
(Lat. Alhazen; (d. c. 432/1040), the great Islamic student of optics. 

A very different treatment of centres of gravity in Et& A&@n al-hikma 
comes from al-Iu1azini’s immediate predecessor, Muzaffar al-Asfi~%ri.~~ His 
discussion is non-mathematical - for those who are disinclined towards 
mathematical theory, he says.35 Al-Asfiziiri offers two sets of examples, both 
of great physical interest. In the first, he thnks of two small spheres of the 

32. Bk. I, Ch. 1 : ed. Hyd., pp. 16-20: text and Eng. trans. Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts.. . ’, 
pp. 25-33 (repr. of Khanikoff‘s trans., without needed cons., in Clagett, SA6222, pp. 58- 
61, comm., pp. 65-67; Clagett misidentifies al-Qiihi - whose name is probably better 
spelled with Q than with IC); independent Ger. trans. in Ibel, Die It‘age, pp. 85-88. 

33. Knorr, ‘Geometric Mechanics’, Sect. 5.1, and J. Sesiano, ‘Notes sur trois thkoremes de 
mkcanique d’al-Qiihi et leur conskquence’, Centaurz/s, 22, 1979, pp. 281-297; for the Ar. 
text, with Eng. trans. and comm., see J. L. Berggren, ‘The Correspondence of Abti Sahl al- 
Qiihi and Abii Ishaq al-Sabi’,jotirnalfor the ffistoly OfArabic Science, 7, 1983, pp. 39-124. 

34. A generation older than al-Khazini, al-Asfizari, too, belonged to the circles of Sanjar’s 
court. H e  associated with ‘Umar al-Khayyami (Omar IGayyam; d. 1131?); cf. GahZr 
Maqda, by Niznmi-i ‘Afidi, a personal acquaintance of both but an irresponsible source; 
E.G. Browne (trans.), London, 1921, p. 100. 

35. Bk. 11, Pt.2, Ch. 1. On ne E3cplanation Offhe PremisJes [mzquddimij OfCenfers OfGravig: ed. 
Hyd., pp. 3941; Ger. trans. in Wiedemann. ‘Beitrage...’, XVI, 1908, pp. 141-144 
[AhjiZtXe.. . I, pp. 500-5031. (The diagrams need some revision.) 
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same size - but not, in general, of the same weight - that are free to roll in a 
hemispherical bowl. Then later he considers two spherical bobs of equal size 
(but not necessarily equal weight) that are suspended from a single point by 
threads of the same length. In both cases, since a heavier body has a greater 
power (qawwa here, a greater downward tendency), the spheres arrange 
themselves so that the heavier is nearer the centre of the world and the dis- 
tances of their centres of gravity from a certain line are inversely proportional 
to their weights. This line is the vertical from the centre of the world through 
their joint centre of gravity, and it also passes through the lowest point of the 
hemisphere or through the common point of suspension. Nuggets such as 
h s  make the Et& A&y& al-hikma the rewarding work it is and show why the 
book is deserving of close study. 

Al-IG3zini himself deals with hydrostatics and subsidiarily with statics 
in Book I, Ch. 5, of the Et& A&@n al-bik~a.~~ His presentation is unin- 
tegrated, and he gives only bare propositions. Yet the theorems bring an 
‘Archimedean’ cosmology to light. The initial concept of ‘heaviness’ is 
Aristotelian, but it is fitted into a ‘hydrostatic’, or ‘Archmedean’ picture of 
the sub-celestial realm. A heavy body becomes heavier in a rarer medium, 
lighter in a denser one; the weight of a heavy body measured in the medium 
at a given distance from the centre of the world is to its weight (in the 
medium) at a different distance from the centre as the first distance is to the 
second. A body would have its essential, and greatest, wei ht where there is 
no interfering medium, and zero weight at the centre?‘ No Aristotelian 
concept of ‘(essential) lightness’. 

An analogous view of weight is present, of course, in al-IUI3~ids statics, 
where a fulcrum can often be defined and made a centre, and (effective) 
weight is to (effective) weight as distance from the centre is to distance from 
the centre. The symmetry between the two manifestations of heaviness is 
complete, and there seems no doubt that this is intentional. 

Somethng very similar comes up later in Et& il&@n al-&bza, in a dls- 
cussion of the Roman balance by al-Asfiziiri, who wants to extend his analysis 
of the qara.@n to something entirely absent from hs sources.38 He treats the 
problem of a lance (or ‘spear for thrusting’: al-ramh) that is being held aloft in a 
horizontal position by a hand placed well back along the shaft. Two sorts of 

36. Ed. Hyd., pp. 23-26; Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp. 34-38; largely rep. in 
Clagett, SiltW, pp. 61-62 (comm., pp. 67-68), with some errors and false corrections. 
See also Hall, ‘d-IQ&ini’, pp. 343-344. 

37. This seems to be more nearly what al-I.Lh%zini has in mind than what Clagett indicates in 
LIhlH, pp. 67-68 and n. 42. 

38. Bk 11, Pt. 2, Ch. 2, Sect. 5: ed. Hyd., p. 46: Ger. trans. in Wiedemann. ‘Beitrage.. . ’, X\T, 
1908, pp. 49-50 [A&it~e.. ., I, pp. 508-5091, Cf. Iborr, Ancient.. . , pp. 211-212, and Hall, 
‘al-a- azim’, . - p. 345. 
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2.23 Balance of wisdom of al-IGzini's EtZb MzZn al-bikma, 
Hyderabad (Deccan), 1940-1941 

0 Collection de la BibliothPque des Langues Orientales, Pans 

forces are said to be acting. The first is the natural heaviness of the lance. The 
second is the other type of heaviness, which produces motion around a cen- 
tre; ths is assigned to the unbalanced front portion of the lance. Al-Asfizgri 
analogizes this example to the case of lifting the beam of a qamrtin by the 
unweighted end - an inadequate analysis, but one that is imaginative, illumi- 
nating and advanced. 

An elementary and routine part of the science of weights remains to be 
mentioned. Ths is the hydrostatics of the sinkmg and floating of bodies. It is 
covered fully but informally in Book I, Ch. 6, of the Et& al-bik~za.~~ 

39. Ed. Hyd., pp. 26-28; Wiedemann, 'Beitrage...', XVI, 1908, pp. 133-135 [Aufiuqe ..., I, 
pp. 492-4941, 
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The presentation is intended not to be entirely abstract, but to concern itself 
partly with ‘questions concerning ships’ while setting out ‘the principles of 
solid and hollow bodies in regard to sinking in a liquid or floating upon it.’ 

Most of the physical theory in the Islamic science of weights al-Khazini 
covers in Books I and’II of the Khib Mf@n al-bikma. Thereafter he turns to his 
main subject, the explanation of the instruments and techniques for measuring 
specific weights and gravities and for determining the composition of binary 
substances. 

al-bikma presents an account of the actual 
measurements of (effectively) specific volumes and specific weights made by 
al-Bifini (973-1 048 ; a pre-eminent scientist and cultural hstorian, best known 
in science as a mathematical astronomer). Ths is an abridged version of ‘On 
the Relations [in weight] among Metals and Precious Stones with respect to [a 
given] Volume’, where al-Bimni reports his determination of those properties 
for a large number of metals, precious stones and other inorganic and organic 
substances. Ths treatise by al-Iulazh- is a prime medieval example of accu- 
rate, quantitative research on the natural world.4o 

The work existed in self-standing form, but sull incomplete, in a Beirut 
manuscript (Greek Orthodox School 364, item 6), of whch a photocopy is 
still held in the Universiti: St-Joseph. The version of al-Iulazini (in which he 
interspersed additional information) is about the same length as the Beirut 
manuscript yet differs noticeably in content. Both must have been cut by 
about a third, to judge from the length (30 fols.) assigned to the work in al- 
Bimni’s autobiography. Rozhanskaya and Rosenfeld conclude on the basis of 
their examination of the two versions that ‘the complete text [of al-fi.rab] as 
well as Maqda 3 of the Balance $ h%dom consisted of three parts, only one of 
whch is known to us in d-I(hii2ini’s almost verbatim rendering whde two 
others are a considerable adaptation of a sample of the corresponding sections 
of al-Bifini’s treati~e’.~’ They also state that ‘quite a few tables’ of the com- 
plete text must be lachng in the Beirut manuscript, and suggest that there 
existed an earlier and a later version of al-fisab. 

In his introduction to ‘On the Relations among Metals and Precious 
Stones’, al-Biriinl listed the earlier investigators of specific weights and volumes. 

Book I11 of the Khib 

40. [Mug&] j!-Gnisab all& bqna-l$Lixxt wu-l+w&r$-l-b.jm (called ‘ a/-nisub’ below) constitutes 
Bk. 111, Part 1 (= Chs. 1-3); ed. Hyd., pp.55-71. See Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and 
Extracts.. .’, pp. 53-74 (incomplete text with tr.); E. Wiedemann, ‘Uber das al Befinische 
Gefass ZLU spezifischen Gewichtsbestimmung’, I4rhundlungen der Deutschen Ph_ysikul’irchen 
Gesellscb&, 10, 1908, pp. 33-43 [Schn$en I, pp. 236-2401 ; and idem,‘M-z%n’, in EL 

41. M. Rozhanskaya and B. A. Rosenfeld, O n  al-Biriini’s Densimetry, in D. A. King and G. 
Saliba (eds.), fiom @$rent to Equant. -4 I: Glume of Studies.. . in Honor of E. S. Kenneh, New 
York, 1987 (Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 500), pp. 403-417, at 
p. 415. There is a Russ. trans. of ul-msab by Rozhanskaya and Rosenfeld, in Rozhanskaya 
et al. (eds.), Nuuchnoe H, pp. 141-160 [I do not give pp. refs. to the Russ. trans..] 
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Of the Greeks, he named only Menelaus. Among Islamic scientists, he first 
mentioned Sanad b. ‘Ah (d. c. 246/860), Yiihannii b. Yiisuf al-Qass (geometer 
and translator; d. 980 and Ahmad b. al-Fad1 (otherwise unknown; called al- 
Bukhnri by al-Bimni and al-Massiih - ‘surveyor’, ‘geodesist’ - by al-Khiizini) (al- 
Khiizini says the three men were contemporaries ‘in the days of al-Ma’miin’). 
Al-Bifini ended the list with al-R2zi (Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Zakariyyii’; d. c. 
3 18/930), the anti-Aristotelian philosopher, hard-nosed alchemist and leading 
physician (in which role he was famous in the Latin West under the name of 
Rha~es).~~ Al-IUliizini, who was thinking also of the use of hydrostatic balances, 
added Archimedes ; then Ibn al-‘Amid (d. c. 359/969), a Buwayhid vizier, active 
in philosophy, astrology and philology; al-Bifini himself; Ibn Sin% (Lat. 
Avicenna; d. 429/ 1037), pre-eminent phlosopher and physician, greatly famed 
as both also in the Latin West; ‘Umar al-Khayynm (Omar Khayyam; d. 526/ 
1131), algebraist, calendar-reformer, Avicennan phlosopher and poet; and fi- 
nally his immedlate predecessor, al-Asfi~Bri.~~ Al-Riizi, al-Birnni, and al-IuIiizini 
emerge as the most important Islamic students of these matters. 

When he made his first measurements, al-Bifini weighed slugs of five 
metals precisely cast in a mould that had been formed around a spheroidal 40- 
mithqdweight of iron; this method he attributed to al-Bukhiiri. H e  recorded the 
results and also calculated the values referred to gold, the heaviest, as the base (a 
standard procedure). Al-Bifini then described in detail a conical pycnometric 
flask he had invented. The neck was made narrow for accuracy, and the spout 
was perforated along its sides to aid the outflow of water and make it visible. 
The instrument was used to measure the weight of a volume equal to that of a 
sample of material that was introduced into the flask and carefully submerged. 
The water displaced through the spout entered the cup of a balance, care again 
having been taken to eliminate errors. In the Beirut manuscript, al-Bimni also 
gave an account of a device for producing a circular rod of metal, from whch he 
made samples for the flask; the way the device was used is unclear. Among the 
results that al-Bifini presented, the most interesting are the water-equivalents 
for nine metals (including alloys) together with their ‘specific gravities’ (relative 
to a base of 2,400 for gold). The same quantities were then measured for 
precious stones and other materials, including 

A separate and later account by d-Biriini of a different way of pur- 
suing such inquiries was presented in al-Khazini’s next chapter. Here the 

42. M@n al-hikma, ed. Hyd., pp. 55-56. 
4 3 . M ~ Z n  ul-&kma, intro., sect. 4 and part of Sect. 5: ed. Hyd., pp. 7-9; and Khanikoff, 

‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp. 12-15; cf. Ibel, De Wuge, pp. 77-80. 
44. MxZn al-Mkma, loc. cit. in n. 41 above. For the material in the Beirut manuscript, cf. 

Rozhanskaya and Rosenfeld, op. d. in the same note, pp. 405-412. About twice as many 
tables are found in the Beirut MS. as in al-KhSzini, acc. to Rozhanskaya and Rosenfeld’s 
report. Their art. has interesting comments on mathematical aspects of al-Nsab. 
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weight of a cubic cubit of water was calculated first. An exact hollow 
cube of copper (nuh&) was constructed, then an elaborate measurement of 
the internal length of its sides was made (overelaborate, actually - but the 
procedure would be suggestive for any experimenter). From the weight of 
water held by the cube and the water-equivalents previously obtained, the 
weights of a cubic cubit of the same metals as before, with one omission, 
were determined and tabulated (this final work being done, perhaps, by al- 
Khiiaini, not al-B~fini).~~ 

Much attention has been directed to the accuracy of the values obtained. 
Al-Bimni and al-Khazini took steps to ensure purity. Change of specific weight 
with temperature was explicitly recognized, but not change of volume, it 

The results presented (I a m  treating them as specific gravities) are 
rarely correct to within 1 per cent, for substances where precise comparison is 
possible. Metals come out best, with values that are off by as little as 0.06 per 
cent in one instance and otherwise up to about 1.3 per cent. The errors are two 
orders of magnitude larger than what al-Khiizini’s balance necessitated; they are 
smaller than with any other such measurements unul the eighteenth century. 

Al-Khiizini’s account of the instruments used to determine specific 
gravities is technologically fascinating. The scientific balances from the Islamic 
world that al-Khiizini discusses were built by al-Riizi, ‘Umar al-Khayynm, al- 
Asfiziiri and al-Khazini himself. The hydrostatic balance of al-Razi was equal- 
armed, but the suspension of one of its two pans could be moved along the 
beam.47 Al-Razi was responsible for introducing the indicator-tongue (al-li~la) 
into the design. A third scale-pan was added to the hydrostatic balance not 
later than the time of al-Bifini. However, the equal-armed water-balance 
constructed by ‘Umar al-Khayyiim was a plain affair with two scale-pans, fixed 
at each end of the beam, either or both of which could be immersed (‘Umar 
also built a more elaborate device, which he called the ‘righteous [or ‘honest’] 

45. Ch.4 (= Part 2) of Book 111: ed. Hyd., pp. 71-73; Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts...’, 
pp. 75-78. Cf. Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage.. .’, XXXIV, 1913, pp. 168-173 [A4utxe. .., 11, 
pp. 39-44]; and Bauerrin, Gschichte, pp. 32-33. 

46. In general, see J. J. Cltment-Mullet, ‘Pesanteur sptcifique de diverses substances mintrales, 
proctdt de l’obtenir d’aprts Abou-1-Raihan Albirouny. Extract de lain Akbery’, Journal 
Asiutique, S. 5, 11, 1858, pp. 379406; IUlanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp. 55-56 
and 83-85; E. Wiedemann, ‘Arabische Spezifische Gewichtsbestimmungen’ , Annulen der 
Physik, N.S., 20, 1883, pp. 539-541 [Schnien, I, pp. 30-321; idem, ‘al Bemnische Gefass’; 
cited in n. 40 above; and BauerreiB, Geschichte, pp. 28-33 and 4144. On temperature, note 
esp. al-Khpzini and his report of al-BWni, Bk. VI, Ch.2, Sect. 5: ed. Hyd., pp. 112-113. 
Cf. Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp. 83 and 98-99 (with text and Eng. trans.)., 
and Ibel, D i e  Wage, pp. 140-142 (with Ger. trans.). Khanikoff s opinions on thermometry 
were wrong; temperatures were ascertained only by sensing - see Ibel, ad loc. 

47. M@n a(-hikma, Bk. IV, is an account of the earlier scientific balances in the Islamic world. 
For al-Rpzi, Ch. 4: ed. Hyd., pp. 83-86 (misplaced as Ch. 3); Ger. trans. in Ibel, Die Wuge, 
pp. 153-1 56. Al-Riizi’s discussion probably belonged to a work on alchemy. 
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steelyard’ (ul-qzl$Z.r ~L-mmtuqim), which was an unequal-armed balance designed 
specifically for exchanging dmars and dirhams).48 

Al-Asfiziiri placed two movable scale-pans on hs equal-armed hydro- 
static balance, besides two fxed ones, and pointed out the possibihty of cut- 
ting marks for specific gravities in the graduations of the beam. Al-Khnzini 
actually marked the beam in that way, for more than one reference liquid, so 
that many results could be read directly.49 Al-Khnxini added a fifth pan, a 
water-pan which could be suspended below an air-~an.~’ Al-Iu1iizini supplied 
a table showing the stability or instability of the beam of his ‘balance of 
wisdom’ (which was about 2 m in length) for dfferent axes of s~spension.~~ 
The precision of the perfected balance was rather better than 1 in 60,000, for a 
weight of about 4.5 kg; a change in weight of roughly 60 mg would have 
produced a noticeable defle~tion.~~ 

The last topic of scientific value in Et& My& uL-b-hikma is the analysis of 
composite bodies by means of specific gravities, a strictly limited theme. ‘Umar 
al-IChayyiim’s treatment of a body composed of gold and silver is of interest, 
for he presents both a geometric and then an alegbraic proof of hs proce- 
d ~ r e . ~ ~  H e  forcefully denies the possibility of analysing ternary and higher 
combinations by this means and states explicitly that the ancients had been 
wrong here - although he wonders whether it was a matter of mi~translation.~~ 

48. ‘Umar’s water-balance: Mz$n al-hikma, Bk. IV, Ch. 5: Ar. text, ed. Hyd., pp. 87-92, and 
also S. S. Nadwi, Umar W q y a m ,  Azamgarh, 1932, pp. 427432; Ger. trans. Wiedemann, 
‘Beitrage.. . ’, XV, 1908, pp. 11 3-1 17 [A@utTe.. . , I, pp. 472-4761 (abridged to the last line 
of p. 114 [p. 4731); trans. of the corresponding part of the incomplete Gotha MS. of the 
self-standing work, ‘Beitrage...’, VIII, 1906, pp. 160 and 176173 [Az@&e. .., I, pp. 237, 
247-2501; trans. of the complete beginning of the M@n al-hikma version see Ibel, D i e  
Wage, pp. 158-159; Russ. trans. with facs. of the Leningrad MS., in Omar IChayyam, 
Traktap, texts with Russ. trans. and comm. by B.A. Rosenfeld and A.P. Yuschkevic, 
Moscow, 1961, pp. 147-151. (See further A. P. Youschkevitch, and B. A. Rosenfeld,‘al- 
Khayyami’, DJB, VII, p. 332; bibl. item 1.6). On the ‘righteous steelyard’: Ml@n a/-bikma, 
Bk. VII, Ch.8: ed. Hyd., pp. 151-153; Ger. trans. Ibel, D i e  Wage, pp. 107-110. 

49. M@n al-bikma, ed. Hyd., pp.4-5; Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts...’, pp.8-10. Al- 
Khazini hoped (in vain) that he had perfected the balance of wisdom in respect of judging 
true gems from false, which he called its ‘ultimate objective’ and greatest benefit. 

50. M@n al-hikma, Bk.V, describes al-Asfiznri and al-Iul%zini’s elaboration of the balance of 
wisdom and gives full instructions for making and assembling its parts and adjusting the 
finished instrument: ed. Hyd., pp. 92-108; abr. Ger. trans. in Ibel, D i e  @;gee, pp. 112-136. 
See also Khanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts.. . ’, pp. 87-98, and Bauerreif3, Gdicbte, 

51. Bk. V, Ch. 1, Sect. 4: ed. Hyd., pp. 96-98; Iaanikoff, ‘Analysis and Extracts.. .’, pp. 88- 

52. Cf. Hall, ‘al-Iul2zini’, p. 346. 
53. M@n al-hikma, Bk. IV, Ch. 5, Sects. 2 and 3; refs. above. 
54. Ibid., Sect.4: ed. Hyd., pp.91-92; Wiedemann, ‘Beitrage ...’, XV, 1908, pp. 116-117 

pp. 50-58. 

94 (with Eng. trans.); and Ibel, De Wage, pp. 119-123 (Ger. ti-.). 

[A@itxe ..., I, pp. 38, 475-4761. 
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A firm statement on the matter had appeared in al-Bifini’s ‘On the Relations 
among Metals and Precious Stones’, and al-IUlnzini denied the possibility 
more than once. H e  then engaged the question seriously. Using procedures 
with the hydrostatic balance to produce ‘practical proofs’, al-KhHzini showed 
that the proportional contents of ternary or higher composites could not be 
determined through knowledge only of the total weight and the specific 
gravities. 

d-&&za of al-Khazini could have served not only to 
consolidate the science of weights but also to refound it. Al-Khazini com- 
pleted a revitalization of the discipline in the Saljuq realms that was begun by 
‘Umar al-IUlayyBm and carried on by al-Asfizari. Although he did not sys- 
tematize, nor fully integrate, the earlier work in the field, al-I(h8zini might well 
have hoped that higher levels would be reached from the base he provided. In 
fact, however, no strong impetus emerged in the Islamic science of weights 
after al-IUliizh-. 

Although in the preceding account w e  have noted Arabic writings on 
statics and hydrostatics that were translated into Latin during the Middle 
Ages (none were in the Renaissance), the great tradition in the Islamic 
science of weights from al-Razi through al-Khiizh- was effectively unknown 
in the Christian West. Statics and hydrostatics were cultivated less in the 
Latin Middle Ages, yet a major breakthrough was achieved in theoretical 
statics by Jordanus de Nemore and his successors (most notably in the 
Liber de ratione ponderis). It is ironic that their thinking had started mainly 
from ThHbit b. Qurra’s Liber karatonis: for despite the vigour of the dis- 
cipline in the medieval Islamic world, no achevements there in the science 
of weights matched those of the Liber de ratione ponderis (nor the later ad- 
vances in statics and hydrostatics by Simon Stevin, Galileo and Pascal). The 
closest were the fledgling analyses of the forces of weight by al-Asfiziiri and 
al- IUlHzini . 

55 

56 

The KtZb 

Dynamics 
Dynamics was the other field of theoretical mechanics, besides the science of 
weights, that flourished in medieval Islam. It has been investigated less 
thoroughly, but enough to indicate that it was the more creative of the two. 
Within the mainstream of Islamic dynamical thought, in the Aristotelian 
tradition of natural philosophy, a very wide range of issues was analysed and 
disputed. Some cut into or through the bedrock of Aristotle’s physics. 

55. M.y& al-&ma, beg. of Pt. 11, and intro. to Bk. VI, Ch. 4: ed. Hyd., p. 92 11. 19-20, and 

56. Bk. VI, Ch.4, last third of Sect. 2 and Sect. 3: ed. Hyd., pp. 118 1.3-120 1.3; Ibel, De 
Ibel, De Ege, p. 1 13 and n. 4; and ed. Hyd., p. 11 6 11. 7-8, and Ibel, De Euge, p. 146. 

Ege, pp. 148-151 (Ger. trans. and comm.). 
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It is important to realize that dynamics in medieval Islam was not 
closely associated with kinematics, as it was in the Christian West from the 
Middle Ages onward (and not least during the infancy of classical me- 
chanics). Ktnematics was a part neither of mathematical nor philosophical 
physics in the Islamic world. One might well suppose, then, that the 
fourteenth-century flowering of kinematics in the Latin West (withn the 
logical context of intension and remission of quahties and forms) could 
have owed little if anything to Islam. Yet the crucial idea of a ‘latitude’ 
(roughly, a ‘possible range’) of degrees of qualities or of forms may well 
have come from the Islamic world. Merchants there, eager to avoid the ban 
on interest, were aided by Islamic legal writings that discussed ‘latitudes’ of 
profits: a merchant-lender could be paid back an amount whch included 
the profit he would have made had he not lent out the capital he did. The 
discussions became known in the West, particularly through the often 
heretical but well-circulated writings of Peter John Olivi (c. 1248-1298), it 
now seems.57 So an Islamic ‘ilm al-&yalis likely to have influenced Western 
mechanics - but it was the discipline of legal devices, not mechanical ones, 
that was involved! 

As for dynamics proper, Islamic thmkers started from Aristotle’s 
works and Greek commentaries on them, plus a few other writings. Most 
of the essential Aristotelian discussions of dynamics appeared in Ph_yssics IV, 
VI1 and VI11 and in De caelo I and 111; most of the necessary foundation in 
general physical theory was to be found there or elsewhere in those two 
works. 

Transmission of philosophical dynamics 
A general picture of the beginning of Islamic dynamics is hard to build up. The 
chronology of the transmission to the Islamic world of Aristotle’s Ph_ysics and 
De caelo and their commentaries provides an outline; but that is already a 
complex subject. The translating of Aristotle’s works into Arabic, like the rest 
of the broad transmission movement - a wonderful and astonishing 
phenomenon - took place chiefly in Baghdad during the first two Abbasid 
centuries (from just after 750 unul the thrd quarter of the tenth century). The 
Arabic effort is inseparable from the concurrent work in Syriac, the language 
of Syrian Monophysite and Nestorian Christianity but still also a main vehicle 
of administration and trade. The EtZb al-Fihrist of Ibn al-Nadim (finished 

57. See J. Kaye, Economy and Nature in the Burteenth Century. Monty, Market, Exchange, and the 
Emergence ofJien@c Zhught, Cambridge, 1998. I o w e  m y  timely awareness of this work to 
Prof. Edith D. Sylla of North Carolina State University. 
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c. 387/987) is now the main source of information for the transmissions of 
other early works, many of which have been lost.j8 

The first Arabic version of Aristotle’s Ph_ysiccs was produced already under 
the Barmahds (viziers of the Caliph Hiifin al-Rashid, r. 170-188/786-803), 
but most work on the translation was done by the circle of critical textual 
scholars around the eminent Nestorian Arab phlologist, Hunayn b. Ishiiq 
(d. 260/873). The standard, and best, Arabic translation of the Pbsicswas made 
by Ishaq, his son (d. 298/910), and only his translation has survived- complete, 
but in a single manuscript. The translations normally incorporated a standard 
commentary. Qusp b. Ltiqii, who knew Ishnq, translated Ph_ysics I-IV with the 
commentary of John Philoponus; and Books IV, V and VII, and at least, with 
the commentary of Alexander of Aphrodisias (fl. c. AD 205). Most of the rest of 
Alexander’s commentary was available as well (and Galen’s anti-Aristotelian 
opinions on dynamics came into Arabic in another work by Alexander, on a 
difficulty in Ph_ysiccs VII).59 A translation (not extant) of the paraphrase of the 
Ph_ysics made by Themistius (c. 317-6. 388) and an abridged version of three- 
quarters of Phloponus’ commentary were well-known. 

The early activity connected with Aristotle’s P’sics was not only trans- 
lation. Al-IOndi, regarded as the first Islamic phlosopher in the Greek tradi- 
tion, wrote on dynamical matters, according to Ibn al-Nadim; he also 
attributes work in dynamics to Thnbit b. Qurra.“ Al-Riizi (Rhazes) dealt with 
the subject-matter of Aristotle’s Ph_ysiccs in at least two writings.‘* He made use 
of Alexander, but opposed much of Aristotle’s thought and liked the anti- 
Aristotelian ideas of Galen and of Phdoponus. 

58. The Arabic, and some Syriac, translations of Aristotle and his Greek commentators, plus 
the Arabic commentaries on Aristotle, in the original and in Hebrew and Latin, are 
presented in a convenient if not completely reliable monograph by F. E. Peters, Aristotle 
Arabus; cf. rev. by H. Daiber, Gnomon, 42, 1970, pp. 538-547, esp. for missed secondary 
works. To check and extend Peters’ information, see Ibn al-Nadim, Et& al-fibrist, ed. 
Gustav Fliigel, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1871-1872; (poor Eng. trans. by Bayard Dodge, Be 
‘Eihrist’ oj”al-NadTm, 2 vols., New York, 1970, uncorrelated with the published Ar. text, but 
with an extensive index of personal names); Ibn al-Qifti, Ta’nkh al-bukamZ’, ed. Julius 
Lippert, Leipzig, 1903; Moritz Steinschneider’s nineteenth-century articles, repr. as D i e  
arabiscben Libersetpngen aus dem Griechischen, Graz, 1960; and arts. on translators in EI’, 
notably ‘Sa‘id al-Dimashki’ by Gerhard Endress. D. Gutas, Greek Bought, Arabic Culture: the 
Graeco-Arabic Translation Movement in Baghdad and Ear& ‘Abbisid SocieQ (second;fo..th/eighth-tenth 
centgries), London, 1998 [excellent bibl.], attempts to put the ninth-century translations, of 
which a large proportion were scientific, into cultural and social context. 

59. Refutafioion $Galen, ed. Marmura and Rescher. Pines, OmneQuod, is an essential analysis of 
the teachings (but is wrong in saying that the Reftation is not a self-standing work). 

60. For Thiibit, the notice on Ibn Karnib, in Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, Bk. VII, Ch. 1. 
61. The brief ‘Treatise on Metaphysics’ (Mapila$ m2 ba‘d al-tabt‘a), actually on physics, has 

survived; Paul Kraus (ed.), a/-&-@, Opera Metap&sica [Ar. texts with Ar. introds.], Cairo, 
1939, pp. 116-134. 
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Translation into Arabic continued after Ishaq and his colleagues, but 
only from Syriac, it seems. In particular, translating and glossing of 
Aristotelian works were associated with the ‘Baghdad school’, an informal 
group of mainly Christian intellectuals, whose first language was often 
Syriac.62 The school emerged early in the tenth century and had connections 
with Hunayn’s circle; it quickly became important and remained so well into 
the eleventh century. These men brought to Baghdad a more systematic, 
but perhaps overly scholastic ‘Alexandrian’ style of phdosophcal study. (Al- 
Farabi [d. 339/950], who made Greek philosophy in the Islamic world an 
endeavour that was creative as well as critical, is not usually counted in the 
school, although he was acquainted with or taught some of its main figures. 
Ibn al-Nadim, in the next generation, also had links with the group.) The 
Ph_ysic.r, in Ishnq’s translation, was studied by the Baghdad school in con- 
nection with a large number of secondary sources - as a marvellous Leiden 
manuscript reveals. The content of the manuscript, which is dated 525/ 
1130, was close to its final form by the mid-eleventh century. Included in it 
were materials by many members of the group, especially Abu ‘Ah b. al- 
Samh (d. 418/1027), who had been a student of Yahya b. ‘Adi (d. 367/974; 
a leading, Jacobite member of the second generation of the Baghdad school). 
Much was also incorporated from the commentary of the Ph3/sic.r by Alexander, 
the para hrase by Themistius, and the abridgement of Phtloponus’ com- 
mentary. 

63 

!4 

62. See J. L. Kraemer, Phifosopby in the Renaissance 6hLam:  ab^ SufaymZn al-S$istZni and his Circle, 
Leiden, 1985; and idem, Humanism in the Renaissance ofhlam: the Cultural Revival during the 
Beid Age, Leiden, 1986; 2nd. rev. ed., 1992; also I. R. Netton, Ayarabi and his School, 
London, 1992; and F. E. Peters, Aristotle and the Arabs: the Aristotelian Tradition in Islam, 
New York, 1968. More philosophical/scientific and philological are: F. W. Zimmermann, 
al-FZrZb?s Commentary and Short Treatise on Aristotle’s ‘De interpretatione’ , London, Oxford 
University Press, 1981, pp. cii-cxii; G. Endress, 7he F%ks of E& b. ‘A&; an Anahtical 
Inventory, Wiesbaden, 1977; and R. Walzer, ‘New Light on the Arabic Translations of 
Aristotle’, Mens, 6, 1953, pp. 91-142, repr. with addns. in R. Waltzer, Greek into -4rabic, 
Oxford, 1962, pp. 60-113. 

63. MS. Or. parner] 583, the unique examplar of the Arabic Pby~ics; published as Aris@@lis, 
af-Tabi‘a, ed. Badawi. Studies: Lettinck, Aristotle’s ‘Pbysics’, pp. 4446 and 33, and passim 
throughout; and E. Giannakis, Philoponus [cf. idem, ‘The Structure of Abu-1-Husayn al- 
BaSri’s Copy of Aristotle’s Pbysics’, Zeitschrzzt fir Geschichte der A4rabisch-hLamischen 
Fkrenschaften, 8, 1993, pp. 251-2581. A good short summary, partly repeated from the 
above, is found in P. Lettinck (trans.), Philoponus: O n  Aristotle’s ‘Pbysics 5-8’ [publ. with J. 0. 
Urmson (trans.), Simpficius: On Aristotle on the CGiq, London, 1994, pp. 3-17, esp. 44-46. 
Note also Pines, Unpricarseur. 

64. The abridgement of Philoponus follows Qusfa’s text for Bks. I-IV, Lettinck states, but 
depends on Ishaq’s trans. of Aristotle for the rest. Much of Philoponus’ Books V-VII, 
otherwise lost, is found here; the parts uniquely in Arabic are translated in Lettinck (tr.), op. 
cit., in the preceding note. Book IV and the still-missing Book VI11 are the most important 
for dynamics; the newly recovered texts have little interest here. 
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Another extraordinary manuscript of that sort is known through Ibn al- 
Qifti (d. 646/1248), who had owned it for a while in Aleppo. It contained 
Themistius’ paraphrase of the Ph_ysic~ with the commentary of Yahyii b. ‘Adi; 
glosses in the hand of a previous owner, ‘Isii b. ‘Ali (d. 392/1001; son of the 
famous vizier, ‘ALT b. ‘Is%, and a pupil of Yahyii); and further glosses by Jurjis 
al-Yabriidi (mid-eleventh century; a philosopher-physician of Damascus).65 
This manuscript strengthens the impression that phdosophcal study was fre- 
quently a pleasurable pursuit of small groups of educated and prosperous men 
of various religions and occupations, men who tended to own and annotate 
manuscript books. 

The transmission of Aristotle’s On the Heauens [and the Earth] (E-l-sum2 
[wa-l-cdam]), and the commentaries on it, was simpler than in the case of 
the P%yics. Yahyii b. al-Bitriq (d. c. 226/840; Syrian Melchite in religon, and 
one of the scholars used by al-Kindi) translated the treatise from Syriac and 
later issued a revised version. Hunayn reworked the Arabic De caelo usin 
the Greek text, but Ibn al-Bitriq’s editions circulated as widely. 
Themistius’ paraphrase of the De caelo loomed large in Islamic philosophy 
until at least the time of the commentaries of Ibn Rushd (Lat. Averroes; 
d. 595/1198).67 

Hunayn wrote a work based on Themistius’ paraphrase, which became 
the De caelo et mwdo of the (Latin) Skjjcentia. A Muslim (Mu‘tazllite) theo- 
logian, Aba Hashim ‘Abd al-Salam al-Jubbn‘i (d. 321/933; son of the more 
famous Mu‘tazilite, Muhammad al-Jubba‘i), produced a damaging refutation 
of the physical principles of Aristotle’s De caelo, called al-Z.&fub (The 
Scrutiny). Several writers of the Baghdad school translated or glossed the De 
caelo istelf or were involved in translating Alexander’s commentary or 
Themistius’ paraphrase. 

6g 

68 

The mature dynamical tradition 
With the work of the Baghdad school, the study of dynamics in the Islamic 
world reached maturity, and the related activities of al-Fiiriibi meant that 
dynamical questions acquired a secure place in Islamic phdosophy. References 

65. Tu’6kb ul-bukumu’ , op. cit., p. 39. 
66. G. Endress, Die arubiscben Ubersetxungen w n  Atist0fefe.r’ Scbni ‘De caelo’, Diss., Frankfurt a. 
M., 1966, is the authoritative study. Aristatdiilis, Fi-l-Sama’, ed. Badawi, gves the rev. trans. 
of Ibn al-Bitriq. 

67. Themistius, In libros Atistotelis De cuelo parupbrasis; Hebr. trans. of the Ar. trans., ed. with 
Lat. tr. by Samuel Landauer, Berlin, 1902 [Comnentutiu Zn Aristotelem Graecu, Bd. V.41. The 
Ar. translator is not known; perhaps Yahya b. ‘Adi. For comms. and other works relating to 
the De cuelo, see Peters, Atistoteles Arabus. 

68. M. Alonso, ‘Hunayn traducido al Latin por Ibn Dawiid y Doming0 Gundisalvo’, Al-Andalus, 
16, 1951, pp. 37-47. The SuicentiCE was, in intent, a trans. of a large part of Ibn Sins's SbzjZ’. 
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to al-Fariibi’s writings mention a commentary and glosses (ta‘ihq) on the 
P%yssics and a EtZb al-MayZ&-t al-matagbqyira (The Book of Changing [i.e. non- 
eternal] Existents), but probably just one treatise is intended. Be Book of 
Changing Existents had dynamical content (strictly Arsitotelian, in what is 
known) and so did a set of systematic notes on the De ~aelo.‘~ Those works 
have not survived, but al-F%rgbi may have written the epitome of the Ph_ysics 
translated by Gerard of Crem~na.~’ 

Abu-1-IChayr al-Hasan b. Suwar (d. c. 422/1030, a contemporary of Ibn 
Sing and a Nestorian physician prominent in the Baghdad school) reworked al- 
Fgrgbi’s glosses on the Ph_ysics. Ibn al-Haytham, at about the same time, re- 
futed an attack on the D e  caelo by John Philoponus and, elsewhere, opposed an 
assault against it made by Abii Hgshim al-Jubbii‘i. Again, none of the writings 
is extant. 

The first thoroughgoing treatment of dynamics in the Islamic Middle 
Ages was very likely Ibn Sina’s. (Nothng suggests that al-FPrabi made im- 
portant contributions to dynamical theory. Yet ignorance of hs work pre- 
vents accurate appraisal of a good deal of later thought - not least that of 
Ibn Sing, who so often followed al-Farabi that his independence in dy- 
namics is not certain. Again it is impossible to start ‘at the beginning’ in 
Islamic science: sources before the eleventh century cannot support detded 
inquiry.) Ibn Sing’s dynamics is presented mainly in the Ph_ysics of the Etb 
al--SbfZJ, his encyclopedic, multi-volume treatise on logc, natural phlosophy, 
mathematics and metaphysics. Dynamical matters also come up in the De 
caelo, the Generation and Comption, and the hhtaplysics of the Sbfd’ and in 
other works.71 

In the Islamic world from Egypt to Transoxania there was a change in 
falssafd during the late eleventh century. From al-Ghadi (Lat. Algazel) (1058- 
1111; the famous theologan and analyst and reformer of Muslim ways of 
knowledge) to Sadr al-Din al-Shirazi pull2 Sadra] (d. 1050/1640; an 
Illuminationist synthesizer of fals4a and Sufism, with whom the isbrdq? teach- 
ing of the school of Isfahgn reached its peak), phlosophical discussion nor- 
mally started from Ibn Sing’s formulations of doctrine rather than from 
Aristotle’s own. The considerations on the P%ysics by ‘Abd al-Lapf al-Baghdgdi 

69. Pines, ‘Dynamique’, p. 465 and n. 54; M. Steinschneider, al-FZrZh, St. Petersburg, 1869, 
repr. Amsterdam, 1966, pp. 119-123 (work No. D. 33). 

70. Ed. A. Birkenmaier in ‘Eine wiedergefundene Ubersetzung Gerhards von Cremona’, in 
Am der Geirteswelt des i.lfitte/aLterr, Festgabe M. Grabmann = Beitrage zur Geschichte der 
Philosophie des Mittelaters, Supplement, Bd. 111, hfiinster i. E’., 1935, pp. 472-481. 

71. For the ShfZ’, see ed. Cairo and ed. Louvain (Lat.) in sect. ‘Dynamics’ of the Bibliography. 
O n  the foundations in Ibn Sing’s general philosophy of nature, note M.A. al-‘Ir%qi, a/- 
Fa/rda al-tabi‘zjya ‘inda fin SnZ, Cairo, 1971, and G. Verbeke, the Introduction doct7;;na/e, to 
the Libri naturaLes in the Louvain ed . 
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(d. 630/1232), however, were a notable exception: there, Aristotle and al- 
Fiiriibi were favoured over Ibn 

Outside Spain and Morocco in the period after Ibn Sing, the most acute 
student of dynamics seems to have been the strilngly unorthodox phdoso- 
pher, Abu-1-Barakgt al-Baghdiidi (d. c. 470/1077). A strong interaction be- 
tween phdosophy (including the analyses of Abu-l-Barakat) and kuhm is found 
in the thmkmg of Fakhr al-Din al-R%zi (d. 606/1209; a theologian of the 
logically sophisticated Ash‘arite uiu modernu, who knew Ibn Sin%’s phdosophy 
well) and Nasir al-Din al-Tfisi (d. 673/1274; an advocate of Ibn Sin%, who 
studed Abu-1-Barakiit’s and Fakhr al-Din’s teachngs and usually argued 
against them). 

Dependence on Ibn Sin% was decidedly not a characteristic of the study 
of dynamics in the Islamic West. During the flowering of science and phlo- 
sophy in twelfth-century Spain and Morocco, the writings of Aristotle hmself 
were much preferred. Alexander of Aphrodsias and al-Fgrabi were also ap- 
proved, their extended Aristotelianisms being regarded as sufficiently pure. 
The leading students of dynamics from the Western Islamic lands were Ibn 
B%jja (Lat. Avempace; d. 539/1139) and Ibn Rushd (Averroes). Avempace and 
Averroes, together probably with Avicenna (Ibn Sing), were also the Islamic 
writers on dynamics whose work had most influence in the Christian West. 

Whle normally remaining Aristotelian in outlook and basic doctrine, 
the fufZ.r$u developed their Greek inheritance - not least in dynamics - by 
further systematizing and by adding concepts and insights, solutions and 
further problems, objections and  refutation^.^^ Subjects treated in Islamic 
writings on dynamics included the scientifically most fundamental ones, the 
concepts of matter, space, time and causality. Not only were they basic to 
Aristotelian science (as to ours), but other influential, non-Aristotelian 
Islamic thinkers had radically dfferent conceptions of all of them. For ex- 
ample, the muh&ufLimin developed atomistic theories where even time was 
atomic and where the only true causality worked downward from God. And 
at the other extreme of religious respectability, al-Razi had an idea of ab- 
solute space that pushed towards the Newtonian view and was the opposite 

72. O n  ‘Abd al-Latif, see S. hi. Stern, ‘A Collection of Treatises by ‘Abd al-Latif al-Baghdad?, 
Hamic Studiis, 1 ,  1962, pp. 53-70. 

73. See esp. Lettinck, ArktotLe’s P&irs, pp. 14-31, and 35-664, passim, following the 
Aristotelian order. Lettinck’s fine work treats the Arabic commentaries on the Ph_vsics - 
the comments by John Philoponus and members of the Baghdad school in the Leiden 
manuscript of the Arabic Ph_.~ics and the work known as P&sics commentaries (of one sort or 
another) by Ibn Bajja and by Ibn Rushd ~ plus the Greek text of the commentary of 
Phdoponus and sometimes that of Simplicius or Themistius. Ibn Sing’s writings are not 
included, nor are any self-standing works, whether Greek or Islamic. (The book is less 
valuable when it considers Aristotle’s own doctrines, the Latin Middle Ages, or early 
modern physics.) 
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of Aristotle’s ‘place’-determining plenum. Certain epistemologcal and 
methodological issues were important concerns of dynamics : the possibhty 
and legitimacy of abstraction (to empty space, to forceless condtions), the 
possibility or reliabihty of mathematical treatment. Some topics were pri- 
marily analytical: in particular, questions about continuity, includmg first and 
last instants of change. The comparabhty of motions, notably movements 
along straight lines and curves, needed to be explored. Aristotle’s Iscus- 
sions of the ‘infinite’ affected dynamics: could there be an infinite body, or 
an infinite moving force, or a continuous motion in the sublunar realm that 
was infinite in duration? 

Apart from foundational matters, the principal difficulties in dynamics 
concerned natural place and natural and forced movement. Al-Bimni, for 
example, doubted most of Aristotle’s thlnkmg here. A theory in terms of a 
single explanatory principle of ‘heaviness’ appealed to hm. H e  did not accept 
the necessity of having a separate ‘lightness’ to explain natural upward motion; 
nor did he believe that additional principles were needed to establish the cir- 
cular motions of the heavens, whch he thought could be forced. (Strato, 
Aristotle’s second successor as head of the school, had already attacked on ths 
front, and criticism from the same duection was prominent in al-Raxi, whom 
al-Biriini had studied.) Those objections were started in a not entirely edifying 
controversy with Ibn Sin3 that took place when the two men were young (Ibn 
Sing, seven years the junior, was probably still in hs teens). In that dispute, 
concerning eighteen questions that were put forward by al-Biriini and 
dealt with physical cosmology, chemistry and physics, Ibn Sing upheld 
a strictly Aristotelian dynamics.74 

Projectile motion: the theory of rnqL (impetus) 
In order to illuminate some leading dynamical ideas and principles in Ibn Sing 
and later thinkers, I shall examine a cluster of problems that became 
prominent in Aristotelian physics. These problems centred around projectile 
motion, which, along with natural acceleration, became the main subject- 
matter of impetus theory. The concept of impetus and its applications were 
investigated almost exclusively in the Eastern heartlands of Islam, from Iraq to 
Central Asia. The interconnected issues involved in this enterprise included 
the location and character of the immediate mover (Ar. maburr&; Lat. motor, 

74. The questions and their answers, plus fifteen subsequent rejoinders by al-Bircmi and replies 
by Ibn Sing’s student, al-Ma‘sfimi have been published, with Eng. and Pers. introds., by 
S. H. Nasr and M. Mohaghegh, as al-As’i/a wa-l-Ajwiba, Tehran, AH 1352 [1974]. The first 
set is found also in fin Sn2 Ris2telen’, 2: Les OpusculeJ Zfin Sn2 (2 parts, Istanbul, 1952, 
1953, ed. with Fr. introd. by Hilmi Ziya Ulken), pp. 10-36 (Ar. text); and in Ibn Sin% et al., 
J2.ical-bad2’i‘, Cairo, 1917, pp. 119-151. 
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movens) of a body in motion, the function of a medium in local motion and the 
possibhty of void space and of movement in a void. 

Aristotelians faced a major dfficulty in the motion of projectiles. In the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the formidable problems that projectiles 
created for Aristotelian analyses were responsible in no small part for the 
overthrow of the dynamics of Aristotle and then of his physical science as a 
whole. Hence the great interest and significance of this topic for the history of 
dynamics and the general history of science.75 Impetus theory became fully 
fledged in late antiquity, was studied and altered and developed in the medieval 
Islamic period and in the late Western Middle Ages, and was conspicuous in 
dynamical thinhng at the beginning of the Scientific Revolution. It was lethally 
flawed, but was the best approach to projectile motion within reach of 
Aristotelian theory. 

Aristotle had believed that a medium was necessary for movement to 
occur (in the sublunar world). (The dscussion below will not include the 
heavens - although interesting interactions between the theories of the two 
realms did arise later on.) In a void, whch would necessarily be resistanceless, 
movement would be impossible - even logically impossible: for without re- 
sistance a body that was being moved could traverse any &stance in an instant 
and be anywhere or everywhere on its path at the same time. Largely for that 
reason, Aristotle denied the possibility of void space. His emphasis on the 
medium had particularly unfortunate consequences where projectiles were 
concerned. 

One of Aristotle’s basic premisses was the thoroughly common-sensical 
assertion that the mover and the thing moved had to be in contact during the 
whole of a movement (as also, analogously, for other sorts of change: e.g. 
heating, growing). But an object that was thrown - a projectile - seemed an 
obvious exception and demanded explanation. Plato and then Aristotle, after 
he had repaired the theory so it could actually hold through an interval of time, 
claimed that a projecule was moved along by a continuing, successive move- 
ment of the surrounding medum (broadly termed ‘a~t@e~stm,i..’). Such a 
‘mutual replacement’ of the air or other medium - pneuma, water - was used 
by Plato, Aristotle and others in studying all movement: rohng along a sur- 
face, magnetically caused motions, atmospheric phenomena and, by analogy, 

75. Despite qualifications that now have to be made, the best approach to projectile motion and 
related problems in Greek antiquity and the Islamic Middle Ages is through the introductory 
parts of Chs. 7, 8 and 9 in Clagett, Be Science offbfechanics in the M i d d e  Ages, Madison, 
Wisconsin, 1959 [abrev. SrMMA], (although it aims mainly at the Latin West). The only full- 
length study, M. Wolff, Geschichte derhpettrstheorie, Frankfurt a. M., 1978, is historically n;iive 
in places and can be conceptually imprecise; Wolffs ‘Philoponus and the Rise of Pre- 
classical Dynamics’, pp. 84-120 in Sorabji (ed.), Pbzloponzls, is better on what it covers. Eng. 
trans. of many of the main Greek texts relevant to impetus theory are given in M. R. Cohen 
and I. E. Drabkin, ASozirce Book in Greek Science, Cambridge, Mass., 1958. 
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heating.76 AU the relevant works of Plato and Aristotle, except Plato’s lon, 
were transmitted to medieval Islam. 

In Ph_ysics VIII.10, which gives the most detailed and advanced account, 
Aristotle introduces the idea of a transmissible power (Gk. dzmamis; 
‘potentiality’, but also ‘force’, roughly as in classical physics) to move a body 
besides the one in which the power is present. That power is passed on to 
something naturally adapted for undergoing and imparting motion, to a med- 
izlm such as air or water. Thus the medium, which is always in contact with the 
projectile, is said to move it. Part of the medium around the projectile moves 
both it and a second part of the medium, by contact, and transmits to that 
second part of the medium the power to move the projectile and a further part 
of the medium; but the power of moving a further thing gradually wears out 
through being transmitted. 

A moving body, in Aristotle’s analysis, does not have an intrinsic ten- 
dency simply to continue in motion. Nor does a body have a simple, intrinsic 
resistance to being moved. A body does have an intrinsic tendency to move 
towards its natural place, at the centre or periphery of the sublunar world; 
indeed, this is its ‘nature’ (ph_ysis), its characteristic internal principle of 
movement and rest (and of other changes). Because of h s  natural tendency, 
movement in the opposite direction is resisted. Moreover, in every motion 
towards its natural place, a body  accelerate^.^^ Aristotle and later Aristotelians 
were deflected from a thorough analysis of acceleration, however, by their 
seemingly obvious assumption that a steady movement in a straight line was a 
change: that it was a leading example of local motion, of change between states 
of rest in an initial and a final place. Later, when movement of that kind was 
coming to be regarded as a state, new intrinsic tendencies of bodes were 
required. The result was Cartesian and Newtonian inertia, the counter- 
intuitive basis of classical dynamics. 

Aristotle’s understanding of movement was flawed also by incomplete 
and inconsistent ideas of the internul principle of natural movement of a body: 
was it a capability of causing changes? or of being changed? a principle that 
acted from within the body? or was actualized from within it? or was it ac- 
tualized from without? An interesting choice was an active principle of motion 
located within the natural body. This scrutiny of natural motion had implica- 
tions for projectile motion, which might also come to involve an active in- 
ternal mover. What is called an ‘impetus’, indeed, is just such a thmg. I shall 

76. Plato: fimaeus, 58e-60d, 70b-c, and 79d-8Oc; (on, 533d-e. Aristotle on projectiles: J?y5ic5 
IV. 8,215a14-24; and VIII. 10,266b27-267a20 plus bll-15; and De caelo 111.2,301b17- 
30, esp. 24-29. The analogy with heating comes in De insomniis 2, 459a29-b7. 

77. For acceleration: De caelo I. 8, 277a 27-b8; also De caelo 111.2, 301b 20-30; J?y~ic.r V. 6, 
230132428; and By~icics VIII.9, 265b12-14. Cf. De cuelo 11.6 (non-acceleration of the 
heavens). 
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define an ‘impetus’, for analyucal purposes, as an immediate, active, internal 
moving principle of a body in motion; it may be impressed into the body or 
generated there in some way, but an impetus must be distinct from the nature 
(or soul) of the body. 

Hipparchus (the Greek astronomer; second century BC) provided the 
first important discussion of projecule motion after Aristotle. In his On Bodies 
Carried Down by tbeir @%&bt (now known only from Simplicius’ Commentay on 
the De caelo), Hipparchus treated the fundamental example of a heavy object 
thrown vertically upward and allowed to fall back down. It sounds as if he is 
describing an impetus, but careful reading shows he is largely following 
Aristotle. Yet Hipparchus does seem to have granted the gojectile itself a 
certain non-passive role in continuing in unnatural motion. Islamic writers 
probably did not have Hipparchus’ treatise, and Simplicius’ D e  caelo com- 
mentary was not translated. Yet Abu-l-Barnkat and Nasir al-Din al-Ttisi knew 
Alexander’s demonstration (in connection with the acceleration of a heavy 
body falling from rest) that Hipparchus’ analysis of an object thrown upward 
could not be extended to something (e.g. a hailstone) which had come into 
being away from its natural place.79 

Of the several Greek commentators who considered projectiles or the 
question of the active mover in local motion, Alexander, Themistius and 
Phdoponus were the ones whose pertinent writings were translated (at least in 
part) into Arabic. Active internal movers acquired favour among the com- 
mentators, and despite the network of theory, the awkwardness of denying the 
projectile any non-passive role in the continuance of its own motion came to 
be a worry. 

The Arabic version of Alexander’s ‘Refutation of Galen’s Attack on 
Aristotle’s Theor of Motion’ clearly posits an active internal mover in the case of 
natural motion.8drhlexander interprets Aristotle, approvingly, as having said in 
P%ysics VI11 that the source of mo$on for naturally moving bodies is an 
‘inclination’ (mayo existing in them. (The present understanding is that Aristotle, 
there, wishes to deyan activeinternal principle ofnaturalmotion.)Ma$is the term 
usually translated by ‘impetus’ when it is found in later Arabic texts on projectile 
motion; but here it refers to natural heaviness or lightness of a body, which is not 

78. Clagett, Zbe Science of Mechanics in the Middle Ages, Madison, Wisconsin, 1959 [abrev. 
S 2 ,  pp. 543-545; the Eng. trans. here is repeated from Cohen and Drabkin, Source 
Book (cited in n. 75 above), pp. 209-210. Wolff in Sorabji (ed.), Philoponus (cited in n. 75 
above) outlines the historiography of Hipparchus’ contribution to dynamics (pp. 98-103), 
with generous references to sources; he denies Hipparchus any originality in this area. Cf. 
ps-Aristotle, Mechanica, 32. 

79. See Pines, ‘Etudes’, pp. 71-73 and nn. 285 and 288, and pp. 76-77 and n. 305. 
80. Ed. Marmura and Rescher: Ar. text, p. 78; 18-23; Eng. trans., pp.17-18 (cf. p. 90: 25-23, 

and trans., p. 26; and pp. 944-95:10, and trans., p. 28). The passages in Alexander were 
brought to life by Pines in ‘Omne quod‘, pp. 26-30 and 42 [Coll, lt%.r, 11, pp. 223-227,2391. 
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an ‘impetus’ as defined above. Another work of Alexander’s that is extant only in 
Arabic, the Emabzdi’aL-fiLl(On the Principles of the Whole [Cosmos]), contains a 
long discussion of internal movers.” In it Alexander extends the concept of a 
‘nature’ (tabf‘a) to include, besides the simple nature of a heavy or light inanimate 
body, (i) the soul, plus simple nature, of a subcelestial animate body, and (ii) the 
soul, plus a more closely integrated nature, of a celestial body. An inanimate 
thing has in it a natural desire that is its inclination (ma$) for its like and thus 
for its natural place. Ths ‘natural inclination’ seems to be the internal principle 
of motion, and part or all of the nature, of an inanimate body. Alexander’s 
refinements were important steps in systematizing Aristotelian physics. 

In contrast to Alexander and the other Greek commentators, John 
Philoponus - through his radical commenting of Aristotle and hs Christian 
theologcal thinhng - produced a physics that was revolutionary.82 Philoponus 
accepts void space as a theoretical possibility (while holding the standard view 
that the actual cosmos is a plenum). Crucially, he considers a medium to be 
primarily a hindrance to movement, rather than a necessity for its happening. A 
body moving naturally would require a finite time to accomplish its motion even 
in a void; a medium interferes with the motion and adds a certain time to that. 
The possibility of movement throu h a void is made credible by Phtloponus’ 
understanding of projectile motion. After a splendid satire on shooting arrows 
and hurling stones by making a great fanning motion in the air behtnd them, 

l3 

81. Pines, ‘Omne quod’, pp. 42-47 [COL h%s, 11, pp. 239-2441. Badawi, Ari@, has the Ar. 
text at pp. 253-277; see pp. 253-257. Pines cites a further passage by Alexander relevant to 
internal movers, from the Commentaly on De caelo I1 (preserved by Simplicius, Comm. 

82. For the thought of Philoponus in all fields, his sources, and his influence, see R. Sorabji, 
(ed.), Philoponus andthe Rejection ofATioteLian Science, London, 1987 (and in it, not least Sorabji’s 
summary article, ‘John Philoponus’, pp. 1-40), and the refs. given there; and Koenraad 
Verrycken, ‘The Development of Philoponus’ Thought and its Chronology’, Ch. 11, 
pp. 233-274, in Richard Sorabji (ed.), Aristotle Transformed: the Ancient Commentators and their 
InJuetzce, London, 1990. 

83. Philoponus on the void, projectile motion, and related topics: Sorabji, ‘John Phtloponus’, 
cited in the preceding note, pp. 7-16; Sorabji, ‘Infinite Power Impresse: the Transforma- 
tion of Aristotle’s Physics and Theology’, Ch. 9, pp. 181-198, in Sorabji (ed.), Aristotl‘e 
Transformed (cited in the preceding note); and Zimmermann, ‘Impetus’ (helpful also on 
Philoponus himself, although the analysis of scientific teachings is not always adequate). 
Important matter in works by Pines, ‘Etudes’, pp. 12-14 and 3841; ‘Un prkcurseur’; and 
‘Omne quod’; Richard Sorabji, Matter, $ace and Motion: lheories in Antipig and Their Sequel, 
London, 1988, Ch. 14; Clagett, The Science of Mechanics in the Middle Ages, Madison, 
Wisconsin, 1959 [abrev. S m ,  pp. 433435, 508-510, 546-547, and passim. Wolff, in 
Sorabji (ed.), Philoponus, and for further information, his Geschichte, both cited above in 
n.75. The passages of Philoponus on impetus are primarily from Bk. IV of his P&sics’ 
Commentay Johannes Philoponus, Commentaria in Aristotelis Pkysiconlm libros.. . , ed. 
Hieronymous Vitelli, 2 vols., Berlin, 1887-1988 [Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, XVI- 
XVIq, pp. 195,639442,644 and 678-684. Eng. trans. of most of the relevant text from 

P&S~COTZN~, Op. cit., p. 1219:3-10). 
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Phdoponus claims that ‘[it is] necessary to assume that some incorporeal motive 
force (kin&ike tis dunamis asomatos) is imparted by the projector [directly] to the 
projectile and that the air set in motion contributes either nothng at all or else 
very little to ths motion of the projectile’. The motive force imparted to the 
prryectde makes it self-moving in the direction of the force. There is ‘no need of 
any agency external to the projector’; in particular a moving medium is not 
required. The incorporeal motive force transferred to the projectde is the ear- 
liest example of an ‘impetus’ in the technical sense I have defined.84 

The impressive motive force gradually weakens and disappears, simply 
through moving the projectile over a distance, whether or not there is a resisting 
medium.85 The commonly drawn analogy with heat may lie behind ths view, 
but what appears in the text is an incomplete analogy with sunlight shining 
through a transparent, coloured object onto a surface beyond. The surface 
becomes coloured, but the intervening medium does not; therefore, certain 
powers/capabdities can reach bodies from other bodies in an incorporeal way. 
Elsewhere, the main discussion of this optical phenomenon states that the ac- 
tion of colour (like that of mechanical force) weakens with distance: The Arabic 
paraphrase gives additional emphasis to the colour analogy.86 

Philoponus made his doctrines clearer than Alexander’s, especially when, 
in the case of inanimate bodies, he explicitly equated ‘internal mover’, ‘natural 
inclination (rhop)’ and In the end, Phloponus applied the concept 
of an active, internal mover in all domains of dynamical theory.@ His re- 
volutionary dynamical gJtem, however, had no influence in the Islamic (or 
Western) Mddle Ages. The grander theory was achieved only in Philoponus’ 
Christian theological treatise on the creation of the world, written thirty to 
forty years after the Ph_ysics Commentay; this later work, the De op@cio mundi, 
was not transmitted. 

pp. 639-642 and 678-684 are provided in Cohen and Drabkin, ASource Book in Greek Science, 
pp. 221-223 and 217-221 (largely repeated in Clagett, at the pp. just listed); the main material 
is also found in Walter Bohm (trans.),Joannes Pbil0ponu.r. Azlsgewahlte Scbrifn, Munich, 1967. 

84. M.I. Cohen and I.E. Drabkin, A Sozlrce Book ..., op. czt., pp. 639-642 (Eng. trans. listed 
above in n. 83); quotations, p. 642 (Gk. text), Cohen and Drabkin (trans.), p. 223. 

85. Philoponus, Comm. Ph_ys., op. cit., p. 644; cf. Pines, ‘Etudes’, p. 40. 
86. Philoponus, Comm. Phy., op. cit., p. 642:9-18; Eng. trans., p. 76 in S. Sambursky, ne 

Ph_ysicaal D%dd of Lafe Antiquig, London, 1962. Eng. trans. of the Arabic version, with 
comment, in Lettinck, Aristotle’s Phjjsics, pp. 330-331. For the main, optical account, 
Philoponus, Commentaria in Aristotelir D e  anima liEros, ed. M. Hayduck, Berlin, 1897 
[Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, Xv], 334:40-335:7; cf. R. Sorabji, ‘John Philoponus’, in 
Sorabji (ed.), Philoponus, pp. 29-30. 

87. Cf. esp. Philoponus, Comm. PLys., op. dt., p. 195:24ff. Hipparchus’ work must also have 
been known to Philoponus. 

88. R. Sorabji, ‘John Philoponus’, in Sorabji (ed.), Philoponus, pp. 7-1 1, provides a convenient 
summary; also Pines, ‘Omne quod’, pp. 48-51 and 54 (the view of Philoponus’ relation to 
Alexander here is controversial). 
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In the Islamic world, impetus theory was fully expounded for the first 
time, it appears, by Ibn Sins. The Baghdad school knew the teachings of 
Philoponus on projectile motion: the important parts of the Arabic abridge- 
ment of Book IV of his Commena? on the Ph_yssics are found in the Leiden MS. 
But the Baghdad scholars were opposed to such an attack on the Aristotelian 
system, although they were not against an active internal mover in natural 
motion, as with Alexander. Perhaps surprisingly, al-Farsbi seems to have held 
the same views.89 He rejected at least part of Philoponus’ treatment of violent 
motion; the reports that he made use of a concept of impetus are based on the 
c@zin al-maSa’d, a work which should not be attributed to al-Fargbi but to Ibn 
Sing (or a later summarizer). 

The ideas of Phdoponus were well-known to Ibn Sins, but he proceeded 
independently: he rejected void space as even a theoretical possibility, pro- 
duced a complicated schema of internal movers and modified Philoponus’ 
impetus theory of projectile motion in accord with hs own physical system. 
Ibn SinP’s main analysis of the movement of projectdes (here, explicitly, as in 
Plato, objects rolled as well as thrown) starts by reviewing several earlier 
explanations. These are not attributed, and Ibn Sing’s short account is a 
complex one, and quite rich; it deserves more careful attention than it has 
received .90 

The first two explanations are found (more or less) in Aristotle, Physics 
IV.8, and gve the medium the essential role; nothing is said in either case of 
the transferable power-to-move-a-further-thing of Ph_yssics VIII.10. The 
medium-as-mover theories are refuted. The third explanation is that of 
Philoponus, retrospectively applied to Hipparchus’ example, it seems, and Ibn 
Sins also refutes the theory of Phdoponus - insofar as it speaks of an im- 
pressed or transferred power/”r~e.~~ Ibn Sing believes that a projectde accel- 

89. On the Baghdad school, primarily: Lettinck, Aristotle’s physics; and Lettinck (trans.), 
philoponus. On Aristotle’s physics, pp. 2-1 8 passim; Giannakis, philoponus; and Zimmermann, 
‘Impetus’. Also Pines, ‘Omne quod’; ‘Un prkcurseur’ (despite outdated conclusions); 
‘Etudes’, pp. 40 and 50-51 (partly dated); and, for al-Fsriibi, ‘Etudes’, p. 78. 

90. Sh@: physic$, Cairo ed., pp. 324-328 in IV.14. (AU the secondary sources I cite here refer 
to the Tehran lithographed edition of the Shzf2i’for the physics. I have supplied page refs. to 
the Cairo ed. which does not indicate the old Tehran pagination). See Pines, ‘Etudes’, 
pp. 41-48 and 54-58; Clagett, SMMA, pp. 510-512; and Hasnaoui, ‘Dynamique’, 
pp.108-113. Pines waved his hands over the objections to what must have been 
Philoponus’ theory; Clagett took up the difficulties of only a small part of Ibn Sins’s 
presentation; Hasnaoui, considering only the first of Pines’ discussion and not mentioning 
Clagett, dealt with most of the text but not always satisfactorily; and Zimmermann, not 
mentioning either Clagett or Hasnaoui, waved Pines’ hands again. 

91. Quwwa mustafida, an ‘acquired power’, representing Gk. dunamis endotheisa. The Ar. 
paraphrase of Philoponus’ Commentaty in the Baghdad physics at physics IV.8,216all (p. 371 
lines 21-22, in Badam-, ed. Aris&&ihs. AI-TabTa, I), uses guwwa and the verb, tabqfala, to 
be obtained. The attack may also be aimed partly against Aristotle, physics VIII.10. 
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erates when it is released by the thrower - as Aristotle also thought (De caelo, 
11.6). So an account in terms of a qzlwa, whch must continually weaken, Ibn 
Sing finds unacce~table.~’ 

After disallowing the transferred-qzlwwa interpretation, Ibn Sin% turns to a 
theory from MuCtazalite kalzm. Probably owed to Abii ‘Ah al-Jubbn‘i and his 
son, Abii Hashim, it was adopted also by some Ashcarites, notably al-B?iqilli%ni 
(d. 404/1013). Here, a thrown object undergoes discontinuous movement, 
with a continuing ‘propensity’ (i‘timd) that carries on in the next atom of time 
by an ‘engendering’ (tawallzld). The i‘timcid is in a particular direction and may 
be inherent (‘l~+~z’, in movements related to lightness or heaviness) or 
‘brought in’ (mzljtdl’ab, in all other movements). The parallels with natural and 
violent mql are clear; but the radical differences imposed by atomic time must 
not be forgotten.93 

That analysis is rejected, too, and Ibn Sing then constructs his own im- 
petus theory, a revision of Philoponus’. Ibn Sin2 replaces qzlwwa by mql(= Gk. 
rhapf, ‘inclination’ or ‘tendency’), which refers now to an active internal prin- 
ciple of movement. In this instance, the movement is ‘violent’, and there is a 
‘violent mql’ - a mql qase. Philoponus had no corresponding ‘violent rhopf’ . 
Rhopc/mql does not appear frequently in Phdoponus’ commentaries, but only 
in connection with ~atzlralmotion.~~ (Remember also Alexander’s natural mql; 
cf. p. 319 above.) 

Motivated by his precise and elaborate system-budding and encouraged by 
those few indications, Ibn Sing rejects qzlwwain favour of mql. Slips occur, and a 
‘qzlwa’ can be left standing in a passage relating to projectile motion; but in Ibn 
Sing’s strict usage, a qzlwwa is more basic: a mqlis usually generated or implanted 
by a qzlwa, whch acts as an essential component of a form or In pro- 

92. H e  talks further about this suppositious acceleration when he returns a little later to the 
best medium-as-mover explanation; cf. Pines, ‘Etudes’, pp. 56-58, and Hasnaoui, 
‘Dynamique’, pp. 109-112 and nn. Even in the Renaissance a leading mathematician and 
scientist, Niccolb Tartaglia (d. 1557), thought he saw such an acceleration when he 
observed cannon being fired. 

93. Pines, ‘Etudes’, pp. 42-46; Hasnaoui, ‘Dynamique’, pp. 108-109 and nn. Their principal 
source is the EtZb al-MawZqzjJ ‘ih ul-kalZm of ‘Adud al-Din al-iji (d. 1355). 

94. Besides the texts themselves, see Zimmermann, ‘Impetus’, and Pines, ‘Un prtcurseur’. In 
Ishnq’s translation of Aristotle, P&cs IV.8, and in the commentary of Philoponus on that 
chapter in the Baghdzd Bysics, mql does not appear; rhopi at 21 6al3 in Aristotle becomes 
w a p  (‘weight’) (Aris$@is, al-Tabi‘a, ed. Badawi, ad. loc.). In general, for textual matters 
relating to the Arabic By5ics and Bysics commentaries, try Lettinck, Aristotle’s PXysics, and 
Giannakis, Philoponus. 

95. See Pines, ‘Etudes’,~. 51 andnn. 210 and21 1, and pp. 52-54 andn. 215.Al-Liikari(a student 
of student of Ibn Sina’s) in his abridged paraphrase of the account in SbzjZ; Bysics 11.8, 
replaces q m w a  ‘aradiyu (‘accidental force’; ed. Cairo, p. 132, line 17) by mgdgbafib (extrinsic 
mql) as the cause of projectile motion; this gives confidence that Ibn Sin2 is presenting the 
same theory he does later on. See also Bk. IV Ch. 12 (ed. Cairo, p. 315, lines 1 and 3). 
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jecule motion, Ibn Sing has the action of the projector cause a ‘violent 
inclination’ of a particular strength and direction in the projectile. The medium 
is only a resistance, not a mover. The motion of a projecule continues as the’ 
result of the mqylwithin it. This physical tendency to move is the actual efficient 
cause of the movement and is the internal instrument of the initial, external 
moving force (qzwwu mzl,ham%u) in the projector. In natural motion, the nature 
(tubi‘u) of the moving body is the principle (mubdu’) of the (natural) mql, and the 
mqyl is the immediate mover of the body; thus ‘violent mqyl’ as the incorporeal 
internal mover of a violent movement is parallel to the natural mqylgenerated by 
the nature (tubi‘u) of a body in natural 

Mql in a moving body becomes manifest when the body pushes against 
an obstacle, and it is sensed when one tries to bring to rest a body that is in 
natural or violent rr~otion.~’ The strength of a mqlqustfvaries according to the 
weight of the moving body, Ibn Sing says, without mentioning rapilty of 
movement in ths connection. 

Ibn Sing’s may] qustf is intrinsically permanent, presumably on ontologcal 
grounds.9* The impressed force of Phdoponus, hs ‘impetus’, was self- 
expending, even in a void. And for hm, void space was unproblematic 
(although non-existent). In Ibn Sing’s system, an uctzd’ everlasting mqyl qustf 
must be made impossible, so that there can be no violent movement that 
continues for ever (a thing whch is not seen and whch would require a force 
of infinite duration). Therefore, Ibn Sing’s violent mql has to be destroyed by 
the resistance of a medium (or by cohsions). So a void - where there are no 
cohsions and no resistance - cannot exist. 

Mqylis of three hnds in Ibn Sing’s physics: violent (gusri), whch w e  have 
been examining; natural (tubi‘f), the sort most widely accepted; and psychc 
(nafsni), that which is impressed or generated in the parts of a living body in 

96. Ibn Sin% on mayLin general and on mqdqas~in particular: Clagett, JIAhM4, pp. 510-514; 
Pines, ‘Etudes’, esp. pp. 41-62, and addenda, pp. 93-94; and Hasnaoui, ‘Dynamique’. 
Hasnaoui points out a pioneering Egyptian paper on Islamic dynamics: A%’ aL$zLcisfa al- 
isLZm~y~~~fi-L-bara~a, Cairo, 1943. SbfZ’: Plysics. Bk. I, Ch. 5, for the place of mayLwithin Ibn 
Sing’s natural phdosophy (also 111.10); for mdJilas such IV.9; and primarily for natural may!, 
IV.12 and IV.13; for violent motion and mqLqasn11.8 (for the void: second half, ed. Cairo, 
pp.132-136), IV.8, and of course, W.14. For the nature (tubTa) of a body as the principle 
(mabh’) of (natural) mqL, cf. SbqZ’: Generation and Corrzrption, ed. Cairo, pp. 130-131, esp. 
131, lines 3ff; for mqL as the immediate principle of movement (mabda’ qunb li-1-baraka), 
Sbfii’: Pbyssics 111.10, ed. Cairo, p. 231, lines 5-9. 

97. Sbfi’: Pbysics IV.8, ed. Cairo, p. 298; and IV.14, ed. Cairo, pp. 324-325. 
98. The arguing for the permanence of violent mglin Sb@: Pbyszcs 11.8, ed. Cairo, p.133, the 

main passage on the problem, is indirect and problematic; cf. Pines, ‘Etudes’, pp. 52-55 
and Hasnaoui, ‘Dynamique’, pp. 112-113. The violent mqlshould be destructible onb by 
external resistance: Pines (‘Etudes’, p. 54) seems mistaken when he says that it can be 
destroyed also by natural may- but see below. 
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2.24 A page from Ibn Sing’s al-Sh@’ (De anima) 
which is part of a maqda on motion. 

Ibn Sing discusses projectile motion, force, movement and velocity 
0 Bodleian Library, Oxford (MS. Pococke 125, fol. 87v) 
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actions initiated by a Only one kind of mqI can be present in a body at 
once.100 Ibn Sin3 does suggest that a mqL can accumulate in a non-active or 
latent condition in a body: for example, a natural downward mqIin a heavy 
body moving upward (the nature of a body, of course, is always present); or a 
violent mqI in a heavy body which nine men are trying but failing to move and 
which then is moved when a tenth man joins in.”’ In an indirect sense, then, 
a violent mqIcan be destroyed by (the increase of, another mqI. Yet only one 
mqIcan be active at once; the other(s) cannot act through time as the resistance 
of a medium does. 

Acceleration in natural motion is Ibn Sinii’s other application of mqLin 
dynamics. The natural mqL generates one mqL after another (al-mqL ba‘h I- 
mqI), and these accumulate (any ambiguity is removed by the intrinsic per- 
manence of Ibn SinZs mql); thus the motion is intensified. There is a passage, 
only recently noticed, in the Generation and Comption of the Sb@’ whch uses 
the accumulation of mqI in naturally accelerated motion as a com arison in an 
appeahng, if wrong, explanation of the heating up of a body. t is re- 
markable how often local motion and heat/heating [bar, barZra] are linked in 
the Sb@’ - and how persuasive, in an Aristotelian way, heat is in Ibn Sinii’s 
natural philosophy.) 

Later Islamic thinkers who became involved with the dynamics of mql 
and made use of Ibn Sing’s writings include Abu-1-Hasan Bahmanyar b. al- 
Marzubiin (d. 460/1067; a main disciple of Ibn Sinii), who presented hs own 

Po2 (I 

99. Hasnaoui, ‘Dynamique’, pp. 103-108; a systematic and helpful presentation of the 
species of mql. Also Pines, ‘Etudes’, esp. pp. 48-50; but, working from MSS. and the 
Tehran litho. ed. of the .ThfZ’, and aiming towards Abu-1-Barakat, Pines missed more 
than one might hope. (Clagett, Sltl(nlA, has a brief discussion at pp. 512-514). 

200. As with the permanence of violent mqY, the restriction to a single mqlin one body or 
member at one time does not seem compelling. Any mqY, however, must be towards or 
around a definite thing or point (e.g. Sh@ Physics IV.9, ed. Cairo, pp. 298ff); and in an 
aside relating to the natural mql of an essentially light body, Ibn Sins states that a may1 in 
relation to the @a (‘form’) of that body resembles a nialuka wa-qunya, an enduring or 
permanent state or condition [=Gk. hexis, Lat. babitus] (Jblf.”: Physics IV.10, ed. Cairo, 
p. 307, 11, 16-17; cf. Hasnaoui, ‘Dynamique’, p. 113). 

101. Pines, ‘Etudes’, pp. 49, 52-55 (as above); and 56-61,passim, esp. pp. 60-61 (ignored by 
Hasnaoui). See ShfZ’: Physics IV.8, ed. Cairo, pp. 294-295 (295:4-9, for the ‘tenth man’). 

102. Pines could cite only one passage where Ibn Sin% used mqlto explain acceleration: SbfZ’: 
De caelo, 3 (ed. Cairo, p. 17; cf. ‘Etudes’, pp. 61 and 94), and he originally thought that 
Abu-1 Barakat was the pioneer in this matter. Hasnaoui, in ‘Dynamique’, pp. 113-1 17 and 
nn., lists two more passages where acceleration appears in the Sh@? another important 
one from the De caelo (Ch. 6 ;  ed. Cairo, p. 48), and the one that compares heating and 
acceleration, from the Generation and Comption (Ch. 12, ed. Cairo, pp. 176-177; Fr. trans., 
Hasnaoui, pp. 116-117). The comparison with heating was probably motivated by 
Aristotle’s remarks on heat at Generation and Corruptioiz, I:9,327a2-6. Hasnaoui also gives a 
Fr. trans. with comments of a passage on natural acceleration from Ibn Sina, KtZb al- 
AhbZbathZt (Hasnaoui, p. 115; text, ed. Badawi, Ariitw ‘indal-C,4rab, 11, p. 160). 
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Avicennan philosophy in fit& al-Tab& and Abu-1-‘Abbiis al-Fad1 b. 
Muhammad al-Lfikari (probably not ‘Lawkari’) ( fl. c. 473/1080; a pupil of 
Bahmanyiir), whose clear, consistent and concise paraphrase of much of the 
Shzj7, the &tZb Bay& al-baqq wa-mT@n al pi@, has been used above. Four other 
readers of Ibn Sinii, opponents in the main, were al-Ghazdi (for dynamics, the 
MaqZfid al$aLZs$a, his summary of falssafa>; Abu-1-Barakiit al-Baghdiidi (see be- 
low); Fakhr d-Din al-Riizi, in hs commentary (Barb) on Ibn Sinii’s hbZnit and 
in al-MabZbith al-mashriq&ya (he was an important student of fals4a7 although 
his grasp of projectile motion was flawed); and Shams al-Din Muhammad b. 
Mahrnfid al-Shahrazfiri (fl. early thirteenth century; an ishrZqT, taught by al- 
Suhrawardi [d. 587/1191]), in al-Shajara al-ilZhzjya. Nasir al-Din al-Tcisi was the 
first effective champion of Ibn Sinii’s philosophy (includmg physics) for over a 
century, most directly in his commentary on the hbZnit (ed. Sulaymiin Dunyii, 
Cairo, 1958-1960; repr. 1971); he was followed by the great Eastern 
Monophysite (Jacobite) thinker, Abu-1-Faraj b. al-‘Ibri (Bar Hebraeus; d. 685/ 
1286). In later centuries, Ibn Sinii’s most prominent adherent (in part) was 
Sadr al-Din al-Shiriizi; lus @/&mat al-isbraq and al-AfZr al-arba ‘a included dy- 
namics. O3 

Abu-1-Barakiit al-Baghdgdi, a convert to Islam from Judaism, needs 
further comment. H e  was an independent philosopher in the Greek tradi- 
tion, who used John Philoponus, al-Riizi (Rhazes) and al-Bifini, in addition 
to Ibn Sin3 and other mainstream fal&$a. By no means obscure (physician 
to caliphs and sultans, with the honorific Awbad al-xam&), he disputed 
against ‘Umar al-Khayyiim, and had a great acknowledged influence on 
Fakhr al-Din al-Riizi. His use of mayl in dynamics is as impressive as Ibn 
Sinii’s. Abu-1-Barakiit’s discussion of impetus theory appears in the main 
treatise that he wrote, the EtZb aL-Mu‘tabar, which is arranged in the same 
way as the Sh$2 - the better to refute it! Abu-1-Barakiit adopts a violent 
mql that is self-expending and thus intrinsically temporary - in the spirit of 
Philoponus, although there is no reversion to a quwwa. (Like Philoponus and 
al-Riizi, he also accepts, in principle, the existence of extended void space.) 
A body is allowed to have more than one (active) mql at once, in Abu-l- 
Baraknt’s theory, and the mqls can act with or against one another in pro- 
ducing motion. Contrary mqls destroy each other, and mayl is worn away by 
the resistance of a medium. This is a considerable improvement on Ibn 
Sinii’s dynamics, although new ontological difficulties are raised. An account 
of natural acceleration that is different from Ibn Sinii’s and somewhat fuller 

103. For the post-Avicennan authors on impetus (including some who are not mentioned 
here, esp. theologians) see first Pines, ‘Etudes’; also idem, ‘Quelques tendances 
antipkripattticiennes de la penste scientifique islamique’, i%al&, 1937-1939, 1940, 
pp. 210-219; and, for al-Shahrazei on violent mqL, see idem, mqyl: ‘Augustin’, pp. 19-21 
[Coll. W k s ,  11, pp. 406-408]. 
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also emerges from Abu-1-Barakat’s investigation. In a natural motion, a body 
acquires successive and accumulating natural (tab?‘?) mayh, and thus it ac- 
celerates. The accumulating mqh, and the acceleration, arise from a constant 
force/power which is (I infer) a component or aspect of the heavy or light 
natzlre of the body. That power must also be the ori in of the finite and 
determinate motion the body would have in a void. 

In the medieval Latin West, the first full presentations of an advanced 
impetus theory of projectdes (and of natural acceleration) appeared rather 
suddenly, in the fourteenth century, in works by two famous phdosophers 
connected with the University of Paris: Jean Buridan (c. 1329-6. 1358) and 
Nicole Oresme (c. 1320-82), one of Buridan’s students. The use of impetzls 
in (very largely) the same way that Ibn Sin2 used mq1 seems to have begun 
with Buridan. In parallel with Ibn Sin2 and Abu-1-Barakiit, Buridan adopted 
a permanent impetus, whereas Oresme’s was self-expendmg. The treatment 
of projectiles and natural acceleration through impetus became normal in 
the Latin tradition down to the time of Galileo and his disciple Torricelli.lo5 

The mature Latin tradltion of impetzls must have sprung from Avicenna 
(Ibn Sin%). There is no suggestion that Phdoponus or Abu-1-Barakiit was 
avadable. But the only material in Ibn Sin% with the appropriate vocabulary and 
enough detail to lead to Buridan’s hgh level of analysis is in Book IV of the 
Ph_ysics of the Sh@’, and no Latin translation of Book IV is known.”‘ No 

1 O F  

104. For Abu-1-Barakgt’s text, use Mu‘tabar, ed. Yaltkaya. The basic study is Pines, ‘Etudes’; 
pp. 68-74 for simultaneous inherence of mqls and for acceleration. See also Pines’ arts. in 
DSB (esp.) and EIz, both under Abu-I-BarakHt, and Clagett, SAfAL4, pp. 513-514 and 

105. On the impetus doctrines of Buridan and Oresme and their history, see Clagett, S3hM4, 
Chs. 8 and 9. The classic study of Latin impetus and its (non-)background in Islam, or 
anywhere else, is A. Maier, Zuei Gmndprobleme der scholastischen Naturphilosophie (3rd ed., w. 
addns., Rome, 1968), Pt 2, Die Impetustheorie (originally published as D i e  Impetustheorie 
der Scbolashk, [vienna and Leipzig, 19401). Pines, ‘Augustin’, is important for the early 
background to Latin impetus theory. E.A. Moody, ‘Galileo and Avempace: the 
Dynamics of the Leaning-Tower Experiment’, Journal of the Hstory of Ideas, 12, 1951, 
pp. 163-193 and 375422, is still helpful on impetus as it reached Galileo and Toricelli 
(second half of art., passim), and is a valuable source for much of medieval and 
Renaissance dynamics - but the historical account of force laws is not acceptable. On the 
science of motion as a whole in the Latin Middle Ages, see Clagett, SAfiL4, and John E. 
Murdoch and Edith D. Sylla, ‘The Science of Motion’, Ch.7 in D.C. Lindberg (ed.), 
Science in the Mida’le Ages, Chicago, 1978; or at a more introductory level, E. Grant, P%ysical 
Science in the Middle Ages, New York, 1971; repr. Cambridge, Ch.4, ‘The Physics of 
Motion’, or Grant’s ne fiundations ofModwn Science in the Afiddle Agu, Cambridge, 1996. 

106. The connection between Buridan and Ibn Sins again presents conceptual/linguistic 
problems of the same sort as those of dunamis/quwwa and rhopF/mqlthat were found with 
Ibn Sin% and Philoponus. On the Lat. trs. of ShW Pbsics and their MSS, see M.-Th. 
d’Alverny, ‘Avicenna Latinus’, Archives d’histoire dochinale et littiraire du Myen Age, 28, 
1961, pp. 284-291, and 30, 1963, pp.253-255. 

547-548. 
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other convincing sources have been identified, however, and it seems very 
likely that Buridan did have knowledge of Ibn Sina’s full theories - perhaps 
transmitted via Catalonia. 

Dynamics in the Islamic West: motive force and movement 
At the same time that Abu-1-Barakat was flourishing in Baghdad, different and 
equally remarkable work in dynamics was being done by Ibn Biijja (Avempace) 
in Islamic Spain. This did not concern impetus, however: in the Islamic West, 
impetus theory, although known, had little support. Ibn Biijja and Ibn Rushd 
(Averroes) neither used nor liked it.107 

The relationship among movement, moving force and resistance had 
always been a major Aristotelian question in regard to boles in motion.lo8 
(No quest for ‘laws of motion’ of the sort found in classical physics was 
involved, although Aristotle’s account was quantitative, withn strict limits.) 
The work on force in relation to motion whch was done by Islamic writers 
outside Spain and Morocco is not very interesting; even Ibn Sing, who con- 
sidered the matter at the end of the P@.ric.r of the Shfz’, did not get very far - 
although he reported pertinent observations he had made and expressed some 
appropriate doubts about Aristotle.lo9 But in Western Islam, the analysis of 
forces in the production of movement was developed impressively by Ibn 
Bajja. 

A powerful and innovative theorizer in dynamics (as well as political 
science, ethics and psychology), Ibn Bgjja set out his dynamical ideas in a 
‘Commentary better, ‘Comments’, or ‘Notes’] on the P@sic.r’ (Shun&it uL-.rumZ 
aL-@bfrf’).l10 There he followed, where possible, Qusfg’s translation of 
Aristotle’s P@.ric.r with the commentary of Phdoponus, rather than Ishnq’s 
version and the Phdoponus source in the ‘Baghdad P@.ric.r’. Despite hts dislike 

107. In the Western Islamic world, impetus was employed only by al-Bitfiji (Lat. Alpetragius, 
fl. c. 1190), in his astronomy; but he did not influence impetus dynamics, it seems, either 
in Islam or in the Latin West. See Clagett, JMhU, pp. 514-515; Pines, ‘Etudes’, p. 78; 
and Zimmermann, ‘Impetus’, passim. 

108. Aristotle’s own principal account comes in Ph_YsicsVII.5; other relevant passages occur in 
Physics IV.8 and elsewhere in the corpzls, particularly in the De caelo. 

109. Bk. IV, second half of Ch. 15; ed. Cairo, pp. 331-333. 
110. Ed. Ziynda; the edition of choice, despite considerable flaws of production. 

Lettinck, Aristotle’s Ph_ysics, contains an ed. of the additional Ar. text from the 
rediscovered Berlin MS., which indicates Ziyada’s pagination, at pp. 680-769; and 
analysis of the text as a whole and a brief account of the content, pp.7-13, 21-22, 
34, and 677-679; and a detailed summary/paraphrase of the work, with discussions, 
pp. 35-638, passim. 
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-3 111 of Ibn Sinii, he probably used (sparingly) the Physics of the Jhga . Ibn Biijja 
sides with Philoponus against the view of Aristotle (and later, of Ibn Rushd) 
on why motion takes time. Resistance is not required for movement to occur, 
but only retards it: a finite motor produces a finte movement, and the 
traversing of a distance requires time in and of itself. So Ibn Biijja grants the 
possibrlity of natural motion and forced motion-by-contact in a vacuum, 
without concluding that an extended void exists - again like Philoponus. 
Nevertheless, he rejects impetus theory (as was noted). Instead, although he 
again has projectiles moved along by the medium, he creates a distinctive, 
often non-Aristotelian dynamics, which embraces natural and violent motion 
and constrained motion on an inclined plane.112 

The reconceptualizing of the basic dynamical relationships is what is so 
pleasing here. Ibn Biijja employs a unifying notion of ‘force/power’ (quwwa) 
almost entirely freed from connotations of potentiality. H e  introduces a concept 
of ‘fatigue’ (kald) in the action of forces, and he makes use of reactive forces. A 
thing moved, including a medium, reacts against its mover, he says. When one 
body is moving another (by contact), the force of the motor is greater; yet the 
motoris itself moved by the other body, and thus its force suffers fatigue. There 
are bodies so small that a motor does not suffer fatigue in moving them, how- 
ever; similarly, a particle of dust moves in the air without power to move itself 
downwards. The force of a motor also suffers an intrinsic fatigue, simply from 
the fact of being exerted through time. The force of a body suffers least fatigue 
in a natural motion, and there would be no fatigue in the natural motion of a 
body consisting of a pure element. On an incline, the rapidity with which [non- 
intrinsic] fatigue overtakes a descending heavy body is proportional to the angle 
between the line of descent and the perpendicular to the horizon. 

What particularly drew attention to this analysis was one of the conclusions 
that was reached. The resistance in water and the resistance in air to a moving 
stone are related to the ‘retardation’ of the motion and not to the motion as a 
whole, Ibn Biijja argues; the motions do not vary inversely as the densities of the 
media (as he believes Aristotle maintained). The Arabic term for ‘retardation’ 

111. Lettinck, Aristotle’s Bysics, pp. 12-13, 32; Zimmermann, ‘Impetus’, p. 126 (citing Pines) 
and p.128, n. 25, for Quq% vs. Y&y%. Pines, ‘Etudes’, n. 627 on pp. 67-68, for a 
probable use of SbzjZ’: Bysics IV.8 [NB.] (ed. Cairo, pp. 294-295); 6 Letdnck, AristoB‘s 
Ph_ysics, p .2. 

112. Pines, ‘Dynamique’; idem, ‘pbn] B%jja’,s.v. inL)SB;and idem, ‘Etudes’,pp. 15-18.Lettinck, 
Aristoth‘sBysics, pp. 20-22 (with caution) and see index; and idem, ‘The Transformation of 
Aristotle’s ‘PhysicalPhilosophy’ in IbnBajja’s Commentaries’, pp. 65-70 in E J. Ragep and 
S. P. Ragep (eds.), Tradition, Transmission, Transformation. Proceedings of two conferences 
held at the University of Oklahoma, (Leiden, 1996). Zimmermann, ‘Impetus’, p. 123 and 
nn. lO,ll,withcaution(onforceandmotion),andpp. 123-126 and 128 (motioninavoid, 
and the relationship to Philoponus). For the inclined plane, primarily Pines in ‘Dynamique’, 
pp. 447448. Also, in general, M. Ziyiida, neoy ofMotion and the Ar. trans. al-Haraka. 
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here is batJ, the Latin has tarditas (‘slowness’; or better, ‘falling behind’). 
‘Density’ and ‘resistance’ represent Arabic qawat al-itti& rendered in the Latin 
by continzlita-r; a literal English translation is ‘power of conjoinedness’, meaning 
‘[power of] cohesion’. This is nothing to do with density as ‘mass per unit 
volume’; it resembles viscosity and is physically the inverse of ~enetrability.”~ 

Ibn Biijja’s work in dynamics was exceedingly good, both in its penetra- 
tion and range; yet it had only limited success. Little known in the Islamic 
world, it was never developed either there or in Christendom. In the Christian 
West, no translations were made of the writings of Ibn Biijja as such, but his 
dynamical thought was reported quite fully in Averroes. 

Ibn Rushd, who made scant impact in Islam, became ‘the Commentator’ 
in the Latin West.’14 His dynamical thought appears in the commentaries he 
wrote on the Ply-rics and the De caelo, especially the Long Commentay on the 
Ply-rics (where he followed the text of Ishiiq). In dynamics, Ibn Rushd makes 
use of Alexander, Philoponus, al-Fiiriibi and Ibn Sing (at least the early parts of 
the P!-ric-r of the ShfZ’) - as well as Aristotle and Ibn Biijja. Although his 
dynamical theorizing is rarely of great interest, Ibn Rushd does depart from 
Aristotle in places. H e  adopts Ibn Biijja’s idea of ‘fatipe’, but not ‘retardation’; 
and in projectile motion, he roposes a resistance to being moved that is 
internal to the projectile itself. 8 5  

113. 

114. 

115. 

Ibn Biijja (Arabic): Lettinck,Aristot/e’s Physics, pp. 539-544 (on SbunihZt, op. cit., p. 135:lO- 
p. 147:6), esp. pp. 543-544 (144:l-16), for detailed summary, with comments, of the Ar. 
text of Ibn Biijja corresponding to the Lat. text in Ibn Rushd’s Long Comm. Phys. (op. cit., 
IV, fol. 160D12-G3). Ibn Biiija as reported by Ibn Rushd, Lat. only: Averroes, Long 
Comm. Pbys., op. cit., IV, fols. 158Cll-162C10; Edward Grant (ed.), A Source Book in 
MedieualScience, Cambridge, Mass., 1974, Document 44 (J’ysics, Bk. W, t.c. 71). 
For Ibn Rushd’s works: H.A. Wolfson, ‘Revised Plan for the Publication of a Corpus 
Commentariomm Auerroie in Aristotelem’, Speculum, 38, 1963, pp. 88-104 [repr. in Wolfson, 
Studies in the ffistoy of Philosophy and Rehgion, I, ed. I. Twersky and G. H. Williams, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1973, pp. 43M541; cf. the more recent, excellently organized general 
inventory by P. W. Rosemann, ‘Averroes: a Catalogue of Editions and Scholarly Writings 
from 1821 Onwards’, Bulletin de Philosophie Midiivale, 30, 1988, pp. 153-221. Besides the 
Lat. Commentaria magna on the PEysics (Long Comm. Pjysics; in IV), the reprinted ed. Junta of 
Aristoteli. opera cum Auerrois commentariis contains the Eqositio media (Mddle Commentay) of 
the Physics (Bks. 1-111, only; in IV); and Averroh in kh-0~ De caelo czIm eius textu commentarii 
(Long Commentary) and the Parapbrasis (Middle Commentay) of the De caelo (in V). For other 
eds. and trans., see the sect. ‘Dynamics’ of the Bibliography. Lettinck, Aristotle’s physics, 
provides detailed summaries with comments for Ibn Rushd’s Long, Middft? and Short 
Commentay’s on the J’ysics. 
Lettinck, Aristotle’s J’ysics, pp.2, 13-14, 21-22, 32, and pmsim. A great deal of the 
material of particular interest in the Long Comm. Phys. concerns Bk. W, note t.cc. 68-74 
and 82 (op. it. nT: 156b-l65a, 430a-431b). Grant, Source Book, Document 44, is Long 
Comm. Phys., Bk. IV, t.c. 71 (cited inn. 113 above); note also Grant’s Document 45, Long 
Comm. De caelo, Bk. 111, from t.c. 28 (Averroes, op. it., V 198C3-199(33), which considers 
aspects of projectile motion (with the medium as the mover). 
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In his Tractatas de propo&ionibm (1328), Thomas Bradwardme, a leading 
Oxford scholastic, reformulated the Aristotelian dynamical relationshps he 
had found in earlier writings, especially Averroes’. In Bradwardine’s own law, 
the velocity of a motion responded logarithmically (as we would say) to the 
ratio of the motive force to the resistance: squaring the ratio doubled the 
velocity; cubing, tripled it and so on.116 As with hnematics, so here, to a 
point. Bradwardine’s basic idea was available from three directions, and 
Islamic input had been crucial. The key work was al-IGndi’s EtZb E ma %fat 
qawZ-l-adw~a aL-marakkaba, on the strengths of compound medcines, where 
the physiological effect of a drug on a patient was related in the same 
‘logarithmic’ way to the ratio between the active qualities in the drug.’17 

Bradwardine’s tract was a byway of Islamic influence on dynamics. The 
main routes of such influence in the Christian West were direct ones: the 
commentaries by Averroes and others on the relevant works of Aristotle; the 
books of qgestiones on them; and, later on, standard university ‘textbooks’ 
(repon.dti0ne.r) of Aristotelian physics. Ibn Biijja’s and Ibn Rushd’s views on 
force in relation to motion entered immediately into the central current of 
Western dynamics and enriched the thinhng of scientists until the time of 
Galileo. ‘I8 

116. H. Lamar Crosby, Jr. (ed. and trans.), nomas ofBradwardine. H s  Tractatuis depropo&onibuis, 
Madison, Wisc., 1961. Cf. Moody, op. cif. in n. 105 above; Clagett, SIMM, pp. 436-444, 
465-494; Murdoch and Sylla, in Lindberg (ed.), op. cit. in n. 105 above, pp. 223-231 and 
nn . 

117. Trans. into Lat. by Gerard of Cremona as De tnedicinamm compositamm gradibus investigandiis 
l i b e h  (‘De gradibus’). It circulated in mathematical as well as medical MSS. of Gerard’s 
trs. (Grant, Source Book [cited in n. 113 above], p.38). Al-Kindi’s idea was spread also by 
Averroes’ opposition to it, in the Col&et, and the approbation it received from the noted 
physician, Arnald of Villanova (d.1311). See, first, Michael Mcvaugh, ‘Arnald of 
Villanova and Bradwardine’s Law’, his, 58, 1967, pp. 56-64. 

118. Clagett, SILU4, Ch. 12, pp. 673-682, andpassim; and E. Grant, ‘Aristotle, Philoponus, 
Avempace, and Galileo’s Pisan Dynamics’, Centaurus, 11, 1966, pp. 79-95. Avempace’s 
force law was not at all the same, or the same thing, as the force law of Giovanni Battista 
Benedetti (1530-1590) and the youngish Galileo, as Moody claimed (op. cit., n. 105 
above). Grant points out, in the art. cited here, that the genuine quantifiability of 
Benedetti’s and Galileo’s force law marks a major break in the tradition. Ibn Bajja figures 
prominently in the sixteenth century; see Charles B. Schmitt, ‘Philoponus ’ Commentary 
on Aristotle’s PYysics in the Sixteenth Century’, Ch. 12 in Sorabji (ed.), Philoponus, at 
pp. 21 9-226 passim. 
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Chapter 2.3(b) 

OPTICS: HIGHLIGHTS FROM 
ISLAMIC LANDS 

Elaheh Beirandish 

Among scientific subjects to be singled out from the Islamic Middle Ages 
for having left notable marks on the subsequent development of their 
dlsciplines, is the science of optics, or ‘ilm ul-munZ@ as it was called during 
its long and productive life in Islamic lands.’ And the hstorical period at 
the core of major developments in this field, the five hundred-odd years 
from the early third/ninth century, when the initial transmission of the 
corpus of ancient scientific and philosophcal texts into Islamic languages 
took place, through the late seventh/hrteenth century, which in many 
cases became the high point of intellectual activity in Islamic civilization, is 
a particularly notable half a millennium for optics. This is a period during 
which a decisive and lasting theory about the nature and manner of vision, 
which was the main subject of the field for some time, developed after a 
long period of discussion and debate. It is also a period when the domain 
of the field expanded from a primarily geometrical study of vision, to one 
into whch not just theories of light, mirrors, rainbows and shadows, but 
also psychology and physiology of visual perception and the applications of 
the study of vision, were integrated as common subjects of investigation. 
As the field came to turn from a branch of geometry into a discipline 
touching more and more upon natural philosophy, astronomy, anatomy and 
surveying, its methodology also left the purely geometrical mode to enter 
into practical and experimental realms.2 In effect, what emerged under the 
designation of muni~r from a subdivision of Greek geometry called optiku 
came to transform its parent field critically, and as it turned out almost 

1. See the article under ‘ManaTir, or ‘Ilm.al-man%$ by A. I. Sabra in En&ipaedia ofhlam 

2. O n  these developments, see A. I. Sabra, ‘Optics, Islamic’, in Dictionary ofthe Mddle Ages, 
New York, 1987, IX, pp. 240-247; see also E. Kheirandish, ‘Optics in the Islamic World’, 
in EncyCl0paed;a of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in Non-rnstern Cultures, 
Dordrecht, 1997. 

(EI2). 
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instantly, beginning with the initial translation of the main texts from one 
language to another. 

The notable developments in the disciplinary, theoretical and methodo- 
logical domains of the field are represented by a considerable number of 
compositions, whch took a long course and a variety of forms. Optics, like 
most branches of learning, entered the Islamic world primarily through Greek 
sources, in this case the Optika of Euclid (300 BC) and Ptolemy (second cen- 
tury AD), which are the two main Greek works on the subject. Initially, the 
field came to produce a number of compositions in Arabic, taking momentum 
almost immediately in the hands of the contemporaries of the translators of 
the Greek optical works composed centuries before. In the case of al-lQndi 
(d. c. 257/870), his main composition on the subject was further read in 
Europe together with related Latin translations, centuries after. In the mean- 
time, the discipline made a major leap in the fifth/eleventh century with the 
pioneering works of Ibn al-Haytham (d. c. 432/1040), the author of many 
works on the subject including the Optics in seven books (maqda),4 the out- 
standmg work with a decisive impact on later developments, now through 
Latin and Italtan translations and a printed ed~tion.~ Internally, a hgh peak was 
reached in over two centuries with the related works of the Persian mathe- 
matician, Kamd al-Din Fnrisi (d. 718/1318), whose commentary on Ibn al- 
Haytham’s Optics alone won hun local fame and an outstanding place in the 
history of optical research and experimentation.‘ 

3 

3. E. Kheirandish, ‘The Arabic “Version” of Euclidean Optics: Transformations as Linguistic 
Problems in Transmission’, in F. J. Ragep and S. P. Ragep (eds.). Tradition, Transmission, 
Transfornation: Proceedings of Two Conferences on Be-modern Science, Held at the Universig of 
Oklahoma, Tome 37, Leiden, Brill, 1996, pp. 227-243; see also the edition and translation 
of the Arabic version of Euclid’s Optics: ffitZb LJqkdis f; ikbtilq al-managr, by E. 
Kheirandish, Springer-Verlag, forthcoming. 

4. For the first three books, see A. I. Sabra, al-easan Zbn al-Haytbam, KtZb al-ManZ@: Books 1- 
II-IZII, Kuwait, 1983; A. I. Sabra, I h e  Optics ofBn al-ffqtbam, 2 vols., London, 1989 [a 
similar study of the other four books is forthcoming]. See also the article by A. I. Sabra, 7 h e  
Dictionary $Scien@c Biograpb [DSB], reprinted in A. I. Sabra, Optics, Astronomy and Logic, 
London, Variorum Reprints, 1994. For early classic works, see M. Nazif, al-ffasan b. ul- 
Haytbam, bubzitbubu wa-kusbz$ubu al-basanha, 2 vols., Cairo, 1942-1 943; M. Schramm, Zbn al- 
Hqtbams Wg xur Ph_ysik, Wiesbaden, 1963. 

5. The Latin translations were made with the titles Perspectiva or D e  qectibus in the late twelfth 
or early thirteenth century, and an Italian translation from the Latin, entitled ProJpettiva, in 
the fourteenth century. The printed edition is part of Risner’s Qticae tbesaums, published in 
1572. See Sabra, I h e  @tics offin al-ffaytbam, op. cit., 11, pp. Ixiv-lxxv. 

6. The date of F~si’s death as the year 718/1318 (rather than the more common, 720/1320) 
is taken from A. A. Qurbiini, FZrsi-nimab: Ehqiq dar Ahvd va Athar-i UtZd fimd al-Dn 
Firsf, Tehran, 1363 (=1984), p. 14, who argues for the former date based on a 
colophon in a manuscript of his Tanqfh al-man@@ li-dbawi al-abTZr wa-l-ba$ir in 
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2.25 Al-Hasan b. al-Haytham. Tabr% aL-mixmi~ara (an extract from ICitgb 
al-Maniizir according to Brockelmann, vol. I, 469) 1040-41 

0 Biblioth2que Nationale de France, Paris 
(MS. Ar. 2460, fol. 13) 
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Beyond these hghhghts, the Islamic optical tradition is represented by a 
considerable literature, largely unknown and much still in manuscript form, a 
literature which is far from being confined in its topical, local, temporal and 
linguistic boundaries, and no less limited in its potential for historical re- 
construction~.~ A number of surviving texts, composed in both Arabic and 
Persian, not only cover a wide range of topics from optics (man~@r) to its 
neighbouring fields, catoptrics (mar@?) and surveying (miszba), but also a large 
geographical area (from Baghdad to Calcutta) and a long historical period 
(from about a thousand to a hundred years ago).* 

Sources 
The classical period of the development of an optical traltion in Islamic lands, 
the period from the early &rd/ninth to the late seventhlthirteenth centuries, 
was enriched by the composition of a number of works in optics and related 
fields. The beginning of this period is marked by the preparation of the Arabic 
translations of related Greek works. These included not only the Arabic 
versions of the Optics of Euclid and Ptolemy, but also those of the related 
writings of Plato, Aristotle (c. 400 BC), and Galen (second century AD) among 
 other^.^ The earliest wave of texts originally composed in Arabic began almost 
as early as these translations, though some have not reached us. The name of al- 
Kin& (d. c. 257/870) alone is associated with numerous related works, from 
which one surviving as the Latin De aspectibzls,” and one attributed 

Mutahhari (Sipahsdzr) Library. On the scientific biography of Fesi, see the article by 
R. Rashed in DSB [under ‘Kamd al-Din...’]. See also Nazif, ‘Kamd al-Din al-Fi%risi 
wa-ba‘d buhuthihi fi ‘ilm al-daw”, Cairo, 1958. For an updated treatment of FPrisi’s 
Tan@, see the introductory sections of Sabra, 7 h e  @tics offin al-Hhytham, op. cit., 11, 

7. See E. Kheirandish, ‘The ‘‘Man%$’ Tradition through Persian Sources’, in Les sciences 
dans le monde persan, Tehran, Institut Franpis de Recherche en Iran (IFRI), 1998. 

8. E. Kheirandish, 7 h e  Arabic Mrsion of Euclid’s Optics: Kitrib Uqlidis~-i~btitqal-manazir, New 
York, Springer Verlag, 1999. 

9. For a general coverage of the Arabic traditions of the Greek writings, see D. C. Lindberg, 
Zheories of Ksionfrom al-Endi to Kqler, Chicago/London, 1976. Ptolemy’s work is the only 
one among these whose Arabic translation has not survived, though the Latin version of 
Admiral Eugenius of Sicily in the twelfth century is based on it. 

10. For the related works of al-Kindi as reported by Ibn al-Nadim, see his al-Fhrirt, ed. 
G. Flugel, 2 vols., 1871-1872, pp. 258-261, English translation by B. Dodge, 7 h e  Fihrist of 
lbn al-Nadim: A Tenth-Centuly Suruy ofMuslim Culture, 2 vols., New York/London, 1970, 
pp. 618-626. On De aspectibus, see A. Bjornbo and S. Vogl (eds.), Alkindi, lideus undPseudo- 
Euklid, pp. 4-42, German translation, pp. 43-69. On al-Kindi, see DSB. The full title, as 
reconstructed from the Latin translation, is De causis diversitatum aspectus et dandir 
demonstrationibus geometricis super eas, which may have had an original in the form, fi Val 
ikbtilq al-manizir, ma ‘a-l-baribin al-hadasbya lahi. 

pp. lxvii-lxxiii. 
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to him as 4lZb al-manZQr (Correction of Optics),” seem to be his most direct 
studies on the subject. Composed in the same era are a few relatively unknown 
works, one by a certain &mad b. ‘TsZ (c. 250/864?), with the title EtZbfbi al- 
ManZXir wa-l-maraz al-mz&iqa,‘2 whch is a combined treatment of optics and 
burning mirrors. Another work by Qus@ b. Liiqa (d. 287/912) is entitled EtZb 
fi ‘gal mZya ‘ridMj-l-maraZ min ikhtilgal-manZ@,13 this time bringing together 
the more commonly coupled topics of manZ@ and ma~32.’~ 

The centuries immediately following represent a variety in the form of 
compositions, from the al-MsZbZt al-manZ@+ya of Sin& b. Fa+ (c. fourth/ 
tenth cent~ry),’~ a surveying text based on Euclidean optics, to the related 
writings of Abii SaCd b. Sahl (c. 374/984) and Ibn al-Haytham whose works 
on optics proper belong more properly to the tradition of Ptolemaic Optics.“ 
Towards the closing centuries of the classical period, there is a progression 
from the Eb7iTy al-manZ@ of Nasir al-Din al-Tiisi (d. 672/1274),” and the 

11. This short piece survives, either complete or in the form of an extract, as an 
attachment to Tiisi’s Zbtfr al-manzer in many of the latter’s manuscript copies [at least 
20 such attachments, and one independent text]. For a critical edition and translation, 
see E. Kheirandish, Be Arabic Ersion of Euclid? Optics, I, pp. 225-229. 

12. According to its full title ‘in the tradition of Euclid’: EtZbjbi al-Man&$r wa-i-mar*d al- 
mubriqa ta’qAbmad b. ‘& ‘ala madbbab Uqkdisfi Val al-bqar. For the above dating and two 
manuscripts of this text in Istanbul, see Krause, ‘Stambuler Handschriften islamischer 
Mathematiker’, in Quellen und Studen yr Gescbicbte der Matbematik Astronomie und Pbysik. 
Berlin, 1936, p. 514. For a general description and reference to a transcription in Hebrew 
characters, see A. I. Sabra, Be Optics ofIbn al-Hqtbam, op. cit., 11, pp. 32, 36-37. See also 
Kheirandish, 7 h e  Arabic Mrsion OfEuclid? @tics, op. cit. 

13. The ‘Book on the Reasons for what Occurs in Mirrors on Account of the Difference of 
Aspects’, see Kheirandish, ibid. This text is not among Qusfii’s works listed in Ibn al- 
Nadim’s Fihrirt, op. cit. (Fliigel, p. 285, trans. Dodge, p. 695), or in the article in the DSB 
under Qusfii b. Liiqii, XI, pp. 244-246. 

14. Another early example of this combination is an apparently lost text by al-Kin& reported as 
Et& Risrilaubuftikbtil~manriXir ai-mir’Zt by Ibn al-Nadim, in his Fihrirt, op. it., ed. Fliigel, 
p. 258; trans. Dodge, p. 619. 

15. On the apparently unique manuscript in D& al-Kutub of Cairo, see D. A. King, ASuwy of 
the S~ent$ic Manusm$ts in the Egyptian National Library, Winona Lake, 1986, p. 39. For 
references to Siniin b. Fath, see Ibn al-Nadim, Ebrist, op. it., ed. Fliigel, p.281, trans. 
Dodge, p. 656; F. Sezgin, GAS, V, p. 301; GAS, VI, p. 207; GAS, VII, p. 406. 

16. On the related works of these authors, see R. Rashed, @@e et matbimatipes: Recbercbes sur 
l%ri.rtoire de la pensie scientifigue en arabe, London, Variorum Reprints, 1992; R. Rashed, 
Giometne et dioptnque au Xe siicle: Zbn Jab& al-Qubi et Ibn al-Hqtbam, Paris, 1993, pp. 53-56; 
A. I. Sabra, ‘Ibn al-Haytham’s Criticism of Ptolemy’s Optics’, in Jotrnal Of the ffutory of 
Pbilosopby, 4/2, 1966, pp 145-149. 

17. Tabtfr al-manvier li-Uqkdis, see MgmeF al-ra5’il, Hyderabad, 1358/1939, pp. 2-24; Revue L 
lktitut desManusm~sArabes (HM), 9, 1963, pp.252-290. On a lithograph edition and a 
list of over fifty manuscripts of Tiisi’s Zbtfr al-man&+r, see E. Kheirandish, B e  Arabic 
Mrsion of Euclid? Optics, op. it. 
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Ej~d al-man@- of a contemporary of lus by the name of Ibn Abi Jariida,18 to 
the Tanqib al-manzer of Kamd al-Din Farisi, the great commentary of Ibn al- 
Haytham’s &tZb al-Man@r, made accessible to him by lus teacher, Qutb al- 
Din Shirazi (d. 711/1311) who himself gave the subject a side treatment.” As 
a reflection of the topical breadth and the temporal length of the optical 
writings, there must also be mentioned a number of related titles from the 
classical period which contain the verbal root nagara or ra’2 (to see) - as 
opposed to nagara (to view) as in man&@ - to reveal their respective 
orientations. The list includes the Etzb al-BaSar wa-l-ba;ira (non-extant), once 
attributed to Thgbit b. Qurra (d. 289/9Ol),cawlj-l-ib@- wa-l-mubTar of Abu-l- 
Hasan al-‘Amiri (d. 382/992), Etab al-BasZ’irj ‘ilm al-manz~r of Kamd al-Din 
Fiirisi, and EtabqZq aL-ib@-on the related views of ‘Ah Qiishji (d. 879/1474).” 
By contrast, such titles as Ibn al-Haytham’s Fi w3at al--kaw&ib,21 or the 
anonymous Rzl3at al-sbajarj-l-mz’, employ the alternative expression (m3a) in 
their respective treatments of the appearance of stars in the sky and of the 
trees in water. Two short treatises by Nasir al-Din al-Tfisi, one in Arabic, 
called Risda j in ‘ik& al-shiv ‘Z‘Zt wa-in ‘$@hi, the other in Persian, simply 
Jhu‘Z‘, treat light reflection and deflection, again through medums other than 
air. 

Representing the nature of the field after the classical period, there are a 
22 

18. The fd name of the author according to the colophon is Muhammad b. SgWb Kamd al- 
Din ‘Umar b. Ahmad b. Hibatallsh. For the surviving unique manuscript of the text, see 
D. A. King, op. cit., p. 24. 

19. Shir%zi’s treatments of optical matters are scattered in the form of passages in three 
voluminous astronomical works: Mbqat al-idrik, al-Tu/$a al-shdujya (in Arabic) and 
IkbhjZrit-i Muxafari’ (in Persian). On the first two, dated 680/1281 and 684/1285 
respectively, see A. Sabra, D e  @tics oflbn al-ffqtbam, 11, p. 69. The third work, Ikbhjirit, 
can be dated after 680/1281, the composition date of Hbyatfor which this is said to be a 
Persian summary, and before Shiriizi’s access to Ibn al-Haytham’s @tics, i.e. after 6901 
1290; see E. Kheirandish, ‘The “ManH?ir” Tradition through Persian Sources’, op. it., note 
7 above. 

20. Thgbit b. Qurra’s non-extant work, Etib al-Bqar wa-l-bqrra, is listed in the article [under 
Thiibit] in DXB, 13, pp. 188-95, n. 93. On the other three [the first and third surviving in 
apparently unique manuscripts] and their full references, see E. Kheirandish, D e  Arabic 
firsion of Euclds @tics, op. cit. 

21. RzsilajTfi~at al-kawikib (A Treatise on Seeing the Stars), a text which also appears with the 
alternative title, RdsihjTmani$r al-kawikib; see A. I. Sabra and A. Heinen, ‘On Seeing the 
Stars, Edition and Translation of Ibn al-Haytham’s “Risda fi ru’yat al-kaw5kib” ’, ZGAK 
7, pp. 31-72. See also A. I. Sabra, ‘Psychology vs. Mathematics: Ptolemy and Alhazen on 
the Moon Illusion’, rep. in @tics, Astronomy and Logic, London, Variorum Reprints, 1994. 
On the anonymous text, see E. Kheirandish, D e  Arabic Mrsion ofEuclid’s @tics, op. it. 

22. The Arabic text is the better known of the two. For a brief description and English 
translation of it, see H. J. J. Winter and W. A. Arafat, ‘A Statement on Optical Reflection 
and “Refraction”’ Attributed to Nasir al-Din al-Tiisi’, his, 42, pp. 138-42. Also see 
E. Wiedemann, ‘Uber die Reflexion und Umbiegung des Lichtes von Nasir al-Din al-Tfisi’, 
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number of compositions starting from the early ninth/sixteenth century. The 
earliest is a long anonymous Persian treatise with the Arabic title, Esabab m3at 
al-as&’ wa- bq& al-mddhZhibfhi wa-bqcin m3at al-a&yd’j-l-mar@i al-ma;ni ‘a. 23 
Dedicated to another Ottoman sultan is an Arabic text by the ‘famous’ Taqi al- 
Din b. Ma‘mf (d. 994/1585), with another unique title, Nir hadqat al-ib;&wa- 
nir hadigat al-anxZr in three distinct sections on direct vision, vision by reflec- 
tion and refraction (m3at al-istiqima, +at al-in ‘ikzs and m3at al-in ‘it$ re- 
~pectively).~~ From further east into Safavid Persia come a series of optical 
texts starting with members of a distinguished family associated with the sur- 
viving ‘Mansfiriyya’ school in Shiriiz. Ghynth al-Din Mansfir Dashtaki (d. c. 
948/1541) reportedly wrote a Persian Rmilah dar ib;zr (a treatise on 
and from the pen of his son Muhammad b. Mansar, come some related writ- 
ings including a work on the rainbow and lunar halo (respectively, kamdn-i 
&stam and khaman-i mdh in Persian) covering current traditions (madhhab) on 
vision.26 At least two late sources in Persian bear the combined title, Man&@ ua 
marqd, one by Qiisim-‘Ali Qiiyini (c. 1072/1661), the author of a few unique 
texts on the theoretical and practical aspects of astr~nomy:~ another, by Qii@ 
Husayn Jawnpiiri (d. 1279/1867) as part of his well-known JZmi‘-i bahidur- 
khZnf:8 the latter with a historical table reveahng unknown titles by the likes of 

jabrbucbfir Photographie und Reprodukionstecbnik HaLe, 21, pp. 3844. On the Persian text, see 
E. Kheirandish, ‘The “Man%$ Tradition through Persian Sources’, op. cit., and on the 
problematic treatment of reflection and refraction, 7 h e  Arabic Mrsion oj”Etlcld> Optic., op. 
Lit. 

23. ‘On the Cause of the Visibility of Objects and the Explanation of Traditions in it and 
Vision of Objects in Constructed Mirrors’; the work is dedicated to sultan Selim I 
(r. 918-927/1512-1520). O n  the apparently unique manuscript of this text in Istanbul, 
the absence of any references to it, and the question of its anonymous author, see E. 
Kheirandish, ‘The “ManQir” Tradition through Persian sources’, op. cit. 

24. Dedicated to the Ottoman sultan Muriid I11 (r. 982/1574-1003/1595). For references to 
the text, see A. I. Sabra, ‘Optics, Islamic’, op. it., p. 246, and 7 h e  Optics dZbn aL-Hqtbam, 
op. cit., p. 72. For reference to a specific passage, see R. Rashed, Gomettie et diop@ue, op. 
cit., p. 234. 

25. ‘Treatise on Vision’: on the apparently unique manuscript of this text in ShirHz, the 
confusion regarding its current location, and references to the author and the list of his 
other works, see E. Kheirandish, ‘The “Maniizir” Tradition through Persian sources’, op. 
it. 

26. On references to the distinct traditions madbbab-i man@ and madbbab-i masbbir in ‘ilm-i 
man@@, as well as another composition, possibly by the same author, reported as d$i’, see 
E. Kheirandish, ibid. 

27. On the apparently unique manuscripts, Qiiyini’s Man&@ va mar32 and those of the 
astronomical works of himself and his teacher, Muhammad Husayn (c. 1072/1661), the 
son of Muhammad Biiqir Yazdi’ (c. 1047/1637), see E. Kheirandish, ibid. 

28. The author’s name also appears as Chawnpiiri or KarbalP. The text is also known as 
Maajtih/M@ib al-had. On the text and manuscripts of Jawnpiiri’s Man?$ va mar32 and 
its historical table, see E. Kheirandish, ibid. 
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2.26 A page from Taqi al-Din b. Ma‘riif s EtZb Nir badaqat al-ib@r 
wa-nir badfqat al-anxzr (notice his reference to a crystal, 
or ‘balhra’, through which distant objects can be seen) 

0 Bodleian Library, Oxford (Marsh 119, fol. 82v-83r) 
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al-Bmni, al-IChiizini and al-Tc~si.~~ Optical works of an even later period 
include two elementary texts in Persian, the RaJ‘ ul-bqur by RafF al-Din 
1Chii1-1 (d. 1294/1877) and Mun2Xir i t.unib@ub/ Tdnwir ul- ‘yzin by Turiib ‘Ah 
Gulandshahri and one in Arabic, Dj2’ ul-buG’ir by Karim b. Ibriihim 
I(irm%ni (c. 1268/1852):’ the supposed ‘criticism’ of Kamd al-Din’s Tanq$, 
the commentary, which was to widen the topical, theoretical and methodo- 
logical aspects of the field considerably. 

Developments 
The science of optics has not always been focused on what we now know as 
‘optical’ phenomena. Neither has it consistently included treatments of the 
most obvious topics from our present perspective, from lights, shadows, halos 
and rainbows, to mirrors and burning instruments. It has not even been a 
branch of physics until very recently. In ancient times, the domain of the field 
had been primarily sight, not light, and its method, mainly geometrical, rather 
than experimental. The shift in both areas is among major developments of 
the medieval Islamic period. For ancient Greek scholars, from the 
mathematicians such as Euclid and Ptolemy to the philosophers and 
physicians like Aristotle and Galen writing on related subjects, the focus of 
what was called optiku and classified under geometry was vision. And works 
entitled Qtiku, a term with close associations with the eye, dealt primarily with 
theories of vision, leaving the domain of the field largely determined by the 
relevancy of its subjects to what was long considered the ‘most noble of the 
senses’. Early Islamic scholars inherited ths particular orientation, which 
initially determined the focus of their own inquiries. But as optics began a long 
and dynamic career in the Islamic world, there was a conscious change in its 
scope and profile. This is reflected from the changing contents of the optical 
works of people like al-I*&, Ibn al-Haytham and al-Fiiriibi every few 
generations, as well as from relevant non-optical sources, such as fi@’ al- ‘.ulim 
(Enumeration of Sciences) of al-Fiiriibi (d. 339/950),31 containing sections on 
the science of man&@. With at least some of these works reaching European 
soil, the extended disciplinary boundaries left an immelate trace on 
subsequent developments of a field, now called perspectivu, to be largely 

29. The list includes other texts by the Banii Miisa, Mahm- and Abi Mansiir, and within the 
text, a Shah-i mander by Kamd al-Din Ynnus. For details and the manuscript folio of the 
table, see E. Kheirandish, ibid. 

30. The first two, Ray al-bqar composed in 1834-1835/1250, and Man&ir-i turzibgah macnSf 
bi tunwir al-‘y#n by Turgb ‘Ah b. Ghuliim-‘Ali Gulandshahri are [the latter with no dates] 
in C. Storey, Persian Literature, 2 vols., pt 1, pp.21, 100, and pt 3, pp. 455456; on the 
third, see E. Kheirandish, 7 h e  Arabic Hrsion OfEucld’S @hs, op. d. 

31. Abii NaSr al-Fnriibi, &~7al-~z/lZsm, ed. U. Amin, Cairo, 1931. 
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carried over to the seventeenth century when optics acquired its current name 
and general character. 

But the change in the scope of optics, including contributions from the 
Islamic world, was a gradual process. After the classical Greek texts on optics 
were translated into Arabic together with whatever was received from neigh- 
bouring  tradition^,^^ the resulted writings came to be divided into ‘il, al- 
man&jr (direct vision, or vision through air) and ‘ilm al-maTqZ (indirect vision, 
or Cision through mediums other than air). A long passage from FHriibi’s 
famous and influential al- ‘ulim shows that a century after the translation 
movements, optics was still considered to be concerned with ‘all that pertain to 
the object of vision’, but it was now ‘divided into two parts, the first of whch 
investigates what is visible through rectilinear rays, and the second investigates 
what is visible through non-recthnear rays, and this patter] is specially called 

century, the field was associated with such additions as the applications of 
vision to surveying and astronomy. The way in which optical works are cited in 
historical sources also says much about the perceived boundaries of the field at 
this early period. A work listed in Ibn al-Nadim’s (d. 380/990) EtZb al-Fihrirt 
as IGtZb Risdatubu ji ikhtil$ al-manZ@ among al-IGndi’s geometrical works 
(handa.ri~yZt)~~ is, for example, classified separately from other related writings 
under headings ranging anywhere from astronomical (n.y%m&yZt, falak3yZt) 
works to ‘sundry subjects’ (an~Z%yZt).~~ The changng disciplinary boundaries 
are also clear from what the authors themselves did or did not cover in their 
works. To be sure, the combination in a single work of the subject of vision 
with that of light and shadows (al-Kindi), mirrors (Ibn LGqii), even burning 
mirrors (Ibn ‘Is%) was not so uncommon. But these and other related phe- 
nomena were more commonly treated in independent works devoted to these 
subjects, sometimes by these very same figures.36 Thus theories of vision 

C’ zlm al-mar3~i.’~~ From ths same work, we gather that by the mid-fourthltenth 

32. On the Euclidean tradition, see Ezlclidis Optica, Opticonlm recensio Theonis, ed. J. Heiberg and 
H. Menge, Euclidir Opera Omnia, Leipzig 1883-1916, 7, pp. 1-121 ; P. Ver Eecke, Euclide: 
I’Optique et la Catophque, Pans, 1959; and E. Kheirandish, ne Arabic k’irsion of Euclid’s 
Optics, op. cif. On Ptolemy’s Optics, extract of a Latin translation from Arabic, see A. 
Lejeune, L’Optiqzle de Claude Bolimie dans la version latine d’apris I’arabe de I’imir Eugine de Side, 
Leiden, 1989. 

33. For the Arabic text of the section on optics, see &i’ aG‘ulim, op. it., pp. 79-83. For an 
English translation of an important passage, see A. I. Sabra, ne Optics oflbn a/-ffqtbam, 
pp. lvi-lvii, where it is viewed in the context of sources from Greek antiquity. On Fiwibi, 
see DSB, 6, pp. 523-525. 

34. Ibn al-Nadim, op. cit., Arabic text, p. 317, trans. p. 619. This may be a reference to the 
Arabic original of al-Kindi’s D e  qectibus, see note 10 above. 

35. On these works, most of which must now be considered lost, see Ibn al-Nadim, op. it., 
Arabic text, ed. Fliigel pp.317, 318, 320, trans. Dodge pp.618-661, 620, 625. 

36. For the independent works of al-Kindi and Ibn Liiqn, see the list of their respective titles in 
Ibn al-Nadim, op. cit. 
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2.27 Fig. 192 of the manuscript from Kamd al-Din al-Fiirisi’s 
Tangib al-rnanzp li-dham- al-abszr wa-l-ba@’ir 

(hs diagram for the explanation of the rainbow) 
0 Collection de la Bibliotheque des Langues Onentales, Pans 
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were ordinarily treated in geometrical texts in the tradition of Euclid and 
Ptolemy, but theories of light or of perception appeared in philosophical 
studies following Aristotle [as in Ibn Sinii, also known as Avicenna (d. 429/ 
1037) and Ibn Rushd or Averroes (d. 595/1198)], and the anatomy and 
physiology of the eye was discussed in medical works following Galen [as in 
the related texts of Hunayn b. Ishiiq (d. 260/877) and ‘Ubaydulliih Bakhtisha‘ 
(d. 478/1085)] .37 Ths meant that works with the expression al-Man.@r in 
their titles, corresponding to the Greek Optika, commonly covered phe- 
nomena primanly translatable in terms of vision and related topics and were 
similarly treated in what was their ‘proper place’.38 The rainbow commonly 
fell in the tradition of Aristotle’s Meteorology and especially its late Greek 
commentators, as in treatments of Ibn Sinii, though it was also covered in 
astronomical works as in the case of Qutb al-Din Shiriizi (d. 711/1311). 
Burning mirrors and lenses passed on from the traditions of Greek figures 
like Dioclese (second century BC) and Anthemius (sixth century AD), and for 
these subjects we have the example of Ibn Sahl.39 A study of shadows would 
be either treated in books called fitid al-Axld (books on shadows), or else 
composed separately as in the independent treatments of Thiibit b. Qurra and 
al-Biriir~i.~~ 

Ibn al-Haytham did expand his study of vision to include a discussion of 
what he considered to be appropriate to a ‘combined treatment’ (tarkfb) of 
mathematical and physical sciences as he phrased it.41 What he opted for, in a 
treatment which came to lay the foundations of the modern science of op- 
tic~:~ was to integrate not just discussions of the nature and behaviour of light 
or structure of the eye from the Aristotelian, Euclidean and Galenic traditions 
respectively, but also phenomena such as refraction and visual perception in 
the manner of Ptolemy’s Optics, a source to which he was among the few to 

37. For details, see D. C. Lndberg, op. cit. 
38. On this important distinction, and references to some of the names and works mentioned 

here, see A. I. Sabra, ‘Optics, Islamic’, in Dictionay OfMidle Ages, op. cit. 
39. See R. Rashed, ‘A Pioneer in Anaclastics: Ibn Sahl on Burning Mirrors and Lenses’, his, 

81, 1990, p. 308 (reprinted in Optique et matbimatiques, op. cit., pp. 464-494); Gomehe et 
&optripe, op. cit. 

40. O n  Kutub al-A$Zl, see A. I. Sabra, 7 h e  @tics Of Zbn al-Hitham, 11, p. xiviii. O n  the 
treatises on shadows by Thabit b. Qurra and al-Biruni, see the articles in DJB under their 
names. 

41. See A. I. Sabra, ‘The Physical and the Mathematical in Ibn al-Haytham’s Theory of Light 
and Vision’, and ‘Ibn al-Haytham’; both articles are reprinted in Optics, Astronomy and Logic, 

42. See A. I. Sabra, ne Optics $ Zbn al-Hqtbam, op. czt., 11, pp. 64-75; D. C. Lindberg, 
‘Alhazen’s Theory of Vision and its Reception in the West’, his, 58, 1967, pp. 321-341 
(reprinted in Studes in the Histoy OfMedieval Optics, Variorum Reprints, 1983) and ‘The 
Science of Optics’, in D.C. Lindberg (ed.). Science in the Middle Ages, Chcago, 1978, 

op. Cit. 

pp. 338-339. 
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have had access.43 But even Ibn al-Haytham, whose widened scope amounted 
to lengthy books (maqdZt) devoted to all aspects of vision - properties of light 
and colour (book I), visual perception and visual illusions (books I1 and III), 
and reflection and refraction (books IV-VII) - continued to treat light, sha- 
dows, mirrors and burning mirrors in works other than his voluminous 
Optics.44 A major breakthrough in the disciplinary domain rather came with the 
concurrent reception of Ibn al-Haytham’s Ktd aL-Aliun+ alongside some of 
his other texts. The Optics had made a name in Europe through two Latin 
translations, an Italian translation as well as a printed edition. But with Fiirisi’s 
Enq$ al-mund ir, a commentary on a work itself little known before that in the 
Islamic world, a new chapter was to be opened. In addition to a compre- 
hensive treatment of the seven books of the Optics for whch the Tang$ was 
composed in the form of a commentary, and a conclusion on refraction as 
treated in its last book, there were included three independent treatises com- 
posed by Ibn d-Haytham: On tbeQuulip ofSbudows, On the Form oftbe Ecl$se, On 
Light, an examination of his treatises On the Burning Sphere and On tbe Rainbow and 
Huh, together with Fiirisi’s own treatment of them. Even more notable, the 
author now included an explicit statement on how this latter is ‘a subject es- 
sentially belonging to optics’, and how the practitioner of ths science who 
investigates lights with respect to how they come to cause visual perception 
should ‘explain the notions of light, shadow, darkness, transparency, opacity 
and the ray.. .extension of certain lights (through apertures to opposite sur- 
faces) as a way of completing the subject and as a means of furnishng what is 
necessary and fitting to it.’46 The expansion of the scope of optics to include all 
but the study of burning mirrors by the time of Farisi’s Optic?’ is one of the 
major highlights of the Islamic optical tradition. Here, the impression that there 
existed the most conscious and outspoken effort to re-establish the boundaries 
of the discipline is inescapable. 

Much of the theoretical and methodological developments were, just as 
in the case of disciplinary expansions, both considerable and largely con- 
scious. In the case of the comprehensive and influential Optics of Ibn al- 
Haytham, a text which was soon recognized as the most complete work on 

$5 

43. O n  the limited circulation of Ptolemy’s Optics in the Islamic world, see A. I. Sabra, 7 h e  
Optics o f h i  a/-Hqtbam, 11, pp. Iviii-lxi and n. 81. 

44. A. I. Sabra, ibid., p. 62. O n  Ibn al-Haytham’s Rmi/uj-/-~au,’, see R. Rashed, ‘Le “Discours 
de la Lumitre” d’Ibn al-Haytham’, Rez~ut d’Histoire des Jciences, 21, 1968, pp. 198-224, 
reprinted in R. Rashed, @tipie et mathimatips, op. cif. See also A. I. Sabra, 2’7~ Optics offin 
aGHaytbam, op. cif., p. 51 . 

45. For an exhaustive treatment of the unknown status of Ibn al-Haytham’s KtZb a/-~Ki/iZ@r in 
various traditions in the Islamic world, see Sabra’s 2’7~ Optics o f l h r i  al-Hqtbam, op. cit., 11, 
pp. 67-70. 

46. fllic2:, p. 63, for the reference and an English translation of the full passage. 
47. flid. 
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the subject in Europe, Ibn al-Haytham openly set out to place the science of 
optics on a new foundation. Reflecting on a long-time controversy in visual 
theory between previous mathematicians and physicists, the so-called 
tuckm&yin and tubTc&yin who spoke of the emission of visual rays and re- 
ception of the visible forms after the Euclidean and Aristotelian traditions 
respectively, he began the first few pages of his book with explicit references 
to problems and inconsistencies, for whch he intended to - and to a large 
extent managed to - find a permanent solution. ‘For any two different 
doctrines’, he wrote, ‘it is either the case that one of them is true and the 
other is false; or they are both false, the truth being other than either of 
them; or they both lead to one thing whch is the truth; [in the latter case] 
each of the groups holding the two doctrines must have fallen short of 
completing their inquiry.’48 

The mathematicians such as Euclid, who assumed rectilinear rays ex- 
tending from the eye to the object, had taken a geometrical approach to the 
study of vision, an approach to which Ptolemy had added a psychological 
dimension and an experimental touch. The Galenic version of the visual-ray 
hypothesis had included the anatomical aspects of vision, stressing the role of 
the medium through its own physiological approach. And the so-called physi- 
cists, or rather natural phdosophers, had followed the language of forms, the 
way in whch Aristotle had talked about matters related to vision in his D e  unimu 
and De sensu. The Arabic writings in the tradition of each one of the three major 
Greek theorists of vision49 belonged to diverse groups. To the two main rivals, 
now called the visual-ray theorists (U&& ul-shucZc) and the upholders of the 
theory of forms (u.~bZb din&‘), must be added, not only the Illuminationists 
(ishrZq&yin) critiquing both sides,” but also their respective sub-groups. The 
first, which mainly consisted of mathematicians (tu ‘km&yin), included fol- 
lowers of Plato or Galen or even theologians (mutukullimin), and its immediate 
rival (tubPgin) covered Aristotelians as well as atomists. And it was the repeated 
arguments of these groups in the extensive literature they generated whch 
provided the key argument with which Ibn al-Haytham disposed of the visual- 
ray hypothesis alt~gether,~~ thereby setting the terms for the treatment of the 
subjects of light and vision on a completely different course. 

48. Ibid.., preface to the Optics, I, sec. 5, p. 5. 
49. O n  these categorizations, see D. C. Lindberg, ‘The Intromission-Extramission Con- 

troversy in Islamic Visual Theory: 4-findi Versus Avicenna’, reprinted in D. C. Lindberg, 
Studies in the Histog) of hfidieval Optics, Variorum Reprints, London, 1983 and idem, Dieories 
of 1Ssion j+om al-Kndi to Kiler, op. cit., pp.41-42. See also F. Rosenthal, ’On the 
Knowledge of Plato’s Philosophy in the Islamic World’, LrLamic Gdtare, 14, pp. 412-416. 

50. F. Rosenthal, ibid., p. 414, n. 5. 
51. A. I. Sabra, Die qtics ofhn ul-H+%ztn, op. cif., I, pp. 80,158. For the facing Latin text of the 

full passage with an English translation, see A. I. Sabra, ‘Ibn al-Haytham and the Visual-Ray 
Hypothesis’, in S. H. Nasr (ed.), Lrtmi‘Z Contribations to Lrlamzc Giltitre, Tehran, 1977. 
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Besides the theoretical breakthrough in the study of vision, Ibn al- 
Haytham is credited with direct contributions to the study of light, through 
conceptions which were similarly adopted in Europe all the way up to the 
seventeenth century. His non-traditional conception of a finite, im- 
perceptible interval of time for the movement of light was defended by 
Roger Bacon, and his appeal for mechanical analogies to explain reflection 
and refraction advanced by K e ~ l e r . ~ ~  Outstanding among Ibn al-Haytham’s 
conceptions of light and vision is the most celebrated principle of 
‘punctiform analysis of light radiation’. This is a conception based on the 
rectilinear radiation of light and the assumption of a direct correspondence 
between points on the opposite ends of the visible surface and the eye, a 
conception which is said to have been first explicitly stated by al-IGndi, 
raised to the status of a basic principle in optics by Ibn al-Haytham, and 
served as the foundation of the geometry of sight for Western perspecti- 
vists and I<e~ler.~’ Key components of the principle such as the multi- 
plying effect of recubnear radiation and the one-to-one correspondence to 
point objects, already traceable in the Arabic ‘version’ of Euclid’s Optics, 
were further transmitted through Arabo-Latin versions of that text as well 
as the respective treatments of al-IGndi and Ibn al-Ha~tham.~~ The pro- 
minent role of perpendicular which played an important part in the 
research of medieval perspectivists and Kepler’s innovations in the geo- 
metry of vision,56 was to be particularly central to the full model of Ibn al- 
Haytham’s visual theory, according to which forms reaching cognitive facul- 
ties were received along a set of imaginary perpendicular lines constituting the 
Euclidean visual cone. Preoccupation with questions about clarity, or si4 ul- 
m3u (accuracy of vision), and especially the identification of clearest vision 

52 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

These conceptions include light as ‘requiring a body (medium) for its transmission’, the 
movement from the object to the eye as being ‘not of infinite speed’, though ‘too quick to 
be perceived by sense’, and ‘easier and quicker in rarer media’. For these and more on 
nature and influence of Ibn al-Haytham’s study of light, see A. I. Sabra, ‘Explanations of 
Optical Reflection and Refraction: Ibn al-Haytham, Descartes, Newton’, in Actes du 
deuxi?me congris International d’hirtozre des sciences, Itacha, 1962, p. 551 (reprinted in Optics, 
Astronomy and Logic, op. cit., as well as his Iheories of Light from Descartes to Newton, London, 
1967, Ch. 2, p. 47). 
On this principle, see D. C. Lindberg, Iheories of Hsion from al-ffindi to Kiler, op. it., pp. 30, 
63,193, and 241, n. 5; A. I. Sabra, I K e  Optics oflbn al-ffqtham, op. it., 11, pp. 23-24,28. 
See E. Kheirandish, ‘The Arabic “Version” of Euclidean Optics’, op. cit., which includes a 
discussion of the transmission of the Arabic translation as well as its accessibility to al- 
Kindi and Ibn al-Haytham. 
For details, see A.I. Sabra, I h e  Optics ofh al-Hqtbam, op. cit., and A.I. Sabra, ‘Ibn al- 
Haytham’, in DJB, 1972,6, pp. 189-210, reprinted in Sabra, Optics, Atronomy andlogic, op. 

See Lindberg’s quotation from Kepler’s Parah)omena in response to Witelo, Iheories of 
Hsion from al-ffindi to Kiler, op. cit., p. 190, ref. p. 278, n. 61. 

it., 2, pp. 189-210, 193. 
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with the axis of the visual cone, were also to become the starting points of 
many discussions in medieval Europe, despite the minimal role and proble- 
matic treatment of refraction until this much later period. 

The structure of the visual cone, a subject receiving much attention in the 
early phases of optics in Islamic languages, did not only affect the course of 
developments inperspectiva natzlralic, as the science of optics came to be known in 
the Renaissance. Perspectiva ar@cial;r, now better known as linear perspective, 
did not remain untouched by it either. The importance of the visual cone’s 
centric ray, the so-called ‘prince of rays’, for Renaissance linear perspective, and 
for Alberti’s work in particular is well known. The cone’s overall shape, and 
especially the undefined shape of its base, is another important feature for the 
development of linear perspective, a development which can be directly related 
to the Arabic terminology adopted for the visual cone.57 

That all developments did not end up as positively is clear from the 
problematic nature of the treatment of phenomena such as reflection and 
refra~tion.~~ A limited understanding of refraction in some parts of the 
Islamic world, possibly affected by the use of a non-technical vocabulary, 
however, was not going to be an obstacle for major developments for very 
long. Explanations of the primary and secondary bow in terms of the re- 
fraction of light in raindrops were offered by Qufb al-Din Shiriizi and later 
refined by his student, Kamd al-Din Fgrisi, who confessed in the introduc- 
tion to his Tang$ al-manZ@ that ‘perplexities’ associated with some treat- 
ments of refraction had been a start-up of his own career of optical 
re~earches.~~ And to such fruitful developments, there was indeed a new 
methodological approach. Ibn Sing, a contemporary of Ibn al-Haytham, had 
adopted a somewhat observational approach to the phenomena of rainbows, 
whch he similarly discussed separately from his writings on vision, when he 
supplemented hs critical remarks on previous treatments of rainbows with 
detailed observations of hs own. And Kamd al-Din Fnrisi, acknowledging 

57. The term makhnzt, employed for the CONUS of Euclidean optics, and transmitted asp_l,ramis in 
Latin, was not restricted to a cone with a circular shape. See E. Iaeirandish, B e  Arabic 
1,Grsion OfEuclid? Optics, op. cit. The Greek and Latin cases are discussed in Lejeune, A 
Euclide et Ptolimie, pp. 34-5, n. 8, and W. R. Theisen, Bie Mdiaeval Tradition OfEuclidk Optics, 
unpubl. dissertation (University of Wisconsin), 1972, p. 38, n. 87. 

58. Sometimes the term in‘ikzs was employed for the phenomenon of reflection, other times 
reflection at a polished body was expressed with the terminology of the bending (inc&$) of 
rays at equal angles, a term more commonly associated with refraction, each with a set of 
consequences. For details see E. Kheirandish, 2% *4rabic 1 hion OfEuclidk Optics, op. cit. 

59. The expression ‘perplexity’ (ta&yr) together with Farisi’s reasons to take up the initial 
course of his optical researches appear in the introduction of his Tatiqib al-manzzir, ed. 
Hyderabad, p. 6; see E. Kheirandish, ibid. and A. I. Sabra, Bie Optics offiti al-ffqtham, op. 
cit., 11, pp. lxix-xx and n. 112, where Tusi’s treatment in his fidajiticikZs al-sbiiczczt wa- 
in ‘i,tafEhZ has been cited. 
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the guidance of his native predecessor, added an unmistakably modern ex- 
perimental touch to his treatment. Al-Fiirisi is best known for hs theory of 
the rainbow, offered almost at the same time as that of Theodoric of 
Freiberg (d. c. 1310) in Europe. His approach amounted to reproducing an 
artificial object such as a spherical globe fded with water to represent rain- 
drops, as part of a conscious shift from traditional explanations of the phe- 
nomenon of the rainbow in terms of clouds acting as a concave mirror to 
one in terms of the passage of li ht through a transparent sphere, following 
his teacher, Qutb al-Din Shiriizi.6‘ By ths later period, the field did not only 
include subjects more easily associated with optics today, but the ‘modern’ 
methodological approach of ‘controlled’ experimentation. 

The methodology itself seems to have been adopted largely from 
boundaries outside the discipline. The field’s methodological guidelines 
had initially relied heavily on the geometrical mode of reasoning. 
Aristotle’s influence here is very marked. With his reservation of the 
knowledge of reasoning to the mathematician, and to a degree to the 
optician - whose science was considered on a lower level than that of the 
mathematician (Posteer;or Anu&ics i. 13) - the method of applying geome- 
trical demonstrations to propositions on vision found its way quickly into 
optics. As long as optics was considered a branch of geometry whose 
theorems were subordinated to those of geometry (75b 15), the initial 
methodology of the discipline was primarily geometrical even though it 
was regarded as ‘the more physical of the mathematical sciences’ (Ph_ysics 
194b 6-11). But ths conception &d not persist for very long. While the 
science of mung@ remained a subject belonging to the mathematical sci- 
ences (al-‘z&m al-tuchm$ya) by virtue of being a subdvision of geometry 
(al-handusa), the relevance of natural philosophy to the study of vision was 
sufficiently acknowledged for its treatment or classification to be placed at 
times within the bound of the natural sciences. Al-Kindi, who referred to 
optics in the preface to hs De uspectihs as ‘a mathematical science’, still 
qualified it as one in which ‘geometrical demonstrations would proceed in 
accordance with the requirement of physical dungs’ and supplied geome- 
trical demonstrations with experimental ones throughout the text. About 
the same time, Qusfii b. Liiqii spoke in his text on the application of 
optics to mirrors of the partnership (i.rhti&) of natural philosophy (from 
which we acquire sense perception) and geometry for its geometrical de- 

60. See a detailed explanation and visual representation of the model in R. Rashed, ‘Kamd al- 
Din al-Fiirisi’, in DJB, 1973, 7, pp. 212-219. See also A. I. Sabra, ‘Optics, Islamic’, op. cit., 
pp.240-247, 242, 246, where it is mentioned that Theodoric of Freiberg (d. c. 1310) 
offered a somewhat similar explanation to that of Kamd &Din al-Fiirisi. O n  Qutb al-Din, 
see S. H. Nasr, ‘Qutb al-Din Shiriizi’, in DJB, 11, p. 250, noting that ‘a separate science of 
the rainbow (qaws qu&) first appeared at the classification of the sciences at this time.’ 
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monstrations (ul-burZhZn uL-kh&t&pz), noting the incomparable excellence of 
this cooperation in the science of rays (‘ilm ul-~-hz~~Z~Zt)).~~ Even in such a 
text as that of Ahmad b. ‘ISH’S Optics, specifically placed, accorlng to the 
title, ‘in the traltion of Euclid’ (‘ah mudhhub Uqkdm), ,the illustrations 
(ul-umthila) that follow the common subdivisions of Euclidean propositions 
to be proved through geometrical demonstrations were sometimes supple- 
mented by sensible examples (umthila hi~.r&z), namely those to be actually 
set up. 

Ibn al-Haytham, among whose most outstanding achevements in the 
field of optics is the expansion of its experimental dimension, would later 
continue to regard experimental optics as a mathematical inquiry.62 But in 
the course of his conscious attempt to examine the study of vision and its 
foundations, the methodology of the mathematical science of optics was to 
be radically transformed. The synthesis (tarkTb) of physics (involving ques- 
tions concerning the nature of light), and mathematics (dealing with the 
manner of its propagation), following his explicit division between the 
physical (tubf‘&p) and mathematical (ta ‘km&yu) inquiries as two separate 

was at the heart of a new methodology which was to change the 
face of the discipline. And detailed experimental examinations of the pro- 
pagation of light rays, whether in direct vision, or in reflection and re- 
fraction, were to lay the foundations of the programme of all the seven 
books of EtZb al-MunZ@-. 

Before Ibn al-Haytham, Euclid’s EtZb uL-MutG*r, being among the 
Intermediate-level Books (&$tub ul-Matawms<tZt), i.e. those stuled after 
Euclidean geometry and before Ptolemaic principles in optics 
were to be prior to and learned in preparation for astronomy. Gradually, optics 
was to borrow from astronomy as well. The notion of experiment (i‘tibZr), 
adopted and transformed by Ibn al-Haytham from astronomical works to be 
used in optics,65 was a direct methodological tool to replace geometrical de- 

61. E t b  Ji ‘IhL ma yacri&i j-L-tzar%Z min ikbtilq al-manZ@-, see E. IUleirandish, 7 h e  Arabic 
C’irsinn of EucLidi Optics, op. cit. 

62. In the words of A. I. Sabra, in De Optics offin al-Hqtbam, op. cit., 11, p. 9: ‘According to a 
generally accepted usage of his time, inherited from the Greeks, Ibn al-Haytham would 
regard experimental optics as a “mathematical inquiry”.’ 

63. See A. I. Sabra, ‘The Physical and the Mathematical in Ibn al-Haytham’s Theory of Light’, 
and ‘Ibn al-Haytham’, in DJB, op. cit., see note 41 above. 

64. Also known as the ‘Middle Books’ or the ‘Little Astronomy’, this is the collective name for 
mathematical works whch were to be studied intermediately between Euclid’s ELements 
and Ptolemy’s Almagest. They consisted of a number of Greek texts including the Optika, 
Data, and Phenomena by Euclid, the Spherics of Theodosius and of Menelaus, and the Alnuing 
sphere of Autolycus. See M. Steinschneider, D i e  Mtderen Bucber der Araber und ibre Bearbeiter, 
Leipzig, 1985. 

65. See A. I. Sabra, ‘The Astronomical Origins of the Concept of Experiment’, op. cit. 
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monstrations related to light and vision by experimental ones. The adopted 
methodology, though sull applied to the verification of phenomena and not 
their discovery as in a much later period, was a significant step. It could be 
achieved once the superior-subordinate relationship of disciplines was re- 
placed first by their cooperation (ishtirzk), and then by their combination 

There were indeed other notable achievements, in the study of 
burning mirrors, lenses, camera obscura and rainbows through the re- 
spective works of Ibn Sahl, Ibn al-Haytham and These and other 
works, including a long list of Ibn al-Haytham’s own writings on light and 
vision,“ can be contrasted, if only in their historical fate, to the latter’s 
 optic^, a text with a particularly wide circulation and appeal. Far beyond the 
interest of medieval European scholars primarily conducting optical re- 
search, the text’s empiricist theory of knowledge and theory of visual aes- 
thetics attracted late medieval philosophers and Renaissance artists. Its 
author’s name, converted to Alhazen in Europe, continues to attract the at- 
tention of modern scholars through his acknowledged influence on medieval 
Latin, Renaissance, and seventeenth-century thinkers, with a long list includ- 
ing Roger Bacon, Witelo, Pecham, Ockham, Oresme, Ghiberti, Snehus, 
Icepler, Descartes, Barrow, and H~ygens.‘~ 

Highlights 
Of the wide range of sources and developments so far discussed primarily 
with respect to the study of optics in Islamic lands, few have an outstanding 
place in the general hstory of optics. This concluding section is devoted to 
those sources and developments which occupy such a hstorical place 
through further transmission to European lands. Two sources, al-Ktndi’s De 
aspectibus and Ibn al-Haytham’s Ehib ul-MunZpr, stand out among the many 
Arabic and Persian compositions presented above, for being not only 
outstanding contributions, but also important sources for further transmis- 
sion. Al-Ktndi’s text was available to many medieval European scholars 
through a Latin translation whch, with its original Arabic text hopelessly lost, 

66. The first term, isbtirzk, is used by Qusfa b. Liiqa, specifically in connection with ‘the 
science of rays’ (‘ih a/;rhu‘Z‘Zt); see E. Kheirandish, ne Arabic Hrsion OfEcrCld? @tics, op. 
cit.; for the use of the second term, tarkib by Ibn al-Haytham, see A.I. Sabra, ‘The 
Astronomical Origins’, op. cif., p. 444, where the continued application of the Aristotelian 
superior-subordinate conception, for example in the work of Ibn Rushd, is discussed. 

67. See R. Rashed, ‘A Pioneer in Anaclastics: Ibn Sahl on Burning Mirrors and Lenses’, op. it. 
O n  camera obscura, see D. C. Lmdberg, ‘The Theory of Pinhole Images from Antiquity to 
the Thirteenth Century’, reprinted in D.C. Lindberg (ed.), Sttdies in the Histo;y Ofilledieval 
optics, op. Cit. 

68. A. 1. Sabra, Be Optics offin al-Ha_ytham, 11, pp. 32-53. 
69. Ibid., p. 11. 
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now provides our only means of knowledge of its contents. Ibn al- 
Haytham’s KitZb al-ManZ@ was circulated in addition to two Latin 
translations in the late twelfth/early thirteenth century with the alternative 
titles of Perspectiva or De aspectibzts, under the Itahan Prospettivu in the 
fourteenth century, and as part of the printed Qticae thesaztrzls in the late 
sixteenth. A notable route of transmission is also provided by the Arabic 
Euclidean tradition, a tradition upon whch tlvs remarkable work is itself 
partly dependent. Four Latin Euclidean versions, forming the basis of many 
developments in medieval Europe,70 are variously linked to the preceding 
Arabic textual tradition. These and other possible channels of transmission, 
whose exact connections may not be known at present, provide the routes 
for the transmission of major disciplinary, theoretical and methodological 
developments in medieval optics. 

The field whch entered the Islamic world as the Greek optiku and be- 
came known in medieval Europe as perspectiva had a remarkable expansion of 
its boundaries in all three domains during its ferule life in Islamic lands. In the 
hsciplinary domain, what started as a study of vision became concerned with 
a variety of phenomena as topics from a range of ancient sources came to be 
covered under ‘ilm ul-manZ@. By the time the discipline reached Western 
Europe, it included discussion ranging from the nature of the eye and the 
manner of vision to the propagation of light and colour and the properties of 
reflecting and refracting surfaces.71 It no longer stopped at the geometry of 
vision, but rather stepped into the realm of the psychology of visual percep- 
tion. And with further integration of the realm of measurements into the study 
of appearances, and the rising status of distances as important factors besides 
visual angles in determining appearances, the study of sizes and distances had 
the occasion to take the new course it hd in Western Europe.72 The theore- 
tical domain of the dscipline was, no doubt, also notably affected as the field 

70. The Latin tradition is the subject of W. R. Theisen’s unpublished dissertation, see note 57 
above. The study includes in addition to an edition, translation and commentary on the 
Graeco-Latin version, Liber de visu, now published as ‘Liber de visu, with Introduction and 
Notes’, Mediaeval Studies, 41, pp. 44-105. See pp. 336-384 and 403422 and citation of 
Euclid’s De aspectuum diversitate still in manuscript form, p. 324, n. 10. On the common 
features between these and the Arabic versions, see E. Kheirandish, 7he Arabic Hrsion OJ 
Euclid> Optics, op. cit. 

71. D. C. Lindberg, ‘The Science of Optics’, in D. C. Lindberg (ed.), Science in the Mddle Ages, 
op. cif.., pp. 338-68, p. 338, reprinted in Studes in the Histo9 OJMedieval Optics, op. cit. 

72. The integration of measurements into a study of appearances is closely linked with the 
tradition of the surveying propositions of Euclid’s Optics. The Ptolemaic acknowl- 
edgement of the role of distance in addition to the Euclidean visual angle in determining 
appearances is discussed by Ibn al-Haytham, see A.I. Sabra, ‘Psychology vs. 
Mathematics’, op. cit. The developments in Europe are the subject of an unpublished 
dissertation by K. Veltmann, Optics and Perspective: A Study in the A-oblems of Size and 
Distance, The Warburg Institute, 1975. 
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passed from Greek optikd to Latin perqectiva. A considerable difference be- 
tween the Greek visual models of Euclid and Ptolem and those of an Arabic 
author such as al-Kin& has long been expressed.”The transition from a 
single visual cone of Euclidean optics issuing from inside the eye to cones of 
radiation issuing from every point on the dluminating surface, the emphasis on 
accuracy of vision and on the central region of the visual field, and the overall 
structure of the visual, form major components of the transformed visual 
models of medieval Arabic texts, models which were transported to Europe 
by more than one route and through sources as early as the Arabic translations 
of the Euclidean models .74 Also transported were other theoretical compo- 
nents, not the least important of which was the direction of radiation in vision, 
a persistent question which was not strictly separated from those about the 
aims and criteria of visual theory itself.75 But perhaps the most critical trans- 
formation transported from Islamic to European lands is that occurring in the 
methodological domain of the field. Here what had long been a mathematical 
subject, with a primarily geometrical method of demonstration, became 
methodologically transformed in the Islamic optical tradition. The added 
practical and experimental dimensions, this time imported from Ptolemaic 
astronomy and optics, found full expression in the work of Ibn al-Haytham 
who unlike many of his predecessors and successors benefited from the riches 
of both traditions. The preface to Ibn al-Haytham’s voluminous Optics, which 
had a better fortune in Europe than the prototype work of Ptolemy with the 
same title in Islamic lands, is quite explicit about the need for a critical and 
systematic inquiry into the foundations of the study of vision and a revised 
approach to a newly emerging discipline. The experimental science of optics, 
the most celebrated aspects of medieval European science whch came to turn 
the field into the modern science of optics, must be viewed in the light of the 
transmission of this important shift in the methodologcal domain of the field, 
a turning point which may itself be viewed as the peak of hghlights from 
Islamic lands. 

73. See D. C. Lindberg, ‘A-IGndi’s Critique of Euclid’s Theory of Vision’, op. cit. and 7heories 
of C5ion from al-Endi to Kiler, op. cit. 

74. O n  the Arabic ‘version’ of the Euclidean visual theory, the details of the linguistic shifts 
transported into Latin texts, as well as the dependent models of al-Kindi and Ibn al- 
Haytham, see E. Kheirandish, ‘The Arabic “Version” of Euclidean Optics’, op. cit. 

75. D. C. Lindberg, ‘The Intromission-Extramission Controversy in Islamic Visual Theory’, 
op. cif. 
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Chapter 3.1 

COSMOLOGY 
Syyed Hoxxein Naxr 

Introduction 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COSMOLOGY 
Cosmology in Islam as in other tradttions does not signify a physics of the 
earth generalized and extrapolated for the whole cosmos as one sees in 
modern cosmology, but an application of principles of a metaphysical order to 
the cosmic domain.’ In the case of Islam these principles derive from the 
Islamic revelation and concern a cosmos whch is ‘Islamic’ in the sense that it 
participates in the Islamic revelation for that sector of humanity which has 
comprised and comprises the Islamic people (ul-urnmu). Islamic cosmology 
deals with the science of the cosmos seen in the light of the revealed truths of 
Islam and by men whose world-view, mind and even empirical faculties have 
been nurtured and determined by Islamic revelation and its traditional 
unfolding. 

Islamic cosmology has provided an Islamic understanding of cosmic 
realities including the physical world but not limited to it. Ths cosmology has 
provided, moreover, the framework for the development of the Islamic sci- 
ences from astronomy to zoology and has provided the concepts of space, 
time, matter, energy, form and number which have been of central concern to 
all the sciences. This cosmology has not, however, provided only one picture 
of the cosmos according to the Islamic perspective. Rather, on the basis of the 
Qur’iinic revelation and Hua’ith, followed by inspired and traditional com- 
mentaries, many schools of cosmology have developed over the centuries, 
drawing concepts and ideas from not only these twin sources of Islam but also 

1. O n  the traditional meaning of cosmology see T. Burckardt, ‘The Cosmological 
Perspective’, in his Mirror ofthe Intellect, ed. W. Stoddart, Albany, State University of New 
York Press, N.Y., 1987, pp. 13-16. 
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numerous other sources ranging from Platonism to Hermeticism and 
Aristotelianism to Indian philosophcal schools. These concepts of orignally 
‘foreign’ origin were, however, always integrated into the unitarian per- 
spective (ul-tuw&ij of the Qur’3n and are thoroughly Islamic in the deepest 
sense of the term in that they depict a universe originated by God and 
integrated and inter-related in a hierarchc structure reflecting His oneness, a 
universe whose phenomena are signs (3Zt) of God according to the dlctum 
of the Qur’%n.’ 

At the same time, these cosmological schemes, whose roots sink deeply 
into the soil of the Qur’gnic revelation, provide the immediate background for 
the Islamic sciences, whether it be astronomy or medicine, physics or geo- 
graphy. Islamic cosmology is like the mother of the Islamic sciences whde 
being itself inalienably related to Islamic metaphysics and philosophy on the 
one hand and to distinctly religious doctrines on the other. 

Throughout its long history, Islamic thought produced many schools of 
cosmology ranging from that of Jiibir b. Hayyiin to the traditional cosmology 
of Jald al-Din al-Suyiiti and Islamic thought is extremely rich in ths domain to 
the extent that it is impossible in a single chapter to provide an exhaustive 
treatment of d the different forms of Islamic dosmologcal thought .3 What 
w e  hope to accomplish in this chapter is to outline briefly the main schools of 
cosmology in order to provide first of all an introduction to an important 
aspect of traditional Islamic thought in general, and secondly a general view of 
the background on the basis of which activity in the various sciences withn 
Islamic civilization took place over the centuries. 

The origins of Islamic cosmology 
THE QUR’AN AND NADFTH 
As already stated, the roots of Islamic cosmology are sunk deeply in the 
Qur’%n and NudZth. The Qur’iin speaks often of the cosmos and natural 
phenomena, of the seven heavens and the earth as well as of entities of a non- 

2. 

3. 

See S. H. Nasr, Introduction to Islamic CosmologzcaL Doctrines, London, Thames & Hudson, 
1978, introduction. 
In our Introduction to hlamzc Cosmological Doctrines, we sought to provide an in-depth study of 
at least three major forms of Islamic cosmological doctrines associated with the Ikhwiin al- 
Safg’, al-Biani and Ibn Sins. Since then several other studies have followed dealing with 
other figures and schools, for example, A. Heinen, hlamic Cosmology, Beirut/Wiesbaden, 
Franz Steiner Verlag, 1982, dealing with al-Supti. There has not yet been, however, a 
study which would encompass in depth all the schools of Islamic cosmology, even the 
main ones. See also Nasr, ‘Philosophy and Cosmology’, in R. H .  Frye (ed.), De Cambri&e 
Histoly of Iran, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1975, pp. 419441; and W. 
Chittick, ‘Islamic Cosmology’, in De Encyclopaedia of Cosmology (forthcoming). 
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visible character such as the Throne of God (ul-‘Arsh) or the Pen (ul-Qulum). 
It, moreover, considers the phenomena of nature to be the portents or signs 
(g&) of God and thereby impregnated with religious significance as stated in 
the verse, ‘We shall show them our portents upon the horizons and withn 
themselves, until it becomes manifest unto them that it is the Truth’ 
(XLI.53).4 

The Qur’iin depicts a universe created and sustained by God, one in 
whch there is a herarchy and grades of being. It is a universe wherein the 
wisdom of God is reflected upon every ‘page’ of the cosmic book whch, 
therefore, came to be known as ul-Q.vr’Zn ul-tukwini (the cosmic Qur’iin) 
complementing al-Q.vr’Zn al-tadwini (the composed Qur’an). And like the 
Qur’an revealed to the Prophet, the cosmos is ultimately a revelation from 

Muslim cosmologists have meditated over the centuries upon the hea- 
vens and the earth mentioned in the Qurk or upon the ‘Throne Verse’ (@ut 
ul-kmi) (11. 255) and the ‘Light Verse’ (gut al-nir) (XXIV.35) in which a 
whole cosmology is contained in a symbolic manner. While the former verse 
speaks of the Throne of God comprising the heavens and the earth, the latter 
speaks of God as the Light of the heavens and the earth and describes in a 
sublime language the levels of cosmic reahty in terms of light and what is 
associated with it such as lamp and oil.6 

Even the letters of certain verses of the Qur’an have cosmic corre- 
spondences and much of Islamic cosmology has, therefore, been based upon 
medttation upon letters of the Arabic alphabet as they appear in certain words 
and verses of the Qur’gn as one can see in authors rangng from Jiibir b. 
Hayyiin to Ibn Sing and Shams al-Din al-BOni to Ibn ‘Arabi. Finally, it is 
necessary to assert here that the doctrine of the Divine Names contained in 
the Qur’iin contains in itself the basis of all Islamic cosmology; and it is en- 

~ ~ d . ~  

W e  have dealt more fully with specifically Qurkic cosmology in our essay ‘The Islamic 
View of the Universe’, in Vol. I of this series, ed. by Z. Ansari and 1.1. Nawwgb. See also 
Nasr, ‘The Cosmos and the Natural Order’, in S.H. Nasr (ed.), hlamic Spiritualio 
fiwdztions, New York, Crossroad Publications, 1987, pp. 345-357. 
These ideas have been dealt with in a more extensive manner in our works cited above, and 
this section should be read especially in conjunction with our essay in the first volume of 
this series. See also S. H. Nasr, Science and Gvdi~aation in hfam, Cambridge, Islamic Text 
Society, 1987, Chapter 13. 
Some of the most sublime works of Islamic thought dealing with metaphysics and 
cosmology are commentaries upon the ‘Light Verse’ of which two of the most important 
are the MsbkZt al-anwZr of al-Ghazdi, trans. by R. Deladriere, as L a  Tabernacle des Lum3res 
&ficbkZt al-Anwdr, Paris, Editions du Sed, 1981, which is translated directly from the 
Arabic and as more exact than the English translation of W. H. Gairdner from Malay; and 
Ta$ir-i @a+ mzrbrirakayi nzlr of Mull2 Sadrg, ed. M. Khwgjawi, Tehran, Maw12 Press, AH 
1403. 
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ough to study in depth the signtficance of the meaning of the Divine Names 
to understand not only the relation of the cosmos to God, but the very 
structure of the universe as so many interplays of the theophanies and re- 
flections of the Divine Names and Qualities.’ 

The cosmology contained in principle in the Qur’ib is further elucidated 
in the Huditb, much of which is devoted to cosmology. There are numerous 
hudth whch speak of the Pen (ul-@lam) and the Guarded Tablet (al-Lawh al- 
Mubfid, the Throne (ul-‘Anb) and Pedestal (al-fin-i) or of the precious stones 
whch describe symbolically the nature of the Throne. 

Such huditbs are in reahty commentaries upon the Qur’anic dicta con- 
cerning cosmology and have provided along with the Qur’ib the foundation 
of all Islamic cosmology and the soil from whch the roots of various 
schools of Islamic cosmology have drawn their nourishment over the cen- 
turies. They have also provided the matrix and framework within which 
cosmological ideas from other religions, philosophies and civilizations have 
been studed and evaluated and the principles by means of which these 
cosmologies have been either accepted and assimilated into the Islamic in- 
tellectual universe or criticized and rejected. The various schools of Islamic 
cosmology from the most mystical to the most ‘scientific’ have all devel- 
oped within the Islamic world-view whose parameters and principles have 
been provided by the Qur’gn and ffiudtb along with the inspired, traditional 
commentaries written upon them. 

COSMOLOGICAL IDEAS OF NON-ISLAMIC ORIGIN - 
GRAECO-HELLENISTIC, PERSIAN AND INDIAN 
As far as the Graeco-Hellenistic heritage is concerned, it is necessary to 
mention that it was itself heir to the long Babylonian and Egyptian traditions. 
There developed, nevertheless, among the Greeks of both the Hellenic and 
Hellenistic periods, several types of cosmology whch having become known 
to Muslims were integrated into the world-view of various schools of Islamic 
thought. The first among them is the Pythagorean, which Muslims came to 
know not only throughout the early Pythagorean sources and those of Plato, 
but also through neo-Pythagorean figures such as Nicomachus. Such 
cosmological schemes based the levels of existence upon numeral symbols 
and expounded cosmology in the language of mathematics, especially 
arithmetic and geometry. As for Plato himself, his Emuetrs was well-known to 

7. The cosmology of Ibn ‘Arabi and many other Sufis has its basis in this truth as we shall see 
later in this essay. See ‘Dimensions of the Universe in the Quranic Doctrine of the Divine 
Names’, in F. Schuon, Dimensions OfLdaim, trans. P. Townsend, London, George Allen & 
Unwin, 1977, pp. 30-45. 
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Muslims, and hs cosmological ideas had considerable influence among certain 
schools of Islamic thought such as the School of Illumination (al-ishrdq).* 

It was, however, mostly the works of Aristotle and hs school that ex- 
ercised the most extensive influence upon Islamic philosophical cosmology, 
while the works of the Greek astronomers, particularly Ptolemy, became very 
influential from the third/ninth century onward not only in astronomy but also 
in cosmology. As far as Aristotle is concerned, his major works bearing on 
cosmology such as the AhtapLysica, PLysica and De caelo were known to Muslims 
and exercised considerable influence especially among the mashshd’in or 
 peripatetic^.^ But Aristotle was seen most often by Muslims through the eyes 
of his Neoplatonic commentators. The works of Neoplatonism are, therefore, 
of the utmost importance for the understanding of certain types of cosmology 
developed by Muslim thnkers over the ages. Of these works the summary of 
the Ennead known to Muslims as 7 h e  neology ofAistotle (al- Utbil@@ya) and the 
Book of Cazses (Et& al-Rhyr al-mabd) based on the Stoicheiosis of Proclus are the 
most important. 

Finally, among Graeco-Hellenistic sources, one must mention the Corpm 
Hemzeticwz whch was well known to Muslims and much of which reached the 
West through Arabic sources.11 Ths corpus was not only important for the 
introduction of alchemy into the Islamic world, but it was also influential in 
the domain of cosmology as can be seen in the writings of figures as far apart 
as Jnbir b. Hayyw, Ibn Sing and Ibn ‘Arabi. 

As far as pre-Islamic Persian sources are concerned, there are certain 
cosmological and cosmographcal ideas of Maadaean orign which were in- 
tegrated into the cosmologies developed in Islamic Persia, including the cir- 
cular division of the earth into seven regons or keshvars to reflect the seven 

10 

8. On the influence of Plato and Platonic thought upon Islam see F. Rosenthal, ‘On the 
Knowledge of Plato’s Philosophy in the Islamic World’, Alamic Culture, 14, 1940, pp. 387- 
422; and Chapter 1 of H. Corbin, En Islam iranien, Paris, Editions Gallimard, 1971, 11, 
pp. 9-39. This volume has the subtitle ‘Suhrawardi and the Persian Platonists’. 

9. See S. H. Nasr, ‘The Cosmologies of Aristotle and Ibn Sina’, in his Islamic Lzji and Bought, 
Albany, N.Y., State University of New York Press, 1981, pp. 83-95. On the works of 
Aristotle known to Muslims see F. E. Peters, Aristotle and the Arabs, New York, New York 
University Press, 1968; idem, Aristotle Arabus, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1968. 

10. See G. C. Anawati, Etudes de philosophie musuhane, Paris, J. Vrin, 1974, especially 
‘Proltgom6nes h une nouvelle edition du D e  Causis Arabe’, pp. 117-154, and ‘Le nto- 
platonisme dans la penste musulmane: ttat actuel des recherches’, pp. 155-221. Also A. 
Badawi, Plotinus apzld Arabes, Cairo, Maktabat d-Nahda al-Wsriyya, 1955. 

11. On the Hermetic corpus in Islam, see L. Massignon, ‘Inventaire de la litttrature 
hermttique Arabe’, in A.J. Festugi&-e and A.D. Nock (eds.), L a  &ilation d’Hem2s 
Trismkiste, I, Paris, J. Vrin, 1949, appendix 111; F. Sezgin, Geschichte des Arabischen Schn$iiums, 
IV, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1971; and Nasr, ‘Hermes and Hermetic Writings in the Islamic 
World’, in his Islamic L$i and Bought, op. cit., pp. 102-1 19. 
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12 heavens. More particularly, one finds traces of Manichaean cosmology in the 
Umm al-EtZb (Mother of Books) and Muhammad b. Zakariyyg’ al-Rgzi and 
extensive influence of Mazdaean cosmology and angelology in the works of 
Suhrawardi and other figures belonging to the School of Illumination. 

In&an cosmological ideas came to the Islamic world along with Indian 
astronomy and the Hindu doctrine of cosmic cycles as well as certain other 
cosmological ideas that were known to Muslims although they did not play as 
great a role in the formulation of cosmological schemes as Persian and 
Graeco-Hellenistic ideas unless one considers the atomism of Islamic theo- 
logians to have had an In&an 0rigin.I3 

Between the second/eighth and fourth/tenth centuries, Muslim thinkers, 
basing themselves upon the Qur’iin and Haditb and withn the world-view 
provided by the Islamic revelation, integrated the diverse cosmological ideas 
avadable to them into cosmologcal doctrines whch were of &verse structures 
but whch were all united in their insistence upon al-tawhrd and their being 
rooted in the Qur’iinic revelation. These schemes played a very significant role 
in Islamic theology and phdosophy, in popular religious literature, in the 
Islamic arts especially architecture and in the Islamic sciences. 

The early formulations of cosmology 
THE PERIPATETICS 
The most elaborate and scientifically and philosophically influential school of 
early cosmology was that of the Peripatetics (mashshZ’Gz) whose founder Abti 
Yacqiib al-Kndi (d. c. 260/863) already set out to integrate Greek Aristotelian 
philosophy as interpreted by the Neoplatonists into the Islamic world-view and 
produced the first works of Islamic Peripatetic philosophy. Among his writings, 
many of which are lost, there were many that deal with cosmology and the 
cosmological sciences, although it is not possible to gain fd knowledge of his 
cosmologcal views.14 In certain of his surviving treaties, he emphasizes the 

12. See S. H. Nasr, ‘Cosmographie enIranprt-islamique etislamique’,in G. Makdisi (ed.),Arabic 
and/slamiStMdes in Honor ofHamilton A. R. Gibb, Leiden, E.J. Brd, 1965, pp. 507-524. 

13. Although this idea has been claimed by S. Pines and several other scholars, it has been 
refuted by H. Wolfson and a number of other authorities on medieval philosophy. The 
hstoric origin of kalam atomism, which is definitely not Democritean, at least as 
Democritus is usudy understood, remains in doubt, but the possiblty of the adoption of 
certain Indian cosmological ideas by early Muslim atomists cannot be discounted. 

14. On al-klindi’s writings, see M. Aha Rida (ed.), Rasa’il al-k?nd’i al-Falsafpya, Cairo, Dar al- 
Fikr al-‘Arabi, 1950-1953; on al-IGndi’s metaphysical thought which also bears directly 
upon his cosmology, see A. L. Ivry, Al-End?s Afetapbysics, New York, State University of 
New York Press, 1974. See also ‘A. H. Mahmiid, al-EJfkr al-Falsa$j-l-hlZm, Cairo, Dar al- 
Ma‘arif, 1984, pp. 206ff, for the Islamic significance of the philosophcal thought of al- 
Ktndi and other Islamic Peripatetic philosophers. 
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finite nature of the cosmos upon which he bases his argument for the existence 
of God following the works of John Philoponus, and discusses such basic 
cosmological notions as space, time and matter. Like Philoponus and in 
contrast to later Peripatetics such as al-F%r%bi and Ibn Sin%, al-Kindi asserts the 
doctrine of creation exnzbilo, the finite power of the universe and the impossibility 
of eternal motion.” 

It was left to al-FPugbi (d. 339/950) to take the decisive step on the 
basis of the earlier works of al-IQndi based primarily on a Proclean inter- 
pretation of Aristotle, to integrate Neoplatonism fully into the Islamic per- 
spective, expounding the first full-fledged system of Islamic Neoplatonic- 
Aristotelian phlosophy whch characterizes what is called the niasbsbd-2 
school in Islam. W e  find in several of hs works including his masterpiece, 
A&’ Abl a/-nzadiiza aljZdila (Views of the Inhabitants of the Virtuous City),“ 
the explicit metaphysical and cosmological doctrines whch were to find their 
most universally accepted and developed version in the hand of Ibn Sin%. 
Al-Fgrgbi already speaks of the Necessary Being (w@ al-w@d), the Active 
Intellect (ai- ‘aqi alfa “dl) and the Emanation (alf+) of each cosmic 
Intellect, from the one above it until the Tenth Intellect, which governs the 
sub-lunar region, is reached.” 

This cosmology is, however, integrated into the Islamic perspective 
despite what a number of Western scholars of Islamic thought have as- 
serted.18 In certain of his works such as the B‘d’ ‘a@m (The Exalted 
Prayer), he in fact prays to God whle using both Qur’3nic references and 
elements of the cosmology of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic sources which he 
had integrated into hs synthesis. H e  refers to God as the Cause of Causes 
( ‘illat al- ‘ilal) as well as the Lord of the Easts and the Wests (al-masbz~q wa-l- 
maghddJ). Whde calhng God the Light of the Earth and Heaven (nir al-urd 
wa-l-samd’), he asks to be accorded an effusion from the Active Intellect and 
to be delivered from the substance of the hyle and the imprisonment of the 
four natures. 

In hs Peripatetic works, especially the Sbfd’ (The Healing) and the 
NqZt (Salvation), Abu ‘Ali b. Sing (d. 428/1037) developed, on the basis of 
the works of al-I<;indi and al-Fmbi, a cosmology whch became a permanent 
aspect of the Islamic intellectual universe for the next millennium, and in fact 

19 

15, See I. R. Netton, Allah Trunscendcnt - Studies in thc Strncture and Semiotirs of/slanlic Pbilosopb, 
L5eology and CoswioLogy, London, Routledge, 1989, pp. 66ff.; also W.N. Craig, Be Kalum 
CosmologicuL Argument, London, MacmtUan Press, 1979, pp. 19ff. 

16. See R. Walzer (ed. and trans.), A F a m b i  011 the Refect St&, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1985. 
17. See Netton, op. cit., p. 116, fig. 2, where this emanation scheme is summarized. 
18. Including Netton in the above-cited work, we have provided the response from the Islamic 

point of view in our An htroducfion.. . , op. cit. 
19. See M. Mahdi (ed.), Al-Farubik Book of Religion and Reluted Exts, Beirut, Dar El-Machreq 

Publishers, 1968, pp. 89-90 of the Arabic text. See also Netton, op. cit., pp. 102-103. 
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is still alive in certain schools of Islamic thought.20 Ibn Sinp’s cosmology is 
related at once to his ontology and angelology. H e  makes the basic distinc- 
tion between necessity (wzyib), contingency (imk2z) and impossibility 
(imtindc). God is the Necessary Being (wd’ib ul-wzyzdj whose being (wzyzd) is 
none other than His quiddity (mihi~yd). As for the universe, it is a con- 
tingent being (mamkin ul-wqid). Although the universe ‘flows’ from the 
Necessary Being and does not have a temporal origin, it relies on the 
Necessary Being without which it would be literally nothing. Contingency lies 
in the very nature of the cosmos. 

From the contemplation of Itself, the Necessary Being generates the 
First Intellect whch is also the Supreme Archangel. The First Intellect in 
turn contemplates the Necessary Being itself as a contingent being and 
itself as a being made necessary by other than itself (w+b bi-lghqyr). From 
this ‘three-dimensional’ contemplation (uljihd ul-thuldthu), there is gener- 
ated the Second Intellect, the Soul (or Angel) of the First Sphere cfuluk 
ul-u$&) which is also the Primum Mobile and the First Sphere itself. The 
Second Intellect also contemplates in a like manner, generating the Third 
Intellect, the Soul or Angel of the Second Sphere and the Second Sphere 
itself whch is identified with the Heaven of the Fixed Stars cfuluk ul- 
bzm?). The process continues to the Tenth Intellect whch generates the 
Soul or Angel of the moon as well as the body of that Sphere. The 
Tenth or Active Intellect is also the ‘gver of forms’ (wdhib ul-pwur) for 
the world below whtch is none other than the world of generation and 
corruption comprised of the four elements: fire, air, water and earth in an 
indefinite number of combinations. This scheme can be summarized as 

2 9  

follows:22 

20. We have dealt in detail with this cosmology in An Introductian.. ., op. cit., 111, pp. 175-247. 
There is also an extensive bibliography of works on Ibn Sing and his cosmological thought 
which have been included in the bibliographical section of this work. For works after 1977, 
see Netton, op. cit., pp. 336ff. 

21. See Nasr, ‘ Wqidand Mibbyab in Islamic Thought’, IntemationaIPhiIosophicaIQ~a~er~, 29/4, 
1989, pp. 409428. 

22. From I. R. Netton, Akib Transcendent, op. it., p. 165. 
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The First Intellect 

Second Intellect/Archangel 

Third Intellect/ Archangel 

Fourth Intellect/Archangel 

Fifth Intellect/Archangel 

Sixth Intellect/Archangel 

Seventh Intellect/Archangel 

Eighth Intellect/ Archangel 

Ninth Intellect/Archangel 

Tenth Intellect ( E h i b  
aI-Jiiwar) = Archangel 
Gabriel 

The Necessary Being 

(AI- ‘Aqi ai-Awwa?) = Supreme 
Archangel or Cherub 

Soul/Angel of First Heaven 
First Heaven (Outermost Sphere) 

Soul/Angd of Second Heaven 
Second Heaven (Fixed Stars or 
Zodiacal Signs) 

SoullAngel of Third Heaven 
Third Heaven (Saturn) 

Soul/Angel of Fourth Heaven 
Fourth Heaven Uupiter) 

Soul/Angel of Fifth Heaven 
Fifth Heaven (Mars) 

Soul/Angel of Sixth Heaven 
Sixth Heaven (Sun) 

Soul/Angel of Seventh Heaven 
Seventh Heaven (Venus) 

Soul/Angel of Eighth Heaven 
Eighth Heaven (Mercury) 

SoullAngel of Ninth Heaven 
Ninth Heaven (Moon) 

Body of 

Body of 

Body of 

Bady of 

Body of 

Body of 

Body of 

Body of 

Body of 

World of Generation and corruption 

3.1 The cosmic herarchy according to Ibn Sin2 
0 From I. R. Netton, AiiZb Transcendent, London, Routledge, 1989, p. 165 
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The cosmos is thus divided, as with Aristotle, into the sub-lunar and the 
heavenly regions. The sub-lunar regon, made of the four elements, is the 
domain of the three hngdoms, namely: minerals, plants and animals, as well as 
all meteorological phenomena which include all that partakes of non-circular 
motion, hence the inclusion of meteors as phenomena belongng to the sub- 
lunar region. All the creatures of the sub-lunar realm are arranged according to 
a herarchy leading from prime matter to man who is connected through hs 
intelhgence to the cosmic Intellects and ultimately to God.23 As for the 
heavenly regons, whch are made of ether, they consist of the seven visible 
heavens of the planets, the heaven of the fixed stars and the invisible heaven 
of the Primum Mobile making altogether nine heavens each governed by an 
Intellect and a 

In hs Risdabfi-l-‘h!y (Treatise on Love), Ibn Sing emphasizes the sig- 
nificance of love as the moving force of the universe25 and it must be said that 
God for him is not only the Origin of the cosmos but also the Beloved for whch 
everything in the universe yearns through the love that runs through the arteries 
of the whole of creation. Ths theme, along with the symbolic nature of the 
cosmos, are particularly emphasized in the cosmology developed by Ibn Sing in 
certain of hls later works and especially the visionary recitals consisting of fAqy 
ibn Eq@n (Living Son of the Awake), Rzsdat al-rqr (Treatise of the Bird) and 
SaLZm& wa-Absd(Salamiin and Absiil). In these works, the main outhne of the 
cosmos does not change, but the cosmos itself becomes ‘interiorized’ and 
cosmology becomes the science enabling man to chart hs course through the 
cosmic labyrinth in order to gain ultimate freedom beyond the bondage of 
cosmic existence. In this quest, the role of the angel becomes particularly im- 
portant, and the study of these later works associated with Ibn Sing’s ‘Oriental 
Philosophy’ (al-hikmat al-masbriq&ya) only helps to delineate the close relation- 
ship between cosmology and angelology in the whole of Ibn Sing’s thought.26 

23. What has become known as the ‘great chain of being’ in Western thought underlies nearly 
all Islamic cosmological schemes and is especially evident in Ibn Sing, who was the first to 
deal with the mineral, plant and animal kingdoms in a systematic manner. See the ‘Natural 
Philosophy’ (aI-Tabi‘iyycit) of his al-Sh@’ as well as al-Ngjt. Concerning the hierarchy of 
existents in Ibn Sin%, see Nasr, An Introduction.. . , op. cit., pp. 197ff. Ibn Sin3 also wrote a 
separate treatise entitled Risdah dar bagigat wa-Kqfyyat-i silsalayi mayCdit wa-tasalsul-i Asbjb 
wa-hfumbbabit (Treatise on the Reality and Nature of the Chain of Existents and the Link of 
Causes and Effects) dealing specifically with the ‘great chain of being’. 

24. Among later Muslim Peripatetics, Ibn Rushd was to reject the souls of the spheres, thereby 
helping in the secularization of the cosmos and all that such a process implied for the 
astronomical revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the West. 

25. See E. L. Fackenheim, ‘Risdah fi-L‘ishq’, MedievalStudes, 7, 1945, pp. 208-229. 
26. These treatises have been analysed thoroughly by H. Corbin in his Avicenna and the l-%sionaly 

RecitaL, trans. W. Trask, New York, Pantheon Books, 1960; see also Nasr, -4n Introduction.. . , 
op. fit., Chapter 15 entitled ‘Nature and the Visionary Recitals’. 
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Ibn Sing also developed a cosmological scheme based upon the symbo- 
lism of the letters of the Arabic alphabet in a manner very similar to certain 
Sufis.27 His most important legacy in the field of cosmology was, however, the 
scheme mentioned above in which the visible heavens of Ptolemaic astronomy 
were made to correspond to the hierarchy of the Intellects and Souls in an 
organically unified cosmos in whch all levels of reahty descend in a hierarchc 
manner from the One God, who alone is Necessity as such, and are inter- 
related according to their position in the hierarchy of universal existence. 

The Ism2ilis 
From its earliest manifestations in the second/eighth century, Ismii'ilism was 
concerned with cosmologcal thought and Ismii'ili pldosophers and theolo- 
gians developed elaborate cosmologies going back to that mysterious text Umm 
ul-EtZb whch is the first written testament of Ismii'ihsm associated primarily 
with the Central Asian school and sull venerated by the Ismii'ilis of the Pamir 
mountains. The purpose of the cosmology delineated in the Umm ul-Kt2b is 
essentially soteriological, although it does not negate the possibility of its usage 
for 'scientific' activity as one sees so readily in Fatimid Egypt and also in the 
Rasz'il Ikbwdn al-JufZ' (Epistles of the Brethren of Purity) which was highly 
valued by Ismii'ili circles if not directly written by Ismii'ili authors. Moreover, 
the Umm al-KtZb is a syncretic work in whch elements of Manichaeism, Yoga 
practices and even Vajraygna pMosophy are discernible not to speak of 
Graeco-Alexandrian and Sabaean sources. But the work as a whole bears a 
clear Ismii'ili stamp. 

The Umm al-EtZb speaks of the creation of the spiritual and physical 
worlds ('dam al-amr and 'dam al-kbalq) on very dfferent planes. The first 
concerns the spiritual archetypes whch retain their wholeness and the second 
the visible cosmos marked by even greater separation from the spiritual world 
and characterized by the creation of heaven and earth. As far as the creation of 
the archetypal world is concerned, its complex structure can be summarized as 
follows : 

Five, later seven, Intelligences composing the Pleroma which brings into ex- 
istence (ibdz') the different worlds, corresponding, as reflections, to the lumi- 
nous entities imprisoned within the planetary bodies, which, on the physical 
plane, preside over the seven components of the material body (moon - mar- 
row, Mercury - bones, Venus - fat, sun - veins, Mars - blood, Jupiter - flesh, 
Saturn - skin.. .). 

27. This theme has been emphasized by Corbin in the above-mentioned work and his other 
studies devoted to Ibn Sins, for example, in Histoire de /apbilasophe iiskzmipe (written in 
collaboration with S. H. Nasr and 0. Yahya), Pans, Gahmard, 1986. 
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Twelve archetypal and uncreated Lights (duwzxdub nfirbzyi qu&m 
nL?makblfiq, nL?@ridih, which form the so-called 'World of the Mothers' 
(zmmubL?t) symbolized by the twelve signs of the Zo&ac (burzbar-i duwzx- 
dab bnv, duw&$zb .wnmubL?tund.. .). These lights, casting their reflection on 
the material creation, preside over the twelve spatial regions of the hu- 
man body (from Aries to Pisces in the following order: head, neck, 
hands, chest, abdomen, navel, organs of generation, thighs, knees, 
feet.. .). 

As emanations from the five or seven hierarchies and with the es- 
sence drawn from the World of the Mothers, nine hierarchies or 'courts 
of justice' (&wznbu) &splay themselves in descending order, having as 
upper limit the Pleroma of the Five Powers, and as inferior border the 
blue vault of the sky ..., which the Umm ul-kitzb, as already mentioned, 
identifies with the human brainpan. These hierarchies are not conceived as 
substantially existent, but rather as the descending octaves, or planes of 
consciousness, upon which the Pleroma of the Five Intelligences enacts its 
presence.. . 28 

Early Ismii'ili cosmology, using mostly a mythological language, continued 
into the fourth/tenth century as one can see in the treatise of the Fatimid 
d27, Abii 'Is% al-Murshd, whch 'reproduces in substance the original 
cosmological system of Ismii'ih~m.'~~ But about the same time, Ismii'ili 
cosmology began to be impregnated by Neoplatonism, as seen first of all in 
the writings of Abti 'Abd Alliih al-Nasafi also known as al-Nakhshabi 
(d.331/942-43), known mostly through hs critics such as Abii Hiitim al- 
Riizi and commentators and students such as Abii Ya'qiib al-Sijistiini (d. 
some time after 360/971), who was hmself one of the major figures of 
early Ismii'ili tho~ght.~' Later writers, such as Hamid al-Din al-ICirmiini (d. 
c. 408/1017), were to try to charter an intermediate course. Al-Krmiini's 
&-hat al-'a@ (Repose of the Intellect) is in fact accordmg to many authorities 
the most systematic exposition of Fatimid Ismii'ili thought in which the 
tenets of Ismii'ilism and Neoplatonism became synthesized. But he was far 
from being the last major figure of this school. Perhaps the greatest among 
them was Niisir-i Khusraw (d. between 465/1072 and 470/1077), author of 
the J2mic al-bikmatgn (The Sum of Two Wisdoms), which is again 

28. P. Filippani-Ronconi, 'Soteriological Cosmology.. . ', op. cit., p. 113. 
29. S. M. Stern, 'The Earliest Cosmological Doctrines of Ism2'ilism', in his Studies in EaTh 

hmZciksm, Leiden, Brill, 1983, p. 5. This treatise has been summarized by Netton in his 
Alhh Transcendent, op. it., pp. 203-209. O n  early Isma'ili cosmology, see also H. Halm, 
Kosmologie und ffedlebre derjkhen (smZc@a, Weisbaden, 0. Harrassowitz, 1978. 

30. O n  al-Sijistds cosmology, see W. E. Walker, 'Cosmic Hierarchies in Early IsmP'ili 
Thought: The View of Abu Ya'qub d-Sijistani', in: &fu~lim Vodd, 66, 1976, pp. 14-28; see 
also Corbin's introduction to Sijistm-, EtZb Kasi!fal-ma&b, Tehran/Paris, Institut Franco- 
Iranien and A. Maisonneuve, 1949. 
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impregnated with cosmological ideas. H e  in turn was followed by several 
other major figures such as Qa$ Nu'man, Ibrahim al-Hamidi, the early 
Nasir al-Din al-Tfisi (d. 672/1273) who wrote on Ismii'ili thought and 
Sayyidna ldris 'Imiid &Din of the Yemen who lived in the ninth/fifteenth 
century. 

Neoplatonized Ismii'ili cosmology is characterized by its emphasis 
upon the totally transcendent God who creates (ab& 'a) the First Intellect 
(d'uql al-uwwul) whde the rest of the Intellects and the Heavens are ema- 
nated (inbu'atha) from the First Intellect. There is, therefore, a distinction to 
be made between this type of cosmology and that of al-Farabi and Ibn Sin3 
whose use of f@d can be compared to the lsma'ili inbi'zth but who do not 
then speak of the ibdi' of the First Intellect. Al-Kirmani depicts a cosmo- 
logical scheme based on the Ten Intellects and the nine heavens of as- 
tronomy below whch stands the sublunar region and his work shows a leaning 
toward the perspective of al-Farabi, but the basic distinction between the 
creation (ibdi') of the First Intellect and the emanation (inbi'zth) of the rest of 
the cosmic hierarchy from the First Intellect remains as can be seen in the 
following scheme:32 

31 

31. There is a vast literature on Ismii'ili philosophical and cosmological thought by such 
figures as W. Ivanow, H. Corbin, S.M. Stern, P.E. Walker and others. See I.K. 
Poonawala, Bibliogrzby of hmd'fb Literature, Malibu, Calif., Undena Publications, 1971. 
Among these works, the writings of Corbin are particularly important for an in-depth 
understanding of both Ismii'ili philosophy and cosmology. Among his numerous 
studies, see HStoire de la philosophie islamque, section I1 B; his introduction to Niisir-i 
IUlusraw, f i b - e  &mi' al-bikmatain, Tehran/Paris, Institut Franco-Iranian/A. Maison- 
neuve, 1953; and @lit lime and hmaiili Gnosis, London, Kegan Paul International, 
1983. 

32. Netton, op. cit., p. 228. 
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pMode of l?,roductionl 

ab& ‘a The First Intellect DThe Highest Sphere 
(al- ‘Aqi al-Auwaa() 

First Emanation 
b The Second Sphere 

inba ‘atha 

The Third Intellect/Second 
Emanation = Iprime] Matter + 
Form b Sphere of Saturn 

The Fourth Intellect D Sphere of Jupiter + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.t 
+ 

The Fifth Intellect D Sphere of Mars 
D Sphere of the Sun The Sixth Intellect 

The Seventh Intellect D Sphere of Venus 
The Eighth Intellect 

The Ninth Intellect D Sphere of the Moon 
The Tenth Intellect 

inba‘aatha 

D Sphere of Mercury 

D Sublunary Sphere (i.e. Earth) 

D indicates rule of sphere by intellect 

3.2 The levels of cosmic reality according to firrngni 
0 From I. R. Netton, A&ib Transcendent, 

London, Routledge, 1989, p. 228 
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Among the most interesting features of Ism2ili cosmology is its insistence 
upon the cyclic nature of cosmic time. The fall of man himself is related to the 
number seven whch governs the rhythm of cosmic time. The ‘Spiritual Adam’ 
was originally the thrd in the hierarchy of cosmic existence based upon the limit 
(had4 whch is so essential to Ismii‘ih cosmology. Each level of being has a limit 
whtch itself determines what is limited by that limit (/zabdid). These limits 
possess a metaphysical and cosmological significance and not a purely anthro- 
pological one, so that their translation by ‘dgnitaries’ as suggested by some 
scholars does not convey their full meaning in Arabic. In any case, it is through 
knowing one’s hnddthat the herarchy of the cosmos is preserved. The ‘Spiritual 
Adam’ (Akzm nl-n&ini), who was originally the Third Intellect, having fallen 
into a ‘stupor’ was passed by in the process of cosmic generation. When he 
awakened from this ‘stupor’, he had fallen to the rank of the Tenth Intellect. 
Meanwhile the Seven Cherubims or ‘The Seven Divine Words’ had been 
brought into being and they helped Adam to regain hs original state and be- 
come himself. The number seven thereby marks the &stance of Adam’s fall and 
time is generated as a result of this ‘delay’. It is ‘retarded eternity’.33 This is the 
origin of the seven cycles of human and cosmic hlstory marked by seven pro- 
phets, seven imams and seven inheritors (wa:L) punctuated by periods of 
epiphany and occultation and leading finally to the ultimate Grand Resurrection 
(qjyzmat al-qjy~ma). Some Isma‘ili thinkers have even given a quantitative eva- 
luation for the Great Cycle of the life of the cosmos (dkawr d a  ‘~am) as being 
369,000 years or according to some 360,000 times 360,000 years. 

The Ismii‘ili doctrines of the cyclic nature of history and cosmic cycles is 
of significance in the history of Islamic cosmology and are more similar to the 
cosmological ideas of Hinduism than that of the monotheistic religions as 
usually interpreted by their theologies. It is not, however, negated by the 
Qur’iin whch speaks of ‘a new creation’ (khalqjadid) (L.15). Nor is its 
combining of cosmic history with that of prophets and imams drawn from 
anythng but Islamic sources. What other Islamic thnkers have criticized in 
Isma‘ili cosmology is the interpretation of some Isma‘ili thinkers who claim 
that there wlll be a repetition of each cosmic cycle, an interpretation which 
traditional Islamic thought rejects completely without denying the rhythms 
within a particular cosmic cycle or the possibhty of other cycle than the one 
known to the present humanity. In any case, ths feature os Ismii‘ili cosmology 
and its emphasis upon the importance of cosmology for man’s salvation has 
played an important hstorical role not only in Islamic pldosophy in general, 
but also in the cultivation of the sciences of nature. 

33. See Corbin, Htoire ..., op. cit., p. 125. For an analysis of hs ‘Drama in Heaven and the 
Birth of Time’ and cyclic time, see pp. 124-132 of this work; also Corbin’s C j c h  7inle.. . , 
op. cif., pp. 30ff. 
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Independent thinkers 

Although, in Islamic civdization, it was the schools of thought which 
dominated over individual interpretations, there did appear a number of 
individual thnkers who dld not belong to major schools of thought such as the 
Peripatetic or Ismii‘ili. Two such individuals are particularly important because 
they were among the greatest Muslim scientists, these being Muhammad b. 
Zakariyya’ al-Razi (d. c. 313/925) and Abu-1-Rayhiin al-Biifini (d. 442/1051). 
The first was known primarily as a phtlosophical sceptic, while the second was 
a pious Muslim. 

Most of al-Rads philosophical works have been lost, but a few treatises 
remain along with extensive citations of his writings by such critics as Aba 
Hiitim al-Razi and Fakhr al-Din al-Riizi to enable us to reconstruct the outline 
of hs cosmological Al-Razi, well known in the West by the name of 
Rhazes, developed a cosmology based on five eternal principles: God (al- 
B&?), the soul, space, time and matter. It is a cosmology whch some have 
considered to have been influenced by Sabaean or Hasranian sources, others 
by Manichaeism and yet others by Plato’s limaezrs and in any case probably 
derived from the teachings of his teacher Abu-l-‘Abbas al-kin~hahri.~~ 

For al-Razi, absolute space is independent of body in contrast to the view 
of Aristotle. Also, time is not the measure of motion. Although particular time 
is measurable, absolute time is infinite and immeasurable much like the aeon of 
the Neoplatonists which the Islamic philosophers called ul-dah. This absolute 
time is not determined by the movement of the outermost heaven as one finds 
in Peripatetic cosmology, but is a reality independent of the material world. 

Having defined space and time in this manner, al-Riizi asserts the ex- 
istence of the void again in contrast to the Aristotelians and develops an 
atomism which is of a Democritean nature. Whde in the history of Islamic 
thought, for centuries the theologians (al-mutakallimitz) defended their inter- 
pretation of atomism based on the ju?’ lZ_yataja?pJ, which means an atom 
without dunension and extension, against the view of the Peripatetics, for 
whom bodies consisted of form and matter, al-Rnzi developed hs own brand 
of atomism which is much closer to classical Greek atomism. For hm, atoms 
were the indivisible constituents of bodes but possessed dimension and 

34. For his writings and their analysis, see M. Mohaghegh, Elsz$iRayy, Tehran, The Society for 
the Protection of National Monuments, 1970; P. Kraus (ed.), Ra~Z’il Falsfyyab (Opera 
philosophica), Beirut, D%r al-Afiiq, 1979; and P. Kraus, ‘Raziana’, trans. A.J. Arberry, Asiatic 
Review, 1949, pp. 703-713. 

35. For an analysis of this cosmology and a defence of its Platonic origin see M.A. Fakhry, 
Histoy ofhlamic Pbilos@y, New York, Columbia University Press, 1983, pp. 99ff; also 
Fakhry, ‘A Tenth Century Arabic Interpretation of Plato’s Cosmology’,Jozmal oftbe €&toy 
ofphiloso&, 6, 1968, pp. 15-22. 
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moved in a void. His views, therefore, contrasted with the much more widely 
accepted atomism of the m~takallimtM2.36 

As for al-Biriini, the cosmology outlined in hs astronomical works such 
as al-&z& al-ilFa.r%dF (The Mas'iidic Canon) followed the standard scheme of 
the astronomers of his day. In the first section of the first book where he 
speaks of the 'configuration of universal beings in the world', he mentions 
that the cosmos is spherical with the earth at its centre. H e  distinguishes 
between the heavens composed of ether and comprising the seven planetary 
spheres encompassed by the heaven of the fixed stars and the sublunar region 
composed of the four  element^.^' 

What is perhaps of greater interest in this context is al-Bifini's criticism of 
Peripatetic cosmology and natural philosophy as contained in the series of 
questions and answers which he exchanged with Ibn Sing and the latter's stu- 
dent Abti Sa'id al-Ma'siirn~~* In these exchanges, which mark one of the peaks 
of Islamic intellectual history as far as natural philosophy is concerned, al-Bimni 
criticizes many of the most commonly held cosmological ideas, including the 
necessity of the circular motion of the heavens, held on to so tenaciously by 
classical astronomers and cosmologists and even by the iconoclastic Gakleo. Al- 
Bircini did not propose a new cosmological scheme in this work but in the 
domain of cosmology and the phdosophy of nature. His ideas, like those of al- 
Rgzi, played an important role as catalysts for further thought and scrutiny by 
members of the well-established schools of philosophy and science. It also 
needs to be added that in their own scientific fields, that is, medicine for al-Rgzi 
and the mathematical and astronomical sciences for al-Bifini, the thought of 
these men was very much at the centre of the intellectual arena even if their 
cosmological ideas or criticism of prevahng cosmologcal thought did not gain 
wide adherence among later cosmologists and philosophers. 

The astronomers and cosmology 
Islamic astronomy began early in the second/eighth century on the basis of 
the knowledge of the heavens among the pre-Islamic Arabs to which pre- 

36. On the atomism of al-Ri%zi and the mutakallim#n, see the classical and still valuable work of 
S. Pines, Beitrage Zur hkzmiscben Atomenlebre, Berlin, A. Heime, 1936; see also H.M. al- 
Alousi, De Problem of Creation in hhmic 7hougbt: Quran, ffaditb, Commentaries and filZm, 
Baghdad, National Printing and Publishing, 1965. 

37. See al-Q&in al-MaS'iaT, Hyderabad (Deccan), Da'irat al-Ma'iirif al-TJthmiiniyyah, 1954, I, 
pp. 21ff. We have dealt extensively with al-Bimni's cosmology in our A n  Introducfion . . . , op. 
cit., pt 11. There is a vast literature on al-Bmni including his ideas concerning cosmology 
and the philosophy of nature. See S. H. Nasr, AL-BiMni - A n  Annoted Bibliogrzphy, Tehran, 
High Council of Culture and Art, 1973. 

38. See al-As'ila wa-l-ajwibab, ed. S. H. Nasr and M. Mohaghegh, Tehran, Tehran University 
Press, 1972. 
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Islamic Persian astronomy as contained in such treatises as the Zq-i Sbab@Zr 
(The Royal Tables) and elements of Indian astronomy associated with the 
translations whch came to be known as the Jinrlhind came to be added. Finally, 
all these elements were integrated with Greek astronomy in the framework of 
the Qur’nnic view of the universe and a major synthesis was created whose 
first manifestations can be seen as early as the third/ninth century. To these 
elements one must also add the astronomical ideas whch reached the Muslims 
through the Sabaeans of Harran, who were themselves heir to both 
Babylonian and Greek astronomy.39 

The cosmological scheme of the early Islamic astronomers from the 
thrd/ninth century onward was that of the eight spheres of Ptolemac as- 
tronomy to whch the Muslims added a ninth starless heaven to account for 
diurnal motion and which they often called falak aI-.flk, From the earlier 
schools, Islamic astronomy adopted a few elements which are of cosmological 
interest such as the significance of the first light of the new moon (ahad), 
whch was important in the ancient Arabian science known as ‘ilm al-anwi’, 
and whch resulted in the greater significance given to the moon by Muslims 
than what one finds in Greek astronomy and astrology. This fact is also true of 
the nodes of the moon whch the Muslim astronomers first adopted from 
Persian and Indian sources and the stations of the moon so much emphasized 
by Indian astronomy and later by certain Muslim cosmologists. 

The domination of Ptolemaic astronomy can already be seen in the 
work of the third-/ninth-century astronomer Abu ‘Abd Alliih al-Batt3ni 
(d. 317/929) whose aLZq al-JZbi’ (Sabaean Tables) is based on the 
translation of the Almagc~t.~’ Ths work deals with the structure of the 
heavens and planetary motion whch, following Ptolemy, is considered to 
be composed of a series of circular motions in a spherical universe with 
the earth at the centre and the seven heavens of the visible planets, 
namely the moon, Mercury, Venus, sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn sur- 
rounded by the heaven of the fxed stars moving around the earth. Al- 
Battiini accepted Ptolemy’s kinematics, but did not follow him blindly as 
far as the practical results of hs calculations were concerned. 

39. The great mathematician and astronomer of the third/ninth century, Thgbit b. Qurra, 
who hailed from Harrsn and was originally a Sabaean, wrote a treatise entitled On the 
ffeauenh Orbs, 7Zieir D’osition, the Numbet- of Their ilhurments mid the T4lue of Their 
Progression, a treatise which is of ob.cious importance from the point of view of 
cosmology. See R. Morelon, Ihabit b. @ m a  m w e s  d’astronomie, Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 

40. See W. Harmer, ‘A-Battiini’, in Dctionaly of Jcientzzc Biography, New York, Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1980,1/11, pp. 507-516; and the monumental work of C. A. Nallino, Al- 
BattanTsizie Albatenii optls dstronomirum, 3 vols., Milan, U. Hoeplium, 1899-1907. See also G. 
Bossong, Los Canones de Albateni, Tubingen, Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1978, containing the 
text and study of the Alfonsian translation of al-BattSni’s Zj 

1981, pp. 17-25. 
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A more complete description of the cosmos in a non-mathematical 
language is given by Abu-l-‘Abb%s al-Farghgni who lived a few decades before 
al-Battiini and who died some time after 247/861. In htsJaw&zi‘ ‘ilm aL-tuqiim 
(Elements of Astronomy), he devotes Chapters 2-5 to a discussion of the 
structure of the universe, the sphericity of the heavens, the central position of 
the earth in the cosmos as well as the movements of the heavens, and the size 
of the earth and the planetary spheres.41 Ths work, whch was translated into 
Latin and formed the basis of Dante’s astronomical knowledge in the G.2a 
naoz’a and Conuivio, provides a clear summary of the outlines of the Ptolemaic 
universe which formed the background for the work of the Islamic astron- 
omers, who nevertheless continued to criticize certain tenets of Ptolemaic 
astronomy with important consequences for the later hstory of the subject in 
the West.42 

After further development of classical Islamic astronomy by such fig- 
ures as al-Bii%ni, Ibn Yiinus and Ibn al-Haytham, who insisted on the 
‘physical’ rather than ‘mathematical’ nature of the heavens, the Ptolemaic 
model came under attack in Spain. During the sixth/twelfth century, the 
phlosophcal criticism of Ptolemy w a s  prevalent among the Muslim 
Peripatetics such as Ibn Biijja until Nur &Din al-Bitfiji (d. c. 601/1204), 
who mas a student of the famous philosopher Ibn Tufayl, and who gave 
astronomical expression to this criticism. The Muslim Peripatetics had often 
adopted Aristotelian cosmology based on the concentric spheres of Aristotle 
rather than Ptolemaic epicycles, but they made use of the Aristotelian 
scheme philosophlcally rather than astronomically. Al-Bitmji, however, tried 
to create a new astronomical scheme with important cosmological implica- 
tions on the basis of an Aristotelian criticism of Ptolemy. H e  wanted to 
‘reform the principles of astronomy in order to bring them into agreement 
with the physical principles of Ari~totle.’~’ His opposition to Ptolemy was in 
fact based upon the qualitative aspects of planetary motion rather than the 
parameters which he took from the Ahagest. 

Al-Bitmji followed three Aristotelian principles: (1) every motion has 
a mover and a moved object, (2) a single motion has a single mover, and 
(3) a simple mover causes a simple motion. H e  developed an elaborate 
model of the cosmos without epicycles or eccentricities and hs object was 
to describe the universe as it is and not simply to provide geometxic and 

41. The question of the size of the earth and the heavens is of concern to cosmology, but we 
have not dealt with it here since it belongs more properly to the chapter on astronomy. 

42. O n  al-Farghiini, see I. A. Sabra, ‘Al-Farghiin?, in Drtionary of Scipnfijc Eljograpby, III/IV, 
pp. 541-545; and F. J. Carmody (ed.), Al-fiagani Dferentie in qui busdam collrctir scientie 
astroritm, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1943. 

43. B. Goldstein, Al-B$n?T: On the n-irrcipfes ofAstronom3, New Haven, Yale University Press, 
1971, p. 3. 
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mathematical models for the heavens. His model for the sun is as fol- 
lows: 44 

The sun. 
Excentric sphere. 
The surrounding sphere. 
The complement of the surrounding sphere. 
Centre of the world. 
Centre of the excentric sphere. 

3.3 Al-Bitmji’s model of the sun 
0 From J. L. E. Dreyer, A Hisfoty OfAstronomy from Bales to Kqler, New York, 

Dover Publications, 1953, p. 259 

Al-Bitfiji succeeded, in contrast to Ptolemy, in placing the earth actually 
at the centre of the cosmos and provided a strong criticism of the Ptolemaic 
model, a criticism whch although not accepted by most later astronomers 
nevertheless played some role in the criticism of the Ptolemaic universe by 
Galdeo and others whch finally led to the establishment of modern astron- 
omy. But a more important criticism of the Ptolemaic planetary model, as far 
as its resemblance to the later development of astronomy in the West is con- 
cerned, took place in the seventh/thirteenth century in the Marggha ob- 
servatory under the direction of Nave al-Din Tusi, a new model was developed 

44. From J.L.E. Dreyer, A History Of Astronomy from Thales to Kepler, N e w  York, Dover 
Publications, 1953, p. 259. Al-BitrCiji discusses his model and criticism of Ptolemy in his 
EtabfZ-l-Hq’a which became well known in the West. His work was translated into 
Hebrew and Latin and was published in Venice as Alpetragii Arabiplanetamm theorica phisicis 
rationibus probata. . . 
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which its discoverer E. S. Kennedy has named the ‘Tusi couple’. Ths consists 
of two vectors, one connected to the tip of the other, to describe planetary 
motion in a manner that is both uniform and circular. Ths idea was further 
developed by Qufb al-Din Shiri~zi~~ and Ibn al-Sh%Ur4‘ and led to models 
which somehow found their way to Poland and appeared in Copernicus. 
Kennedy has superimposed these models as indicated in Fig. 2.7 (p. 225)47 

These transformations did not alter the main outline of the cosmology 
of the Islamic astronomers, but &d modify it in many ways. There were, 
however, other figures who questioned the very outhnes of the traditional 
cosmological scheme including the circular movement of the heavens and 
the geocentricity of the cosmos. A-Bifini, in hs questions and answers 
exchanged with Ibn Sing, asked why the heavens could not have a ‘lenul- 
shaped’ motion rather than a circular one, and wrote that he once saw an 
astrolabe based on the motion of the earth around the sun.48 These criti- 
cisms did not, however, change the cosmological scheme of the Islamic 
astronomers which, being based on the way that the cosmos presents itself 
to man, possesses a profound symbolism and could not be overturned 
without a philosophical and religous revolution whch was destined to take 
place not in the Islamic world itself but in Europe which had learned so 
much from Islamic science. 

Hermetic cosmology 
The Hermetic corpus was translated early into Arabic and became integrated 
into certain dimensions of Islamic thought especially those associated with the 
circle of the Sixth SWite Imam, Ja‘far al-Si~diq.~~ Many of the works of this 
corpus were also read by philosophers such as Ibn Sin3 and Suhrawardi and 
Sufis like Ibn ‘Arabi. Works such as the @yy b. I.+@ and SaLZmZn wa-Abd 
of Ibn Sin3 reveal their Hermetic connections upon close examination. It is, 
however, most of all in the writings of the Islamic alchemists that one must 
seek the most duect expressions of Islamic Hermeticism, the works of a 
Jildaki or a Majrig of a Jabir and the Jabirean corpus belonging to the second/ 

45. See S.H. Nasr, ‘Nasir al-Din Tiisi’ and ‘Qutb &Din Shiriizi’, in Dictionary OfS~ient$c 
BiograpLy, XI, pp. 247-253, and XIII, pp. 508-514. 

46. O n  Ibn al-Shaur and the school of Mariigha, see G. Saliba, ‘The Role of Mariigha in the 
Development of Islamic Astronomy: a Scientific Revolution Before the Renaissance’, 
Revue de ynthise, 108, 1987, pp. 361-373; and G. Saliba, ‘The Development of Astronomy 
in Medieval Islamic Society’, Arab StudieJQuarterb, 4, 1982, pp. 21 1-225. 

47. E. S. Kennedy, Studies in the Islamic Exact Sciences, Beirut, The American University of 
Beirut, 1983, p. 86; see also ‘Planetary Theory in the Medieval Near East and its 
Transmission to Europe’ in the same volume, pp. 98-107. 

48. See our A n  Introduction . . ., op. cit., pp. 135ff. 
49. O n  the Corpus Hermeticum in the Islamic world, see footnote 11 above. 
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eighth century, or of the Shaykhi school belonging to the thrteenth/ 
nineteenth century. 

JABIREAN COSMOLOGY 

The most important alchemical writings in Islam belong to the Jiibirean corpus 
whose authenticity has been debated by several generations of Western 
scholars. Although there are uncertainties regarding the attribution of some 
works to hm, there is no doubt that Jiibir was a hstorical person who lived in 
the secondleighth century. But, perhaps more to our purpose, he stands as 
the ‘archetype’ of a particular conceptual &mendon of Islam.5o There are 
many cosmological schemes in the Jiibirean corpus reveahng Neoplatonic and 
Aristotelian influences as well as Hermetic ones. P. IGaus has pointed to the 
special importance of the cosmology contained in Kzitzd ul-nlawZ@~. (Books of 
the Balance) whch contain Jiibir’s key cosmological concept of the balance. 

In the EtZb al-TqmJf(The Book of Derivation), Jiibir discusses a cos- 
mology based on concentric spheres in whch the lower sphere is contained in 
and derives its principle from the one above.5* The Scheme of Jiibir can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. The First Circle, circle of the Prime Cause 
2. T h e  Second Circle, circle of the world 

3. The Third Circie, the worid of the Soul 
4. The world of substance 

of the Intellect 

3.4 Jiibir b. Hayyiin’s view of the circles of existence 
0 From P. Kraus,]Zr b. Hyy& - Contribution a I’histoire des idies scietitfiques dam I’lsam, 

Paris, Les Belles Lettres, 1986, IV, ‘La cosmologe jabirienne’, p. 142 

50. See P. Lory, AIcbinlie et mystique en terre dXIam, Pans, Verdier, 1989, pp. 14ff., where he has 
summarized the views of various scholars such as J. Ruska, P. Kraus and F. Sezgin. See also 
Nasr, SGience and Civilixation in (slam, op. cit., pp. 258ff. 

51. P. Kraus, J2ir b. Hyy& - Contdwtion 2 I’histoire des idies scienh$ques dans IiTslam, Paris, Les 
Belles Lettres, 1986, IV. La cosmologie Jabirienne, pp. 135ff. For the scheme below, see 
p. 142. 
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The world of substance is itself the principle of the physical world for the 
substance is none other than the pinta essentia which stands above the four 
natures and the four elements while the four natures are themselves the 
principles of the four elements. As for substance, ‘all thngs are in effect in it, 
all things derive from it, and all thngs return to it.’s2 The sphere of substance 
is the boundary between the corporeal and the incorporeal and is itself sub- 
servient to and dependent upon the’ Soul. The Soul becomes united with 
substance to form corporeal objects, imparting to substance the form of the 
sphere which is later deformed by the attachment of substance to the four 
natures and elements among whch heat is primary. 

In Jiibirean alchemy, the balance is not simply a means for quantitative 
measurement. Rather, it is the principle of measure of the intensity of the 
desire of the Soul for matter in its descent into matter. Jiibirean cosmology 
is based upon the principle of the balance of the tendencies of the Soul 
whch determines the qualities of cosmic existence. Jiibirean alchemy in fact 
seeks to bring about transmutation by means of the re-establishment of the 
correct balance between the outer and inner qualities in metals upon the 
basis of symbolic numbers understood in their Pythagorean sense.s3 The 
Jiibirean cosmos begins with God or the Prime Cause who is above all 
limitations, then the Intellect, the Soul and finally the substance which is the 
principle of the natural world from whch all physical objects issue and to 
which they return. Withn the natural world there exists a harmony based 
upon the manner in whch the World Soul attaches itself to the physical 
cosmos, a harmony which is measured by the balance which, although 
deahng with numbers, is concerned not with ordinary quantities but the 
archetypal and quahtative Pythagorean numbers which contain the key to 
the understanding of cosmic harmony. 

Pythagorean cosmology 
Pythagorean philosophy reached Muslims through many sources, including 
the 7imae.m of Plato and ne Introdaction to Arithmetic of Nicomachus. It was 
integrated readdy into the Islamic perspective, whch is unitarian, ‘abstract’ 
and oriented toward the vision of the mathematical world as the domain of 
intelligibility in the Platonic sense; hence, the predominance of mathematics 
in the sacred art of Islam.s4 Many Muslim authors developed a cosmology 

52. &id., p. 154. 
53. On the Jiibirean balance and alchemy, see H. Corbin, L’alchimie comme art hie‘ratique, ed. P. 

Lory, Paris, L’Herne, 1986, pp. 145ff.; Jiibir ibn Hayyiin, Dix traitis d’alchimie, ed. P. Lory, 
Paris, Sindbad, 1983; IGaus, op. tit., pp. 187-303; and Nasr, Science and Gvilixation in Islam, 
op. cit., pp. 262ff. 

54. See Nasr, An Introduction . . ., op. cit., pp. 46ff. 
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based upon the qualitative significance of numbers, geometric figures and 
the numerical symbolism of the letters of the Arabic alphabet, the latter 
being associated with the traditional science of aljajk W e  find examples of 
&IS type of cosmolo y among authors as different as Abii Ya‘qGb al-Sijistgni 
and Ibn al-‘Arabi. One of the best-known examples of this type of 
cosmology is Ibn Sing’s al-fifdut ul-N&%Wyac (The Treatise of Nayruz) in 
whch each letter of the alphabet corresponds -to a cosmic reality. 

Among the well-known works of Islamic thought, perhaps the most 
important work which is thoroughly impregnated with the Pythagorean 
notion of mathematics and whch contains an Islamic Pythagorean cos- 
mology is the RasZ’il (The Epistles) of the Ikhwiin al-Safg’, who lived in 
Iraq in the fourth/tenth century. The very structure of these works is 
based on numerical symbolism wMe certain specific treatises, deal with 
astronomy and cosmology.56 They depict the cosmos as it appears in most 
other astronomical sources of the day, starting from above with the ninth 
heaven valak al-mztb<t) followed by the heaven of the fixed stars, Saturn 
and other planets down to the moon. Where they dffer from other 
sources is their emphasis upon the numerical significance of the structure 
of the cosmos, for according to them each number has its own property 
and each being is limited to a particular number which corresponds to its 
nature. 

In the cosmos, the sun is like the king who resides in the middle of the 
heavens whde the planets are like its armies and helpers, the spheres like the 
climates, the signs like countries and the degrees like towns. The Ikhww also 
compare the movement of the heavens to the Islamic rite of pilgrimage and 
assert that the movement of the heavens around the earth is like the move- 
ment of the pilgrims (bijf~) around the Ka‘ba. In the same way that the Ka‘ba 
is in the middle of the Holy Sanctuary or May’id al-barZm, and Majid ul-bardm in 
the middle of the Holy Precinct or al-Haram, the Haram in the middle of the 
Hejaz, and Hejaz in the middle of the Islamic world, so is the earth located in 
the middle of the air, the air in the middle of the sphere of the moon, etc. all 
the way up to the supreme heaven.58 

S B  

57 

55. W e  have provided cosmological schemes related to the letters of the Arabic alphabet in our 
(slamic Science - A n  fllustrated Stu4, pp. 32-34. 

56. W e  have dealt extensively with the Ikhwgn al-Safg’ and their cosmology in our An 
Introduction.. . , pt I. See also F. Dieterici, D i e  Philosophie bei den Arabern im ~ehntenJahrhundert 
n. Ghr. 16 vols., Leipzig/Berlin, J. C. Heinrich’sche, 1858-1891, reprinted Hildesheim, 
1969; S. Diwald, Arabische Philosophie und Essenschajit in der Enuklopadie Ktzb Bwin al-Safi, 
Wiesbaden, 0. Harrassowitz, 1975; A. Bausani, L’enciclopedia dei fiatelli della pzlriti, Naples, 
Istituto Universitario Orientale, 1978; Y. Marquet, Laphilosophie des Ikhwan al-Ji$a, De diea 2 
I’homme, Lde, UniversitC de LiUe, 1973. 

57. See Rad/, Beirut, D%r Siidir, 1957, I, pp. 140-141. 
58. Ra2i4 op. cit., 11, p. 30. 
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The Ikhwiin also develop their cosmology on the basis of the descent of 
all the grades of being from God who is symbolized by the number 1, through 
the levels of the Intellect 2, Soul 3, Matter (aJ-hqdZ) 4, Nature 5, Body 6, the 
sphere 7 whch also contains the seven planets, the elements 8 possessing 
eight qualities (consisting of the four quahties, cold, dry, moist and dry in 
combinations of twos) and the beings of this world consisting of the three 
kingdoms each having three parts.59 The basis of their cosmology is the grades 
of being or the ‘great chain of being’ descending from the Intellect and, of 
course, ultimately God to the pebble on the beach in a hierarchy based upon 
numerical symbolism and cosmic quahties. The lkhwiin draw analogies be- 
tween the macrocosm and the microcosm and the reahties of the cosmos and 
those of revelation. Their cosmology can be summarized as follows:6o 

59. This is explained more fully in our An Introduction.. . , op. it., pp. 51 ff. 
60. A n  Introduction ..., op. it., p. 71. The combining of the cosmic, religious and human 

elements is essential to the cosmology of the Ikhwa whose work is for that very reason of 
great importance for an understanding of the Islamic philosophy of the environment. It is 
not accidental that they devote a large section of one of their epistles to the dispute 
between man and the animals, a discussion which has great pertinence in the light of the 
environmental crisis today. See L. Goodman, 7 h e  Case ofthe AnimaLs versus Man Before the 
fing ofthejnn, Boston, Twayne Publishers, 1978; and IkwZn a&f2, Mensch und 7ier vor dem 
Konig der Dscbinnen, trans. A. Giese, Hamburg, Felix Meiner Verlag, 1990. 
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3.5 The cosmos according to the Ikhwiin al-Safii' 
0 Photograph Roland and Sabrina hfichaud (From S. H. Nasr, 

A i  Ititrodidon to hLamic Comologicd Doctriies, Cambridge, Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, 1964, p. 71) 
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MUSIC AND COSMOLOGY 

It is necessary to say a word here about the cosmic dimension of the classical 
music of the Islamic peoples and a cosmology based upon music whch 
reminds one naturally of the Pythagorean theory of harmony." Many Muslim 
authors, especially the phlosophers and the Sufis, includin the Ikhwiin 
themselves, have written on the cosmic dimension of music:' The classical 
modes of these musical traditions correspond to cosmic qualities and 
moments and they develop from origmal silence and return to ths silence in 
a process whch mirrors and complements the cosmogonic process. They 
depict a centred universe of sound and aid the soul to journey through the 
cosmos to the abode of the Metacosmic Reality. Their treatment belongs to a 
separate study, but these traditions need at least to be mentioned here. In the 
same way that Pythagorean and Platonic cosmologies are related to harmony 
and Pythagorean numbers relate the world of the cosmos to that of music, 
accordmg to some muslim philosophers there exists a definite relationship 
between music and cosmology. It was not only a Johannes Kepler who 
entitled his major astronomical work, ne Hamoy ofthe Wodd. Many of the 
greatest Islamic scientists and philosophers such as al-FXriibi, al-Riizi and Ibn 
Sin%, not to speak of numerous Sufis such as al-Ghazdi and Ruzbihan Baqli, 
were deeply versed in music and wrote many luminous pages on its 
cosmological and spiritual  dimension^.^^ 

The ishrZ@ cosmology of Suhrawardi and 
Qufb al-Din Sl-iirazi 

With Shaykh al-Ishriiq Shihab al-Din Suhrawardi (d. 587/1191) a new 
phlosophical and theosophical school was inaugurated in Islam which came 
to be known as the School of Illumination (aL-i-iShrZq), a school which was to 

61. See J. Godwin, Harmonies of Heaven and Earth, Rochester, VT., Inner Traditions 
International, 1987; Godwin, hfusic, h@sticism and Magic - A Jourcebook, London, Routledge 
& Kegan Paul, 1986, especially Part 11. 

62. See A. Shiloah, 'L'tpitre sur la musique des Ikhwsn al-SafS', La Revive des Etzdes 
hLamiques, 32, 1964, pp. 125-162. There is a considerable literature on the theory of 
classical Arabic and Persian music as well as other forms of the traditional music of 
the Islamic peoples such as Turkish which cannot be dealt with in this chapter. For 
further references, see J. During, &fusiqzie et extase, Paris, Albin Wchel, 1988, 
including the bibliography, pp. 260-72; J.L. Michon, 'Sacred Music and Dance in 
Islam', in Nasr (ed.), (slamic SpiritaaLO - Man@stations, op. cit., pp. 469-505 and p. 
539 for bibliography. 

63. See S. H. Nasr, hLamic Art and Spi&di& LondonlAlbany, N.Y., Golgonooza Press/State 
University of New York Press, 1987, pp. 151ff. 
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exercise a profound influence upon later Islamic phdosophy, especially in the 
Eastern lands of Islam.64 Suhrawardi developed an elaborate cosmology based 
upon the symbolism of light, especially in the second part of his masterpiece 
&!+mat al-ishrZq (Theosophy of the Orient of Light) U on which Qufb al-Din 
Shiriizi was to write the most famous commentary.6’PThe Origin or God is 
identified as the Light of Lights (Nir ul-afiwZr) from whom emanates the 
longitudinal (!CL) hierarchy of lights stretching from the archangelic realm to 
the visible world and also a latitudinal order of (a&) lights which are identified 
with the angels of Mazdaean cosmology and which contain the archetypes of 
all things. This order also includes lights which govern the actions of men and 
the three lungdoms. The whole universe consists, in fact, solely of grades of 
light and darkness whch is nothing but the absence of light. Suhrawardi and 
ShirQzi even developed a physics of light in whch bodies are envisaged as 
ghasaq, or shadows of light, and to the extent that they are real are nothing but 
light. 

The School of Illumination begins with Avicennan cosmology whch 
Suhrawardi, however, interiorizes giving it a greater noetic and soteriological 
significance. Although the outline of the isbrZqT cosmos resembles that of Ibn 
Sing, it is described in more symbolic language and is even more closely tied to 
the reality of the angelic lights than the Avicennan cosmos. Suhrawardan 
cosmology is inseparable from angelology and angels may be said to permeate 
the universe of ishrzq. Furthermore, Suhrawardi and his commentators, such 
as Qufb al-Din ShirHzi, depart from the Avicennan cosmos by removing the 
boundary of the heavens from the sphere of the moon to that of the fixed 
stars. In Aristotelian cosmology, followed in this respect by the Muslim 
Peripatetics, there is a major boundary in the cosmos, and that is the sphere of 
the moon. Below it is the world of generation and corruption composed of 
the four elements and above it are the heavens composed of ether. For the 
ishrZqTs, however, the cosmos is divided into two major realms, the Orient and 
the Occident, the first being the domain of light and the second of darkness. 
But the boundary between these worlds is the boundary of the visible cosmos 

64. O n  Suhrawardi and the School of Illumination or isbrcig see S.H. Nasr, Three Muslim 
Sages, Delmar (N.Y.), Caravan Books, 1979; H. Corbin, E n  H a m  Irunien, Paris, 
Gallimard, 1971, Chapter 11; Nasr, ‘Suhrawardi’, in M.M. Sharif (ed.), A ffistoty of 
Mndim Pbilosopby, Wiesbaden, 0. Harrassowitz, I, pp. 372-398; Netton, All& 
Transcendent, op. it., pp. 256-258; and H. Ziai, Knowledge and Illarminatioon, Atlanta, 
Scholars Press, 1990. 

65. See H. Corbin, Xobravardi, Le livre de la sagesse orientale, Paris, Verdier, 1986. We have 
included Shiriizi in this section primarily because of his commentary upon this work. As for 
his other writings, some are Peripatetic and others belong to the tradition of Islamic 
mathematical astronomy. 
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itself. The Orient lies beyond the visible heavens and all the visible heavens 
belong, along with the sublunar region, to the cosmic Occident .66 

Suhrawardi develops an elaborate symbolic geography on the basis of 
the particular idmiqf understanding of Orient and Occident. The role of 
cosmology for him is to orient man in the Occident of cosmic existence in 
which he is located during ths terrestrial life and to enable him to journey 
to the Orient whch is his original abode. Man lives in what Suhrawardi 
calls ‘The Occident Exile’ (ulgbmba algh~zrb&u)~’ and the function of the 
incredibly rich symbolic cosmology described by Suhrawardi, especially in 
hs visionary recitals,“ is to enable man to leave ths exile and return to 
that Orient which he also carries in the depth of his being. Ths return is 
only possible if he becomes aware not only of hs original hqme, but also of 
the hierarchy of lights and veils which separate him from that Orient that is 
also his origin. 

The Suhrawardian cosmic and angelic hierarchies can be summarized 
schematically as 

66. It is important to add that Suhrawardi also departs from the cosmology of al-FHrHbi and 
Ibn Sin% in that he does not limit the longitudinal or vertical hierarchy of the intellects to 
ten as they do. 

67. See particularly the visionary recital under this title in Suhrawardi, Qutjres philosophiques et 
mystiqzies, ed. H. Corbin, Tehran, Imperial Iranian Academy of Philosophy, 1977, 11, 
pp. 274-297. 

68. See Suhrawardi, Quvres philosophiques, op. cit., 111. These recitals have been translated 
beautifully by Corbin in his L’Archange empozirpe‘, Paris, Fayard, 1976, and more prosaically 
and less successfully by W. Thanckston, T h e  Afistical and 1,Zuonaly TreatiseJ of Suhrawardi, 
London, The Octagon Press, 1982. 

69. Netton, op. cit., p. 267. 
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Light of Lights (Nir at-.4nw%) 

The First Lght 
# 

/ 
/ 
/ 

6, Isfand&mudh / 

Highest Isthmus 

&ANWAR A L - ~ ~ A ~ B ~ ~  
t 

Angels who guard Man’s Angels who 
plants, minerals, p a n i n g  movethe 
animals, etc. spheres 

/ 
/ 
/ 

Second Isthmus 7%; T&d 

Fixed Stars 
or Sphere of /’ Light 

/‘ ti #/ 
Third Isthmus The Fomh 

Light / 

3.6 The hierarchies and orders of light accordmg to Suhrawardi 
0 From I. R. Netton, Allah Transcendent, 

London, Routledge, 1989, p. 267 
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The cosmology of Ibn al-‘Arabi and his school 

N o  single figure in the history of Islam has written as much about 
cosmology as Ibn al-‘Arabi (d. 638/1240). In his many voluminous writings 
there are numerous pages devoted to cosmology while he also devoted 
separate treatises to the subject.70 Ibn al-‘Arabi is like an ocean into whch 
many rivers of cosmological thought flowed including Hermeticism, 
neopythagoreanism and Neoplatonism. But the substance of this ocean is 
composed of the cosmology which emanates directly from the Qur’iin and 
Ibn al-‘Arabi’s cosmology remains profoundly Qur’iinic even when he 
employs neo-Empedoclean or Neoplatonic concepts. Ibn al-‘Arabi’s vast 
cosmological writings were further elaborated upon by his disciples and 
members of his school ranging from Sadr al-Din al-Qunawi to Mu’ayyid al- 
Din al-Jandi, from ‘Abd al-Razziiq al-I<i%shiini to ‘Abd al-Karim al-Jili and 
numerous Iater commentators such as ‘Abd al-RahmHn JHmi, IsmH‘iI Haqqi 
and ‘Abd al-Saliim al-Niibul~si.~* It even included Shiiite commentators such 
as Sayyid Haydar Amuli, who developed a Shite version of Ibn al-‘Arabi’s 
cosmological schemes wherein the imams play a particularly important role.72 

Ibn al-‘Arabi’s cosmos is dominated by the Divine Names and 
Qualities and the interplay of their theophanies (tqdLzj~Zt) and reflections 
upon that ‘mirror of nothingness’ which constitutes what appears to us as 
the material of thts world. To create the world, God breathes upon the 
archetypes (al-u3& aL-th&ta) through the ‘Breath of the Compassionate’ 
(nafbs al-rahm&) , the archetypes being themselves latent in God’s knowledge 
and in a sense further determinations of the Divine Names and Qualtties. 
The very substance of the universe is, therefore, constituted of the ‘Breath 
of the Compassionate’ while all existents are determinations (tacgpzZt) of 
the principal realities contained in the archetypal realm. In fact, there is a 

70. As for example Insha’ al-dawz’ir and ‘Uqlah.. , in H. Nyberg, Klrinere Xcbrifn des Ibn al- 
‘Arab?, Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1919. The masterpiece of Ibn al-‘Arabi, the Futibd a[- 
makkiyya, is itself a vast source for various cosmological ideas and schemes. See W.C. 
Chittick, ne Jug7 Path $firowlea&, Albany, N.Y., State University of New York Press, 
1989, especially pts 1 and 3. On Ibn al-‘Arabi’s cosmology, see the penetrating analyses 
of T. Burckhardt, in his translation of Ibn al-‘Arabi’s ne IF5sdom ofthe prophets, trans. 
from the French by A. C. Seymour, Gloucestershire, Beshara Publications, 1975; and his 
A$rtical Asjroko~ According to 2 n  al- ‘Arabf, trans. B. Rauf, Gloucestershire, Beshara 
Publications, 1977, which deals in an unparalleled fashion with the cosmology of the 
Andalusian master. 

71. On Ibn al-‘Arabi’s school, see W. C. Chittick, ‘Ibn al-‘Arabi and His School’, in Nasr (ed.), 
hLamic Spirituak& - Alan festations, op. it., pp. 49ff. 

72. For Amuli’s cosmology, see Sayyed Haydar Amoli, Le Exte des Extes, ed. H. Corbin and 
0. Yahya, Tehran/Paris, Institut Franco-Iranien/A. Maisonneuve, 1975, I, especially pp. 
32ff. of Corbin’s French introduction; H. Corbin, EN Ldam iranien, op. cif., 111, Book 4, 
Chapter 1, especially pp. 200ff.; Nasr, Islamic Science - An Riustrafrd Jtu&, @. it., p. 33. 
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hierarchy of determination or limitation which constitutes the ever- 
descending levels of existence until one reaches the limit of cosmic 
manifestation. 

In the same way that the human breath is inhaled and exhaled con- 
stantly, the whole of the cosmos undergoes a constant process of expansion 
(baJ{) and contraction (qabd). In fact, the cosmos is annihilated and re- 
created at every instant although because of the rapidity of the process, man 
remains unaware of it and only regards the outward horizontal nexus be- 
tween things. It is ths constant renewal which is called the renewal of 
creation (tqidFd al-khalq) and which resembles the views of the Ash‘arites to 
some extent with which it must not, however, be identified. The Ibn al- 
‘Arabi cosmos is thus a constantly renewed one, where the vertical cause is 
ever present and where the freshness of creation and the ecstasy of return 
to the Source accompany every moment of existence which is none other 
than the Eternal 

As already mentioned, the cosmos depicted by Ibn al-‘Arabi is 
dominated by the Divine Names of which nine are particularly significant 
in the ordering and running of the cosmos. These names are as fol- 
lows : 

73 

75 

The Living (al-eqy) 
The Knowing (al- 
The Wdhng (al-Mu~d) 

The Powerful (al-Qadir) 
The Speaking (al-@’il) 

H e  Who Governs (al-Mudabbir) 
H e  Who Deploys (al-M$a::il) 

The Generous (al-JzwZd) The Just (al-Mup$) 

The name al-Hqy is sometimes referred to as the ‘Lord of Lords’ while the 
four names which follow, namely al- ‘ATim, al-Qadir, al-MmTd and al-QZ’il, are 
called ‘the Four Pdlars’. They are the principles of all quaternary manifesta- 
tions which are so prevalent in the cosmos such as the four elements, 

73. For a summary of this view, see Nasr, Science and Givilizaation in (slam, op. cit., pp. 344ff. 
74. This theme of the renewal of creation has been treated also by many other Sufis. See the 

penetrating study of T. Izutsu, ‘The Concept of Perpetual Creation in Islamic Mysticism 
and Zen Buddhism’, in S. H. Nasr (ed.), Ah‘langes off& d Henry Codin, Tehran, McGill 
University Institute of Islamic Studies and the Imperial Iranian Academy of Phtlosophy, 

75. See Chittick, Ibn al-‘Arabi and His School, op. cd., pp. 72-75. O n  pp. 70ff. of this essay 
Chittick analyses one of Ibn al-‘Arabi’s cosmological schemes in a section entitled ‘An 
Islamic Creation Myth’ where the central significance of the Divine Names is brought out 
clearly. 

1977, pp. 115-148. 
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the four natures and the four directions of space and whch are also so 
important in traditional Islamic ar~hitecture.’~ The existence of all cosmic 
realities presupposed these nine Names the interplay of whose reflections 
upon the ‘mirror of non-being’ in fact constitutes cosmic reality. 

The cosmos of Ibn al-‘Arabi is of course herarchical, following the 
traditional pattern which extends from the Divine Essence and the Divine 
Names and Qualities to the archangelic, angelic, psychic and physical realms. 
Sometimes Ibn al-‘Arabi speaks of all these realms as ‘Divine Presence’ (al- 
badnit al-ilZhiyya) because every level of reality is nothing but a Divine 
Presence. Hence, the famous five ‘Divine Presences’ consisting of hihit, 
I&@, jaba~t, mulakit and nzsit which have come to characterize the cos- 
mology of the School of Ibn al-‘Arab~.~~ At other times, he outlines a more 
detailed hierarchy whch begins from God and reaches man, this being called 
the arc of descent (qaws ul-nzqil) and then returns from man to God in the 
arc of ascent (quws ul-p~~id). The arc of descent includes not only the First 
Intellect and the Universal Soul but also Universal Nature, the unformed 
Matter or aL-HabZ’, the Universal Body and Form as well as the Throne and 
the Chair followed by the manifested and visible cosmos. It can be sum- 
marized as follows:78 

76. There is a profound relationship between Islamic cosmology and Islamic architecture. 
See T. Burckhardt, ne Art of Islam, trans. P. Hobson, London, World of Islam 
Festival Trust, 1976; W. Sanhouri, Sacred Dimensions in the Architecture of the hlamic Go, 
Ph.D. Dissertation, London, Royal College of Arts, 1990; M. Akkach, ne Sacred 
Pattern of Traditional Islamic Architecture According to S U ~  Doctrine, Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Sydney, The University of Sydney, 1991, especially pp. 127ff, where he deals with the 
architectural significance of the quaternary manifestations of the Divine Names. 

77. On the five ‘Divine Presences’ see E Schuon, Dimensions ofhLam, Chapter 1 1 ,  pp. 142ff. 
These ‘Presences’ correspond respectively to the Divine Essence, the Divine Names and 
Qualities, the archangelic and angelic worlds, the imaginal and subtle worlds, and finally the 
corporeal world, although other interpretations have also been given by various 
commentators. 

78. This scheme, based mostly upon the ‘ugLah al-muJta@ia, is summarized by Netton in his 
All& Transcendent, op. cit., p. 284. 
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God 

J. 
The First Intellect (al-‘aql al-awwal) 

J. 
Universal Soul (al-nafs al-kullijyah) 

J. 
Universal Nature (al-!abPa al-kullijyab) 

J. 
Unformed Matter (al-babZ’) 

J. 
Universal Body (aljisnz al-kzrlk) 

J. 
Form (al-@rah) 

.1 
The Throne (ai- ‘Arsh) 

.1 
The Chair (al-&rsf) 

.1 
The Farthest Heaven (‘julak al-aflk) 

J. 
Sphere of the Fixed Stars (al-kawikib al-tbibita) 

.1 
The Four Elements 

J. 
The Seven Planets 

J. 
Angels and theJnn 

4 
The Three Kingdoms 

J. 
(minerals, plants, animals) 

4 
Man 
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With man the ascent toward God begins in an active manner. Externally, 
man, being the microcosm, resembles the whole of the cosmos, while in- 
wardly he is the theophany of all of God’s Names and Qualities and is related 
to God vertically and directly. As for the cosmos, it too is ultimately a theo- 
phany. 

Ibn al-‘Arabi’s cosmology emphasizes the relationship between the 
revelation of the Word of God in the form of the Qur’iin and that pri- 
mordial revelation which is the cosmos. To bring out &IS correspondence, 
Ibn al-‘Arabi not only draws attention to the interplay of the theophanies of 
the Divine Names and Qualities in both the cosmos and the religious 
universe of Islam, but also emphasizes the correspondence existing between 
the letters of the Arabic alphabet and the stations of the moon. In the 
same way that the Word of God reaches man through the twenty-eight 
letters of the alphabet of the sacred language chosen by God for His last 
revelation, the cosmic qualities descending from on high reach man through 
the twenty-eight stations which the moon traverses in its monthly journey 
on the basis of the lunar month. The following pattern summarizes these 
correspondences and the significance of the Divine Names in the cosmic 
order. It provides an intelligible view of the cosmos as an icon to be 
contemplated as well as to be understood accordmg to its princi les and the 
interplay of forces and energies whch constitute the cosmos: 7 8  

79. See Nasr, hLumic Science, op. cit., p. 32. This scheme is taken from the study of T. Burckhardt 
of the astrological symbolism contained in Ibn al-‘Arabi’s al-FztibZt uL-Makk&d. See 
Burckhardt, MysticulAstrology According to fin ‘Arabi, op. cit., pp. 32-33. 
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3.7 T h e  macrocosmic development of the Divine N a m e s  in their 
correspondence with cosmic realities according to Ibn al-'Arabi 

0 Adapted from T. Burckhardt, 
Cli Spt-ituelle de I'asti-olcgie musulmane 8apks Mobyiddin b. Arabi, 

Editions Traditionnelles, 1950, Fig. 8, pp. 32-33 by 
Gloucestershire, Beshara Publications, 1977 
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The cosmographers from al-Qazwini to al-SuFti 

Following the very active period of the formulation and development of 
various forms of Islamic cosmology culminating in the sixth/thirteenth 
century with Ibn al-‘Arabi, Qutb d-Din Shiriizi and others, there began a 
period when knowledge contained in earlier treatises of cosmology and natural 
hstory were compiled in fairly popular compendia of cosmography. One of 
the most widely read of these works is the ‘Ajii’ib dmakblziq& (The Wonders 
of Creation) of Zakariyyg’ d-Qazwini, a work composed in the seventh/ 
thrteenth century. This work is typical of this genre of literature but was 
perhaps more popular than any other treatise of its kind. 

The first part of the work, which is devoted to the ‘higher realities’ (al- 
‘dwijyit), discusses the structure of the heavens from the level of the moon to 
falak al-a$ik and concludes with two chapters ‘on the inhabitants of the hea- 
vens who are the angels’ and ‘on The author mentions the number of 
movements of each planet, the distance between the outer and inner surfaces 
of the spheres and the astrological properties of each planet. H e  then turns to 
the ‘lower realities’ (al-s@ijyiit) where he describes the spheres of fire, air, 
water and earth and then the three kmgdoms generated by the four elements, 
namely minerals, plants and animals. It is particularly in this last chapter that 
he deals with not only men andjinn but also strange creatures, a domain where 
mythology and natural hstory become intermingled. 

What is of special interest in this work from the point of view of both 
cosmography and Islamic art is the description of the angels.81 After dis- 
cussing the nature of angels as being made of ‘sacred substances’ bawzbir 
mugaddaJa), Qazwini emphasizes that everything has its angel down to a drop 
of rain and that the functioning of the Islamic cosmos is inseparable from the 
activity of the angels. Qazwini then deals with the order of the angels begin- 
ning with the four which carry the Divine Throne and al-fi-5 al-AmZn, the 
supreme archangel who administers the heavens and all that is below them. H e  
speaks of the four archangels, Israfil, who breathes spirits into bodies, Jibn’il, 
who brings revelation, W-ka’il who controls the bounty meant for each crea- 
ture, and ‘Izrii’il who is the angel of death and who brings motion to rest. 
Then there is the order of the Cherubin, al-Kam-bijyZn, who only worship God 
and attend to Him, being indifferent to anything else. Below them stand the 
angels who govern the heavens and those who carry out special functions in 
the human and cosmic worlds according to God’s Wd. Qazwini not only 
mentions the hierarchy of the angels but also describes them according to 

80. See the ‘Aji’ib al-hfakbhqit wa-Gbara’ib al-Mai@&t of Qazwini, ed. F. Sa‘d, Beirut, D8r al- 
Af8q al-Jadida, 1973. O n  Qazwini himself and his work see T. Lewicki, ‘al-Kazwini, 
Zakariyy?, in the new Engdqaedia oj’hlam, Leiden, E. J. Brill, IV, pp. 865-867. 

81. Ibid., pp. 88ff. 
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3.8 A page from ‘Ajii’ib al-makhhqd of al-Qazwini, 
dustrating Centaur (‘Qanturas’), part-horse and part-man 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Mameluke manuscript from Syria, 

fifteenth century, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford) 
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traditional Islamic sources. It is for this reason that his work has had much 
influence upon Persian, Turktsh and Indian miniaturists who sought to paint 
angels in connection with various texts which they were illustrating. 

Despite its popular nature, Qazwini’s cosmography serves as a good 
source for knowledge concerning the view of the cosmos held by the general 
Muslim public before modern times. It is also important in bringing out the 
fundamental relation between angelology and cosmology in Islamic thought, a 
relation whch was discussed on a more metaphysical and phlosophcal level 
by numerous Islamic tlvnkers such as Ibn Sing and Suhrawardi. 

In addition to the genre of literature to which the ‘AjZ’ib a/-makbliqd of 
Qazwini belongs, there exists another body of works which dealt with cos- 
mology on a purely Qur’gnic and Sunni basis, i.e. grounded upon the SZnna of 
the Prophet, of whch the al-Hky’a al-Janbya$-l-hky ’a al-szmn&ya (The Brihant 
Form Concerning Tradtional Cosmology) of the well-known polymath Jald 
al-Din al-Suytig (d. 911/1505) is a prime example.82 Ths work follows a long 
traltion going back to al-IUlapb al-Baghdgdi’s RzsZlabJi ‘ilm al-nqGm (Treatise 
on the Science of Astronomy) written in the fourth/eleventh century which is 
opposed to Greek philosophical learning and relies solely upon Islamic 
teachings concerning the stars. The sources of al-SuyiiU go back even further 
to the Et& al-‘Axama (The Book of Highness) which is rich in information 
concerning traditional Islamic cosmological teachings derived from N~dFtb.*~ 

The pious author of the BtZb a/- ‘Axama bases everythng in his work on 
the Qur’gn and HadTtb and insists that there is a science of the cosmos rooted 
in these twin sources of the Islamic revelation, a science whose goal is to 
depict the cosmos as a gate to the invisible world. According to Abu-1-Shaykh 
and following lvm al-suyiig, the study of the cosmos should be based on 
meditation (tafakkuar) upon the signs of God rather than simply seeing things 
and theorizing about them (naxaar). 

In ths work on traditional cosmology al-Suyiip begins with the Throne 
(al- ‘Aar~h) and Footstool or Chair (al-KurJF) made of light and the upper ocean 
which resides below the Chair, then the Pen (al-Qalam) and the Guarded 
Tablet (al-Lawb al-hfabfid whch are kept below the Throne and above the 
constellations of the Zodiac. H e  then turns to the seven heavens and the seven 
earths, cosmic dimensions, the sun, moon and the stars whose light derive, 
from God, meteorological phenomena and the like.84 Most of dus material is 
drawn from early Qur’gnic commentaries whch have been largely over- 

82. This work is the first of its kind to have been thoroughly analysed and translated into a 
Western language. See A. M. Heinen, hlamic Cosmology - A Stt/& Ofal-Syt@s al-Hql’a al- 
sangaj-l hay’a al-sunn4a. Concerning the author and his significance in Islamic thought, see 
E. M. Sartain,]ald al-Din al-Siyziti, 2 vols., Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1975. 

83. The content of this work is outlined by Heinen in op. cit., pp. 40-42. 
84. The cosmological thought of al-Suyiiti is summarized by Heinen in op. cit., pp. 76ff. 
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looked in the study of the genesis and early development of Islamic science. 
Al-Suyiip’s work, in fact, represents a late and widely known example of a 
type of cosmology drawn completely from revealed sources and the trans- 
mitted sciences (al- ‘dim ul-mqhjyu) rather than from the synthesis created by 
various schools of Islamic thought between the Qur’iinic world-view and 
elements of cosmology drawn from non-Islamic sources, especially Greek. 

In any case, works such as those of al-Suytipor of Ibrahim al-Qaramani (d. 
1000/1591-1592), especially his al-Hq’a ul-isl5n&yu (Islamic Cosmology), 
whch remained popular until the spread of modern astronomy into the Islamic 
world in the thrteenthlnineteenth century, must be taken into consideration 
for a full understanding of Islamic cosmological teachngs. Although this type of 
work did not influence greatly the Islamic scientists, it did remain an important 
source of knowledge of the cosmos for many sectors of the Islamic community 
and it made available in a systematic fashion the extensive teachings of the 
Qurh and fi4adL-b and their inspired and traditional commentaries for genera- 
tions of Muslims, even if the highest meaning of these teachings, whch are 
usually expressed in a symbolic language, remained for the possessors of ‘divine 
knowledge’ (ul-mu ‘$a) to expound over the centuries. 

Cosmology in later Islamic thought - the case of 
Sadr al-Din Shirazi 
Parallel with the works of cosmographers and compilers of earlier traditional 
teachings concerning the cosmos with whom we have been concerned in the 
previous section and who have been widely read during the last few centuries 
of Islamic hstory, other important intellectual currents became evident whch 
have much significance for later Islamic cosmology. These usually have to do 
with the grand syntheses of earlier schools of Islamic thought by such figures 
as M-r Damad, Mull2 Sadrii, Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi and Shah Wali Alliih of 
Delh. As far as cosmology and natural philosophy are concerned, the most 
important of these figures is Sadr al-Din Shirazi, usually known as Mull2 Sadra 
(d. 150/1640), who hmself exercised a deep influence on Shah Wali Alliih and 
most other later intellectual figures of Muslim India as well as of Persia itself. 

Although a great deal of attention has been paid to Mull2 Sadra in Persia 
and even in the West during the past few decades,85 few studies have been 

85. Concerning Mullii Sadrii’s life, works and ideas see H. Corbin, En Islam iranien, op. cit., IV, 
pp. 54-122; H. Corbin, L a  philosophie iranienne islamique aux X1,.7le et X1.711” siicles, Paris, 
Buchet/Chastel, 1981, pp. 49-83; S.H. Nasr, ‘Sadr al-Din Shiriizi (Mull2 Sadrii)’, in 
M. M. Sharif (ed.), A History OfMushm Philosopby, Wiesbaden, 0. Harrassowitz, 1966, 11, 
pp. 932-961 ; S. H. Nasr, Jadr al-Dn Shki@andHis Transcendent neosopby, Tehran, Imperial 
Iranian Academy of Philosophy, 1978; F. Rahman, I h e  Philo@y 4 Mulh Jadrz, 
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made of his cosmology and natural philoso hy in comparison to his 
metaphysics, psychology, eschatology and logic.‘ Although Mull5 Sadrii was 
essentially a metaphysician, he did write on cosmology and natural phlosophy 
and in fact developed several ideas of great importance for Islamic cosmo- 
logical thought and its later and even contemporary developments .87 Three 
elements of Mull2 Sadra’s teachngs stand out especially and need to be stated 
explicitly even in this brief reference to this major intellectual figure: the first is 
severing the bond between the metaphysical significance of the hierarchic 
cosmos from Ptolemaic astronomy, the second the central importance of the 
imaginal world and the third transubstantial motion. 

For centuries in both East and West the hierarchc universe, whose reality 
remains independent of any particular astronomical system, was correlated 
with the geocentric cosmos of Ptolemaic and Aristotelian astronomy. The 
most important religious and philosophcal result in the West of the destruc- 
tion of this system through the introduction of the heliocentric system by 
Copernicus and the subsequent discoveries of Gahleo was, therefore, the 
destruction of the hierarchc universe itself for many who identified the 
symbolic meaning of the visible cosmos as conceived by traditional cosmol- 
ogists with mere astronomical facts.88 These profound transformations took 
place in Europe mostly during the lifetime of Mull2 Sadra; yet not only he but 
Muslims up to the early thrteenth/nineteenth century remained by and large 
totally unaffected by the new astronomy. It seems, however, that it was in the 
destiny of Mull5 Sadra to be called upon to safeguard the traditional Islamic 
universe for later Muslim generations and prevent it from falling apart as a 
result of the introduction of the new astronomy which would finally reach the 
Islamic world almost three centuries after him. 

Albany, N.Y., State University of New York Press, 1977; and J. Morris, Be B.rdom ofthe 
Drone - A n  Introduction to the philo.@& $ MuLa Sadra, Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 1981. 

86. This is particularly true of works written by traditional masters of Islamic philosophy in 
Persian and Arabic, such figures as S. M. H. Tabataba’i, S. J. Kshtiyh-, A. ‘A. Zanjiini and 
J. a-i Y%sin, although nearly all of these authorities have dealt with ‘transubstantial 
motion’ which forms a major piUar of Mull2 Sadr%’s cosmology. As a fine example of these 
contemporary traditional works of Mull% Sadra, see Sayyid Jald &Din Kshtiygni, Sharbi 
H ~ l w a - A ~ ~ ’ - i ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ M u ~ l ~  SadrZ, Mashhad, Kurasan Press, AH 1381 ; where on pp. 22-60 
he deals with ‘transubstantial motion’ but does not devote a separate section to either his 
natural philosophy or his cosmology. 

87. In fact, one of the four books of his masterpiece, aL-’A@r al-’Arba‘u (The Four Journeys), 
which is like the bible of the new intellectual perspective inaugurated by him and named 
al-Hikmat al-ilFuta ‘dbah (the transcendent theosophy) by Mull% Sadd himself, is devoted 
to natural philosophy and cosmology while the first book of the A@ also contains many 
cosmological sections. 

88. For discussion of the significance of this transformation, see T. Burckhardt, Mirror ofthe 
Intellect, op. cit., pp. 17-26. 
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What Mull2 Sadrii did was to sever the nexus between the hierarchc 
Islamic cosmos with its angelic, imagmal and physical realms from the 
Ptolemaic system without denying on a purely astronomical level that system 
with the modifications whch were made upon it by later Islamic astronomers. 
Mulls Sadrg stated explicitly that movement in the cosmos did not come from 
the motion of the outermost heaven, as claimed by the astronomers, but from 
the power of al-tabFCa, or nature, which resides withn the physical cosmos 
itself.89 

H e  also distinguished clearly in many of his works between the visible 
heavens of astronomy and the invisible ones while insisting that there are not 
only the two worlds of the physical and the intehgble but an intermediate 
thrd world of al-khqd, the imaginal world.” The exposition of the macro- 
cosmic sipficance of this world constitutes the second element in the 
teachings of Mulls Sadr2 whch needs to be mentioned separately here. This 
world which possesses form but not physical matter is an essential part of the 
cosmos depicted by later Islamic thnkers from Suhrawardi and Ibn al-‘Arabi 
onward, but finds its most systematic elaboration in Mull2 Sadrii and also some 
of the later Muslim thnkers of India such as Shah Wah Akh of Delhi who 
followed Mull2 Sadra especially on this point.91 

The thrd doctrine of Mull2 Sadrg whch needs to be mentioned in this 
context is transubstantial motion (a/-baraka aljawhanjya), whch is a corner- 
stone of his phlosophy and is treated in almost all of his works.92 According 

89 I 

90. 

91. 

92. 

‘The directly immediate agent that causes motion, in all types of motion, is nothing but 
Nature (al;tabi‘a). Nature is the essential principle of every motion, whether it be 
employed by the soul, as in voluntary motion, or when it is constrained by an (external) 
force, such as the motion by constraint when a rock is thrown upwards, or in some other 
form, as for example in what is called “natural” motion. For (all) motion is like a person 
whose spirit is Nature.’ From Mull2 Sadrg’s al-ffikmat al-‘Arsh&yah, trans. by J. Morris, 
qb. cif., p. 126. See also ‘A. Mishkat al-Dini, Naxan‘bi-FalsdayiJadr al-Dn SbirZXi, Tehran, 
Bunyad-i Farhang-i kin, AH 1345, pp. 63ff. 
H. Corbin, who more than any other Western scholar has dealt with the doctrine of the 
imaginal world among Muslim thinkers including Mulla Sadra, refers to this world as 
mundus haginah to distinguish it from the merely imaginary as this term is currently 
understood in European languages. See for example H. Corbin, SpiitualBodj and Celedal 
Earth, trans. N. Pearson, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1977; especially section 
VI, pp. 164-170. 
The significance of the imaginal world for the understanding of later Islamic cosmology is 
immense but cannot be dealt with in any detail in this general survey of Islamic 
cosmology. Ibn al-‘Arabi’s treatment of the imaginal world has been treated extensively 
by Chittick in his I h e  Sui Path of fiowledge and by Corbin in I h e  Creative Imagination in the 
S@sm of Ibn ‘Arabf. As for Mull2 Sadra himself, see his Esdom of the Ihrone, op. it., 
pp. 149ff.; and S.J. Ashtiyiini, op. cit., pp. 70ff. 
Especially in al-A&r al-Arba‘a, 111, Pt 3 of the First Journey, ed. ‘A. S. M. H. Tabatabg’i, 
Tehran, Haydari Press, AH 1383, pp. 59ff. See also Nasr, ‘Sadr al-Din Shir~zi’, op. it., pp. 
948-951. 
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to Mull2 Sadra, and in contrast to the views of Ibn Sin2 and other Muslim 
Peripatetics, motion does not occur only in the categories of accident such as 
quantity (kum) and quality (kqf), but in the very substance (’ywbur) of cor- 
poreal objects. The very fact of physical existence implies motion and there is 
an ‘inquietude of corporeal existence’ which causes the physical part of the 
cosmos to be in constant motion in an ascending movement which finally 
results in the return of all things to God. Mull2 Sadrii thus depicts a dynamic 
universe without destroying the vision of immutable realties which are re- 
flected in the visible cosmos and thereby adds an important chapter to Islamic 
cosmological doctrines. 

CONCLUSION 

During fourteen centuries of its history, Islamic thought has developed many 
schools of cosmology ranging from the mathematical to the poetical, yet all 
rooted in the unitary perspective of the Qur’an and often using the very 
language and symbols of the Sacred Text along with those of Had&. Within dl 
these cosmologies, despite their outward differences, one can see the principle 
of hierarchy issuing from the One who alone is the Source of all cosmic realty, 
the interrelation of all things and the profound nexus between the intelligible 
or spiritual, the psychic and the physical realms of existence. These 
cosmologies have been able to depict a universe in which both scientists and 
philosophers, mystics and common believers have been able to find meaning 
and orientation in a life guided by the Qur’iinic revelation. 

It is not possible to gain deeper knowledge of many other aspects of 
Islamic thought from the works of Peripatetic phlosophers to the poems of 
Gnostics (~l-~uq%’) and lovers of God without some awareness of Islamic 
cosmology. The same holds true for Islamic art, especially architecture, but 
also music and certain types of poetry such as the romances of Niziimi, all of 
whch are closely related in one way or another to some of the cosmologies 
briefly outlined above. 

Finally, it needs to be remembered that despite the development of 
modern science and its spread into the Islamic world during the past century 
and a half, the significance of Islamic cosmology remains undiminished, for 
this cosmology deals with a knowledge of sectors of cosmic reality which lie 
beyond the scrutiny of a purely material science no matter how much that 
science seeks to extend itself to the outer reaches of space and the deep 
recesses of time. Moreover, traditional Islamic cosmology is of crucial im- 
portance if there is to be an in-depth criticism and then integration of alien 
forms of science into the Islamic intellectual universe without causing a de- 
struction of that universe whose confines are threatened today precisely be- 
cause of the neglect of traditional Islamic metaphysics and cosmology by so 
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many modernized Muslims. Islamic cosmology is the nexus between the 
sciences of nature and Islamic metaphysical teachings and a key for the un- 
derstanding of the cosmos and man's position in it. Its study cannot but'make 
clearer not only various aspects of the Islamic sciences and philosophy, but 
also the attitude that a veritable Muslim intellectual rooted in hs own tradition 
must have vis-d-zis any science which claims to provide a knowledge of cosmic 
reality. 
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Chapter 3.2 

GEOLOGY A N D  MINERALOGY‘”) 
Alunim LM a/-Rawi 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The purpose of this chapter is to present a concise account of the state of 
geology and mineralogy during the medieval Islamic period and its impact on 
the development of earth sciences in Europe. 

The birth and development of the modern earth science, ‘geology’, in 
Europe was far from being an easy one. Geology, like other sciences, was faced 
with many misconceptions, both in the minds of ordinary people and in the 
beliefs of existing religions. Furthermore, scientific thinlung in European clas- 
sical and medieval times was often influenced by superstition and illogical rea- 
soning involving supernatural explanations. This was because the study of earth 
and its evolution was governed to a great extent by the contemporary religous 
and philosophical thinhng. Field observation of the structure and physical 
phenomena of the earth’s surface was limited to the observation of the curious 
philosopher and scientist. In fact, the earliest recorded use of the termgeologa or 
‘geology’ to denote the study of the earth in the modern sense was made in 
1661 by Robert Love1 in his work Pammineralogicoon or ‘A Universal History of 
 mineral^'.^ The term was then widely used in the literature from 1709.2 

Earth sciences in medieval Islamic times, however, had a completely 
different hnd of development. In geology, Muslim scientists and phlosophers 
had an overall conception of the earth and the universe based on the belief 

* The present chapter is the result of research carried out at Kuwait University and in Ireland 
(1976-82). The assistance of Kuwait University as well as the help rendered by Professor 
G. L. Davies of Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, in reading and criticizing the MS. is also 
acknowledged. 

1. Adams, Die Birth nnd Deavloptient of Gological Siiitwes, 1938, p. 165. 
2. Dean, ‘The Word “Geology” ’, 1979, p. 35. 
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that God was the creator of the universe, a concept entirely different from that 
used in the West by the thnkers of medieval and modern times. It was on ths 
basis that the pre-Islamic concepts were closely studied and new observations 
were made. Thus, Islamic mineralogy was an amalgamation of all the previous 
knowledge of minerals and gemstones and the vital contributions made in the 
field of classification of minerals and stones. Islamic contributions to geology 
and mineralogy constituted the birth of geological sciences in the medieval 
Islamic period. 

Data sources on Islamic geology and mineralogy available in Arabic and 
English are of two types: firstly, the edited works of Yuhanng b. Miisawayh, 
the RmZ’il of the Ikhwgn al-Safii’, Ibn Sin3 and other primary sources; and 
secondly, the secondary studies on the subject. It may be added that an 
unpublished manuscript, being the sixth copy of Ibn Sing’s Ekib ul-Jh@’, 
was found in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, listed under No. 3983. 
Permission to photocopy and use the MS. is hereby acknowledged. 

Pre-Islamic theories 
According to N a ~ r , ~  the Muslims had inherited a vast amount of literature on 
geography, mineralogy and related fields from sources such as Babylonian, 
Greek, Indian and Persian which contained vast knowledge pertaining to land 
and sea distribution, types of minerals and gemstones. It is interesting to note 
that Speiser4 established that the basic names of the minerals origmated in 
Mesopotamia during the third millennium BC alongside basic animal and plant 
names. Then Abu Ghosh5 considered the Mesopotamian languages such as 
Sumerian and Akkadian to be the ancestral languages of the modern Semitic 
languages such as Arabic and Hebrew, and concluded that words like ‘earth’, 
‘Europe’, ‘Asia’ etc. originated in Mesopotamia. 

In his review of Greek literature, Adams‘ points out that in this literature 
one finds references to geological phenomena such as the belief in the ex- 
istence of a central fire within the earth, the alterations of the relative positions 
of land and water, and the remains of animals or plants enclosed in rocks of 
the earth’s crust. The Greeks also had knowledge of minerals and gemstones 
whch are preserved in works on lapidaries such as the Lapiduy of Aristotle. 
However, Adams is of the view that the work was not written by Aristotle but 
was of Persian origin and its anonymous author lived about the middle of the 
ninth century AD. However, Adams7 concludes that the contribution of the 

3. Nasr, hlamic Science, 1976. 
4. Speiser, ‘Ancient Mesopotamia: A Light that Did Not Fail’, 1951, p. 54. 
5. Abu Ghosh, Ten lhousand English WorhordrfFom Arabic Origin, 1977. 
6. Adams, De Birth and Development of Geological Sciences, op. cit., p. 8. 
7. Bid., p.50. 
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classical period to geological sciences was scanty. The reason for ths was that 
the Greeks were more concerned with philosophcal (theoretical) thinking, 
while the Romans were uthtarians and did not indulge in scientific arguments 
which were not of immediate application. 

The Egyptians’ knowledge of the Nile delta was passed on to the 
Muslims through Greek works.’ The Muslims also inherited Greek, Indan 
and Persian works on geodesy as they were interested in mathematical studies 
of the features of earth’s ~urface.~ The Chnese and other nations also made 
contributions to the early hnking on geological phenomena and offered some 
reasoning. This is first mentioned in Chinese manuscripts, which describe 
wells drdled as early as the thrd century AD to tap underground strata of brine. 

Islamic theories 
THE ISLAMIC NATURAL SCHOOL OF THOUGHT A N D  THEIR VIEWS 
O N  THE ORIGINS O F  THE EARTH 

The Qurk clearly stresses the ‘creationist’ concept of the origin of man, the 
earth and the universe as well as the c clic theory of water (XCVI.l; 
LXXIX.27-30; XXV.48-3). M. M. Ibrahim‘ has presented an account of the 
Qur’anic concept of the creation of the earth and the universe, which explains 
clearly the evolutionary creation of matter, plants, animals and human beings 
on earth through the long geological times. Throughout the Islamic world, no 
sharp distinction was made between faith and scientifically or rationally 
observed fact: the latter existed withn the framework of the former. Thus, in 
searchng for a rational interpretation of their faith, together with intellectual 
discipline and unassadable logic, most Muslim phdosophers were serving their 
faith. It is because of ths fundamental principle of faith that the Muslim 
phdosophers and scientists were unanimous in their interpretations of their 
observations of earth’s structures as being created by Almighty God. W e  
could therefore rightfully state that by and large the Muslim philosophers and 
scientists belonged to one ‘Islamic natural school of thought’, and among the 
prominent representatives were the IkhwIin al-Safg’, Ibn Sing and al-Biriini. 
The fundamental geological concepts and principles that they laid down could 
be summarized as follows: 
(1) The reality of the geological processes of weathering, erosion and 

transportation was observed. 
(2) The meaning of fossils (remnants of plants and animals) as evidence of 

past life was appreciated. 

8. Nasr, hlamic Science, op. cit., pp. 9-10. 
9. Bid., p.48. 
10. Ibrahim, &iy al-Q..’inf; ‘ilm tabaqit al-ard , 1957. 
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(3) The stratigraphic arrangement of strata was observed. 
(4) The long span of geological times was appreciated. 
These fundamental geological concepts, though not discussed under separate 
headings, represented achievements of great scientific importance for that 
time. 

IKHWAN AL-SAFA’ 

The scientific and philosophtcal contributions of the Ikhwiin al-Safii’ were 
emobodied in their works known as RasZ’il IkhwZn al-J+’ (The Epistles of the 
Brethren of Purity). In No. 18 of Vol. I1 on physical subjects entitled ‘On the 
formation of minerals’, the Ikhwan produced fifteen chapters on dfferent 
aspects of the earth. They discussed the position of the earth in the universe, 
the elements, minerals, natural processes, rocks and stones, stratigraphic 
sequences, the origins of the mountains and long geological time. Special 
emphasis was laid on minerals and lapidaries, whch will be discussed later in 
this chapter. In terms of geological theories, some fundamental concepts are 
presented: superposition of strata, geological time, the origin of mountains 
and the hydrologic cycle. In Chapter 1, they explain God’s creation of the 
earth and the universe.” In Chapter 2, they present briefly an account of the 
earth thus: 

The earth’s ball in its totality and all its parts, interior and exterior, consists 
mostly of layers upon layers, strata above strata, hard and soft and of different 
composition and structure. Some of it is made of rocks and hard mountain 
stone and hard conglomerate, smooth pebbles, coarse-grained sand and soft 
clay and mud, sabkhas and streams mixed with each other or near each other as 
God had planned. Some parts of the earth are made of clay, rocks and stones of 
different colours, red, white, green and black as God has described in the 
Qur’iin. The earth as a whole has cavities and fractures, wherein rivers and 
streams flow above and underneath the earth’s surface.” 

In the following chapters, 3-15, they describe in detail the earth’s structure 
as outlined above.13 On p. 92, however, they present a concept related to the 
modification of sites on the earth’s surface during long periods of time: 
‘Where places of mountains become flat, and deserts and flat lands become 
rivers, lakes and seas and places of seas become mountains.. . and this process 
is repeated during long periods of time.’ 

The fundamental contribution of the Ikhwiin to geological concepts 
was their observation and interpretation of the hydrologic cycle for the first 

11. Ikhwiin al-Safii’, Rasa’il Ikhwzn al-:Ia$’, 1957. 
12. Ibid., p. 90. 
13. Ibid., pp.91-131. 
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time in the history of geology.14 In Chapter 4 of the JldSdJd the Ikhwiin 
state: 

Water which flows on the earth’s surface reaches lakes and seas; then, when the 
sun-rays shine over it, the water evaporates and rises to form clouds and is 
moved by the winds; then it cools down and falls on the tops of mountains in 
the form of snow and rain; some of it seeps through caves from which it flows 
out as streams, some of the melted snow and rain water flows on the earth’s 
surface and reaches the sea to be formed into vapour and clouds once again, as 
in the previous year, according to the Will of the Almighty, the Wise and 
Knowledgeable. 

3.9 The Ikhwiin al-Safii’s hydrologic cycle in nature. 
By courtesy of the author 

14. Cf. al-R?iwi, ‘The Concept of Hydrologic Cycle and Underground water in the Arabian 
Science and its Impact on Agricultural Development’, 19836. 
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abut 
68 

3.10 Location map of Ibn Sing’s study area in the Kara I<urm mountains 
and the Oxus river, Uzbehstan. 

By courtesy of the author 
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IBN SINA 
In hs al-Jhi$’, Ibn Sin2 had an area that used to be in Uzbelustan, namely, the 
Kara I<urm mountains and the river Oxus. Geologically, the I<ara Kurm 
mountains consist of Tertiary, Mesozoic and Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks and 
alluvium deposits along the river Oxus. 

3.11 Ibn Sing’s sequence of events to the formation of mountains. 
By courtesy of the author 

Adams observed: 

Avicenna’s views concerning the origins of the mountains which, as will be 
noted, have a remarkably modern tone, may be best represented in a transla- 
tion of hts own words by Holmyard and Mandeville (1927): ‘We shall begin by 
establishmg the condition of the formation of mountains and the opinions that 
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must be known upon this subject. The first is the condition of the formation 
of stone, the second is the condition of the stones great in bulk or in number, 
and the third is the condition of the formation of cliffs and heights.’15 

In other words, lbn Sing had established the fact that for the formation of 
mountains we have to understand the process by which stones are formed, 
then the manner in which rock sequences are formed, and finally the 
process by whch mountains are formed after uplift and erosion. It is 
worthwhile, therefore, to elaborate Ibn Sing’s description of the origins of 
mountains as it is fundamental to the growth of geological science in 
Europe. 

firmation of stones 
Ibn Sin3 had established three origins for the formation of stone (rocks): 
mud, water or fire. These three origins are presently known as the 
sedimentary (water or mud) and igneous (fire). Aparently, Ibn Sing was not 
aware of the metamorphic origm (altered from sedimentary and/or igneous) 
as it was known much later. As regards the sedimentary origin, Ibn Sing 
stated: 

W e  say that, for the most part, pure earth does petrify, because the pre- 
dominance of dryness over (i.e. in) the earth endows it not with coherence but 
rather with fragmentation. In general, stone is formed in two ways only: 
(a) through the hardening of clay (detrital); and (b) by congelation of waters 
(chemical). Stone has been formed from flowing water in two ways: (a) by the 
congelation of water as it falls drop by drop or as a whole during its flow, and 
(b) by the deposition from it, in its course, or something which adheres to the 
surface of its bed and (then) petrifies. Running waters have been observed, part 
of which, dripping upon a certain spot, solidifies into stone or pebbles of var- 
ious colours, and dripping water has been seen which, though not congealing 
normally, yet immediately petrifies when it falls upon stony ground near its 
channel. W e  know therefore that in that ground there must be a congealing 
petrifying virtue which converts the liquid to the solid.. . . Or it may be that the 
virtue is yet another, unknown to us ... . Stones are formed, then, either by the 
hardening of agglutinative clay in the sun, or by the coagulation of aquosity by a 
desiccative earthy quality, or by reason of a desiccation through heat ... . Certain 
types of stones can form from fire.. . . Through the fall of meteorites, iron and 
stone bodies cool down. 

Regarding fossils which are found within stones, Ibn Sing gave an explicit 
explanation of their origin from the petrifaction of plants and animals: 

15. Adams, ZJe Birth and Deuelopment OfGeological Scietices, op. it., p. 333. 
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If what is said concerning the petrifaction of animals and plants is true, the 
cause of ths (phenomenon) is a ‘mineralizing’ and petrifying virtue which arises 
in certain stony spots, or emanates suddenly from the earth during earthquakes 
and subsidences, and petrifies whatever comes into contact with it. As a matter 
of fact, the petrifaction of the bodies of plants and animals is not more extra- 
ordinary than the transformation of waters. 

firnation of stratiga@ic sequences 

The formation of stones in abundance is either at once due to intense heat 
(probably referring to arid climate) over vast mud areas or little by little through 
a sequence of days ... most probably from agglutinative clay which slowly dried 
and petrified during ages of which we have no record. It seems likely that this 
habitable world was in former days uninhabited and, indeed, submerged be- 
neath the sea. Then, becoming exposed little by little, it petrified in the course 
of ages whose history has not been preserved or it may have petrified beneath 
the waters by reason of the intense heat confined under the sea.. . . It is for this 
reason (i.e. that the earth was once covered by the sea) that in many stones, 
when they are broken, are found parts of aquatic animals, such as shells, etc ... . 
It is not impossible that the mineralizing virtue was generated there (i.e. in the 
petrifying clay) and aided the process, while the waters also may have petrified 
(probably referring to the chemical precipitation of cement from interstitial 
water). 

firnation of mountains (heights) 
Ibn Sin2 goes on to describe the third process of uplift and erosion in the 
formation of mountains, after the formation of stones and rock 
sequences: 

The formation of heights is brought about by (a) an essential cause and (b) 
an accidental cause. The essential cause (is concerned) when, as in many 
violent earthquakes, the wind which produces the earthquake raises a part of 
the ground and a height is suddenly formed. In the case of the accidental 
cause, certain parts of the ground get hollowed out whde others do not, by 
the erosive action of winds and floods whch carry away one part of the 
earth but not another. That part which suffers the action of the current 
becomes hollow while that upon which the current does not flow is left as a 
height. The current continues to penetrate the first type hollow until at 
length it forms a deep valley, while the area from which it has turned aside is 
left as an eminence. Thls may be taken as what is definitely known about 
mountains and the hollows and the passes between them ... . The abundance 
of stones in them (mountains) is due to the abundance in the sea of clay 
which was afterwards exposed. Their elevation is due to the excavating action 
of floods and winds on matter which lies between them; for if you examine 
the majority of the mountains, you will see that the hollows between them 
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have been caused by floods. This action, however, took place and was 
completed only in the course of many ages, so that the trace of each in- 
dividual flood has not been left; only that of the most recent of them can be 
seen. 

Ibn Sin%, then, summarizes his view on the origins of mountains thus: 

At the present time, most mountains are in the stage of decay and distintegra- 
tion, for they grew and were formed only during their gradual exposure to the 
waters. Now, however, they are in the grip of disintegration, except those of 
them which God wills should increase through the petrifaction of waters upon 
them, or through floods which bring them a large quantity of clay that petrified 
on them. 

Finally, Ibn Sing outlines the fundamental principle of superposition of strata 
which later in the history of geology became the Law of Superposition of 
Strata: 

It is also possible that the sea may have happened to flow little by little 
over the land consisting of both plain and mountain and then have ebbed 
away from it. It is possible that each time the land was exposed by the 
ebbing of the sea a layer was left, since we see that some mountains 
appear to have been piled up layer by layer, and it is therefore likely that 
the clay from which they were formed was itself at one time arranged in 
layers. One layer was formed first; then, at a different period, a further 
layer was formed and piled (upon the first, and so on). Over each layer 
there spread a substance of different material, which formed a partition 
between it and the next layer (perhaps implying unconformity); but when 
petrifaction took place something occurred to the partition which caused it 
to break up and disintegrate from between the layers ... . As to the be- 
ginning of the sea, its clay is either sedmentary or primeval, the latter not 
being sedmentary. It is probable that the sedlmentary clay was formed by 
the disintegration of the strata of mountains. Such is the formation of 
mountains. 

Elsewhere in al-Sh@’, Ibn Sin2 gave an accurate account of the origin of water 
similar to that given by the Ikhwnn al-Safg’, as being from the rainfall, as well 
as detailed description of the salinity of water which is attributed to earth’s 
material dissolved in water.“ 

16. Qnsim (ed.), ‘Earth and Heavens, Part 2; Formation and Decomposition, Part 3; Actions 
and Reactions, Part 4’, 1969. 
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RECENT MARJNE SEDIMENTS 

3.12 Ibn SinH’s interpretation of geological processes. 
By courtesy of the author 

AL-BIRUNI 

Al-Bifini’s contributions to geology were in the fields of stratigraphy and 
isostasy. His stratigraphical concepts were similar to those of the Ikhwiin al- 
Sam’ and Ibn Sin%. In his studies of the Gangetic plain in India, he observed 
sedimentary layering from field observation and from wells drilled for water, 
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recopzed fossils and concluded that lands and seas changed places during 
long geological periods. H e  says: 

one of these plains is India, limited in the south by the above-mentioned Indian 
Ocean, and on three sides by lofty mountains, the waters of which flow down to 
it. But if you have seen the soil of India with your own eyes and meditate on its 
nature, if you consider the rounded stones found in the earth however deeply 
you dig, stones that are huge near the mountains and where the rivers have a 
violent current; stones that are of smaller size at greater distance from the 
mountains, and where the streams flow more slowly; stones that appear pul- 
verized in the shape of sand where the streams begin to stagnate near their 
mouths and near the sea - if you consider all of this, you can scarcely help 
thinking that India has been a sea which by degrees had been filled up by the 
alluvium of the streams.17 

Thus al-Birmi seemed to have anticipated the recent theories regarding the 
existence of a Mesozoic sea, the Teth_Ys, which at one time was deemed to have 
covered the whole of Central Asia, and extended all the way from the 
Mediterranean to New Zealand, and the whole of the Indus-Ganga- 
Brahmaputra plain was under it." 

Then, in his work on mathematical geography entitled Tabhdd nih@it al- 
amikin li-ta,r,h$ mas$& al-mdsZkfn, al-Biriini makes statements on geologd 
phenomena in a modern tone. H e  says: 

Sea changes into land and land into sea in time ... . For example, the Arabian 
desert was, once upon a time, a sea which was (gradually) filled and covered 
(by sand); remnants of these are visible during drilling (for water), or in stream 
courses where layers of mud, sand and shells are found with pieces of por- 
celain (presumably white, fine grained limestone), glass (quartz) and bones 
which could not exist there because of burial for a purpose (by man), and 
when rock samples are taken from it and are broken up, they are found to 
contain shells and what is called fish-ears (fossils), either in complete form or 
broken and decomposed with a hollow in its place having the same shape 
(cast) .19 

Al-Biriini then concludes his belief in the continuation of the geological 
processes over long geological periods and the importance of records 
contained in the rocks by stating: 'We have to rely upon the records of the 
rocks and vestiges of the past to infer that all these changes should have taken - - 
place over long periods of time and under unknown condttions of cold and 
heat. '20 

17. Sachau, Albertmt's India, 1964, I, p. 1980. 
18. Askari Kazmi, 7 h e  Geographical Concepts Ofal-Brinf, 1982, p. 65. 
19. Muntasir et al. (eds.), 'Minerals and Mneralogy', 1965, pp. 138-139. 
20. Bid., p. 139; Nasr, Islamic Science, op. it., pp. 51-52. 
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In geodesy, al-Biriini made orignal contributions such as his accurate 
measurements of the earth’s diameter through experimental work by using an 
original equation as follows: 

F Sin N X =  (al-Biriini’s equation) 
1-SinN 

Where X = diameter of the earth, 
F = height of a mountain; and 
N = angle of inclination. 

Furthermore, al-Biriini laid down the principle of mapping by dividing the 
earth’s surface into latitudes and longtudes.’* ‘The central theme (of al- 
Biriini’s work) is the determination of geographcal coordinates of localities. 
In particular, al-Biriini sets out to calculate the longitudnd dfference between 
Baghdad and Ghazna (Afghanistan).’22 

In applied geology, al-Biriini was the first to give mechanically correct 
explanations of artesian 

OTHER WORKS 
Throughout the duration of the medleval Islamic period, there were many 
other philosophers and scientists, who at different times, spent a great deal of 
time and effort in observing natural processes on the earth’s surface. Al- 
Sukkari, al-RSwi, al-Ward and al-Fa4ii4 have listed the works of many Muslim 
scientists on geological concepts. It is generally accepted that Muslim scientists 
studied the physical nature of the earth’s surface, i.e. what is known presently 
as physical geography. A-IGndi was one of the first Muslim phdosophers 
who dealt with the earth sciences. H e  wrote epistles on tides, earthquakes 
and interior processes. Al-Mas‘udi (d. 346/957), the famous geographer, 
recognized the changes in the position of land and sea, and the hydrologic 
cycle, and also described earthquakes and tides.26 A-Mas%& was similarly 
interested in the economic aspects of geology such as hs visits to the oil 

25 

21. Kennedy, ‘Al-Biriini (or Benini), Abii Fbyhgn (or Abu-1-Rayhan) Muhammad b. Ahmad’, 

22. Kennedy, ‘d-Birki.. .’, op. cit., p. 153. 
23. Davis and D e  Wiest, Hydrogeolagy, 1966, pp.9-10. 
24. A-Sukkari, De Arabs and Geology, 1973; d-Rgwi, ‘A Concise Account on the History of 

Arabic Earth Sciences’, 1977; al-Ward and &Fa&, ‘The Arab Origin of Earth Science 
(Geology)’, 1977. 

1970; Kennedy, et al., Studies in the hlamic Exact Science, 1983. 

25. See al-Sukkari, Arabs and Geology, op. cif.., p. 24. 
26. Bid., p.25. 
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wells in Baku, near the Caspian Sea, and he wanted to find out how much 
petroleum was produced in and exported from Baku.27 Al-Idrisi (d. 555/ 
11 60), the well-known geographer of Sicily, in his world geography entitled 
NuThat aL--musbtzq fi ikhtirzq aL-@q (@as geogrdphicam),28 gave valuable 
information on geology. 

Islamic mineralogy 
The Muslim contribution to mineralogy was enormous. Scientists as well as 
rich people and those in authority took a keen interest in the use and 
possession of gemstones. It must be emphasized that in Islamic mineralogy a 
distinction was made between minerals (ma ‘Zdin) and gemstones bawzhir), 
and the classifications of minerals based on their physical properties were 
introduced for the first time. Nasr points out: 

Works concerned with mineralogy in the various Islamic languages are usually 
lapidaries with numerous references not only to mineralogy but also to petro- 
graphy and metallurgy. Moreover, works on alchemy are also concerned with 
mineralogy, and often it is not easy to draw a clear dtstinction between them. 
Even the term hajar (stone), which is used in the title of many lapidaries, also 
refers to the Philosopher’s stone and is as much of a petrographical term as an 
alchemical one. 29 

The earliest recorded works on Islamic mineralogy and related fields were 
produced in the third/ninth century, by Jiibir b. Hayyiin (a. 160/776), ‘Utlrid 
al-Hiisib (third/ninth century), Yuhannl b. Masawayh (d. 243/857) and al- 
Kin& (d. c. 260/873). These were followed in the fourth/tenth century by the 
works of al-Rlzi (d. c. 313/925), al-Fariibi (d. 339/950), al-Mas‘di, the 
Ikhwa al-Safii’, Ibn Sina, and al-Biani in the fourth/tenth century, and 
subsequently by many other works in the following centuries such as those of 
al-Marriikushi and al-Qam- in the seventh/thteenth century, al-Dimashqi 
in the seventh/thirteenth, and the rather later lapidary of al-Maghribi in the 
tenthlsixteenth century. 

The most outstanding works in this field belong to Y4annii 
b. Miisawayh, the Ikhwiin al-SaB, Ibn Sing and al-Bifini, who are discussed 
separately below. 

27. Sokolov, Petroleum, 1972, p. 15. 
28. Al-Idrisi, Nurbat al-mushtrigfi ikbtirzq a/-&, 1970-1980. 
29. Nasr, (samic Science, op. cit., p. 52. 
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YUHANNA B. MASAWAYH 
The work of Yuhanng b. Masawayh on mineralogy and gemstones entitled 
Ehib al-Jazvci;r wa-&Ztihi (The Book of Gemstones and Their Properties) was 
studied recently by Ra’iif and is one of the earliest important works in this 
field.30 According to Ra‘iif, both al-Ian& and al-Birtini relied on Ibn 
Masawayh’s work in their studies of minerals and gern~tones.~~ Ibn 
Miisawayh presented twenty-four minerals and gemstones known in hs 
time, with descriptions, for the first time, of some of their physical 
properties such as colour, hardness and lustre, together with their place of 
origm and their current market value. Some of these minerals and gems are: 
quartz, pearl, diamond, amber, amethyst, ruby, garnet, agate, turquoise and 
sulphur. 

IKHWAN AL-SAFA’ 

In Epistle No. 18 of the Rmi’ilI,bw& al-Jaf2, entitled ‘On the Formation 
of Minerals’, after presenting some fundamental geological principles, there 
follow seven out of fifteen chapters on minerals and gemstones. Their work 
included a classification, most probably for the first time, of minerals and 
gemstones according to their types and origin, together with a full 
description of their physical and chemical properties, as well as their medical 
and spiritual uses. The Ikhwnn classified gemstones into three types: mineral 
gemstones (metallic, hard and melt when heated) such as gold, silver and 
copper; stony gemstones (hard, can only be broken by dlamond, and only 
melt when heated to the extreme) such as agate; and earthy gemstones (soft, 
do not melt, but break easily) such as talc. They also classified minerals and 
gemstones according to other properties: aqueous (do not burn) such as 
mercury; fatty (burn) such as sulphur; botanic (plant-like) such as corals; 
zoologcal (from animals) such as pearls; and many other types. According to 
the Ikhwiin al-Safn’, heat is the essence in the formation of minerals as well 
as in changmg the minerals from one form to another (presumably referring 
to chemical reactions). 

IBN SINA 

In his al-Jb$Z’, Ibn Sing classified mineral objects in a separate chapter called 
‘The Formation of Minerals’, into four basic classes: stones, meltable objects, 
sulphurs, and salts: 

30. Ra’uf, aLJawZbir wa-:fZfuhi & Xubanna ben ,!Zfasawa&, 1977. 
31. Ibid., pp. 13-15. 
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Stones are mineral gems found in mountains, its matter is aqueous, but its 
congelations are not entirely due to cooling, but to dryness that changes to 
earthness, ... most of the stones do not dissolve (in water), but only by 
discrete natural solvents. ... Meltable objects (solid acids) are like salts, but 
are more close to fire than earth, evaporate entirely with smoke, and 
congeal by dryness. ... Sulphurs are formed from fermentation in earth 
and air with the aid of heat, and congeal by cooling. ... Mixtures are 
compounds of salts, sulphur and stones, with the power of the meltable 
objects: thus, when salts and sulphuric matters are melted, and later con- 
geal, the new mineral will have the strength of either of the elements; 
those which had iron will have a red or yellow colour, and those which 
had copper, will have a green colour. Thus these compounds are utilized 
by industry. 32 

Ibn Sing disagreed with alchemists on the possibility of one metal changmg into 
another, but ‘rather colours can be changed by mixing gold and silver.. . though 
their genesis will always be the same’ .33 

AL-BIRUNI 

In hs Et& al-Jdmhirj ma ‘nfat aljawdir (The Book of the Multitude on the 
Knowledge of Precious Stones), al-Biruni combines the philological, 
mineralogical, physical, medical, and even phdosophcal approaches, and 
studies minerals from all these points of view. H e  even makes careful 
measurements of the specific gravity of minerals.34 His studies on minerals 
and metals were based on the work of al-IOndi which is now lost. It has been 
found by Ra’iif 35 that al-Kindi had used the work of Yuhann2 b. Mgsawayh 
on minerals and gemstones as described above, which has the same 
descriptions as in al-Bifini’s work. Al-Biruni’ s work on minerals, however, 
was a major source for later Muslim researchers in ths field. 

ISLAMIC LAPIDARIES 

Works on Islamic lapidaries were composed throughout the medieval Islamic 
period. They formed the sources of knowledge on minerals and gemstones. In 
fact, they contained descriptions of the physical properties, origins of minerals 
and gems as well as other occult properties whch appear as fantasy from the 
point of view of modern science. It is not possible in ths chapter to elaborate 

32. Muntasir , ‘Minerals and Mineralogy’, op. cit., pp. 20-32. 
33. Bid.., pp.22-23. 
34. Nasr, hLamzc Jcience, q. Git., p. 53; Muntasir, ‘Minerals and Mineralogy’, op. cit., pp. 142, 

35. Ra’iif, aL-JawZbir ..., @. it., pp. 13-14. 
145; al-Sukkari, Arabs and GeoLogy, op. cif., pp. 9-1 0. 
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on specific lapidaries. However, Nasr3‘ summarized the nature of the Islamic 
lapidaries as follows: 

The Muslim lapidaries are based on a view of the universe very different from 
that of the modern science and cannot be understood if seen only from the 
perspective of a purely quantitative science. ‘The science of the properties of 
thngs’ was never limited in the Muslim mind to what was measurable, although 
it was naturally included in this aspect of things. Rather, ‘the science of the 
properties of things’ (‘ih khz;; al-adyi’) is based on a vast vision of reality 
according to which the outward and the inward, the manifest and the occult 
aspects of properties of things are all real and react with each other and with 
man in a universe through whose arteries the spirit never ceases to flow. 

Discussion and synthesis 
Islamic scientific literature on earth and related sciences and especially on 
mineralogy is voluminous. From the time of Caliph al-Ma’mun (beginning of 
the third/ninth century) interest in a scientific study of the earth had begun. 
Ancient scientific works in Greek, Persian, Sanskrit, Chinese and Babylonian 
(Mesopotamian) were rendered into Arabic. Ths knowledge was digested by 
Muslim scientists and the phlosophers. New observations on the earth’s 
structure, phenomena such as earthquakes, were recorded and a deep 
interest was shown in the origins of minerals and stones, particularly 
gemstones. 

W e  may now briefly mention the work done by modern scholars on the 
subject. In the work of Nasr, a review of the Islamic natural sciences can be 
found, notably on geology and mineralogy. Other works on Islamic sciences 
in general with reference to earth sciences are those of Farrckh; Morani and 
Muntasir; Sabra and Wickens.18 The Etzcyclopaedia of hLmz (2nd ed.) contains 
detailed lists of the works of Muslim authors, and particularly on the Ikhwan 
al-Safii’, Ibn Sing and al-Biruni. For a general review of the works on Islamic 
geology and mineralogy, the works of al-Riiwi and al-Ward and al-Fadhli 
provide important lists of the literat~re.~~ The work of al-Sukkari has a special 
treatment on Arab geology and mineral~gy.~’ There are, however, special 
studies on the works of Muslim scientists in geology. Al-Rgwi emphasized the 
contribution of Ibn Sins in ths field, and discussed the hydrologic cycle as 

17 

36. Nasr, hfamic Scieiice, op. cif., p. 54. 
3 7 . h’d. 
38. Farriikh, ffistoy.. ., 1970; Morani and Muntasir, Rradipigs in the ffistogi ~-4rabic Sciences, 

1974; Sabra, ‘The Scientific Enterprise’, 1976; Wickens, ‘The Middle East as a World 
Centre of Science and Medicine’, 1976. 

39. A-Riiwi, ‘A Concise Account.. . ’, op. cif.; al-Ward and al-Fadli, ‘Arab Origin.. . ’, op. cit. 
40. A-Sukkari, Arabs arzd Geologl: op. cit. 
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presented by the Ikhwan al-Safg’.41 Al-Shahhnt presented a full account of the 
work of al-Birnni in geology and mineralogy, while Kennedy discussed the 
contribution of al-Birmi in science in general and on the mapping theory in 
~articular.~’ The manuscripts of Ibn Sing’s al-sh@’ and the Epistles of the 
Ikhwiin al-Safii’ are treated in separate volumes by Muntasir et al. and the 
Ikhwgn al-Safg’ re~pectively.~~ 

Works on the history of Islamic mineralogy are treated by M. Ullman~~.~~ 
So far few earth science historians in the West have appreciated the ex- 

tent of the Islamic contribution in this field. Adams is one of those who 
referred to the importance of Arabian science in the advancement of science 
in Europe in general, and to Ibn Sins in terms of his contribution to earth 
science in parti~ular.~~ Adams presented a complete translation of Ibn Sing’s 
major work on the origin of mountains from ~l-Sh~+’.~~ This work was 
translated around 1200 by Alfred of Sa~ashel.~~ Among the writers on his- 
torical geology, and who acknowledged Avicenna’s work in geology, are 
Kummel and Seyfert and Sirki~~.~~ The history of the development of earth 
science in Europe is discussed by many authors, who did not acknowledge the 
importance of the Islamic earth sciences .49 Toulmin and Goodfield criticized 
the contribution of Islamic science in the discussion on geologic time as being 
based on Divine Creati~n.~’ However, they acknowledged Ibn Sing’s con- 
tribution to the origin of mountains: ‘Around AD 1000, Avicenna was already 
suggesting a hypothesis about the origin of mountain-ranges whch, in the 
Christian world, would SUU have been considered quite radical eight hundred 
years 

41. Al-Rgwi, ‘A Concise Account.. .’, op. cit.; ‘The Contribution of Ibn Sing (Avicenna) to the 
Development of Earth Sciences in Europe’, 1983a; ‘Principles of Geology in al-Ma‘ndin 
wal-athar al-Wwiyya of Ibn Sing’, 1984; ‘The Concept of Hydrologic Cycle...’, op. cit., 
1983b. 

42. Al-Shahhgt, Abu-l-&yb& al-Beni: Lfe, Puldications and Scient$% Research, 1968; Kennedy, 
Studis. . . , op. cit., 1 983. 

43. Muntasir, ‘Minerals and Mineralogy’, op. cit.; Ikhwiin al-Saf2, Radii, op. cit. 
44. M. Ullmann, D i e  Nature und Geheimwirsenscbafteen im Idam, 1972. 
45. Adams, Birtb ..., op. cit. 
46, Bid.., 1313.333-335. 
47. Mieli, Arab Science and (ts Importance in the Development of E W d  Science, 1962, pp. 201-202. 
48. Kummel, Hstory oftbe Earth, 1970, p. 3; Seyfert and Sirkin, Eartb Histoy andplate Tectonics, 

1979, p. 5. 
49. Cloud, ‘Ordering Principles in Earth History’, 1970; Conant, History .f Science, 1963; 

Dean, ‘The Word “Geology”’, op. tit.; Eicher, Geologic Eme, 1976; Gould, ‘Is 
Uniformitarianism Useful?’, 1967; Hubbert, ‘Critique of the Principle of Uniformity’, 
1967; Mears, Essentials of Geology, 1978; Potter, I h e  Afaking of Geology: Earth Sciences in 
Britain, 1977. 

50. Toulmin and Goodfield, I h e  AncesQ ofSciences: ne Dscovery of Eme, 1965, p. 63. 
51. &id., p.64. 
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According to Adams, the work of Avicenna became available to sev- 
eral scholars such as fistor d’Arezzo (close of the thirteenth century), 
Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), and most probably to Agricola, ‘the father 
of mineralogy in Europe’, at the beginning of the Renaissance (in the 
middle of the sixteenth century) and Steno (1638-86) who founded the 
Law of Superposition of Strata. It is not yet known whether Hutton (1726- 
97), who founded the ‘Theory of the Earth’ in 1779 and published it in 
1788, was aware of the work of Avicenna. Hutton’s theory of the earth 
was the cornerstone in the birth of geology in Europe. This theory is 
comparable to the Islamic geological concepts which are presented in the 
present work, except for one thing. Hutton sees no beginning to geological 
processes and envisages no end, i.e. a uniformity, or ‘Uniformitarianism’ of 
geological processes. The concept of ‘Uniformitarianism’ has been dts- 
cussed by many authors such as Gould and Hubbert.s2 In ths respect, 
Nasr commented: 

Of course the hluslim scientists never operated within a deistic world in which 
the hands of God were, so to speak, cut off from His creation. They therefore 
did not need to have recourse to such hypotheses as ‘uniformitarianism’ and 
‘horizontal’ biological evolution, which parade as scientific facts today but 
which are in reality a means by which secularized man fills the gap created by his 
banning of the Divine Cause from the natural order.“? 

Furthermore, Potter argued that Hutton’s theory of the earth was ahen to 
the mainstream of thnking on geology in Scotland (where Hutton had 
lived) and England.54 It is important to note, however, that Hutton went to 
Paris and Leiden (Holland) to study law and medicine, neither of which he 
practised. Hence, the question arises: was Hutton aware of Avicenna’s 
work? 

In concluding ths chapter, the following are suggestions for future re- 
search work: 
1. The Qur’iinic concept of the ‘evolutionary creation’ of the earth and the 

universe requires further research. 
2. The full texts of individual works on Islamic geology require collection 

and commentary in Arabic and in other European languages. 
3. The Islamic classification of minerals and stones. 
4. The impact of the Islamic contribution (other than Ibn Sing) on the 

development of the earth sciences in Europe. 

52. Gould, ‘Is Uniformitarianism Useful?’, op. cit.; Hubbert, ‘Critique of the Principle of 

53. Nasr, Islanlic Science, op. cit., p. 51. 
54. Potter, 7 h e  itfaking of Gdogy.. . , op. tit., pp. 185-1 87. 

Uniformity’, op. cif. 
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Chapter 3.3 

ZOOLOGY AND 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 

Abd al-fihman A h q  

Initially, it was man who was the prey of wild beasts and had to keep them at 
bay with fire, or tame other animals to warn hm of their approach. Later, like 
the carnivores, he would hunt down grazing animals for food. However, with 
the growth of human awareness, man came to apprehend the connections 
between hunting and a whole range of environmental, biological and 
technological factors. This led hm on to the idea of domesticating animals 
for religious purposes and for economic and social ends. 

The process of domestication went hand in hand with the develop- 
ment of agriculture. The availability of fodder in large quantities meant 
that animals could be tamed easily, and they no longer interbred with the 
wild varieties whch lived away from human communities. This in turn 
tended to make man more settled, especially in areas like the Orient 
where climate and rainfall encouraged agriculture. It was thus that man’s 
interest in the nature and characteristics of animals and his concern to 
improve bloodstock as well as simply keeping and breeding hs herds in- 
creased. Naturally, he paid greater attention to ailments and their symp- 
toms that might affect productivity or cause the animals and their 
offspring to perish. 

These were the beginnings of the science of zoology, to be followed by 
other sciences such as animal husbandry and veterinary medicine. With the 
progress of human knowledge and the development of man’s needs, these 
were further subdivided into other specializations in pursuit of greater animal 
reproductivity. Physiological improvement was aimed at through the study of 
heredity and environmental and nutritional factors. Attempts were made to 
overcome all hnds of defects through prophylaxis and treatment. Hence, 
veterinary science progressed together with human medicine. 

It will be seen from the above brief survey that there is a close inter- 
relationship between zoology and animal husbandry and again between 
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breeding and the care and medical treatment of animals. It was for this reason 
that veterinary science and human medicine are found to be intimately related 
in the first works on zoology which also treat such subjects as the form, 
rearing, reproduction and care of animals. As human knowledge progressed, 
the treatises on zoology and veterinary medicine can be seen to have become 
more specialized. 

The roots of veterinary medicine in the ancient civilmations 
of the East 
Thanks to a favourable environment for the development of agriculture and 
large sedentary populations, great civdizations arose in the East and it was here 
that animals were first domesticated. Ths was a turning point in human 
hstory whch brought about sipficant changes in their daily life, food, dress 
and transport. Thus, animals gradually occupied an important place in 
worshp, religious rites and feasts, in painting and sculpture and in legend. 
The economic importance of animals was paralleled by its religious 
significance, for it was felt that any diseases or their symptoms suffered by 
animals had negative repercussions on man himself. Hence, there was a keen 
desire to treat animal maladies, and ths lay at the very roots of veterinary 
medicine. 

Veterinary medicine first appeared as an independent profession 
among the Sumerians, who dstinguished between the animal doctor (monai- 
sua ‘preserver of life’) and the human doctor (a-ma ‘knower of water’, i.e. 
urine). 

Article 224 of the Law of Hammurabi, kmg of Babylon (c. 2000 BC), 
refers to ‘doctor of cattle’ and ‘doctor of donkeys’. Among the ancient 
Egyptians, there were different doctors for every organ and for every type of 
animal. Most of the medcal knowledge of the peoples of Mesopotamia dates 
back to the thrd mdlennium BC. 

It is believed that in the ancient Eastern civilization people had con- 
siderable knowledge of surgery and what today would be called external d- 
nesses. They knew, for example, how to clean and dress wounds, stop 
bleeding, bind fractures and set broken bones, replace dislocations, use fric- 
tion to reduce pain in cases of lameness and treat the widespread occurrence 
of the disease of the liver (aL-sd). Then, internal complaints, for example of 
the chest or digestion, were treated quite possibly with great success by using 
herbal remedies. In both human and animal medcine, religious help was often 
combined with other treatments. 
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Arab-Islamic civilization 

With the rise of Islam in Arabia in the seventh century AD zoology and 
veterinary science received a new impetus through the teachmgs of Islam and 
the love of the ancient Arabs of animals and birds. 

There are numerous zoological references in the Qur’an. Many verses 
deal with living creatures and speak of their significance for man, mentioning 
the benefits to be derived from their meat, milk and slans as well as from their 
use for transport and display. A good example is provided in the Jura ofthe Bee 
(XVI.4-8). Thts sira also refers to the benefits of honey (XVI.69). The Arabs 
loved horses and valued them for war, which is reflected in the Jim oftbe 
Furnib of ‘hiran (111.14) where listing the things coveted by men, horses are 
placed immediately after women and sons, gold and silver. Then, in the Sira of 
the Spoih of Eir (VIIT.60), horses are spoken of as a means of terrifying the 
enemy. Again, in the Jura of T5o.w lhat Ran (C.1-5), there is a magnificent 
description of horses in battle. Then, there are several verses in the Qur’an 
whtch refer to some characteristic traits of animals and call for contemplation 
of the secrets of life and of the ways, habits and organization of the animal 
kingdom. The Qur’an also speaks of the consumption of animal food in re- 
lation to human hygiene. Everythng that is necessary or beneficial to human 
health has been sanctioned by Islam and everythng that is damaging or 
harmful has been prohtbited. 

Thus, zoology was a science in which the early Arabs were naturally 
interested, and they became acquainted with the Greek works on the sub- 
ject through Arabic translations such as the works of Aristotle, they com- 
piled systematic work on zoo log^. Throughout the medieval Islamic period, 
a number of works were compiled on the subject. With the growth of the 
existing contemporary knowledge and the generation of new ideas, Arab- 
Islamic civhzation helped to lay the foundations of many sciences including 
zoology and veterinary science. An assessment of these works would reveal 
that they provided elementary knowledge on the subject, which was 
transmitted to medieval Europe through Spain, Sicily and Italy and through 
the Crusades, and the pilgrims returning from the Arab East. However, 
neither zoology nor veterinary science acquired a scientific footing until 
modern times. 

Before describing some of the important sources on the subject, it will be 
useful to present a general idea of the main features of these works produced 
during the Islamic period: 
1. Phlologcal studies on the names, characteristics, behaviour and colours 

of animals. Etymology of names and their use in prose and poetry; 
2. Pedigrees and names of certain animals, especially horses; 
3. External form and appearance of animals (teeth, coat, etc.); nature and 

instincts; 
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4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Particular species of animal (horse, camel, etc.) or particular set (cattle, 
wild animals, insects, etc.); 
Some subjects relating to animals: animal calls, animal feeding, impreg- 
nation of mares, breeding of bees, bird traps, traps for wild animals, etc.; 
Exotic and fabulous creatures: male and female demons; 
The benefits or harm that can come from animals; 
Clean and unclean meat according to the Shulz'u law; 
Diseases of animals and their treatment; 
Equitation and falconry. 

Moreover, in considering such works it must be borne in mind that: 
some treat a single topic whtle others are mixed; 
some are compiled alphabetically in the form of dictionaries (e.q. HqZt 
uL-&yuw& ul-hbni by al-Damiri), while others are supposed to deal with 
animals but are in fact encyclopedic in scope (e.g. Et& uL-HiyuwZn by al- 

some touch on the treatment of animals whde others specialize in animal 
medicine and these wdl be discussed when we come to the survey of 
veterinary science. 

J%bk); 

Sources 
Generally spealung, the sources employed by the writers on the subject are as 
follows : 

Qur'an and HudFth; 
Arab traditions as transmitted by their stories, prose and poetry and 
especially bedouin poetry; 
heritage of ancient Greece, Persia and India; these sources were dis- 
cussed by Arab and Muslim scholars and were either accepted or re- 
jected; 
accounts of famous scientists, after examination, analysis and personal 
additions ; 
personal knowledge and experience of the author, his scientific method 
being of great importance for the writing and handling of the subject. 

Authors who wrote on zoology and related subjects were both numerous and 
varied in their interests. Their works reflected a single point of view or 
sometimes a combination of many views. Such authors include: 

relaters of literature, philology, poetry, grammar, religious law and 

historians, genealogists, phdosophers, doctors and translators; 
mathematicians, astronomers and botanists. 

fdua'fth; 

As there are at least sixty to seventy writers of importance in ths domain, it 
would take volumes to survey them all. For this reason, only the most 
significant authors are considered here. 
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AL-JXHIZ (D. 256/869) 

We shall begin with the work of al-Jnhi? entitled fit&$ al-Ha_yawZn. The work 
has been printed many times, and abridgements are to be found in different 
libraries of the world. The most important edition was probably that prepared 
by ‘Abd al-Sali-im Harun. 

The Et& al-ffiqawzn was the first encyclopedic work on zoology to be 
written in Arabic and it has literary and artistic merit as well as scientific value. 
Al-Jahiz himself says, ‘This book is intended to counsel, define, elucidate and 
instruct. ’ According to ‘Abd al-Salam Hiiriin: 

It might be thought from the title that the book would be concerned solely with 
animals and related matters; but, in fact, it is encyclopedic in scope and provides a 
comprehensive picture of the multi-faceted Abbasid civilization.. . Besides the 
broad spectrum of the natural sciences, it contains information on questions of 
philosophy, the government of peoples and individuals, the disputes of theolo- 
gians and all the religious sects.. . Many questions of geography are treated, in- 
cluding the characteristics of countries and the influence of the environment on 
animals, men and vegetation, not to mention the various races, the differences 
between them and a number of historical matters.. . With regard to medicine, it 
deals with the diseases of animals and men and explains a great deal of medical 
terminology whether animal, vegetable or mineral.. . Al-Jahi? discusses the lore 
and customs of the Arabs, their sciences and their conjectures, dealing at length 
with the Qur’an, the Traditions of the Prophet and a variety of questions per- 
taining to religion and religious law.. . The book contains a choice collection of 
Arabic poetry, particularly of Abii ‘Uthman, together with many proverbs, dis- 
courses on the Qur’an and criticism of speculative theology and poetry. 

According to the Encyclopedia OJ‘ (slam, moreover, the k?tZb al-ffiayawZn is the 
most important surviving work of al-Jahiz, the first fruit to be born of the 
Arab study of nature. The influence of Aristotle and the Greeks is slight and, 
with his passion for citing poetic sources, al-Jahi? reminds us of the 
grammarians. His ties with speculative theology can be seen in hs efforts to 
demonstrate the unity of nature and to prove that the constituent parts are of 
equal value in the eyes of the phlosopher. His attention was not confined to 
the larger animals and he showed a certain inclination to study insects and 
smaller creatures. 

The Enc3/clopedia of Idam mentions that the fitah aL-fAqaw2n contains the 
seeds of such scientific ideas as evolution, adaptation and animal psychology. 
It also notes that the book influenced the Epistles ofthe Brethren fPztdy (Ras2iL 
Ikhwzn aL-&4a’), a question that is worthy of detailed study. Other writers 
indebted to d-Jah,l~ include the zoologists d-Qazwini and al-Damiri as well as 
the anonymous author of a manuscript in the British Museum. In terms of 
purely zoological investigation, the book considers animals in terms of food 
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and drink, defences, nature, training, diseases and age, habitat and effects of 
nature, relations with other animals, the psychology of animals, birds and 
insects together with their dispositions, characteristics and habits. The exact 
observations and detailed information show us the extent of al-J@?’s 
knowledge. To gain his experience, he explored forests and mountains, seas 
and deserts, training birds and animals and observing insects. 

IKHWAN AL-SAFA’ (BRETHREN OF PURITY) 
The Rasa’il (Epistles) of the Ikhwiin al-Safii’ contain a great deal of scientific 
data on such subjects as comparative anatomy and physiology, adaptation of 
organs according to physiologcal function, respiration and rumination, 
instinct, sexual activity and reproduction, and environmental adaptation. The 
authors classified animals according to structure and sense perception or in 
terms of reproduction and habitat. Comparisons were drawn between animal 
and plant life and distinctions were made between domestic animals and wild 
ones, between poultry and birds of prey, between marine animals and reptiles. 
Birds were discussed in terms of nesting, eggs, migration and the predatory 
habits of certain species. In their explanation of the creation and different 
varieties of animals, they followed a theory that there was a chronological 
sequence in which minerals were the oldest, followed by plants, then the 
animals and, finally, man. Each of the four categories was assigned a certain 
level connected with the others, reachng at the upper end towards the earliest 
creation and at the lower end to that which came later. 

ZAKARIYYA’ A L - Q A Z W I N I  (D. 682/1283) 

The next work is 4-Qazwini’s ‘Ajii’ib al-makhlz2qiit wa-gharii’ib al-mayZd& 
whch consists of a forward and preface followed by four introductory studies. 
Speaking of al-Qazwini’s book, the orientalist ICcatschkovski says that it might 
well be thought of as a ‘cosmographa’ whde it also falls within the accepted 
form for ‘mirabiha’. ‘Whk al-Qazwini’s predecessors in ths field must not 
be ignored, it has to be recognized that hs work was the greatest influence of 
its kmd and it was read throughout the Islamic East’ (Ta’~kh al-adab aljGghrZj 
al-‘arabZ; I, p. 361). 

Al-Qazwini’s intellectual depth and scientific objectivity pervade this 
encyclopedic work and help us to understand htm when he says: 

The capacity for intellectual thought comes only with experience of the sciences 
and mathematics after the spirit and dspositions have been purified. Then, 
however, the doors of perception are opened, and wonders are to be seen in 
everything that is unknowable to others. Indeed, if they were spoken of, they 
would not be believed.. . In order to gain such knowledge, there must be per- 
severance in the face of all adversity. 
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The book contains considerable information on the classification of animals, 
their evolution and geographical distribution. It discusses the influence of the 
environment on animal physiology and deals with questions of anatomy, 
heredity and hybridization. Scientific data are also provided on the reproduc- 
tion and birth of animals and birds. 

A-Qazwini treats, in some detad, the form, nature and behaviour of 
animals, discussing the relations between individuals of a species and between 
the two sexes. H e  then goes on to examine the relations between species 
where he finds love and hate, friendship and aggression as well as the treat- 
ments meted out by man. H e  also considers the survival instinct and the way 
that animals can help themselves. 

Thus, al-Qazwini’s work was a summation of the zoological knowledge 
of his period, straightforward in form, avoiding unreliable sources and cor- 
recting or adding on the basis of his own experience. 

The relationshp between human and veterinary medicine 
Any student dealing with the relationship between human and veterinary 
medicine in ancient times will observe that animals were treated in much the 
same way as man. Withn the family, it was the mother who was responsible 
for giving medical treatment, and the herdsman would treat the animals in his 
charge in consultation with her. 

With the growth of civllizations in the East, however, a division arose 
between the two branches so that the ancient Sumerians referred to a doctor 
as ,4Sou and the veterinary expert as illonai-,l’nu. In either case, the physician 
was rewarded for the success and punished for the failure of his treatment. 

Elsewhere in the East, e.g. India, just as there were hospitals for human 
beings, so too were there clinics for animals, the veterinarians being paid by 
the state. Places were also provided for the care of animals that were old and 
incapable of working. 

In ancient times, medical treatment was mingled with magic and sorcery, 
though surgery required a certain scientific knowledge and medications de- 
pended on botanical information. In all cases, whether human or animal, re- 
ligous intervention was needed to protect the patient from the harm caused 
by evil spirits. 

As medtcal and scientific knowledge advanced, there was considerable 
interaction and borrowing between veterinary and human medicine in all the 
fields, particularly public health, common diseases and experimental studtes 
on drugs and vaccines. Certain types of surgcal operations were also first tried 
on animals before they were on human beings. These interrelationships may 
serve to explain why it was that such famous Muslim doctors as Ibn Sing, Ibn 
al-Khagb and Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya also wrote on veterinary matters. The 
author of &.dab& ahrididj mdyata ‘&q% hi-l-~ajn~it alj+Zd says that al-Razi 
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treated one of the sultan’s horses for a complaint similar to a medical one by 
giving it two or three times the human dosage. Even today, the veterinarian 
will often treat cats and dogs with children’s medicine. 

Important works on veterinary science produced during 
the medieval Islamic period 
It will be difficult to present a survey in this chapter of everything written on 
veterinary science during the medeval Islamic period. At ths early stage, 
veterinary science blended into zoology in general and stockbreeding in 
particular, not to mention the interaction with human medicine, a feature that 
persists to this day. Some of the authors who wrote on zoology and 
stockbreeding also made contributions in the field of animal treatment, e.g. al- 
Asma‘i and al-Qazwini. Moreover, some of the most famous Muslim doctors 
included sections on animals in their treatises, e.g. Ibn Sing. According to 
Leclainche, hts chapter on animals was translated in the thrteenth century for 
Emperor Frederick I1 by the astronomer-mathematician Michael Scot. 

The authors of some of the more specialized works on veterinary science 
refer to scholarly sources of whch we know little or nothing. Thts aspect 
requires a great deal more research and investigation. Many of the extant 
manuscripts preserved in the famous libraries of Europe such as Leipzig or 
the Biblioth2que Nationale (Paris) still need to be studied and edited by ve- 
terinary specialists possessing a knowledge of Arabic and the scientific ter- 
minology invohed. Besides, it is necessary to study European literature of the 
Renaissance on the subject to find out if any of the Arabic works were 
translated into Latin. 

For the period in question, there are no fewer than twenty writers of 
importance who wrote on veterinary science and whose works frequently 
cross over into the area of zoology. 

Arabic works produced on the subject during the thrd/ninth-tenth 
centuries were many and varied, especially those produced during the time of 
the Abbasid caliphs al-Mu‘taSim and al-Mutawakkil. Among the numerous 
extant manuscripts are: Paris : al-FZrr&.r&ya wa-l-bqgara, al-fiql wa-l-bqgara, 
M a  %fat al-ram& wa-kqfiyat sbttnZtihi wa-abwdibZ; Paris and London: al-FZrr&Y_ya 
wa-sb&Zt al-khql (BM 1305; BN 2815); al-Bqgara (BM 813; BN 2827). The 
authors were breeders in the stables of the cahphs. However, in the manu- 
scripts there are discrepancies observable in the names. It would appear, 
therefore, that some of the abridged and anonymous texts are simply later 
copies of the original manuscripts with authors’ names and certain sections 
omitted by the copylsts. 
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Contents of the literature on veterinary science 

Dii'ud b. 'Umar al-An@i (950-1008/1541-1599), author of a work entitled 
Zdbkirnt d i  l-ulbd zvtl-/yZwic 1z-l- 'qab a/- ',@I, defined veterinary science as 
follows: 'It is the science of the physical conditions of animals and the 
requirements for their health and treatment together with the other medical 
sciences.' The Arabs' love of horses and hunting made them outstanding 
horsemen and keen falconers. It is, therefore, not surprising that medical 
advances were made in this area and many works were produced. 

Works on veterinary science also include sections on camels, farm ani- 
mals such as cows, sheep, goats and poultry, and even dogs and elephants. 
The thrd chapter of the manuscript of a/-khyl wa-l-baytara by Abu Yiisuf 
Ya'qub b. Akhi Hiziim, for example, is devoted to the illnesses and treatment 
of camels, cattle, sheep and goats. The author refers to camel mange and the 
use of pitch products as a cure, as well as to the use of bleeding for swollen 
tongues. He studied pyroplasmosis in cattle and is credited with the discovery 
of a liver disease in sheep. 

In his work on agriculture, entitled al-ilhqni' ji-/jZba, Ahmad b. 
Muhammad b. Hajjiij al-Ishbili presented an duminating picture of animal 
medicine. H e  discusses cows, sheep, goats, horses, mules and donkeys and 
provides information on selection, prevention and treatment of diseases, 
choice of grazing area and types of fodder, and times for mating (for details 
see my work on veterinary science). hlention is also made of the value and 
treatment of bees, pigeons, poultry and peacocks, but they did not warrant 
extensive discussions. 

Abu Zakariyii b. al-'Awwiim al-lshbili was the author of a work on 
farming and animal husbandry entitled al-Fil&z. In Chapter 31, he deals with 
the selection and improvement of breeds of cows, sheep and goats, the dis- 
eases to whch they are prone and the problem of infertility. Chapter 34 deals 
with the breeding, nutrition and diseases of chcken, ducks, pigeons and 
peacocks. Treatments are described for use against external parasites in fowl. 
Reference must also be made to the studies of al-Mujiihid 'Ah b. D&id al- 
Rasuli, who investigated the care of and breeding of such animals as horses, 
cows, sheep and goats, buffaloes, mules, donkeys and elephants. 

Falconry and medical treatment of birds 

Falconry was concerned with the strengths and weaknesses of birds of prey in 
hunting, and this of course included the means to keep them healthy and cure 
them of diseases. 

The Arabic term for 'falconry' is bqyanra, whch is derived from a/-bZyL 
And a/-bZgJr, al-bagZr, denote person carrying a falcon. The words are of 
Persian origin (&y = falcon), and are first noted in the famous fables Kalh wa- 
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Dmm. In hs book KztD dru~@r (or ;?;1?1, u/-.tuyir), al-Hajjiij b. Khaytham (or 
Iihavthma) uses the term g&b ddazv5tf and does not use the term DZgZr. 

It is difficult to determine where dogs and birds were first used for 
hunting. According to some Arab writers, the first to use hawks were the 
Romans, the first to use falcons, the Arabs, and the first to use eagles, the 
Moroccans. According to al-J%hiz, hawks and falcons were for Persians and 
Arabs, while dogs were for vagabonds and slaves. 

In pre-Islamic times, hunting was of great importance both as a source of 
food and for the sport and recreation which it soon became. Thus, in the 
poetry of theJddiya period w e  find contrasting images. O n  the one hand, the 
poor huntsman with bow in hand concealed himself by a water-hole, seeking 
food for his family; on the other, the rich man rode with a group of compa- 
nions, followed by their trained hunting dogs. Another image is that of the 
falcon swooping down on small birds. It is said that the first Arab to train 
falcons was al-Hiirith b. blu'gwiya b. Thawr, the Abii IGnda of the southern 
Arabs. 

The fact that the Arabs knew of the use of birds of prey for the hunt is 
attested in the Qur'an, in the Jim qf'tbe Zb/e $rend (aLl7fa'ida) (V.5): 

They ask thee what is 
1,awful to them (as food). 
Say: Lawful unto you 
Are (all) things good and pure 
And what you have taught 
Your trained hunting animals 
(To catch) in the manner 
Directed to you by God; 
Eat what they catch for you, 
But pronounce the name 
Of God over it, and fear 
God; €or God is swift 
In taking account. 

In Islamic times, hunting developed in form and objective. Whereas the 
original objective had been mainly to obtain food, the element of pleasure and 
sport became more prominent. The growing demand for hunting dogs and 
falcons led to the emergence of a whole class of people whose livelihood 
depended on breeding, training and caring for these animals which were sold 
to princes, sultans and caliphs, who were devoted to the hunt. The expense, 
however, was prodigious with food and medical care for the dogs and birds, 
wages of falconers and servants, and the costs of all the attendant riders and 
horses. 

Among the princes and caliphs who were passionate huntsmen, we find: 
Yaaid b. Mu'awiya, Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik, al-Walid b. Yazid, al-Mahdi, al- 
Rashid, al-Amin, al-nlu'tasim, al-hfutawakkd and al-Mu'ta&d. 
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Falconry developed into a sport with its own code of rules, known in 
Arab Spain as &[@a or in the East as &aim. It was presided over by a chef 
falconer who bore the title ‘Prince of the Hunt’ (amfr al-;a$). Withn cities, 
falconers would have their own quarters: Hayy al-Bayiizirin in Granada and 
Harat al-Bayiizira in Cairo. 

Literary treatment of falconry varied from the philosophical and linguistic 
to hstorical accounts of its development to a full-fledged sport and science. 
The authors are mostly Arab and include: Al-Ghgif b. Qudiima al-Ghassiini, a 
renowned master of falcons in the time of Hisham and al-Walid, the sons of 
‘Abd al-Malik, and in the time of al-Rashid. The book al-GhitnYattributed to 
hm was an important source for a long time, being translated from Arabic 
into Latin at the behest of Frederick 11, king of Naples and Sicily (AD 1194- 
1250). It was then translated again from Latin into French by Daniel of 
Cremona as a gift to Frederick’s son. 

Al-Hajjaj b. Khaytham (or Khaythma) wrote a work entitled Ma@$‘ or 
Et2b al-Tyga. or fib0 al-j%yytlr (preserved respectively in the Bodleian, the 
Taymuriya and the Topkapi libraries). The introduction states that it was 
compiled at the behest of al-Mahdi to bring together the wisdom of the Turks, 
the Byzantines and the Arabs, and its finest sections are on falcons, hawks and 
all birds of prey. 

‘Abd al-Rahmiin b. Muhammad al-Baladi (end of sixth-beginning of 
seventh century AH) was the author of al-fiij-l-bq~ara. The book was 
said to have been written as a reminiscence of his life and to leave a 
model for the future. It consists of four sections, each containing four 
chapters, and covers such matters as species, colours, distinguishng good 
from bad, training, treatment of finesses and dseases, etc. This demon- 
strates that the falconer was not merely a trainer and keeper but also a 
veterinarian. 

Hippiatry 
Some hstorians of veterinary medicine would say that the period from the 
fifth to the twelfth century (or, in our view, to the fourteenth, at least) was one 
of the most brilliant in the development of hippiatry, since the Arabs had no 
equal in breeding and caring for bloodstock. Their passion for horses meant 
that they would lavish care on them far beyond any gven to other animals. 
The horse was a companion in peace and a friend in war, glorified by God in 
the Qur’iin and honoured by the word of the Prophet. 

During the period of the Islamic conquests, the horse was vital as an 
instrument of war, whde chvalry and equestrian sports ensured that its status 
was even maintained later. Up the nineteenth century, moreover, the export of 
thoroughbreds to Europe and America remained an important source of in- 
come for Syria and Egypt. 
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The Arabs, therefore, were masters in all aspects of breeding, training, 
and anatomy of the horse. A thousand years ago, they established the principle 
that in four areas (forehead, chest, croup, legs) the horse must be wide, while 
in four other areas (ears, tail, waist, pastern) it must be narrow. What modern 
expert would contradict them? The Arabs mere similarly concerned with all 
matters of nutrition and with the care and treatment of their horses. As Abu-l- 
hIa'di in lus Bdiigh nl-arah j; nbzi~ril al-cnrdi says: 'In so far as the horse is 
concerned, the Arabs attained a degree of knowledge unequalled by any other 
people.' Those who roam the waterless desert have a knowledge of the dis- 
eases and treatment of horses that has been theirs since time immemorial. In 
their stories, the horse is always prominent, the spearhead of their attacks, the 
bulwark of their defence. So important for the Arabs were the qualities and 
vices of the horse, that their bors knew more about them and about their 
illnesses than did the elders of other peoples. The evidence for this can be 
gleaned from Arabic writings on horses and hippiatry as w e  shall see below. 

In the Introduction of his book ~7/-k3al11 ~twl-D~r~~fcli.cr, hbii Yusuf Ya'qiib b. 
Akhi Hiziim says that he had perused all the earlier literature and had tried all 
cures that were available. The book is in thirty parts, dealing with the following 
topics: 
1-7 teeth and age; characteristics and appearance of good horses; types of 

donkeys and mules and their appearances; organs; breeding of ordin- 
ary horses and race-horses; Eaults in horses; distinguishing marks; 
stud horses; period when the mare is in season; pregnancy and birth; 
difficult births; treatments for displacement of the womb and uterus 
(It is evident from the text that he was experienced and adept in these 
areas); 

9-14 diseases and treatment of various parts of the body, starting from the 
head and finishing with the tail; 

15-22 diseases of the legs in general, followed by the parts in terms of 
function and subfunction; diseases of the hoof; diseases of joints and 
dislocations ; 

8 

23-35 miscellaneous diseases, fever, mange, inflammation, pox; 
26-29 bleeding of animals; building up emaciated horses; poisoning; bites of 

30 
Ibn Akhi Hiziim was one of the most famous veterinarians of his age and lis 
writings were to remain in practical use for many years after his death. 

Abu Zakariyii Yabyii b. hluhammad b. d-'Awwiim al-Ishbih devoted 
Chapter 33 of his book u/-P5%b~7 to a discussion of the diseases of horses 
pertaining to the different parts of the body: eyes, eyelids, nose, lips, mouth, 
gums, teeth, throat, head, neck, back, legs, lungs, spleen. In the section on 
treatment, he prescribes laxatives, purges and bleeding. H e  also deals with a 
variety of diseases of the hoof, pests and parasites, sword wounds, snake bites 

insects and animals; 
diseases and treatment of camels, cattle, sheep and goats. 
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and scorpion stings. Credit is given in the book to Ibn A ~ -  Hiziim for in- 
formation on animals in general and, in particular, for coughs and diseases of 
the hoof. 

Ibn al-Mundhir (Aba Bakr b. Badr al-Din al-Bayfiir) wrote a work, KZmil 
al-;inZcata_yn $-l-bay{ara wa-l-xaardqa, whch summarized everythmg known as 
veterinary medcine and the training of horses in the medieval Islamic period. 
Published in the first thlrd of the fourteenth century, it was an extremely 
important and reliable work which covered all aspects of breeding and training 
and the whole field of hippiatry. 

The manuscript was of great value and seemed to have had a wide cir- 
culation, for several copies are found in various libraries. It was translated into 
French with a lengthy introduction by Perron, the three volumes appearing in 
1852, 1859 and 1860. However, h s  translation was criticized by Froechner, 
who regretted that a specialist had not been involved in the work so as to avoid 
technical errors. Speaking of Abti Bakr's manuscript, Moult says that it was a 
masterly work of the age and of great value since little was being written on 
veterinary medicine during the period of the Middle Ages. 

The author was both a trainer and a veterinarian and the text reflects both 
his scientific reliability and his great personal experience. H e  had learned from 
his father Badr al-Din and from reliable practitioners in Syria and Egypt, and 
he also drew upon many other sources both ancient and contemporary. His 
authority is apparent from the sections that deal with training and anatomy and 
from hs discussion of the diseases and their treatment. H e  also shows an 
outstanding knowledge of the detads, e.g. he refers to 360 different types of 
horseshoes. The manuscript, moreover, is rich in information on medication, 
the treatment of wounds and dropsy, the foetus and a whole range of surgical 
operations. 

How was it that the Arabs were able to preserve their stock from inter- 
breeding despite all the pressures that must have arisen from their arrival in 
Central Asia, West Africa and southern Europe? The explanation seems to be 
the extreme care that they took with the appearance and quality of their 
horses, a field in which their work remains unrivalled. As far as breeding is 
concerned, the saying was that the Arabs took more care in the choice of a 
mare for the production of a stahon than in choosing a wife for the pro- 
duction of a son. Intense interest was taken during pregnancy and on delivery 
of the foal, and the Arabs made significant contributions to veterinary science 
in this area as well as in the whole domain of breeding and problems of 
infertility. These contributions were both theoretical and practical and covered 
such matters as: pre- and post-natal care, correct positions for delivery, sur- 
gical interventions for difficult births, removal of foetus, prolapse of womb, 
contraception and artificial insemination. 

With regard to medicaments, the Arabs greatly enriched the stock of 
treatments avadable with drugs and preparations made from animal, vegetable 
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and mineral sources. The forms were extremely varied and included solutions 
with water, oil and other liquids, pills, salves, ointments, poultices and plasters. 
Medicines might be administered by mouth, nose, ear, rectum or vagma. 
Other treatments commonly used were baths, purges, steam and massage. In 
the field of pathology, they drew on what had been firmly established by their 
ancestors and made their own contributions, indicating the infectious or 
contagious nature of certain diseases and giving excellent descriptions of 
others, e.g. equine syphlis. 

Their surgical techniques included the use of a lancet for bleeding, re- 
moval of obstructions with a sharp pointed knife, lancing of boils and ab- 
scesses, excision of tumours, straightening and removal of teeth with 
cauterization of cavities, treatment of hooves and cauterization with heat or 
chemicals, castration, removal of necrosed tissue and dressing of every kind. 
Because the legs were so important, the books written by the Arabs placed 
considerable emphasis on diseases that affected the legs or hooves. 

Works on veterinary medicine did not neglect professional and ethical 
matters. Ibn al-Baytar, for example, reminds practitioners of the necessity to 
honour their teachers and to be honest in their work. Veterinarians were ex- 
horted to be generous with their professional knowledge and to give treat- 
ment, if need be, without payment. 

Equitation 
The Arabic word for equitation is fur%@yu whch is derived from the root 
farasa, meaning ‘to strike’. A horse is calledfards because it strikes the ground 
with its hooves. The plural afr2.r can be either masculine or feminine and there 
is no feminine form in the singular. A horseman isfZn> (pl.furxin orfuwZtiJ). 

HORSES AND THE ARABS 
The Arabs were more concerned with horses than any other animal and their 
attention to pedigree and breeding gave rise to thoroughbreds of outstanding 
appearance and character. Horses were divided by the Arabs into two classes: 
1. 

2. 

The 

‘atFq, a horse of whch both sire and dam were Arab, so called because it 
was free of all faults; 
hq?n: a horse of mixed descent which could be either: 
a. ha&, Arab sire, foreign dam; 
b. map$ foreign sire, Arab dam. 
term for a horse of which both sire and dam were non-Arab was birdhawn. 
The Arabs sometimes used different terms of familiarity for their horses. 

In his book, HqZt ul-&yuwZn ul-kubrd, al-Damiri notes the following nick- 
names: Abii Shujn‘, Abu Talib, Abii Mudrak, Abii Mu& Abii Mudmiir, Abii 
Munji. Special names were used to designate horses of different ages and there 
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3.14 Anatomy of a horse from an Egyptian manuscript, fifteenth century 
0 Roland and Sabrma hfichaud (MS. 4689, Umversity Library, Istanbul) 
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were also terms for the sounds they made in different physiological and pa- 
thological states. The Arabs were also keen observers and we have minute 
descriptions of their steeds because they spent long hours together in the 
desert. In their terminology for the different parts of the body they often used 
the names of birds. The abilitr. of the Arabs to determine the age of a horse 
from its teeth passed into the language where ‘age’ (‘zwr) and ‘tooth’ (S~ZII) are 
synonymous. 

EQrITATION IN PRI I S L A M I C  TIMES 

In the poetry of pre-Islamic times, horsemanshp was one aspect of a code of 
chivalry whch called for heroism in battle, honesty in the distribution of 
spoils, charity to the needy and defence of women. The knight was proud of 
hs clan and they of him, and his braverv and boldness had to be matched by 
high morals. I,ow and admiration bound the knight to his stallion whch mas 
his means to acheve victory and glory that would be immortalized in poetry 
and story. 

E Q LI I TAT I ( ~ I  x L-N D I: K I s L A M  
Horsemanship mas encouraged bj, Islam and there are references to the horse 
in various siras of the Qur’an (C.l-3; VIT1.60). The Prophet Muhammad 
pointed out the need for horses injihd, and indeed, they had a central role in 
the Islamic conquests. He called for the young to be instructed in the 
necessary shlls, saying, ‘Let your children learn to swim, to use bow and 
arrow and to ride.’ hfany sayings of the Prophet are in praise and honour of 
the horse, e.g. ‘The horse shall be blessed on the Day of Resurrection and 
owners shall be as liberal with them as the good man with alms.’ Another 
hditb exempts the horse from the p&t. According to stories, moreover, 
when it came to the division of spoils, a horseman received two shares, one for 
himself and one for his horse while the foot soldiers received one. In another 
version, it was three sharcs - one for the rider and two for the horse. The 
Prophet said that equestrian sports and horse-racing wcre lawful and himself 
participated in them. 

Ibn al-A‘rabi gave the names of many famous horsemen and their 
mounts from among the Arab tribes, the most brilliant of them being the 
Prophet himself. Others included: Hamza b. ‘Abd al-Muttalib, Sa‘d b. Abi 
K’aqqas, al-bliydad b. al- Aswad, al-Zubayr b. al-‘Awwiim, Abfi Dhar al- 
Ghifari, Abii Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Ah, Khalid, Dirar al-Qa‘ya‘ and others. The Arabs 
had preferences as to the use of stallions or mares. It is related that Ichalid b. 
al-K’did would only go into battlc on mares since they urinated on the run, 
whereas stallions arould retain their water till the bladder burst. The mare, 
moreover, w a s  less likely to whinny. According to Tbn Muhriz, the 
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Companions of the Prophet preferred mares for night raids and whenever 
concealment was necessary, but stallions for wars and campaigns. 

The cavalry played a great part in the Islamic conquests that brought the 
Arabs and Muslims to the gates of China in the east and Spain in the west. It 
was in this way that the outside world came to know and appreciate the Arab 
horse which was used to improve blood-lines everywhere. The sciences of 
equitation spread through the Islamic world and, in Mameluke times, the 
sultans established hppodromes large enough for hundreds of horsemen to 
compete at one time under strict rules and regulations. Books and treatises 
were written which gave instruction on training horses, riding bareback and 
with a saddle, jousting with sword, lance and bow, and even sports like polo. 

Arab-Islamic civilization and the development 
of veterinary science in Europe 
After the transmission of Arab-Islamic civilization to Europe in the Mlddle 
Ages, Arab veterinary science exercised its influence in different ways: 
1. Different animals came from the Near East into Europe. In Sicily, for 

example, Arab horses came to predominate, and long-eared goats were 
also introduced. As a further example, it is well-known that all English 
and French thoroughbreds are descended from Arab stock. 
Western rulers became aware of the Arab passion for breeding, rearing 
and treating war-horses and coursers, and also of their skills in falconry. 
One of the most important of these rulers was Frederick 11, hng of 
Sicily, who played an active part in bringmg Arab veterinary knowledge to 
Europe. Frederick had been raised in Palermo and, under the instruction 
of the local pi&, had learned a number of languages, including Arabic. 
H e  was a cultured man and a scholar with interests in anatomy and 
zoology. H e  entertained doctors and astronomers and kept scholars at his 
court to translate works from Arabic. 
The master of the royal stables was Jordanus Ruffus (c.1250), who 

published a work on veterinary science about whch Lechainche says: 
There is no doubt that the emperor had a hand in editing the book, which is 
thought by many historians of veterinary medlcine to mark the beginning of 
the science in Renaissance Europe. 

Frederick had important works on falconry translated at this time; one 
was called I h e  Art of Hunting with Birh and the other was al-Gh$$ the 
author of which may have been al-Ghipif b. Qudba al-Ghassm. After 
his return from Palestine, the king, who was devoted to the hunt, had 
surrounded himself with Eastern falconers. Falconry, meanwhde, was 
becoming the favourite pastime of princes after they learned the sport 
during the Crusades. 

2. 
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3. The Arabic term for veterinary medicine, u/-hq[uru, was assimilated into 
Spanish as ulbyturia or uheituria and remained current und 1793, the date 
of the establishment of the Madrid School of Veterinary Science. 
‘Veterinary’ is the English form of buy@-u (from Latin zeteikuiiw, f. ve- 
terinue, ‘cattle’). Here, we will refer only to Manuel Diaz’s El libro de 
albgyturiu whlch was commissioned by King Alfonso V of Aragon. 
According to Ercolani, this was probably based on the Codex Ambe, 
translated from Arabic by Moses of Palermo. 
The first school of equitation was established in Naples in 1518 and was 
soon followed by others in cities throughout Italy. They attracted stu- 
dents from all over Europe, helping to popularize equestrianism and to 
promote knowledge of hppiatry. 

From this beginning sprang the early veterinary schools of Italy and France. 
The year 1598 saw the appearance in Bologna of a work on the anatomy of the 
horse. Apart from its scientific value, the Anutomiu del culm also attracted the 
attention of artists to the aesthetic form of the horse and, though published 
under the name of Carlo Ruini, a Bologna judge, it was believed that the 
author was Leonard0 da Vinci. Some of the illustrations in the book refer to 
the Arab horse and, in ths context, it is worth pointing out that the Arabs had 
produced anatomical dustrations of horses. 

Thus, in this field, the Arabs left an impression on all the countries they 
governed, whether Spain, Sicily, Africa or Asia Minor. Their influence was felt 
through works that were studied and translated into European languages. For 
example, at the end of the eighteenth century and the begnning of the nine- 
teenth century, there were translations of such works as uL-Elzha by Ibn al- 
‘Awwam, I%imil ul-pnd‘utqn by al-Baytar and Et2b ul-Mu/ik J&%. 

4. 
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Chapter 3.4 

BOTANY 

Historical outline 
B 0 TAN I C X L X N D P H h R hl,1 C 0 I. 0 GI C A L S 0 U R C E S 

This chapter deals with Arabic botany in the hliddle Ages: hence it will be 
organized according to the medieval methods mostly inherited from Graeco- 
Roman antiquitv. A disciple of Aristotle’s,‘ Theophrastus (c. 372-287 BC), is 
regarded as the-father of botany. He wrote a his tog^ Ofl’/mts in six books, in 
whch he suggests various principles for classifying plants; he divides them 
according to size into trees, shrubs, bushes and herbs. Another ancient author, 
Dioscorides (first century AD), who came from Ayn Zarb in Cilicia, wrote a 
treatise entitled De //zutrria medicu, in which he devotes much space to botany. 
He divides plants into aromatic, food, medicinal and poisonous plants. H e  also 
speaks of the genesis, physiology and evolution of plants. Lastly, Pliny the 
Elder (AD 23-79), author of a Akfural History in thrty-seven books of which 
books XII-XXWI are devoted to botany, summarized the knowledge in this 
field. 

Throughout the medieval period, scholars of the West and the East 
confined themselves to transmitting and commenting on this ancient science. 
It was only in the sixteenth century that modern botany began to develop. 

Arabic botany is no exception. Scholars translated and commented on 
these Greek sciences. The commentary by Nicolaus Damascenus on the 
treatise Liber depludr attributed to Aristotle was translated by Thiibit b. Qurra 
(d. 288/901) and revised by Ishaq b. Hunayn (d. 298/910). It seems to have 

1. To whom a Ktdj-L-~Vahd, lost in Greek and translated from the Arabic into Latin under 
the title Lihrr de planfir, is attributed. The Arabic text was published by A. R. Badawi in 
Cairo in 1954 ((slumicu, 16, pp.341-381). Cf. details in Ullmann, ‘Natur und 
Geheimwissenschaften’, pp. 71ff; Setgin, GdJ, W, pp. 312-313. This writing is 
transmitted to us in the form of a commentary by Nicolas of Damascus (first century BC). 
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been used by the Ikhwgn al-Safg', Avicenna, Ibn Biijja, al-Wawiit and many 
others in the field of plant physiology.2 Accordmg to Ibn al-Nadim,3 
Theophrastus' Histoy (Plants is said to have been partly or wholly translated 
in the second half of the fourth/tenth century by Ibrghim b. Bakkush, a 
Baghdad doctor, under the tile AsbZb al-nabd (The Causes of Plants). Ths 
translation has so far remained undiscovered. A big section in Nabataean 
Agricczlltzlre (see below) about plant physiology and morphology is in many 
respects reminiscent of the contents of Theophrastus' book. The same is true 
of the fourth section of the book attributed to Apollonius of Tyana entitled 
Szrr al-kba~Zqa,~ and of a chapter of the Book of Treaszlres by Job of Ede~sa.~ 

Dioscorides' De materia medica was several times translated into and 
commented on in Arabic.' It was regarded as a basic textbook for herbal 
medlcine, botany then being regarded as a branch of medicine; plants were 
studied and classified according to their properties (physics = kbawZTf). 

AG RO N o M I  c s o U RC E s 
Alongside these strictly botanical and pharmacological sources there are 
treatises on agriculture, whch contain important botanical data: Arab 
botanists and pharmacologists refer to them. In addition to agriculture proper 
these books deal with plant products and their various uses. Among ancient 
agricultural treatises, Arab scholars knew the Georgica attributed to Democritus 
(= Bolus of Mendes, second century BC),7 the one attributed to Aristotle,' the 
Jjnagoge by Vindanius Anatolius of Berytus (fourth/ fifth century AD), 
translated into Arabic under the title of Ehib al-ElZba,9 the Georgica of 
Cassianus Bassus Scholasticus (sixth century AD), translated into Arabic under 
the title al-ElZba al-r@m&ya, a compilation made from the 4nagoge of Vindanius 
Anatolius, and the Georgica of Didymus (thrd century  AD).^' 

2. Cf. Ullmann, op. cit. 
3. Ibn al-Nadim, fib&, p. 252. 
4. Or Etib aL-'Zu/ (Book of Causes), published in a German translation by U. Weisser (see 

5. English translation from the Syriac by M. Mmgana, published by W. Heffer, Cambridge, 

6. The first translation dates from the time of the Abbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil (233-247/ 

7. Including an Arabic translation under the title A&ib aL-RLiba, whch exists in manuscript at 

8. Different from the treatise commented on by Nicolaus Damascenus (cf. Uhann, op. 

9. Sezgin, GAS, IV, pp. 314ff, who reports a MS. of it at Meshed; Uhann, op. it., pp. 429- 

bibliography). 

1935. 

847/861). On these translations and commentaries cf. Sezgin, GAJ, 111, 58-60. 

the Bibliotheque Nationale, Pans (number Arabe 2802 (A.F. 914), 30 fol.). 

it., p.429). 

433. The Meshed MS. contains 191 fol., it is dated 732/1331-1332. 
10. Ullmann, op. cit., pp.433ff; Sezgin, GAS, IV, pp.317ff. 
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3.15 Illustration of the thistle. The manuscript contains both the Arabic text of 
the De mate& medica of Dioscorides and its fifteenth-century Persian translation 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (MS. 2127, Topkapi Library, Istanbul) 
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The most important agricultural work source for the history of Arabic 
botany is still Nubutaeun Agviczlltzlre, a compilation translated probably from the 
Syriac at the begnning of the tenth century  AD.'^ It was used in near€y all later 
botanical and agricultural writings and is a basic document for the present study. 

ARABIC PHILOLOGICAL AND BOTANICAL SOURCES 

The above are the oldest sources for the history of Arabic botany. Other 
Arabic sources also exist whose conception is distinctly different from these 
Arabized sources. First there are many monographs by phdologists of the 
schools of grammar at Basra, Kufa and Baghdad, mainly about botanical 
terminology but also furnishmg material demonstrating the existence of the 
beginnings of classification or taxonomy, structural morphology, ecology, 
phytosociology and biogeography. This material is found in these writings, but 
could be collected together through detailed research. 

The data on classification, for instance, is found in writings such as EtZb 
al-NawZdir, by Abii Ziynd d-IGlcibi (d. 204/820), who divides vegetable matter 
into shdjdr (trees), ‘id& (prickly trees), ‘zlshb (herbs), ughl@ (bitter plants), ahrnr 
(vegetables eatable raw), dhzlkir (vegetables with a slightly bitter taste), etc.12 
Al-Asmcici (d. 216/831), in EtZb ul-NubZt wa-l-shajdr (The Book of Plants and 
Trees), gves the names of 276 plants, many of which are names of categories, 
such as rubl, ‘plants that become green again at the end of autumn without 
rain, after cold nights’ and ribbu, ‘evergreen trees such as the carob’; he di- 
vides vegetables into uhrdr, dhzlkir and hamd (salt-impregnated bitter plants), 
prickly shrubs (‘i&h) and plants that grow in various parts of Arabia (the 
Hijaz, Najd, Sarat and the deserts).13 Abu Zayd al-Ansiiri (d. 214/829), under 
a title similar to the preceding one, gives a complete classification of the plants 
of Arabia under the same divisions as hs  predecessor^.'^ Ibn al-Sikkit, tutor to 
the first Arab botanist, Abii Hanifa al-Dinawari, also wrote a Etzb al-Nab& wa- 
l-shajdr which is quoted more than 200 times in Ibn Sidii’s hfzlkhq;u;.l5 

11. See our study entitled: ‘Matkriaux pour l’hstoire de l’agriculture en Irak: d-Filiiha al- 
nabauyya’, in Hundbtch der OrientuListk, l, 6, 6/I, Leiden-Cologne, Brill, 1977, pp. 276- 
377. 

12. Cf. B. Lewin, Dnuwun; p. 5; Uhann, p. 63; Sezgin, GAJ, 11, pp. 331ff. 
13. Cf. A. Haffner and L. Cheikho, Dix fruith depbzLoLogie urube, 2nd ed. rev. and corr., Beirut, 

1914, pp. 17-62; A. ‘Is%, TuFkh uL-nubZt, pp. 15ff. 
14. S.K. Nagelberg, Efib u.F-Juiar, Ein botanische Lexikon, zum ersten Male nach einer 

Berliner Handschrift ediert, mit Einleitung un kritischen und erorternden Anmerkungen 
versehen, Dissertation, Zurich, 1909; idem, in Z4,24, 1910, pp. 264-265. 

15. Sezgin, GAJ, IV, 355. The title KfZb un-Nubcit wu-L-sbajar (with variants) is attributed to 
other authors such as Ibn al-A‘riibi (d. 231/844), Abii Nasr al-Biihili (231/845), Abii 
Hiitim as-Sijistgni (250/864) and Abii Sa‘id as-Sukkari (275/888). 
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ABCT HAN~FA AL-DINAWAR~ 

The most famous of the Arab botanists is undoubtedly Abfi Hanifa al- 
Dinawari (d. 282/895), author of a Eib al-Nafjiitin six big volumes; according 
to ‘Abd al-Qndir d-Baghdiidi,’6 only the thrd” and fifth volumes“ of the 
work have so far been found. M. Harnid~llah’~ reconstructed the sixth 
volume from quotations he took from the big dictionaries and the numerous 
monographs; he collected the descriptions of 637 plants from the letter stn to 
the letter JE’, thus complementing the part of the alphabetical dictionary 
published by B. Lewin, whch goes from the letter alfto the letter xqn. Thus 
we have a complete lexicon of ths great treatise of Arabic botany. 

The contents of Dinawari’s Book Oj’Plants as reconstructed by Silberg and 
Hamidullah can be summarized as follows. After the first part whch is as- 
tronomical and meteorological, dealing with the sky, the constellations, the 
planets (particularly the sun and moon) and the mansions of the moon that 
indicate the seasons and the rains, Dinawari devotes a long passage to the 
anzvcl’ (the rain stars) and atmospheric phenomena (winds, thunder, lightning, 
snow, floods, valleys, rivers, lakes, wells and other sources of water). Then he 
deals with the earth, stones and sand, describing lands of soil and indicating 
the ones that suit and do not suit the growth of plants. H e  describes the 
qualities and properties of good soils. 

After this long introduction, whose model is to be found in treatises on 
agriculture, he sets out to describe the evolution of plants from birth to decay 
by way of the stages of growth and flower and fruit production. He goes on to 
cereals, vines and wine and date-palms and dates. A long account, the in- 
formation for whch he draws from hs predecessors, is devoted to mountain, 
plain and desert trees, salty, acid, bitter and prickly plants, plants whose 
greenery remains until the end of the summer, colocynths and the like, grass 

16. ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi, KhiyZna, I, p. 11, 1, 18. 
17. B. Lewin, ‘The Thtrd Part of Iiitab an-Nabat of Abu Hanifa ad-Dinawari’, in Orientcllia 

Simvm, 9, 1960, pp. 131-136, published in Bihliotbeccl (slamtc‘i. 
18. Cf. idem., 77ie Book of Rants of-4hz.iffan@ ad-Dnawaf. Part of the Alphabetical Section, ed. 

from unique MS. in the Library of the University of Istanbul, with introduction, notes, 
indices and vocabularp’ of selected words, Uppsala/Wiesbaden, 1953, 52 + 253 (text) 
(Uppsala Universitatis Arsskrift, 1953; 10 - Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis). 

I 9. Lr dctionnaire hotaniqur dMbii flan@ ad-Dinawarf, Iycotistitni‘ d ;IprpS les citations des ouwages 
posti&nrs, Cairo, French Institute for Oriental Archaeology (Textes et Traductions 
d’iluteurs Orientaus, S). This same task of patient, meticulous collection had been carried 
out by B. Silberberg, in a thesis entitled: Das (3rlanyenbiicb des Ahzi Abmad ih D&vd 
nd-Dnclnxif. Ein Beitrug yi4r Geschicbte der Botatiik hei den -4rdbern, defended in 1909 at the 
University of Breslau and published in Zei~scbn~-~~~,~s~yriologie, 24, 1910, pp. 225-265; 25, 
1911, pp. 39-88. The author assembles about 400 descriptions of plants from Dinawari’s 
works. 
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and pasture, diseases of camels and their treatment, fragrant plants, plants 
used in dyeing, those from whch toothpicks are made, woods used as tinder, 
ashes and smoke and how their colour varies according to different woods, 
honey and bees, woods used for making bows and arrows and so on. 

According to Hamidullah, Dinawari’s treatise consisted of two parts of 
unequal length: the first devoted to botany, taking four and a quarter volumes, 
and the second in the form of an alphabetical lctionary giving a brief de- 
scription of plants, taking up one volume and a three-quarters. 

Dinawari devotes one chapter to the classification of plants (t.jT~ al- 
nab&); he refers to it five times in Volume V, published by B. Lewin. In the 
absence of this chapter it is difficult for us to know what this classification 
was. But he gives hs predecessors’ classification into trees, herbs, vegetables 
eatable raw, slightly bitter vegetables, salty, acid, bitter and creeping plants, 
prickly shrubs, trees of the mountains and plains and desert plants. Ths 
classification was usual among his predecessors, particularly al-Asma‘i. 

Dinawari’s contribution to Arabic botanical science is fundamental.” It 
was the source that compilers of dictionariesz1 and authors of treatises on 
medcinal plants2’ were to draw on, particularly Ibn Sida (d. 458/1066) in his 
two great lexicons al-Makha::a: and aL-Mabkam and Ibn al-Bay@r (d. 646/1248) 
in his pharmacological and botanical encyclopedia al-&mic li-m.ufrad& al-adw&a 
wa-l-aghdhja (Dictionary of Simple Remedies and Foods). 

In the absence of the analytical part of this great work, we can turn to an 
agricultural compilation translated into Arabic during the same period, viz. 
Nabataean AgricaLture, whch contains such a wealth of material on plants that a 
complete treatise on botany can be reconstructed from it. Ths compilation, 
like Dinawari’s EtZb aL-NabZt, was copiously quoted in nearly all treatises on 
agriculture and pharmacology; and hence it provides valuable evidence of the 
state of botanical knowledge among the Arabs in the mddle Ages. W e  con- 
sider that if w e  describe its contents w e  shall be distilling the essence of this 
field of learning.’3 

The author of this great agricultural compilation indicates seven items of 
data to be given about each plant: (a) its description; (b) the soil that suits it; 
(c) the time of year for planting and harvesting it; (d) the method of planting 

20. O n  the importance of this work and the originality of its subject-matter see B. Silberberg, 

21. Cf. details in B. Lewin, Dnawart; pp. 7ff. 
22. Ibid.., pp. 12ff. 
23. W e  start from the Arabic translation of this writing made in 291/904 and dictated to ‘Ah 

b. Ahmad al-Zayyiit in 318/930, disregarding the dispute between orientalists in the last 
century about its authenticity. O n  this subject see the article, Ibn Wahshiyya, in the 
Engdopaedia of Isam, 2nd ed., and on the writing itself see our contribution to ffandbucb 
der Onentalistik quoted above. Cf. also Sezgin, GAS, IV, pp.318-329; Ullmann, op. cit., 
pp. 440443. 

op. it., of which Sezgin gives a good resume (IV, pp. 338-343). 
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it; (e) the attention it needs; (0 the winds and seasons that suit it; (g) the 
manures that suit it and the treatment it requires; (h) its uses and drawbacks; 
and (i) its proper tie^.^^ 

Classification of plants 
In the treatise botanical material is classified as follows: 

FRAGRANT FLOWERING PLANTS 
Ten plants are described 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Violet (ban.fsdj): the author describes how to plant it (with drawings), 
how to speed up flowering, and how to use it, particularly for malang 
violet syrup. H e  lists its medicinal properties, indicates the land of soil to 
choose and describes the diseases to whch ths plant is exposed 
(Dinawari, No. 940). 
Gillyflower (kin>: how to plant it, varieties, and how to make the essential 
gdlyflower oil (dz~hn) (Dinawari, No. 346). 
Iris (sazzw~): it exists in four colours; how to plant it and medicinal 
properties (Dinawari, No. 552). 
Water-My (l%$r): an Indian plant with medicinal properties subject to the 
aster yellows (gut ahzjim). 
Narcissus (mri;c): how to plant it; its marvellous properties (Dinawari, 
No. 1,043). 
Anthemis (ziqbwin): description; extraction of anthemis oil properties 
(Dinawari, No. 14). 
Jasmine and eglantine (ys//i.n and mh%), two related plants, each existingin 
two colours; how to plant them; oil (Dinawari, No. 1,110; 1,085 wurdjubuli). 
Marigold (2dhatyiB): description, comparison with water-My; properties 
(Ibn al-Baytar, I, 16). 
Fetid oxeye (buhir or ward al-biniir: donkey rose): how to plant it and 
properties (Dinawari, No. 698, ‘urir). 
Mignonette (khuxim): a love flower like the oxeye, with whch, like the 
mahgold, it has affinities (Dinawari, No. 341, khu@mu). 

Other fragrant plants: rose (ward); alkekengi (kiku~j); elaeagnus (khilq 
[bulkhz]); mag’s flower (him ul-mqk-), a variety of jasmine; marjoram (mum7, 
with blue and white flowers; plants whose yellow flowers are like birds or 
other winged creatures, the Ranunculaceae (shaq2iq) etc. (Dinawari, No. 1,084 
ward, 311 hibiscus, 680 kikay; 305 khil& 1,018 mue, 589 shaqz’iq; lbn al- 
Bayfnr, 11, 148 him ul-mqZs = rnur2qZ). 

24. All this information will be found about each of the plants described. W e  shall indicate 
briefly the main points dealt with. 
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A certain similarity between these justifies grouping them together. 
Other fragrant plants will be mentioned in the succeeding classifica- 
tions. 

The author of Nubutueun Agrialtare describes a certain number of fragrant 
plants that come up in the desert after torrential rain, such as qu‘i, cta_ymdrZn 
(Dinawari, No. 658) and hazzj2rn (Dinawari, No. 231). 

SHRUBS PRODUCING OILS, A N D  ORNAMENTAL TREES 

Twenty-three plants are described: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

Myrtle (ZJ), ‘hng of aromatic plants’: it reaches the height of a tree; 
description and varieties, medicinal properties. It.is used for mummifying 
corpses. An essential oil is extracted from it. Active against magic 
(Dinawari, No. 10). 
Bay (ghzr): soils and winds that suit it; affinities with the citron tree; 
properties; dialogue with the keeper of an orchard (Dinawari, No. 779). 
Castor-oil plant (khiwa ‘): description and medicinal properties; bene- 
ficial shade for small plants. 
Marshmallow (khuirni,): diseases and treatments; nature; numerous 
properties. Dispute with the mandrake (ydbsb) (Dinawari, No. 31 1 ; 
No. 1,111). 
Terebinth (bairn): description, nature and affinities with the myrtle, 
medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 74). 
Barberry (anburbu~.): a plant of Babylonia and KhurBsBn. Description, 
method of planting; great usefulness, nature and properties (Dinawari, 
No.54: 

- I  

Hawthorn (?a 5%~): description, properties and diseases (Dinawari, 
No. 475). 
Azedarach, margosa or bead tree (Z?Zdrukht), ‘sister of the hawthorn’: 
method of planting; properties (treatment of the hair). 
Plane-tree (dab), one of the non-fruit trees (see below, pp. 456-458): 
description and properties; many fables about it (Dinawari, No. 383). 
Elaeagnus (khilifl: description, method of planting, properties, useful- 
ness for other plants. An ornamental tree (one of the category of trees 
called shgar ul-qihZb or ‘harlots’ trees’) (Dinawari, No. 305). 
Calotropis (‘a~hzr): a tree of hot countries; description; ‘calatropis 
sugar’; soils and winds that suit it; diseases and treatments (Dinawari, 
No. 71 1). 
Elm (km.5~): description and properties. 
Ilex kermes (qimid: native of Byzantium; description. A tree of cold 
regions. 
Phellodendron ( ‘q~hirn): an ephemeral tree; description: flowers like 
roses of Rayy, with a nice smell. Used for making bows and ropes. 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22, 

23. 

Banana palm (mawd: a plant of hot countries; bears one bunch a year; needs 
much care; diseases and remedies (long description in Dinawari, No. 1,046). 
Bitter orange tree (aZraty]: native of India; description and remedies; 
essential oil (Ibn al-Bayfgr, 11, 174, quoting A’abatueun ,4g~icu/tnre). 
Citron tree (ntpy), ‘the pure tree’: description, properties, care it needs; 
grafting, many medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 46). 
Lemon tree (hasbnz?): affinities with the bitter orange tree and citron tree; 
oil and care that suit it; medicinal properties (Ibn al-Bayfar, IV, 118-122: 
/ihzGi). 
Oleander (dg~?), the ‘blessed tree’: poisonous oils, prophylaxis (Dinawari, 
No. 377). 
Syrian carob tree (khurnzib sbZm7): description; bears very small fruit in 
Babylonia; properties; fables attached to it. Dialogue between the carob 
tree and the elm. 
Sorbus aucuparia (ghubqr~?’): description; a rural plant, native to India; 
use in magic, like the mandrake and hibiscus; the scent of its flowers is 
aphrodisiac for women; properties (Dinawari, No. 783). 
Agnus castus (sh@rut fir&?m): description; ornamental tree popular at 
Sura in Babylonia, whence the name ‘Abraham’s palm’; affinities with 
the mandrake and the rose campion (sirq a/-qu$d); an efficient cosmetic; 
many marvellous properties. 
Boxthorn ( ‘uw.r.J.): hedge used for forming enclosures. Medicinal proper- 
ties of prickly plants such as the boxthorn thstle (shawk), horehound 
(b~dz~~~rd), Maltese Cross campion (husak) and cardoon (kbursbaJ). 

In the category of wild shrubs the author of Nalmtuean ,4gicu/ture describes 
Christ’s thorn (sidr: Dinawari, No. 502), caper shrub (kabar: Dinawari, No. 928)’ 
arak (ir&/ishil: Dinawari, Nos. 1-a), tamarisk (athl: Dinawari, No. 4), wild fig- 
tree (t?n haye Dinawari, No. 125) nab’, (chudam tenax : Dinawari, No. 1,0.55), wild 
banana ($a&: Dinawari, No. 669), acacia forskal (samar-: Dinawari, No. 535), 
southernwood (qqrim: Dinawari, No. 922), mouse-ear or antennaria (shTh: 
Dinawari, No, 601), juniper (‘ar‘ar: Dinawari, No. 701), imda aircosa (tz~bb2q: 
Dinawari, No. 661), wild dill (shib$t: Dinawari, No. 565), ben oil tree (bzn or sbJ: 
Dinawari, Nos. 75 and 597), bean trefoil (Anagyrisfoetida) oambit: Dinawari, 
No. 1,118), stipa (ha@’: Dinawari, No. 251), papyrus (bard: Dinawari, No. 78), 
aloe (sabir: Dinawari, No. 61 1) and tamarind (snbbZr: Dinawari, No. 610). 

We have selected only a small part of the wild plants mentioned in 
Nabutaeapi Agticdtzdre and Dinawari partly because of the small amount of space 
available for this survey. 

FRUIT TREES 
Nabutaean Agridture devotes three long chapters to olive trees (at the 
beginning), vines (in the middle) and date-palms (at the end). These are 
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thoroughgoing treatises, studying methods of cultivation, care, and the 
properties and uses of these trees, which occupy a predominant place in 
arboriculture. Then a long section is devoted to other fruit trees, the most 
important of which are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 
16. 

17. 

fiits with a dypericap 

Pomegranate (mmmzn): method of cultivation; changes in the flavour of 
the fruit; uses and properties; diseases; properties (Dinawari, No. 455). 
Walnut ( jawd: description, cultivation, dietary and medicinal properties; 
harmfulness to the throat and mouth; uses (Dinawari, No. 165). 
Common coconut-palm (jaw7 bind): description; native India; nutritive 
and medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 1,503 s. natjd). 
Almond (lawd: sweet and bitter, cultivation; medicinal properties of the 
bitter variety. 
Hazel nut (bzmdtlg): a wild tree, also cultivated in orchards; method of 
cultivation, properties. 
Pistachio @stzq): cultivation; rapid putrefaction; nutritive and medicinal 
properties (Dinawari, No. 825). 
Oak (ballgt): a wild tree; medicinal properties of its acorns. 
Chestnut (shZhballgt): a wild tree, planted in gardens; nutritive and 
medicinal properties. 

fiits wi2h ayes& pericaq 

Apricot (midmid): cultivation, properties (fever), use. 
Peach (khawkh): same cultivation and properties as the preceding; 
powerful detergent (Dinawari, No. 340). 
Plum @a$): same cultivation as the preceding ones; remains acid in 
Babylonia; many varieties ; properties and harmful effects (Dinawari, 
No.49). 
Shahl@: a variety of plum; quite different from the preceding; less 
harmful. 
Jujube tree (‘unnzb): legend about its origin; medicinal properties of its 
syrup (Dinawari, No. 754). 
Neqmn (nabiq): wild and cultivated; different varieties, with and without 
stones; as hardy as olive trees and date-palms; harmful effects; ddogue 
between two neqmns. 
Hog-plum (al-&q aljabatz): description; acid taste; juice used in coohng. 
Arbutus (gatlab): wild and cultivated; nutritive properties and harmful 
effects. 
Cherry-pIum (qarzZsijy63: native of the banks of the Jordan (‘tree of 
Canaan’); a jam is made from it. 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26, 

27. 

28. 

Fig (t?~): many varieties, differentiated by colour; description, method of 
cultivation, care, nutritive properties, harmful effects to be avoided 
(Dinawari, No. 125). 
Sycamore fig (jummqd: harmful effects and treatment (Dinawari, 
No. 125). 
Pear (kummuthrq: many varieties; treatments against the rapid putrefac- 
tion of its fruit, to obtain finer, sweeter pears. Powerful nutritive 
properties; harmful effects, improvement by grafting; medicinal proper- 
ties (Dinawari, No. 067). 
Quince (safarJal): wild and cultivated, sharp tastes; used for makmg an 
insecticide; nutritive properties; jam. 
Apple (tz@~): various tastes; beneficial juice; increasing the yield; dietary 
properties (strengthens the heart but harms the brain; called ‘the enemy 
of reason’). 
Mulberry (tit): various tastes and colours; methods of cultivation (using 
bird droppings); care, properties (Dinawari, No. 127). 
Pine (~u/iuwbur): two varieties of pine nuts, big and small, imported from 
Syria; more a medicine than a food; medical properties (Dinawari, No. 630). 
Mahaleb cherry (u.rhtur - kuhq: a wild tree cultivated in orchards; 
description; its seed (mu&ub) used in perfumery and drusaltery; scented 
oil with medicinal value; use in coolng (Dinawari, No. 1,007: niuhlab). 
Fir (tannib): description; produces at junction of nodes a white substance 
in a greyish envelope, used in pharmaceutics; processed, it can be used as 
food (Dinawari, No. 128). 
fl(~l)bltZ~~ a tree that grows wild and is planted in towns; description; has 
grains the size of small pistachio nuts, with thick husks; when grdled they 
turn white. Used in the treatment of dseases of the mouth. Husked, 
cooked and salted, the grains are eaten with drinks like almonds or 
pistachos; properties. 
Cedar (uqi): description; has grains like cluck-peas at the nodes, black 
outside and yellow inside; when treated they are eaten with honey, 
despite their unpleasant smell, in countries where there is no fruit. It is 
very like the male pine, whch produces gum (Dinawari, No. 5: 
African tea tree WlZ zphri): description; its berry is the shape and size of a 
chick-pea; it is red, and contains a seed; medicinal properties (Dinawari, 
No. 286: hudud Ibn al-Bay@r, 11, 173;flphr~y).~~ 

25. A variety of acacia, h//blZ describes the fruits of thorny trees (cf. Dinawari, No. 254). 
26. After the cedar, the author mentions the silver cypress (sharbfn), not that it is a fruit tree, 

but because of the tar it produces, like the male pine referred to in the preceding section. 
Medical properties of this tar (Ibn al-Baytar, 111, pp. 60-62). 

27. The author of Nabataean A@fcdtwe gives eight more names of trees in this category whch 
sound Aramaic, but which I have not so far managed to identify. 
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The date-palm is not in this list because a long treatise about it comes at the 
end of the book; similarly with the vine, dealt with a long section in the middle 
of this compilation. 

NON-FRUIT TREES 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Maple (quyqab): found in Syria and the land of the Greeks. Description, 
use in carpentry. 
Nabataean poplar (haw nabati), name given by the author to the S ~ S &  
‘willow’, and the kbiL$ ‘elaeagnus’ or ‘chalef’ (see above, p.452, 
No. 10). This is probably the Euphrates poplar or the Babylon willow 
(ghrab). Description and properties (Dinawari, No. 305: kbd& No. 550: 
sawjar). 
Jbawbat (Grewia popzlL@liu or cbaderutenm: nab ‘): whte wood with black 
veins; used for mahng knife handles (Dinawari, No. 596). 
Yew (prnab): a tree common in Syria; strong smell; wood with red veins. 
Oak (sin4Zn): description; use of its wood; same leaf and wood as the 
bullz7t.28 
Cistus (qist): grows in India and to the West (= Arabia); the Syrian is of 
inferior quality. Description; use for ritual smoke-production and offerings 
to the gods. Use in perfumery, properties (Ibn al-Baytgr, IV, 18-19). 
Cinnamon tree (sal’ikbu): many varieties; description; nice smell, pungent 
taste; imported from the West (= Arabia). Culinary and pharmaceutical 
use (Ibn al-Baypr, 111, pp. 25ff). 
Cardamom (barnam?): grows in the land of the Kurds. Use in 
pharmaceutics; medicinal properties (the arn6rnon of Dioscorides). 
Phu valerian vi): nice strong smell and taste, like those of ginger; 
pharmaceutical use (Ibn al-Baytgr, 111, pp. 168ff). 
Citronella or lemon-grass (idbkbir): plant of the Hejaz, where it grows in 
clumps (Dinawari, No. 21). 
Prickly broom (rabuksh&i?): grows in Babylonia (Ibn al-Baytar, 11, p. 85; 
dZr sbisha ‘an (Persian), qundil). 
Myrrh tree (rnzlm): Arab prickly tree; description; used in perfumery and 
pharmaceutics; properties; its wood is used for ritual smoke-production 
(Dinawari, No. 1, 011). 
Frankincense (kzlndzlr): its resin dried on the stalks is collected, sold by 
the Arabs and used for smoke-production in front of idols. As mastic it 
has many medicinal properties; it stops epidemics. Useful expecidy for 
colds (Dinawari, No. 971, No. 979: bbZn). 

28. Cf. above, p. 454, No. 7. Balht denotes the gall oak (‘a@: Dinawari, No. 728), whose 
acorns are edible, whereas sinaj&z denotes@wczls robuur. The author offers here three names 
of trees that grow in Babylonia which we have not been able to identify. 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

Lycim urnhicum (!m&): a desert shrub; its leaves yield a bitter juice whch 
solidifies like myrrh and the gums, used in pharmacy. The island of 
Ceylon produces a distinct variety of Lycztlm nrubicmz. Description; 
medical properties (cf. above, p. 455, No. 28). 
Acacia (nqZqyZ): four varieties differentiated by size. Description. From 
its fruit, or the fruit and leaves together, a juice is extracted which is used 
in pharmaceutics; it produces a gum whch is collected and sold 
everywhere. A tree of hot countries; medicinal properties (Dinawari, 
N 0.6 6 9 ; tal/, , ucaciu gtlmm$im). 
Sumac (summgq): description; from its fruit and leaves a juice like that of 
the acacia can be extracted; used especially in cooking and also in 
pharmaceutics for treating the hair (Dinawari, No. 534). 
Calac (q2dh2, Ar. gik~): ‘sister’ of the sumac, but larger and more 
widespread; leaf like that of the olive tree; fruit produced without prior 
flowering, like the pistachio, without pericarp; it goes red and gets 
sweeter as it ripens; edible but astringent. 
Bog cistus (lidhi): erect cistus. Ladanum (k&%nn) is extracted from the 
sticky exudate of its leaves; gluey sap and powder. Like the black alder; 
use in pharmaceutics (best treatment for the hair). Medicinal properties 
(Dinawari, No. 977). 
Henna (lJim4: a plant of hot countries; description; use as a cosmetic and 
in pharmaceutics. Properties (Dinawari, No. 207). 
Ah2tZ (unidentified tree): grows to about 1.20 m; leaf like that of 
the almond tree, fruit like a bean containing two seeds, rarely 
three; round black fruit turning red, inedible because of its bad 
smell; put underground, it becomes sweeter and edtble. Some 5 c m  
from the root a single shoot grows out of the stalk bearing two 
big square leaves, sometimes one big and one small; the shoot 
bears a flower like that of the pomegranate tree; after the flower 
has fallen there appears a green growth turning yellow, as long as a 
small asparagus, which is sweet-tasting and edible. Used in 
cosmetics. 
Tamarisk (tafZ’): description, description of two varieties similar to it, 
tumanx cumpudztu and tamaix /ttanrz@ra. Used in dyeing (Dinawari, 
No.667). 
Ash (mnrrzi~): description; medical properties; a poison, and an antidote 
against venom (Dinawari, No. 1,013). 
Storax (s&irki): description; yields liquid storax (ul-mq ’a ul-ruibu = ul- 
Ltlbni); used as incense in temples and in perfumery. Medicinal properties 
(Ibn al-Baygr, IV, p. 171: mqJu). 
Blue balm tree (mzqlupq): similar to storax; gum collected by the Arabs 
and sold in Syria and Babylonia. Use in pharmaceutics and perfumery 
(Dinawari, No. 1,038). 
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25. Meum or wild dill (mrZq/”Zr?; Ar. mi): description; strong smell; 
widespread in the Sudan; grows in Arabia; introduced into Babylonia 
(Ibn al-Bay@r, IV, p. 168: mi). 

26. Savin (abhal): three varieties (one in India, two in Persia, Arabia and 
Africa); description; use in pharmaceutics, cooking and perfumery; 
medicinal properties (Ibn al-BayInr, IV, p. 166). 

27. Jew’s mallow (mulikh&y_ya): description; culinary use; medicinal properties 
(Ibn al-Bayt&, IV, p. 166). 

28. Christ’s thorn (shabahzn): description; produces a red flower followed by 
a berry as big as that of the hemp seed, which yields a viscous juice very 
effective for poisonous bites. It soothes the throat and chest (Dinawari, 
No. 570). 

29. Box: description [under two headings: bags(5j and shamsh~ir]; its wood is 
used for making trays, small boxes and other utensils (Ibn al-Bay@r, I, 
p. 103: 

At the end of ths list, the author tells us that in view of the large 
number of cultivated and wild non-fruit trees, he has confined hmself to 
picking out a few samples of trees that grow in Babylon or are imported 
into that region. What may be described as a treatise on arboriculture is 
followed by a long account of grafting trees. The author sets out various 
examples on the subject, and enunciates the principles on which this science 
rests. H e  gives specific examples of some grafts that have unexpected 
effects.30 

LEGUMINOUS AND GRAMINACEOUS PLANTS 

Cereals and fa~naceous plants 

1 and 2. Wheat and barley (&$a and sha‘ir): long passages are devoted to these 
two cereals, whose cultivation must have been very important in Babylonia 
in the author’s time. In addtion to the choice of soils suitable for cereals 
and their prophylaxis, the author tackles all aspects of their cultivation 
from sowing to harvesting. H e  speaks of ways of preserving them, signs of 
putrefaction in them, washing the grains, bran and flour and their 
medicinal properties, the best bread, the abundant properties of cereals, 
weeds that resemble them (tares and rye grass) etc. (Dinawari, Nos. 256 
and 584). 
Rice (am&: food of the inhabitants of India and people living along the 
Indus. Soil that suits it; methods of planting; summer rice and winter 

3. 

29. Three names of so far unidentified trees have dropped out of this list. 
30. A summary of the main data in this account will be found in ffandbzlch der Orientalirtk, op. 

it., pp. 350-352. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

rice. Nutritive properties; culinary use; medicinal virtues; rice bread 
(Dinawari, No. 70). 
Rye (jiwurs, dukhn): description, affinities with rice; way of planting; rye 
bread (Dinawari, No. 405). 
Broad bean (bZqi/h’): cultivation and care; vermification; time and way of 
planting; diseases and remedies; uses and drawbacks; multifarious 
properties; bean bread (Dinawari, No. 87). 
Mungo bean (mash): affinities with the broad bean; is cultivated like it; 
medical properties (Dinawari, No. 1,000). 
Lentil (‘adus): method of cultivation; weeds that grow with it; how to 
cook it; nutritive properties (Dinawari, No. 692). In the section on 
vegetables a passage is devoted to an edible plant with medicinal 
properties that grows with the lentil. 
Vetch (kirsannu): description; medicinal properties; forage for animal; 
medicine for humans (Dinawari, No. 940). 
Chck-pea (himmi?): description; how to make the seed swell; properties 
(Dinawari, No. 255). 
Bitter vetch (idzibbZ~): affinities with the broad bean; properties 
(Dinawari, No. 207). 
Cinquefoil (musjz5thZ?; Ibn al-Baytar: Syr. mpshhztn2): a plant of IUliizistiin 
and Fiiris; affinities with the chck-pea; medicinal properties; cures scurf 
and freckles (Ibn al-Baytiir, 111, p. 35: suksanbz&u). 
Kidney bean (/i&?): red and white; spring kidney beans and winter 
ludney beans; care and coolung; properties. A native of China (Dinawari, 
No. 995). In the section on vegetables a variety of ludney bean is 
mentioned called shumda wa-l-shubfh, whose fruit is like a lad’s ladneys. 
Description; culinary use. 
Lupin (turnus): a Coptic plant; bitter; properties; ways of sweetening it; 
weeds that grow with it; properties (Dinawari, No. 130). 
Fenugreek (&&U): method of cultivation; prophylaxis; medical proper- 
ties; laxative, effective remedy for intestinal infections (Dinawari, 
No. 229). 
JZhr%thZ (?): a variety with fenugreek; affinities with barley; sought after 
by birds. 
Spelt (~ibfthZk@?): affinities with fenugreek; description; spelt bread; 
dermatological properties (Ibn al-Baytiir, 11, p. 78: khundrtik). 
Tam&% (coarse wheat: trz;ticzlm targidum?): it relates to spelt; cultivated in 
the region of Biirm% and Takrit. 
TmTmFshd (bramus?): imported from the land of the Greeks. Description; 
it grows in Babylon; bread [made of it] is of inferior quaky to wheat 
bread. It needs manuring; it has medicinal properties. 
Hemp (thzinghZ, ‘tung’): produces .rhuh&-nqi, ‘hemp-seed’; hemp-seed 
oil; many uses. Imported from India (Ibn al-Baytar, IV, p. 39: qunnab). 
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20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Cotton tree (qat.>: description; soils and winds that suit it; picking; 
medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 898). 
Flax (bay kattZE): a Coptic plant; very widespread. Description, method 
of planting; properties (Dinawari, No. 929). 
Sesame (sim.rim): method and time of cultivation; prophylaxis; medicinal 
properties (Dinawari, No. 538). 

Other grain plants 

Lucerne (jZlZlitZ?): a native of Egypt. Description; affinities with the 
broad bean; bread; culinary use. 
Sesban (sqsabZn): ‘tree with leguminous fruit’; its grains are used to 
make bread, and are used in cooking. The Persians call it panjdngasbt 
(vitex) because its branches grow from the trunk in groups of five; 
eaten particularly by the Kurds of Azarbayjan. Medicinal and magical 
properties like those of the Agnas ca.rta.r (see above, p. 453, No. 22) 
(Dinawari, No. 556; Ibn al-Bay@r, I, pp. 115-116;panjangasbt; 11, p. 46: 
sq.rabZn). 
Poppy (kba.rbkb&b): three paragraphs are devoted to ths plant. The first 
deals with varieties: white poppy and black poppy; description of the wild 
poppy and the cultivated poppy, the former being more effective than 
the latter; many properties of the white poppy, from which bread can be 
made, medicinal properties; a hypnotic and tranquilher (Dinawari, 
No. 374). 

VEGETABLES 
Ths section is divided into two main parts: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

l4getable.r with bu1b.r) rbi~omes and grains 

Common asparagus (ha&&): description; bread can be made from it; 
culinary use; a prickly plant. Medicinal properties (Ibn al-Baytar, IV, 
pp. 195-6). Further on a plant like asparagus is mentioned, a native of the 
land of the Greeks or of Egypt. Description and culinary use. 
Hadbrat/tb@Z or badrqZnZ?: a plant imported from the banks of the 
Jordan; affinities with asparagus; grains and stalks ground together to 
make bread; culinary use. Mixed with beans and seasoned, it is a dish 
people thought they ought to eat on the evening of Christmas (‘Td al- 
m&d) (Feast of the Sun?), as a precaution against fever in summer. 
Atitzf.rbZtbZ or anint.rbZtb5 ( ?): a plant imported from India; affinities with 
the turnip. Bread can be made from it. Culinary use; medicinal 
properties : an aphrodisiac. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Turnip (sagain, word now used for rape): description; culinary use; 
nutritive and medicinal properties; bread; (tart) juice of turnip used for 
seasoning. Two varieties are described: the wild turnip and a more 
delicate variety than the cultivated one, with a so far unidentified name 
(Dinawari, No. 529). 
Syrian radish (f@$ sh&zf): affinities with the turnip; description; nutritive 
and medical properties (Dinawari, No. 817). 

Rat-tailed radish (j$/ m~sta@/): like the previous one jn many respects; 
culinary use; medical properties. The wild radish, more effective than the 
cultivated one. Medicinal properties. 
Carrot bqar bzutani): two varieties; description; nutritive properties; 
cuhnary use; carrot juice (Dinawari, No. 186). Wild carrot bqar Durn): 
description, culinary use; medicinal properties; an aphrodisiac (Dinawari, 
No. 228: binz@). 
Elecampane (rZuin): description; culinary use; medicinal properties. 
Syrian leek (knrrzth .&mi): two varieties. Description; planting; culinary 
use; properties (Dinawari, No. 436). 
Onion (Dqd I,tst~?n?): three varieties; description, growing; properties; 
culinary use; onion oil; many superstitions attached to it. The onion 
called Dah/sha (bulb ?): widespread in Mesopotamia; more pungent than 
the common onion, very strong smell, culinary use; properties. The wild 
onion (/~a$d a/-@r: niuscari Dotroyoides), a wild plant growing in htchen 
gardens; culinary use; properties; an aphrodisiac (Dinawari, No. 11 1). 
Squill (basal a/@r, called ishqd/sqd/a and ‘unpd): the big white onion; 
thrives in cold mountainous countries (Andalusia, Byzantium, Syria and 
Iihuriisan). The Arabs call it Dagda/-bar(r&~. Its juice is used to make rat 
poison. It is not edible, but a krnd of vinegar for seasoning can be 
extracted from it. Various ways of extracting it. Many medicinal 
properties (Dinawari, No. 761 : ‘ungd). 
Shallot (‘a(s)qal&f, of Ashkelon): affinities with the onion called baha (see 
above, No. 9); description; it is as strong as squdl; same properties as the 
latter. 
Garlic (t&z): a Babylonian plant exported to Egypt in bygone days. Many 
fables about its orign. Many medicinal properties; an antidote for snake- 
bites and for rabies (Dinawari, Nos. 156 and 160). 
Rocambole (qanT~i$ihhd qiq?): grown in the low-lying plains of the 
Euphrates; affinities with the Syrian leek and with garlic; cuhnary use; 
many properties. 
Calves-foot (shimkarrith): description; more pungent than the leek; 
properties. 
firsh&q?~pz (?): a plant called in the plains of the Euphrates plains by a 
name meaning ‘like the two testicles’ or khunthn, ‘hermaphrodite’; 
among the Eastern Greeks, isqduntls (cf. above, No. 11); in Rome, 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 
23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

kzrndzrt%sakis; in Andalusia, kaszz'/ bdkd. Description, a double bulb; 
affinities with garlic and onion; cullnary use; properties. 
Common snake-root (lz?f): description; culinary use; medicinal proper- 
ties (Dinawari, No. 996). A plant with a root like that of the snake (root is 
eaten in particular by the Kurds in the area of ancient Nineveh, between 
the two Znbs). Description, culinary use; properties. 
Grape hyacinth (halhalmakthd, L. probably mi&?): description; culinary use; 
properties (Ibn al-BaytHr, 11, p. 29: halhal= basalal-xfr; see above, No. 9). 

(L. probably a@it%n: erigeron): description; culinary use; 
medicinal properties. 
Black truffle (dit%mfqd?): description; root like the cucumber; culinary use. 
Lycoperdon (Jaq '): comparable to the truffle; description; culinary use 
(Dinawari, No. 834:@qd'). 
Truffle (kam 'a): description; genesis; tell-tale plant; nutritive properties; 
culinary use; truffle bread (Dinawari, No. 966). 
Toadstool (&): description; many varieties, all deadly (Dinawari, No. 832). 
Morel ('u$ub): description; culinary use (Ibn al-Baypr, 111, p. 152: 
ghawshana) . 
Al-zrmid nahrd (?): forms underground in the sand or near water; the 
former is red, the latter black; like breadcrumbs. Called by the Arabs 
khzrbx al-kalb, 'dog's bread'. Usually found near mandrake. Culinary use; 
many properties. 
Spinach beet (silq): several varieties; description; how and when to plant; 
culinary use; spinach beet juice; spinach beet bread. Properties: erases 
ink, detergent power, draws the saltiness out of the soil. Medicinal 
properties (Ibn al-Bayfar, 111, p. 267; com. Dinawari, No. 946: kummb). 
Lettuce (khass); description; varieties; culinary use; medicinal properties 
(Dinawari, No. 336). 
Wood-sorrel (hzrmm~$): description; varieties; properties; cultivation like 
that of spinach beet (Dinawari, No. 242). 
Watercress (qardamdnd = qzrrrat ad- 'qn): description; culinary use (Ibn al- 
Baytar, IVY p. 9). 
Lady's smock (qurdzrmdnd = buf): similar to the preceding; description; 
culinary use; medicinal properties (Ibn al-BaytHr, IVY p.7; Dinawari, 
No. 276). 
Rush nut or earth almond (szr'd): description, culinary use; treatment to 
remove the bitterness (Dinawari, No. 512). 
Lily (sawsafi instead of xafibaq): description, four varieties; scent; use in 
medicine and even for food if necessary (cf. above, p. 451 , No. 3). 
Sweet rush (wa~): comparison with the lily; similarities and differences; 
rhizomes (Ibn al-Baytgr, IVY p. 188). 
Spikenard (a.rdt%n): description; root with scent rhizomes: culinary use 
(Ibn al-Baytilr, I, pp. 23-24). 
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3.16 Illustration of a variety of sorrel. 
From the Arabic manuscript of Dioscorides' De materid medica 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (MS. 2127, Topkapi Library, Istanbul) 
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34. Indian nard: grows a lot in India and a little in Syria; flowers in heads; 
description; scent like galingale, culinary use. 

35. Garden valerian vi mushhir; ‘common phu’, us&%na burqju, ‘wild 
valerian’): a wild plant grown in gardens in Babylonia. Description; gnarled 
stalk and root; medical and culinary use (Ibn al-Bay@r, pp. 168-9: fi. 

36. Saffron (pzyuran): description; use in dyeing and perfumery; many 
properties; its ‘bulbs’ do not seem to be edible; to be tested (Dinawari, 
No. 461). 

37. Inula (.yudnjabfl shami): a big black scented root; description; use for 
smoke-production; preserving; how to cook the rhizomes for eating 
(Dinawari, No. 476).31 

38 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

Hgetubles with edible leaves or fiits 
Chicory (hindubi): the most useful of all vegetables. Garden and wild, 
each with two varieties. The garden varieties are edible, the wild have 
medicinal properties. Wild plants that resemble it; their medical proper- 
ties (Dinawari, No. 1,104, No. 874; gisbnfxu). 
Mint (nu‘nu‘): several garden and wild varieties; many medicinal 
properties. How to grow it and look after it (Dinawari, No. 1,071). 
Basil (badhq): three varieties; quick therapeutic effects; harmful effects. 
Time for growing; grafting on to varieties of lophospermi (lZ‘+); 
balance of two contrary virtues. Medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 292: 
bunk; No. 656: dunmuran; No. 561: sZbusfam). 
Rocket (p@r): garden and wild, each with two varieties. Description; 
culinary use; medicinal properties; harmful effects (Dinawari, No. 199). 
Wild celery (kur&: six varieties; culinary and medicinal properties. The 
wild plant is of three kinds; description, properties and harmful effects; 
culinary use. 
Rue (sudhab): garden and wild. Description; a biennial crop; care, 
watering in accordance with the properties desired. Many medicinal 
properties: a remedy for epilepsy; it is harmful to misuse it; a medicinal, 
not a food plant. Wild rue more active (Dinawari, No. 504). 
Cress (ha$): three common varieties; one rare (sin&) black variety; how 
to grow it and look after it; culinary use; medicinal properties (Dinawari, 
No. 276). 
Mustard (khurdul): ‘the magicians’ vegetable’; how to grow it, culinary 
use. 

31. Several names of plants on this list remain unidentified; these plants seem to be peculiar to 
Babylonia. There is also a long account of the many varieties of bread that can be made 
from plants, herbs, roots and acorns. Eighteen varieties are described (cf. details in 
ffandbuch der Orieentalirtik, op. cit., pp. 312ff). 
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46. Chervil (spidzq = scundix): a wild vegetable with a sharp taste; culinary 
use; medicinal properties; how to grow it. 

47. Pennyroyal: (qi &, probably the Syr. qirti?ti): description; an edible herb: 
medicinal properties. Imported from Egypt. 

48. Water pepper (xutjab?/ u/-ka/b): description; widespread in Armenia and 
Persia; juice sold; culinary use (Ibn al-Baytiir, 11, p. 168). 

49. Officinal hyssop ( jus~i): description and cultivation; medicinal proper- 
ties; use for food (Ibn &Bay!&, I, p. 163). 

50. Citronella (bZdray&i = a/-buq/a a/-z&-qiBla): a plant of the Persians, ‘the 
blessed herb’. Cultivation; medicinal properties; culinary use (Ibn al- 
Bay$r, I, pp. 74-75). 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

~~ 

ZaizbZq (comp. the Persian Tadxix anise): grown between Baghdad and 
Wasit; imported from Rayy, where it is widespread. Cultivation; culinary 
use; medcinal properties (Ibn al-Baytiir, 11, p. 168: ~anbi). 
hlelilot (handaqJiqZ): description; garden and wild; medicinal properties; 
harmful effects; cultivation (Dinawari, No. 248: havZq4. 
Fennel (ha~Z): cultivation; description; medicinal properties (Dinawari, 
No. 235). 
Babylon leek (k.urrZth bzbih): grown in the autumn; several plants are similar 
to it. Description; harmful effects; medicinal properties; improving the 
taste. The best remedy for haemorrhoids. Several varieties are described: 
Soghdiana leek (kihydri): description; widespread in Soghdiana; 

culinary use and nutritive properties. 
iG/akZn: varieties of leek that grow between Rayy and Khur2sBn. 

Nutritive qualities; culinary use. 
LaslZsu: a variety of Babylon leek known as u/-myyZr. Enters into the 

preparation of three dishes. 
A n  kTh: grows in Lower Mesopotamia; exported to Persia; more 

effective than the others. Medicinal properties; culinary use. 
Farghrinu leek (kha&uw@@), known as barxik. A wild plant greener than 

the other varieties of leek. Culinary use; properties (Ibn al-Baytar, IV, 

Thyme (zp‘tur): many garden and wild varieties. Description; cultivation, 
properties (Dinawari, No. 615). 
Persicaria (burs&ZnZ): a Persian plant. Description; medicinal properties 
(Ibn al-Bay@r, I, p. 38). 
Clove (qaranful): two varieties; imported from India; description; 
medicinal properties. Culinary use (Dinawari, No. 868). 
Tarragon (turkhin): description, behaviour and properties (Dinawari, 
No. 666). 
DabfdZtya a herb imported from India; description, culinary use. Its stem 
is chewed by Indians; beneficial effects on the gums; medicinal 
properties (Ibn al-Baytiir, IV, p. 209; 11, p. 147). 

pp. 61-63). 
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60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

Current-fruited rhubarb (yaghm@i = CbZs): description; medicinal proper- 
ties (Ibn al-Bayfgr, IV, p. 209; 11, p. 147). 
‘Egyptian herb’ (jar@ mi&%), ‘noble herb’: imported from Egypt. 
Description; leaf like that of the carrot and taste like fennel; medicinal 
properties. 
‘Country herb’ (jar@ qatrq: a Persian plant growing particularly at 
Hulwgn; the Persians call it kannhdn, ‘plant like juniper’. Its leaves and 
scent are like those of terebinth. Description, cultivation, culinary use, 
medicinal properties; keeps scorpions away. 
Amaracum (jarpi karsa = mamZbzlr = baqlat aljawf): one of the seven 
varieties of maw. Detaded description of the latter; distinctive mark of 
each of the seven varieties; medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 1,018; 
Ibn al-Bayfiir, IV, p. 1,489). 
Coriander (kzqbzlra): cultivation and manuring; melcinal properties; 
lfferences of opinion about it (Dinawari, No. 949; Ibn al-Bay@r, IV, 

Purslane (al-baqlat al-lqjina): various names ; cultivation; many medicinal 
properties (Dinawari, No. 423: +”a). 
Spinach (isfnakh): description; cultivation, culinary use; nutritive proper- 
ties; medicinal properties. Eaten continually by the people of Nineveh 
against sore throats and bronchitis; ‘blessed vegetable’ (Ibn al-Bayfi%r, I, 
p. 125). 
Blite (qa@f) or field orach; a wild plant cultivated in gardens; medicinal 
and nutritive properties more pronounced than those of spinach 
(Dinawari, No. 897: qatafa). 
Orach (samaq): garden and wild (qatqf): description; properties; wide- 
spread in Ethiopia, Nubia and the Sudan. 
Wild amaranth (al-baqlat al- ‘arabbya orjamanwa): imported from Yemen; 
cultivation; medical and nutritive properties (Ibn al-Bay@r, I, pp. 103- 
104). 
Water patience (bammd al-mZJ): description; nutritive and medicinal 
properties; grows profusely at Ra’s a1-‘Ayn (Mesopotamia), where a sage 
wrote a book on the properties of plants, attributing to this plant 
properties close to the mandrake and opposite to those of tn’b.ixlivs terrestris 
L. (qatrtrb) (Ibn al-Baytiir, 11, p. 33). 
Garden mallow (al-khabbZxa al-bzlstZnZ): garden and wild; cultivation; 
nutritive and melcinal properties (Ibn al-Baytar, 11, p. 467; Dinawari, 
No. 350). 
Dandelion ($arkha.rhqtSqlin): a plant of desert and arid areas , transplanted 
into gardens; description; cultivation; the wild hnd is bitter; the most 
useful of vegetables; properties (Dinawari, No. 1,115: ya‘did; Ibn al- 
Bay@, 111, pp. 198-200: hindzbZ barn>. 
Acantholimon elegans (qanzbn]: leaves like those of the dandelion; 

pp. 66-70). 
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74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

grows spontaneously especially in gardens and on the banks of canals. 
Description, culinary use ; medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 809: 

Eryngium (shi~dd): very similar to the two preceding plants (Nos. 72 and 
73); grows spontaneously; same culinary use ; medicinal properties (Ibn 
al-Bay@r, IV, pp. 12-1 3: qzm ‘ama). 
‘Sand herb’ (ha$ a/-ram/ or a/-I%ithq: grows in the desert; very similar to 
the preceding plant (No. 74). Description; properties; culinary use; 
gathered and sold by the Arabs in late April-early May. Marvellous 
virtues; properties of its roots (Ibn al-Baytar, I, p. 104). 
Fenugreek (htllba): cultivation ; culinary use ; medicinal properties 
(Dinawari, No. 229). 
Dodder (kzi~hith): description, culinary use ; medicinal properties 
(Dinawari, No. 956). 
Fumitory (.iihatrq): description, culinary use ; many medicinal properties 
(Ibn al-Bay@r, 111, pp. 47-48). 
I\Zhuras%n cabbage (kminb k%m~s&?): imported into Babylonia; descrip- 
tion ; medicinal properties. 
Hippomarathrum (barhi&? fennel-seed, rixbatzq): imported into 
Babylonia from the ‘Region of the Sun’ - whence its name ‘son of the 
sun’, i.e. ‘gift of Jupiter’; to take some every day is the way to be immune 
from every sickness and stay always well; a dead body no longer gives off 
a bad smell. The treatment to adopt for immunity against bodily 
corruption after death, which remains a gift of the gods. Description; 
medicinal properties (Ibn al-Baytar, 11, pp. 1861 85: rziw&inj; Dinawari, 
No. 90: Imbis). 
Dill (shihith): wild and garden; sown as a vegetable in Lower 
hlesopotamia ; cultivation, culinary use ; medicinal properties (Ibn al- 
Baytar, 111, pp. 50-51 ; Dinawari, No. 566). 
Lucerne (ratha): used as fodder; similar to melilot (see above, No. 52). 
Description, culinary use in Babylonia as food of the Kurds and the 
people of Nineveh. Nutritive and medicinal properties (Dinawari, 
No.46). Two plants similar to lucerne are described; their names have 
not yet been identified. 
Kohlrabi (kz~r~d7): garden, wild andjaxapm. Description ; a fourth variety 
with a salty, bitter taste is said to exist in Egypt. A maritime variety 
(seakale) is quite different from the others. Culinary use; nutritive, 
medical and marvellous properties (Dinawari, No. 946). 
Bindweed (/ab/d): in its wild state it is bitter and unpleasant to the taste, 
but a treatment described at length makes an edible vegetable of it. 
Nutritive and medicinal properties (Dinawari, No. 982). 
Variety of truffle (kashanj): an edible stipe eaten by the Babylonians, 
Soghdians and Turks. Description; culinary use (Dinawari, No. 954). 

jUt?l/L/). 
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86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

Nine edible stipes growing in Babylonia are then described; their names 
have not yet been identified. 
Cauliflower (gumabft): large, medium and small. Description; cultivation 
and care. Treatments to remove the bitterness of the small variety; 
nutritive properties; produces bad chyme; other harmful effects. Culinary 
use; treatment against worms and insects that attack it (Ibn al-Baytiir, IV, 
pp. 59-61 : kumnb). 
Aubergine (bZdhi+dn): legend about its concealment. Pros and cons; 
method of cultivation; nutritive properties; culinary use; ban on eating it 
raw, or even grdled (Dinawari, No. 115). 
Marrow (garc): pumphn; method of cultivation; time and place; care; the 
variety that grows near stagnant fresh water has medicinal properties that 
are the same as those of many fables; the variety that grows near salt water is 
harmful. Nutritive and medicinal properties; culinary use (Ibn al-Baytiir, 

Long cucumber (giththd' bu~tdni): a lunar plant. Description, cultivation 
and care; treatment to remove the bitterness; changing the properties of 
the plants, or 'transfer' (nag]). Nutritive and medicinal properties 
(Dinawari, No. 853). 
Cucumber (kh9dr): comparable to the preceding; more marked proper- 
ties. Prevention of its harmful effects (Ibn al-Baypr, 11, pp. 80-81; 
Dinawari, No. 852: gatad). 
Watermelon (b[.Xh): classified among vegetables or among fruits. Many 
varieties, the growing of whch extends from March to late July; a lot of 
care; method of cultivation; diseases affecting it; many variants, resulting 
from atmospheric conddons; harmful consequences; prevention. Ways of 
mahng it sweeter; grafting on to boxthorn marshmallow, liquorice, fig tree 
or mulberry tree. Trees whose proximity is beneficial or harmful to it. 
Many fables about it (music and singing make it sweeter); magical 
properties to gve watermelon seeds marvellous properties. Medicinal and 
nutritive properties. Prevention of its harmful effects (Dinawari, No. 110). 

IV, pp. 9-1 0). 

OLIVE TREES, VINES A N D  DATE-PALMS 

In addition to the six sections into which plants are divided (flowering plants, 
aromatic shrubs and ornamental trees, fruit trees, non-fruit trees, legumes and 
grasses, and vegetables), there are three others about olive trees (at the 
begmning), vines (in the middle) and date-palms (at the end). These are proper 
monographs, separable from the rest, and mahng up complete handbooks for 
the cultivation, care and exploitation of the three food trees that were to play a 
key role in the economy of ancient and medieval Mesopotamia. The 
limitations of this outline of Arabic botany do not allow us to dwell on these 
three sections: but their subject-matter may be summarized as follows: 
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a) Olive trees (yqti~~): the beginning of this section is missing. The ac- 
count begins with the conditions needed for growing olive trees (situation, 
winds, weather, changing the taste, remedies); properties: roots, leaves, ash, 
oil, kernels, olive juice. Poems in praise of olive trees (Dinawari, No. 466). 

b) Vines (kt/n&z): the treatise begins with a quotation from a poem about 
wine attributed to Gilgamesh (?). Then come ideas about the effect of wine on 
the soul. Choosing the soil accordmg to the variety to be planted. Trehes. 
Growing time; planting; placing in relation to winds and flooding; improving 
the yield (use of solar mirrors). Harmful winds (poem by Muss al-SurBni); 
protection against damage from the atmosphere and by insects; diseases and 
remedies. The vine as a theriac (Ibn al-Bay@r, IV, pp. 56-57). 

c) Date-palms (nakhl), ‘Adam’s sisters’: genesis of species; method of 
planting, and varieties; the palm-tree ‘in love’; attraction to salinity. Diseases 
and treatments; transplanting slip; superiority of the date-palm to other plants. 
Harmful effects; craft objects made from date-palms. Many properties of 
dates, palm-marrow, the bark, the spathe and the whte powder on the tender 
palm-branches near the heart. Food and medicine for the Arabs; effects on 
the physical and mental condition (Dinawari, No. 1,061, pp. 293-294). 

Phytobiology and morphology of plants 
Having set out the sources of Arabic botany, and given a description of the 
practical knowledge codified towards the end of the third/ninth century, it 
remains for us to study the theoretical aspect of ths knowledge. 

As in the case of the practical part above, we base ourselves on Nabataean 
Agticzdtfire, whch was the main source of later writings.32 

In a long section that could be headed ‘Phytobiology and morphology of 
plants’ five important questions are studied: 

1. The origin and diversification of plants. 
This chapter deals particularly with: 
a) The causation and purpose of the vegetable hngdom in terms of the 

b) The diversity of the vegetable kingdom and the formation of species. 
c) Similarities and differences. 
d) The role of the soil in changing the morphology of plants. 
2. The origin and cause of 

four elements. 

32. This section is to be compared with Book IV of Khib Sirr ai-khaliga wa-Tan ‘at & a W a  (or 
Et&$ al-Clall), by the Pseudo-Apollonius of Tyana, ed. U. Weiser, Aleppo, 1979, pp. 309- 
391, where the genesis of plants and their morphology are described. 

33. O n  the content of this chapter see T. Fahd, ‘Genitse et cause des odeurs d’aprks 
I’Agriculture nabatkenne’, in h@lanp dZlamologie didiis a la mimoire d14 Abel.. . , Brussels, 
1976, pp. 183-198. (Correspondance d’Orient, 13). 
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3. The origin and cause of 
4. The origin and cause of colours.35 
Note that in this chapter the psycho-therapeutic use of the colours of 

5. Problems of structural morphology and plant biology, in particular: 
U) Roundness in the various parts of a plant; length; the diversity of 

leaves and branches; quadrangular shape in the stems, leaves and branches of 
certain plants. 

6) Why certain plants stay small and ephemeral, while others grow bigger 
and last. This is explained by the proportions of the mixture of the four 
elements in the two groups, proportions which also cause the formation of the 
essential oil and soil in plants. 

c) The transmutation of the elements into vegetable products (oil, vege- 
table fat, wine etc.). This is either the action of a natural predlsposition (e.g. 
the chicken, the egg and the chick, through the medium of heat; olive trees, 
earth and oil, through the medium of water), or else the result of the specific 
activity of one of the elements, particularly fire, through organic cooking 
(whence juice, saps, fats etc.). 

d) The perfection of compound bodies, which is explained by the quahty 
of the proportions of the elements in them. 

e) The death and decomposition of vegetable matter through the ex- 
tinction in it of biological heat, exactly as in animal matter. 

f) The properties of vegetable matter in relation to animal and mineral 
matter, for which it acts as an intermediary. 

g) Analysis of symmetry and asymmetry in the arrangement of fruits and 
branches, resulting from the equal or unequal action of the elements. 

h) Foliage: superfluous food of the plant produced by organic cooking. 
Its fall results from excess of dryness; its return takes place under the com- 
bined action of heat and humidity. 

i) Fruiting is the result of the action of heat on the food received by the 
plant. Important role of nuts. Answers are given to the following questions: 
Why are fruits at the extremities of a tree? W h y  are some fruits on the same 
tree larger than others? Why are some fruits grouped together in a casing and 
others single? The purpose of the casings. Sexual dlfferentiation in plants and 
its various manifestations. 

plants is discussed. 

jl Gums and resins are the excess of vegetable sap. 
k) The cause of the formation of thorns is to be sought in the excess of 

the two moist elements, water and air. 

34. T. Fahd, ‘Genkse et cause des saveurs d’aprts I’Agriculture nabatienne’, in Rewe de 
l’Oca.dent M a d m a n  et de la Miditerzanie, 13-1 4, 1973, pp. 319-329. 

35. T. Fahd, ‘Gentse et cause de couleurs d’aprks I’Agriculture nabatienne’, in hlanzwis- 
senscbaftche Abbandlmgen Pklanges Fritz Meier] , Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 1974, pp. 78-95. 
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I) The transformation of sap into milky juice takes place according to the 
degree of organic coohng. 

m) The admixture of the natural quahties, and the compositions and 
properties that result from it. 
All the considerations contained in &IS section relate to two fundamental 
principles: firstly the action of the planets on plants, and secondly the action 
and admixture of the four elements (earth, water, air and fire) and the four 
natural quahies (dryness, humidity, cold and heat) that flow from them. 

The contribution of Arabic science to the study of botany 
Arabic botanical science remains faithful to the principles and methods of its 
sources; it transmits ancient science, xvhle at the same time developing it 
theoretically and enrichng it by knowledge and experience. The main writings 
that testify to ths development are of three types, as listed below. 

MEDICAL AND P HA R M  A c E U T I C A L WRIT IN G s 
The development of Arabic botany is in large part due to medical and 
pharmaceutical research. 7;ob (medcine) and j/&u (agriculture) were very 
early connected with one another. An as yet unpublished fi~-du fi-l-tibb wud- 
ji/ubu (Epistle on Medicine and Agriculture) is attributed to Caliph al-Ma’mCm 
(d. 218/833).36 ‘Ah b. Sahl Rabban al-Tabari (d. c. 240/855), author of an 
encyclopedic work on phdosophy, physiology, psychology, hygiene, medicine, 
pharmacology, climatology, cosmography, astronomy, etc. entitled Firdn2l?r U/- 
bi’ma (The Paradise of Wisdom), devotes much space to botany. Werner 
Schmuker has extracted from ths encyclopedia the ‘materia medica et minerulis’ it 
contains. 

Ibn Sing (429/1037) devotes a long section to plant physiology in hs 
EbT?yycit (Physica), whch make up the seventh fascicule (funn) of hts Kitd ul- 
Sh@’?8 In it he deals with the constitution of plants, their organs, their food, 
the distinctions between them, the functions of roots, branches, leaves, fruits, 
seeds, thorns, gums, wild and garden plants etc. Ibn Sing’s botanical com- 
ments have something of a phlosophical nature: the emphasis in them is on 
causation and purpose. The influence of the Liber de p/u&.r, attributed to 
Aristotle, is apparent in them. 

37 

36. MS. Bursa, Ulu Cami, /ugh I, fol. 129’-132”, dating from 1127/1715 (cf. H e h u t  fitter, 
in Oiens, 2, 1949, pp.2&242). 

37. D i e  pfln$ichr mid nzinerahcbe iUaterin lllrdica im Firdais a/-hikma des 5i’L b. Sahl Rabban at- 
Tabdtf, Dissertation, Bonn, 1969. The E&M was published by M. Z. Siddiqi in Berlin in 
1928. 

38. Edition Cairo, 1385/1965. On the main topics in this fascicule, cf. Ullmann, op. cif., pp. 78ff. 
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The same influence is found in Ibn Biijja (Avempace, d. 522/1138), the 
famous author of a pharmacological work entitled Eb al-qribatqz (Book of 
the Two Experiments). H e  devotes to plant physiology a EtZbj-l-NabZt (Liber 
de plantis), in which he stresses their infinite variety; he divides them into: 
perfect and imperfect, the latter being those which lack the main organs; he 
discourses on their sex organs. In short it is an unorganized account, on the 
model of the pseudo-Aristotelian writing on which he bases h~mself.~~ 

Ibn al-JazzZr (d. 369/979) wrote a book about medcinal plants whch 
was very fashonable in the Middle Ages, having been translated into Latin, 
Greek and Hebrew.40 

Ibn Samajiin (d. 393/1002) collected together the knowledge of Arab 
doctors about the use of medicinal plants, or simples, into a sort of medical 
encyclopedia. His book, entitledJZmi‘ al-adw&a al-mz@rada (Collection of Simple 
Medcines), is made up essentially of quotations from hs many predecessors 
who had concerned themselves with simples, from Dioscorides through 
Galen, Oribasius, Paul of Aegina, the Pseudo-Aristotle, al-Dinawari, Ibn 
W&shyya, Rabbiin al-Tabari, Yahyii b. Miisawayh, Ishiiq b. ‘Imriin, Yiihanna 
b. Sariibipn (Serapion), al-Isrii’ili, al-Riizi and others to Ibn al-I<att~ini.~~ 

Abu-1-QFisim al-Zahriiwi (Lat. Abulcasis or Albucasis, d. c. 400/1109), 
author of EtZh al-Tasn;f, translated into Latin under the title Liber servitoris, 
devotes a section in it (Book XXVII) to simples, of whch he gives an 
alphabetical list with many ~ynonyms.~’ 

Ibn Wiifid (d. 460/1068) wrote a book about simple drugs whch was 
translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona under the title: Abenguejtb de 
medicamentis simpli~ihus.~~ 

Al-Ghnfiqi wrote a treatise on simples which forms the basis of Ibn al- 
Baytiir’s di~tionary.~~ Al-Sharif al-Idrisi (d. 560/1160) also wrote a Treatise on 
Simples which was extensively used by Ibn al-Baytnr; he gves synonyms for 
drugs in six to twelve languages, and lists Iberian, Berber and Sudanese plants. 

39. The EtZbji-[-Nab& was edited and translated into Spanish by Mguel Asin Palacios in a[- 
Atzhlus, 5, 1940, pp. 255-299; Ullmann, op. &., p. 80. 

40. This is KtZb I‘timZd al-adwiya a[-mujada, on the content of which see: L. Volger, Der Liber 
jiduciae de simplicibus medicinis des Ibn a[-&,+@- in der &ersetrung von Stephanus de Saragossa, 
translated from the Munich manuscript, Cod. lat. 253 (Dissertation), Wiirzburg, 194; 
Sezgin, GAS, 3, pp. 304ff. 

41. O n  this work see P. Kahle, ‘Ibn Sam@in und sein Drogenbuch. Ein Kapitel aus den 
Anfhgen der Arabischen Medizin’, in Documente hlamica inedita, 1952, pp. 25-44. 

42. Cf. Meyerhof, G~ossare, XXVI; Sezgin, GAS, 111, pp. 323ff. 
43. Translation printed at Strasburg in 1531 and at Venice from 1532 and often used in the 

West. A manuscript of the Arabic text exists in the Escorial (No. 833). Cf. Meyerhof, 
Glossaire, XXWI . 

44. On this cf. Meyerhof, ‘Uber die Pharmacologie und Botanik des Ahmad al-Ghafiqi’, in 
Archiv fir Gescbichte des Matbematik und Natunviisenscbaft, 13, 1930, pp. 65-74. 
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Maimonides, the famous Jewish phlosopher and doctor, wrote a glossary 
of materia medica (Sharb usmd’ a/-Cag&j whch was published with a long in- 
troduction on Arabic writings about simples by M a x  Meyerh~f.~~ 

These main writings and many others were summarized in the seventh/ 
thrteenth century by Ibn al-Baytnr (d. 646/1248), author of the biggest 
pharmacological encyclopedia to have come down to us. Under the title Et&3 
al{2miC li-mujirad& a/-adw&a wa-l-ughdhiyu (Dictionary of Simple Remedies and 
Foods), Ibn al-Baytar summarizes the pharmaceutical knowledge of his time in 
1,500 paragraphs, basing hmself on Dioscorides and Galen, al-Ghgfiqi’s Book 
ofstl@/es (see above), the work, now lost, of his master Abu-l-‘Abbns al- 
Nabnti (the botanist), nicknamed Ibn al-Rumiyya (d. 636/1239), and many 
other botanical and agricultural books. The number of authors quoted is about 
150 and of drugs mentioned 1400, of whch 400 were unknown to the 
Greeks. They were introduced into the pharmacopoeia by the Arabs.46 

TREATISES ON AGRICULTURE A N D  B O T A N Y  

In addition to the sources of Arabic botany mentioned at the beginning of thts 
survey, we may briefly refer to certain works in which special attention is paid 
to botanical science. ~ l - A , 4 ~ ~ ~ z ~ ‘ J i - / - ~ ~ ~ ~ a ,  by Ibn Hajjnj al-Ishbili, written in 
464/ 1073 ,47 introduced the Latin agricultural tradition, represented by Varro 
(first century BC) and Columella (first century AD), into Arabic agricultural and 
botanical science alongside the Greek and oriental tradition transmitted by 
Nabataean 14g~c&w-e, whch was well known to Andalusian agriculturists. 

Ibn al-‘Awwgm (d. first half of the sixth/thirteenth centur ) in hs lGt& 

the agricultural and botanical knowledge and experience of the Arabs of 
Andalusia. 

In the East, the most remarkable book is the fourth volume of 
J4udbZhq a/$kar, by Ibn al-WaW2t (d. 718/1318), whch is devoted to plants 
and their culti~ation.~~ 

al-fi/&!~a,~~ which uses and complements Ibn Hajjaj ’s a/-Afugni c , 4Y summarized 

45. Cf. Meyerhof, GLofsaire, XXXIff. 
46. Cairo, IE40, 1940, LXXW-69ff. 
47. Meyerhof, Glor~aire, XXXIVff. The edition to which w e  refer here, whenever the term in 

question is not in Dinawari’s book, is the one that appeared in Cairo in 1291/1874 in four 
volumes, bound in two volumes (offset printing by Librarie el-Muthannil, Baghdad). 

48. Pub. by S. Jar& and J. Abii Safiyya under the direction of ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Diiri at Amman 
in 1402/1982, p. 162. 

49. Cf. Millis-Vallicrosa, La tradicidti de la ciencia Geoppdnica hirpanodrabe, 2955. (Archives 
Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences, 34). 

SO. Pub. Banquieri, 1-11, Madrid, 1802; French translation by J. J. Clkment-Mullet, 1-11, Paris, 
18661 867. 
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Encyclopedlc works such as the Rasz’il IkhwZn al-J+$ZJ:l al-Qazwini’s 
‘4Z’ib al-makhliqd2 and al-Nuwayri’s N@at ~l-arab,~~ contain summarizing 
sections about plants; these are generally compendlous works which make no 
new contribution. 

THE RfflLA O R  TRAVELLERS’ ACCOUNTS 
Given the h i t s  of this survey we cannot go into detail on thts topic, crucial 
though it is both for the study of botanical geography and also for enriching 
plant nomenclature among the Arabs. The contribution made by travellers is 
already to be seen in Nabataean Agriczlltzlre, in whtch Adam’s voyages to India 
and the island of Ceylon, hs many botanical descriptions and observations and 
the plants he is said to have brought back to Mesopotamia from these 
countries are described with a wealth of detd. 

An example of the Arab travellers whose accounts contain botanical 
information is Ibn Batmta (d. 779/1377), who in hs Rzblas4 notes every- 
thing that seemed to him excellent, strange or marvellous in the vegetable 
hngdom. Thus he speaks of the excellent fruits of Isfahiin: of apricots, 
quinces, grapes and water-melons (11, 44); of the tanbd or betel and the 
coconut (nZ@l) of Oman (11, 204, 206); of the kandw or franhncense tree 
of Dhofar (11, 214); of anly, a hnd of millet, called dig@, the main food of 
the Turks of Azarbayjw (11, 364); of the excellent water-melons of 
KhwHrazm, which are dried like figs (111, 15); of the fruit trees of India: 
the mango (‘anba), jack-fruit5’ (the sbeki and berki trees similar to ebony), 
thejimin (jamum or black plum), the sweet orange, the mahwa (bassia lati- 
folia) etc. (111, 125ff). H e  also tells us of the grain whch the people of 
India sow and use as food: khadbrz2, a species of mdlet, kd which is like 
anly (millet), shdmzkh (panicam colonam), mdsb (phaseohs max), m5ng (Clusius’s 
mzlngo), 1&yZ, a species of broad bean, mit, which is like khzldhri, and so on 
(111, 130ff). 

In Malabar, a country which produces pepper, (IV, 71) he notes cinna- 
mon (qifa) and brazil-wood (baggam) (IV, 99). The main trees of the Maldive 
Islands are coconuts, palms, jamin (Eagenia Jamba), citron-trees, lemon-trees 

51. Cf. the description of the contents in Ullmann, op. it., pp. 448ff. 
52. Cf. the 21st risda (Beirut, 1957, 11, pp. 150-177). Description of the contents in Sezgin, 

GAS, IV, p.346. 
53. Cf. E. Wiedmann, ‘Ubersetzung und Besprechung des Abschnittes uber der Pflanzen von 

Qazwini’, in JPMSE, 4848,1916-1917, pp. 286-321. 
54. Cf. P@ages dBn Ba.pta, Arabic text with French translation by C. Defremery and 

B.R. Sanpnetti. Preface and notes by V. Monteil, I-IV, Paris, Ed. Anthropos, 1968 
(reprint of the 1854 edition). 

55. See al-Idrisi, India and the Neighbozrring Territories, ed. M. Ahmad; introduction by 
U. Minorski, Leiden, Brill, 1960. 
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and cush-cush or colocasia (IV, 113). The main vegetable products of the 
island of Java are benzoin, camphor, aloes and cloves (IV, 249ff). And so on. 

Information of ths kmd can be gleaned from many accounts of travels 
and geographcal writings. If we take a part of the medieval Islamic world such 
as Sicily w e  learn that there were two wooded areas on h s  island, Etna and 
Apennino. The latter area overlooks Cefalu; it abounded with all kinds of 
wood, whch was used for shpbudding.s6 The monk Nilus, in L@ of 
Jt. Philuretus, praises the cedars of Sicily, its cypresses and its erect majestic 
pines; their branches are so resinous that they are used to make torches. Al- 
Bakri and Yaqut speak of the abundant produce of gardens, fields and pas- 
tures; fruit is never lachng, summer or winter. Ibn Hawqal, who visited Sicily 
in 362-363/972-973, tells us that saffron grew there spontaneously and that 
cotton and hemp were grown at Giattini; he greatly prizes Sicilian cotton 
fabric. Many vegetables, he says, were grown in latchen gardens. The Arabs 
apparently introduced into Sicily the growing of oranges and other citrus fruit, 
whch today come top among Sicily’s exports; the growing of sugar-cane, 
date-palms and mulberry trees is also apparently due to them. Al-Idrisi speaks 
of the abundance of silk produced at San Marco in the Val Demone. Special 
mention is made of the Sicdian onion, whose deleterious effects on Sicilians’ 
intelligence Ibn Hawqal describes. It seems that a ktnd of Sicilian onion 
crossed to Tunis; it is described by al-Bakri as the size of an orange, long, with 
a delicate s k m  and very juicy; he calls it qa/aulrf (Calabrian). According to 
M. Amari it is the cipiidda di Ca/uz&. Lastly a flower, probably the rose mallow 
(pdargomkiz mddu rosam), is called by the Arabs of Sicily ul-H!zd~bZp al-J?qi&, 
‘Sicilian mallow’. s7 

Exploration of the rich Arabic geographcal literature and the many 
travellers’ accounts will certainly make possible a better assessment of the 
Arabs’ contribution to the history and development of botany. 

56. Yiiqut, ~Ifi/?n/~, art. Siqilliyya, quoting one Abu ‘Ah. 
57. Cf. Ibn Hawqal, $i7rata/-ard, 2nd ed., by J. H. Kramers, Leiden, 1938-1939, pp. 113-125; 

introduction and translation with index by J.H. Kramers and G. Vl’iet, 1-11, Paris, 
Maisonneuve et Larose, 1964-1965 (UNESCO, Representive Works), I, pp. 117-130; 
M. Amari, Ln sforia dei i2fusiibani di Sicilia, 1-111, 2nd edition, revised and completed by 
C.A. Nallino, Rome, 1933-1939 (a new edition of the whole of Amari’s works is in 
progress). 
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.-lhbrn~iations used in the footnotes and the Ilihliograpbr 

The abbreviations used for Arab names are those generally accepted by orientalists ; a 
list of these abbreviations is to be found in GAS, I, p. xv. The reader may note in 
particular that: a. = Abii or Abi; A. = Ahmad; ‘A. = ‘Ah; ‘Al. = ‘Abd Allah; b. = 
Ibn. Other abbreviations have been added: Ish = Ishiiq; Yah = Yahyii. 
- 4JlL = gmerican Journd ?f hternational Law. 
- BE@ = Bidletin d’itudes orientah, Damascus. 
- EI’ , I-IV and Su)plemerit = Encydopmdia of hlmz, 1 st ed., Leiden/Paris, 19 13- 

1 9 3 7 ; Supplement, 1 9 42. 
- EI’, I-X = Ehgyclopaeda ofh/anz, new ed., Leiden/Paris, 1960 et seq. 
- Gi‘L, 1-11 and G.45, J’, 1-111 = C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arahischen Idittwtur, 

1-11, 2nd ed., 194351049; Sipplement, 1-111, 1937-1942, Leiden. 
- GX& 1-1s = F. Sezgin, Geschichte des amhisden Schn$tum, Leiden, 1967-1984. 
- IFAO = Institut Franpis d’ArchCologie Orientale, Cairo. 
- J4 = Journul uiatique, Paris. 
- J40LS = Journal ofthe ,4nJerican Oriental Jocieo, New Haven, Conn. 
- NIDEO = ilfilmges de Phistitut Donii?iicain Li’Etudes Orintales, Cairo. 
- PIFD = Puhlicafions de l’histitut Eaqzis de Da/ras, Damascus and Beirut. 
- REZ 
- ZDiUG = Zeitschiff der DeutsL.hen i.li‘o~~etik~ndiszhen Gstll&df, Leipzig/ Berlin/ 

Revue des Ptudes iskarniques, Paris. 

Wiesbaden. 
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milieu nab? de I'islam; Al-ElZba al-naba&ya of fin W&b&ya. 
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HALL Robert E. 
Born in the United States of America, Professor R. Hall was educated at 
the universities of Brown, Oxford and Harvard. Recently retired from the 
School of Anthropological Studies (History and Philosophy of Science), 
the Queen’s University of Belfast. H e  wrote many articles on medieval 
Islamic science (internal history of theoretical mechanics and history of 
psychology) and its Greek background. His research in progress covers 
the cultural interactions of science in medieval Islam and Ibn SinH. 

AL-HASSAN Ahmad Y. 
Professor Emeritus at the Institute for the History of Arabic Science, 
University of Aleppo. Founder and first director of the Institute. Former 
President of the University of Aleppo and Minister of Petroleum in 
Syria. Visiting Professor at University College, London, and the 
University of Toronto. Editor of theJournaljir the Hisoy OfArabic Science. 
Published several books and papers on the history of Islamic science and 
technology including Islamic Ecbnology, an fllus&ated Histoy with Donald 
R. Hill. 

IBRIQ Abdul-Rahman 
Professor at the Institute for the History of Arabic Science (I.H.A.S), 
Aleppo University, former Vice-Rector and former Dean of the Faculty 
of Veterinary Sciences in Aleppo University, Syria. Author of numerous 
stules on Arabic and Islamic Zoology and Veterinary sciences, including 
KtZb fi-mil l-5a.i ‘atqn j-l- bqytarab wa-l-xardyab . 

ISKANDAR Albert Zaki 
Professor Iskandar (D. Phil., Oxford) is a noted historian of Islamic 
medicine. H e  was a Research Fellow (Wellcome Trust), Lecturer in 
Medical History (UCLA, School of Medicine), Medical Historian 
(Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine), Honorary Research 
Fellow (University College of London). Author of numerous publica- 
tions, such as: Galen, On examinations by wbicb the best ph_ysiicians are re- 
cognize4 and Rhazes, K al-Mursbid aw al-Fupd. 

KHEIRANDISH Elaheh 
She has worked and published extensively on the history of optics. She 
finished her dissertation at Harvard’s Department of the History of 
Science in 1991, published as I h e  Arabic firsion of EuchJs Optics: KtZb 
U q ~ ~ s ~ - ~ b ~ l ~ a l - m a n Z ~ r .  She is currently a senior research fellow at the 
Dibner Institute for the History of Science and Society (MIT), and re- 
search associate at Harvard University’s Classics Department for projects 
in the history of optics and mechanics respectively. 
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AL-MUHAQQIQ Mahdi 
Professor at the University of Tehran, Iran. His research encompasses 
the domains of Islamic phdosophy, theology and science, in addition to 
Persian and Arabic literature. H e  published numerous works and many 
papers. His works include ‘&ili) H a a n  b. Zqn al-Dn) 1552-1602) 
M a  ‘ahm al-dn j-l-upZ; Aram namab; Abts Rayban Bii-zni wa Ibn 3nZ: al- 
as’ilab va al-qjwibab; Ktb al-QabasZt/’Mir Damad; Fqhs@i Ray: Mihammad 
b. Zakatjyya-i &-xi. 

NASR Seyyed Hossein 
A celebrated htstorian and philosopher of Islamic science. He was born 
in Tehran, Iran. Professor of Islamic Studies, with emphasis on 
Philosophy, Sufism, Islamic science, Islam and other religions and cul- 
tures, Islamic art (its principles and philosophy rather than history). 
Studies and works published include: lhree Mishm sages; A n  Introduction to 
hlamic Cosmological Doctrines, Zdeals and Reahties of hlam; Science and 
Gvilixation in hhm; Islamic Science, A n  lZlustrated staaj; and An Annotated 
Bibliography of hiamic Science. 

RASHED Roshdi 
Professor Rashed is an eminent historian and philosopher of science in 
general and of Arabic mathematics in particular. Former Director of 
Research at the National Council for Scientific Research (CNRS), Paris. 
Honorary Director of the ‘Centre d’Histoire des Sciences et des 
Philosophies arabes et mkdikvales’, Pans. Honorary Professor at the 
University of Tokyo. H e  wrote numerous books and papers on the his- 
tory of mathematics and science, in which he embodied the results of his 
researches. H e  edited and published the Enyclopaedia oftbe history OfArabic 
science in three volumes, which appeared in French, English and Arabic. 

AL-RAW Munim Mufhh 
Former visiting professor, assistant professor and lecturer in geology 
at al-‘Ayn University in the United Arab Emirates, &ng Abdulaxiz 
University in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait University respectively. 
Published several research papers on the Muslims’ contribution to the 
birth and development of earth sciences. Currently working on 
Avicenna’s writings on the Origin of Mountains included in &t& al- 
Sbw. 

SALIBA George A. 
Professor of Arabic and Islamic Science at Columbia University (N.Y.), 
G. Saliba works on the history of Islamic science with a special emphasis 
on the history of astronomy and its impact on Renaissance Europe. His 
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recent publications include (in English) A Histo9 of Arabic Astronomy: 
Planeta9 Beones during the Gblden Age ofhlam. 

S A M S O  Julio 
Professor of Arabic Studies at the University of Barcelona, Spain. Active 
member of the Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona. H e  is a 
noted historian of medieval Islamic Astronomy. Main publications in- 
clude: Las ciencias de los ant2uos en al-An&lus and Islamic Astronomy and 
Medieval Spain. 
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GENERAL INDEX 

A 
‘Abbiis b. Nii&, 270,272 
al-‘Abbiis b. Sa‘id al-Jawhari, 93,102 
Abbasids, 61, 72, 86f., 92, 103, 275; 

Abbe Deider, 192 
‘Abdalhh b. Abi Sarh, 83 
‘Abddi2-1 b. Ibiid, 74 
‘Abd al-Hid& Abii Rida, 11 1 
‘Abd al-Malik (cahph), 59, 78, 81, 85f., 

‘Abd al-Maltk b. Habib, 272 
‘Abd al--iin I1 (cahph of Cordoba), 

‘AM al-Ralp%n III (cahph of Cordoba), 

‘Abd al-Rahman Ibriq, 425 

‘Abd al-FG+m%n b. Mdptnmad al- 

cahphs, 89,432; renaissance, 92 

90,268 

222,270,284 

94,153 

‘Abd al--iin Jm-, 390 

Baladi, 436 

251,272,289 
‘Abd al-Rdpiin al-Siifi, 34, 147, 210, 

Abouna, Albert, 31,43 
Abraham b. ‘Ezra, 216,293 
Abraham Bar Hiyya, 141f., 276 
Abraham Zacut, 227 
Absd, 370,381 
Abucara, see Abii Qurra, Theodore 
Abu-l-‘Abb% al-Saff& (dph), 87,95 
Abii ‘Abd& M&ammad al-Niisir, 225 

Abu-lL‘Ah’ S h ,  77 
Abu-l-‘&ii’ Zuhr, 146 
Abii ‘Ah ‘h b. Ishidq, 102 
Abii ‘Ali al-Khayyiif (Albohah), 107,141, 

Abii ‘Ab ‘Umar al-Sa-, 271 
Abu-1-Aswad al-Du’ali, 73 
Abii Bakr (cahph), 55,73,77,150,441 
Abii Bakr al-Hasan b. al-KhaSib (Albu- 

bather), 107,152 
Abii Bakr I l l m a d  al-Riqti, 147 
Abii Dhar al-Ghfiiri, 441 
Abu-1-Faraj ‘Abd& b. al-Taylb, 69, 

Abii Hanifa al-Nu‘miin, 74,76,373 
Abu-1-Hasan Alpad b. M&ammad b. 

Abu-1-Husayn al-BaSri, 31 7 
Abu-1-Husayn d-Sufi, 210 
Abii ‘h al-Murshid, 372 
Abii Ishiiq Ibrhim al-Quwayri, 102 
Abii Ja‘far al-Kh&in, 175,196196,260, 

Abu-1-Jiid b. a.-Layth, 175,194-196 

Abu-1-Khayr al-Hasan b. Suwiir, 31 8 
Abii Ktnda, 435 
Abulcasis, see Abu-1-Qidsim al-zahraw- 
Abii Lu’lu’a, 80 
Abu-l-Ma‘Ai, 437 
Abii Ma‘shar (Albumasar), 107,137,139, 

280 

104 

Sulaymiin, 247 

289 

Abii Kwd, 168 
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140,142,276282,287,289 
Abii Nqr b. 'Eq, 177 
Abu-1-Qiisim al-Z&wi (Abulcasis or 

Abii Qurra, Theodore (Abucara), 76 
Abii Rida, M., 367 
Abii Sahl b. F 4  b. Nawbakht, 89, 96, 

Abii Sa'id S m  281 
Abii Sulaym% al-Manuqi, 272 
Abii 'Uthmiin Sa'id b. Ya'qiib al-Di- 

Abu-l-Waf%' al-BiizjM, 177,251 
Abii Y&yii al-Bipiq, 97,276 

Abii Yiisuf Hasday b. Shbiig 153 
Abii Yiisuf Ya'qiib b. Akhi E;Iiz%m, 433, 

Abii Zayd al-Balkhi, 1 16 
& (aqigij, 457; A. gummifera, 457 
Acantholimon elegans (qmh], 466 
acceleration, 320,330-332 
Accursius of Pistoia, 150 
Acre, see 'Akka 
Actions, obhgatory, 121 
&-a '&-' ai-dma, 53 
Adam, 33, 474; Adam's sisters, 469; 

Adams, F. D., 4066, 412 
Adelard of Bath, 137f., 152, 157, 159, 

'Adud al-Dawla, 177,251,272 
'Adud al-Din al-lji, 328 
A@ M. M., 170 
aeon, 376 
al-AfM (Fatimid vizier), 240 
&ca, 443,458 
agate, 41 9 
Agathodemon, 277 
agh& (bitter plants), 448 
agriculture @,a), 656, 796, 86, 113, 

123-128, 162, 433, 437, 443, 446- 
450, 471-473; development, 409; 
agronomic sources, 446, Nabataean, 
49, 44-6, 448, 450, 452f. 469, 473f.; 

Albucasis), 142,146,472 

106f., 214,275,277,286,341 

mashqi, 101 

Abii Y&y% al-MarWazI, 105 

437f. 

Spiritual Adam (& ai-n?b@, 375 

215f., 280 

ai-E&a d-n?m&ya, 446 
ai-nyiim, see astrology 

a&& ai-Fhb (system of the crosses), 

abl ai-M'a, 122 
Ahmad, A., l45,149f., 152 

Ahmad, S., 174 
Alpad b. al-Fadl, 310 
Alpad b. F%is al-Munajjim, 2716 
Alpad b. Husayn b. Bqo, 293 
Alpad b. 'k, 341,346,354 
Alpad b. Mmn b. Shih, 108 
Alpad b. Skin, 105 

285 

m,b415 

Alpad b. Yiisuf b. al-Dsya, Abii Ja'far, 

Alpad b. Mus~af%, 127 
Alpad al-Nuwandi, 236 
Alpad al-"hdith, 1 17 
&I (vegetables), 448 
Ahron (or Ahren), 77 
al-Ahw&, 61 
Ajndin, 55 
'Akka (Acre), 85 
Albert the Great, 160 

Albubather see Abii Bakr al-Hasan b. al- 

Albumasar, see Abii Ma'shar 
alchemy, 66, 78, 108f., 114-119, 126- 

Alexander (the Great), lbf., 59,317,323- 

Alexander de Villa Dei, 158 
Alexander ofAphrodisias, 101,315,319 
Alexandm, 17, 48, 51, 56, 61, 73,77, 91, 

251; medical school of, 51,99,252 
Alfonso V, 443 
Alfonso VI, 443 
Alfonso X the Wise (E1 Sabio), 138,147, 

163, 2W, circle, 2&c, mercury clock, 
260, Tables, 148,225,227 

225,277 

Albhali, SM Abii 'Ab al-Khayyi~t 

K!na+ib 

128,14(1-142,365; Sufi, 109 

327 

AlkecI of Sereshel, 145,422 

Algazel, see al-Ghazdi 
medw Angllcus, 146 
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algebra, 106f., 118, 123, 140, 142, 149, 

calculus, 174; equations, 169; arithme- 
158f., 167-179, 189, 192-195, 205; 

tic, 174 
Algeria, 147,149 
algorism, 107, 158; Algorismus vulgaris, 

158 
algorithm, 158,1&1; algorithmic formulae, 

170; Ruffini-Homer algorithm, 1 84 
Alhazen, see Ibn al-Haytham 
‘Ali (cousin of the Prophet), 73,82,441 
‘Ah b. ‘Abbiis (Haly Abbas), 136, 144, 

‘Ali b. Abi-1-Riji4, see Ibn Abi-1-Riji4, 286 
‘Ab b. Alpnad al-‘Imrm, 141 
‘Ali b. Alpnad al-Nasawi, 207,251 
alidade, 247f., 252 
‘h- b. Ibrahim b. al-Sk~, see Ibn al- 

‘Alz b. ‘ISH al-A@iibi, 101, 146, 159, 
237,257,317 

‘Ah b. Yahyq 93,95,99 
dkehngi (&y), 45 1 
Allard, Z., 167 
almond (hd, 454,457 
Almucantars, intersections of, 260 
Alonso, M., 318 
Alpequs, see al-Bi@iji 
alphabet, 193,371,384,395 
d’Alvemy, M.-Th., 333 
M j i i r  (mbe), 239 
Amalfi, 162 
Arnaracum LyurqZ &sa), 466 
amaranth, wild (al-baqfu ul- ‘arab&yu), 

159 

Shfir 

466 

amber, 41 9 
amethyst, 41 9 
‘&xuE, ‘Abd al-Mun‘im, 249 

al-‘&mi, Abu-1-Hasan, 342 
‘Arnmi%r, 156 
‘hiiriyya, 90 
‘Amr b. al-‘&, 82 

Aman, M., 475 

d-Amin (caliph), 435 

Amu-Dar~a, 242 

amulets, 282 
huh, Sayytd Haydar, 390 

analemma constructions, 21 1 
analysis: combinatorial, 169, 192, 194; 

indeterminate, 169; integral Diophan- 
tine, 194; numerical, 205,208 

anatomy, 51, 53, 123, 126,337,348,431; 
comparative, 430 

Anawati, G. C., 366 

al-Andalus, see Spain 
al-Andalusi, S2id b. Alpad, 77, 96, 223, 

228,276 
An&@, 286 
Andrea of Alpago of Belluno, 155 
angelology, 368,370,399 
anunals: classification of, 431; diseases, 

428; feedmg, 428; husbandry, 114, 
425; medicine, 428; physiology, 431; 
psychology, 429f. 

Ankara, 90,210,269 
al-An@i, Abii Zayd, 448 
al-Ans%ri, ‘Ah b. Khalaf, 147,259 
Anselmo Turmeda, see al-Mayurqi, 
anthemis (qhmtin)), 451 
Anthemius of Tralles, 168,348 
antidotes (by*), 90 
Anakythera mechanism, 260 
Antioch, 17, 61, 77f., 99, 144, 149,. 153, 

163,277,282,300,377 
Antiochus of Athens, 286 
antipenstasis, 321 

Anfish?in, see Chosrau I 
unwZ: 34, 36, 210f., 270-272, 377, 450; 

unw2-texts, 36; Am-shiithii, 460; 
Greek, 223, 378; Hellenistic, 267; 
Hindu, 245; history of, 243; I n k  
235, 279, 366, 378; mathematical, 
212; modem, 380; non-Ptolemaic, 
234; observational, 249; observational 
instruments, 246; Persian, 378; 
positional, 236; practical, 248, 255; 
Ptolemaic, 227, 235, 246, 357, 371, 

An krh, 465 

hb&, 87 

al-An@-, Dii’iid b. ‘Urn, 190,433 
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379,401; pure, 240; spherical, 259 
Apennino, 475 
aphetic theory, 289 
Apllonius, 32,52,100,167,232 

apricot (twirhtwirh), 454 
al- 'aq4 see intellect 
al-Aq@ Mosque, 81 
a@Sr%n/a@irin (erigeron), 462 
Arabia, 28f., 34f., 37,40f., 49, 55, 57, 61, 

72, 82,21Of., 235,270,416,427,448, 
456,458 

apple (*), 455 

Arabization, 59,67,73,85 
Arabs, 34,47, 56, 59, 72, 77, 85, 95, 112, 

272, 427, 433, 435443, 457, 461f., 
473, 474; of Andalusia, 473; of Sicily, 
475; bishop of, 48,79 

Arafat, W. A., 342 
Aragon, 146,152,154 
arak (ZrZk/isbiJ, 453 
Aramaic civilization, 88; dialects, 59 
arboridture, 454,458 
arbutus (qathb), 454 
arch, ogival, 162 
archangel, 369 
archetypes (d-a3Zn al-thbita), 390 
Archunedes, 32, 100, 167,175, 197-199, 

203, 298f., 304-306, 310; Epibhgm 
OfRhnes, 299; law, 298; On the $hm 
and @nab, 199 

architecture, 81f., 393; Gothic, 162 
arcs, cardinal, 293 
d'Arezzo, Ristor, 423 
Aristotle, 17, 30, 43, 52f., 76, 90, 99, 

lOlf., 104f., 112, 130, 142, 145, 148- 
150, 160, 277, 299, 314f., 318-322, 
326f., 333-335, 340, 345f., 350, 365, 
367, 370, 376, 378, 406, 429, 445, 
471; Aristotelianism, 362; De cab, 
277, 314, 317f., 322f., 327, 333, 335, 
365; Lapidary, 406; meteorology, 348; 
physics, 313,315,328,333f.; Prodean 
interpretation of, 367; theology, 365; 
theory of motion, 323 

arithmetic, 52, 105, 107, 114-119, 122- 

125, 129, 158, 161, 169, 173, 189, 
191f., 205; arithmetic algebra, 174; 
arithmetical mangle, 192f. 

Armengaud, 152 
Armenia, 465 
arrmllary sphere, 227,238-242,246,249, 

251-255,268; instruments, 246, 254; 
equatorial instrument, 254f.; equi- 
noctial arrmllary, 251f.; meridian 
armllary, 252; solstitial amdary, 242 

Arnaldez, R, 104 
Arnold of Villanova, 146,152,154,336 
Arnold, T., 136 

habhata, 31 
ascendent (aL-@9,291,293 
Asdepius, 279 
al-AsfiZiiri, Mwaffar, 3066,310-313 
ash (m~min), 457 
al-Ash'm-, Ab0 Miis% 79 
Asia, 406; Asia Minor, 93,443 
al-Asm%'i 109,432,448 
asparagus (ha&), 457,460 
aster yellows (gat al-ntrjt7m), 451 
asterisms, 270 
astrolabe, 44,96,106,134,141,148, 256- 

265, 268, 288, 293, 295; Arabic, 258; 
astrolabe-calendar, 260; astrolabic 
quadrant, 261; conventional, 260; 
hear, 260; melon-shaped (mubg&akb), 
256, 265; planispheric, 256, 259; 
spherical (al-hnJ, 259f.; stereographc 
(mzrg#@, 256; universal, 259 

astrology (ab& al-nzqgm or tay-m), 45, 
78f., 89, 105107, lllf., 116, 118f., 
123, 127, 129, 139, 142, 146, 160, 
210, 216f., 267-296, 310, 378; 
cardinal houses, 291; Classical, 274; 
concepts, 267; equatorial (fixed 
boundaries) method, 294f.; equatorial 
cardinal sectors, 293; Hellenistic, 41; 
hour lines (fixed boundaries) method, 
293f.; judiual, 285; slngle and dual 
longitude method, 292f., mathema- 
tical, 49, 286-296; political, 285; 

art, Islarmc, 816 
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prime vertical (fixed boundaries) 
method, 294-296 spherical, 271; 
standard method, 293; tables, 213, 
216; tarfqat al-pdgb, 285; ta@m, 268; 
Western, 280. &e ah0 horoscope 

astronomy ( ‘ilm alfihk), 16,21,35,4?+47, 
60, 786, 9S97, 10>108, 110-112, 
115f., 118f.,123f.,126,128f., 134,137, 
140,142,158,160,197,209-234,236, 
240, 2446,2486, 255,259,261,2676, 
279,337,346,354,357,361,366,371, 
377, 379, 384, 4006, 471; Andalusian, 
223; applied, 268; Aristoteh, 401; 
astronomy-astrology, 11 6; dock, 255; 
equatod &de (&-’iii ai-mu‘ad?l?l), 
2646 handbooks, 213; instruments, 
106, 235, 245, 254, 268, 289, 296; 
mathematical, 228, 230, 235, 303; 
observations, 18, 106, 236, 259, 268; 
parameters, 273; relgous/time-keep- 
mg (mqzt), 163, 310, 212, 2346, 260, 
262, 268, 271; sighting tube, 247; 
tables, 18, 78, 95, 106, 118, 137, 209, 
212, 220, 225, 232, 2386, 246, 267, 
269, 284f., 296; ‘ilm harak-t al-ny%m 
(science which studies the motions of 
the celestial bodes), 268. &e ah0 amz: 
tables, $@es 

al-As@ibi, ‘AL b. ‘ka, 89, 237f., 247, 
257 

al-AsturlSibI, M&ammad, 89 
al-Athiirib, monastery of, 47 
Athens, 17,34; Academy, 30 
atomism, 366; Greek, 376; in kkim, 367 
aubergine (bdin@%), 468 
Amelian (emperor), 30 
Autolycus, 101 
Avempace, see Ibn Biija 
Avendauth or Aven Daud, see Ibn Damd 
Averroes, see Ibn Rushd 
Avesta, 28 
Avicebron, see Ibn Gabird 
Avicenna, see Ibn  sir^?. 
AwmiitiFs, 288 
Ayn Zaxb, 445 

Azarbayjq 92,460,474 
Azarquiel, see Ibn al-Zarqdluh 
Azedarach (ZTdrakbt), 452 
al-Azhar University, 64,68 

B 
Baalbalil, R, 279 
Babylon, 17,47,426,458 f. 
Babylon leek (hvttb DZbiX), 465 
Babylon d o w  (yharah), 456 
Babylonia, 16, 169,272,277,4526, 457f., 

Bachet de Meziriac, 194 
Bacon, Roger, 150 l58,160f., 351,355 
Badam?, A. R., 112,366,445 
Baghdad, 32, 47f., 67-69, 87-92, 96, 

100-102,106-108, 149, 167f., 173, 
197, 214-217, 237-239, 257, 268, 
273-277, 280f., 286,300-302,306, 
314-318, 333, 417, 446, 448, 465; 
school of, 316-320, 326; Khiziinat 
al-Hikma, 68, 90, 96; observatory 
of, 69, 71; al-Shammiisiyya quarter, 
217, 237f., 247. See also Bayt 
d - w a  

464,467 

al-Baghdiidi, ‘Abd al-lagf, 31 8f. 
al-Baghdiidi, ‘Abd al-Qiidir, 449 
al-Baghdiidi, Abu-l-BarabG 319, 323, 

Bahii’ al-‘&~&, 93 
al-Balirl, 475 
BA-, 41 8 
Ba‘labak (Baalbek), 300 
al-Baliidhm-, 56,79f., 88 
balance, 298, 302, 305, 383; of wisdom, 

3086, 312; Roman (aLqaiqtCtz), 298, 
300, 307; hydrostatic, 108, 298, 304, 
311-313,310 

331-333,398 

al-Balansi, Abii ‘Ubayda, 272 
Ball&, 247 
balm tree, blue (mqLaZrag), 457 
banana palm (maw$, 453; wild ($a@, 453 
Banii Miisii (three brothers: mad, al- 
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Hasan and Mutpmmad), 21, 65, 67, 

304 
69, 71, 92f., 99, 103, 197-199, 302, 

al-Ba-, Abii Bakr, 272f., 327 
Bar Hebraeus, see al-srt, Abu-I-Faraj b. 
al-Barada river, 80 
al-Bar.Iirmka, 92 see d o  Barmakids, 67,90, 

barberry (anbadaa), 452 
Barcelona, 133f., 141, 154, 209, 211f., 

Barchinensis, Lupitus, 257 
Bardaisan, 32f.,41f.,45,47 
Barker, E., 153 
barley (sha ‘@, 458 
B W  459 
Barrow, 355 
basil (b&%n@, 464 
Basra, 28,72-74,77,79-81,89,214,273, 

Bassia latifoha (mdwa), 474 
al-Battiin& Abii ‘Abd A&& Mutpmmad 

153, 219, 221-225, 239, 247, 252, 
286,289,293,378; observatory, 252 

92,315 

272,277,280f. 

448; school of, 73 

b. Jixbir b. S h ,  106f., 14Of., 1476, 

Bausani, A., 268 
bay (ghir)), 452 
Bayt al-I;Iikma (Baghdad), 67-69, 906, 

100; 
al-bqtara, 432 
bean trefoil (Ana&)et&), 453; broad 

bean (b+!Li?, 474,459 
Beaujouan, G., 149f. 
bees, 433; breeding of, 428 
Bejja (Bowe), 147,149 
ben oil tree (bzn), 453 
Benedetti, Giovanni Battista, 336 
Berbers, 285 
Bergstriisser, G., 95 
Bernard of Verdun, 264 
Bernoulli 192 
Berthelot, M., 157 
betel (tanhl), 474 
bijective mapping, 193 
hmzt&in (hospital) of Harbiyya, 101 

bindweed (kzbkib), 467 
binomial expansions, 193 
birds, 430, 433; birds of prey, 430, 433, 

435; hunmg with, 442; names of, 
441; small, 435 

Birkenmaier, A., 319 
al-Bitfini, Abu-l-Ray&n Mutpmmad b. 

Alpad, 34,119,130,139,175,207f., 
211, 220, 238, 2476, 251,259, 279f., 
287,289,294f., 303,3Wf., 313,32Of., 
345, 348, 3776, 379, 381, 407, 416- 
422; ai-QLinin d-Ma ‘id (The Mas‘ii- 
&c Canon), 207, 220, 251, 287, 289, 
377 

al-Bimji, Na al-Din (Alpeimgius), 145, 
161,230,333,379 

bitter vetch UahbbLin), 459 
Bjombo, A., 340 
black plum (jt7mts), 474 
blite (244,466 
bog dstus (Man), 457 
Bohemond, IV 163 
Bologna, 157,443 
Bolus of Mendes, see Democritus 
Bombay, 124 
Bonacosa, 150 
Bonsenyor, Judah, 154 
botany, 646, 109, 112, 115, 118, 127, 

445-475; botanical gardens, 65; bo- 
tanical geography, 474; modern, 445 

Bouche-Leclercq, A., 36 
box (bap@)), 458 
boxthorn (‘awsq), 453; thtstle (shawk), 

453 
Brahe, Tycho, 19, 68, 244f., 248, 254f., 

282; armdhy sphere, 254; great woo- 
den quadrant, 249; mural quadrant, 
248; observatory, 19f., 245 

Brahmagupta, 207,214 
Brahmans, 91 
Brahmasphupsiddh%nta, 21 5 
brazil-wood (baqqm), 474 
Britons, 41 
Browne, Edward, 20,22,302,307 
Bfi&saf the Learned 279 
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buffaloes, 433 
Bukhaii, 234 
al-Bukhu-, 31 0 
B~dhet, Richard W., 58 

Burckardt, T., 362,396 
Buridan, Jean, 332f. 
Burnett, C., 277,280 
Bufllrlumihr b. Bukhtak, 277 
Byzantium, 30f., 32f., 42, 57, 67, 89, 162, 

al-BW Shams al-Dit~, 363 

452,461 

C 
Caesarea, 55 
Cairo, 68,212,240,436 

calculations, geodesic, 106 
calculus, Indm, 189 
calendar, 212, 258, 268, 272; lunar, 78, 

270; lunisolar, 209f., 260, 263, 270; 
soh, 286 

calac (qZ?fthZ/qZni), 457 

calotropis (%shZr), 452 
calves-foot (shzim&vZth), 461 
Camarasa, J. M., 272 
camels, 433,437 
camera obscura, 355 
Campanus of Novara, 152,159,294 
Campbell, D., 20 
Canamusali, see &Maw$ 
Canary Islands, 216 
cancer, 274 
Canopus, 209 
caper shrub (&bar), 453 
Capricorn, 274 
caravan routes, 27 
Cardamo, Girolamo 282 
cardamom (&mam4,456 
cardoon (&arshq5,453 
Carmichael, J., 56 
carob tree, Syrian (kbumt7b sh&4,453 
carrot (jaxar bustZn4,461; wild (jaxar barn>, 

Cartagena, 146 
46 1 
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Carthage, 136 
Caspian Sea, 41 8 
Cassianus Bassus Scholasticus, 446 
Castile, 147 
castor-oil plant (khirwa 9,452 
castration, 439 
Casulleras, J., 21 1,272 
Catalonia, 134,333 
catapults (matyafifq), 82 
catoptrics (murgq, 340f., 346 
cattle, 433,437; pyroplasmosis in, 433 
cauliflower (qumubtt), 468 
Cause of Causes ('ilht aL-'ihL), 367; 

cedar (aqi), 455 
celery, wild (karafs>, 464 
celestial bodies, 252-260,263,268f., 272; 

angular distance between, 255; globe, 
263; sphere, 260,262,265 

Central Asia, 28, 162, 320, 438; Central 
Asian school, 28,371 

cereals, 458 
Ceylon, 457,474 
Chaldaeans, 236 
Charles of Anjou, 10,150 
Chaucer, Geoffi-ey, 257 
Cheikho, L., 96 
chemistry, 16, 66, 77, 108-110, 320; 

Arabic, 157; chemical products, 137; 
chemical reactions, 419; chemical 
technology, 66; chemistry and al- 
chemy, 21; industrial, 108f.; of per- 
fumes and disullates, 109 

Divine, 423; Prime, 383 

cherry-plum (qari.r@), 454 
Cherubims, Seven, 375; aL&m-bzjyYZ7nn, 

chervil (sqafi&q), 465 
chestnut (ShZhbalEt), 454 
chick-pea (&mmi$, 459 
chicory (hind&), 464 
chicory (qishnixa)), 464 
China, 15, 28, 35f., 63, 66,242, 254, 442; 

Chioniades, Gregory, 234 
Chittick, W., 363 

397 

Chmese manuscripts, 407 
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chivahy, code of, 441 
Chosrau I (Amsh&), 30f., 34,37,277 
Chosrau I (king), 37 
Chosrau II (lang), 31 
Christ: birth of, 274; Christ's thorn (sidr), 

453; Chst's thorn (sbubuhzn), 458 
cilicia, 445 
Cinnamon (qiiji), 474; tree (sukkhu), 456 
cinquefoil (mq&b4,459 
circle, Measurement of the, 197 
cistus (qzlj), 456 
citron tree (zizhj), 453,474 
citronella (ul-buqh ul-ziimjiyu), 465; lemon- 

grass (zdbkhir), 456 
day, agglutinative, 412 
Clement V (Pope), 152 
Clement-Mullet, J. J., 31 1 
clepsydras, 260 
clunatology, 471 
cloud, 423 
dove (qurun&g, 465 
Cnidos, 236 
coconut-palm, common Quw? ,kq, 454; 

Cohen, M. R, 322 
coins, 85; clmar, 85; dirham, 85 
colure, solstitial, 259 
commerce, 65,1136, 
compass,265 
computer, d o g ,  246,256,259,261 
congehtions, 420 
conics, 52,167,176 
Constantine the African, 134, 136, 144, 

Constantinople, 43,85 
constellation, 45,283 
contingency (imh-n), 368 
contraception, 438 
Cooper, S., 155 
co-ordinates of the celesaal bodies: equa- 

torial, 254f.; echptic, 252; geograph- 
c 4  417 

Copernicus, 15, 18,2326, 381, 396,400, 
401 

copper (nzi&r), 3 1 1,420 

coconut (nz$) of Oman, 474 

159 

corals, 419 
Corbin, H., 366 
Cordoba, 134, 211, 212, 225, 240, 270, 

275; mosque, 212 
coriander (hqbziru), 466 
Corinth, 51 
Corpus Hermeticum, 365 
cosine, 107,252 
cosmography, 466, 148,397,430,471 
cosmology ( 'ih hg 'at ul-u$-k), 228, 268, 

307, 320, 36143; Archmedean, 
307; Aristotelian, 379; Hermetic, 381; 
I s h c  Pythagorean, 384; I~m%~il?, 
3726, 375; ishragt, 387; Jgbirean, 3826; 
Mazdaean, 388; modem, 361; 
physical, 320; Pythagorean, 383; 
schools of, 362,364 

cosmos (ul-hw ul-u'pm), 364, 370, 371, 
375, 377, 379, 3806, 384, 386-388, 
391,393,395,39941,403; Jgbireq 
383; cycles, 40, 366, 375; disasters, 
273; hierarchy, 369; hstory, 375; 
intellects, 370; metacosmic reality, 
387 

cotton, 65,475; cotton tree (qz/tn>, 460 
country herb bur@ qu.h?), 466 
Craig, W. N., 367 
creation ex nitulo, 367; divine, 422; 

cxess (bad, 464 
Crouzet, F., 134 
Crusaders, 133, 144, 146, 148, 163, 427, 

Ctesiphon (al-Mad%'in), 61 
cubits, h&bim< 254 
cucumber (khj&j, 468; long (qitbthz' 

bzist%,), 468 
Curtze, M., 303 
cush-cush or colocasia, 475 
cycle, great, 375; of the thousands, 279 
cylmder, 203 
cypresses, 475 
Cyprus, 83 

renewal of (t@dul-khu& 391 

442 
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al-Dabbi, 'Abd al-W&d b. Ishiiq, 284 
Dabid-& 465 
al-dahr, 376 
Daiber, H., 112,315 
Damasas, 28,55,676, 736,766,7941, 

85,106,2166, 2366 249,257,268 
al-Damiri, 38,40,428€., 439 
Daniel of Morley, 142 
Dante, 145,379 
DZr uL-@ha, 67f. 
DiruL-$inZa (arsenal or shipyard), 83,85 
Dash&, Ghiyiith al-Din Mans-, 343 
date-palm (nukhg, 453,456,468f., 475 
Dayr Mma, 217,237 
Dayr Qunna, 102 
declination, parallels of, 260 
Deladnkre, R, 364 
Deh, 245 
Deluge, the, 275,277; of Fire, 33 
Democritus (Bolus of Mendes), 446 
Descartes, 176,188,1906, 355 
descendent (uLgb&ib), 291 
Determinist movement, 74 
devices (bjyug, 299, 314. See uho 

instruments, machines 
&it ul-uwt& 252; al-bukq al-.ygbiG 254; al- 

mb 'qn, 249; al-.ramt wu-L-i&$iC, 249 
Dhofar, 474 
dbuh-r (vegetables with a slightly bitter 

taste), 448 
Dhu-1-Niin al-Msri, 109 
dials, portable, 263 
Dim, Manuel, 443 
Didymus, 446 
ddl, wdd (.rbi&), 453,467 
al-Dimashqi, Taqi-1-Din M&ammad b. 
Ma'mf al-Riishid, 19, 65, 68, 71, 239, 
242,244€., 248f., 252,254f., 269, 343; 
astronomical clock, 255 

al-Dimashqi, Y&ya (John of Damascus), 
76 

al-Dinawa~i, Abii Hanifa, 37, 109, 448- 
469,472 

Dink the Liberal (king), 154 
Dioclese, 348 
Diodorus of Sicily, 236 
Dionysius the Areopqte, 43 
Diophantus of Alexandna, 17, 101, 167, 

169, 189, 194; A&!mehu, 52, 167, 
189,194 

Dioscorides, 17, 38f., 94, 99, 4456, 456, 
4726, De matpria medica, 3fH-0, 99, 
445447,463 

Dir% al-Qa'q2, 441 
division, transversal, 248 
Dizer, Muammar, 235 
Dnieper, 162 
Dodd, P., 279 
dodder (h~hkth), 467 
Dodge, B., 3406 
domification, 294 
Dominican order, 146 
Don Raimundo, 139 
Dorotheus of Sidon, 2766, 286,289 
Dreyer, J. L. E., 382 
Duri, A. A., 88 
dyeing of textiles, 108 
dynamics, 297, 313-336; Aris- 

totelian, 320; Classical, 322; phi- 
losophical, 3 14 

E 
ea&, 374, 378, 381, 384, 407-409, 413, 

416, 423; earthquakes, 417, 421; 
sciences, 405,418,423; theory of the, 
423 

ebony, 474 
ecology, 448 
economy, domestic, 153 
Edessa, 17,30; school of, 30,33 
Egypt, 16f., 28, 48, 55-61, 72, 776, 8@- 

85, 92, 149, lblf., 211,236,244,259, 
279,318,437f., 4606, 464f., 467 

Egyptian herb @ur@ mi?@), 466 
elaeagnus (khihf /'&alkhifl, 451f., 456 
elecampane (r&um)), 46 1 
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elm (dw&r), 452 
emanation (afgqd, 367 
embryology, 110 
Endress, G., 315,318 
engneering (bunhu), 28, 64, 108, 115, 

128; uvd, 65; hydraulic, 162; 
mechanical, 65,297; of war, 299 

Enoch (Idris), 33,277 
ephemerides, 268,287,296 
equant point, 228; Ptolemaic, 233 
equation, 175-177, 180-184, 188, 196; 

binomd, 177; quadratic, 180; theory 
of, 171,176 

equator, 252; centres of, 260; plane of, 
251,259 

equatoria, 260,268,288 
equatonm 288 
equilibrium, 298-301, 305; Fkpltbriutn 

of Planes, 301f. 
equtnoxes, 251; trepidation of, 284, vernal, 

273; vernal and autumnal, 251; preces- 
sion of, 220; equinoctial ann& 242 

equitation, 428,439,441f. 
erigeron, see arijm 
erosion, 412f. 
eryngium (sbid-b), 467 
eschatology, 401 
essences, corporal, 11 8 
Eternal Now, 391; 
eternity, retarded, 375 
ether, 388 
ethics, 52,113,117,121,123,333 
Etna, 475 
Euclid, 17, 32, 52, 89, 94, 97, loof., 107, 

137, 142, 152, 158f., 169, 177, 189f., 
195, 1976, 302, 338, 341, 345, 348, 
350, 354, 357; Ehents, 197; @tics, 
52,338,340-342,351 

Eudoxus, 230,236 
Eugene of Siuly (amir), 144f., 340 
Euphrates, 56,80,87,456,461 
Europe, 15, 196, 29, 65-67, 106, 133- 

163, 223, 234, 244, 248, 256, 263, 
278, 284, 286, 338, 350-357, 401, 
405f., 412,422f., 427,436,442f. 

Eutocius of As&, 101,304 
evaluations, Infinitesurd, 196 
evolution, 429 
exegesis, 124,126 

F 
al-Fd b. Y&yq 92,107 
al-F& 417,421 
Fahd, R, 36 
Fah4 T., 273 
al-Fa, 171,242 
@hk d-& see heaven 
falconty (bupa, &@a), 123, 127, 148, 

428,433436,442 
Fdis or Widis al-Riimi, 277 
al-Fmbi, Abii NGr M~dpmmad b. 

Ahmad, lO2,112f.,130,139,142,150, 
158,160,31019,335,345,367,373, 
387,418; &G' af-'~hm (Survey of the 
Sciences), 112f., 298,346 

Faraj b. Sdm, 150 
far&, 274f. 
al-Fargb-, Abu-l-'Abbiis b. 

Mdymmad b. Kathir, 106, 1396, 
l42,153f., 256f., 379 

al-F%tisi, Kamd al-Din, 190-194, 338, 
342,348,352; @hs, 349 

Farriikh, O., 96 
$rhiq&a, 461 
fatigue (&ki(j, 334 
Fatimids 67,162,240,371f. 
al-Faz%ri, Abii Is@q Ibr- b. Habib, 

fennel (bazii), 465; seed (r&jyamj), 467 
fenugreek (buha), 459,467 
Fermat, P., 94, 188, 190, 194, 202; 

Theorem, 196 
Festugi&e, A. J., 366 
fetid oxeye (bahir or ward aL-bimitj, 451 
Fez, 62,68,227,260 
Fibonacci, 149 
fig (fin), 455, 468; wild fig-tree ( f i ~  barn], 

89,95f., 106,214216,256,273-275 

453 
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aL'kiba, see agriculture 
jqb, see jurisprudence 
fir (tam&)), 455 
Firdawsi, 95 
firearms, 69 
Firmicis Maternus, 292 
fish-ears (fossils), 416 
Fixed Stars (al-kawlkib al-thlbita), 370, 

flax (ba7 ,&&in), 460 
Flood, 33,274,279 
Florence, 154,156 
Fligel, G., 340 
Forcada, M., 270,272 
fossils, 407,416 
France, 46, 75, 90, 137, 143, 151-153, 

155,159,278,283,339 
Franco of Poland, 264 
frankincense (&nahr), 456,474 
Frederick I1 of Sicily (king), 144f., 148, 

freedom of urlu, 74 
Frye, R H., 363 
htory (s&&q), 467 
al;fimZiga, 432,439 

384,388,394. See ah0 heaven 

150,280,432,442 

al-Fus@~ 81 

G 
Gabriel, 392,369 
Gairdner, W. H., 364 
Galen, 17, 33, 51-53, 94, 97-99, lOlf., 

136, 141f., 146, 150, 152, 159f., 315, 
323, 340, 345, 348, 350, 4726; Sba$ 
a&nl 'a aL-Tagbira, 1 41 

W e o ,  15,299,313,332,336,377,380f. 
gall oak (,bal!i?t), 456 
Gallengo, Peter, 146 
garlic (tcm), 461f. 
Geber, see J%bir b. Hap- Abii Miis2 
gems, 419; gemstones ('jaw&), 406420; 

sacred substances ('jaw&- mzq&a), 
397 

genealogy, 11 5 

Genghts Khan, 279 
geodesy, 407,417 
geography, 144, 211,276, 362, 385, 406, 
41 6 4 1  8, 448, 473; biogeography, 
448; botanical, 474; mathematical, 45, 
416; physical, 417; sacred, 211; 
symbolic, 389; universal, 144 

geology, 405-423 
geomancy ( Ylm al-raml), 140,142 
geometry, 52, 89,97,105, 107, 111-118, 

123, 125, 129, 149, 158, 160, 169, 
174176, 188, 197, 303, 337f., 345, 
350-353; analyt~c 188; Greek, 337; 
solid, 175; spherical, 303 

George (Bishop of the Arabs), 47-49,79 
George, A. S., 27 
Gerard of Cremona, 141-144, 160, 197, 

223,318,472 
Gerbert of Aunllac, 134f. 
Gh&b (Ghallipus), 142,144 

al-Ghassm, al-Ghipif b. Qudha, 436, 

Ghassanids, 27 
al-Ghaz& (Algazel), 121f., 128, 139, 318, 

Ghazna (Afghanistan), 41 7 
al-Ght$f b. Qudiima al-Ghassiini, 436, 

Ghurgb, S., 272 
algbzda algbadyya (Occident Ede), 389 
Giannakis, E., 317,326 
gdyflower (bin], 451; oil (ahhn), 451 
Giovanni Campano of Novara, 152 
Giovanni of Brescia, see John of Brescia 
glass, manufacture of, 108 
Glaucon, 53 
Glick, T. F., 58 
gnomon, 237,239,262 
Gnostics (d-W'), 403 
God giver of forms (wd~ib a!-:uwar), 368; 

divine names, 363,391, 3956 Divine 
Presence (al-badrlt al-ihbzjya)), 393; 
Seven Divine Words of, 375; Pen (d- 
Qahm) of, 363; Throne (aL'Arsb) of, 

al-Gh%fiq, 295,472f. 

442 

331,364,387 

442 
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363f., 394,397,399; Throne (al-firsJ, 
394,399; Throne Verse (3at d-hra], 
363; al-Rib a/-&%, 397 

gold, 312,419f. 
Goldstein, B. R, 281 
Gonzalez Palencia, A., 298 
grammar, 73f., 116,122,124,125f. 
Granada, 259,293 
Grant, E., 142,336 
grape hyacinth (balbalmakthii), 462 
gravity, 298f., 305-307 
Greece, 15,16,279,293,428 
Guillaume, A., 136 
Gulandshh-, Turiib ‘h-, 345 
Gums, 470 
Gundtsalvi (or Gmdisalvo), Dominica, 

139 
gunpowder, 69,161 
Gutas, D., 315 
Guttmam, J., 276 

H 
al-ffabZ’(unformed Matter), 393 
Habash al-Hnsib, 211, 217, 237f., 246, 

252,257,259,265; Tables, 221,237f., 
238,246 

Haddad, F. I., 281 
ba&h (Tradttions of the Prophet), 626, 

72-74, 114f., 122, 125, 270, 364f., 
428,441 

al-Hajari, M a d  b. Qsim, 227 
al-Hajj%j b. Khaytham, 435f. 
al-Hajjaj b. Yiisuf b. Maw al-Thaqafi, 73, 

77,80f., 96f.,100,167,197 
al-Hakam I, 284 
al-Hakam 11,271 
al-H&im 67 
Halab, see Aleppo 
balba4 462 
Hall, R. E., 306 
Haly Abbas, see ‘Ab b. ‘Abbas 
al-Hmdi, A., 277 
Himid b. ‘h-, 106 

Hm-dullah, M., 450 
Hammurabi, the Law of, 426 
Hamza b. ‘Abd al-Muwb, 441 
al-hanalzsa, see engineenng 
al-H%ni, Alpmid b. Has%, 261 
Haqqi, Ismii‘il, 390 
al-Harm, the Haram, 384 
al-Hiirith b. Mu‘gwiya b. Thawr, 435 
harlots’ trees, 452 
harmony, of the World, 387; Pythagorean 

theory of, 387 
al-Harriini, Abu-1-Hasan, 102 
Harrk, see Antioch 
Himin, ‘Abd al-Sd&n, 429 
HWUI al-Rashid, 67, 88, 90, 96f., 109, 

21 7,273,315,436 
al-Hm-, 97 
Hasan al-Nabag (the Nabataean), 80 
Hasan al-Nu‘mk, 85 
al-Hasan al-Rammiih, 161 
al-Hasan b. Sahl b. Nawbakht, 96,100 
al-Hasib, ‘U@d, 41 8 
al-Hassan, A. Y., 15, 21, 55, 87, 93, 104, 

Hawhs, G. S., 209 
hawthorn (p %r), 452 
hq’a, see cosmology, 228 
Hayduck, M., 326 
al-hqih’, 385 
hazel nut (bunduq), 454 
heaven (al$kzk), 373, 384, 399; first, 

farthest (fakzk al-a$&), 368f., 378, 
394, 397; second (Fixed Stars or 
Zodiacal Signs), 369; third (Saturn), 
369; fourth (Jupiter), 369; fifth 
(Mars), 369; sixth (Sm), 369; seventh 
(Venus), 369; eighth (Mercury), 369; 
ninth (fahk aL-mub(iJ, 384; of the 
Fixed Stars uakzk al-bum$), 368; 
regions, 370; midheaven (wa.ra$ al- 
satmi’), 291 

Heffer, W., 448 
Heinen, A., 342,363 
Hejaz, 384,456 
Heliopolis, 55,236 

133,301 
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Hellenism, pagan, 17 
Hellenization, 57 
hemp (tb#@@j, 459 
henna (&mi), 457 
heptagon, regular, 175 
Heraddes, 21 9 
Herat, 234 
Hermann the Dalmatian, 14Of. 
Hermann the German, 150 
Hermanus, David, 155f. 
Hermes I, 277,279,289,294f. 
Hermes 11,277,279 
Hermes 111,277,277 
Hermeticism, 362,38lf., 390 
Hero of Alexandria, 299,302-305 
Herodotus, 236 
Heronq, 17,101 
HIM b. Abi H&l al-wsi, 102, 167 
HtU, D. R, 21,104,301 
binuhbz barn? 466 
Hinduism, 375 
Hipparchus, 219,225,236,251,254,256, 

hppiatry, 436438,443 
Hippocrates, 53,97,99, 102,136, 159 
hrppomarathrum (barb$@), 467 
al-ma, 99 
Hirschberg, J., 156 

hstory, 114-116, 122, 124, 242f., 375, 
445f.; natural, 109,445 

Hitti, P., 88,96 
hog-plum (a&@ aLjabab), 454 
Holmyard, E. J., 21,157,411 
Homs, 83 
horehound (b&ward), 453 
horoscopes, 267,269,271-275,280,285, 

287,291,293L; Egyptian 287; Greek, 
291 

horse, 427, 432-443; anatomy of, 437, 
440; birdbawn, 439; emaciated, 437; 
equestrian sports, 436, 443; bgjin, 
439; horseshoes, 438; impregna- 
tion of mares, 428; interbreeding, 
438; race-horses, 437; sb&it aL 

267,323f. 

H i ~ h  b. 'Abd al-w 77,81,284,436 

kbql, 432; stockbreedmg, 432. &e 
ah0 hippiatry 

Hourani, G. F., 277 
Hubaysh b. al-Hasan a.-A'sam, 93, 99, 

101,142,146,150 
Hugh of Santalla, 139 
Hid- 240,242,269 
Hdwb, 466 
him al-m@s (mar@y2,j, 451 
Hunayn b. Ishiiq al-'Abbiidi (al-'Ibiidi), 

51f., 67, 91-95, 97-103, 109, 141f., 
144,153,159,276,315f., 348,445 

hunting, 435; with birds, 442; with dogs 
and falcons, 435; &b al-&wZq 435 

al-Husayn b. Ibr- al-Niittli, 102 
Husayn b. b a d  b. Biiso, 259,295 
Hiishank 277 
hybridization, 431 
Hyderabad, 113,226L, 299,308,341 
hydraulics, 11 8 
hydrology: hydrologic cycle, 408f., 421, 

423 
hydrostatics, 297-299,302,305-308,313 
Hypatia, 17 
Hypsikles, 101 

I 
Ibn 'Abd Rabbh, 272 
Ibn Abi Jariida, 342 
Ibn Abi-l-Rijiil, 'Ah, 148,286 
Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, 34,88,93,97 
Ibn al-Hii'im, 225 
Ibn al-Muqaffa', 'AbdaIl&, 90,95 
Ibn al-Muthannii, 21 6 
Ibn al-Qi@, 315,317,289 
Ibn al-Rfimiyya al-Nabiiti, Abu-l-cAbbiis, 

Ibn al-Satr&, Abii 'Ak, 147,288,295,316 
Ibn al-shiqir, 'Ah b. Ibrahm, 18, 212, 

227, 231, 233€., 249, 263f.; New @, 
227 

473 

Ibn al-S&ldt, 448 
Ibn al-wapvii!, 473 
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Ibn al-zarqdluh (Azarquiel), 22, 223- 
225, 230, 240, 259, 261, 288, 294; 
Almanac, 225,268,281,287,296 

Ibn al-'h-d, 31 0 
Ibn al-'Arabi, 363, 365, 384, 390, 393, 

3966, 402 
Ibn '&im 34,270 
Ibn Athid, 77 
Ibn al-A&, 56,83,240 
Ibn al-'Aww%n, see al-Ishbili 
Ibn Bgjja (Avempace), 230, 319f., 333- 

Ibn Barn% 474 
Ibn al-Bam, 38,439,450473 
Ibn D g d  (Avendauth or Aven Daud), 

Ibn Farighiin, Shy%, 116,130 
Ibn Gabird (Avicebron), 139 
Ibn Gabirol, 154 
Ibn Hawqal, 475 
Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen), 21, 142, 148, 

161, 176, 194, 196, 2036, 211, 228, 
231, 306, 318, 338, 341f., 345, 348- 
351, 354356, 379; Khib d-Mamipr, 
21,342,349,354 

336,379,446,472 

1396 

Ibn Htbjnq 281 
Ibn Jazla, 150 
Ibn al-Jazzg 136,145,472 
Ibn Juljul, 34,94 
Ibn a l - u  225 
Ibn Kamzb, 31 5 
Ibn al-Katt%ni, 431,472 
Ibn Khaldiin, 'Abd al-Rahtmn, 16, 17, 

37, 63-65, 92, 97, 1256, 130, 238, 
251; d-Mq&ma, 16,636 

Ibn al-Maxmb%n, Abu-1-Hasan Bahman- 
y&, 120,330f. 

Ibn Mu'* 295 
Ibn ML&YZ, 441 
Ibn al-Mundhir (Abii Bakr b. Badr al-Din 

al-Barn), 438 
Ibn al-Nadim, 34,60,76f., 93-106,115f., 

130,256,314316,346,446; ai-€%& 
(the Index), 16, 60, 886, 97, 115f., 
141,3146,340,346 

Ibn Ng'ima al-E;Iim$, 'Abd al-Mas*, 93, 

Ibn Qutayba, 34,36,95 
Ibn Ridwb, 'Ab, 516, 65,14lf., 276 
Ibn Rushd (Averroes), 63,145,148,150, 

153, 155, 1596, 230, 319f., 333-336, 
348; Averroistic phdosophy, 145 

Ibn al-Saff&, 215,257,260,295 
Ibn Sahl, 'Abdalhh b. Sahl b. Nawbakht, 

Ibn Samajiin, 472 
Ibn Sargbi, 152 
Ibn Shah& al-Karh-, 102 
Ibn Sida, 450 
Ibn Sm (Avicenna), 64, l17,119f., 122, 

1306, 139f., 142-146., 153, 155, 
1596, 228, 249, 271, 310, 318-321, 
326-330, 332-335, 348, 352, 363, 
365369, 370-373, 384, 387f., 399, 
406f., 410415, 418, 420423, 4316, 
446, 471; Khib d-Sb@'/De anima 
(Book of Healulg), 117, 139, 145, 
155, 318, 329, 331-335, 350, 367, 
406,411,414,419,422,471 

101 

96,176,341,348,355 

Ibn Tufayl, 230,379 
Ibn Wgfid, 472 
Ibn W&shiyya, 49,472 
Ibn Yiinus, 212,2206, 238,252,287,293, 

Ibn Zur'a, 102 
I b h  b. 'Abd All& 102 
Ib- b. B a h  al-'Us!mui, 102,446 

Ibrahun, M. M., 407 

Ibrihb b. Skcm, 203,223 
al-'Ibri, Abu-1-Faraj b. (Bar Hebraeus), 

426,331 
'$2 (prickly trees), 448 
Idris,seeEnoch 

ihti;Zq (combustion), 285 
&iTa, 68 

379 

I b h  al-Hiimidi, 373 

I b h  b. al-Salt, 102,276,288 

al-IdrIsz, 144f., 418,472,475 

Ikh~b al-Safg', 113, 371, 384, 406409, 
4146, 418422,430,446,472; Rasz'il 
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M w Z n  &-+Gap (Epistles of the 
Brethren of hrity), 115, 155, 371, 
406,4086, 419,429f., 474 

illumination (ai-khrq)), School of, 84,318, 
350,3876 

‘ih ai-anu2, see astronomy 
‘ih alf&k, see astronomy 
‘ih ai-man@r, see optics 
‘ih al-margz, see catoptrics 
fh aknyum, see astronomy and astrology 
‘ih harakd ai-ntyim (science whch 

studies the motions of the celestial 
Mes), 228,268 

‘ih hq’at &-a&%, see cosmology 
impetus (mq~), 320,323,326-334; theory 

of, 320f., 326,331-333; mqlqm; 328 
impossibility (imhnz9,368 
Ink 15,28f., 31f., 36f., 48., 89,162,223, 

245, 267, 279, 415f., 428, 431, 453f., 
456,458,473 

indicator-tongue (ai-LsZn), 31 1 
Indus, 31 f., 42,416,458 
industry, 65f.; industnal science (‘ih 

Gm-‘i>, 71 
inertia, Cartesian, 322; Newtonian, 322 
Inquisition 146 
insects, 430, bites of, 437 
inseminasion, artifiual, 438 
instruments, observational, 246; Ptole- 

maic, 246; ruler-instruments, 246; 
semicircular, 46. See also devices, 
machines 

intellect active (al- ‘aql al$ “4, 367; first 
Intellect (ai- ‘aql ai-awL), 368f., 373f., 
394; second /Archangel, 368f., 374; 
third, 368f., 374f.; fifth, 369, 374; 
fourth /Archangel, 369, 374; sixth, 
369, 374; seventh, 369, 374; eighth, 
369,374; ninth, 369,374; tenth, 374f., 
368; r+at al-‘aqL (Repose of the 
Intellect), 372 

in& (xanjabilsb&i>,464; viscosa (~bbq), 
453 

I m ,  55,211-21 6,265 
al-Iashahn; Abu-l-‘Abb%, 376 

Iraq, 49, 5561,72f., 78-82,876, 91,103, 

al-‘Ir%qi, M. A., 319 
iris (sawsan), 451 
iron, 420 
irrigation, 29,65,79,80,162 
‘Is% b. ‘Ab, 95,102,317 
‘k% b. Sahiir-BUkht, 102 
‘Is% b. Usayd, 102 
‘h b. Yhyz b. Ibr&itn, 99,102 
Isfahb, 239,277,474; school of, 31 8 

Ishiiq b. Hunayn al-‘Abbiidi, Abii 

Ish%q b. cImriin, 472 

21 1 

a l - I s f d ,  186 

Ya‘qiib, 97,100,145,445 

al-Ishbili, AbU Z&y% Y$y% b. 
M~dpmmad b. al-‘Awwm, 433,437, 

al-Ishbili, Mulpmmad b. Hajjgj al- Ishbdi, 

khqil/sqih, 46 1 
al-ish*, see illumination 
Iskandar, Albert Z., 51 
Ishation, 586, 73 
Ismii‘ilis, 371 f. 
isostasy, 41 5 
Issawi, C., 61 
Ispfan b. Basil, 76,94,102 
Istanbul, 19, 68, 70, 244, 248; 

observatory, 20, 210, 242-250, 255, 
261,269 

443,473 

433,473; al-Mqnii: 473 

al-Istijji, Abij Manvfi, 276 
Italy, 136, 141, 145, 147, 150, 153, 155, 

1 9 ,  A. L., 367 
‘Izrii’il, 397 

162f., 427,443 

J 
JBir b. A@, 230,2636 
Jiibir b. Ijayyb, Abii MES% (Geber), 78, 

92, 103, 1086, 142, 146, 1556, 161, 
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362f., 365, 381-384, 418; alchemy, 
383; corpus, 381f.; Liberfomanlm, 1566 

Jabriyya or aL-m@ira, 74 
al-Jabriyya, 76 
jack-fruit (bcch?, 474 
Jackson, D. E. P., 305 
Jacme 11,152,154 
Jacob ben David Bonjorn of Perpip, 

227 
Jacob ben Malm ben Tibbon (Prophatius 

Iudaeus), 261 
Jacob of Edessa, 47 
Jacobi, Joannes, 154 
Jacobites, 60,91 
Ja'far al-Barmakr, 92 
Ja'far b. Dawlatshh al-KirmW-, 263 
Ja'far al-Sgdiq (*), 78,381 
./'ah science of, 384 
Jhihyya period, 435; poetry, 40, sciences, 

28 
al-J%, 38,105,109,428f., 435 
Jai Singh, 245,254 

Dawwa-, 130 

399 

Jdd al-Din M-d b. As'ad al- 

J&l al-DIn al-S~yiig, 126,131, 362,397, 

Jamiik, Fu'gd, 306 
Jamison, E., 145 
jamin (Ezlgenizjmbn), 474 
al-Jandi, Mu'ayyld al-Din, 390 
Jaouiche, Khalil, 301 
jasmine &.m%n), 451 
Jawnpm-, Husayn, 343 
al-Jawziyya, Ibn Qayyim, 431 
al-Jazati, Abu-1-'Izz al-Razz%, 21, 65, 69, 

71,104 
Jazira, 61,100 
Jerash, 82 
Jericho, 81 
Jerusalem, 55, 81, 212; Dome of the 

Rock, 81 
al-Jib, 'Abd al-m, 390 
Job of Edessa, 446 
Johannes Hispanus, 257,275 
John (Giovanni) of Brescia, 153 
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John of Damascus, see al-Dimashqi, 

John of Holywood (Smbosco), 153,158 
John of Sde, 139f. 
John Philoponus, 256,297,318,320,324, 

326,367 
John the Stylite, 47,76 
Jordan, 454,460 
Jordanus de Nemore, 302,313 
Jordanus Ruffus, 442 
al-Jubbg'i, Ab0 H%him 'Abd al-Sahn, 

jujube tree ( %nm& ), 454 
JundishilpC~r, 17, 30f., 37, 73, 77, 89, 99, 

juniper ( W a d ,  453 
Jupiter, 31,214,274-276,281,285,371, 

jurisprudence (fiqh), 72-74,122-125,211 
Jutjis al-yabfidi, 317 
Jcirjis b. Jibril b. Bukhtishii', 89,109 
Justinian, 17,30 
al-JuzjM, Abii 'Ubayd, 230 

Y*y2 

3176,327 

217,236 

374,378. See ah0 heaven 

K 
al-Ka'ba, 83,209,212,384 
Kairouan/al-Qayraw%n, 81,286 
fikh wa-Dmna (Bidpai Fables), 90, 95, 

Kaliyuga, 31,274 
Kallinicus, 83 

Ka.nddi observatory, 261-264 
Kanka, the Indian astronomer, 96,215 
al-Karaji (al-Fahi), 149f., 171, 173f., 

435 

al-JGd (sultan>, 149 

l90,192f., 207 
al-IGxrak& 212 
Karpbs, 277 
a l - E s b - ,  'Abd al-Razzgq Fayd, 130, 

390 
al-Eshi, Ghyiith al-Din Jamshid, 19, 

190, 206-208, 221, 238, 249, 251, 
254,288,343 
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mtib Chelebi, 129 
d-Kayd, 281 
Kaye, J., 314 
Kennedy, E.S., 21, 213, 222, 232, 292, 

295,422 
Kepler, Johannes, 204,236,351,355,387 
Keresy, John, 192 
kesbuars, 365 
al-Khabiir, 80 
Khdid b. Yazid, 76-78,140,146 
d-Khalil b. &mad, 74,193,211f. 
al-KhaE, 211f., 221; @!&Table, 212 
Khankoff, N.305-313 
Khb, Rae d-Din, 345 
d-Khawiirij, 74,76 
d-Khh-, Abu-l-Fa~ ‘Abd al-Ralpnb, 

220, 289, 2986, 302-313, 345; EtZb 
&&in al-bikma, 298,303-309,312f. 

Kheirandish, E., 337-342 
IUudFdja, M. H., 117 
&bat d-Mafjar, 81 
&$a, see falconry 
al-Khubbiiza al-siqdh, 475 
&ubx al-kdb, 462 
d-KhtijandT, 196,247,256 
Khuri~sa, 72,92,452,461,465 
Khurasb cabbage (hmnb Bur&&$, 467 
Khurdiid, 392 
d-I&~iit&mi, Abii ‘Abddbh M-- 

mad b. Mils% 32, 60, 93, 100, 103, 
106f., 116, 130, 137, 140, 142, 1496, 
158, 168-175, 211, 2156, 221f., 2.23, 
257, 261, 275, 289, 293; Asa-onomical 
Tables, 33; hfi, aL ‘dim (Keys of the 
Sciences), 116; Xn&td 288; Zj, 222, 
270,275,287,293 

Khtizistiin, 30,92,459 
Khwiijam-, M., 364 
kidney bean (hi@), 459,474 
d-mbi, Abii Ziysd, 448 
d-Kmm, ‘Abd al-Mal& b. Abjar, 77 
al-Kind, Abfi Ya‘qtib, 49, 103-112, 140, 

142, 146, 161, 282, 286, 302, 315, 
336, 338, 340f., 3456, 351, 353, 357, 
366f., 417420 

kinematics, 297,314 
King, D. A., 209-212,226,265,310,341 
d-Kirmm, H m d  &Din, 372,374 
d-Kirmm-, &rim b. I b r h ,  345 
Knorr, Wilbur R., 301-308 
kohlrabi (hmnb), 467f. 
Iiraemer, J. L., 315 
Kratschkovski, I., 430 
Kraus, P., 315,382 
Ejisteller, P. O., 137 
Kufa, 72-74,81,87,89,448 
Kunitzsch, P., 210,277 

L 
Labarta, A., 274 
Lady’s smock (buf), 462 
Lakhrmds, 27 
Lamar Crosby, H., 336 
Laon, 137 
lapidaries, 127,418-421 
Latin West, 257, 278, 298, 

322,333 
31 0, 14, 

Law, Islarmc, 122,428; of the lever, 298 
Lederc, L., 20 
leek, Syrian (kan%% .&mi), 461 
Lemay, R., 279 
lemon tree (babnZ?), 453,474 
lenses, 355 
lentil (kh), 459 
Leonardo da Vinu, 423,443 
Leonardo Fibonacci, 14% 
Lettinck, P., 317 
lettuce (Mar), 462 
Levi ben Gerson, 227 
Levi Della Vida, G., 281 
Lewin, B., 449 
lexicography, 193 
hbna (quadrant), 248 
light, 349, 351, 355; of Lights (nir al- 

anwt%j, 388, 392; of the earth and 
heaven, 367; Light Verse (qat a/-nir), 
363; tirst light, 392; second 89, 392; 
third, 392; fourth, 392; theories of, 
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348; physics of, 388; radiation, 
analysis of, 351; reflection and 
refraction, 255, 343, 349, 351f., 
354f. 

Lignkres, Jean de, 222 
lily (sawan), 462 
Lindberg, D. C., 15, 134, 146, 15C-153, 

hgwstics, 112,194 
Lippert, Julius, 31 5 
Lippmann, E. 0. von, 21 
logic, 30, 52f., 76, 105, lllf., 113, 116, 

119, 122f., 125f., 129, 131, 142, 150, 
158,400, Anstotelian, 29 

302,333,336,340 

lophospermi (&%U)), 464 
Lorraine, 134 
lots (ibim), 279; lot of fortune (sabm al- 

sa ‘a), 279f.; lot of the Demon (sabm 
aLZbqb), 280 

Lovel, Robert, 405 
lucerne @4ihki), 460; (r&bu), 467 
al-Ldmi, Abu-lL‘Abb2s al-F.4 b. Mu- 

Ld, Ramond of Majorca, 146,152 

Lupitus Barchmensis, 257 
Lycium arabicum (&&$), 457 
lycoperdon &Z), 462 

b a d ,  120,130,331 

lupin (ZmWzJ), 459 

M 
machines, 28, 65, 299. See ah0 instru- 

mdrma, 68f., 157 
Madrid, 270,274,281; School, 443 
Maghnb, 94,226f., 240,284-286 
magh flower (him ah@), 451 
magic, 282 
magnetism, 280 
MahMZnta, 21 5 
mahaleb cherry (wbtur-hbq, 455 
al-Mih~, Abti ‘Abdahh Mdpmmad 

b. ‘Is% b a d ,  107, 175, 177, 199, 
203 

ments, devices 

Mahdi, M., 112,367 

al-Mah& al-Mhaqqiq, 1 1 1 
&er, A., 333 
mad service (aL-ba@, 86 

Maimonides, Miis% b. Maim&, 153,159, 
271,473 
Majiis, 91 
mqawa, 261 
al-MajisG, I$&, 230 
majoram (mam-), 451 
al-Majriti, Maslama b. Alpad, 137, 140, 

Makdisi, G., 367 
Malabar, 474 

Mdive Islands, 474 
Whiih’s observatory, 239f. 
mallow: marshmallow (kba.&g, 452; 

garden mallow (aL-kbubbixa d-bu.st&q, 
466; Jew’s mallow (muhkbga), 458; 
Sicilian mallow, 475 

al-Mahdi (cahph), 88,286,436 

Mdpiid, ‘A. H., 367 

222,257,275,289,293,295 

Malaysia, 22 

Maltese Cross campion (bmak), 453 
Mamelukes, 69 
al-Ma’m& (cahph), 67, 74, 88f., 91-97, 

100, 105f., 109, 217, 220, 223, 237, 
247, 265, 269, 275, 302, 421; 
observatories, 239,247 

man@& see opticts 
mandrake lyabm-), 452 
mango (‘anba), 474 
Manl, 33 
Mantchaemn, 371, 376; cosmology, 366 

al-Mm$c, Abii Ja‘far (caliph), 87-90, 

al-Man$ir b. Abi ‘M, 271 
al-Man$ir, ‘AI%’ al-Din, 245-246 
al-Ma‘$W-, Abii Sa‘id, 377 
maple (qayqab), 456 
Mappa Claviculae, 137,157 
Ma‘qil river, 80 
al-Maqrizi, 130 
Mar%gha, 18f., 221,240,244,246,269; 

manuscripts, 21f., 148f., 285; Greek, 90 

9597,273-275 
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observatory, 18, 68, 221, 231-234, 
240-242, 246, 251-254, 269, 380; 
school, 229,232f 

zva@i, see catoptrics 
Marc (Canon of Toledo), 142 
marigold (Z&ay&), 45 1 
Marmura, 3 15,324 
Mmakesh, 226f. 
al-Marrakushi, Abii ‘Ah, 211,418 
a.-Marr&ushi, Ibn al-Bannn’, 190, 194, 

Marrochini, Dominicus, 1456 
marrow (gar?, 371,468 
Mars, 285,371,374,378. .Ge also heaven 
M m % n  b. M + m a d ,  83 
al-Manvarrii&-, %idid b. ‘Abd al-Malk, 

217,237,257 
Masarjawayh, 77,102 
Miisawayh (Mesue the Third), 150 
M%sha’all&, 106, 139f., 214, 274-277, 

2806,286,293 
al-Mashatta Palace, 81 
Mashnq, 231,272,285,288 
nza.rbshi’z&z, see Peripatetics 
al-hfassiih, 310 
Massignon, L., 104,366 
al-Mas‘iidi, 78,88,90,97,179,268,417f. 
mathematics, 16, 64, 100, 103, 106, 108, 

1126, 117-119, 121, 125, 133, 148f., 
158, 160, 167-208, 297, 364, 384, 
430; Hellenistic, 168; modem, 158; 
pure, 64,297 

al-Maw& Abu-I-Qiisim ‘Ammiir b. ‘Ah 
(Canamusah), 155 

mgyJ see impetus 
al-mapir (hkira), 465 
al-Mayurqi, ‘Abdakh al-Tqumiin 

McVaugh, M., 137,142,336 
Mecca, 27f., 55, 72-74, 91, 101, 211f., 

238,265 
mechanics, 65, 71, 101, 108, 116, 148, 

197, 297-336; ancient sources of, 
301; Archimedean, 303; geometric, 
298,305,307; Western, 314 

225d 270 

(Anselmo Turmeda), 154-1 56 

medtcine, 16, 20, 29, 38, 60, 64, 69, 77, 
84, 90, loof., 105, 109f., 113, 115f., 
118f., 121, 123f., 126f., 129, 136f., 

423, 425f., 431f., 446, 471; of the 
Prophet (al-tibb ahabawi), 37, 77; al- 
tibb al-&aqzi% l 10; education, 
curriculum, 52, 152; medicinal 
plants, herbal, 426, 446, 472; 
influence on the Middle Ages, 20; 
European, 152. aho Montpellier 
and Salemo 

142, 146, 148, 152, 157-159., 377, 

Medina, 55,72-74,101,212 
PvlegLullat ha-megalleh, 276 
Mehren, A. F., 272 
melilot (hm&qiq2,), 465 
Menelaus, 101, 199,211,220, 3036,310; 

his theorem, 21,220 
Mercury, 219, 231, 233, 261, 371, 374, 

378, 419; Ptolemaic model of, 261. 
.fie also heaven 

meridian, 247, 249, 255, 292; altitudes, 
255; arc, 248, 293; arrmllary, 251; 
meridian line, 251, 260; plane, 252; 
ring, 249,25 1 ; sextant, 248 

Meshed, 448 
Mesopotamia, 16, 18, 27E, 49, 57, 61, 79, 

161,406,426,461,465-68,474 
Mesozoic sea, 41 6 
Mesue Major, see Y+ann% b. M2sawayh 
metals, 108,160,311; metallurgy, 66,418 
metaphysics, 113, 117-126,318,401 
meteorites, 412 
meteorology, 108, 110, 142; meteorologi- 

meteors, 370 
Metra-, G. S., 134 
meum or wild dill (mrt/f&), 458 
Meyerhof, M., 95, 99, 136, 146, 150, 152, 

Mielgo, H., 20f.,88,272,423 
mtgnonette (k/m.@m), 451 

MdlAs-Vallicrosa, J. M., 134, 138, 140, 

cal predictions, 270,272 

156,473 

m q 3 9 7  

144,277,281 
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minerals (macdin), 406, 418421, 430; 
mineralogy 112, 115, 118, 127, 405- 
423 

-a, M., 448 
m&Gt, see astronomy 
al-Miqdiid b. al-Aswad, 441 

mirrors and lenses, burning 46,348f., 355 
Mitchell, C. W., 33 
m@in al-biha, 306,311 
al-Mizzi, 212 
monai-sou @reserver of life), 426,431 
monomials, 174,208 
Monophysites, 17 
Monte Cassino, 136,162 
Montmort, Pierre Remond de, 192 
Montpellier, M e d d  School, 145f., 152- 

Moody, E. A., 333 
moon, 35,231-235,285,287,369,371, 

374, 378, 384, 388, 395; lunar 
eclipses, 213; lunar equation tables, 
219; lunar mansions, 35; lunar 
motion, 260; Soul (or Angel), 368; 
sublunar region, world, 36, 322, 
370,373,389 

morel (%$ab), 462 
Morelon, R, 209 
Morocco, 319,333 
morphology, structural, 448,470 
Moses of Palermo, 150,443 
Mosul, 149 
motion, 260, 299-334, 378; ai-baraka al- 

mountains, origm of, 422 
mouse-ear or Antennaria (shfb)), 453 
mover (al-muhamk, Lat. motor), 320f., 

Mozarabs, 133,136,138 

Mu'iiwiya 77,81,83,85,236 
Mulpmnad b. 'Abd Abh, 257 
M-ad b. Alpad al-Kha.raqi, 161 
Mulgmmad b. 1briihu-n al-Akfm-, 130 
Mdpmmad b. Mansiir, 343 

Mir DSimiid, 400 

157 

jawba@a, 402 

325,328 

mY&i, 457 

Mdpmmad b. Mnsn b. Sh&, 100 
M+ammad b. al-Raqqw, 226,262,265, 

295 
Mdymmad b. S&b Kamd al-Din 
'Umar b. Alpad b. Hibatall&., 342 

M&ammad (the Prophet) 34, 37, 55, 
62, 72-74, 77, 82, 114f., 122, 270, 
436, 441; Prophetic medicine, see 
medicine 

M+yi al-Din al-Maghribi, 18,227,242 
al-Mu'izz b. Biidis, 286 
mulberry (&), 455,468,475 
Mu& Sadrq see al-Shir~-, Sadr al-Din 
Mumford, Lewis, 22 
mm+h al-mjid (conangent bemg), 368 
ming (Clusius' mungo), 474; bean (mid), 

Muiioz, JerGnimo, 282 
al-Muntasir (cahph), 416,420423 
Murid III (sultan) 19,244,269, 
Murua, 1466 
Murdoch, John E., 333,336 
al-Murji'a, 76 
Mtisii b. Kh&d, 102 
MUSH b. Nusayr 85 

459 

MiisH b. Sh&, 93,103,106-108; fiibbj- 
l-Qmq%n/Liber hratonir, 108, 142, 
300,300- 305,308,313 

Musharafa, M. M., 170 
music, 105, 108, 111-118, 123, 128, 158, 

161,197,387 
mustard (khardzd, 464 
al-Mu'ta&d (cahph), 69,88,92,10Of., 435 
al-mutakahniin, 376f 
al-Mu'tamid (caliph), 100 
al-Mu'tasim (caliph), 61, 91, 101, 105, 

432,435 
al-Mutawakkil (cahph), 91f., 101, 105, 

11 0,432,448 
Mu'taula, 74,91 
myrrh tree (mm), 456 
myrtle (ir), 452 
mysticism, 11 5,125f. 
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N 
Nabataeans, 49,80 
al-Nabiiti, Abu-L‘Abbas, see Ibn al- 

al-Nabulusi, ‘AM a l S h ,  390 
al-Nadar b. al-Hiirith b. IGlada, 37,77 
Nadwi, S. S., 31 1 

Nahiiwand, battle of, 55 
d-Nahiiwandi, b a d ,  106,217,236 
n@t (salvation), 367 
Najd, 448 
al-Nakhshabi, 372 
Nallino, C., 35,9597,268,277 
Naples, 150,157,443 
narcissus (nu$r),451 
al-Nasafr, ‘Abd All&, 372 
Nii$r-i Khusraw 372 
Nasr, S. H., 20, 321,361, 363f., 366,386, 

Nathan ha Me’ati, 156 
Nau, Friednch 44 
nawgation, 67 
mm-3 240 
al-Nayrizi, al-Fad b. Hiitim, 97,106-108, 

142,147,211 
Nq-f a.-Mutapbbib, 102,338,340 
al-N~ziim, 105,109 
Nebraska, 17 
necessity (wjib), 368 
Needham, Joseph 21f. 
Neoplatonism, 365367,372,390 
neopythagoreanism, 390 
nerprun (nubiq), 454 
Nestorian Church, 30; scholars, 30; 

Nestorius, 30 
Netton, I. R., 315,367,369,374,393 
Neugebauer, 0.16,33,267,291 
Nicholas IV, Pope, 152 
Nicolaus Damascenus, 445,448 
Nicomachus of Gerasa, 189,364,383 
Nile, 16,56F., 407 
Nilus (the monk), 475 

Riimiyya 

nq?, 83 

406f., 416,418,420,423 

Nestorians 17,3 1,60,91 
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Nineveh, 61,462 
Nishbiir, 240 
Nisibin, 17, 29, 44, 61, 79, 256; Syriac 

Nkiim &MI& 240 
N&m-, 403 
Ni?m--i ‘h&, 307 
Noah, 33 
Nock, A. D., 366 
norias (ul-nawZii->, 80 
Normans, 144 
North Africa, 33, 56, 59, 61, 72, 81, 83, 

North pole, 293 
North, J. D. 291-294 
number: the largest (ul-l‘adzd al-a‘pm), 

182; amicable 1896; theory of, 189; 
Euclidean theory of, 169; Pytha- 
gorean, 383,387 

school of, 29 

85 

numerals, Arabic, 107,134,149,158 
nuts, 470 
d-Nuwayri, 130,474 

0 
oak (hull??), 454; (sin&&)), 456 
observatories 186, 6749, 235-265; 

European, 68. See also &Barn-, Bayt 
al-ma, Tycho Brahe, Istanbul, 
I&&, Maltkshiih, Mariigha, 
Qiisiyiin, Samarkand, Sharaf al- 
Dawla, Ulugh Beg 

Odessa, 61 
officinal hyssop o, 465 
Oikoumene, 55 
oil wells, 41 8 
oleander (d&i, 453 
olive trees (xqtin), 453,469f. 
Olivi, Peter John, 314 
Omar Khayyam, see ‘Umar al-Khayy~ 
Omar Tiberiades, Jee al-Tabari, M~&atr- 

mad 
onion (bqal bt&ini), 461f.; bqal al- 

bur(r&)), 461; haha, 461; oil, 461; 
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Sicilian, 475; wild (bqul a/-@), 461 f. 
ontology, 169,368 
ophthalmology 34,109f., 155 
optics ( Ylm ul-munZ@r), 108,112,118,123, 

248, 306, 337-357; instruments, 
optical, 248 

orach (sumaq), 466 
orange tree (niray), 453; sweet, 474 
Oresme, Nicole, 332,355 
Oribasius, 33,472 
0rigu-1, metamorphq 412; sedunentary, 

Orion, iconography of, 36 
Orontes (al-'&i) river, 80 
Orthodox Cahphs (ul-&uh@' al-rzi&din)), 

72,87 
Otte, J. K, 146 
Otto the Great, 134 
Ottoman empire, 19,244 
Oxus river, 57,4106 

41 2 

P 
Padua, 150,157,233 
Pahlavi Wddle Persian), 31, 59, 95, 214, 

273,276 
Pakistan, 22,214 
Palermo, 442 
Palestine, 55,81,137 
palm, 474; Abraham's, 453; palm-mar- 

row, 469. See uho dates 
Palmyra (Tadmour), 81 
Panimm colonunz (sbZmZ&), 474 
paper industry, 71; mdl, 72, 162; manu- 

Pappus (of Alexandna), 17, 167, 299, 

papyrus (akqargfi), 86; (barq, 453 
parabola, quadrature of the, 197 
parallactic rulers, 239,242 
parameters, Ptolemaic, 234 
parapegmata, 210 
Pascal, 192f., 313 
pathology, 439 

facture of, 92; technology, 72 

304f. 

patronage: of science and culture, 69,92; 
of the translation movement, 92f. 

Paul of Aegina, 472 
Paul the Persian, 29 
Padus Alexandrinus, 33,43,267 
peach (&aw&), 454 
pear (hmmathrG), 455 
PelIat, C., 270 
Peninsula, Arabian, see Arabia 
Pentateuch, 276 
pepper, 474 
perfumery, 457f. 
Pergasnon, 51 
Peripatetics (mahsh2in), 105, 365-367, 

376, 379, 388; cosmology, 376; 
school, 299; works, 367 

permutations, 193 
Persia/Persian empire 16f., 29, 30f., 

33f., 49, 57-61, 72, 77f., 81, 88f., 
91, 103, 236, 276, 365, 428, 458, 
465f. 

persicaria (bur9ZnG), 465 
perspective, 345,352,356f. 
Peter IV of Aragon, King 225,281 
Peter of Cluny (Peter the Venerable), 140 
Peter of Dacia, 158 
Peters, F. E., 315,366 
petrography, 41 8 
Petrus Alfonsus (Mosheh Sefardi), 21 5 
pharmaceutics, 457f. 
pharmacology, 471 
pharmacy, 105,123 
fiaeohs mdx (mz%b)), 474 
phellodendron ('qsh.@,v), 452 
Philip of Tripoli, 153 
PMO of Byzantim, 299 
philology, 11 5,310,428 
Philoponus, John, 256, 318, 323, 326, 

328,331,333f., 367 
phdosophy, 76, 100, 105, 110, 112f., 

115-121, 130, 142, 297, 310, 313, 
316, 319, 330f., 337, 353, 366f., 
375-377, 383, 387, 400, 471; 
Aristotelian, 366; Greek, 316; 
Indtan schools, 362; Islamic 
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Peripatetic, 366; natural, 313, 330, 
337, 353, 377, 401; Neoplatonic, 
277; Pythagorean, 383 

Phu valerian 0,456 
Physics, 21, 52, 105, 108, 142, 297, 299, 

314-320, 324, 328, 332-335, 345, 
353f., 361f.; Anstotelian, 324; classi- 
cal, 333; theoretical 302; philoso- 
phical, 297 

physiognomy, 11 8,120,123,128 
physiology, 337,348,430,471 
phytobiology, 469 
phytosociology, 448 
pine (pmubar), 455,475 
Pines, S., 315,319-332,367 
Pingree, D. 274,276f., 279,28lf., 295 
Pisa, 149 
Pisces, 240,274 
pistacho @.rtzq), 454 
planetary models, Ptolemaic, 260 
plane-tree (dab), 452 
planets/planetary observations: 31, 214, 

224, 238, 251, 258, 273-278, 285f., 
376, 3836 planetary hypotheses, 227; 
longitudes, 260; Indian model, 274; 
geometrical models, 288; motion, 
378f.; spheres, 377, 379; planetary 
tables, 227 

plants: aromatic, 38; biology, 470; classi- 
fication, 37f., 450-475; farinaceous, 
458; fragrant flowering, 451f., 468; 
fruits, 470; grain, 460; legurmnous 
and graminaceous, 45W60; mor- 
phology, nomenclature, 474; oil and 
soil in, 470; petrifaction of, 4126; 
physiology, evolution, morphology 
of, 445f., 469-471; prickly, 453; 
Sudanese, 473; vegetables, 460-468 

Plato of Tivoli, 141f. 
Plato, 99, 112f., 130, 139, 142, 149, 158, 

160, 316, 318, 335, 345, 367f., 373, 
387 

Pleiades, 270 
plinth, 246,249 
Pliny the Elder, 236,445 

~ 
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plum @q), 454 
points, cardmal (awtq, 291-293; trans- 

versal, 248 
Poland, 381 
polar axis, 252 
politics, 11 1-123,284 

polynomial, 173-176,181,188 
pomegranate (mmmZn), 454 
poplar, Nabataean (haw nabub], 456 
poppy (khahMkh), 460 
Porphyry, 101 
Portugal, 154 

power (quwu), 307,327,334,372 
prayer: L?u ‘2 ‘a@% (The Exalted Prayer), 

367; prayer of al-istzsp?’ (ad petenah 
p/..’...>, 270 

precession, 219, 225, 227, 244, 
instruments, 245 

pre-Islamic Arabia, see Jiihilijya 
prickly broom (dirshish ‘an/q,wzdi~), 456 
Primurn Mobile, 368,370 
Proclus, 25 1 
projectile motion, 32G324, 328-33 1, 

335f. 
Prophatius Judaeus, see Jacob ben Mahir 

ben Tibbon 
Prophet, see M&ammad 
proportionals, mean, 198 
prosneusis, 232 
prosody, Arabic, 74 
Prusse, Pelerin de, 257 
Pseudo-Apollonius of Tyana, 33,446 
Pseudo-hstotle, 472 
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, 43 
Pseudo-Galen, 90 
psychology, 110,112,356,401,471 
Ptolemy 17, 32, 43, 48, 52, 92, 9L97, 

100f., 140f, 144, 248,160,210,216f, 
219, 223, 227-234, 236, 238f., 245f., 
251f.,254f., 257,263,272,276f., 280, 
286, 288-291, 293, 338, 340, 345, 
348,350, 357,365,379f.; AhageJt, 45, 
48, 52, 89, 92-97, 101, 106, 141, 142, 

polo, 442 

podtry, 430,433 
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212, 217, 220, 223, 228, 230, 232, 
238, 246, 249, 2516, 263, 272f., 277, 
289, 291, 293, 378, 379; Enemahs, 
378; lunar model, 225; @hs, 341, 
348; phnetary latitude theory, 228, 
252; 2-e&abibh 52, 2766, 279, 286, 
288f., 296 

pumps, 299 
purslane (al-bqkzt al-kzzina), 466 
Pyrenees, 134 

Q 
al-Qabisi, 286,293 

Qii& Sii‘id, 223 
Qiibgda al-Rm-, 19,269 

al-Qalqashandi, 130 
al-Qaramiini, Ibr-, 400 
Qiisim-‘Ah Qii@-,343 
Qiisim b. Mugrrif al-Qam, 271f: 
al-Qiisim b. ‘Ubayd All&, 101 
Qgsiycm, 217,237f., 247 
Qasr al-Hay al-Gharbi, 81 

al-Qadariyya, 76 

al-Q&, 21 3 

qatkzb, see &butus 
qaws ai-p ‘ti4 al-nu.@l, 393 
al-Q- ZWyyii’, 397, 398, 418, 

429, 430432, 474; ‘dz’ib al-makb- 
hipit (The Wonders of Creation), 
397f., 430,474; cosmography, 399 

d-qibh (azimuth of Mecca), 78,210-212, 
238, 262, 268; table, 211. See ah0 al- 
Kham 

al-QiffI, 34,88,96,155,289,317 
Qinnisrin, 42,61,79 
quadrant, 2376, 242, 247, 255, 2616; 

quadrivium, 158 
quartz, 41 9 
Q u d m  b. Ja‘far, 61 

azimuth quadrant, 239,249 

al-Qiihi, Abii Sahl, 176, 203f., 239, 286, 
303,3066 

quiddity (mG%ya), 368 
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quince (sqtarjaJ,455 
quinta essentia, 383 
al-Qmawi, Sa& al-Din, 390 
qunnab, 459 
al-Qunna?, Abii Bishr Mattii b. Y.iinus, 

102,105 
Qur’iin, 59,,62f., 72-74, 78, 114f., 122, 

1246, 140, 142, 209, 235, 245, 271f., 
3626, 366, 375, 390, 39W2, 407f., 
427, 441; al-@rJ& al-tadwiii (the 
composed Qur’iin), 363; al-@r‘zn a/- 
takuii? (the cosmic Qdiin), 363; 
Qur’hc revelation, 361 

Qurbm-, A. A., 338 
Qqayr ‘ h a ,  81 
Qcishji, ‘Ah b. M&ammad, 19,342 
al-Qusan@& Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. Abi 
‘h-, 226 

al-QusanW-, Abu-l-Qiisim b. ‘Azzik, 
226f. 

Qusp b. Liiqii, 48, 106f., 112, 139, 146f., 
154, 167, 290f., 300, 302, 304, 315, 
341,346 

Qutb al-Din al-Shir&i, 18, 232f., 353, 
387f., 397 

ai-quwwa, see power 

Rabat, 209 
Rabbiin al-Tabari, 289,472 
Rabipg (Rabbi Ishiiq ben Sid), 290 
rabl, 448 
radtsh, Syrian (/ii/sb&zg, 461 
Ragep, F. J., 210,334,338 
Ragep, S. I?., 210,334,338 
al-Rahiiwi, Aflb, 102,153 
rainbow, 343,348,353 
Raios, D. K, 303 
al-Ramla, 81 
hnunmhceae (shaqz’ig), 451 
rqib, 270 
al-Raqqa, 80,247 
Ra’s al-‘Ayn (Mesopotamia), 466 
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Rashed, R., 20f., 167,174, 179, 190,195- 

Riishidw, see Orthodox Cahphs, 87 
al-Rasdi, al-Muj&d 'Ak b. Dii'iid, 433 
rat-tided radish (&Imustafii, 461 
d-Rm, 409,417,421,423 
Rawi, Munim M., 405 
Raymond I (Don Raimundo, archbishop 

of Toledo), 139 
rays, science of (Zm aLshcZ'Zt), 354; 

projection of, 287-289 
Ray, 92,240,452,465 

199,205,209,340f. 

Abii Balir Mdynmad b. Za- 
kariyyii (Rhazes), 103, 108f., 119, 
122, 130, 136, 142, 150, 154, 156, 
161, 310f., 315, 319f., 331, 376f., 
387,418 

realities, higher (aL 'u/bgyzt) and lower (ai 

Renaissance, 234,267,284,327,352,355, 
423,432,442 

Renaud, H. P. J., 270 
Rescher, O., 315,324 
Resurrection, Grand (q&vai' al-q&ima), 

Revelation, 114, 362, 366, 385, 395, 399, 

Rhazes, see al-ai, Abii Bakr M&m- 

Rheims, 134 
rhetoric, 114,119,125f., 150 
Rhetorius, 279 
Rhtne, 134 
Rhodes, 83 
Rhone, 134 
rhubarb, current-fruited @ghm&r~? = diir), 

466 
al-tib&, 83 
ribha (evergreen trees), 448 
Riemann integral, 201 
Ripoll, Catalonian monastery of, 134f. 
al-Riqiiti, Abii Bakr M&amtnad, 147 
Rim, M., 2 11 
Robert of Chester, 140f.,146,153 
Roca, A,, 272 

su&yZt), 397 

375 

403 

mad b. Zakanyya 

rocambole (qanijzjihZ = q@Q, 461 
rocket (ju@r), 464 
Rodericum Yspanensem or Rodogero 

Roger I1 144f. 
Rome 15, 16, 145, 156, 159, 333, 461; 

rose (wad), 451 
Rose, V., 144 
Rosemann, I?. W., 336 
Rosenfeld, B. A., 301,310f. 
Rosenthal, F., 63,104,366 
Rozhanskaya, Al., 298,30631 1 
mb a/-muqan&rd, 261; &fa, 249; ni$ara, 

Rudolph of Bruges, 140 
rue (s&Zb), 464 
Ruffin-Homer method, 180,205 
R~ini, Carlo, 443 
rush nut or earth almond (sa '4,462 
Rush, Jullus, 21 
R~bih%n Baqli, 387 
rye QZu'dTs, dukhn), 459 

Hspalensi, 156f. 

Roman empire, 30,55,57,282 

249 

S 
Sabaeans of Harr%n, 60,91,103,277,378 
al-S%bi, Abii Ishiiq, 306f. 
al-S%bi, Abii RI&, 102 
Sabra, 'Abd al-Hamid, 21, 337f., 340- 

342,421 f. 
Sachau, E. 43 
Sacrobosco, see John of Hollywood 
Sa'd b. Abi Waqqgs, 441 
Sadr al-Shada al-Thiin& 234 
d-Safadi, Sal?& al-Din, 93 
saffron (ZaFrZz), 464,475 
&ha @q&ya (plate of horizons), 259 
&$456 
al-saghiird, Abii H ~ d ,  177,239,251 
Ss'id b. b a d  al-Andalusi, see d- 

Andalusi 
Sacid al-Dimashqi, 31 5 
Salamanca, 157 
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Sahniin wa-AbsA ( S b i i n  and Absd), 

Salemo, 136f., 152; medical school of, 

Sahba, G., 310 
Saho, canon of Padua, 150 
Samarkand observatory, 19,71,221,242, 

370,381 

137,157 

242,244,248 
Siin-~ii”, 91 f. 
a.-Samadal, 173f.,194,205-207 
Samsb, J., 210-212,272f., 276 
Sanad b. ‘Ah, 108, 237, 252, 269, 302, 

sand herb (baqlal-rad or al-birztbi), 467 
sapphires (ai’yawiqft), 263,265 
sqzja (animal-dn&enpot wheeg, 80 
Saragossa, 213 
al-Sarkhasi, 105 
Sarton, G., 16-20, 99, lOlf., 107, 141- 

160,244 
Sassanian empire, 27-33,57,61 
Saturn, 31, 214, 274276, 281, 285, 371, 

savin (abbag, 458 
Sa*, Aydin, 19,236f. 
Schacht, J., 133 
S b t t ,  Charles B., 336 
Schmucker, W. 471 
Schoeffler, H. H., 31 
school of Alexandria, 51f., 99, 252; of 

Ba&dad, 316-19, 325; of Basra, 73; 
Christian religious, 76; of Edessa, 
30f., 33f.; of Isfahiin, 318; of Madnd, 
443; of &%ha, 227, 229, 233; of 
Montpelier, 152f., 154; of Salerno, 
136-138, 157; Shaykhi, 382; Syriac, 
29; ofToledo, 138-142,233 

310 

374,378,384. See aho heaven 

Schramm, M., 338 
science, 20; classification of sciences, 

lllf., 113, 122, 12G127, 130f.; 
exact, 211; Greek, 445; Hellenistic, 
29f., 296; natural, 64, 112f., 117- 
125, 129; non-Arab, 60; 
propaedeutic, 114; rational, 117, 
125; scientific research, 103; science 

policy, 67; Scientific Revolution, 20, 
223,321; Syriac, 40 

Scorpio, 36,274 
Scot, Michael, 145f., 149,432 
Scotland, 145,423 
Sehly, S., 279 
Seleucids, 28 
Selim I (sultan), 342 
Serapion, see YI&XUM b. Sargbiyiin 
Sergius of Ras‘ayna, 42f., 48 
sesban (sgysabzn), 460 
Sesiano, J., 307 
Severus Sebokht, 42,44f., 48,79,256 
S d e ,  147 
sextant, 242f., 246,255 
Sezp, F., 21, 112, 268, 277, 280, 303, 

341,366,448 
al-Sha&at, 4226 
al-Shahrazm-, Shams al-Din ML&xrntnad 

al-ShaW-, A. Y., 126 
Shallot (‘a(s)qaliini, of Ashkelon), 461 
Shamm%iyya circle (d’irat aL-Jbamm& 

Shaptir I, 30 
Sharaf al-Dawla observatory, 239,286 
ShFa, 74,76 
shipbddmg, 475 

al-shira-, Sa& al-Din M&ammad 
( M d g  Sa&%), 128, 131, 318, 331, 
342,348,352,364,39902 

b. Mdpniid, 331f. 

&a), 237 

Shiriiz, 70,343 

shrubs, aromatic, 468 
al-.du$a, 1 4 1 
Sibawayh, 74 
Siuly, 65f., 133, 137, 144f., 148f., 163, 

427,475f. 
X&b&a, see Xndbznd 
Sigerist, H. E., 28 
Sijism, 247 
al-sijisw-, Abii Sulaymiin, 31 5 
al-Sijistiini, Abii Ya‘qiib, 372,384 
al-Sijzi, 194,196,286 
Silk Route, 28 
silver, 312,420 
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Simon of Genoa, 152 
Simplicius, 323 
Siniin b. al-Fa~, 171,341 
Sind, 56,95,214 
&idhitid 95f., 106,215,222,273-378 
sines, 107,207,221,252, 
Singer, C., 16,136 
Sir-Darya, 242 
Sirhindi, Ahmad, 400 
Sirius, 287 
sirru/-mtir(Secret of Secrets), 139,149,153 
al-Sittfni (the Sixty), 122 
Smyma, 51 
snake-root (/& 4G2 
soghdiana leek (,&&ti), 465 
solvents, natural, 420 
Sorabji, R., 325f. 
sorbus aucuparia &hd7qrZ3,453 
sorrel, 463 
South pole, 293 
southernwood (quy~im), 453 
South-West Asia, 55,393 
Spain (al-Andalus), 48, 56, StWl, 65f, 71, 

83-85, 92, 94, 133, 135f., 138110, 
1446, 147, 152, 161-63, 210f., 222- 
223, 230, 240, 257, 260f., 271f., 2756, 
284€., 287, 318, 379, 427, 436, 442f, 
461,472 

spelt (&W&%j2), 459 
spikenard (uJ%z~~), 462 
spinach (i@mkh), 462,466 
s q d  (hu& aL@rj, 46 1 
St. Andrews, 157 
St. Ephrem the Syrian, 31f., 40f. 
St. Petersburg, 319 
St. PMaretus, Life of, 475 
Stapleton, H. A., 21 
statics, 297-301,306f., 313 
steel, manufacture of, 108 
Steinschneider, M., 33, 138, 141, 146 

Stephanus Arlandi, 154 
Stephen of Antioch, 144 
Stevin, Simon, 3 13 
stipa (bu@3, 453 

157,315,319 

Stoddart, W., 362 
storax (.rtzi&), 457 
Strato, 320 
pbbz, 453 
Sudan, 458 
al-siid dj%kh@ 247,256 
al-Suhrawardi, Shhgb al-Din, 381, 3876, 

393,398,4016; cosmology, 388 
al-SuWran, 417f., 421 
al-sulm-, 171 
Sulaya b. 'Abd &Mal& (caliph), 81,85 
sulphur, 4196 
al-Sul@niyya, 242 
sumac (~mzmZq), 457 
Sumerian, 16,57,406,431 
sun, 44, 232, 235, 239f., 247, 255, 287, 

371, 374, 378, 380-384; altitude of 
the, 249; apogee, 238; declinations, 
261; heliacal risings and settings, 35, 
270, 287; motion, 43, 260; parame- 
ters, 242,244; right ascensions of the, 
255; sund~al, 262,265. Set d!o heaven 

Sunn& 74,135 
surgery, 53,142,150,426,431,439 
surveying (?/m u/-misZ&), 123, 149, 337, 

340,346 
Suter, H., 21,96 
al-suyiio, 126 
sweet rush ( u J ~ ) ,  462 
sycamore fig (jm~zq$, 455 
SyUa, Edith D., 333 
Sylvester TI, Pope, 134 
symbolism, numerical, 3846 
Syria, 28f., 33, 55-61, 72f., 73, 78f., 82- 

85, 876, 91f., 1026, 137, 145, 149, 
1526, 161, 211, 436438, 457, 461; 
Syriac fathers, 42; literature, profane, 
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PREFACE 

At its nineteenth session, the General Conference of UNESCO authorized the 
Director-General to take the necessary measures to prepare and publish a 
work on the different aspects of Islamic culture. The aim was to show these 
various aspects both from a historical standpoint and with reference to the 
present relevance of a civihzation whose role and brdhance in the future are 
expected to equal what they were in the past. 

In the Middle Ages, the influence of Islamic civhzation was felt 
throughout the world. For the peoples who, from the Chna Sea to the 
Atlantic coast of Africa, embraced Islam, it provided a set of cultural refer- 
ences and values that served to fashion their unity whle preserving their own 
specific characteristics. What is more, this civhzation, which aspired to uni- 
versahty from its beginnings, exercised an undeniable influence on neigh- 
bouring peoples in several fields. 

In the early Mddle Ages, M u s h  thnkers and scientists, drawing on the 
rich heritage of Greece, developed their own world-views and sowed in the 
subsoil of the Latin Middle Ages the seeds from whch the first shoots of the 
European Renaissance were to grow. They served as an essential link in that 
transmission of learning and knowledge which constitutes the most moving 
dustration of the many-stranded continuity of the epic of humanity. 

Muslim phdosophers, geographers, physicists, mathematicians, botanists 
and doctors made their contributions to the adventure of science, which paid 
no heed to borders. Knowledge flowed in from Sicily and Andalusia. Perhaps 
the apocryphal story of Averroes in Italy, whose teaching at the University of 
Padua was to find an echo in Dante’s Inferno, is emblematic of ths itinerancy 
of knowledge, carried like pollen by the bracing winds of human commerce. 

Islamic culture, whose roots plunge deep into the past but which is sull 
alive today, simultaneously developed a conception of the individual and the 
universe, a philosophy of life and an art of living still attested in the prestigious 



vestiges of its heritage, which form an integral part of the heritage of 
humanity. 

But that culture, momentarily checked in its development by opposing 
historical trends, has found in its reserves the strength to spring back. 
Faithfulness to its roots by no means prevents it from wanting to take up 
position in the present century, participating in the contemporary debate and 
being open to the stimulating dialogue of cultures. 

The series of volumes on the different aspects of Islamic culture, of 
which this volume is the second to appear, will seek to present to the widest 
possible readershp the various facets of this living culture, namely: the theo- 
logical bases that constitute the pillars of faith and the foundations on which 
the entire edifice rests; the status of the individual and society in the Islamic 
world; an account of the expansion of Islam, since the Revelation: the Arab, 
Asian, African and European areas opened up before the new profession of 
faith, and the way in which the rights of the converted peoples were pre- 
served; the fundamental contribution, in the scientific and technical fields, of 
Islamic civilization to the adventure of human knowledge ; the educational and 
cultural achevements - in literature, art and architecture - of Islamic civiliza- 
tion; and lastly, Islam today, between faithfulness to its past and the necessary 
embracing of modernity. 

Neither a learned compilation nor an attempt at popularization, thts 
series of volumes on the different aspects of Islamic culture is intended to be a 
work of a high scientific standard with contributions from eminent scholars in 
the Islamic world, whom I wish to thank. 

This cooperation on a large scale among Muslim scholars is intended by 
UNESCO to be a modest contribution to the cultural renaissance begun by 
the Muslim countries upon the recovery of their national independence. 

In seeking to show the authenticity of Islamic culture, and at the same 
time its present relevance, UNESCO is undertaking a task that WIU require a 
long and sustained effort. It thus intends to remain true to its mission, which 
is to preserve and promote the values of each culture of the world in order to 
strengthen intercultural dialogue as a peaceful and necessary means of un- 
derstanding among peoples and nations. 

Koicbiro Matsuwa 
Director- General oj UNESCO 
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The lower drawing shows two men with various incendiary weapons 
including a cannon 128 
Soliman arriving at Rhodes with the Janissary infantry corps. Soliman's 
Book, Ottoman manuscript 133 
Stages in processing cotton to make thread: carding the strands 140 
Stages in processing cotton to make thread: combing 
Weaving wool on a draw loom in 1798 in Egypt. These looms are still 
in operation in some Islamic lands, beside modern machinery 
The weaving trade in 1798 in Egypt 
Carpet weaving in central Anatolia 
Paper manufacturing. Indo-Persian manuscript, 1850-1 860. Drop 
hammers were mentioned by al-Bifini (tenth century) as used in the 
paper industry 154 
The tannery in Fes, Morocco. In ths tannery, all tanning operations are 
applied to the raw slns until they emerge as finished leather 
Noria (nZ'z71-a) water-wheels on the Orontes river, Hama, Syria. These 
are large water-driven wheels, with compartments on the rim, which 
raise water for irrigation. Muslim engineers during the Middle Ages 
were skilled in the design and construction of the nZ'irus. There were 
large numbers on the Orontes, the Euphrates, the Khabur and the 
Tigris rivers in Syria and Iraq. The nZ't7rds' technology reached Muslim 
Spain, and they can still be seen today 
A water-driven JZq&a designed by al-Jazari. This machine was intended 
to be a novelty for palaces. The animal is an effigy only. This design, 
however, had its practical applications 
A thirteenth-century nZ%m on the Tharthar river, a tributary of the 
Tigris river 170 
A sZq&a in Ma'arrat al-Nu'miin, south of Aleppo. The animal-driven- 
geared sZq&u was the main water-lifting machine from deep wells until 
the appearance of modern pumps. The s@yu was introduced by the 
Arabs to Muslim Spain, and from there it spread to some parts of 
Europe and the New World 
Horizontal windmill in Seistan (partly in Afghanistan, partly in Iran). 
From al-Dimashqi's Nukhbat al-dah, thrteenth century. In Seistan, a 
wind of 120 days blows unceasingly from the north during summer. 
Therefore it was famous for its windmills, whose remains can be seen 
untilnow 174 

141 

145 
149 
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166 

168 

171 
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A water-driven sZq+a on the Yazid river (one of the Barada’s branches) 
in Damascus, from the thirteenth century. It continued in operation 
until it was replaced by a modern pump. This installation is based on the 
same design as al-Jazari’s installation shown in Fig. 4.32. From ZqTal- 
GFn wa-l-handnca al-mZkZnikjvya al- ‘arabiyya, by A. Y. al-Hassan 
A double-acting piston pump with two opposite cylinders and suction 
and delivery valves, driven by a water-wheel 
Regulator machinery for al-Jazari’s main water-clock. Water-clocks 
were erected in public squares in large cities. They announced the 
passage of time each hour. 
A six-cylinder monoblock piston pump with a cam-shaft, driven by a 
water-wheel 182 
A corn-mill with a vertical water-wheel and gearing (called also a 
Vitruvian mdl). Ths was one of the two main types that were used 
extensively in the Islamic lands. (A) paddle-wheel, (B) vertical gear, (C) 
lantern-pinion, (D) mdlstones, (E) hopper 
A corn-mdl with a horizontal water-wheel. The wheel is turned by a jet 
of water directed on its vanes and is directly connected to the 
mdlstones. This was one of the two main types of corn-mdls that were 
widespread throughout the Islamic lands. (A) nozzle, (B) whell, (C) 
millstones, (D) hopper 186 
An alternative fountain. One of al-Jazari’s six designs. These were 
installed in palaces and pleasure parks of cities such as Damascus, 
Baghdad and Cordoba. (x), (h) two adjacent tanks; (j), (y) balanced 
pipes with open ends; (z) funnel; (q), (m) ends of short pipes with a 
calibrated crilled piece of onyx on each end; (a), (t) tipping buckets; (1) 
wide underground pipe at bottom of tank (x), (e) narrow underground 
pipe at bottom of tank (h), passing inside pipe (1) 
The budding of the famous castle of Khawarnaq from Niziimi’s 
Bamsa. 195 
The multiple-arched bridge of Shahristan near Isfahan, sixth/twelfth 
century 201 
The Nilometer at al-Rawda Island, Cairo, third/ninth century. The 
octagonal column is cahbrated in cubits to measure the height of the 
water in the Nile 207 
Diagram of a typical qanzt. Starting from Iran, the Arabs brought the 
qand to the West on a large scale 
An aerial photograph of the qanzt shafts in the region between Isfahan 
andKashan 212 
Ottoman galleys in action against the Cossacks of Varna, 1630 221 
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Arab vessel used in Aden 227 
The galley of Uluj’ Ali (bey of Algers), sixteenth century. The galley 
(shini) was the main ship in Muslim navies of the Medterranean 231 
The Arab lateen-rigged dhow was the main vessel in the Indian 
Ocean and the Red Sea. It was one or two-masted. O n  the large 
types, called baghlar and bims, the mainsail is considerably bigger than 
the mizzensail 233 
Two Ottoman ships of the barraga type in combat with the Venetians in 
1499, at the battle of Zonchio. The Ottomans shower balls of fire from 
the top of their masts. Venetian woodcut 
The H a r ~ r ~  ship. From a manuscript of al-Hariri’s Maqzmat, dustrated 
in Iraq in 1237. The boat was used on the Euphrates river. It uses both 
sail and oars. It also has a rudder, something which did not reach the 
Latin Mediterranean for several centuries 
Four cavalrymen, each one having a sword and a hide shield. The riders 
trot round a circular hippodrome pool. The fgris&yab manuals are full 
of exercises and instructions on the training of the Mameluke f2vi.r 
Arabic manuscript, fourteenth century 252 
Mounted cavalrymen shooting arrows with a bow at an inanimate target. 
Archery was a part of the training of a f&s. Furis&ya treatise 257 
Archers attacking a fort. One infantryman is armed with a sword and a 
shield. Sixteenth-century manuscript 258 
A counterweight trebuchet (maganfq) for hurling heavy missiles. From 
EtZb al-’Aniqj-l-man@niq 26 1 
Mahmud of Ghazna attachng rebels in the fortress of Arg in Sistan 
(1003) using a massive mayuniq. The mayuniq was the major siege 
engine during medeval times. Manuscript copied in the fourteenth 
century from D i e  World History of Rasbid al-Dtn 
The citadel of Aleppo. Its entrance is the most heavily defended part, 
and is reached by a narrow causeway exposed to fire from several sides. 
The citadel stands on a hill in the centre of the city. The stone walls 
form an irregular circle punctuated by towers 
Wood turner in Egypt, 1798-1801 
Maker of wooden locks in Egypt, 1798-1801 
A door made by Mahmud b. ‘Ali al-Basani, ‘nqzr’, 1326-1327 
The Metal-workers’ Bazaar in Tashkurgan, Afghanistan 283 
A master astrolabe-maker in modern Isfahiin, Iran 
Dressing a millstone by hammer and chisel 290 
Ibn Sin2 lecturing to his students. An imaginative dustration from a 
Persian manuscript of the seventeenth century 
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A signed certificate issued by Ibn al-Nafis (d. 1288) testifymg that his 
student, a Christian named Shams al-Dawla Abu-l-Fadl b. Abi-1-Hasan 
al-Masm, had read and mastered Ibn al-Nafis’ commentary on a 
Hippocratic treatise. The certificate is in the handwriting of Ibn al- 
Nafis himself and dated 29 Jumada I AH 668 (25 January 1270) 305 
Plan of the Hospital of Qalgwtin, Cairo, built in 1284 by al-Malik al- 
Mansfir Qalgwtin. Hospitals as we know them today were developed in 
the Islamic world in the second/eighth century 
The human skeleton. From a collection of miscellanea, fifteenth 
century 311 
Anatomical illustration from a Persian Medical Tma.rary, seventeenth 
century 315 
A physician taking the pulse of a patient. From fiiila and Dmna, 
Baghdad, 1343 340 

307 

- 
Giving birth. From MqZmat al-HanrZ, Baghdad, AD 1237 

362 

infant from its mother’s womb 

356 
5.8 (a) Caesarean section. From al-AtblZr al-bZq&ah of al-Bm-, 1307-1 308 

5.8 (b) A lady under operation: a miniature showing the extraction of a dead 

5.8 (c) The instruments used to extract a dead infant from its mother’s womb 
364 

5.9 

5.10 

5.11 
5.12 

5.13 
5.14 

5.15 

5.16 

5.17 
5.18 

365 
Ibn Sin2 at the bedside of Princess Zubeida’s son, who was suffering 
from melancholy as a result of falling in love. From aahir mqde by 
Nizmi ‘At%& edited by Ahmet Suheyl, Istanbul, 1936 
Description of the nervous system. From Tabrih-i badan of Mansfir b. 
Ahmad, seventeenth century 418 
Surgical instruments. From Ktcib al-Tqn;fof al-Zahrgwi 
Fixing a dislocated shoulder. From JarrZb&it al-Ban&a of Sharaf al- 
Din b. ‘h-, fifteenth century 453 
Ocular nerves. From a treatise on ophthalmology 
Anatomy of the eye. Thirteenth-century copy of Khib ai- ‘Ash maqikit 
Ji-G‘qn (Book of the Ten Treatises of the Eye) of Hunayn b. Ishaq 
480 
A-RIizi looks after a patient. Illustration from Cuntinens, the Latin 
translation of al-eim-. Faraj b. Salim (Farragut) made the translation in 
1279 on the orders of Charles I of Anjou and of Sicily 
A dentist at work. FromJarra&jZt al-BZn&ya of Sharaf al-Din b. ‘Ali, 
fifteenth century 536 
An Arab pharmacy. From a copy of a manuscript by Dioscorides 550 
Iris and white lily. From a Persian translation of Dioscorides 
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The Selimiye Mosque of Selim 11 at Edirne, built in the years 1569- 
1575. Mi‘mZr Sinb considered it to be his masterwork. The dome is 
framed by the four loftiest minarets in Turkey 
The Pi Reis Map, drawn in 1513. It shows the west coast of Africa, 
the east coast of South America and the north coast of Antarctica. This 
map became an enigma and is still under discussion. The continent of 
Antarctica was discovered in 1818, more than 300 years later than the 
Pi Reis Map. The accuracy of the map has been established by recent 
research 580 
Mosque of Sultan Ahmed I, in Istanbul, also called ‘The Blue Mosque’. 
Built in 1609-1617, thts is the masterpiece of Mehmed Agha, the pupil 
of Sin&, and royal architect of the Ottoman court 
Making observations at Jaipur observatory. Jaipur was founded in 1727 
by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh to replace Amber as the capital of the 
princely state of Jaipur 598 
Agra Fort. Built principally as a military establishment by &bar in 
1565, the fort was partially converted into a palace during Sh& Jah&’s 
time. This massive fort is 2.5 km long 
Building Agra Fort. Mintature from the history of Akbar’s reign, 
Akbar-nama 606 
Babur inspecung a garden in Kabul. H e  was emperor (1 526-1 530) and 
founder of the Mughal dynasty of India 
Si-o-Seh Pol, or the bridge of thirty-three arches, on the Zayandeh 
river, is one of the most famous of Isfahan’s bridges. It was 
commissioned in 1602 by Sh& ‘Abbiis I. The bridge is 295m long 
and 13.75m wide 618 
Architects with set-square, pick and compass. From an engraved metal 
disc, Isfahan, 1600 623 
An astronomer makes observations with an astrolabe while his assistant 
consults tables in a book. From an engraved metal disc, Isfahan, 1600 
630 
An illustration from a treatise on the measurement of the volume of 
water by Bahii’ al-Din al-‘&d, Iran, sixteenth-seventeenth centuries 
636 
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Chapter 4.1 

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE' 
Andrew M Watson 

Although the lands conquered by the Arabs in the first/seventh and 
second/eighth centuries embraced a wide variety of soils and climates, they 
were for the most part characterized by light and friable soils, hot and dry 
summers, and low rainfall, whtch came almost entirely in the winter 
months. Agriculture, in the sense of the cultivation of crops, was practised 
mainly in winter and tended to be concentrated along river valleys and 
around oases, where artificial irrigation could be provided, and in those 
regions where annual rainfall exceeded 300 mm. Less-well-watered lands 
were used, if at all, for the grazing of animals, usually by nomadic peoples. 
A high proportion of the land area could not be used to produce either 
crops or animals. Settlement was densest where agriculture was most 
productive, namely along the great river valleys and around large oases. In 
rain-fed areas its density varied directly with rainfall, the relatively dry areas 
having almost no permanent settlements. The result was a highly 
discontinuous pattern of land occupation in whch larger or smaller 
agricultural areas, where some were very densely inhabited, were separated 
from one another by greater or lesser expanses which produced little or 
nothing. Such patchwork settlement had many implications for defence, 
administration, communications and economic life, and through these for 
agriculture1 itself. 

Even in those areas where it could be practised with relative ease, agri- 
culture was exposed to many and various risks: some natural, some man- 
made, and some caused by the interaction of man with his environment. The 
most obvious natural hazard was the wide variation from year to year in rainfall 

1. The author wishes to acknowledge helpful communications received from Dr. Lucie 
Bolens, Mme Shone Zakri-Lafleurirel and Professor R.B. Serjeant. The text for this 
chapter was completed in 1986; the bibliography was updated in 1997. 
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and river flow, whch in dry years could leave land without enough moisture 
for adequate, or even any, yields. Other natural dangers were excessive heat or 
cold, which were often intensified by the effects of winds, and infestations of 
rodents, locusts and other insects. The advent of sedentary agriculture ex- 
posed the soil to the danger of erosion by wind and water, a problem which 
became more acute when, in both pre-Islamic and Islamic times, the pressure 
of population led to the overcultivation of arable land and the overgrazing of 
pastures. The appearance of large quantities of so-called 'late fill' on the lower 
valleys of rivers, feeding into many parts of the Mediterranean, suggests that 
one period of very great loss of soil cover was in the late sixth century AD 
before the Arab conquests. By Islamic times, much of the soil had been lost 
from hilly areas whch could, thereafter, be farmed only through the use of 
terracing or alternatively given over to grazing. Comparable damage to the soil 
could be done through prolonged irrigation of lands by waters that were 
somewhat saline; in Iraq, for instance, land could generally be irrigated only 
for a few centuries before it needed extensive cleansing or - more commonly 
- it was abandoned. Finally, to this list of dangers faced by farmers must be 
added those which came from outside: periodic insecurity of life and property, 
changes in market conditions, high taxes, and inept or unsympathetic ad- 
ministration. 

To face the challenge of their environment, farmers in West Asia and 
North Africa had, during the millennia between the beginnings of agriculture 
and the rise of Islam, devised a wide range of strategies. Most of these were 
directed at the conservation of soil and water, though a few were clearly 
intended to lessen the impact of market fluctuations. Some practices, varying 
greatly from place to place and from culture to culture, were passed on 
through the centuries by oral traditions without ever being recorded or stu- 
died. Others may be glimpsed in the early writings on farming, both through 
texts which have survived and from references to texts which are now lost. 

This literature represents the beginnings of agricultural science. Amongst 
the more important early sources are the works of Mago the Carthaginian, 
who probably flourished in the third century BC, Boulos of Mendes, the so- 
called Democritus, who flourished in Egypt around 200 BC, and Attalos 111, a 
hng of Pergamum, who lived in the second century BC. Apart from a few 
fragments which have survived of the great book of Mago, the writings of 
these authors are no longer extant and are known to us only through quota- 
tions in later texts. They clearly influenced Roman writers on agriculture and 
are sometimes cited by those who followed: Cat0 the Elder in the second 
century BC, Varro and Vir@ in the frrst century BC, and Columella and Phy 
the Elder in the first century AD, all of whose works are frequently quoted in 
the compilation made by Palladius some time between the third and fifth 
centuries AD. In the eastern part of the Mediterranean, a related tradition of 
agricultural writings can trace its lineage from Attalos and Boulos through 
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Apollonius of Tyana, who wrote in the first century AD; Julius Africanus and 
Florentius in the thlrd century AD; Vindanios Anatolios in the fourth and fifth 
centuries AD and Cassianus Bassus in the skth century AD. During approxi- 
mately these same centuries there appears to have been developing a tradition 
of Syriac or ‘Nabataean’ writings on agriculture, whtch, as is explained below, 
have survived as a compendium translated into Arabic in the early tenth 
century AD. 

In the centuries following the rise of Islam, these various ancient tral- 
tions were gradually assimilated into the emerging Arabic learning; their &s- 
parate elements were integrated and diffused through the newly united Islamic 
world; and from this platform of inherited knowledge, important advances 
were made. In time, an Arabic science of agriculture developed, which in 
many areas surpassed the achevements of the ancient world. The stimuli to 
progress seem to have been several. There was, first of all, the creation of the 
Islamic world itself, which united for the first time regions with widely varying 
physical environments, plant life, agricultural traditions, technologies and sci- 
entific learning. The cultural and intellectual unity of &-r al-hlzm survived its 
political fragmentation, thus greatly facilitating the movement - often over 
long distances - of men, technologies, plants, knowledge and ideas. Another 
impetus to agricultural science came from the general scientific advance during 
the late-eighth, ninth and tenth centuries, when great efforts were made to 
preserve, translate, interpret and &seminate ancient texts, and to record, 
observe and classify natural phenomena. Of special relevance to agriculture 
were the achievements in related branches of learning such as botany, medi- 
cine and mechanics. Finally, behind all advances in agriculture and agricultural 
science must be seen - perhaps as both cause and effect - the relentless 
pressure of population growth and increasing urbanization. These could 
continue their upward movements only as long as agricultural practice made 
land more productive by more intensive cultivation of existing farmland and 
by the extension of the margin of cultivation. 

An early step in the development of agricultural science was the trans- 
lation into Syriac, Persian and most particularly Arabic of a considerable part 
of the ancient legacy. Rulers, other wealthy patrons, hguists and scientists 
collaborated in this vast intellectual undertaking whtch was to last through the 
late-eighth, ninth and early tenth centuries, and which involved not only the 
work of translation itself but also the collection and preservation of ancient 
manuscripts and the development of conceptual terminology and taxonomies 
in the Arabic language. Probably, the earliest translation of an agricultural text 
was that made in Alexandria in 179/795 of the Geoponika of Apollonius of 
Tyana, who was known in Arabic as Baliniis al-Hakim. This was followed in 
212/827 by Sarjis b. Hiliya’s translation of the so-called Book of Greek 
Aghltwe ( X Z b  al-filzba al-nZv@ya) attributed to the otherwise unknown 
writer Qusps al-RW (Qusps the Greek or Byzantine); this work was also 
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translated into Persian, and from the Persian text a second translation into 
Arabic was made. Other agricultural works that were apparently translated in 
the ninth and early tenth centuries include a book attributed to Aristotle - a 
compilation of Vindanios Anatolios and the work of Boulos of Mendes 
- which was translated into both Syriac and Arabic; and the D e  re m.rtica of 
Columella. Finally, in 291/904, Ibn Walyhiyya completed the translation from 
the Syriac of what he called the Etcib al-Rkiba al-naba@&a (Book of Nabataean 
Agriculture). Still another agricultural work which appeared in Arabic during 
this period but is no longer extant is attributed to the translator and scientist 
Hunayn b. IshIiq. This may have also been a translation of an ancient text or a 
translated compilation, or it may have been an original work on agriculture, the 
first to have been written in the Arabic language. Through translations - all 
that now survives of the ancient works - the early Islamic world gained access 
to a very wide range of earlier writings on agriculture. A number of the works 
chosen for translation were compendia of earlier writings and most of the 
others quoted extensively from earlier authors whose works were lost or not 
directly accessible. 

One compendium of very great importance to the later development of 
agricultural science was the Book of Greek or &?antine Agriculture (Et6 al-Rkiba 
al-nZwiga), which was cited by many later Arabic authors of books on farming 
and was their main access to the agricultural writings of the Graco-Roman 
world. Though nothtng is known about its apparent author, Qusps b. 
AskiirIiskina, it is supposed that he flourished in the seventh century. 
Attempts to identify him with the sixth-century Cassianus Bassus Scholasticus 
seem to be erroneous. Originally written in Greek, the work was translated 
into Arabic by two Syrian Christians; a second Arabic version was made from 
a translation into Persian. Like many more ancient texts on farming, the Book of 
Greek Agriculture is divided into 12 chapters, and these contain 257 sections. 
Inter alia it treats the seasons, the weather, water, manures, grains, legumes, 
vines, fruit and nut trees, olive trees, herbs, vegetables, horses, cattle, sheep, 
bees, chickens and farmyard birds. It appears to cite about 30 ancient authors, 
including Boulos of Mendes, Sodion, Didymos, Florentius, Julius Africanus, 
Theophrastus, Aristotle, Hesiod and Vir@; but of these, only Boulos of 
Mendes, referred to as Democritus, and Sodion can be identified with cer- 
tainty. In addition to the ancient material incorporated in this book, a good 
deal of new information is included concerning new crops, which were un- 
known in pre-Islamic times. This may have been an original contribution of 
Qusfls, but seems more likely to have been added at the time of translation. 

Three-quarters of a century later, in 291/904, Ibn Whshiyya claims that 
he completed his translation of the Book ofNabataean Agriculture (Ekib al-Rhba 
al-nabaptia) which he dictated to his scribe, Abii Tdib, in the year 31 8/930. The 
book purports to preserve the agricultural traditions of the Nabataean people 
of Iraq, which Ibn Wahshiyya states were contained in ancient books written in 
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the Nabataean (i.e. Syriac) language. As presented in the translation, it is an 
immense compendium of the writings of three principal authors and a large 
number of minor writers, almost none of whom can be identified with certainty 
but who appear to have written from the beginning of the Christian era up until 
- and perhaps beyond - the Islamic conquests. These, in turn, are said to have 
relied on knowledge revealed to still earlier authorities, some of whch are 
clearly mythical. To the ancient writings which he arranged and at times inter- 
preted, Ibn Wahshiyya added much new material including his personal ob- 
servations on the teachings of the ancients and a number of new chapters on 
crops which seem unlikely to have been known to earlier writers. The work 
contains over 300 chapters whch deal with a wide range of cultivated plants, 
some of which had been recently introduced or domesticated at the time of 
translation, as well as with the weather, water, soils, fertilizers and farm ani- 
mals. There is also much material on medical remedies, cookmg, diet, astrology 
and other subjects seen to be related to agriculture, all interlaced with super- 
stition and magical formulae. Drawing, as it does, on completely different 
authorities and presenting different agricultural tradtions, the Book OfNubataeug 
Ag~cuLture may have been in some sense a ‘reply’ to the Book OfGreek Agni-uLtm-e, 
intended to demonstrate the extensive agricultural learning of the peoples of 
Iraq. In any event, like the Book of Greek Agicdtwe, it was frequently quoted by 
later writers of Arabic farming manuals. 

* * *  

A second flowering of Arab agricultural science occurred in Muslim Spain 
during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Already in 350/961, an 
anonymous writer in Cordoba had produced an extensive agricultural 
calendar which gave the farmer’s tasks month by month. In the later part 
of the eleventh century, this was followed by the agricultural treatises of five 
important scientists: Ibn Wnfid, Ibn Bassd, Ibn Hajjnj, Abu-1-Khayr and al- 
Tighnm-. These appear to have been in contact with one another and, thus, 
to have constituted a ‘school’ of agronomical science in which, to varying 
degrees, emphasis was placed on the study of older texts and the collection 
of new information through travel, herboriaing, experiment and the study of 
folklore. As wdl be seen below, a number of these scientists enjoyed the 
patronage of rulers whose gardens they sometimes helped develop into 
botanical gardens and experimental farms. 

Although a physician by calling, Ibn Wnfid (390-467/999-1074) wrote 
two works of importance for the development of agricultural science: one was 
a book of simples, in which many cultivated plants were discussed, and the 
other was a manual of farming. Both rely to some extent on earlier authorities, 
but they also incorporate new material gleaned through his position as director 
of the Huerta del Rey, the garden of the ruler of Toledo, al-Ma’mfin, as well as 
from the collection of agricultural lore and the observation of practices in the 
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surroundmg countryside. His book of farming contained 106 chapters of 
which only 35 have survived; these treat such matters as the choice of land, 
water, and the site for dwehngs, the selection of peasants, fertilizers, seeds, 
the hazards of each month and their remedes, the times of sowing, cereals, 
legumes, harvesting, threshing, storage, vines, vegetables, and small farmyard 
animals. Sections of the original work on the fruit and nut trees and on larger 
farm animals seem to have been lost. Both works were translated into 
European languages during the Middle Ages: the book of simples into Latin 
and Catalan and the work on farming into Castilian. The translation of the 
latter was extensively used by the Spanish writer, Alonso de Herrera, in his 
Agricdtwageneral that was first published in 1516. Today, the work on farming 
survives in the incomplete Casulian translation and in several corrupt Arabic 
texts. 

A contemporary and associate of Ibn Wiifid was the so-called Ibn Bassd 
(d. 499/1105), whose correct name is not certain. He appears to have been 
primady an agronomist. Like Ibn Wiifid, he carried out research at the bo- 
tanical garden of the ruler of Toledo, al-Ma'mun. After the fall of Toledo to 
the Christians in 1085, he moved to Seville, where he planted another garden 
for his new patron, al-Mu'tamid, the Taifa king. In Seville, he was associated 
with other leading specialists in agriculture, including Abu-l-Khayr, Ibn Hajjiij 
and Ibn Lunquh; along with the last of these, he instructed the author, whose 
name is not known, of an important botanical dictionary. Ibn Bassid's 
knowledge of agriculture was broadened through travel to the East: to Sicily, 
Egypt, Syria, Khur3siin and the Arabian peninsula. HIS agricultural treatise, 
dedicated to al-Ma'mtin of Toledo, drew on knowledge acquired through 
observation both in Spain and abroad; though, in places, it also relied without 
acknowledgement on the Book of Nabataean Ag72;clt.w-e translated by Ibn 
Wahshiyya. The work has come down to us through a summary which exists 
as a partial translation into Castilian made at the end of the Mddle Ages and a 
somewhat longer but corrupt Arabic text. As reconstituted, the work consists 
of sixteen chapters treating waters, soils, manures and rotations, as well as fruit 
trees, pulses, vegetables, condiments and aromatics. The surviving texts 
contain no sections on grain crops and farm animals, which probably formed 
part of the orignal, longer work. 

Another Andalusian agronomist from the region of Sede was Ibn 
Hajjnj, the most important of whose many works was his al-Mkpi'fi-l$&a 
composed in 429/1073-1074. Although Ibn Hajjiij relied to a considerable 
extent on his personal experience and on the practice of farmers, which he had 
observed, he was also well versed in the ancient literature on farming and 
frequently cited earlier writers. Apart from Columella, who is hs most im- 
portant source and after whose book his own is modelled, Ibn Hajjiij also 
quotes from some hrty authorities including Democritus, Varro, Cassianus 
Bassus, Anatolios, Qusns, and Aba Hanifa al-Dinawari. H e  is critical, how- 
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ever, both of the authorities he cites and of what he has seen or heard of 
agricultural practices in hs region, dsrnissing from hs work all traces of ma- 
gc, superstition and untested folklore. Unfortunately, the full text of hs work 
has not yet been dtscovered, and scholarship has had to rely on a number of 
fragments in the Biblioth6que Nationale in Paris, in Tetuan and in private 
collections in North Africa; these suggest a work of very considerable breadth 
and depth, covering the fd range of subjects dealt with by his predecessors. 
An indcation of the capital importance of this work may be seen in the survey 
of agriculture written by Ibn al-'Awwm in the late-twelfth or early thirteenth 
century. This latter writer, who is famdtar with the writings of a wide range of 
pre-Islamic and Islamic authors of agricultural manuals, says that he has based 
his own work on that of Ibn Hajj2j; although he frequently quotes ancient 
authors, he usually takes his citations of these from Ibn Hajjiij rather than from 
the original. 

A dtstingushed associate of Ibn Hajjiij was Abu-1-Khayr, who also 
worked in the city of Sevdle and its environs; though his exact dates are 
uncertain, he is known to have studied in 494/1100 with the physician, Abu-l- 
Hasan Shihgb al-Mu'ayg, and therefore probably flourished a little later than 
these other Andalusian scientists. His book on farming is based in part on 
earlier authorities who are cited: Aristotle, Philemon, Anatolios, Qusgs, Ibn 
W&shiyya and Ibn Bassd. But to the teachmgs of these, he adds much that he 
learned from personal experience and from the observation of farming in the 
region of Seville. The work contains sections deahng with the appropriate time 
of planting; trees, including olives, figs, date-palms and fruit trees; grapevines; 
grains, legumes and seed crops; fruit and vegetables; cotton and flax; banana 
and sugar cane; layering, pruning and grafting; farmyard animals; and me- 
teorological and astrological forecasts. Ibn al-'Awwiim, in his samma of agri- 
culture, quotes frequently from Abu-1-Khayr, though he does not give him the 
same importance as Ibn Hajjiij. The full text of his work has recently been 
edited by J. M. Carabaza. 

In the city of Granada there lived another agricultural scientist, al- 
Tighnari, who also flourished in the eleventh century. H e  served first under 
the Sanhiiji princeling, 'Abd Alliih b. Buluggin (466-483/1073-1090), and 
later under the Almoravid prince, Tamim, whde the latter was governor of 
Granada (501-512/1107-1118). For both of these, he made botanical gardens 
where, it seems, he carried out agricultural experiments. For the latter, he also 
wrote a treatise on agronomy, whch is known primarily through the extensive 
quotations from it in the writings of Ibn al-'Awwam, who refers to him as al- 
Hajj al-Gharniig. Recently, however, two fragments of the original work have 
been discovered, and a garbled version of a part of it appears to have been 
published, along with fragments from other works, in a volume printed in Fez. 
The work seems to draw to a considerable extent on al-Tighnari's personal 
experience of farming in the Vega of Granada and on his own experiments. 
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His understandmg of farming was enriched, however, by contacts with Ibn 
Bassid and observations during a pilgrimage to Mecca. Amongst the earlier 
authors cited are Democritus and Qusps. Entitled Zzhrat al-bu.rt& wa-nqhat al- 
adhhin, the book is said to have contained 12 sections and 360 chapters. 

The szNnma of Hispano-Arab agricultural writings was the &tb al-ElZba 
of Ibn al-‘Aww5im of Seville. About his life, we know almost nothing except 
that he lived in the later twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. His great work 
of the thirty-five chapters has survived in a number of manuscripts, and in 
modern times it was published once in the original with a translation and three 
times as a translation; a new edtion of the original wdl be published soon in 
Tunis. The work frequently cites Columella, as well as a large number of other 
ancient writers including Democritus, Pseudo-Aristotle, Theophrastus, Vir@ 
and Varro. Of the works from the eastern part of the Islamic world, it relies 
heavily on the Book ofNabataean Agricdtare of Ibn W&shiyya, from whch, 
however, the parts referring to magic and superstition have been removed; 
and it also refers to the botanical dictionary of Abii Hm-fa al-Dinawari. In 
addition, the author makes frequent references to his Hispano-Arab pre- 
decessors, most particularly Ibn Hajjaj, whose book on farming he considers 
the basic work, and also Ibn Bassid, Abu-1-Khayr and al-Tighnari. Because of 
the frequent references to these authorities, the work has often been con- 
sidered to be little more than a compilation of earlier writings. But Dr. Lucie 
Bolens of the University of Geneva has shown that this is in fact a work of 
very considerable originality. Its contribution to the advancement of science 
lies partly in the critical acumen the author shows in selecting from the writ- 
ings of the ancients and his more immediate predecessors, partly in the theo- 
retical frameworks into which he fitted this earlier material, and partly in his 
personal observations whch he adds to nearly every section. 

The last important school of agricultural science flourished in Yemen in 
the later thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Its moving spirits were 
a succession of Rasuhd sultans who both studled the heritage of literature on 
farming and carried out experiments in their gardens around Ta‘iz and on 
properties in Wadi Zabid. The earliest of these, al-Malik al-Ashraf ‘Umar, 
compiled an agricultural almanac around the year 670/1271; this has recently 
been edited and translated by Daniel Varisco. Al-Malik al-Ashraf also in- 
troduced exotic trees and violets into his gardens and experimented with rice 
cultivation in Wadi Zabid. His brother and successor, al-Mahk al-Mu’ayyad 
Dawiid b. Yiisuf (fl. 697-712/1297-1321), is said to have sent to Abyssinia 
for the qit plant, whch subsequently flourished in Yemen; the sources also 
relate that he abbreviated an agricultural encyclopedia and appointed as tea- 
cher at a school in Ta‘izz the author of a second agricultural manual, Abu-l- 
‘Uqiil Muhammad. In the next generation, al-Malik al-Mujahid ‘Ah b. Dawtid 
(fl. 721-765/1321-1363) also carried out experiments with rice and wrote a 
work on farming entitled hhra j-l- ‘iiwira, which appears to have been lost. 
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The last in this line of royal scientists was al-Malik al-Afdal al-'Abbiis b. 'Ah (fl. 
765-778/1363-1376), who is said to have received in 1369 an embassy from 
Calicut bearing many rare plants and birds. H e  is the author of Bagbat al- 
fallcibZn, an agricultural work which appears to compile the knowledge accu- 
mulated by hs forebears and himself. H e  quotes from ancient authors in- 
cluding Boulos of Mendes, as well as from the eleventh-century Andalusian 
writers Ibn Ba@ and Abu-1-Khayr. Several manuscripts of this work are ex- 
tant in private collections in Yemen and another in Cairo. 

* * *  

Of prime importance in the agricultural science which developed in the early 
Islamic world was an understanding of the soil. As Abu-1-Khayr explained, 
the very first task of the farmer was to learn the characteristics of his land. 
Ths knowledge would guide subsequent decisions to be taken by the farmer: 
how to work the soil, how to fertilize and water it, how to plough, what 
crops to grow and in what rotations. In their study of the soil the scientists 
of the early Islamic world soon broke through the rigid categories whch 
were used in the ancient manuals of agronomy, and the theory on which 
these categories were based, in favour of a much closer observation of the 
reality surrounding the farmer. As early as the tenth century, the Book of 
Nabataean Ag?i!caltwe shows a different approach. This work speaks of soils 
which are sweet, saline, bitter, acid, delicate, clayish, viscous, heavy, 
astringent, foul and so forth. Dr. Lucie Bolens has shown that in Islamic 
Spain in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, scientists described some thirty 
types of soils as well as variants of these. By this time, all ancient theories of 
the basic nature of soil and the reasons for variations had been put aside; 
they were replaced by an empiricism which led to new categories based on a 
variety of observable features. This work was a first step towards a more 
scientific system of classification based on a better-grounded theory. Of 
considerable interest to all the Islamic writers were the inferior and 
downright bad lands, which ancient writers had refused to consider. 
Behind this concern lay the pressure of mounting and increasingly urbanized 
populations which made it necessary - and profitable - to hscover ways of 
using all categories of land more intensively. 

The characteristics of the soil were not, however, immutable. As Ibn 
W&shiyya observed, 'The earth does not keep one form, but changes over 
time.' Many alterations in the soil could be effected by the cultivator, and these 
could lead to its degradation - as often happened in Mediterranean and Middle 
Eastern lands - or to its improvement. To ameliorate the soil many hfferent 
types of fertihzers were recommended, each having its own virtues and uses. 
The manuals urge the selective use of the dung of sheep, goats, pigs, cows, 
horses, mules, buffaloes, gazelles, donkeys, pigeons, doves and wild birds, as 
well as night soil - many of whch had not been recommended in the ancient 
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literature and some of which the ancient writers had considered harmful. They 
also went far beyond the pre-Islamic writers by suggesting the extensive use of 
green manure for specific cases; for example, the sediment from olive oil, lees, 
seeds, straw, musks, leaves, rags, shavings, lfferent kinds of ashes and unused 
parts of the plant which was to be grown. Mineral matter, too, had its role in 
changing the structure and alkalinity of soils; the manuals recommended, 
when appropriate, adlng different kinds of soil, sand, gravel, ‘dust’, chalk, 
marl, lime, crushed bricks or broken tiles. In many cases, these additives were 
to be combined. Still other changes in the fertility of soils could be effected by 
growing crops whch would give ‘heart’ to the land, either by furing nitrogen 
or by leaving behind root structures which enhanced soil structure. Sorghum, 
for instance, was said by Ibn Wahshiyya to be excellent for improving hard, 
sandy soil. The exact treatment recommended, of course, depended not only 
on the nature of the soil itself but also on the requirements of the crop to be 
grown and sometimes of a sequence of crops. 

The soil also required much workmg, both before cropping and when it 
lay fallow. Cultivating the soil allowed the sun and air to have their proper 
effects, and it permitted the correct penetration of rainfall, irrigation water and 
fertilizers. It could help repair the damage done by putrid manures, stagnant 
water, excessive dryness and heat; and it improved soil that was ‘dun’, sandy, 
rocky or sterile. Turning and breaking the soil were seen as partial substitutes 
for fallowing and fertilizing, and on occasions were deemed preferable. They 
could also make unnecessary certain long-prescribed sequences of crops, for 
instance the practice on some soils of preceding a grain crop by a root crop. 
According to circumstances, working the soil might consist in ploughing, 
lgging or hoeing, and these operations might be followed by harrowing, 
raking or levelling. O n  large agricultural undertakings, frequent ploughing was 
the most common way of working the soil. According to Ibn Bas& land 
should be ploughed ten times before cotton is planted; the same author re- 
commends that land that is not under crop should be ploughed four times 
between January and March. It is interesting to note that the Hispano-Arabic 
authors speak of the importance of deep ploughing in the improvement of 
certain kinds of particularly inhospitable soils or in preparation for the planting 
of cereal crops and fruit trees. Both Hispano-Arabic manuals and Egyptian 
sources mention a ‘heavy’ or ‘strong’ plough with a large ploughshare that was 
used for this purpose. As no drawing of this implement is given, and as no 
archaeological specimens of it have yet come to light, it is not certain that it is 
similar to the heavy mouldboard plough which was slowly spreading through 
eastern and northern Europe in the Middle Ages. 

Although the appropriate treatment of the soil might increase its moist- 
ure content very considerably, and thus widenxhe range of crops that could be 
grown and raise ylelds, the possibilities were greatly increased by the use of 
artificial irrigation. This made agriculture possible and indeed very productive 
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4.1 A harvest scene of the twelfth century: in the centre of the upper row, 
a man is using a sickle; to the right of hun, two others are dgging with spades, and to his 

left, lunch is being brought to the labourers. 
Below left people are winnowing and to the right they are threshing 

with a nawraj driven Ly oxen 
0 Biblioth2que Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2964) 

in places and in seasons where there was little or no rainfall, and it greatly 
increased the potential of other lands where watering was economic. In the 
regions that were united by the Arab conquests of the seventh and eighth 
centuries, there had been extensive and often elaborate irrigation systems, 
some of which were still operating at the time of conquest whde others were in 
a state of advanced decay or in ruins. In the early centuries of Islam most of 
these ancient irrigation systems were restored, and often improved and ex- 
tended, and many new systems, large and small, were introduced. Not only 
was the amount of irrigated land greatly increased in this way, but also the 
qual$ of irrigation was improved both through the increase in the amount of 
water brought to the land at certain times of the year and through the pro- 
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longation of the season of watering. Indeed, in many places, the period of 
artificial watering was extended to cover most of the year or all of it, with the 
result that a virtually new summer season was opened up. Thus irrigated lands 
often produced not one crop per year, as in ancient times, but two and 
sometimes three or more. Such intensive use of the soil could often be 
practised year after year without let-up. 

Of the technologies whch were used to extend and improve irrigation 
systems, most were inherited from the ancient world rather than invented by 
the Islamic world. Only a few were new. Amongst the innovations were: ap- 
parently a new type of cistern used in Ifriqiya (or present-day Tunisia), a type 
of animal-powered wheel for the lifting of water, certain techniques of digging 
wells, and - possibly - new technologies for storage dams. The contribution 
of the early Islamic world was mainly, however, in the more extensive use of 
its legacy of irrigation technologies in areas where they were already known 
and in the diffusion of these technologies far and wide into areas where they 
had not previously been used. The qua&, for instance, an underground canal 
tapping a source of groundwater, was dffused from Iraq and the eastern part 
of the Arabian peninsula into the Maghrib and Spain. 

Similarly, the various types of water-wheel were also diffused from east to 
west. Another contribution of early Islamic times was the ingenious combi- 
nation of available technologies into gutterns which achieved much more than 
had been possible in ancient times. Water that was captured in a number of 
ways could also be stored, lifted and channelled by a wide variety of tech- 
niques. With a number of devices to choose from for each operation, the 
possible combinations were almost infinite. 

The regime of fertilizing, workmg and watering the soil was closely 
bound up with the choice of crop and rotation. The range of possible crops 
was limited by what could be physically and economically achieved by treat- 
ment of the land, and once chosen, the crop and the rotation of which it was a 
part dictated the appropriate procedures. In this regard, the manuals of 
farming show a much greater awareness than their ancient counterparts of the 
requirements of different crops and, hence, of their suitability for varying 
situations. It was noted that cotton, for instance, was grown on the worst soils 
in Sicily; that sugar cane, rice, colocasia, coconut palms and eggplants could 
be grown on saline soils; that sorghum, hard wheat, water melons and egg- 
plants were tolerant of both heat and drought; and so forth. With such in- 
formation, it became possible to take advantage of local variations in soil and 
of microclimates in order to increase the productivity of land. It also became 
possible to combine crops in new rotations that allowed for both heavier 
cropping of the soil and high yields without depleting ferulity. Though spec- 
tacular results were being achieved on irrigated land, other important advances 
were being made in the cultivation of the poorer qualities of rain-fed land. The 
intensification of agriculture on these lands and its extension into lands that in 
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earlier times had been used only for grazing were important concerns of many 
of the authors of farming manuals, reflecting a world in which growing popu- 
lations put increasing pressure on land resources. The great achevements on 
the margin of cultivation were in part the result of increased knowledge of the 
specific needs and tolerances of plants and of more sophisticated techniques 
of treating the soil. 

Such advances were also facilitated by the fact that farmers in the early 
Islamic world came to have at their disposal a much larger range of useful 
plants to choose from. In the early centuries of Islam, many new or virtually 
new plants were introduced into the regons conquered by the Arabs, and they 
and other little known plants were diffused far and wide through the Islamic 
world, coming to be grown - often on a wide scale - wherever physical setting 
and markets allowed. Amongst the more important of the new or virtually 
new crops diffused were: rice, sorghum, hard wheat, sugar cane, cotton, sour 
oranges, lemons, limes, bananas, water melons, spinach, colocasia and egg- 
plant. There also appear to have developed in Islamic times a proliferation of 
varieties of old and new crops; the sources often wax rapturous about the 
many varieties of different fruits and vegetables that were to be found in one 
locality or another. Having originated in tropical or semi-tropical countries, 
some of the new crops had the important characteristic that they could 
withstand great heat and could thus be grown in summer. In particular, rice, 
sorghum, cotton, water melons, colocasia, eggplants and indigo were all 
summer crops in the Islamic world. Some of these could also grow with little 
moisture, though others, such as rice, required heavy watering. Thus, where 
sufficient moisture remained in the soil after the winter crop, or where irri- 
gation in the summer months was possible, these crops served to open up a 
new agricultural season, during which land and labour, whch had previously 
lain idle, could be used - often very productively. 

* * *  

The science of agriculture in the Islamic world developed through the 
continual interaction between the accumulation of learning inherited from the 
past and fresh empirical information. Nearly all of the authors of agricultural 
manuals, even those who cite no authorities, appear to have been well versed 
in the pre-Islamic and Islamic literature on farming and related subjects. A few 
were indeed primarily erudite literati who served up the learning of the past in 
new compendia which added little or nothing that was new. Most of the 
writers, however, were genuine scientists who brought to these earlier writings 
a keen critical acumen; though deferential to the recognized authorities, they 
were highly selective in their choice of materials, and some did not hesitate to 
express doubts or even disagree, They brought to bear on their agricultural 
work knowledge that was accumulating in related scientific disciplines, such as 
botany, medicine, meteorology and hydrology. To this, they added much new 
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4.2 Sugar cane cultivation spread westward during the early centuries 
of Islam until it reached Spain and Sicily. 

This illustration of sugar cane is from an anonymous work 
on natural history which is bound together with a fragment 

of Ibn al-Bayps-’s Book of&mph.r 
0 BibliothZque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. 2771, fol. 184) 
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4.3 Citrus trees 
0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. 2771, fol. 202v) 
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information they collected from local farmers, from migrants - both peasants 
and learned men - coming from afar, from their own extensive travels, from 
herborization, and from experiment and observation. 

Gardens, especially those of rulers, seem to have played an important 
role in this ongoing interaction between the learning of the past and new 
information. Some of these appear to have been early botanical gardens, while 
others were more like experimental farms. As such, they pre-date by many 
centuries similar sites of agricultural research in other parts of the world. The 
first botanical gardens do not appear in Europe until the fourteenth century, 
and it is not unul the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that Europe acquired 
a network of such gardens in whch serious research was carried out. A pre- 
cursor to the royal gardens of the Islamic world was perhaps that planted in 
ninth-century al-Fuspl by the Tulunid ruler, KhumBrawayh, where many rare 
and exotic plants were collected. Other precursors may have been the famous 
gardens planted in the same century by al-Mu'tasim at Smarr2 and by various 
Aghlabid rulers in Tunisia. But the evidence for gardens whch were the sites 
of serious scientific activity comes first and foremost from Islamic Spain. 
There, the Umayyad amZr, 'Abd al-Rabi%n I, stocked his garden with rare 
plants from every corner of the world. H e  sent agents to Syria and other parts 
of the East to procure new plants and seeds, and introduced a new hnd of 
pomegranate and possibly the date-palm to Spain. By the tenth century the 
royal gardens at Cordoba had fields for acclimatizing and breeding plants 
brought from afar, as well as for agricultural experimentation. Other royal 
gardens in Spain which played a role in the advancement of science include the 
Huerta del Rey of al-MaJmun of Toledo and the garden of the Taifa hng of 
Almeria, al-Mu'tasim, who grew many rare plants including bananas and sugar 
cane. By the thrteenth and fourteenth centuries, we learn of sirmlar activities 
in the eastern part of the Islamic world. The Rasuhd rulers in Yemen showed a 
keen interest in the collecting of exotic plants for use in agriculture and several 
sponsored experiments in Wgdi Zabid, while in Tabriz, the garden of the 
Ilkhanids was used to acclimatize rare fruit trees from India, Chna, Malaya 
and Central Asia. Of particular importance is the fact that many of these 
gardens were placed in the charge of leading agricultural scientists, inclulng 
some of the authors of the agricultural manuals lscussed above, and that they 
appear to have been the place where scientists with related interests met and 
exchanged views and information. 

There was, however, a limit to what could be achieved by scientific ac- 
tivity of this kind. It is true that agricultural scientists in the Islamic world up 
to the end of the fourteenth century acquired knowledge of great breadth that 
far surpassed that of their predecessors. As has been mentioned above, they 
described many more types of soils than had their ancient counterparts. 
Similarly, their typologies of winds, waters, and fertilizers were much more 
embracing than those found in pre-Islamic manuals. They were also familiar 
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4.4 Europe became acquainted with several new agricultural products 
when Islam spread westward. 

This citrus tree is from a Latin translation of the 
Taqwim al-abd& of Ibn Buflii~~ (d. 1066). 

The manuscript was probably executed in Italy in the late fourteenth century 
0 Bildarchiv, Osterreichische National Bibliothek, Vienna (Ser. Nov. 2644, fol. 20r) 
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with a wider range of plants and understood their characteristics better. The 
manual of Ibn al-'Aww2mY for instance, treats 350 cultivated plants and 50 
fruit trees - a number far greater than is found in all the ancient manuals 
together - while the herbal of Ibn al-Bay@r describes many more medical 
plants than are to be found in the De materia medica of Dioscorides. What was 
lacking, however, was a theoretical basis to scientific work in agriculture, and 
most especially an understanding of the chemistry of soils and the physiology 
of plant growth. Without such a basis in theory, agricultural science was largely 
confined to observing, collecting, cataloguing and classifying, and the systems 
of classification tended to be based on a wide variety of features that caught 
the eye of the scientists, betraying, as often as not, considerable inconsistency. 
For lack of a theoretical basis, experimentation tended to be of the trial-and- 
error kind, intended to learn what would work and what would not. Such 
empiricism was a necessary stage in the development of a more modern sci- 
ence of agriculture. But it was only much later - in the later eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries - that finally European scientists, budding in no small 
measure on what had earlier been achieved in the Islamic world, developed the 
theoretical bases for the modern science of agriculture. 

After its successive flowerings - in the eastern provinces during the ninth 
and tenth centuries, in Spain during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and in 
Yemen in the fourteenth century - the agricultural science of the Islamic 
world seems to have lost its forward momentum. Some agricultural works 
were still being written in later centuries. Amongst the later Arabic authors 
were Jam2 al-Din al-Waw2t (d. 718/1318), who devoted the fourth volume 
of an encyclopedic work to agriculture; the Damascene kyiid al-Din al- 
Ghazzi, who in 936/1529 composed a work on farming; and 'Abd al-Ghani 
al-Niibulsi (d. 1144/1731), who repeated much of the work of al-Ghazzi in his 
treatise on farming. There were also several Turkish works written from the 
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries most notably those of al-Hiij Ibriihim b. 
Mehemmed and Kem2ni. But these works appear to have contained little or 
nothing that was new, relying to a large extent on earlier achievements and, in 
the case of the Turkish manuals, on some European writings. It is also true 
that these later centuries saw further diffusion of new crops: coffee was 
probably introduced into Yemen in the fifteenth century, and during the six- 
teenth and seventeenth centuries there spread through the Mediterranean 
basin and beyond a number of crops from the New World, the most im- 
portant of which were maize, tobacco, and the tomato. But these newly in- 
troduced crops seem not have occasioned any serious scientific activity. By 
and large the Islamic world had turned in upon itself. Its agricultural science 
was in a period of decadence. This went hand in hand with the decline in other 
branches of science; it was also bound up with the decay of agriculture on the 
ground, which in many places was attested by a deterioration of irrigation 
works, the retreat of highly productive but labour-intensive crops, the loss of 
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soil, and more generally a decline of the productivity of land and labour. These 
changes in agriculture were in turn linked to the demographic decline of the 
Islamic world and to its growing economic and political dependency on 
European powers. 

Revival did not come until the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with 
conscious policies of modernization - based on European models - in Turkey 
and, at times, in Egypt, and with the appearance of the colonial powers which 
transferred technologies and in a small way revived research. Though research 
at first centred on export crops which were of interest to the Europeans, such 
as cotton and grapevines, greater concern with local problems was seen as 
national agricultural research centres were established and strengthened, 
especially after independence, and as several international research centres, 
concerned exclusively with the problems of the area, were opened in the 
region. 
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Chapter 4.2 

ALCHEMY, CHEMISTRY A N D  
CHEMICAL T E C H N O L O G Y  

Ahmad IF.: al-Hassan 

The origins of Near Eastern alchemy 
The word ‘alchemy’ is used in European languages to denote a pseudo- 
science, and it is associated in our minds with speculative and inexplicable 
transmutation of metals into gold. In Arabic, from where the word came, ‘al- 
kfm@ZJy is composed of the def~te article al and kimiyZJ meaning chemistry; 
so al-kfm&iJin Arabic means both alchemy and chemistry. In fact, alchemy is 
the early stage of chemistry. 

Alchemy in its totality does not deal only with metals and materials; it is 
also involved with spiritual and psychological matters. So we may distinguish 
between a spiritual alchemy, which deals with the soul and its transformation, 
and the material and physical alchemy which deals with substances, metals and 
otherwise. Both use sirmlar symbols and use a common language. 

The basic principles of Alexandrian alchemy at the dawn of Islamic sci- 
ence were as follows: 
1. All substances are composed of the four elements: air, fire, water and 

earth, in various proportions. 
2. It is possible to transmute one metal to another by altering the propor- 

tions of the four elements in the mixture. 
3. By addmg an e M ,  which is a certain prepared substance, it is possible to 

transmute a base metal into a noble one. Transmutation of base metals 
such as lead or copper into silver or gold was the main concern of alchemy. 

As late as the seventeenth century eminent chemists in Europe were adopting 
theories of matter whch were not more advanced than these concepts.* 

The origins of alchemy and chemistry lie in the ancient civhzations of the 
Near East. In Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia, there appeared, 34,000 years 
BC, several industries such as the metallurgical ones includmg gold, silver, 

1. R. P. Multhauf, 7he  &gim of Bemishy, London, 1966, pp. 315-320. 
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copper, bronze and iron. Other industries included glass, dyes, oils and fats, 
perfumery, tanning, medical drugs, and the udzation of such basic materials 
as alum, soda, salt and gypsum. This was, however, practical chemistry. There 
was no theory to give an adequate explanation to the metallurgical processes. 

In Egypt, metallurgical artisans were speculating on the causes of the 
physical facts which they observed. These artisans not only prepared gold and 
silver objects for the wealthy, but also manufactured cheaper substitutes for 
the poor. They attempted to imitate true gold and silver as much as possible. 
Being aware of Aristotelian theories, they came to believe that there was no 
reason why they could not make real gold or silver out of baser metals. 

These artisans received a new stimulus from the astrological ideas which 
reached Egypt from Mesopotamia. Events in the world of stars and planets 
were reflected in the small world of man and vice versa. Thus, under the 
proper astrological influence a change of lead to gold might easily occur. 
Astrological influences led to ascribing each metal to a heavenly body. Gold 
belonged to the sun, and silver to the moon. Since there were five other 
planets, there had to be five other metals: copper belonged to Venus, lead to 
Saturn, iron to Mars, tin to Jupiter and mercury to the planet with the same 
name. 

Thus, alchemy was born as a result of a combination of the chemical and 
metallurgical operations of the Near East, the prevailing theory of' the nature 
of matter of the Greek philosophers, and the astrological and religious ideas of 
the time. 

The earliest work on alchemy was written by a Hellenized Egyptian 
named Boulos of Mendes, who lived in the Nile delta about 200 BC.~ The most 
important alchemist after him was another Egyptian, Zosimus, who lived 
about 300, and who wrote an encyclopedia of alchemy. These writings on 
alchemy are, however, very difficult to read. 

Philosophy in Alexandria degenerated more and more from its technical 
and scientific aspect to the emphasis on divine revelation of' Gnosticism, 
Neoplatonism and Christianity. Alchemical writings became mystical and alle- 
gorical, tended to superstitious practice and were not immune from fraud. 

There was also alchemical activity in Syria and Mesopotamia. The city of 
Harriin was said to have seven temples dedicated to the sun, moon and the 
planets, each of which represented one of the seven metals. Their principal 
deities were said to be identical with Agathodaimon and Hermes Trismegistus. 
These were highly venerated names in pre-Islamic alchemy. Syria was also the 
home of Apollonius of Tyana (Bidinus in Arabic) to whom was ascribed Xhib 
STY- ul-khaliga (The Secret of Creation), an important Arabic alchemical work 
which was written almost certainly in Syria. Maria the Copt (or the Jewess 
according to Western sources) represents with Agathodaimon an independent 

2. Multhauf, ibid., p. 93. 
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Syrian school of alchemy. These two schools, the Egyptian and the Syrian, 
were interconnected. 

Ths alchemy was not altogether metaphysical or astrological. It also had 
an empirical approach that resulted in the invention of an apparatus for dis- 
tillation. Thts invention is attributed to Maria, who is often mentioned with 
Zosimus; and both Maria and Agathodaimon were frequently cited as the 
pioneers of pre-Islamic experimental al~hemy.~ 

In recent years, an increasing literature has appeared about the role that 
Chinese alchemy played in the development of this science in Islam and hence 
the West. W e  find here opposing points of view. It is acknowledged that the 
Chinese discovered for themselves many properties of minerals, and they at- 
tempted to prepare medicines which could confer long life or immortality. But 
some hstorians of chemistry such as E. 0. von Lippman believe that alchemy 
probably reached China from the West in the course of the eighth century AD, 
after the port of Canton had opened to foreigners. In 96/714 the first Arab 
ships dropped anchor at Canton, and thereafter trade developed with amazing 
rapidity. The eminent sinologist Richtofen reached the conclusion that only 
from that time and source Qd the Chnese acquire a true alchemy, and that 
subsequently they described it as their national Qscovery. Other historians of 
science such as Joseph Needham brought out evidence which supports the 
theory that precedence and credit should go to the Chmese achievements. With 
these extreme views, it is difficult to arrive at any firm judgement. So, when a 
noted living historian of chemistry was faced with the question of the Chinese 
contributions to chemistry, he found no alternative but to write an apology for 
not including them in hts book I h e  &gins of Lhemishy. He says: 

The htstory of the science of matter in India, China, and elsewhere in the Far East 
has largely been left out of hs account. This is primarily due to the rarity of 
special studies of the htstory of chemistry in those cultures, but it must also be 
said that such studies as have appeared have tended to indlcate that the continuity 
from which the science of chemistry was to emerge was a phenomenon peculiar 
to the West. Natural philosophy, practical chemistry, and alchemy were all pur- 
sued in the Far East from a very early time, and with a high degree of in- 
dependence. But it was surely the West which saw the orips of our science of 
~hernistry.~ 

The pre-Islamic history of alchemy can be found in most histories of science and 
chemistry. This is a partial list: J.M. Stillman, I h e  Jtoy ofAcbemy and Ear4 Gemi@y, 
NewYork, Dover, 1960; Multhauf, the Origines ... op. it.; H . M .  Leicester, I h e  Historical 
Backgromd of Gemistry, NewYork, 1956; E. J. Holmyard, Makers of Gemistry, Oxford, 
1962; S. E Taylor, DeAlchemists, London, 1958; J. Read, h h d e  to Gemi.&y, M. I. T. Press, 
1966. 
Multhauf, T h e  Origim.. . op. it., p. 15. The West here is used in relation to the Far East, so it 
includes the Near East. 
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With this uncertainty, all w e  can say here is that there were mutual influences 
between China and the West through trade contacts, before and after Islam, 
which could be the subject of research, but since there was no tradtion of 
literary exchanges nor any hnd of a translation movement, all theories about 
the mutual influences wdl remain a question of hypothesis. 

Islamic Chemists 
THE EARLY PERIOD 
According to Arabic sources, Islamic chemistry started with the Umayyad 
prince Khiilid b. Yazid (d. 85/?04). It is said that Khiilid learned the details of 
the art from a monk named Mariyiinus, and that he engaged the services of an 
Alexandrian monk named Stephanos (Igafan) as translator for treatises on 
alchemy, astrology and medicine. IGdtd’s main interest in alchemy was in the 
transmutation of base metals into gold. Some treatises and poems are 
attributed to him, but his activities including his writings are clouded with 
uncertainties. Khad’s main service to chemistry was his enthusiasm which led 
other men to its study.5 

The next great chemist was Im%n Ja‘far al-Siidq, the Sixth Shf’ite Imam 
(d. 148/?65). H e  was the teacher of Jiibir b. Hayyiin. Some alchemical treatises 
are attributed with uncertainty to Ja‘far like Rzsdat]a Yar al-JdiqJ ‘ilm al-;an ‘a 
wa-l-b@ar al-m&arram . 

One of the earliest important works of Arabic alchemy is a pseud- 
epigraph attributed to Apollonius of Tyana, Siv al-khakqa (The Secret of 
Creation), known also as EtZb al-‘Jal (The Book of Causes). Al-Lawb al- 
zz4m.wm& (Be Ebda smaragdina), whch is one of the most basic texts of all 
medieval alchemy, forms part of the Secret $Creation. Ths book, according to 
al-Riizi, belongs to the time of the caliph al-Ma’miin (198-218/813-833). 

Another early Arabic pseudepigraph is Mi~haf aljam2a (Tgrba philaso- 
phomm). Some historians thmk that this book was written by ‘Uthm~ b. 
Suwayd from Egypt in the early third/ninth century. The Latin version was 
one of the most famous of all alchemical texts, and remained popular 
throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. 

Contemporary with Ibn Suwayd was the Egyptian Sufi Dhii al-Nan al- 
Wsri (d. 245-246/859-860), who wrote on mystical alchemy. One must also 
mention Ibn Walphiyya (end of the third/tenth century), best known for his 
work on agriculture (uljZ$a). H e  also wrote several treatises on alchemy, 
includmg Ehib al-U;d al-kabfr (The Large Book of Fundamentals). But the 
most important figure in the mystical school was Muhammad b. Umayl 

5. E K. Ibrahim, Wdd b. Eed, Baghdad, 1984; F. Sezgin, Geschichte des Arabischen Schniiumms, 
IV, Leiden, 1971, pp. 120-126. 
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(c. 287-349 / 900-960) whose book Etlb aL-Jh’ a/-waraqf wa-Lard a/-nqk@yya 
(The Silvery Water and Starry Earth) served as a major source for many later 
mystical writings. 

JABIR B. IJAYYAN (GEBER) 
Jiibir b. Hayyiin was the greatest chemist in Islam and the West up to the rise of 
modern chemistry. Scientific chemistry owes its origin to Jiibir, al-Riizi and 
other Islamic chemists. Jiibir’s family came from South Arabia, and his father 
was a druggist at Kufa. H e  was born in the year 103/721 or 104/722 and &ed 
in about 198/813 at the ripe old age of 95. H e  was a disciple of Imam Ja‘far al- 
Sii&q, and was welcomed in middle life to the court of Hiifin al-Rashid at 
Baghdad. After the fall of the Barmakids in 188/803, he fled to Kufa where he 
spent the remainder of his life. Jiibir was a man of culture and scholarship, and 
whde his main interest lap in chemistry, he was accomplished in other fields. 

W e  have seen that at the rise of Islam, Alexandrian alchemy became more 
and more the subject of speculative and superstitious practice, not to say of 
fraudulent deception. This atmosphere prevded until Jiibir’s time. It is not 
surprising, therefore, to find that some of his writings are affected by mystical 
beliefs. The pecdar characteristic of Jiibir, however, is that in spite of his 
mystic tendencies, he clearly recognized and stressed the importance of ex- 
periment more than any earlier chemist, and made notable advances in the 
theory and practice of chemistry. 

One of Jiibir’s main achevements was his modification of the theory of 
the constitution of metals of Aristotle. H e  modified this theory in such a 
fashion as to make it less vague by introducing the concept of sulphur and 
mercury in the formation of metals. Ths theory of Jiibir survived, with some 
alterations and additions, unul the beginning of modern chemistry in the 
eighteenth century. 

Jiibir was well acquainted with the usual chemical operations. H e  had 
his own laboratory. H e  described in his books a great number of opera- 
tions such as disullation, sublimation, calcination and solution. H e  always 
attempted to understand the changes that accompanied these operations 
and sometimes gave his comments. Such operations resulted in the dis- 
covery of nitric and other mineral acids. H e  described the production of 
cast iron and steel and the refinement of other metals. H e  also described 
the operations for dyeing, waterproof varnishes and several other tech- 
nological operations.‘ 

6. Many studies and works d~scuss Jgbir. This is a partial list: 2. N. M*mfid,JZbir b. Hqyifi, 
Cairo, 1961; Sezgin, op. it.., pp. 132-269; Holmyard, A4akers o,fC2emis@, op. cif..; See also 
the works of Kraus. 
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THE ARABIC ORIGIN OF JABIRS LATIN WORKS 

The works attributed to Jgbir b. Hayygn are very large in number. A 
considerable number of these were, no doubt, written by him; but it seems 
that some Arabic treatises were written at later dates and attributed to hm. 
These works in their totality are called the Jgbirian Corpus, and they constitute a 
major collection of treatises in Islamic science. Jgbir's works cover nearly every 
field of learning, especially alchemy. Not all of Jiibir's works have come down to 
us. Among those that are extant in Arabic are Etcib af-Sab% (The Book of the 
Seventy) and EtZb af-M@n (The Book of the Balance). And as happened with 
many other Arabic works that were translated, some of Jgbir's important works 
exist only in Latin, and their Arabic originals thus far have not been located. 

Before the translation of Arabic works into Latin, alchemy was unknown 
in the Latin West. Robert of Chester finished, in the year 1144, the first 
translation from Arabic of a book on alchemy, Ihe Book ofthe Composition of 
Achemy, attributed to Khdid b. Yazid. In the preface, Robert says: 'Since what 
Alchymia is, and what its composition is, your Latin World does not yet know, I 
will explain in the present book.,' 

Between the first translation of Robert of Chester in 1144, and 1300, the 
major Arabic alchemical works that were translated into Latin were: the Tabzlla 
smaragdna, the Tiwbaphifosophortlm, the Secret of Creation of Balinus, De pelfecto 
magisteerio attributed to Aristotle, De anima of Ibn Sin%, De afwzinibas etsafibzjs (On 
Alums and Salts), and the Secret offecrets, both by al-Rgzi, and some of the 
mqd& of fit& al-Sab'in (The Book of the Seventy) by J%bir.* 

It was not until the thirteenth century that we see the first interest in 
alchemy by a Latin scholar. An alchemical treatise, which is believed to be of 
Arabic origin, carried the name of Mchael Scot, who died in 1232. Several 
greatly distorted Arabic names, ap arently from al-Andalus, are given, but 
Jgbir's name is not among them. Another work was that of Vincent de 
Beauvais, which was written around 1256-1259. In the alchemical part, 
Beavais' only dominant authorities were al-Rgzi, Ibn Sing and Aristotle; and 
Jgbir was not among them." 

The great scientists of the century in Europe were Albertus Magnus and 
Roger Bacon. The only authority for Albertus in alchemy was Ibn Sing, and 
like Ibn Sing, he argued against the transmutation of metals. In his argument, 
he attacked Khdid b. Yazid," and this is a clear indication that Albertus was 
not acquainted with the works of Jgbir. 

9 

7. Holmyard, Mukers. .., op. cit., p. 86. 
8. Multhauf, I h e  Origins ..., op. cit., p. 167. 
9. Ibid., pp. 168-170. 
10. Ibid., p. 168; W. R. Newman, I h e  Summa Pe$cfioonis ofRemb-Gber, Leiden, 1991, pp. 15-16. 
11. Newman, ibid., p. 17. 
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Roger Bacon believed in the great importance of alchemy and in 
transmutation. H e  did not mention J5bir in his works although he became 
acquainted with alchemy from the Latin translations of Arabic works.12 Bacon 
wrote his @u.r tenhm around the year 1266. The following excerpt from this 
book describes the state of knowledge of alchemy among the learned circles in 
the Latin world in the second half of the thirteenth century: 

But there is another science which is about the generation of things from the 
elements, and from all inanimate things, for example: the elements, simple and 
compounded humors, common stones, gems, and types of marble, gold and 
other metals, sulfurs, salts, and inks, azures, minium, and other colours, oils and 
burning pitches, and countless other things of whch we have nothing in the 
books of Anstotle; nor do natural philosophers know of these thmgs, nor the 
whole Latin crowd of Latin writers. And since ths science is not known to the 
mass of students, it follows necessarily that they are ignorant of all natural dungs 
that follow therefrom, for example: the generation of animated things, such as 
vegetables, animals, and men; and for prior things having been ignored, it is 
necessary that posterior things be ignored. Whence, due to the ignorance ofthis 
science, common natural philosophy cannot be known, nor theoretical medlcine, 
nor, consequently, practical medicine, not only because natural philosophy and 
theoretical medlcine are necessary for its practice, but because all simple medi- 
cines from inanimate things are received from h s  science. . . Nor can the names 
of medcines or their significance be known without this science. And this science 
is calhd ‘theoretical alchemy ’, which theorizes about all inanimate things and about 
the generation of things from the elements. . . 

There is, in addition, an operative and practical alchemy, which teaches how to 
make noble metals, colours, and many other things - better and more plentifully by 
art than they are produced by nature. And a science of this sort is greater than all the 
preceding, because it produces greater utihty. Not only can it provide the ex- 
penditures and countless other needs of the republic, but it teaches to dlscover such 
dungs as can greatly prolong human life, which cannot be arrived at by nature.I3 

In the Latin West, during this period, the value of the translated part of Jzbibir’s 
Ekib aL-Jab% was not fdy appreciated and was not even noticed compared 
with the other translated alchemical books, and it did not exert the same 
influence as the works of al-Rzai and Ibn Sin%. Jiibir was not quoted for 
mentioned by any of the eminent writers whom we have just mentioned. In 
other words, he was not yet well known in the Latin world, and he did not have 
the prestige which can induce a talented Latin alchemical pseudo-writer to 

12. Multhauf, Ihe Origins.. ., op. Git., p. 175. ‘Two eminent Latins did not know Geber’, see also 

13. Stillman, op. it., pp.262-265, quoted from the edition of Brewer: Roger Bacon, @us 
p. 171. 

tertium in his opera quaedm bactenus inedita, ed. by J. S. Brewer, London, 1859, pp. 39, 41. 
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attribute to him a whole corpus of exceptional treatises that were supposedly 
written by that Latin writer, as Berthelot wanted the world of science to 
believe. The other fact which emerges from Roger Bacon’s passages, quoted 
above, is that no Latin writer was able by the end of the thirteenth century to 
write such a vast and mature corpus of alchemical knowledge. 

The translation movement of Arabic alchemical works into Latin which 
started in the middle of the twelfth century was resumed in the latter part of 
the thirteenth. One alchemical work, the Liber clantatis, ascribed to Jnbir, 
appeared in Latin in the last thrd of the thirteenth century.14 Also around the 
year 1300, another of Jnbir’s books, the Szlmma pefectionis magesteni (Sum of 
Perfection), was translated into Latin.15 Ths book is usually accompanied by 
four other treatises which were also translations from Arabic: De investigatine 
pe@ctionis (The Investigation of Perfection), De inventione veritatis (The 
Invention of Verity), Liber fDrnaczlm (The Book of Furnaces), and the 
Testamentzlm (Testament). These treatises were frequently printed ,together in 
one volume between the fifteenth and the seventeenth centuries. 

The Szlmma was so successful that it became, according to Sarton, the main 
alchemical textbook of medieval Europe. It was a manual on the general che- 
mical literature, so clear and concise as to make an epoch in alchemical literature, 
and it remained without rival for several centuries. The Jamma and the treatises 
associated with it were of the same caltbre as al-Rnzi’s treatises. They were 
particularly notable for their clarity and freedom from mysticism and allegory. 
Naturally, they appealed to practical chemists and they exerted a great influence 
on Western alchemists until the rise of modern chemistry. The name of Jiibir in 
its Latin form ‘Geber’ became suddenly a most celebrated one. Indeed, Jixbir 
was called by Western hstorians ‘the father and founder of chemistry’. 

There were several translations of the Sum ofPefection. The date AD 1300 
was based on citations in other works. The first printed book appeared in 1481, 
probably in Rome, and it contained two of the five Latin treatises.“ A transla- 
tion based on a MS. in the Vatican was published in Italy” probably between 
1510 and 1520.18 A translation of most of these tracts into Latin appeared in 
Strasburg in 1529,19 and also in 1531. Other editions appeared in Nuremberg 
1541;Venice 1542;Berne 1545;Leiden 1668;Danzig1682;etc.201t seems that 
there were more than one translation and several different printed editions.21 

14. G. Sarton, Introduction to the History OfSience, New York, 1975, 11/ 2, p. 1045. 
15. StiUman, Be St09 OfALcbemy, op. it., p. 277. 
16. Multhauf, op. Git., p.171, note 81. 
17. T. Thomson, 7 h e  History of Gemisfry, London, 1830, I, note to p. 116. 
18. Sarton, ibid., 11, p. 1044. 
19. Thomson, op. it., 11, note to p. 116. 
20. Sarton, Introduction ..., op. it., 11, p. 1044. 
21. Thomson, 7 h e  History of Gemisfry, op. it., 11, note to pp. 11 6-1 17. 
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Towards the end of the nineteenth century, Berthelot came out with a 
hypothesis that the Latin works of J5bir were written by a European al- 
chemist, who used the name of Jiibir to give importance to his work.22 
Berthelot was the most celebrated historian of chemistry in France and 
Europe, and he enjoyed great prestige and authority. As soon as he pub- 
lished his assumptions, they were adopted by most Western historians of 
chemistry, with the notable exception of Holmyard. After that, workers 
concentrated their efforts towards finding any evidence which could support 
Berthelot’s claims. But despite the huge amount of published literature that 
appeared during a whole century, in support of Berthelot, these claims 
could not be established. The fact is that most of Jiibir’s extant works in 
Arabic have only recently been studied by scholars who are familiar with the 
language, and that manuscripts that were thought to be lost continue to 
appear. It is dangerous in the world of scholarship to build history on mere 

The following story is given below because of its extreme importance 
to our present discussion. According to this information, there is one Latin 
edition translated from Arabic by a well-known Arabist in Leiden. 

Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738), who gave the information, was a 
most distinguished scientist. H e  is considered the first great clinical tea- 
cher, and the founder of the modern system of medical instruction. 
Thomas Thomson considered him ‘perhaps the most celebrated physician 
that ever existed, if w e  except Hippocrates.’ H e  spent most of his life in 
Leiden where he held the chairs of medicine and chemistry. H e  became 
also the rector of the university. H e  raised the fame of the University of 
Leiden, and students came to it from all parts of Europe. His writings in 
medicine and chemistry had a great influence on the whole of Europe. 
The last major work, which he wrote in 1724, was Elements cbemiae in two 
volumes. The EZementa deals with the history, science, and practical ex- 
periments of chemistry. Soon it became the most popular treatise on the 
chemistry of the period. The Latin text passed through ten editions be- 
tween 1732 and 1759 which were published in several cities in Europe, 
and it was translated into German, French and English in several editions. 
Thomson says ‘it was undoubtedly the most learned and most luminous 
treatise on chemistry that the world had yet seen.724 

assumptions. 23 

22. M. Berthelot, La chimie auMyen Age, 1, Paris, 1893, pp. 336-350; Stillman, ibid., pp. 277- 

23. The book of Newman went a further step by assigning a specific Latin author for Jgbir’s 

24. Stillman, Be Stoly ofA/chem,y.. ., op. a?.., pp. 431-433. 

278; Newman, ne Summa.. ., op. cit., pp. 6&62. 
Latin works. 
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In dscussing Jiibir, Boerhaave says: ‘His works were translated into Latin 
by several hands, and published by G~lius.~~~ More details are given in the 
footnotes : 

Golius, professor of the oriental languages in the University of Leyden, made the 
first present of Geber’s pieces, in manuscript, to the public library; and trans- 
lated it into Latin, and published it in the same city, in folio; and thence after- 
wards in quarto, under the title of Lapis Philosophonlm. It contains abundance of 
curious and useful dungs about the nature of metals, their purification, fusion, 
malleability, etc. with excellent accounts of salts, and aqua fortes. Several of his 
experiments are verified by present practice, and have passed for modern &s- 
coveries; the exactness of his operations is really surprising, except perhaps in 
what relates to the phdosopher’s stone.26 

Jacobus Golius (1 596-1667) was a celebrated seventeenth-century Arabist in 
the Netherlands. H e  was also a scientist and engineer. H e  travelled twice to 
the Arab countries, one time to the Maghrib and another to the Near East 
where he stayed for four years. In both visits, he collected rare Arabic 
manuscripts. Some of these were given to Leiden University and some 
remained for his own collection. His private collection was sold at an 
auction at a later date after his death. H e  also compiled an important 
Latin-Arabic dictionary. Therefore, as an Arabist, scientist and a collector 
of rare Arabic manuscripts, Golius was best qualified to translate Jgbir’s 
works .27 

Thomas Thomson (1773-1852), who was professor of chemistry at 
Glasgow, wrote Ihe History of GemirtT in 1830, nearly sixty years before 
Berthelot. Despite his strong negative feelings towards Islamic scientific 
achievements, which were expressed freely in his book, he gave a full account 
about Golius, translation. H e  further mentions that: 

Golius was not, however, the first translator of Geber. A translation of the 
longest and most important of his tracts into Latin appeared in Strasburg, in 
1529. There was another translation published in Italy, from a manuscript in the 
Vatican. There probably might be other translations. I have compared four 
different copies of Geber’s works, and found some differences, though not very 
material. I have followed Russel’s English translation most commonly, as upon 
the whole the most accurate that I have seen.28 

25. H. Boerhaave, A New Method of Ghemistty; including the History, Zheory, and Bmtice oftbe Art; 
Translatedji-om the onginallLatin of D. Boerhaaue’s Elementa Ghemiae, aspublished by bimseg . . . by 
P.M.D. Shaw, 2nd ed., London, 1761, I, pp. 26-27. 

26. Boerhaave, ibid., p. 26, note k.3. 
27. IJIJ. Cumukztiue Bibliogr@y, I, ed. by M. Whitrow, London, 1971, p. 502; N. al-‘Aqiqi, al- 

28. Thomson, Be Histoty ofaemistg, op. cit., I, pp. 116-117, and notes to these two pages. 
Mustashti@n, Cairo, 1965,II, pp. 654-655. 
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Holmyard discussed Berthelot’s arguments and refuted them.29 One main 
argument was that the Arabic originals are not available. But Holmyard 
pointed out that until recently Be Book $Jeveng was available only in its 
Latin version and the Arabic text was discovered only recently. Also, the 
history of the Latin editions, which was cited above, refers to specific 
locations of the Arabic manuscripts. A search for these and other 
manuscripts may be fruitful. The search should be done by workers well 
versed in Arabic, to study all the works of Jiibir in Arabic and compare them 
with the disputed Latin versions and with their translations into other 
European languages. 

Let us summarize briefly the points that were raised in the above dis- 
cussion: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Alchemy in the last part of the thirteenth century was still a virtually 
unknown subject in the Latin world, according to Bacon who wrote in 
1266. It follows that such mature works as the JNmma and the other Latin 
works of Jiibir could not suddenly be written by a Latin writer in this 
same period. 
Jiibir was not quoted in any of the alchemical works of Scot, Beauvais, 
Albertus or Roger Bacon. H e  did not enjoy high prestige in the Latin 
West in the thirteenth century. His fame arose suddenly only after the 
translation of his works at the end of the century. It follows that there 
was no reason why a Latin writer should ascribe his writings to an un- 
known Arabic alchemist. 
Even if we assume that a pseudo-Latin writer made only compilations 
from the already translated Arabic alchemical works, the disputed Latin 
works of Jiibir contain much wider information than was available in 
Latin until then. And, again, the prevailing ignorance of alchemy as de- 
scribed by Bacon could not enable any Latin writer to have access to such 
detailed and wide knowledge as given in the Latin translations. 
Quotations were gven above showing that the noted Arabist Golius 
translated the Jiibir works in question from an Arabic manuscript, and 
published the Latin translation in Leiden. 
While the present chapter was awaiting publication, the writer found that 
three Latin manuscripts of Liber fornaczrm in Venice, Glasgow and 
London give the name of the translator. This recent discovery is suffi- 
cient to cbsprove the Latin Geber hypothesis (see Ch.l.5, for details). 

One main reason, in our opinion, for Berthelot’s hypothesis, and its quick 
adoption by some historians of science, was that ne Sm $Pefechon and the 
four other treatises were so important and influential that he felt that this 
distinction should not be left untainted. The treatises contained also some 

29. Holmyard wrote several papers on tlus subject. His views are summarized in his book 
Makers of Chemistry, op. it., pp. 60-63. 
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important recipes for mineral acids, such as nitric acid. It was also appealing to 
gve this honour to a Latin Pseudo-Geber acid. But recent research revealed 
the existence of several recipes for nitric acid that preceded the appearance of 
the Geber’s Latin works. 

In this short account we cannot discuss the matter in further detail. 
Holmyard, who was always opposed to Berthelot’s hypothesis, when dis- 
cussing the treatises, concludes by saying: ‘We may safely say that they are not 
unworthy of Jabir and that he is worthy of them; and that we know of no 
other alchemist, Muslim or Christian, who could for one moment be imagined 
to have written them.y30 

AL-RAzi AND OTHER ISLAMIC ALCHEMISTS 
Abti Bakr Muhammad b. Zakariyya al-Razi (d. c. 313/925), known to Europe 
as Rhaxes, was the greatest physician of Islam, indeed of the world during the 
Mddle Ages. Holmyard considers him, after Jnbir, the most noteworthy 
intellectual that mankmd has produced for 1,900 years after the death of 
Ari~totle.~~ Stapleton says that he was one of the most remarkable seekers of 
knowledge that the world has ever seen and ‘without a peer until modern 
science began to dawn in Europe with Galileo and Robert B~yle.’~~ 

Al-Razi was eminent in both chemistry and medicine. H e  spent hs 
early life in pursuit of chemistry and turned to medtcine later. His en- 
cyclopedic works on medicine, like aL-fdZwF and aL-Man@?f, and his treatise 
On the SmaL4ox and MeasLes were standard textbooks in Europe for several 
centuries. 

His works on chemistry were also of the utmost importance. With 
Jnbir, he was responsible for the transformation of alchemy into chemistry. 
His most important extant works on chemistry are &tZb al-AsrZr (The Book 
of Secrets) and &tZb Szrr al-asrZr (The Book of the Secret of Secrets).33 
These are books on practical chemistry, and they reflect the fact that al-Rzzi 
was not interested at all in mystical chemistry despite hs belief in the 
possibility of transmutation. 

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, al-%xi was the established 
authority in chemistry for Europe. Jabir was not yet sufficiently known, as we 
have seen. I h e  Secret @Secrets was translated into Latin and carried the title 

30. Holmyard, Makers.. ., op. cit., p. 63. For nitric acid recipes preceding the thirteenth century, 
see A. Y. al-Hassan, ‘Postassium Nitrate in Arabic and Latin sources’,proceed;ngs oftbe xx( 
International Congress for the Histoly offbeme, Mexico City, 2001. 

31. Bid., p. 67. 
32. Bid. 
33. Abii Bakr M u h a m m a d  b. Zakariyya b. Y&yn al-Rnzi, Etib al-AsrZr wa-sirr al-mrir, ed. and 

ann. by M .  T. Danechpajouh, Tehran, 1964. 
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‘Liber Secretomm Bu~arabi?.~~ But the most famous book that established the 
authority of al-Riizi in the Latin West was Liber de aluminibzls et salibzls (On 
Alums and Salts) whch was attributed to hm, and translated by Gerard of 
Cremona (1 114-1 187). Before the appearance of this book, alchemy was not 
known at all in Europe.35 

One of al-Riizi’s main contributions is hs classification of substances into 
animal, vegetable and mineral. H e  further gave subdivisions of mineral sub- 
stances into spirits, bodies, stones, vitriols, boraxes and salts. Another major 
contribution is his detaded description of chemical laboratory equipment. 
Also, he gave a detailed description of the main chemical processes with a 
large number of recipes. During his experiments, al-Riizi produced several 
chemicals. These include mineral acids. Ths traditional view about al-Rgzi and 
mineral acids needs to be re-established by further research into hs works. 

Ibn Sing (Abti ‘Ah al-Husain b. ‘Abdulliih b. Sing) (349-429/960-1037), 
like al-&i, is described sometimes as the greatest physician in Islam. H e  
exercised great influence on philosophy and medicine both Eastern and 
Western. In Europe, next to Aristotle and Galen, his reputation and authority 
were the greatest. H e  was, certainly, the most extraordinary man Islamic 
civilization had produced. 

Al-Fgrirnbi and Ibn Sing were not chemists but discussed chemistry in their 
works. The names of al-Rgzi, Ibn Sing and al-FgrZbi were associated with al- 
chemy in the medieval Latin mind. The most influential chemical work attrib- 
uted to Ibn Sing was entitled De Anima in arte alchemiae, which was the most cited 
book by the Latin writers of the thirteenth century. Recently, it was discovered 
that this well-known Latin tractate is a direct translation of sections from fitcib 
al-Jhfci’ (The Book of Healing). The Latin translation was made about in AD 
1200. Ibn Sing discussed the properties of minerals and metals, and although he 
followed Jgbir very closely on the constitution of metals, yet he refuted the 
transmutation theory. This opinion of Ibn Sing, on transmutation, had con- 
siderable influence on the later course of chemistry development in the West.36 

Ibn Mskawayh (d. 422/1030) was known as a philosopher, a historian 
and a physician. But he was also devoted to alchemy and compiled several 
alchemical treatises. 

A most useful treatise on alchemical apparatus, ‘Ayn al-san‘a wa-‘awn al- 
sana‘a (The Source of the Art and the A d  to the Students of Alchemy), was 
written by Abu-1-Hakim Muhammad al-Gthi (fifth/eleventh century) .37 

34. Sezgin, Geschichte des Arabischen Schn@zms, op. cit., pp. 279-280. 
35. Multhauf, B e  Origins ..., op. cit., pp. 161-163. 
36. Stillman, Be Story ofAlchemy, op. cit., pp. 217-21 8; Multhauf, B e  Origins.. . , @. cit., pp. 164- 

37. H.E. Stapleton and R.F. Azo, ‘Alchemical Equipment in the Eleventh Century AD’, 
166. 

Memoirs ofthe Asiatic Societj ofBengal, I, 1905, pp. 47-71. 
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Among the celebrated chemists in this period was Aba Maslama al- 
Majrip (of Madrid) (d. 398/1007), the most brilliant among a brilliant group of 
Spanish-Arab scientists. To Abii Maslama is ascribed a remarkable book 
entitled fitbat al-bakim (The Sage’s Step). This book was written by an 
experienced chemist. It demonstrates that although Islamic chemists did not 
have very sensitive balances, yet the quantitative spirit expressed in their 
descriptions of the recipes shows that they were following the quantitative 
approach which was initiated by Jiibir. This is evident from the following 
description given in al-Rzltba for the preparation of mercuric oxide: 

I took natural quivering mercury, free from impurity, and placed it in a glass 
vessel shaped like an egg. Ths I put inside another vessel like a cooking-pot, and 
set the whole apparatus over an extremely gentle fire. The outer pot was then in 
such a degree of heat that I could bear my hand upon it. I heated the apparatus 
day and night for forty days, after which I opened it. I found that the mercury 
(the original weight of whch was 1/4 of a pound) had completely converted into 
a red powder, soft to the touch, the weight remaining as it was o rig in ally.^^ 

To al-Majrip is attributed also Ghqat al-bakim (The Aun of the Wise), known 
in the West as the Rcat~ix.~~ 

It is believed that al-Majrig brought back with him from the Islamic East 
the &sZ’il(Epistles) of the Ikhwiin al-Safii’ (The Brethren of Purity) and hence 
helped to introduce them into the West. In these Epistles the theories and the 
constitution of metals and their properties are exposed. The chemical facts 
mentioned in them show that they are based upon practical experience in 
chemical operations. 

Although not a chemist, Aba Manstir Muwaffaq (fourth/tenth century) 
deserves to be mentioned here. He wrote, in Persian, EtZb al-Abn+a ‘an 
baqZiq al-adwjya (The Book of the Fundamentals of the Properties of 
Remedies), which is a remarkable book on pharmacology, with a good deal of 
interesting chemical inf~rmation.~’ 

During the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries several Islamic 
chemists appeared. The wa@r Mu’ayyid al-Din al-Tughrii’i (c. sixth/twelfth 
century) defended alchemy against its opponents. One of his several treatises is 
EtZb M$&ib al-rabma wa-ma@bib al-bikma (The Book of the Keys of Mercy and 
Lghts of Wisdom). Abu-1-Hasan al-Jayyiini b. Arfa‘ Ra’s (d. 593/1147) lived in 
Fez and compiled several poems on alchemy. His most important work is 
Jhzldhzlral-dhahab (Particles of Gold) in 1,462 verses. Among the later alchemists 

38. Holmyard, Makers.. ., op. cif., pp. 77-80; Leicester, I;he Historical Backgrozmd of Gemishy, 

39. S. H. Nasr, hlamic Science, London, 1976, p. 201 ; the Arabic text was edited by H. fitter, 

40. Holmyard, Makers.. ., op. cif.., pp. 67-68. 

op. cif., p. 71. 

Leipzig, op. cif., 1933. 
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was Abu-1-Qiisim al-'Iriiqi (c. seventh/&rteenth century). His book EtZb al- 
'Jm al-maktasab j ZirZ'at al-dbabab (The Book of Knowledge Acquired 
Concerning the Cultivation of Gold) is a well-written exposition of Islamic 
alchemy.41 

It is of interest to mention here Mansiir al-Kiimili, chief chemist at the 
government mint in Cairo in the seventh/thirteenth century. Al-Kiirdi wrote 
a practical handbook on the extraction, purification and assaying of gold 
completely free from alchemy and theorizing. This book shows that Arab 
chemists of the hrteenth century were well acquainted with the parting of 
gold and silver by means of nitric acid.42 

'Izz al-Din Aydamur al-Jildaki (d. 743/1342) can be considered the last of 
the really great Islamic chemists. H e  had an extensive and deep knowledge of 
Islamic chemical literature. He explained and commented on much of the 
chemical treatises of his predecessors. His books are a rich mine of information 
on Islamic chemistry. Among his several works is H b g a t  al-talab (The End of 
the Search). Al-Jildh- quoted from hs predecessors extensively and his books 
will remain a main source for students of the history of Islamic chemistry.43 

This list of chemists is not exhaustive. Many other chemists came before 
and after al-Jildaki. This continued until modern chemistry started to replace 
alchemy after the seventeenth century AD. In some Sufi circles, however, 
mystical alchemy stiU exists today. 

In addition to the above list of chemists, there were other Islamic sci- 
entists who were not classified as chemists but who wrote important works on 
chemical subjects, especially on chemical technology. W e  can mention here al- 
Kin& (d. c. 260/873), who wrote various important treatises on perfumes, 
iron and steel and other topics; al-Birtini (d. 440/1048), whose book al-JamZbir 
is an important source on metals and minerals; Ibn Biidis (d. 453/1061), who 
wrote on inks, paper and bookbinding; and Abu-1-Qiisim who wrote in 701/ 
1301 on ceramics. Useful information on various chemical technologcal 
subjects is found in works on cosmography such as those of al-Dimashqi 
(d. 728/1327) and al-Qazwini (d. 682/1283). The books of the Islamic geo- 
graphers such as al-Maqdisi (written in 375/985), al-Istakhri (fl. c. 339/950), 
Ibn Hawqal (fl. c. 332-367/943-977), and others contain important in- 
formation. The sources include also books on pharmacology such as the 
Zdbkira of al-Antiiki (d. 1008/1599) and the works of al-Akfiini (d. 749/1348) 
and al-'Iifiishi (d. 651/1253); books on al$kiba (agriculture) such as that of Ibn 
al-'Awwiim (fl. near the end of the sixth/twelfth century); books on botany 
such as the treatise of Ibn al-Bay@r (d. 646/1248); and encyclopedic works 
such as Mi$&$ al-'z&m of Abii Bakr al-Khuwiirizmi (fl. c. 366/976), and the 

41. Nasr, ibid., p. 201 ; Holmyard, ibid., p. 81. 
42. Holmyard, Makers ..., op. it.., p. 77. 
43. Bid., pp. 81-82; Sarton, Zntroduuctioon to the H~toty OfSciene, op. cit., III/l, pp. 758-760. 
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works of al-Mas‘Cdi (d. c. 346/957), and al-Nuwayri (d. 733/1332). Treatises 
on al-&al (tricks) and magical wonders are rich sources. Such books include 
those of al-Jawbari (fl. 619/1222) and al-Iskandari (written in 632/1234). 
Anthologies of interesting knowledge such as that of al-Ibs&- (d. 850/1446) 
and al-Tha‘Aibi (d. 430/1038) are among the important sources, as are books 
on philology such as al-MukhqTq of Ibn Sida (d. 458/1065). 

In addition to all these sources, there are the Arabic military treatises 
such as those of al-Hasan al-Ramm% (d. 694/1294), which contain rich ma- 
terial on chemical technology. All these sources have not yet been fully ex- 
plored.44 

Islamic chemistry 
Students of Islamic chemistry will find that the study of a few treatises wd 
give them a good introduction to the subject. These include: Ehib al-Amir of 
al-Rsizi; al-Gh-’s treatise, ‘&n al-San ‘a; RisdztJa yar al-J&qJi ‘ilm al-fan ‘a; 
and Jsibir’s al+mal al’-‘ishrCSn. This is in addition to the translations of Jsibir’s 
Latin works into English, French or German. The following outline is based 
mainly on Ekib al-ArZr. 

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBSTANCES 

According to al-Rgzi, substances are of three kinds: animal, vegetable, and 
mineral. Minerals are subdivided into six kinds as follows: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

Four spirits: mercury and sal ammoniac which sublime on heating, and 
sulphur and realgar which burn on heating. 
Seven bodies: gold, silver, copper, iron, tin, lead and kh@%(Chinese 
iron). 
Thirteen stones: marqashfda (pyrites), maghnTsia, dis or &WJ (cast iron), 
ti92 (various light-coloured earth materials : ZnO), kixaward (probably 
the copper ore azurite), hhndj (green malachite), faii%xdj (turquoise), 
shLzdznj (haematite), sbakk (arsenic oxide), kohl (lead sulphide), talq (mica 
and asbestos), gypsum and glass. 
Seven vitriols: black, yellow, qa&&s, qalqatzr, qahand, Syrian, and alum. 
Seven boraxes: bread borax, nah-n; b a w q  al-jzgha (goldsmith’s borax), 
which is white and resembles the efflorescence (shfba or sabkha) which 
appears at the foot of walls; al-shEja which is found at the foot of walls t5 
tinkzr; xarawan&, algharb; and bawraq al-khubz (bread borax). 

44. A.Y. al-Hassan, ‘Chemical Technology in Arabic Military Treatises’, in D. King and G. 
Saliba (eds.), fiom Deferent to Equant: A Hlurne of Studiees in the Hntototy of Science in Ihe Ancient 
and Medieval Near East in Honor 0fE.S. finneaj, N e w  York, 1987. 

45. Occurs in the Karshiini MS. See Berthelot and Duval below. 
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6. Eleven salts: sweet salt; bitter salt; andarZnZ; tabaqad; aI-qik salt (sodium 
carbonate); salt of urine; slaked lime; salt of oak ashes (milb al-ramid, 
potassium carbonate); nafg; Indian; salt of eggs. 

APPARATUS 

Al-Kzi dwided chemical apparatus into two classes, one for melting metals 
and a second for chemical processes (tadbfr): 

Eqcr@mentfor melting 

This included: blacksmith’s hearth, bellows, crucible, descensory, ladle, tongs, 
shears, hammer or pestle, file, and semi-cylindrical iron mould. 

b) Equ@mentfor chemical processes 
This included: cucurbit, alembic, receiving flask, aludel, beakers, glass cups, 
shallow iron pan, sieve, heating lamps, flasks, phials, jars, cauldron, sand-bath, 
water-bath, various forms of ovens and stoves, chafmg dish, mortar, flat stone 
mortar, stone roller, round-mould, glass, funnel dish. 

ALCHEMICAL PROCESSES 

Al-&i believed in transmutation. A standard procedure was developed to 
obtain the elixir. This was a substance of which a small quantity, when added 
to a larger amount of a base metal, would convert the latter into silver or gold. 
The idea of the elixir - comparable to that of a catalyst in modern chemistry- 
should not deter us from a serious study of Islamic chemistry. The processes 
involved were usually very accurate and consistent. Al-Riizi and Islamic 
chemists carried out extensive experiments in their laboratories, and their hard 
labour laid the foundations of modern chemistry, and resulted in the discovery 
of mineral acids, alcohol and other important chemical substances. 

The procedure consisted of five steps: 

G‘eaning and punjcation of scrbstances 
The first step consisted of one or more of these important operations: 
distillation (tuqfir), subhation (tm ‘fd), calcination (takh), assation (tmhwiya), 
digestion (tabkh), amalgamation (talghzm), lavation (ghusl), and istin.$, 
purification in a descensory vessel (bgt-barbet). 
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Ceration (tashd) 

After the crude materials had been freed from their impurities, the next step 
was to reduce them to an easily fusible condition. This is the purpose of 
ceration which results in a product which is melt readily without any evolution 
of fumes when dropped upon a heated metal plate. 

Solntion (hall) 

The purpose of a solution is to bring the cerated products to a further state of 
disintegration. Several methods are employed including the use of sharp 
waters, among which were mineral acids. 

Combination (tamzij) 

The solutions of different substances, suitably chosen in proportion to the 
required amount of ‘bodies’, ‘spirits’, etc. are brought together by the process 
of combination. 

Fixation or coagnlation (‘aqd ) 
Lastly, the combined solutions undergo the process of coagulation or 
solidification. The resulting product would be, it is hoped, the elixir. 

MINERAL AND ORGANIC ACIDS 

Mineral acids were products of the distillation of alum, vitriol, sal ammoniac, 
common salt, and saltpetre, in various combinations. The books of Jabir, al- 
Rgzi, and other Islamic alchemists have numerous recipes for the distdation of 
these substances. This was not accidental. Sharp waters or dissolving waters 
were produced and prepared in a systematic manner. W e  have seen that the 
solution or the dtssolving of substances by sharp waters was a major step in 
producing the elixir. These acids were produced in the laboratory and stored 
for later use in the solution process and for other utility purposes as we shall 
see shortly. The word rz$ (spirit) denoted the distillates of sal ammoniac, salts, 
alums, vitriols and saltpetre. Sometimes the word dubn (oil of these substances) 
denoted their distillates. The expression ‘distilled water’ of the same 
substances referred to their acid distillates also. 

Jzbir’s tecbniqne for the production of mineral acid @ distillation 
In EtZb al-jumal al- ‘ishnn (The Book of Twenty Summas), Jabir describes the 
production of a sharp water (al-mZ’ al-bzd) which is called also ma’ al-bqzt 
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(water of life). His text runs as follows: 
And the first thing in thts subject is to take one larail of pure white sal am- 
moniac which is called ballzi6 (the crystal-like), and not to take from it except 
the same purity which I indicated, and take one rail from good @+ilar 
(verdigris) whtch is made from sal ammoniac, mgbarraq copper and vinegar, 
and one larail from the best quaky of white calx of eggshells. Pulverize each 
independently, and then mix them and put the mixture under the sun for 
some little time so that it will dry, since these things tend to become moist 
when mixed. Then put the mixture in a long-neck luted bam&ya (earthen- 
ware jar), put the alembic (ul-inbfq) on top and make a tight joint. It will be 
better if the balarn&ya is placed inside a cauldron containing ashes or ground 
bricks or something of the like, and this applies to all distillations. Then 
apply on it, from the start of firing, a medium fire of the second degree. 
Take what drips out and isolate it as it is formed. When dripping stops, open 
the head of the cucurbit (qalar‘a), and expose it to air and cool it by fanning 
air, using two fans, unul you know that it has become in the same state as 
when you introduced it, I mean as to coolness and solidity. Then apply again 
the fire, and the alembic willl drip in the same manner as it dripped in the 
first time, or more or less depending on the good administration of the 
hearth and on its operator. If the dripping stops again, repeat the fanning 
unul it cools down completely. Then apply again the ddlation. You will 
repeat this unul half or most of it is distilled over. This is the method used 
by other people. What I choose to do is exactly the same except that I prefer 
to take it out of the cucurbit every time the dripping stops, and pulverize it 
after it has cooled down. Then I repeat the operations as I have explained. 
Learn this. Previous philosophers claim that taking it out of the cucurbit will 
reduce the distillate although it will be pure; but both methods are the same. 
Learn this and follow whichever you like; [...I When you have produced it 
and you have collected five rails or four or three, and this is the minimum 
since there will not be any work with less than this amount, you will isolate it 
in a highly rigid vessel with the inlet and outlet made of glass, you seal it and 
store it until you need it.46 

This text is given here in full because of the prevailing notion that Islamic 
chemists did not produce mineral acids. Also, some historians repeated the 
idea that the volatile acidic products were not condensed and, thus, acidic 
dstillates were not produced. The technique adopted by Jgbir reveals how the 
problem of cooling was resolved in hs case.47 

46. Jiibir b. Hayyw, Etrib alrj’”malal-cishnn, al-magda al-trisi‘a ‘ashar (Maqda No. 19), MS. Bursa 
Husain Celebi, Istanbul No. 15, folios 532-534. 

47. See for example: Leicester, 7 h e  Hstoncal Buckground ..., op. it., pp.77-78; J. Needham, 
Science and LZviliration in Gina, Cambridge, 1980, V/4, pp.195-196; Multhauf, Be 
origins ..., op. cit., pp. 196-197. 
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Su&bzlric acid 

In BtZb al-AsrZr of al-Rm, we find references to the water of distilled alum 
which was used in the various processes.48 In the Arabic Karshiini MS., we 
have three recipes for this acid. One of them runs as follows: 

The water of vitriol and sulphur which is used to irrigate the drugs: yellow vitriol 
three parts, yellow sulphur one part, grind them and disul them in the manner 
of rose-water. 49 

In the treatise RisZlatJa yar al-Jidiqj ‘ilm al-San ‘a, we read the following recipe: 

Then dtstil green vitriol in a cucurbit and alembic, using medium fire; take 
what you obtain from the distillate, and you d find it clear with a greenish 
tint.50 

This description, which no doubt is a preparation of sulphuric acid from vitriol, 
may be of a later date than that of Ja‘far, but it is earlier than the thirteenth 
century. W e  find also references to the dsullation of vitriols in other Arabic 
alchemical treatises. 

Hydrochloric acid 
This was called water of salt or spirit of salt (eh al-mi&). A-Riizi, in BtZb al- 
Asrir, gives the following recipe for lssolving sharp water: 

Take equal parts of sweet salt, bitter salt, tabaqadsdt, andardnfsalt, salt of a/- 
$and salt of urine. After adding an equal weight of good crystalline sal am- 
moniac, dtssolve by moisture, and distil (the mixture). These will distil over (to 
give) a strong water whch cleaves stone instantly.51 

The distillation of bricks was practised early by Islamic chemists. This produces 
an impure hydrochloric acid. One description was given by al-Zahriiwi (d. 404/ 
1013) in his book Btb al-Tqn;f(Liber servitoris>, and another by Miisawayh al- 
Mar&- (Mesue the Younger, d. 406/1015) who lived in Baghdad.52 The oil of 

48. Al-R%zi, Etab al-As&, pp. 38,66; H. F. Stapleton, R. F. Azo and H. Husain, ‘Chemistry in 
Iraq and Persia in the Tenth Century AD’, Memoirs OfAsiatic Socz’eiy $Bengal, 3/6, 1927, 

49. M. Berthelot and R. Duval, La chimie au Mien Age, 11, Paris, 1893, pp.61-104. The 
Karshiini text was rewritten in Arabic script by Rev. Barsiim Ycsuf Ayyiib, Aleppo, 1979, 
for use in the present work, and is in MS. form; the cited acid recipe is on p. 90. 

p. 393. 

50. R. J. Forbes, Short €&story aftbe Art ofDzsillation, Leiden, 1948, p. 32. 
51. Al-Riizi, Et& al-AsrZr, op. cit., p. 77; see also Stapleton, Azo and Husayn, op. &t., p. 333. 
52. J. Needham, Science and Civilixation in Gina, Cambridge, 1976, V/3, pp. 237-238; also 

Multhauf, T h e  Origins.. ., op. if., pp. 207-208. 
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4.5 T h e  upper drawing is of a triple alembic, with three distil- 
h g  heads, only the top having a delivery tube. T h e  lower 

drawing shows a cold still, or 'Moor's head still', in which the 
Astillate, w h e n  it rises, is cooled by water placed in a trough at 

the top of the alembic. 
F r o m  an alchemical p o e m  of Ibn Arfa' Ra's 

0 Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine, Washington, D.C. (MS. A65, 
fol. 81b (old 82b)) 
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bricks continued to be produced throughout later centuries and w e  find 
frequent recipes in the Arabic military treatises of the thirteenth century. One 
of these is described by al-RarnmPh (d. 694/1294): 

Break red bricks the size of walnuts and place them on coal fire until they 
become red hot like embers; lift them and quench them in olive oil and leave 
them in oil overnight. Next morning, grind them finely in a mortar and pour 
them down into the remainin oil. Then fill them into the cucurbit, leaving an 
empty space of four fingers. 5 F  

fitric acid and aqga regia 

The Latin work of Geber (Jnbir) De inventione veritatis that appeared after 1300 
AD gives a recipe for nitric acid and aqua regia. Until recently it was thought 
that this was the first recipe for nitric acid to appear in alchemical literature. It 
was found however thet there appeared before De inventione ventatis several 
Arabic and Latin works, translated from Arabic, that gave similar recipes:54 

In JundtTq al-fzXma aqua regia is obtained by the distillation in the qar’(cucurbit) 
and anbiq of in the qar’ (cucurbit) and an@ sal ammoniac (nushdir), nah-n 
(salpetre) and Yamanialum (shabb) with water of eggs.55 

In a arabic treatise, ta %db al-H2im,56we read a description of the preparation 
of aqua regia whch is called al-mz’ al-ihbT(the divine water). This treatise gves 
the recipes that were allegedly practiced by al-Hsikim (d. 411/1021). The 
recipes are traced back to Ja‘far al-Siidlq (d. 148/765). The ingredients are 
nap%n, alum, the vitriol of C 
The Liber Luminis l.minm, of al-Rim, was published as part of a work on 
Michael Scot. It was translated from Arabic into Latin by Gerard of Cremona. It 
describes the preparation of nitric acid or aqua regia by distilling a mixture of sal 
nitrtlm, sal ammoniac and vitriol. 

rus, and sal ammoniac. P 

53. Hasan al-Ramm%h, al-Funisiya wa-l-man@ib al-bar$iya, ed. and ann. by A.Y. al-Hassan, 
Aleppo, 1998, p. 126. Notice that this recipe is very similar to one that occurs in Liber 
ignium, and to another that occurs in the Book offires (written 1435). Actually all recipes on 
the distillation of brick oil are of Arabic origin. 

54. A.Y. Al-Hassan, Potassium Nitrate in Arabic and Latin Sources, op. cit. This research paper 
proved that in most cases na.h-n indicated saltpetre in early Arabic alchemy, in the same way 
as the word nihm in Latin. 

55. Jundziq al-bikma MS. 303 Tabiciyyiit, Diir al Kutub, Cairo, folio 69a. 
56. Ruska, Julius, Arabiscbe Alcbimirten, reprinted in 1967 of the original work of 1924, 

57. Brown, J. Wood, An Enquily into the Life and Legend OfMicbael Scot, Edinburg, 1897, 
Appendix 111, p. 241 ff. See: Gerard of Cremona, ’A List of Translations Made from 
Arabic into Latin in the Twelf century’, translated by Michael M c  Vaugh in A source Book in 
MedievaL science, ed. Edward Grant, Harvard, 1974, p.38. 

pp. 115-116. 
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Al-Hamdini uses salpetre in the ninth centuv in gold r@ning 

Al-Hamdm (c. 251-313/865-925) in his book EtZb al-jawharatayn al- 'atiqatqn 
describes a refining cementation process for gold called ta%q (sweating). 
Ta'KGq, he says, is a slight cooking which removes impurities and makes gold 
more malleable under the hammer. The usual drugs used are white vitriol or 
alum, salt, and yellow bricks, all ground. H e  says: 

If the tu%, does not affect the gold, either because of its nature or the in- 
adequacy of fuel, or because of the burning of the drug and the fineness of raw 
gold, so that the gold bars become dry, then they (i.e. gold refiners) will heat the 
bars and bury them either in the sub of earth which isfozlnd ut thefoot ofwullls, or in 
salt and 

Al-Hamdm- was a man of science as well as a man of letters. H e  had a very 
good knowledge of the metallurgy of gold and silver as we can judge from lus 
book, and his report about the use of saltpetre (the salt which isfomd at thefoot of 
walls) is of importance in the refining of gold in the third/ninth century. The 
Arabic Karshiini manuscript, which is of the tenth century, mentions in one 
place mi& al-&'$ (the salt of walls) among the salts,59 and in another place it 
classifies it as one of the boraxes calling it alshiba which isfound at thefoot ofwalls." 
It seems that this collection of chemical information was probably compiled by 
more than one person. The reference to saltpetre as milb al-bZ'$, or the salt that 
appears at the foot of walls, was still applied until the fourteenth century (see 
Chapter 4.4). It must be remembered that the cementation process with 
saltpetre, was first mentioned by Agricola in 1553 in his De re metallica,G1 that is 
six centuries after al-Hamdm-. 

Zbn BZ&s distils salts to prepare erasingyuid for ink 
Ibn Bgdis (d. 404/1013) devoted Chapter 9 of his treatise 'Umdatal-kzlthib to a 
description of how to prepare fluids that can eradicate ink-writing from 
manuscripts. The last formulation in this chapter reads as follows: 

Another preparation, whch is important: Take a green earthenware pot 
(bumiy~u), which is glazed from the inside, and put in it one rut1 of subkhi or 
undzrant salt whichever is avadable out of these two. Install on it (i.e. on the 
bumigu) an alembic, after two dirhams, only, of white ndt have been dripped on 

58. Al-Mu'izz b. BSdis, ffitzb 'Umaht al-kut%ib wa-'u&t dam- al-albzb, MS. of Egyptian Public 

59. Berthelot, Arabic Karshiini, 11, p. 76. 
60. Aid., p. 64. 
61. Stillman, Be Stoy @Alchemy, op. cit., p. 344. 

Library (Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya), folio 76. 
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the salt. You disul it unul its dripping has ceased. Take what has been &stilled 
off and protect it lest it is exposed to air which will take away its strength. 
Remove from the cucurbit what is left of the remaining salt, and put in the 
cucurbit half a rad of another fresh salt, and pour on it the water which was first 
distilled. Distil again untd the dripping ceases, and isolate the water after you 
have protected it from exposure to air. Remove the salt from the cucurbit, and 
put anew another rad of salt, and pour on it the dlstillate and distil again. Do thts 
seven times, and it will come from the seventh with extreme whiteness. Dip the 
pen in this water and write on top of the letters unul no trace is visible. And this 
will remove all cloth dyes.62 

The andardni salt is the same as common salt. W e  meet the word sabkhi in 
some manuscripts of fitzib al-’Asrzir and in the Arabic Karshiini manuscript. 
Sabhki salt, according to our present state of knowledge, can mean either 
saltpetre or shira (shiny), which is a mixture of potassium and sodium 
nitrate. 63 

Silicic and acetic acidr 
Aba Mansfir Muwaffaq was acquainted with silicic acid, which he obtained 
from the Vinegar was, naturally, used in large quantities. Vinegar 
itself was distilled to give acetic acid, and this acid was also produced by the dry 
distillation of wood. 

ALKALIS 

Alkalis were in great demand for the manufacture of glass, glazes, soap and 
other industries. 

Al-qikwas obtained from the fused ashes of a low woody shrub in Syria 
called ashmin. It has the botanical name Salsola Sodd. Chemically, it is about 80 
per cent potassium Carbonate with some 20 per cent sodium carbonate. The 
concentrated al-qik was called by al-Riizi milb al-qik.65 

The ashes of oak and other trees were also utilized, and the concentrated 
ashes were called salt of ashes (mi@ al-ramZd.66 The ratio of potassium to so- 
dum carbonate varied greatly with the hnd of plants and trees. 

62. Al-Mu‘izz b. Biidis, ibid. 
63. Al-Riizi, Etib al-’Asrir, Persian translation by H.-‘A. Shibani, Tehran, AH 1349 , pp. 33, 

64. Holmyard, Makers 6 CBemishy, op. it., p. 68. 
65. Al-Riizi, Etib al-Asrir, op. it., p. 3 ; C. Singer et al., A Hstoy cf Ecbnology, Oxford, 1956,II, 

66. Al-ai, op. it., p. 3. 

143, 429, 531. 

p. 354. 
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Aba Mansfir Muwaffaq was the first to make a clear distinction between 
sodium carbonate (soda) and potassium carbonate (potash), which are similar 
in so many respects. 

N a W  which indicates potassium nitrate (see above) refers sometimes to 
crude sodium carbonate which was found in its natural state in Egypt. It was 
from the Arabic word nalnin that the European variant ‘natron’ was derived and 
thus the symbol ‘Na’ for sodium.“ 

Lime was quite abundant. It was used in soap-malung, as a building 
material, and for military purposes as an ingredient in military fires. It was 
produced by burning stones or marble, and when slaked with water, it was 
called nira. 

Caustic soda or sodium hydroxide was not produced on a commercial 
scale. It was, however, produced in the laboratory, and in Et& al-’AsrZr of al- 
Ezi, we find a recipe for this material.69 

67 

ALCOHOL 
The distillation of wine and the properties of alcohol were known to Islamic 
chemists. The prohibition of wine in Islam did not mean that wine was not 
produced and consumed or that the chemists did not subject it to their 
distillation processes. As to the heed for a cooling device for efficient 
condensation, w e  have discussed above Jiibir’s technique in the distillation of 
mineral acids. The same method, and others, apply also in the condensation of 
all kinds of vapours.The Moor’s head still (see Fig. 4.5) by which vapours are 
cooled by water in a trough surrounding the alembic, was an important 
developement . 

The frrst reference to the flammable vapours at the mouths of bottles 
containing boiling wine and salt occurred in one of Jiibir’s books. H e  says: 

And fire which burns on the mouths of bottles due to boiled wine and salt, and 
similar things with nice characteristics which are thought to be of little use, these 
are of great significance in these sciences.’’ 

This flammable property of alcohol (from distilled wine) was utihzed 
extensively from Jiibir’s time and onwards, and we find various descriptions 

67. Holmyard, Acbemy, p. 90. 
68. Singer et al., op. cit., p. 354. 
69. Al-R&i, Ehib al-ArZr, p. 108; Stapleton, Azo and Husayn, op. cit., p. 391. 
70. Jiibir b. Hayyiin, EtZb zkbrg mZj-l-quwwa ila-l$‘l, part of MukbtZrt ra2ilJZbir b. fhyZn, 

ed. by P. Kraus, Cairo, 1935, p. 76. 
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4. Disullation in a water-bath according to al-Kindi’s 
EtZb KmyZ’ al- ‘itr wa-1-tq ‘ i&t 

(The Book of Perfumes, Chemistry and Distillations). 
The main parts are: M furnace or stove, Q earthenware, T supporting ring 
at the bottom of the ware, K cucurbit, A alembic, J spout or pipe leading 

to the receiver VG, F fireplace 
0 Redrawn by K. Garbers in his edition of al-Kindi’s &tZb Kmy3’ al-‘$r wa-l-tq ‘idit 

(The Book of Perfumes, Chemistry and Distillations), 
Leipzig, E A. Brockhaus, 1948, Fig. 1, p. 19 
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4.7 Distillation in a water-bath according 
to a Maghribi manuscript, seventeenth century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud 
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of the alcohol wine bottles in Arabic alchemical and military treatises.71 Ibn 
Biidis (d. 453/1061) described how silver filtngs were pulverized with 
sublimed wine to provide a means of writing with silver, which indicates that 
&stilled wine was collected as a product and was utd~zed.~~Among the early 
chemists who mentioned the distillation of wine are al-Kin& (d. 260/873) in 
Ehib aL-ZrapqJi-L- ‘itr (also known as ne Book oftbe AlchemisiQ o Pe ztme and 
Dtstillations), and Abu-1-QHsim al-ZahuHwi (d. 404/1013) ‘ Z-Fiiriibi 
(fourth/tenth century) mentioned the addition of sulphur in the distillation 
of wine.75 

In addition to the bottles of boiltng wine and burning alcohol, we find in 
the military treatises of the fourteenth century that old grape-wine became an 
important ingredient in the disdlation processes for the production of rmlitary 
fires. One manuscript contains five such recipes, with warnings that such dis- 
ullates could ipte easily and they should be stored in containers buried in 
sand.76 

It is assumed in Western literature that the earliest references in a Latin 
treatise to the dlstillation of wine occurred in the twelfth century in a crypto- 
gram which is written in the Mipae Ciavicda. The solving of the riddle of the 
words in cipher was suggested by Berthelot to arrive at a text which resembles 
that of Jiibir cited above.77 It should be remembered that the last version of 
Mappae Ciavicda was prepared by Adelard of Bath (d. G. 1150), the Arabist 
and the interpreter of Arabic scientific knowledge. According to Partington 

71. The writer has, until now, come across four such alcohol wine bottles in four treatises: one 
is al-flyalj-l-bzmib, which represents the technology prevailing around 1200, another is al- 
@bal al-bibiliga by al-Iskandari, first third of the thirteenth century, another is al-FuMsbya 
wa-l-manZ;ib al-harbijya of al-Hasan al-RammSh, second half of the thirteenth century, and 
MS. Istambul-Beshir Agha No. 441, probably the first half of the fourteenth century. 
Between Jiibir’s description, and the end of the twelfth century, this tradttion of the wine 
and salt alcohol bottles continued uninterrupted and there must have been other accounts 
which will be revealed gradually. 

72. Ibn Biidis, kitib ‘Umdat al-kuttib ..., op. cit., folio 73b74a. 
73. Ya‘qiib b. Ishaq al-Kindi, Etib al-Eraffgqj-L-‘i@, MS. Topkapi Sarai, Istanbul, No. 62, 

1992, f. 140-141 ; see also K. Graber, Etib Em@’ a[-?@ wa-t-ta;‘?&t, Arabic text, and 
German trans., Abhandlzrgenfir die hnde des Morgenlandes, Leipzig, 1948, p. 50 of Arabic 
text and p. 95 of German text. 

74. Abu-I-Qiisim al-Zahriiwi, Etib al-TqnYli-man ‘q‘iza ‘an al-ta’@ Maqda No. 28, MS. ‘Ak 
hiri, Istanbul No. 2854. A photocopy of the original folio was supplied through the 
courtesy of Prof. Sami Hamarneh. 

75. J. R. Partington,Affistory ofGreek Ere and Gunpow&, Cambridge, Heffer, 1960, p. 53. The 
writer of this chapter investigated all the original sources mentioned above on the 
distillation of wine, with the exception of this one. One can rely on Partington. 

76. MS. Beshir Agha Istanbul, No. 441 ; see al-Hassan, aemical Technology in Arabic Military 
Treatises, op. cit., p. 1 61 . 

71. Holmyard, Makers of Gemis&, op, cit., pp. 103-104; Leicester, Be ffistorical Background.. ., 
Op. it., pp. 76-77. 
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(pp.88, 302-303) the CZavicula was written by Adelard under Arabic influence. 
But as with the whole science of chemistry, the recipes for the disullation of 
wine were part of the Arabic chemical legacy that was transmitted in its totality 
to the West. This does not belittle the fact that the addition of a more efficient 
cooling device to the distillation equipment, which took place some time in the 
fourteenth century, was useful in transforming the small-scale production of 
alcohol into a commercial 

Some chemical industries 
OTHER DISTILLATION INDUSTRIES 

Rose-water and essential oils were disulled from plants and flowers, and 
this grew to become a true industry. Damascus was an important manu- 
facturing centre; and similar distilleries existed in Jiir and Sabur in Persia and 
Kufa in Iraq. This industry flourished also in other Islamic countries including 
Muslim Spain. Products were exported from Damascus and JUr to other 
countries including India, China and Europe .79 

There are several Arabic technical treatises whch give details of ths 
industry. The most prominent among them is al-Kndi’s treatise Be Book of 
the Achemisty of Pefume and Dstilation.80 In hs book al-Kmdi gives 107 
recipes for the manufacture of the known perfumes and rose-waters, and of 
oils from seeds. A later writer, al-Dimashqi (d. 727/1327) in his atZb 
Ahkhbat al-dahr (Book of the Flower of the Age), describes the technology 
of the rose-water industry as it was practised in Damascus. In the industrial 
installation described, w e  see a mass-oven using steam for heatinga1 Back 
in the sixth/twelfth century, Ibn al-‘Aww%m al-Ishbili, in EtZb al-FZZha, 
says that industrial installations contained anything between 16 and 25 cu- 
curbits.82 

Other authors who dmussed the distillation of rose-water include al- 
Zahr2wi (Albucasis), al-Jawbari, Ibn al-‘Ah and al-Nuwayri.83 

78. Multhauf, the &gim . . ., op. it., pp. 205-206. 
79. Ibr- b. Muhammad al-Isfakhri, hfmdik al-mamdik, ed. M .  J. De Goeje, Leiden, 1927, 

p. 152-153; al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-taq2imf; macnifat al-qZLm, ed. M. J. De Goeje, Leiden, 
1906, pp. 181, 443; Abi-1-Qasim b. Hawqal, Et& $rat al-ard, Beirut, pp. 260-261. 

80. See al-Kindi, Etb al-Taraffuq.. ., op. it. 
81. Abii ‘Abdalliih Muhammad Abi Tdib al-An$iri al-Dimashqi, Shams al-Din, EtZb Nukhbat 

82. Forbes, op. cit., p. 44. 
83. AI-Zahriiwi, EtZb al-TasnJ see also note above; al-Jawbari, al-hfukhtar f; kmbf al-asnir, 

Damascus, 1885, Cairo, 1918; al-Nuwayri, M@at al-Arab jfutzin al-aahb, HI, Cairo; 
‘Umar b. Ahmad b. al-‘Adim, Etab al- Wu:la ila-l-habibjwa&al-&yibZt wa-l-fib, 2 vols., ed. by 
S. Mahjub and D. al-Khatib, Aleppo University, 1985. 

al-ahbrf; ‘@’ib al-barr wa-l-bahr, ed. A. Mehren, Leipzig, 1923, pp. 194198. 
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4.8 Disullation by dxect heating. From an alchemical treatise, 
eighteenth century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 
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4.9 An installation composed of multiple units using indirect steam for the 
distillation of Bowers to produce rose-water. From a manuscript 

of EtZb N2itkhbut ul-&br by al-Dimashqi, thirteenth century 
0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2187, fol. 102v) 
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Oils and fats were extracted by disullation and other means. Al-Kindi’s 
treatise describes the extraction of oils from cotton-seeds, mustard and other 
seeds.84 Al-Hasan al-Rammgh (d. 694/1294) describes the disullation of pine- 
wood, apricot seeds and other vegetables and animal substances. Several other 
military treatises describe the disullation of seeds and other vegetable and an- 
imal materials for the production of inflammable liquids.85 Disullation pro- 
ducts were important for military uses. 

Petroleum was also refined and utilized. Crude oil was produced in Iraq 
(on the eastern bank of the Tigris). Arab travellers reported that it was pro- 
duced in large quantities and was exported.86 It was also produced in 
K h i i ~ i s t ~ ~ ’  and in Sinai in Egypt.88 

The oilfields of Baku had been developed on a large scale since the early 
days of the Arab empire. Al-Mas‘iidi visited the fields in 302/915 and reported 
that merchant vessels sailed to Baku to carry loads of whte ~zaft.’~ Marco Polo 
visited the oilfields two centuries later and said that ‘a hundred shiploads 
might be taken from it at one time.’90 

Distillation of crude oil or naft is described in several Arabic chemical and 
dtary treatises such as al-&i’s EtZb UL-A~ZT-.~~ Several fractions were ob- 
tained. The first fractions were highly flammable and precautions were given for 
the &stillation, storage and use. Sometimes the distillation was continued until 
heavy disullates, which do not catch fire quickly, were produced. These dif- 
ferent fractions were distilled for specific duties. Crude naft and its distillates 
were used for military fires (see Chapter 4.4). It had also its important domestic 
uses especially for heating. Marco Polo wrote of Baku nuft. ‘This oil is not good 
to use with food, but it is good to burn. People come from vast distances to 
fetch it, for in all countries round about they have no other 

The nu ata was an oil stove used for heating, as w e  learn from EtZb uL-AsrZr 
of al-Rii~i.~ The very light fractions were used as solvents and were mixed with 
the resins to prepare waterproof varnishes. A further use was in medicine, and 
the white fractions of n.ft were considered as drugs for some ailments.94 

?!-I 

84. See al-Kindi, Et& al-Taraffzq.. .) op. kf. 
85. See al-Rasnm*, op. it. 
86. Riblaf Zbn jizbqr, Beirut, 1964, p. 209; Ibn Sa‘id, ‘Ah b. Miisii, Ekib al+ghr$yZ, ed. 

87. AI-Dimashqi, op. kf., p. 11 9. 
88. Ibn Sa‘id, op. cif., p. 130. 
89. ‘Ah b. al-Husayn b. ‘Ah al-Mash&, Mu*. al-dhahab Wa-ma‘Zdin aljawhar, I, ed. by 

Y.A. Dgghir, Beirut, 1965, p. 208. 
90. Marco Polo, 7 h e  Traveh, trans. by R. Latham, London, Penguin, 1958, p. 48. 
91. AI-Rm, EtZb al-ArZr) op. kf., p. 109. 
92. Marco Polo, op, it.., p. 48. 
93. Al-R%zi, Eib al-Rrrar, op. kf., p. 49. 
94. Tdhkiraf B w i d  al-AnrZki, Cairo, AH 1359 , p. 304. 

by I. al-‘Arabi, Beirut, 1970, p.158. 
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4.10 Glass furnace in working order, showing glass artisans and their tools. 
From Momad IIImrname 'si, 1582 

0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud (Topkapi Library, Istanbul) 

SOAP 
In antiquity, though mixtures containing soap were known and used in 
Mesopotamia, soap as such was unknown, but several detergents were in use. 
The classical world did not have better detergents, and bran, pumice-stone, 
natron, vegetable alkah and the like were used.96 Later on, Pliny describes a 
pomade kmd of soap invented by the Gauls. It was recommended for washng 
the body to treat certain illnesses. By AD 800, soap from animal fats was 

95 

95. R. J. Forbes, Studiees in Ancient EcJmoLogy, 111, Leiden, 1965, p. 187 
96. Ibid., pp. 187-188. 
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produced in Europe which had a very unpleasant smell. But hard toilet soap 
with a pleasant smell from the Islamic lands started to arrive.97 

In the Islamic lands, soap-making was an established industry. Recipes 
for soap-making occur in alchemical treatises such as those of al-R~.~' And it 
is worth noting here that al-Rim gave also a recipe for producing glycerine 
from olive oil. 

Soap results from the interaction of fatty oils and fats with alkalt. In Syria, 
where soap-making was a thriving industry, olive oil was used together with al- 
qik and lime. 

Ordinary and coloured perfumed toilet soap was made and exported 
from such Syrian towns as Nablus, Damascus, Aleppo and Sarmin. Soap was 
made also in other Islamic lands, especially where olive oil was produced.99 

GLASS 
Glass-making originated in the Near East, probably first in Mesopotamia. It 
was a thriving industry in Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia. Some important 
innovations took place before Islam, and the most important one in the whole 
history of this industry was glass-blowing, the discovery of which is credited to 
Syrian glassworkers.100 

Under Islam, the glass industry witnessed a revival. The old centres 
flourished and new ones were established. The remarkable, sumptuous 
Islamic glass treasures which are distributed among museums throughout the 
world, bear witness to the high artistic and technological level of Islamic 
glass. 

Most Islamic glass was of the soda-lime-silica type.lo2 Islamic writers 
do not mention lime in the manufacture of glass and they speak usually of 
glass being made from sand and soda (mi& a/-& or the salt of the ashes of 
oak and other woody plants. Lme came with the sand in the form of sea 
shells. 

Transparent colourless glass was highly valued and this was produced 
either by selecting raw materials of high purity or by adding an oxidizing 
substance. Mugbnfi-iu (manganese dioxide, pyrolusite) was used to oxidize the 

101 

97. Singer et al., A ffi~toly ~ Ecbnology, op. it., pp. 355-356. 
98. Stapleton, Azo and Husayn, op. it., p. 393; al-Riizi, op. cit., p. 75. 
99. 

100. Singer et al., op. it., p. 337. 
101. All books on Islamic art give descriptions of such treasures, also some books devoted to 

the history of glass. Two general surveys are: D.T. Rice, Islamic A ~ ,  London, 1979; and 
R. Ettinghausen and 0. Grabar, n e  An' and Architecture OfIslam: 65&1250, London, 
Penguin, 1991. 

Riblath Ba.#@ta, Beirut, 1964, p. 67; al-Dimashqi, op. it., pp. 67,200; al-Maqdisi, op. it., 
p. 180; Tadbkirat Dzwcd al-An?&i, op. it., p. 203. 

102. Singer et al., A ffi~toly of Ecbnology, op. cit., p. 329. 
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iron and improve the colour of the glass. Thus, it is reported that certain hnds 
of glass were so white as scarcely to be distinguishable from crystal.'03 

Other substances, like lead compounds, for improving the quality of glass, 
were added, but more information is still needed regarding the actual compo- 
sition of these materials. 

The cut glass made at Siimarrii' in the third/ninth century is considered 
peerless in its qualtty. Colourless crystal-type glass was made and glass en- 
graving was a speciality of glassworkers under the Abbasids. A great school of 
glass engraving appears to have been established in Iraq; bowls, bottles and 
ewers of remarkable sumptuousness were decorated with forms of running 
animals and plant scrolls. 

Another important Islamic innovation was the invention of lustre paint- 
ing in Egypt. Ths consisted of painting with a pigment containing silver 
which, when fired in an atmosphere without oxygen, produced a thin metalhc 
film on the glass in colour varying from pale yellow to brown. Some glass was 
made with sumptuous polychrome effects; the technical secrets of these are 
not yet understood. Other innovations in Egypt included &ding techniques. 

The most important achevement in decorating glassware was the art of 
enamelling of colourless and coloured glass. It is thought that after the fall of 
the Fatimid dynasty in Egypt in 567/1171, some glassworkers emigrated to 
Syria where they laid the foundations of the Syrian art of enamelled and gdt 
glass. 

The earliest phase of this art seems to have taken place in Raqqa in Syria 
where thick enamels were used. Later, two groups of Syrian glass evolved. One 
is characterized by the use of duck, jewel-like enamels and is connected with 
Aleppo; the other, notable for its exquisitely painted figural decoration, is at- 
tributed to Damascus. These two types of glass represent one of the highlights 
in the history of the art.105 

From a peak of excellence at the beginning of the fourteenth century, a 
decline took place after 'IimWs sackmg of the chef Syrian cities. Damascus 
fell in 803/1400 and the glassworkers of that city were carried into captivity 
in Samarkand."' 

As was the case with the transfer of science to the West, the art and 
techniques of glassworhng were transferred also. The first phase of tech- 

104 

103. JHbir mentioned the uses of manganese dioxide in glass-making, see Holmyard, Alchemy, 
op. cit., p. 79; Magnesia as an ingredient is mentioned by most Arabic authors, e.g. al- 
Dimashqi, Kid Nkkbbai aJ-&bT. . . , cp. it, p. 59 ; al-Mas'iidi, Ahmj al-dbabab.. ., op. it., l, 
pp. 403-404 ; al-An@ki, Zdhkirat. . ., op. cit., p. 161 . 

104. Ettinghausen and Grabar, op. cit., p. 373. 
105. Ibid., p.74. 
106. On the history of Islamic glass, see also the article 'Glass, History of' by R. J. Charieston, 

in De New Enylopaedia Britanhica, Macropaedia, 1981, 8, pp. 183-184. 
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4.11 Furnace for making artificial rubies and sapphires. From 
IGtZbJawZbir aljimin wa-l-;angyi ', sixteenth century 
0 Forschungbibliothek, Gotha, Germany (MS. Orient., A1347) 
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nology transfer took place in the fifth/eleventh century when Egyptian 
craftsmen founded two glass factories at Corinth in Greece. Here, they 
introduced contemporary techniques of glass manufacture, but the factories 
were destroyed during the Norman conquest of Corinth in AD 1147 and the 
workers emigrated westwards to contribute to the revival of Western glass- 
mahng.lo7 Technology transfer took place again after the Mongol conquest of 
the thxteenth century AD, whch drove large numbers of Syrian lassworkers 
from Damascus and Aleppo to glass-making centres in the West. l o i l l  third and 
unique method of technology transfer, whch reminds us of modern technol- 
ogy transfer, is a treaty which was drawn up in June AD 1277 between 
Bohemond VII, the titular prince of Antioch, and the Doge of Venice. It was 
through this treaty that the secrets of Syrian glass-making were brought to 
Venice. Raw materials as well as Syrian Arab craftsmen were sent from Syria. 
The art of enamelling and lustre as well as other innovations and techniques of 
Islamic glass-making formed the foundations upon which Venice established 
its famous glass industry.lo9 

CERAMICS 
The glazed and painted ceramics which are exhibited in world museums reveal 
the splendours of the glorious Islamic art of pottery. Egypt, Syria, 
Mesopotamia and Persia had a continuous history in this art before Islam, 
but under Islam a revival took place, and the art spread throughout the Islamic 
world reaching Muslim Spain and then the West. As in all fields of science and 
technology, coloured pottery did not make its appearance in Europe until 
Islamic cidzation had begun to assert itself. 

firming 

All pottery, whether ancient or modern, is made by the simplest methods. The 
clay, dug from the earth's surface, is slaked with water and prepared by beating 
and kneadmg. To throw a pot, a lump of kneaded clay is formed on the 
potter's wheel. After forming, the pot is dried in the air, then baked in the 
kiln. The pot to be decorated will receive varying treatments, and each 
treatment means a different class of decorated pottery. 

107. Singer et al., p. 328. 
108. R. W. Douglas and S. Frank, A History of Glassmaking, Oxfordshire, 1972, p. 6 
109. Sarton, op. cit., 11/2, p. 1040. 
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Most glazes are a kind of glass and are applied both to the inside and outside of 
pottery, either to render it impervious to water or for decoration. Two main 
ktnds were applied, an alkaline glaze and a lead glaze. &&ne glaze is made 
from quartz and soda, potash and sometimes ordinary salt. Such glazes are 
extremely transparent, but they are not much used because of the limited range 
of colours and other difficulties in their application. Lead glaze is the most 
widespread and the best for ordinary purposes. These glazes are composed of 
flint (sdica) and red lead (isity). 

Normally lead glazes are transparent and colourless but can be gven 
colour by the addition of metal oxides. If tin oxide is added to lead, a white 
opaque glaze is obtained. Al-Bmni has a chapter in alrjamdir on enamels and 
gives the recipe for lead and tin glazes. 

Main @es OfrSamic ceramicJ 

Because of the difficulty of classifying Islamic ceramics, due to the fact 
that more excavations are still needed, hstorians of art discuss each locahty 
independently. The main sites of early Islamic pottery that are known are 
Smarrii, in Iraq, Raqqa and Damascus in Syria, Rayy in Persia and Fustiif in 

One of the earliest types is&&. Ths was made in Persia in the early days 
of Islam (seventh century), and the bulk of it was produced between the tenth 
and thirteenth centuries AD. In Egypt, it was produced in the fifteenth century. 
Jab& uses earthenware which is coated with a whte slip of liquid clay and cov- 
ered by a transparent lead glaze. Decoration was effected by cutting a design 
through the slip coating exposing, thus, the red ware below. The colour of the 
lead glaze was varied by washes of green and purplish brown derived from 
copper and manganese respectively. 

Another type is sgraflto, which was popular in all Islamic pottery centres. 
The body of the ware was first covered with a whte slip and the design exe- 
cuted by cutting through the slip with a thin point, thus producing a hnd of h e  
drawing. Then the ware was covered with a thm yellow lead glaze, which when 
fired left a dark tone above the exposed body and a pale one above the slip. 
Splashes of coloured glazes were then added in green, manganese or yellow. 

The most important of all Raqqa wares was one with a sandy white body 
and a decoration in black, blue or bluish-purple painted under the glaze. 
Sometimes a thin sgraflto design was associated with the painted decoration. 
This Raqqa ware became popular in Damascus and Fustiit. 

Lustre painting is considered by hstorians of art as the chef Islamic 
contribution to ceramic decoration. The Smaxr2, finds prove that lustre 
painting was fully developed in the ninth century AD in Iraq. The white body 

Egypt. 
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of the ware was covered with a dun coat of transparent glaze and then fired. 
O n  this glazed surface the designs were painted in metallic glazes and the ware 
was refired at a low temperature. This process deposits a film of metal on the 
surface of the ware, in golden brown, greenish or red colours, and if the film is 
thin such as to allow the light to penetrate it, it glows with beautiful rainbow 
reflections. It is believed that the Islamic lustres of Iraq, Syria, Egypt, Persia 
and Spain were a form of $ding though their decorative effect was much 
more beautiful than $ding has ever been. 

Tin glazing was an important development. Tin oxide was added to lead 
to render the glaze opaque. This tin glaze was decorated in cobalt blue, green 
and sometimes also manganese brown or yellow. This type was found in 
Siimarr%’, was produced also in Persia, and it reached Spain and then Italy. The 
golden pottery of Granada was tin-enamelled earthenware painted in metalhc 
lustrous colours derived from silver and copper. The celebrated vase in the 
Alhambra is made in golden lustre with touches of blue and is typical of the 
Andalusian class of lustred pottery. 

One important class is the Minai (enamel) ware which was produced in 
Persia. Like lustre ware, this is a luxury ware. It is polychrome painted. In the 
Mnai wares, the bodies, which were of a fine white consistency, were painted in 
pale blue, green or purple under the glaze and fired. Black outhnes and details 
of the designs were then added in vitrifiable colours which were of great variety, 
comprising blue, grey-blue, turquoise, green, yellow, brown, black, red and 
gold. The colours were then set b a second firing. The painting was in a 
delicate, miniature-like technique. 118 

Transmission to the WeJt 

Until the dawn of the fifteenth century pottery wares in Europe were 
rudely fashioned and decorated and were mostly intended for use and not for 
show. Coloured pottery was not yet produced. But as early as the twelfth 
century the superior artistic pottery of Islamic countries had already attracted 
the notice of Europeans as a luxury article for the wealthy. It is reported that: 
‘Arab potters were brought into Italy, France and Burgundy to introduce the 
practice of their art, whde Italian potters certainly penetrated into the work- 
shops of M u s h  Spain and elsewhere and gathered new ideas.”” 

Valencian tin-glazed wares, a legacy from al-Andalus, were exported to 
Italy, with majorcan trading ships and were called maiolica (majolica). The Italian 
potters extended the name to the tin-glazed pottery which they made in imi- 

110. A good survey of Islamic pottery is found in two books by A. Lane, Ear4 (samiic Pottery, 

11 1. See T. Glick, hiamic and Gti5tian Spain in the Ear- MidLe Age.r, Princeton, 1979, especially 
London, 1957, and Later Hamiic Pottery, London, 1957. 

pp. 238-241. 
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tation of the Valencian and the Andalusian wares. Another example is Zrafito 
ware. Ths technique was derived from the Islamic East. It attained artistic 
importance in Italy towards the end of the fifteenth century and was made in 
Bologna unul the seventeenth. 

PIGMENTS AND INKS 

Agments 

Pigments are colouring matter which impart colour without penetrating far 
below the surface. They are normally applied either as inks or washes 
suspended in water, or as oil paints. Islamic artists and craftsmen used 
pigments in many applications in inks, oil, paints, glazes, lustres, enamels and 
other purposes. 

There are Arabic treatises on inks and paints; one of the earliest is 'Umdat 
al-kzlh'Zb (Handbook OfSCf-bes and the Tool Oftbe Ese), in which Ibn Biidis (398- 
'453/1007-1061) gves details of coloured inks as well as paints and lacquers. 
Besides these speciahzed treatises we find in alchemical works such as KtZb al- 
asr& (The Book of Secrets) of al-Rgzi a wealth of information on colouring 
materials. 

Black pigments come from carbon, which was produced either from the 
smoky flame of oils and waxes, such as lamp-black, or from charcoal. For 
black inks, galls and ferrous sulphate (xg) were used also. 

White pigments came mainly from white lead (is@@), though bone-white 
was sometimes mixed with it. 

Red pigments were mainly made from cinnabar (zzlyhfr) - the red or 
crystalline form of mercuric sulphide - and from red lead (isky). Sometimes 
red arsenic was mentioned in ink formulations. Another red pigment was lac 
(lakk), which was taken from dark red resinous incrustations deposited on 
certain trees by the lac insect. Other sources were madder @ m a )  and baqqam 
(Brazil wood). 

Blue pigments were obtained from lapis lazuli (IZzawad) and from indgo. 
Azurite (a form of copper carbonate) was used frequently. 

Green pigments were derived from the basic copper acetate verdigris 
(z&iir), and from mineral malachite (dahhnq), a basic carbonate of copper. It is 
obtained also by mixing other varieties of pigments. 

Yellow pigments were made mostly from yellow arsenic or orpiment 
(arsenic trisulphide). Masticote (monoxide of lead) was also used, as was saf- 
fron, which was employed with other pigments. 

In preparing a paint, the pigments had to be brought to the requisite 
fineness by grinding them first in a mortar, then by rubbing them on a flat 
stone mortar (:al@a) using a stone roller fihr). Water-based pigments re- 
quired a binding medium. Arabic gum was mostly used, though glues 
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(especially fish glue) and glair (a preparation made of white of egg) were 
employed. 

Oil paints were mainly used for miniatures in books and for coaung such 
surfaces as wood. Varnishes were used to protect paintings. In one recipe, a 
petroleum solvent was added to sandarac and linseed oil.112 

Inks 
O n  the subject of inks, we have several treatises with a large number of 
recipes. The 'Umdt al'-kz&ib (Handbook offmt5es and the Tool' ofthe Ese) of Ibn 
Biidis mentioned above is one of them. Beside black inks, there were inks of 
various colours, golden, silver, red, yellow, green, blue, and white. In any one 
treatise, w e  find several recipes for each colour. 

A typical black ink would be composed of gall nuts, ferrous sulphate 
and Arabic gum. Another typical black ink is composed of the soot of oil. 
The soot is roasted until the smell of oil disappears. Ibn Bdis gives several 
recipes for the preparation of carbon from various seeds and vegetable ma- 
terials. 

DYES 

The high level of the Islamic textile industry, and the eminent Islamic 
chemists, were two factors behind the importance of dyeing. There was a 
degree of specialization in this industry. This was due, on the one hand, to 
the enormous variety of colours, and, on the other, to the great skill and 
experience required in using the many natural and industrial dyes available. 
Colourful fabrics were used by both men and women, and their tastes had to 
be satisfied. To meet these demands the dyers had to specialize according to 
the colouring matter used by them. Thus, we find specialists in crimson, 
saffron, sumac, purple, vermilion or indigo, etc. 

Like many industries, the quality of dyeing was controlled by the mabtusib. 
In one manual written as a guide for this controller, there is a warning against 
dyers fraudulently substituting hennak for madder. When dyed with henna, 
red silk lost its colour and brightness if placed in the sun.113 

Red dyes were the most important. Madder (jkwwa) is the most ancient 
source of red colour. This plant grows in the Mediterranean area, and the red 

112. Muhammad b. Abi al-Khayr al-Hasani, aI-Nijim aI-sbZtiq&tfi dbikr ba'4 d-;ami'i al-mMbt9 
ilqbZtfi 'ilm a/-mipit, MS. Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, No. 5428, also published in 
Aleppo. This treatise is of a later date, yet it is full of recipes for paints, inks, paper and 
other useful industrial products. 

113. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa Mulpmmad b. M&ammad b. b a d ,  Ma'dim al-qurbafia&im d-bziba, 
ed. by R. Levy, Cambridge, 1938, pp. 141-142 (Arabic text). 
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4.12 Dyeing cloth, from a sixteenth-century manuscript 
0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud (British Lbrary, London, MS. Orient. 3299) 
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dye extracted from it is called ahzarin in modern nomenclature, a word derived 
most probably from Arabic. Another red dye is kermes (qirmid. This is an 
insect-based dye. There were several insects which were parasitic on various 
plants. The words crimson and carmine are derived from the Arabic word 
qimiz. A third important red was Brazil wood or sappanwood (buqqzm). 
However, the mzq$tasib must prevent the dyers from dyeing red with ths dye 
for it does not last.’14 A fourth source was henna (Lawsonid inermis). Here also, 
we have seen that the mzq5tusib warned against its use. A fifth source was lac 

Blue dye came from an indigo plant (nil). Indigo was an excellent dye and 
had a fast colour. In Arabic treatises, we find information on its growing and 
on the extraction of indgotin, the chemical compound responsible for the 
blue colour. The Arabic word ul-n-nZlis the origin of the Portuguese word anil 
and the English anhe. 

Yellow dye came from a variety of materials, important among them were 
safflower ( ‘@.fir) and saffron (pyur&). The English words for these dyes are 
derived from Arabic. Other sources were turmeric (kwkzjm). 

Green dyes were obtained by dyeing with blue and yellow. Although 
there were some green vegetable dyes, they were not satisfactory. 

Purple dyes were derived from a number of species of shellfish. Tyre and 
Sidon in Syria were famous for their purple dyes, and fabrics dyed in purple 
commanded very high prices. The technique of purple dyeing from shellfish 
was carried on in Syria until a century ago. 

Black dyes were obtained by boiling the fabric first in a solution of galls 
and then in a solution of ferrous sulphate. Alternatively, black could be ob- 
tained by superimposing two or more dark  colour^."^ 

Mordants are substances which are used to make fast certain dyes on 
cloth. The most commonly used material was alum, which was known as 
‘alum of Yaman’ (shubb_yamznF). 

(lukk) . 

114. R.B. Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, Beirut, 1972, pp. 206-207. 
115. O n  dyes used in Islamic textiles, the following works are useful: Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, 

op. cit.; H. Wulff, Traditional Cr@ OfPersia, Cambridge, Mass., 1966; A. Siggel, Arabisch- 
Decrtscbes Worterbuch der Stof, Berlm, 1950; al-Dimashqi, al-hbira ili ma,h&in al-&ira, Cairo, 
1318/1900, p. 211; R. J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Ecbnology, Leiden, 1964, IV. 



Chapter 4.3 

MINING A N D  METALLURGY 
Ahmad Y al-Hanan 

Mining 
The prosperity and wealth of the Islamic empire were dependent to a great 
extent on the exploitation of mineral resources. Gold, silver, copper, iron and 
other minerals were in great demand, and there developed, from necessity, an 
extensive mining industry. Information about Islamic mining technology can 
be gathered from Arabic lapidary books, from the accounts of geographers 
and from other sources. This field of study is still in its initial stages. 

Two kinds of operations were used, one underground, and the other 
open cast. In underground mining, minerals were sought by sinking vertical 
shafts, and then driving horizontal passages when the veins were reached. In 
the iron mines in Syria, the shaft was called bFt- ( W r ,  well), and the horizontal 
tunnel the dad (road or passage). Depths of shafts varied. Al-Idrisi reported 
that the depth of the mercury mines near Cordoba in Spain was about 250 
fathoms.’ The technique of drding shafts and passages was similar to the 
construction of the qatz& systems which required great engineering skill. 

Some miners who were worhng for themselves did not sink shafts, 
especially if they were mining on the slopes of mountains. They would &g an 
opening into the slope and then follow the veins. Abu-1-Fida’ gave a vivid 
description of this method in the silver mines of Panjhir in Khurasan where 
10,000 men were digging, ‘and they made the market-place and the mountain 
like a sieve because of the many pits.’2 

1. Muhammad b. M 4 a m m a d  b. ‘Abdd& b. Idris al-Idrisi, Ktab Nurbat al-mu.rbtjqj ikbtirzq 
a/-’&, see the passages entitled al-Magbrib wa-ard al-S&in wa-Mi:r wa-l-Andab, ed. by 
R. Dozy and M .  J. De Goeje, Leiden, 1866, pp. 213-214, the full text in two volumes was 
reproduced in Cairo, p. 581. 

2. ‘Imiid al-Din Isma‘il Abu-1-Fidii’, &tZb Taqwfm al-buld&, ed. by M .  Reinaud and De S h e ,  
Paris, 1840, pp. 464465, 469; see also Abu-1-QPsim b. Hawqal, EtZb sirat a[-ard, Beirut, 
1938-1939, p. 375. 
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Al-Hamdiini described the underground gold mines, saying that: 

Narrow pits are dug in them, like wells in communication, whtch become wider 
as they descend. Frequently, two pits are adjacent, and the lower parts being 
scooped out, one leads into another. They are taken down as far as possible. 
Water issues forth in streams3 

Four centuries later, we find that miners in Europe were using this same ‘bell 
pits’ method. 

The tools of the miner included the pickaxe (hs main tool) and chtsels or 
wedges. Windlasses or capstans were used to raise the ores from shafts. Oil 
lamps were used for illumination and for aligning the direction of digging; in 
addition, they were good indcators of the adequacy of fresh air.4 The miners in 
Panjhir would stop digging when a lamp was extingushed. The noted en- 
gineers, the Banii Miis2 brothers, described in their book, EtZb al-Hial (The 
Book of Ingenious Devices) a lamp which would not be extinguished by wind.’ 

Ventilation was a serious problem in mines. In state mines, special venti- 
lation shafts or horizontal outlets were provided; such ventilation shafts were 
found in Iran. In some mines, the shafts that were required for drainage systems 
served also the vendation needs. W e  do not know whether ventilating machines 
were used or not, but we find in EtZb al-@&al of the Banii Miisii brothers a 
description of a machme for ventilating dangerous deep wells and pits.‘ 

Another important problem was the drainage of the mines. Individual 
miners could not afford to solve this problem. But state mines were provided 
with drainage equipment. Al-Qazwini described such a drainage installation in 
the state silver mines in the Maghrib at Zkander near Marrakesh: 

When they [i.e. miners] descend 20 dhirz‘, water appears. The sultan installs 
water-wheels and water is raised until mud appears. Workers bring thts mud to 
the surface of the ground and wash it. Water is raised in three stages. H e  installs 
a wheel down in the mine on the water surface. Water is lifted and discharged 
into a large tank. Another wheel is installed on the tank, it lifts the water and 
pours it into another tank. O n  this tank, a thtrd wheel is installed. It lifts the 
water and dscharges it onto the surface of the ground to irrigate farms and 
gardens. Ths operation cannot be undertaken except by a very rich person 
possessing thousands.’ 

3. Al-Hasan b. &mad al-Hamdm-, EtZb al-jawharatqn al- ‘afTqatqn al-mZ’i‘atqn min al-&i’ 
Wa-l-baigZ’, ed. and trans. into German by C. Toll, Uppsala, 1968, pp. 150-151. 

4. See Abu-1-Fid2, EtZb TaqwTn.. ., op. cit., p. 465. 
5. Banii Miis2 b. Shnkir, EtZb aL-ff&al, ed. by A. Y. al-Hassan, Aleppo, 1981, pp. 372-373; see 

also the English translation by D. Hill, De Book Ofhgenious Devices, Dordrecht, 1979, 

6. BanaMiisP,Etbal-~~al,al,.cit.,pp. 374-375; DeBookof/ngenioussDevices, op.cit.,pp. 240-241. 
7. ZakariyyH b. Muhammad b. Mahmiid al-Qazwini, A%& al-bihd wa-akhb& al-‘ibZd, Beirut, 

pp. 238-239. 

1960, pp. 199-200. 
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4.13 A dredging machine from a manuscript of the 
Banii Mtisii brothers, ninth century 
0 Bildarchiv, Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin 
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4.14 Drainage of mines was achieved by using various types 
of water-raising machmes arranged in multi-stages, each stage delivering 
to the other. The illustration shows an Archimedes screw pump described 

by Taqi al-Din in his al-rZmq aZ-.ran&a$-l-ZlZt al-mbZn&ya 
0 Chester Beatty Library, Dublin (MS. 5232, p. 34) 

W e  can infer from this important description of the drainage of mines in the 
Maghrib that this standard practice was probably followed also in Muslim 
Spain where mining operations were also deep and much more extensive. 

Water-wheels were known throughout the Islamic world. But it is inter- 
esting to note that in the book of Taqi al-Din on machines, we find descrip- 
tions of pumps and water-raising devices, some of which are suited to drainage 
purposes. One such machine is the rag-and-chain pump, and another is the 
Archimedean screw.8 The rag-and-chain pump was described by Agricola in 
1556,” i. e. a few years after Taqi al-Din had completed his book in 960/1552. 

8. Muhammad b. Ma‘riif al-Rasid al-Dimashqi Taqi al-Din, aI-,lirnrq d-.ran&a j-I-Zkit al- 
ribZn&a, published in facsimile form by A. Y. al-Hassan in Tqfal-Dn andArabicMechanicaI 
Engineering, 1976, Aleppo, folios 32-35. 

9. C. Singer et al., A Bstoy of Ecbnology, Oxford, 1956,II, pp. 17, 19,22. 
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Gold 

The two main sources of Islamic gold were located in Africa. According to 
Arabic sources such as al-Idrisi, al-Bifini, al-Bakri and others, the Sudan in 
West Africa was the most important source of Islamic gold." Next in 
importance to it were probably the gold mines of Wadi al-'Allaqi in Nubia." 
Other gold mines were found in East Africa in Sufdat al-Zanj,12 Arabia13 and 
other Islamic lands. 

The rise of the Arabic-Islamic empire produced a new monetary and 
commercial system, not only for the Islamic countries, but it included the 
Byzantine territories, and the central, north and east European countries. This 
was essentially a circulation of Muslim money, especially gold, from the 
Muslim lands towards Europe and the Byzantine empire and back again. 
Islamic Kufic coins have been found, sometimes in very extensive hoards, in 
most parts of northern Europe. The total of numismatic materials registered 
in those regons consisted of about 1,400 troves and about 200,000 specimens 
of Arabic coins.14 

Gold in the mines occurs in three forms: it can be found in nuggets, with 
gold-bearing rocks, or with gold-bearing alluvium. Both al-Biriini and al- 
Hamdiini explain in detail the methods of extracting gold from its ores. Gold- 
bearing rocks are crushed and pulverized. Al-Bifini wrote: 

Gold may be united with stone as if it is cast with it, so that it needs pounding. 
Rotary mills (taw&fi) can pulverize it, but pounding it by mab@z (trip hammers) 
is more correct and is a much more refined treatment. The masb@'fi are stones 
fitted to axles which are installed on running water for pounding, as is the case 
in the pounding of flax for paper in Samarkand. 

10. Abu-1-Rayhw Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Bim-, Et& alfanzbir ji ma '@at aljawzbir, offset 
copy from the edition of Dii'irat al-Ma'iirif al-Uthmiiniyya, pp. 239-242; al-ldrisi, KtZh 
Nurbat.. ., op. cit., pp. 8-9; Bid., complete text, Cairo, pp. 18,23-25, 112,296; Abii 'Ubaid 
'Abdallh b. 'Abd al-'Aziz al-Bakri, al-lthgbrib f; dbikr bilid @q&i wa-l-iMaXbrib, offset 
printing of the edition of D e  Slane, Algeria, 1857, pp. 174,176-177. 'Ali b. Miisii b. Sa'id, 
Ktib all/tlghrZfyd, ed. I. al-'Arabi, Beirut, 1970, pp. 92-93. 

11. A-ldrisi, EtibNiqbat.. . , op. cit., complete text, Cairo, pp. 40-46; Taqi al-Din Ahmad Abu-l- 
'Abbiis Ahmad b. 'Ali al-Maqrizi, Ktzb al,llawd 'iz wa-l-i 'tibir hi-dbikr al-kbitat wa-C'itbzr, 
offset ed., Cairo, I, pp.196-197; Abii Ishiiq Ibriihim b. Muhammad al-Istakhri, KtZb 
Madik al-mami&, offset printing from the original edition of M. J. D e  Goeje, Leiden, 1927, 
p. 54; Ibn Sa'id, Ktib alyugbrqya, op. it., p. 116; al-BiMni, Khib alfamdir, op. cit., p. 242. 

12. Ibn Sa'id, Ktrib aliugbrifya, op. it., pp. 83-84; al-Idrisi, Etib Nixbat ..., op. cit., complete 
text, Cairo, pp. 68-69, 79-80. 

13. Al-Hamdm, Et& aljawbaratqn.. ., op. cit., pp. 137-141. 
14. A. S. Ehrenkreutz, 'Mediterranean Trade in the Eleventh Century: Some Facts and 

Problems', in M.A. Cook (ed.), Studies in the Economic ffistory oj'tbe &fiddle East, Oxford, 
1970, pp. 37-50. 

15. Al-Biriini, EtZb alrjamrihir.. . , op. cit., pp. 233-234. 
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This important statement indicates that water-driven trip hammers were used 
for crushing gold-bearing rocks before the third/tenth century. In the West, 
the lighter stamp mills were used around 885/1480, and the heavy stamp mills 
driven by water-power for pounding auriferous rocks were used at least as 
early as 1519, i.e. five centuries later." 

The gold-bearing alluvium was washed in troughs of wood divided by 
partitions. Al-Hamdm- gives the detds of this operation. The particles of gold 
are deposited at the end of the trough. The very fine particles of gold from 
both the pounded rock and the alluvial are recovered by amalgamation. The 
crude residues of gold particles are mixed with mercury, which dissolves the 
gold and leaves the other minerals. The mercury is squeezed through a leather 
or canvas bag, leaving the gold and the quicksilver whtch is amalgamated with 
it in a compact mass. This amalgam is roasted till the quicksilver is driven 
off.l7 Al-Bifini gives an interesting method for collecting alluvial gold from a 
flowing river. H e  writes: 'There are places in which they dig small pits under 
the water, which flows over them. They fill the pits with mercury and leave it 
for a whde. Then they come back after the mercury has become gold.'" 

The nugget of gold left after roasting was further purified by melting the 
gold in a process called tac~q. On melting, any impurities in the gold come to 
the surface in the form of scum.19 

Gold occurs mixed naturally with silver, and gold is subjected to a second 
purification process: cementation, to remove the silver. This process is called 
tabkh or taJ'id. Accordmg to al-Hamdani, thtn plates of gold were interleaved 
with the cementation compound, known as the dazva'. This consisted of a 
mixture of vitriol, salt and ground brick. The whole was then strongly heated. 
The mixture evolved the vapours of sulphuric and hydrochloric acids. These 
did not attack gold but converted the surface silver and copper into chlorides 
which could be scraped off. Cementing could be done more than once if the 
gold was to be made really pure.20 This process remained the standard method 
for refining gold during the sixteenth century in Europe, namely six centuries 
after the detailed account of al-Hamdbi. 

Jabir and others described the preparation of nitric acid (see Chapter 4.2 
above) which was used in the separation or parting of gold from silver, the 
silver dissolving and the gold remaining.21 The use of aqua regia was also first 
described by Jabir and others. Jabir says that the addition of sal ammoniac to 
nitric acid enables it to dissolve gold. This mixture, whtch is aqua regia, con- 

16. Singer et al., A Hi.fory.. ., op. it., p. 643. 
17. Al-Hamdm-, EtZb al-Jawbaratqn.. ,, op. cit., p. 153. 
18. Al-Bm-, XtZb al-JamZbir.. ., op. it., p. 236. 
19. Al-Hamdm-, EtZb al-Jawharatayn.. ., op. it., pp. 155, 165. 
20. Al-Hamdid, Et& alfawbaratqn,, ., op. it., pp. 165-183. 
21. Singer etal., Eii~tory ..., op. cdt., p. 356. 
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tins hydrochloric acid as well as nitric acid, and it could be used to separate 
silver from gold. The gold dissolves to a soluble chloride, while silver is at- 
tacked and it precipitates as an insoluble chloride. The gold is easily recovered 
by the evaporation of the liquid and beating the residue, whde the silver is 
obtained by smelting the chloride with an alkali. Nitric acid is suitable for 
separating smd quantities of gold from silver, and aqua regia for separating 
small quantities of silver from gold.22 

Silver 
Silver was found mostly associated with lead ores in the mineral galena or 
ithmid (lead sulphde). The tenth-century geographers reported that there were 
two provinces in the East particularly noted for silver, Transoxania and 
EZhurasan. Panjhir was renowned for its wealth and was the most important 
single silver-mining site in Eastern Islam. W e  read detailed descriptions by 
geographers of the extensive mining operations in Panjhi~r.~~ Al-Hamdani gave 
the names of silver mines in Arabia, especially in Yemen. In describing one 
mine, he said that all the miners came originally from Persia. 'There were 400 
furnaces in it. When birds came near the vdlage of the mine, they dropped 
dead because of the fire from the furnaces.724 

The silver mines of Spain were second in importance as a source of 
silver. It was reported that silver mines existed near Murcia, al-Bira, near 
Cordoba, and other sites.25 In the Maghrib also, there were silver mines in the 
Atlas mountains.26 

In one chapter of hs book, al-Hamdani describes how to extract silver 
from its ores. Silver associated with lead in the form of galena (al-ktl;hl al- 
ithmfd), or lead sulphde. After being mined, the ores were crushed and 
roasted in a special furnace equipped with double bellows, using layers of 
firewood, and the lead runs out through an outlet in the rear of the furnace 
into a tank. If the lead in the silver ore is not sipficant, lead is introduced 
artificially, because it has an affinity for silver, and when it is fused with it, it 
acts as a solvent and extracted it from its union with baser metals. The lead 
was then placed in a dish, put back into a furnace, it was covered with layers of 
wood, and subjected to blasts of air from bellows until lead was reduced to 
litharge. The silver ingot remained and could be removed.27 

22. Bid., pp. 356-357. 
23. See note 2 above. 
24. Al-Hamdiini, Eizb alrjdwharatqn.. . , op. d., pp. 143, 145, 147. 
25. AI-htakhri, Eil, Mas&k.. ., op. cit., p. 44. 
26. Al-Qazwini, 'AthZr aL-bikid.. ., op. cif., pp. 199-200, 260 ; Ibn Sacid, Kizb alrjgghr&ya, @. ai., 

27. Al-Hamdiini, Eicib alyawharaigyn.. ., op. cit., pp. 269-273. 
p.141; al-Bakri, al-AW~ghhril, ..., op. lit., pp. 161, 163, 167. 
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At the end of the chapter on the extraction of silver out of its ores, al- 
Hamdm- concludes that when the silver ores are very rich it is possible to 
extract 1/2 rullof silver from 1 rutlof ore. As the quaky of the ore gets poorer 
the amount of extracted silver can be 1/3,1/4,1/5,1/6 rutl, or one z7q&ju (1/12 
rutl), or 1 dirham qq7u ( 1/12O The amount of silver that can be ex- 
tracted from lead ores varied from mine to mine. 

In another chapter, al-Hamdm- describes how to purify or refine silver 
from its impurities. The treatment depends on the amount of impurities in the 
silver. In one method that was used in Yemen, crushed burnt bones and 
charcoal are used in a furnace. The bones absorb the lead and the impurities, 
leaving pure silver. Outside Yemen, crushed salt and bricks, together with 
charcoal, are used.29 

Copper 
Copper was the first metal in history to be smelted. Its metallurgy started in 
Egypt and Mesopotamia. The earliest sources were Sinai and Anatolia. Cyprus 
later became the chief source of copper and it continued as an important 
source during Islamic times. 

From geographers' accounts, we learn that copper mines existed in 
Transoxania, Khuriisiin, Kirmgn and Fiirs in the Eastern Islamic lands.30 In 
Islamic Spain, in the west, there were cop er mines near Granada, Almeria, 
the Toledo mountains and Huelva (Walba). There were copper mines also in 
the Maghrib.32 

There are two main classes of copper ores, the carbonates-oxides (such 
as cuprite, malachite and azurite), and the sulphides (such as chalcopyrites and 
chalcocites). The smelting of both types of ores was practised from ancient 
times. The carbonate ores were easy to smelt, they were just burnt in a char- 
coal fire, but were not abundant in nature. The sulphides were always the main 
source of copper, but were difficult to treat. They were first roasted to remove 
the bulk of the sulphur, then the roasted ore was mixed with charcoal and fed 

E 

28. Ibid., pp. 273-275, 
29. Ibid., pp. 275-285. 
30. Al-Istakhri, &tab Masdik ..., op. it., pp. 312-313; Ibn Hawqal, Et& Jirat ..., op. cit., 

pp. 363, 402; al-Idrisi, EtZbNuxhat ..., op. it., complete text, Cairo, pp. 692,923; Hudidal- 
'dam, trans. by V. Minorsky, London, 1970, pp. 65,68,103,107,124,129; al-Biriini, Ktb 
alrjamtihir, . ., op. it., pp. 245-246 ; Shams al-Din al-Ansnri al-Dimashqi, Nukhbat al-ahhrfi 
garb al-barr wa-1-bahr, ed. by A. Mehren, Leipzig, 1928, pp.224-225; H. Wulff, T h e  
Traditional Crajh OfPersia, Cambridge, Mass., 1966, pp. 2-4, 14-17. 

31. A-Idrisi, EtZb Nuxbat ..., op. cit., complete text, Cairo, p. 552; Hudgd ..., op. cit., p. 154; 
R. J. Forbes, Jtudies in Ancient Ethnology, Leiden, 1972, IX, p. 16. 

32. A-Idrisi, Etcib Nuxbat ..., op. it., p. 241 ; al-Istakhri, &tab Mmdik. .., op. cit., pp. 312-313; 
al-Bakri, al-Mughrib.. ., op. it., p. 83. 

c '-,' 
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into a hgh cupola or blast furnace. The first copper obtained was of poor 
quality and still contained much sulphur. Therefore, it was smelted again to 
purify it further. Then it was subjected to refining by oxidation to remove the 
remaining sulphur, and then to refining by reduction to reduce the remaining 
cuprous oxide into metal. Some or all of these steps must have been un- 
dertaken. All depended on the required purity of copper and the availabhty 
of fuel resources. 

In Muslim Spain, however, an interesting discovery took place in that the 
sulphide ores, on exposure to air in the presence of water, became oxidized to 
form soluble sulphates. ‘The Moors then found that if water containing 
copper sulphate is allowed to run over iron, pure copper is deposited and the 
iron dissolved.’ As iron was cheap and abundant in Spain, ths discovery 
yielded an efficient method of recovering copper from sul hde ore. Ths is in 
essence the ‘precipitation’ method that is still used today. 

33 

Y4 

Zinc and brass 
Zinc was not known as a distinct metal in early Islamic metallurgy. Some time 
before the sixteenth century, K$ ul-tz&ji (zinc) had become recognized as a 
metal and was alloyed with copper to form brass, and it replaced khirsMand 
mercury as the seventh metal. When Abu-1-Fad1 ‘Alli?im- (958-1 101/1551- 
1602) wrote A%-n-i Akburf in the tenth/sixteenth century, zinc was already 
known and several compositions for brass using zinc were @xn.35 It was not 
unul 1720 that the smelting of zinc was started in Europe. 

Before zinc was known, brass was made by treating copper with zinc 
oxide (tst+Z). Brass (shubuh) was known before Islam, and zinc oxide (tit+q 
was produced from its ores at an early date. So the metallurgy of brass was 
known very early by Islamic chemists and metallurgists. Al-Hamdm (ninth 
century AD) mentioned the treatment of molten copper with ul-iq&nz$i 
(calamine). Al-Rnzi also mentioned that brass (shubuh) is not an elemental 
metal like copper and iron but is a compound metal. Similarly al-Birmi in ul- 
Jumihirgave a chapter on brass under ths title: ‘Description of shubuh (brass) 
whch is manufactured and mixed by gmCu (chemical art).’ 

Al-Bifini stated that tz@i is mixed with copper, it does not unite 
(chemically) with copper and is not transformed into copper. These state- 
ments by al-Ri?izi and al-Bifini are essentially correct, and although they did 

33. Forbes, Studies. . . , op. cit., pp. 17-22; Wulff, Traditional Crzjh. . . , op. cit., pp. 14-1 8. 
34. Singer et al., ffistory.. ., op. cif., p. 11. 
35. Abu-1-Fad1 ‘Allami, A%-i Akban, translated into English by H. Blochmann (Vol. I) and 
H.S. Jarrett (Vols. 11-111)- 1868-1894, reissued, 1948, B. I. Series: Combined edition. 3 
Vols. in one. 

36. T. K. Derry and T. I. Williams, A B a r f  History of Ecbnology, Oxford, 1960, p. 142. 
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not mention metallic zinc, yet they considered brass as an alloy. Al-Bifid 
noticed also the change in the specific gravity between copper and red brass 
and gave exact values for both.37 It is worth noting that Albertus Magnus 
(c. AD 1250), who described the process of mahng brass, ‘had no idea that an 
alloy was being formed, supposing rather that a “virtue” was imparted to the 
copper by the calamine.’ The production of brass by using zinc ores (iqkmiyZ 
and tit44 continued in Europe till the middle of the nineteenth century. 

&-Bifid described the production of zinc oxide (titiyz) from its ore: 
‘The ore is put in a furnace in which are things like baked pottery pegs. The 
fire is lit under the furnace floor. The ti95 rises and attaches itself to the pegs 
and covers them like a wrapping, so that the pegs start to look as though they 
have scales on them.’38 A century earlier, al-Maqdisi described the manu- 
facture of ti92 in Kirmgn. Still later, in the thirteenth century, Marco Polo 
also described its manufacture .39 

Before metahc zinc was produced, all brass was prepared by a ce- 
mentation process. A high temperature (about 1300°C) is needed to reduce 
calamine to zinc with charcoal, and since hs is above the boiltng point of the 
metal, its vapour distills off and, under ordmary circumstances, it reoxidizes 
and condenses as zinc oxide. If, however, copper is heated in a mixture of 
powdered zinc ore and charcoal, a proportion of the zinc formed in the vi- 
cinity of the copper will dlffuse into it and forms a coating of brass. This was 
the old cementation process, in principle similar to the manufacture of steel 
by dffusion of carbon.40 

Lead, tin, bronze and other copper alloys 
Lead (zrmb, aha@ ul-zlsrzlb) was abundant in the Islamic lands. It was produced 
in Transoxania, Khurgsiin, Kumiin, Fiirs and Si~tiin.~’ In the West, it was 
produced in Spain, Sicily, Sardinia and the Magl~ib.~~ It was available also from 

37. Al-Hamdgni, Etib aljrawharatayn.. ., op. it., p. 323; al-Bm-, EtZb aljramibir.. ., op. cit., 

38. Al-Biriini, Etib alijamzbir.. ., op. it., p. 263. 
39. Al-Maqdisi, Absan al-taq&imp ma‘rifat al-aqZ’im, ed. by M. J. De Goeje, Leiden, 1906, 

p. 470; Marco Polo, 7 h e  Travels, trans. by R. Latham, London, Penguin, 1958, p. 69. 
40. R. J. Forbes, ‘Metallurgy’, in Singer et al., A Histoly ~ EchnoloD, 11, op. it., p. 54. 
41. Hudiid ..., op. cit., pp.65, 68, 103, 107, 112, 116, 124, 136; al-Dimashqi, Nukhbat ..., op. 

it., p.224; al-ya‘qiibi, Ktib al-Bul&n, ed. M.J. De Goeje, Leiden, 1892, p.289; al- 
Maqdlsi, Absan al-tagrifm . . . , op. it., pp. 324, 367 ; Wulff, fidtional CraftJ.. . . , op. it., p. 16 ; 
M. Lombard, Les me‘taux hns I‘Ancien Monde du Ye au XIe siicles, Paris, 1974, pp. 190-191. 

42. &did.. ., op. it., p. 154; Ibn Hawqal, Etab Jiirat.. ., op. cit., p. 109; al-Qamini, Athir al- 
bikid, op. cit., p. 503 ; al-ya‘qabi, KtZb al-BuIh-n, op. it., p. 349 ; Lombard, Les mitam.. . , op. 

pp. 262-264. 

cit., pp. 189-190. 
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Egypt, Upper Mesopotamia and Yemen.43 It can be said that lead was found 
associated with silver. 

The main ore of lead is galena (ul-kzbl ul-ibmid), lead sulphde. Lead can 
be obtained from it by heating it with charcoal, with some access to air. Al- 
Hamdiini describes the furnace. It was provided with an outlet and a tank at 
the back, with one or two pairs of bellows; each bellow was worked by two 
men. The bellows were separated from the furnace by a wall in order to 
protect the men from being exposed to the lead vapours coming out of the 
furnace. The lead ore was laid in layers inside the furnace, alternating with fire- 
wood, and the furnace was then fired and kept going by operating the bellows 
day and night. The outlet was then opened and the molten lead ran into the 
tank.44 This type of furnace described by al-Hamdiini in the ninth century was 
a blast furnace and it was in use in Germany and England several centuries 
later. 

Lead was used to secure the foundations of structures such as bridges 
and dams. Also, it was used as the lining material for canals and water courses, 
and as a roofing material, as for example on the Dome of the Rock and the 
Aqsii Mosque in Jerusalem. It was used also as a constituent in metal alloys, 
especially with copper, tin and zinc. An important use of lead was in the 
extraction of silver and gold from copper. 

Tin (ul-ru;Zf al-qd't; qudFr) was produced from two sources, the main one 
was from the Malaysian peninsula, from a place called Kalah; hence, the name 
qd'? for the metal. Al-Idrisi mentions that 'Adan (Aden) was a main port for 
shps coming from the East carrying ul-ru;Z; ul-qZlc? and other commod~ties.~~ 
The other source was from England through Spain and the other 
Mediterranean ports such as Marseille and Narbonne. 

The most important use for tin was for making bronze, and for tinning 
copper or bronze cooking pots and also for mirrors. 

Bronze is an alloy of tin and copper. It was used by the ancient 
civilizations before iron. Its use was so widespread that archaeologists gave 
the name 'Bronze Age' to the 2000 years whch preceded the use of iron. 

High tin bronze was called by al-Bmni u@dh%j, whch means in Persian 
whte copper; it is called also ;U), and it is best cast or forged at red heat. 
These hgh tin bronzes contain between 20 and 30 per cent tin, and were used 
for vessels, weapons and mirrors. 46 

43. Al-Idrisi, fit& Nuxbat.. ., op. cit., p. 80; al-Maqrizi, Etib al-~%hwi'i~. . ., op. cit., I, p. 194; 

44. Al-Hamdw-, Et& alyawbaratqn.. ., op. it., pp. 269-275; see also Wulff, Tradifionai 

45. Al-Idrisi, &tZb Nuxbat.. ., op. Git., pp. 54, 80. 
46. Al-Bifid, KtZb alfamZbir.. ., op. it., pp. 264-266. 

Lombard, Les me'taux.. ., op. it., p. 190. 

Crafts ..., op. it., p. 3. 
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Other copper alloys include butej. Ths was a mixture of copper and lead 
(tlsrmb), and was used for mortars, casseroles and  cauldron^.^' But the most 
common alloy in use was a quaternary alloy of copper, tin, zinc and lead. This 
alloy was used for cast objects such as mortars, buckets, lampstands, inkwells 
and other uses. In fact, the kinds of bronze were numerous and these kinds 
vaned with the percentage of the alloying metals. 

Mercury 
Mercury occurs generally as cinnabar (mercury sulphde ore). Very rarely it can 
be found as native mercury. The two main sources of mercury were from 
Spain48 in the west and from Transoxania in the Other sources existed 
in Sicily and in the Magh~ib.~' Geographers sometimes gave detailed accounts 
of these sources. Spanish mercury was exported to the gold - producing areas 
such as Nubia, Abyssinia and Yemen. The mine Atmaden (from the Arabic 
word for mine: al-ma'dm) was the most famous Spanish mine, although 
several others in the regions of Cordoba and Toledo were also noted. Al- 
Biriini and al-Hamdgni described the method of extracting mercury from its 
ore. Al-Bmni says: 'It is produced from red stones which are heated in the 
oven until they disintegrate and mercury rolls from the outlet. Others pound 
the stones and distil them in a distillation-type equipment in the form of 
cucurbit and alembic; mercury is collected in the receiver.'51 

Mercury was used for extracting gold by amalgamation; it was used in 
chemistry for gdding and for the production of cinnabar (vermilion painting 
pigment). Ths last product had its medical uses also. 

Iron 
IRON MINES 
Iron mines in Islamic Spain were in the region of Murcia and Cartagena, 
Toledo, Cordoba, Granada, and Huelva Iron was exported to the 

47. Ibid., pp.266-267. 
48. AI-Idrisi, EtZb Nixbat.. ., op. cit., p. 581 ; al-Dimashqi, Nukbbat al-a&. . ., op. it., pp. 242, 

49. AI-Istakhri, Etzb Madik.. ., op. cit., pp. 313,334; ffudid.. . , op. it.., pp. 116,355; al-Idrisi, 

50. Al-Dimashqi, Nukbbat aL-hbr.. ., op. cit., pp. 141,237 ; al-Bakri, al-Mugbrib.. ., (9. it., p. 70 ; 

51. A-Bitfu~& Etcib aLyamrihi7.. ., op. cit., p. 231. 
52. Al-Idrisi, Et& Nuxbat.. ., op. cit., complete text, Cairo, pp. 552, 574; al-Dimashqi, Nukbbat 

a/-a&-., ., op. cit., p. 442; Ibn Hawqal, E t b  sirat.. ., op. it.., p. 109; Lombard, Les 
mitaux. .., op. cit., pp. 156-159. 

244. 

Etib NuThat.. ., op. cit., p. 508; al-Dimashqi, Nukhbat al-dah?.. ., op. cit., p. 224. 

Lombard, Les mitaux.. ., op. it,, pp. 242-245. 
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Islamic East. In the Maghrib, there were at least ten mining areas, among these 
were Jabal al-Hadid in the Atlas mountains, Ghawr al-Hadid in Algeria, and 
Majanat al-Ma‘adin in Tunisia. In the Libyan desert, iron was mined in Jabal 
Tantana, Bona, Fezzan and the Oasis.53 In Egypt, iron mines existed in Nubia 
and near Aswan and along the Red Sea. But Egypt was an importer of iron.54 
In Syria, iron mines existed in the Lebanese mountains and in north Syria. 
Syrian iron had been known since antiquity and in Islamic times. Al-Idrisi and 
Ibn Batsta reported that it was exported to Egypt. Damascus was an 
important manufacturing centre for steel based on Syrian iron ores; whence, 
the fame of Damascus steel in history.” In Iraq, there were some mines in the 
north, and in Persia and further east iron mines existed in Transoxania, 
particularly Farghana, which was the most important area for iron. It was 
followed by Khurgsiin, and to a lesser extent Kirman and Fars. Azarbayjiin and 
Armenia had their iron mines also.56 Whenever iron mines existed, iron and 
steel were produced and transformed into weapons, implements and hardware. 

WROUGHT IRON 

The metallurgy of iron in the Islamic lands has not yet been investigated 
sufficiently by hstorians of metallurgy, despite the extensive research into the 
composition of Damascus steel. Investigations in the nineteenth century were 
prompted by business interests and not by hstorical research. 

W e  can assume that wrought iron continued to be produced in some 
Islamic lands in the inherited way by using simple furnaces where the heat of 
the furnace was insufficient to melt the iron, which was reduced by charcoal 
into a sticky, plastic and spongy mass. Ths mass was repeatedly forged until 
the slag was squeezed out and a tough mass of metal was obtained. Ths metal 
could not be cast, because it would not melt at the available temperature, and 
so it had to be forged into any desired shape. Ths was the technology that was 
inherited from pre-Islamic civdizations and which prevailed in Europe until 
the fifteenth ~entury.~’ 

53. ALIdrisi, Etab Nuzbat.. . , op. cit., pp. 116,260,291 ; al-Dimashqi, Nukbbat al-hbr.. ., op. it., 
p. 237; Ibn Hawqal, ffiib $kat.. ., op. cit., p. 77, 84, 86, 95; al-Bakri, al-Mugbhrib.. ., op. cif., 
pp. 33,70,135,149 ; al-Ya‘qiibi, Et& al-Bul&n, op. Lit., p. 349 ; Lombard, Les mitaux.. . , op. 
cit., pp. 159-162. 

54. Lombard, Les mitaux.. ., op. cit., pp. 162-164. 
55. MIdrisi, Et& N5qbat.. ., op. it.., p. 371 ; Ibn Bamta, Riblat Ibn Ba&itZ,Beirut, 1964, p. 62; 

Lombard, Les mitaux.. ., op. cit., pp. 165-166. 
56. Hudid ..., op. it.., pp. 107, 115, 126, 135, 136; A-Dimashqi, Nukbbat al-hbr ..., op. it., 

pp. 166,176,225; a.-Idrisi, EfbNuxbat ..., op. it.., pp. 196,442,512,519,681,692, 806, 
819; Ibn Hawqal, ffitab Jirat.. ., op. cit., pp. 363, 402, 421 ; al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-TaqzsTm.. ., 
op. cit., pp. 325, 340, 443, 470; Lombard, Les mitaux.. ., op. it., pp. 166-173. 

57. Singer et al., A Histoty.. ., op. cit., pp. 56, 7G74. 
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CAST IRON 

But the important fact which has become known only recently is that cast iron 
was produced in Islamic metallurgical centres. Thus, in Jabir’s Khib al-fAa&d 
(The Book of Iron), quoted by al-Jildaki, we read the following description of 
the production of cast iron: 

Chapter: Learn, brother, that it is your comrades who cast (yu.&&&) iron in 
foundries (especially) made for that purpose after they have extracted it (i.e. the 
ore) from its mine as yellow earth intermingled with barely visible veins of iron. 
They place it in the foundmg furnaces designed for melting it. They install 
powerful bellows on all sides of them after having kneaded (yuhttifl) a little oil 
and alkali into the ore. Then the fire is applied to it (i.e. the ore) together with 
stones and firewood. They blow upon it until it is molten, and its entire sub- 
stance (ji~muhu wujaud~hu) is rid of that earth. Then they cause it to drop 
through holes like (those 00 strainers, (made in) the furnaces so that the molten 
iron is separated, and is made into bars out of that earth. Then they transport it 
to far lands and countries. People use it for making utilitarian things of which 
they have need.58 

Al-Gzi called cast iron di: or water of iron. H e  stated that difwas of two kmds: 
iftakhmwhich was the best quality, and ‘irqi. When dmussing melting furna- 
ces, he stated that ‘iron, dif, and steel’ need large furnaces and strong f ~ e s . ~ ~  

Al-BIriini gave sufficient information on cast iron (di;). From his chapter 
on iron in al-JamZhir, we obtain the following information: 
(i) It is quick to flow like water when iron ores are melted in furnaces. 
(ii) It is hard, white and tends to be silvery. 
(iii) It is brittle. 
(iv) It cannot be forged. 
(v) 
The description of Jsbir and al-Jildaki, gven above, and that of al-Hamdgni (see 
lead, above) give us a reasonably clear picture of the blast furnace that was used. 

Steel can be made out of it.“ 

STEEL AND FULKDH (CAST STEEL) 

From a study of Arabic chemical and metallurgical literature, w e  arrive at 
the conclusion that the main ferrous products in Islamic lands were 

58. Jiibibir b. Hayyiin, E t j b  al-@a&d, MS. No. 4121, folios lv-2r, Chester Beatty Library; see 
text and photocopies of these folios in: A.Y. al-Hassan, ‘Iron and Steel Technology in 
Medieval Arabic Sources’, Journalfor the ffistoly OfArabic Science, 2, No.1, 1978, pp.3lff, 
plates 2 and 3. 

59. A-R%zi, E h i b  al-Amir, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 
60. A - B W - ,  E h i b  algamjhir.. ., op. cit., pp. 248, 251, 254, 256. 
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wrought iron (nmmzh?n), cast iron (dz?:) and steel. Now steel is of two 
lands, sb&rq& and fihdb. 

From al-Bifini we can give a description of sb&?rq&. First it was a 
steel without a jbnd (pattern) and could be heat treated. It was used by 
the Byzantines, the Russians and the Slavs, to make their swords. These 
swords, called also qda’, have a ringing or resounding tone when struck, 
whereas others have a hoarse ring. The swords are whitish in colour, Ths 
steel was pvoduced by cementation, which was a process for steeling iron 
bars by repeated hammerings and heatings in drcect contact with charcoal, 
whch diffuses carbon into the surface region of the metal. Some excep- 
tional iron ores yield steel directly if the smelting process is sufficiently 
elaborate. Steel was obtained in ths way in central and east European 
co~ntries.~~~4l-Biriini mentioned that meteorite iron is also sb&h~yit~.62 The 
swords made from ths steel were hard and were liable to be broken when 
they were used, therefore the Russians introduced wrought iron (narm&an) 
in the middle of the sword. Later they imitated the jkb~d by forgng 
threads of shbirq& and nar//z-cihnri together and thus obtained artificial 
jbnd. 

The other quality of steel is fihd’ll. Al-Bifini defines it as a compounded 
steel (~nu~akkdb) and not single, as the sbZbirq& is. 

FZhdh is composed of narvz~zh& ( n a r t / A m ,  wrought iron) and the water of iron, 
which flows first when iron is extracted from the ores (i.e. d,i$ or cast iron). 
Herat is specialized in making this steel. Ingots are called eggs because they take 
the shape of the crucibles, being cylindrical with rounded bottoms. Indian and 
other swords are forged from this 

Al-Birfini continues to explain the nature of the j b d  
FiMh is of two kinds in composition. In one kind the contents of the 
crucible, namely n‘zrmdan (mrm-&an) and the water of iron (i.e. dif or cast 
iron), are melted equally and are united by this melting so that it is not 
possible to distinguish one from the other, and it is used to manufacture files 
and similar objects. One imagines that this kind is shZbirqZn. In the other 
kinds, the melting of two constituents of the crucible is not equal. The 
mixing is not complete, and the two components are differentiated, and the 
colour of each part is visible individually. This is calledfirind. People boast of 
and rival each other in blades which have the jcnd and the green colour and 
always give them (literary)  description^.^^ 

61. Derry and Williams, Short HiJtoty.. ., op. cit., p. 121. 
62. Al-Biruni, fit& alrjamihir ..., op. cit., pp. 248, 250, 251, 254. 
63. AL-Bniei, Bid., p. 252. 
64. A-Biriini, &tA aL;/an&r.. ., op. cif., p. 252. 
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4.15 Swords m a d e  from Damascus steel are characterized by their pattern, 
or j k d .  Persia, seventeenth century 

0 Victoria and Albert Museum, London (614-1876) 
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Then al-Birmi discusses thefirinds of some swords, but in ths respect one 
obtains more information from al-ICindi’s treatise on swords.65 The remaining 
metallurgical operation for the development of theJ;;rind is in the treatment of 
the surface of the sword. Vitriol (#) is used together with other ingredients 
such as salt. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF ECTLADN (CAST STEEL) 

From studying Arabic sources, we learn that steel in the molten state was 
manufactured by one of three processes: (a) from cast iron (or pig iron), 
(b) from wrought iron (mmz-Zhm) or (c) from a mixture of both. 

From fit& rrl-HadTd of Jiibir, as given by al-Jildaki, w e  cite a description 
of the manufacture of steel from cast iron. Ths text follows immediately the 
description of the production of cast iron bars cited above. In this process, the 
impurities and the excess carbon in the cast iron were burnt out, and with this 
refining process as it was called by Jabir, steel was obtained: 

As forjihdh (steel) workers, they take the iron bars and put them in special 
foundries suited to their purpose in the f2dh (steel) works. They install hearths 
(ak..i.) in them (i.e. in the foundry furnaces) and they blow fxe for a long time 
until they make it like gurgling water. They nourish it with glass, oil and alkali 
until light appears from it in the fire and it gets rid of much of its blackness by 
intensive melting all night and day. They keep watching it while it is whirling for 
indications until they are sure of its suitability, and until its lamp emits light. 

Thereupon, they pour it out of outlets and it comes out as running water, 
and they solidify it in the shape of rods, or they pour it in clay pits shaped like 
large crucibles; and from these pits they take out refined fZ& (steel) in the 
shape of ostrich eggs, from which one makes swords, helmets, lance heads and 
all tools .66 

The manufacture of steel from wrought iron involves the addition of 
carbonaceous materials to the wrought iron in a closed crucible. Al-Biani 
gves the description of a process that was practised in Damascus: 

Mazyad b. ‘Ah the blacksmith from Damascus wrote a book describing the 
swords which were included in al-E=indi’s treatise. H e  started by dealing with the 
composition of fihdh (steel), and the construction of hearths (hir), and the 
making of crucibles and their different shapes, clays and compositions. Then he 
gave instructions to put in each crucible 5 raih of horseshoes and their nails, 
which are made from nurm&n (mrm-&z~z, wrought iron), and the weight of 10 

65. Abii Yiisuf b. Ishaq al-I.Lindi, Risda ila ba‘d ikbwanihi,fTal-syz$ MS. Ayasofya 4832, folios 
170-172; see also ‘A. R. Zaki, ‘aCJyiLTfu~a-asna&ba’, an edited Arabic text, ficul@ 0fAr-t~ 
Journal (Cairo), 14, No. 2, 1953; al-hassan, ‘Iron and Steel.. .’, op. cif. 

66. J%bbir b. Hayyan, KfZb al-@adfd, op. cif. ; al-Hassan, ‘Iron and Steel.. .’, op. cif., pp. 37-38. 
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dwhams from each of nkkhtd, golden marqadtxha (marcasite) and brittle mag- 
nesia. The crucibles are luted and deposited in the hearth. Charcoal is charged 
and they are blown upon with mmi bellows, each bellow having two men, unul it 
melts and whirls. Bundles which have been prepared before are added, con- 
taining ihh@, pomegranate rinds, salt (used in dough) and pearl shells, in equal 
amounts and crushed, with 40 dirham.r in each bundle. One bundle is thrown 
into each crucible; then the crucibles are blown upon violently without mercy 
for an hour. Then they are left to cool and the eggs are taken out from 

The third method of making fihidb (steel) has been alluded to already. 
According to al-Birnni, fihidb (steel) which was made from nurm&% (nurm- 
Zbun) and di: was a speciality of Herat, and as w e  have seen above, two 
quahties of steel were produced, one without a jiknd if the mixing was 
intensive and complete, and one was with ajiknd if the mixing was not very 
intensive. 

Al-Bifini mentions a method based on forgmg particles of pulverized 
cast iron (di:) with wrought iron ingots. Here is his text: 

68 

A person who was in Sind told m e  that he sat and watched a blacksmith making 
swords. He looked at the swords closely and their iron was num-&m and he was 
sprinkling on it a highly pulverized &wZ’ (drug) of reddish colour. H e  would 
throw it on the iron and weld it by forging, then he would take it (the iron) and 
elongate it by hammering, then he would sprinkle again and repeat the process 
several times. The person said: I asked him about it, and he looked at me with 
derision, upon which I looked carefully and reahzed that it was di; which he 
mixed with nam-ihan by hammering and forging so as to get the result that is 
obtained with the Herat eggs by melting.69 

POSSIBLE TRANSFER OF CAST IRON TECHNOLOGY TO THE WEST 
Whereas pig iron was already produced in Islamic lands in the ninth century, it 
was not until the fifteenth century that it was produced in Europe. At some 
time in the fifteenth century the need for making cast iron guns in the West 
led to converting the bloomery furnaces into blast furnaces, and since the 
production of pig iron from blast furnaces using bellows was already known in 
the Islamic countries of the Near East and Persia, the question that is posed is 
whether the idea of cast iron and some of the details of the production 
technique came to Europe from the East. Indeed, the initial blast furnaces that 
prevaded in Europe between the fifteenth and the seventeenth centuries were 
not much different from the blast furnaces that had been used in Islamic lands 
since the ninth century. 

67. Al-Biriin& Etib al-JamZbir.. ., op. it., p. 256; al-Hassan, ‘Iron and Steel.. .’, op. it., pp. 35-36. 
68. Al-Biifini, Etb al-jamibir.. ., op. cit., p. 252. 
69. Ibid.., p.256. 
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4.16 A blacksmith from the Szirname, Istanbul, sixteenth century 
o Roland and Sabrina mchaud 

(Topkapi Library, Istanbul) 

THE PROBLEM OF CHARCOAL AND THE U S E  OF COKE 
What happened after the start of blast furnaces and the production of cast iron 
in the West is of great hstorical importance. Europe, especially England, was 
moving quickly towards a new phase in its economic hstory. The blast furnace 
was dependent on wood for charcoal and on water for moving water-wheels. 
In England, in the seventeenth century, the blast furnace costs were hgh as a 
result of the steady depletion of accessible forests. The British charcoal 
industry reached its peak in the middle of the seventeenth century. Therefore, 
the pig iron industry stagnated or even deched as the rising cost of charcoal 
made it uneconomical in one &strict after another. Also the rapid depletion of 
the forests caused great alarm and laws were enacted whch forbade the 
cutting of trees for conversion into charcoal. In 1713, Darby produced coke 
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from coal and used it in place of charcoal in a blast furnace. This was a 
revolutionary change and a turning point in the history of iron. After this a 
rapid change from charcoal to coke took place, and before the end of the 
eighteenth century coke replaced charcoal. 

Another breakthrough took place when the steam engine was first used 
in 1776 in a blast furnace, replacing the water-wheel. 

These two revolutionary changes - the use of coke and the steam engine 
- removed the constraints on the expansion of iron production. As costs fell, 
iron replaced wood and other materials like copper. The use of coke in iron 
production was a major factor in the Industrial Revolution. 

The story of charcoal in the West is told here because it explains what 
happened in the Islamic lands. Forests were always scarce and scattered, and 
they were not always to be found near iron mines. Also, water power could not 
be provided everywhere. Therefore there were always constraints on the 
Islamic blast furnaces, which were bound to remain small. Even when the 
dlscovery of coke as a substitute for charcoal took place in the West, the Islamic 
lands could not take advantage of this development because coal was not a 
natural resource. This partly explains why the Industrial Revolution took place 
in the West and not in the Islamic lands despite their higher level of me- 
tallurgical knowledge. And even with the recent dlscovery of petroleum, which 
was an important the Islamic natural resource, coke is still essential for pro- 
ducing pig iron. New breakthroughs in technology were needed so that natural 
gas and petroleum could be used effectively in producing iron in place of coke. 

Let us take the case of one Islamic steel production centre. Damascus 
was famous for its steel. It had relied on local Syrian ores and on local forests 
from prehistoric times, and its iron and steel objects were exported. With the 
use of coke in Europe, imported iron and steel became much cheaper and this 
caused the closing of Syrian iron mines and the disappearance of the famous 
Damascus iron and steel industry. This was also the fate of the other Islamic 
traditional iron and steel industries that relied on charcoal. 

EUROPEAN ATTEMPTS TO DUPLICATE DAMASCUS STEEL 

Until the eighteenth century, the standard way of makmg steel in Europe was 
the cementation process, which was to heat bars of soft iron in a mixture of 
carbonaceous materials, especially horn or hoof. The surface of the rods 
became impregnated with carbon, and they would then be forged into a 
homogeneous mass. In 1740, Huntsman melted the carburized iron in a 
crucible instead of forgmg. Both methods, forging and crucible melting, were 
slow, and steel was therefore expensive. 

It is at this time that Europe turned its attention to Damascus steel. 
Research workers tried to produce a steel matchmg its qualities. These efforts 
lasted about a century. W e  shall mention only some of these. 
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The first European to try imitating the damask pattern was Perret, who 
found in 1777 that the welded texture dd not match the oriental damask. H e  
remarked that it seemed that the damask had been made in the crucible and 
that the grains of steel were welded with those of iron.7u In 1819, Faraday 
analysed Indian Steel Cakes (Wootz). Together with Stodart, he made ex- 
tensive alloying experiments until 1822. According to Cyril S. Smith, Faraday 
and Stodart failed to reahze the essential simplicity of oriental high-carbon 
s tee1 . 71 

Breant published in 1823 an important paper on the metallurgy of 
Damascus steel. H e  suggested that carbon, added to iron at the proper tem- 
perature, first forms increasing amounts of steel as a separate compound, and 
that as more carbon is added, iron carbide starts to form. O n  slow cooling, the 
steel and the carbide will crystalhe separately, and both constitute a steel of a 
very hgh carbon content. The details of the damask depend on the manner of 
forgmg. Breant developed the structure by immersing the resulting steel in 
‘acidulated water’.72 

Anossof, the Russian general, gained fame when he established a man- 
ufacturing factory for blades following Breant’s procedures. These blades were 
appreciated by Wilkinson in 1839. Anossof published a classic paper in 
Russian and French in 1841 and 1843, outlining his results. The paper inspired 
the work of Tschernoff on metallography, and it is of importance due to the 
extensive experiments which were published.73 

Further serious research was carried out by D e  Luynes in the same 
period as Anossof. H e  analysed some actual swords and several steel cakes 
from Turkey and Persia. H e  concluded that: ‘Orientals first made an easily 
melted hard iron and re-melted it with wrought iron nails.’ H e  believed that an 
alloying element was needed to give a good damask and he preferred man- 
ganese. H e  succeeded in making swords by melting iron nails embedded in a 
mixture of manganese oxide and sawdust, breahng the resultin ingot into 
nut-size pieces and remelting with an equal weight of iron nails. 

Other workers kept trying, but interest in the Damascus blades declined 
after European steel-makers developed ‘their own technique’. In 1856, 

7 5  

70. J. J. Perret, hEmoires sur l’acier, Pans, 1779. 
71. C. S. Smith, A ffistoty $Metullogruphy, Chicago, 1960, pp. 25-26; M. Faraday, ‘Analysis of 

Wootz or Indian Steel‘,QuarterbJotrmal ofscience, 7, 1819, pp. 288-290; J. Stodart and M. 
Faraday, ‘Experiments on the Alloys of Steel Made with a View to its Improvement’, 
Quarter~1Journul $Science, 9, 1820, pp. 319-330. 

72. J. R. Breant, ‘Description d’un procede a l’aide duquel on obtient une espece d’acier fondu, 
semblable h celui des lames damassees orientales’, Bull. Sociiti d’Encourugemeiztpoiw l’inrlusttit 
nationale, 8, 1823, pp. 267-271 ; Smith, (bid., p. 26. 

73. E Anossof, ‘Memoire sur l’acier damasst’, ,4nn~ire dz( journai des M n e s  de R m i e ,  1841 
(published 1843), pp. 192-236. 

74. H. T. P. J. Duc de Luynes, Mimoire sur la jabticution de Parierfondu et damzssi, Paris, 1844. 
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Bessemer brought out his process of removing carbon, shcon and other im- 
purities from pig iron by oxidizing them with an air-blast. And in 1867, 
Siemens patented the making of steel by melting cast iron with low-carbon 
iron such as wrought iron or steel. This is the open-hearth process which is 
presently the greatest producer of steel. W e  should remember, however, that 
Islamic metallurgists with their small furnaces and crucibles many centuries 
ago, were using these same metallurgical processes, as w e  have seen. 
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hfILITARY FIRES, 
G U N P O W D E R  A N D  FIREARMS 

Ahmud f: ul-Ha-r-run 

Military fires 
W t a r y  fires were first developed by the ancient civhzations of the Near East 
and Persia. The Assyrians in the ninth century EK used fires in the defence of 
their towns during sieges, and in 480 BC, the Persians used arrows tipped with 
burning tow during the capture of Athens. After that, the use of mhtary fires 
spread in the whole of the Near East and the neighbouring countries. The 
area was always rich in oil whch was used for various purposes including 
mhtary fires. 

Partington' made a survey of incendiary materials used in ancient war- 
fare, and he classified them as follows: 

(a) Petroleum, or naphtha, from Mesopotamia, the Caspian Sea and other 
sources; petroleum was used also with pitch and sulphur. 

(b) Liquid pitch. 
(c) Mixture of pitch resin and sulphur. 
(n) A mixture of quicklime and sulphur, which ignited on contact with 

water; ths was reported in 186 Bc. 
(e) A mixture of quickhme and sulphur with other inflammable materials 

such as bitumen, resin, naphtha, etc. ; this mixture ignited on contact with water. 
From the early days of the Arab empire, Arab armies and navies em- 

ployed military fires. It is reported that the shps built in Alexandria in 71 6, for 
the Umayyads' siege of Constantinople, were equipped with ' fire-spouting 
engines'. In those early Islamic days, the Arabs used the incendary materials 
that were known at that time.2 

Mu'iiwiya and hs successors sent several military expeditions against 
the Byzantines. During the long campaign whch is called the War of Seven 

1. J. R. Partington, ,4 Histoly of Greek Fire and Gunpozder, Cambridge, 1960, p. 28. 
2. P. Hitti, h7stoly ofthe,4rah, 10th ed., London, 1991, p. 203. 
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Years (55-61/674-680), a new fire, the so-called Greek fire, was used for 
the first time by the Byzantines. About the year 54/673, a Syrian archtect 
called Kallinikus of Heliopolis (Baalbek) in Syria defected to Byzantium. 
This was less than forty years after the establishment of the Arab govern- 
ment in Syria, and just before Constantinople was besieged by the Arabs. It 
seems that ICalltnikus had brought with hm the secret of a new fire whch 
helped the Byzantines defend themselves. This new fire differed from all 
the previous ones since it contained some secret ingredent. It was called 
‘Greek fire’ by the Crusaders, though it was never called ‘Greek‘ by the 
Byzantines themselves.’ 

The inheritance by the Arabs of the technical skills of pre-Islamic civi- 
lizations, together with their mastery of the art of distillation and the science 
of chemistry, and their control of the petroleum and mineral resources, en- 
abled them to develop their own secret military fires which were used in most 
of their mditary operations. The military fire called nu$ was a regular weapon 
in Muslim armies, and the word n.ft came to denote the whole mixture or the 
entire ingredients of the fire, whether it was an incendiary mixture or a 
gunpowder mixture. In the Crusades, the Europeans fighting in Syria and 
Egypt encountered the use of the Muslim n.ft (whch they called Greek fire) 
on a large scale, and it inspired great terror and was regarded as an invention 
of evil magicians. 

Many modern historians have tried to discover the precise compositions 
of these fires. They agree that, in addition to the incendiary materials men- 
tioned above, the n.ft mixture contained a secret ingredient which made it 
particularly effective. From studying the archaeological and historical evi- 
dence, most have come to believe that the secret ingredient was saltpetre. 
However, a small group has suggested that the secret lay in the use of ds- 
ulled fractions of petroleum. It seems that both opinions are correct. Distilled 
fractions were important ingredients, but saltpetre came to be used gradually 
as a major ingredient, and when the ..ft developed into gunpowder, i.e. a 
mixture of salt etre, sulphur and charcoal, it replaced all other mixtures unul 
modern times. 

During the Abbasid period, military fires were assigned to special n.ft 
troops (nuf@n) who wore special fireproof clothing. The n.ft troops dealt 
with mditary fires of any composition. Up to the thmeenth century, the 
petroleum fractions were a principal ingredient, but as the percentage of 
saltpetre increased the n& troops in the thirteenth century dealt mainly 
with gunpowder. W e  shall see when discussing al-Ramm8Fs book how 
military fires were applied, but w e  may mention here that liquid n.ft was 

? 

3. About I<allinikus and the Greek fKe, see Hitti, History.. ., op. cit., p. 202; M. Mercier, Leju 
grigeois, Paris, 1952, p. 202. 

4. Hitti, ibid., pp. 13-16. 
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4.17 A @dr, or large pot, filled with incendiaries and gunpowder was used 
in sieges. Illustration from al-Rammiiys al-Fu~%~ijyya 

0 Bibliothkque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2825, fol. 85v) 
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4.18 Large incendiary pots were hurled by trebuchets (manjanZqs). 
Illustration from al-Rammiih’s ul-Fa~s&ya 

0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2825, fol. 90) 

applied by means of what was known as a Zamiqa, ndfltu or ‘siphon’. 
Ths was a bronze piston pump from whose nozzle a jet of burning liquid 
was projected. A brass box fd of liquid .U$? was attached to the pump by 
pipes and so made a compact unit. An igniting element or wuda (lit. rose) 
was faed at the tip of the nozzle and lit when the device was to be used. 
‘A jet of fire (shihzb) one lance long issues forth, which wdl burn the 
enemy who is opposite in combat.’ 

From the faris&ja (or military) treatises whch preceded al-Rammiih’s 
book, we can have a good idea about Islamic military fires whch preceded 
gunpowder. One of these is the work of Murda (or Mar@ b. ‘Ah d-Tarsfisi 
(twelfth century), which was written, supposedly, for Saliih d-Din (Saladm). It 
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contains several recipes for incendiary military fires.5 Another military treatise 
exists in Leiden in two copies, Arabic MS. 92 and 499, and one of these is dated 
622/1225. The treatise discusses mhtary fires whch were in common use in 
the twelfth century. The treatise is entitled Treatise on Stratagem, lKh, the 
Capture of Ewm, and the Defence OfPassts. This is a treatise on mihtary technology 
in general, with a large part on m@t (fires), and is a rich source of information.‘ 

W e  shall give, later in this chapter, reviews of some major battles and 
sieges in whch military fires with saltpetre or gunpowder, or cannon were 
used; but it is useful to give here a brief account about the use of military fires 
in one of the main sieges which took place during Salah al-Din’s time. The 
famous siege of ‘Akka (Acre) took place in 596/1191 and was described by 
Arabic and European hstorians. Ibn Shaddnd (Baha’ al-Din Yfisuf) (d. 632/ 
1234) was in the service of Salah al-Din and wrote hs biography. About ths 
siege he says: 

Then a young man from Damascus, a founder by trade, promised to burn the 
towers of the Crusaders if he were admitted to the town. This was agreed upon; 
he entered Acre, and was given the necessary materials. He boiled ~.ft and other 
drugs together in copper pots. As soon as these things were properly cooked or 
when in a word they looked just like balls of fire, he threw one pot against a 
tower, which at once caught fire.. . The second tower was also inflamed, and 
then the third.7 

Another account of the same story about the young founder from Damascus 
comes from Ibn al-Athir (‘122 al-Din Abu-l-vasan ‘Ah) (d. 632/1234) who 
composed a famous history, al-fi-milj-l-tZrfkh. H e  says: 

The man from Damascus, in order to deceive the Christians, first threw pots 
with n.ft and other things, not kindled, against one of the towers, which pro- 
duced no effect. The Christians, full of confidence, climbed triumphantly to the 
highest stage of the tower, calling out in derision. The man from Damascus, 
waiting until the contents of the pots had soaked into the tower, at the right 
moment threw on it a burning pot. At once fire broke out over the whole tower 
and it was destroyed. The fire was so quick that the Christians had no time to 
climb down and they and their weapons were all burnt up. The other towers 
were similarly destroyed .8 

5. ‘Ak b. Murdii (Mardi) al-Tarsiisi, Ziyimt arb& al-afbd.. . , part of which was edited and 
translated by C. Cahen, ‘Un trait& d’armurerie compose pour Saladin’, in BulletiFi d’itudes 
ozietztales, 12, 1947-1948. This treatise was published in Beirut, 1998, by Diir Siidir. 

6. AL-~ialfi-l-hiinib wafath al-vzadZ’in wa-hfi al-dutd, MS. Ahmet 111, Serai No. 3469, Istanbul, 
folio 127a-l81b, author uncertain. Several other manuscripts exist in Istanbul, Leiden and 
Rabat. This treatise was edited by S. Rahili and published in Saudi Arabia, 1999-2000? 

7. Baha’ al-Din Yusuf b. Shaddad, al-Nawdr al-julf&i&ya wa-l-zva&si?i al,y2sifWan, Cairo, 1903, 
pp. 84-85. 

8. Ibn al-A&, al-Kimilj-l-tZr%kh, Beirut, 1967, IX, p. 206. 
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In this siege, milttary fire was used on both land and sea; it was used by cavalry 
also according to the report of an eyewitness who wrote (tinerachm Regs &card. 
H e  says that: ‘The incendiary oil, commonly called Greek fire, burnt with a livid 
flame, smelt abominably, consumed even stone and iron, and could not be 
extingushed by water but only by sand, though affusion of vinegar subdued it.79 

Potassium nitrate 
Evolution of TERMS 
Natnin was classified by al-Rm as a bziruq. The firshzinTmanuscript, (written 
in Arabic with Syriac scfipt and which belongs to the ninth or tenth century), 
classifies nah-n under salts. It lists two hnds of nafnin, one is defines as nitr2. 
Berthelot and Duval translated nitri salt as sel de nitre. 

The word na.m-n in Arabic has been used up to the twentieth century, to 
denote mainly potassium nitrate. In the illth century the word ‘natron’ was 
adopted in Europe to denote sodium carbonate only, thus it was Afferent 
from the word nitrum or nitre. But this development in European languages is 
independent from the use of the word n a w ,  hence nafrtin should not be 
confused with the ‘natron’ of the Western languages. As late as 1002 an article 
in aL-iMzshriq about minerals in the Ottoman Empire gave the following 
statement: ‘the salt of bsmd or naf~n is classified among the boraces, and it is 
mined extensively in Qcinya’.ll 

In the early stages of Latin alchemy in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
when Arabic alchemy was being introduced into Europe, the word nitrum or 
sal nitrum in Latin was used to denote the Arabic word naWn when translating 
Arabic works into Latin. 

The De Composihone Alchemiae or De Re Metallica whch is the dialogue 
between Morienus and IGiilid b. Yazid was translated by Robert of Chester in 
1144 and &IS was the first work on Arabic alchemy to be translated into Latin. 
The Latin text says: sal annatron id est sal nitn’. The English translation of the 
seventeenth century that was published by Holmyard says: salt anatron, that is 
saltpetre. 

10 

9. Edited by Stubbs, London, 1864; see Partington, Hi~tor ..., op. tit, p. 27. 
10. Berthelot, M. and Duval, Rubens, La cbimie aaMienAge, vol. 11, Pans 1893. The &nbini 

text that appeared in this volume was rewritten in Arabic script by Rev. Barsum Yusuf Ayyub, 
Aleppo, at the request of the present auther in 1979, and is still in manuscript form, p. 163. 

11. Al-Yasii‘i, Louis Sheikho, Al’Mu.rb~q, 1902. 
12. Morienus, in Magnet, Bibliotheca Chemica Curiosa, Geneva, 1702, p. 514; Holmyard, 

E.J., pialogue between Khakd and Morienus]. A romance of chemistry, Cbemi.rQ and 
Indmhy, 44 (4) 23 Jan 1925,75-77; ibid(5) 30Jan 1925,105-108; ibid(6) 6 Feb 1925,136- 
137; ibid(11) 13 Mar 1925,27-26; ibid(12) 20 Mar 1925. 300-301; ibid(l3) 27 Mar 1925, 
327-328. 
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Among the seven boraxes of al-Ezi is bawaq al-szgha (borax of jewellers), 
he describes this borax thus: ‘And bazvraq al-siigba is white and is similar to al- 
sh$a (al-sabkhu?) which is found at the foot of walls.’13The fi~shin5 treatise.14 
describes bawaq al-szgha which, it says, is white and resembles al-shba (i.e. 
saltpetre according to Duval); and next to it in the list is al-shba or saltpetre 
which is ‘the salt that is found at the foot of walls’. From al-R;izi’s book and 
the Arabic-Syriac manuscript we can say that, potassium nitrate was described 
as sh$a (or sabkha?) that is found at the foot of walls. And as mentioned later, 
the people of Iraq used to call potassium nitrate milb al-bZJ$ (salt of wall). 

Ibn Sina (d. 429/1037) in the Canon (ul-~&zinJb) gave a definition of 
asios: ‘Asios is the stone from which salt originates. This salt is called flowers 
of asios.’ Asios stone was first mentioned by Pliny and then by Dioscorides. 
Later writers identified asios with potassium nitrate.15 

Potassium nitrate was mentioned also in other chemical and medical 
treatises. One of these is RNtbat al-hakh (The Sage’s Step) of al-Majrig. 
Another is EfZb ul-Maqaddmiit (Book of Introductions) of Ibn Bakhtawayh 
(Abu-1-Husayn ‘Abdalliih b. ‘fsii) who wrote in 419/1028. The author lived in 
Wiisit in Iraq and wrote ths book for the benefit of his son. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a 
(d. 678/1279) in his book ‘@i~ aL-anbZ’ quoted the following procedure from 
Ibn Bakhtawayh’s book which dustrates the cooling effect of saltpetre: 

Take1 ra$(O.45 kg) of best South Arabian alum (shabb_yam&i). Powder it finely, 
put it into a new earthenware pot, and pour over it 6 rath of pure water. Put the 
whole into an oven, which is closed, and allow 2/3 to evaporate. A third re- 
mains, which neither increases nor diminishes, since it has become a solid mass. 
This is put into a bottle, whtch is well closed. If you wish to make ice, take a 
new ice-makmg vessel (tha&ya) in which pure water is placed and put in 10 
mithgdr (283.5 g) of the alum solution, and after an hour the water will become 
ice. 16 

Von Kremer, Fischer and Partington identified the shabb jamani in this 
procedure with potassium nitrate because of the lowering of the temperature 
of water or cooling effect, which is a property of saltpetre.17 

This passage is important also because it refers to the purification of 
potassium nitrate by solution in water, evaporation and crystallization, whch 
was a standard method for the purification of h s  material. 

13. AL-Razi, EtZb firral-’arrZr, M.T. Danechpazuh (ed.), Tehran, 1964, p. 6. 
14. M. Bertholet and D. M. Rubens, La chimie atl Mien Age . . . , op. cit., p. 145. 
15. Ibn Sins, aI-@nin $-I-:tibb, p. 263. See also Yahyg al-Hiishimi, ZDMG 1964, p. 50; 
E. Quatremkre, ‘Observations sur le feu gregeois’, in journal Asiahqtle, 4. serie, 15, 1850, 
p. 221. 

16. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘@tin aI-anbZ’jftabaqZt al-a$bZ’, N. Rida (ed.), Beirut, p. 124. 
17. Partington, fistooty ..., op. cit., pp. 311-312. 
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During the eleventh or twelfth centuries, the word binid, to denote po- 
tassium nitrate, became common in Western Islam (the Maghrib and al- 
Andalus). It is also apparent from the chronology of battles that the use of 
potassium nitrate in firearms in al-Andalus and the Maghrib developed earlier 
than in Eastern Islam. One important reason wluch comes to mind is that the 
natural deposits of potassium nitrate were known to exist in southern 
Andalusia and this might have exerted its influence on the earlier develop- 
ments. Also the lack of petroleum resources might have had its effect. 

It was suggested that since potassium nitrate has the cooling effect 
property, it was called bZnid. Ibn al-Bafi8r Ab6 Muhammad ‘Abdalliih b. 
m a d  al-Mdiqi was born in Malaga in Spain in 575/1197 and died at 
Damascus in 646/1248. H e  wrote a celebrated book al-Jimi‘ li-mt&ra&t al- 
adw&a wa-l-agbdb$a, a treatise on simple drugs, mentioning 1,400 items; it was 
completed in 638/1240. Ibn al-Baytiir, who came from al-Andalus and the 
Maghrib, was quite farmliar with the terms used in Western Islam. It is gen- 
erally assumed that the word bznid first appeared in lus book. H e  says that ‘the 
flower of the stone aios, which is called the snow of China among the old 
physicians of E ypt, is called in the West, by the physicians and the common 

Al-Jawbari (‘Abd al-R~-m b. ‘Umar al-Dimashqi) wrote in 619/1222 his 
book al-MikbtZrFkaxhf al-arZr (Selections in the Disclosure of Secrets), which 
includes a wealth of information on fraudulent practices of severd trades. In 
tlvs book the terms bZrid tbalji and milb al-bZnZd are mentioned more than 
once. 7KaJFmeans here either snow-like, or it indcates the property of salt- 
petre in inducing cooling and producing ice (tbaJ).19 

From Ibn al-Baytiir and al-Jawbari, w e  can say that the word bZnid was 
already in common usage in Eastern Islam around 597/1200, whereas in the 
Maghrib and al-Andalus, it was used long before. 

In the second half of the thtrteenth century, &rid was used extensively to 
denote potassium nitrate. Hasan al-Ramm* wrote a book around 679/1280 
on pyrotechnics using &rid in gunpowder formulations. BZnid was used also 
in the middle of the thirteenth century in gunpowder to charge the first can- 
non used by the Mamelukes against the Mongols. In 710/1310, Yfisuf b. 
Ismn‘il al-Kutubi, from Baghdad, wrote an abbreviation of Ibn al-Baytiir’s 
book which he called Mi liyasa ‘zt al-tabfbajablzth (%’hat a Physician Cannot 
Afford to Ignore). H e  says: 

people, binid. ,w 

18. Ibn d-Baytiir, al@nic li-mufradit al-adw@a wa-l-aghdhba, Cairo, 1877,111, pp. 30-31. It seems 
that the word aios became arhusb with the passage of time, meaning bZn2d; see Tadhkirat 
D&id al-An& under barid, Cairo, AH 1356 , I, pp. 62-63. 

19. ‘Abd al-Ra@m b. ‘Umar d-Jawbari, al-~ukh~trfikashfal-asrar, Damascus, AH 1302 , pp. 22, 
26, 118. 
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Binid is a name for the flower of m‘os used in the Maghrib. In the common 
language of the people of Iraq, they call it mi& &i?f (salt of wall). This is a salt 
which creeps on the ancient walls; so they collect it. It is sharp. It is stronger 
than common salt and loosens the bowels; it cleanses the body from internal 
superfluities. It resembles borax (bziraq). They use it to make a fire whch rises 
and moves, thus increasing it in lightness and inflammability. It is not otherwise 
used in therapeutics.2o 

Shams al-Din al-An$iri al-Dimashqi (d. 728/1327) wrote hs book fikhbaf al- 
dahat about the same time as al-Ramm3h‘s book, i.e. in the second half of the 
thrteenth century. Al-Dimashqi describes in hs book the celebrations of the 
people of Hama and its surrounding area, both Christians and Muslims, on the 
eve of New Year and their use of hind (meaning here gunpowder) in 
fireworks. Ths confirms that the word h&%d had already developed, in the 
thrteenth century, into a common word denoting gunpowder which was used 
in fireworks as well as in firearms.21 

OCCURRENCE OF HA-RI~D, O R  POTASSIUM NITRATE 

B&d, or potassium nitrate, is formed by the action of nitrifying bacteria upon 
ammonium salts. Nitrates may accumulate and form crystallme efflorescence 
on the soil, when large quantities of putrefying organic matter, especially urine, 
are saturating the soil, and the products of their nitrification are not washed 
away by rain. 

India is reported to have been a rich source of potassium nitrate. It is 
reported that the rapid nitrification of sewage-saturated earth around Indian 
vdlages produced a crust very rich in nitrates, from whch crude saltpetre was 
extracted by water. Thus, India was a source of saltpetre for all countries, 
Islamic and European, from early times. ‘Indian salt’ is one of the eleven salts 
in al-Razi’s classification of substances, whch could have indicated saltpetre. 

Mchael Scot (1 180-1236) described a salt whch makes a flame over fire, 
which was found in Spain and was exported from Aleppo. Partington says that 
‘there is little doubt that this salt is saltpetre.’ Some authorities reported that 
saltpetre was found also in southern Andalusia.22 

In general, saltpetre was avadable also in the individual Islamic countries. 
Earth from dry sheep-stalls and from stables or the salt whch was formed on 
old walls or in cellars was collected, and was known to be a raw material for 

20. Al-Kutubi; the definition of b%%d from al-Kutubi’s book was cited by Shihgb al-Din al- 
Ifia8ji in his book Kkib Sb@’ af$aLilfi%iajT k a h  al- ‘,drab nizw al-dakbil, Cairo, N-i 1325, 
p. 48. 

21. Shams al-Din al-Ansiiri al-Dimashqi, Nukbbat al-dabrj ‘+i’ib al-barr ud-bahr, A. Mehren 
(ed.), Leipzig, 1928; offset reproduction, Baghdad, p. 281. 

22. Partington, Hi.rtory ..., op. lit.., p. 88. 
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saltpetre. Sometimes rich deposits were found. In 916/1510, great quantities 
of saltpetre were discovered near Karak whtch were found to be very It 
was reported also that the ground near Tadmor and Aleppo was ‘im regnated 
with nitre’ whtch was purified and sent to Damascus, Aleppo, etc. In gen- 
eral, w e  can say that accounts of saltpetre sources are very scanty and a 
comprehensive history of this material is lacking. 

E 

PURIFICATION OF BARUD, OR SALTPETRE 

The first step in the invention of gunpowder was the discovery of an efficient 
method for making purified saltpetre. W e  have cited above the method given 
in 419/1028 by Ibn Bakhtawayh for the purification of saltpetre by solution in 
water, evaporation and crystallization. Ths is apparently the first description 
of a purification process for saltpetre. 

A similar method was attributed to al-Hasan al-Rammiih in three Paris 
Arabic manuscripts: BN Arabe 2825,2827 and 2829. It runs as follow: 

Take white, clean, bright (or natural) saltpetre as much as you like and two new 
(earthen) jars. Put the saltpetre into one of them and add some water. Put the jar 
on a gentle fxe untd it gets warm. Skim off the scum that rises (and) throw it 
away. Stir up the fire untd the liquid becomes quite clear. Then pour it into the 
other jar in such a way that no sedment or scum remains attached to it. Place 
hs jar on a low fire unul the contents begin to coagulate. Then take it off the 
fEe and grind it fit1ely.2~ 

The procedure is further continued using wood ashes, which would precipitate 
calcium and magnesium salts: 

Take dry willow wood, burn it, bury it (smother it) as is with the bamiq. Take by 
weight two thlrds of the saltpetre and the thtrd part of the wood ash whch has 
been carefully pulverized, and put the mixture into a jar - if made from brass so 
much the better. Add a little quantity of water and apply heat, until the ashes 
and saltpetre no longer adhere together. Beware of sparksz6 

In this method, calcium salts are most certainly removed by addmg potassium 
carbonate in the form of wood ashes. Thus, calcium carbonates are 
precipitated and can be removed, leaving the chemically equivalent amount 
of potassium nitrate in solution. Saltpetre is obtained from this solution by 
crystallization. 

23. Muhammad b. &mad b. IyHs, al-Md&irmin bad?’iCal-pb/2r, Cairo, 1961,II, p. 812. 
24. Parungton, Hstoty.. ., op. cit., p. 312. 
25. Al-Rammiih, al-Fur%s&ya wa-l-man@ib al-harb&ya, edited and annotated by al-Hassan, Aleppo, 

26. Bid. 
1998, p. 130. 
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Ths method of al-Rammiih was the first in whch wood ashes were used 
in the manufacture of saltpetre. Partington says that the claim that Roger 
Bacon used wood ashes ‘is based on an arbitrary manipulation of a text, and 
the first clear account of the process known to m e  is that of al-Hasan al- 
Rammiih.j2’ Partington assumed that al-Rammiih wrote hs book in 679/1280. 

The use of potassium nitrate and gunpowder during 
the Crusades 
From our above discussions we conclude that potassium nitrate has existed 
throughout all periods under dlfferent names. The question that arises is 
whether it was used in rmlitary fires as an ingredient. Several historians (such as 
Lalanne and Mercier) are of the opinion that saltpetre was used in ancient times. 
Others think that it was the secret ingredient of the Greek fire of the Byzantines 
and the Arabs, whde others thnk that it was used by the Arabs alone in the later 
Crusades. The Arabic mhtary treatises @%~&ya) described many recipes for 
mhtary fires containing saltpetre (bZ%d), and sometimes sulphur and charcoal. 

In the transition period between the mhtary fires without saltpetre and 
the early stages of cannon, a period which extends between 545/1150 and 
648/1250 in our estimate, saltpetre in the Islamic East was included in in- 
creasing proportions as an ingredient in mhtary fires. 

Large quantities of ceramic grenades have been found in Syria and Egypt. 
These were used for mhtary purposes. Mercier analysed the remaining con- 
tents of some grenades which were found in Baalbek and Hama. The analysis 
showed the presence of traces of potassium nitrate. Mercier came to the 
conclusion that the Islamic mihtary fires contained naphtha, inflammable 
materials, sulphur, quicklime and also saltpetre. 

In the period between 1163 and 1168, Amalric I, kmg of Jerusalem, took 
advantage of court factionalism in Cairo to gain control of Egypt, and he made 
a series of campaigns in 1163, 1164, 1167 and 1168. As a result, Shiiwar, the 
wa@r (vizier) of the last caliph al-‘A&d, allled himself with Amalric so that he 
could remain in power, but ths alliance with the Franks was to cost Egypt a 
great deal. In addltion to a hgh tribute, the Franks demanded that one of their 
garrisons be stationed in Egypt and that a hgh Commissioner be appointed in 
Cairo. This caused widespread unrest and public discontent, with the result 
that a quarrel broke out between Shiiwar and hs allies over the humhating 
terms. Shiiwar was soon besieged in Fustiit (now old Cairo) by the Franks, and 
in lus despair decided to burn the city. According to al-Maqrizi 20,000 pots of 
ndt were used in the fire, whch occurred in 564/1168, and continued burning 
for no less than 54 days. Subsequent excavations at Fustiit revealed that many 

27. Partington, Hirtoy.. ., op. Git., p. 201. 
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Syrian grenades (karrz? sh&zf) were still in good condition, and analysis by 
Mercier has shown that even now they contain traces of potassium nitrate.28 

Louis IX of France decided to lead the Seventh Crusade in 642/1244. 
After careful preparations, he set out to attack Damietta in 1248. After he 
occupied this town, he set out for al-Mansfira in the Delta in 1249. The siege 
of al-Mansfira, in which Louis IX was taken prisoner, is described by the 
chronicler Jean, Sire of Joinville (AD 1224-1319), who was one of the fighting 
officers at the battle. Joinville says that when the French commander saw the 
‘Saracens’ preparing to discharge the fire ‘he announced in panic that they 
were irretrievably lost.’ The fire was discharged from a large ballista in tubs, 
which Berthelot says were of the type called qidr ‘ZrZqf (pots of Iraq). Joinville 
wrote: ‘It was like a big cask and had a fire tail of the length of a large spear; 
the noise which it made resembled thunder, and it appeared like a great fiery 
dragon flying through the air, giving such a light that we could see in our camp 
as clearly as in broad daylight.’29 

In al-Hasan al-Rarnmiih’s book w e  find descriptions of various kinds of 
grenades and pots such as the Iraqi, Maghribi and others. Other military 
treatises were written in this period giving details of the large projectile pots 
and other incendary weapons. The following is a description of a pot (qidr) 
which was designed as a projecde for the manjanfq (siege engine): 

Take 3 ru?h (1.5 kg) of black rosin and melt; while in the same qzdr sprinkle 1 rujl 
(0.5 kg) of &w’(light). Leave the contents to cool, and then put in 100 dirk&&yu 
futtkh (crackers), with a felt bag impregnated with oil on the top of each. Put also 
four smaller glass pots full of seeds and incendary mixtures, and then throw into 
the pots ; cut pieces of tgx(a particular kind of tree bark) and cottonseed and make 
a paste of these by means of a mineral n&. Put in a net of copper wire. Inside, there 
will also be one ru$ (0.5 kg) of &wZ &d (a sharp drug) and a ring of black ik&b 
(fuse). If you wish to throw the qidr, coat the pan and the legs of the manjanzq 
(trebuchet) with katbfra(tragacanth) and alum. Then give fire to the rose (the fuse) 
and throw. The qidr should be the same weight as the stone of the rn~tyaniq.~~ 

28. The story of Shiiwar and the burning of Fustiif is given by Taqi al-Din &mad b. ‘Ah al- 
Maqrizi, E t b  al-hCawi‘iX wa-l-i‘tibir bi-dbikr al-kbitat wa-l-&ir, Vol. I, Cairo, pp. 338-339. 
See Mercier, Leju.. ., op. cit. for the modern analysis of the contents of the grenades which 
were found in Fustiit. 

29. JoinviUe, D e  Lzji offaint Louis, translated by M. R. B. Shaw, published as part of G4ronicles 
oftbe Cmsades, London, Penguin, 1963, p.216. The quoted translated text was given by 
Partington, Hstooly.. ., op. cit., p. 25. 

30. Anonymous, Rids J ‘ilm jarr al-atbqd wagbayrib2 min al-‘d@b, Beshir Agha, Istanbul, 
no. 441, folio 23; this MS. was copied in 871/1466. The author speaks about thejratya and 
their combat habits, and warns against the leakage of information to them. This implies 
that it was written at a time when the Crusades were still fresh in the minds of the people 
of the area. There is no mention of cannon, which implies also that it discusses information 
which preceded d-‘Umari’s book. 
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In ths qidr, we have a particular composition of gunpowder called dad. W e  
have also 100 crackers full of gunpowder. This is in addition to rosin, felt bags 
impregnated with oil, glass pots full of seeds and incendiary mixtures, ti3 
cottonseed, liquid n&, &wZ bZd and the fuse cords. Ths is the sort of pot that 
Joinvdle described at the battle of al-Mansiira, and he was not exaggerating as 
some historians thought. 

In 659/1260, the Mongol Hdagii’s army was defeated by the army led by 
Sultan Qutuz in ‘Ayn JAG!. This was one of the decisive battles in history. 
According to the mhtary treatises written in this period, gunpowder was used in 
cannon, in fire-crackers and in various other containers. 

‘Ayn Jaliit was a turning point which marked the decline of the 
power of the Mongols and of the Latins along the coasts of Palestine and 
Syria. Under the Mameluke sultans, the Crusaders’ strongholds fell one 
after the other between 670/1271 and 703/1303. Sultan al-Ashraf Khalil 
took Acre in 690/1291. By hs time, the technology of gunpowder in 
mihtary fires was firmly established. Al-Rammah’s book, whch was writ- 
ten in 679/1280, dustrates the state of the art during the second half of 
the thrteenth century. Al-Rammah was an astzdb (master) in mihtary 
technology, and took part in these battles until hs death in around 694- 
695/ 1294-1295. 

During this period in hstory, mhtary engineers began to play an in- 
creasing role. Corps of engineers were formed, and artisans such as smiths, 
carpenters, founders, nu$ craftsmen and others came under the command of 
military engineers who were responsible directly to an army amfr. With their 
siege machnery and with gunpowder at their disposal, they were the effective 
elements when in 690/1291 Acre was besieged and fell. During ths siege, it 
was said that the sultan’s trebuchets and catapults flung their ‘pottery con- 
tainers fded with an explosive mixture at the walls of the city and over them 
into the town’, and that the sultan had ‘1,000 engineers against each tower’. 
These engineers were busy sapping the crucial defences so that when the walls 
were undermined and ‘began to crumble’ the Arab army could ready force its 
way into the ruins.31 

After the end of the Crusades, military fires, containing gunpowder, 
continued to be used along with cannon for some time. Shih2b al-Din b. 
Fad1 Allah al-‘Umari (d. 750/1349) was a historian, an encyclopedist, a hgh 
government official and an expert in state affairs. H e  wrote a number of 
books, among them aL-ZcnJf bi-L-mz&aLab aL-sbanJf (An Exposition of Noble 
Established Custom). H e  devotes a chapter to siege engines that were in 
common use during the reign of Sultan al-Nasir, whch lasted from 709/ 
1309 to 741/1340. QawZfir aL-ndft, the kb$zcf arrows and makZbiL al-hied 
were among the six siege engmes. These three utihzed gunpowder. In de- 

31. S. Runciman, A HJfoly offhe Cmsades, London, Penguin, 1978,111, p. 416. 
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4.19 Incendiary projectiles were used in sea combat. 
Two military shps are shown loaded with grenades and pots. 

From al-Rammiilfs al-Fan@yya 
0 Bibliothgque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2825, fol. 100) 

scribing qaw&fr al-n.ft, he indicates that they contain bundles of gunpowder. 
Sdarly, the k:h&i'Farrows carry with them smaller containers full of gun- 
powder and inflammable mixtures.32 

Pyrotechnics in alfnmizjya treatises 
A review of Arabic military treatises is included in Chapter 4.9 in this book. 
Since the twelfth century, a number of treatises had dealt with military fires 
and the composition of incendiary mixtures. The number of such treatises 
increased during the fourteenth century and later, and the recipes for 

32. ShihB al-Din al-<Urnari, al-Ecn~bi-l-mn~~aLzb ahban3 Cairo, 1312, p. 208. 
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4.20 Large cannon were used in sieges from the middle 
of the €ourteenth century in various parts of the Islamic lands, 
notably by the Mamelukes, the Ottomans and in Western Islam. 

In the siege of Constantinople (1453, Mehmed II), 
very large cannon were used. The balls were said to weigh 608 kg each, 

and 15 pairs of oxen were used to draw the cannon. 
This bronze cannon or 'bombard' of Mehmet I1 was cast in 1464. 

The breech and barrel are separate parts probably to fachtate manufacture 
and loading. The shot was a stone ball weighmg 295 kg. Known as the 

'Dardanelles Gun', the canon was presented to Queen Victoria 
by Sultan Abdul Aziz in 1866 

0 The Board of Trustees of the Royal Armouries, Fort Nelson, Hampshre, United Kingdom, 
FIX. 164) 
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gunpowder became dominant. Al-Rarnmiilfs book illustrates the technology 
of gunpowder as it was practized during the thirteenth century in Syria and 

Najm al-Din Ayyiib al-&dab al-Hasan al-Ramm* flourished in Syria, and 
died around 694-695/1294-1295. He was a master lancer (zut2dh) and wrote on 
the art of horsemanship. But his importance for modern historians of tech- 
nology is due to hts discussion of pyrotechnics. His work Et2b al-Faris+ya wa-1- 
man@ib al-harbbja (Treatise on Horsemanship and Stratagems of War) exists in 
three Paris Arabic manuscripts and was edited and published in 1998. 
Pyrotechnics constitute the most important part of the treatise. The manuscript 
says that: 

Egypt. 

Volume T w o  of the book cbscusses fxe to be used for amusement or for useful 
purposes, and what is needed to prepare (military) fires in war on land or sea, for 
fortresses, in sieges, in causing fires for burning; in mines, in saps when doors 
covered with iron are to be burnt, when pots are to be thrown by mangonels, 
grenades, clubs, fire-lances, apparatus for dtstillation, recipes, smokes, crackers, 
lances with flowers, lance heads, pitchers, rockets and moons and other things.33 

In the book, we find the first description of the purification of saltpetre using 
wood ashes, as w e  have already shown. Al-Ramm* mentions magic 
appliances and tricks simdar to those described by Marcus Graecus and other 
works on magic lamps that appeared in the West. Since there are other earlier 
Arabic works on magical tricks, it becomes evident that the book of Marcus 
Graecus and similar ones are of Arabic Some of the magical lamps 
make men look black, show coloured flying birds, make skeletons appear etc., 
and the spectators look as if they are covered with blood. There are recipes for 
fire-proofing of wooden engines of war with a mixture of talc, clay, white of 
egg, gum and ‘salamander skins’ (possibly asbestos). These mixtures were 
used also to fireproof the clothes and the headgear of a horseman, who was 
then covered with naphtha and sulphur and set on fire to ride among the 
enemy cavalry. This same method is mentioned in treatises of the same period 
with horsemen clad with gunpowder fire-crackers to frighten the enemy 
cavalry. 

The gunpowder recipes for amusement or for military uses are called 
jasmine flower, mi-iq flower, flower of China, moonlight, rays of the sun, 
garlands of gold, white or yellow tongue, wheel, wheel of Cha, stars, etc. 
These are also yellow, green, whtte, red and blue smoke. 

33. Al-Ramm%h, al-Fanir$ya.. ., op. tit., p. 79. 
34. An important book which contains a large compilation of magical tricks is al-@yal al- 

b&d&ya L-l-khi@a al-kZmihjya by Hasan al-Iskandari al-‘Adawi; it is dated 632/1234 and 
was written for Sultan al-=mil. The MS. consulted is Milli Kutuphane No. C-528. See 
also al-Jawbari, al-MikhtZr ..., op. it. 
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Gnpowder rectpes 

The following is a selection of recipes for flying fires, rockets and fireworks. 
The numbers refer to saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal in tlvs order. A missing 
ingredient is denoted thus (-) followed by the other ingredents when those 
are included. 
Flying fire 
Rocket compositions 

Jasmine flower 
Moon flower 

Rays of the sun 

Ahkq flower 
Garlands of gold leaves 

Stars 

10:1:3 
10:1.5:3 
10:2.125:2.25 
10:1.25:2.5 
10:1.5:2.5 
10:2:3, iron filings 5 or 6 
10:3:5, incense stone 0.5 
10:2.5: arsenic 2.25, with lead 0.50 
10:1.125:2.25 
10:1.125:2 
10:0.75:4 steel 3.5 
10:1:4, filings of needles 0.5, bronze fhngs 0.5 
10:1:2, andarZnF salt 0.5, coral 0.5 
10:3.5:-, arsenic 3.5, mastic 1.5 
10:2.5.:-, whte mastic 5/8, coarse iron filngs 7 
10:3:-, camphor grains 3 

Verdigris is used to colour the outside of green flames, the colour being 
deepened by addmg sal ammoniac and mercury sublimate. Indigo is also used. 
A smoke whch causes people to sleep contains 10 saltpetre, 4.5 sulphur, 18 
arsenic and 3 narcotic opium. 

Al-Raammah's book contains 108 gunpowder recipes for flying fires, 
rockets and fireworks. One of his rockets that he called aL-.tqy? a/-mqnin (the 
mad rocket) has the composition of: saltpetre 12, sulphur 1.375 and charcoal 
2.75 dirham (in percentages, this is 74.42: 8.53: 17.05). Until about 1750, a 
typical gunpowder composition in Europe was 73:10:17, which is about the 
same as one of al-Rammi&'s compositions for a rocket: 72.7:9.1:18.2. Al- 
Rammiiys saltpetre percentage ranged between 69 and 73 per cent. In the 
fourteenth century, an English typical composition was 66.7:11.1:22.2, and a 
German one was 66.6:16.7:16.7. The present optimum percentage of salt- 
petre is 74 per cent. 

W e  find in other Arabic military treatises hundreds of gunpowder re- 
cipes, each with a specific name, and each was supposed to fulfill a specific 
purpose. 
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Fuses 

Al-Rammiih used two kinds of fuses, the ikcTkh and the warda (lit. rose). The 
ik&h was a cotton cord impregnated with sulphur and then coated with a 
layer of wax and other tinder material. Such fuses were also called dbakbfra. The 
two igniters usually were used together on the same incenlary bomb or 
container. 

Rockets 

They were used for carrying incendiary materials and were used as weapons. 
One type was attached to an arrow which was provided with a gunpowder 
charge for taking off and driving it to its target. It also carried an incendiary 
grenade. Both the gunpowder fuse and the grenade’s fuse were ipted before 
launch. Instructions were given for the weight of gunpowder and the type of 
paper to be used for the cartridge, together with the ratio of the rocket’s 
diameter to its length. In al-Rammiih and in other w e  frnd several 
designs for rockets. An arrow with pding vanes on both sides and called s2P 
(the seeking), made with 70 dirhams of paper and 90 dirhams of gunpowder 
would carry rag load of any kind. Another type was thefatt2sb (explorer), the 
wings of which could be made of paper or leather. Flown like a kite, it was 
equipped with incendiary material for dropping on castles and ships. 

Torpedoes 

Besides the many types of incenlary arrows and lances, al-Rammiih describes 
and illustrates what historians of firearms heve decided was a torpedo.36 This 
is called ‘the egg which moves by itself and burns’. The dlustration and text 
suggest that it was intended to move on the surface of water. Two sheet- iron 
pans were fastened together and made tight by felt. The flattened pear-shaped 
vessel was fdled with tzaj, and good mixtures, probably with saltpetre, and the 
apparatus was provided with two rods, possibly as a rudder, and propelled by 
one or two large rockets. 

Fire pots 
Fire pots of various sizes were made. W e  have already mentioned the small 
ceramic grenades and the larger pots (qidr). These pots, small or large, were of 
ceramics, glass, paper, leather or metal, filled with mixtures containing 

35. Anonymous, Risdafi ‘ilm.. ., op. kt., MS. Beshir Agha no. 441. 
36. S. J. v. Romocki, Gescbicbte der Eqlosivstge, Gscbichte der Sprengst@cbemie, der J)rengstofe- 

tecbnik und des Torpedowesens bis xu Beginn der neuesten Zeit, Berlin, 1895, I, p. 71. 
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saltpetre, and sometimes covered from the outside with tar, wax, naphtha, 
sulphur, etc. The smaller ones were thrown or carried on lances. The metal 
ones may have functioned as bombs. The larger pots (qudir) and large 
grenades were thrown by munj,ntqs. 

Early Arabic-Islamic guns 
CHRONOLOGY O F  FIREARMS IN AL-ANDALUS AND THE MAGHRIB37 

(i) The use of cannon by the Arabs during the battle of Sevdle in 1248 
was reported by Peter, Bishop of Lyon.38 

(i;) Ibn Khaldiin, who wrote hs hstory about 1377, described the use of 
cannon in the siege of Sijilmnsa in the Maghrib by Sultan Aba Yasuf in 1274. 
H e  gave a vivid description of the action of the cannon. H e  says that the sultan 
‘installed siege engmes and gunpowder engines (hinhm ul-naft, i.e. cannon) 
whch project iron balls (,has4 placed in front of a kindling fire of gunpowder; 
this happens by a strange property whch attributes all actions to the power of 
the  rea at or.'^' Some hstorians have tried vehemently to cast doubts on Ibn 
Khaldun’s report. 

@iif)Lisi%n al-Dinb. al-Khaiib (1313- 1374) was ahistorian, aman ofletters 
and a minister in the Nasirid kingdom. H e  wrote a history of Granada. H e  
reported that when the sultan of Granada besieged Huescar Baza (Basta), 
north-east of Granada, in 724/1324 he used cannon. H e  says that the sultan 
‘bombarded the upper part of the strong tower with a heated ball using the great 
engine whch functions by means of naft (i.e. gunpowder). This bombardment 
caused ruin like thunder, and the besieged surrendered unconditionally.’ Ibn al- 
Khapb cites then a poem by the scientist and poet Aba Zakariyya b. Hudhayl, 
who was present during the siege, in tribute to the sultan, in whch the thunder, 
lightning and destruction caused by &IS miraculous weapon were de~cribed.~’ 
Martos was besieged soon after Baza, and cannon were used there also. 

Josi. Antonio Conde (1765-1820), the Spanish hstorian and Arabist who 
succeeded Casiri as director of the Escorial Library, wrote a book on the rule 
of Arabs in Spain. H e  gave, in hs history, the report of Ibn al-Khapb. Conde’s 

37. The early use of cannon by Muslims was reported by various historians, and due to the 
historical signtficance of the reports they were extensively discussed by numerous modern 
writers. The translations of the reports, from Arabic or Latin, were influenced by the 
attitude of the modern writer. Among those who reviewed the multitudes of discussions 
are: Mercier, Lefetl.. ., op. cit., pp. 79-83, and Partington, History. .., op. it., pp. 189-195. 

38. See Partington, ffistory ..., op. cit., p. 193, and footnote 6, p. 228. 
39. I h e  ffi.rtory OfZbn fiuldin, Etib aL-‘&ur ... Reprint, Beirut, 1971, VII, p. 188. 
40. Ibn Hudhayl’s poem is cited in Nufi al-fib ... by Lisa &Din b. al-Khatib, Boulaq, 111, 

p. 260. 
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Latin text created a great debate among hstorians of cannon and gunpowder 
and some of them raised doubts about the accuracy of his translation from 
Arabic. It seems that these historians were reluctant to accept any historical 
report about the use of cannon in Islamic lands, whether East or West, prior 
to the battle of Crecy of 1346.41 

(iv) The Spanish historian Jerdnimo Zurita (1512-1580), archtect to 
Philip 11, spent twenty years in writing hs great multi-volume hstory, and had 
a reputation for accuracy. H e  says that when the Moorish king of Granada 
besieged Ahcante in 1331 he used a new machne which caused great terror. It 
threw iron balls with fire. 

(U) In 1340 cannon were used by the Arabs in the siege of Tarif (Tarifa) and 
this was reported also by Conde. 

(vi) In the year 1342 the Arabs were besieged in al-Jazira (Algeciras). The 
use of cannon by the besieged was reported by Spanish historians. Juan de 
Manana (1 536-1 624) reported that iron balls were fired from cannon charged 
with gunpowder. We reported also that the Earls of Derby and Salisbury were 
both at the battle. It was suggested that they were responsible for bringing 
back the knowledge of firearms to England.42 

These persistent reports by various historians leave no doubt that cannon 
had been used as effective siege engines in the Maghrib and al-Andalus since 
1274 at the battle of Sijilmiisa or earlier. The manipulation of the translations 
of the historical texts of Ibn Iaaldun and Ibn al-IGapb by some modern 
researchers are motived by their own biases. Nevertheless most historians now 
agree that the Arabs introduced firearms into Spain, from where they passed 
to Italy, going from there to France and fmally to Germany.43 Prescott be- 
lieves that the Spaniards derived their knowledge of arullery from the Arabs in 
Granada, who were early acquainted with gur~powder.~~ 

EARLY USE OF FIREARMS IN EGYPT AND SYRIA 
W e  have discussed above the use of gunpowder in the Crusades during the 
thirteenth century. W e  surveyed also al-RammHh’s book on pyrotechnics, which 
represents the state of the art in the use of gunpowder, in wartime and for 
celebrations. W e  shall continue now our discussion by surveying the 

41. The debate is reported by Partington, Histo ly..., op. lit., pp. 191-193. 
42. Juan de Maxima, Be GneralHistoly ofSpain, 2 vols., London, 1699, I, p. 264; Partington, 

43. G. Kohler, DieEnhY~~lrnngdesK~~swesensundderK~~s~br, Breslau, 1887,111, pp. 223-225. 
44. W. H. Prescott, Histoly of the Reign of Ardinand and fiabella, the Catholic, of @sin, 3 vols., 

London, 1849, I, pp. 133, 353. See also W. H. Prescott, 7 h e  Art of War in Spain - 7 h e  
Conqrnest of Grana& 1481-1492, ed. A. D. McJohn, London, 1995, pp. 28-29. This is an 
abbreviated version of the original work accompanied by an analytical study. 

Histoy.. ., op. d., p. 194. 
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4.21 Inscription on the ‘Dardanelles Gun’: 
‘Help, 0 God, Sultan Mehmed Khan son of Murad. 

The work of Munir ‘Ah in the month of Rajab in the year 868’ (AD 1464) 
0 The Board of Trustees of the Royal Armounes, Fort Nelson, Hamsphlre, United Kingdom, 

(XIX. 164). 
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4.22 The first cannon in history. They were light and portable. 
The upper drawing shows a horseman loaded with fire-crackers 

and two infantrymen carrying incendiary weapons, 
one of which is a cannon (midfa'). 

The lower drawing shows two men with various 
incendiary weapons includtng a cannon 
0 Oriental Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia 
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development of firearms in Egypt and Syria in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries. 

(i) W e  have already discussed the battle of al-Mansura (647/1249) in 
which large pots full of incendiary materials and gunpowder were used against 
the Crusaders, causing terror in their ranks. Joinville says that in addition to 
the large pots which were thrown by means of ‘petraries’ (like manjan?q.r), 
mobile troops also threw this fire. H e  says also that when the Crusaders at- 
tacked the Saracen ships, the latter ‘commancerent a tirer a nous grant foizon 
de pilles avec feu grkgois, tant qu’il ressembloit que les estoiles cheussent du 
ciel.’ The small masses @de.r) discharged with Greek fire from pipes in this 
text deserve a new study in the overall context of the use of firearms in this 
period of history, especially the use of small portable guns.4s 

(ii) The St. Petersburg Arabic manuscript is well known.4” It has been 
studied since the nineteenth century. Recently a number of manuscripts were 
located at Istanbul, Cairo and Paris which gave similar reports.47 In these 
manuscripts we find descriptions of the first portable midfa‘ (gun, cannon) 
which was used against the Mongol army of Hid%@ at ‘Ayn Jdiluf in Galilee in 
659/1260, and against Gh%zgn at Marj al-Suffiir, south of Damascus, in 703/ 
1303. 

Both battles are considered two of the decisive battles in history, because 
they ended the Mongol threat to Islam in the Near East. They coincided also 
with the end of the Crusades and the expulsion of the Latins from Syria and 
Palestine. The new technology of gunpowder played an important role in the 
hstorical battles which took place in this period, between 647/1249 and 703/ 
1303. The battle of ‘Ayn Jiiltit was led by Sultan Qutuz and the battle of Marj 
d-Suffiir was led by Sultan al-N;iasir Muhammad. 

The St. Petersburg manuscript was composed according to Reinaud and 
F a ~ e ~ ~  between 700/1300 and 751/1350, and they attributed it to Shams al- 

45. This French quotation was given by Partington, Histo~y ..., op. cit., p.26. O n  p.242 of 
M. R. B. Shaw’s translation of Joinville’s 2% L$e f.faint Louis, which forms one part of 
Chronicles ofthe Cisadcs, Penguin, 1963, Joinville gave the following description of the fire- 
power which the sultan’s galleys aimed at the Crusades: ‘The Turks had aimed at us, and at 
our mounted men on the bank, so great a number of arrows tipped with Greek fire that it 
seemed as if the stars were falling from heavens.’ This translation is different from the French 
text. Partington’s citation should be the correct one because it is from the original French. 

46. A+’LMakbzin jZmiC aljiunin is the probable title for the well-known St. Petersburg MS. A 
photostat copy at the Institute for the History of Arabic Science of Aleppo was 
consulted. 

47. One MS. is al-lFZdib$ ‘ilm al-ramy, Kishk Row%n, Istanbul; another is BN No. 2826, Paris; 
a third is BN No.2824, Paris. All these require a critical study. For more details, see al- 
Rammah, al-Fgr%J&ya.. . , op. cit. 

48. Reinaud and Fave, ‘Du feu grtgeois, des feu de guerre et des origines de la poudre h 
canon chez les Arabes, les Persans et les Chinois’, inJournulAsiufique, 6 serie, 14, 1849, 
pp. 257-327. 
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Din Muhammad, who died in Damascus in 751/1350. The other three 
manuscripts from Istanbul, Cairo and Paris must be of the same period. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST GUN IN HISTORY 

The following is a description of the first gun in history as used, according to 
thefiri@ya manuscripts, against the Mongols in 659/1260 and 703/1303: 

Description of the dawd (drug, i.e. gunpowder) which you put into the midfa': 
b Z ~ d  10 dirhams, charcoal 2 dirhams, sulphur 1 dirham. Grind them finely and fill 
one h r d  of the midfa', not more. Tamp in securely with the plug after you have 
rammed the charge. Put in the ball or the arrow and give fire by means of the 
fuse. Measure the midfa' under the hole. If it is deeper than the hole then it is 
defective and will strike the gunner.49 

The saltpetre: sulphur: charcoal ratio here is 10:1:2 or 76.9:7.7:15.9. In the St. 
Petersburg manuscript the ratio is 10:1.5:2, which is 74.10:11.10:14.80. 

In 1883 Berthelot gave the following gunpowder compositions as in 
current use: 

KN03 S C 
Europe (1883) 
French coarse grain powder 75 10 15 
French musket powder B 74 10.5 15.5 
French musket powder F 77 8 15 
Austria 75.5 10 14.5 
Switzerland 74 10 14 
Holland 70 14 16 
Prussia 74 10 1 
China (1883) 61.5 15.5 23 

50 

Syria and Egypt (1 3th ~entury)~' 
the compositions were: 
Portable gun A 77 7.8 15.4 
Portable gun B 74 11 15 
It is evident that the gunpowder compositions of the earliest portable Islamic 
guns of the thirteenth century were the same as the modern gunpowder 
compositions which were more or less standard for all European countries. 
Note also that the Chinese composition of 1883 is quite different from all the 
rest and was not as effective. 

49. St. Petersburg MS., folio 160; and Istanbul EIishk RowPn MS. 
50. Partington, ffistory ..., op. it., p. 326. 
51. These ratios were calculated from the St. Petersburg and Istanbul manuscripts, which give 

different proportions. 
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From the same manuscripts, w e  learn that the Mameluke army had a 
cavalry force specially equipped with such portable guns (mad@') and with 
gunpowder crackers (;amit&) which used to frighten the enemy and cause 
confusion and disorder in their ranks. It is quite reasonable to assume that the 

troops whch participated in the battle of Khazindiir in 1298 between the 
Mongols under Ghiiziin and the Mamelukes under Sultan al-Niisir used these 
portable guns. But the tactics did not work in that battle because the naJ2 
detachment exhausted their ammunitions whilst the Mongols were still sta- 
tionary in their  position^.^^ 

The detachment of na$ throwers (.a$ means gunpowder here), as illu- 
strated in these manuscripts, consisted of mounted fighters with fireproof 
clothing and helmets and carrying spears to all of which were attached fire- 
work cartridges ; the horses also had fireproof coverings with firework car- 
tridges attached. In addition, the detachment included foot soldiers carrying 
portable guns (nzad@') and fire-sprinkhng clubs and clad with fireproof 
clothng to which were attached firework cartridges. 

(ii, The writers of the abovejk~ajya manuscripts described the guns that 
were in use between 659/1260 and 703/1303. It seems that the new weapon 
underwent quick development, because by 740/1340, it had become one of 
the main siege weapons. This development took place mostly during the reign 
of Sultan al-Niisir, who reigned during three terms 693-694/1293-1294, 698- 
708/1298-1308 and 710-742/1310-1341. One of his secretaries was Shhiib 
al-Din b. Fad1 Miih al-'Umari whom we have already mentioned. In A D  a/- 
E'@ al-'Umari listed six main siege engines, and the gunpowder cannon was 
one of them. The book was written for the sultan who died in 742/1341; so, 
accordmg to hstorians, it was written before 741/1340 because it narrates 
some events whch took place during al-Niisir's reign. H e  called the cannon 
mak&/ a/-hin%i, and the description indicates that the guns sent balls whch 
broke arches and shook the tops of terraces. From the description, it becomes 
clear that the gun had already developed into an efficient weapon. 

('U) With the end of the Crusades and the final defeat of the Mongols, ths 
period was devoid of battles against the invaders. The gun was mounted 
among the siege engnes for the defence of cities and fortresses. W e  have one 
incident which was reported by the hstorian Sdih b. Yahyii (d. 840/1436). In 
743/1342, the Syrian and Egyptian amirs decided to overthrow the newly 
appointed Sultan Shhiib al-Din Ahmad because they found him unfit for the 
hgh office. They sent a force to al-Karak and besieged him there, but it is 
reported that the Sultan was well prepared, for he 'installed on top of the 
citadel five mayantqs and many mad@' (guns).'53 

52. Al-Maqrizi, Efib al-Ji4hk j maCr$af nl-diiwal uu-l-mzdiik, M. M. Ziada (ed.), Cairo, 1934- 

53. S. b. Yahya, Ti&b Beirut, Beirut, 1969, pp. 101, 105. 
1942, I, pp. 928-929. 
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Later developments in firearms 

W e  have purposely gven the chronology of the rise of firearms in the Arabic- 
Islamic lands, East and West, because of the historical importance of ths 
subject. 

W e  have cited the hstorians’ reports about the major Islamic battles and 
sieges which preceded the battle of Crky in 1346, in which cannon were used 
for the first time in a battle in the LVest. It is reported also by some historians 
that the first mention of cannon was in Florence in 1326. The chronology 
whch was given above inlcates that cannon were used in battles and in sieges 
starting with the battle of ‘Ayn Jdiit in 659/1260. Some reports by Western 
hstorians gave earlier dates, as we have seen. 

The development of firearms by the Mamelukes were continued, and 
they made extensive use of them. Ibn Iyas, the historian, reported that in 
753/1352 the governor of Damascus fortified the town’s citadel very strongly 
and mounted cannon (mad$‘) on its walls.54 In Alexandria, another report 
from the encyclopedist al-Qalqashandi gives details about the fortification of 
the town with cannon in 767/1365. H e  describes one of these as follows: 

I saw in Alexandria, during the sultanate of al-Ashraf Sha‘biin b. Husayn, at the 
time of the governorship of the late Amir Saliih al-Din b. ‘Arram, a cannon 
(midfa‘) made of copper and lead and fastened by iron chains. A great iron ball 
was fired from it from the mqd& (hippodrome). The ball fell in Bahr al-Silsila 
outside Biib al-Bahr which is a great distance. 

This description followed his discussion of siege engines in ths period (second 
half of the thirteenth century). H e  says about cannon in general: ‘Among 
them (i.e. engines) are mak&i/ al-hivd and these are al-mad$C.’55 

During the remaining century and more of Mameluke rule and until 923/ 
1517 when Syria and Egypt became part of the Ottoman empire, the cannon 
developed rapidly until it replaced the nzanjanzq completely. It is reported by 
Ibn Taghri Bardi that during the Mameluke siege of Safad in 807/1404, thrty 
guns (mad$‘), many maki$il and two mayknzqs were used.56 Qansiih al- 
Ghawri (873-901/1468-1495) paid attention to cannon production. H e  es- 
tablished a foundry for cannon near to a newly-built hippodrome (mqdzn). 
Every gun was tested for range and solidity in the presence of the sultan 
hmself. There are no records of the quantities of cannon produced, but Ibn 
Ips mentioned that on one occasion the number was fifteen guns,57 on 

54. Ibn Iyiis, al-Ahkbtsr miti Dadci’i‘al-xubir, Cairo, 1960, I, p. 167. 
55. Al-Qalqashandi, JuDb al-A‘sbn ..., Cairo, 11, pp. 144-145. 
56. Jamd al-Din al-Atiibiki Taghri Bardi, aI-lV?@m al-$ira fi vzulik h&r wrt-l-Q2bzra, Cairo, 

57. Ibn Iyiis, aI-llf,ikbh?r ..., op. cit., p. 804. 
1963, XII, p.311. 
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54 another seventy," on a third seventy-four, and on a fourth occasion fifty- 
seven cannon were tested. 

Although the Alamelukes were slow in adopting portable or hand guns in 
warfare, as opposed to the Ottoman Turks who adopted them on a very large 

yet the Alamelukes introduced them in about 895/1489 during al- 

611 

4.23 Soliman arriving at Rhodes with the Janissary infantry corps. 
Solittian 'J Book, Ottoman manuscript 

0 Roland and Sabrina Alichaud 

58. Bid.> p. 847. 
59. Zld.., p. 918. 
60. Aid., p. 831. 
61. Ibn Iyas mentions that in a battle between the Ottomans and the Safavids in 1514 the 

Ottoman army had 12,000 foot soldiers using hand guns. Ibn Iyas, dAih&ht5.. , , op. 'it., 
p. 934. 
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Ashraf Qaytbay’s rule (873-901 /1468-1495). A unit of wmit bundzlg aL-ra@; 
(throwers of hand guns) was created. The term bunduq al-rajz: soon became al- 
bunduq@a (from bunduq), meaning a form of rifle or hand gun, which is sull in 
common use in Arabic, and the bullet for a gun is sull called ra$@a (pl. rq&r or 
ra:i@t). 

The Ottomans acheved prominence and became the leading military 
power during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries because of the speed and 
enthusiasm with which they adopted the new gunpowder revolution. The 
other Muslim powers in this same period were able also to produce their own 
firearms, and to adopt the technology of the day and even to innovate in 
various ways. But due to hstorical factors, some of which are discussed in the 
Epilogue to ths volume, progress became difficult or even impossible under 
the circumstances in whch all Muslim countries found themselves. 
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Chapter 4.5 

TEXTILES A N D  OTHER 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 

Ahmad Y al-Ha.n-an 

Textiles 
INTRODUCTION 
The textile industry was the major one among other Islamic industries. A large 
proportion of the worhng population was engaged in the production and 
distribution of this basic product. This is not surprising since, after food, 
clothing is the second most essential commodity for man. 

The Islamic texule industry was based on a rich heritage of various ci- 
dzations: the Syrian-Byzantine tradition with the influences it inherited from 
the Phoenician and ancient Syrian civhzations ; the Egyptian-Coptic and the 
heritage of Pharaonic Egypt; and the Persian-Sassanian with the heritage of 
Mesopotamian civilizations. These were the three major textile areas at the 
advent of Islam. To them w e  should add the Hellenistic heritage and the 
effects of contacts made with India and China through Central Asia. 

With the rise of the Arabic-Islamic civilization and culture, the textile 
industry flourished. The Arab government encouraged the industry and made 
full use of indigenous skills in weaving. The Arab and Islamic peoples appre- 
ciated gorgeous clothng whch was part of the luxurious lifestyle they liked to 
enjoy. Cahphs, princes and the rich classes liked to possess large quantities of 
expensive clothes which were the manifestations of power and wealth. The 
caliphs bestowed robes of honour and gave gifts of texules of htgh quality to 
important personalities. The caliphs sent the clothng (kiwu) for the sacred 
l%zcba two or three times a year, which was woven from the best kinds of silk 
and linen. 

Textiles in those times were more durable and more expensive than they 
are in our days, and they were more varied in colours and in quahty. Clothing 
formed a part of a family’s fortune and was transmitted from father to son. 
The furniture of houses, like couches, cushions and carpets or rugs, was made 
mainly from textiles and was treated in the same way. The export of textiles to 
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the West flourished, and Islamic silk and other textiles were much in demand 
by the nobility of Europe; even when they bore inscriptions of the Islamic 
faith or dedications to caliphs, they found their way to European cathedrals or 
to the tombs of saints.’ 

A REVIEW OF THE PRINCIPAL ISLAMIC TEXTILE CENTRES 
silk, centres 

Silk was favoured above all other textiles, for this material ‘combines strength 
with lightness, durability with beauty and cleanliness with lustre,’ and wearing 
silk clothes was considered a sign of luxurious living. The Islamic silk industry 
flourished rapidly and Islamic silk-mercers dominated the medieval world. 
‘They obtained a control over the silk trade and spread it from East to West.’ 
Islamic silk remained without rival for over five centuries from the ninth to the 
fourteenh2 This influence is still manifest in such Arabic and Persian words 
as damask, muslin and taffeta. 

The first caliphs and Islamic rulers encouraged the development of exis- 
ting silk mills and helped in founding new ones, and the silk industry spread 
from Turkistan in the east to Sicily and Spain in the west. They also created 
state factories, the products of which were known as tirZx. The robes that were 
woven in these factories often bore an inscription, usually woven in silk, whch 
gave the name of the ruler, the place, the name of the factory manager and the 
year of production. 

The Islamic East 

Starting from Transoxania, bilzd mZ warZ’ al-nahr, in the east, silkworm 
breeding and white mulberry tree cultivation spread and flourished in the 
provinces of Jurjw, Tabaristiin, Jiliin, Azarbayjw, Arrw and Armenia. These 
areas produced raw silk and silk textiles and exported them to Islamic lands 
and to other foreign countries. Sarnarkand produced plain silk textiles, brocade 
interlaced with silver threads and satin. It exported its products to the Turkish 
lands in the north.3 Important manufacturing centres in Khuriisiin included 
M m ,  Nishabiir and $fah% in the Jibd was an important centre 
occupying an intermediate position between the raw silk producing areas in 

1. C. Singer et al., A Hisooty of Technolog, Oxford, 1965,II, pp. 761-765. 
2. H.J. Schmid, ‘Harir, part iv’, in Enyclopaeda ofhkzm, New Edition, 111, Leiden, 1971, 

p. 128. 
3. Shams al-Din al-Bashshiiri al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-taq2im J ma‘nyat al-aq&n, edited by 
M.J. D e  Goeje, Leiden, 1906, p.325. See also Ibn Hawqal, fit& Jirat al-ard, Beirut, 
p. 385. 

4. AI-Maqdisi, ibid., pp. 323-324; Ibn Hawqal, ibid., pp. 363 and 365. 
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the north and Khuzistiin and Fiirs in the south. It exported ‘aft&, wash and 
saqLa@z (brand names of silk  fabric^).^ 

In Khuzistiin, Tustar and Sipus were important manufacturing centres for 
dibq‘. Sfis artisans specialized in certain types of silk and in special colours. The 
caliph al-Mu‘tamid (892-902) reserved all the silk products of Sfis for hs 
personal use. In the eleventh century, Tustar and Sfis produced magnificent 
rmini brocade and heavy silk (khzqz?? thaqda). The covering of the k’a‘ba was 
made from the t i ~ 2 ~  of Tustar. Artisans from Tustar were sent to Baghdad in 
the tenth century where they helped to produce Tustari cloth there. In the 
province, other silk manufacturing towns included ‘Askar, Jundishiipipur, 
Riimhurmuz and Qurqub. Other famous silk cloths that were made here in- 
cluded qapb&ya and sisanjid.6 

Fars had a long experience in textiles from Sassanian times, and the 
towns of Fiisa and Jahram, Shiriiz and Furj, which were great centres for linen, 
cotton and woollen textiles, also manufactured silk such as wasiy, brocade and 
sisanjid.’ 

As early as the thrteenth century, silk mills were flourishing in Konya 
in Asia &or; by the end of the fourteenth century, Bursa was one of 
the principal silk manufacturing and trading centres. By 908/1502, there 
were over 1,000 silk looms in this city. But in both the Saljuq and the 
Ottoman periods, the raw materials for the local silk mills of Anatolia and 
for international trade came mainly from the districts south of the Caspian 
Sea.’ 

Superb silks were woven in Iraq. These included saqLa.&im, ‘attdTin var- 
ious colours, and brocade laced with gold whch was known in the West by the 
name panni baldacbini or ‘baldaquins’ after Baghdad. Baghdad and Mosul had 
flourishing sdk industries and the names of these two towns left their impact 
on the textile terminology in the West. IChusruwiin, whch was a village near 
Wiisit, produced Khusruwiini silk whch was of high quality and from which 
the covering for the fi‘ba was made.9 

5. Ab6 Ishaq Ibr- al-Farisi al-ICarkhi al-IStakhri, KtZb Afas& al-mamdik, ed. by M. J. 
D e  Goeje, Leiden, 1927, p. 199; Ibn Hawqal, Ktib $imt ..., op. cit., p. 309. 

6. Al-Istakhri, ibid., pp. 92-3 ; Ibn Hawqal, ibid., p. 231 ; al-Maqdisi, Absati al-taqZsZni.. . , op. CL, 
p. 416; al-Tha‘dibi, Lat2’$al-ma‘Znx trans. by C. E. Bosworth, Edinburgh, 1968, p. 126. 

7. Al-IsCakhri, ibid., p. 153; al-MaqdisI, ibid., p. 442-443; Ibn Hawqal, Ktib $?rat.. ., op. cit., 
p. 261. 

8. H. Inalcik, Part 11 of article ‘Harir’ in Ertylopnedia oj.i?lam, New Edition, III, Leiden, 1971, 

9. M. Lombard, Les textiles dans le moiide mushan du C,71e a.u ALT siicles, Paris, 1978, p. 91 ; 
Marco Polo, 7 h e  Travels, London, 1958, pp. 51-52; al-Maqdisi, ibid., p. 128; fiblat 
Jubqr, Beirut, 1964, p. 201 ; al-Thaklibi, ibid., p. 145. 

pp.211-218. 
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The Islamic Medterranean 

The climate in some parts of Syria, being warm and humid, was suited for 
silkworm breedng. There was sericulture in the Orontes plain and the raw silk 
produced there was used by the manufacturing workshops of Homs, H a m a  
and Antioch. Another sericulture area was al-Ghawr and 'Am al-Tut near al- 
Hda lake. But the most important sericulture area was the Syrian coast, the 
slopes of Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon which used to supply the workshops 
of Damascus, Tripoli, and 'Asqaliin in the south. 

Damascus was famous for its silks, especially rich brocade. The word 
'Damas' in European languages denotes a rich silk stuff of special high quality. 
It is reported that the caliph Mu'iiwiya established in his palace a tir2, silk 
factory in AD 655, and this system of tirZ2 factories spread to other Islamic 
countries. Other silk factories were established in Tyre and Aleppo. Frankish 
merchants visited Damascus and Aleppo each year to buy all hnds of purple 
silk textiles. Antioch was also famous for its silk textiles, some of which are 
found now in European church treasuries. Acre also was a silk manufacturing 
centre. 

After the Crusades and the Mongol invasions, there was in the six- 
teenth century extensive silk cultivation and manufacture in Syria. Aleppo 
became an important trading centre for the export of raw silk to Europe. 
The raw silk was either imported from Persia or was Syrian. European 
factors resided in Syria where they bartered raw silk for woollen cloth and 
other goods.*' 

Egypt was a very important centre for the textde industry including silk. 
In sericulture, the climate was not favourable for the breeding of silkworms, 
but nevertheless there was some silk cultivation. Egyptian or local silk was 
probably grown in the Fayyum, to which province 500 Syrians were brought 
and were credited with the planting of mulberry trees and the raising of sdk- 
worms. But most of Egypt's needs for raw silk were imported from Syria, 
Sicily and Spain. During the tenth and eleventh centuries, Spain was the 
leading Islamic Mediterranean country in silk production and most of 
Egypt's needs came from that country. Silk was woven and dyed even in 
small Egyptian towns. The silk texules made in Alexandria were the wady, 
the sbarb and the saqlatitz. Three new hnds appeared in the Mameluke per- 
iod: the mxm%a/m.zar, the /m$arrq' and the tardwabsb. " 

10. R.B. Serjeant, Islamic Exfiles, Beirut, 1972, pp. 114-119; Lombard, Les textile s..., @. c k ,  
p. 93; 'I. I. al-Ma'hf, 'Sinii'iit Dimashq al-Qadima', in MubZ&rZf al-majma'al- 'ilmZaI--'Arab-Z; 
Damascus, 1921-1922. 

11. Abu-l-'Abb%s Ahmad d-Qalqashandi, Szlbb al-'a'shi, Cairo, IV, pp. 7 and 57; Ahmad b. 
'ALi al-Maqrizi, K t d  al-ilfazzvi'i~ Wa-l-i'hbZr bi-dbikr al-kbitat wa-l-&ir, Cairo, I, pp. 32 and 
226; 11, pp. 400, 416419. 
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In North Africa (the Maghrib countries), sericulture existed only in Qiibis 
in Tunis, where the climate was suitable for silkworm breeding. Silk was 
manufactured in this town and in al-Qayrawiin, in Tilimsiin and in Fez.12 

From the early days of the Umayyads in Spain, the Syrians introduced 
mulberry trees and silkworms into al-Andalus. There were seven areas at least 
in whch sericulture was established. These included Wadi-Ash (Guandix), 
Basta (Baza), Finyiina (Finana near Almeria), the Jaiyan al-Harir regon (Jakn) 
which included 3, 000 villages, al-Bushiiriit (Albujarres) which included 600 
villages, Hisn Shinsh, and the regon of Granada and Ilbira. There was an 
important export of silk thread to Egypt and silk exports were an important 
source of wealth for the hngdom of Granada. 

Silk mdls started immediately after the establishment of the Arab gov- 
ernment. Among the silk manufacturing cities were Atmeria, Granada, 
Malaga, Murcia, Seville, Cordoba, Basta, Mcante and other towns and vil- 
lages. Andalusian silk mdls had a rich production programme and their pro- 
ducts were exported to both Muslim and Christian countries. All conceivable 
silks that were known in the Islamic East were imitated and made in al- 
Andalus such as the dibq interlaced with silver, sagla$&, brocade, wasby, ‘attzbf, 
dimasbgZ, ifab2nZ and jzlrjanT. Andalusian textiles assumed also their own char- 
acter and the quality was outstanding.13 

Mulberry trees and silkworms were introduced from Giibes in Tunisia 
into Sicily by the Aghlabids of Qayrawiin after the conquest of the island. 
Sericulture was established in Nahr al-Ttit south of Maziira, in Sakhrat d-Harir 
between Termini and Cefalu in San Marco, the Demone valley and near 
Palermo. It is difficult to distinguish between the silk textiles of Sicily and 
those of Fatimid Egypt. Egyptian textiles were imported into Sicily and those 
of Sicily into Egypt. The Arab factories of Sicily continued after the 
Norman conquest of the i~1and.l~ 

Cotton centres 

The Islamic East 
Cotton was introduced into the Islamic lands, including the Mediterranean 
regon, as a result of the Arabic agricultural revolution. Transoxania, especially 

12. Ibn Hawqal, fit& Jiirat.. ., op. cit., pp. 72, 95; Abii ‘Ubayd al-Bakri, al-dV~ghtiDf; dhikr hilid 
@q.jm wa-I-iUaghib, S. De She, 1857, offset reprint Baghdad, p. 17. 

13. Shams &Din d-Ansari al-Dimashqi, iVtkbDaf a/-dah f; ‘aj,-’ib a/-barr wa-l-bahr, ed. by 
A. Mehren, Leipzig, 1922, offset reprint Baghdad, p. 243; al-Qalqashandi, $&I al-a‘.rhi, 
op. cit., IV, p. 21’9; Ibn Hawqal, k%ib Giraf . . ., op. it., pp. 105, 109; Lombard, Les textiles, 
op. cit., pp. 95, 99-100; Serjeant, (sLam2 ExtiLes, op. cit., pp. 167, 170, 172, 174. 

14. Serjeant, (slamic Exfiks, op. it., p. 191 ; Schmidt, ‘Harir’, op. cit., p. 220; see also Lombard, 
LPS textiles. . ., op. it. 
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4.24 Stages in processing cotton to make thread: carlng the strands 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (British Library, London, bfS. Or. 3299) 

the region of Samarkand, was known for its cotton. The Shash district exported 
its cotton to Turkistgn. Khwarizm and the region of Syr Darya produced a large 
amount of cotton textiles.15 ~h urasan - - was famous for its cotton texdes, 
especially the products of Marw and Nishnpipur."A cotton belt extended between 
Nishapipur and Ray. Qipuhstiin produced large uantities of cotton whch were 
exported to Baghdad and other centres in IraJ7 Another cotton belt included 

15. Al-hcakhri, Et& illnsdik.. ., op. cif., pp. 288, 314; d-Tha'dibi, Lat.;'$. . , op. cit., p. 140. 
16. Al-Istakhri, ibid., p. 282. 
17. Ibn Hawqal, Et& @at . .., op. cit., p. 363; d-Qazwini, -4>hci~ al-bihd wa-akhbir aI-'ibid, 

Beirut, 1960, p. 363. 
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4.25 Stages in processing cotton to make thread: combing 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Briush Llbrary, London, MS. Or. 3299) 

Tabaristiin south of the Caspian, Azarbayjiin, Shrviin and Armenia.'' Cotton 
was produced and manufactured in Yazd and Abarqtih in the province 
of Fiir~.'~ It was cultivated also in Mekriin and the Sind plains. 

Arabic sources, however, indlcate three major-cotton producing areas in 
Persia and Mesopotamia. One was Khtizistiin whch was a major area for 

18. Ibn Hawqal, EtZb Jiimt.. ., op. cif., pp. 323-324; Serjeant, hlmzzr Z.vfiie.c, op. at., pp. 62, 67, 

19. Ibn Hawqal, fit& Jird ..., op. at., p. 261. 
69, 71-72. 
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cotton, sugar and indigo lantations.” The second was Basra in an area ex- 
tending up to IUluzistan. And the largest producer of cotton was Upper 
Mesopotamia.” 

!* 

The Islamic Mediterranean 
Al-Maqdisi reported that cotton was the main speciality of al-Ja~ira.’~ Tks 
cotton of the KhPbbur was exported to M o d ,  where the famous cotton muslin 
was made, to Syrian manufacturing centres, to Nisibin and to Akhlnt and other 
texde centres in Armenia. Al-Istakhri described important cotton areas and 
mentioned the inhabited centres along the Khabur from Ras al-‘Am to Majdal 
and until the Khiibur meets the Euphrates. Harran on the Balikh river was also 
a centre for cotton p~antations.’~ 

Under Islam, the problem of frontiers whch existed between the 
Byzantines and the Sassanians disappeared, and the cotton of al-Jazira became 
available to Syrian manufacturing centres as well as to Mosul and other centres 
to the east and the north. Syria, during the Middle Ages, was the most im- 
portant exporter of cotton in all the Mediterranean area. It was Syria, and not 
Egypt, that was the main producer of cotton. Egypt with its rich soil produced 
sugar cane and flax for linen. Ths was Egypt’s traditional textde and it was 
hghly developed. It is probable that when cotton came to Egypt, there was 
some resistance to its introduction, whereas cotton was welcomed in Syria and 
very rapidly it became a main Syrian export product: it was of high quaky and 
produced in large quantities. 

The large area between Hama and Aleppo, and extending to Antioch to 
the west of Aleppo, and including the Orontes basin, produced first-quality 
cotton. Second-quality cotton was produced around Damascus and in the 
Ghawr valley. The third-quaky cotton was produced in the small plains along 
the coast, around Lattakta, Acre and ‘Asqalan and other coastal cities.25 The 
large area of the north-east starting from the bend of the Euphrates to the 
north and including Manbij, up to Aleppo and Sarmin to Hama, was famous 
for its abundant water, its irrigated fields and gardens, and its very extensive 
cotton fields whch astonished Western travellers of the thirteenth and four- 
teenth centuries. The cotton of Bab and Manbij, and Wadi ButnPn, was of 
high quahty also. Syrian cotton was exported to the Maghrib, al-Andalus and in 
later centuries to western Europe. Cotton texules were manufactured in all 

20. Al-Maqdisi, Abesan al-taqiesfm.. ., op. cit., p. 402. 
21. fl~d.tidal-‘dam, p.139. 
22. Ibn Hawqal, KtZb sirat.. ., op. cit., pp. 193, 200; al-Istakhri, Etib &aesiiik. . ., op. Lit., p. 74. 
23. Al-Maqdisi, Abesan al-tagah.. ., op. cit., pp. 141, 145. 
24. Aid., p. 141. 
25. Lombard, Lees textiles.. ., op. cit., pp. 68-70. 
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Syrian cities, especially in Aleppo, and similarly textiles whch combined both 
silk and cotton. In ths period, Syria was a main producer of two important 
textile materials: silk and cotton. 

Although cotton is today a major crop in Egypt, in the Middle Ages it 
was of no great consequence. Raw cotton was imported into Egypt from Syria 
and to a lesser extent from Tunisia and Sicily. Cotton goods were among the 
main imports from Syria and India.26 

Cotton was grown in Barqa (Cyrenai~a).~’ Further west in Ifriqiyn 
(Tunisia) it was grown in Gafsa, Msila and Tabna; and in the Maghrib it was 
grown in various plantations around Fez, Sijllmasa and in other places.28 Part 
of ths cotton was exported to the Sudan in the south, and part was woven 
into textiles. Although not a major centre for cotton textdes, North Africa 
played an intermediary role in the spread of cotton to Spain and to the Sudan 
south of the desert. 

Cotton was transmitted from Sfis and Sijilmasa in the Maghrib to the 
Sudan (western Africa) south of the Sahara. The spread of Islam changed the 
lifestyle of the Africans, who started to wear cotton, woollen and linen 
clothes.29 Al-Bakri mentions that the weaving of cotton started in Takriir, 
north of Senegal, in 460/1067.30 

Cotton was introduced into Spain and Sicily by the Arabs via North 
Africa. The first mention of cotton in Spain dates to 350/961 .31 Cotton was 
grown in the same areas as linen, but cotton replaced linen gradually. Cotton 
was woven locally and the excess was exported to the Maghrib and Ifriqiya 
(Tunisia). In Sijilmasa the demand for cotton was great for further export to 
the Sudan, south of the Sahara.32 

Cotton was introduced into Sicily either directly from Syria or via the 
Maghrib. Cotton growing continued in the island until the twelfth century, but 
it disappeared in the f~urteenth.~~ 

26. Lombard, L e 5  textiles ..., op. cit., pp. 70-71. 
27. Al-Idrisi, Dsqbtion de I ’Afrigtle et de I’Espagne, ed. and trans. by R. I?. A. Dozy and M. J. 

Goeje, Leiden, 1866, text p. 131 ; Serjeant, hIamic Extile5, op. it.., p. 179. 
28. Al-Idrisi, ibid., p. 104; Ibn Hawqal, Etab sirat ..., op. cat, pp. 75, 81, 85. 
29. Al-Bakri, al-Mugbrib. .., op. cit., pp. 173, 175. 
30. Lombard, Les textile5 ..., op. cit., p. 76. 
31. Ibid.., p. 77. 
32. Ibn ‘Abd al-Munch al-mmyari, KtZb al-Rawd al-mi‘tar, ed. and trans. by Levi-Provenpl, 

33. Lombard, Les textiIees.. ., op. cit., p. 78. 
Leiden, 1938, text, p. 27. 
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Pool centres 
The Islamic East 

Fine woollen textdes of all sorts were manufactured in Tus and Balkh in 
IUluriisiin, and were exported to Turklstiin and Transoxania in the east and to 
Iran and Iraq in the west.34 

In Transoxania, weaving of woollen textdes was practised in every town, 
but Bukhiira and IUlwiirizm were the largest manufacturing centres. In 
Bukhiira, there was a ;irZz factory. Various hnds of fabrics were made, in- 
cluding carpets or rugs, whch are exported to Iraq, Syria, Egypt and 
Constantinople. Carpets from Bukhiira were hghly esteemed up to the present 
day. All the cities of IUlwiirizm were centres for wool-weaving and h s  in- 
dustry was the source of wealth to ths country. The cities of IUlwiirizm and 
transoxania ( ~ 6  wur2 al-fiuhr) were industrial centres for processing the huge 
wool resources which came from the vast pastures of Turkistan, the Volga 
Bulgars and the ICha~ars.~~ 

Quhstiin, a mountainous area, was famous for its large carpets, prayer 
carpets and woollen te~tdes.~~ 

Al-Maqdisi in the fourth/tenth century says that Fiirs was famous for its 
precious woollen carpets.  his statement was always true.37 wool was pro- 
vided by sheep-breeding nomadic tribes such as the Bakhtiari. woollen texules 
were produced in Isfahiin and Kazirhn, and Jahram was famous for its Jahrami 
carpets. In Fasa there was a ;irzz factory for producing fine woollen textiles for 
the court of the caliph. Carpets were made also in Darabjird in Istakhr, and in 
Fiisa needlework called sisunjirrl was made.38 

Tabaristiin, in the north of Persia, was another important centre for 
producing carpets and woollen textiles. During the reign of the caliph al- 
Ma’miin, Tabaristiin used to present 600 carpets annually to the caliph‘s 
court. Ardabil, in Azarbayjiin, was famous for its carpets. It still produces 
the most beautiful oriental 

Dabil and Qaliqdii (Erzerhm) in Armenia produced the famous 
Armenian carpets which were exported to other countries. Carpets were part 
of the taxes paid by Armenia to the caliphate. The wool of Armenia was 
exported to Iraq by river-shpping in the Tigris and it was exported also to 

39 

34. Al-Maqdisi, Absan a/-faqcisfn.. ., op. tit., pp. 324325; Lombard, Les textiles.. ., op. tit., p. 43. 
35. Al-Istakhri, EtZb AMasZlik.. ., op. cit., pp. 304, 314-315; al-Maqdisi, Absan al-taq&fm.. ., op. 

36. Al-Maqdisi, Absart al-tapisim.. ., op. cit., footnote, p. 321. 
37. Ibid., p.420. 
38. ffudiid . . . , pp. 126, 129; Ibn Hawqal, EtZb @rat.. . , op. cit., p. 261 ; al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al- 

39. Al-Istakhri, Et& &faZ/ik.. ., op. cit., p. 212; Lombard, Les textiles.. ., op. it.., p. 42. 
40. Lombard, Les fcxtiles.. ., op. cif., p. 42. 

tit., p. 325; Lombard, Les textiles.. ., op. tit., p. 44. 

tapisim.. ., op. Lit., p. 442. 
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4.26 Weaving wool on a draw loom in 1798 in Egypt. 
These looms are still in operation in some Islamic lands, 

beside modern machinery 
0 Bibliothkque Nationale de France, Paris 

(From Desmption de l 'E@te ou Recueil des observations et des rechercbes qui ont itifaites en E@te 
penahnt I 'eqidition de I 'amiejiangaise, Etat moderne, 11, pl. XIV.3) 

Constantinople by the Black Sea from Trebi~ond.~~ Upper Mesopotamia was a 
source of wool and a centre for its manufacture; the Kurdish nomads were 
large breeders of sheep. amid was an important market for wool and the cities 
of this area were centres for the weaving of woollen textiles4' 

In Arabia the bedouin tribes moved always with their flocks of sheep. 
Textiles were woven in the tents or at the sea ports. The more renowned 
woollen textiles were those of Yemen and of 

41. Al-Istakha, KtZb Maikk.. ., op. cit., p. 188; Ibn Hawqal, Etib sirat.. ., op. cit., p. 291 ; 

42. Lombard, ibid., pp. 4041. 
43. Lombard, ibid., p. 40; al-hlaqdisi, Absan al-taqisfm.. ., op. it., p. 98. 

Lombard, L e s  textiles.. ., op. cit., p. 41. 
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The Islamic Mediterranean 

Syria produced wool from the southern pastures in Hawriin and Balqa’, and 
this was made into carpets in Tiberia, Amman and Hawran. It was produced 
also from the pasture areas of Palestine, Lebanon and the north coastal 
mountains, and from the eastern desert (Badiyat al-Sh-). Manufacturing 
centres included Tyre, Tartus, Lattakia and Antioch, all on the Syrian coast. 
woollen textiles were made also in the inland cities. But although much wool 
was produced in Syria, the fame of this country was in cotton and silk 
tex~les.~~ 

Egypt was the main centre in the world for linen textiles, but it was 
celebrated also for woollen cloth. Wool was produced locally in Egypt, but it 
was also imported from Barqa. Sheep breeding was undertaken in the Delta, al- 
Fayytim and Upper Egypt. Wool was a major product of Upper Egypt and this 
area was more famous for its woollen textiles. Muslim geographers like Nnsir-i- 
IUlusraw, Ibn Hawqal, al-Maqdisi and al-Idrisi wrote about the importance of 
woollen textiles and carpets in al-Fayytim and Upper Egypt. There were several 
tirz~ factories and also private ones. Many plant managers and highly skilled 
artisans were employed by the state, and merchants from other countries came 
to Upper Egypt to place orders for special qualities of textiles.45 

North Africa (Ifriqiya and the Maghrib) was the main wool-producing 
area in the Islamic Mediterranean basin. The vast pastures on the mountainous 
areas and in the southern slopes extendmg to the desert were convenient for 
sheep-breeding. Wool was exported to other lands including Egypt. 

Woollen textiles and carpets of various qualities were manufactured in 
Barqa, Tripoli, Qayraww, Mahdyya, Thsan, Fez, Sijilmasa and several other 
towns along the North African coast. Some of these, like al-Mahdiyya texules, 
were known for their excellence and were exported. The importance of the 
texule industry in the Maghrib can be appreciated from the reports that within 
the walls of Fez during the reign of the Almohad caliphs al-Man$ir and al- 
Nasir (580-610/1184-1213) there were 3,094 textile factories (drip) and 
eleven textile-dyeing  establishment^.^^ 

Spain had been famous for its wool since pre-Islamic times. But through 
crossbreeding, the Arabs introduced into Spain the merino sheep. Wool was 
abundantly produced and was exported to the textile centres in the Islamic East. 

44. Al-Maqdisi, Absan al-taqafm.. ., op. cit., p. 180; Lombard, Les textile.. ., op. cit., pp. 38-39. 
45. Hudid. .., p. 151; Ibn Uawqal, EtZb sirat ..., op. it., p. 149; al-Maqdisi, Absan al- 

taqirim.. ., op. it., pp. 202-203; al-Maqrizi, EfZb Maw2iX.. ., op. cif.., p. 239; Lombard, 
Les textiles. .., op. cit., pp. 35-37. 

46. lbn Hawqal, EtZb Jirat ..., op. cit., p. 95; al-Bakri, al-Mighhrib ..., op. cit., pp. 36, 147; Ibn 
Sa‘id, EtZb al+gbr@ya.. ., op. cit., pp. 140-141 ; al-Qalqashandi, Jzrbb aL-aCsha.. ., op. cit., V, 
pp. 141-142; Lombard, Les textiles.. ., op. cit., pp. 28-35. 
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Although Spain was known for its silks, its woollen textiles were also 
celebrated. The manufacture of woollen textiles took place in several cities. 
Ibn Hawqal praised Spanish woollen cloth and said that in Spain all hnds of 
cloth were made, including high-quality ‘Armenian’ carpets, and excellent felt 
cloth which was unsurpassed in any other country.47 

Linen centres 

The Islamic East 
In Mesopotamia, linen was known since ancient times, and during the Abbasid 
period linen plantations were further developed. But slowly, sugar plantations 
replaced some of the linen ones. In later centuries, Lower Iraq kept growing 
linen whereas Upper Iraq was converted to cotton. Linen textiles were 
produced on a limited scale near Baghdad and in Mayyafgrqin, and most linen 
was exported to the textde factories in Khiizistiin and F31-s.~~ 

Iran was growing linen in two areas, in Fiirs and on the shores of the 
Caspian Sea: in TabaristHn, Azarbayjiin and in Arriin. In the manufacture of 
linen and cotton textiles, the cities of Fiirs were famous and highly slulled. 
There were celebrated centres like Kazircin, Shiriiz, Istakhr and Siriif. Ezi 
fabrics were famous and were exported to other countries, and Kaziriin was 
called the Damietta of Fiirs because its linen textdes rivalled those of Egypt.49 

The Islamic Mediterranean 
Syria produced a hghly valued linen from Palestine. Tiberia (Tabariyya) and 
Niiblus produced a superior quality of linen that was in great demand. But the 
importance of Syrian linen declined in the face of cotton. Cotton, the newly 
introduced material, replaced linen 

Egypt has been the major producer of linen since ancient times and its 
supremacy remained until the nineteenth century when cotton plantations 
prevailed. The Delta was the most important area of linen production as to 
quality and quantity, but it was grown also all along the Nile Valley. 

Egyptian linen textiles were the dominant ones in all Islamic lands and 
they were made in many different qualities, from the heavy ones to the fine 

47. Ibn Hawqal, EtZb sirat.. ., op. it., pp. 105, 109 ; Lombard, Les textiles.. . op. it., pp. 23-28. 
48. ffudsd.. . , p. 139; al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-taqZsim.. ., op. it., p. 128; Lombard, Les text2e.r.. .J 

49. Al-Istakhri, EtZb MasZ‘ik: ..., op. cit., pp. 153-154; al-Maqdisi, &an al-taqZsTm ..., op. cit., 
pp. 433-434, 442-443; Ibn Hawqal, EtZb $?rat.. ., op. cit., p. 261 ; Lombard, Les 
textiles.. ., op. it., pp. 55-58. 

50. Al-Maqdisi, Ahsan al-taqasfm.. ., op. it., p. 180; Lombard, Les textiles.. ., op. cif., pp. 46-47. 

op. it., pp. 54-55. 
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and transparent. Different type of cloth were attributed to the various cities 
of manufacture such as the tinnfssf (Tinnis), dah?@ (Dabiq) and dimz@f 
(Damietta). Egyptian brand names were used for imitated textiles that were 
manufactured outside Egypt in order to bestow on them the prestige of the 
original cloth.'* 

North Africa produced some linen but it also imported it from Egypt. 
Tunis and Carthage were known for the hgh quality of their linen. Other areas 
in Algeria and the Maghrib were producing linen also. However all fine linen 
textiles were imported from Egypt, and North Africa was noted only for its 
wool and woolen textiles. 

Spain produced hgh-quality linen in different areas. It excelled also in the 
quality of its linen textiles whch were often exported. But linen retreated in 
competition with cotton and with fruit and vegetables; and, as in the case of 
North Africa, wool was the main S anish textile in the same manner as cotton 
was for Syria and linen for Egypt: 

In Sicily, the Arabs introduced linen and the manufacture of linen 
textiles. Weaving of linen was undertaken in Palermo, and Sicilian cloth 
(;iqi&) was highly valued even in Egypt. It is reported that a Fatimid 
princess who died in 416/1025 left a treasure of 30,000 pieces of ;zqZ 
~10th.'~ 

52 

R 

T E c H N o L (I GY 

Preparation ojjhra 

Silk is produced by silkworms of the Bombicidae family. The silkworm or 
caterpillar feeds on whte mulberry leaves and then envelops itself in a cocoon 
composed of one continuous silk filament. To obtain the silk, the cocoons were 
either exposed to the sun or they were plunged into bohng water. Ths would 
destroy the caterpillars. The silk filaments were then wound on reels. Three to 

51. Ibn Rusta, Kfzb aL4'Izq al-mjk~, Leiden. Fr. H. G. Wiet, Lrs atot/rsprPrieL/.y, Cairo, 1955, 
p. 90; al-Istakhri, k7tzb1lf%/ik ... , op. cit., p. 52; Ibn Hawqal, KtZb Jzinit.. ., "p. cit., pp. 131, 
143; ffwhid.. . , p. 151 ; al-Maqdisi, Absan a/-taqLisT/f/. . . , op. cif., pp. 201, 203, 213; al-Bakri, 
aL-Aft/gbtib.. ., op. it., p. 86; al-Maqrizi, k7tZb AfamiCi~. . ., op. it., I, pp. 177, 226; Lombard, 
Les tr..ctilr.. ., op. cit., pp. 47-50. 

52. Abu-1-Fida', Zqivim aL-b~ddLi~, ed. by Reinaud and de Slane, Paris, 1840, reprinted in 
Baghdad, pp. 144145; Ibn Sa'id, Khib alr/gbrZfya ..., op. cif., p. 127; Ibn Hawqal, Efib 
Jiirat.. . , op. cif., pp. 75, 77, 84; al-Qaiqashandi, Jubb a/-AcsbZ, IV, p. 141 ; Lombard, La 
trwtiile.. . , op. cit., pp. 50-51. 

53. Ibn Hawqal, Ktd $;rat . . ., op. cif., p. 109; Lombard, Les fextih.. ., op. it., pp. 51-53. 
54. Al-Maqdisi, Absan al-faq2im.. . I op. cit., p. 239 ; Lombard, Les texfiiu.. . op. cif., pp. 53-54. 
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4.27 The weaving trade in 1798 in Egypt 
0 Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris 

(From Desmption de f '&apte ozi Recueif des obsermtions et des rerherches qui ont Ptijzites e n  Eupfe 
penddnf f kybidihon de f hrmr?fimipise, Etd moderne, 11, pl. XIII) 

eight fdaments were reeled together. The silk from tangled cocoons whch 
could not be reeled off, was spun like wool or 

Wool shears were used to remove the fleeces of sheep. Ths wool was 
subjected to preliminary treatment. After the removal of damaged portions, 
wool was sorted according to qualq. It was then cleaned to remove dirt, 
degreased and then carded or combed." 

Cotton seeds were removed from lint using special gnning devices (nz&!dq 
or mib/q), In Arabic dictionaries, the word miblq denotes also a roller or its 
axle. It is probable that gnning was done using rollers in the manner of the 
Indlan cburckn cotton gin. Cotton seeds were separated also by pluchng with 

55. The rearing of silkworms was described in several Arabic works including: d-Qazwini, ef- 
Caxwinils Kosnlographie, ed. F. Wustenfeld, Guttingen, 1846-1848, I, 434; d-Damiri, fit& 
al-fiCyauGn. See Serjeant, hlainir 2xtiles, op. at., p.198. See also H. E. Wulff, The Traditional 
Crajs ofPersza, Cambridge, Mass., 1966, pp. 182-1873. 

56. Wdff, Tradztional Crajh.. . , op. cit., p. 179. 
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the bow or by beating on a wire frame. The cotton wool was then carded or 
combed as is the case with ~001.~’ 

Flax fibres were separated from woody tissues by a fermentative process 
known as retting. Stalks were immersed in water, warmed by the sun, and kept 
under weights until the bark became loose. Then the fibres were extracted 
from the woody tissues by beating with mallets on wooden or stone blocks. 
After beating, the broken stalks were combed with iron combs to remove the 
woody tissues. The Egyptian comb persisted with little change until modern 
times.58 

Spinning 

Spinning is the process of converting fibres into continuous threads by the 
drawing out and twisting of these fibres. Since ancient civhaations, spinning 
had been done by the spindle. The most common type, whch was used 
mostly by women, was a short tapering stick notched at one end and weighted 
by a whorl or disc of stone, clay, metal or wood, at the other. The disc acted as 
a flywheel; the spindle was twisted to twist the thread, whch was then wound 
on it. The manuals of the ma&asib (see Chapter 4.10) gave specifications of 
spindles. 

The hand-spindle was first mechanized with the introduction of the 
spindle-wheel. This wheel represented an important step in the htstory of 
mechanical engineering. Claims were made for its origin in China, India and 
even in Europe. The first reference to a spindle-wheel in Europe is in 1298, 
and the first dustration is dated 1338. In Arabic literature we find an il- 
lustration in a manuscript of MuqZmZt ul-fAuee dated 636/1237 showing a 
girl operating a wheel. But, as w e  shall presently see, the spindle-wheel must 
have been known much earlier, because the twisting-machme, which is 
closely analogous to spinning devices, was well known at a much earlier 
date.59 

The preparation of silk threads is somewhat different from that of 
wool or cotton. After reeling, the next important operation is throwing 
or twisting. To prepare the silk yarn for throwing, the silk is unreeled 
from the skeins on to spools or bobbins using spool winders. If the 
untwisted filament-bundles are drawn endwise off the spindle they are 
given a slight twist, and if the spindle is rotated while the filaments are 
drawn off, they will be fully twisted into thread. Highly developed 

57. Ejal-hnis, V, root word b!.; Wulff, Traditional Crafts ..., op. it., pp. 179-180; Singer et al., 

58. Singer et. al., History.. ., op. cit., pp. 195-197. 
59. M a q a m d  al-Hatiti, Bibl. Nat. MS. arabe 5847; Folio 13v, and Folio 138; Lombard, Le5 

Hi.&T . .., Op. cit., pp. 199-200. 

textiles.. ., op. it., pp. 225-226; Singer et. al., ffistoty.. ., op. Git., pp. 200-205. 
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winding and twisting machmes were invented at an early date. Ibn 
Miskawayh, who died at a very advanced age in 421/1030, describes in 
his book EtZb TqZrib al-zzmam (Experiences of Nations) what is probably 
a silk-twisting machme. The earliest twisting machine in Europe was 
erected at Bologna in about 1272. Thus it can be assumed that the silk- 
twisting mill was known in the Eastern Caliphate in the fourth/tenth 
century and that it was introduced later into Sicily, and from there it was 
transmitted to Italy." 

To prepare for weaving after spinning, several operations are performed. 
These are ruling (removing the yarn from the spindle), winding (ffing the 
weft and warp spools) and warping (preparing the warp for attachment to 
the loom). 

Weaving consists of interlacing, at right angles, two or more series of 
threads, of which the longtudinal are called warp and the transverse weft. A 
loom whch weaves these threads into cloth must provide for these main 
operations: 1) Shedding, i.e. raising and lowering the warp threads so as to 
form two lines between which the weft may be passed. 2) Placing the weft 
between the divided warp. 3) Beating-up or striking each weft thread to its 
position in the fabric. 4) Holding the warp tense and delivering it as weaving 
proceeds. 5) Drawing away the cloth as manufactured. 

The design of the loom to perform some or all of these operations 
progressed through the ages. The horizontal loom was used in Islamic lands at 
an early date. Treadles were added whch permit the lifting and lowering of 
alternate wrap-threads. When one treadle is depressed, the shuttle is thrown 
from one hand to the other through the shed so formed, and the weft is 
beaten with the reed. When the other treadle is depressed to open the other 
shed, the shuttle again passes through, and the weft is again beaten. As 
weaving progresses, the warp proceeds from the warp-beam and the cloth is 
wound on its beam. 

In Europe, the horizontal loom as described here was in use in the 
thirteenth century. In Islamic lands, it was known much earlier. Foot treadles 
were so common in looms that the Andalusian poet al-Ru@fi (d. 573/1177) 
mentioned them in one of his poems.'* 

60. Ibn Miskawayh, I h e  Ec&e ofthe Abbasid Cal$hate, ed. and trans. by H. F. Amedroz and 
D. S. Margoliouth, Oxford, 1920-1921, text, 11, p. 230, trans., V, p. 244; Lombard, Les 
textiles ..., op. it., pp.227-228; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma'dim al-qurba, ed. R. Levy, London, 
1938, ns., XII, No. 279. 

61. Lombard, Les textiLes ..., op. cit., p. 230; Peres, L a  poisie andalozlse en arabe classiqzle au XIe 
sikle, Paris, 2nd ed., 1953, pp. 291-292. 
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4.28 Carpet weaving in central Anatolia 
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The ordinary loom limits the weaving to geometrical designs, and the 
complexity of patterns depends on the number of heddles used. But Islamic 
textiles went beyond the production of mere geometrical shapes. They de- 
veloped into figures representing animals, mythical birds, and human and 
hunting scenes. Such complicated designs required the capacity to lift in- 
&vidual warp threads at wdl, and the device invented for doing ths was the 
drawloom. Al-Nuwayri gives an interesting description of drawlooms in a silk- 
textile factory in Alexandria on the occasion of a visit to this factory by the 
sultan al-Ashraf Sha'bgn (d. 778/1376). But drawlooms were developed at 
earlier dates in Eastern Islamic lands. The diffusion of complex textile designs 
from Muslim Spain and Sicily to Italy and the rest of Europe also implies the 
concomitant diffusion of the drawloom.62 

Paper 

THE REVOLUTION OF PAPER 
The introduction of the paper-makmg industry to Eastern and Western 
Islamic lands, and its spread from there to Europe, is a milestone in the 
history of mankind. The manufacture of paper created a cultural revolution. 
It facilitated the production of books on an unprecedented scale, and in less 
than a century, hundreds of thousands of manuscripts spread throughout 
Islamic lands. Books became available everywhere and the profession of 
bookseller (wuwZq) flourished. In Baghdad alone at the end of the thrd/ 
ninth century, there were more than 100 premises at whch books were 
made. Private libraries abounded, wMe public libraries were established 
everywhere. 

The spread of paper and its replacement of parchment led to the spread 
of printing, and with these two important technological achievements a true 
cultural revolution took place in human civhzation. Paper and printing per- 
mitted the cheap dffusion of books and the spread of religous, scientific and 
literary ideas and the education of the masses. 

The historian of science, George Sarton, expressed his astonishment that 
the word for paper should not have been derived from Arabic in acknowl- 
edgment of the Arabs' great service in developing and spreadmg paper- 
making. Yet there is a word in the paper-making industry whch reminds us of 
the role of the Arabs. This is the word 'ream' in English, resma in Spanish, rirma 
in Italian, with similar words in other European languages. These all derive 
from the Arabic word b~mu, meaning a bale or bundle of paper, though the 

62. M. A. Marzouk, Histoty of Extile Industty in Alexandria, Alexandria, 1955, pp. 65-67; 
A.C. Weibel, Two nousand Bars of Extiler, New York, 1972, pp. 14, 17; Singer et. al., 
History.. ., op. cit., p. 212; Wulff, Traditional Crafts.. ., op. cit., p. 174. 
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4.29 Paper manufacturing. Indo-Persian manuscript, 1 8 5 W  860. 
Drop hammers were mentioned by al-Bifini (tenth century) 

as used in the paper industry 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (In&a Office Library, London) 
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word now refers to a bundle with a specific quantity, either 480 sheets, or 
frequently, 500 or 516.63 

HISTORY OF PAPER MANUFACTURE 

Paper was first made in Chma. Some hstorians gve the date as AD 105, 
when paper was being made from mulberry bark. Al-Tha'dibi (d. 429/ 
1037) reported that in 134/751 the Atlas battle took place on the Taraz 
river (Tharaz, Talas) between the Chinese and the Arabs. The Arabs won 
the battle and a large number of prisoners were taken, among whom were 
craftsmen who were skilled in paper-making. These prisoners settled in 
Samarkand and established paper-md~.~~ Ths industry quickly flourished 
and Samarkand exported its paper to other Islamic lands. In 179/795, al- 
Fad1 b. Yahya al-Barmaki, minister of Hiiirun al-Rashid, saw the paper-mds 
of Samarkand and he soon established this industry in Iraq, and all 
government records and letters were changed over from parchment to 
paper. 

After Iraq, paper-mahng reached Syria. Paper-mas were established in 
Tripoli, Tiberias, Damascus, Aleppo, H a m a  and Manbij. Certain historians 
believe that the phrases charta damascena and charta bomD_yzna refer to paper 
from Damascus and Manbij (Bombyx). Travellers like al-Maqdisi reported 
on Tiberias' paper-mills in the fourth/tenth century, and Ngisir-i-Khosraw 
admired the paper of Tripoli in 438/1047. But paper-mas in Syria were es- 
tablished much earlier than these dates.66 

After Iraq and Syria, paper-mahng reached Egypt. AI-Maqrizi mentioned 
that paper-mills were established in Fus@t. 

From the Islamic East, paper-mahng reached North Africa, Spain and 
Sicily; Fez was an important manufacturing centre and large numbers of 
paper-mills were reported to have existed there. 

Paper-making in al-Andalus was reported by al-Maqhsi in 375/985 and 
by al-Idrisi (493-548/1099-1153), and Ynqut (568-627/1179-1229). Jativa 
(Shauba) near Valencia was famous for its paper-mills, and its quality paper 
was exported to other countries. 

From Islamic lands paper-mds reached Europe. The oldest known 
paper-mill in Europe was that of Fabriano in Italy whch was established in 
about 1266-1276. Other cities like Bologna in 1293, and Cividale, Padua and 
Genoa followed its example. In 1348, a mill existed near Troyes in France. 

65 

63. G. Sarton, Introduction to the ffistory ofScience, New York, 1975, 111, pp. 174-177. 
64. A-Tha'dibi, La@fal-maCZnJ op. cit., pp. 140-141. 
65. Ibn Khaldiin, al-MaqaciYima, Beirut, pp. 140-141. 
66. Al-Maqdisi, Ahsan aI-taq&im.. ., op. Lit., p. 180; Nasir-i-Khusraw, trad. Shefer, pp. 41, 58, 

n. 1 ; Lombard, Le5 textdes.. ., op. cit., p. 203. 
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And the oldest German paper-mill was established in 1390. In Flanders, paper 
was manufactured at Huy in about 1405.67 

T E c H N o L o GY o F PAP ER- &I A I; IN G 

When paper was first manufactured by the Arabs in Samarkand in izD 751, it 
was not made from the bark of mulberry trees as was the case with Chinese 
paper. Ths material was not available in Samarkand, and the Arabs employed 
instead flax, hemp and linen rags. According to Dard Hunter, the Arabs at 
Samarkand, therefore, must be given the credit for the fabrication of the first 
linen paper. 

Mmoscopic examination of old Arabic paper (dating from about the 
fourth/tenth century) has shown that the paper was composed almost entirely 
of linen. Other tests have shown that the paper was composed cluefly of flax 
and hemp. Ibn al-Nadim (325-385/936-995) wrote that the paper of 
ELhtirnsan was made from flax (kittza). A-Bifini (d. 440/1048) in al-jamZhir 
mentioned that paper in Samarkand was made of hemp (qikib). In ‘Umdat a/- 
httZb of Ibn Badis, it is mentioned that whte hempen cords of excellent quaky 
were exported from Syria for paper-mahng. In Jativa in al-Andalus, paper was 
made from flax and hemp. Summarizing all avdable information from Arabic 
sources, w e  can say that Arabic paper was made chiefly from flax, hemp, linen 
rags and worn-out hempen cordage. Some secondary materials were added 
such as cotton waste, esparto grass, straw, rice husks and waste paper. 

A typical method of manufacturing paper on a small scale from flax is 
described in ‘Cimdd a/-kzlttd of Ibn Bndis, and it runs as follows: 

68 

Description of the manufacture of talkhipaper: take good white flax and purify 
it from its reeds. Soak it in water and shred it with a comb until it is soft. Then 
soak it in the water of quicklime for one day and one night until the morning. 
Then knead it by hand and spread it out in the sun all day until it is dry. Return 
it to the water of quicklime, not the first water, and keep it for the whole of the 
second night till the morning. Iinead it again by hand as before and spread it 
out in the sun. This is repeated during three, five or seven days. If you change 
the water of quicklime twice daily, it will be quicker. When it becomes ex- 
tremely white, cut with the shears into small pieces, then soak it in sweet water 

67. J. von liarabachek, Uas Arabiscbe &pier, eine ~isto~.ir~h-a~itiquarische Clntersuchiitg, LTieienna, 
1887, p. 40; Lombard, Les textdes.. ., op. cit., p. 203; A. Mez, al-j3a&ra aL-islZmipi, trans. by 
Abii Rida, Beirut, 1967, 11, pp. 365-367; A. Blum, Oti the Or&iti 0s Piper, trans. by 
H. M. Lydenberg, 1934, New York, pp. 22, 32-33. 

68. Ibn al-Nadim, aj-fibrist, Cairo, pp. 37-38 ; al-Biruni, fit& il-Jamibirj ma‘rifat ilyaiudir, 
offset reprint, Beirut, pp. 233-234; Ibn Badis, Et& ‘Chidat al-kzlttd wa- ‘uddat dbawr al- 
alhib, MS. Cairo, folios 55-85; D. Hunter, Paprrmaking 271ro~gh Eighteen Ci.nturits, New 
York, 1971. 
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for seven days also, and change the water every day. \%'hen it is free from 
quicklime, grind it in a mortar while it is wet. When it is soft and no knots are 
left, bring it into solution with water in a clean vessel until it is like silk. Then 
provide a mould of whatever size you choose. The mould is made like a basket 
[from] ~a;rll~a reeds. It has open walls. Put an empty vessel under the mould. 
Agitate the flax with your hand and throw it in the mould. Adjust it by hand so 
that it is not thick in one place and thn in another. When it is even, and is 
freed from its water while in the mould, and when you have achieved the 
desired result, [drop] it on a plate, and then take it and stick it on a flat wall. 
Adjust it by your hand and leave it until it dries and drops. Then take fine 
wheat flour and starch, half of each, knead the starch and the flour in cold 
mater until nothing thick remains. Heat water until it boils over and pour it on 
the flour mixture until it becomes thin. Take the paper and with your hand, 
paint it over and place it on a reed. \%'hen all the sheets of paper are painted 
and are dry, paint them on the other face. Return them to a plate and sprinkle 
them thinly with water. Collect the sheets of paper, stack them, then polish 
them as you polish cloth, if God wills.'" 

W e  can summarize the main Arab innovations in paper-mahng as follows: 
1. First use of linen rags and the fermentation of rags: rags were used from 

the beginning. They were disintegrated by placing them in heaps, satur- 
ating them with water and allowing a fermentation to take place, and 
then boiling the mass in mood ashes. The boiled rags were next placed in 
cloth bags and suspended in a running stream which helped to remove 
most of the alkaline residue and the dirt. Then the rags were subjected to 
beating. 
Beating using trip-hammers: the Arabs used trip-hammers in paper- 
mahng. The workers treading upon the end of the horizontal tilt-bar of 
this implement caused the hammer to fall heavily upon the substance to 
be beaten. 
Use of water-wheels for driving trip-hammers: al-Biriini stated in nl- 
Jmuhhir that water-driven trip-hammers (mmh+Bj were used in 
Samarkand to beat and pound hemp (qinnd) in paper-making. Water- 
wheels in paper-making were mentioned by several sources. Besides d- 
Bifid, reference to water - driven paper - mills, ra& occurs in several 
Arabic sources. Ths fact is of great importance, and a revision of the 
historical dates is necessary. It was thought that the water-wheel in paper- 
mills was first used by the Arabs in Jativa in 546/1151, but it is now 
evident that the first use of water-wheels in paper-mahng preceded ths 
date by several centuries. 

4. The invention of the bamboo mould: ths was the mould from which the 
wet sheet of paper was placed to drain, and could be removed while still 

69. Ibn Badis, kXib 'Lhdaf ..., op. kt., Folio 79. 
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moist. Hunter says that this constituted ‘the first real step in paper- 
making, as it enabled the artisan to form sheets continually upon the 
same mould’. In other words, dus invention changed paper-making from 
a craft into an industry. Hunter adds that, ‘Even the most modern paper- 
machine employs precisely the same principles .’ 
Sizing of paper: Arab paper-makers used wheat starch for sizing paper so 
that its surface was rendered more suitable for writing with ink.70 

5. 

QUALITIES AND  SIZES OF PAPER 

The qualities of paper that were produced were dependent on the raw 
materials and the manufacturing process. The paper differed in thickness, 
toughness, polish, colour and flexibility. Heavy white paper, whch is durable, 
was preferred. 

The paper of some countries was preferred to that of others. The 
best qualtty came from Baghdad, and was used for writing the caltph’s 
documents and treaties. Other kinds of paper were the RhkrZsZnf, shcimi 
(Syrian), mipf (Egyptian), maghribz, and andah-?. In the Mameluke kingdom, 
the .rhcimZ (Syrian) paper came after the bughddi and the misri (Egyptian) 
came third. 

Sizes of sheets differed. The size of a full sheet differed between the 
various countries. The width of a full sheet ranged between 1 to 1 1/2 dhirci‘. 
Smaller sizes were standardized to 2/3,1/2,1/3,1/4 and 1/6 of full sheet. Each 
occasion and each category of people had its size in official correspondence. 
One sheet is calledfarkha or @ha. A kufa or dast (dasht) makes 25 sheets, and 
a ?ixma is 5 kafa or 125 sheets. 

Red paper was made in Syria and in al-Andalus and was assigned to some 
court uses. Paper was made in other shades and colours. Syrian paper-mills 
produced also lightweight correspondence paper whch was attached to carrier 
pigeons. Some of this paper was almost transparent. 

Kraft paper for wrapping goods was produced. So were some qualities of 
thick (strengthened) paper. Paper was used also in some trades like clothing 
and shoe-making and some disposable &shes were rnade.’l 

70. Hunter, Pqemaking.. . , op. cit., pp. 156-1 57, 186, 190 ; al-Biruni, Ktab alyamibir.. . , 0p. it. 
71. Al-Qalqashandi, Jabb al-a‘&i, 11, pp.476-477; Ibn Badis, Ktab ‘Umdat ..., op. it.; al- 

Iskandari al-‘Adawi, al-vpal al-bzbilba b-l-khi@tza al-kZmihjya, MS. No. C528 ; Milli 
Kutuphane, Ankara, Folios 104, 105. 
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Leather 
INTRODUCTION 
Leather has been produced since the dawn of hstory and is mentioned in the 
recorded history of every human culture. Egyptian carvings from 3000 BC 
depict leather dressers at work. The British Museum contains leather articles 
like shoes, sandals and other products of the twenty-first dynasty and earlier. 
The Sumerians possessed a developed tanning technology. 

The major tanning operations have come down from the earliest times 
as a slow empirical development. The Islamic civilization inherited the skills 
of the Near East, and during several centuries tanning technology flour- 
ished and Muslim craftsmen contributed to developing this art. From 
Islamic craftsmen, the know-how of leather-making began to reach Europe. 
A great variety of leathers were first introduced to the West by the Arabs in 
Spain. Morocco and Cordoha leathers became widely known throughout 
Europe for their fine quality and fine colours. Through &IS technology transfer, 
the tanning industry was already established in Europe in the fifteenth century. 
However, the basic tanning technology remained unchanged, and until the end 
of the nineteenth century, the only notable change in leather production was the 
introduction of power-driven machinery. The first change in 2,000 years in 
tanning technology was the use of chrome salt at the end of the nineteenth 
century. 

TECHNOLOGY OF TANNING 

Preparation ofskinsf0r tanning 

After flaying, and before being brought to the tannery, skins and hides must be 
preserved. This temporary preservation is known also as curing. The purpose of 
this is to prevent bacterid decay. This was usually done by salting and then drying 
in the sun. 

The first operation in the tannery was soaking. This operation had two 
purposes: first, to remove water-soluble materials that might hamper later 
operations, and second, to cause the fibres to absorb water so that their 
normal shape and dimensions are restored. The skins were then scoured, i.e. 
the adhering flesh and tissue were removed with a sharp concave hfe. Ths 
fleshing operation could be performed at an earlier or a later stage. 

The next essential preparatory step is loosening and removing of the hair 
from the grain (outermost) surface. Skins and hdes were placed in pits con- 
taining liquors of slaked lime. Lime loosens hair and helps in plumbing the 
skins, which facilitates impregnation with the tanning materials. The scraping 
away of epidermis and hair was done over a beam with a blunt-edged concave 
tool. 
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4.30 The tannery in Fes, Morocco. 
In ths tannery, all tanning operations are applied 

to the raw skins unul they emerge as fdshed leather. 
By courtesy of the author 
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After unhairing or depilation by liming, some sktns and hides are sub- 
jected to a beating process. The purpose is to give skins a certain degree of 
softness and stretchiness. This was attained by treating skins with a cold in- 
fusion of poultry- or pigeon-dung. Care was taken also to remove all traces of 
lime and other impurities either by washing or by drenching with the mildly 
acid liquor produced by fermenting bran. In Iran, till now, skins are sprinkled 
with barley meal and placed in vats filled with water and the fermentation 
process neutralizes the lime. 

Be tanning process 

After the above preparatory operations, skins are ready for the chemical 
conversion to leather, known as tanning (dibigha). By the fourth/tenth 
century, Islamic tanners had improved the manufacture of leather into well 
established techniques which remained unchanged till the end of the 
nineteenth century. Three basic tanning processes were in use: (a) the 
vegetable process or tanning; (b) the mineral (alum) process or tawing; (c) the 
oil process. These processes were used singly or in combination. 

In vegetable tanning, extracts derived from tannin-bearing plants and 
barks are allowed to act on hides and skins. Oak bark, oak-galls, gallnuts, and 
sumac were used extensively. Other materials included pods of acacia (Acacia 
nilotica), goraz (Mimosa nilotica) and rinds of pomegranate. 

Tawing or mineral dressing with alum was used extensively in the Middle 
Ages. When used alone, alum produced a stiff leather which can be softened by 
worktng over a curved blunt edge. In Spain, the Arabs introduced an important 
development in tanning technology, namely the manufacture of cordovan lea- 
ther (cordowain). This resulted in a leather of unique character and was famed 
all over Europe. The cordovan leather involved different methods of prepara- 
tion, among them tanning with sumac and tawing with alum. 

Sometimes common salt was added to alum. Thts mixture yielded a su- 
perior leather to that with alum alone. In another practice, skins were trodden 
in shallow tubes containing a mixture of alum, salt, egg-yolk, flour and oil. 

Oil tannage is probably the earliest method. From ancient times fats were 
used to treat skins. This treatment would be achieved by working the material 
into the stretched shn with a blunt tool. The fibres are rendered insoluble and 
permanently non-adhesive through chemical action. This effect was induced 
by oxidation products of the oils or fats. Chamoising is an important oil- 
oxidation process, and this term was early applied to the dressing of any 
leather in which oil predominated. Robert Forbes suggests that the word 
‘chamois’ is derived from the Arabic word shubim meaning 

72. R. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, Vol. V, Brill, Leiden, 1966, p. 8. 
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Enisbing of ledther 
Further treatment was necessary to make leather more suited to special 
purposes or more decorative. When the tanning process was over, oil- 
dressed leather was coloured, alum-treated leather was whte, and vegetable- 
tanned leather vaned from a light biscuit colour to reddish-brown. Dyes 
were used to impart different colours. Kermes and archil dyes were used. 
Tanning with iron sulphate was also employed for black. Vegetable dyes 
provided other colours such as brown (brazil), blue (indigo), yellow 
(pomegranate) and green. 

Other methods of dressing and finishng aimed at improving the ap- 
pearance, while others were dlrected towards imparting specific properties. 
For example: sole-leather was hammered to compress and consolidate it; and 
harness-leather whch needs great flexibility and strength was ‘curried’, that is, 
impregnated after tanning with grease.73 

SOME USES OF LEATHER 
Leather was used to manufacture furs and garments especially in cold climates. 
It was the common material for boots and shoes, and Arabic shoes from 
Morocco and Cordoba were highly esteemed in the West. Waterskins were 
always in common use and similarly leather buckets. Leather was used also for 
saddles and for harnesses. It was used in military applications as protective 
coating and in shields. It was used for personal and domestic objects such as 
small receptacles and other applications. 

Bookbinding 
After the rise of the paper industry, Arabic manuscripts were produced by the 
hundreds of thousands. All these manuscripts were preserved by bookbinding 
with leather. Bookbinding therefore became an important craft in Islamic 
civllization. Several treatises were written on ths subject. One of them is 
‘Umht al-kzlthib by Ibn Bndis (d. 497/1103). The second is that of al- 
Qalqashandi (d. 821/1418); and the third is the book of al-Sufym-, who wrote 
in 1029/1619. A study of the three books gives us an insight the Islamic 
bookbinding techniques. Bindings were elaborately decorated. 

Bookbinding was a respected craft and was practised by learned men. 
The geographer al-Maqdisi (fourth/tenth century) was also a bookbinder and 
was proud to practise hs craft on his journeys. Ibn al-Nadim in al-Bbrist 

73. O n  the technology of leather the following sources are useful: Ibn Biidis, Kib ‘Umdat.. ., 
op. cit. ; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma‘dim a/-qurba, op. cit., p. 149; Singer et al., Hdoy.. ., op. cit., 
pp. 146-174; Wulff, Traditional Crafts.. ., op. cit., pp. 230-232. 
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mentions a number of well-known scholars and scientists who were book- 
binders. 

Gold-tooling reached western Europe in the sixteenth century from 
Islamic bookbinders. Other decorating techniques are described in the Arabic 
literature on bookbinding, and many fine examples of the Islamic art of 
bookbinding exist in many of the world’s 

74. A-Sufyiini, $ndcat tarr al-kutzlb, see K. G. Bosch, (slamic Bookbinding, 12tb-17th Centuries, 
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1922; Ibn BHdis, KtZb ‘Umdat.. . , op. Lit. ; Wulff, 
Traditional Crajh.. ., op. cit., pp. 236-238. 
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Chapter 4.6 

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Donald R. Hill 

The shd$is probably the earliest machine used by man for irrigation and 
water-supply. It is illustrated as early as 2500 BC in Akkadian reliefs and about 
2000 BC in Egypt. It has remained in use to the present day and its 
application is worldwide, so that it is one of the most successful machines 
ever invented. As with the other traditional machines that are discussed 
below, its success is probably due to the fact that it can be constructed by the 
village carpenter using local materials. N o  importation of fuel is necessary and 
in case of breakdown it can be swiftly repaired without calling upon the 
services of a skdled mechanic from outside. All these factors are important 
when it is realized that any interruption in water-supply can literally be a 
matter of life and death. The shd$ consists of a long wooden pole 
suspended at a fulcrum to a wooden beam supported by columns of wood, 
stone or brick. At the end of the short arm of the lever is a counterweight 
made of stone or clay, and the bucket is suspended to the other end by a 
rope. The operator lowers the bucket into the water and allows it to fil. It is 
then raised by the action of the Counterweight and its contents are lscharged 
into an irrigation dtch or a head tank. 

All the other main types of traditional machines were invented in 
Hellenistic times toward the close of the third century BC: the screw, the 
tympanum and the s&@a (or chain-of-pots) in Egypt, and the noria probably 
in Syria. The screw or water-snad consists of a wooden rotor to which a 
helical blade is fitted, the whole being encased in a watertight wooden casing. 
The machine is installed on an angle, its lower end in the water, and when it 
is rotated, the water is drawn up through the barrel. Nowadays, it is turned 
by a crank, but in earlier times, it was rotated through a pair of gears by a 
tread-wheel. The screw is still in use today to a diminishing extent. The 
tympanum consists of a watertight drum divided into eight compartments, 
each of which has an inlet slot in the rim of the drum and an outlet hole in 
its face near the axle. It is erected over the source of water so that about a 
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4.31 Noria (dim) water-wheels on the Orontes river, Hama, Syria. 
These are large water-driven wheels, with compartments on the rim, 

whch raise water for irrigation. Muslim engineers during the Middle Ages 
were skilled in the design and construction of the ni'iras. 
There were large numbers on the Orontes, the Euphrates, 

the Iaabur and the Tigris rivers in Syria and Iraq. The nd'iras' 
technology reached Muslim Spain, and they can stdl be seen today 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

thrd of it is immersed at a given time. In earlier times, it was rotated by a 
tread-wheel, but more recently, it has been operated in a similar manner to 
the sdqzja (see Fig. 4.32 below). As it rotates, water enters the compartments 
at the bottom and is discharged from the holes when they reach the top of 
their travel. The tympanum is a useful machtne for hgh-output, low-lift 
duties. Although not much in use today, it was a very popular machine in 
medieval Islam, particularly for the dewatering of mines. 

The siqzja consists of a lantern-pinion mounted on a vertical axle, to the 
top of whch a draw-bar is fitted; the animal - usually a donkey - is har- 
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nessed to this draw-bar, and as it walks in a circular path, it turns the axle. 
The wheel that carries the chain-of-pots has wooden teeth that enter the 
spaces between the bars of the lantern-pinion. As the latter turns, the chain- 
of-pots is set in motion, and the pots dip in succession into the well and 
discharge at the top of their travel into a trough, from which the water is 
conducted into the irrigation or water-supply systems. An essential part of 
the machne is the pawl mechanism, whch is to prevent the wheel from 
reversing at a dangerous speed when the animal is being unharnessed, or in 
the event of the harness or the races breaking. The sZq& was invented in 
Egypt about 250 BC but did not come into widespread use unul the fourth or 
fifth century AD with the invention of the pawl mechanism. It was massively 
exploited in Islam, from Central Asia to Spain, whence it spread to other 
parts of Europe and to the New World. The sZqjya is a fairly efficient ma- 
chine, and research is in hand at present to determine the best kind of wheel 
for use in differing hydraulic conditions. For, indeed, the machine is still in 
use today in many parts of the world, since, like the ~bZdg, it has advantages 
over the motor-driven pump. It is by no means an unsophisticated machine, 
consisting as it does of 200 separate parts, but it can still be constructed by 
local craftsmen who have been taught the traditional methods of construc- 
tion. 

The noria is perhaps the most significant of the traditional water-raising 
machnes from the viewpoint of the historian of technology. Being driven 
by water, it is self-acting and requires the presence of neither man nor 
animal for its operation. It consists of a large wooden wheel, built up from 
heavy umber spokes attached to a timber frame wedged tightly in place 
around the axle. The heavy rim is divided into bucket-like compartments, or 
alternatively earthenware pots, similar to those of the JZqzja, may be lashed 
to the rim. The ends of some of the structural members are extended 
beyond the rim to form paddles. The noria is mounted on its horizontal 
axle over a running stream; the current impingmg on the paddles turns the 
wheel, and the pots or compartments fill with water from the stream and 
discharge at the top into an irrigation system or an aqueduct. The famous 
wheels at H a m a  in Syria, which still survive, are 20m in diameter and &s- 
charge into the end of an aqueduct that carries the water to the town and 
the fields. The oldest known reference to the H a m a  wheels is from the 
thirdlninth century, but there were probably norias at the site long before 
then. It has been established that much of the technology of Muslim Spain 
was derived from Syria, and it is, therefore, not surprising that a system 
similar to that of Hama was in operation in Toledo in the sixth/twelfth 
century. The noria has been in widespread use in Islam since the first/ 
seventh century and finds applications in many parts of the world today. It 
originated at about the same time as the sZq&a, probably in Syria, Upper 
Mesopotamia (al-Jazira) or Iran. 
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4.32 A water-driven s@ya designed by al-Jazm-. This machine was intended 
to be a novelty for palaces. T h e  animal is an effigy only. 
This design, however, had its practical applications 

0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris 
(From A. Y. al-Hassan (ed.), 

A Congendum on the lheoty and Ba&e ofthe Mechanical Arts 
by al-Jazari, Aleppo, IHAS, 1979) 
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In al-Jazari’s justly famous machine book, written in Diyiir Bakr in 602/ 
1206, there are descriptions of five water-raising machnes, all of which em- 
body features of importance in the history of mechanical engineering. In the 
first two, segmental gears are used in the transmission systems; this type of 
gearing is used for intermittent motion, since one of the gear-wheels has teeth 
on only part of its perimeter, so that a second, fully-toothed gear-wheel is 
activated only when these teeth engage it. The thrd machine is a water-driven 
s+z, in whch the chain-of-pots is operated through two sets of gears by a 
scoop-wheel. A similar machine, bdt in the seventh/thrteenth century to 
meet the needs of a hospital and a mosque, still exists on the river Yazid in 
Damascus. The fourth machine is remarkable for its use of a crank - the first 
known example of a crank as an integral part of a machne. The fifth machine is 
the most significant of all. It is a water-driven pump, in whch the power from a 
paddle-wheel is transmitted through gears to a slot-rod, whch converts the 
rotary motion into reciprocating motion. The connecting rods of two pistons 
are attached to the sides of the slot-rod whose oscillation causes the pistons to 
oscillate inside two cylinders. Each cylinder is provided with a suction pipe that 
descends into the water and a delivery pipe; each pipe is fitted with a non- 
return clack-valve; the delivery pipes are joined together above the machine to 
form a single outlet. This pump is noteworthy for three reasons: the earliest 
example of true suction pipes; the use of the double-acting principle; and an 
effective method of converting rotary to reciprocating action. 

A very similar pump is described by Taqi al-Din, in his book on machines 
completed in 959/1552. Another important machine in this work is a water- 
screw driven by a paddle-wheel through a pair of gears. The most remarkable 
machine described by Taqi al-Din, however, is a six-cylinder ‘Monobloc’ 
pump. The cylinders are bored in line in a block of wood which stands in the 
water as one-way valves admit water into each cylinder on the suction stroke. 
The delivery pipes, each of which is also provided with a one-way clack-valve, 
are led out from the side of each cylinder and brought together into a single 
delivery outlet. O n  the end of each piston rod is a lead weight, and a trip-lever 
is connected by a pin joint to the piston rod just below the weight. Cams on 
the axle of a water-driven scoop-wheel bear down on the trip-levers in suc- 
cession, raising the pistons for the suction stroke. When the trip-lever is re- 
leased, the weight forces the piston down for the delivery stroke. It is worthy 
of note that Taqi al-Din’s book antedates the famous book on machines 
written by Agostino Ramelh in 1588. It is, therefore, quite possible that there 
was some Islamic influence on European machine technology even as late as 
the tenth/sixteenth century. 
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4.33 A thirteenth-century n&ra on the Tharthar river, 
a tributary of the Tigris river 

0 Biblioteca Apostolica, Vatican (MS. Vat. Arabo 368, fol. 19r) 
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4.34 A s@ya in Ma'arrat al-Nu'miin, south of Aleppo. 
The animal-driven-geared sZq& was the main water-lifting machine 

from deep wells unul the appearance of modern pumps. 
The s&#a was introduced by the Arabs to Muslim Spain, 

and from there it spread to some parts of Europe and the New World 
0 Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris 

(From T. Scholer, Roman and Islamic lP&r-L$ing Phels, Odense, 
Odense University Press, 1973, p. 23) 

Power from water and wind 
There are three basic types of water-wheels, all of whch had been in use 
for centuries before the advent of Islam, and the question of their origm 
and diffusion, whch is sull unresolved and controversial, need not concern 
us here. The first - the undershot wheel - is a paddle-wheel mounted on a 
horizontal axle over a running stream. Its power derives almost entirely 
from the velocity of the water, and it is, therefore, affected by seasonal 
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changes in the rate of flow of the stream over whch it is erected. 
Furthermore, the water-level may fall, leaving the paddles partly or totally 
out of the water. The efficiency of the undershot wheel is not high - 
perhaps as low as 22 per cent - because so much of the energy is 
lssipated by turbulence and drag. The fact that it retained its popularity 
over many centuries is due to the simplicity of its construction and to 
special measures that can be taken to improve its performance. These wd 
be discussed later. 

The overshot wheel is also vertical on a horizontal axle. Its rim is 1- 
vided into bucket-like compartments into which the water discharges from 
above, usually from an artificial channel or ‘leat’. Its efficiency can be as high 
as 66 per cent, provided all the water from the leat falls into the buckets, and 
there is no spdage. 

When used for corn milling, both types of vertical wheel require a pair of 
gears to transmit the power to the millstones. A vertical toothed wheel is 
mounted on the end of the water-wheel’s axle inside the md-house. Ths 
engages a lantern-pinion, whose vertical axle goes up through the floor to the 
mang room; it passes through the lower fixed millstone and is fured to the 
upper rotating stone. The corn is fed into the concavity of the upper stone 
from a hopper. 

The third type of wheel is horizontal, and it can be subdivided into 
two main types. In the first of these, a wheel with curved or scooped 
vanes is mounted at the bottom of a vertical shaft, and water from an 
orifice fitted to the bottom of a water tower is directed on the vanes, 
the flow being therefore tangential and radial. The second type is a 
vaned wheel, also fured to the lower end of a vertical axle, and installed 
inside a cylinder into whch the water cascades from above, turning the 
wheel mainly by axial flow. Axial-flow wheels can also be driven by 
vertical jets of water directed on to them from below. The first sub-type 
was known in Europe and western Asia by the sixth century AD at the 
latest. The second appears in an Arabic treatise of the thdlninth cen- 
tury, but it is not known to have been used in Europe before the 
tenth/sixteenth century. 

The Muslim geographers and travellers leave us in no doubt as to 
the importance of corn rmlling in the Muslim world. Ths importance is 
reflected not only in the widespread occurrence of mills from the Iberian 
peninsula to Iran, but also in the very positive attitude of the writers to 
the potential of streams for conversion to power. The Tigris at its 
source, says al-Muqaddasi, would turn only one mdl, and al-Istakhri, 
lookmg at a fast-flowing stream in the Iranian province of IGrrnBn, es- 
timates that it would turn 20 mills. It is as if these travellers were rating 
streams at so much ‘mill-power’. This concern is understandable when 
we remember that the great cities of Islam such as Baghdad, Fustiit and 
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Cordoba depended upon the produce of a thriving agriculture to feed 
their large populations and to provide the materials for a thriving com- 
merce. We, therefore, find that all large urban communities were pro- 
vided with flour by factory milling operations, either close to the city or 
accessible to it by good communications. To take but one example, in 
the fourth/tenth century, Upper Mesopotamia was the granary for 
Baghdad, and the corn it produced was ground in large ship-mills 
moored along the Tigris and the Euphrates. Each mill had two pairs of 
stones and could produce 10 tons of flour in 24 hours. Nothing ap- 
proaching ths scale of corn-m&ng was known in contemporary Europe. 

The shp-mill was one of the methods used to increase the output of 
mills, by taking advantage of the faster current in midstream and avoiding 
the problems caused by the lowering of the water-level in the dry season. 
Another method was to fix the water-wheels to the piers of bridges in order 
to utilize the increased flow caused by the partial damming of the river. 
Dams were also constructed to provide addtional power for mills (and 
water-raising machines) such as the dam built over the river Kiir in Iran in 
the fourth/tenth century and the dam at Cordoba in Spain, in whch there 
were three mdl-houses each containing four mills. Further evidence of the 
Muslims’ eagerness to use every available source of water power is provided 
by their use of tidal mdls. Ths application is, of course, not possible in the 
Mediterranean, but in the fourthltenth century in the Basra area, there were 
mills that operated by the ebb-tide. Tidal d s  did not appear in Europe until 
about a century after ths. 

Water-power was also used in Islam for purposes other than corn 
mihng. In the year 134/751, after the battle of Atlakh, Chinese prisoners 
of war introduced the industry of paper-mahng in the city of Samarkand. 
Soon afterwards, paper-mdls on the pattern of those in Samarkand were 
erected in Baghdad, Yemen, Egypt, Syria, Iran, North Africa and Spain. 
Without doubt, the raw materials in these mds were prepared by pounding 
them with water-powered trip-hammers. Writing about the year 435/1044, 
al-Bmni tells us that gold ores were pulverized by this method ‘as is the 
case in Samarkand with the pounding of flax for paper’. Water-power was 
also used in the Muslim world for fulttng cloth, sawing timber, rice-huskmg 
and processing sugar cane. It has not yet been established to what extent 
industrial d n g  in Europe was influenced by Muslim practices. A likely 
area of transfer is the Iberian peninsula, where the Christians took over 
many Muslim installations in worhng order, includmg the paper-ds at 
Jativa . 

Windmills were probably known in Seistan (the western part of 
modern Afghanistan) before the advent of Islam. Accordmg to al-Mas‘adi, 
a Persian claimed to the cahph ‘Umar I that he was able to build a wind- 
mill. ‘Umar made him substantiate his claim by building one. Mills in 
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4.35 Horizontal windmill in Seistan (partly in Afghanistan, partly in Iran). 
From al-Dimashqi's Ngkhbat al-dah, thrteenth century. In Seistan, 

a wind of 120 days blows unceasingly from the north 
during summer. Therefore it was famous for its windmdls, 

whose remains can be seen unul now 
OBibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 2187, fol. 95) 
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Seistan are mentioned by the Arab geographers of the fourth/tenth century, 
but the first full description occurs in a book written about the year 669/ 
1271. These were not the European type of windmdl with a horizontal axle 
and a pair of gears. The mds were supported on substructures bwlt for the 
purpose, or on the towers of castles or the tops of hills. They consisted of 
an upper chamber, in whch the millstones were housed, and a lower one 
for the rotor. The axle was vertical and it carried twelve or six arms cov- 
ered with a double shn of fabric. The walls of the lower chamber were 
pierced with funnel-shaped ducts, with the narrower end towards the in- 
terior in order to increase the speed of the wind when it flowed on to the 
sds. This type of windmill spread throughout Islam, and to China and 
India. In medieval Egypt, it was used in the sugar-cane industry, but its 
main application was to corn d n g .  

Water-clocks and mechanical clocks 
The outflow clepsydra, the simplest form of water-clock, was probably 
invented in Egypt about 1500 BC. Ths was a cone-shaped vessel 
narrowing towards the base, with a hole in its underside near the base. 
As the water discharged from the hole, the drop in the water level in the 
vessel gave a measure of the passage of time. A later development was 
the inflow clepsydra; this consisted of an upper vessel with a hole, a 
constant supply of water and an overflow. The hole discharged into a 
cylindrical container, and because the head of water in the upper vessel 
was kept constant, the water in the lower vessel rose at a steady rate. 
According to the Roman arclutect Vitruvius, writing in the first century 
BC, an Egyptian engineer called Ctesibius (c. 300- 6.230 BC) developed the 
first monumental water-clock from these elements. H e  placed a float in 
the lower vessel to which was soldered a vertical toothed rod. As the 
water rose, the teeth on this rod meshed with other gears and so 
activated audlble signals and various biological and celestial automata. 
Muslim engineers adopted the idea of a float in a cylindrical vessel but 
instead of a rod, a cord was attached to the top of the float; this passed 
through pulley systems and activated the mechanisms. Also the vessel was 
an outflow clepsydra, in which the rate of discharge was controlled by a 
very ingenious system whose invention is attributed by all the Muslim 
engineers to the great scientist Archimedes. A small vertical float-chamber 
was installed below the outlet from the reservoir. The outlet pipe was 
provided with a tap, and its end was bent down vertically and formed the 
seat of a conical valve. The plug of the valve was on a small float in the 
float-chamber, which had a narrow outlet pipe at the bottom. When the 
tap was opened, water entered the float-chamber, the valve closed 
momentarily, water discharged from the float-chamber, the valve opened 
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4.36 A water-driven sZq$a on the Yazid river (one of the Barada’s branches) 
in Damascus, from the thirteenth century. It continued in 

operation until it was replaced by a modern pump. 
This installation is based on the same design as al-Jazan-’s installation 

shown in Fig. 4.32. From Tag7 al-Dn wa-l-banaha al-mTkZnTkgya al- ‘arabzjya, 
by A. Y. al-Hassan 

0 Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris (Imp. Or. 5698, Fig. 1) 
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momentanly, and so on. By ths means, an almost constant head of water 
was maintained in the float-chamber and hence large float in the reservoir 
descended at constant speed. The outlet from the float-chamber entered a 
flow regulator, whose purpose was to vary the height of the orifice from 
day to day for the temporal hours (The hours of daylight were divided by 
twelve to give 'hours' that varied in length from one day to the next 
throughout the year.) In the clock of Archimedes, this device was quite 
inaccurate. 

Writing in 600/1204, Ridwiin b. al-Sii'iiti tells us that this basic design 
was transmitted to Sassanian Iran, where it was substantially modified, al- 
though the basic water machinery was retained. This modified design was 
transmitted to the Byzantine empire, and the tradition for the construction of 
these clocks was continued in Syria in Umayyad times. There is confirmation 
of Ridwan's statement in the description, by the historian Procopius, of a 
clock of h s  type built in Gaza in the sixth century by an anonymous 
craftsman. Islamic water-clocks can therefore be seen as derived from a h- 
sion of Hellenistic and Iranian ideas, but with notable additions and innova- 
tions. 

As mentioned above, water-clocks were built in Syria in Umayyad times, 
and we have records for the construction of these machines over the ensuing 
centuries. There is a report that an elaborate water-clock was presented to 
Charlemagne by vassals of Hiifin al-Rashid, and it is known that one was 
constructed by the great scientist Ibn al-Haytham (d. 430/1039). The earliest 
descriptions we have of water-clocks in Arabic occur in the treatise on ma- 
chines written in Spain in the fifth/eleventh century by al-Muradi. The au- 
thor's automata machines, however, are of greater significance than his clocks. 
About the middle of the fifth/eleventh century, the astronomer al-Zarqali 
built two large water-clocks on the banks of the river Tagus at Toledo. These 
recorded the waxing and waning of the moon as well as the passage of the 
hours. These clocks were still in operation when the Christians occupied 
Toledo in 1085, and were still workmg fifty years later. In his Book ofthe BaLance 
of E.rdom, completed in 515/1111-1112, the great physicist al-I(hazini de- 
scribed two steelyard clepsydras, which are a model of careful quality control 
in construction. M ~ a m m a d  al-Siic'ati built a monumental clock at the J a y m  
Gate in Damascus about the middle of the sixth/twelfth century. The clock 
was described by his son Ridwiin in a treatise completed in 600/1203. The 
clock was large, the working face being a timber wall surrounded by masonry 
walls. The remains of two similar clocks, built in the eighthlfourteenth cen- 
tury, can still be seen in Fez, Morocco. 

Al-Jazari's machine treatise, already referred to in the section on water- 
raising machines, is the most important document on engineering, from 
ancient times until the Renaissance, to come from any cultural area. This is 
not only because of the significant ideas and techniques it contains, but also 
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4.37 A double-acting piston pump with two opposite cylinders and 
suction and delivery valves, driven by a water-wheel 

0 Bibliothkque Nationale de France, Pans 
(From A. Y. al-Hassan (ed.), 

A Compendium on the Deoy and Bactice of the Mechanical Arts 
by al-Jazari, Aleppo, IHAS, 1979) 
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because of the detailed and meticulous details of constructional methods. 
About 40 per cent of the work is devoted to water-clocks and candle- 
clocks, and it is, therefore, impossible in the space avadable to describe 
even a part of it adequately. W e  shall therefore confine ourselves to citing 
some typical examples of al-Jaaari’s methods. His first clock was similar to 
that described by Bdwiin, and incorporated a number of audible signals 
and biological and celestial automata. It showed many improvements to 
Bdw%n7s clock, not least in the attention paid to accurate specifications and 
manufacture of all the component parts. H e  describes, for example, how he 
tested the flow regulators from the clocks of Archimedes and Ridwiin and 
found that they were both inaccurate. He, therefore, carefully calibrated the 
orifice and then, by painstahng trial-and-error methods, obtained the cor- 
rect discharge for every day in the year. In his third and fourth clocks, he 
used a tavahrir - a submersible bowl having a calibrated orifice in its un- 
derside - as an integral part of the water machinery. The effect of thls was 
to produce a closed-loop system, so that the clocks would continue to 
work as long as balls were loaded into the magazine. No daily replenish- 
ment of the water was necessary. Ths type of clock was probably al-Jazari’s 
own invention. 

In the year 1277 the Libros del saber was completed in Spain under the 
sponsorship of Alfonso X of Castile. The declared intention of this work was 
to make Muslim knowledge available in Castilian by means of translations and 
paraphrases from Arabic works. Five clocks are dealt with in this work, of 
whch one is of the greatest interest. Ths is a weight-driven clock with a 
mercury escapement, a type of timepiece,that had been known in Islam since 
the fifth/eleventh century, about two centuries before the invention of the 
mechanical clock in Europe. Many clocks of this type, which were quite ac- 
curate timekeepers, were in Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 
turies. 

All the elements of the mechanical clock except the mechanical escape- 
ment were present in Islamic timepieces: weight-drives, biological and celestial 
automata, audible signals and complex gear-trains. It can be shown that these 
elements were diffused to Europe during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 
where they entered the vocabulary of the makers of water-clocks. The in- 
ventor of the mechanical clock at the end of the thrteenth century was almost 
certamly a maker of water-clocks, and an Islamic ancestry for the mechanical 
clock is, therefore, beyond reasonable doubt. 

In one of Taqi al-Din’s works, written about 1565, he describes the 
construction of a weight-driven clock with verge-and-foliot escapement, a 
strihng-train of gears, an alarm and a representation of the moon’s phases. 
H e  also describes the manufacture of a spring-driven clock. H e  mentions 
several mechanisms invented by himself, including, for example, a new 
system for the striking-train of a clock. H e  is known to have constructed 
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A - Bottom of reservoir 

C- Small float 
D - Float chamber 
E - Flow regulator 

H- Conicalvalve 
K - Cord leading to 

mechanisms tl 

4.38 Regulator machinery for al-Jaaari’s main water-clock. 
Water-clocks were erected in public 

squares in large cities. 
They announced the passage of time each hour. 

@ Donald R. Hill Collection 

an observatory clock and mentions elsewhere in his writings the use of the 
pocket watch in Turkey. Despite the genius of individuals such as Taqi al- 
Din, however, clock-making did not become a viable indigenous industry, 
and Turkey was soon being supplied with cheap clocks from Europe. 
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Automata 

In the present context ‘automata’ is confined to moving representations of 
biological and celestial phenomena, and to automatic musical instruments. W e  
know that these types of devices were constructed by Greek writers such as 
Philo of Byzantium (end of third century BC) and Hero of Alexandria (middle 
of first century AD), and that the works of these men and others were widely 
known and appreciated in the Muslim world. The automata on Islamic water- 
clocks were basically similar to those on their Hellenistic counterparts, except 
for the removal of themes derived from Greek mythology. Typically, an 
Islamic clock would include the following automata, activated at hourly 
intervals: falcons that discharged pellets from their beaks on to cymbals; doors 
that rotated to reveal different colours; a semicircle of glass discs, one of 
whch became fdy duminated every hour. Also, a zodiac circle containing 
representations of the sun and moon, in their correct degree for the day in 
question, rotated at constant speed at the top of the clock. The mechanisms 
used to activate the automata were often of considerable ingenuity, but it is 
impossible to list these, because many of them were ‘custom-built’ for 
individual mechanisms and did not recur in other devices. One component, 
however, was frequently used by al-Jazari, and is worthy of a brief mention. 
Ths was the tipping-bucket, into which water dripped at constant speed from 
a calibrated orifice. At regular intervals - hourly or half-hourly - the bucket 
tipped, discharged all its contents, and at once tilted back to the horizontal 
position. The Qscharged water could be used to operate audible signals, or as 
a projection on the end of the bucket-activated mechanisms. Since the 
sixteenth century, tipping-buckets have been used in Europe for rain-gauges 
and other measuring devices. 

There was another type of machme that was specifically designed for the 
&splay of automata. These were similar to water-clocks, but without precise 
timing. There are a number of these in al-Jazari’s work, some of them of 
considerable complexity, making the same demands on hs engineering skills as 
the water-clocks. Compared to the latter, however, they do not incorporate 
any radically new ideas, and in this respect, the treatise of al-Muradi merits our 
attention. There is only one manuscript of this important work, and un- 
fortunately, dus is so badly defaced that it is almost impossible to determine 
precisely how any of the five automata machmes worked. All of them caused 
movements to automata, which were similar to the automata on water-clocks, 
but it is their constructional features that are of great significance in the hstory 
of machine design. They were large machnes, driven by water-wheels, the 
same motive power that was used in the contemporary clock built by Su Sung 
in China. Mercury was used as a switching element; as we have seen, the use 
of mercury was an important feature of Islamic clocks. The most significant 
element in al-Mnradi’s clocks, however, was the use of complex gear-trains to 
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4.39 A six-cylinder monoblock piston pump with a cam-shaft, 
driven by a water-wheel 

0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris 
(From Taqi al-Dn wa-1-handassa al mikanT&ya by A.Y. Hassan, ill. 4.35) 

transmit power. These included segmental gears (wheels with teeth on only 
part of their perimeters) and possibly epicyclic gears as well. This is the first 
example we have of complex gears used to transmit high torque. Gears of this 
type dld not appear in Europe until the eighth/fourteenth century. 

The BanG Miis2 constructed musical automata, but their talents are seen 
at their best in the mechanical toys described below. Al-Jazari includes the 
figures of musicians in several of his water-clocks and automata machines. 
There were percussion players - drummers and cymbalists - and trumpeters. 
The players were positioned in front of a screen in which there were slits to 
allow extensions from the arms of the percussionists to pass through. Behind 
the screen was a miniature scoop-wheel with an extended horizontal axle to 
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which cams were fitted. (This idea was clearly derived from the cams on fd- 
sized water-wheels, used to operate trip-hammers.) A mechanical flute, po- 
sitioned near the rear of trumpeters, was connected by a pipe to an airtight 
vessel, whtch was in turn connected by a pipe to the underside of a tank 
below the scoop-wheel. At the appointed moment, water from a tipping- 
bucket discharged on to the scoops of the wheel, the wheel rotated and the 
cams operated the arms of the percussionists. Water from the tank ran into 
the air-vessel, forcing air through the flute. When the air-vessel was almost 
fd, it was evacuated by a siphon. Al-Jazari also described some larger mu- 
sical automata, in which the sounds alternated at regular intervals. The 
methods of switching were similar to those used in his fountains (see next 
section). In his discussion on one of these machines, he makes it clear that 
he knew a method for controlling the speed of rotations of a wheel, i.e. an 
escapement. 

Fountains 
For hygenic, religious and aesthetic reasons, Muslims have always had a high 
regard for the beneficial effects of water as part of the social scene. Thus al- 
Muqaddasi, writing at the close of the fourth/tenth century, thought that the 
fountains in Damascus were a beautiful sight. In his description of the Great 
Mosque, he says that by each one of its gates, there was a marble house for 
ritual ablutions. The water flowed inside the house, and outside, there were 
fountains in great marble basins. During his visit to Damascus in 580/1184, 
Ibn Jubayr found its waterworks very impressive. In describing the site above 
the city called al-Rabwa, he says: ‘There is a watering-place, more beautiful 
than any other, into which the water flows from above, and its waters gush out 
into an ornamental pool in the wall, which is connected to a marble tank into 
which the water falls - a most beautiful sight.’ Al-Rabwa is still a popular 
resort for the citizens of Damascus. Every year thousands of tourists visit the 
famous water gardens of the Generalife palace in Granada, which are a perfect 
alliance of gardens, water, landscape and architecture. 

The engineers used their skills to enhance the beauty of ornamental 
gardens. For example, al-Jazari’s third water-raising machne was intended to 
be erected by the side of a small lake. In those days, evidently, technology was 
accepted as a part of the landscape and no one saw any incongruity in the 
presence of a machine in a formal garden. It was in the construction of 
fountains, however, that the talents of engineers were most in demand in 
adding to the attractions of gardens and courtyards. These were usually al- 
ternating fountains, that is to say water might appear as a single jet for a while, 
and then change to six or more outward-curving jets. To achieve this, a double 
fountdead was supported in the centre of the pool on two concentric pipes. 
One fountainhead, say, could simply be an extension of the narrower pipe, 
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4.40 A corn-mill with a vertical water-wheel and gearing 
(called also a Vitruvian mill). 

This was one of the two main types that 
were used extensively in the Islamic lands. (A) paddle-wheel, 
(B) vertical gear, (C) lantern-pinion, (D) millstones, (E) hopper 

0 Donald R. Hill Collection 
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while the other, supported by the outer pipe, was in the form of a metal globe 
pierced to emit several jets. The two pipes were led together under the water 
underground to a spot close to the waterworks, in which there were two 
adjacent tanks. Here, the narrow pipe was brought through the wall of the 
outer pipe, and its end soldered to the bottom of one of the tanks. The end of 
the wide pipe was soldered to the bottom of the other tank. When the water 
was dscharging into the first tank, it issued as a single jet, and when the supply 
was switched to the second tank, the water issued as a number of angled jets. 

There were various methods of switchmg the direction of the supply. 
The BanG MGsii, three brothers who worked in Baghdad in the middle of 
the third/ninth century, described seven fountains, two of whch in- 
corporate especially interesting features. In one of these, the horizontal 
supply pipe is mounted on a vertical axle to which a wind-wheel is attached. 
As the wind turns the wheel, the pipe swings from one tank to the other. 
The second one does not have the usual pair of tanks. The supply is in the 
form of a ring of vertical jets which impinge on a vaned water-wheel. The 
wheel drives a screw which turns a pinion fixed to the plug of a tap with 
double boring, a pipe with a different fountainhead being connected to each 
of its outlets. 

Although al-Jazari recognlzed the Bans Mi~i as the most eminent of his 
predecessors, he did not approve of the design of their fountains, as he thought 
their operation was too erratic. His own, on the other hand, had very precise 
timing. There were six of these, all of them similar in principle. Fig 4.42 shows a 
typical example. The continuous water supply f flows into the funnel 8, which is 
on the top of the pipe jy. The pipe is balanced on a fulcrum ; its end j discharges 
into the tank x, and its end into tank h. The small pipes q and m discharge into 
tipping buckets a and t respectively. Awide I leads from the bottom of tank x to 
a fountain head that emits several jets. A narrow pipe e leads from the bottom 
of tank h, passes through pipe I and its fountain head, and terminates above the 
latter. When the balanced pipe is discharging into tank h the water flows 
through the pipe e and emerges as a single jet n. When the tipping-bucket fills 
after one hour, it tilts and the projection on its rear inclines the balanced pipe 
towards tank x. The water now emerges as several jets. When tipping-bucket a 
is full, it tilts and inclines the balanced pipe back again, so the y dwharges, h 
fills, and the single jet n again comes into action. The whole procedure is now 
repeated, and the cycle will continue as long as the water supply is un- 
interrupted. One would like to see such a fountain built in a Muslim city pre- 
cisely to al-Jazari’s specifications. This would be very attractive, and would 
provide a vivid illustration of Muslim technical achievements. 
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I E LEVATION 

PLA N-AA 

4.41 A corn-rmll with a horizontal water-wheel. 
The wheel is turned by a jet of water directed 

on its vanes and is directly connected 
to the millstones. This was one of the two main types 

of corn-mills that were widespread throughout the Islamic lands. 
(A) nozzle, (B) whell, (C) millstones, (D) hopper 

0 Donald R. Hill Collection 
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Mechanical toys 

W e  are concerned in this section with devices, mainly trick vessels, that were 
designed to astonish and mystify the onlookers. This type of device was dealt 
with at length in the works of Philo and Hero which, as w e  have seen, were 
known to the Muslims. The foremost Islamic practioners in this field were the 
Banii Miis% and attention wdl, therefore, be concentrated upon their work. 
These three brothers - M&ammad, &mad and al-Hasan - were members of 
the courtly circles of the caliph al-Ma’miin (d. 218/833) and his successors. 
They were patrons of scientists and translators and also scientists and 
engineers in their own right, and about twenty works are credited to them, 
only two of which are known to have survived. One of these, ne Book of 
Ingeniozls Devices, is our present concern. It contains descriptions of over 100 
devices, most of which are trick vessels, together with self-feeding and self- 
trimming lamps, a ‘gas mask‘ for use in polluted wells and a clamshell grab. 
The trick vessels exhibit a bewildering variety of effects, for example: 

- A jar with an outlet pipe; during inpouring of a liquid, the pourer can, ac- 
cording to choice, allow the liquid to dtscharge or prevent its dtschargmg. 

- A jar with a tap, into which three different liquids can be poured. When the tap 
is opened the liquids discharge in the sequence in which they were poured in. 

- There is also a series of vessels which replenish themselves when moderate 
quantities of liquid are withdrawn from them, but will not be replenished if a 
large quantity is withdrawn. 

Out of more than one hundred, twenty of the Banii Miisp’s devices are direct 
copies of devices described by Philo and Hero, but otherwise their work 
shows considerable advances upon those of their Greek predecessors. These 
advances lie mainly in the field of automatic controls; the Banii Masn, in 
common with other Muslim engineers, were preoccupied with machines that 
worked with a minimum of manual intervention. They achieved their results 
by an astonishing empirical mastery of small variations in hydrostatic and 
aerostatic pressures, using components that were not known before their time, 
which may have been their own inventions. One of these is the double 
concentric siphon: a narrow pipe is soldered to a hole in the &vision between 
two chambers. Shorter and wider pipes with closed ends are fured over the top 
and bottom of the narrow pipe. Liquid will flow through this siphon when 
inpouring commences, but if the flow is interrupted, it cannot be resumed 
because an airlock has been created. The hydraulic analysis of this small 
component is surprisingly complex. The Banii Miis2 were also the first to use 
conical valves extensively as ‘in-line’ instruments, i.e. the valves were integral 
parts of hydraulic systems and opened or closed on receipt of predetermined 
impulses. They also used a double conical valve as an automatic cut-off device. 
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h 

4.42 An alternative fountain. One of al-Jazari's six designs. 
These were installed in palaces and pleasure parks of cities such as 
Damascus, Baghdad and Cordoba. (x), (h) two adjacent tanks; 

(j), (y) balanced pipes with open ends; (z) funnel; (q), (m) ends of short pipes 
with a calibrated crdled piece of onyx on each end; (a), (t) tipping buckets; 
(1) wide underground pipe at bottom of tank (x), (e) narrow underground pipe 

at bottom of tank (h), passing inside pipe (1) 
0 Donald R. Hill Collection 

Another component that appears for the first time in their work is the crank as 
part of a machine. Admittedly, they did no rotations, and they did not transmit 
much power, but nevertheless they are cranks. 

The Banti MtisP's work was much appreciated in medieval Islam. There 
are entries about the brothers in all the major biographical encyclopedias and 
even as late as the eighth/fourteenth century. The great historian Ibn Khaldtin 
praised the Book OfZngenious Devices, but added that people found it difficult to 
understand. None of their successors attempted to emulate them in the field 
of pneumatics, since in the application of small variations in pressure, they 
virtually exhausted the possibilities with the resources available at the time. Al- 
Jazari described a number of trick vessels and similar devices, but he did not 
follow the Banti Miis2's methods. Instead, he relied upon mechanical means 
and drect hydraulic pressures to obtain the required results. 
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The Banii Miis2 were serious scholars and engneers who undertook 
major hydraulic and civil engineering projects. Although the devices described 
in their book were intended for amusement, they clearly felt that the ideas they 
incorporated were important enough to be committed to paper. W e  have seen 
that these ideas, in particular the sophisticated control systems, have a sig- 
nificance in the history of machine technology that transcends the apparent 
triviahty of the finished devices. Everyday machines such as mdls and water- 
raising devices are, of course, important in the hstory of the interactions 
between technology and society, but only one of these machines, the hor- 
izontal water-wheel, is of great importance in the technical history of mechan- 
ical engineering. The development of modern machmery, however, has been 
largely concerned with the conversion of energy and the application of auto- 
matic controls. The work of the Banii Miis2 not only provides many examples 
of control systems, but also contains the seeds of the concept of self-reg- 
ulating machmery. 

Instruments 
Already, by the second and hrd centuries AH (eighth and ninth centuries AD), 
Muslim astronomers had prepared treatises on the armillary sphere, the flat or 
planispheric astrolabe, the spherical astrolabe and the sundial; all were 
instruments of Hellenistic origin. But some of these early Islamic treatises 
also contain tables for markmg the curves on astrolabes and sundials so that 
they could be used for observation from different latitudes. These tables 
present a purely Islamic development. The planispheric astrolabe, not only the 
earliest analogue computer but also a valuable observational instrument, was 
the most powerful tool available to astronomers before the advent of modern 
instruments, and is stiU useful for teaching the principles of spherical 
astronomy. With it, one could determine the times of rising, setting, and 
southing or culmination of the sun and the stars, or conversely find the 
position of a celestial body at a gven time. Astrolabes were made by craftsmen, 
scholars and astronomers ; it was not unusual for the designation al-Asmrliibi - 
‘The Astrolabist’ - to be added to a man’s name. Many modifications were 
made to the basic instrument by Muslim scholars, particularly a universal 
astrolabe whch would serve all latitudes. New hnds of quadrants for 
observing the latitudes of heavenly bodies, hemispherical and other unusual 
sundials were also developed. In addition, some specialized instruments are 
known to us. For instance, al-BirCmi constructed a geared calendar, consisting 
of a circular brass box inside whch were eight gear-wheels of various sizes. A 
pointer on the lid was set to a point on a dial representing the day of the week 
for a glven day in the year, whereupon pointers on other dials showed the 
positions of the s u n  and the moon, whde the shape of the moon was displayed 
through an aperture in the lid. Another kind of instrument was the equatorium, 
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which was designed to relieve the tedium of numerical computation of 
planetary positions ; by mechanical means the celestial longitude of any one of 
the planets could be determined for any given time. The equatorium originated 
in Muslim Spain, where such instruments were constructed by the astronomers 
Ibn al-Samh, al-Zarqali and Abu-1-Salt. An interesting instrument made in the 
eighth/fourteenth century in Syria by the eminent astronomer Ibn al-Shnur is 
preserved in the Awqiif Library in Aleppo. Ths consists of two universal 
sunlals, one polar and the other equatorial. The latter could be used to 
measure the hour-angle (the angle measured westwards between the meridian 
and a celestial body) of the sun and the stars. An important treatise written in 
the seventh/thirteenth century by the Cairo astronomer al-Marrgkushi is a 
compemdium of Islamic astronomical instruments. The knowledge of 
astrolabes and other astronomical instruments entered Europe from the abbey 
of Ripoll in Catalonia, where the earliest Latin treatises on the astrolabe were 
composed at the end of the fourth/tenth century. The Abbey was visited by 
Gerbert d'Aurdlac, later Pope Sylvester 11, about AD, 967 and it is probably due 
to hm that the new knowledge was lffused into Europe. The earliest Latin 
treatises include only the simplest problems, contain many mistakes and are full 
of unassimilated Arabic words. Only in the twelfth century did treatises appear 
in whch the subject was dealt with competently, with an adequate Latin 
vocabulary to replace the Arabic technical terms. 

One of the most important contributions of Islam to the study of as- 
tronomy was the establishment of observatories whtch were, of course, fully 
equipped with a wide range of instruments. Significant advances in astro- 
nomical theory were made at the observatory of Mariigha in Iran, founded by 
Nasir al-Din al-Tusi in 657/1259 (al-Tusi is noted for having initiated valuable 
modifications to the system of Ptolemy). A treatise describing all the instru- 
ments in the observatory was prepared by Mu'ayyad al-Din al-'Ur& The work 
of al-Tusi was continued at Tabriz and Damascus, but hs most famous imitator 
was Ulugh Beg, who founded the observatory at Samarkand in 823/1420. The 
last important observatory of classical Islam was bdt for Taqi al-Din at 
Istanbul between 983/1575 and 985/1577, and a surviving treatise that he 
wrote describes the instruments in use there. Several of the instruments and 
some of the organizational features of the Mariigha, Samarkand and Istanbul 
observatories appeared again at the two observatories of the Danish astron- 
omer Tycho Brahe, which he founded on the island of Ven in the strait between 
Denmark and Sweden - Uraniborg in 1576 and Stjerneborg in 1584. 

The search for energy 
There exists a short treatise on water-wheels which is found in at least eight 
manuscripts, most of them in association with a mhtary manuscript, which 
was compiled at about the same time as al-Jazari's book. The chapter on 
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water-wheels was not written by the compiler of the mhtary treatise, and it 
must have been copied from an original that has not survived. It is known, 
however, that this original was written between the third/ninth and sixth/ 
twelfth centuries. Taking the manuscripts together, they contain at least 
sixteen machines. The main concern of the unknown author was to minimize 
energy input, a concern which is reflected in the fact that six of his machines 
are of the perpetual motion type. But the whole sixteen machines embody 
one philosophy and one motivating spirit and must be taken together in any 
serious analysis. 

In comparison with the books of the BanG Mi%%, al-Jazari and Taqi al- 
Din, in whch the illustrations are usually clear and comprehensible, the il- 
lustrations in this treatise are almost unintelligible. Ths is due the copyist’s 
ignorance of the subject and the long period between the original composition 
and the surviving copies. In some cases, there may also have been a deliberate 
attempt at mystification by the omission of one or two essential parts. For 
example, there is a weight-driven pump without an escapement - it is possible 
that the latter was omitted on purpose. 

Perpetual motion was a natural development in Islamic technology and 
represents the ultimate concern for the utilization of power. A perpetual 
motion machme is simply one which does useful work without an external 
source of energy, or a machine in which the output is greater than the input. 
Three of the machines in the treatise, for example, have a number of arms 
pin-jointed tangentially to the perimeter of a wheel. In one case, the arms are 
pipes partially fded with mercury; in another they resemble mallets, and in the 
third the arms are multi-jointed. In each case, the basic principle was the same. 
As the wheel rotated the arms were supposed to swing or unwrap, so creating 
an imbalance that kept the wheel in motion. 

In India in about AD 11 50 Bhaskara described a perpetual motion wheel 
similar to one of the six wheels in the Arabic manuscripts. As the latter are, 
however, of an earlier date, w e  conjecture that Bhaskara’s wheel derived from 
an Arabic manuscript., On the other hand, there was diffusion to the West, 
where perpetual motion machines attracted the attention of scientists and 
engineers until the early years of the twentieth century. Indeed, the question 
was taken so seriously that it intrigued some eminent people, and even gov- 
ernments. 

In the course of this chapter, we have mentioned a number of Islamic 
ideas and techniques which found their way to the West at a later date. To 
these, we should add the following: the use of paper models to establish 
design; static balancing of wheels; and casting of metals in closed mould- 
boxes with green sand. It is apparent that the Islamic engineers, whether the 
purpose of their constructions was uullty or diversion, employed their in- 
genuity to the fullest possible extent to achieve the most satisfactory results. 
They described only those machines whch demonstrated particular en- 
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gineering SUS or innovations. In committing their results to paper, they were 
actuated by several motives: one was didactic - to demonstrate the principles 
of pneumatics and mechanics as they were understood at the time; closely 
related to this motive was the desire to pass on their knowledge to their 
successors. Thirdly, there are clear indications that they were aware of the 
Aristotelian definition of engneering as the bringing forth into actuality from 
potentiality through the exercise of skill. Indeed, in his introduction, al-Jazari 
follows Aristotle’s terminology very closely. 

The Islamic engmeers, therefore, took their work seriously, and there is 
every reason to conclude that their work had great significance in the devel- 
opment of machine technology. In the first place, there are the many com- 
ponents and techniques that found their way into the vocabulary of European 
engineers at a later date, a number of which w e  have mentioned in the fore- 
going pages. At a different level, control systems such as those found in the 
works of the Banu Mus% and al-Jazari - feed-back control, closed loops, auto- 
matic cut-offs - are essential features of modern machinery. Perhaps as im- 
portant as either of these aspects is the concept of ‘machines that work by 
themselves’, a phrase occurring several times in the Arabic treatises. This kind 
of thinking led to the adoption of mechanistic philosophy and was a potent 
factor in the advance of mechanical engineering. When the demand arose for 
machmes with their own internal controls, the concept of automation was 
already understood and accepted, and the means for achieving control were 
avdable. 
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Chapter 4.7 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Donald R. Hill 

The role of the engmeer 
Before modern times, there was no rigid dstinction between engineers and 
architects. Since this chapter is concerned with engineering, the term 
‘engineer’ will be used. A number of Muslim philosophers and other scholars 
made enumerations of the sciences, that is to say, classifications of the 
branches of human knowledge. Among these were al-Fiiriibi (d. 339/950), al- 
‘bin (d. 381/991) and al-Qalqashandi (756-821/1355-1418) - to name but 
three. It is worthy of note that engineering is classified together with 
mathematics, astronomy and other ‘pure’ sciences, without any suggestion 
that practical work is in any way inferior to theoretical. In this respect, the 
Muslim attitude dffers sharply from that of some other societies, both ancient 
and modern. It is clear from the list of subjects that the Muslim conception of 
engmeering did not differ markedly from our own. A good grounding in 
mathematics was regarded as essential; the enumerations then continue with a 
whole range of civil and mechanical engineering subjects. This is not to imply 
that all engineers were expected to have mastered all these subjects, although 
the scope of some eminent scientists such as al-Bifini, al-Kin& and the Banii 
Mnsii was astonishmgly wide. Such men were highly educated and have left us 
written records of their achievements. 

Specialization, however, was not unknown and we should not judge the 
attainments of M u s h  engineers solely on the record of exceptional men such 
as those mentioned above. Other engineers, who have left no written legacy, 
became engineers after having been master craftsmen. Often they became pre- 
eminent in one particular branch of the profession. A good example is pro- 
vided by Abii Bakr al-Bann2’ (i.e. The Builder,), grandfather of the famous 
geographer al-Muqaddasi. When b a d  b. Tdiin, ruler of Syria and Egypt 
from 254-270/868-884, wished to make Acre as strong a port as Tyre, he 
was advised to send for Abii Bakr to build the harbour walls, since he was the 
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only man skilled in underwater works. The work was successfdy completed 
and Abu Bakr was richly rewarded.' Indeed, engineers, whether multi-talented 
men such as the Banu Mas% or sued specialists such as Aba Bakr, were well 
respected in society and could also hold high positions in the state. This es- 
teem was merited by their contributions to society. They controlled every facet 
of major constructional works: design, surveymg, construction, finance, la- 
bour management and subcontracting. 

Budding construction 
Architecture is probably more widely appreciated than most other Islamic 
technologies. Fine bddings from the first century of Islam such as the Dome 
of the Rock in Jerusalem and the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus still stand to 
bear witness to the splendid start made by the Muslims in ths field. The 
tradition of fine architecture was continued over the centuries, as can be seen 
from such buildings as the Great Mosque of Cordoba, the Alhambra Palace in 
Granada, the Qarawifln Mosque in Fez and the complex of splendid 
bddmgs in Isfahan. Many of these buildings can be visited and examined, and 
there is also a number of well-illustrated books devoted to their description. 
Our concern here, however, is with the basic elements of building 
construction, rather than with aesthetic matters. 

The essential structural features of Islamic buildmgs were all introduced 
before the first/seventh century. These include the semicircular arch and 
vault, the dome, buttresses, columns and beams. It is the combination of 
these features in bddings, and certain distinctive layouts, that confer on 
Islamic buildings their unmistakable character. The peristyle mosque, with its 
combination of sunlit exterior with the cool, colonnaded interior, could be 
assigned to no other culture. The effect is enhanced by richly-carved minbars 
(pulpits), decorated mihrZbs (niches indicating the direction of Mecca) and the 
widespread use of mosaics, particularly with geometric or calligraphic motifs. 
In secular buildings, the edifices and their surroundmgs were planned as an 
entity. The beauty of the Alhambra Palace as a buildmg is complemented by 
the mapficent water gardens in which it stands ; wherever possible water is an 
integral feature of Islamic architecture. For obvious reasons, religious archi- 
tecture in Islam and in Christendom have remained distinct, but at least one 
type of Islamic building is reflected in Europe. The madmas (colleges) in Islam 
consist of one or more courtyards around which are the buildings that house 
the students. Ths pattern is repeated in the older colleges of universities such 
as Oxford and Cambridge, and it seems highly likely that their layout was 
influenced by that of the madrasas. 

1. Al-Muqaddasi, Ab522 al taqafmJi macifat al-aq&m, 1906, pp. 162-163 
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4.43 The building of the famous castle of Khawarnaq from Nizgmi’s 1yhumsu. 
Illuminated by Bihzad 6. 1494 

0 Roland et Sabrina Michaud (British Museum, Or. MS. 6810, fol. 154v) 
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One very important structural element did reach Europe from Islam. 
This was the pointed or ogval arch, the innovation that made Gothic ar- 
chitecture possible. This type of arch is one of the few cases we know of 
where a technologcal transfer from one culture can be traced with con- 
fidence. The ogival arch is found in Buddhist InQa in the second century AD 
as a decorative feature and had reached Syria, possibly by way of Sassanian 
Iran, by AD 561. A number of such arches appear in Syrian buddings of the 
second/eighth century, and it was common in Egypt in the third/ninth 
century. By about 1000, it appeared in Amalfi, whch at that time had close 
commercial links with Fatimid Egypt, and by 1071 a porch with pointed 
arches and vaults graced the new church at Monte Cassino. In 1080, Abbot 
Hugh of Cluny visited Monte Cassino, and as a result of hs visit, the new 
church of Cluny incorporated pointed arches and vaults. In 1130, Abbot 
Suger of the royal abbey of Saint-Denis visited Cluny, and between 1135 and 
1144 he and his engineers produced at Saint-Denis what is usually regarded 
as the first true Gothc church.2 

The Muslim geographers usually tell us which type of material was used 
to construct a given town or city. This could be unfired bricks (Iabin or t&), 
fired bricks (qkrr), stone (haj,r) or timber. In medeval times, timber was more 
plentiful than it is today, but even so the practice of constructing the main 
structures of bddings in this material was not widespread. The city of 
Bukhara was mostly timber-bdt and the houses of the town of Siraf on the 
Gulf were made of teak, and timber was also widely used in parts of Spain. 
Perhaps the most important example of timber used as a structure is the 
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, in which the dome itself consists of two 
independent wooden shells braced together, the outer one covered with lead 
sheets. In general, however, timber was used in conjunction with other ma- 
terials where some resistance to tensile stresses was necessary, as in lintels over 
doors and windows, and roof rafters. 

The choice of material to be used in a particular buildmg depends upon a 
number of factors: the avdabhty of material locally, cost, time and the pur- 
pose of the budding. Thus, it is noticeable that cut masonry was often pre- 
ferred for religious buildings whereas other large buildmgs in the same regon 
might be constructed from cheaper materials. Syria can be said to be the 
regon, par excellence, for fine stonework in ashlar masonry, i.e. masonry in 
whch each block is carefully cut to size, with straight edges and plane sur- 
faces. Ths tradition has persisted in Syria until the present day; the local 
limestone weathers to a beautiful amber colour that is very pleasing to the eye. 
Ashlar work was also common in Spain (due in part to Syrian influence), 
Egypt and parts of North Africa. 

2. White, Medieval Religion and Edmology, pp. 231-233. 
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The use of unfired bricks was common in early antiquity and is sull 
widespread today. The clay whch is the main constituent of the bricks is 
readlly avadable in many parts of the world and houses made from this ma- 
terial are warm in winter and cool in summer. Moreover, its use is not con- 
fined to the bddmg of small dwelling houses. Some of the multi-storey 
houses in southern Arabia are made of unfired bricks and they can also be 
used in vaults and domes. They cannot, however, be used in areas with hgh 
rainfall, for heavy rains cause severe deterioration to the walls to the point of 
making them disintegrate. The brick has a geometric, fairly regular shape, that 
of a parallel-sided rectangle, but its dimensions vary widely from one region to 
another. The mixture for the bricks is prepared by thoroughly soakmg the 
loam or clay, mixing it with straw and chaff and treading it with the bare feet. 
It is then carried to the moulders, each of whom has a wooden mould in 
whch he compacts the mixture. When the surplus has been scraped off with a 
straight-edge, he lifts the frame with a swift movement, leaving the fresh brick 
on the ground. The bricks are left to dry in the sun. Unfired bricks are jointed 
with a mortar made with an admixture of lime or ash and are usually rendered 
with a coating of earth mixed with lime or plaster. 

Burnt bricks were already made in the fourth millennium BC in 
Babylonia and in Iran. IGlns have been unearthed going back to the first 
millennium BC. Burnt bricks are still in common use in many parts of the 
Muslim world. They are generally smaller than unfired bricks, and the pre- 
paration of the clay for them is more thorough - it has to be slaked and 
sieved to clean it of impurities and additives are sometimes included, for 
example grey sand to give the bricks a whtish tinge. After moulding, they 
are left in the open, lying flat, for twenty-four hours, and then turned on 
edge and left for another three days before being stacked in the lilln. The 
ldn is similar to that of the potters, and consists of a furnace with a firing- 
room on top of it. Buildings made exclusively from burnt bricks are rare. 
More usually, it has been combined with other materials. It was (and is) used 
for certain parts of buildings such as arches, vaults and staircases and put to 
good use by archtects to vary the decoration of their works. From the sixth/ 
twelfth century, glazed brick has offered the possibhty of obtaining similar 
effects to those of mosaic. 

The technique of cobwork (tZb&a) is a characteristically Islamic practice. 
Earth with which chalk and crushed baked earth or broken stones are often 
mixed is rammed between two boards kept parallel by beams. The wall is 
plastered over, sometimes in such a way as to simulate joints of heavy bond- 
work beneath. When this plaster falls, the regularly spaced holes left by the 
beams become visible. In the Muslim West, cobwork became general in the 
fifth/eleventh and sixth/twelfth centuries, especially in military building. In 
the Maghrib, it seems to have been an importation from Andalusia, where it 
had long been known. 
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In urban communities, quality control of buildings was exercised by an 
official called the mubtasib. His duties were very wide-ranging, since he was 
appointed by the ruler to supervise the affairs of the market, including the 
maintenance of moral standards and religous observance, the control of 
quality and quantity over retailers and manufacturers, proper maintenance of 
sanitation and water-supply, and the chechng of manufacture and use of 
building materials. In this last respect, the hisha manuals contain a good deal of 
useful information. For example, the widths of walls and the Qmensions of 
beams were checked with wooden templates to ensure that the measurements 
were not less than the minimums specified. 

Roads 
There was very little wheeled traffic in Islam. Because of the arid nature of 
much of the terrain and the efficiency of animal transport, no network of 
paved roads such as the Roman system was ever constructed in the Muslim 
world before the advent of motor transport. The dromedary was of course an 
essential element of bedouin culture, but it was also the principal means of 
long-&stance transport over much of the Muslim world. Travel in the desert 
and steppelands was only made possible by the abhty of the dromedary to 
survive for many days without water. Techniques of camel-raising were highly 
specialized. For example, one type of dromedary is used in the hghlands of 
Yemen; on reaching the lowlands, the caravans changed to another type more 
suited to soft sandy The Bactrian camel is used in the highlands of Iran 
and Central Asia, where it is more suited to the conditions than the 
dromedary. Mules and donkeys were also widely used as pack-animals and 
for riding. Indeed, the animal-breedmg industry was so efficient that relatively 
cheap transport was avadable in all the different regions of the Muslim world. 
Islam in the Middle Ages was the most mobile society of any before modern 
times. The stimuli for this mobhty were religious, commercial and political. 
The importance of the pilgrimage to Mecca, not only in fostering travel, but in 
the social structure of Islam, can hardly be overstated. It was ‘the most 
important agency of voluntary, personal mobility before the age of the great 
European discoveries.. .’4 A second stimulus to travel came from commerce, 
which flourished in medieval Islam. There was a thriving internal trade, with 
cities such as Isfahan serving as import and export centres for their own 
province and more distant lands. There was also a lively trade with non- 
Muslim countries. The city of Mosul acted as a trading centre between the 
Byzantine empire and the Islamic countries, and the port of Bnb al-Abwab on 

3. Thesiger, Ambian Sand, 1959, p. 52. 
4. Lewis, ‘@uajaj’, 1971, pp. 31-38. 
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the Caspian served a similar purpose for the exchange of goods with the 
peoples of the steppes. Thirdly, travel was stimulated by the requirements of 
the state. Government agents and inspectors journeyed extensively over wide 
areas and the institution of the postal service ensured that the central 
authorities were kept in touch with events in the provinces (see Chapter 4.9). 

The need for informing travellers about routes led to the composition of 
‘road books’ such as those of Ibn Khurradadhbih and Qudama in the third/ 
ninth and fourth/tenth centuries. These listed the stages in every route from 
one location to another, giving the length of each stage in days, the facilities to 
be found at each staging point and other information. These books were the 
precursors of the great geographical works of the late fourth/tenth century, 
such as those of Ibn Hawqal and al-Muqaddasi. These men, incidentally, ex- 
emplify a fourth incentive for travel, namely the quest for knowledge. They 
wished to see the various regions of the Muslim world to acquire first-hand 
knowledge of people and places. It was also customary for men to travel 
hundreds, sometimes thousands of km in order to be taught by the great 
scholars. 

The needs of travellers were not left to chance. At most staging posts, 
particularly those on routes used by the postal service, there were caravan- 
serais for the accommodation of travellers and their animals. If there was no 
permanent supply of water, then cisterns were built for the storage of rain- 
water. At locations where there were springs or wells, fields and gardens were 
cultivated in order to produce foodstuffs for supplying travellers. It was re- 
garded as an act of piety to cater for wayfarers, especially pilgrims. The staging 
posts on the route from Iraq to Mecca were provided with cisterns through 
the generosity of Zubayda, wife of the caliph Hariin al-Rashid. 

The main streets of large cities such as Samarkand and Cordoba were 
paved with stone. The maintenance of urban thoroughfares was one of the 
duties of the mubtasib, who had to ensure that the inhabitants fulfilled their 
obligations, among which were the construction and maintenance of drainage 
channels and the repair of potholes. It was forbidden to discharge rubbish into 
the street and every occupier was obliged to keep the area in front of his 
property clean and in good repair.5 

Bridges 
There are five basic types of fned bridges, all of which have been in use for 
many centuries and are still in use today. These are: cantilever, suspension, 
beam, pontoon and arch. The cantilever bridge consists of two relatively 
massive end sections anchored to heavy abutments or to the side of a ravine, 

5. Levi-Provengal, Tmis traitis hispaniques ik Hisba, 1955, p. 37. 
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with a light central section resting on the ends of the side spans. Modern 
bridges of this type, such as the Forth railway bridge in Scotland, are of course 
made of steel, but in earlier days they were constructed from timber. They are 
particularly useful in mountainous country for crossing ravines, where the 
bottom of the obstacle is inaccessible. Usually, the timber substructure is built 
into abutments at either bank, and the longitudinal and transverse beams to 
carry the roadway extend from the top of this supporting structure. There is 
no need to descend to the bottom of the ravine to build piers. Ths type of 
bridge originated in East Asia. In China, the Himalayan regions and 
Afghanistan cantilever bridges had been built from, at the latest, the fifth 
century AD, but there is no clear record of their use in other parts of Islam. It 
would be surprising, however, if they were not built in the Zagros and Taurus 
ranges, and other mountainous areas, since they are ideally suited to this type 
of terrain. Being made of timber, they do not have a long life nor do they leave 
traces, particularly since in many cases modern bridges have been built at their 
sites. Unfortunately, the writers often mention bridges without giving clear 
descriptions of their construction. In the fourth/tenth century a bridge over 
the river T%b was described briefly by Ibn Hawqal. H e  says that the river was 
crossed by a wooden bridge ‘suspended between the sky and the water, its 
height above the water about 10 cubits’.‘ It seems likely that this was a 
cantilever bridge. The evidence is tenuous, but it seems a reasonable 
conjecture that this method of construction was transmitted from East Asia 
to western Europe via Iran, Anatolia and the Balkans. 

Similar problems of lack of evidence arise in the case of the suspension 
bridge. Bridges of this type were in use in Chtna no later than the first 
century AD. Their use was widespread in China, Tibet, Afghanistan, 
Kashmir, Nepal, India, Assam, Burma and Thailand. Indeed, communica- 
tion between peoples in many parts of those lands would have been almost 
impossible without the suspension bridge. It seems strange, therefore, that 
we have no record of the technique in Western Islam or Europe before the 
publication of Faustus Verantius’ book on engineering in 1595 , containing an 
illustration of a fairly advanced iron-chain bridge together with a brief de- 
scription. The Muslims had conquered most of Afghanistan by the end of 
the first/seventh century and entered into trading relationshps with China 
and India from the second/eighth century onwards. They must have seen 
suspension bridges and were able to make both heavy cordage and iron 
chains. But if suspension bridges were used in Western Islam, we have no 
record of the fact. 

The simple beam bridge in the form of a log or flat slab of stone placed 
over a stream has its origin in prehistoric times. It has the advantage of sim- 
plicity, but its applications were limited before the introduction of modern 

6. Ibn Hawqal, KtZb sirat al-urd, 1938, p. 249. 
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4.44 The multiple-arched bridge of Shahristan near Isfahan, sixth/twelfth 
century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

materials such as structural steel and reinforced concrete. In a simply sup- 
ported beam, the lower part of the beam is in tension, and of the materials 
avdable in early times - stone, mass concrete and timber - only timber can 
withstand sipficant tensile stresses. Even with timber, simple beam bridges 
are limited to a span of little more than 6 m. It is possible to increase the span 
by fitting struts or a timber crib at the abutments. Such practices may have 
been the origin of the truss, which is essentially a sophisticated extension of 
the beam. Beam bridges usually have a short life and we have no direct evi- 
dence for their use in Islam, although they must have been very common. To 
ths day, very robust single-span timber bridges are bdt in Afghanistan. The 
total contribution of beam bridges to the needs of communal life and com- 
merce was probably no less than that of the more spectacular (and more 
durable) masonry arch bridges. 
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Pontoon bridges were an important method of crossing rivers. This type 
of bridge can be constructed quickly, and is still the only type suitable for 
crossing rivers more than about 50 m wide during military operations. There 
are frequent references to pontoon bridges in the works of Arabic writers. 
They were very common in Iraq for crossing the two rivers and the major 
irrigation canals. In the fourthltenth century, there were two bridges over the 
Tigris at Baghdad, but only one was in use; the other, having fallen into 
disrepair, was closed because few people used it. Ibn Jubayr, writing in the 
sixth/twelfth century, describes a bridge of large boats over the Euphrates at 
Hilla. It had chains on either side ‘like twisted rods’ which were secured to 
wooden anchorages on the banks.7 There were also pontoon bridges on the 
rivers of Khiizistiin, the province adjoining Iraq, and on the Helmand river in 
Sijisti%n (now western Afghanistan). There seems to have been a pontoon 
bridge at Fustiit (now Old Cairo) in Egypt for many years. In the first half of 
the fourth/tenth century one bridge crossed from the city to the island and a 
second bridge from the island to the far bank of the river. The same ar- 
rangement was sull in use two centuries later - there were thirty boats in the 
first bridge and sixty in the second. 

Many fine arched bridges were built in the Muslim world and since many 
of these were impressive structures, we are fortunate in having a number of 
references to them, sometimes with brief descriptions, in the works of Arabic 
writers. These bridges were not only built over rivers and ravines, but also 
over irrigation canals. As Thomas Glick comments: ‘To the irrigator, the 
primary purpose of bridges was to protect the sides of the canal against 
fording men and animals. The convenience of the traveller was only a sec- 
ondary consideration.” 

A number of medieval Islamic bridges have survived. One example is the 
Stone Bridge (Ga~tarat al-&&ira) which spans the river Wakhshab in Trans- 
oxania, at a point where the river runs with great force through a narrow 
gorge. Incidentally, the term qantara usually denotes a masonry arch bridge, 
whereas jisr is reserved for pontoon and other types of bridge. Alcantara has 
survived as a place-name in the Middle East and in Spain. 

A number of other famous bridges are described in the sources. Two of 
these were near the town of Arrajgn in the Iranian province of Fars. They were 
bullt over the river Tiib on the route into Khazistw. The remains of both of 
them still exist. One was said to have been built by the physician of al-Hajjiij, 
governor of Iraq under the Umayyads. It is described by al-Isfakhri as having 
but a single arch, with a span of eighty paces and hgh enough for a man 
mounted on a camel and bearing a banner to pass freely under the keystone.’ 

7. Ibn Jubayr, Ribla, 1907, p. 213. 
8. Glick, fingation and Sobeg in Medeval Valemia, 1970, pp. 21-22. 
9. Al-Istakhri, ffihib Madik al-mamdik, 1961, p. 91. 
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The second bridge was over 3,000 cubits in length and dated from the time 
of the Sassanians. It is worthy of note that Muslim writers sometimes refer to 
Roman and Sassanian bridges, whch were sometimes repaired or even 
completely rebuilt in Islamic times. One such was the bridge over the river 
Dujayl at Idhaj in KhiizistHn. Ths great stone bridge, the ruins of which still 
exist, was known as the Qantara Iihurrah Zad, being so named after the 
mother of the Sassanian king Ardashr, in whose time it had originally been 
built. It was rebuilt in the fourth/tenth century by the waqr of the Buwayhid 
am?? Rukn al-Dawla, who conscripted craftsmen from Idhaj and Isfahan. The 
bridge was 150 cubits in height and consisted of a single arch, supported on 
tapering masonry piers strengthened with lead dowels and iron clamps.1o 
Another notable bridge was at Massisa in Asia Minor over the river Jayhib. 
This served to connect the town to its suburb; it is interesting that substantial 
bridges were built mainly for the convenience of local people, not always as 
links in major highways. A bridge with an unusual purpose is among the 
works of Ibn Tiiliin. It was, says Ibn Jubayr, a bridge of forty arches 'as long 
as the arches of a bridge can be' and it was part of a causeway some 10 km 
long that led out from the city of Fustnt in the direction of Alexandria. It was 
used as a passage for troops over the Nile floodwaters, if an enemy ap- 
proached from the east." 

Arch bridges were usually bdt of stone, the stone for the arches being of 
cut and dressed blocks. At Ahwaz, however, the bridge over the Dujayl, 
which was restored by the Buwayhid amtr 'Adud al-Dawla (d. 338/949), was 
constructed from kiln-burnt bricks. O n  most arch bridges, the walls up to the 
level of the roadway were bdt in the same way as the arches. The space 
between these walls and the road surface was fded with tightly-compacted 
rubble. The Idhaj bridge was unusual in that this filling was provided by the 
slag from iron workings. 

Irrigation 
There are four different types of irrigation. Basin irrigation, which was the 
method used in Egypt from ancient times until quite recently, consists of 
levelling large plots of land adjacent to a river or a canal, each plot being 
surrounded by dykes. When the water in the river reaches a certain level, the 
dykes are breached, allowing the water to inundate the plots. It remains there 
until the fertile sediment settles, whereupon the surplus is drained back into 
the watercourse. PerenniaL irrigation is a method of watering crops regularly 
throughout the growing season by leading the water into small channels which 

10. Al-Qazwini, A%Zr al-bihd, 1960, p. 303 
11. Ibn Jubayr, Rihla, 1907, pp.214-215. 
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form a matrix over the fields. Water from the main artery - a river, major canal 
or qutd - is diverted into supply canals, then into smaller irrigation canals, and 
so on to the fields. This was the system used in ancient Mesopotamia. It is still 
in widespread use today. Of the four types of irrigation, the perennial system 
is the most demanding in terms of civil engneering and administrative s u s .  
Errace irrigation is a method used in M y  country and consists of the 
formation of a series of terraces stepped down a hdlside. Watering is by means 
of stored rainfall, wells, springs and occasionally gun&. E d T  irrigation 
depends upon sporadic rainstorms in otherwise arid lands. It consists of 
impounding the storm water behnd dams and using ths water to irrigate the 
fields adjacent to the watercourses. All these methods of irrigation originated 
in antiquity, and it cannot be said that any radically new techniques have been 
added to the repertoire of the early engineers. It could scarcely be otherwise; 
the basic problems of impounding the water, conducting it to the fields and 
finally draining the surplus remain as they have always been. The Muslim 
contribution to the art of irrigation lay first of all in the greatly increased scale 
of their irrigational projects, and secondly in the new techniques introduced in 
the fields of water-raising and dam-budding. The second of these elements 
was dscussed in Chapter 4.6, and the thrd wdl be dealt with in the next 
section. For the moment, our concern is with some of the major new projects 
undertaken by Muslim engineers. 

In Iraq, the Muslims inherited the Sassanian irrigation system in the 
central part of the country, whch underwent a major expansion at the time of 
the founding of Baghdad. The main artery for the irrigation of the lands to the 
east of the Tigris was the great Nahrawnn canal, whch left the Tigris a short 
distance below Tikrit. The upper part of ths canal was known in Arabic as al- 
Qiitiil al-Kisriiwi - ‘the Cut of Chosrau’ - since this part had been excavated 
under the Sassanians. The canal was extended to rejoin the river about a 160 
km below Baghdad. The rivers ‘U?aym and Diyiila dxharged into the 
Nahrawgn from the east, and these rivers were dammed by Abbasid engineers 
to provide water for a huge irrigated area. Important canals takmg off from 
the west of the Nahrawnn system included the I.chd19 and the Bin; the waters 
of these made possible a closely-cultivated area north of Baghdad, and in part 
supplied the city itself. 

In the south of Iraq, the city of Basra was founded in 17/638 as a military 
encampment and had grown into a large city by the beginning of the second/ 
eighth century. Attempts to excavate canals from the Shalt al-‘Arab to Basra 
seem to have been made in the early years, but it was not unul the Umayyads 
assumed power in 41 /641 that two large canals were completed. One of these, 
the Nahr Ma‘qil, came down from the north-east and carried shpping from 
Baghdad; the other, the Nahr al-Ubulla, carried ships going south-east to the 
Gulf. These canals were linked by the thrd, upon which the city itself was 
located. A great many irrigation canals were then excavated, and Basra became 
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a thriving city for agriculture, and the most important city in Iraq until it was 
eventually eclipsed by the rise of Baghdad.” 

When the Umayyads assumed power in the Iberian peninsula, the Syrians 
were the dominant element among their followers. Although there had been 
some irrigation under the Romans and Visigoths, ths was vastly extended by 
the Muslims, leading to what has been called the ‘Syrianization’ of the Spanish 
landscape. This was partly due to the influence of the new settlers and partly 
to the similarity of the climate and hydraulic condttions to the conditions 
obtaining in the Ghiita - the large oasis surrounding Damascus. The irrigation 
methods in regions such as Valencia, Gandia and Murcia were based firmly 
upon Syrian models, as were the administrative systems used to control the 
cultivators. Many words of Arabic origm referring to irrigation technology 
entered the Spanish vocabulary and are an eloquent testimony to the Muslim 
origin of many aspects of Spanish agriculture and irrigation. 

Space does not permit us to discuss the legal and fiscal aspects of the 
administration of irrigation, which in any case are not directly relevant to 
engmeering. One building, however, is worthy of mention for its technical 
interest, namely the Nilometer in Egypt. This consists of a tall, graduated 
octagonal column, standing in a stone-lined pit, whch is connected to the 
river by three tunnels at dfferent levels. The pit is provided with a staircase. 
The Nilometer sull exists on the island of al-Rawda in the Nile. In its present 
form, it was constructed in 247/861-862 and although there have been re- 
pairs and alterations since then, it remains essentially as it was when Ibn Jubayr 
examined it in the sixth/twelfth century. According to his account, the col- 
umn was divided into 22 cubits, each subdivided into 24 fingers. A rise to the 
19th was good, 17 was average and no tax was levied if the water did not reach 
the 16th cubit.l3 

The qatd is an almost horizontal underground conduit that conducts 
water from an aquifer to the place where it is needed. The technique ori- 
gnated in the eighth century BC, in northern Iran. The technique is still in 
use today; gun& supply about 75 per cent of Iran’s water and are also in 
use in parts of the Arab world. It may, therefore, be considered as one of 
man’s most successful inventions, since it has been in continuous use for 
over 2,500 years. When a new gun& is needed, either for irrigation or for 
water-supply, the engmeer (maqunnT) first carefully examines the alluvial fans, 
loolung for traces of seepage on the surface and often for a hardly notice- 
able change in vegetation, before deciding where the trial well is to be dug. 
It may be necessary to sink several shafts before the aquifer is reached, the 
successful shaft becoming the ‘mother well’. The well is left for a few days 
to ensure that it is sunk into a genuine aquifer, and the depth down to 

12. Al-Baliidhuri, EtZb Futib al-bul&n, 1866, pp. 345-371. 
13. Ibn Jubayr, Riila, 1907, pp. 54-55. 
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water-level is recorded on a knotted rope. The mzlqannf then takes levels 
along the route of the qund to the desired outlet point. He notes the dif- 
ference in level from the top of the mother well and so determines the 
gradient of the qund, whch is usually from 1:1,000 to 1:500. Excavation 
now starts from the downstream end whle a second team sinks ventilation 
shafts ahead of the tunnellers, and labourers haul up the spoil to the surface 
through these shafts. The tunnel is about 0.9 m wide x 1.5 m hgh, and 
work can proceed fast enough through reasonably firm soil, but in soft, 
friable soil the roof is unsafe and hoops of baked clay, oval in shape, have 
to be used as reinforcement. Two oil lamps are kept burning on the floor of 
the conduit; sighting along these the rmqann? keeps the tunnel in alignment 
and they also serve as a warning of poor air, since they go out before there 
is danger of a man suffocating. As the work nears the mother well, great 
care has to be taken in case the muqannfmisjudges the &stance and strikes 
the full well, in whch case he might be swept away by the sudden flow. 
The mzlqunnfis a respected member of society, since he is highly skilled in a 
difficult and dangerous profession. 

There are reports in Arabic works that give us some idea of the scope and 
importance of irrigation works in Islamic society. For example, a treatise 
written in Iraq in the fifth/eleventh century is in effect a manual for the 
guidance of hydraulic engneers and surveyors. It lists the various water-raising 
machnes with details of their outputs and the areas of crops that they wdl 
irrigate. Measures to be taken in the construction and maintenance of canals 
are discussed, and there is a detailed section on surveying, includng setting- 
out, levebng and quantity ~urveying.’~ A great deal of information is also 
contained in the accounts of the activities of the irrigation department in the 
region of Manv in the province of I(hur%scin. The river Murghab flowed 
through Lesser Manv to Great Manv. One march south of the latter city, its 
bed was artificially dyked with embankments faced by woodworks whch kept 
the river-bed from changing. At a &stance of 1 league from Great Manv was a 
round cistern in whch there was a level gauge to measure the flood-water. If 
the height of water reached 60 barleycorns in height, then it would be a 
fruitful year and the people rejoiced; the supply of water to each farmer was 
increased accordmgly. If the water reached only 6 barleycorns in height, then it 
would be a year of drought. In any event, once the reading had been taken, the 
supervisor of the measurement sent a messenger with the figure to the River 
Board, and messengers were then sent to the supervisors of the various sec- 
tions, who based their allocations upon the reading of the level gauge. The 
cistern was in effect a large circular reservoir, from whch four main feeder 
canals radiated out to the various parts of the irrigation network. The umfrin 
charge of the hver Board was responsible not only for the regulation of the 

14. Cahen, ‘Le service d’irrigation en Iraq au debut du XIe sitcle’, 1949-1951, pp. 117-143. 
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4.45 The Nilometer at al-Rawda Island, Cairo, hrd/ninth century. 
The octagonal column is calibrated in cubits to measure 

the height of the water in the Nile 
0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud 
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water-supply but also for the upkeep of the entire system. H e  had 10,000 men 
under hs control, each with an appointed task. There were, for example, 
horse guards who patrolled the area and a team of 400 divers, who kept a 
twenty-four-hour watch over the dykes. Each &ver had to have with hm a 
stipulated quantity of timber and other materials so he was ready to repair a 
breach in a dyke as soon as it was detected. The amzrin charge of the kver 
Board is said to have had more authority than the prefect of Marw.15 

From reports such as these, we learn that the irrigation departments were 
among the most important offices of the state. A large force of administrators, 
engmeers and surveyors supervised large labour forces whose duties were 
closely prescribed. It was not unknown for irrigation systems to fall into dis- 
repair. Once this had happened, the agriculture and hence the economy of the 
area was ruined. 

Dams 

Dams are used for a variety of purposes. In wZdTirrigation, as w e  have seen, 
they are used to trap the floodwaters that result from heavy but infrequent 
downpours, so that the water-level is raised above that of the surrounding 
fields, to whch it can then be conducted under gravity. For perennial 
irrigation, dams are used to &vert water from streams or rivers into the canal 
network. As with wZdirrigation, dams allow the water to be fed by gravity into 
irrigation and town supply systems. As mentioned in Chapter 4.6, the extra 
head of water behnd dams may be used to provide additional power for mds 
and water-raising machines. 

The material to be used in the construction of a dam is determined partly 
by the design of the dam and partly by the availability of materials. Earth dams 
were common and are still in widespread use today. They are perfectly satis- 
factory for certain kinds of service provided they have a core of clay or other 
impermeable material, well compacted, and plenty of overflow capacity, but 
they are not really suitable for htgh dams. In certain areas, notably Lower Iraq, 
earth dams were almost universal. They were (and are) quite adequate for 
lverting rivers into canal systems and, in any case, the cost of transporting 
large quantities of stone would have been prohbitive. In other areas, where 
high dams were needed, some form of masonry construction was necessary. 
Masonry may also be preferred for low dams because of its greater durabdity 
and hence lower maintenance costs. Masonry could be dressed stone, mor- 
tared or not, random rubble or concrete. Quite frequently, dams were con- 
structed by bullding two masonry walls with a gap between them, and then 
filling the gap with cheaper material such as earth or rubble. If the dam was 

15. Al-Muqaddasi, Ab& al-taqZsTm.. ., @. if., pp. 330-331. 
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designed to discharge overflow water from its crest, this had to be of stone or 
concrete, since earth would quickly have been worn away by the action of the 
water. 

The Romans were great civil engineers and built many dams in all the 
provinces of the empire. There was also a marked increase in dam-building in 
Iran after the Sassanians assumed power in AD 227. There was no decline in the 
activity of dam-building in Muslim times. O n  the contrary, so great were the 
demands for irrigation water and power that in many areas dams became more 
numerous than they had been in pre-Islamic times. Roman and Sassanian dams 
were carefully maintained, a fact that is proved by the existence in working 
order of a number of these early dams, for example at Homs in Syria and at 
Mkrida in Spain. Many new dams were necessary as part of the extensions to 
the hydraulic systems in Iraq. Some of these were simple earth dams built to 
divert water into canals, but others were major civil engineering undertakings. 
Perhaps the most impressive of these, the remains of which can still be seen, 
was a diversion dam over the river ‘UTaym at the point where it leaves the hills 
called the Jabd Ham&. The main body of the dam is a masonry wall 175 m 
long whtch at the western end turns through a right angle and continues for 
55 m to form one bank of the canal called Nahr Batt. The dam has a maximum 
height of something over 15 m, but h s  rapidly reduces towards the sides. The 
dam was built of cut masonry blocks throughout, connected with lead dowels 
poured into grooves. This is quite a common Muslim technique and in the 
‘Uzaym dam was apparently used as a complete alternative to mortared joints. 
Many new dams were bdt by engineers in Iran. Several of these were built to 
provide hydropower, an application in which the Musluns were pioneers. One 
new dam, called the Pul-k Bulaiti, was built at Shustar on the river Karun, its 
main purpose being to provide power for mdling. The mas were installed in 
tunnels cut through the rock at each side of the channel, with the dam 
providing the necessary head of water. Another example is the bridge-dam at 
Dizful which used to power a great water-wheel that raised water 50 cubits and 
supplied all the houses of the town. Among the works of the Buwayhd am@ 
‘Adud d-Dawla was the impressive dam called Band-6 Amir, built about 349/ 
960 over the river Kur in the province of Fars between Shaz and Igakhr 
(Persepolis). This dam was seen by al-Muqaddasi shortly after it was built. H e  
speaks of it as follows: 

‘Adud al-Dawla closed the river between Shirslz and Istakhr by a great wall, 
strengthened with lead, and the water behmd it rose and formed a lake. Near it on 
the two sides were ten water-wheels, like those we mentioned in Khfizistiin, and 
below each wheel was a mill, and it is today one of the wonders of Fars. Then he 
built a city. The water flowed through channels and irrigated 300 villages.“ 

16. AI-Muqaddasi, Abs& al-taqZn.. .,@. cit, pp. 330-331. 
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This dam, which still survives, is built of solid masonry, set in mortar and 
reinforced with lead dowels. It is some 9 m high and 76 m long. 

There are many Muslim dams in Spain, a large number of which were 
built during the fourth/tenth century, the Golden Age of Umayyad power in 
the peninsula. In this period, for example, many small dams, or axmh from the 
Arabic al-sadd, were bdt on the 240 km of the river Turia, which flows into 
the MeQterranean at Valencia. Eight of these dams are spread over 10 km of 
river in the region of Valencia. All the eight dams are of similar construction. 
The dam at Mestella, for example, is 73 m long x 2 m hgh. The core of the 
dam consists of rubble masonry and mortar, and the structure is faced with 
large masonry blocks with mortared joints. At one end, the dam abuts on to a 
masonry wall which extends downstream about 21 m and is everywhere the 
same height as the dam and of similar construction. Between this wall and the 
river bank a proportion of the Turia’s flow is Qrected to the mouth of the 
irrigation canal. Two sluices are built into the wall, one half-way along, the 
other near the canal mouth. They served two purposes; during normal op- 
eration they were used as escapes to allow surplus water to drain back into the 
river. Occasionally, they would both be opened to their full extent in order to 
desilt the approaches to the canal mouth. Such scouring sluices, closed with 
planks carried in grooves, are absolutely essential. Silt is bound to collect 
above dams of this type and must periodically be removed if the canal intakes 
and the canals themselves are not to become hopelessly choked and ob- 
structed. All the Muslim dams on the Turia, and most others elsewhere, were 
equipped with desilting sluices. They were a Muslim development which later 
Christian Spanish dams were to utilize on a grand scale.17 

All these dams, although their superstructures are quite low, are provided 
with massive foundations - about 6 - 7.5 m in depth, of piles and masonry. 
The normally moderate flow of the Turia may be increased 100 times during 
occasional dangerous floods. The dams are then submerged to a depth of 
nearly 6 m and must resist the battering of water, stones, rocks and trees. 
Because they are so low and flat and are provided with deep and very firm 
foundations, the Turia dams have been able to survive these conditions for 
1,000 years. Another interesting feature about this series of dams, whch 
continues to meet the irrigation needs of Valencia even today, is that their 
number closely matches the capacity of the river. Modern measurements have 
shown that it would have been pointless to have added another dam and 
irrigation canal, because almost the entire flow of the river is already utilized 
by the existing eight canals. This, of course, suggests the possibility that the 
Muslims were able to gauge a river and then design their dams and canals to 
match. 

17. Smith, AHstoly OfDams, 1971, pp.92-93. 
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Cross-section and aerial view of a qan& system for obtaining subterranean water 

4.46 Diagram of a typical qamit. Starting from Iran, 
the Arabs brought the qamit to the West on a large scale. 
0 From H. Goblot, Les qanats, m e  techniqge d’acquisition de I‘eau, Paris, 

Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 1979 

Another area where Muslim irrigation system, considerably larger than 
that of Valencia, is still in use is at Murcia on the river Segura. At this location, 
the hydraulic conditions made the construction of a series of dams impractic- 
able, so a single dam was built well upstream from the area to be irrigated. At 
this point, the bed of the river is very soft and weak, so the dam had to be 
carefully designed. It is only 7.6 m hgh but the base thickness varies from 38 to 
49 m. These are more than adequate as far as stresses and resistance to over- 
turning are concerned. The probable reason for the massive construction was 
to prevent the dam from slidmg along the silt under the pressure of water. The 
air face of the dam was gently sloped down so that the energy of the water 
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between Isfahan and Kashan 
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falling from the crest was dissipated before it reached the foot of the dam. The 
risk of undermining the downstream foundations was therefore greatly re- 
duced. For reasons like this, and from the examples given earlier, we can be sure 
that the Muslims had a good understanding of practical hydraulics. 

Surveying 
The techniques of surveying are required for the setting-out and levelling of 
many types of construction including canals and qanrits, dams and bridges and 
for the foundations of buildings and the alignment of their walls and columns. 
Since earliest times, a surprising degree of accuracy was acheved, despite the 
absence of telescopic aids. Several levelling instruments are described by 
Muslim writers. One of these was an equilateral triangle made of metal, with a 
hook soldered to the ends of one of its sides. In the centre of this arm a narrow 
hole was dded to take the cord of a plumb-line. Another instrument was a 
long, straight hollow reed, in the centre of which a radial hole was made into the 
bore. To use either of these instruments, two graduated levelling staffs were 
needed, each at least as tall as a man. To use the first, one took a cord 7.0-7.5 m 
long and hooked the triangle on to it at the centre of the cord. One man took 
one of the staffs, and holding it vertically placed the end of the cord against it. A 
second man took the other end of the cord and, drawing it taut, held it against 
the other staff, which also had to be vertical. The surveyor then had one end of 
the cord raised or lowered until the plumb-line ran through the apex of the 
triangle. The readings on both staffs were then noted down and the difference 
recorded, either as a rise or a fall. At the end of the survey, the algebraic sum of 
the rises and falls gave the difference in levels between the start and finish 
points. In the second method, a man held each end of the reed against the staff, 
while a third man with a container of water and a rag of wool or cotton stood at 
the centre and squeezed water from the rag into the central hole. m e n  the 
water issued from both ends in equal quantities, the tube was horizontal. The 
same procedure was then followed as for the first instrument.18 

These systems were quite adequate for work on a building site where 
distances were quite short, and only a few readings were usually required at one 
time. They would, however, be slow and tedious if a long line were being 
surveyed, for example for a canal or qanZt. A system closely resembling the 
modern method, except for the absence of a telescope (or laser), and much 
more suitable for long-distance levelling, is described by the engineer al-Karaji 
(d. after 410/1019). A circular metal plate had two diameters at right angles 
engraved upon its surface. A small hole was drilled through the centre point. 
Then a copper sighting tube was made, absolutely straight and with a fine 

18. Cahen, ‘Le service #irrigation...’,$. it., pp. 127-143. 
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longitudinal hole running through it. It was slightly longer than the overall 
diameter of the plate. The tube had a fine spigot soldered to its centre, and this 
spigot was inserted into the hole in the plate, so that the tube rotated freely 
whtle remaining virtually flush with the surface of the plate. The single level 
staff, about 2 m long, was dvided into sixty divisions, each subdivided into six 
meters divisions. The staff had a cursor on it which could be moved up and 
down over the scale. In the centre of the cursor a circle about 25 mm in dia- 
meter was painted. The staff was held by the assistant at a maximum of 50 m 
from the surveyor, this being the greatest distance for observation with normal 
eyesight. The level was suspended by a staple and ring at the end of one of its 
diameters from a short ‘gallows’, and the tube was ahgned along the other 
diameter; it was thus horizontal. The surveyor squatted and sighted along the 
tube, signalling to his assistant to move the cursor up or down until its circle 
coincided with his line of sight. The level was given by realng the &vision on 
the scale at the position of the cursor. The same procedure was followed at each 
station along the route of the survey; as with the other methods, the difference 
in level between start and finish was computed by the ‘rise-and-fall’ system.19 

The simplest method of making an alignment was by using a number of 
straight poles (ranging rods) which were held vertically by assistants and 
brought into line by the surveyor. Alternatively, a sighting tube similar to the 
one described by al-Karaji was used, mounted horizontally. If the plate had a 
scale around its perimeter, it could also be used for measuring angles. The 
back of the astrolabe, however, was often used for angular observations (the 
front of the instrument was used for astronomical observations and compu- 
tations). The back consisted of an alidade turning about a central pivot, its 
ends moving over a graduated circle, each quadrant of which was dvided into 
90 degrees. In the lower half of the face was a rectangle, one side of whch was 
dvided radally into decimals, the other side into duodecimals. The ahdade 
was provided with sighting holes. 

A number of Arabic writers, inclulng the Spanish Muslim Ibn al-Saffiir 
(d. 426/1035) and al-Birtini (d. 440/1048) describe the solution of various tri- 
angulation problems using the astrolabe. The two matching squares into whch 
the rectangle is divided are used for ths purpose. Although the squares are 
divided into ten and twelve equal parts respectively, the choice of number is 
purely a matter of convenience. For example, to measure the height of a distant 
object, the astrolabe is freely suspended and the alidade is adjusted so that the 
top of the object is viewed through the sights simultaneously. When this hap- 
pens, the real right-angled triangle formed by the &stance of the object and its 
height is reproduced on a small scale with the confines of one square on the 
astrolabe, by an exactly similar right-angled triangle. The real and similar trian- 
gles have a common line for the hypotenuse. The ratio of the lengths of the 

19. Al-Karaji, Inhit al-mzjd al-kbafyya, 1941, pp. 4349 
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sides of the triangle on the astrolabe is the same as the ratio of the height and 
distance of the object, so that if either of these is known the other can be readily 
calculated. If neither is known, a sight is taken on the top of the object, the angle 
is decreased by moving the alidade through one decimal or duodecimal division, 
then moving away from the object unul the object can again be lined up in the 
sights. If the height of the object is ‘H’, the distance moved is ‘m’ and the unit 
of the scale is ‘s’ (10 or 12), then H = ms. Many problems of triangulation, in the 
vertical or horizontal planes, can be solved by similar methods. 

One of the most important problems for the scientists of Islam was the 
determination of the bearing of Mecca from any given locality, this bearing 
being known as the qibla of the locality. It is incumbent upon Muslims to face 
towards Mecca when they pray, and the mibrZb or prayer-niche of a mosque 
should be placed so that when the congregation are facing it, they are indeed 
facing Mecca. The problem is a special case of the determination of the azi- 
muth of one place relative to another, and its solution is a trigonometric 
function of the local latitude, the latitude of Mecca and the longitudinal dif- 
ference from Mecca. Assuming that these quantities are known, the problem 
can be solved by applymg the spherical cotangent rule, a formula of spherical 
trigonometry. Various Muslim astronomers proposed correct solutions to the 
problem, but the culmination of Muslim efforts in h s  field is represented by 
the qibla tables of al-Khakli (fl. Damascus c. 766/1365). His tables, based upon 
an accurate formula, list the qiblas for each degree of latitude from 10 to 56, 
and each degree of longitude difference from Mecca from 1 to 60. Al-Khalib’s 
tables thus contain a total of almost 3,000 entries, and the qibla is computed to 
degrees and minutes. The vast majority of entries are either correct or in error 
by one or two minutes, a remarkable achievement.20 

Quantity surveymg was a well-understood technique in Islam. In the 
Iraqi treatise of the fifth/eleventh century called ahib al-fAZwii instructions are 
given for calculating the quantities of earth to be excavated from canals of 
given lengths, widths and depths and for converting these quantities into 
manpower requirements. The number of dlggers (called ‘spades’) was first 
calculated, and to these were added the number of carriers to each spade, 
which depended upon the distance the spoil had to be carried. Overheads for 
ancillary workers and supervisors were then added. There was a set price for 
each task, so in the end a bfi of quantities was produced which would provide 
the estimate for the cost of the works and serve as a guide for the recruitment 
of labour. Or, if the project was let out to subcontract, the bill of Quantities 
would be the controlling document for awarding the contract and for the 
subsequent measurements and payments. Quantity surveying methods have 
not therefore changed materially over the centuries.21 

20. King, ‘Kibla’, 1986, pp. 83-88. 
21. Cahen, ‘Le service #irrigation.. .’, @I. cif., pp. 117-143. 
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Chapter 4.8 

NAVIGATION A N D  
SHIP-BUILDING 

Hikmat Homsi 

Pre-Islamic navigation 
The newly-established Islamic caliphate inherited the Mesopotamian skills in 
river navigation, the Egyptian shipyards and their workers, the Phoenician 
navigational tradition, and the maritime skills of the southern coasts of the 
Arabian peninsula. 

The first Mesopotamian vessels were river-rafts used on the Euphrates. 
They were floats or float-supported rafts and they used inflated skins, and 
later lines of pots; their hulls had a ‘backbone’ and ‘ribs’. They were without 
sads and were propelled by oars. Assyrian relief show that such vessels carried 
goods and were used also as warshtps. 

The shell-of-planks technique was used for the construction of ships in 
ancient Egypt. By the year 3100 BC a sad appears in an Egyptian drawing of a 
vessel. The Egyptian depictions reveal that Egyptian vessels were used as 
cargo ships and warships as well. 

The maritime strength of the Phoenicians reached its peak in the first 
millennium. From the beginning, their vessels were intended for seafaring. 
Their galleys were surmounted by broad square sails and were often two- or 
three-banked. Oars and sails propelled them. 

The Arabs in the south of Arabia used float-supported rafts in the Red 
Sea. From such rafts, boats sewn together with fibre were developed for na- 
vigation on the Red Sea. The participation of Arab vessels, merchants, ship- 
owners and seamen in the Red Sea traffic is attested in the Greek and Latin 
sources of the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Strabo reports that the Arabs of 
South Arabia used float-supported rafts to sail across the Red Sea towards the 
African coast. 

The period from the fourth to the middle of the seventh century AD 
marks the most intensive sea traffic in the Red Sea and its extension on the 
one hand towards the In&an Ocean and on the other - through Egypt and 
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Syria - towards Constantinople. Spices and aromatics from the Orient, along 
with Chinese silk, were sent to Tyre and Sidon and then forwarded to 
Constantinople via Rhodes and the coast of Asia Minor.’ 

M u s h  sea power 
THE UMAYYAD PERIOD (41-133/661-750) 
The maritime history of the Umayyad period is characterized by efforts of the 
Arabs to construct warships. There were two important factors that led to the 
establishment of the Arab navies after the rise of Islam. One of these was 
commercial need, which entailed sea trade, and the second, the necessity to 
defend the Arab territories against the Byzantine attempts to reconquer the 
former Byzantine provinces. 

Arab naval organization during the Umayyad period is known to a certain 
degree: it consisted of three autonomous naval forces, each based in a separate 
maritime area - the Syrian fleet, the Egyptian fleet and the North African 
fleet, in addtion to a small Red Sea squadron under Egyptian command, and 
other minor ones. An admiral commanded each of these forces. The Egyptian 
fleet was the largest, and its admiral was in overall command of joint ex- 
peditions. The Syrian and Egyptian fleets often operated together, and the 
majority of their naval personnel was manned by recruits from the coastal 
ports. 

Although there is ample information about the construction of shtps and 
the recruitment of sailors at this period, little is known about attempts to build 
cargo ships and about the encouragement of sea trade and the activities of 
merchant shipping. 

Umqyad campaigns against the &antines 

Campaigns against the Byzantine empire both by land and sea were pressed by 
Mu‘awiya more zealously and persistently than by any of his immediate 
successors. Gradually, the razzias became annual summer affairs and served 
the purpose of keeping the army physically fit and well trained. 

As early as 34/655, while Mu‘gwiya was still governor of Syria under 
‘Uthman, his fleet in co-operation with the Egyptian fleet met the Byzantine 
navy led by the emperor Constans I1 at Phoenix (modern Finike) and scored 
the first great naval victory of Islam. This maritime engagement is referred to 
in Arabic chronicles as dh&al-;awZrT(= Litera& that of the masts, i. e. the naval 
battle). The Arabs transformed the sea fight into a hand-to-hand encounter. 
The most important feature of this battle was the unusual strategy adopted by 

1. V. Christides, article ‘Milnha’, in E(, 7, pp. 40-41 
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the Arabs of linking their vessels together in a manner which made it im- 
possible for their enemies to penetrate the battle line. 

Three times was Constantinople attacked by Umayyad forces. The first 
was in 49/669 under the leadership of the crown prince Yazid, whose warriors 
were the first ever to set eyes on Byzantium. The siege, which began in the 
spring of 49/669, was raised in the summer of the same year. Yazid dis- 
tinguished himself for bravery and fortitude below the walls of Constantinople 
and earned the title fata-l-‘Arab (the young hero of the Arabs). But the real 
legendary hero of the campaign was the aged Abu Ayytib al-Ansiid, the 
standard-bearer of the Prophet, whose presence in Yaxid’s contingent was 
desired largely for its blessing. 

The second attack on Constantinople was made in the seven-year war 
(54-60/674-680), where the fighting between the two fleets took place mainly 
close to Constantinople. The Arabs had secured a naval base in the Sea of 
Marmara on the peninsula of Cyzicus. This served as winter headquarters for 
the invading army, whence hostilities were resumed every spring. The use of 
Greek fire is supposed to have saved the city. The composition of this highly 
combustible compound was carried by a Syrian refugee named Callinicus. 

O n  the death of Mu‘iiwiya (61/680) the Arab fleet withdrew from the 
Bosporus and Aegean waters, but attacks against Byzantium were by no 
means relinquished. W e  read of almost yearly summer incursions. 

The third and last great Arab siege of Constantinople was conducted 
(August 98-September 99/716-717) under the caliphate of Sulaymiin (97-99/ 
715-717)’ and was led by Maslama, the caliph‘s brother. This remarkable 
siege, the most threatening of the Arab attacks, is the one best known because 
of the many descriptions extant. The besiegers were reinforced both by sea 
and by land and received aid from Egyptian shps. They were provided with 
naphtha and special siege artillery. The chief of Maslama’s guard, ‘Abdalliih al- 
Battd, particularly distinguished himself and won the title of champion of 
Islam. With the death of the cahph in Syria, the new caliph ‘Umar b. ‘Abd al- 
‘Aziz (99-102/717-720) ordered an end to the siege. O n  its way back, the 
Arab fleet suffered great losses.2 

During the Umayyad period, the first naval bases in North Africa were 
established. The Umayyad caliphs realized that it would be very difficult to 
expel the Byzantines from the remaining territories of North Africa, and to 
defend and retain the new territories, without a strong fleet. HassPn b. al- 
Nu‘miin was entrusted in 76/695 with the task of building an Arab navy in 
North Africa. Hassiin established the first Arab naval base in a new location in 
Tunisia. The successor of Hassiin, Mas3 b. Nusayr, utilized the new navy with 
great efficiency and added the two islands, Majorca and Mmorca off the 
Spanish coasts, to the Arab domains. The greatest accomplishment of this 

2. I? K. Hitti, Hirtory ofthe Arabs, Macmillan, 1970, pp. 199-203. 
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fleet was to transport the large army of Tgriq b. Ziygd in 93/711 across the 
straits to the Iberian peninsula. 

THE ABBASID PERIOD (133-657/750-1258) 

It was not until the Abbasid period at the turn of the thrd/ninth century that 
Byzantine supremacy at sea was seriously challenged. During the early Abbasid 
centuries, there was a gradual development of the Muslim merchant and war 
fleets, reaching its peak in the fourth/tenth century. The Arabs’ naval 
victories, e.g. in Sicily and Crete, were the result of well-planned mllitary 
preparation, backed by scientific progress in such fields as navigational 
instruments, efficient war machmes and weapons. Also, the formation of large 
commercial Arab fleets was completed by this time, so that M u s h  ships not 
only sailed in the Mediterranean but reached as far as Indla, South-East Asia 
and China.3 

The Tulunids in Egypt (354-392/868-905) paid great attention to the 
navy, and the Egyptian fleet in its attacks on the Byzantines, often co-op- 
erated with the Syrian fleets. Ths co-operation was made possible when 
Syria came under Tulunid rule. The Ikhshdid dynasty (323-357/935-969) 
adopted the same policy of paying great attention to the navy and to the 
naval shipyards. 

The Aghlabid dynasty (1 84-296/800-908) in Ifriqiya (Tunisia) paid great 
attention to the fleet. They developed the naval base of Tunis, and dlrected 
their efforts, over many years, to acquiring Sicily. In 212/827, a navy of 100 
warshps carrying 10,000 warriors and 700 horses made its first campaign to 
capture the great island. Palermo fell in 216/831 and became an Arab naval 
base. Syracuse eventually fell in 265/878 and became also an important base 
for the Arab navy.4 

The Fatimid caliphate (297-567/909-1171) started in North Africa, and 
extended its rule over Egypt and Syria. During their period, Arab-Muslim 
naval power reached its zenith. From their start in Ifriqiya, they inherited from 
the Aghlabids great fleets and important naval bases in Tunisia, Sicily, and 
Qawsara Island. Al-Mahdi, the first caliph, undertook a major expansion of 
the fleet and started by building a new naval base at al-Mahdiyya, and by taking 
advantage of the naval bases of Sicily. The naval fleets of the Fatimids were 
commanded by a series of professional sadors (admirals and captains). Their 
powerful naval squadrons and good organization were instrumental in their 
victories over the Byzantines and their supremacy over the western 
Mediterranean. 

3. S. M. Yusuf, Al-Rang, the Route $Arab bfariners amass the Bay $Bengal and the Guyof Siam, in 

4. I. A. ‘Adawi, Arab Navies in the bfiditerranean, Cairo, 1957, pp. 75-83, (In Arabic.) 
IC, 29/1, 1955,75-103. 
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4.48 Ottoman galleys in action against the Cossacks of Varna, 1630 
0 British Library, London (MS. Sloane 3584, fol. 78a) 
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In 358/969, the Fatimids overtook Egypt and then Syria. Concerned 
with the need for preserving the unity of their realm, which stretched from 
North Africa to Syria, as well as with the offensive against the Byzantines, the 
Fatimids attached great importance to the status of their navy. They founded a 
‘Department of the Holy War or of Maritime Constructions’: DwZn a&kid aw 
DwZn al- ‘AmZ’ir. Ships were built in Alexandria, Damietta, at the island of al- 
Rawda in Egypt, and in the new dockyards of al-Maqs whch alone is credited 
with producing 600 vessels. The avdabhty of the services of the Syrian 
thughzir (strategic ports), such as Tyre and Tripoli, extended the operational 
capacity and supremacy of the Fatimid fleet in the eastern Mediterranean.’ 

‘Abd al-Rahmgn I11 (300-350/912-961) constructed a well-organized 
fleet in al-Andalus. The Muslims of Spain had constructed formidable war 
floullas in their shpyards as well as merchant ships whose naval archtecture 
influenced the west European equivalents.‘ Ibn HayyPn describes in hs 
Mgqtabas (c. 450/1057) the activities of the Spanish Muslim shps against the 
‘Franks’, and also the commercial relations between al-Andalus and Italy.’ 

Arab trade and supremag in the Mediterranean 

The complete control of the Arabs over the Melterranean region had, in the 
opinion of Ibn Khaldfin, turned it into an ‘Arab Sea’ in the tenth century AD. 
They had become masters of the international trade routes in the sea, since 
their fortified territories stretched like a crescent for about two-thirds of the 
way around it.8 

Arab control over the Mediterranean had two important results: firstly, 
political, whch consisted of confining the Byzantines in the narrow seas and 
defenlng the Arab coastlines through the conquests of the islands ; secondly, 
the economic consequence, whch was favourable to the Arabs in respect of 
their becoming self-sufficient in the crucial materials needed for naval con- 
struction, and the prosperity of the M u s h  lands whose economic unity was 
revealed during ths period. Arab domination over the Melterranean lasted 
effectively until the eleventh century AD. The movements of the ships in the 
Mediterranean were not disrupted during this period of Arab supremacy, and 
there were always contacts between the Byzantines and the Arabs. 

‘Adawi, Arab Navies.. . , op. cit., pp. 11 4-1 30 ; see also article ‘Bahriyya’, in E(, Supplement, 

G. Oman, section ‘Imbarcazioni: tipi di costruzione’, in his ‘Voci marinaresche usate dal 
geografo arabo al-Idrisi (XI1 secolo) nelle sue descrizioni delle coste settentrionali dell 
Africa’, in AIUOfl 13 , 1963, pp. 9-13. 
Ibn Hayyan, ilfuqtabus, ed. P. Chalmeta and hf. Sulh, hfadrid, 1979. 
Ibn Khaldtin, ul-Ahquddima, Beirut, 1984, pp. 253-256. (In Arabic.) 

p. 120. 
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Arab &a& in the Indian Ocean 

Arab navigation and commercial activity in the Indian Ocean was compara- 
tively more peaceful and lucrative than that of the Mediterranean. It began on 
a large scale from the time of the establishment of Abbasid rule in the middle 
of the eighth century D. The focus of the commercial activity in the early 
period was the Arabian Gulf with its ports like Basra, Siriif and Muscat, from 
where the Arab vessels sailed out for the East. The Muslims engaged in trade 
on a wide scale with India, South-East Asia, and China on the one hand and 
East Africa on the other. 

Arab trade in the Indian Ocean reached its zenith between the ninth and 
the eleventh centuries. Arab trade with China continued smoothly and without 
interruption until 264/877. Earlier, Chinese vessels used to visit the Gulf, and 
Arab vessels visited Canton. But in this year, Huang Ch'ao) revolted against 
the emperor, and in time became powerful. H e  attacked Khanfu (Canton), 
where the non-Chinese communities were settled, and massacred the local 
population. As a result of this incident, relations between the Arabs and the 
Chinese became strained, and Arab vessels stopped visiting Chna. Chinese 
vessels now came as far as Kaliih-Biir (Kedah, on the western coast of the 
Malay peninsula), and traded with the Arabs there. 

The Arab-Islamic geographers and navigators were not certain about the 
shape or size of the Indian Ocean. However, they had some rough idea about 
the length of the ocean from the East African coast as far as South-East Asia. 
But as for the southern expanses of the ocean, these were unknown to them, 
for they did not sail beyond a certain point towards the south. This was partly 
due to the Greek-based concept that the southern hemisphere, south of the 
equator, was covered by an unknown land, the terra incognita. Al-Birtini pointed 
out, however, that the In&an Ocean was connected with the Atlantic by some 
gulfs to the south of the sources of the Nile in Africa. In the fifteenth century, 
the Arab navigator Ibn Miijid believed that the Indian Ocean was connected 
with the Atlantic. Describing the island of Madagascar, he says that to its 
south lay the zlq&?nm (the Indian Ocean), which marked the beginning of the 
Southern ~dmait to the south of this island. It seems, therefore, that Ibn 
Miijid did not really believe in the existence of the terra incognita. 

During the initial stages, Basra and Siriif in the Gulf were the centres of 
commerce for the Eastern trade, but after their decline, Qays Island (I(lsh) 
acquired pre-eminence, and fmally Aden became the important centre from 
where trade in the Indian Ocean was carried on. As the Gulf saw a declme in 
navigation, the Red Sea, whose commercial navigation had been encouraged 
by the Fatimids, increased in importance. 

The Arab merchants trading with India during the Abbasid period were 
usually provided with all the facilities for trade including protection of their 
commercial goods and freedom of the practice from their faith. Ths was 
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especially the case with the rulers of South India. The Arab merchants car- 
rying on trade with China during this period were also afforded all the fa- 
cilities by the Chinese government includmg protection of their goods, and 
were given 'passports, to travel from one place to the other in china.' 

THE TURKISH AND OTTOMAN PERIOD (657-1009/1258-1600) 

As with other aspects of Muslim civilization, a decline in Arab naval and 
commercial navigation started to take place in the later centuries of the Middle 
Ages. This was due mainly to internal weaknesses of the Islamic Arab states, 
and to the rise of new European powers, starting with the Italian towns of 
Pisa, Venice and Genoa. The factors for the decline in Islamic civilization in 
the later centuries until modern times are dscussed in the Epilogue to this 
volume. Among the factors for the decline of Arab-Muslim navigation and the 
rise of the Italian towns was the Crusaders' seizure of Syrian ports such as 
Tyre and Acre.. 

Although the Arabs continued to trade in the Indian Ocean for several 
centuries after the end of the Abbasid rule in the middle of the thirteenth 
century, they suffered a real set-back after the arrival of the Portuguese to- 
wards the end of the fifteenth century AD. In time, the Portuguese captured 
the most important commercial ports, establishing their colonies in the East. 

This situation changed with the rise of the Ottoman Turks in the course 
of the ninth/fifteenth century. Like the Arabs of the first decades of Islamic 
expansion, the pre-Ottoman Turks who spread over Anatolia in the last dec- 
ades of the fourth/tenth century were nomads unfamiliar with the sea. Again, 
like the Arabs of the first/seventh century, the Turks proceeded forthwith to 
learn the seafarer's art. This movement was led by the Saljuk prince Caka Bey 
and hs followers in the bay of Izmir." 

In the sixth/twelfth and eighth/fourteenth centuries, the Turks formed the 
coastal principalities of Karasi, Sarukhan, Aydin and Menteshe. Some of them - 
especially those of Aydin - launched a maritimeghapa (expedition)that rivalled 
in scope and energy the Umayyad Arabs' campaigns a ainst Byzantium. The 
exploits of Umur Beg of Aydin (729-749/1328-1348) became legendary to 
the point of being evoked, a century later, by the epic of Enveri. The Anatolian 
coasts and nearby islands of the Aegean were the principal areas of the Turks' 
contact with the sea. It was there that they first learned the mariner's trade. 

10 

i5 

9. S. M. Ahmad, Arabic G'assicaLAccounts OfIndia and Gina, pp. 9-10, 4243, 46, 49-50. 
10. A.R. Lewis, Ahaal Power and Trade in the hfediferranean AQ 500-1100, Princeton, 

11. A. N. Kurat, Caka By, Ankara, 1966. 
12. I. Mtlikoff-Sayar, Le Destin d'Umur Pacba, Paris, 1953; also: P. Lemerle, L'Enlirat d'ddin, 

1951,~. 183. 

@ram et I'Occident. Recbercbes sur 'La Geste d'Umur Pacba', Paris, 1957. 
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Vigorous though it was, pre-Ottoman Turkish seafaring remained con- 
fined to the Aegean part of the Mediterranean. Turkish expansion over the 
rest of that sea took place under the Ottomans, and became one of the most 
dramatic and noteworthy features of late-fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 
Mediterranean history. Turkish maritime terminology absorbed much of the 
special professional vocabulary of Medlterranean seamen - the lingua franca 
that was based mainly on Italian but also included other components from 
Arabic, Greek and Albanian. Ottoman Turkish navigation thus surpassed the 
earlier achevements of the Medterranean Arabs. 

The Ottoman Turks took over the leadership of Muslim navigation in the 
Mediterranean especially after Syria and Egypt became part of the new empire. 
They caught up with Europe in all aspects of navigation, in the art of navi- 
gation itself, in using and producing the principal types of navigational in- 
struments, and in acquainting themselves with some of the newer types of 
ships and ship-building navigation technology. The portolan chart and por- 
tolan text found their Turkish counterpart in the Ehib-i Babnjye of Piri Re’is. 

Piri Re’is (d. c. 962/1554) is also characteristic of Ottoman navigation in 
another sense. His early training and vocation were those of a maritime ghqi 
(fighter for the faith) who has the conviction of performing a Holy War for 
Islam. H e  served the Ottoman sultan by joining the fleet on its naval cam- 

Corsair participation played sometimes a decisive role in most of the 
naval campaigns of the Turhsh fleet, in the extension of the Ottoman mar- 
itime frontier atl the way to the western Mediterranean. Khayr al-Din 
Barbarossa illustrates and combines these elements. In 927/1520, he pre- 
sented Algiers to the Ottoman sultan as the nucleus of a new velqet (province); 
in 941/1534, he was appointed to the upgraded post of kapzdznpdcha(Grand 
Admiral); in 945/1538, he led the Turkish fleet to the victory at Preveaa that 
gave the Ottoman empire its reputation of naval invincibility which lasted unul 
the battle of Lepanto in 979/1571. 

Although the Ottoman fleet was rebuilt remarkably rapidly after Lepanto, 
the decline - of which that battle was an incipient symptom - became ac- 
centuated in the course of the seventeenth century. The chief cause was the 
overall decline of the empire as discussed in the Epilogue to this volume. 

The Turkish polygraph mtib Celebi (101&1068/1609-1657) wrote a 
history of Ottoman naval  campaign^,'^ where he also recorded the organization 
and structure of the Ottoman navy. In summary, it can be said that of all Islamic 
dynasties, it was the Ottomans who made the best use of naval power.14 

paigns. 

13. Katib Celebi, E@at aL-kibZrJ a@ al-bibzr, 1st printing [Ibrahim Muteferrika Press], 

14. E. Bosworth, ‘The Armies of the Prophet’, Chapter 8 in I h e  WorLdofhlam, ed. by B. Lewis, 
Pst~~bul] [1141/1728-17291. 

London, 1976, p. 201. 
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Shpyards and naval bases 

In Egypt, the port of Alexandria retained its fame in the Islamic period. The 
skillful Egyptian craftsmen continued their tradition. The manzra (lighthouse) 
of Alexandria was preserved during the Umayyad period; and three centuries 
later, the Persian author Nasir-i Khusraw described the torches which were lit 
at night and which led the ships safely to the port of Alexandria. From the 
time of Mu'iiwiya, a great number of ships were constructed and repaired in 
Alexandria, and it was also from there that the most important Muslim sea 
raids originated. 

Qulzum on the Red Sea increased in importance as a port and shipyard. 
It was described by al-Ya'qubi as a big town and a harbour for ships. It was a 
base for the construction and repairing of ships and was also a naval mditary 
base. An ancient canal, which connected the Bitter Lakes to the Red Sea, was 
reopened by the Abbasid caliphs for mhtary reasons in 159/775. It helped to 
facilitate trade from the delta lands to the Red Sea. 

Jedda was the port of Mecca for receiving the pilgrims. O n  their way to 
Mecca, the pilgrims stopped in 'Aydhiib, the Sudanese port. The corn trade 
and the pilgrimage contributed to the sea traffic in the upper part of the Red 
Sea, whdst at the same time, the old incense route from India to the southern 
ports was also maintained. 

Naval bases were established in other parts of Egypt, e.g. at Rashid 
(Rosetta), at Dimy81 (Damietta) and at Tinnis. Damietta, in particular, on the 
eastern arm of the Nile delta, acquired great importance in the Abbasid 
period, whilst the Tinnis base near Damietta was founded on a little island. 
The port of al-Faram8 was important, but then declined. Shps carried goods 
from southern France to al-Faram8, then they were transported by land to 
Qulzum, thence by ship to the Orient.15 

A shipyard (dzr ul-jidu) was established on al-Rawda Island in Egypt in 
54/674. Ibn Tdan (d. 270/884) paid particular attention to shipyards; he 
fortified al-Rawda shipyard and built hundreds of warshps and many smaller 
vessels there. A new shtpyard was built by al-Ikhshid in the fourth/tenth 
century. A new shipyard was also established by the Fatimids at Maqs where 
600 ships were built on the orders of the Fatimid caliph al-'Aziz. 

Syria also had its bases from the beginning of the Umayyad period; the 
first shipyards started operating in 'Akka (Acre) in 49/669, while those of Sar 
(Tyre) were also busy shortly afterwards." The Syrian shipyards had the great 
advantage of drawing timber from the Syro-Lebanese forests, whch also ex- 
ported h b e r  to Egypt. These shpyards functioned also as bases from where 
naval expeditions originated. Other Syrian naval centres included Lattakia and 

15. Ibn KhurradPdhbih, al-Madik wa-l-mamdik, ed. by De Goeje, Brill, 1889, pp. 153-154. 
16. A. H. Fahmy, Mdim Sea Power in the Eastern Mediterranean, London, 1950, pp. 52-53. 
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4.49 Arab vessel used in Aden 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

Tarsus in the north, and to the south of these, most Syrian ports down to 
Gaza were used as naval bases.” 

In North Africa, in 94/713, a base was established in Barqah where shps 
came to anchor. The first shpyard to be established by the Muslims in North 
Africa was at Tunis during the Umayyad period as already mentioned. A 
thousand workers together with their families were brought from Egypt to 
undertake the work of building and arming a fleet intended to guard the coast 
of Ifriqiya and, in particular, to conquer Sicily. This naval base, which con- 
structed hundreds of ships, provided safe anchorage to Egyptian ships also. It 
was reported that the shipyard of Tunis constructed shps to be dispatched to 
Spain. Before moving to Egypt, the Fatimids had consolidated their naval 

17. Ibn Khurradxdhbih, a/-&fa.fdik. .., op. cif., p. 255. 
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power in North Africa by constructing warshps at the Tunis shpyard. They 
also made an anchorage Mside where more than 200 shps could be accom- 
modated. They had also bdt a new port and a shipyard at al-Mahdiya where a 
new fleet was constructed in 366/976. 

The oldest shpyards in the Maghrib were at Sebta (Ceuta) on the 
coast of Morocco, at the Mediterranean entrance to the Strait of Gibraltar 
and Tangiers. These were at first intended for merchant shps but later 
turned into military establishments where warshps were constructed ; they 
supplied warships and merchant vessels. There were other principal ship- 
yards at Algiers, Oran, Hunayn, Badis and Ma'mura as well as other sec- 
ondary ones. 

The coasts of al-Andalus had numerous naval bases, whch were very 
active. The important naval bases extended from Lagant (Ahcante) to the 
south, among whch was hkambra Island (Escombrera) whch forms part of 
the harbour of Cartagena. Bq&a (Pechna) was also an important base for the 
Muslim navy, and similarly the neighbouring port of aL-m%ja (Almeria). 

There were shipyards building warships in the harbours of TumZkina 
(Tarragona), s@.asba (Tortosa), Qaqqanna (Cartagena) and uL-&+ya 
(Almeria), and some other naval bases. The most important shpyard however 
was aL-&@ja (Almeria) which was considered the principal base of the 
Andalusian navy. An arsenal was established in bQLEminah (Carmona) to con- 
struct arms necessary for the shps. The Andalusian shipyards enabled al- 
Andalus to possess large fleets of several hundred warshps. According to Ibn 
IUlaldun, there were in Almeria alone about 300 warships.18 

In Iraq, Persia and South Arabia aL-Ub.aLLa, a seaport on the Persian Gulf, 
was situated a few kdometres above Basra. By the ninth/fifteenth century, 
neglect and the Mongol invasions had left little of the original Basra standing, 
and by the turn of the tenth/sixteenth century Basra was relocated at the site 
of al-Ubulla.Al-Ubulla was a port, a mihtary cantonment and a commercial 
port for shps arriving from India and Chna, or carrying cargo and mer- 
chandise from ths port to India and Chna. Sirgf, situated on the Iranian side 
of the Gulf, had been for several centuries a port of great importance for trade 
with India and China. It was also a great shpyard. 

Aden was the harbour of San%' . Ships coming from Abyssinia, Jedda as 
well as Chna, anchored here, as reported by al-Ya'qubi. Then, there was 
Suhiir, the port and capital of Oman. According to al-MaqdM, it was the 
'threshold' of China, treasure of the East and emporium of Yemen. 

The Ottoman empire had numerous naval bases for its fleets in Anatolia. 
Among these were Galata on the Bosporus, Galhpoli which lies on a narrow 
peninsula where the Dardanelles opens into the Sea of Marmara, Midilli 
(Myulene) Island, Chos Island, Makri in south-west Anatolia, and Samsun on 

18. Ibn Khaldiin, al-Muqaddima, op. hi'. ; see also al-'Adawi, Arab Navies.. ., op. it., pp. 8485. 
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the Black Sea. Shipyards were established in these naval bases. Avlonya 
(Valona), which is presently the second seaport of Albania, and Preveza in 
western Greece, were important naval bases for the Ottoman fleets.19 The 
naval harbours in the Arab provinces of the Ottoman empire served also as 
bases for the Ottoman fleets. 

Crews of the fleets 
W e  find here a variety of names given to the various levels of duty in a ship. 
These names and titles differed between one sea and the other, between the 
various kingdoms, and they also underwent changes with the passage of time. 

Ibn Mangh mentions ten officers who ran the ~hip;2~ among them, the 
pilot and two lieutenants, and the officer in charge of weather observations. 
There was also a clear &stinction between the military commander of a war- 
ship (@’id or mzqaddam), in charge of the marines, and the captain (?a% al- 
mildha). When the whole fleet was assembled for a large-scale raid, the ruler 
placed it under the supervision of one commander, an amir, who belonged to 
the highest class of the people of hs realm and to whom all were responsible. 
In Egypt he was called umir al-mi’ (’amir of the water) or ’amfr ul-bahr (umir of 
the sea). The rZ’iJ or rqy” of the fleet directed the movement of the fleet, 
using either the wind or oars. H e  also directed its anchoring in ports. 

Each navy ship had a certain number of nuwZti+yu (sing. nutz) or sailors. 
These were under the command of the captain (ra5 or rqyi~) of the shp. In 
addition to the nuwit&a, the crew of the warship was made up of oarsmen or 
qadbd@zin (sing. qudbdbg), craftsmen and workmen (dhawzi al-sind‘a wa-l-mi- 
hun). Besides the sailors, there were the fighting men, such as the naphtha 
throwers (nufatzin), and thejzlnd or marines.21 The actual fighting involved 
both the bombardment with combustible projectiles, and the subsequent 
ramming, boarding and hand-to-hand combat of the marines. The latter were 
employed also for landing raids. 

The recruitment of sailors and marines was done very carefully. 
Theoretically, men from various social classes and professions were liable to 
maritime service, but personal service could be replaced by monetary com- 
pensation, and many recruits must have been experienced sailors. Thus, the 
maritime expenses fell upon the entire population of Egypt, but the actual 
duties were performed mainly by professionals. Within the crews of shps, 
there was a rigid differentiation between oarsmen and marines. 

19. P. Brummett, ottoman Sea Power and Levantine Diplomay in the Age of Dircovely, New York, 

20. Ibn Man& al-Abkrim al-mul&$yajJann al-qitdj-l-bahr wa-l-&wib$ al-namus$ya, ed. M. ‘Abd 

21. ‘Adawi, Arab Navies.. ., op. cit., p. 158; also ‘Bahriyya’, op. kt., p. 120. 

1994, p.97. 

d-Rahim, dissertation, University of Cairo, p. 39. 
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Requisitions by the central government for the recruitment of sdors 
were addressed to the community, which had collectively the responsibility to 
recruit its share of sdors. The draftees were not forced to serve without pay, 
but received regular wages.22 The wages of the recruited crews were not, 
however, uniform. The marines, who functioned as fighting men, received 
hgher salaries than the sailors. 

The admiral-in-charge of the fleet in al-Andalus was one of the four great 
officials of the caliphate. Each shp stationed at the naval base had a com- 
mander @’id), who was in charge of the fighting men and armaments, and a 
s a h g  captain (ra%), who directed the sails and the oars. Then, a high official 
or amZr was in charge of each of the major naval expeltions. 

In the Indian Ocean, the staff of the shp was composed of the captain 
(rayis, mbbzn, or mtl‘allim), the sailors (nat.jyya or buhhzra), the supervisor of the 
passengers, mathematicians (@z&.yin), agents (wakah’), merchants (tzgzr), in 
adltion to a superintendent and an expert of cartography and instruments. In 
a shp, there was al-mtlnZdTor the shouting sador whose du was to convey the 
instructions of the captain (rayis or mbbzn) to the sdors. 

The individual commanders of the Ottoman navy were known as re%, 
squadron-commanders as qdpt~in, and the commander-in-chef of the fleet as 
kupadzn-i deyz. The great galley of the kapadzn deyz or kuptzn&.rba was called 
busbturdu. The qzdirghas were of two classes: kh?u qzdirghalam’ and bey 
q~iditgbaluri. The former was constructed by the government, the latter by the 
sayaq beyis of the eydet of the qaptznpasba. 

After the introduction of sailing vessels as the basis of the fleet, it was 
entrusted to three admirals under the qdptlhn-2’ dqz. They were, in order of 
seniority, the quptldznu (admiral), the putrona (vice-admiral), and the @ d e  (rear 
admiral). The crews of galleons were called qu410njzl and included ayLa@.. 
(temporary sdors), murinars (who were prisoners of war), gbubyurs (who at- 
tended to the sails), sun ‘atkurs (craftsmen, painters, carpenters, blacksmiths, 
caulkers), and szdaghubus (gunners). 

Next in rank to the qaptZnpasbu in the Istanbul arsenal came the tersdne 
ketkbtld&i and the tersine emZni, and after them officers of the second and third 
rank. The accountant of the arsenal had the title ofjznib efendi. Until the in- 
troduction of sail, the tersdne ketkbadzsi ranked as vice admiral and occupied 
himself with the lscipline of the arsenal. The tersZne emini was trained at the 
Bab-i ‘h- and had control of supplies, income, and expenditure for the fleet 
and arsenal. 

2 

22. H.I. Bell, Greek Pqyy.’ in the Britid Mirseum. De Aphrodito Papyri, London, 1910, IV, 

23. M.Y. Hamawi, Histo9 ofthe Arab fleet, Damascus, 1945, p. 48. 
pp. xxxi ff.). 
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4.50 The galley of Uluj’ Ali (bey of Algiers), sixteenth century. The galley 
(shini) was the main shp in Muslim navies of the Medterranean 

0 Bodleian Library, Oxford (MS. Or. 430, fol. 32r) 
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Ship-budding 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SHIPS 

Red Sea and Indian Ocean ships 
Ships and their names differed according to place, purpose and period. They 
differed in their shapes and construction according to the navies to which 
they belonged and the seas on whch they sailed. First of all, we should 
distinguish between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean and the Red 
Sea. The Medterranean ships were nailed, whereas those of the Indian 
Ocean and the Red Sea were mostly stitched or sewn together by means of 
fibre cords without being nailed. The planks were perforated and joined 
together with palm fibre or the fibre of coconut tree. Historians, geographers 
and travellers have given dfferent reasons for the use of fibres or cords 
instead of iron nds. Al-Mas‘udi states that the iron nails were not suitable 
for ship-building because they became thinner and weaker due to their 
oxidation in salt water. According to al-Qazwini, the navigators were afraid 
of the lodestone mountains which could attract the iron nails. Another 
interpretation is that it was a traditional practice. Ibn Jubayr points out that 
the use of the fibre made the ship more flexible when facing coral rock; if it 
hits the rock, it does not get smashed. 

Another difference was in besmearing of the ship. The Mediterranean 
ships were besmeared with pitch, while those of the Indian Ocean according 
to al-Mas‘udi were besmeared with grease and pitch. Oiling the vessels makes 
the wood soft and pliable against the sea eddies. 

The Red Sea ships were deckless and with no more than a single floor, 
and with only one sail or mast. The Mediterranean shps were, in general, 
larger and had two rudders, and several masts and floors. 

Dhow is the current name given to one- or two-mast Arab sahg 
vessels, usually with lateen rigging. O n  the larger types, called baghla, the 
mainsail is considerably bigger than the mizzensail. The large modern dhow 
usually has two masts and presumably the ships used by Ibn Miijid had the 
same number. 

The names of the Arab ships during Ibn Miijid‘s time were based on the 
shape of the hull. Ibn Miijid mentions in his al-FawZ’id some of these ships: 
jilba, khashaba, tarrdz, mismZnjya, and ‘qkzr. Some of these are local ves- 
sels ;jilba of the Red Sea or of the Gulf of Aden; khashaba might have sailed to 
Hurmuz or to India. The mismZnj2a was put together with nails; ‘qkir was a 
light ship for sailing with tricky winds. Then, there were shps that differed 
from each other in size, speed, load conditions and other qualities marked by 
the adjectives used for this purpose.24 

24. G. R. Tibbetts, ‘Arab Navigation in the Red Sea’, Geog.J, 127,1961, pp. 47-48. 
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4.51 The Arab lateen-rigged dhow was the main vessel in the Indian Ocean 
and the Red Sea. It was one or two-masted. O n  the large types, called bughlas 

and bums, the mainsail is considerably bigger than the mixzensail 
0 From G. R. Tibbetts, Arab Navigation in the Indian Ocean befare the Coming ofthe Portuguees, 

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, London, 1971 

The ship’s boat was called sunbuq or sanbik by Ibn Mnjid. They were 
called also q&b or dung. Small boats are also known as pwruq,jaLbit and 
m~isbwab.*~ 

Medteerraneun ships 

The shps that sailed on the Mediterranean were of different kinds and forms 
and had different names, which differed from one fleet to the other, and were 
of different types in different periods. Thus, there were different hnds during 
the rule of the various dynasties over Egypt and Syria. These were daw&< 
ghurbzn, barz~q, shulund@yZt, bu!s, qurziqfr, bumm&it, tamid, and ‘asb@$yZt, each 

25. Tibbetts, ‘Arab Navigation.. .’, op. tit., p. 56. 
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of which had its own forms, activity and purpose. They were either merchant 
shps or warships. Al-Maqdisi mentions thrty-six lfferent vessels of all shapes 
and objectives, indicating their purpose, origns and forms. 

The warshps were equipped with fully armed fighting men and weapons 
for waging war. They were large and comparatively slow in speed. Let us now 
describe some of them.26 

These warshps were the most 
important pieces in the fleet and they were reported to carry thousands of 
soldiers and rowers. Some had 143 oars and were equipped with towers to 
throw n& at the enemy. The shfm was a two-banked vessel with a special 
officer in charge of each bank. The Arab warshps were equipped with the 
ram, to damage the enemy’s shps and immobilize them in order to hit them 
with projecules. The main characteristic of Arab warshps was the use of 
superstructures on the ships, a sort of forecastle that transformed the ships 
into fortified towns. Mariners, taking protection under them, engaged in 
throwing various types of missiles. Moreover, flame-throwers, usually moun- 
ted in the bows, launched ‘Greek fire’ on to the enemy ships. 

Jhulund&@ (sing. shul’and): These were decked ships on whch the sol- 
diers fought whde the rowers plied their oars beneath them. A number of 
fighting men would have sufficient space for action at a moment’s notice if the 
enemy came alongside. 

Aghribd (sing. ghurzb): These warshps were similar to the shawZ~i. They 
were so called because their forward ends were shaped like aghurzb or crow. 
They carried combat troops and were propelled by sail and oars. 

HarWq or han2qZh These warships carried incendiary materials and in- 
cendiary weapons for firing at the enemy. A harra’ga probably had 100 oars, 
was smaller than the shfna, and was equipped with ma~yanfqs (siege engmes) for 
throwing qfj? projecules. 

Al-his: These shps were used to transport fighting men, in addition to 
ammunition and provisions. A buis was a huge shp of several decks, and each 
deck was used for a specific hnd of soldier with their weapons. It was pro- 
pelled by many s d s  of about forty in number. 

Al-qclraqtr and al-bamm&t: These were ships that carried provisions and 
ammunitions. Later, al-qurZqfr were devoted to carrying provisions, and ul- 
~amndit were used to carry ammunition. 

Al-casbu+yZt: These were shallow vessels propelled by twenty oars and 
served to transfer oods and people from the shore. They accompanied large 
vessels as shallops. 

27 ShawZni (sing. shfnu OT shim; galleys) 

58 

26. Al-Qalqashandi, ,lirbb al-a‘shd, 111, p. 523. 
27. Galley: a ship or boat propelled solely or chiefly by oars, used for war and trading, 

especially in the Mediterranean Sea from the Middle Ages to the nineteenth century. 
28. Shallop: a small boat propelled by oars or sails and used chiefly in shallow waters. 
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The warshps were equipped with different kinds of weapons: munjdnfqs 
to throw stones at the enemy, nu.$ pots to destroy the siege towers of the 
enemy, naft-throwing devices (yurriqit) to throw burning liquid naft, cannon, 
gunpowder grenades, pots and rockets. 

In addition to the sea-going ships mentioned above, there were shps 
or vessels used on the rivers, such as the Nile ships, cushir$pit, burdrfq, 
rnurZkib and shukhitfr. These were used to transport corn and other goods 
across the river, or for pleasure. 

Ships of the Ottoman navy had different names. In the period of 
oared vessels of the Ottoman navy, the principal types of Ottoman shps 
were the qidiqhu (galley), qdite (gall~ot)’~ and jirqute (frigate). After the in- 
troduction of sds, the principal sahg vessels, in descending order of size, 
were the prvet, the jirqutgn and two kinds of galleon known as the iki 
umburli qubuq and the ZIC umburli. 

PARTS OF THE SHIP 

The names of the ship’s parts differ between the two main seas, the Indian 
Ocean and the Mediterranean. The following description of the parts of the 
shp is based on the shps of the Indian Ocean as described by Ibn Miijid.30 
Some parts of the ship such as the riggngs were used for gving directions 
at a certain angle from the shp’s course. These are: Tudr (the stem) whch is 
the main upright member of the bow or the forward part of a ship, ‘& 
(the stern), jawd (the tack, the main sail tack), and dimin (the clew); the 
last two are occasionally used in connection with the handling of the sail. 
These terms generally mean the four general directions, and the&[tzjju is a 
part of the ship used as a general direction. There are other parts whch 
inlcate the deviations from the true course such as the kulb which is a 
beam resting across the bows projecting at either side to form catheads; 
the qnddZmf whch is the butt of the mainyard behind the kulb; and the 
dastir which is a beam tied to the stem-post and the mast projecting 
beyond the stem like a bowsprit. Another part of the ship is the dubi.ru (the 
poopdeck) which is a cabin abaft (to the rear of) the mizzenmast (the mast 
aft or next aft of the mainmast in a shp) and used for women passengers. 
Other important parts of the ship are the masts. The dhows, whether bim 
or bughlu, have two masts, the diql and the mizzenmast. 

29. Galhot: a small swift galley formerly used in the Mediterranean. 
30. Tibbetts, ‘Arab Naskation in the Indian Ocean before the Coming offhe Portuguese.. .’, London, 

1971, pp. 47-58. 
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4.52 Two Ottoman shps of the harrdqa type in combat with the 
Venetians in 1499, at the battle of Zoncho. The Ottomans shower 

balls of fire from the top of their masts. Venetian woodcut 
0 The British Museum, London (1932-7-9-1) 
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ne sails (qilii' or shirii') 

The Arabs brought to the Mediterranean the fruits of their experience in the 
Indian Ocean. It was in the Indian Ocean that the lateen sail was invented. 
This is a triangular sail attached to a heavy spar and suspended from the mast. 
The Arabs introduced the lateen caravel into the Mediterranean. The 
advantage of such ships was that they could beat against the wind, whereas 
the square-rigged carracks of the Mediterranean could only sad before the 
wind. The principle of the lateen sail was adopted by European shp-builders 
and further developed; and ths eventually made possible the construction of 
the larger ships which crossed the Atlantic and undertook the great voyages of 
discovery.31 

Be mging (lybd) 

&&ilare the riggmgs or the ropes whch support the masts consisting of a 
series of adjustable stays.32 There are fourteen stays: the first, cimrZn&jZt, is 
fixed to the windward above the mast to take the weight of the sail and yard; 
the other eight stays are fixed on the main mast and the remaining five on the 
mizzen. The yard and sail are raised by means of the main halliard (bajju) and a 
fairly long tie which connects the yard to the upper habard block. The cables 
were made of palm fibre or a hemp (quls) used for ship's tackle and cordage. 
Papyrus was also used for this purpose. 

Be rudder (sukkiin) 

By the thirteenth century AD, the Arabs had used a true stern rudder. This 
rudder was attached or lashed to the sternpost by several pintles and 
gudgeons. 33 

B e  anchors (anjar or bawra) 
The Arabs used a stone lullick through whch an iron spike was placed to 
enable it to grip, this is called sinn. The grapnel34 as opposed to the killick was 
called haddbecause it was made of iron. The anchor was attached to a line or a 
cable called kharzb. 

31. M. W. Watt, Be Cny7uence Ofhlam on Medieval Europe, Edinburgh, 1972, pp. 19-20. 
32. Stay is a large strong rope usually of wire used to support a mast. 
33. Tibbetts, 'Arab Navigation.. .', op. it., p. 54. 
34. Grapnel: a small anchor with usual by four or five flukes used in dragging or grappling 

operations and for anchoring a dory (a flat-bottomed boat with high flaring sides) or skiff. 
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Navigational science 
ARABIC SOURCES 

The art of navigation was known as ‘ilm uL-babr or ul- ‘ul.im ul-bub+yu. There is 
a lack of source material about Arab navigation in the Indian Ocean during the 
early period. We, however, know from different contemporary and later 
sources that there &d live during the Abbasid period some important 
navigators whose original works are not extant. The works of these early pilots 
were used by the three well-known navigators who came 100 years later. 
These were Muhammad b. Shadan, Sahl b. Aban and Layth b. Kahliin. Ibn 
Majid apparently possessed the works of these three; their works were also 
used by Sidi ‘Ali Celebi.35 

Scattered references to Arab navigation are also found in the works 
of such trustworthy geographers and travellers as al-Mas‘iidi and al- 
Maqdisi. However, two works on maritime geography and sadors’ accounts 
of the Indian Ocean have survived. One of these is AkhbZr ul-$n wu-l-Hind 
(An Account of China and India), which is a collection of reports by 
various travellers includmg Sulaymiin al-Tajir. The work forms a part of 
the szlslat ul-tawitfkh, a collection of reports on China, India and other 
countries compiled by Abii Zayd al-Siriifi, in about 304/916. H e  fixed the 
date of the compilation of Akhbzr al-$n wu-l-Hind at 237/851. There is 
little doubt however that it is one of the earliest and the most authentic 
accounts of India and China in Arabic literature. The second work is A?& 
‘4i’ib aL-Hind (The Book of the Wonders of India) by Buzurg b. 
Shahriyiir. The work is a compilation of 136 tales, anecdotes and apoph- 
thegms describing the sadors’ experiences in the Gulf, the Arabian Sea and 
the South-East Asian seas and even the seas of East Africa. They belong 
to the period between 287/900 and 342/953. 

Information on Arabic naval warfare was usually incorporated into more 
general manuals of warfare, of whch a certain number existed by the fourth/ 
tenth century. Ibn al-Nadim mentions in his Rhhrist two such war manuals 
composed at the time of the caliphs al-Man+r (136-158/754-775) and al- 
Ma’miin (198-218/813-833) respectively. Special mention should be made of 
the Mameluke author Ibn Mangli whose works are a mine of information 
about Muslim ships, their technology, ‘Greek fire’, etc. including hts treatise 
al-AbkZm al-malikzjya J; funm ul-qitd j-l-babr wu-l-&w&t uL-mZmi~+ya. 
Information about navigation is also found abundantly in the Arab geo- 
graphers, works from Ibn Khurradndhbih onwards, and also in al-Mas‘adi in 
whose Mu%‘ al-dhahab there is ample information about the seas, sailors and 
navigation in general. 

35. S. M. Ahmad, A Histogi OfArab-Idamic Giogrqbb, Amman, 1995, pp. 42-43. 
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4.53 The Hariri shp. From a manuscript of al-Hariri’s hAzqimat, 
dustrated in Iraq in 1237. 

The boat was used on the Euphrates river. 
It uses both sail and oars. 

It also has a rudder, somethg whch dld not reach 
the Latin Mediterranean for several centuries 

0 Bibliothtque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 5847, fol. 119v) 
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Arab navigational science reached its zenith with Ibn Miijid and Sulaymiin 
al-Mahri for practical and theoretical knowledge of navigation and the seas 
which they incorporated in their works. These cover such practical knowledge 
as landmarks, the coasts and the islands, monsoons, navigational instructions, 
descriptions of the seas, and the coastal areas of the three continents known to 
them, viz. Asia, Europe and Africa. The works of these two great navigators 
constitute the best sources for the navigational geography of the south seas 
and for navigational science of the period. Their works had also influenced the 
Ottoman navigators. Sidi ‘Ali Re% (Celebi) (d. 970/1562), the well-known 
Ottoman admiral, in his short Mzqaddma to hs work al-Miq!dj ‘ilm al-afi-k wa- 
I-abbzr, points out that he depended for hs knowledge upon the fruitful dis- 
cussions that he had with al-Mahri whom he had met in the Persian Gulf, and 
upon two books of Ibn Mnjid and three of Sulaymiin al-Mahri.36 

Navigational science deals with a variety of subjects including construc- 
tion of vessels, arrangement of their equipment and instruments, and sailing 
on the seas which is dependent upon a knowledge of the sea-routes, countries 
and regions, directions of the winds, and principles of time-keeping and 
geometry. 

In his Ehib al-fimi’idj z@l ‘ilm al-babr wa-l-qawz‘id, Ibn Mnjid covers the 
general aspects of the science of navigation as also guidelines for navigators. 
In the secondfz’idz, he points out what the prerequisites for sailing on the seas 
are: knowledge of the mansions of the moon, the divisions of the compass 
card, the winds, seasons of the seas, the instruments, and the essentials re- 
quired of the captains of vessels. It is incumbent upon the captain to know the 
rising and setting of the stars, the latitudes and longitudes, the coasts and their 
landfalls, the changes of the waters, high and low tides; he should make sure 
that all the navigational instruments are in order. H e  should not sail on a boat 
on which he is not obeyed, and should not sail if the season is imperfect. 
Then, he should be patient, soft-spoken, should not deprive the merchants of 
their rights; he should be courageous, literate, and of good behaviour. 

SEA-CHARTS AND MAPS 

There is no doubt that during the medieval period, the Arab navigators of the 
Indian Ocean used sea-charts. According to Marco Polo, the Arabs had good 
charts. Two references are of some interest here. One of these is the sea-chart 
described by Joiio de Barros which Ibn Miijid had shown to Vasco da Gama 
during his meeting with the latter in East Africa (Malindi). The chart, 
accordtng to Joiio de Barros, depicted the entire coast of India and had the 
meridians and the parallels drawn on it in the Moorish (Arab) way but had no 
rhombus of the winds indicated on it. The squares formed by these lines were 

36. S. M. Ahmad, A €&toy.. ., op. cit., p. 249. 
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very small; hence, the coast traced between the two rhombuses of north- 
south and east-west was very exact. In the opinion of Teixeira da Mota, the 
parallels may have represented the altitudes of the stars and were probably 
traced in the scale 1/4 x 1/4 of an isba (1 36‘), conforming to the altitudes 
given in the works of Ibn Miijid and Sulaymiin al-Mahri, and the meridians 
would have been lines of equal distance, east-west, at an interval of perhaps 24 
hours or 8 

In the sixteenth century, the leadership of M u s h  navigation was as- 
sumed by the Ottomans. They adopted all aspects of navigational progress. 
The portolan chart was one of these. The progress achieved in portolan 
charts by the Ottomans is evident in the Et& Bajhjye. Its author, Piri 

compiled it in two versions (926/1520 and 932/1526 respectively), 
producing a navigational description of the entire Mediterranean; the book is 
divided into a number of chapters of text, each of which is accompanied by a 
chart of the respective segment. Moreover, the second and longer version is 
preceded by a versified introduction where the author expounds in con- 
siderable detail the art of navigation besides describing in broad terms the 
world‘s oceans and the ongoing voyages of Great Discoveries. As a book of 
sdng directions encompassing the entire Mediterranean and an atlas of 
enlarged charts of smaller segments of that sea, the Ehib-i Babeye is unique 
in portolan literature; and as a text that includes, in the second version, the 
latest information about the discovery of America and other great voyages, it 
stands out in contemporary Islamic literature. The famous Piri Re’is Map 
drawn in AD 1513 shows the western coast of Africa, the eastern coast of 
South America and the northern coast of Antarctica. Ths map is sdl the 
subject of speculation and research (See Fig. 6.2). 

From the middle of the tenth/sixteenth century, some members of the 
Sifiiqsi family of Tunisia distinguished themselves by producing several maps 
between 958/1551 and 1009/1601. The oldest member of the family, ‘Ab b. 
Ahmad b. Muhammad, compiled an atlas in eight sheets in 958/1551. Among 
the various maps, it contains maps of the coastal regions of the Black Sea and 
the Sea of Azov. The atlas was probably constructed for some sea captain who 
sded on the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. The same cartographer was 
perhaps responsible for the world map dated 987/1579, whch was an attempt 
to combine the Catalonian sea map with that of al-Idrisi, to produce a new 
Arab sea map. Another member of the family, Muhammad b. ‘Ah al-Sharafi, 
produced a world map in 1009/1601, the eastern half of which was based on 
al-Idrisi and the western half and the Black Sea on Catalonian portolans. 

(1 ~ 5 m  = 3farsakh~).~~ 

37. S. M. Ahmad, Affi~toy ..., op. cit., pp. 239-240. 
38. P. Kahle, pin’ Re% Bahrije, Berlin, 1926; S. Soucek, ‘A propos du Livre d’instructions 

Nautiques de Piri Re’is’, in RE/, 41, 1973, pp. 241-255. 
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NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

During the Abbasid period, the Muslims invented or improved some 
important navigational instruments - astrolabes were already used by them 
by the fourth/tenth century, and their legacy contributed to the new 
discoveries by the Portuguese and other European nations in the fifteenth 
century.39 They also used detailed satling &rectories (h$tir) and charts 
(;@war). In contrast to our scanty knowledge of Byzantine maps and 
portolans, of which little has remained, there is ample information about 
the cartography of the Arabs, with many Arabic maps preserved. 

Arab navigators used various navigational instruments for the measure- 
ment of the altitudes of the stars and for other observations. Among the most 
important instruments were : 

The khmhaba, kamdandlob: This instrument was a plate of wood through 
which a knotted string was threaded, and was the chief instrument for mea- 
surement in medieval Islamic navigation. It was held at fBed distances from 
the eye using the knots placed on the string, and ths enabled the height of the 
plate to measure different angular altitudes. The khashaba orignally re- 
presented the hand of the navigator held at arm’s length. 

The lob of Si& ‘Ali Celebi had nine tablets or boards. The first board is 
dwided into four isba ; the second tablet is one isba more than the first and so 
on unul the ninth. Through the middle of d the tablets passes a thread, so that 
it increases from the first to the second by half an isbac and so on until the 
ninth. 

The magnetic compass: The oldest reference to the compass in Arabic 
literature goes back to the year 240/854, when Ibn ‘Idhiin in hs al-BqZn al- 
Mighhrib cited an old verse mentioning qaramzt (calarnita) , which according to 
Dozy, corresponds to a corn pas^.^' It is reported also that al-Idrisi (wrote in 
549/1154) mentioned the compass in more than one place.41 

The compass is mentioned also by later writers such as Mc&arnmad 
al-‘Awfi in his jkimZc al-bik&it (c. 617/1220 or 626/1228)42 who de- 
scribes a fish compass floating in a water basin. ‘Awfi’s travels were made 

39. T. A. Shumovsky, ‘A Fifteenth-Century Arabian Marine Encyclopaedia’, in Bocs. ofthe 253 
Internal, Congress of Orientalists, Moscow, 1960. 

40. E. Wiedemann, Au$Gqe ZurArabiscben ~ssenschaftsgeschicbte, Hildesheim, 1970, I, p. 37. See 
also Dozy, Supplement, 11, Beirut, 1968, pp. 345-346; E. Wiedemann, ‘Maghnatis’, in E(, 
2nd ed., Leiden, 1986, 5, p. 1169. 

41. S.S. Nadvi, ‘Arab Navigation’, in hlamic Culture, 1942, 16, p.404. Because of their 
importance, these two reports deserve to .be re-examined. 

42. Tibbetts, ‘Arab Navigation...’, op. it., p. 290; J. Needham, Sience and Gvihxation in Gina, 
W/l, Cambridge, 1962, p. 247. 
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in Eastern Islamic lands and represent navigational knowledge of the Indian 
Ocean and the Arabian Sea.43 Baylak al-Qibajqi in KanT al-t.yZr observed the 
compass on a voyage from Tripoli to Alexandria, in 640/1242. H e  gave a 
detailed description of the floating compass as he saw it. H e  mentions also 
that the captains in the Indian Ocean use the fish compass in their 
navigation. Both al-‘Awfi and Baylak Qibajqi were describing a device that 
was in common use in Arab navigation a very long time before their 
writings. 

The first discovery of the compass is credited to the Chinese, and whe- 
ther the Arabs developed it independently or not is not known. In Europe, the 
first mention of the compass was in a book by Alexander Neckam (end of 
twelfth century, around 1300).44 It is natural to assume that since the Arabs 
had been using the compass in navigation since the ninth century, the 
knowledge of its use was transmitted to Europe. However, some Western 
historians of technology are of the opinion that the compass was first used in 
Europe; and due to this opinion, the question of who was the first to use the 
compass in navigation is one of the important undecided issues in the history 
of technology. 

Ibn Mqid seems to have introduced some basic changes to the magnetic 
compass. He says that he had fured the maghncitis (magnetized needle) over the 
bzqqu (bayt al-‘ibra). When Ibn Miijid claims that he fixed the magnetized 
needle over the bzqqa with great skill not laid down in any book, he must have 
fixed the needle in a dry bzqqa in such a manner that the needle was able to 
revolve easily, pointing to the south.45 

Comparing the navigational instruments used in Egypt and the Maghrib 
with the instruments of the Inlan Ocean, Ibn Miijid says: ‘Our latitudes and 
longitudes are governed by the bayt al-‘ibra, whch is the bzqqa, and by 942. 
Hence, we can change the course of a boat (in mid-ocean), while they cannot, 
as they have only the bzqqa to enable them to turn to the right or left.’46 

Measzrements 

The most important aspect of Arab navigational science was the technique 
followed by them for the measurement of the star altitudes. One obtained the 
latitudinal position of the ship by measuring the altitude of the polar star 
from the position of the shp (on sea). For this purpose, the instruments 

43. Nadvi, ‘Arab Navigation’, op. cit., pp. 404-408; see also G. Le Bon, GviLi~ahon $the Arabs, 

44. G. Sarton, Intmdzdon to the HiJtoty $Science, New York, 1975, 11, p. 385. 
45. S. M. Ahmad, A H ~ t o r y  . . ., op. it., p. 239. See also Tibbetts, ‘Arab Navigation.. . ’, op. it., 

46. S. M. Ahmad, ibid., p. 238. 

trans. A. Zu‘aiter, 1969, p. 484. (In Arabic.) 

pp. 290-299. 
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mentioned above were used and there were certain conditions to obtain good 
and accurate measurements: (1) Good weather conditions for observation; 
(2) Careful use of the instruments and careful observation; (3) Verification of 
the results of the measurements with earlier measurements based on readings 
and experience. 

The art of Arab navigation by stellar altitude consisted of measuring the 
latitude of a bright s h n g  star, and if the polar star was above the horizon and 
the whole of the northern sky was obscured by cloud, the latitude or the polar 
altitude could be estimated by measuring the altitudes of stars in the southern 
sky even by some equatorial star. 

The Arab navigators adopted certain methods to use the stars for de- 
termining the latitude. Ibn Majid mentions seventy different methods of qiy2.r 
in his work al-FawZ’id whde al-Mahri mentions six or seven of these methods. 
One can classify them accordmg to the culmination of the star on the mer- 
idian, i.e. the abhlmeasurement, or taking the altitude of two stars when they 
are in a position of equal altitude. (Most of Ibn Majid’s methods mentioned in 
al-fiwci’id are of this abhl category.) One could check a group measurement 
by introducing a thrd or a fourth star. One can also classify them according to 
the relationship of one star to the horizon and measuring the variations of a 
second star due to latitude position, called the @.’id system, or accordmg to al- 
qiy2.r al-mtl‘allaq (the two stars are attached by the close relationshp of the 
movement of one to the other). 

There are various kinds of measurements: the basic one consisted of 
measuring the polar star when it was at its minimum altitude; this method was 
employed in the Indian Ocean. In the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, the 
method was to measure the noon altitude of the sun. It was to this position 
that all the calculations (altitudes) were reduced. The polar star position gave 
the clue to the bdf, which is the difference between the height of the polar 
star at the culmination and its height at its minimum altitude. There were other 
q92.r measurements: the use of al-mmabba ‘ al-tahtZnF and that of al-mmabba ‘Zn 
al-mzltawa.r&in of the Southern Cross. In addition to the qiya measurement, of 
the stellar altitude, there was another measurement namely ma.ri$a or long- 
itudinal distance between the coasts in xZm. It is a measurement of the long- 
itude from the rise and fall of two stars (east and west). The method of 
measuring the mags tq%biyya (empirical distance), however, is not accurate, 
and its errors are due to variations in the shp’s speed, variations in the 
strength of the.wind, variations in the strength of the currents and direction of 
the wind. The accurate ma@a hi.rZb@a (mathematical distance) is obtained by 
using a series of ti@ calculations using the departure figures. 

In addition to the q52.r measurements, we must mention the bearings and 
routes, the monsoons and the ishZrZt. All these combine the theory and the 
practice of navigation. The compass bearing enables a route to be laid down, 
which is the course followed for a particular stretch of the &ra (route). B r a  
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means shipping from one port to the other. The routes are of two types: al- 
md, i.e. the coastal route which requires keen sight and a knowledge of the 
coasts and the ish&; and al-matlag, the direct route between two points, 
whch requires a knowledge of the bearings, of the coast and of the @a. The 
distance travelled by a ship on a fured bearing in order to raise its altitude by 
one isba' is called ti@. The ti@ measurements were calculated in .@m (a three- 
hour sailing). Thus, eight .@ms were covered in twenty-four hours. The isba'is 
divided into eight ~Zms, which is the eighth part of twenty-four hours. One 
isba' = 1 '36', hence, one xZm = 12'. The dhz/bbZn equals four isba's, i.e. 6'24'. 
But the ti@ calculations were not accurate, and the navigators were careful 
when making them, but experience helped them in doing so. 

The technique in achieving the desired route lies in the knowledge of the 
isbZrZk the tides, winds, landmarks, colour of the water, currents, animals, the 
depth of the sea-bottom, the coastline and configuration, islands, mountains 
and water obstructions. The instrument used for the depth of sea bottom was 
the bild (a plumb lead line). 
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Chapter 4.9 

MILITARY TECHNOLOGY 
Donald R. HilL 

Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with milttary technology in Islam, but does not 
include incendiary devices, gunpowder or firearms (for whch see Chapter 
4.4). The period under review is therefore from the first/seventh century until 
the end of the ninth/fifteenth (although it must be remembered that cavalry 
and edged weapons continued in use in all areas up to the twentieth century). 
In the present context, ‘military technology’ means weapons and equipment - 
their manufacture and use - together with sections on milttary treatises, 
fortifications and communications. These technical aspects of mhtary history 
are, of course, only part of the story. Battles, campaigns and wars are decided 
by many factors, includmg: leadership, tactical and strategic skills, morale, 
training, numbers, terrain, weather, health and commissariat, as well as by 
technical proficiency in weapons and their use. It is the task of the military 
historian to take all these factors into account when determining the causes for 
the outcome of wars and battles. 

Over the centuries, the composition of Muslim armies and their arms, 
equipment and tactics varied greatly. For example, the Arab armies of the early 
conquests made skillful use of camel-based mobility, but fought pitched bat- 
tles on foot, whereas the Turks depended largely upon archers mounted on 
horseback. In this chapter, it would not clearly be possible to give a compre- 
hensive account of the military technologies of all the different groups. 
Attention will therefore be focused on the development of the main types of 
weaponry and equipment. 

Quite apart from the difficulty of condensing a large volume of data into 
a short space, problems also arise from the nature of the source material. 
Before the latter part of the sixth/twelfth century, almost nothing has sur- 
vived in the way of treatises dealing directly with military matters, although 
some of the teachings of earlier masters are preserved in later manuals. Our 
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information for the first five Islamic centuries comes from scattered reports in 
the works of historians, poets, and even writers of popular romances. These 
works have never been systematically combed for their military contents, and 
at present our information for this period is therefore fragmentary and in- 
complete. The Mameluke treatises, on the other hand, are a mine of in- 
formation on military matters, at a time when Muslim military efficiency had 
reached a high level of excellence. The Mameluke victories over the Mongols 
and the Crusaders were due in large measure to this technical efficiency. By 
comparison, the Arab armies in the early conquests 'were inferior to their 
enemies in most of the technical branches of warfare, with the notable ex- 
ception of long-range mobihty. Their successes were due to a combination of 
the other factors listed at the beginning of this chapter. Although, therefore, 
circumstances compel us to devote a disproportionate amount of space to the 
Mameluke period, this imbalance does not represent a complete distortion of 
the picture, since at this time Muslim military technology had reached a peak 
of its development. 

Muslim military treatises 
From the closing years of the sixth/twelfth century and for about the next 300 
years, a large number of mrlitary manuals were composed, most of them in 
Egypt. Over fifty of these works have survived,l but only a few have been 
published. Their quality is very uneven: some are very short, others are 
essentially works of udzb literature, redolent of the study rather than the 
battlefield. The best of them, however, give us invaluable information about the 
weapons, equipment and training of the Mameluke cavalryman. It has been 
customary to &vide these works into three basic types: (1) f,r%x&u, i.e. 
horsemanship in its widest sense; (2) archery; (3) strategy, tactics and weapons. 
To some extent, these categories overlap - for instance far%x&yu includes 
instruction on the use of the bow and the lance from horseback. Nevertheless, 
the categorization is a useful method for describing the main features of the 
manuals. Given the large number of these treatises, it will not be possible here 
to mention any but the most important of these works. 

Thef.ir%x&a manuals cover the training of horse and rider to form a single 
unit, the training of the rider in the skillful use of weapons, cavalry tactics in the 
field, the techniques of single combat, tournaments, and the elements of vet- 
erinary science. Perhaps the earliest of these writings is Ehib al-Fzr%s&a wu-l- 
baytaru (Book of Horsemanshp and Veterinary Science). Although none of the 
surviving manuscripts antedates the beginning of the seventh/thrteenth cen- 
tury, this work includes the basic teaching and practice of Muhammad b. Ya'qab 
b. A h -  Hiziim al-Khuttali. He was stable master to the Abbasid caliph al- 

l. See Scanlon, 1961, pp. 6-20. 
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Mu‘tasim (218- 227/833- 842). Since, however, the extant manuscripts come 
after the Crusades and after the period when Byzantine sources on mihtary 
techniques were available to the Muslims, an investigation of all the manuscripts 
is essential before the question of incorporated influences can be safely decided. 
The most important of thefur%s&ya treatises was composed by the great tour- 
nament master and lance-jouster Najm al-Din A W b  al-Andab al-Rammiih (d. 
694/1294). Entitled EtZb al-Funis&ya bi-ram aljihZd (Book of Horsemanship for 
the Holy War), it exists in thirteen manuscript copies, many of them illustrated. 
It was the source book for all future work on the subject of cavalry exercises, 
tournaments and battle formations. There is also an exhaustive work called 
hGhZyat ai-su’l wa-l-umnbya afi. ta ‘allurn a ‘mil alf.%r%szjya (An End to Questioning 
and Desiring Further Knowledge] Concerning the Learning of the Different 
Exercises in Horsemadup), attributed to Muhammad b. ‘Isa al-Aqsara’i who 
died in Damascus in 749/1348. Ths treatise, of which nine manuscript copies 
are known, has been described as the most important of all the sources in Arabic 
on Muslim military organization, training and theory. 

The archery treatises include descriptions of various types of bow, their 
manufacture and use, together with tradtions relating to the exploits of cele- 
brated archers. The earliest example w e  have is part of a manual of war written 
in Persian and having the title A&b al-barb wa-l-sh@‘a (Rules of Conduct for 
War and Bravery). Its author was Fakhr-i Mudabbir, who dedicated it to the 
Delhi Sultan Shams al-Din Iltutmish (reigned 608-633/1211- 1236). Of the 
sources in Arabic perhaps the most important are those by Taybugha al- 
Baldamishi (d. 797/1394 in Damascus). 

Works in the third category include such subjects as fortifications, siege 
warfare and siege engines, camping and constructing palisades, spying and 
stratagems, and battle formations. In this category, we have several important 
treatises, among which is Tab;frat arblb al-alblb ji kqfgyat ai-nqiit ji-l-burtsb 
(Instructions of the Masters of the Skills of the Methods of Salvation in Wars). 
Ths was written for Sal* al-Din (Saladin) by Murda (or Mar&) b. ‘Ah al- 
Tarsiisi about 583/1187. A second treatise, al-Tadhkira al-haraw&yaj-l-b&al al- 
hadzjyya (Things Worth Mentioning about Warlike Stratagems), was by ‘Ah b. 
Abi Bakr al-Harawi (d. 61 1/1214), and is a very thorough study in twenty-four 
books of the Muslim army in the field and under siege. The unique manuscript 
is dated 602/1205, and so was written within the author’s lifetime. 

Cavalry 
The number of horses avdable to the Muslims in the early days was very small. 
Indeed, even camels were in short supply; on the march to the battlefield of 
Badr, two or three warriors had to take turns in riding a camel. The horse 
requires a daily supply of water, grains and greenstuffs. If water is not available 
then the milk of two camel-mares is required to nourish one horse every day. 
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The possession of a horse in Arabia was therefore a mark of superiority and 
wealth. It is only possible to rear horses in any numbers in the peninsula in 
zones of steppe vegetation, notably in parts of Najd. It was there that the horse 
appeared among the nomadic tribes hardly a century before the advent of 
Islam. These tribes adopted the institution of the himz, a natural reserve for 
stockbreeding, into which no tribe, except the owners, could enter and where 
the animals lived and bred completely freely. Ths method of stockbreeding 
was the only feasible one in a land of scanty vegetation and it was followed by 
the large Arab confederation of Ghassiin in southern Syria, who supplied 
horses to the Byzantines. Similarly, the Lakhmids in southern Iraq, benefiting 
from the bloodstock of Persia, used the bimz system with success. 

The position of the Muslims began to improve with the accession of 
Mecca to Islam, since the richer Meccans could always put an effective cavalry 
force into the field. Nevertheless, the Muslims’ opponents, beyond the borders 
of Arabia, were greatly superior in the cavalry army - not only in numbers but 
in techniques - and the Muslims used their best endeavours, successfully, to 
bring their enemies to battle in terrain unsuitable for cavalry. In the decisive 
battles of the Yarmuk against the Byzantines, and Qiidisiyya against the 
Persians, the Arab victories were due to the valour and resolution of their 
infantry. After these battles, Syria and Iraq were rapidly occupied by the Arabs 
and horses became available to them in greater numbers. The cahph ‘Umar I 
took care to ensure that ,himris were established in those countries, to guarantee 
a regular supply of horses to the armies. An even more significant development 
took place after the conquests in Iran, Central Asia and North Africa. The 
caliphs were able to recruit the recently-converted mounted peoples of Iran, 
Turzin and the Maghrib - Persians, Turks, Mongols, Turkmen and Berbers - as 
their regular cavalry. All the Muslim sovereigns continued to draw upon this 
inexhaustible supply of men and horses until the ninth/fifteenth century. 

Cavalry, the most prestigous and impressive of all the branches of armies 
until recent times, has received more than its fair share of attention from 
historians and poets. Because of this tendency, caution is necessary when 
assessing the relative roles of cavalry and infantry in battles and campaigns. It 
should also be remembered that certain types of terrain, such as mountainous 
country or marshlands, are unsuitable for cavalry. 

These reservations notwithstanding, it is undeniable that well-trained 
cavalry units were a formidable force in medieval warfare when conditions 
were favourable. The cavalry of the Mameluke state in the first 150 years of its 
existence reached a peak of efficiency that remained unsurpassed unul the 
introduction of firearms. Their tactics were based upon the ancient methods 
of the steppe-nomads, and became much more effective by the invention of 
the stirrup in the first/seventh century. The bow was the key weapon of the 
Mamelukefitiis (horseman, knight). H e  was trained to shoot with great speed 
and accuracy, and enemy formations were often demoralized and thrown into 
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disarray by archery before being engaged by the Muslims in close combat. A 
favourite tactic was the feigned retreat, by which the enemy army, or part of it, 
was lured into ambush and annihilated. Even before Mameluke times, the 
marches of Crusading armies across Asia Minor were turned into nightmares 
by constant harassment from flank and rear by mounted Turhsh bowmen. 
Being armed with long-range weapons, the Mamelukes were in many cir- 
cumstances more formidable than the heavy cavalry of the Franks. 

Young mamelukes (slaves) were purchased from abroad by the sultan. 
There was no stigma attached to slavery - mamelukes could reach the highest 
religious and state offices. Mihtary training took place in the hbzq (sing. tabaqa), 
the barracks of Cairo citadel whtch housed the military school. The iibzq were 
reserved exclusively for the Royal Mamelukes (al-mamZhk uL.r~~t~qyu) who 
constituted the backbone of the Mameluke army. In the heyday of the 
Mameluke sultanate, the education of the young recruits was very strict. 
Before majority, they were taught the Qur’gn, the Arabic script, the shari‘a 
(Islamic law) and Muslim prayers. No mameluke was permitted to spend a 
night outside the tibzq. 

The actual military training in the &bZq began when the mameluke 
reached hts majority. There was a mu ‘allim (teacher, master off.n7s@a) to each 
group of marnelukes. The f”n7.ri~yz exercises comprised equitation, lance ex- 
ercises, archery and fencing. The training in horsemanship was very thorough. 
The initial stages consisted of teachtng the pupil to sit firmly on a bareback 
horse, then to canter, trot and gallop - all without a saddle. O n  a saddled 
horse the mameluke learned how to sit steadily in the saddle, how to step into 
the stirrups, how to amble and how to turn. Some technical treatises on 
fun7s5ya provide us with important information on the lfferent methods of 
jumping, riding, sitting, dismounting, holding the equipment, and using the 
stirrups. It was obligatory for the mameluke to be proficient in all these ac- 
tivities. Only when he had mastered the sktlls of horsemanship did he begin 
his weapon training (see the next two sections). 

Once they had become completely trained in the use of the bow, lance 
and sword, the mamelukes were sent for training in the hippodrome (mq&n). 
This was cavalry training proper, i.e. coaching in teamwork. The mamelukes 
did group exercises, learning how to enter, come out, turn right or left, ad- 
vance or retreat together and to know, in any fight, their own place as well as 
that of their comrades. A squadron of Royal Mamelukes was therefore com- 
posed of individual riders each trained in horsemanship and weapon usage, the 
whole constituting a body trained to act as a cohesive fighting unit. An army 
consisting of such formations, led by able generals, formed a formidable 
mditary machine. The efficiency of this corps d ’dite was the main factor in the 
Mameluke victories over the Crusaders and the Mongols. 
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4.54 Four cavalrymen, each one having a sword and a hide shield. 
The riders trot round a circular hippodrome pool. 

The@n@yyah manuals are full of exercises 
and instructions on the training of the MamelukefXr 

Arabic manuscript, fourteenth century 
0 British Library, London (MS. Add. 18866, fol. 140r) 
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Edged weapons and side arms 

The sword (qf) was one of the two main personal weapons of Muslim warriors 
(the other being the lance); it was used for personal defence, hand-to-hand 
fighting and single combat. Indeed, swords were the most highly esteemed of 
all weapons and were often given names; we have records of many of these 
from the earliest days of Islam and throughout the medieval period. Yet it is not 
possible to identify a typical Islamic sword, because the construction, length 
and shape varied according to the area and the period. In Arabia, one of the 
distinguishing marks of a tribe was the length of the swords used by its 
members. The curved ‘scimitar’, often regarded as typical of Islamic weaponry, 
did not come into use until quite late - it may have appeared in the eighth/ 
fourteenth century, although the actual date of its appearance is still not 
decided. The commonest type of sword in use in the Islamic heartlands during 
the Middle Ages, and of which there are many examples in illustrations and as 
museum exhibits, was of the pattern shown in Figure 4.54. The blade (.@I) had 
one cutting edge (shaJFa), which was curved for about one span (some 22 cm) 
towards the tip (dhzr‘Zba). This curved section was called the midrab (chest), 
since ths was the part with which one struck the target. The back (mah) was 
sometimes curved slightly over the length of the midrab. The hilt (magbidor 
ni;Zb) had a knob or pommel (d%) and a cross-piece (kzrlhb); hilts were made of 
steel, ivory, ebony or other hard material. 

Swords were manufactured in a number of centres in the Middle East 
and were also imported from India; Inlan swords were in use in Arabia in 
pre-Islamic times and later. At the battle of Yamma in the year 12/633 the 
Muslims’ opponents were armed with Indian swords, and there are frequent 
references to them in the works of Islamic poets. Yemeni swords were famous 
as were those from Damascus. There has been some controversy over the 
origin of the Damascus blade, made of fine steel with a beautiful pattern 
@+zd); it has been suggested that these blades were imported from India, or 
at least that they were manufactured from ingots of Indun steel. It has been 
established, however, that blades were made in Damascus from locally-mined 
ore. In fact, there was a two-way technology transfer between Syria and India. 
In Muslim Spain, the secret of the manufacture of Damascus swords was 
dffused to Toledo - Toledo blades became famous in Western Europe. 

Various exercises were used to train the mamelukes in the use of the 
sword. Exercises were begun with light swords through several weights to a 
heavy battle-sword. Clay was placed on a table and the pupil was required to 
strike it with the sword, maintaining a single posture, 24 times on the first day, 
50 times on the second, 75 on the hrd, increasing the number of blows daily 
until he reached 1,000 hits in one day. Then layers of felt were placed on the clay 
and the mameluke had to attempt to cut through the felt down to the clay. The 
number of layers was increased from 5 on the first day up to 100 by the end of 
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ths phase of the training. To train the mameluke to deliver blows of different 
strength, the fencing master made him cut sheets of paper that were placed on a 
cotton-filled pdlow. The object of the exercise was to cut through a stipulated 
number of sheets at each blow. For training in the use of the sword from 
horseback, a green reed the height of the flirzir was fixed in the ground. The 
horseman approached it from the right, riding very fast, and cut about a span 
from it. H e  repeated the exercise a number of times until only about a cubit of 
the length of the reed remained. Next five reeds were erected on the right-hand 
side of thefks, the distance between each pair of reeds about 10 cubits. The 
horseman approached, cutting each reed, piece by piece, as in the preceding 
exercise. The last exercise of ths kind involved the placing of five reeds on the 
right and five on the left, for the fZs to cut through piece by piece. Only then 
did the master begin to teach the mameluke how to use the sword in the battle 
when meeting the enemy, in case of attack and in case of retreat, and also how to 
use two swords at once. These skdls were taught in consecutive exercises, whch 
led to full qualification in the art of fencing. 

The lance (mmb) was widely used in pre-Islamic times and remained a 
standard weapon in M u s h  armies. The sword was relatively expensive, 
whereas a simple lance could be made by fitting an iron spearhead to the 
straight branch of a tree. Longer lances of good-quality wood were, of course, 
considerably more costly and beyond the reach of the poorer members of the 
community. The shafts of such lances were sometimes made of bamboo; in 
this case the lance was known as a ganzt. The length of lances could vary 
greatly, the shortest being no more than about 2 m while the longest were 
about 7 m or even more. The main parts of the lance were the shaft (matn), the 
head (sin&) with a socket (tha'alaba) for fitting over the shaft, and a pointed 
ferrule ( 7 ~ )  at the bottom of the shaft. 

In fighting with the lance, the two-handed technique was used, as op- 
posed to the 'couched' method prevalent in Europe. It is doubtful whether 
the latter was the superior method, as has been suggested by some historians; 
rather it is the case that both methods have their advantages and drawbacks. In 
the couched method, the heavy lance becomes, as it were, an extension of the 
rider's arm and the shock of impact is very great. O n  the other hand, the lance 
cannot be used effectively in close combat. At all events, the survival of the 
two-handed lance technique suggests that there may have been more to re- 
commend it than is sometimes supposed. Perhaps this is also indicated by the 
revival of the lighter weapon in later lance units in Europe, the Middle East, 
Central Asia and Inda. 

Training in the lance game occupied an important part in the tuition of 
the mamelukes. Treatises on furis4ya contain advice about the lance exercises, 
in whch the big42 figured prominently. This was a wooden target consisting of 
seven segments, one placed on the other, with the seventh reachmg the height 
of the horse, and topped by a metal ring fured to a piece of wood. The 
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mounted mameluke approach the bi@3 in an attempt to hurl the lance-head 
through the metal ring. If he succeeded, the piece of wood faed to the ring 
came down; if he faded, his lance would fall to the ground. The bi$is was not 
the only target in the lance game. Najm al-Din al-Ahdab al-Ramm% mentions 
cones which used to be scattered on the ground, to be collected by the 
mounted mamlik with the point of his lance. The same author refers also to 
metal rings, twelve in number fured to a piece of metal, which all had to be 
caught in one attempt; to a ball placed on a person’s head and to be speared by 
the lance - and to many other procedures of a similar kind. 

Written instructions for the use of the lance were laid down by some 
j.k&@ya masters under the collective title of bmid (sing. band), whch here 
means ‘lance exercises’. The author of Nb@t al-m’l wa-l-.uz@ya states that 
these bzmid gave flexibllity to the members of the body, enabling the f Z s  to 
hurry, to attack, to circle and to flee. Najm al-Din al-Ahdab al-Rammnh 
summarized the rules of attack in seventy-two banid, in each of whch he 
explains in detail how the lance was to be held and tilted when the enemy was 
attacked. These seventy-two bmid were later reduced to fifty by an anony- 
mous lance-master who hoped thus to shorten the period of training. 

Various other weapons were used by Muslim warriors. The spear, ‘aaqa 
or barbs, could be used for stabbing or throwing. The Prophet used his spear 
(ba&a) as a javelin. The knife (kbiyizr) was worn in the belt or under the clothing 
and was used for personal defence and in close combat. Mameluke horsemen 
usually carried a mace (dabbif) which was worn at the rider’s right knee, its 
handle protruding below the hem of his outer garment. Maces came in various 
shapes and sizes, though the favourite had a cubic head, thus resembling a 
mallet. Mameluke maces were made of iron and steel. The mace had to be 
tightly secured beneath the stirrup-leather to prevent it working loose and 
hampering the rider, or worse, dropping out altogether. There were two types 
of shield: the hraqa made of hide and the t m  made of wood and metal. In a 
number of lance exercises, the mamlik was required to use the lance and the 
shield together. 

Archery 
The bow and arrow have been used by man since prehstoric times for hunting 
and warfare. From the earliest days of Islam, archers, both mounted and on 
foot, played a prominent role in Muslim armies. The Prophet himself used a 
bow at the battle of Uhud. Among his Companions, Sa‘d b. Abi Waqqns, who 
led the victorious Muslims against the Persians at the battle of Qndisiyya, was 
noted for his skill as an archer. The use of the bow by leaders and klite troops 
is in marked dlstinction from the situation in Europe, where the kmghts never 
deigned to practise archery, except for the hunt. In the battle, the bowmen 
were infantry, recruited mainly from the peasantry and small farmers. As w e  
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have seen, the Crusaders were often in difficulties against the highly-trained 
Mameluke knights, who were formidable archers. 

Three types of bow were in use in Arabia in pre-Islamic and early Islamic 
times: that made of a single stave; that made of two staves joined together; 
that made with a wooden core backed with sinew and lined with horn. The 
question of old Arab bows is a subject requiring investigation, since there is a 
good deal of conflicting information in the sources. It is not possible to enter 
into a discussion of this subject here and attention will therefore be focused on 
the third type, which was the weaponpur excellence of Turkish cavalry, notably 
the Mamelukes. 

The construction of a composite bow is a lengthy and highly-skilled 
procedure.2 The first component to be worked was the wooden core, which to 
a large extent determined the final form of the bow and served as the foun- 
dation to which the horn and sinew were later glued. The core consisted of five 
main sections. The grip had to be relatively thick and rigid, so that it did not 
bend in the hand. At either side of the grip were the dustzrs, the two working 
parts of the limb which took all the bend. The wood in these sections could 
either be flat or slightly oval in shape and about one eighth of an inch thick 
along the centre-line. At either end of the bow, continuous with the dusturs, 
were the s&h. These were ridged portions, curved towards the tip and shaped 
to give, in cross-section, a shallow triangle which gave the structural rigidity 
required at the end of the bow (see Figs 4.55; 4.56). In Turkish bows the grip 
was usually fashioned from one piece of wood, while both dustzr and @uh were 
formed, without join, from another. In the Persian design, on the other hand, 
the grip, dzjstzr and s&h were made from three different pieces of wood, and 
this method is sometimes encountered in Turkish bows. Sino-Tatar bows al- 
most invariably have a long unbroken strip of bamboo for both d..rt&s and grip. 
The most complex are the types from central South India, in which seven 
separate pieces of wood are used for the construction of the core. 

The various sections of the core were united by means of single fish-tail 
or V-form, spliced and glued together. At the junctions between the various 
sections, the abutting surfaces of the wood were smoothly tapered in depth so 
that each section merged into another, making it difficult to detect the posi- 
tions of the joins in the finshed article. AU the sections were then glued 
together. This was usually done in the autumn, when the cooler weather and 
higher humidity would retard the setting-rate of the glue and give adhesion 
superior to that obtainable in the hot, dry summer. Next the horn was glued to 
the belly of the core, the two sections being bound together while the glue was 
setting, which took about three months. 

The sinew was applied to the back of the core in warmer weather. 
Warmth was essential, for on a cold day sinew is very difficult to handle and, if 

2. See Latham and Paterson, 1970, pp. 11-18. 
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4.55 Mounted cavalrymen shooting arrows with a bow 
at an inanimate target. Archery was a part 
of the training of a fztis. Faniszjya treatise 

0 Bibliothkque Nationale de France, Pans (Ms Ar. 2826, fol. 107v) 
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4.56 Archers attacking a fort. One infantryman is armed with a sword 
and a sheld. Sixteenth-century manuscript 
0 British Library, London (MS. Add. 7784, fol. 117v) 
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affixed in such conditions, would almost certainly make a poor bow. Leg 
tendon, preferably that of a deer, is suitable material. It can be dried, beaten 
out into fibres, and then impregnated with glue for combing into a layer along 
the back of the bow. The sinew was applied in one, two or three layers, ths 
being the most important process in the construction of the bow, since by 
correct application of the material a skillful craftsman could compensate for 
defects in both horn and wood. When the glue was thoroughly set, the im- 
pregnated sinew was hard enough to be shaped with a file. After removal of 
any irregularities, the bow was strung for very short periods at a time, so that 
the bowyer could study the curves of the two limbs. The process of tillering 
then began so that both limbs, when adjusted, might be brought to the correct 
curve. During ths time, the bow would periodically be braced and drawn 
gradually to increasing degrees unul it could be brought to full draw with even 
balance in both limbs. Heat and formers were used to assist in shaping the 
limbs. To complete the manufacture, the sinew bachng of the bow was 
covered with dun tree bark or leather and the whole bow was painted. 

The foregoing is only a summary of the lengthy and slded process of 
manufacturing a very sophisticated weapon. The composite bow is a reflex 
one, i.e. the unstrung shape is of opposite curvature to the strung bow. In 
effect, this means that when the bow is strung a tensile stress is given to the 
back and a compressive stress to the belly. It is therefore pre-stressed and so 
has a measure of resihence stored in it, to which the archer imparts extra 
resilient energy when he draws the bow. Composite bows were very powerful; 
though shorter than the single-stave longbow, the pulling force required was at 
least as great, and considerably greater than that of the modern target bow. 
Mameluke bows had a maximum range of about 500 m and could penetrate 
mail body armour at 150 m. 

Since it entailed reversing the curvature of the bow and imparting 
stored energy, stringing the bow was difficult and sometimes required the 
efforts of two men. Bowstrings were made of raw, unspun silk whose 
threads were twisted together to form a string of the required length. Glue 
was used to bind the strands together, to prevent entanglement and increase 
the strength of the string. This type of bowstring fulfilled the requirements 
for a good string, namely, it should be light, strong and without stretch 
once it had settled to the bow. Strips of leather, treated in various ways, 
were also used for bowstrings. Arrows were made of wood or of reeds; the 
characteristics of an arrow depended upon whether it was intended for war, 
hunting or competition. Heads for war arrows were of triangular or square 
cross-section, this being the most effective type for penetrating mail ar- 
mour. Feathers from birds of prey were preferred. They were used to sta- 
bilize the arrow in fight. In the East, bows were drawn by the thumb, not 
with the fingers as in Europe, and archers used drawing-rings tailored to fit 
their thumbs precisely. 
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In Mameluke times, thef2is was gven a very thorough training in archery. 
First he was taught how to hold the bow, how to aim, and how to release the arrow. 
The treatises on fgris&ya provided a great deal of data of interest to the archer. 
They informed hm of the different ktnds of bows and arrows and of the func- 
tion of each part. Also how to avoid or deal with the blisters and wounds caused 
by stringing, clenchng, drawing and releasing. The mameluke was required to 
become proficient in the use of the bow from horseback, by shooting with 
accuracy at various angles, towards the front and rear, sitting, or standing in the 
stirrups. In these exercises, prizes were awarded for shooting at a target known 
as the qabaq (lit. gourd). Great emphasis was placed upon ground exercises, so 
that a troop of mamelukes could land their arrows in concentrated groupings. 

In Arabic, the usual word for the bow is qaws, and qaws a/-$, i.e. ‘foot- 
bow’, is one term for the crossbow, indicating the manner in which the sim- 
plest type of crossbow was spanned. A stirrup was fitted to the stock, below 
the bow. The archer had a strong leather belt around his waist from which two 
straps were suspended, a hook on the end of each. To draw the bow, the 
solder placed both feet in the stirrup, engaged the hooks in the bowstring, 
and by straightening his back drew up the string until it could be slotted into 
the release mechanism. The most common and widely used device for holding 
and releasing the string of a crossbow was the nut. The details of this fitting 
varied, but it was essentially a cylinder of ivory, bone or steel rotating in a 
spindle mounted in the stock. Part of it was then cut away to accommodate 
the string, and a wide slot allowed the nock of the bolt to rest against the string 
between the two lugs whch were then left at the top of the cylinder. The 
trigger engaged in a recess cut into the underside of the nut, and it was usually 
held in ths position by a spring. When the trigger was operated, the nut 
rotated and the bolt was released. This type of bow was used by the mamliks in 
Syria in the eighth/fourteenth century. Another term for the crossbow in 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish is Zaanbirak, a word which usually, though not 
invariably, refers to a heavier type of weapon drawn by a windlass. 

Although the crossbow had been in use in the Middle East in pre-Islamic 
times, its use was not widespread in Islam before the sixth/twelfth century. 
Even after this time, it was regarded as more suitable for use in sieges and to 
be shot from shps than for field warfare. It was too cumbersome and had too 
slow a rate of shooting for use on horseback. In Muslim Spain, however, it 
was preferred to any other weapon in the later Middle Ages. 

Siege engmes 
In the early decades of Islam, the Muslims had little experience or skill in siege 
warfare. Many of the cities and towns in Persia, Upper Mesopotamia and 
Armenia were well fortified, built upon high ground and defended by strong 
masonry walls. Such places were reduced by ruses, by the treachery of a 
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4.57 A counterweight trebuchet (maqanTq) for hurling heavy missiles. 
From Ehib aI-Aniqj-I-man@niq 

0 Topkapi Library, Istanbul (MS. 3469, fol. 17a) 
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section of the inhabitants or by denying access to the town’s agricultural 
hmterland. Very seldom were well-fortified towns taken by storm. The 
ineffectiveness of the Arabs in siege warfare was undoubtedly one of the 
reasons for the relative slowness of their advance, once they had left the 
famdiar terrain of desert and steppeland. The situation began to change 
towards the end of the first/seventh century, with the introduction of a new 
type of weapon (although it must be said that in the Middle Ages, in all parts 
of the world, defenders usually had the advantage over the attackers). 

The earliest reference we have to a siege engine in Islam refers to the 
siege of the town of Tn’if, in Arabia, by the Muslims in the year 8/630. Tii’if 
was defended by strong walls, and despite the use of a siege engine (matyatzfq), 
the Muslims were unable to capture it. No description of the machine is given, 
but it was probably of the type used by the Greeks and Romans, operated by 
twisted fibres or by the bending of a large bow. The expressions maqanZq and 
‘av%da are used for missile-throwing siege engnes, and although the ‘av-rzda 
may have been the smaller of the two, the expressions often seem to be 
interchangeable. The machmes that w e  shall be considering here are the 
swinging beam types, usually called trebuchets. The first type to be used by the 
Muslims is known as the traction trebuchet. 

The traction trebuchet had been known in Chma since the first century BC, 
at the latest. It consisted of a beam, resting on a fulcrum, which was supported 
on a timber tower. Ths tower was often provided with wheels, to assist in the 
emplacement and aiming of the weapon. The beam itself might be a single spar, 
or several such spars bound together to form a composite beam. The beam was 
from 5.60 to 8.40 m long, and tapered. At the narrower end was the pouch 
attached to the spar by iron wires, thus forming a short sling. The missile, which 
could weigh from 0.9 to 59 kg, was placed in the pouch. At the other end of the 
beam, there was a special attachment to which the ropes were attached, from 40 
to 125 in number, between 12.40 and 15.50 m in length, and 16 mm in thick- 
ness. The team of men who pulled on these ropes to dxharge the missile could 
range in number from 40 to 250 or more. The beam was divided into two arms 
by the axle - a long arm and a short arm - in the ratio 5:l or 6:l for the light 
machines, 2:l or 3:l for the heavy machmes. The range of the missiles vaned 
from 78 to 122 m. The r&zf(lit. shooter) played an important role in the op- 
eration of the machme. H e  held the pouch containing the missile and pulled it 
against hs chest with all his force. It was important that he held the sling at the 
correct angle, otherwise there would either be no discharge or the stone would 
fly vertically upwards. Presumably he released the missile in the instant that the 
pull was applied to the ropes. 

TKere is ample attestation for the use of traction trebuchets in Islam 
from the closing years of the first/seventh century onwards. In the siege of 
Mecca in 63/682 there was a matyanfg called Umm Fawa (Mother of the Hair), 
a description that must have been derived from the appearance of the ropes 
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4.58 Mahmud of Ghaxna attachng rebels in the fortress of 
Arg in Sistan (1003) using a massive manj,nTq. The manj,niq was 

the major siege engine during medieval times. 
Manuscript copied in the fourteenth century from 

7Ke iBrld HiJtovy f Rashid al-Dn 
0 Edinburgh University Library (MS. 20, fol. 12417) 

hanging down from the end of the beam. At the siege of Daybul, in Sind, in 
the year 90/708, the Muslims had a siege machine called al- ‘at% (the Bride). It 
was operated by 500 men, and it was under the control of a slded operator 
who took charge of the aiming and shooting. At the siege of Baghdad in 251/ 
865, there was a battery of traction trebuchets; men were assigned to every 
machne, and they pulled on ropes to discharge the missiles. In later years, 
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Arab chronicles refer to the use of traction trebuchets in the sieges of the 
following cities and castles: Damietta (615/1218), Homs (winter 646/1248- 
1249), al-Marqab (684/1285) and Acre (690/1291). Since it continued to be 
used during the fourteenth century, it was therefore an important item in the 
arsenals of Muslim armies for about seven centuries. 

The much more powerful counterweight trebuchet appeared towards the 
close of the sixth/twelfth century. It consisted of a heavy wooden beam up to 
20 m long, supported on an axle at the top of a strongly-constructed timber 
tower. The fulcrum divided the beam into a long arm and a short arm, in the 
ratio 5:l to 6:l. Suspended to the end of the short arm by pivoted iron straps 
was a large wooden box that was filled with stones or lead. The sling was 
attached to the end of the long arm. One of its ropes was fured to the under- 
side of the beam, and the end of the other rope was formed into a loop that 
was slipped over a metal hook that protruded from the end of the beam. The 
sling was very long, perhaps two-thirds of the length of the beam, and when 
the machne was spanned, the sling, with the missile in its pouch, rested in a 
wooden channel that was fixed longitudinally between the feet of the tower. 
The beam was drawn down by a winch, whose rope ended in a hook that was 
placed in'a large staple fured to the underside of the beam. A second rope, 
attached to the shank of the hook, allowed it to be pulled out of the staple, so 
releasing the beam. The beam rotated, the sling travelled along its channel, 
then rose in the air with great speed and released the missile when it had 
reached the critical point for discharge. 

The missile could be very heavy. During the sieges of Tlemcen in the 
eighth/ fourteenth century, the trebuchets were capable of bombarding the 
town with balls made of marble, some of which have been found there, the 
largest of them with a circumference of 2 m and weighing 230 kg. At the siege 
of Hams in 646/1248, a manjanfq was erected which would throw a stone 
weighng 140 Syrian rath. A Syrian ra$L was about 1.8 kg in weight, hence the 
missile weighed about 252 kg. In general, however, missiles were smaller than 
this, and may have ranged from 45 to 90 kg. W e  do not have any really frrm 
information about ranges attained by the counterweight machine, although 
274 m is probably of the right order. Nor do we have reliable information 
about the masses of the Counterweight; calculations based upon the approx- 
imate dimensions of the counterweight boxes in illustrations indicate loads of 
4,536 to 13,608 kg, depending upon the material used for ballast. 

Some hstorians have expressed surprise at the late arrival on the scene 
of the counterweight trebuchet, in view of the fact that inspiration for its 
invention could have come from the traction machine. The two machines, 
however, have completely different dynamic systems. Because the counter- 
weight machne has to support the loaded box, the beam must be heavy, 
and the machne therefore has a high inertia. With a short sling, the dis- 
charge velocity would have been too low to give effective ranges; only the 
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introduction of the long sling permitted long ranges to be acheved. 
Furthermore, there were tricky questions of design and operation to be 
solved so that missiles could be discharged at the right elevations. No doubt 
the trade of the trebuchator, as these men were called in thrteenth-century 
England, required a long apprenticeship in the construction and use of these 
machines. 

The first mention w e  have of this machme occurs in the treatise of Mardi 
b. Ah al-Tarsusi, composed about 583/1187. The description is not very clear, 
but it certainly concerns a counterweight machine. There are a number of 
reports of the use of the machine in Arabic and European chronicles. It was 
used by both sides at the siege of Acre in the Thwd Crusade in 11 91 and it was 
in use in northern Italy in 1199. It was used by Western armies during the 
Fourth Crusade at the siege of Constantinople in 1203-1204 and during the 
Fifth Crusade at the siege of Damietta. Muslims at the siege of Atlit in 617/ 
1220 used the machine, also at the siege of Akhlg! in 626/1229, at the siege of 
Shayzar in 630/1232-1233, and the sieges of Harran and Edessa in 633/1236. 
Thereafter, in the seventh/thirteenth and eighth/fourteenth centuries, the 
counterweight trebuchet appears to have been in frequent use both in Europe 
and in the Islamic world. If, as seems to be the case, it was introduced in the 
last quarter of the sixth/twelfth century, it was adopted by the armies of East 
and West with great rapidity. W e  cannot assign the place of its origin on 
present evidence. The occurrence of a description of the machine in Mar&’s 
treatise implies that it came into use in Islam some time before the date of the 
treatise, since things usually do not get a written mention until they have 
become familiar objects. The balance of probabhty seems therefore to favour 
an Islamic origm. The Mushs certainly became skilled practitioners in the 
construction and use of the machine. Two Muslim engineers, ‘Alii’ al-Din and 
Ismg‘il, are honoured by a biography in the official hstory of the Yuan dynasty 
in China. They constructed counterweight trebuchets for Kubilai at the siege 
of Fan-chhtng in AD 1272. In China, the machine acquired the name of the 
‘Muslim phao’ . 

The counterweight trebuchet &d not supersede the traction type. 
Indeed, on a number of occasions the former were outnumbered by the latter. 
The traction trebuchet was easier to construct and transport and had a much 
more rapid rate of fire. These factors must have in part offset the greater 
range and missile weight of the counterweight machme. Both were of course 
superseded by the cannon in the later Middle Ages. 

Siege engines were used not only to attack fortified places but also by 
the defenders themselves. An illustration in a technical treatise of the ninth/ 
fifteenth century, written by Ibn Aranbugha al-Zardakash and entitled Et& 
aL’AnFq J-L-man@nfq, depicts thee missile throwers on the battlements of a 
castle. One is a traction trebuchet, the second a counterweight trebuchet and 
the third a pedestal crossbow (qaws aL-@%). The thrd machine was known in 
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Islam in the sixth/twelfth century. It was drawn by a windlass using a rack- 
and-pinion gear. A multiple crossbow Qurkh cburkh kumZn) came into use at 
about the same time. After it had been drawn, it could be operated by one 
man in the keep of a fortress and so could deceive the enemy into believing 
that a number of crossbow men were present. 

Fortifications 
There was no tradition for constructing fortifications in pre-Islamic Arabia, 
where the only town provided with substantial walls was T2if in Hijiiz. In the 
conquered territories the Muslims acquired their knowledge of fortifications 
from the traditions of the late Roman empire, from Byzantium and from Iran. 
It would clearly not be possible in the space available to trace the development 
of Muslim military architecture from these origins, or to discuss the later 
cross-ferthxations between Islam and Western Europe. W e  shall therefore 
confine our attention to some of the salient features of Islamic fortifications. 

In the Islamic world, from the second/eighth century onwards, for- 
tifications based originally upon Byzantine and Iranian models became in- 
creasingly more sophsticated. One of the problems, when trying to trace the 
development of the art of fortification in Islam, is that defensive works sel- 
dom stay unchanged for long periods. They may be destroyed by enemy ac- 
tion or by natural catastrophes, or fall into disrepair. Usually, however, there 
were cogent reasons for the siting of a town at a particular location, and 
defences that had been destroyed or become dilapidated were therefore fre- 
quently repaired. Also, if a town gained in importance or strategic value, the 
fortifications were extended and strengthened. For these reasons, it is not 
usually easy to determine the design of the original fortifications. Sufficient has 
survived, however, to enable us to identify the main elements of Islamic 
mihtary construction. 

Many Islamic towns and smaller cities were defended by a single wall, 
usually strengthened by towers from which arrows and other missiles could be 
dmharged upon the attackers. There were several gates - four was a common 
number - sometimes of iron, otherwise of timber. In important cities, parti- 
cularly those in frontier areas, the fortifications were much more elaborate. 
The residence of the sultan or his representative, the qugzbu, was some distance 
away from the main city. Apart from residential quarters, it usually contained 
the administrative offices, the prison, the treasury and the barracks. The qqubu 
was defended by a wall of masonry or brickwork with towers at intervals along 
it. The entrance was flanked by towers, and opened into a passage with several 
turns in it, to hamper the advance of assailants. Frequently, there was a donjon 
or keep (q& ‘U, hip, quhundid incorporated in the fortifications of the qusabd. 
The city itself was also provided with a fortified wall, and it was not unusual for 
city and qu&z to be connected by a pair of walls. 
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4.59 The citadel of Aleppo. Its entrance is the most heavily defended part, 
and is reached by a narrow causeway exposed to fire from several sides. 

The citadel stands on a hll in the centre of the city. 
The stone walls form an irregular circle punctuated by towers 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

Walls were usually provided with battlements and were wide enough at the 
top to accommodate a walkway - the chemin de ronde. Sometimes they were 
provided with machcolations, i.e. openings between supporting corbels for 
dropping stones and bohg fluids upon attackers, a form of defence known in 
Syria by the fifth century AD. For important cities and fortresses, there were 
double walls enclosing narrow corridors. Sometimes there were ditches outside 
the ramparts, designed to stop cavalry and make sapping operations more dlf- 
ficult. Bukhara, on the river Sughd in Transoxania, was one of the most im- 
pressive examples of a fortified city in Islam. In the fourthltenth century, its 
citadel alone had an area of about 9.3 ha, its wall was about 1.6 km in cir- 
cumference. The city, provided with its own wall, covered 4.8 km across in 
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every direction. Outside the city were very extensive suburbs in which there 
were many towns, palaces, arable fields and gardens, in an area measuring 12 
leagues in length and breadth. All ths area was enclosed by a Great Wall, built 
in Islamic times, that must have been well over 160 km in circuit. 

The principal element in most Muslim fortifications was the tower (hq). 
Towers could be lofty and massive edifices defending the ramparts of towns and 
citadels, defensive strongholds (donjons) or isolated defence works such as 
watch-towers or signal towers. They may be considered as adaptations of the 
round buttress towers that had been known in the mddle East for centuries 
before the advent of Islam. Early Islamic examples are the Umayyad' towers in 
the forts erected along the Byzantine frontier, and the numerous half-round 
towers in the Iraqi palace of Ukhalr, built at the end of the second/eighth 
century. At Ukha&r the towers are built into the walls, the angle towers having a 
diameter of 5.10 m, the intermediate towers a diameter of 3.1 5 m. Each tower 
had a small firing chamber at the top to whch access was given by a covered 
gallery itself equipped with loopholes. Ths hnd of construction is also fre- 
quently found in caravanserais and tihit$. (Rzhit~ were an Islamic creation - small 
forts in frontier areas occupied solely by warriors who had delcatdd themselves 
for a year or two to the defence of the faith.) 

More elaborate are the towers, in an excellent state of preservation, 
whch are adjuncts to the gates of Cairo: Bgb al-Na$r, Bab al-Fua, Biib 
Zawila. These were erected by Badr d-Jamdi in 480485/1087-1092, and are 
connected with the new enceinte built at the same time. These works are of 
moderate dimensions, having a height of 8 m, and all are solid up to two 
stones of their height. In the two upper stages, a platform adapted for firing is 
superimposed upon a separate chamber covered by a cupola and furnished 
with loopholes. 

The heyday of military arclvtecture in Islam was reached in Syria at the 
beginning of the seventh/thirteenth century under the Ayyubids. In h s  per- 
iod, the impressive citadels of Busrl, Damascus and Mount Tabor were built 
by al-Malik al-'&d, whde al-Malik al-Zahir was responsible for the construc- 
tion of the citadel of Aleppo and the more important fortresses of northern 
Syria. The towers incorporated in the fortifications attained gigantic propor- 
tions. They included large airy quarters capable of housing a considerable 
number of troops who' were assured of communication with the enceinte by 
subterranean passages or covered stairs. One of the two towers built into the 
walls of the Damascus citadel, for example, has a rectangular plan of 27 m x 
13 m, walls 3.4 m thick and a height of 25 m; it projects from the wall a 
distance of 8 m. The whole bddmg is in fine ashlar masonry. Yet these great 
towers were but a part of the massive fortifications of the Syrian citadels. 

Isolated hill-top castles were a feature in some parts of the Islamic world, 
particularly in the mountainous regions of North Africa, Spain and Iran. 
Fortified sites of the medieval period are extremely numerous in Iran; it has 
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been estimated that there were more than seventy notable castles in the pro- 
vince of Fars alone. Many of these fortresses depended more for their pro- 
tection upon a strong natural position than upon man-made fortifications. For 
example, the fortress of Taq in Tabgristiin, built in the second/eighth century, 
was surrounded by unscaleable mountains and entered only by a long tunnel. 
Inside the fortress was a stream of water. Islamic fortresses were able to 
withstand long sieges, since they either had wells or running water, or stored 
water in large cisterns. Adequate provisions of food were maintained at all 
times. 

Communications 
In the early Arab conquests, communications between the army commanders, 
and among the commanders themselves, were by means of camel-mounted 
couriers. The abihty to transmit messages rapidly, and to march at speed over 
desert terrain, and so concentrate the often scattered forces at the points of 
greatest danger, was undoubtedly one of the factors that contributed to the 
Arab victories over the Persians and Byzantines. A famous example of this 
facihty is the transfer of the famous general Khdid b. al-Walid, early in the year 
AH 13 (March AD 634), from Iraq to Syria. When it was clear that the fighting 
in Syria was entering a decisive phase, the caliph Abii Bakr sent a courier to 
Khslid, who was harassing the Persians on the Euphrates, instructing him to 
reinforce the armies in Syria. His march included a journey of five days over 
320 km of waterless desert, after which he turned south, avoiding the main 
Byzantine army, and joined the other Arab forces near Der’a in Southwestern 
Syria. Camel-mounted couriers could maintain a speed of 80 km a day for a 
week or more, and journeys of 160 km a day for short periods were not 
unknown. Armies, especially if accompanied by famihes and baggage, moved 
more slowly, about 55 km a day being usual. Ths was over terrain in which the 
Byzantines and Persians were able to move only short distances from the edge 
of the cultivated lands. The Arabs were therefore virtually inviolate in the 
desert and had a sirmlar superiority over their opponents, in concentrating 
their forces and choosing their points of attack, as is enjoyed by a maritime 
opposed to a land-based power. 

After the Umayyads had established themselves in power in Damascus in 
the year 36/656, a regular postal service (bamd) was established, based upon 
similar system already in use in the Byzantine and Sassanian empires. The 
ba$d, whch was used for the transmission of all lands of information, civil and 
military, and for the gathering of intehgence, reached a high stage of eff- 
ciency during the early Abbasid cahphate (second-fourthleighth-tenth cen- 
tury) where a government department was responsible for the service. The 
Empire contained no fewer than 930 stages (sikka or markad theoretically 
situated 12 km apart in Iran and 24km in the western provinces. The mes- 
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sengers used mainly mules in Iran and camels in the west, but sometimes 
horses as well. 

The baed became disorganized during the fifthleleventh century, and 
indeed at the time of the Crusades, the Zangds and Ayyubids had no real 
postal service at their dlsposal, but made use of runners, swift cameleers and 
pigeons. In the Mameluke state, the postal service recovered its former im- 
portance, its reorganization being the work of Sultan Baybars (658-676/ 
1260-1277). There were stagmg posts all the way from Cairo to Alexandria, 
Damietta and Upper Egypt, whde other routes led from the capital to 
Damascus, Aleppo and the Euphrates. When, early on, the Mamelukes were 
engaged with the Mongols on the northern frontier, there was a chain of 
beacons that ran from the Euphrates through Palmyra, Damascus, Baysan and 
Nablus to Gaza. When danger threatened, fires were lit in succession on these 
high points. The pigeon post was also widely used by the Mamelukes and 
there were pigeon towers (bug) in many places in Egypt and Syria. 
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Chapter 4.10 

ENGINEERS A N D  ARTISANS 
Abmad I.: al-HaJxan 

Trades and crafts in the Islamic city 
To satisfy the varied needs of Islamic society after the rise of the large cities 
and the needs of international trade, industrial production grew and 
multiplied, and in the previous chapters a brief outhne was given of the 
main industries. Withm each industry were multitudes of specialities. The 
names of the various professions can be extracted from the &sba manuals, 
and from books of geography, biography and history. Inscriptions on 
historical buddings and monuments are a good source also.2 An estimate of 
the number of trades and crafts in Damascus at the end of the nineteenth 
century gives a figure exceeding 400, half of which were engaged in actual 
manufacturing proce~ses;~ and according to a recent research, more than 
265 manual occu-pations existed as separate crafts in Cairo during Fatimid 
and Ayyubid times.4 

The large number of trades and crafts and their varied character led the 
authorities to group them in specialized sip (markets). Some industries were 
harmful to others, and such segregation was necessary. Some industries 
emitted smoke and odours, and these were located in the outshrts. The 
grouping also had benefits for the public and for the traders and craftsmen 
themselves ; it also helped the authorities in controlling the quality of products. 

1 

1. H. Zayynt, ‘Kitnb al-msba’, al-&fmbtiq, 35, 1937, pp. 384-390. This article reproduces a 
list of the trades, crafts and professions of Damascus, written by Jamd al-Din Yasiif b. 
al-Mubarrid al-Dimashqi, tenth/sixteenth century. 
H. al-Bnsh2, al-Funin al-islZm&ya wa-l-wa@’ij ‘ala-l-&ir al- ‘ara&ya, Cairo, 1965-1 966, in 
three parts. The author compiled a list of trades, crafts and professions based on 
historical inscriptions. 

3. M. S. al-Qnsimi, @imzZs al-:inic& al-.rb&n&yu, Damascus, 1988. 
4. S. D. Goitein, ‘Artisans en Mkditerranke orientale au haut Moyen-Age’, Annales, Economies, 

Sociitis, civilisations, 19, 1964, pp.847-868. See also by the same author: ‘The Main 
Industries of the Mediterranean Area as reflected in the Records of the Cairo Geniza’, J 
Econ. Soc. Hist. Orient, 4, 1961, pp. 163-197. 

2. 
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Al-bisba and quality control 

The authorities in the Islamic city were faced with the responsibility of 
regulating and controhng all activities in the streets and markets, and ths 
included business transactions and all modes of behaviour. These duties were 
performed by al-mubtusib. 

The bisbu office arose in fulfillment of the Qur’iinic text which instructed 
that there should arise among the Muslims a group whose duty is to promote 
good behaviour and forbid bad conduct. The &sba system developed with 
time until it became a complete control system encompassing aJl business 
matters. It aimed at ensuring justice and preventing m a k e  and injurious ac- 
tions, and protecting the markets from chaos and from monopolies and high 
prices. 

The mubtasib enlisted the help of skilled assistants and young men who 
were specially trained to perform the various duties. H e  also appointed experts 
(‘uraf’ ), one ‘urffrorn each craft, to help him in controhng the quality of 
products and preventing cheating. 

Because of the wide knowledge required to control markets, guidebooks 
and manuals were written on bisba, containing information on the quality 
control of the various  product^.^ Among such books are the well-known 
manuals of Ibn al-Ukhuwwa and al-Shayzari.‘ Beside these books there also 
appeared some specidzed writings which explained how to discover cheating 
in certain trades, among them EtZb al-MukhtZrJi kmhf al-mrZr (Selections on 
the Revealing of Secrets) by al-Ja~bari.~ 

The Islamic gdds 
The classification of trades and crafts in the Islamic city, and their grouping in 
specidzed markets, created a strong feeling of common interest and of 
common social belonging among members of the same profession. There 
arose therefore social and professional groupings, some of which developed 
with time into apqfguilds). Besides the office of the mabtasib and the ‘at$ of 
the various crafts who assisted hm, there was also a shqkh for each craft who 
was either recognized by the government or appointed by it. H e  was called 
shqkh al-Sinf and he represented that craft. 

N. Ziyadah, al-Hisba wa-l-mzrhtaisibf;-l-(sim, Beirut, 1992. This is a general study on al- 
(isba, with quotations from eleven original Arabic sources. 
Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Muhammad b. Ahmad d-Qurashi, &fa ‘ilim al-qurh f; ahk& al-hirba, 
edited by R. Levy, Cambridge, 1937; and al-Shayzari, ‘Abd al-RahmHn b. Nag-, A%b 
lVb3at al-mtba j talab al-hiisba, ed. by S. B. al-‘Arini, Cairo, 1946. 
Al-Jawbari, ‘Abd al-Rahim b. ‘Umar, al-Afukbi‘Zrj9 kasbf al-asrir, Damascus, AH 1302. 
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The history of Islamic guilds before the fifteenth century is stdl under 
discussion among modern historians, and further research is still needed. But 
although views differ on the origin and the organization of the qBr?for guilds, 
yet some basic information can be outlined here.8 

Economic and political pressures in Baghdad in the third century AH 
created difficult situations for the crafts and led them to look for ways to 
protect themselves and strengthen their organizations. There are references to 
incidents which took place in the fourth and fifth centuries AH, in whch the 
crafts took common stands against external threats, which indicate the ex- 
istence of some kind of organization among these craftsmen. 

There appeared also in Baghdad the movement of ‘gyze~, a grouping of 
young men from the worhng classes, including craftsmen, who sometimes 
opposed class differences, and who were called later futuwwu. The first re- 
ference to them is in the hrd century AH. They had a meeting place of their 
own and special clothing, with a ceremony of initiation. 

The caliph al-Niisir (576-622/1180-1225) was an able man who sought 
to revive Islamic orthodoxy through the Sufi mystic orders, by reorganizing 
the futuwwu brotherhoods, linking them with the Sufi system, and giving them 
religious ideals into which they could channel their energes, and making them 
into a kind of chivalrous society and an instrument through whch Islamic 
society could revitalize itself. It is through the writings on the futuwwu that 
resulted from al-Nasir’s policy that w e  are best acquainted with the organiaa- 
tion of thejig&. 

The fatawwa brotherhoods had their membership mainly from among the 
craftsmen, which helped to shape the development and the structure of the 
Islamic gudds. The grades in the craft, and the initiation ceremonies followed 
the same pattern as in the fatuwwu. And in the same way the apqor @ds 
followed the example of the futuwwu in loohng for a patron for each craft with 
a chain linking the craft to their patron.’ 

Al-Nnsir exhorted the princes of the whole Muslim East to adhere to ths 
new fatawwa, and to develop its organizations in their respective states. And 
although the caliph‘s efforts were nullified in Baghdad by the Mongol con- 
quest, yet it was in Anatolian-Turhsh society during the first centuries of the 
emergence of that society that the great caliph‘s initiative was to rouse the 
strongest echoes, and the fatawwu that developed there in the original form of 
the akhfs never ceased to be ascribed to the patronage of al-Niisir.” 

It was in akhfhospices that Ibn Battufa was entertained while travelling in 
Anatolia. The information given by him provides us with an insight into the 

8. A. A. Dun, ‘Governmental Institutions’, in B e  (samilic Gg, ed. R. B. Serjeant, Paris, 

9. Diiri, ibid., op. cit., p. 60. 
UNESCO, 1980, pp. 59-60. 

10. C. Cahen, ‘Futuwwa’, E(, 2nd ed., Leiden, 1965, 11, p.964. 
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chivalrous spirit of the fituwwa and its relationshp with the crafts. It also 
shows the importance of these brotherhoods and their large numbers in 
Anatolia in the eighth/fourteenth century. As an introductory remark about 
the ukhf brotherhoods, before he was hosted by one of them, Ibn Batlala 
gives the following report: 

Mention of al'-akhgya a@&% (the fntnwa akhts): The singular for akhgya is akht, 
it is the same pronunciation as when you say my brother in Arabic. They exist in 
all the Turkoman Rnm country, in every town, city or village. There are no 
people in the world who can surpass them in their hospitality for strangers, or 
who are quicker in offering food or solving problems, or in punishing tyrants, 
and murdering the shzlrd and their evil followers. 

The akhf among them is the man who is chosen as their head in a 
meeting of men of his own craft and other unmarried young men and m- 
taj,mu'in. This is in other words the fntnwwa. He builds a ?&@a and supplies it 
with furniture and lamps and all needed equipment. His companions work by 
day to secure their livelihood, and they come to him in the afternoon with 
their earnings, with which they buy fruit and food and other things that are 
consumed in the z@@a. If a visitor arrives in the town on that day they invite 
him in and they offer him hospitahty and he remains their guest unul he 
departs. If no visitor arrives, they assemble at b e r  to eat, sing and dance. 
In the morning they go to their craft, and come back in the afternoon with 
their earnings. They are called&& (young men, singular fah.?) and their leader 
is the akhi as we have mentioned. I never saw people with more beautiful 
deeds in the whole world." 

Then he describes his first encounter with an ukhf brotherhood in Antalya: 

O n  the second day of our arrival to this city, one of thesejgzn came to 
Shaykh Shihiib al-Din al-Hamaw- (Ibn Batpta's host), and spoke to him in the 
Turkish tongue, which I dtd not understand at that time, and he was wearing 
ragged clothes, and a qal'anmwa of felt on his head. The shqkh asked me: do 
you know what this man is saying? I said I do not know what he said. Then 
he told me: he is inviting you to be his guest, you and your companions. Ths 
astonished me, and I said to him: yes. Then when the man departed I said to 
the shqkb: h s  is a poor man, and he has not the ability to host us, and we 
do not want to be a burden to him. The shqkh laughed and said to me: this 
is one of the shqkh of a/&& d-akhgya, and he is from the shoemakers' trade 
and has a generous spirit, and his companions who are about 200 of crafts- 
men had chosen him as their leader, and they have built a ?&&a and what 
they earn during the day they spend during the night.12 

Wherever he went in Anatolia, Ibn BatGta was the guest of an akhi 
brotherhood. In some towns there were more than one brotherhood and they 

11. Riblat ibn Ba.@@a, Beirut, 1964, pp.285-286. 
12. Ibid., p. 296. 
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would compete with each other in their chivalrous activities. In a town called 
Ladhiq it was ‘B Ibn Batwta describes the procession of the sultan on 
his way to the prayers of the ‘a: 

And the sultan set out with his soldiers, and with al@yZn ul-ukb@u all in 
arms, and for each craft were banners, trumpets, drums and horns, and 
some vied with each other in their glories, and boasted with each other on 
their nice appearance and the excellence of their armour. And each craft set 
out bringing with them oxen, sheep and loads of bread, and they sacrificed 
the cattle at the cemeteries and dlstributed the meat and the bread among the 
poor. The rocession went fKst to the cemeteries and then to the mosque 
for prayers. ?3 

In Qania he was a guest at the ~L?w&a of the town’s qL?@(judge). Ibn Batpfa 
says: 

And he is one of thejgzn, and his z@w& is one of the greatest. He has a large 
party of dlsciples, and in theirfutuwu they have a patron whch is linked to umir 
al-mu’mimfn ‘Ah b. Abi Tdib, peace be upon him. Their attire are the sarZwiL 
(bagFT trousers) in a similar manner as when the Sufis wear the kbirqu (the 

W e  learn also from Ibn Batpta that when there was no sultan or ruler in a 
town, then the ukhzassumed the position of the governor. Some of the a k h  
were amfn and their followers were from among the notables of the towns. 

Thef,tmwa brotherhoods of the akhf~ remained a major element in the 
Turkish society of Anatolia during a period of nearly two centuries from the 
middle of the thirteenth to the middle of the fifteenth, or until the Ottoman 
empire started to take shape with the conquest of Constantinople. The ufnqor 
gdds can be considered as the new form which the akhT brotherhoods had 
assumed in the new empire. The akhf tradtion has survived in some of the 
u;n& especially in the tanners’, gudd, whch had as their patron Akhi Envan, a 
semi-mythicd figure, who may have lived in the first half of the fourteenth 
century. The president of the tanners’ gudd bore the title of Akhi Bgbg. 
Moreover, among the tanners the Fgtzxwwet-n&ze of Yahyn b. Khahl d-Burghgzi 
continued to be read, reviewed and copied.15 

The gdd was a major element in the economic and social structure of 
Ottoman society in the sixteenth century, and it remained so unul the end of 
the nineteenth. There is detailed information about the gudds during the 
Ottoman period, in Anatolia, Syria and Egypt, which enables us to appreciate 

rag). 

13. Ibn Barnfa, Riblat ..., op. it., p.291. 
14. Ibid. .., p.293. 
15. Fr. Taeschner, ‘Ab-’, E(, 2nd ed., Leiden, 1960, I, p.321 
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their importance in the organization of the various crafts and in the social lives 
of the artisans themselves.“ 

Membershp of a guild gave the artisan a feeling of pride in hs craft, and 
it cultivated in hm social and spiritual ideals, and the attainment of perfection 
in hs craft became a spiritual ideal also. The guild had a chain (silds) leading 
from the master (niu‘allim) to the patron saint of the craft going back to the 
two Companions of the Prophet, ‘Ab b. Abi Tdib and Salman al-Farisi. 

Guilds played a prominent part in the social life of artisans and craftsmen 
and of the city as a whole. They held their own ceremonies, and each gudd 
would exhibit in the annual ceremony its best products. 

Guilds were not confined to craftsmen, since other trades also had their 
own. There were guilds of scribes and religous men.” In the Maghrib, the 
porters in Fez, who numbered about 300 at the beginning of the sixteenth 
century, had their own organization. The head of this gudd would choose each 
week those porters who would be on duty during the week and serve the 
public. Revenues from all porters during the week were deposited in one safe, 
and were dvided among those who worked, at the end of the week. Members 
felt as brothers, and if a porter died they would collectively take care of his 
children unul they grew up. If a porter married or if he had a chdd, he would 
invite hs colleagues to a feast where he received their presents. When one 
became a porter he would invite his colleagues to a party. Due to their orga- 
nization, porters were exempted from taxes, and they enjoyed several other 
privileges. 

The organization of a typical guild 
In the Ottoman town of Bursa in about the tenth/sixteenth century, 
craftsmen worhng in the silk industry were organized into various bifets or 
trade gudds. Silk-weaving alone had several gullds accordmg to the type of 
fabric produced. The most numerous and influential hifet at Bursa was the 
qat@+, who produced qatga or velvet and whose products were world- 
famous. Tahng ths gudd as an example, w e  shall discuss briefly its 
organization. The top craftsman was the usta (zlstdbt, or master-craftsman), 
and the number of these was limited. The ustax would elect from among 
themselves a controlling council known as the council of the ‘six’, headed by 

16. I. Qudsi, ‘Nubdha tarilihiyya fi-l-kaf al-dimashqiyya (Notice sur les corporations de 
Damas)’, Actes dit Sixiime Cong& Internatioru.? des Orientnlirtes, deuxi&me partie, Section 
1: Semitipee, Leiden, 1885. This is now a classic paper, which was used as a source for 
later writers on the subject. See also Y. Ibish, ‘Economic Institutions’ in ne (slnmic 
fig, op. if., pp.114-125. 

17. S.J. Shaw, Histoy 4 the Ottoman Empire and hhderfi Turkty, I: Empire of the Gharir, 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1976, p. 157. 
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4.60 Wood turner in Egypt, 1798-1801 
0 Bibhotheque Nationale de France, Paris 

( From Descnphon de I 'Eupte ou Reci4ei.l des observations et des recherches 
qui ont PtPfaitcs en Eapte pendant I 'ekpidihon de I 'armiej?an~aise, 

Etat moderne, 11, pl. XV. 4) 
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the shqkh. The @& would confirm this election and register the result, 
thereby maktng the council an official body. Among the duties of the council 
were to execute the regulations concerning the quality and the prices of 
manufactured goods ; .the council also conducted examinations for promotion 
from apprentice to journeyman and from journeyman to master, and issued 
licences (@?a). It investigated and settled disputes and malpractices in the 
gwld and acted to prevent competition and underhand practices either in the 
employment of workmen or in the buying of materials. These different duties 
were assigned. to the various members of the council. The shqkh was the 
spiritual head of the gudd and presided at ceremonies. The council of the gwld 
had a close cooperation with the authorities and would call on state officers to 
enforce its decisions if it encountered any resistance. The gdd issued the 
regulations for its trade that, after confirmation by the sultan, became part of 
the &&a law.18 

The social status of the craftsman 
The Arabic word for craftsman is ;&zi', which means manufacturer, and ;inZ'a 
is often used for a manufacturing industry, a trade or a profession such as the 
profession of medicine. The master craftsman is mzt'allim, or ushidb, meaning 
also teacher or professor. Thus in Islamic culture, there is a strong feeling of 
respect for all the professions, trades and crafts; and skill in any one craft was 
a source of pride. Among the present-day.working classes of the cities the 
mzt 'albm or ztJ.ta in any craft is hghly esteemed, and a father's ambition often is 
to see his son become a mu'alim skilled in one of the crafts, and the common 
saying is that: 'A skill in a craft is an insurance against poverty.' 

The social esteem enjoyed by trades and crafts is confirmed by the fact 
that several Muslim men of learning used to practise certain crafts in order to 
earn their living. The family names of such learned men indicate the crafts 
that were practised by them or by their fathers. These tended to be con- 
cerned mostly with the textile industry. A study has found that in the period 
preceding the Crusades, no less than eighty-four Muslim scholars either bore 
the family names of NarH, meaning silk-worker, silk-weaver or silk-mer- 
chant, or were reported as having been actually engaged in these occupa- 
tions . 19 

The carpenter and craftsman of the woodworkmg trade 
The profession of carpenter is an ancient and a hghly respected one. It is 
classified sometimes among the building trades. In the construction of 

18. H. Inalcik, 'Hark, I1 - The Ottoman Empire', E4 2nd ed., Leiden, 111, pp.217-218. 
19. Goitein, 'Artifans ... ', op. cit. 
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buildings, scaffolding was the business of the carpenter. Wooden beams were 
also used as temporary supports during construction, and these were usually 
rented. Beams were also part of the structure itself, and the proprietor of a 
building bought the timber that would be used in the structure, then he 
employed sawyers to saw it on the spot according to the dimensions required. 
The carpenter would then fur the beams, staircases and railings. Doors and 
other standard items were manufactured at the carpenter’s shop.20 Some 
carpenters specialized in making wooden door locks. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa 
(eighth/fourteenth century) gave instructions on how to control the work of 
the building craftsmen including carpenters, sawyers and wooden lock-makers. 
The carpenter should give to the customer an honest and a correct estimate of 
the cost. He should not underestimate. Sawyers in each building workshop 
should not be less than three. One will sharpen the saws, another wdl work, 
whde the third will be taking a rest. They will not leave before the evening, and 
wdl be prevented from conspiring against the customer. A pious man who 
knows hs craft very well should control carpenters mahng door-locks. This is 
a serious matter and needs strict control for the protection of people’s 
property and fortunes and for safeguarding women. They are not allowed to 
make two similar keys for two different persons.21 

Turned wooden pieces were joined together to make up the intricate lat- 
tices of screened window openings in many buildmgs, especially in Egypt. 
These pieces were turned by the wood-turner, who used a simple lathe. 
Running a taut string in a bow backwards and forwards turned the lathe. Wood- 
turners used to have special Sipin Damascus, in Cairo and other Islamic cities. 

Wood-carving was also a specialized craft. Ths included relief carving, 
sunk carving and various types of drdled and pierced latticework. 

Islamic masterpieces in carved and turned woodwork can be seen in 
historic architectural monuments, such as in mosques and madraxa~. Ceilings 
were mostly in wood, often richly carved, and wooden grdle windows were a 
feature of archtecture in Egypt and Syria. Beautiful carved panels from 
Siimarrii’ and the wooden miznbar (pulpit) of the Great Mosque of Qairawan 
are examples of fine Mesopotamian craftsmanshp of the ninth century AD. 
The Qairawan mi~baris of turned and carved wood and is one of the earliest 
examples of fine Islamic woodwork that has come down to us. Carved panels 
from the tenth century AD can still be seen in the Damascus Museum. 

Carvings in wood of great technical skdl and beauty dating from the 
eleventh to the thrteenth century can be still seen in the pulpits, doors 
and Qurb stands of the mosques and madram of the Saljuq period in 
Turkey. 

20. Goitein, ‘The Main Industries.. .’, op. cit., p. 193; see also H. E. Wulff, I h e  Traditional 

21. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ala‘l?lim ..., op. cit., pp. 234-237. 
Gaffs of Persia, Cambridge, Mass., 1966, pp. 74-101. 
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4.62 A door made by Mahmiid b. ‘Ah al-Basani, ‘nqiir’, 1326-1327 
0 University of Pennsylvama Museum, Philadelpha 
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Syria was always an important centre for woodworking in general and for 
inlaymg in particular. The technique of inlaying with ivory, bone or mother-of- 
pearl was developed in Damascus and was transferred later to Egypt and 
North Africa. This art still flourishes in these countries.22 

Furniture-makers uuhzed the skills of carpenters, turners, and chest- 
makers. The profession of chest-makers (SanZdqf) was, like that of turners, a 
large one. 

Until modern times, wood was the main material of construction for 
water-ds and water-wheels of all kinds, and the maker of the noria was the 
nawZ%. Textile looms were made by the n.uweihtf. Shps were made of wood, 
as well as manjdnfqs and several other war machnes and structures. 

Tools of the carpenters and of craftsmen in the woodworking industry 
were developed with the passage of time from ancient civilizations. They in- 
clude the axe, the saw (which is considered the symbol of the carpenter’s trade 
and had variety of forms includmg framed-saws), planes, drdls, files, claw- 
hammers, sharpening devices, and a variety of other tools of different shapes 
for the various woodworkmg purposes. 

W e  mentioned above that the carpenter’s profession was a hghly re- 
spected one. This profession requires skd in measurements and in geometry, 
and it is reported by Ibn Khaldan that Euclid and Apollonius were carpenters, 
and that Noah was a master-carpenter and was thus able to construct his ark.23 
As with architecture, woodworkmg was practised by amateur wood-carvers 
from the ruling families. Some amfm of the Tanukh dynasty of Lebanon, such 
as ‘Izz al-Din Jawad b. ‘Alam &Din Sulaymgn (d. 707/1307), were skilled 
woodworkers and they produced beautiful articles some of whch were men- 
tioned by Sd@ b. Y a h ~ g . ~ ~  

The hgh esteem which this craft enjoyed led carpenters to carve their 
names on the artistic woodwork whch they had produced. There are nu- 
merous wooden pieces of art still in existence bearing the names of their 
makers. One example is the richly carved pair of doors of the mosque of 
Afushteh near Natanz south of Isfahan in Iran, where it is recorded that they 
were ‘done by the .u.rhidh (master) Husayn b. ‘Ah, nqZr naqqZr (joiner and 
cabinet-maker), of al-‘Ubbadi, by order of Sayyid Hasan al-Husayni in 
Ramadan, 83 1 / 1 428’ .25 

22. D.T. Rice, hlarnic An‘, London, 1979, pp.36, 49, 136, 174. 
23. Abd al-Rahmsn. Ibn Khaldiin, al-Mtlgaddima, Beirut, 1984, pp. 410-411. 
24. Y. G. Thnbit, al-Nijsra, al-Mas&q, 1902, p. 86. 
25. L. A. Mayer, hlamic Woodcarvers, Geneva, 1958, p. 42. See also: Sacid al-Diwaji, A‘lZrn 

al-pnn;’ al-rnaw&ila, M o d ,  1970; al-BHshii, al Funun.. ., op. cit., pp. 1266-1274. 
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The metalworking crafts 

In Chapter 4.3 on mining and metallurgy, we reviewed an important and an 
extensive field of Islamic technology. Each activity in the metal trades had its 
hghly slulled craftsmen and a study of that subject is sufficient to gve us an 
insight into the skills and techniques that were needed. 

There were skded craftsmen in the mining operations of metahc ores of 
all kinds. But the craft of the iron- and steelsmith was always surrounded by 
an aura of mystery. Iron was praised in the Qurk due to its benefits in both 
peace and war, and the profession of the ironsmith was hghly esteemed; there 
were men of letters and poets who practised it; one file-cutter was a noted 
jurist @q&). Arabic treatises of al-Ktndi, al-Bidni and others lscuss the 
manufacture of iron and steel; but the knowledge of making iron and steel, 
especially Damascus steel and the hardening of steel, was generally kept secret 
and was transmitted from one generation of craftsmen to the following one. 

4.63 The Metal-workers, Bazaar in Tashkurgan, Afghanistan 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 
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The making of the sword with the visible pattern (@ifid) was a highly 
skdled craft. A swordsmith would have great pride in hs work, and he usually 
would engrave hs name on the sword giving the date of manufacture. There 
are hundreds of Islamic swords in the world museums carrying the names of 
the swordsmiths. Some of the extant swords precede the year 906/1500, but 
most of them come from the following three centuries. Some swordsmiths 
acquired a legendary reputation like Asad Allah Asfahgni who flourished 
during the reign of Shgh ‘Abbgs (996-1039/1587-1629). Another celebrated 
swordsmith was al-Hajj Sunqiir, who was a wordsmith for Qansiih al-Ghuri 
und 922/1516, and then for Sultan Sulaymiin.26 Other weapons were also 
made of steel, and the manufacture of weapons in Islamic lands was generally 
a state industry; armourers were specialized ironsmiths. In some cases, all 
metal founders were conscripted in the event of war. 

For domestic purposes, the general blacksmith produced various pro- 
ducts, but in the cities there were specialized craftsmen for certain iron and 
steel products. These products included all kinds of tools for craftsmen, all 
farming tools and implements, horseshoes, ironmongery for the bullding 
industry (such as nails, bolts, hinges, catches and knockers and locks), 
ironmongery for the woodworking trades, needles (nbhir), scissors, cutlery 
(hves, snkzktn?, and spoons, ma ‘diq4, razors (mnwwZs), surgical instruments, 
hooks (~anZfi?n], files, balances, guns and all other iron and steel products. 

The quality of several iron and steel products was controlled by 
a/-mu&nsib; thus we read in Ibn al-Ukhuwwa that to supervise needle manu- 
facturers, the inu&dsib must ‘appoint a supervisor who is trustworthy and 
honest from among their craft so that he can prevent them from mixing steel 
needles with soft iron ones, since these last ones, if they are polished, may 
look like Damascus steel needles; each type should be separated and he wdl 
exact an oath from them to do 

Not only small iron and steel items were produced, there were larger pro- 
ducts as well. Many city gates were made of iron and some of these can be seen 
ttll today. In the citadel of Aleppo, there are three iron doors, one is made from 
iron and the other two are made from heavy thck wood lined with sheets ofiron. 

Decorative Islamic ironwork has not been studied sufficiently by hstor- 
ians of art. Some iron doors and window grdles are of artistic value; and since 
the Islamic iron and steel industry was widespread and relatively advanced, 
Islamic ironwork deserves more attention. Historians of art in discussing 
Spanish decorative ironwork mention that many Moorish craftsmen of extra- 
ordinary abhty were entitled to remain in Spain; the resultant blending of 
Moorish and Gothc resulted in the Mudejar style, yet Moorish ironwork itself 
is not discussed. 

26. L. A. Mayer, hlamic Amourers and their LF6rk, Geneva, 1962, pp. 26-29, 74-75. 
27. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, hfa‘dim ..., op. cit., pp.224-225. 
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Equipment in the workshop of the general blacksmith consisted of a 
forge, an anvil and bellows, and hs other tools included hammers, tongs, 
chsels and cutters. 

Copper and its alloys were used in uulitarian and decorative metalwork. 
Artisans of various skds specialized in domestic copper, brass and bronze 
products such as founders, coppersmiths, braziers and tinsmiths. But Islamic 
craftsmen excelled as well in decorative metalwork and there are notable works 
of art that have come down to us. 

Until recently, it was thought that casting in sand in moulding boxes, as 
used in modern foundries, was not known und the fourteenth century AD, 
and that the first description of casting in sand is that of Biringuccio in 
Pirotechnia in 1540. This opinion has now been shown to be erroneous. Al- 
Jazari in hs book on machnes and ingenious devices (written in the begnning 
of the seventhlthrteenth century) described the casting of a decorated bronze 
door for the kmg’s palace in Amid. Al-Jazari was hmself a master craftsman as 
well as an engineer. H e  did the casting himself for his patron kmg Niir al-Din 
Muhammad b. Qara ArsBn, who ruled Amid from 570-581/1174-1185. This 
door was a masterpiece of workmanship and very beautiful; it was composed 
of two leaves, each about 430 cm in height and about 144 c m  in width. It was 
inlaid with silver and copper in geometrical shapes; and around the central 
inlaid geometrical pattern were I<iific inscriptions bearing the name of the 
king. Al-Jazari described how he cast the individual pieces and how he as- 
sembled them. The important thing here is his use of sand-casting and from 
hs description, we understand that he was using a technique that was already a 
standard practice in I s  time: ‘Then I embedded the hexagonal patterns in 
sand as founders usually do in foundries.’ Ths new techque of casting was a 
technological breakthrough and its ‘eventual importance in Europe and indeed 
the whole world is in little doubt’. The technique of sand-foundry helped in 
producing cast bronze art objects with relief decorations in larger quantities as 
was the case with bronze mirrors.28 

However, most Islamic decorative metalworking was done on sheet 
metal of copper, bronze or brass. Some articles were decorated by chasing 
with hammer and punches in the face of the metal. The design is traced on the 
surface, and the relief can be obtained by beating the adjacent areas. Such 

28. R. Ettinghausen and 0. Grabar, I l e  ,4rt and Architectwe of Idam, 650-1250, London, 
Pelican, 1991, pp.363-364. A mirror of Arttiq Shah, mid-thirteenth century, is 
dustrated. These mirrors were cast in northern Mesopotamia. In 403/1012 a brass 
door was made for the palace of Nasr al-Dawla of Mayyiifariqin in Diyiir Bakr, i.e. 
two centuries before al-Jazari. It seems that making brass or bronze doors for palaces 
was a traditional art in Diyiir Bakr, and that the brass door was most probably made 
in the same manner as the door of d-Jazari. This implies that the technology of sand 
casting of brass and bronze goes earlier than was assumed. (Ibn Shaddiid, al-Ac/2q a/- 
khaj’Tra, vol. 11, part 2, Damascus, 1978, pp. 273, 359). 
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chased relief work gives an effect of embossing. In embossing (or repoussk), 
the ornament is raised in relief from the reverse side. Some articles were 
decorated by mere engraving. 

The most important method of ornamentation, however, was that of 
inlaying, which is known in Europe as damascening, after Damascus, which 
was always famous in ths art. Inlaying (takfit) is the art of embeddmg gold 
wire (sometimes silver or copper) on the surface ofiron, steel or bronze. The 
design is drawn upon the surface with chasing tools. Then a recess for each 
piece of inlay is excavated with sharp chsels. The metal to be lnlaid is cut to 
shape and the craftsman uses a thin punch to drive the edges of each piece 
into its carved hollow. The punchng is done in such a manner that the surface 
of the neighbouring metal is bent over to grip the inlay. Sometimes the inlaying 
is done with niello, which is usually a mixture of silver sulphdes. 

Examples of outstanding Islamic bronze works of art using the above 
techniques are found in museums throughout the world. Some historians of 
art are of the opinion that this technique was first developed in Mosul, or in 
Mosul and the northern area along the Tigris river, which includes Hisn 
Kayfg and h d  (Diyiir Bakr). Some dunk that this art might have been 
transferred to Mosul from Iran at the beginning of the seventh/hteenth 
century. Mosul became the most important centre, and from there the art 
was diffused to Syria and Egypt. The so-called 'Homberg Ewer' in the Keir 
Collection is dated 640/1242-1243 and is signed by &mad b. 'Umar al- 
Dhaki al-Maws& who was a famous metalworker working under the pa- 
trona e of the Artuqid lung al-Malik Mas'iid whose reign ended in 629/ 
1232. The most important ewer is in the British Museum and dates from 
629/1232 and is signed by Shujii' b. Manca al-Ma~sili.~' Another me- 
talworker in the same period is 'a- b. Hammiid al-Maws~li.~* There was a 
school of metalworkers in Mosul whose members are well known now to 
historians of Islamic art. Mosul was certainly the most important centre; but 
the art was flourishing in the sixth/twelfth and seventh/thirteenth centuries 
in the area stretchmg between Mosul, Aleppo and Amid whch comprises the 
Jasira to the north of Syria and Iraq. 

The metalworking art was thriving also in Damascus from the early thr- 
teenth century onwards, and from Syria the technique spread to Egypt. The 
largest and most important example of inlaid metalwork is the so-called bap- 
tistery of St. Louis in the Louvre and it probably comes from Egypt; it carries 

59 

29. LA. Mayer, hlamic Metalworkers, Geneva, 1959, p. 31. 
30. Mayer, ibid., pp. 84-85; Rice, /samic A ~ ,  op. it., p. 111 ; Diwaji, A'hm ..., op. cit., 

31. Mayer, (samic Metalworkers, op. it., pp. 33-34; D w q ,  A'Lim.. ., op. it., p. 100. 
p. 86. 
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the name of the craftsman Mi‘allim Muhammad b. al-Zayn, and can be dated 
between 689/1290 and 710/1310.32 

Among the innovations in ths period was the decorating of metalwork 
with enamel. The well-known enamelled bronze dish at Innsbruck in Austria 
whch is the most magnificent example of Muslim enamelwork in existence, 
carries the name of the Artuqid king of Hisn Kayfii, D i i ~ d  b. Sukmiin who 
reigned between 498/1104 and 539/1144.33 

Mention should be made of the Persian metalwork around 803/1400. 
Some of the work was truly magnificent; and no finer example of Islamic 
metalwork was probably ever made than the Great Cauldron, weighng about 
2 tonnes, which was made for Timiir Leng in Samarkand; this masterpiece is 
now in the Hermitage. Ths is not inlaid work, and its beauty derives from its 
shape and the magnificent Arabic writing in relief. It was made by U5hidb ‘Abd 
al-‘Aziz b. Sharaf al-Din al-Tabrizi and dated 801/1399.34 

Islamic craftsmanship in metalworking included also the making of 
measuring instruments for serving the needs of architects, engineers, astron- 
omers and the applied sciences. Instrument-makers were craftsmen with a 
very high level of skdl. They must have co-operated very closely with scholars, 
or were scholars themselves. Astronomers were able to order the very com- 
plicated forms of ‘spiders’, whch constitute the movable part of the astrolabe. 
More complicated instruments were also made such as the armdlary sphere 
and the spherical astrolabe. Several M u s h  scholars were instrument-makers, 
and their names appear in the biographical works. Al-Jazari was an instrument- 
maker as w e  know from his work. In one study about Islamic astrolabists, the 
author listed about 205 instruments out of which 153 are astrolabes, 14 
globes, 7 quadrants, and 23 sundials. The instruments exist currently at 181 
locations, mostly at world museums. They were made by 146 instrument- 
makers whose names are inscribed on the instruments or are known. About 
half of them lived before 900/1494. Many were famous astronomers like Ibn 
al-Shiiur, ‘Ali al-Qushji, Qaysar and others. Some were rulers or high-ranking 
officials like the Rasulid sultan al-Malik al-Ashraf Muw6Wd al-Din ‘Umar b. 
Yusuf b. ‘Umar b. ‘Ali b. Rasd al-Mwaffari who in 695/1295-1296 made an 
astrolabe in Yemen, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; and 
Ahmad Pasha, governor of Egypt, who calculated and designed several sun- 
dials (mipala) for the most important Cairo mosques during 1161-114/1748- 
1750.35 

32. Mayer, Islamic Metalworkers, op. it., pp. 74-75; Rice, hlamic Art, op.cit., pp. 137-139; 
C.Singer, et al., A Histoy of Ecbnolou, 2, Oxford, 1956, p.453, figure 416, plate 32B. 

33. Ettinghausen and Grabar, 7he  Art. .., op. it., pp. 362-363; N. I. ‘Miim, Funh al-sbarg 
al-awsat $-l- ‘qir al-islam&ya, Cairo, 1974, p. 129, plate 2. 

34. Rice, Humic Art, op. it., p. 212; Mayer, hlamic Metalworkers, op.cit., pp. 20-21. 
35. L. A. Mayer, hlamic Astrolabists, Geneva, 1956, pp.40-43, 80-81, 83-84. 
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With the appearance of gunpowder and cannon in the Islamic lands, a 
new class of craftsmen appeared, namely the cannon-makers. The produc- 
tion of cannon advanced rapidly from the beginning of the fourteenth 
century as was explained in Chapter 4.4. Cannon were cast mainly from 
bronze, and this explains why not many pieces had survived from the earlier 
ones. Bronze was always valuable and the old cannon would serve as raw 
material for recasting new products. Among the earliest survivmg cannon, 
one was made from iron; it is dated 767/1366, and carries the name of 
Ma‘allim Hasan al-Riimi. A cannon made for Mehmed 11, the Conqueror, 
known now as the ‘Dardanelles Gun’, was cast in 868/1464 by Munir ‘Ah. The 
inscription on the gun reads: ‘Help, 0 God, Sultan Mehemed Khiin son of 
Murad (see Fig. 4.21, p. 127). The work of Munir ‘Ah in the month of Rajab in 
the year 868/April1464‘. This gun is held at the Royal Amounes, Fort Nelson, 
in Hampshire, United Kingdom. Another cannon-maker, Muhammad b. 
Hamza, made in Cairo in 937/1530-1531 by order of Sulaymiin the 
Magnificent two bronze cannon (mukhtSda) for the Ottoman campaign against 
the Portuguese, who were then invading India.36 One of them is now at the 
Tower of London, and the second is in Junagadh in India. The use of gun- 
powder created also the new trade of ba%d$ya for the manufacture of mus- 
kets. In the sixteenth century, this new trade was listed in one &ba book 
among the other trades of Damas~us.~’ 

The above discussion of the Islamic metalworking crafts is not ex- 
haustive; we dtd not mention the craftsmen who work in gold and silver, nor 
&d we mention several other crafts in the working of ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals. W e  gave only a short account in an attempt to illustrate the high 
perfection and refinement attained. 

Craftsmen of the building trade 
The master builder (bannz’) was a highly-skilled craftsman who, in the case of 
important bddings, built according to the design of architects. When a 
building was made of stone, the builder’s work included that of a master 
mason who took part in the work and supervised it at the same time. The 
builder would be equipped with squares, plumb weights and strings to align his 
work and to ensure that the building would be true and without any departure 
from the perpendicular. 

Under the master builder, in larger works, were a number of craftsmen 
who would shape the separate stones according to the method of building. 
Some stones were roughly shaped for use in foundations and inner walls, 

36. F. Babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror and his Erne, Princeton, 1978, plate XI; Mayer, 

37. Zayyiit, ‘Kitiib al-I;Iisba’, op. cit. 
Isamic Armouren ..., op. cit., pp. 82-85. 
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4.65 Dressing a mdlstone by hammer and chsel. 
0 Roland and Sabrina Wchaud (British Library, London, MS. Or. 3299) 

some were cut and finished into ashlar blocks. Highly-sued craftsmen per- 
formed stone carving. 

The budders needed several levels of SUS in masonry work. Higher 
SUS were needed for outer faces of walls in ashlar masonry; for inner faces, 
rougher stones were used and required less skdl, and in between the inner 
and outer faces a core of rubble was bdt which required the least skdl of all. 

Builders and stone shapers used a mason’s pick, whch is a heavy type of 
tool pointed at one or both ends. For ashlar, they used a lighter bladed ham- 
mer, and a mallet and chsel were used for carving. The mason’s chisel is 
splayed out at the blade and its edge may be toothed for planing surfaces. 

Budding with brick (p&, from which the Spanish and English adobe is 
derived) had its craftsmen. There were brick-makers, brick-layers, brick-cut- 
ters and layers of ornamental bricks. The tools of brick-layers included a tro- 
wel, a hammer and a level. 

Brick-cutting was a specialized craft, whch related to the production of 
brick-mosaic panels. Bricks were cut into various geometrical shapes with a 
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bolster, and then the faces were ground smooth. Ornamental panels were then 
made from these cut bricks by casting them in ggsum plaster. After casting, 
panels were lifted into position on the buildings. 

A third method of building is to use clay or what may be called earth 
walling without the use of stones or bricks. Ibn Khaldun gives a description of 
one earth-walling technique using moulding boards or ~huttering.~~ Another 
technique used no moullng boards. The packed clay was laid in high courses, 
each of which was allowed to dry before laying the next. The craftsman spe- 
ciahzed in earth walling was called dakkzk (rammer). Plastering involved sev- 
eral craftsmen. There were those specialized in burning lime, and those 
specialized in burning gypsum. Kilns were located outside cities. Lime was 
sold as it was to the builder for slakmg before use, but gypsum rock was 
crushed in stone mills and sold ready for use. 

Plastering of walls was done either with lune or gypsum. Each had its 
techniques and speciahzed craftsmen. Some lime plastering was required for 
its hardness and durability, while other lime plastering was used where extra- 
ordmary smoothness, similar to that of marble and alabaster was needed. The 
making of this special polished lime required great skill. 

Gypsum was, however, more in use than lime. Its use was also laborious 
and demanding. One labourer was required for sifting, another for continuous 
stirring of the mixture to prevent quick setting. The plasterer hmself laid the 
gypsum in several layers over several days. H e  ornamented the top layer with a 
moullng board and by cutting it away with a knife. The surface was then 
finished, dusted and polished to a high gloss. 

Another craft was that of the window-carver, whch required the greatest 
skill. This work was done away from the building site. Ornamental patterns 
were cut in a thick layer of gypsum plaster. Small pieces of coloured glass, 
semi-precious stones and alabaster were used for glazing. 

Tiles were used on floors and on walls. Tile-makmg was a specialized 
industry having its own equipment and craftsmen. Tilers placed tiles on 
buildings. The uler used a straight edge and a stone chisel. The tiles were then 
laid in gypsum plaster either directly on the wall or they were pre-assembled in 
large panels with gypsum. 

Beside the above main crafts of the buildmg trade, there were labourers 
working as assistants to the builders, who were called raqqZrz%, and also young 
apprentices. There were also layers of clay pipes, marble-workers (marble slabs 
being used in bathrooms), makers of ovens and cesspools, and painters and 
decorators. Woodworking also was an important part of the building industry 
as w e  have seen. 

38. Wulff, ne Tradibonal Crafts ..., op. cit., pp. 108-135. This book gives a good account of 

39. Ibn Khaldiin, al-Muqaddima, op. cit., pp. 402-403. 
the various crafts in the building trade. 
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For hauhng heavy building materials, especially when walls had risen high, 
mechanical devices and scaffolding were utilized. The windlass was well 
known and was used for several purposes. For raising heavy materials, some- 
times the hoist was placed at ground level and a fured pulley at the upper level. 
A rope passed from the windlass to the weight. Ibn Khaldan (wrote eighth/ 
fourteenth century) mentioned the use of pulleys and said that architects must 
move heavy loads with machines: ‘big blocks of large stones cannot be lifted 
into place on a wall by the unaided strength of workmen alone’. The archtect 
must therefore multiply the strength of a rope by utilizing pulleys, whch 
‘multiply the power and strength needed to carry loads required in building’.40 

Scaffoldmg was utilized also as we can see from some paintings. It be- 
came necessary as soon as walls reached an uncomfortable height, because it 
was then difficult for the mason to continue with the laying of further courses 
of stone or brick. Scaffolding also provided the mason with a stable ‘seat’ to 
perform hs job. A framework was constructed of wooden poles. Ladders 
were used, and more than one platform was provided in the scaffold frame- 
work.41 

Al-mzlhandis (the engmeer and architect) 
Technological subjects in Islamic culture were classified along the same lines 
as the theoretical sciences. This is to be seen in the works of al-Khuwiirizm-, 
d-Fmbi, the Ikhwiin al-Safii’ (Brethren of Purity), Ibn Sing, Ibn al-Nadim, 
Ibn Khaldiin, al-‘Amiri, Tiishkopriiziide, al-Qalqashandi and others. This is 
but a selected list of authors who discussed the classification of sciences (See 
also Chapter 1.4, Part I of the present volume). ‘Jm al-banha (architecture 
and engineering) included the following ten branches according to al- 
Qalqa~handi:~’ The science of buildmg construction (‘ilm ‘uqzid ul-abn&u), 
the science of optics ( ‘ilm al-munZ@r), the science of burning mirrors (‘ilm ul- 
mar32 al-mzqhiqa), the science of the centres of weights (‘ilm marZkix al- 
atbq?), the science of surveying (‘ilm al-mislba), the science of finding out 
waters (‘ilm inbat al-m&Zb), the science of moving heavy weights ( ‘ilmjarr al- 
atbqd), the science of clocks (‘ilm al-binkZmZt), the science of dtary 
machmes ( ‘ilm al-ZlZt al-harb&ya), the science of ingenious machines (cilm al- 
Zkit al-n$Zmjya). In addition to these, Tiishkoprii~iide~~ included also: the 

40. Ibn Khaldiin, al-Muqaddima, op. cit., p. 409. 
41. A manuscript of Niziimi’s m a m a  illustrates the building of the famous castle of 

Khawarnaq. It is dated 1494, and the miniature is the work of Blhziid. See Rice, 
h’amic Art, op. cit., p. 229. 

42. Al-Qalqashandi, Abi al-‘Abb%s Ahmad b. ‘Ah, Subb al-a‘shi, op. it., pp.476-477. 
43. Tiishkopriiziide, Ahmad b. Mugtafs, M$$ al-sa ‘&!a wa-mifbzb al-s&i& Ji mawdZ‘rit al- 

‘ulaim, Cairo, 1968, I, pp.275-279. 
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science of navigation ( ‘ilm al-mdZha), the science of weights and measures ( ‘ilm 
al-awXZn wa-l-mawZ@z), and the science of throwing projecules ( ‘ilm al-ramy). 

The science of building construction (‘ih ‘uqid a/-abniya), is defined as: the 
science whch deals with the arrangement and orientations of buildings, the 
methods of proper construction, and the ways of giving them an aesthetic 
look, such as the building of well-constructed fortresses, the planning and 
construction of beautiful houses and the building of bridges. It deals also with 
methods for digging rivers, opening water canals, obtaining underground wa- 
ters, and conveying water from low levels to higher ones, and other works. 
This science is of great value in building cities, houses, and castles. There is a 
book by Ibn al-Haytham on the subject, and another one by Karji.44 

The mabandis was a hghly trained professional. To attain the status of a mabandis 
or mi‘m& (archtect), one had to be trained in mathematics, geometry, applied 
mechanics and drawing, and he had to acquire design skills over a long period. 
There were treatises and reference books written on various engineering 
subjects. But professional training could only be achieved at the hands of 
established architects or engineers. It is not surprising that the privilege of 
acquiring such a training was confined sometimes to the sons or to the close 
relatives of older architects. So the profession of engineer or architect ran in 
seme famdies from one generation to the other, as was the case in the Tiiliini 
family in Cairo, and as happened in some other professions in Islamic history. 

W e  do not know much about engmeering schools in the Islamic lands, but 
one report mentions that Najm al-Din al-Labudi had established an engineer- 
ing school in Aleppo in the sixth/twelfth century.45 Modern engineering 
schools, however, were first established in the Ottoman empire in the eight- 
eenth century when the Hendesehiine was first established in 1144/1734. 
Before the end of that century, there were three engineering schools: the 
Muhendeshiine-i Sultw- (Enpeering School of the Sultan), the Muhen- 
deshiine-i B6n Humiiyiin (Naval Engineering School), and the Muhen- 
deshiine-i Bern-i Humgm (Land Engineering School). 

Some mathematicians were noted engineers. The 3anu Miisii brothers 
were engineers and mathematicians. Ehib al-@yal was written by &mad b. 

Ibn al-Haytham was another noted engineer. H e  wrote a book on 
building construction, as we have seen, in addition to his famous work on 
optics. The story of his plans to construct a dam on the Nile is well known. 
&mad b. Mdpmmad al-&sib (i.e. the mathematician) was a noted mabandis. 

44. Tgshkopriiziide, M y a h  ..., op. cit., p. 375. 
45. See al-Bgsha, al-Fun@n, op. it., 111, p. 1157, who cites al-Rus~mZt al-hanahsbya by Hasan 

‘Abd al-Wahhgb, p.9. 
46. The Banii Miis% b. Shdzir, Ktb al-wyal, edited by A.Y. al-Hassan, Aleppo, 1981; also 

I h e  Book of Ingenious Awices (Ktib al-Wyal), Eng. trans. by D. R. Hill, Reidel, Holland, 
1979. 
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H e  was employed to restore the Nilometer at al-Rawda, Egypt, in 247/861 
and acted also as an archtect in Iraq. In the inscriptions, he was called al-@sib 
(the mathematician, or the one who calculates), and in texts al-Mubandis (the 
engineer). ‘Alam al-Din Qaysar was an engineer and architect, and was at the 
same time a famous mathematician and astronomer. These are but examples, 
since many Islamic mathematicians were also noted engneers and archtects. 
The title of mubandis included several dlsciplines whether civil, mechanical, or 
archtectural. 

Al-m.uhandir a/-mi ‘mzr (the architect) 
Arclutects designed important Islamic bddings. The word mubandis is a title for 
both the architect and the engneer. The word mi‘mdr was another title for an 
architect and was used more often than the word mubandis after the hrteenth 
century. In some Islamic lands such as the Ottoman empire, it became the title 
for a professional architect. Sometimes it indicated a master builder. Hence, the 
combined title of al-mubandis al-mi‘mZr was used sometimes to avoid any 
confusion and it is still in current use in some countries such as Syria. 

Some architects rose from among the ranks of craftsmen. Successful 
craftsmen were able sometimes to grow steadily in their knowledge until they 
were able to become both designers and builders. W e  know the names of 
some architects who were orignally carpenters, stonemasons, bricklayers and 
plaster decorators. 

A master budder (banna’) would reach the rank of an architect and 
therefore this word may indicate a master builder or an architect. In other 
cases, the title ustzdb or mu‘allim would indicate either a master builder or an 
architect. An analysis of the inscriptions on existing Islamic buildings reveals 
that these titles occurred in the inscriptions in this descending order of fre- 
quency: mi ‘m~?, bannd’, ushidh, mu ‘allim, and mubandis. Inscriptions on some 
buildings give the two titles mubandis and b u m 2  together. Sometimes the titles 
ustzdb and bannd’ would run together. 

In the countries of the Maghrib and al-Andalus, the title ‘any would 
indicate either a master budder or an archtect. In some cases, the title of al- 
‘anyal-mubandis is gven, which denotes an architect only. In Algeria, the words 
j&ib or j~$ib al-mabZnfwere used sometimes to indlcate a master budder or an 
architect. 

In the Mameluke kingdom, a chief archtect was called in some cases ru% 
al-mi‘mZnjya. In other cases, he was called mu‘alLim al-mu‘allimTn. H e  was called 
also mzhzndis al- ‘ama’ir, ‘the archtect of buildings’, and was responsible for all 
bddings, budding estimates, town planning and for decisions regardmg all 
those employed in the buildmg trade. H e  was addressed by high official titles 
such as ‘The Highly Dignified, the Respectable, the Trusty’, and on occasions 
these titles could reach an even hgher order. 
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In the Ottoman empire, the chief architect was the mi'mZ~bZshZ. This title 
was adopted for several centuries and we know the names of most of the 
architects who assumed this position before and after Mi'mZr Siniin. The title 
'zrmakt aL-muhandiirn, indicating 'dean of engineers and architects', was given to 
M'mZr Muslih al-Din who erected the fortifications of Boghaz Kesen, known 
as Rumeli Hisar during the siege of Constantinople by Mehmed the 
Conqueror in 856/1452. The title kbZ;;a mi'mZc was used in the eighteenth 
century, indicating chef architect. 

Architects and engineers enjoyed, in general, high status in society. 
The title mzlhandir or mi'mzr was added to the name of a person who 
practised this profession. Some architects and engmeers held hgh 
positions. AL-Mubandis Shihiib al-Din Ahmad b. Ahmad b. Muhammad al- 
Tdiini was Sultan Barqiiq's chief engineer and archtect (mzrcaLlim aL- 
mu'aLlimfn). As a sign of esteem he was promoted in the court to the rank 
of AmTr of Ten. In 794/1391-1392 BarqGq married lus daughter. His 
father Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tdtini was also a mzrhandis of high posi- 
tion. The later generations of the Tdiini family were also architects of 
high standmg. Badr al-Din Hasan al-Td~ni became chef architect. 
(mucaLlim aL-mu'aLlimZn) in 857/1453. H e  held this position several times 
until after 908/1502-1503. His son Shhiib al-Din, who succeeded him as 
chief archtect, was mentioned among the notables who were deported 
from Cairo to Istanbul in 923/1517. Similarly all the Ottoman archtects 
who were chef architects were high-ranking officials and enjoyed high 
prestige and influence. 

Some archtects were members of the ruling classes. Al-Malik al-Sdih 
M a b a d  b. Qarii Arsliin, the Urtuqid sultan, made in 605/1208-1209 the 
designs for a tower of the city wall of Diyiir Bakr. Aydumur, who was a 
governor, was the architect of the Ulu Mosque in Sandikli, built in 1379. 
'Iwad ('Imiid al-Dawla wa-1-Din Hajj 'Iwad b. Ah- Biiyazid) was governor 
of Bursa, and became pasha and vizier of Mehmed I. H e  designed, ar- 
ranged and fixed the proportions of Yesil Cami in Brussa between 818-827/ 
14141424, as is inscribed on the door of the mosque. Other architects 
were amirs, mhtary leaders, men of religon, or even descendants of the 
Prophet .47 

Architects' names &d not always appear on their buildings. Inscriptions 
were more common in some areas and in some periods of history. Inscriptions 
in general are an indcation that the architect was highly appreciated in society. 
This is especially true of the Saljuq period in Anatolia, the Timurid period in 
Samarkand, and the Umayyad period in Spain. It was customary in these areas 
to single out the archtect's name in a prominent place in the building. An 

47. L. A. Mayer, Islamic Architects and their ll%rk, Geneva, 1956. The information given above 
resulted from an analysis of the roll of architects given in Mayer's book. 
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inscription dated 297/910 on a gate in Mardin in Diyixr Bakr bears the name of 
the caliph al-Muqtadir, together with the names of two engineer-archtects. 
One of them was Alpad b. Jd ~~J-Mzlhandis.~~ 

Architects used to prepare drawings for the important buildings which 
they were designing. They also made scde models. Also, artists' drawings and 
miniatqe paintings illustrate buildings in elevation and plan, showing eGery 
detail with great skill and precision. 

Architectural activities intensified with the rise of the Ottoman empire. 
Among the most important achievements in architecture were the 
magnificent mosques and the other religious buildings which the sultans 
had built, and which testify to the splendour of the empire in those 
centuries. As a result of this great architectural movement, the position of 
the mi'mar b&i was always important. Not only did he sometimes prepare 
the actual designs of some of the new great buildings, but he had also to 
supervise the construction and repair of buildings. The duties of the mi'mzr 
b&hi are described in these words: 

No private bddmg could be constructed without the authorization of the 
mi'mir babf and payment of a regular fee in return for his licence. When public 
or religious buildtngs were to be constructed, the mi'mir birhwas charged not 
only with inspecting and improvmg the plans but also with providing workers 
and materials, with funds coming from the treasury, and the artisans supplied by 
the relevant gullds. The mi'mir b&bf agents waked the streets of the city to 
ensure that the new buildings were being constructed accordmg to plan and also 
to fmd buildmgs in disrepair and require their owners to repair or destroy them 
to assure public safety. The mi'mir bdtworked with the sz? ni@fin buildmg and 
maintaining the aqueducts needed to provide water for the city and the foun- 
tains (sebih) located around the city to distribute fresh water to the populace.49 

Several great Ottoman architects assumed the position of mi'mzr brishf, but the 
most eminent among them was evidently Sinw b. 'Abd al-Mannw, better 
known as Qoja Mi'm%r Sin&, who was born in Kayseri about 895/1489. H e  
was drafted in his youth into the corps of Janissaries, and after a period of 
schooling and rigorous training Sin& became a construction officer in the 
Ottoman army. H e  took part in the campaigns of Belgrade, Rhodes, Persia, 
and in the siege of Vienna as chief of the corps of engineers. H e  revealed his 
talents as an engineer by designing and building military bridges and 
fortifications. After a prolonged stay in Baghdad he entered into the service 

48. Mayer, hhic Architectx.. ., op. cit., p. 43. 
49. Shaw, Hixtoty ..., op. kt., I, p. 160. 
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of the Ottoman court and was soon appointed as mi'mzr bZJhf(chef architect) 
in 1539. H e  assumed this office for about forty years, unul hs death in 996/ 
1588. 

In his capacity as mi'mzr bahf, Sinnn displayed remarkable talent and 
energy. The long list of hs bddlngs and the quallty of his work entitle him to 
be considered the greatest Ottoman arclutect, if not the greatest in Islam. His 
ideas, whch are exemplified in the construction of mosques and other 
buildings, became basic methods for later Ottoman archtects. In his auto- 
biography, he listed 312 bddmgs (another source listed 334), which include 
(according to one account) 75 large and 49 small mosques, 49 madram and 
7 institutes for the study of the Qur'gn, 17 public kitchens for the poor, 
3 hospitals, 7 viaducts, 7 bridges, 27 palaces, 18 caravanserais, 5 treasure 
houses, 31 baths and 18 burial mausoleums.50 

His three best-known works are the Sehzade Mosque and the Mosque of 
Sultan Sulaymh I, the Magnificent, both in Istanbul, and the Sultan Selim 
Mosque at Edirne. 

50. C. Brockelmann, History of the Islamic PeopLes, translated by J. Carmichael and 
M.Perlmann, London, 1980, p.293. See also Mayer, (Samic Architects ..., op. cit., 
pp. 121-124. 
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Chapter 5.1 

MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS, 
EDUCATION AND SPECIALIZATION 

Sami mal4 Hamarneh 

Medco-pharmaceutical progress took place in Islam with the consolidation 
of the Abbasid dynasty, shortly after the middle of the second century AH 
(late in the eighth century AD). It ushered in the first climax of the 
Arabic Golden Age and involved all aspects of the health sciences: health 
sciences medical ethics, health sciences educational systems, health 
sciences modern establishments and health sciences organization of 
hospitals, as well as health sciences paedatrics, health sciences ophthal- 
mology, health sciences anatomy, health sciences surgery, health sciences 
dietetics, health sciences therapeutics, health sciences aetiology and health 
sciences pathology. 

Progress in medcal education came through the physician Jurjis b. 
Bakhtishu‘. H e  was also head of the school of medicine. Several generations 
of his descendants served the field of medicine conscientiously for almost four 
centuries. Progress in medcal education flourished mainly under the patron- 
age of Caliph al-Man$r (d. 158/775) and hs successors until the fifth/ele- 
venth century. 

Abu Zakariyya Yuhanna b. MHsawayh (c. 161-243/777-857) developed 
a most interesting career, centring on the revival of medlcal education. H e  
encouraged research in the Bayt al-ljkma (House of Wisdom) in Baghdad, 
which was a unique centre for the progress of medical and philosophical 
knowledge. 

Ibn Miisawayh encouraged translations of texts from Greek and Syriac 
into Arabic, the language of the Holy Qur’iin. Translators who perfected these 
languages were rewarded handsomely. As a result, accurate translations of the 
major relevant texts of antiquity became avadable in Arabic throughout 
learning centres everywhere in the Muslim world. 

Ibn Miisawayh promoted, and possibly at one time Irected, the first 
hospital (bimaristiin) in Baghdad, established at the begnning of the third/ 
ninth century by the cahph HPmn al-Rashid (170-193/786-809). 
Thereafter, other bZmZ~4%Zm were established in cities all over the Islamic 
domain. 
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From the time of al-Ma’mun (d. 218/833) to al-Mutawakkd (d.247/ 
861), Ibn Masawayh served as ‘chief court physician’, trusted by the 
Abbasid cahphs, particularly al-Wnthiq (d. 232/847), who held him in great 
esteem. It is worth noting that Ibn Mnsawayh was the founder and director 
of the earliest known medical school in Islam. In hs career as a teacher, he 
urged doctors and students alike to learn anatomy and physiology in order 
to excel in the art. 

Ibn Miisawayh‘s well-respected colleague was Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. Sahl 
Rabbnn al-Tabari. H e  too served as a court physician. His best-known con- 
tribution was hs medical encyclopedia Erdaws al-bikma (Paradise of Wisdom), 
which was completed around 235/850, and was dedicated to al-Mutawakkil. 
It covers such subjects as public health, clinical medicine, hygiene, dietetics, 
therapy and aetiology. Furthermore, it presents statements on ethcs 
(al-akbdq), with a view to raising the standard of the medical profession. 

Transmission into arabic 
In the third/ninth century, active transmission of medical knowledge took 
place from Indian, Persian, and particularly from Greek and Syriac textbooks. 
Among the most active translators was unayn b. Ishiiq al-‘Ibi?idi, who was 
assisted by a competent team of translators. Hunayn (d. 260/873) and hs co- 
workers translated the great legacy of the healing arts, from the original Greek, 
and from Syriac into Arabic. As a result of their activities, Arabic became the 
lingua franca at the time, and lasted for almost five centuries hence. Hunayn 
b. Ishiiq’s school produced reliable Arabic and Syriac medical and pharma- 
ceutical texts. Hunayn was not only an excellent translator of texts, but also an 
author of books on medicine. Examples are his important works: FiayG‘ al- 
ma ‘ida (On Stomach Ailments), al-MasZil$-l-$ibb @aestions on Medicine), al- ‘Asbar 
maqZi’Zt Ji-l- ‘qn (Ten Treatises on the Eye), and his book entitled E-l-agbdbba (On 
Natviments) . 

Many outstandmg physicians led professional, unblemished careers in 
teaching, and the practice of the healing arts. In so doing, they helped 
promote the theoretical and practical standards of medicine under the banner 
of Islam. Among the famous doctors of the third/ninth and fourth/tenth 
centuries, one can mention ‘hi b. al-Hakam al-Dimashqi who compiled a 
‘Compendium’ (kannasb) entitled al- EqzZt&ya or al-HZmn$ya, dedcated to 
Caliph Ham al-Rashid, and Ahmad al-Tabari’s al-Afa ‘d@ al-baqratbya whch 
was completed under the Buwayhids, about 970 AD. 

The earliest book in Islam on practical ethics is Adab al-$abfb. Its author is 
Ishiiq b. ‘Ah al-Ruhnwi (second half of the thrd/ninth century) from Urfa 
(Elissa or Ruha). His book consists of twenty chapters. It covers among other 
subjects: the goals of medlcine, prognosis in acute diseases, care and welfare 
of the patients. 
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5.1 Ibn Sing lecturing to his students. An imapative dustration 
from a Persian manuscript of the seventeenth century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud 
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Al-Ruhgwi emphasized the importance of friendly co-operation and 
cordial relations between practitioners. They should show respect and ap- 
preciation to each other and to their co-workers, also to nurses, health as- 
sistants and pharmacists. It is of particular interest that al-Ruhawi advised 
doctors to continue to study throughout their medical careers, thus uniting 
the theory of medicine to practice. H e  reiterated that new ideas come to 
physicians only if they apply theory to practice. Practitioners, he adds, 
should keep accurate records of all medical data they gather. They should 
treasure such information, and should write all that down in notebooks to 
be constantly used in practice. 

Al-Ruhawi emphasized two ethcal principles: first, a physician should 
listen carefully to whatever each patient has to tell him in confidence, whether 
the patient happens to be young or old, male or. female, rich or poor. 
Secondly, it is his solemn duty to train his meQcal assistants, as well as his 
students, to apply theory to practice. In this way, the meQcal lore should be 
inherited by students, who, in time, would eventually pass it on to their worthy 
successors. 

Public health 
Aba Sa'id Siniin b. Thsbit b. Qurra (d. 331/943) took additional steps towards 
enforcing and enhancing public health. H e  suggested a new system of 
licensing practitioners. Each practitioner had to pass an examination in order 
to be allowed to practise the art of healing. According to Ibn Abi Usaybi'a 
(d. 668/1270), Caliph al-Muqtadir passed an edict, early in 319/931, 
sanctioning such qualifying examinations. 

During the reign of al-Muqtadir, one hospital already existed in 
Baghdad, which was probably founded around 187/803. Early in 306/918, 
he helped establish two more hospitals in the capital: one in Siiq Y*ya, on 
the shores of the Tigris, whch was financially supported by al-Sayyida, al- 
Muqtadir's mother, with generous endowments (awqaf ). She granted a 
monthly wadof 600 dinars for running expenses and hospital needs. The 
second hospital, entitled al-Muqtadiri, was founded also in Baghdad, on the 
bank of the Euphrates, by the caliph hmself, with generous monthly en- 
dowments and cash payments. 

Sin& was encouraged by the caliph to send teams of physicians and 
medical assistants to help relieve ailing prisoners from pains of the body and 
the mind. Conditions in crowded jails seemed to be so alarming that the 
caliph, upon visiting one jail, issued an edict ordering that patients were to be 
given special medcal care. Sinan ordered doctors to supply the patients with 
more food and medicine, in addition to giving them good counselling. 

It is interesting to note that the cahph hunself suffered from bouts of 
uncontrollable anger. This cost him dearly, in hurting both friends and 
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5.2 A signed certificate issued by Ibn al-Nafis (d. 1288) 
testifying that his student, a Christian named 

Shams al-Dawla Abu-l-Fad b. Abi-1-Hasan al-Masm, 
had read and mastered Ibn al-Nafis' commentary on a Hippocratic treatise. 

The certificate is in the handwriting of Ibn al-Nafls himself and dated 
29 Jumada I AH 668 (25 January 1270) 

0 Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine, Washington (MS. A69, fol. 67b) 
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subordinates. To cure this type of bad temper, Siniin is reported to have said: 
‘Be kindly and take it easy! When angry, one should count to ten, or should 
sleep it over. Hatred and vengeance should be supplanted by kindness, for- 
gveness and understandmg. These virtues are priceless, akin to godliness and 
real piety.’ 

The above-mentioned principles constituted the pillars of remarkable 
missions of mercy, which were crowned with great results. They brought 
about actual improvements in public health for all the citizens. 

Foresightedness was indeed recommended and often was the objective 
of many doctors in the Arab-Islamic world. These qualities were coupled with 
interest in promoting preventive medicine and the preservation of health. 

Hospitals in islam 
Among the most important institutions concerned with public health were 
hospitals (bimiiristiins) from the Persian bfmir, meaning the sick, and i~tzn, that 
is a home. 

A bfm&i-hin was a buildmg or buildings that housed academic and ad- 
ministrative employees. Patients were admitted on an equal footing, from all 
classes and segments of society. The bTtmi&hin was a centre for caring, and 
curing the sick in body and mind. 

Hospitals were run on phdanthropic and humanistic principles. Among 
the basic rules of such centres were to welcome male and female patients, 
who were housed according to gender, in separate halls or wings. The 
general purpose of running hospitals was to acheve improvements in 
community health. Furthermore, bfmZ&Zns served as centres for scientific 
research and investigation into diseases, their symptoms and causes. They 
were also centres for teaching and training medcal personnel, from doctors 
to carers, in their fields of specialization: surgery, osteopathy, ophthalmol- 
ogy, and clinical and internal medicine. With each hospital budding, there 
existed a medical library and a room for discussing medical cases. A 
pharmacy (;qu’ahjya) occupied a part of the hospital building. A pharmacist 
(:uy&l&Z) was in charge of supplying non-adulterated medical material to 
the hospital, and preparing vegetable and mineral drugs prescribed by 
hospital practitioners. 

Soon thereafter, hospitals sprang up in cities throughout the Muslim 
world: from Ghaana and IUlwiirizm to al-Rayy and Marw, from Shiraa and 
Baghdad to Damascus and Aleppo; and from Cairo and Qayrawiin to 
Marrakesh and Granada. The basic principles were applied in each hospital. 
There were only variations in procedures, style, furniture and medical equip- 
ment. 

It is appropriate to bring this section to a conclusion by reviewing 
al-Riizi’s .(d. 313/925) views of hospitals. H e  appreciated the educational role 
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5.3 Plan of the Hospital of Qalgwtin, Cairo, bdt in 1284 
by al-Mahk al-Mansnr Qalgan. Hospitals as we know them today 
were developed in the Islamic world in the second/eighth century. 

0 Biblioth6que Nationale de France, Paris 
(From P. Coste, Architecture arabe, ou Monuments dtl Cam, 

mesun5 et dessine'sde 1818 2 1826par Pmcal Coste, 
Firmin-Didot, 1837, pl. XV) 
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of hospitals. H e  hmself studied medicine in the hospital of Baghdad. In his 
career, it has been ascertained that he first became &rector of the hospital of 
al-Rayy, his birthplace. Later, he was appointed to the most prestigious med- 
ical post, as director of the hospital of Baghdad. 

In hs book entitled E mibnat al-.tabZb (On Examining Physicians), he 
advised doctors to practise the art of healing in crowded cities where many of 
their colleagues would be practising. 

At the begnning of his medical career (jbadZthatihiz;), he copied extracts from 
a book: ofpresmptions which wa.r at the di-posal ofthe doctors oftbe hospital $Baghdad. 
I h e  title ofthese extracts, TqZib al-ma&&z (Hospital Experiences), and the pre- 
scriptions themselves, are preserved in the Bodleian Library MS. Marsh 537. 
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Chapter 5.2 

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY A N D  
THE STUDY O F  THE CAUSES 
O F  DISEASE (AETIOLOGY) 

Ghada Karmi 

The basis of Arabic anatomy, physiology and disease aetiology, in so far as can 
be ascertained, was Greek. The use of the word ‘Arabic’ in this context calls 
for some comment. Historians of the medieval period in the lands of Islam 
have resorted to a variety of definitions with which to categorize that 
civilization and culture: Islamic, Arabian, Arab, Muslim and so on. Where the 
scientific output of that age is concerned, none of these adjectives is strictly 
accurate. Not all the people who contributed to that output were Muslims, 
and not all of them were of Arab stock. As is well known, many of them were 
Christians, Jews or Zoroastrians, and many belonged to a variety of racial 
groups whch included Persians, Afghans, Berbers and Spaniards, to mention 
but a few. In other words, they had no common rehgous or racial bond, but 
they all made use of one common language, Arabic, as the universal vehicle 
for scientific and cultural production. To be sure, literary material, especially 
poetry, was exempted from ths rule, and we know for example that some of 
Ibn Sing’s non-scientific, non-philosophical works were written in his native 
Persian. Nevertheless, it remains true that the lingua franca throughout the 
period of Islamic civhzation was Arabic, which was both the language of 
education and of learned discourse and composition. 

Of course, that is not to say that there was no common culture outside 
the use of a common language, and it is here that the definition ‘Islamic’ 
probably has its most apposite application, for there is no more suitable term 
to describe the culture which, although composed of previous and disparate 
elements, became integrated into something new and unique. Ths is well 
illustrated in the case of medicine, where, by the thirdlninth century, it was 
possible to find an identical medical system described in books produced at 
extreme geographcal ends of the lands ruled over by the caliphs, irrespective 
of the national or religious origin of their authors. For the purposes of this 
chapter, therefore, the term ‘Arabic’ will be used in preference to others, in 
order to designate that medical system and its practitioners. In this sense also, 
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descriptions such as (secular) ‘Jewish medicine’ or ‘Persian medicine’ have no 
meaning, hard as some writers have tried to distinguish such entities.* 

According to ths integrated Arabic medical system, an understanding 
of the normal functions of the body led logically to an explanation of how 
disease came about. Unltke modern medicine, where physiology is a separate 
science whose understanding does not necessarily provide an explanation for 
the causation of hsease, medieval Arabic’ medicine connected the body’s 
function and dysfunction causally. Ths is because Arabic physiology derived 
from humoralism. So far as is known, the humoral theory was not native to 
Arabic physicians, and had been received by them through the Greeks, 
whose medical tradition rested on the basis of this theory. There is no doubt 
that Arabic medical writers elaborated Greek humoralism and developed it to 
a considerable degree, and seem to have preferred this explanation of phy- 
siology over that of Indian medicine, to which they also had access. Why this 
should be is not at all clear. Indtan medicine was introduced earlier on into 
the Islamic state during the first Abbasid caliphate. Indtan scholars and as- 
trologers were welcomed into the court of the Abbasid caliph, al-hlansiir 
(138-159/754-775), and were held in some esteem. It is clear that Arabic 
doctors were familiar with Indian medical theory: and quotations from the 
great Inlan works of Sushruta and the Graka-samhita occur commonly in 
the books of Arabic  physician^.^ Al-Tabari’s book, Erhws al-hiha (The 
Paradise of Wisdom), written in the second/eighth century, contains one of 
the most com rehensive accounts of Indian medicine to be found in any 
Arabic source! Inlan medical theory also had at its basis the idea of hu- 
mours, or essential body  substance^.^ Unltke the Greek humours, these 
doshas were three in number and not all of them were fluids - wind, bile and 
phlegm - but, like the Greek theory, they had to exist in a state of e q d -  
brium for health to be maintained. An imbalance or abnormality in their 
composition led to disease, and the aim of treatment was to correct that 
imbalance and restore the state of equilibrium. There were superficial but 
distinct slrmlarities between hs system and the Greek humoral theory, but 
also basic differences. In the end, it was the Greek version of melcine 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

See, for example, E. G. Browne, Arabian Medicine, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1921, which is really an account of what the author sees as ‘Persian medicine’. 
P. S. Sharma (ed.), Realms of&urveda, New Delhi, Arnold Heinemann, 1979, pp. 54-76; 
Ibn al-Nadim, Ktib al-fibrist, Tehran, 1971, p. 305. 
There are numerous quotations from the Caraka-sambita, usually rendered as ‘Sharak 
said: . . .’, scattered in al-Rzzi’s enormous work, KtZb al-fAiwi j-l-~bb, Hyderabad, 
Ministry of Education, Government of India, Osmania Oriental Publications, 1374/ 
1955; see also G. Sarton, Intmduction to the History of Science, Baltimore, Williams & 
Wilkins, 1927, p. 284 (Carnegie Institution of Washington Publications, 376). 
‘Ali b. Rabbiin al-Tabari, Fzrdaws a/-bikma, ed. M.Z. Siddiqi, Berlin, 1928, pp. 557ff. 
P. S. Sharma (ed.), Realms of&urveda, op. it., pp. 15-21, 95-107. 
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5.4 The human skeleton. From a collection of miscellanea, 
fifteenth century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Topkapi Library, Istanbul, MS. B 41 1) 
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which supervened, and Arabic physicians, having flirted briefly with Indian 
medical lore in the early years of Islamic civilization, devoted their main 
efforts to developing and amplifjmg Greek medicine. 

It is important to realize that medieval Arabic physiology and, to a certain 
extent, also anatomy, are fundamentally different from our understanding of 
these subjects today. Not only was the physiological system predicated on the 
idea of four elements and four humours, but there was no concept at all of 
some of those bodily mechanisms we would consider to be the most basic, for 
example the circulation of the blood. According to Greek and Arabic thmking, 
blood was supposed to move into the organs by an ebb-and-flow mechanism 
and to be used up entirely in the tissues which it supplied. There was no idea 
that it returned to the heart or anywhere else. Thus, observations that might 
have led to an understanding of the circulation were ignored because there was 
no conceptual framework within which to fit them. An illustration of this 
phenomenon may be found in the celebrated work of Ibn al-Nafis on the 
pulmonary circuit.‘ Ibn al-.Nafis, of whom we will speak later in this chapter, 
was a seventh-thirteenth-century physician from Damascus who observed in a 
commentary on the anatomy in Ibn Sins’s Canon that the accepted Greek 
account.of the way in which blood passed between the heart and the lungs was 
incorrect. In a brilliantly descriptive passage, he proceeded to give his own 
version, which in fact corresponds to the modern anatomy of the pulmonary 
circulation. This passage has earned Ibn al-Nafis, in the eyes of some modern 
scholars, the title of ‘discoverer of the pulmonary circulation’, despite the fact 
that he himself seemed unaware of the idea of a circulation or, if he was, he 
certainly never applied the same idea to the movement of blood in the rest of 
the body. Furthermore, there is no evidence that any of his contemporaries or 
successors appreciated the significance of his discovery, and the circulation of 
the blood was not described until more than 300 years after his death. 

Ibn al Nafis’ observation leads us to wonder if Arabic doctors carried out 
dissection. There is no clear information on h s  point. It is likely that for most 
practising doctors, anatomical knowledge was sufficiently derived from the 
anatomical works of the Greek physician, Galen, all of which had been 
translated into Arabic. In addition, knowledge of the anatomy of specific parts 
of the body could be obtained from examining cadavers or the consequences 
of battle injury. It was by seeing the 8,000 skeletons and bones of those who 
perished in the famine of Egypt in 597/1200 that ‘Abd al-Latif al-Baghdsdi 
came to record his famous observation on the human mandible,7 namely that 

6. M. Meyerhof, ‘Ibn al-Nafis (thirteenth cent.) and his Theory of the Lesser Circulation’, 
Ish, 23, 1935, pp. 100-120; E. Bittar, ‘A Study of Ibn Nafis’, Bul. Hst. Med., 29, 1955, 
pp. 352-368. See also A. Z. Iskandar in: Dictonay $Aientzzc Biogr@h, New York, Charles 
Scribner, E, pp. 602-606, 1974. 

7. ‘Abd al-Latif al-Baghdgdi, La relation ak PEHte, trans. Fr. S. de Sacy, Paris, 1810, p. 418. 
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it was one single bone and not two, as Galen had attested. He confirms the 
reliance of Arabic physicians on Galenic anatomy when he says: 

All the anatomists say that the manhble is made up of two bones. W h e n  I say 
all, it is as if I say Galen alone, for he alone is responsible for writing anatomical 
works. 

Nevertheless, it remains possible that at least some ,of the Arabic physicians 
carried out dissection, even though there was a revulsion against thls practice. 
Ibn al-Nafis’ s”description of the interventricular septum of the heart suggests 
strongly that he had physically examined it, though whether by deliberate 
dissection, or by accident as after a violent death, or indeed by dissection of an 
animal heart, we do not know. His own testimony is puzzling in this regard, 
for he says that he arrived at his discovery without dissection because ‘of our 
religious sense, as well as the sense of mercy.’8 Yet, he goes on to comment 
that one can only understand the anatomy of organs if one sees them in the 
living state. It is tempting to interpret ths as a discussion, not of dissection of 
a corpse, which is our meaning of the word, but of vivisection. O n  ths 
interpretation, it may well be that dissection, in our sense, took place at the 
time but was not called so. 

In the following paragraphs of thls chapter, we wdl examine in more 
detd the anatomical and physiological ideas prevalent during the heyday of 
Arabic-Islamic civrlisation, as well as the concepts of causation of disease. 

ANATOMY 

The study of Arabic anatomy has not excited much scholarly interest. Aside 
from Schipperges’ short overview of 1966, ‘Die Anatomie im Arabischen 
Kulturkrei~’,~ little has been written recently on this subject.” There is still no 
improvement on the scholarly contribution of D e  Koning in the early years of 
this century.” D e  Koning made available the Arabic texts with a French 

8. See E. Bittar, A Stu4.. ., op. cit. 
9. H. Schipperges, ‘Die Anatomie im Arabischen Kulturkreis’, Medi+niscbe Monatscbnj?, 1966, 

10. There are two papers in Russian on specific aspects: V.V. Kuprilanov, ‘Outstanding 
Contribution of the Works of Avicenna to the History of Anatomy’, Archives d’anatomie, 
d’bistologie et d’embyologie, 9, 1980; and in the same journal volume, R.A. Usmanova, 
‘Avkenna on the Musculoskeletal System’, and one book in Spanish, E. Torre, Averroesy la 
ciencia midca: b doctrina anatomofnctional del Colhget, Madrid, 1974. I am informed that Dr. 
Emily Savage-Smith and her colleagues are currently preparing an illustrated guide to 
Arabic anatomy. 

11. P. D e  Koning, Trois trait45 d’anatomie arabe par Muhammed b. Zakanba d-Rari, ‘Ali b. al- 
‘Abbas et ‘Ab b. Xna, texte inkdit de deux traites, Leiden, Brill, 1903. 

pp. 67-73. 
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translation of the anatomical sections of two major Arabic works and a French 
translation of a third which collectively provide a complete picture of the state 
of anatomical knowledge among Arabic physicians at the zenith of Arabic 
civihzation. The first of these, al-R&i’~ EtZb al-Man:G~, remains in manuscript 
form to this day; the other two, al-Majiisi’s fi-mil al-:inZca al-&bb&ya, and Ibn 
Sing’s EtZb al-QinZnji-l-tibb (The Canon), have been printed. This edition of 
al-QgnGn includes useful notes at the end. A study of these Arabic originals 
remains the best source for information on the anatomical knowledge of the 
age, and w e  will have occasion in this section to refer to them directly. 

N o  understanding of Arabic anatomy can be complete without a prior 
examination of the work of Galen in this field. The reliance of Arabic physicians 
on Galenic precedent and authority is a recurrent feature of medieval Arabic 
medicine, and anatomy was no exception. Galen, and to a lesser extent other 
Greek writers, was cited frequently in Arabic medical works and Galen’s au- 
thority was often used to support some particular opinion or point of view. Not 
that all Arabic physicians were uncritical of Galen; we have already referred 
above to Ibn al Nafis’ departure from the pulmonary anatomy of Ibn Sing as 
derived from Galen, and to that of ‘Abd al-Latif al-BaghdPdi. AI-R&i wrote a 
complete treatise entitled EtZb al-shtlkGk ‘alZ]ZhnZJ (The Book of Doubts 
about Galen),12 in which he took issue with Galenic opinion over a variety of 
subjects. 

Nevertheless, all major aspects of medcal theory and practice followed 
Galenic teaching. Galen’s great anatomical works, On Anatomical Procedtlres, in 
fifteen books of which the last seven exist only in Arabic translation, and On 
the Uiejtllness oftbe Parts exerted a profound influence on Arabic anatomy. This 
was at least partly because the Arabic physicians recognized Galen’s role in 
distilling and disseminating the views of those Greek authorities who had gone 
before him. Indeed, in some cases, our knowledge of Galen’s antecedents 
only comes from his critique of their works. His anatomy reflected the views 
of Hippocrates and Aristotle and was derived from his considerable dissec- 
tions and experiments. 

His approach was partly descriptive and partly phdosophical. His book, 
On the Usejtllness oftbe Parts, sets out in painstakmg detail his deterministic 
philosophy of body organs.14 According to this, each organ is perfectly 
fashoned to carry out its function and could not have been improved on in 
the smallest degree. At times, he resorts to extraordinary intellectual con- 
volutions in order to justify his hypothesis. His extravagant paean of praise 

13 

12. S. Pinks, ‘Razi critique de Galien’, in Studies in Arabic Mrsions of Greek Zxts and in Medieval 
Scbence, Jerusalem, Hebrew Press and Leiden, Brill, 1986, 2, pp. 256-263. 

13. C. Singer, Be Evolution ofAnatomy, London, Kegan Paul, 1925, pp.46-58. 
14. Galen on the UsejUness oftbe Parts ofthe 2304, trans. from Greek by M. T. May, New York, 

Cornell University Press, 1968. 
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5.5 Anatomical illustration from a Persian Medical Treamy, 
seventeenth century 

0 Bodleian Library, Oxford (MS. Fraser 201, fol. 1014) 
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was not specifically addressed to God, but it might well have been to the 
pious, and the book must have seemed like a confirmation of divine creation. 
Galen's practical knowledge of anatomy derived very largely from animal 
dissection. H e  used pigs, goats and Barbary apes, and seems not to have been 
deterred by considerations of anatomical differences between them and man. 
This was one of the reasons for the anatomical errors he made.15 For example, 
he asserted that the right kidney was higher than the left, whereas in man, of 
course, it is the other way around. The extensor muscles of the fingers and the 
flexor muscle of the thumb were based on those of apes, and the shape of the 
thyroid cartilage was that of pigs. But the most famous error he made was in 
describing a rich network of blood vessels at the base of the brain, the so- 
called rete mirubilis, which had a major function in hs physiological system, and 
which of course did not exist in man. 

His physiological theory was the other major source of error in his 
anatomy. His theoretical framework necessitated the existence of anatomical 
structures, whether they were there in reahty or not. According to him, the 
veins of the body had their origin in the liver, because he believed that blood 
was formed in the liver and was distributed to the body by the veins. Similarly, 
he believed that there were minute communications between the arteries and 
veins in the body where blood and pneuma were exchanged and hence con- 
cluded that there must be an identical situation in the heart whether anyone 
had ever seen them or not, the so-called 'invisible pores' in the septum di- 
viding the two ventricles." At the same time, Galen was responsible for a 
considerable amount of careful and accurate anatomical work, for example his 
experiments on the spinal cord and on the arterial system showed that arteries 
contained blood, not air as the Alexandrian anatomist, Erasistratus, had 
maintained. l7 

The bulk of this anatomy was uncritically adopted by Arabic doctors. It 
would be extraordinary if it had been otherwise, since Galen had left a huge 
corpus of detailed and apparently complete information, whch moreover 
contained an ample exposition of the most illustrious among his Greek ante- 
cedents. By the time of the Arab conquests, Galenic medicine was the 
dominant tradition among the physicians of late Greek antiquity whose writ- 
ings were immedately avadable to the new conquerors. No wonder that by the 
time they had translated and absorbed the Galenic and other Greek works 
there seemed to be little new for them to discover. Even so, it may be that 
Arabic and Greek anatomy were not always identical. In a rare attempt at 
investigating this question, Wiberg compared the anatomical descriptions of 

15. Galen.. ., op. cit., pp. 38-43. 
16. This section from On Anatomical A-ocedures is reproduced in J. F. Fulton, Selected Readings in 

17. Singer, I h e  Evolution.. ., op. cit., pp. 58-62. 
the Hsto? fPYysiology, 2nd ed., Springfield, C. C. Thomas, 1966, p. 40. 
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the brain according to Galen and to al-MajQsi and found that some structures 
were altogether omitted by al-Majusi (for example, the septumpellukdum), whde 
others were designated dlfferently by the two writers (for example, the hrd 
ventricle) .I8 Wiberg concluded that these dlscrepancies were due to al-Majusi’s 
inferior dissection techniques. 

The interest of Arabic physicians in anatomy may be inferred from the 
number of anatomical texts they composed. Aside from the large sections 
devoted to thts subject in the major textbooks, hundreds of indlvidual tracts 
were also written on anatomy. These texts ’are imbued with the teleology of 
Galen. For example, al-Majusi, in his introductory chapter to the anatomical 
section of EtZb fi-mil al-;inZ‘a al-$ibb&ya, says this: 

Since the Almighty Creator gave the soul different faculties, H e  made for it parts 
of various substances and forms suitable to these faculties. Thus, H e  created the 
hands as instruments for man to carry out various actions, and H e  gave them 
many and different fingers, so that they could grasp all kinds of bodies, whether 
large or small. Likewise, He made the colour of the liver red, so as to suit the 
formation of blood, and the colour of the breasts and the testicles white so as to 
suit the formation of milk and semen.” 

The sections in Ehib al-Man;zE, and Ehib al-QZnin carry the same message.20 
Organs were usually divided into the ‘like’ (al-mutashbiba), and the ‘unltke’ 
(ghayr al-mutmbZbiha), a classification which derived from the Aristotelian 
&vision of organs into the ‘homiomerous parts’ and the ‘anomiomerous 
parts’. An illustrative example of the state of Arabic anatomy at the time may 
be provided by al-Ma‘iisi’s lucid account of what w e  might call today the 
cardlovascular system. As with all Arabic anatomical descriptions, this also 
contained references to function. H e  states that the veins (al-‘.w%q gbuyr al- 
&zvZ.ib) have their point of origin in the liver. They are loose and soft and 
possess only one wall. They carry nutriment from the intestines to the liver, so 
that it can form blood, and then they take the blood to the organs to nourish 
them. There follows a detailed description of the veins of the body with their 
names, some of which retain their Greek origin (al-bzsiliq, aI-qijZl) but many of 
which are Arabic (al-;@n, al-akbal).22 The arteries (al-%Mq al-&wZ~b or al- 
sbarg%) by contrast have a double wall, the inner one of which is hard and 

41 

18. J. Wiberg, ‘The Anatomy of the Brain in the Works of Galen and ‘Ali ‘AbbHs, a 

19. Al-Majiisi, Etib &-mil al-;inZ‘a al-.tibbj?ya, Arabic text in De Koning, Trois traitis.. ., op. cit., 

20. See especially, al-Riizi, EtZb al-Man;ie, in De Koning, Trois traitis.. ., op. cit., p. 3 and Ibn 

21. Al-Majiisi, E t b  &-mil ..., op. cit., pp. 172-199, 245-351. 
22. A. Fonahn, Arabic and Latin Anatomical Terminology Chieflyyom the Midle Ages, Kristiania, 

Comparative Historical-anatomical Study’,Janus, 19, 1914, pp. 84-104. 

p. 92. 

Sinii, EtZb al-QZnin, in De Koning, Trois traitis.. ., op. cif., p. 432. 

1922. 
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coarse with oblique stripes, and the outer one is soft and horizontally striped. 
This is in order for the horizontal stripes to suck the air from the heart 
(hastole), and for the oblique stripes to expel the smokey excess (systole). The 
arteries of the body and their names are then described. 

This account of the arteries and veins is anatomically correct, although 
the function of these vessels is conceived quite differently from our own. As 
for the heart, according to al-Majusi, it is cone-shaped and is protected on all 
sides by the lungs. It is essentially a two-chambered organ, with two ven- 
tricles, left and right, separated by a wall, which has a passage withm it ta- 
pering to fine pores (al-Rgzi describes small openings).23 The atria feature are 
only as ear-like attachments to the sides of the ventricles. Two veins open 
into the right ventricle, one bringing blood from the liver and the other 
connecting the heart with the lungs, the so-called ‘arterial vein’ because it has 
the structure of an artery. Two arteries emerge from the left ventricle, one 
smaller and vein-like, and hence called the ‘venous artery’, and the other 
much larger, the &m$a (our aorta). The venous artery carries blood and 
pneuma, which it has collected from the lungs. The Zwu@a is the origin of all 
the arteries of the body; it divides into two after leaving the heart, one as- 
cending to the head, and the other larger part descending to the rest of the 
body. The right ventricle contains blood and a small amount of pneuma, the 
left contains less blood and more pneuma. At the base of the heart is a 
‘caridage’, which is to be distinguished from the bone that Galen described in 
the hearts of large animals. 

Ths account is essentially the same as that given by al-Rgzi and Ibn Sing. 
It contains several anatomical errors, for example: the heart has four chambers 
and not two; there is no bone or cartilage in it; and, of course, there is no 
opening in the septum between the ventricles. It was ths last assertion whch 
Ibn al-Nafis rejected: 

Between these two ventricles, there is no passage because the substance of the 
heart is compact here. In it there is neither a visible passage, as some suppose, 
nor an invisible passage which would serve to carry the blood through, as Galen 
thought, because the pores of the heart are closely placed here and its substance 
is firmz4 

H e  then went on to explain that the blood went from the right side of the 
heart to the left only via the lungs, and in that way he laid down the anatomical 
basis of the pulmonary circulation as we know it today.25 

23. Al-Razi, EtZb al-Man@~, in De Koning, Trois traitis.. ., op. tit., p. 62. 
24. M. Meyerhof and J. Schacht, ‘Ibn al-Nafis und seine Theorie des Lungenkreislaufs’,Quellen 

und Studien xur Geschichte der Natunuirenschajiten und der Medixin, 4, 1935, pp. 37-88; Fulton, 
Selected Readings.. ., op. kt. , p. 41. 

25. J. Schacht, ‘Ibn al-Nafis, Servetus, and Colombo’, al-Anaklus, 22, 1957, pp. 317-336. 
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The Arabic anatomists left a lasting impression on the understanding and 
teaching of anatomy in the non-Islamic world until the time of Vesalius and 
beyond. In fact, Vesalius’ anatomical writings were full of Arabic terms. Singer 
even asserts that dissection was only carried out at the University of Bologna 
during the fourteenth century in order to verify the anatomical descriptions of 
Ibn Si~~ii.’~ Arabic anatomical terms continued to be used in Europe through- 
out the mddle Ages, and some still persist in their Latinized translations untd 
the present day. For example, nbcha, dura mater, pia mater, retina; saphenous 
is not another Latinixed translation, as Singer supposes, but comes directly 
from the Arabic. 

But Arabic anatomy was not universally presented as the arid re-creation 
of a Greek science that was already 800 years old when Arabic doctors first 
received it. It was the great tenth-century Andalusian surgeon, Abu-1-Qiisim 
al-Zahr2wi (Albucasis), who showed how the sciences of anatomy and surgery 
could be united. In hts great work, EtZb al-Ta;m;fli-man ‘+?a ‘an al-tasnz;f; which 
is his thirtieth book devoted to surgery and contains detded accounts of 
surgical operations with illustrations of surgical instruments he devised? he 
implicitly discards the teleological in favour of the practical interpretation of 
anatomy. H e  affirms the fact that is unquestioned today that surgery cannot 
develop without a sufficient knowledge of anatomy. It was his influence which 
helped shape the surgery of Europe, such as it was, in the Mlddle Ages. 

PHYSIOLOGY 

The basis of Arabic physiology was the humoral system, an ancient concept 
we find first referred to in Greek medical writings of 450-400 BC.’* But it was 
not until the Hippocratic work, On the Natzlre ofMan, written around 390 BC, 
that the full theory of four elements and four humours appears. In this work, 
whch was translated into Arabic as Et& BzlqrdtJz tabi‘at al-in~Zn,2~ the writer 
correlates the four humours with the four elements, the four seasons, the four 
ages of man, and the four major organs: the heart, brain, liver and spleen. 
Galen believed that it was Hippocrates who first described the elements. H e  
himself went on to develop the humoral theory with addtions taken from 
Platonic philosophy and a host of extra elaborations and refinements, for 

26. Singer, ne Evolution.. ., op. cit., pp. 71-78. 
27. Albucasis on Surgery and Instruments, trans. M. S. Spink and F.L. Lewis, London, Wellcome 

Institute for the History of Medicine, 1973. 
28. V. Nutton, ‘Humours’, in Dictionary @ the Hisfory 4 Science, London, Macmillan, 1981, 

pp. 191-193; also C. M. Brooks et.al., Humors, HomonesandNeurosecretions, New York, 1962. 
29. Et& Buqr~t~~abi‘at al-ins&, ed. I. N. Mattock and M.C. Lyons, Cambridge, Cambridge 

Middle East Centre, 1968 (Arabic Technical and Scientific Texts, 4). 
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example the numerous ‘faculties’ which were responsible for every kind of 
major and minor bodily function.30 

Before the humoral theory, as developed by Galen, could be compre- 
hended in its totality, it had first to be extracted from the disparate references 
to it in his voluminous and verbose writings, and then pieced together. This, 
the Arabic physicians did with astonishing skiU, probably aided by the sy- 
nopses of Galen’s works which the late Alexandrian school produced, filling in 
logical gaps where necessary:’ until they had evolved out of the Greek writ- 
ings a lucid and coherent physiological theory. It was this rather than its Greek 
antecedents which the Latin West inherited and used throughout the Middle 
Ages. Humoralism proved to be an enduring concept not fully overthrown 
until the nineteenth century in the and some of its tenets still survive 
in parts of the Middle East today (see below). The use of humoral terms in 
everyday language is testimony to its endurance. Such words as equilibrium, 
temperament, ill-humoured, melancholic, phlegmatic and sanguine all derive 
from the humoral theory. 

One of the best Arabic sources for an exposition of this theory is once 
again al-Majusi’s fi-mil al-:in2a. This book, which was probably composed 
between 338/949 and 372/982, excels in its detail and clarity of presentation 
and was highly influential in promoting Arabic medicine during the Middle 
Ages. It was translated twice into Latin and, even today, there are more than 
100 manuscripts of it extant.33 It was printed by Bdgq Press in 1294/1877, 
but remains in the Arabic original, untranslated into any modern language. Al- 
Majusi’s description of humoral physiology is to be found in the first book, 
starting from Chapter 5:34 

ne Elements 
Everydung is ultimately composed of the four elements (ul-a@qa::Zt, al-ark&), 
fire, earth, air and water. All matter is made up of a mixture of these, but it is 
impossible to perceive them in their pure state; for example, water is usually 
mixed with earth, fire with dust and smoke, and so the elements are abstract, 
ideal things whose existence can only be grasped by reason. The elements can 

30. G. E. R. Lloyd, Greek Science afteerArirtotle, London, Chatto & Windus, 1973, pp. 136-153; 
R. E. Siegel, Galen’s @-tern ofF+y~iology andMedicine, Basle/New York, 1968. 

31. For example, in Galen’s pneumatology, he refers only once to the natural spirit which he 
allocates to the liver (May, Galen.. ., op. cif.., pp. 44-64). But in Arabic writings, the idea of a 
natural spirit, centred in the liver, is fully developed. 

32. W. Pagel, ‘Humoral Pathology, A Lingering Anachronism in the History of Tuberculosis’, 
Bull. HJt. Med., 29, 1955, pp. 299-308. 

33. F. Sezgin, Gexcbicbte  de^ arabiscben Schnji’turnx, Leiden, Brill, 1967, 111, pp. 320-322. 
34. M. Ullmann has given an excellent summary of this part of al-Majtisi’s book in his hkzmic 

Medicine, Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 1978, pp. 56-64. 
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be described as primary, secondary and tertiary; or as ‘near’ (the organs), 
‘distant’ (the four elements), or lying in the middle (the four humours). They 
can be defined also by their four qualities: hot, cold, wet, dry. Each element 
also has its quality in the highest degree, that is, fire is hot in the highest 
degree, water is cold in the hghest degree, air is moist in the highest degree, 
and earth is dry in the highest degree. But the elements are also a mixture of 
qualities, so that fire is hot and dry, water cold and wet, air hot and wet, and 
earth cold and dry. 

I h e  Humozlrs 

All men are made up of the four humours: blood, phlegm, yellow bile and 
black bile. These humours correspond to the four elements and share their 
qualities, and hence were known not only as al-akbliit, but also as ban& al-ark&. 
Fire corresponds to yellow bile (al-mirra al-TafiZ’), which is hot and dry; air 
corresponds to blood, which is hot and wet; water corresponds to phlegm 
(balgham), which is cold and wet; and earth corresponds to black bile (al-mirra 
al-saw&’), which is cold and dry. In normal health, these humours are present 
in a balanced mixture in the body. If the balance is disturbed either 
qualitatively or quantitatively, disease results. 

Blood is produced in the liver from food. The blood of the arteries is fine 
and red, while that in the veins is coarse and dark red. Natural phlegm remains 
in the veins, where it goes to the organs to nourish them; there are four types 
of unnatural phlegm. Natural yellow bile comes from the gall bladder; part of 
it digests the food in the stomach, and another part flows with the blood, 
which it refines and thins so that it can pass through the narrow vessels in the 
tissues. There are, likewise, four types of unnatural yellow bile which arise 
from different parts of the body. The black bile arises from the spleen; part of 
it goes to the stomach and part flows with the blood to nourish the organs. 
Unnatural black bile arises from a variety of causes. 

I h e  Emperaments 
Everydung is made up of a mixture of the elements, and this mixture is known 
as the temperament (aZ-mi(fzj). A body in which the elements (humours) are 
equally mixed has a ‘balanced’ temperament (mz/ctadil). That in which they are 
out of balance is ‘unbalanced‘ (Ah$ ‘an al-icti&l), and the resulting 
temperament has the characteristics of the dominant element (humour). 
Hence, an excess of fire leads to a hot temperament, while an excess of water 
to a cold temperament. Since the humours corresponded to the elements, it 
was similarly possible to speak of a phlegmatic, sangume, choleric or 
melancholic temperament. In addition, the temperament varied with such 
factors as gender and age. The male is hotter and drier than the female, and 
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each of the ages of man is associated with a temperament: childhood is wet, 
youth is hot, middle age is cold, and old age is dry. External factors also 
influenced the temperament, such as the land and climate in which a person 
lived, certain occupations, and lifestyle and diet. Foods and medicines also had 
temperaments and could be classified accordingly. All of this, as will be seen 
below, affected the nature and treatment of disease. 

Be Faculties and Spirits (heumata) 
The concept of faculties (quwZ) and the spirits (am$) which served them was 
fundamental to the proper working of physiological processes. In this scheme, 
there are three major faculties. First, the natural faculty (al-quwZ al-tabic&a), 
whose seat is the liver, is involved with nutrition and growth. Second, the 
animal faculty (al-quwZ al-/.qawZn&a) is located in the heart and is responsible 
for maintaining life. Third, the psychic faculty (al-quwZ al-nc$sZn&ya) is in the 
brain and co-ordinates movement, sensation, and reason. All these faculties 
had a host of other, subsidiary faculties. The natural faculty is supported by 
transforming (mugbajira), attractive ( jidbiba), retentive (mirika) and excretory 
(&$‘a) faculties. Their functions correspond to the processes implied by their 
names. The animal faculty has subsidiary faculties for, the actions of systole 
and diastole, and for producing anger and pride, as when the blood surges in 
anger. The psychc faculty subdivides into three, which organize reason and 
thought, voluntary movement and sense perception. 

The spirits are the agents by which the faculties exert their physiological 
effects. They correspond to the faculties and are of three types. The natural 
spirit (al-n$ al-tabi‘i) originates in the liver and travels along the veins to 
support the work of the faculties. The animal or vital spirit (al-nib al-&yaw&i) 
originates in the heart and reaches the organs through the arteries. It is made 
in the left ventricle by the mixing of blood from the right ventricle (coming in 
through the openings in the septum) with the pneuma from the lungs. The 
psychic spirit (al-nZb al-nafsni) is elaborated from the animal spirit in the net- 
work of vessels made by the branching of the two carotid arteries at the base 
of the brain, Galen’s rete mirabilis (na.rga sbabiba bi-l-shabaka). It has its seat in the 
ventricles of the brain and subdivides into three, corresponding to the psychic 
faculties, each spirit based in each of the three ventricles. From here, they go 
out along the (hollow) nerves to bring about the effects of the psychic facul- 
ties. 

The ancient Greek idea of the innate heat that derives from Anstotle and 
Hippocrates through the works of Galen, was also central to Arabic physiol- 
ogy. Broadly, this heat (al-barlm algbafi@ya) maintains life. It is responsible for 
many vital bodily functions: generation and growth, digestion, movement, 
sensation and thought. Its site is the left ventricle of the heart from where it is 
distributed to the rest of the body. It wanes with advancing age and is strong- 
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est in youth. The concept of innate heat became the most important part of 
physiological thinhng and continued relatively unchanged until the seven- 
teenth century.35 

Another important aspect of Arabic physiology concerned the doctrine 
of the ‘six n~n-naturals’.~~ This doctrine, whch related to the body’s normal 
state of health, appeared in Galen’s work on the preservation of health, De 
sanitate t~en&,3~ but it was further developed by the great ninth-century 
Arabic physician and translator of medical texts, Hunayn b. I~$i?iq.~~ 

The non-naturals were factors necessary to normal health, and if they 
were deficient or carried to excess, they caused disease. They included 
movement, sleep and wakefulness, diet, evacuations - including sexual inter- 
course, which was considered to be another form of evacuation - mental 
passions, such as anger and grief, and fmally, the ambient air.39 In addtion, 
this basic list often included massage, bathing and the mode of life - what 
today might be called lifestyle. The non-naturals usually featured as part of the 
preservation of health, which was a most important subject in Arabic medi- 
cine. Special chapters were devoted to it in medical textbooks, and many 
separate tracts were written about it. This is how the non-naturals appear in al- 
a i ’ s  section on the preservation of health in EtZb al-ManpX 

The basic principles of the preservation of health are the correct estimation of 
movement and stillness, food and drink, the evacuation of superfluities, the 
adjustment of dwellings, the anticipation of bad events before they worsen, the 
moderation of psychic passions, and the adherence to the customary mode of 
life.4o 

Later in the section, he includes bathing and sexual intercourse. Although the 
doctrine of the six non-naturals declined over time, it is interesting to note how 
modern most of its tenets seem now in the light of the contemporary emphasis 
on healthy behaviour and preventive medicine. 

35. E. Mendelsohn, Heat and L@, the DeveLopment of the neoy of AnimaL Heat, Cambridge, 
Mass., Harvard University Press, 1964; C. E. A. Winslow and R. R. Bellinger, ‘Hippocratic 
and Galenic Concepts of Metabolism’, BULL. Hst. Med., 17, 1945, p. 129. 

36. S. Jarcho, ‘Galen’s Six Non-Naturals: A Bibliographical Note and Translation’, B d  Hst. 
Med., 44, 1970, pp. 372-377. 

37. R. M. Green, A Trankztion of Galen? ffygiene, De Sanitate TuenL, New York, C. C. Thomas, 
1951. 

38. ‘Hunayan b. Ishilq, The Isagoge, trans. from Latin to English’, in E.T. Whithington, 
MedicaL ffisstoy )om the Earhest limes, London, The Scientific Press, 1894; reprinted, 
London, The Holland Press, 1964, pp. 386-396. 

39. L. J. Rather, ‘The Six Things Non-Natural, a Note on the Origin and Fate of a Doctrine 
and a Phrase’, Glo Medica, 3, 1968, pp. 337-347; P. H. Niebyl, ‘The Non-Naturals’, BdL. 
Hst. Med., 45, 1971, pp.486-492. 

40. &-mi, Ktb aL-Manpiin; Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Marsh 376, f. 80b 1.14-1.16. 
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The Arabic view of some basic physiological functions can best be 
illustrated by thts account, based on al-Majfisi, of the formation and func- 
tion of blood. The whole process starts off with the psychic spirit, which is 
responsible for the feeling of hunger. Ingested food is then pulled down 
into the stomach by its attractive faculty. The stomach's retentive faculty 
then ensures that the food is digested. When digestion is complete, the 
stomach's expulsive faculty pushes out the digested food or chyle ('HfZriit al- 
ghidhZ3 through the pylorus (ai-bawZb) into the duodenum and thence to 
the small intestine. There, the veins absorb the chyle and transport it 
through the portal vein (al-'irq al-ma'Mf bi-1-bZb) to the liver, where the 
transforming faculty changes it into blood. The impurities arising from ths 
process, namely yellow bile and black bile, are evacuated, the yellow bile 
going via the gall bladder into the intestine, and the black bile going via the 
spleen to be expelled by the stomach. The pure blood then ascends to the 
top of.the liver and is transported from there by the vena cava (ai-'irq al- 
'a@m al-ma'@ bid- aj,,f) to the organs of the body. 

In summary, therefore, the veins, which arise from the liver, have the 
function of transporting nourishment from the intestines to the liver, and 
blood from the liver to the rest of the body. The arteries arise from the aorta, 
and their function is to transport air from the lungs to the heart, and to 
distribute vital spirit to the body from the heart. That is why arterial blood is 
finer and more rarefied than venous blood, which contains nutriment and 
humours and is darker and heavier. Although the two ventricles of the heart 
beat simultaneously, the left has a more forcible pulsation because it contains 
blood, vital spirit and the innate heat. In no sense was the heart conceived of 
as a mechanical pump, and the blood and pneuma, which had been entirely 
used up in the organs, would have to be renewed each time. It now seems to 
us almost inconceivable that so 'obvious' a physiological mechanism as the 
circulation of the blood should have eluded these medieval doctors, but this 
example should serve to reveal the gulf that exists between their medical 
thinking and ours and the impossibility of assessing their achtevements by 
comparison with our own. 

AETIOLOGY 

Disease classification, nosology, in Arabic medicine was different to that 
employed today. The classifications of modern textbooks of medicine are 
based on a variety of considerations : aetiological, physiological, path~logical.~' 

41. A.R. Feinstein, G?znicalJudgeement, Baltimore, Williams & Wilkins, 1967, Chapters 5, 6, 
pp. 72-127. 
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Diseases are often delineated into ‘systems’ on the basis of common function 
rather than anatomical site. For example, the so-called ‘haemopoietic system’ 
includes the blood and blood-forming organs which are anatomically quite 
separate. Another group of diseases is classified together on a basis of 
aetiology, hence the sections on ‘bacterial diseases’ or ‘diseases due to 
parasites’, where the definition relates to the causative agent and not the site in 
which the disease manifests itself. In the Arabic case, nosology was dependent 
on considerations of anatomical location in the first instance. Internal diseases 
were classified as ‘head to-toe’ (min alfarq ila-l-qadzm or min al-gam ila-l-qadzm), 
a classification which passed into meleval Europe translated as de capite ad 
calcem. Diseases started with the brain, then the eye, the mouth, throat, heart 
and chest, through the stomach to the intestines, liver and spleen, then the 
kidneys and the organs of generation and finally the legs and feet. There was a 
distinction between external diseases (al-amnid al-xcibira) and those of the inside 
(al-amrcid al-bqtina) . 

The origin of the head-to-toe classification was Greek. It was only partial 
in the works of Galen, but became more complete in the books of later Greek 
physicians. Oribasius (AD 325403) arranged Book 8 of his great medical 
en~yclopedia~~ in a head-to-toe order, and the later Greek physician, Paul of 
Aegina (seventh century), classified his diseases in a way more akin to the later 
Arabic classifications. His third book43 starts with diseases on the outside of 
the head, the hair, and then goes on to set out the internal diseases from head 
to toe. H e  mentions diseases of the urogenital system, but there is no clear 
separation between external and internal diseases.44 Thus, although the head- 
to-toe classification of disease was a feature of later Greek medicine, it was the 
Arabic physicians who developed it fully and were the first to clearly separate 
external from internal lseases. 

Atl lscussion on the causes of dsease in Arabic medicine was humoral 
in concept. A healthy state was one in whch all the humours were in a 
condition of equilibrium; however, disequilibrium, because one or more of 
the humours was defective in quantity or quality, meant disease. The type of 
disease depended on which humour was defective, as well as other in- 
dividual and environmental factors. Thus, there were phlegmatic, bilious, 
sanguine and melancholic diseases. Diseases could also be either hot, cold, 
wet or dry. In each case, the mechanism involved some change in the state 
of the humour, by burning or putrefaction or the like. The following ex- 
tracts from a typical Arabic medical textbook of the fourth/tenth century, 

42. Oribasius, Ckuvres d’Otiba.re, Greek text with French trans. by U.C. Bussemaker and 

43. Paul of Aegina, D e  Seven Book of Pauhs Atgineta, ed. and trans. F. Adams, London, 

44. Ibid., I, pp. 60&652 (Sections LIX-=VI). 

C. Daremberg, Paris, 1851-11876. 

Sydenham Society of London, 1847, I, pp. 337-683. 
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al-Qamari's Bhib aL-GbinL? ~a-l-mzlnL?,~~ dustrates this humoral mechanism in 
the causation of disease: 

Stroke is due to a cold phlegm which fills the ventricles of the brain and inter- 
venes between the psychc spirit and its passage to the hbs. In epilepsy, the 
phlegm is in the passages of the nerves, and it is then called an incomplete 
obstruction. But in stroke, there is a complete obstruction because the phlegm 
is in the ventricles of the brain. If the matter is excessive, the stroke will not be 
relieved, but if it is a small amount, the stroke will be resolved into a paralysis or 
a facial palsy, or to both accordtng to the quantity of matter. Ths resolution 
indicates that the matter is in the ventricles of the brain, for if it had been in the 
exits [from the brain] , nature would have prepared for its expulsion as it does in 
the case of epilepsy.46 

Giddmess is due to a viscid, crude humour which becomes obstructed inside 
the brain. Whereupon, it becomes heated and gives rise to undigested vapours 
and airs whch cannot be loosened because of their density and great quantity.47 

The individual humoral make-up or temperament played a part in disease, 
because it led to an increased susceptibility to certain conditions or made these 
conditions worse. This quotation relating to a common abdominal affliction of 
the time, colic, from al-Riizi helps to make the point: 

I have seen that dry colic only occurs in those with melancholic temperaments, 
for the latter's nature is always dry; as to those with very moist temperaments, 
they only get distended from colic and they may be protected from it by 
avoiding pulses and fruit. As for those with hot temperaments and choleric 
temperaments, they get constipation without &stension, and that is because of 
excessive heat.. .as for those with hot, moist temperaments, they are the least 
likely of people [to get colic] .48 

Other factors also played a part in the formation of disease. The environment, 
time of year, and the patient's habits were important. Al-Qamari says: 

Headache due to cold occurs in the old, in cold countries and cold seasons, and 
in people who live in luxury and ease.49 

45. Ab0 Mans fir al-Qamari, EtZb al-GhinZ wa-l-mun& see G. Karmi, Be Arabic Mediai Kunnasb 
in the Tenth Century: fis Status, Jignzjicance and Tradition, a Stmj Based Main4 on the Book Ghina 
wa Muna b~, Abe'Mang2r al-Qamae (ai-game), London, University of London (unpublished 
Ph.D. thesis). 

46. Ab0 Mansiir al-Qamari, ai-GbinZ wa-i-munZ, London, British Library, MS. Or. 6623, f. 24a, 
1.10-1.16. 

47. al-Qamari, ibid., f. lob, 1.10-1.12. 
48. Al-Riizi, quoted by al-Qamari, ibid., f. 109b, 1/15-f. 1 loa, 1.3. 
49. Al-Qamari, Ghints ..., ibid., f. 7b, 1.15-1.17. 
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This was in line with the Hippocratic tradition, best expressed in the 
Hippocratic treatise, On An, Eters and places50 (translated into Arabic as E-/- 
amrzd al-bihdzga and also as Etzb al-Abwba wa-l-buldin). In this treatise, it is 
explained that he who wishes to learn the medical art must consider the effects 
of the season, as well as the air, the winds - whether hot or cold - and the.type 
of water, and the mode of life with regard to exercise, diet and work. The 
physician who studies these matters will be able to know what dseases attack 
in summer or winter, and also what diseases are peculiar to an individual due 
to changes in his mode of life. This doctrine was hghly influential with Galen 
and all who succeeded him. With the Arabic physicians, it became a part of 
routine clinical assessment as well as therapy. 

So fEm was the hold of the humoral theory in aetiology that even such a 
condition as Medina worm was explained on a humoral basis. The Arabic 
medical descriptions of this disease leave no doubt that it is the parasitic 
condition now known as Guinea worm or dracunculiasis. Nevertheless, the 
Arabic descriptions nowhere mention that a worm is involved. Intestinal 
worms were well recognized at the time, and standard textbooks of medicine 
included a chapter on ‘worms in the belly’ (aL-&uZnJi-l-batn). But they were 
believed to arise in sit# as a result of putrefying humours, and there was no idea 
of an external parasite or indeed whether ‘the worm’ was even an animal 
entity. Medina worm is in fact called ‘Medina vein’ (a/-%q al-ma&nZ) in the 
Arabic textbooks : 

The cause of this illness is a corruption of the humours and their putrefaction 
and their transformation into the condition which creates lice if it is on the 
surface of the body, and worms if it is inside the body. If [these humours] 
become adherent to the veins, which are deeply seated in the flesh, this ailment 
results. It occurs most commonly in the legs, but may occur in other parts, and 
it occurs in hot, dirty countries which have little water and low soil fertility, and 
particularly in Hijaz where the light hot air disperses from the cold humours a 
putrid vapour, and from this putrefaction the malady occurs especially in moist 
constitutions. Before the vein comes out, an inflammation occurs in the limb 
and a vesicle appears at the place, and the vein begins to emerge.5’ 

Arabic physicians were clear about how the ‘vein’ should be removed from the 
body, and gave careful instructions on how to draw it out hooked round a 
metal rod without leaving any of it behind. And yet, Paul of Aegina, whose 
work influenced Arabic doctors in so many respects, had no doubt that it was 
a worm whch could be seen to move beneath the skim5’ (It is worth noting 

50. Hippocrates, &Airs, Waters and Places, trans. W. H. S. Jone, London, Heinemann, 1923, I, 

51. Al-Qarnari, GhinZ ..., op. it., MS. Or. 6623, f. 215b, 1.3-f.216a, 1.2. 
52. Paul of Aegina, 7 h e  Seven Books.. ., op. it., 111, p. 150. 

pp. 71-137 (Loeb Classical Library). 
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here that Adams, Paul of Aegina’s English translator, discusses this very 
question in a comment on the relevant section which shows the extent of 
doubt that still surrounded the exact nature of Medina worm in Adams’ own 

Not all disease was caused by internal humoral changes. External factors, 
the so-called contra-natural causes, could also lead to disease. This was par- 
ticularly so in the case of fevers, some of which could be caused by the heat of 
the sun, over-eating or drunkenness. ‘The passions of the soul’, like anger or 
anxiety, could also cause a fever. Hoarseness could occur as a result of smoke 
and dust. In addition, poisons and the bites of venomous animals were re- 
cognized causes of ill health and had a range of specific remedies. Al-mi, in 
&tZb al-Man@vf, devotes the whole of Book VI11 to the subject. It was also al- 
R&i who made the classic observation that some people develop upper re- 
spiratory symptoms during the season when ‘the roses start to bloom’ (‘in& 
tdattab al-ward). This irresistibly calls to mind our ‘modern’ allergic rhinitis or 
hay fever and, so far as is known, represents the first clinical observation of 
such a condition. 

Whether the idea of external causes could be made to encompass the 
concept of contagion in Arabic medicine is a matter of some interest. It is to 
be noted that several writers devoted sections in their books to ‘infectious 
diseases’, including al-Majiisi and al-R&i. In al-ki’s section in EtZb al- 
Maqivf he says : 

day.) 

Among the dungs that are infectious are: leprosy, scabies, consumption and 
epidemic fever, when one sits with those who are affhcted in small houses and 
down wind [from them]. Often, ophthalrma infects by being looked at, and 
often [the condition of] multiple evil ulcers is [also] infective. Generally speak- 
ing, in every illness which has putrefaction and [bad air, one should distance 
oneself from the affhcted or sit upwind from them.5 1 

The mechanism of contagion here would seem to be the transference of 
infectivity by wind, a belief which corresponds to the ancient idea of ‘miasma’ 
or bad air associated with unhealthy places and people. Galen wrote of the 
danger of being in contact with sufferers from the plague because of the 
danger of bein infected by bad air, as in the case of scab, ophthalmia and 
consumption. Al-Majiisi develops this idea of bad air in Gmil al-~imi‘a~~ 
when he explains the occurrence of epidemic illness as being due to the 
putrefaction of air, and in particular bad vapours which arise from rotting fruit 
and vegetables or stagnant waters, marshes and dead bodies. This can be made 

5 F  

53. Al-Rzzi, Ehib al-ManJirf, in De Koning, TmiF hit&.. ., op. cit., MS. Marsh, f. 94a, 1.6-1.1 1. 
54. Galen, CLmdii Galeni Opera Omnia, ed. C.G. Kiihn, Leipzig, 1821-1833; reprinted 

Hildesheim, G. Ohs, 1964-1965, VII, p. 279. 
55. Al-Majusi, Ekib fi-mil.. ., op. Cit, I, p. 168; 11, p. 62. 
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worse by the seasons of the year, if they happen to be unnaturally hot, cold, 
dry or rainy. Inhalation of putrid air will lead to illness in those who have a 
predisposition, which explains why not everyone falls ill during an epidemic. It 
is bodies which already have corrupt humours in them and whose health has 
not been cared for which succumb. These ideas are all reiterated by the 
Egyptian physician, ‘Ah b. Rdwiin (d. 453/1061), in hs treatise on bodily ills 
in Egypt (04 ma@rr ~l-ab&n).~~ 

Another concept of contagion in Arabic medicine is strikingly conveyed 
in ZZd al-m.usZjr wa-qit al-bzdir, the medical textbook of the famous tenth- 
century Arabic physician, Ibn al-Jazziir. ,In a passage which occurs in the 
middle of the chapter on tuberculosis,5’ he says: 

The thrd [type of consumption] is due to a moisture which runs into the lung 
from a place other than the head; this occurs in two ways, either by transmission 
and infection by contiguity (‘ah tariq al-nqla wa-l-i‘a2 bi-I-mqzwara), as happens 
in pleurisy and quinsy, or by way of a pouring of a superfluity which is drawn to 
the lung from a remote part, such as the liver, or the heart or the like. 

Ths remarkable passage would seem to imply that a moisture (not bad air) 
coming from another person who has the same condition, enters the lung and 
thus causes infection. There was an early Arabian understandmg of contagion 
both in human beings and in animals.58 In pre-Islamic times, the Arabs used to 
cauterize a camel with mange (jarab), ‘for, unless it is cured, it will infect its 

Several sayings attributed to the Prophet Muhammad continue this 
tradition. For example, ‘The owner of sick animals should not drive these to 
the owner of healthy animals.’“ A tribe once complained to the Prophet that 
there was an epidemic in their land. So, he said to them, ‘Move away from 
there, for coming into contact is fatal.’“ Another tradition says: ‘Flee from the 
leper as you would from the This understandmg of contagion was 
augmented during the pandemic of plague , which devastated the 
Mediterranean in 749/1348. Not everyone subscribed to the belief, however, 
and many perished as a result. Ibn al-Wardi, who died of the plague in Aleppo 
in 750/1349 because he refused to flee from the infected city, clung to the end 
to the theological view that those who died of plague were martyrs and assured 

56. Ibn Ridww, On the Revention 4 Bod4 Rls in Egypt, trans. M. W. Dols, University of 

57. Ibn al-Jazz&, Zd al-musijr, Paris, Bibliothtque Nationale, MS. Arabe 2884, f. 87a, 1.11- 

58. Ullmann, hhmic Medicine, op. it.., Chapter 6, pp. 86-96; also E. Seidel, ‘Die Lehre von der 

59. M&miid al-Baghdgdi, Bultsgh al-arab, Cairo, 1924,II, p. 306. 
60. Quoted in Ullmann, (SlamicMedicine, op. it., p. 87. 
61. Hamza Fathallah, al-Mawrihib al$@ya, Cairo, 1894, I, p. 105. 
62. Alynad b. Y&y% al-Hafid, al-Duw al-na&d, Cairo, 1894, p. 93. 

California Press, 1984, pp. 112-114. 

f.87b, 1.19. 

Kontagion bei den Arabern’, Arcb. Gefcb. Med., 6, 1913, pp. 81-93. 
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of a place in paradise.63 But his contemporary, Ibn al-Khatib, had no doubt as 
to the transmissibility of plague from one person to another,64 and for the first 
time clearly distinguished it from other epidemics and pestilences by describing 
its bubonic and pneumonic varieties. H e  adduces the evidence of practice and 
experience to support the theory of plague contagiousness in a manner worthy 
of any modern scientific inquiry. 

Nevertheless, despite these observations, humoralism remained the 
dominant theory of aetiology throughout the medieval period and well into the 
modern age, a situation for which the Arabic version of Galenic medtcine was 
largely responsible. This was true for Europe as well as for the Arabic- 
speaking world. From the late eleventh century onwards, the Latin West re- 
ceived the Arabic translations of Greek writings, significantly augmented by 
Arabic addttions. This transplanted Galenism to the West and profoundly af- 
fected the course of medical history there until modern times. In the East, 
Arabic Galenism has continued, though in attenuated form and in a dimin- 
ishing number of places, until the present day. In evidence of this, the present 
author undertook a field study of folk or traditional medicine in 1978-1979 as 
practised in the rural areas of northern Syria and northern Jordan in order to 
investigate the survival of classical Arabic medicine.65 The areas chosen for 
study were the villages around A‘zaz, a town of 3,000 inhabitants in the 
northwest of Syria near the Turkish border, and the Jarash region in the north- 
east of Jordan, which has a comparable population. Both regions were agri- 
cultural and relatively inaccessible, the Syrian more so than the Jordanian. 
These areas were selected on the basis that their inaccessibility might have 
helped them to retain traditional beliefs and practices. Local healers were 
identified and interviewed, and their techniques, rationale for treatment and 
medtcal ideas were recorded. Much other material was gathered on the way. 

The study revealed that the folk medicine of the rural people of Syria and 
Jordan was no typical folk medicine, within the usual meaning of the term, but 
a residual form of medieval Arabic medicine. It contained recognizable traces 
of the medical system of al-Majasi and Ibn Sing. For example, epilepsy and 
madness were characterized by the villagers as ‘black dtseases’, and epilepsy 
happened because of the ‘psychic wind’ (al-~$ al-nafsnT). This recalls of course 
the humoral designation of these conditions as black-bile diseases. If the bile 
putrefies in the stomach, its vapour ascends to the ventricles of the brain, and 
so causes a variety of ill effects, one of which is epilepsy. One particularly 
interesting example of an almost perfect survival of an ancient medical prac- 
tice was that used for the diagnosis of infertility in a Jordanian village. Garlic is 

63. M. W. Dols, i n e  Black Death in the Mae East, Princeton, 1977. 
64. Ullmann, (SamicMedicine, op. cit. 
65. G. Karmi, ‘The Colonisation of Traditional Arabic Medicine’, in R. Porter (ed.), PatientJ 

and Bactifioners, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1985, pp. 315-341. 
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placed into the vagina of the woman last thing at night; if garlic can be smelt 
on her breath the next morning, she is pronounced fertile. The identical 
practice is to be found in the Hippocratic works." The humoral theory also 
lies behind the range of traditional treatments that were on offer. These in- 
cluded cauterization and venesection - whose rationale was to evacuate nox- 
ious humours - and a variety of herbal prescriptions whose ingredients were 
strikingly similar to those in the medieval Arabic books. Even in the least 
theoretical type of traditional medicine, bone-setting, the olive oil and egg 
white ingredients of plasters were the same as those recommended by Abu-l- 
Qiisim al-Zahrii~i.~' 

Arabic medtcine does not survive only in the countries of the Middle 
East. Under the title Unani tibb, it has also survived in India and Pakistan, and 
indeed has been restored through the efforts of the Hamdard National 
Foundation, founded in Karachi in 1954. The foundation trains bakfkzs, or 
traditional practitioners, and the four-year syllabus includes the Khib aLQZnz% 
of Ibn Sing. It also produces its own herbal medicines, and has a large number 
of clinics in the country, as well as a few in India. The migration of people 
from the Indian subcontinent carrying their own culture and practices with 
them has led to the survival of this Unani/Arabic medicine in places far distant 
from its original home. A survey of traditional medicine practices among 
Punjabis living in London carried out in 198568 showed that approximately 70 
per cent of them were practising their own medicine. O n  closer scrutiny, their 
medical system, while being more akin to Ayurvedic medicine than Unani $bb, 
nevertheless strongly contained humoral (hot-cold) concepts of disease. 
Treatment, whether with diet or drugs, aimed to counter these qualities, and 
hence all medicines and foods were classified accordingly. Thus, even in such 
an unlikely place as the United Kingdom of the late twentieth century, a 
vestige of ancient humoralism still survived and still exercised an influence on 
medical practice. 

66. Hippocrates, On Airs.. ., op. tit, VIII, p. 417. 
67. Albucmis.. ., op. cit., pp. 69G694. 
68. G. Karmi, TraditionalMediirie in Soutball, Part 2, 1988 (unpublished MFCM thesis). 
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Chapter 5.3(a) 

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS, 
FEVERS A N D  DIETETICS 

Gbada Karmi 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Ths chapter will deal with three major aspects of Islamic-Arabic medicine as 
understood and practised in the Islamic world during the medieval period. As 
has been pointed out elsewhere in h s  volume, much of the theory which 
underlay Arabic medlcine derived directly from Greek ideas and sources. 
Wihn this basic framework, however, Arabic physicians frequently added 
their own observations and comments, sometimes dlrectly challengng the 
authority of Greek writers. This was quite an achievement in an age which 
respected written authority above all else and manifestly preferred tradition 
over innovation. As such, the intellectual climate of the time was not 
conducive to original thought, in our sense of the term, and may well have 
served to silence many an intelligent dissenter. Although Arabic physicians 
commonly laced their writings with citations from previous authorities, most 
but by no means all of whom were Greek, they did not do so uncritically. A 
good example of thts is provided by al-Rhi’s great work, Et& al-HZm-j-1- 
.tibb,’ whose numerous citations of various writers are worthy of being an 
object of special study. Furthermore, al-R;izi devoted a voluminous book to 
the criticism of Galen: EtZb aL-Shzlk& alZ]Z&&%- (Dubitationes in Galenum) 
which survived in three Arabic manuscripts. 

The two areas of medicine wherein Arabic writers are traditionally ac- 
knowledged to have made original contributions are clinical medicine and 
pharmacology. Villey and his colleagues, in their book on the history of hag 
nostic rnedlcine,’ state grudgngly that, even though Arabic doctors barely 

1. Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Zakariyyn al-Riizi, ZGt&a/-&ZwfJ-L-$bb, Hyderabad, Osmania 
Oriental Publications Bureau, 1969. 

2. R. Villey, C. Mandonnet and P. Campbell, Histoire du diagnostic ddicaL, Paris, Masson, 1979, 
p. 41. 
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modified Greek medical theory, they nevertheless made modest achievements 
in the field of clinical observation. They support this conclusion by reference 
to the famous Arabic physicians, al-Rgzi, Ibn Sing, Ibn Zuhr, Ibn Rushd and 
Maimonides. While it is undoubtedly true that these physicians and others 
beside them added to the sum of knowledge of individual conditions and 
diseases, often with startling accuracy of description, their full contribution in 
this area cannot be known until more of their works still in manuscript are 
examined. But on the basis of the knowledge that we have, none of the new 
clinical observations made by Arabic physicians served to alter the basic tenets 
of Graeco-Arabic medicine, either for them or for subsequent generations 
both East and West, until the sixteenth century. 

As far as pharmacy and materia medica were concerned, Arabic doctors 
made many additions to the lists of herbs, plants, and drugs known to the 
Greeks. Likewise, in the other great aspects of therapy, dietetics, many foods, 
fruits and vegetables, as well as drinks, were introduced by Arabic physicians 
whose dietary repertoire had been enriched by the variety of dishes and ve- 
getables to be found in the lands of the vast Islamic empire. The details of the 
preparation and cooking of foods which are to be found in the large Arabic 
literature on dietetics make fascinating reading and throw light on the social as 
well as the medical customs of the time. The management of diet was con- 
sidered crucial for the maintenance of health and the treatment of disease. 
Ths was particularly evident in the treatment of fevers, which were a domi- 
nant cause of illness at the time. From our present knowledge, it would be 
reasonable to assume that most of the fevers so bewilderingly classified by 
Greek and Arabic physicians were in fact malarial in origin. Not surprisingly, 
they caused major ill health and high mortahty, and the physician of the time 
must have been considerably constrained to use all the therapeutic armaments, 
including diet, at his command, but often without success. 

It is important to reiterate that the theoretical context of all the foregoing 
subjects was humoralism. The humoral theory has been described in the pre- 
vious chapter and need not be discussed further here. Suffice it to say that it was 
the basis of all explanations of clinical phenomena, dietetic therapy, and the 
causation and treatment of fevers. Thus, symptoms and signs could only be seen 
as evidence of humoral mechanisms ; foods and drinks were classified accordmg 
to their humoral qualities and temperaments ; and fevers were expressions of 
pathological processes taking place in one or more of the four humours. Fitting 
a humoral mechanism to all types of fever cannot have been easy. In the case of 
the so-called ‘intermittent fever’, it was difficult for humoralists to understand 
how the pathological humour could keep re-collecting and thus causing a fever: 

3. I. M .  Lonie, ‘Fever Pathology in the Sixteenth Century: Traditions and Innovations’in W. E 
Bynum and V. Nutton (eds.), lheories offiverfrom Antipi& do the Enhghtenment, pp. 19-44, 
London, Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, 1981. (Medical History, 1 .) 
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when the prevailing theory asserted that the fever declined once the offending 
humour was elirmnated. This was not the only example where humoralism 
faded to provide an adequate explanation, and although the humoral theory 
offered a satisfyingly logical system, it also acted as an intellectual straitjacket, 
which stultified invention and original thought for centuries. 

In the sections to follow, as in the previous chapter, the present auther 
has made extensive use of the medical kmnZ~h (compendium), i. e. Ehib al- 
GhinZ wa-l-mz/nrs, written by the tenth-century Arabic physician, Aba Man$r 
al-Qamm-. The reason for this is the same as gwen previously, namely, that it 
was a typical production of its day, and as such provides an excellent insight 
into the medical beliefs and practices of the time. It has never been edited or 
published and remains largely inaccessible in manuscript form. All excerpts 
from this source, from al-Rixzi’s Ehib al-fLZwZ, and al-hlasws Ehib al-M’a 
were translated by the author of this chapter. 

Clinical diagnosis 
As has been mentioned, the context of all clinical discussion and observation 
was humoral and had to be fitted into that framework. All the descriptions of 
symptoms and signs which are to be found in the Arabic medical texts are 
related to humoral considerations. True to this theory, the process of clinical 
diagnosis did not just refer to the manifestations of the disease. It also took 
into account the patient’s temperament, ageand gender, the season and the 
country. The temperament of the affected organs also had a part to play. In 
this way, a final diagnosis only resulted after all these factors had been 
considered and given their proper weight. The following quotations from 
al-Qamari’s EtZb al-GhinZ wa-l-mzmi illustrate this point.4 

A woman does not become gouty except after she stops menstruating; nor does 
a young boy before (he has) nocturnal emission? 

Those who are predisposed to getting consumption are those whose chests are 
narrow and shallow, and whose shoulders are protuberant and bare of flesh like 
wings, and they are named ‘the winged ones’; and those whose necks are long 
and whose larynx is prominent. And those whose heads are of the type into 
which pours a great deal of matter, for (the matter) pours down from there into 
the lung and (so) consumption occurs. If two or more of these four 
(characteristics) should be found in a person, he is near to getting (consumption). 

4. Ab0 Mansiir b. Niih al-Qamaii, ffitzb al-Ghinz wa-l-mumi, see G. Karmi, I;be Arabic Medical 
History, 1. &nn&h in the Tenth Century: (ts State, Signijicance and Trdtion, A Stu& Bared 
Main4 on the Book Ghinz wa-munri Ly A b i  Man@ b. Nib al-Qama?f(al-Qum?f), London, 1978. 
(Unpublished Ph.D. thesis). 

5. AI-Qamaii, ffitzb aL-Ghinzwa-l-mumi, British Library, London MS. Or. 6623, f. 153a, 1.17-f. 
153b, 1.1. 
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But as to those who do not have such constitutions, they are attacked by 

(On coryza and catarrh) Its sign is that it is accompanied by a blocked nose and 
thickness of secretion, and the testimony (provided by) the season, the time, 
and the mode of life.7 

The emphasis on what one might call environmental factors in dagnosis was 
of course in h e  with the Hippocratic tradition, best exemplified in the 
Hippocratic treatise, On Airs, Waters and Places, which had been translated into 
Arabic,' and which stated that the good physician would need to consider the 
effects of the seasons, the climate, and the mode of life and individual 
temperament. Ths approach has some similarities with our modern one, 
where certain condtions occur more commonly at different ages, and 
different countries harbour specific (usually infectious or parasitic) diseases. 

In addtion to these humoral descriptions of disease, Arabic physicians 
have left us detailed accounts of clinical conditions, many of which would have 
provided essential guidance to diagnosis. One of the most famous examples is 
to be found in al-Rgzi's book, Ehib al-Jaa% wa-l-bafba (On Smallpox and 
 measle^).^ In this work, al-Riizi sets out a clinical dfferentiation of these two 
diseases in clear descriptive language, and thereby presents what is believed to 
be the first clinical account of smallpox. Likewise, the famous surgical treatise 
of the tenth-century Spanish surgeon, al-Zahr%wi,lo is full of detailed and vivid 
clinical descriptions of condtions which were amenable to operation. At a later 
period, we find the first exact accounts of the clinical picture of the great 
plague, which scourged the Medterranean in 749/1348. These appear, sur- 
prisingly enough, in the EtZb Maqni'zt al-sZ'il, written with directness and vi- 
vidness by the statesman and hstorian, Lisa al-Din al-Khapb." 

Late in his career, al-fizi drew up, presumably for his disciples, a complete 
exposition of differential diagnosis. This little known book, entitled Etb md- 
FZiq aw kahmj-&irZlq bqna al-amrZd,12 is divided into five treatises. The first 
three deal with condtions which affect the organs and are set out in the con- 
ventional head-to-toe order, the fourth treatise is devoted to the differential 

(consumption) only rarely. 6 

6. Al-Qamari, E t b  al-Gbinri.. ., op. cit., f. 67a, 1.8-1.13. 
7. Al-Qamm-, ibid., f. 57b, 1.1-1.2. 
8. Hippocrates, On Airs, Waters and Places, I, pp. 71-137, trans. W. H. S. Jones, London, 

9. Al-Rnzi, A Tmatise on the Smallpox and Measles & A& Becr Mohammed b. Zakanha Ar-RaXi, 
10. Albncasis: On Snrgery and Instmments, eds. M. S. Spink and G. L. Lewis, London, Wellcome 

11. M. J. Miiller,' Ibnulkhatib's Bericht uber die Pest', Akademie der Essenscbaften y Mkcben, 

12. Al-Riizi, EtZb mZ-l-Firiq aw kakimJ-l-Jun7q bqna al-am& ed. S. Qatiiya, Aleppo, Aleppo 

Heinemann, 1923; trans. into Arabic as EtZb a[-AmrZd al-bilZd&ya. 

trans. W. A. GreenhiU, London, Sydenham Society, 1848. 

Institute for the History of Medicine, 1973. 

1863,II, pp. 1-34. 

Institute for the History of Arabic Science, 1978. 
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diagnosis of fevers and external swellings, and the last treatise explains how the 
different types of pulse and urine may be distinguished. The book takes the 
form of question and answer, and is imbued with humoral references. W e  do 
not know how and by whom the book was used, but al-RiXzi’s introduction to it 
is illuminating. H e  says he wrote it because he had noted that the physicians of 
his day knew only what they read in books and had little practical experience. W e  
may infer from this that the book had a clinical intent, which is in accordance 
with al-Riizi’s known clinical interest and expertise. 

Galen had also written on differential lagnosis. His De locis affe~tis’~ had 
been translated into Arabic, and was also the subject of a commentary by Ibn 
Sing. Al-Riizi quotes Galen in Etdb mZ-l-FZkq, but we do not know if these 
quotations come from De locis aflectis or from somewhere else. Galen’s book 
may well have inspired EtZb md-l-FZkq. If so, al-Rgzi’s concise account has 
spared his readers the verbosity and circumlocutions which must have made 
the Galenic book difficult to read. The attention devoted in both books to 
the pulse and urine in differential diagnosis lllustrates another aspect of 
Graeco-Arabic clinical practice. What w e  might today term clinical pathology 
was an essential part of diagnosis at the time, and formed a fundamental part 
of the clinical examination. The reason for that was once more bound up 
with humoralism, for it was believed that the noxious humours revealed 
themselves by discharges into the body secretions and excreta, and hence 
examination of the urine, faeces, sweat, nasal discharges and sputum and so 
on would give important clues to the aetiology and stage of the disease. The 
urine was by far the most important of these diagnostic fluids. Likewise, the 
pulse was a vital diagnostic tool since it reflected conditions in the heart and 
was a clinical inlcation of the four qualities. Al-Qamari says: 

Thus I say that the pulse gives information about the state of the heart and what 
there is about it of hotness, coldness, moistness, and dryness, strength, weakness, 
and the like ; just as the urine gives information about the state of the liver and what 
there is about it also, as well as many of the states of the kidney and the bladder.. . . 
The states that occur in the pulse from taking food and medicines, from move- 
ment and stillness, bathing, coitus, airs, seasons and countries, gloom and anger, 
sleep and wakefulness, and a variety of bodily and psychic states are more nu- 
merous than we have mentioned by far, a fast pulse indlcates a preponderance of 
heat; a full pulse, a preponderance of coldness; a thin pulse, a preponderance of 
dryness. When it is slow and thin, it indtcates a preponderance of coldness and 
moistness. A constant, large pulse also indtcates heat. A small, variable pulse 
indicates coldness. A weak pulse, that is one which stops at the approach of its 
indentation with the finger, indlcates a loosening of strength with severe pains.14 

13. Galen, On the Affected Pan‘s, trans. R. E. Siegel, Basle, S. Karger, 1976. 
14. AI-Qamari, KtZb al-Gbhi. .., op. cit., f. 256a, 1.6-f.257a, 1.14 (from part of the section on 

the pulse). 
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The passage goes on to describe various kinds of pulse, such as the ‘gazelle- 
like’ pulse, the ‘mouse-tail’ pulse, and others. Pulse lore was an ancient art, 
which the Arabic physicians inherited through Greek writings. References to it 
first occur here and there in the Hippocratic works, although to no great 
extent. For example, a pulse which knocks feebly against the hand is 
mentioned in On the Diseases of mmen Z4 l5 strong fast pulse in the most acute 
fevers is described in Epidemics ZK16 and in On Notlrishment, he states that 
pulsation of the veins varies with age, and in health and disease.” 

After Hippocrates, many Greek physicians wrote on the pulse: the 
Greek anatomist, Herophilus, who worked at Alexandria in 300 BC, de- 
scribed the quaky, rate and rhythm of the pulse. H i s  teachings were trans- 
mitted through Galen. Rufus wrote a treatise on the pulse, and the first- 
century physician, Markellinos, wrote a treatise on the pulse which included a 
descri tion of the ‘double-hammer, pulse, which is taught in medical schools 
today. Galen wrote at least eight separate books on the pulse,19 apart from 
scattered references to it in his man works. At least half of his books on the 
pulse were translated into Arabic, and must have been greatly influential 
with Arabic physicians. Al-&zi7s EtZb Zkhti&ir kitzb al-nabd al-kabFr b-jZinz?s 
was a synopsis of Galen’s major work on the pulse.2’ Paul of Aegina devotes 
one cha ter of his medical encyclopedia to the pulse, which is taken from 
Galen. It contains several points of similarity to the description of al- 
Qamari, such as the ‘mouse-tail’ pulse, which Paul names ‘sharp-tailed’. 

Arabic writings on the pulse as a diagnostic tool are too numerous to list 
here. It formed a regular feature within the ktrnnLishLit (compendia) of medi- 
cine, and accounts of the kinds of pulse were sometimes detaded to an absurd 
degree. It remained a cardinal principle in clinical examination for centuries. 
The eighteenth-century physician, Alexander Russell, who visited Syria as a 
young man, noted that feeling the pulse played a major part in the chical 

Y8 

29 

2 

15. Hippocrates, C?uvres co@l2tes d’Hppomate, VII, p.263, Ed. E. Littrk, Paris, 1839-1861. 
16. Hippocrates, ibid., V, p. 159. 
17. Hippocrates, ibid., M, p. 98. 
18. Markellinos, ‘De pulsibus’, in H. Schoene, E.rt.rchrift p r  49. Hrsmmlung dutscher Philologen 

und Schulmannq pp. 448-471, Basle, C. Bock, 1907. 
19. Galen,‘ De usu pulsuum’, C7uuaYi Gahni opera omnia, V, pp. 149-201, ed. C. G. Kiihn, 

Leipzig, 1821-1833; ‘De pulsibus libellus at Tirones, D e  differentia pulsuum, De 
diagnoscendis pulsibus’, IX, pp. 1-204; ‘De praesagitione ex pulsibus’, IX, pp. 205-430; 
‘Synopsis librorum de pulsibus’, M, pp.431-549; and the spurious ‘De pulsibus ad 
Antonium’, XIX, pp. 639-642. 

20. M. Ullmann, De Medixin im filum, Leiden, Brill, 1970, pp. 43-44. 
21. Ibn al-Nadim, KtZb al-fihnjt, ed. Rida, Tehran, 1971, p. 358. 
22. Paul of Aegina, 2 3 e  Seven Books of Pau1u.r Agineta, ed. and trans. F. Adams, London, 

Sydenham Society of London, 1844-1847,11, pp. 202-221. 
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medlcine of the doctors of Alepp~.’~ Pulse lore also forms an important part 
of the training of Unani ubb physicians today at the Hamdard Institute of 
tradttional medicine in Karach. This institute teaches the medtcine of Ibn Sin3 
and other medieval Islamic physicians as a viable medicine for today. 

Study of bodily secretions and excreta was also important in malung a 
clinical dagnosis. Changes in these fluids were believed to reflect the stages 
that the humours had reached in the process of coction. Coction is the pa- 
thological process whereby humours whose excess or change has caused an 
dlness are overcome by the natural powers of the body, i.e. nature (al-@fca), 
and are cooked or concocted to be discharged. Ths discharge is affected 
through a secretion such as urine or expectorate, or through faeces or through 
an abscess on the exterior of the body. The physician can observe this process 
by examination of the secretions of the patient, and it is clear that each adment 
had a secretion and site of discharge appropriate to it. 

The worst outcome is when coction does not take place at all, and then 
the discharged matter is described as a putrefaction. Each stage of the coction 
process can be dlagnosed by corresponding changes in the excreta, the most 
important of which for these purposes is the urine, through whch concocted 
matter most often finds its discharge. 

The urine was routinely examined for four things: colour, odour, con- 
sistency and sediment. Taste was occasionally added. W e  these gave in- 
dications of the stages of coction, urine could also provide diagnostic 
information on other conditions. For example, diabetes meultus, where the 
taste was said to be sweet, and ktdney inflammation and stones. 

When the patient urinates pure blood, some of the veins in his kidney have 
burst. When the urine is sandy and turbid at the same time, and the patient gets 
an attack of pain in the small of the back, it indicates stones in the kidneys. 
When there is sandiness in the urine which goes and the urine becomes very 
pure, a stone has formed in the bladder.24 

When the urine is similar in thickness of consistency to ass’s urine, it inQcates a 
headache that has been or one that is present.25 

At least seven pathologcal colours of urine were described: white, hazy yellow, 
citron yellow, fiery, turmeric, blood red and black. The last was the worst type, 
especially when it occurred in the course of the acute fevers, for it usually 
heralded death. Likewise, several odours were associated with dfferent 
pathological states, and various consistencies closely corresponded to the 
coction process. Different sediments were recognized as having diagnostic 

23. Alexander Russell, Be NattlraLHidooly ofAl@po, ed. I?. Russell, London, 1794, 11. 
24. Al-Qamari, Eib ul-Gbini.. . , op. cit., f. 254a, 1 .l-1.5. 
25. Al-Majasi, ‘Ali b. al-‘Abbas, ul-fi~mfi-l-l-&i‘a ul-.t&bbya, Cairo, Biilaq, 1877,1, p. 283 (also 

known as i?Zmil.;riniCa al-Cibb&ya). 
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5.6 A physician talung the pulse of a patient. 
From Kalila and Dmna, Baghdad, 1343 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Egyptian National Library, Cairo) 
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significance. It was not only the type of sediment, such as threads, pieces of 
flesh, or pus, which mattered but also the way of sedimentation. When the 
urine was shaken, observations should be made as to how the sediment rose 
or sank, since ths indicated the stage of the disease. 

While there had been a long Greek tradition of emphasis on the im- 
portance of urine in health and dlsease" whch the Arabic writers undoubtedly 
drew on, they wrote many more separate tracts on the subject; as for example, 
the books on urine of Nastiis b. Jurayj, al-Riizi, Ishiiq al-Isrii'ili (Isaac Judaeus) 
and Ibn By contrast, there were no separate books either in Arabic or 
Greek on the faeces, although examination of the faeces was considered an 
important part of the general clinical assessment of the patient. References to 
the bowel habit and the appearance of the faeces are scattered in the works of 
Hippocrates and Galen. Paul of Aegma has a chapter on 'constipation and 
looseness of the bowels in but it does not compare with the com- 
prehensive nature of some of the Arabic descriptions. Al-Qamari devotes a 
specific chapter to the faeces in hs kzmnZsh: 

Normal faeces are soft, continuous, and stained with a yellowness which is not 
too deep; they are excreted at regular times. Highly stained faeces whch sung 
the lower parts indicate a preponderance of yellow bile. Dry faeces indicate a 
deficiency of moisture and excessive heat. Unripe faeces indicate that digestion 
has not overpowered the food properly. Extremely putrid faeces indicate a pu- 
trefaction in the body. Faeces which are excreted with a great deal of wind 
indicate weak digestion. Faeces which are green or black and resemble sediment 
or sludge are bad and fatal, unless they occur after the period of decline of black- 
bile diseases. Unstained faeces indicate that yellow bile is not passing alon g9 its 
passage into the intestine. Fatty faeces indicate wasting and melting bones. 

W e  may say, in summary, that the Arabic physician of the time had a number 
of methods to enable hm to arrive at a dlagnosis. All of these were of a cltnical 
nature, gven that no other type of diagnostic facility was present at the time. 
If all that was written in the Arabic medieval works on the art of dagnosis was 
indeed practised, and given the logcal exactitude of the humoral theory, then 
the Arabic physician would have had no difficulty in arriving at his diagnosis. 

26. See for example, Hippocrates, On Airs . . ., op. if.: Prognostic, 11, section 12, pp. 25-29, 
on the types of urine sediment; Epidemics I, I section 17, p. 171, on the types of urine in 
fever. Also, Galen, Claudii Galerri opera omnia: D e  urinis, D e  urinis compendium, and D e  
urinis ex Hippocrate, Galeno aliisque, XIX, pp. 574-628. Also, Paul of Aegena, 7 h e  Seveir 
Books . . . op. it., I, pp. 224-227, a section on the urine. 

27. All these books are cited by Ullmann, De hhdixin.. . , op.cit., pp. 135, 138 and 156. 
28. Paul of Aegina, Z h e  Seven Books.. ., op. cit., I, pp. 323-324. 
29. Al-Qamari, Ktb al-Ghin2 ..., op. it., f. 255b, 1.12-f. 256a, 1.3. 
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Fevers 

Fevers constituted a topic of major medical importance in Greek and Arabic 
medicine. Most Arabic textbooks of medicine devoted a special section to a 
discussion of fevers, which also formed the subject of separate tracts. One of 
the most famous of these was Ishnq al-Isrii’ili’s Ehib al-~zlmmgd (The Book 
of Fevers), written during the tenth century. It was translated into Latin by 
Constantine the African and printed at Lyons in 1515 as the Libe~febricrm.~’ It 
is divided into five muqdar and gives a complete account of what was known 
about fevers at that time. Important as this book was, Ibn Sids account of 
fevers in the fourth book of I h e  Canon became so influential that it 
dominated medtcal teaching on fevers in European universities into the 
sixteenth-century.31 According to Ibn Sins, fever is an extraneous heat, 
kindled in the heart, from which it is diffused to the whole body by means of 
the arteries and veins, causing a heat in the body sufficient to injure the 
natural functions. This definition was standard throughout the Middle Ages 
and supervened over Ibn Rushd’s alternative definition that the cause of fever 
was not all extraneous but partly due to the innate heat of the body. The 
tenth-century Arabic physician, al-Masm, who devotes a complete treatise to 
fevers in his large kzlnn&b of medicine, Etdb ul-MJa, defines fever as a 
contranatural heat. It is the site of the heat in the body which determines the 
type of fever: 

When it is in the spirits, it is an ephemeral fever. It goes either in one day or in 
one paroxysm. If it stays for longer than one day, and when the heat is in the 
humours, then it is a putrid fever. Putrid fever may be continuous, and that is 
when its matter is confined to the veins, or it may have periods and paroxysms, 
and that is when its matter is outside the vein. When (the heat) is in the organs, 
it is a hectic fever.32 

Fevers could be ‘primary’ or ‘secondary’. That is to say, a fever may be a 
solitary condition, or it may be accompanied or caused by another 
condition. Examples of the first type were provided by ‘ephemeral fever’ 
(bumma juwm) or ‘continuous fever’ (ul-bzlmmz al-mzltbzqu). Al-Qamari 
describes these fevers in a way which recalls Ibn Sins’s definition of fever 
as follows: 

The cause of ephemeral fever is a strange contranatural heat which is reflected 
into the body either from outside or inside, such that the blood which is in 
the veins coming from the liver is heated and this heat penetrates the air in 

30. See the introduction to Isaac Judaeus, On Awn, 3rd Maqda, ed. and trans J. D. Latham and 

31. Lonie,‘Fever Pathology...’, op. cit, pp. 19-44. 
32. Abii Sahl al-Masb-, Khib ai-M’a, British Library MS. Or. 6489, f. 194a, 1.15-f. 194b, 1.3. 

H. D. Isaacs, Cambridge, 1981. 
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the heart called spirit; it heats it and thts heat goes into the arteries to the 
body, and ephemeral fever results. Its duration is twenty-four hours.33 

Continuous fever: its cause is the kindling of a heat in the blood contained in the 
cavity around the heart. It goes from here into the arteries to the rest of the 
body.34 

An example of the second type of fever is seen in al-Qamari’s description of 
‘mixed fever’ (a/-bumma al-mukhtal$a): 

If the fever is due to an inflammation, then do not busy yourself with (treating) 
the fever, but rather start to treat the inflammation according to what has been 
mentioned in the chapter devoted to inflammation. If the fever is due to a 
swelling which occurred after a fall or a blow, then it is of the species of 
ephemeral fever and wiU not be very serious.35 

It cannot have been easy to classify the fevers of the time. Although each was 
given a distinct name, it is difficult to see how it was possible to distinguish 
one from another. Although attempts were made to fit them into a humoral 
mechanism, this was by no means complete or comprehensive. Some, such as 
‘hectic fever’, had no aetiology at all, whde others had a mixture of causes like 
anger, anxiety, the heat of the sun, overeating or drunkenness. The 
conventional list of fever names is given by al-Riizi at the beginning of 
Maqda 10 of Bhib al-Man;zX, whch is devoted to fevers: 

Ephemeral fever (bnmmi yawm) 
Hectic fever (bummi al-dig) 
Tertian fever (bnmmi algbibb) 
Ardent fever (a/-bummi al-mnbtiqa) 
Continuous fever (a/-bnmmi al-mnbriga) 
Phlegmatic fever (a/-bnmmi al-ba@am&ya) 
Quartan fever (hnmmi al-mb9 
Mixed fever (a/-bummi al-mnkhta/i,ta) 
Fever with heat and chills (al-bnmmi maJ al-barr wa-l-bard) 
Fever with syncope (humma algbashy) 
Fever caused by swellings (a/-bummi maJ a/-waram) 
Epidemic fever (bummi al-wabzr) 
Compound fever (a/-bnmmi ai-mnrakkaba) 
Smallpox and measles (aljada~ ~a-l-hqba).~‘ 

33. Al-Qamari, Etab al-Ghini ..., op. it., f. 216a, 1.10-1.12. 
34. Al-Qamari, ibid., f. 229a, 1.14-1.16. 
35. Al-Qamari, ibid., MS. Or. 5567, f. 250a, 1.17-1.1 8. 
36. Al-Ri%zi, Et& al-Man,rt7n; Boldeian Library MS. Marsh 376, Mqda 10. 
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This list agrees closely with the one gven by al-Qamari. Other books 
sometimes quoted Greek transliterated names for some fevers. They have 
not been included here, since they added little to the sense of the 
definitions. 

Al-R%zi devoted a large part of the fourteenth volume of hs EtZb aL-@ZwF 
to an account of the types of fever, their dlagnosis and treatment.37 The 
clinical course of the fevers was divided into four periods: commencement, 
increase, culmination, and decline. Al-Nzi describes them in this way: 

The beginning of a fever should be reckoned to be the time from the moment in 
which a man feels a change and a dsquiet in his body, and knows that his 
condition has departed from the healthy state very clearly. From this moment 
unul there appears somedung of the signs of coction, even if it is concealed, is 
the period of commencement. And from the moment when something of coction 
appears and until it is complete, is the period of increase. The end of this period is 
the czrlmination of the illness, and (the time) after the appearance of coction in its 
entirety (i.e. the completion of coction) is the period of decline.38 

It may be speculated that it was the observation of the chcal course of most 
fevers that led to the classical concepts of crisis and critical days. These 
concepts referred to the climax, often dramatic, of disease processes, after 
which the patient either started to recover or died. The days of the illness on 
whch the crisis took place, the so-called critical days, determined what sort of 
outcome the crisis would have. To use a culinary analogy, it was as if 
somethtng were cooking in the body, giving out a great deal of heat, coming to 
the boil, boiling over, and then cooling down. The moment of boiling over 
was the crisis, and the days it took place on were the critical days. Not that all 
conditions were believed to resolve by crisis. Some fevers abated gradually by 
resolution without a crisis, but they may well have been in the minority. The 
doctrine of crisis and critical days was fundamental to humoral pathology, and 
drew on Hippocratic and Galenic tradition.39 In D e  criribm, Galen discusses 
the differences between crisis and coction. There are numerous other 
references to coction scattered throughout his other works. H e  is quoted on 
crisis in the Arabic sources: 

Galen said: crisis is a rapid change in the disease either towards health or to- 
wards death. It occurs at the time when nature battles with the disease and 
conquers it, and when it distinguishes bad matter from god matter, and when it 
prepares (the bad matter) for expulsion and excretion. 

37. Al-Riizi, Etib al-ffZwi, Osmania University, 1969, Chapters 6-12 of Vol. 14 are on fevers. 
38. Al-Riizi, Etdb al-Manstsn; British Library MS. Or. 5316, f. 179a, 1.7-1.12. 
39. Galen, ‘De crisibus’, in CLaudii Galeni ..., op. it., IX, pp. 559-768. 
40. Quoted by al-Qamari, Etib al-Gbind.. ., op. cit., from the chapter on coction, MS. Or. 6623, 

f. 24413 1.3-f. 245a. 1.17. 
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The following passage sets out the concept of critical days: 

There are two crises, accordmg to what has been experienced and tested with 
faithful care and intelligent minds by the ancients, days wherein if crisis occurs, 
it will be a good crisis, and other days wherein it will be a moderate crisis, and 
yet others wherein it will be a bad crisis.. . . So, the first and second days are not 
among the critical days. The third is a critical day, and those fevers which are 
extremely severe and acute come to an end on that day.41 

Sometimes, Arabic accounts of the critical days became tedious and repetitive, 
and it is unlikely that they provided much of a useful guide to clinical practice. 
But the concept needs to be seen as an attempt to impose some order on what 
must have been diagnostic chaos. Whde it is likely that most fevers were 
malarial, there would also have been infectious fevers, and fevers secondary to 
other conditions. To try and make sense of this with the aid of humoral 
pathology only was well-nigh impossible. Attempts at further classification 
were made by emphasizing the presence or absence of rigors, the number and 
timing of paroxysms, the total duration of the fever, and the degree of hotness 
experienced by the patient. But even then, it frequently happened that a fever 
which commenced in a recogruzable category changed into another if other 
factors presented themselves: 

But if there is a bad humour in the body and the heat kindles it, then it will change 
into another type of fever. If the humour is a sanguine one, and it is kindled, the 
fever will become a sanguine, continuous fever. If the fierceness should increase, 
such that it passes from the blood in the heart to the substance of the heart, it 
will begin to melt the moistness of the flesh, and will result in hectic fever. If the 
humour is yellow bile, it will become a tertian fever. If the humour is black, it 
will become a quartan fever, and if phlegm, then a phlegmatic fever. And so it is 
with the compound fevers, which vary according to their humours.42 

Although this passage appears on the surface to be logcal and clear, yet the 
difficulties of exact categorization and diagnosis are implicit in it. Some 
accounts reveal the extent of this diagnostic confusion, as for example in the 
case of the tertian and semi-tertian fevers: 

Tertian fever is of three types: complete, incomplete, and the type known as 
semi-tertian. The complete type is the one in which the length of its paroxysm is 
twelve hours and the length of its remission is thirty-six hours, neither longer 
nor shorter. Its periods never detract from this. If it behaves in ths way, then it 
will terminate in seven cycles. 

The length of its paroxysm may be shorter than twelve hours, from four 
to eight or nine; if so, then it will terminate in four or five cycles. It ter- 

41. Al-Qamari, KtZb al-Ghini ..., op. cif., €.246a, 1.1-1.10. 
42. A-Qamari, ibid., f. 216a, 1.15-f. 216b, 1.5. 
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minates by the evacuation of bile from the body through vomiting, or a flow 
of perspiration, or both. As to the incomplete tertian, h s  is the type whose 
paroxysm lasts longer than twelve hours up to twenty-four hours or thirty 
hours. This is because the feebler the body is, the shorter the duration of the 
paroxysm, and the more solid the body is, the longer the paroxysm ... as to 
the semi-tertian type, it is a compound fever made up of hectic and phleg- 
matic fevers. If its signs are equally made up of the signs of bile and phlegm, 
then it is a complete semi-tertian. If they are unequal, then according to this 
inequality, it will be an incomplete semi-tertian. This is also of three types .... 

Diagnostic indications from the cycles of fevers (as to the type of fever) 
should not be relied on until the course of the clitllcal signs has been observed, 
for it may happen that a fever cycle may be imposed (on the course of one fever) 
which then resembles the cycles of other fevers, although these fevers are not 
present in the patient at a~~~ 

This last passage is revealing, for indeed the physician must have needed all 
the diagnostic aids possible to help him differentiate which type of fever he 
was confronted with. The periodicity of a fever alone was clearly not enough, 
for the accounts of quartan fever show that the periodicity of this fever was 
not very different from that of the incomplete tertian type. Some fevers were 
distinguished by being ‘epidemic’ and were clearly of great importance. But 
there is no suggestion in any of the accounts that either this type or any other 
type of fever was contagious, except through the indefinable medium of ‘bad 
air‘, or ‘miasma’. 

There was nohng in the Greek tradition on fevers which the Arabic 
physicians inherited to resolve their difficulties. The Hippocratic works which 
give an account of the fevers amount to a collection of case histories written in 
different stylesw and with little system to guide the practising physician. Galen 
left four major works on the the first of which, De a?ferentii~jbrium, 
was well known to Arabic physicians. Galen classified the intermittent fevers 
into three types: phlegmatic (quotidian), bilious (tertian) and melancholic 
(quartan), but there were in addition mixtures of these fevers.46 Although 
Galen presented a detailed description of the periodicity of paroxysms in each 
of these types, and the season when they were most likely to occur, as well as 
the appearance of the urine and type of pulse which accompanied each one, 
the final picture remained complicated and confusing. 

43. Al-QamM, Etib al-Ghini ..., op. cit., f. 226, 1.3-f. 227a, 1 .l. 
44. W. Smith,‘Implicit Fever Theory in Epidemics V and VII’, in Bynum and Nutton 

45. Galen, O’aii Gahni ...op. cit.: ‘De differentiis febrium’, VII, pp. 271-405; ‘De typis’, VII, 

46. R. Wittern,‘Die Wechselfieber bei Galen’, Hst. Bil. Lfe Ai., 1989, 11, pp.3-22. 

(eds.),ZZeoties offiver ..., op. cit., pp. 1-18. 

pp. 463-474; ‘De crisibus’, IX, pp. 559-768; and ‘De methodo medendi’, XI, pp. 1-70. 
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DIETETICS 

Dietetics played an enormously important role in Arabic medicine. The term 
had two senses as understood by Greek physicians and their Arabic heirs. It 
could either mean diet, that is what food and drink people should ingest in 
health and dlsease, or it could include the broader category of what might be 
called today, lifestyle. Ths referred to the ‘six non-naturals’, which have been 
discussed in the previous chapter of this volume, and of which let was only 
one part. Dietetics in both senses was seen as essential for the preservation of 
health and the treatment of dlsease. Diet was vital for maintaining the patient’s 
strength and restoring him after Illness. Particular foods were more beneficial 
than others for certain states, and some had to be positively avoided. Foods 
were graded according to their qualities, hot, cold, wet, or dry, and some of 
them were capable of causing the production of certain humours within the 
body. For example, melancholics should avoid rich foods: 

Warn them against rich foods which engender the black bile, such as lentils, 
cabbage, aubergme, garden beans, dried meat, stale bread, chestnuts, beef, 
goat’s meat, nag’s meat, ass’s meat, all game, and all salty, sharp, sour, or bitter 
things .47 

Sometimes, the eating of certain foods could itself be the cause of disease: 

The cause of cholera is indgestion and the putrefaction of food in the stomach 
which injures its mouth, such that the fiery type ascencds and the earthy type 
goes down. Thts mostly occurs because of eating fresh fruit after food, and 
especially water melon.48 

In general, however, the correct management of nutrition was regarded as a 
pdlar of medical treatment, and foods chosen correctly accorlng to their 
humoral qualities acted as therapeutic agents. There had been a great interest 
among Greek writers with regard to dletetics. The Hippocratic work, 
Regimet1,4~ represented a culmination of the development of diet therapy in 
ancient times.” Hippocrates explains that he has followed an ancient tradition 
and that many others have written before him on diet. The book discusses the 
ingredients of a healthy &et and contains lists of foods and their properties, 
for example, ‘barley is cooling and drying’, or ‘beans cause flatulence’. AU 
foods are categorized according to the humoral theory, and the qualities of 
some common foods at the time, such as oxymel and hydromel, and various 

47. Al-Qamari, Etab al-GhinZ.. . , op. cit., f. 17a, 1.2-1.4. 
48.Al-Qamari, ibid., f. 90a, 1.11-1.13. 
49. Hippocrates, On Airs . . ., pit., IV, pp. 299-447. 
50. W. Smith,‘The Development of Classical Dietetic Theory’, in M. D. Grmek (ed.), 

H$,povatica, pp. 439-448, Pans, 1980. (Colloques internationaux de CNRS, 583.) 
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wines are set out. Coolung can change the food’s dynamics or power so that 
its qualities wdl no longer be the same. Galen relied on h s  book extensively 
for his major work on diet, De alimentomm facultatibus, which in turn was a basic 
source work for Arabic physicians, translated as EtZb QuwZ ~l-agbdh&a.~~ 
Hippocrates’ other important work on diet, Regimen in Acute D~eases,~~ was 
ovenvhehgly concerned with diet in health and dsease, the types of food, 
and the timing of meals. It was translated into Arabic by Hunayn b. Ishaq in 
the ninth century as Etdb Tadbir al-amrZd al-bzddz li-Buqr~it.~~ The Hippocratic 
diet recommended in health was in fact very strange by today’s standards.54 It 
discouraged the eating of fish, milk, vegetables and fruit, and was unlikely to 
be suitable for any but those rich enough to afford it. It was reproduced in the 
writings of Celsus and Aretaeus, and Galen’s books emphasized the prejudice 
against fruit and vegetables. Arabic writers are said to have followed the same 
tradition, which was not completely overthrown until the eighteenth century 
in Europe.j5 

More influential still with Arabic physicians were the books of Galen on 
dietetics, four of which are known to have been translated into Arabic.56 Apart 
from EtZb Qumi al-aghdh$a, mentioned above, there was EtZb al-fiimisgn, a 
translation of ‘On the Good and the Bad Kinds of Humour’ (Deprobispravisgue 
alimentomm sucis) ; T2jsTr]dinis li-kitzb FuLibisJz tadbir al-a&ha ’, a translation of 
Galeni in H$pocratem vel Pobbi de salubn’ victus ratione; and a book not listed in 
Kuhn‘s collected works of Galen, EtZb$-l Tadbfr al-mula.#f (A Book on 
Restricted Regimens). Many Arabic physicians wrote books devoted to die- 
tetics:’ including Hunayn b. Ishnq, al-Rnzi, who wrote four separate tracts as 
well as the special sections in hs medical textbooks, and Ibn Sing. Al-Majasi 
set aside fifteen chapters of his great book, aL-fi-miL$-L-&i ‘a aL-jibb$ja,58 for 
the different kinds of food, their benefits and effects on the body. Ullmann 
lists thirteen more writers on diet and foods, some of whom are non-medical. 

It is important to realize that the primary aim of dietetics was the pre- 
servation of health. Healthy pursuits, such as sleep and exercise, were also a 
part of dietetics for the same reason. Ths was a distinctly Greek tradition59 

51. Ullmann, DieMedXin ..., op. it., p. 199. 
52. Hippocrates, On Airs . . ., op. cit., I, pp. 13-65. 
53. This Arabic version has been translated into English by M. C. Lyons, Arabic Technical and 

54. E.H. Ackerhecht, ‘The End of Greek Diet’, Bull. Hst. &id, 1971, 45, pp. 242-249. 
55. W. Smith,‘The Development of Classical.. .’, op. cit. 
56. Ullmann, D i e  Medizin.. ., op. it., p. 47. 
57. These are listed in, ibid., pp. 199-203. 
58. Al-Majiisi, al-fi-mil ..., op. cit., I, pp. 186-201. 
59. ffijtpocrates On Diet and Hygiene, J. Precope, London, Zeno, 1952; idem, Regimen in Acute 

Diseae, ed. and trans. from Arabic by M. C. Lyons, Arabic Technical and Sien@c Texts, I, 
Cambridge Middle East Centre, 1966. 

Scientij;, Texts, I, Cambridge Middle East Centre, 1966. 
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adhered to and developed by Arabic medcine. Al-Razi devotes the whole of 
the first part of Volume 23 of Et& al-fiiiiwito the principles of a healthy diet.“ 
At the beginning of the book, he cites two major Galenic works, Ebdat al-bur’ 
(De methodo medendi), and Et& Hfx al-sihha (De sanitate tgenda), in dlscussing the 
general principles of a healthy &et. H e  goes on to describe the best times for 
eating and the importance of tahng exercise before food and not afterwards. 
In a surprisingly modern-sounding passage regarding ths point, he quotes 
Galen in Et& al-fiimzisayn (A Book on the Two Chymes), as follows: 

Those who cannot do any of the lands of special exercise before food should 
resort to horse riding and walking. For immobilitv is a great evil in the main- 
tenance of health, and exercise is a great benefit. 6i 

Later on, he summarizes the principles of a proper diet in ths way: 

I say that the (proper) regimen of food and drink consists of two things: first, 
knowledge of their temperaments, and w e  mentioned that in fitd Alf&!dczt czQibb 
(A Book on Medical Matters), and second by or anization of the times of eating 
and drinking which we will mention herewith. 6 5  

H e  goes on to quote Abii Hild al-Himsi on the number and timing of meals: 
H e  said: the day’s nutriment should be divided into two, one third of it to be 
taken at lunch, and two thirds at dinner, for that is better and lighter for nature.‘.’ 

A healthy diet means that the temperament of food should agree with that of 
the eater. For example, chldren need to eat moist foods, young people need 
drier food, and the old should eat little and often. As a general principle, foods 
should be of like temperament in health, and opposite in disease. Nutrition 
should accord with age, the season, and degree of activity.64 Athletic people 
require greater nutrition of opposite quality (that is, cooling if they are hot). 
Those who have an increase in innate heat will require greater nourishment. 
Foods could be ‘thnning’ and ‘thckening’ to the blood and other humours. 
Thckening foods, if properly digested, were highly nutritious and those who 
could best use these foods were athletes with large, wide vessels; otherwise, 
the vessels could become obstructed. Thinning foods made the blood light 
and hot at first, but later it could become black. The best of foods were the 
medium types, neither thnning nor thickening. Al-Rnzi quotes Galen on the 
importance of suiting foods to the eater’s temperament by providing the 
opposite: 

60. 4-Razi, 
61. &-Razi, ibid., p. 17. 
62. A-Razi, ibid., p. 18 
63. Al-Razi, ibid., p. 28. 
64. A-Riizi, ibid., pp. 32-33. 

al-HZii, op. it., 23, pp. 1-75. 
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Those whose blood is melancholic require foods of moist temperament, and 
those with choleric blood require foods of moist, cool temperament. As to 
those with phlegmatic blood, they require hot, dry food.65 

Foods which contained excess or evil humours in them could be the cause of 
disease. Acute diseases and evil fevers could result: 

Thick, phlegmatic foods can cause arthritis, gout, kidney and lung disease, 
and hardness of the spleen and liver. Those foods whlch engender the black 
bile can cause cancers, quartan fever, scabies, melancholia and haemor- 
rhoids .66 

Taking drinks at the wrong times and the wrong temperature can also cause 
illness. For example, drinking cold water at the wrong times can cause 
marasmus, and taking very cold water in large quantities after exercise leads to 
dropsy.67 O n  the other hand, drinhng cold water after food fattens the body 
and corrects its imbalance, and drinking with food sweetens the breath and aids 
digestion. The book then sets out a list of what were presumably common 
foods at the time, with their properties, notes on their preparation and cooking, 
and how they were best eaten, as well as their particular benefits in certain 
conditions and for certain temperaments.68 These include nuts, fruit, 
vegetables, meat, cheese, and milk; some of these foods could be harmful. 
Not all the entries in the book have all of these features, and many foods are 
accorded just one or two sentences, and it is not clear in what sense the 
information was meant to be used. Recipe and cookery books were part of an 
Arabic tradition of serious writing, both literary and medi~al,‘~ and constitute an 
important source for our understanding of social as well as nutritional customs 
of the Arabic medieval period. 

Wine featured significantly as a therapeutic agent in the treatment of 
many diseases. It could also be beneficial in those who were not actually ill but 
whose temperaments were disordered, because when it was white and well 
diluted, it exerted a coolin effect on the body.70 Al-Rgzi wrote a separate tract 
on wine, M2qdaJ-l shanib, and there was a well-established tradition for the $1 

65. Al-Riizi, EtZb aL-&&ZwT.. ., op. cit., p. 14. 
66. Al-R%zi, ibid., p. 14. 
67. Al-Riizi, ibid., p. 18. 
68. Al-Riizi, ibid., pp. 34-47. 
69. M. Marin, ‘Beyond Taste: The Complement of Colour and Smell in Arabic Culinary 

Tradition’, in Culinay CZtwes $the M&Le East, Centre for Near and Middle Eastern 
Studies, School of Oriental and African Studies, London, 1992, pp.27-39; al-Qamai-i, 
Etab al-Tanmff-L i@&it al-.fibb&ya, an early Arabic medical dictionary, ed. G. Karmi, 
Riyadh, Arab Bureau of Education, 1991, pp.79-87. 

70. Al-Riizi, Etb al-HZm-. . . , opd, 23, p. 49. 
71. Ullmann, D i e  Me&@. .., op. cit., p. 200. 
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use of wine in Qsease, presumably stemming from the Greeks. Dioscorides 
wrote a long section on the medical effects of wine in his famous Its 
use was so widespread that it is difficult to define a pattern of indications for 
its administration. But this was as much a commentary on its dl effects as well 
as its good ones. Al-RPzi says: 

Pure wine if drunk in great quantity after exercise and bathing is harmful to the 
head and the nerves. But if diluted and taken in small quantities, then it is not 
harmful.73 

The Ehib al-Ghind wa-l-mami, so frequently quoted in this chapter, is replete 
with references to the therapeutic uses of wine. Al-Qamari even recom- 
mends it in cases where a headache has been caused by drinking too much 
wine. The interesting point here is that the use of wine could have been 
promoted in a predominantly Islamic society, where the drinking of alcohol 
was, at least theoretically, forbidden. The reason for this is almost certainly 
bound up with the status of medieval Arabic medicine as a predominantly 
secular, rational medcine whch was largely devoid of both religious and 
superstitious content. In fact, there was a thriving 'alternative' Arabic 
medical literature involving astrology and the occult, but it never became 
part of mainstream scholastic medicine in the classical Islamic period. 
Furthermore, Arabic medicine, as w e  have seen, was strongly influenced by 
Greek medicine, and it is not always clear how much Arabic me&cal books 
reflected actual practice in the Islamic world. It may be that the medicinal 
use of wine was such an example, of a custom faithfully reported on but 
little implemented. 

Dietetics, as was observed earlier, meant more than &et. The 
Hippocratic and Galenic traditions on dietetics included considerations of 
exercise, sleep, evacuations, and the so-called passions of the soul - what 
might be understood to mean psychological stress. Al-Majusi devotes the fifth 
section of Volume 1 of his great kann&-h, Emilj-l~inZ'a,7~ to an exposition of 
these factors and their importance for a healthy life. If these activities, he says, 
are correctly regulated and used in the right quantities and at the right times, 
they guarantee the health of the body unul it dies from old age. But if they are 
used incorrectly, then they engender Illnesses. In following these precepts, 
attention must be paid to the individual temperament, for this wdl dictate the 
type of food and drink, activity, amount of sleep, the best time of year and 
clunate. When a body deviates from the right way, the lifestyle must alter in 

74 

72. R.T. Grunther (ed.), T h e  Greek Herbal OfDioscotiaks, trans. J. Goodyer, New York, Hafner, 

73. Al-R&i, ESb al-ffawi.. . , op.cit, 23, p. 49. 
74. Al-Qamari, Ehib al-Gbina ..., op. lit.., f. 7a, 1.17- f., 7b, 1.8. 
75. Al-Majusi, al-fi-wzil ..., op. cit. 

1959. 
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equal measure in the opposite direction, so that equilibrium is restored. Foods 
rather than drugs played an important part in this restitution, and the principle 
was carried over into therapeutics. Al-Majasi distinguished between drugs and 
foods: the former altered the body’s nature, while the latter increased its 
substance. H e  sets out a highly systematized account of foods according to 
their temperaments and qualities graded by degrees, following Galenic 
teaching. The section on sleep and wahng deals with the mechanism of nat- 
ural sleep and the effects of short and long sleep. 

Al-Majusi’s ideas on dietetics and the six non-naturals were reiterated 
throughout the medieval period by other Arabic writers. There was a super- 
fluity of books on this subject, often designated as hygiene or the regimen of 
health (tuqwfm u&bhu), as well as short pamphlets on specific aspects such as 
the bath or coitus (whch was one of the evacuations). To the modern reader, 
one of the most interesting aspects of this literature is that, for all its outdated 
humoral explanations of physiological functions , it nevertheless manages to 
give prescriptions for a healthy life which would not be out of place in the 
medical practice of today. 
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C h a p t e r 5.3 (b) 

OBSTETRICS AND 
GYNAECOLOGY 

UP TO THE END O F  THE 
FIFTEENTH CENTURY 

Aykzlt Kaxancigil 

The amount of research dealing with knowledge of obstetrics and gynaecology 
in the Islamic world is limited, and what there is consists only of textual 
elucidation; comparative studtes based on the content are rare. 

Islamic medicine in its initial stages was based principally on the pre- 
Islamic medtcal traditions of the Islamic lands, and on the Greek medical 
literature, most of whtch was a heritage from the Hellenic civilization of the 
Near East. The medtcal traditions of the Islamic lands comprised the tradt- 
tions of all Islamic peoples: Arabs, Persians, Turks as well as others, all of 
which made their own contributions to Islamic civilization and science. The 
contribution of the various Islamic peoples is amply lllustrated in the various 
essays of this volume (see Part I Chapter 1.2). 

The contributions of some Islamic societies have been the subject of 
recent research, such as the Uighur medical procedures that were practised in 
Central Asia in the tenth and eleventh centuries and which, in their turn, were 
influenced by Hindu and Buddhist medicine.’ Studies showed that Islamic 
medical treatises contain some comments on obstetrics and gynaecology as 
expressed in ancient Uighur literature.2 

On the other hand, there were no early Chinese medical texts that were 
translated into Arabic in the first centuries of Islamic civilization. If Chinese 
medicine had any impact at all on Islamic mehcine, it came only indirectly 
through its influence on the Uighur medtcal procedures of Central Asia. 

Only in the eighth/fourteenth century, after Islamic medicine reached its 
peak of achevement and after the major Arabic medical works were trans- 

1. Indian medicine found its way into Islamic medicine at an early stage, and although its 
influence was not comparable to that of Greek medicine, yet an account of it was given as 
an appendix to al-Tabari’s E r h w s  aL-hikma. 

2. Ullman, Die M e d @  im (slam, Leiden/Cologne, 1970; Fbchmad, ‘Heilkunde der Uiguren 
I-II’, in Atpngsberichte der Beussiscben Akademie der h%ssenscbajen, Berlin, 1930-1 932. 
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mitted to the West, there appeared in the Islamic lands one Chinese medical 
work that was translated into Persian through the efforts of Rashid al-Din, 
the famous historian who was also a physician and minister for 11 Khan 
Malyniid Gh?iza (1 295-1 304). The translation carries the title TansiqnZma-i 
&ban dar Funin-i ‘Lnim-i B&i% All that survives today from.this translation 
is the first volume, copied in 713/1313 (Siileymaniye Library, St. Sophia 
section No. 3596): 

Obstetrics and paediatrics in the Muslim world were influenced by 
Hippocrates’ medicine and translations of books of his successors (Diepgen, 
1937; Diepgen, 1963; Fischer, 1924; Fischer, 1927). Among the earliest 
books on obstetrics and perinatology is Hunayn b. Ishiiq’s book entitled E 
tawallud aljann al-mawlid li-sab ‘ati ashbur (On Generation of the Embryo when 
Birth Occurs in Seven Months). In this book, the author describes the various 
diseases that could occur, also congenital and acquired defects of newborn 
babies, what causes them in utero (at the third and sixth months) and after 
birth, with special emphasis on prematurity and postmaturity. The readers of 
this little book of Hunayn would be amazed by the pertinacious and analytical 
precision of its various  chapter^.^ This book, dedicated to the mother of the 
caliph al-Mutawakkil, is the earliest known work in the Arabic Islamic world 
on obstetrics. It is also a collection of obstetrical knowledge taken from the 
numerous books which Hunayn translated from Greek into Arabic and Syriac. 
Furthermore, Oribasius’ finnL?sh (Compendum) and I h e  Seven €looh OfPaulus 
Atgineta were translated into Arabic quite early.5 Abti Bakr Mdpmmad b. 
Zakariyyii al-&zi (d. 313/925) quotes from these two books very frequently in 
al-&m-j-l-$bb (Continens of Medicine). 

Another book devoted to paediatrics was written by Alpad b. 
Mulpmmad b. Yahyii al-Baladi, a pupil of Ibn Abi-1-Ash‘ath. H e  was a re- 
markable practitioner who practised in Egypt. His book entitled EtZb TdbTr 
al-babda wa-l-agzl (Book on the Management of Pregnant Women and 
Infants) is another interesting work by an Arab author, entirely devoted to 
this subject.‘ 

3. Unver, Tansmkname-i B a n  der Finun-u Uim-U Hatai, Istanbul, 1939 ; Terzioglu, ‘Bedeutung 
der Chinesischen Pulslehre fur die Krankheitsdiagnotie nach der Persischen Handschrift 
Tannsuqname-i Ilhandar Fiinun-i Uliim-i Mita’i ’, Munich, 1978. 

4. Ammiit-, Midecins et midecine de f i s h ,  Paris, 1984; Schipperges, Die Assimikztion abrArabiscben 
Medxin Lateiniscb Mittelalter, Weisbaden, 1964; Leclerc, Hstoire de kz midedne arabe, 
2vols., Paris, 1976. 

5. Ammiit-, ibid. ; Meyerhof and Joannidis, Lagynicohgie et l’obstihipe c b q  Avicenne (h Snna) et 
burs r@ports avec c e h  des Grecques, Cairo, 1936; Diepgen, ‘Die Frauenheilkunde der Alten 
Welt’, in W. Stoekel, Handbucb der @mkologie, XI& 3rd. ed., Munich, 1937; Leclerc, ibid.; 
Barikty and Coury, Hstoire de la rnidedecine, Paris, 1963. 

6. Ammiit-, ibid.; Diepgen, ibid; Leclerc, ibid. 
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Abu-1-Qiisim Khalaf b. ‘Abbiis al-Zahriiwi (Albucasis, fl. tenth-eleventh 
century), founder of both Islamic and medeval surgery, made original con- 
tributions in the technique of obstetrical operations. The question of whether 
he was influenced by Paul of Aegina is in our view unimportant when set 
against the enormous extent of hs writings. 

Sabuncuoglu Sharaf al-Din b. ‘Ali al-Hajj Ilyiis translated into Turkish 
(Anatolia, 1464) the surgcal part of al-Zahriiwi’s Et& al-TaSrt;cli-man ‘q?p ‘an 
al-ta’@(Management for Those who are Unable to Write their Own Books) 
and added chapters of hs own. Sabuncuo~lu’s book is entitled JarrZbije 
&hZnije. H e  dedicated it to Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror. A long section of 
this book is devoted to cauterization.* Some of these cauteries were supposed 
to cure swellings such as warts and tumours affecting the vulva. O n  closer 
examination, some locations of these points are found to coincide with those 
of acupunture. Furthermore, an dustration in this book shows the positions 
of the surgeon and the patient in the act of operative treatment. 

Before Ibn Sinii (Avicenna), ‘Ah b. al-‘Abbiis al-Majusi, otherwise known 
as Haly Abbas (fourth/tenth century), holds an important place by virtue of 
the classification of women’s diseases. Unfortunately, w e  have no detaded 
information about his life. Like Muhammad al-Tabari (d. after 360/970), he 
was one of the most important figures in Islamic medicine before the time of 
Avicenna. 

Al-Majiisi’s fi-mil al-sin2a al-?ibb&ya (Complete Art of Medicine) was 
printed at Lahore in 1283/1866 and at Biiliiq in 1343/1924. In 1985, Fund 
Sezgm published MS. No. 6375 from Istanbul University’s Section of Arabic 
Manuscripts in a photographc facsimile edition.” 

O n  the strength of our own appraisal of h s  book,12 we have drawn up 
the following list of gynaecological and obstetrical treatments : 
1. In Volume I, at the end of the third article (II/33-34), there is a chapter 

dealing with the uterus and genital organs, and also with the character of 
the uterus inside the foetus. The same chapter also examines the effects 

7 

9 

10 

7. Adivar, La science chex les turcs ottomans, Pans, 1939 ; Karliga, L ‘injluelence de lapensie islamique sur 
la pense‘e europe‘ene, 1985 ; Diepgen, fiau und fiaueneillcunde in der filtur des Mittelallters, 
Stuttgart, 1963; Ullman, Medixin.. ., op. cit., 1970; Leclerc, Hisoire.. . , op. it. ; BariCty and 
Coury, Histoire.. ., op. it.. 

8. Huard and Drazen, Le premier manusmit chinlrgical turc, Charaf ed-Din (1465), Paris, 1960; 
Unver, Ep Ilmi ue Mefhur ffekimlerin Mahareti (Nxam-i Anrzi), Istanbul, 1936. 

9. Huard and Drazen, ibid. ; Unver, ibid. ; Terzioglu, ‘Bedeutung.. .’, op. cit. ; Sari, Treatment of 
‘Mal-i ffuba’ Ly the Method of Cauterixation, Istanbul, 1989; Bayat, Acupuncture and Moxa 
7berqy in the ffistoty of Turkish Medecine, Istanbul, 1989. 

10. Karl@, ibid.; Karliga, Ai b. ‘Abbar al-Mecusi, anaEySe et itude, Istanbul, 1989; Ullman, D i e  
Medixin.. ., op. it., Leclerc, ffisto9 ..., op. cit. 

11. Sezgin, Al-M+X, fi-md al-finz‘a.. . , Bdiiq, 1877, Reprint Fuat Sezgin, Frankfurt, 1996. 
12. Karliga, L YnJuence. . . , op. it., 1989. 
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of coitus on the body (V/35), efflux of menstrual blood (VI/34) and 
lastly the uterus and diseases of the breasts and their aetiology. 
In the second volume (11/28), there are chapters (VIII/9-23) dealing in 
detail with all uterine diseases and with tumours; attention is given to 
haemorrhages, suppuration and lastly to prolapsus and various lesions. 
The same article (VIII/24-29) deals also with topics such as obstetrical 
pathology, sterility, difficult deliveries etc. Still in the same volume, 
attention is given to gynaecological malformation (IX/54-57) and to 
genital malformation (IX/58-61). 

This work can in fact be regarded as the most important compendium on 
obstetrics and gynaecology available to us, before Ibn Sin%’s time. The entries 
dealing with dystocia (‘tlsr aL-wiLda) and the extraction of stillborn chddren are 
especially interesting. 

Ibn Sin%, like al-Rnzi, was a shrewd observer. In hs famous book, en- 
titled 7 h e  prince OfPhysiccians, Soubiran quotes the following important sentence 
from the first volume of Ibn Sinii’s &tZb al-Qint7nji-L-tibb: ‘I observe my pa- 
tients in order to supplement my knowledge; in this way, I have learnt several 
things not mentioned in books.’ Ibn Sin2 attached such importance to direct 
observation, in gynaecology and in general medicine, that it enriched medeval 
clinical medicine, an art that was favoured by Hippocrates, and revived by al- 
Rnzi. It was by drect observation that Ibn Sin2 was able to make the differ- 
ential and even psychosomatic diagnosis of confhcts as a true forerunner of 
Freud. For instance, the symptoms of melancholy are listed as a tendency to 
solitude, tachycardia and vertigo. Despondency also is regarded as a form of 
melancholy, and is dagnosed from the pulse rate. In the fourth of Ni?%mi 
‘Ar~di’s Gahdr maqrzla (Four Discourses), Ibn Sin% describes how he felt the 
pulse of a young man who had contracted an illness of ths kind, and on 
mentioning the name of the street and the house where a young girl lived, 
dagnosed that the young man was in love, by observing a change in his pulse 
rate. A similar anecdote appears in Galen’s Commentary on Hipocrates’ 
Bognostikon [I, 8, 40-41: vide CGM, V, 9, 2 @. 218, line 1411 .14 
3. Ibn Sin2 collected together the learning amassed before his time. His 

method of classification of knowledge commands the reader’s admira- 
tion. 

The chapters in the second book of Ehib aL-QZngn dealing with obstetrical 
and gynaecologcal diseases were analysed by Max Meyerhof and D. Joannids 
and were published in 1938. Paul Diepgen claims that Ibn Sin2 had availed 
himself of Soranus’ writings, but Manfred Ullmann says that it has not been 

2. 

13 

13. Unver, 7;p Zmi.. ., op. cit., 1936; Nizami Aruzi, Le5 quatre &ours, trans. from Persian by 

14. Walzer, ‘Fragmenta graeca in litteris arabicis: I. Palladios and Aristotle’,journaL oftbe RyaL 
Isabelle de Gastines, ed. Maisonneuve-Larose, Paris. 

Jocieo, 1939. 
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proved that Soranus’ works were translated into Arabic.15 Hence, before one 
can accept that Soranus’ writings directly influenced al-Majfisi’s &-mil al-sinZ‘a 
al-tibb&ya and Ibn Sids EtZb al-QZniny as is alleged, it wdl have to be proved 
that those writings of Soranus were translated into Arabic.“ 

Among the women’s diseases explained in the second book of IGtZb al- 
QZnin, it is especially interesting to find chapters dealing with tumours of the 
uterus and with hysteria. Ibn Sin2 establishes a clear-cut dfferential diagnosis 
between hysteria and apoplexy. Moreover, he provides detaded information in 
the field of sexual hygiene in his writings of his such as U@xaJi-l-BZb and 
RzsZlaj’l-BZb, as well as in EtZb al-QZnin. 

Anatomy oftbefemale genital ptem (EtZb al-QZnin,17 thtrd book, Siience XX) 
Ibn Sin2 gives the uterus the name of al-rabim (the term used in Turkish unul 
recent years): it has two compartments. There are cotyledons or tubes inside 
it, and according to Ibn Sing it is the female reproductive organ, indeed the 
equivalent of the penis (al-dbakar), which is the male genital organ. Also the 
appendages abutting on these organs correspond to one another: except that 
one is complete and extroverted (in the man) and the other incomplete and 
introverted (in the woman). The term ‘unuq al-rabim is used to denote the neck 
of the womb. The woman’s testicles are located in the belly, and are connected 
to the uterus by cords. The woman’s sperm passes through these cords, and 
by uniting with the man’s sperm, fertilization is brought about. The external 
female organs (the vulva) are extroverted, and when orgasm takes place the 
male sperm unites with the female sperm and gestation begins. 

Here it will be seen that Ibn Sing has accepted the statements of Greek 
medicine and Galen’s anatomy, which may be set out as follows: 
1. that the uterus comprises two horns, and also as a result, the breasts are 

two in number; 
2. that there are prolongations within the uterus, and that these prolonga- 

tions (or cotyledons) feed the infant (the analogy may be with the pla- 
centa of the horse); 

3. lastly, that the man and the woman experience orgasm in the same way, 
and that sperm exists in both sexes. 

Ibn Sin2 dd not, however, accept one of the anatomical opinions of Greek 
medcine, namely the idea that the uterus moves around in the body. H e  does 
not even mention the uterus moving around in the body (the ‘hysteria’ of 
Greek writers). 

15. Ullman, Medixin ..., op. cit, 1970. 
16. Campbell, Arabian Medicine and its InJuence on f i e  Mddle Ages, London, 1926; Schipperges, 

D e  Assimilation der Arabiscben Medixin da Lateiniscb Migelalter, op. cit., Weisbaden, 1964; 
Karliga, L’iniuence.. ., op. it.., 1985. 

17. Ibn Sinii, al-QZninj-L-tibb, offset copy of Biiliiq, Cairo, 1877. 
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Delivey: shortage of air brought by the blood reaching the foetus - the 
diagnosis is made when it gets bigger. Delivery in the sixth month is risky for 
the child. Natural delivery takes place after the pocket of water bursts and the 
amniotic fluid lubricates the chtld (dangers of dry delivery). In headfirst de- 
livery, the head turns as it moves forward (mechanical effect). 

Breech delivey: difficulty of arriving at the anus. The symphysis is opened 
during the birth, by the grace of Almighty God, and subsequently takes up its 
onpal shape. This is the earliest definition of the position of the foetus in 
the uterus. 

Galen considered that nature causes chtldbirth; Ibn Sins concluded that 
God brings birth about. Information about the placenta is rare. On the other 
hand, there is information based on observation as regards the derma (the 
chorion), the amniotic fluid, and the amnion. 

Science (‘jann) XXIin 4 Articles 
First Article: diseases of the uterus in seventeen topics, the first five being 
general diseases of the organism that will affect the uterus thereafter; the 
uterus can be naturally hot or cold, moist or dry. 

Eigbtb topic: Sterility 
mechanical difficulties ; anomalies ; 
size of the uterus ; 
treatment of sterility: (1) application of heat; (2) baths and vesica- 
tories; (3) peccaries; (4) suppositories (shzjqit); (5) all plants, parti- 
cularly seeds. 

Eleventh topic: symptoms and evaluations of chddbirth 
determination of gender; 
twin and multiple pregnancies ; 
development of twins: women and mares are the only living creatures to 
have sexual intercourse after becoming pregnant. As a result, the sperm 
develops on top of another sperm (superfoetation). 

Second Article: Lengtb $gestation 
A child of nine months is healthy. The head and body can help the delivery. 
The movement of the head opens the way for the cMd. 

management of pregnancy; 
the mother-to-be: light &et and rest; in the event of illness or fever, if the 
patient recovers within twenty-four hours a cure is guaranteed; no spicy 
or sour substances; 
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appetite and vomiung in pregnant women: treatment of oedema of the 
feet in pregnant women. 

Aborton and its treatment, a remarkable description 

pains, trembling; 
softened breasts in the case of an embryo dead in zltero; 

0 disappearance of foetal movements. 
Inter alia: indications for medical curettage in cases where the patient is 

very young; tumours; the uterus: to be dilated with a probe like a candle, a 
plant probe made of paper, and the xaprrLi9a is used (a kind of curette which 
empties the uterus when it gets inside it). 

To extract the placenta: 
1. Get the patient to cough. 
2. D o  not extract too much (haemorrhage). 
3. Rotatory movements. Sudden extraction is harmful: salvage move- 

4. Compresses, temporary ligature. 
ments with the hands are indicated. 

Contraception. 
Travehg after intercourse. 
A cream will be applied locally inside the womb; pregnancy in thin, tall 
women is risky (the narrowed pelvis was of course not known). 
Extra-uterine pregnancy (ai-raba). In this chapter, palpaung for false 
movements represents an original contribution. 
Difficult delivery: 
(a) the mother: difficulties caused by a very young mother-thin or fat 

(b) the child: size of the head; anomalies; anomalies of presentation; 

Things to do in case of a difficult delivery: despite the injunctions of the 
ancient authors, the use of force, jumping about and shakmg serve no 
useful purpose. 

physiquedisease-weakness-excitability ; 

other causes. 

Third Article: Be pathology of menstmation 
the interval between two periods is twenty-eight days; amenorrhoea; 
woman who has no periods. This may be due to inversion of the uterus, 
or to metritis or parametritis. 

The fourth and last article of Science (fann) XXI of Book Three of Etab al- 
&anin, de- with gynaecology, is noteworthy for its length and for the 
information contained in it. The title is: Disorders of Formation and Swellings 
of the Womb (Tumours and Similar Diseases). It is subdivided into four 
different topics. 
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The neck of the uterus and atresia (‘u&m in@$) of the vulva (.rh@ut ul- 
fuy) are dealt with under the first three topics in this chapter. Defining atresia 
in the first chapter, Ibn Sin2 elucidates the topic in these terms: ‘This results 
from excessive accumulation of tissue at the orifice of the womb, such as to 
prevent intercourse, or else there is stiffness in the walls or adhesions to 
wounds. A malformation exists, congenital or caused by intercourse.’ As re- 
gards pregnancy, he puts the matter as follows: ‘Pregnancy can take place in 
women with atresia, but the chdd cannot come out, and unless the surgeon 
takes action, mother and c M d  die together.’ 

W e  have set out the foundations of obstetrics and gynaecology in Muslim 
countries up to Ibn Sing. These foundations seem to have remained almost 
unchanged unul the end of the fifteenth century, as we have sought to show 
from the writings of Sabuncuok1u.l’ 

Zcbniqztes of obstetricul operations 
Chddbirth normally takes place in a sitting/squatting posture. The use of a 
birth-chair is widespread; this is a hnd of chair with an open front, such that 
the woman sitting in it can have her legs apart. Though different positions 
exist, most authors adopted this form of delivery chair: the Arabic term is 
kztrs? ul-wilda, meaning literally ‘childbirth chair’. Moreover, Soranus 
mentions ths chair, and gives a detaded description of it. Albucasis and 
some other doctors prefer the supine position with a cushion under the 
thighs. 

Subject to certain exceptions, the progress of chddbirth can be recon- 
stituted as follows: 

When the woman has started to have her pains, her husband or a male 
member of the family lights his lantern and goes and fetches the midwife (ul- 
qzbilu). The latter, once she knows she is needed, asks the usual question: 
‘Have you a birth-chair?’ Ths is a wide, low chair with part of the seat cut 
away. If the family does not possess one, she gives the messenger hers. As 
soon as she reaches the house, whch is in a turmoil, the midwife does her 
ablutions, orders water to be heated, and then puts a cushion in her famous 
chair, sits the expectant mother in it, and passes her hand three times over 
her back, saying: ‘This is not my hand but our mother Fauma’s’ (Fgfima was 
the Prophet’s daughter). The midwife makes it her business to support the 
expectant mother’s back and waist and to gve her the advice needed to 
conduct and facilitate the birth. If the delivery is delayed, the midwife soaks 
a dried herb called ‘our mother F%@ma’s hand’ in a bowl of water; as it 
absorbs water the herb does indeed assume the shape of a hand. The water 
in the bowl is gven to the mother-to-be to drink; her pains increase, but 

18. Huard and Drazen, Lepremier manusrrit.. ., op. cit., 1960. 
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5.8 (a) Caesarean section. From ul-AthZr al-bZ@yuh of al-Bm-, 1307-1308 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Edinburgh University Library) 

delivery comes more quickly. Immedlately after the birth, the woman is 
given the traQtional new mother’s sherbet, made with sugar, cinnamon, 
cloves and coconut, to stop her getting puerperal fever (,htlmmZ al-nfZ~). The 
midwife will have slipped a basin between her patient’s parted legs; in it, she 
will receive the baby, whch comes out headfirst. Note that in some cases 
the midwife does without the birth-chair and gets her mother-to-be to squat 
or kneel over the basin to be delivered. Sometimes, again, she spreads a 
clean cloth on the floor, and the woman in labour squats whde the midwife 
goes behmd her and squeezes her haunches together. After the delivery, as 
soon as the midwife has cut the baby’s umbhcal cord, she puts a lock of her 
own hair in the new mother’s mouth and pushes it to the back of her 
throat; this produces a belch, which is believed to facllitate the expulsion of 
the placenta. 
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Extracting a stillborn @ant from the &ems: here detaded information is 
provided about the operations to be carried out, namely extraction or breaking 
up. Ths text is shorter than Soranus’ chapter about the extraction of the 
stillborn infant, whch was the only text avadable to the ancient world; but it is 
plainer and clearer as regards indications and its exposition of the doctor’s 
attitudes. 

Here the foetal head must be pierced and broken up with an instrument 
called a cephalotribe (mishhkh). Next, the infant’s cranial bones must be broken 
up with an instrument used for grasping polyps ; in &IS way, the hameter of the 
head decreases and the brain is extruded. If the head is difficult to get out, it is 
grasped with a tool known in Arabic as the kdhibahin, i.e. pincers, and pulled 
outwards. Ths tool pincers or else a kind of forceps- is not met with in any 
ancient gynaecological text. But Islamic midwives of this period are thought to 
have used an instrument of ths kind. Indeed, Sabuncuoglu also, drawing &- 
rectly on al-Zahrawi, writes as follows in the second paragraph of Part 74: ‘If 
the foetal head cannot be extracted because of its size, then the midwife will 
have to break it up with an instrument identified by doctors as a mi.h&kh.. . and 
having grasped it, the bones wd need to be extracted with the pincers.’ 

In the case of a breech presentation, given that the body cannot be pulled 
on, recourse is had to hook-shaped instruments which are hooked on at the 
level of both haunches: these instruments were later specifically identified by 
Abu-1-Qasim al-Zahrawi and Sabuncuoglu and explained in terms of similar 
indtcations. 

Accordmg to Avicenna: ‘If in these situations the opening of the womb 
is narrowed as the result of a feverish infection, main force must not be used 
to pull the child out. In such a case, the wound must at once be anointed with 
moistening and cooling oils and vesicatories, and compresses applied, the 
woman being made to sit in the bath.’ Ths indicates Avicenna’s wisdom in 
avoiding any injury to the neck of the womb or exposing it to infection. 

Now let us examine in the dustrations (See Fig. 5.8 (b) and 5.8 (c)) the 
mode of operation and the instruments used to extract a dead infant from its 
mother’s womb, viz. a basiotripsy (t&f aljumyama). They are taken from 
Sabuncuoglu’s fitabiil Ce,vab&e-i Jban&e (fifteenth century), a sumptuous copy 
of which is in the BibliothZque Nationale in Paris and a more modest one, 
containing ths miniature, in 1~tanbul.l~ These two manuscripts were hand- 
written and very probably illustrated by the author himself, or accordtng to 
explanations given by hm. The sketches are simple but extremely realistic. 
They are not vague incompetent portrayals by an artist, but accurate re- 
presentations by a doctor quite unconcerned about shockmg hs readers by 

19. Huard and Drazen, Lcpremier manriscrit.. ., op. cit., 1960; Unver, ‘Sur un manuscrit mtdical 
illustri: du xv‘ si6cle: ‘trait6 de chirurgie’, in International Congress 0fffistoi)r of Medecine, 
Bucharest, 1932. 
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5.8 (b) A lady under operation: a miniature showing the extraction 
of a dead infant from its mother's womb 

0 From Sabuncuoglu's ffitabu!! Cen-ab&e-i Ilhantye, Istanbul 

plainly showing the position in which women must be placed during the op- 
eration. Here we see a woman sitting on a couch ornamented with arabesque 
patterns; she is completely naked from the waist down. Between her widely 
parted legs we see an appliance which the author describes as being made of 
boxwood or ebony, with four spiral coils to widen the orifice of the vagina and 
keep it open. The woman's very weak state and feeble pulse, still according to 
Sabuncuoglu, constitute an indication for basiotripsy. A woman carries out the 
actual operation; but it is the doctor supervising her who is in charge of the 
operation. The instruments used are: (a) a perforator for basiotripsy, (b) a 
cranioclast (mi~h&kh),(c) a traditional bistoury (mishrat), (d) a snout-shaped 
pair of tweezers, like a sort of Kocher tweezers, (e) a hook (~innZru), like a 
Brown's hook for embryotomy, (4 a hook for extracting the limbs and bony 
parts, and (g) bistouries. 
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5.8 (c) The instruments used to extract a dead infant 
from its mother’s womb 

0 From Sabuncuoglu’s fitabiil Cerrahbe-i Zhaniye, Istanbul 
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This chapter exists in Sabuncuo~lu7s texts in almost the same terms as 
the second paragraph of Section 76 of Avicenna’s Canon. Sabuncuoglu next 
mentions an observation by Albucasis in this field, and quotes the latter at the 
same time as he explains the treatment. Ths comparison throws light on two 
important points. First of all, it seems possible that Sabuncuoglu took ths text 
from Avicenna. Moreover, seeing that in the text he refers to Albucasis, he 
gives the impression that his book was written by making personal additions to 
arrive at a compendium. A comparative study certainly shows us that it is a 
direct translation of a collation of certain observations. A magnificent illus- 
tration of Albucasis’ instruments in a manuscript of his famous surgical trea- 
tise in Topkapi Palace (No. 1990, pp. 946 and 95a) clearly shows the influence 
Albucasis had on the technique of obstetrical operations. 

Lastly, we may consider the possibility of a Caesarian. Ths operation may 
have been attempted, but accounts of an operation of this kind draw mainly on 
speculation and legend. Cursory perusal of the content of the manuscripts in 
Topkapi Palace sometimes reveals realisuc miniatures on this subject, but they 
are all outside the field of medical application (Atabek and Kazancigd, 1972). 

CONCLUSION 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Islamic medicine transcends the boundaries that have long been set for it. 
It is an original synthesis of all the learning amassed up to the date of its 
production. Obstetrics and gynaecology occupy an important place both 
in the classical treatises and also in practical handbooks.20 
Obstetrics and gynaecology are dominated essentially by two important 
names, Albucasis and Avicenna. Their ideas were reproduced up to the 
end of the Middle Ages, i.e. the fifteenth century. Only direct observa- 
tions and original cases attracted the attention of practitioners, and they 
noted in their books such original observations as they were able to 
report; but by and large the basis has always been the authors men- 
tioned .21 
Comparing the state of knowledge in this field with that prevdng in 
antiquity and in medieval Europe, we note a manifest process of codifi- 
cation, and rigorous surgical procedures. These are the features that 
contributed to the shaping of medcine in the Wddle Ages.22 

20. Diepgen, ‘Die Frauenheilkunde. , . ’, op. cit., 1937 ; Ullman, Med+n.. . , op. tit., 1970. 
21. Pecker and Rodand, L’mcouchement uu cows a’es siich, ed. R. Dacosta, Pans, 1958; Fisher, 

22. Schipperges, D i e  Assimihhion . . ., op. cit., 1964. 
‘Geschichte der Gynakologie’, Berlin/Vienna, 1924. 
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Chapter 5.3(c) 

HISTORY OF  PAEDIATRICS 
Mahmud al-Hq Qasim Muhammad 

Pre-Islamic period 
MEDICINE IN MESOPOTAMIA 
Despite the primitive and simple nature of medtcine among the Assyrians and 
Babylonians, it contained much that was accurate and useful. For example, the 
inhabitants of that geographical region recognized infection and stone 
formation in the bladder. Labat’ devoted Part 5 of his work to women’s 
dlseases in Mesopotamia and to breast-feeding. Out of ten tablets of women’s 
diseases, only three are extant: the first tablet discusses the signs observed in 
women and those showing healthy and natural birth; the second speaks of the 
pregnant woman and her illnesses ; the third discusses children in the period of 
infancy, pains resulting from the appearance of the milk teeth, then chddren’s 
stomach and intestinal upsets, convulsions, and the causes of vomiting and 
crying. All these indlcate extensive knowledge and accuracy in description. 

The texts of the Code of Hammurabi (1728-1686 BC) include the 
protection of children, regulation of the family and protection of its rights. 
One text orders the death sentence for kidnapping, and another lays down 
a penalty for foster mothers guulty of neglecting foster chddren entrusted to 
them. Finally, it must be recopzed that the knowledge of paediatrics in 
the medical heritage of Mesopotamia, such as has so far reached us, is only 
slight, but in general it is very valuable in the hstory of medicine, since 
some htstorians consider it to be the first semi-independent writing on 
paediatrics. 

1. R. Labat, Traiti akkadien ak diagnostics et pronostics me‘dicatx, Leiden, Brdl, 1951 [Acadkmie 
Internationale d’Histoire des Sciences]. 
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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN  MEDICINE^ 

Among the ancient Egyptians, care for chddren is manifested in the 
protection of the child’s life and concern for the good quality and quantity 
of milk for the breast-fed child, for the health of the breast, for the breast- 
feeding of the child and for the keeping away of harmful insects such as fhes 
and mosquitoes. 

Children’s complaints mentioned by them are: darrhoea, teething, 
troubles in urination, infantile paralysis and rickets, and also complications 
connected with circumcision. 

CHILDREN AMONG THE ARABS OF PRE-ISLAMIC ARABIA 
The ‘infant’ (tzfl) literally is the young human being until he has perception as 
an individual. When he is known as a ‘young chdd‘ (&&), the Arabs use both 
words without any distinction in meaning. The word ‘child’ (wulud) is used for 
male and female, singular and plural. 

Paediatrics among the pre-Islamic Arabs, like other branches of medi- 
cine, was mainly based upon limited experience and inherited remedies, some 
of which are sound. The basic treatment was cauterization by fire. They also 
believed that some illnesses were caused by e d  spirits and could only be cured 
by priests, sorcerers and astrologers. 

Children’s upbringing among the Arabs was in accordance with the en- 
vironment into whtch the child was born. The bedouin chdd was educated in 
the heart of the tribal group, from whom he learnt simple handicrafts by 
imitation. Chddren were also educated by their parents. They would be trained 
in self-defence and loyalty to their tribe. They would also learn poetry and 
prose, tales of wars, codes of behaviour and praiseworthy customs, like 
keeping one’s promise, pride, bravery, noblltty and good neighbourliness. One 
must add that the circumstances of their life meant that most could neither 
read nor write. 

The child was brought up in the area in which his family had settled. In 
addition to learning by oral means such sciences and literature as were known 
to the bedouin at that time, he was expected to learn a number of crafts, trades 
and occupations then existing. As the number of people able to teach in- 
creased, some children learnt reading and writing in what could be compared 
to elementary schools. 

2. For a more extensive study, see Kamal Hassan, al-Pbb al-mitrf al-qabm (Ancient Egyptian 
Medicine), Ministry of Culture and National Guidance, Egypt, 1964, I, p. 487. 
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The child’s family and a question of heredity in Islam 

Islam was concerned for the child before its birth and laid down rules to 
guarantee the growth and continuity of the Muslim family. The most 
important of these rules and means was concerned with the principle of 
equality and compatibility between the spouses. The Prophet said: ‘Choose 
well who will beget your offspring, get married to those who are suitable.’ 
Islam defined this compatibility as piety and good character. The Prophet 
said: ‘A woman is married for her money, her beauty, or her attachment to 
the precepts of religion. So choose the one with religion, you will be 
content.’ And he said: ‘When you find one whose behaviour and religion 
please you, choose that one to marry.’ ‘Umar b. al-Khagiib is reported to 
have said: ‘Marry outside, do not choose those close to you,’ meaning, do 
not marry close relatives, so that your children may not be subject to 
weakness. This saying is considered to be a medical advance in the 
knowledge of heredity. 

The mother and the foetus according to Arab 
and Muslim physicians 
CARE FOR THE PREGNANT WOMAN, SAFEGUARDING THE FOETUS 
To promote the natural growth of the foetus, the Arab and Muslim physicians 
offered the pregnant woman advice, which even today is still a solid basis for 
preserving health during pregnancy. Their remarks may be summarized as 
follows : 

(i) Care for the pregnant woman’s &et, as regard quantity, type and 
times; their advice on the whole is sound. 

(ii) Caution in the pregnant woman’s treatment when ill. 
(iii) Emphasis on moderate exercise and activity; al-Baladi says: 
Movement, exercise, fatigue and activities, while assisting her digestion, also 
reduce the superfluities. If she gets tired and carries out active work during the 
pregnancy, her body will be lighter and healthier, the pregnancy will be easier, 
and so will childbirth; such women wrll give birth to strong, large, well-formed 
babies .3 

(iv) Use of the bath in pregnancy. Their advice in all this is very 
sound. 

3. &mad b. Muhammad d-Baladi, Tdbfr aL-babdZ wa-l-a&2 wa-l-&cin (Management of 
Pregnant Women, Infants and Children), ed. M&miid al-Hiijj Qasim M&ammad, Ministry 
of Culture and Information, Iraq, 1st ed., 1980, p. 130. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOETUS (EMBRYOLOGY) 

Some of the Arab and Muslim physicians showed a great interest in 
embryology. W e  shall include selections from the book Management of Pregnant 
m m e n  and Iqants by al-Baladi? which consist of his own remarks interspersed 
with writings from his Greek predecessors, reflecting his profound under- 
standing of embryology. Al-Baladi says: 

And on the sixth day of its fahng within the uterus, the sperm becomes foamy, 
for it moves. O n  the seventh day, a stem and a root grow from its centre, 
moving down to the mouth of the uterus, so that it can attract from that mouth 
what it needs, just as seedlings planted in the ground put out roots whereby they 
attract moisture from the earth. All the anatomists agree that semen becomes 
pliant, upon the uterus, and a covering comes from it; that the first features to 
become dstinct in the formation of an animal’s body are like three points, 
separated from one another, which are thought to be the outline of the liver, the 
heart and the brain. And up to the end of four weeks the whole body appears in 
detd, and that becomes more complete up to the end of forty-four nights. 
Starting from the spinal column and the bones of the head, the brain and nerves 
are next; and at that time the flesh, the arteries and veins are formed from the 
heart and the liver, and spread into the entire body. They wrap around and bind 
the bones, they join up and combine together, and the skin follows next. Thus, 
the form is complete, the creation is finished, the eyes, the nose, the mouth, 
and all the organs are Qstinpshed, and the breath of life runs through it. It 
moves at the end of seventy days, and there are some which move in eighty 
days, and some in ninety; and some in a hundred days. In the second three 
months, and in the final three months, it is usual for the hait to grow. 

The newborn child 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEALTHY CHILD, THE PREMATURE 
CHILD A N D  T H E  SICK CHILD 

Arab and Muslim physicians mentioned signs and symptoms from which to 
deduce the condition of the child: whether it was natural (healthy), or sick, or 
premature. In fact, they do not differ from what paediatricians today confirm, 
and we can appreciate their knowledge and skill. 

(i) State of the woman during pregnancy: al-Baladi says: ‘Your judge- 
ment as to whether the infant is healthy or unhealthy comes from recognizing 
the woman’s condition during the pregnancy; that is, the mother’s health or 
weakness at the time of her pregnancy indicates the health of the ~hild.’~ 

4. Al-Baladi, Zdbfr.. ., op. Cit., pp. 100-103. 
5. Ibid., p. 126. 
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(ii) The healthy state of the newborn infant’s movements and sensations 
and crpg at the time of birth: al-Baladi says: ‘Its crying at the time of birth 
may indicate its health.. . and that may show the soundness of its lunbs and 
faculties, the health of its sensations and movements; and all ths indicates that 
the child itself is sound and healthy.” 

Al-Rzzi added urination and sneezing as signs of life in the newborn. 
(iii) Sucking reflex: Ibn al-Jazziir says: ‘If you place the nipple in the 

newborn infant’s mouth, you see that he will squeeze it, and put hs lips 
around it, then his tongue settles down and the milk begins to flow towards 
his throat, as if he had learnt that and had practised it for a long while.’7 

(iv) A great deal of sleep: Ibn al-Jazzzr sa s: ‘It is well known that it is 
natural for small chddren to sleep a great deal.’ 

Concerning seven or eight month infants (premature infants) there is a 
saymg of ‘Urayb: ‘A seven-month infant born ahve wdl generally survive, and 
wdl be nurtured in the same way as a nine-month-old, though children born at 
seven months are thn at birth and emaciated, while those born at nine months 
are well covered and plump. There is a certain time limit, before or after which 
a seven-month child will not live. W e  have said that an eight-month chdd will 
not live.79 

Certainly all ‘Urayb’s sayings are scientifically acceptable, apart from his 
remark about chldren born at eight months, whch is mistaken. Like other 
Arab physicians, he took this statement from the Greeks. 

1 

CAREOFTHENEWBORN 

(i) Conditions of the room where the infant should sleep, and his po- 
sition during sleep: Arab physicians’ words on this subject are scientifically 
sound. For instance, Ibn Sing says: ‘He should be put to sleep in a room 
where the air is moderate.. . and the room should be somewhat shaded and 
darkened, with no rays of bright light. His head must be hgher than the rest of 
his body, and care must be taken lest the bed would cause his neck, limbs and 
backbone to be uneven.’” 

(ii) Care for the infant’s orifices: al-Baladi emphasizes the importance of 
care, saymg: ‘The newborn infant has certain points of entry, like the mouth 

6. Al-Baladi, Tadbir.. ., op. cif., p.181. 
7. Ibn al-Jazziir al-Qayrawiini, S&iJat a/-&& (Policy of [Caring for] children), ed. Muhammad 

8. Ibn al-Jazziir, ibid., p. 10. 
9. ‘Urayb b. Sa‘d al-Qurpbi, (chalq aljanin wa-tadbir al-habdi wa-l-mawl#&n (Formation of the 
Faetus and Management of Pregnant Women and the New born), ed. Nfir al-Din ‘Abd al- 
Qiidir and al-Hakim al-Hindi Jiihiya, Algiers, Maktabat Farads, 1956, pp. 36-37. 

al-Habib al-Hila, Tunis, Tunisian Publishing House, 1968, p. 62. 

10. Ibn Sing, al-QZnzin, offset ed. copied from the Bdaq ed., Baghdad, al-Muthannii, p. 151. 
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and nostrils; and there are places for expulsion as the organs of urine and 
faeces.. . These orifices must all be healthy and open, meaning they should be 
kept open and clean.”’ Ibn al-Jazziir adds the necessity of cleaning the ears by 
paracentesis. 

These recommendations are certainly in accordance with present-day 
concerns about care for the child at birth. 

(iii) Care for the umbhcus and skin, and bathmg the child: the Arab phy- 
sicians’ teachmgs about care for the child’s umbilicus and shn are for the most 
part sound. Regardmg the method of bathing the infant, we shall summarize Ibn 
al-Jazziir’s remarks, recognizing that all he says would be accepted today: 

12 

The nurse should be instructed to bathe him in fresh warm water.. . which should 
be done in a moderately warm, slightly darkened room. The nurse should spread 
a soft linen cloth over her knees and thlghs, then lay the infant on it. H e  should be 
held with the left hand, and the nurse should hold head and neck.. . and should 
pour the water over him with the right hand. When she wishes to turn the infant 
over on hs stomach, the nurse puts her thumb under the child’s jaw, to prevent 
his head from leaning over, and for all hs limbs to be in the right direction.. . and 
when she has finished bahng the cud, she lifts him and dries 

(iv) The infant’s feeding: Ibn Sin2 says: 
It is sufficient for the child to be breast-fed two or three times a day, and he 
should not at the outset be gven much milk. It is preferable that his own mother 
should not be the one to breast-feed lum at first, so that her temperament can 
moderate. It is best that he should lick honey, then be gwen the breast.I4 

Al-Majiisi says: ‘For two days he should eat sugar, crushed fine, with sesame 

Their intention in giving honey or sugar was to expel the matter of the 
meconium @&’it aLjat~fn) from the infant’s intestines and to provide nourish- 
ment. 

(v) Chddren’s crying and care for psychological aspects: Ibn al-Qayyim 
explains in a scientifically sound and precise way the benefit of an infant’s crying, 
saying: ‘The parents should not be unduly anxious about the child’s crying and 
screaming out, especially his wanting to drink milk when he is hungry, for this 
gives exercise to his organs.. . and empties hs chest, and fortifies his brain.”‘ 

11. Al-Baladi, TadbFr.. ., op. Git, p. 185. 
12. Ibn al-Jazza, SiyiJat ..., op. cit., p. 53. 
13. Ibn al-Jazz%, ibid., p. 63. 
14. Ibn Sins, al-Qinin, op. it., I, p. 151 . 
15. ‘Ah b. al-‘Abbss al-Majfisi, &-milal-;ini‘a al-$bb&a (Perfection of the Medical Art), Egypt, 

16. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, E N a t  al-mawdtdj abk& al-mawlcd (. . . Regulations for the New- 
al-Marba‘a al-Kubrs, AH 1294, I, p. 52. 

born), Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, p. 182. 
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Concerning other causes of crying, and how to care for the child when 
it cries, Arab and Muslim physicians’ remarks can be considered fundamental 
in the nurture and psychology of infants; for instance, Ibn al-JazzHr says: 

H e  cannot be left to cry a great de al... it is necessary that he should be 
quietened by anything which is known to distract him. For instance he can be 
carefully and gently picked up and carried, and moved about ... and can be 
allowed to hear pleasant sounds ... and songs can be sung. This is because 
pleasant sounds bring great delight to his soul and nature. The child should be 
brought familiar things which please and delight him, and he should be put 
with other chtldren whose company he enjoys ... and sights whch frighten 
chtldren should be kept away from them.I7 

Feeding and development of the child 
MOTHER’S MILK 

(i) Preference for the mother’s milk: Arab physicians all agree that the 
mother’s milk is the very best type of milk for the infant, as is confirmed 
today. For example, al-Baladi says: 

The mother’s milk is the most appropriate and suitable for all children, provided 
that there is nothing wrong with her which might spoil the milk.. .The mother’s 
milk is suitable for the child, and his suckling from her has advantages for them 
both, and preserves both his health and hers.” 

(ii) How the milk is produced in the breasts, and why it may be sparse: 
the connection between female hormones and the secretion of milk and 
menses is a scientific fact of which there is an indication in ‘Urayb’s words: 

When the infant is born, the mother’s blood that was used to nourish it moves 
upward to the breasts and becomes abundant there. It receives a consistency, 
because the breast is an organ white in the interior, which has been created in 
this fashion [of a homogeneous substance] so as to receive the moisture which 
collects there, and it is ripened by the heat of the heart.. . and it becomes milk, 
by God’s power.’’ 

A clear indication of the secretion of milk by the milk glands is given by al- 
An@i, explaining the word ‘milk‘: ‘Mdk is a secondary product of the 
semen; it is generated from food and is transformed within soft spongy fatty 
glands. 720 

17. Ibn al-Jazz&, Q&at ..., op. cit., pp. 68-69. 
18. Al-Baladi, Tadbfr.. ., op. cit., p. 186. 
19. ‘Urayb, Khalg.. ., op. cit., p. 54. 
20. AI-Ant&, Dswiid, Zdbkira, Egypt, Maktabat Muhammad ‘Ali Subayh, AH 1356, p.255. 
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Their explanations for scarcity of milk are mostly sound. For example, 
Ibn Sing says: 

Now the milk becomes plentiful together with the good blood, and when it is in 
short supply hs is for one of the same reasons as those causing a reduction in 
the blood; for a material cause, or because of the temperament. Where the 
cause is material, it could be that the food is insufficient, or that it is contrary to 
the production of blood.. . or it may have been lost in some other lrection, by 
bleelng or an inflammation.. . 

(iii) Characteristics of good milk and its composition: Ibn al-Jazz% says: 
All milk is composed from three essences, the gentle watery essence, the gentle 
caseous essence, and the fatty, oily essence. The proportion of these in animals’ 
mdk is not equal, and so we recommend such milk provided that it be moderate 
in its aspects.22 

(iv) Quantity and quality of breast-feeding: on the method of breast- 
feeding and the best times for it, Ibn al-Jazz% gives advice which is 
scientifically sound: 

21 

The child should not be breast-fed just after the bath, but after his movements 
have quietened down. When the mother wishes to suckle hm, she should pal- 
pate the nipple gently, put it into hs mouth and press it slightly ... she should 
not give him a large amount of milk at one time, but little by little, at intervals.23 

Dg’iid al-An@i gives an early account of how much milk the infant needs in 
twenty-four hours, where he says: ‘The minimum amount the infant should 
suck in a day and a night is 150 dirhams weight, and the maximum, they say, is 
500 dirhams.724 

(v) Cases where breastfeeding is not possible: Ibn Sing says: 

If he is prevented from sucklmg from hs mother by some such cause as 
weakness or her milk being bad, and when the woman suffers from some evil 
temperament or painful illness, it is best to confide his nursing to some other 
woman, until she recovers; similarly, when she is obliged to take strong medi- 
cine with some overpowering quality.25 

(vi) Quahties of the foster mother: to suckle the infant when for some 
reason he is unable to feed from his mother, the easy and healthy way is to 
engage a foster mother who wd undertake to breast-feed him along with her 

21. Ibn Sin%, aL-Qan#n, op. Lit.., 11, p. 279. 
22. Ibn al-Jazz&, Sijtisat ..., op. cit., p. 74. 
23. Ibn al-JazzSr, ibid., pp. 64-65. 
24. Al-An@i, Zdbkira, op. it., p. 13. 
25. Ibn Sin%, al-Q&@n, op. cit., I, p. 153. 
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own infant. Therefore, (the physicians) laid down conditions for the foster 
mother; for instance that she should be young, of good character, from a 
healthy, intelhgent family of good breeding and honourable. Her body and 
breasts should be medium, neither too fat nor too thin. They stressed that she 
must take moderate exercise and eat food of good quality, and should un- 
dertake a sufficient amount of exertion, and so on. 

MILK OF ANIMALS 
Arab and Muslim physicians did not write much on the subject of giving the 
infant animal milk, which indicates that its use was not widespread in infant 
feedmg. Ibn Sing says: 

Milk is composed of a watery essence, a caseous essence, and a fatty essence, 
and in cow’s mtk it is the fatty essence which predominates. Camel’s mdk has 
less of the fatty and caseous essence, and is very thin. Milk of the she-ass also 
has little fat, and is thm. Goat’s milk is moderate. Ewe’s mdk is thick and fatty.. . 
the best milk is woman’s milk. The best milk.. . of an animal is of one which has 
pastured on excellent plants, and which has no strange taste.26 

Al-Antiiki has two interesting remarks: ‘If it stands for a long time, it must be 
heated before it is used.’ Elsewhere: ‘And so the best milk, from other 
animals, comes from one whtch has had good pasture, excellent water and air, 
and is not contaminated in any way.’27 

ADDITIONAL FOOD AND WEANING 

Arab and Muslim physicians agree that the infant should be given extra food, 
stipulating that thts should be a gradual process. They emphasize, too, that the 
weaning should be through gradual habituation, not all at one time; this 
should not be at a hot season; they held that the average time for breast- 
feeding should be two years. 

STAGES OF THE INFANT’S LIFE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

Ibn Hubal summarizes the stages of human life in his book, Selections in 
Medicine, saying: 

The infant (@) is one whose limbs have not yet become strong; he cannot move 
about (Ths is equivalent to what we term the suckltng infant, i.e. up to 2 years). 

The chtld (al-&@~) is one whose first teeth have not yet fallen out (our 
stage of early chddhood). 

26. Ibn Sin2, aL-Q&iq op. it., I, p. 355. 
27. Al-Antiiki, Tadbkira, op. cit., pp, 255-256. 
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The young lad (mutaracrac) is one whose teeth have fallen out but who is 
not yet mature (in modern terms, mid-childhood 6-9 years, and later childhood 

The adolescent (murzhiq) or the youth (ghu/Zm) is the one who has grown 
to the point of sexual maturity (equivalent to our stage of adolescence). 

And up to the furthest point of full understandmg, which is up to 35 
and 40 years of youth (shubzb) (equivalent to our stage of maturity and youth, 

From 40 to 60 is called middle age (Ruhda) (equivalent to our middle age 

From then on is old age (shgkhikhu) (equivalent to old age, 60 and 

9-1 2). 

22-30). 

or manhood, 30-60). 

above). 

In studymg the development of the embryo and its movements and sensations 
in relation to every stage, we shall give ‘Urayb’s classification; however, we 
shall add to his words certain remarks made by others where these are 
relevant. ‘Urayb says : 

Infants’ ages were classified by fippocrates into four grades. First: the time of 
their birth and du-ect contact with the air, up to 40 days; at this time their 
condition changes instantly as the air surrounds them and they inhale it by 
breathing, and through their food whch is exchanged in them, and the super- 
fluities which come out from their 

Ibn d-Qayyim says: H e  can laugh at 40 days, and that is his first consciousness 
of himself.729 

‘Urayb says:The second: from after they are completely formed to the 
time their molar teeth grow, which occurs in the first week of any month. 
And in this stage the infant’s growth begins, and is established. H i s  vision 
and hearing become strong. Then, the molar teeth start to grow, usually in 
the seventh month after birth; in some cases they may grow sooner than 
this and sometimes later.30 

The third: after their teeth have begun to grow, and up to the time of 
their front teeth; their movements at this period are getting stronger, and they 
show a clear advance in understanding, and their minds are able to distinguish 
things. Within this age, they learn to speak and to walk and move from 
suckling to takmg other kinds of 

28. ‘Urayb, L%&. . ., op. cit., p. 57. 
29. Ibn Qayyh, Tubfat ..., op. cit., p. 228. 
30. ‘Urayb, 
31. ‘Urayb, ibid., p. 59. 

..., op. cit., pp. 58, 66. 
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O n  the speech of infants he says: ‘When the child is nearly ready to 
speak, it is necessary that eo le should talk in front of him, speaking gently 
to htm, and so train him.’ 

Al-Majusi says: ‘When the time for weaning comes, he begins to speak; 
for the most part, that is at the end of two years.’33 

Al-Baladi says: 
Children should not be encouraged to walk before they are ready, to avoid any 
curvature occurring to their legs ; at this age children may want to move and thus 
will indicate that their constitutions are ready for exercise.. .34 

f P  

It is scientifically established today that there is a strong link between the 
infant’s undertaking of crawhg, standing and walhng, and the growth of hs 
nervous system; and when thts latter is complete, he can quickly imitate those 
around him. 
‘Urayb says: 

The fourth: from the time of the fall of their front teeth to the time of hair 
growth, when they are nearly mature. 

Their movements at this stage are stronger ... moreover, their in- 
telligence is steadily increasing, and their power of memorizing is at its 
peak. In h s  stage they should be attached to an educator in order to 
learn the religious commandments and to be instructed in worship ... This 
is the last stage of childhood, and after that they are considered legally as 
adults.35 

Children’s dmases and their treatment accordmg 
to Arab and Muslim physicians 
Arab and Muslim physicians dealt in a scientific way with children’s diseases; 
they would begin first with a definition of the Illness, then give its symptoms, 
ending with the treatment. Throughout, they would include the most 
important information given in the books of the ancients, having recourse 
to the methods of experiment and analogy. 

Concerning Aseases and other matters such as the items of nutriment 
and medicine, if they were not satisfied as to a particular statement, or had not 
confirmed its usefulness and soundness by actually seeing it or through ex- 
perience, they would reject it, explaining their opinion and the reason for their 
rejection in a spirit of scientific and impartial criticism. Everythtng they were 
sure of they transmitted and recorded in their books, indicating its author. 

32. ‘Urayb, aalq.. ., op. cit., p. 74. 
33. Al-Majfisi, fi-mil..., op. cit., 11, p. 52. 
34. A-Baladr, Tdbir.. ., op. it., p. 215. 
35. ‘Urayb, aalq ..., op. it., p. 59. 
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Some of them did not simply transmit from another writer but would com- 
ment on his words, addtng what their own experience had confirmed. Seldom 
did anyone include quotations without the name of the author and without 
giving hs own opinion or a comment. 

Arab and Muslim physicians dealt with the diseases of infants in a 
general way; to give a broader, simpler picture, we have decided to present 
these according to modern classifications of children’s diseases. Similarly, 
for considerations of space, we shall try to enumerate the names of the 
diseases without going into detail, while giving some examples of the 
writers’ style. 

THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
Their writings on diseases of the dtgestive system of children comprise: 
(a) diseases of the oesophagus, including stricture of the oesophagus; 
(4) diseases of the stomach, including change to the milk in the stomach, 

weakness of the stomach, bad hot and cold temperament in the stomach, 
hiccoughs, vomiting; 
diseases of the intestine, in which they include distension of the belly, 
conditions of diarrhoea such as looseness of the bowels, dysentery, in- 
digestion, torsion, states of constipation such as retention and cramps, 
restriction of the belly, ulcers of the anal regon, worms. 

(4 

For instance, al-R5zi says about diarrhoea in infants: 

Diarrhoea is recurrent in infants and it is caused by the appearance of their 
teeth, as we have said, or because of cold, when they are swaddled, or because 
the milk is tainted with bile or phlegm. The sign of a bilious cause is that the 
infant’s faeces will be lemon-coloured, sharp smehg, and excreted without any 
pause. The sign of cold and phlegm is that the faeces are white and are excreted 
intermittently; when the phlegm is viscid, the faeces come fast.36 

Then he proceeds to describe the methods of treatment for that. Among 
things that he recommends are fruit juice and sherbet of rose and mint, as well 
as other medications. 

THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
Arab and Muslim physicians dealt in detail with diseases of the respiratory 
system, though the most important subjects were cough, catarrh, dyspnoea, 

36. Abn Bakr M&ammad b. Zakariya ai-R&i, Risrilafi am&l al-agl (Epistle on the Diseases of 
Infants), translated into English by SamueI RadbiIl; Arabic edition by M&mtid al-Hgjj 
Qgsim Muhammad, Baghdad, Roneo Publication, 1979, Regional Conference on Child- 
hood. 
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asthma, rhonchus, haemoptysis, epistaxis and tuberculosis. As an example of 
writings on ths subject, ‘Urayb gves a summarized, complete and excellent 
account of asthma: ‘Asthma occurring in infants means continual harsh 
breathng and a gurgling in the chest and the throat when they breathe, and 
considerable moisture in the lungs and trachea.’37 

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 
Most of the diseases of the nervous system were not known to the Arab and 
Muslim physicians, though what they I d  write on some of the diseases of 
this system was sufficient to demonstrate how much they knew about the 
particular details of ths system. Their writings on the subject comprise 
spasms of children, paralysis, hypotonia, macrocephaly, microcephaly, crying 
and insomnia in chtldren, nightmares, sneezing, inflammation of the sinciput 
(al;y@ikh). W e  shall give a summary of their remarks on convulsions in 
chldren. 

Galen (c. AD 130-6. AD 200) wrote an epistle, addressed to an inquirer, Fz 
:$itli-:abqyya:ra’, whch was published by 0. Temkir~.~~ The Arab and Muslim 
physicians gave to children’s convulsions (spasms) various names, including 
epilepsy (ebflibxzj2, Sara ‘), chldren’s disease and children’s winds, and classified 
them into: 
(a) the natural kmd, whch affected the child at birth because of moisture, 

putrefaction and an evil cold temperament whch overwhelmed the brain. 
This would be cured by his approach to maturity, together with a close 
watch over his food; but if hs condition did not improve, the outcome 
was death; 
the contingent type, occurring after birth as a result of bad management 
of his feeding or something else. It was not possible to wait for the child 
to grow out of it, but haste was needed to treat the trouble by treating the 
cause. If the convulsions came from the milk being tainted, ths was 
corrected, and he would be gven another source of milk. If his food was 
bad, it would not be gven to him; or if the cause was somethng fright- 
ening the chtld, this would be removed; 

convulsions resulting from excessive crying; 
convulsions resulting from severe diarrhoea and loss of fluids; 
epilepsy in adults: if this sort of condition occurred in adults it 
was epilepsy, difficult to resolve, and there was little hope of a 
cure. 

(6) 

(c) convulsions resulting from fever; 
(d) 
(e) 
If) 

37. ‘Urayb, xhalq ..., op. cit., p. 75. 
38. 0. Temkin, ‘Galen’s Advice for an Epileptic Boy’, Bulletin ofthe H ~ t o 7 y  ofAhdicine, 54/3, 

1934, pp. 179-189. 
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The most important division, mentioned by Ibn Sinii, was into greater 
epilepsy (grand mal) and lesser (petit mal); he called these two the ‘serious’ 
and the ‘simple’ epilepsy; in setting forth his description of grand mal, he 
divided this illness into the stage of aura and the stage of clonus, then the 
stage of re~axation.~~ 

THE U RI N o - G EN IT ARY SYSTEM 
The diseases described by Arab and Muslim physicians in this category 
comprise: 
(a) 
(b) inflammation of the testicles; 
(c) penile atrophy; (’ urination of stones, gravel, and blood, and the excretion of something 

resembling semen; 
(e) enuresis (salas al-bawl). 

formation of bladder stones in children; 

INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
The principle of the infectious nature of some dlseases was not discussed by 
the Greeks; Arab and Muslim physicians investigated the subject, though their 
ignorance of bacteriology limited their knowledge of infectious diseases. 
Nevertheless, their writings on some of the pesulences and the confirmation 
of infection, and their remarks on some of the infectious diseases, indicate 
unique powers of observation and experimentation, as can be seen from the 
numerous texts in this 

Infectious and contagious diseases afflicting children, as mentioned by 
these writers, can be classified into three categories: 
1. Infectious dlseases caused by micro-organisms (microbes) or by viruses. 

($Measles and smallpox: Al-Riizi’s chef honour is of being the frrst in 
medlcal history to make a distinction between these two diseases; 
he described each precise1 and in detad, in his work, A Treatiie on 
the Sma&ox and Malei{ contradicting his Greek and Arabic 
medical predecessors who had considered these two diseases to be 
one and the same. 

39. Ibn Sin%, Qinin, op. it., 11, p. 95-96. 
40. For further information, see the present writer’s al-pbb ‘znah al- ‘Arab.. . ta’ri,kb wa- 

musZbamit (Medicine among the Arabs.. .), Jedda, Saudi Publishing House, 1987, pp. 279- 
297. 

Abou Becr 
Mobammedar-&xi, trans. by W. A. Greenhill, London, 1847. 

41 . A-Rnzi, alrjad?ri wa-l-hqba, Beirut, 1872 ; A Treatise on the Smal@ox and Measles 
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(b)‘False’ smallpox (chckenpox; /zwzaJqZ’): Al-Baladi gave the earliest 
known description of chickenpox, and examination of his description 
of ths disease makes it clear that he had in mind what is now called 
‘watery smallpox’ or ‘pseudo-smallpox’. Similarly al-Baladi, describ- 
ing this dtsease and distinguishmg it from smallpox and measles, 
gave for the first time a basic idea of immunity against diseases 
and explained that one who has suffered from smallpox or 
measles is not afflicted by it a second time.42 

(c) Infanule paralysis: Al-Rnzi’s writings contain references to h s  dis- 
ease, and he speaks of natural treatments, like warming, massage, 
therapeutic exercises and bathr~g.~~ 

@Tetanus: There are descriptions in Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Taba~;~ 
al-R%zi and Ibn Sing. 

(e) Leprosy/elephantiasis ( jzldhzm): The first indication of its infection 
comes in a ,had?& reported by ‘Umar b. al-Sharid from his father, ‘In a 
delegation from Thaqif, there was a man suffering from leprosy, and 
the Prophet sent a message to hm (to avoid shaking hands): “Our 
pact with you is concluded.” ’ In another hadth: ‘Flee from the one 
with leprosy as you would from a lion.’ The first to indicate transfer 
of its infection to chtidren was ‘Ali b. Rabbgn al-Tabari.45 The first to 
gve a complete description of leprosy was Ibn MPsawayh. 

IflTuberculosis: In their view, tuberculosis arose from ulceration in the 
lung and was hard to cure, though they disagree as to abscesses or 
ulcers. Ibn Sing gives an excellent description of the condition of 
those susceptible to tuberculosis, and also makes a dtstinction 
between tuberculosis and other Al-Rilzi, an experienced 
clinical observer, noticed clubbing in cases of tuberculo~is.~’ 

@Plague: The first inlcation of the contagious nature of plague comes 
in a hadth. The Prophet was asked about plague and replied: ‘If you 
hear of it in any land, do not go there; and if it occurs in a land where 
you are, do not flee from it.’ 

According to Max Meyerhof, Ibn al-Khagb al-GharnPp describes the infection 
of plague in Granada in the year 749/1348 in his famous epistle, Replies to 
Qaestions on the Beaded Bsease. The physician Ibn Khgtima al-Marrgkhushi 

42. Al-Baladi, Gdbir ..., op. cit., p. 323. 
43. Al-Razi, al-fGwijGtibb, 2nd impression, Hyderabad, Deccan, 1979, I, pp. 7-18. 
44. &mad b. Muhammad al-Tabari, al-Mu ‘Zlujit aL-Buqrd&ya (Hippocratic Treatments), Dar 

45. ‘Alr b. Rabbnn at-Tabari, FirdawJ al-bikma (Paradise of Wisdom), ed. Muhammad Z. al- 

46. Ibn SinH, aL-QZnin, op. it., I, p. 249. 
47. Al-Razi, al-HZm- ..., op. cit., IV, p. 96. 

d-Kutub d-Misriyya MS., fol. 5, 13. 

Siddiqi, Berlin, 1928, p. 318. 
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wrote a work on the plague, which devastated Almeria in Spain in the year 
750/1349 .48 

(h)Rabies/hydrophobia: Many philosophers and doctors before the 
Arabs, such as Aristotle, Celsus, Pliny, Aretaeus, Galen and others 
mentioned hydrophobia. It was mentioned by most Arab and Muslim 
physicians; for instance, al-Riizi, ‘Ab b. al-‘Abbiis (al-Majiisi), Ibn 
Sinii, Ibn al-Nafis, al-Damiri and others, described it very precisely. 
They also spoke of rabies being transmitted from the diseased dog to 
healthy dogs, and to human beings, wolves, jackals and foxes.49 

6) Conjunctivitis: ‘Abdallah b. al-Qiisim al-Hariri al-Baghdiidi was one of 
the first Arab physicians to affirm the contagious nature of this dis- 
ease. 50 

2. Contagious diseases caused by parasites: 
(u)Anthrax: Ibn Sing was the first to indicate ths disease, describing it in 
the Q~inin.~’ 

(+leeping sickness: &mad b. Muhammad al-Qalqashandi (d. 821/ 
1418) gave the earliest known description of sleeping sickness, when 
he spoke about one of the kings of MA in his book &bh al-u‘sha. 

@Scabies: The first Arab Muslim physician to indicate the scabies 
parasite was Abii ManvHn ‘Abd al-Malik b. Zuhr in hs book al- 

@Baghdad boil, also called Balkh boil: The earliest to describe this 
illness and give a precise, clear picture of its symptoms was Abti 
Mansiir b. N* al- amari al-Bukhiiri (d. 381/991), one of the 
teachers of Ibn Sing. 

Worms: The Arab and Muslim physicians’ presentation of the subject 
depends essentially on the prevailing form of the parasite as it appears to 
the naked eye. Despite their ignorance of the nature of worms and their 
life cycle, they were able to give a precise description of their symptoms. 
They said that they were often generated in infants and children, that 
they were most active in the evening and at the time of sleep. Symptoms 
included hunger, severe palpitations, nausea, indigestion, diarrhoea, dis- 
tension of the belly, while they sometimes affected the lung and heart 
due to their proximity, giving rise to a dry cough. Some also suffered 

E2Sd2 

s 
3. 

48. T. W. Arnold and A. Guillaume, 7he  &gag 4 Islam, Oxford University Press, 1931, 

49. Ibn Sing, Qznin, op. cit., 111, p. 219. 
50. ‘Abddah b. d-Qiisim d-Hariri al-Ishbili al-Baghdiidi, Nbr?yat al-ajhir wa-nuxhat al-abfzr, 

51. Ibn Sing, Qztzitz, op. cit., 111, p. 1 18. 
52. Ibn Zuhr, &tzb aL-Tgsirj-l-m.w&w& wa-1-tadbir, MS., fol. 12, ed. M. al-Khari, ALESCO, 

53. Jalil Abu-1-Habb, ‘Habbat Baghdnd’, aL-Mam2, 7-8/4. 

pp. 487498 (Arabic translation by J. Fathallah, Beirut, 1972). 

Iraq, Ministry of Culture and Information, 1979, I, p. 95. 

Tunis, 1983. 
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from jaundice; among the signs was the dribbhg of saliva. The small 
type was indicated by itching of the anus and continual irritation in the 
area, fidgeting and restlessness. 
As treatment, they prescribed numerous drugs such as artemisia (sh$), 

lupine (ttlrmzls), seeds of parsley (kur+), garlic (thuwm), pomegranate rind 
(mmmZn), peach leaves (khawkh). Tapeworm required something stronger than 
absinthmm (u$intFn), like ferns. For small worms in the rectum, they pre- 
scribed saline enemas or enemas with whale oil or pitch. 

The principal worms mentioned in their writings can be classified into 
two categories: 
(a) Intestinal worms, such as: 

(i) long broad worms (serpents), including those of the Ascuris variety; 
(ii) small worms (vinegar worms) includmg Chytlrris; 
(iii) broad worms (tapeworms), i.e. Taenia; 
(iv) roundworms, mentioned by Ibn Sing, said to be Ankyiostomu worms; 
Filaria infestation and the various types mentioned: 
(i) elephantiasis (they mentioned its symptoms but not the factor 

causing it); 
(ii) Medina worm; 
(iii) worms generated beneath the skin, i.e. Loiasis. 

(6) 

SKIN DISEASES 
Most of the Arab physicians speak of diseases of the shn in children, but their 
remarks are brief and scattered among their medical writings. They can be 
classified into groups:54 

Skin diseases that come with the general medical and surgical writings, 
such as smallpox, measles, chckenpox, cancer, leprosy and scrofula. 
Contagous skin diseases, including those which are purulent, such as 
ringworm, impetigo, ulcers, pustules, boils, putrefaction of the folhcles, 
fistulas, scab and lice; and non-purulent, such as carbuncles, varicose 
veins and Medina worm. 
Adventitious skin dseases, like itch, urticaria, eczema, ‘Persian fire’ and 
psoriasis. 
Diseases or disturbances which discolour the shn, such as leprosy, viti- 
ligo, lepra, leucoderma (bum:, buhuq aswad, buhaq uhyud, buhuq), freckling, 
spots, slun discoloration. 
Diseases of the mucous membranes, like thrush (.rtlrhq, qzlhJ), diseases of 
the lips, of the male and female genital organs, dseases of the anal region. 

54. ‘Abd al-Karim Shahata, al-AmrZd aI-jiUyya ‘inah aI-a,$iL f al-ttrrzth al-fibbi aG ‘arabi (Skin 
Diseases in Infants in Ancient Arabic Medical Work), research of the study session on 
children in Arabic medicine, Tripoli, Libya, 1982. 
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If) Diseases of the skin’s appendages (hair, nails), including systemic lupus 
erythematosis, serpiginous skin disease, dandruff, albinism and disease 
of the nails. 

DISEASES OF THE MOUTH, NOSE, EARS AND THROAT 

Arab and Muslim doctors wrote in some detail about illnesses affecting the 
infant’s mouth, nose, ears and throat; to summarize: 
(a) diseases of the mouth, including burning of the gums, ulcers occurring in 

the child‘s mouth of various kinds (thrush, ulcers, heat, pustules), in- 
flammations which affect the gums when the teeth first grow, dryness of 
the tongue ; 
diseases of the nose: irritation of the nostrils, distension of the nose, 
blocking of the nose; 
diseases of the ears: irritation of the ears, flow of liquid from the ears, 
pus coming out of the ears, earache; 
diseases of the throat and pharynx: these are inflammation of the throat, 
croup, tonsillitis, tumours of the vocal cords, ‘frog’ (thickening of the 
salivary gland beneath the tongue). 

(6) 

(ij 

(4 

EYE DISEASES 
Those mentioned by Arab and Muslim physicians are scalding of the eyelid, 
squint, conjunctivitis, distension of the eye, white in the pupil, ophthalmia, 
falling of the eyelashes, anomalies of closure of the eyelids, tears and their 
treatment, scabies, pannus, pustules. 

HEREDITARY DISEASES AND CONGENITAL DEFORMITIES 

Ibn Sing, in a section on diseases of the constitution, gave a broad 
comprehensive summary of congenital diseases, with their clas~ification:~~ 
(a) diseases of form; 
(b) diseases of the tracts, whether they are widened or narrowed or blocked; 
(4 diseases of the vessels and cavities, whether they enlarge or decrease or 

are blocked or evacuate; 
(4 diseases of the surfaces of the organs; 
(e) diseases of the glands, by an increase or decrease. 
H e  gives examples of each kind. 

The major deformities mentioned by him and by most Arab and Muslim 
physicians were: a) cleft lip; b) tied tongue; c) blocked ears; d) deformity of 
the fingers ; e) imperforate anus ; f,) congenital blocking of the urinary passage ; 

55. Ibn Sins, aL-QZnin, (9. tit, I, pp. 74-75. 
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g) hermaphrodism; h) hydrocephaly of infants; i) congenital diseases of the 
eye (squint, blocking of tear ducts, ectropium); j) congenital microcephaly. 
Congenital deformities are mentioned sporadically in their writings. 

Causes of congenital deformities and changes in form and appearance: 
The reason given by Arab and Muslim physicians for the occurrence of 
changes in form and appearance of the individual, and thus the occurrence of 
congenital deformities, has a certain element which we do not accept today; 
for instance, the influence of the stars on the unborn child, or the dis- 
equhbrium between the components of the body in accordance with the 
theory of the four humours. 

(a) 
Some of their aetiology is still acceptable today: 
Hereditary causes: Ibn Sing attributes the causes for changes and defor- 
mities in human limbs to changes occurring in the semen of the male; he 
rejects Hippocrates’ opinion as to the source of semen, saying ‘but there 
must be, from each main organ, one determined main organ, and the 
other organs should percolate also to these sources, and thus the likeness 
comes about; and therefore, from a defective organ, there is generated a 
defective organ.’ H e  says also: ‘And semen from one whose organs are 
affected seldom generates a healthy ~ h d d . ’ ~ ~  

Elsewhere he says: ‘The imitative faculty in the semen of the male 
tends to reproduce the likeness of that from which it originated, unless an 
impediment opposes it; and the imitative faculty in the male fluid tends, in 
acceptin+ the form, to take on the likeness of that from which it orig- 
nated. 
(b) The question of hormones: In ‘Abd al-Lagf al-Baghdgdi’s treatise on the 

senses, there are indications of the action of some hormones and their 
connection with changes of form and congenital deformities ; includng 
the growth faculty, whch would resemble the growth hormones, the 
nutrient faculty approximating to the hormones, and the faculty of fe- 
cundation, corresponding to sex hormones.58 
Other causes or factors: These include changes in the pregnant woman’s 
&et, pathological changes in the composition of the uterus, accidents of 
chtldbirth. 

(4 

SURGERY FOR CHILDREN 
Certain diseases and surgical operations common to adults and the young 
are mentioned by Arab and Muslim physicians in a general way. However, 

56. Ibn Sin%, aL-Q&in, op, cit., 11, p. 534. 
57. Ibid., 11, p. 533. 
58. ‘Abd d-Latif &Baghdad& Maqdat?nji-l-haw&~ (Two Treatises on the Sensations), ed. P. 

Ghalounghi and Sacid ‘Abduh, Kuwait, 1972, pp. 119-121, 
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their concern did not stop at these general surgical subjects, since, in their 
writings, they refer specifically to matters relevant to surgery for children. 

Surgery j r  congenital djmities 
(i) Siamese twins: in certain circumstances, Arab and Muslim 

physicians undertook the operation of separating Siamese twins if the join 
was simple. They were well-acquainted with the conditions under which 
surgical separation was feasible; 

cleft lip: al-Riizi refers to ‘cosmetic’ surgery as a branch of 
sur ery, when he speaks of the method of correcting deformities in the 

(ii) 
59 lip ; 

(iii) severing of tied tongue, and 
(iv) blocked ears: both are mentioned by al-Majiisi and al-Zahriiw-; 
(v) deformities of the fmgers: they performed an operation to remove 

(vi) imperforate anus ; 
(vii) congenital blocking of the urinary tract; 
(viii) hermaphrodism; 
(ix) hydrocephaly in children; 
(x) 
(xi) atresia. 

an excess finger and to divide joined fingers; 

ectropion (shortness of the eyelid); 

Gneral surgery and surgery ofthe urinary tract 

(i) 
(ii) hydrocele ; 
(iii) stones generated in infants; 
(iv) hernia; 

circumcision of young boys ; 

(v) warts. 

Surgery of bead, neck and vertebrae 
(i) removal of bone or any other item which stuck in the child’s throat 

(ii) types of fracture in the head; 
(iii) scrofula (enlargement of the cervical lymph nodes); 
(iv) tuberculosis of the vertebrae. 

when swallowing; 

59. Al-R&i, aL-@w-. . ., op. cif.., VI, p. 218. 
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TREATMENT SPECIFIC TO CHILDREN 

Arab physicians were not concerned only with methods of caring for children 
and their upbringing, but equally with the aspect of pharmacological 
treatment, whch was administered in several ways: 
(a) They insisted on variations in the amount of medication for children and 

adults. 
(b) Al-Baladi is unique in his insistence on adjusting medication in accordance 

with individual variation ; thus, he emphasized the weakening effect of 
medlcation upon the same individual, because with the passage of time he 
became used to it.“ 
They used very small doses when treating chddren’s dtseases. 
They treated the child, instead of simply treating the nursing mother. 
They emphasized that medlcaments given to children should be sweet- 
tasting. 

(c) 
(4 
(e) 

Writings on paediatrics by Arab and Muslim physicians 
Next, w e  shall mention all such writings as w e  have been able to examine on 
paediatrics by Arab and Muslim physicians. W e  shall give these in 
chronologcal order of their authors, with a brief discussion of some of them 
to illustrate their distinctive characteristics, as the occasion requires. 

‘ALT B. RABBAN AL-TABART 
Born 154/770 or 164/780, died 236/861. His most famous work is Firdzws al- 
hikma (Paradise of Wisdom), the oldest compilation in Arabic on the medical 
arts. The first and second chapters of the fourth treatise are devoted to a 
discussion of the upbringmg of children, preservation of health, education of 
the young lad as he grows to a youth; in general, ths is taken from Galen. 

YUHANNA B. MASAWAYH 

Born 161/777, dled 234/857. H e  wrote a treatise on the foetus and its 
formation in the uterus. Ths treatise is of hstorical importance inasmuch as it 
is the first independent writing in Arabic on embryology, while bearing in 
mind that it is in general borrowed from Hippocrates’ book on the foetus and 
from Galen’s opinions on the subject. 

60. Al-Baladi, Tdbir ..., op. cit., p. 291. 
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THABIT B. QURRA 

Died 288/900. He wrote on paediatrics: 

months. 
(i) Collections from the book of Galen on the infant born at seven 

(ii) Epistle on the smallpox and measles. 
(iii) Epistle describing the formation of the foetus (a lost work). 
(iv) A section in his work al-Dhakhiraj-l-tibb (Treasury in Medicine) on 

the qualities of milk. 

HUNAYN B. ISVAQ 

Born 192/808, died 260/873. His writings on paediatrics were: 
(i) EtZb al-Mawlidn (Book on the Newborn, or the Book on The 

Infants born at Eight-month, in question and answer form) in which he relied 
upon Hippocrates’ work on the enfant born at eight months. 

(ii) Treatise on the formation of the foetus, a collection from the 
teachings of Galen and Hippocrates. 

(iii) Book on milk, or treatise on milk. 
(iv) Infant born at seven months. 

ABU BAKR MUHAMMAD B. ZAKARIYA AL-RAzI 
Born around the year 252/865, died 313/925. His works on paediatrics were: 

(i) Abridged work on milk. 
(ii) Numerous extracts to be found within various parts of his great work, 

(iii) Ehib al-Man@e the fourth treatise is on the management of children. 
(iv) Epistle on the dlseases of children and their care. In this work, for 

the first time in the htstory of medicine, al-Kzi divided off the study of 
paediatrics from gynaecologcal dlsorders, giving it an independent form; 
this was around the year 380/990. The Arabic text of this epistle is lost, 
but it was translated at an early date into Hebrew, then into Latin, and 
more recently into German and Itahan. Finally, it was translated into 
English by Samuel Radbdl and published in the American Jownal of Paediatrics, 
1971. It is ths translation whtch w e  have relied upon in our translation of 
the epistle into Arabic, which was published in the Roceedings ofthe Regional 
Conference on Ojildhood, Baghdad, 1979. 

The epistle contains twenty-four chapters, and includes al-Kzi’s opinions 
and views on paediatrics. H e  contradicts his predecessors the Greek authors 
and physicians and some of the Arab physicians. For he deals with diseases of 
chddren in a general way, not as hts predecessors had done, dividing children’s 
diseases according to their age, or as they said ‘the ages of the child’. 

al-fdZwFj-l-{ibb (Continens). 
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(v) Book on smallpox and measles.6’ 

AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD AL-TABARI 
H e  is said to have lived from 320/932 to 366/976. H e  devoted to paediatrics a 
section of his book al-Mg ‘Zl@t al-Buqr$$ya (Hippocratic Treatments). Ths 
section is considered to be one of the oldest extant writings in Arabic on ths 
subject. Moreover, al-Tabari here emphasizes the need to treat the chdd 
himself, rather than merely treating the nursing mother, and ths is believed to 
be a major leap in the treatment of children. 

IBN AL-JAZZAR AL-QURTUBI 
Abu Ja‘far Ahmad b. Ibriihim b. Kh&d, known as Ibn al-Jazz%, was born 
around 285/895 and died in about 359/961. His well-known work on 
paedatrics is @asat al-;iby& wa-tadbii-zlham (The Management and Care of 
Children), in twenty-two chapters. In ths work he deals with the management 
of newborn infants, describes the nursing, scarcity of milk, dseases of 
chddren and their treatment, and finally the character and upbringmg of 
chddren. Most of ths was dealt with by Ibn Sin2 in the@nin. Ths work of 
Ibn al-Jazzar can be considered the most complete printed work on paedatrics 
unul the appearance of al-Baladi’s book. 

‘URAYB B. SA‘D AL-KATIB AL-QURTUBP 
The dates of hs birth and death are not known with certainty, but he lived for 
a whle close to the Umayyad ruler al-Hakam 11, known as al-Mustansir bi-lliih, 
who ruled in Cordoba 350-360/961-970. Historians are not certain of any 
writing of hs on paedatrics apart from hs work Balq aljanzn wa-tadbk al- 
bab& wa-l-mawliah (Formation of the Foetus and Management of Pregnant 
Women and the Newborn), whch is considered among his best-known and 
most important writings. Regardng its material on paediatrics, w e  consider it a 
very valuable study, for it includes a wealth of knowledge indcating profound 
thought and orignahty in the medical craft. The book comprises fifteen 
chapters discussing obstetrics and paediatrics in equal measure. 

‘ALI B. AL-‘ABBAS AL-MAJDS~ 
A Muslim of the third/tenth century. The Afali,&(Royal Book) known as fi-mil 
al-sina‘a al-.tibb$ya (Complete Art of Medicine) is one of hs most famous 
works. H e  devoted three chapters in the second part of the book to 

61. Al-Rnzi, EhibfiirjadzrLwa-l-hqba (Book on the Smallpox and Measles), Beirut, 1872, p. 18. 
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paediatrics. These discuss the physical management of children, the wet- 
nurse, children who have passed the age of breast-feeding. 

IKHWAN AL-SAFA’ (THE BRETHREN OF PURITY) 
A secret society which was active at the beginning of the fourth century AH; 
their obvious aim was to promote free scientific opinions. Matters pertaining 
to the child and the pregnant mother came within the 25th and the 52nd 
epistles. Their learning in this subject was based upon astrology and reading 
horoscopes, though they occasionally present some sound scientific ideas. 

AHMAD B. AB] AL-ASH‘ATH 
H e  died c. 360/970. His most famous work on paediatrics was a book on 
smallpox, measles and chickenpox, which we have not seen. 

AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD AL-BALADI 
H e  was alive before the year 368/978. His only work on paedtatrics is Tadbiraal- 
bab& wa-l-ai$Zal wa-l-ji&n wa-b& jibhatihim wa-mudZwZt al-amrzd al- ‘&i& labum 
(Management of Pregnant Women, Infants and Children, Preservation of their 
Health, Treating Diseases whch Affect Them). This work was edited by the 
present writer, and published twice in Iraq, in 1980 and 1987. 

This book can be considered the best and most complete work on the 
subject. It encompasses the opinions of his predecessors and contemporaries. 
It contains useful information stemming from the author’s own knowledge 
and experience in the method of caring for pregnant women, obstetrics, gy- 
naecology and the physical, psychological and educational care of children, 
and treatment for their various diseases. The book has another important 
feature, which is that al-Baladi, for the first time, described chckenpox (the 
minor smallpox = watery smallpox = pseudo-smallpox), and distinguished it 
from smallpox and measles.62 Thus he should be considered to be the one 
who discovered chckenpox. 

AL- J URJ AN I 
Abii Sahl ‘fs% b. Yahyz al-Tabib al-Mas&i al-Jurjim, died 401/1010. H e  
devoted the 57th part of hs book al-M’aj-l-tibb (The Hundred in Medtcine) 
(stiU unpublished) to a discussion of the management of health at all stages of 
life. In this section there occur important matters connected with children, 
from birth to maturity. 

62. A-Baladi, Tadbir.. ., op. cit., pp. 324-325. 
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Abu-l-QHsim Khalaf b. ‘Abbiis al-Zahriiwi, born 325/936, died 404/1013. His 
valuable opinions on the care and surgical treatment of children are found in 
his famous work ai-Tzpfli-man ‘gixa ‘an al-ta’q(The Compendium for Those 
who Cannot Manage to Write their Own [Books]). 

IBN MANDAWAYH AL-ISFAHANI 

Died 410/1019. H e  wrote an epistle on the ailments of children. Its contents 
are a repetition of the words of his Arab predecessors. 

IBN SINA 

Aba ‘Abal-Husayn b. ‘Abdalliih, born 371/980, died 428/1037. Certain of hts 
works are specifically on chddren: 

(i) H e  devoted the first part of hs book a/-@ngnj-L-$bb (Canon) to 
chddren’s upbringing and diseases, cahng it ‘the first teaching on education’, 
in four sections. In addltion, in his book there are various important refer- 
ences to children. 

(ii) Many couplets in his work ai-U@xaj-i-[ibb (Poem on Medicine), in 
which he summarized contemporary knowledge concerning care for the 
pregnant mother, for childbirth, care of the foetus during pregnancy and the 
child during parturition, and choosing the appropriate foster mother. 

(iii) Risdat ai-s&&a (Epistle on Management): how the man cares for his 
chdd; an epistle on children’s instruction and education. 

AL-GHAZALI 
Abii H h d  Muhammad al-Ghazdi, born 450/1058, dled 505/1111. His most 
famous work is fiyi’ ai-din (Revival of the Sciences of Religion), which 
contains an important section on the upbringing of chddren. H e  also wrote an 
epistle on education, AyyubZ-l-wakzd (0 Child!). 

As13 ‘ALI YAHYA B. ‘ISA B. ‘ALI B. JAZLA AL-BAGHDADI 
Died 493/1000. Among hts works is Etib TaqwTn a1-abh-n J; tadbfv- ai-insin 
(. . . Management of the Human Body). In this work, he presents diseases of 
children, of young people and of old people, in the form of tables, and speaks 
of many children’s diseases and how to treat them. 
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‘ALT B. RIPWAN 

Died 453/1061. W e  have not been able to examine his works: 

as some people thought. 

called elephantiasis, and leontiasis (a lost work). 

(i) Treatise stating that Galen was not confused in his remarks on d, 

(ii) Epistle on treatment of a young person suffering from the disease 

ABU-L-HASAN ‘ALT B. HUBAL AL-BAGHDADI 
Died 610/1213. H e  wrote four sections on the management of the newborn, 
its feeding, and medication for children’s dseases, in the first part of his book 
al-MukhtZrZtJb (Selections from Medical Works). His opinions are sound 
and valuable. 

IBN ZUHR 
MarwIin ‘Abd al-Malik b. Zuhr, born 591/1194, died 661/1262. His book on 
foods has two divisions which are relevant to children: these are remarks on 
preserving the foetus within the uterus, and on management of the child. 

IBN TUFAYL 
Born at the beginning of the twelfth century AD, died 581/1185. H e  wrote 
two books on medcine: the first is the UgiZXa, on medicine, in which we come 
across certain couplets concerned with children’s diseases; the second is hs 
famous tale &yy b. YqXZn, with references to the creation of the foetus, the 
nutrition and education of children. 

ABU YAHYA ZAKARIYYA B. MUHAMMAD AL-QAZWTNI 

Died 682/1283. In his work ‘AjZJib al-makbliZqZt wagbarZJib al-may2aZt (The 
Wonders of Creation and the Curiosities of Existing Things) there occur from 
time to time certain items relevant to paediatrics. 

IBN AL-NAFTS 
‘Ah’ al-Din Abu-1-Hasan ‘M b. Abi-1-Ham al-Qurashi, born 607/1210, died 
687/1288. H e  wrote an epistle on the ailments of children, which we have not 
been able to examine. 
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IBN AL-QUFF 

Abu-I-Faraj b. al-Quff al-Karaki, born 630/1232, &ed 685/1286. His book 
J&nii' algharadj bfx al-&a wa-&y al-marad (The Comprehensive Aim in the 
Preservation of Health and the Repehng of Disease) begins with the 
formation of the embryo and the ages, their temperaments, safeguarding the 
health of pregnant women and nursing mothers and of chddren before and 
after weaning and during childhood. In his work al-'Urn&, on surgery, he 
wrote on matters appertaining to medicine and surgery of children. 

IBN QAYYIM AL-JAWZIYYA 
Sheikh Shams al-Din Qayyim al-Jawziyya (Mul;lammad b. Abi Bakr, the imam, 
the jurist), born 691/1291, &ed 751/1350. H e  set out hs views on paediatrics 
in his book Tzbfat al-mawdid ji abkzm al-mawld. .. (On Managing the 
Newborn.. .). 

LISAN AL-DIN AL-KHATIB 
Born 713/1313, in al-Andalus, of an Arab family originating from Syria, died 
776/1374. His works on paediatrics are: 

(i) Epistle on the formation of the embryo. 
(ii) EtZb al-Wz@l al-$ibhaj-lfi!d (. . . O n  Preservation of Health in 

the Seasons), which is a book on preventive medicine, containing sections on 
children and their upbringmg, breast-feeding and nutrition, and what im- 
proves their character. 

IBN KHALDUN 
'Abd al-R&man b. Khaldiin, born 732/1332, died 808/1405. In hs work al- 
M.qadd;ma (The Introduction) we find portions connected with paediatrics. 

KAMAL AL-DIN B. MusA AL-DAMIRI 
Died 808/1405. There are some simple prescriptions to be found at random 
scattered throughout hs work &&it al-bayawLin al-kzbrd (. . . Life of' hmals), 
which are connected with the treatment of infants; as a whole they are taken 
over from hs predecessors. 
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AL-ANWART 

‘Ati b. Muhammad b. ‘Abdalliih al-Mutatabbib al-Anwari, died 815/1412. In 
the third division of the first treatise in his still unpublished work al-&ibj-l-tibb 
(Clarification in Medlcine), there are four sections connected with children: 
Section 1, on management of the newborn after parturition; Section 4, 
management of the nursing mother; Section 5, diseases common in children 
of which he mentions thrty-two; Section 6, management of infants when they 
are moving into the period of ~hildhood.~~ 

D A w U D  B. ‘UMAR AL-ANTAKI 
A physician of the tenth/fifteenth-sixteenth century. His most important 
work, Tadbkirat z& I-albzb wa-ljiimi‘ li-l- ‘gab- ‘yiib (Reminder to the Intelligent 
and Collection ... of Marvels), contains certain indications of children’s 
diseases and care for the newborn, and composition of the types of milk. His 
other work, al-Nzl$a al-mtlbb3a J; tahbifdb al-adbbzn wa-ta ‘dil al-am@a (The 
Pleasant Excursion in Training the Intellect and Moderating the 
Temperaments), contains two chapters relevant to children and pregnant 
women. 

SALIH B. SALLUM 

Sa& b. Na5ralliih b. Salliim al-Halabi, died 1081/1670. His book Gb@yat al- 
itpinfi tadbfr badzn al-insinJ; ‘ilm al-amrzd (Height of Perfection in Management 
of the Human Body in the Knowledge of Diseases) contains a &vision of 
twenty-eight sections referring to paediatrics. It contains nothing new, being 
compilations and abridgements from his predecessors. 

63. ‘Ak b. M+ammad ‘Abdallah al-Mutatabbib al-Anwari, KtZb aL-I&ih fi-l-fibb (Book of 
Clarification in Medicine), Ahmadiyya Library, Office of Awqaf, Mod, MS. No. 20/2. 
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Chapter 5.3(d) 

PSYCHIATRY A N D  NEUROLOGY 

PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE 
Sleim ‘AnzmZr 

INTRODUCTION 

Islam appeared where the ancient Syrian, Persian and Chaldean civilizations 
and those of India, Chna and Greece converged with all their various beliefs 
and religions, keeping their scientific and phdosophcal legacies Ave. Thanks 
to the hgh moral standards and spiritual disposition of the Arab-Islamic 
civhzation, it supplemented previous knowledge with some astonishng 
innovations in a whole range of fields. 

Arab-Islamic doctors were able to take giant leaps forward by virtue of 
their universal outlook on all human creation that was to a very large extent in 
keeping with the views of those cultures that had gone before. Arab-Islamic 
learned men excelled in studymg the mind, the pneuma and the soul and all that 
is related to these fundamental elements. They provided the sick and needy, 
includmg those who were mentally ill, with the care and attention they required, 
providing them with opportunities for rest and recreation, treating them 
charitably and with generosity and building hospitals and asylums for them, 
whch Europe subsequently imitated to a significant extent. The Europeans 
also adopted the teachngs of Arab-Islamic doctors on the treatment of neu- 
rological and mental illnesses, which was exemplary during their Golden Age. 

Arab-Islamic psychiatrists, for their part, &d not escape unscathed from 
the effects of the period of decline, when bogus superstitions crept in, inter- 
fering with the principles of pure science, a phenomenon that has survived in 
both tradtional and modern societies. 

These days, a new approach has provided greater insight into the field of 
psychatry and neurology, despite the fact that cultural changes have increased 
the incidence of illness as societies have developed and become more com- 
plex, and the challenges and dlfficulties have intensified. Let us therefore 
&scuss the issues as plainly and clearly as possible. 
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The pre-Islamic concept of neurological and psychologrcal 
illnesses 
BABYLONIAN, ASSYRIAN AND ANCIENT EGYPTIAN MEDICINE 

Medicine began in Assyria and Babylonia. The Babylonians were the first to 
use astrology for medical purposes. They had separate classes of physicians 
who variously administered treatment through counselling, with remedies and 
by the use of talismans. They believed in evil spirits and devils and that illness 
was caused by sinfulness. Treatment was therefore given on the basis of 
astrology, the interpretation of dreams and numbers and divining by means of 
the composition of the liver. They also believed in a goddess of medicine. 
Nevertheless, they were clearly practitioners at the bedside, in that they were 
aware of the qualities of camomile, hashish and opium as narcotics. The 
sciences dscovered by the Assyrians were subsequently handed down to the 
Nestorians and Jacobites. 

The knowledge of the Egyptians was recorded on papyri, in which 
mention was also made of talismans, amulets and magic symbols. The god of 
medcine was Imhotep, a well-known doctor, architect and vizier, and the 
goddess of healing, Isis, was a great sorceress providing guidance on treatment 
through dreams. The Egyptians also believed that the heart was the seat of the 
intellect and life, and that its weight indicated how long the spirit would re- 
main after death. They dd not, however, neglect clinical observation as they 
were aware of epilepsy and hysteria, which they attributed, before the Greeks, 
to the prolapse of the uterus and which they treated with vapour inhalation, 
thus restoring the uterus to its original place in the b0dy.l 

INDIAN, CHINESE AND PERSIAN MEDICINE 

Legends ascribe a &vine origin to Indmn medcine. It is recorded that Brahma 
(the creator) was the divine sazlna of the science. Medical knowledge was 
compiled in the books of Sushruta and Caraka, whch influenced the Arabs 
both directly and through Persia before the Muslim conquest. The Indians 
knew how to treat headaches, migraines, hemiplegia and tremors. Many of the 
prominent Arab physicians like Ibn Sahl al-Tabari, Aba Bakr al-R%zi and 
others were influenced by them. Indan medicine sees the body as being 
composed of the elements from which the universe is made, namely, water, 
fire and air. Water is the cold element, fire the hot element and air, the driving 
force throughout the body. There is no doubting the connection between this 
theory and that of the Chinese and Greeks with regard to the elements and 

1. A. S. al-Shag, Eri,kb al-~bb wa-aahbubu wa-aclZmubu, (A Histoty OfMedjcine, its Literature and 
Dstinguisbed Exponents), Aleppo, Mudiriyat al-Kutub wa-l-Ma~biiciit al-Jiimi'iyya, 1981 / 
1982, pp. 17-23. 
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humours. Indian medicine has now a psychosomatic branch that is concerned 
with mind and body, being based on a profound phdosophy that came to be 
known as Yoga and which plays an important part in the treatment of 
psychological illnesses. The Sufi orders of Islam borrowed extensively from 
these routines and exercises. 

Chinese medicine focused on the balance between the Yin and the Yang, 
the former being the female component denoting wetness and darkness, and 
the latter the hot and dry male component denoting light. Mental illness arose as 
a result of evil spirits and an imbalance between the two, that is the Yin and the 
Yang. They believed that suppressing the semen ensured health, which gave rise 
to a large body of literature concerning the moderation of sexual desire. The 
Arabs were familiar with many Chnese medicines besides the well-known 
practice of acupuncture used by them. Perhaps the Arabs found in the practice 
of acupuncture confirmation of the effectiveness of treatment by cautery, 
which was successfully practised in Arab-Islamic medicine. 

Persian medicine was an amalgamation of Babylonian, Assyrian, 
Egyptian, Indian and especially Greek medcine, which developed rapidly 
during the time of Alexander the Great. The centre at Jundishiippar was con- 
sidered to be one of the most magnificent institutes of learning known to the 
Persians. Its establishment is ascribed to King Shahppar and possibly even to 
Chosrau I. Among its famous doctors were Theodore and the Indian physi- 
cian Burzoe. The city was also famous for its medical school, and unique 
hospital, whose reputation spread with the arrival of the Nestorians, the 
Jacobites and the Neoplatonic philosophers in addition to learned men from 
Alexandria, Syria and Indta. Pre-Islamic physicians were recruited from that 
school which was at the peak of its development during the conquest of 
‘Umar b. al-Khaiiiib in 20/664.2 

GREEK MEDICINE 
ne period of Axchpius (thihteenth centay BCI 

Legends ascribe the invention of clinical medicine to Asclepius the Graco- 
Roman god of medicine. Medicine was the preserve of the Asclepian 
soothsayers. H e  was the pupil of the Egyptian Hermes. Statues were erected 
in hs honour, and temples were built for hm in magnificent settings where 
devotees would go to sleep and be treated with ointments, vapours and 
tahsmans. Mental conditions would often be cured in this way. During the 
Homeric period (ninth century BC), internal medicine (tibb bqti@) was 
practised, together with the use of surgery on the basis of the interaction 
between the mind and the body, on the one hand, and by experimentation on 

2. A. S. d-Shatp, TZrfkb al-&bB ..., op. it., 1981/1982, pp. 24-59. 
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the other hand. The Riad refers to Helen making use of plants to cure 
melan~holy.~ 

ne period of Hppocrates 
This was preceded by the pre-Socratic age of philosophers such as 
Pythagoras (580-489 BC), who held that the soul that resides in all beings 
never dies, a theory similar to metempsychosis (tan&&h al-anvZb). H e  also 
saw numbers as being of great importance to the course of the universe and 
creation and coined the phrase, ‘a sound mind in a sound body’ on the 
basis of chastity and moderation through the use of rhythmic dancing in the 
open air and music in order to restore the balance between the various 
humours and spirits. The entire body of Greek medicine stems from the 
theory of Pythagoras regarding the number ‘four’, which was considered to 
be complete. Ths was a result of the Babylonian influence which gave 
philosophical significance to some numerals such as 7, 12, 60, 360, etc., 
also from the elemental theories originating from ancient Egyptian culture. 
Some of these theories remained significant in the minds of Arab-Islamic 
scholars, especially prior to the appearance of scientific thinking. They 
sought to establish universal harmony through numbers, enabling them to 
reveal the unseen, to understand about the body and the spirits and thus to 
treat di~ease.~ Pythagoras was followed by his pupil Alcmaeon of Crotona 
(sixth century BC), who held that: ‘The most important thing is the brain.’ 
Then came Empedocles (d. 423 BC), thought to be among the greatest of 
the Greek philosophers, who stated for the frst time that the body was 
composed of all four elements in varying  proportion^.^ 

In the fifth century BC, Democritus saw the mind and the soul as a single 
entity and that all beings are composed of innumerable atoms. H e  also said 
that happiness could only be achieved by restraining the soul. Socrates (470- 
399 BC) then held that the human soul existed before the body and that the 
body is its physical form.‘ 

Hippocrates (460-377 BC) is considered to be the undisputed father of 
medicine. H e  liberated medlcine from all the previous conjecture, basing his 
natural and scientific theory on behaviour and illness. H e  also linked the mind 
with the body, and people’s constitutions with their personalities. H e  pre- 
sented his theory of humours and temperaments, thus initiating the onset of 
differential psychology, given that character differs according to the various 

A.S. al-Shag, Erfkb a/-tibb ..., op. cif, 1981/1982, pp.60-69. 
&id., 1981/1982, pp. 67-68. 
‘U. Farriikh, Ta’rfkb a/-‘u/im ‘ind ai-‘Arab, Beirut, Diir al-‘Ilm lil-Maliiyin, 1970, pp. 100- 
102. 
&id. 
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fluids running in the body. In his view, behavioural disorders were attributable 
to the mind and not to any invisible, spiritual phenomenon. Hippocrates be- 
lieved that one’s disposition depended on the dominance of one of the four 
humours, which were blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile, and that the 
human body was in harmony with the environment. Should the balance be- 
tween the humours of the body be disturbed or that between human nature 
and the environment, illness would result. Since the body had a natural pro- 
pensity to be cured, opportunities to assist nature needed to be provided in 
order to restore the balance in the body. Hippocrates established the basic 
principles of clinical medicine and medical ethics, identifying many psycholo- 
gical and neurological illnesses like epilepsy, hysteria and phrenitis. H e  saw 
epilepsy as a natural illness and not as a mysterious or supernatural one and 
proved that the seat of thought was the brain. H e  took a holistic view of the 
human being, encompassing both the body and the soul. Hippocrates had a 
profound effect on Muslim and Arab medi~ine.~ 

HELLENISTIC AND ROMAN MEDICINE 
At about 300 BC, medicine was given a new life when Alexandria became the 
leading scientific centre for the Hellenistic world. 

l h e  fozir medial schools 
Physicians before Galen belonged to two basic schools, the Dogmatics, who 
followed the established theory of Hippocrates and held that the laws of 
medicine were constant, and the Empiricists, who relied on practical 
experimentation. They were followed by the Methodists, a school that 
developed from the conflict between the two preceding schools. Asclepiades 
(124-40 BC) was one of the pioneers of the Methodists, showing that epilepsy 
and insanity were hesses caused by a brain dsorder and believing mental 
illness to be the result of unbearable and overwhelming irritation. H e  
differentiated between delirium and other mental illnesses. His medicine was 
based on simple, single remedies with as little blood-let- and purging as 
possible, particularly on fasting, diet, massage, exercise, bathing, walking and 
music, and more generally on organizing the day into periods of wakefulness, 
sleep, and movement and rest. H e  was also among those who opposed the 
isolation of patients in cells. Soranus of Ephesus (second century AD) was the 
greatest representative of the Methodist school. H e  described delusions of 

7. A. S. al-ShaH, Erikh al-.tibb ..., op. cit., pp. 70-74. See also S. K. Hamarneh, Ta’rikh fur& 
al- ‘Ultm al-tibb&a ‘ind al- ‘Arab wa-L-Midimin, Amman, Jsuni‘at al-Yarmiik, al-Matba‘at al- 
Wapniya, 1986, I, pp.71-75; M. Banety and C. Coury, HJtoire de La midecine, Paris, 
Ed. Fayard, 1963, pp. 9S142. 
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grandeur and chronic anxiety and avoided any brutal or repressive means of 
seating them.' 

Then came the Pneumatic school, foremost among which was Rufus of 
Ephesus (second century AD), who excelled in his knowledge of neurologcal 
and psychological illnesses, which stemmed essentially from defects in the 
humours. H e  was mentioned by Ibn Abi Usaybi'a in '&#n al-anbZ'J?tabqZt al- 
atibb2 (Classes of Physicians) and was known to many Arab physicians, who 
quoted his teachings. H e  distinguished between the optical, sensory and mo- 
tor nerves and wrote about melancholy, sexual impulses and the interpretation 
of dreams. 

The Eclectics, who borrowed the best from each school in order to 
arrive at a comprehensive and balanced theory, followed these four schools. 
They included Celsus Cornelius (first century AD), whose writings had an 
enormous effect on surgery and medical ethics to the extent that they ranked 
third after the books of Hippocrates and Galen. H e  was the first to use the 
term mental illne~s.~ Scribonius Largus (first century AD) provided for the first 
time a precise method of producing opium. H e  was also the first to administer 
electric shocks generated by the torpedo fish in the treatment of conversion 
hysteria, a practice imitated by many Arab-Islamic physicians.l0 

Also prominent amongst the Eclectics was the physician, Aretaeos of 
Cappadocia (beginning of the second century AD), whose study of psycholo- 
gical disorders, particularly melancholy and mania and neurological illnesses 
like palsy, hemiplegia and epilepsy, was outstanding. In addition, he was so 
well known for his meticulous observation and the quality of his scientific 
analysis that he was seen as the ltnk between the period of Hippocrates and the 
golden ages of medical htstory that were to follow." 

I h e  eminent Galen 

Amongst the Eclectics was Galen (c. AD 130-200), to whom medicine, and 
particularly Arab-Islamic medicine, has been indebted through the centuries. 
H e  was outstanding in the field of anatomy, experimental physiology and 
pharmacology. H e  was a bold reformer of the teachings of Hippocrates and a 
brilliant commentator on his works. H e  was frequently in the company of 
Roman emperors and travelled to the East, especially Egypt. H e  agreed with 
the distribution of the soul throughout the body, believing that psychological 
disorders stemmed either from a direct affiction of the brain or originated via 
some other organ. 

8. A. S. al-Sham, E6kh ai-~bb.. ., op. cit, pp. 40-48. 
9. Ibid., pp. 4 W .  
10. Ibid., pp.46-48. 
11. Ibid., p.48. 
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H e  based the various illnesses, including neurological and mental dis- 
orders, on the four different influences, namely: cold, heat, moisture and 
dryness, and classified people into four categories according to their humours, 
which included sanguine personalities characterized by cheerfulness, phleg- 
matic personalities by coldness, bilious personalities by a quick temper and 
melancholic personalities by pessimism and aloofness. 

Galen is actually the founder of experimental physiology and differential 
psychology, in which Arab-Islamic scholars excelled, in later years. H e  also 
believed in God in contrast to the Greek physicians before him. The Arabs 
and Muslims celebrated him in poetry and prose, while their physicians gave 
precedence to his works and teachings.” 

The dawn of Islam 
THE ISLAMIC VIEW OF PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE 
Islam explained the differences between the spirit and the soul by describing 
the spirit as the origin of the soul, which was in turn defined by the intellect, 
the self and the will. In Xirat al-Xham.r (The Sun), v. 5 of the Qur’iin, we find an 
explanation of human behaviour and a definition of humankind’s responsi- 
bilities, ‘By the soul and that which shaped it and inspired it to wickedness and 
piety. Prosperous is he who has purified it.’ 

The True Religion has always advocated the provision of medical treat- 
ment and responsibility for doing so, the protection of any unbeliever who 
provides such medical treatment and the treatment of the sick by healing the 
mind and fortifylng the heart. Ibn Msja related in the following badzth, ‘When 
you go to a sick person, mention death to him, and he will not then reject 
anydung that soothes his sod.’ Al-Dhahabi said, ‘Happiness strengthens the 
soul and foremost among the ways of achieving happiness is through sama’ (a 
type of Sufi “spiritual concert”), which is good for the soul, relaxing for the 
heart and nourishing for the spirit.’ Conversely, there are psychological dis- 
orders that adversely affect the body including anxiety, diffidence and anger. 
Those whose distress is great, their bodies fall sick. Islam has also outlawed 
bogus superstitions such as a belief in augury, amulets, divination, soothsay- 
ing, sorcery and astrology. The following are contained in @ad% literature: 
‘Augury is a practice of polytheism as are sorcery, amulets and incantations’; 
‘As for soothsaying and turq (which is divination in the manner of soothsaying 
by casting pebbles), they belong tojibt (that is, evil sorcery)’; ‘He who is a 
soothsayer or diviner is also an unbeliever’; and finally, ‘Astrologers are 
soothsayers and soothsayers are unbelievers .’ Muslim religious law (shan-‘u) 

12. A. S. al-Shag, Z&h al-hbb ..., op. it., pp. 232-234; M. Bariety and C. C o q ,  HiJtoire ak la 
miakine, op. it., pp. 170-171. 
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prohibits sorcery, talismans and magic but allows the divination of a good 
omen as in, ‘Seek a good omen and you will find it.’13 Seeking advancement by 
invoking God Almighty, His Word and His Names and Attributes in the clear 
Arabic language is also permitted. Such an exception is considered appropriate 
since it provides a positive, psychological remedy that soothes the heart and 
restores hope, which exphs the object of the incantation employed at the 
dawn of Islam for night terrors, insomnia, affliction by the evil eye, delusion, 
hysteria and even epilepsy and mild dementia.I4 

Distinct instructions were also revealed to the Prophet in other verses of 
the Qur’iin to preserve people’s health and make them sound in body and 
mind, such as, ‘Are not hearts at rest in the remembrance of God’ (13.28), or 
‘Nay, man shall be proof against himself’ (75.14). Arnong the virtues ad- 
vocated by Islam were piety and charity, reason and knowledge, optimism, 
kindness towards others, patience and tolerance and temperance and mod- 
eration in addition to being true to one’s word, loyalty, honesty and generosity, 
abstinence, restraint with regard to the pleasures of life, courage and resolve 
and consideration for others. 

There are many more such verses one could mention that deal with the 
wicked soul and the deep-seated vices that are born within it, including the .rz%-ux 
entitled Men (1 14), Daybreak (1 13) , The Backbiter (1 04) and Afternoon (1 03). 

CARE OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED IN ISLAM 
The Qur’iin calls for kindness to be shown towards the needy, the weak and 
the incompetent (an incompetent being one who is feeble-minded, just as 
stupidity points to impaired reasoning and madness to a complete lack of it), 
all of whom have the same status as children. Muslim religious law provides 
for a right of disposal over the property of these weaker members of society, 
for their interests to be safeguarded and for them to be provided with care. 
The insane were treated like children to the extent that they could receive gifts 
and voluntary donations and be prevented from behaving in any way that 
would have harmful consequences and that would normally require the 
permission of a guardian. The Prophet said, ‘Make allowances for these four, 
the person who is possessed byjinn (mqhfin), until he comes to his senses, the 
person who sleeps until he wakes, the child until he ac uires understanding 
and the person who is mad until he recovers his sanity.” 9 

13. A. S. al-Shatti, E ~ k h  al-.tibb ..., op. cit., pp. 155-177. 
14. M. N. al-Nasimi, al-Mu‘daja al-djya ‘ind al-‘arab fi-l-jWya wa-fair al-islm, fioceea’ings of 

I h e  Bird Annual Conference of the @ i a n  Institute for the Hstoo7y of the Sciences, Aleppo, 
Manshnrgt Jmi‘at Halab, 1980, pp. 351-359. 

15. A. al-Khaskhusi, al-fLumq waljunun j-l-aahb al- ‘arabi wa-l-i&mi, Tunis, Jiimi‘at Tunis li-I- 
Adiib wa-l-Funun wa-l-‘Uhm al-InsMya, 1988/1989, pp. 106-118. 
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Islam also made reference to hereditary illness and deformity and warned 
against fruitless marriages such as those between close relatives. The Prophet 
said, ‘Go out and refrain from debilitation,’ meaning marry those who are not 
closely related to you. This hadzth contains a clear warning to avoid genetic 
degeneration,“ particularly in the context of mental disability. The Prophet 
made a distinction between stupidity (&mq), delinquency (&m) and insanity 
(jzjt~tlt~), which he considered an illness. Ths conviction that the majnt7n was ill 
is illustrated by the incident in which the Prophet saw a group of people 
gathered around a person. O n  asking what they were doing, he was told that 
they were surrounding a madman (majntsn), to which he replied, ‘This person 
is afflicted.’ The mqhzia, in his view, was one who had been sorely tested by 
others.” 

The phenomena of stupidity and feeble-mindedness (khabl), which point 
to an affliction of the mind and of irrational understanding, was a matter of 
great interest to the Arab-Islamic legslators, scholars and physicians, since w e  
find in the Arabic language close to 400 words simply denoting stupidity.18 
People’s reluctance to vilify those who were mgt~zia reveals a picture of mercy 
and tolerance and a measure of respect and compassion. 

PSYCHOLOGY AS  PRACTISED BY THE PROPHET 
The Prophet urged people to take the sciences to their hearts, including 
medicine. It is well known that he practised medicine and that the collection of 
his medical teachings was thought to be the first book of Arab medicine. 
Prophetic medicine was studied and often written about, al-Hi%rith b. Kalada 
being the first Arab physician at the dawn of Islam to cite the Prophet as a 
source. It was he who warned of indlgestion and sitting at the table while in a 
temper. 

The Prophet, for hs part, asked his patients about their condition and 
appetites, placing hs hand on their foreheads or chests, describing what 
would help them in their illness and filling their hearts with gladness. He 
advised them to invoke the name of God and to pray since this was the 
means by which the believer might seek refuge in God Almighty in times of 
fear, distress and despair. H e  recommended the use of the following in- 
vocation, ‘0 God, I take refuge with You from grief and sorrow and from 
weakness and idleness, and I take refuge with You from greed and cow- 
ardice and from debt and the coercion of men.’ H e  would also say, ‘Those 
who repent are as those who are free from guilt,’ and on timidity and 

19 

16. A. S. al-Shacti, Er& al-$bb.. ., op. it., pp. 160-161 
17. Lis& a/-‘arab, see underjin. 
18. A. al-KhaskhGsi, al-humq ..., op. it., p. 1. 
19. S. K. Hamarneh, E’&h tu& ..., op. cit., p. 118. 
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doubt, ‘Exchange that which distresses you for that whch does not’ or ‘Do 
not envy or turn away from one another but be servants of God together’ 
or ‘That which is most desirable to others is that which you should desire 
for ‘yourself.’20 

O n  the edification of the soul and the body, let us not forget the benefits 
derived from fasting and prayer and from abstaining from things that are 
forbidden like alcohol and ai-maysir (a form of ancient Arabian gambling) and 
everything that brings ruin and perdition. Thus the light of Islam emanating 
from such lofty principles radiated throughout the East and West in right- 
eousness and harmony. 

Arab pioneers of medicine, philosophy and translation 
THE UMAYYAD CALIPHATE (4 1-1 33 / 66 1-750) 
This was a period when the Muslim state stretched from the borders of Sind 
and India in the East to the distant Maghrib and Andalusia in the West. 
Alongside the religious impetus at that time was another stimulus in the form 
of encouragement by the various rulers of a quest for knowledge and 
particularly for the development of medlcine. 

The fxst Muslim hospital was built in Damascus in 45/665 by ‘Abd 
al-Malik b. Marwiin. It is said that, ‘Once he sent his adviser, Thamiima 
b. Ashwash, to the lunatic asylum in order to improve their wretched 
situation.’ Hospitals and asylums then began to spring up throughout the 
Muslim world for all types of patients, including the insane and mentally 
dl, where they were supported by means of voluntary charitable con- 
tributions while in hospital and also once they were discharged.21 

THE ABBASID CALIPHATE (133-656/751-1258) 

One of the most notable families of physicians, who oversaw the development 
of medicine at the beginning of the Abbasid caliphate, was that of Ibn 
Bakhtishti‘. Notable among the physicians were: 

Jibrii’il b. Bakhtishti‘ (d. c. 213/828), 
Yfihannii b. Miisawayh (d. 243/857), 

Qus@ b. Lfiqii al-Ba‘labal& (d. 300/912), 
Thiibit b. Qurra al-Harrm (AD 836-901), and 
Abti Ytisuf Ya‘qGb al-Kin& (d. c. 257/870). 

Hunayn b. Ishiiq al-‘Ibiidi, 

20. A. S. al-Shatti, Eekh al-&bb.. ., op. cif., pp. 164-167, 175-177. 
21 . A. ‘Is%, Ta’fikh al-bimifi.rt&it j-l-ishm, Damascus, Matbii‘at JM‘iyat al-Tamaddun al- 

IslMi, 1939, p. 100. 
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There is an amazing story about al-IGndi’s attempt to save a chdd with a 
terminal dlness by using entertainment and music. However, despite hs 
preoccupation with scientific concepts based on observation and experimen- 
tation, he was unable to dispel some of the spurious ideas about the role of 
demons (jinn) in cases of insanity. In Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a’s TabaqLit al-a;tibbZ’ 
(Classes of Physicians), it is said that he wrote a treatise, perhaps at least half 
of which was devoted to his view on madness caused by devil-possession 
whde the rest dealt with madness resulting from a disturbance of the 
humours. 

The period of al-Kin& was notable for the appearance of the teachings of 
the Ikhwiin al-Safg’ (The Brethren of Purity), who were noted for the clarity 
and audacity of their ideas. In their works and treatises, they drew together the 
learning of their time, especially in medicine, psychology, exercise, music and 
the natural sciences, not forgetting the effect of the climate on health. The 
basis for their classification of dlness was an honest description of the illness 
by patients either spontaneously or after being asked questions about their 
condition. Their famous treatises provide clear evidence of treatment by 
psychoanalysis, by whch we allow patients to describe their condition and the 
reasons for their illness as they perceive them before attempting to eradcate 
the symptoms about which they have ~omplained.~~ 

Aba Nasr al-F%r%bi (d. 339/750), a great philosopher and Sufi physician, 
was the first Arab exponent of Aristotle. H e  was influenced by Platonic the- 
ory, especially in his concept of his ‘virtuous city’ (al-mabnu aljiidila). Al-Fiirgbi 
immersed himself in the analysis of the spirit and soul and in the benefits of 
learning and education, whch fluctuates between hope, fear, forbearance and 
despair. H e  wrote a famous work on the soul and the book al-Mabna al@dila 
wa-l-mdna aljiibila wa-lfZriqa wa-l-mzrbtadbila wa-d-ddla (The Virtuous City and 
the Ignorant, Sinful, Vulgar and Erroneous City). Among his most celebrated 
works were the encyclopedia &aJ al-‘zrl@z (Catalogue of Sciences) and his 
elaborate book on music in whch he extolled the virtues of entertainment in 
the treatment of psychologcal disorders. 

H e  was a leading proponent of the Sufi school, which saw the science of 
the heart and mind at the very root of the splendour of the dbikr (a Sufi ritual 
involving constant repetition of the name of God) and samZJ. This method was 
also used to great effect by al-Hasan al-Basri, al-Muhgsibi, al-Wiisig and others. 

One of the greatest Arab-Islamic men of letters excelled during the same 
period. H e  was al-JWiz, who spoke of the stupid, the feeble-minded and those 
afflicted by a disorder of the black bile. In his fihib al-Hajawiin (The Book of 
Animals), he said that, ‘Some of the origins of madness can be traced back to 

22 

22. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘yin al-anbci’jtabaqcit al-aiibbci’, Beirut, n.d., pp. 285-293 and p. 291 in 

23. ‘U. Farm!&, Z’&h al-Cult7m., ., op. cit., Beirut, Dar al-‘Ilm li-1-Mdayin, 1970, pp. 280-281. 
particular. 
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the humours of the body, some can be explained by devil-possession and 
some by other means,’ although he added that people are inclined to ascribe 
things to thejinn if they do not know what the are. This is a sound theory that 
belongs to scientific and logical objectivism. 

This period also saw the emergence of the pioneer of clinical medicine, 
Aba-1-Hasan ‘A1I b. Sahl al-Tabari (d. 290/902), who established its basic 
principles and ushered in the era of innovation in Muslim mechcine. Born in 
the city of Marw in Khuriisiin, he was a Christian who embraced Islam towards 
the end of his life. H e  was honoured by the caliphs al-Mu‘tasim, al-Wiithiq and 
al-Mutawakkil, to whom he offered his celebrated work entitled fi~abws al- 
bikma (Parachse of Wisdom), in which he dealt with single and complex nat- 
ures, the nature of the humours, the senses, emotions and moods in addition 
to neurological dlnesses like epilepsy and palsy. 

Al-Tabari taught his pupils that a physician should be ready and able to 
alleviate a patient’s suffering and reassure hun psychologically because, if 
people think they are ill, they will become ill. If they hear from the physician 
what they want to hear, they will be reassured or, if it is somedung they do not 
want to hear, their condition will deteriorate. A display of expertise, good 
judgement and manners will instil confidence in the physician and the efficacy 
of his treatment.25 

2 7  

Notable physicians of soul and body during the Golden Age 
ABCJ BAKR MUHAMMAD B. ZAKARIYYA AL-RAzT (d. c. 314/926) 
Following on from ‘Ak b. Rabbw al-Taban-, another bright star appeared in 
Persia to cast its light both in the East and the West, namely, Aba Bakr 
Mdymmad b. Zakariyyii al-Ezi, who represents the culmination of clinical 
medicine. H e  compiled more than 200 books. The most significant of them 
have been translated into Latin, particularly those concerned with medicine. 
Al-Rkzi’s books were then used as reference works for teaching in Europe 
until the seventeenth century. H e  wrote books on various disciplines, 
including alchemy, physics, theology and philosophy. His view of the 
human being was a holistic one of both body and mind. It is no wonder 
therefore that we see him as an outstanding authority on neurologcal and 
psychiatric illnesses and on the psychological treatment of organic disorders. 

24. Al-Jw, Khib af-bayawin, 111, 379-380 and VI, 186. 
25. S. K. Hamameh, Ta’flkb tmitb ..., op. cif, pp. 138-142. See also: E Sezgin, Gscbicbte des 

Arabiscben Scbrifttum, 111, Leiden, Brill, 1970. 
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His impact on newdogical illnesses 

In the first part of his book on medicine entitled al-HZm- (Continens), al- 
R&i writes in detail about illnesses relating to the head, like hemiplegia, 
apoplexy, tremors and motor and sensory disorders in addition to torpor, 
lethargy and melancholy. H e  also analyses the faculties of the brain like 
imagination and memory and what distorts vision. H e  touches on the 
treatment of facial palsy, epilepsy, night terrors, nightmares, tetanus, 
headaches and migraines among other conditions, illustrating his preoccupa- 
tion with the importance of experimentation and comparison, which he 
used at one stage to establish the effect of blood-letting in the treatment of 
delirium. Dividing the sick into two groups, he treated one group by blood- 
letting but not the other group. H e  then made his observations by a process 
of comparison, an established method of examination that is still used to 
this day in modern medicine. Al-ki was especially innovative in hs 
methods of treatment and employed his own particular procedures on the 
basis of judgement and experience. W e  therefore see him on occasion 
refraining from letting blood in cases of hemiplegia and on other occasions 
preventing patients from drinking in cases of bilious illness, contrary to the 
practices of the early physicians. H e  wrote other treatises on neurological 
illnesses including facial palsy, hemiplegia, sexuality and intoxicating drink in 
the same context.26 

H s  impact on pgchiatry 

AI-R&i was outstanding in the field of psychological treatment and is the 
subject of a number of splendld anecdotes, including the following: 

A-&i was summoned to treat a ruler of Bukhara, who was suffering from a 
complaint that had so far resisted treatment. A-&i was unable to cure hun and 
finally said to the ruler that he would try a new treatment the following day but 
that he must place the two swiftest horses in his stables at his disposal. The next 
day, al-W took his patient, the ruler, to an empty bathhouse, poured warm 
water over him and gave him a remedy to drink. H e  then asked him to put on 
his clothes, picked up a knife and stood waving it in the ruler’s face and reviling 
him. The ruler flew into a rage and jumped to his feet where before he had been 
unable to stand. Al-&i immediately ran to where his servant was waiting with 
the two horses and returned home. From there he wrote to the ruler, saying 
that, when he treated hun, he was unable to cure him but, having resorted to a 

26. M. Kihd Husayn and A. al-‘Aqibi, Ebb ul-Rie, Cairo, Diir al-Shaq, 1977, pp. 3394. 
See also: A. 2. Iskander, ‘al-mi at-wbib al-ikhki’, uf-Mmchriq, 56, 1962, pp. 82-217 and 
pp. 238,234-245 in particular; I. A. U., pp. 414-427; S. K. Hamameh, Ta’rZkh tw&. . ., op. 
cit., pp. 189-228. 
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psychological method of treatment, a cure had been found. H e  added that it was 
not expedient for them to meet again but the ruler rewarded him greatly after 
that.” 

Among al-ki’s other innovations was his recognition of the effect of 
psychological factors in causing illness. H e  thought for example that dyspepsia 
may have a psychological cause and often used reassurance, diversion and 
recreation, especially music, in his psychological treatments. He saw the 
human being as an integral entity, preferring to use the power of nature in his 
treatments in order to prevent disease, choosing foodstuffs rather than drugs 
and single remedies rather than compounds. In the second treatise of his book 
al-KtZb al-Man;iC, a l - k i  examined the evidence provided by the science of 
physiognomy, himself having a strong natural ability to understand people’s 
dispositions and knowing how to treat each person accordingly. His book on 
the principles of physiognomy was published in Aleppo in 1929 and these are 
no dlfferent from today’s version of the discipline. 

H s  impact on the basicprinnples of mental health 
The most famous of al-fizi’s writings was his al-pbb al-r@bZnT(The Spiritual 
Physick),28 which he wanted to be for the reformation of the soul as a l - E b  
al-Man;iC was for the treatment of the body. 

Al-Riizi also wrote about psychology in such works as his great book on 
the soul; books on the balance of reason; sleep; pleasure; treatises on grief, 
carnal desire; habit; a book on music; a commentary on Aristotle’s De anima 
(On the Soul). 

As regards his philosophical works, which are no less profound, we 
should mention particularly hs ad-RasZ’il alfalsajya (Philosophical Treatises) 
and al-Szra alfalsajyya (Autobiography) , which are clearly influenced by Plato, 

fering. 
hs work entitled 27nzae.m concerning pleasure, pain and suf- 

27. From the fourth story in the EtZb an-h&@mial- Cari&as-Samargandipublished in Farsi by M. 
Qanviil, Leiden, 1909. There is a commentary on it in Turkish and French in Istanbul 
University Publications, Suheyl Unver, 1939, Istanbul universitesi yayimlarindan, Sayi 32. 

28. Bib&gr$ ai-pbb wa-l-SqahLa 5-l-hkirn, Stuttgart, 1964, pp. 88-90 and al-pbb al-ri&ni, 
published by P. Kraus in Cairo, 1939, pp. 1-95, a publication of J%micat Fu’d al-Awwal, 
Kulbyat al-AdSb, book no. 22 under the tide Ra.rZJilj2ha&a li-Abi &kr Mubmmad b. 
Zakaqa al-h-e (Philosophical Treatises of Abii Bakr al-R%zi), the English translation of 
which is: A. J. Arberry, Be Spi?ztualJ%y.ri& ofRbare.r, London, J. Murray, 1950. 

29. S. K. Hamarneh, E%kb turztb.. ., op. it.., pp. 236, 244-263. 
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As a philosopher, al-Rnzi concerned himself with spiritual dsorders, 
which he diagnosed and treated. H e  urged people to strengthen their resolve 
against pleasures that forfeit the szlmmz4m bonnzlm and to suppress their desires 
and overcome their carnal lust. His new phdosophy was notable in two re- 
spects: first, in his liberation of the intellect from stagnation and mere imita- 
tion and, secondly, in his use of comparison and experimentation, for which 
he was considered to be among those who established the principles of mental 
health and an exponent of the systematic, methodologcal approach to ethical 
research. 

NOTABLE PHYSICIANS AT THE TIME OF AL-RAzI 
Among the outstanding physicians who were contemporaries of al-Rnzi and 
who made remarkable contributions to the development of medicine is ‘Ah 
b. ‘Abbas al-MajUsi from Ahw~z (d. 381/994). H e  wrote the famous KtZb 
al-MalakZ or &-mil al;rinZCa al-iibb@ya (Complete Art of Medicine), in which 
he devoted some chapters to the organizational faculty of the mind and to 
sensation and movement, the origin of whch he located in the brain. 
Another eminent doctor, Abu-1-Hasan al-Tabari, is famous for his book on 
Hippocratic methods of treatment, which also contained detded chapters 
on neurological disorders like melancholy, epilepsy, tremors, hemiplegia, 
headaches, nightmares, lethargy and other ailments relating to the head. 
There was also AbU Ja‘far b. Abi-1-Ash‘ath, who was born in eastern Iran 
and died in Mosul in 362/972. In hs work on theology, he examined 
epilepsy, vertigo, meningtis and other illnesses. H e  wrote two books on 
epilepsy, a book on sleep and wakefulness, one on melancholy and another 
on vertigo and pleurisy and their treatment. In his book al-GhZdht wa-l- 
mugbtadhZ (The Nourisher and the Nourished), he looked closely at such 
psychologcal conditions as fear, sadness, anger and joy, concentrating on 
environmental influences and the benefits of balance and moderation in 
everydung and emphasizing the, ethical importance of prevention in the field 
of rnedi~ine.~’ 

AbU Sahl ‘ki b. Yahyn al-Jurj&ii, who was born in 358/968, was also 
among the great scholars and was renowned for his books entitled al-pbb al- 
kzllb (General Medicine) and al-M’a (Hundred), of whch treatises six to nine 
contain valuable information on the humours and moods, the faculties, spirits, 
conditions and habits.31 

Aba Mansfir al-Hasan al-Qamari, who was born in Bukhara shortly be- 
fore al-R%i’s death, produced a unique work entitled al-Tanw~rJi-l-i~tilZ~Zt al- 

30. Akhk at-Tabib (li-AbiBakr al-RZe), ed. ‘Abd al-lapf Muhammad al-‘Abd, Cairo, Maktabat 

31. Abti Bakr al-Riizi, 1st ed., Cairo, 1939 and 5th ed., Beirut, D%r al-kfiiq al-Jadida, 1982. 
D& al-Turi%th, 22, 1977. 
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tibb5ya. It is essentially a dictionary of medical science containing a compre- 
hensive classification of psychological and neurological terms. 
Aba ‘Ab b. Zur’a, born in Baghdad in 372/982, differed from his pre- 

decessors in that he was an expert in cold remedies rather than hot re- 
medies in his treatment of languor and hemiplegia. H e  wrote treatises on 
the intellect and on Aristotle’s works. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a devoted much 
attention to him in hs book fibaqrit al-atibb~i’.~~ 

ABCJ ‘AL~ AL-HUSAYN B. ‘ABDALLAH B. STNA (d. 429/1037) 
Ibn Sing is undoubtedly the most celebrated Muslim philosopher. Known as 
the ‘Prince of Physicians’, and the ‘Wisest of the Wise’, he wrote about 276 
books on a range of subjects, including 26 books on psychology alone. The 
most important of them were translated into Latin and contributed towards the 
Renaissance in Europe, where they remained established reference texts as 
complete works until the seventeenth century. His most famous books were al- 
Qrin@nJi-l-$bb (The Canon on Medicine), al- Ui&aJi-l-tibb (Poem on Medicine), 
Etcib al-shfci’ (The Book of Healing), Etrib al-ncjrit (The Book of Deliverance), 
EtZb al-birr wa-l-ithm (The Book of Righteousness and Sin), Etrib al-mabh’ wa-l- 
marcid (The Book of the Beginning and the End), Etrib al-ishrirrit wa-l-tanbdrit 
(The Book of Advice and Admonition), his essay on the soul, called al-U$l 
(The Origins), a commentary on Aristotle’s De anima, an essay on ethics and 
treatises on carnal love, sensory perception and the attainment of happiness. 
W e  can only mention here the most important works dealing with psy~hology.~~ 

Ibn Sing is at the forefront of the pioneers of psychosomatic medicine 
since he believed in the interaction between the body and soul. H e  excelled in 
the diagnosis of head disorders and the nervous system, relying essentially on 
the theory of the humours and addtng what he was able to discover from his 
own experiments and logical deductions. 

Neurological illnesses 

In the third part of al-Qrinin, Ibn Sing provides a full description of the various 
illnesses, which he divides into twenty-two categories. The first and second are 
concerned with illnesses relating to the head and brain, in terms of aches, 
tumours and damage to the voluntary motor nerves. The first category 
contains five treatises and eighty-seven chapters. Neurological illnesses are 
dealt with in ten chapters with excellent descriptions and explanations that are 
sometimes fairly clear but are on occasion somewhat complex and obscure 

32. S. K. Hamameh, Ta’nkb turatb ..., op. it., pp. 236, 24.4-263. 
33. Abii Mansiir al-Hasan b. N 3  al-Qamari, al-Tanm?fi-l-$akihit al-.tibhja, ed. Ghada al- 

Karm, Riyadh, Maktab al-Tarbiya al-‘Arabi li-Duwal al-Khalij, 1991. 
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since most of them follow the theory of the humours that had prevailed in 
medcine since Hippocrates and Galen. Nevertheless, Ibn Sin2 believed in the 
existence of cancerous tumours in the brain, which was contrary to the 
predominant thinking of the past. H e  also distinguished between meningitis, 
which was called furZn<tm or cranitis, and cerebral fever, known as lethargy or 
sphacelus.34 

H e  describes delirium (sarsZm), explaining that the word comes from two 
Farsi words, sar meaning head and sZm meaning tumour or illness, and that its 
symptoms are fever, raving, confusion, muscle spasm, tremors, severe pain at 
the back of the head and hallucinations. Ibn Sin% also identified epilepsy as a 
disorder that caused a partial block of the sensory and motor functions to the 
limbs. It was a childhood affliction, which usually disappeared on reachtng 
maturity as is well known. H e  attributed it to an obstruction in the inner brain 
or of the spinal fluid in it, or a leak of blood or other humour into it, or to the 
presence of certain toxins in the nerves. However, his clinical observations of 
the disorder were closer to the mark than his explanations of its essential 
causes. 

As regards epilepsy and hysteria, he saw in many cases a similarity be- 
tween the two, although: ‘Epilepsy entails a loss of reason while fits do not. If 
choking occurs, it aggravates the condition. Foaming at the mouth does not 
occur in the person suffering fits as it does in the epileptic.’ H e  gave a fd 
description of apoplexy, which he attributed to an obstruction in the inner 
brain or the flow of the sensory and motor spirit or to a blockage of the 
arteries and veins, which is clearly a sound deduction. He described the out- 
come of the disorder, which differed according to the severity of the condition 
and the nature of its causes, and distinguished between apoplexy and coma by 
pointing out that: ‘The coma victim gradually falls into a deep sleep and 
thereafter into coma whereas the apoplectic does this all at once.’ H e  also gave 
a detailed account of the symptoms of hemiplegia, describing the treatment he 
deemed appropriate since one should attend to the source of the nerve and 
not the paralysed limb itself. This mode of treatment was mentioned by Galen 
himself in his book D e  optimo medico cognoscendo (On Examining Physicians). He 
described facial palsy, providing both a diagnosis and prognosis, and dis- 
tinguished it from the facial paralysis that accompanies hemiplegia. H e  re- 
commended treatment by gargling and chewing. H e  also studied the different 
types of convulsion observed in children suffering from a high fever, distin- 
guishing between that and tetanus, vertigo, dizziness and nightmares and be- 
tween migraines and other types of headache while at the same time 
demonstrating his outstanding skills of description and treatment. 

O n  the recognition of symptoms heralding the onset of an illness, he says 
with great brevity that: 

34. Ibn Abi USaybi‘a, ‘Vin al-anbz’ ... , 9. cit., pp. 318-319. 
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5.9 Ibn Sins at the bedside of Princess Zubeida’s son, 
who was suffering from melancholy as a result of fahg in lore. 
From Guhir niaqde by Ki@mi ‘Afidi edited by Ahmet Suheyl, 

Istanbul, 1936 
0 Roland 2nd Sabrina M c h a u d  

People who have constant palpitations should take steps to ensure that they do 
not &e, and anyone who has regular nightmares and suffers from dizziness 
should be sure to purge the viscous humour so that he may not fall prey to 
epilepsy or apoplexy. Those who suffer greatly from convulsions should purge 
the phlegm, to avoid becoming hemiplegic. And if they have regular facial 
spasms, they should purify their brain so that it does not lead to facial palsy. If 
their faces and eyes often turn red, the tears flow and they shun light and have 
headaches, they should undergo blood-letting and purging in order to avoid 
delirium. If they are often inexplicably sad and anxious, then they should purge 
the hot humour in order to avoid melan~holy.’~~ 

Nevertheless, h ~ s  &verse and varied treatments and remedles were based on 
simple components and on what he could prepare using plants. H e  preferred 
prevention to treatment and natural rather than artificial means. 

35. Ibn Sing, al-@nzinji-l-&bb, I, p. 182. 
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Mental disorakrs and pgcbological treatment 

In his capacity as a philosopher and thinker before becoming an experimental 
scholar, Ibn S m  was particularly noted for his understanding and analysis of 
the soul, in which he was influenced by Plato and Aristotle on the one hand 
and by the Sufi religous schools on the other. In al-&hfin, he pointed to the 
relationshp between the soul and the body and included an elaborate piece in 
his Et& al-sh@‘ that is thought to be among the most detailed treatments of 
this subject ever written. H e  then summarized his theory in BtZb aLNqab and 
wrote a book on the mental faculties which abounds with insight into the 
rational soul and its conditions and includes an explanation of how the soul 
descends into the body and yearns to return to its original source.36 His 
interpretation of the soul had a remarkable influence on European 
philosophers, especially Bacon and Descartes, and it is not therefore surprising 
that he has gained such notoriety. The story is told that Princess Zubayda of 
the city of Rayy once summoned the great man to treat her young son, who 
was suffering from a chronic illness and whom no other physician had been 
able to cure. Ibn Sing took the sick boy to one side, feeling his pulse and 
discussing with him the names of cities and their quarters and fardies 
according to his experience, and what appears in hs books on love sickness 
until he identified the cause, which was the prince’s secret love for a girl. And 
when the union was made, the prince recovered from his illness, whch, 
according to Ibn Sins, proved the power of nature over mental obsession. H e  
treated this subject at length in al-Qinfin. H e  borrowed its basic principles from 
the Greek legac as mentioned above, and adapted them in the most 
remarkable way. 

H e  also made use of psychological treatments for non-organic ill- 
nesses, as can be seen in the story of the Buwayhid ruler who was suffering 
from a loss of black bile in its severest form since he imagined himself to 
be a cow that had to be slaughtered and was demanding that he be killed 
and his flesh cooked. H e  had already stopped eating and drinhg so that 
his condition had become much worse and no treatment had been of any 
use. Ibn Sing was therefore summoned to cure him even though he was 
busy with other things, gven that he was the chief vizier at that time. He 
quickly sent a message to his relatives saying that he was coming to kill the 
sick man as he had requested. H e  then went to his room armed with a 
knife and asked about the cow. The patient was languid and Ibn Sins or- 
dered that he be tied up. After examining his body closely, he said, ‘This 

3 7  

36. See A.N. Nxdir, an-Nds al-bashanha ‘ind Ibn h a ,  Beirut, 1982; and Ibn Sids Etzb al- 

37. Ibn Sin%, alQintSn fi-l-fibb, Part 11, p. 72. The diagnosis of lovesickness is ascribed to 
shfz’, 1909, Oxford University Press. 

Palladius and Aristotle. See Chapter 2, Note 9, ‘Aristotle, Galen and Palladius on Love’. 
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cow is not fit for slaughter because it is not fat enough‘ and he advised his 
relatives to fatten him up. And so the ruler began to eat so that his con- 
dition improved and the affhction of hs soul was cured with good food 
and the best of care.38 

This story undoubtedly illustrates a chronic delirious form of the black- 
bile disorder, which can today be associated with what is called Cotard’s 
syndrome.39 In hs treatment, Ibn Sing demonstrated the use of the now 
standard method of treatment in such cases of delirium, which advises in- 
dulgence of the patient’s fantasies so that they might later be convinced that 
the treatment is appropriate and gradually recover. Ibn Sing analysed black-bile 
disorders in great detail in al-&%nin although we see him describing the severe 
forms of this condition, particularly the delinous form, which deteriorates into 
mental confusion and which may occur in conjunction with certain schzo- 
phrenic dsorders that are diagnosed today although he always attributes the 
illness to natural causes. 

Ibn Sing also believed thatjinn played no part in this illness but, contrary 
to al-Kindi’s view, attributed it to natural phenomena only, which was a bold 
scientific position to take. 

Mental health, edgcation and ethics 

If al-Riizi saw temperament as being subject to the &sposition of the soul, 
then Ibn Sing saw the human body as being subordinate to thought and 
imagination despite hs great emphasis on the effect of the humours, which, 
according to him, were ten in number. H e  recommended moderating activity 
and wakefulness and time spent resting, working and sleeping, whch he 
often considered in some depth. H e  explained at great length the benefits of 
physical exercise to chddren, the young, the middle-aged and the old, 
illustrating the salutary effect it had on the preservation of one’s physical and 
mental health. H e  dealt with the advantages and &sadvantages of water and 
fresh air and the benefits of massage and bathing, which we would now call 
physiotherapy. H e  wrote about music and its beneficial effects, about a range 
of psychological treatment methods using recreation, reassurance and 
constructive suggestion in order to enhance the body’s constitution, about 
vices, virtues and nobhty of character and about chddren’s education from an 
early age ‘so that they might not be exposed to extremes of anger or fear nor 
sadness or insomnia.’ H e  was particularly concerned with children and their 

38. Al-Nizmi at-‘Afidi as-Samarqandi, GihZr Maqdeh, published by Muhammad Qazvini in 
Farsi, Leiden, 1919. See also Prof. Suheyl Unver, Istanbul Universitesi Yayimlarindan, Sayi, 
32. The story attributed to Ibn Sin2 is the seventh one in the book. 

39. The French doctor Cotard described Cotard’s syndrome in 1882 as delirium as a result of 
loss or emaciation that is present in cases of chronic depression. 
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physical, intellectual and emotional development4' and with respect for their 
individual personalities and aptitudes. 

Psychiatry and neurology during the Crusades 

PHYSICIANS OF THE ARAB EAST 
While Ibn Sin2 was travelling around Iran and KhuriisPn, the Fatimids were at 
the zenith of their power in Egypt, where their chef physician Abu-1-Hasan 
'Ah b. Ridwiin al-Misri (d. 461/1068) was a prominent figure. There was no 
one who established the ethics of the medical profession as he did. The 
sensitivity with which he examined patients, always insisting on knowing about 
their character, disposition and environment in order to discover the nature of 
their illness, was unrivalled. 

Ibn Ridw- believed in astrology and wrote a commentary on the four 
treatises of Ptolemy on the influence of the stars on Fierce academic 
debate raged between him and Ibn Bufliin since the former believed in the 
academic sources whde Ibn Bufliin was more concerned with the benefits of 
practical application. It was Ibn Bufliin who wrote the Tqwim al-.r$&, famous 
for its tables of the six necessary causes, in which he made a particularly 
detailed study of the effect of music on the psychologcal events of joy, anxiety 
and on reforming the soul's disposition 'since the rhythm of song is like poetic 
metre, and the melodies correspond to the humours and by such harmony are 
psychological disorders remedied .742 

CARE OF THE MENTALLY ILL IN HOSPITALS 
It was the great demand established by the Crusader wars that caused many 
of the hospitals to be built at the time of the Ayyubids and the Mamelukes in 
Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Iraq, the most famous being the great hospital 
founded in Damascus in 549/1154 by Nur al-Din b. Zangi. Special areas had 
already been set aside for the poor, in all hospitals. The waqf (religious 
endowment) register for the al-Nuri (or Old) Hospital in Aleppo reveals that 
insane people were each allocated two attendants, who undressed them every 
morning to bathe them in cold water, dressed them again in clean clothes, 
took them to prayers and to hear the reciting of the Qur'iin by a reciter of 
pleasing voice. They would then put them out in the open air and finally 

40. S.D. d-Khdidi, Ibn Sing wa-ri'gyat al-tufiila wa-1-umuma, d-Shaikh d-Ra'is Ibn Sing on 
the occasion of the millennium of his birth, Damascus, Usbcs'al-'(lm al-'(shrCSn, Macba'at d- 
Kitiib al-'Arabi, 1980, pp. 157-170. 

41. S. K. Hamarneh, Ta'cikh turzth.. ., op. tit, p. 295. 
42. Ibid., pp. 300-302. 
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allow them to listen to delightful voices and exquisite The same 
was true of the Ibn Tdiin Hospital in Egypt, founded in 260/873 and 
designed for all the sick, includmg the insane and those suffering from bile 
disorders. Sal& al-Din al-Ayyabi built the Nasiri Hospital, also in Cairo, in 
the middle of the seventhltwelfth century. The Andalusian traveller Ibn 
Jubayr said of it when he visited the city of Cairo in 578/1182, ‘Among the 
marvellous works of this sultan that we saw was the asylum in the city of 
Cairo, an extraordinarily beautiful and spacious palace,’ adding with regard to 
the mentally disturbed inmates 

that there was another open area inside c o n t q  cubicles with iron windows 
used for the mentally ill, who have people to check their condition on a daily 
basis and provide them with the care to improve their situation. And the sultan 
takes a great interest in all their cases and asks about them and gives a solemn 
promisk to care diligently for them.@ 

The famous al-Mansfin Hospital dates back to the Mameluke period and was 
built by Sultan Qaliikn in 676/1248 on the same architectural design as the al- 
Nun Hospital in Damascus, consisting of four sections, including one for 
mental patients, the reputation of which spread both east and west through the 
centuries.45 The Saljuq Turks had already begun to build the most magnificent 
and well-managed hospitals, an extraordmary number of which were in 
Anatolia and of which we may mention &e al-Qaysariyya Hospital built in 603/ 
1206, the hospital in Sivas built in 614/1217, and the hospitals in Aksehir and 
Erzurum and others in Konya and throughout Anatolia. The Sivas Hospital, 
bdt by sultan Kaykiiwus, was one of the most important and innovative 
institutions and was allocated abundant religious endowments (awqq) so that, 
according to the waqfregister, the most able, compassionate and experienced 
group of physicians might administer it. In all such hospitals, bands of players 
would come each day to entertain the patients with singing or music in order to 
alleviate their suffering and anxiety while those of them whose condition was 
improving would be left alone in an empty hall listening to moving melodies 
and stones. Those who were recuperating would remain apart from the others 
to be entertained by dancing, theatre and comedy plays. O n  being discharged 
from the hospital, each patient would be given five pieces of gold so that they 
would not immediately be forced to undertake any arduous work.46 

43. A. ‘Is% Bey, Ta’rikh a ~ - ~ m ~ ~ s t ~ n ~ t ~ - l - ~ ~ m ,  op. it., pp..224-229. 
44. A. ‘Is% Bey, ibid., 1939, pp. 71-78; and Riblat IbnJubqr (Journey of Ibn Jubair), Leiden, 

45. Ibid., pp. 78-83. See also: A. S. al-Sham, TZkh al-[ibb., ., op. cit., pp. 249-348. 
46. H. M. SaYd, Tibb and Tibbi Ins,ututions in Turkey, Bvceedings of the XXX International 

Congress ofthe Hstory ofMediine, Diisseldorf, 1986, pp. 21-26; also Hamdard Foundation, 
Nazimabad, Karachi. 

p. 51. 
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IMAM AL-GHAZALP AND HIS SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY AND 
MENTAL HEALTH 

At the height of the Crusades, there appeared a great religious figure in the 
person of Imiim al-Ghazdi (d. 505/1111), a founder and outstanding 
advocate of the Muslim schools of psychology. H e  was preceded in the 
field of psychology and ethics at that time by the physician and teacher Ibn 
Miskawayh (d. 420/1029), whose work reflected reality and the exigencies 
of life more closely than that of al-F&gbi and Ibn Sing. H e  made no 
distinction between the soul and the intellect but saw them as a single 
entity. The intellect was, in his view, a faculty and manifestation of the soul. 
His book Tahdhfb ai-akhkiq (Correction of Ethical Values) was translated 
into French by Professor M&ammad ‘Arkiin and published in Damascus 
in 1969. Ibn Miskawayh also had some illuminating things to say about the 
evolution of animals and the origin of humankind, which D& echoed 
some hundreds of years later. Al-Ghazdi spoke of the soul simultaneously 
in religio-philosophical terms but in the manner of an experienced scholar. 
H e  was concerned with the issues that now form the basis of modern 
psychology such as behavioural causes, natural impulses and habituation 
through learning and conditioning. H e  turned his attention to the degrees 
of strong responses like fear and anger and to those that are closer to the 
emotions like hope and love. H e  then compared all these responses with 
the behavioural impulses, showing the differences in how quickly a 
response is elicited depending on a person’s disposition, natural propensity 
and experience. 

H e  then dealt with acquired behaviour, methods of learning, the acqui- 
sition of good habits and the relinquishment of bad ones on the basis of the 
associative or conditioning theory, a whole eight centuries before Pavlov and 
Watson!’ Contemporary psychology differs little from al-Ghazdi in his un- 
derstanding of emotion and behavioural impulses to the extent that we can 
consider him a pioneer of educational and social psychology. 

Al-Ghazdi relied on his contemplation and examination of the depths 
of his own soul and analysed this self-awareness in his book entitled al- 
Manqidh min ul-&hi (The Deliverer from Error). H e  suffered from a deep 
depression, which he called g h a n a ~ ~ ~  a chronic anxiety such that the person 
afflicted almost dies before escaping it. Al-Ghazdi treated his condition by 
embarking on a ten-year journey throughout most of the countries of the 
East, although, on his return to Baghdad, his h e s s  quickly reappeared. His 
condition was an excellent opportunity for self-analysis, which is rarely 

47. E Mulpmmad ‘Ali al-H%jj, NQariyya al-fi‘l al-sha@ ‘ind al-Ghazdi, Riyadh, Convention on 

48. ‘U. Faxriikh, Tu’&h ul-‘z&m, op. cit., pp. 286-289. 
PycboLogy and /slam, Kulhyat al-Tarbiya, 1978, I, pp. 1-30, Treatise No. 11. 
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found elsewhere in history and is only rivalled by that of the African St. 
Augustine 700 years before.49 In ths we can consider al-Ghadi to be a 
pioneer of the modern school of phenomenology, whch is entirely reliant 
on this kind of self-awareness to understand the true nature of thngs. 

Al-Ghazdi devoted a quarter of hs work 4yZJ ‘.d,@~ al-diiz (The Revival 
of the Religous Sciences) to habit, in which he dscussed the ethical code of 
behaviour between human beings and their souls and other people. Since we 
consider many of our virtues and vices to be merely habits, a habit therefore 
becomes a means of education, which is of greater significance for the edu- 
cation of children and the instillation of good habits from an early age, indeed 
for the creation of a sound environment for them from infancy. In that, he is 
in keeping with modern psychologists. 

O n  actual mental disorders, al-Ghadi described treatments using hunger 
and preoccupation with some other all-consuming activity. In his book 
‘z&m al-ah, w e  find valuable research into such behavioural and psychological 
responses as fear, hatred, hope, envy, pride, anger and hostility. A loss of the 
proper balance or harmony between excess and deficiency causes mental ill- 
ness, which constitutes the politics of balance in its highest form. Al-Ghazdi 
also thought that ‘compassion and the treatment of the heart was one of the 
best and kindest treatments’, preferring a process of restriction in hs treat- 
ment of the stimuh, that is controlling the mind by suppression in the modern 
Freudian sense. The importance of al-Ghaz&s teachings thus became evident 
in the field of ethics and education and in the establishment of sound methods 
for preserving mental health.50 

Ismz‘il b. Y&yii, a native of Azarbayjiin, was a Jew who subsequently 
converted to Islam. H e  was particularly noted for his exceptional works on 
sexual matters, and his book Ni@at al-a&ibji ma ‘sht7rat al-abhib (The Pleasure 
of Friends in the Joy of Lovers) is thought to be a unique work of its hnd in 
this field because of its splendd details about all the sexual problems en- 
countered by both men and women and the psychologcal, physiologcal and 
social factors involved. It begins with the ethics of sexual relations and ends 
with the full range of related potency remedes, aphrodisiacs and salutary and 
cautionary advice.51 

Fakhr al-Din al-R%zi also made a significant contribution to psychology, 
especially in physiognomy, since his book on the subject is considered the 
most thorough and detailed work in &LIS field in the whole of M u s h  civili- 
zation. 

49. St. Augustine (AD 354-430), one of the most ilIusuious Church fathers originating from 

50. A. al-‘Uthm?in, ad-Dr&it an-na$&a ‘ind al-mtrslimin wa-l-Gha@ bi-wajhin kh&r, Cairo, 

51. L. Leclerc, histoire de b midcine arabe, Ed. Ernest Leroux, Paris, 1876, V, pp. 12-17. 

North Africa and particularly noted for his famous Confessions. 

Maktaba Wahba, 1981, pp. 186-187,220-266. 
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Prominent figures in psychosomatic medicine in the 
Maghrib and al-Andalus 

CENTRAL MAGHRIB 
hbdq b. ‘Umrdn, pioneer ofthe Qq-awdn school (end oftbe secondleighth and beginning 
of the third/ tenth centzq) 
In the Arab Maghrib during the time of the Aghlabids, Qayrawiin was a centre 
of learning and culture. Hospitals were first built in the capital and then in 
Sousse (%sa), Sfax (Safgqis) and Tunis. Charitable contributions were used to 
support the sick, including those suffering from black-bile dsorders and 
mental illness, and they were fed the most wholesome food and sweets on 
feast days5’ An outstanding medcal school flourished in Qayrawa, amongst 
the first administrators of which was Ishgq b. ‘Imriin, who had arrived from 
Baghdad in 274/887 at the invitation of the Aghlabid ruler Ibrh-m and had 
introduced the practice of medicine to the Maghrib. Ibn ‘Imriin was renowned 
for his high moral standards and his profound preoccupation with the 
principles of medcine and medical ethics, treating both rulers and commoners 
alike. His life was full of adventures and misfortunes but he wrote eleven 
works, of whch only his book on melancholy has survived. W e  have obtained 
a photocopy of the sole remaining manuscript kept in the Munich Library in 
Germany. The manuscript, numbered 805, runs to 78 pages and contains 2 
treatises. The first deals with the diagnosis of the illness and its causes in 
addtion to all its clinical manifestations. Ibn ‘Imriin used to say that Galen 
mentioned it briefly while Rufus of Ephesus confined hmself to its 
hypochondriacal form. Ibn ‘Imriin then addresses its underlying causes in 
terms of bad temper, an imbalance of the humours and a dsorder of the ‘six 
non-natural causes’ of health and illness. Next he refers to the cause arising 
from the loss of a loved one, recognized as aetio-pathogenic in the modern 
theory of psychoanalysis. H e  subsequently describes irrational fears as with the 
person who saw a group of black people coming to kill him and imagined that 
he had lost his head. Ibn ‘Imriin placed a cap made of lead on the patient’s 
head like a helmet so that it seemed to him that he had a head. The person 
who is afraid the sky wiU fall on his head should avoid walking under it. The 
person who pounces like a lion is described by Ibn ‘Imriin as having the 
predatory form of the illness in addtion to the hypochondriacal form, which 
is distinguished from the characteristic forms of the illness by fluid in the 
abdomen, the black bilious wind and so on. The author does not neglect to 
mention the occurrence of manic attacks either before or after the melancholy. 

PHYSICIANS AND SCHOLARS IN IFRIQIYA (TUNISIA) AND THE 

52. H. H. ‘Abd al-wahh%b, Waraqrit ‘an al-ba&ra al-‘Arab@a bi-I@qiyZ al-Tiniska (Papers on 
Arab Civilization in Tunisia), Tunis, 1965. 
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Modern medicine has confirmed such clinical reactions, which place 
melancholy within the category of what is known as manic-depressive 
psychosis, which is occasionally linked to epilepsy and is also pointed out by 
Ibn ‘Imrw. The second treatise is concerned with the various methods of 
treatment that w e  now know today and which can be set out as follows: 

Psychologcal treatment and care ‘in order to allay the patient’s fears 
through gentle words, games, kindness, music and walks in the open air, 
in forests and blossoming gardens.’ 
Treatment by feeding and diet in an attempt to readjust the six necessary 
causes. The author looks at how to prepare many different kinds of meals 
to ensure that they are always pleasant and wholesome. 
Treatment with bathmg, liniments and oils hke hseed and almond oil 
and mustard seed ointment, which were rubbed into the head or all over 
the body and which are in keeping with some of the physiotherapy 
treatments recommended today. 
Treatment with drugs and remedes either for a more holistic treatment 
or for specific treatments of every kind of illness. These included elec- 
tuaries and powders to fortify the heart and revive the soul, laxatives and 
preparations from myrobalan, fumitory, scammony and opium, which 
was used until recently in the treatment of melancholy under the name 
Laudanum of Sydenham. 

From our research, it seems that Ibn ‘Imrgn described in general terms all the 
simple and complex states of depression in addtion to the complications now 
recognized like delirium and mental confusion without recourse to such 
superstitions as jinn and devil-possession. In fact, his analysis was both 
scientific and logical and was entirely based on experience and natural 
phenomena. Nor did he once mention the word suicide since the society of 
the time categorically forbade people to despair of the mercy of God and seek a 
solution in this forbidden act. Ultimately, we can only wonder whether patients 
in our modern age of doctors and specialists sull receive the same attention as 
Ibn ‘Imrgn gave to his patients. Unfortunately, the answer is a resoundmg 

The medical school in Qayrawgn continued to excel after Ibn ‘Imrgn 
under the auspices of a group of outstanding scholars, the most important of 
whom are listed below. 

53. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, al-anba’. . ., op. cit., p. 478. See also: S. Ammar, Hawla maqdat Is@¶ 
b. ‘Imrgn fi-l-mi$inkhdiy& (On the Treatise of Ishgq b. ‘Imrw on Melancholy), Kuwait, 
Behminary Boceedings ofthe Rrst Confence on Muslim Mediche, Ministry of Health, 1981, 
pp. 171-180; and S. Ammar, fin Omrane in midecim et midecine de l’hlaam, Paris, Ed. Tougui, 
pp. 216-222. 
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AbGJayar Ahmad b. aL-jaz@r (d. 370/980) 

In 1984, a world conference was convened in Tunis to celebrate the 
mdlennium of his death. A comprehensive volume about the life of Ibn al- 
Jaaaiir and his medical and literary works, which ran to more than forty 
titles, was published for the occasion by the National Council of Tunisian 
Culture.54 One of hs books, ZZd al-mas@r (The Traveller’s Viaticum), was 
translated into Greek during the author’s lifetime and then into Latin by 
Constantine the African and continued to be used for the purposes of 
teaching and treatment in Europe up to the time of Napoleon Bonaparte.55 
The first part of the book, consisting of twenty-five chapters, deals with 
illnesses relating to the head. As a result of a study made of the book at 
the time of the conference, w e  found that the author provided explanations 
of headaches, migraines, delusion, vertigo, delirium, various states of 
drunkenness, epilepsy, carnal love, hemiplegia, convulsions, tetanus, 
tremors and torpor, quoting earlier physicians and adding the findings of 
his own experiments. Ibn al-Jazziir’s particular theories included a reluctance 
to use blood-letting, and a preference for single remehes as opposed to 
compounds, for which he was thought to be one of the greatest 
pharmacologsts. He believed in the sound interaction between the body and 
the soul and wrote a treatise on the soul and on the differing opinions held by 
the early scholars in that regard. Ibn al-Jazziir is thought to be the greatest 
scholar of his time in the Arab Maghrib and among the most prominent 
M u s h  scholars of all times. 

Algeeridn pLysi&ans 

During Ibn al-Jazziir’s lifetime, many physicians became notable in the central 
Maghrib in what is now known as Algeria. There was ‘Ab b. Muhammad, a 
native of ‘Anniiba and ‘theologian of the body’ @qTh al-buhrz), as he was 
known at the time, meaning that he drew together knowledge of the soul, the 
body and ethics, ‘Abdulliih b. al-Wahriini, a native of Oran (Wahriin), at the 
beginning of the fifth/eleventh century, and particularly the physician Acsam 
al-Sidriiti. All excelled in the treatment of both the mind and the body. W e  
should also mention Abu-l-Salt Ummaya al-Andalusi, born in 461/1068 in 
Denia (Diiniya) of al-Andalus, a brilhant poet, physician, engineer and 
musician, who travelled extensively in the Arab East where he became 

54. S. Ammar, Khib Afyyat Ibn al-jaxxzr, published by the National Council for Tunisian 
Culture, al-Matba‘a al-Rasmiyya, 1987, pp. 95-185. 

55. There was a priceless Latin copy of this book in Napoleon Bonaparte’s possession, which 
is now kept at the Bibliothtque Nationale in Paris under No. 2239. See A. Ibn Mikid, al- 
pbb al-cArabiat-Ti%irf, Tunis, Sharika Dimitir, 1980, p. 58. 
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famous. H e  died in Mahdiyya and was buried in Monastir (Munastir) in Ifriqiya 
in 529/1134. H e  wrote books on logic and terminology, in which he looked at 
exercising the mind and different remedies according to the humours, moods 
and environmental elements. 56 

Be al-fiqilh fami4 and the medical school in Tanis 
After the period marked by the pre-eminence of the centre of learning in 
Qayrawgn, medcal practice in Ifriqiya was dominated by the famous al-Siqjlli 
family of physicians from the end of the fourth/tenth century to the end of 
the ninth/fifteenth century, particularly during the time of the flourishing 
Hafsid dynasty. These physicians, including Ahmad al-Siqdli and Muhammad 
b. ‘Uthman al-Siqilh, excelled in medical research and practice. The latter 
examined wakefulness, sleep, dreams, fear, nightmares and delusion in his 
work al-MzkhtaSar al$% (Persian C~mpendium)~~ and treated epilepsy 
together with fits or hysteria. H e  would use scents and vapours for their 
convulsive forms and electric shocks from the torpedo fish for the paralytic 
forms. The physicians of the al-Siqdli family treated all patients holistically so 
that, to this day, the following remarkable expression is associated with them 
in popular Tunisian culture, ‘0 Physician of the al-Siqjlli, cure m e  completely 
(i.e. in mind and body).’ 

SCHOLARS OF THE GOLDEN AGE IN THE FAR MAGHRIB AND 
AL-ANDALUS 
O n  the western edge of the Muslim empire, Andalusian civilization emerged at 
the begnning of the third/ninth century and started to flourish in the fourth/ 
tenth and fifth/eleventh century, reaching its zenith during the sixth/twelfth 
century. This century was known as the Age of Enhghtenment, during which 
al-Andalus produced some brilliant scholars, particularly in medicine, astron- 
omy, botany, phdosophy, psychology and physics. W e  find, for example, the 
vizier, Ibn al-Wafid al-Lakhmi (d. 461/1068), discussing the links between food 
and exercise and between bathin and remedies with a view to fortifying the 
body and relaxing the mind. W e  also see the famous surgeon and 
pharmacologist, Abu-l-Qgsim al-Zahriiwi (d. 529/1013), talking of ethics and 
education alongside manual labour and pharmaceutical treatment. In his book 
al-Tqnyli-man ‘@?a ‘an al-ta’lf(Help for Those Unable to Compose), w e  find 
valuable new information about surgery and various surgical instruments, of 
which he was an unrivalled practitioner. H e  discussed brain surgery in some 

55 

56. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘ygn al-anb2’ ..., op. cit., pp. 501-514. 
57. A. Ibn Mikid, al-pbb al-‘ArabT al-Tinisi, @.,I&., pp. 353-354. 
58. S. K. Hamameh, Medicine and Phamav through the Ages, pp. 353-354. 
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detail, describing the parts of the brain, how to make a hole in the skull using a 
special drill and closing it up again in a way that has not changed significantly 
since that time.59 H e  also described the neurological and psychological 
complications resulting from the bruising and fractunng of the skull and spinal 
column and is therefore thought to be one of the first surgeons to have 
established the basic practicalities of neurosurgery." In the second treatise of 
his book, he addressed the fundamental principles of education and the 
concepts of nature and nurture in children, the difficulty or ease of educating 
children dependmg on their natural abilities and the use of fear and sanction 
alongside guidance and instruction since 'nothtng useful will be achieved with 
them through anger and coercion.' W e  should also mention that al-Zahriiwi 
touches on issues in his work that are now pertinent to modern comparative 
psychology. '' 

The outstanding historian and man of letters, vizier and poet-philoso- 
pher, AbG b a d  b. Hazm (d.457/1063), was a friend of al-Zahriiwi and 
himself wrote about psychology, the nature of the humours and behaviour 
while at the same time being influenced by natural factors and by ideas from 
the divine rebons, including the possibility that epileptics were possessed by 
devils.62 In his book fiwq ai-hamima (The Dove's Neckring), he examines the 
phenomena of love and passion and the subsequent debilitation and emacia- 
tion. In cases of depression, he points to the effect of the black-bile humour 
as the cause of illness because 'the disturbance becomes rooted in the brain 
where cognizance is destroyed and the damage takes 

Ibn Ham also wrote a treatise on psychiatric medicine, moral correction 
and renunciation of the vices, which demonstrates the extent of his interest in 
the various manifestations of psychological conditions. 

Another family of learned scholars also came to the fore in that region, 
the Ibn Zuhr al-Iyiidi family, who originated from a tribe of noble descent in 
the Arabian peninsula and who dominated the field of learning, especially 
medicine, for nearly two centuries. W e  may mention in particular Abu-l-'Alii' 
b. Zuhr (d. 530/1135), who wrote the book entitled Miamahit ai-kbawZg 
(Properties which have been Tried), in which he dealt with holistic and specific 
treatments using food, natural remedies and astrology, and J Z d  ai-amir 
(Compilation of Secrets), which attached particular importance to bathtng, 

59. J. M .  Izquierdo, J. M .  Coca and Coll., Contribution of the Islamic Surgeon Abulcassis to 
Neuro-Surgery in Islamic Medicine, Kuwait, Boceednngs oftbe first International C0np.u in 
&numy 7981, Chapter 111, pp. 19S198. 

60. J. M .  Izquierdo, J. M .  Coca and Coll., ibid. 
61. S. K. Hamameh, &qr& op. czt.., pp. 334-339. 
62. S. K. Hamarnek, ibid., pp. 352-353; Ibn Hazm, al-fil j-l-mihl j-l-abwZ' wa-l-nibal, 

Baghdad, Maktabat al-Mutanabbi, 2, p. 13. 
63. Ibn Ham, Tawq al-bamrima, Tunis, ad-D%r a.-Tiinisiya li-l-Nashr, 1986, pp. 196-199. 
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physical exercise and the effect that these activities had on both physical and 
mental health.64 Among the most prominent members of the family was Abii 
Mamiin b. ‘Abd al-Malik b. Zuhr or Avenzoar (d. 558/1162), one of the 
greatest clinical physicians known to Muslim civhzation. His reputation sur- 
vived for hundreds of years in Europe, because his most important works 
were translated into Hebrew and Latin, includmg al- Ey.rfr j-l-mud&d wa-l- 
tadbfr (Facilitation of Treatment and Management), whch he gave to his 
friend, the great Ibn Rushd (Averroes) as a supplement to hs book al-&ll&yat 
(Generahties). In the first chapter of al-Tqsir, there is an excellent study of 
head ailments as caused by the humours, of soft tissue tumours either on or 
under the skull, disorders of the various part.s of the brain like epilepsy, 
apoplexy, thrombosis, apathy, lethargy, hot and cold delirium, madness, ver- 
tigo, headaches, migraines, tremors, convulsions and cerebral diseases and 
oedema.65 In thls book and also in Etzb al-Zqti;Zd li-i;Lih al-a+.r wa-l-djzd 
(Saving Time in Reforming the Body and Soul), Ibn Zuhr reveals his belief in 
the integrity of the body and soul in health and sickness when he says that, ‘If 
physiological medicine requires great perception, then psychiatric medicine 
requires it even more.’ 

Other great men of wisdom, philosophy and medcine also advanced the 
boundaries of science and learning, particularly in the West, most notably Ibn 
Bnjja (Avempace), Ibn Tufayl (Aventofal) and Ibn Rushd (Averroes). Ibn Bnjja 
(d. 534/1139) was one of the greatest Arab-Islamic scholars, whose genius was 
recognized early. H e  wrote the famous work Edbfr al-mutawahhid (Rule for the 
Solitary), the book &f&il aLcql bi-l-insan (Link between the Mind and the 
Person), a commentary on Aristotle’s work on the natural sciences and EtZb al- 
kakamj-k-mixg bimi huwa tibbf(Medical Opinion on the Temperament). Ibn Bnj ja, 
who died young, was outstanding in the fields of medical practice, astronomy 
and philosophy and a magnificent encyclopedst. Abii Bakr b. Tufayl (d. 581/ 
1 185) was vizier to the Almohad Sultan, Abu Ya‘qub al-Mansiir, up until the time 
of his death and was one of the greatest scholars of his time. H e  wrote the 
celebrated book entitled &~y b. Eq@n and was noted for hs mental a@ty in 
philosophy and medicine but particularly for his pioneering research into the 
function of the organs and the digestive tract and the physical and mental de- 
velopment of children. H e  also expounded the idea hundreds of years before 

64. Ibn Abi USaybi‘a, ‘uyun al anba’. . ., op. it., pp. 517-519. 
65. Ibn Abi Qaybi‘a, ‘yun a/-anW. .., op. it., 1965, pp. 519-521. See also Aba Mamiin ‘Abd 

al-Malik, Ibn Zuhr, al-Zysfrj-l-mu&w2t wa-/-tad&, Damascus, 2 vols., ed. M. Khouri; and 
Ibn Zuhr, published on the occasion of his millennium, Aleppo, Ma‘had al-Turiith al-‘Ilmi, 
1972; G. Colin, Avenroar, sa vie et ses a w e s ,  Paris, Ed. Ernest Leroux, 1911, pp. 75-144, 
155-166. 
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Darwin that life evolved through reproduction and progressive develop- 
ment. Ibn Tufayl was a close friend of Abu-1-Walid b. Rushd or Averroes 
(d. 595/1198), the audacious philosopher and theologian and ingenious 
physician astronomer, who opened philosophy up to Europe. O n  the soul, 
he wrote Tab@t al-tab@t (The Incoherence of the Incoherence) as a 
refutation of al-Ghazdi, a commentary on Aristotle’s Met&y.rica and treatises 
on the link between reason and humankind. O n  medicine, we may mention 
his commentary on Ibn SinB’s UqiZa and his abridged version of Galen’s work 
on the natural faculties and disposition, two treatises on the moderate 
disposition and especially his al-fih‘jyy&ji-l-&bb. H e  provided an excellent study 
of the subject of health and illness and made a thorough examination of brain 
disorders, particularly their melancholic manifestations and lsorders of the 
political faculty, of which he said that, ‘The process of imagining, thinking and 
remembering, whenever it occurs, takes place only in the brain.767 During the 
seventh/thirteenth century after the emergence of the al-Siqilli family in Tunis 
and as the period of decline began to take hold of the entire Muslim empire, 
the Arab Maghrib produced the great encyclopedist and pioneer of sociology, 
‘Abd al-Ralyn%n b. Khaldun (d. 809/1406), who was born in Tunis and died 
in Cairo. H e  was the founder of the science of history and of sociology, 
believing in the power of nurture over nature and suggesting that the source 
of reason lies in what can be acquired through the senses and that all rational 
and non-rational animals share this sensory perception. Human beings are 
distinpshed by their abhty to perceive all things that are beyond such sensory 
acquisition. This interpretation can almost be considered the basis of the 
modern school of gestalt psychology.68 Ibn Khaldiin also wrote about 
astrology and magic and about the vices of the soul and the moral guidance w e  
need, about behaviour, character, habituation and the distinctive character- 
istics of human civhzation. H e  established the basis of environmentalism and 
sociology, which has greatly enhanced human understanding. 

66 

Summary of the achevements of the Golden Age 
The following briefly summarizes the contribution made by Arab-Islamic 
scholars during their Golden Age to the body of knowledge and under- 
standing in the field of psychiatry and neurology and to the efficiency and 
highly ethical administration of the hospitals and asylums. It also addresses 
their contribution to post-examination diagnosis and to the treatment of 

66. A. S. d-Shaw, Ti&h al+bb ..., op. it., pp. 300-400. 
67. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘y#n al-anbi’ ..., op. it., pp. 530-533; Ibn Rushd, Etib aL-fill&it, 

Central Council for Research into Greek Medicine, Ministry of Health, Recreation and the 
Family, New Delhi, first edition, 1984, pp.237-241, 155-162, 17G173. 

68. F. al-Dabbgh, Mqaddimaafi ‘ilm al-naj.., Iraq, Mosul University, 1983, p. 13. 
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patients in terms of medical practice and theory, in whch they relied heavily 
on the expertise of their Indian, Persian, Syriac, Chmese, Byzantine and Greek 
forebears. 

They fluctuated through time and space between the natural theories of 
the Greek scholars before and after Socrates, the teachings of Galen and the 
physicians of the Alexandrian and Byzantine schools on the one hand and the 
principles and regulations of Muslim religious law (shul;T'a) on the other. They 
sought to draw on the most profound Muslim ideas that would lead to ad- 
vancement and harmony and on the religious sources and teachings that were 
in keeping with universal health. However, were it not for fear of the pious 
fanatics, there would have been a much broader and more thorough scientific 
contribution from the likes of al-Zahr%wi, al-R%ai, 'Ah b. al-'Abbas, Ibn al- 
Jazz&, Ibn Zuhr, Ibn Sina, al-Baghdad and Ibn Rushd. Nevertheless, they did 
make.sipficant advances in clinical melcine and in the diagnosis and treat- 
ment of neurological and psychiatric disorders in particular. Arab-Islamic 
physicians, although indebted to the thinking of those who went before, often 
looked at them critically when necessary, preferring to use the senses, ex- 
perimentation and reason rather than rely on the books of the ancients and 
their tradtional outlook. 

Muslim physicians gave prominence to the nature of the spirit, the soul, 
the intellect and the body in their practical interpretations and identified the 
dangers of alcohol in all its forms, particularly al-Zahriiwi and al-Riizi, who 
wrote a book, Emum$' al-shurcib (On the Uses of Wine). Most of them also 
outlawed the use of alcohol for treatment and pointed out the disadvantages 
of hushzTh. The jurisprudent Ibn Taymiyya described hdshTsh in his treatise as 
being 'more iniquitous, more pernicious and more detrimental to the in- 
&vidual and to society than alcohol.'69 Their innovative treatments relied on 
educated guesswork and great expertise as attested by many stories and anec- 
dotes that exist in this respect. 

Their proficiency in medical treatments was also due to their deep un- 
derstanding of pharmacology and botany with their pharmacologcal pre- 
parations being remarkably diverse, especially for disorders relating to the 
head. They became experts in the use of cooked foods, infusions, decoctions, 
seeds and husks, gargarisms, draughts, perfumes and essences. To induce 
sleep, they used coriander and poppy (AbS-l-Nuwm, the father of sleep); to 
calm the nerves and humours, they employed belladonna, scammony and 
hyoscyamine; for headaches, boswelha, mountain mint and Phoenician juni- 
per; and for many psychosomatic convulsive disorders, coriander, caraway, 
cumin, citronella, rose and lemon juice. They also used foods and remedes for 
aphrodisiac purposes and for nerve stimulation and highlighted the benefits of 
mental purging, stimulating the imagination, relaxation, exercise and bathing 

69. A. S. al-ShaM, Z%kh aL-&bb.. ., op. cit., p. 435. 
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with various salves and ointments for all parts of the body.70 Generally they 
preferred to use simple remeQes rather than compounds, foods rather than 
drugs and prevention rather than cure of an already existing illness. They 
excelled for the most part in their attention to the preservation of mental 
health by maintaining the balance between the 'six non-natural causes'. 

W e  know that most Arab-Islamic scholars were encyclopedists, who 
never neglected to deal with spiritual and psychological aspects in their 
works. W e  may consider for instance the mathematician-astronomer al- 
Hasan b. Haytham in Egypt (d. 430/1038) as a pioneer of ophthalmology 
through examination and evaluation in accordance with modern scientific 
methodology, who wrote about both the body and the mind in his TqTm 
{ini'at al-[ibb (Assessment of Medical Practice) and about the effect of 
music on animals. In Persia and India, we see the great encylcopedist Abu 
Rayhgn al-Bmni (d. 443/1051) writing about the integration and separation 
of the spirit and the body. The German orientahst Sachau considered him 
one of the greatest minds to have appeared in history.71 Al-Birtini dealt 
with the hidden, sub-conscious desires in dreams, with magq with the 
effect of musical rhythm on inducing sleep and the effect of the environ- 
ment on behaviour, with control by the conscience or super-ego over the 
mind's desires and with the corruption of morality, whch exists only on the 
basis of virtue and not by malice or vice nor by strugghg in a sea of 
darkness .72 

Islam is a religion of invocation and prayer that has produced the miracle 
of the Qur'~ in order to comfort the mind and the soul. It is not surprising 
therefore that its recitation was used extensively to console the sick and that 
gatherings for dhikr and Jam2 were of maximum benefit to many cases of 
mental and neurological disorders. Muslim physicians were experts at con- 
soling the sick, especially the insane or depressed, using various forms of 
musical entertainment and song. They demonstrated that the effect of music 
vaned according to mood, Qsposition, the type and severity of the illness and 
depended on rhythm, cadence, melody, harmony, key and tone in addition to 
the volume, speed of playing and type of instrument. 

Music was also used in a most astonishing way in the treatment of many 
psychosomatic illnesses and even in purely organic disorders. Those who be- 

70. M. KIimil Husayn, ffiib al-MqaXfi ta 'ekh al-hbb wa al-jqdala C d  al- 'Arab, al-Munazzama 
al-'Arabiya li-1-Tarbiya wa-1-Thaqafa wa-l-'ulfim, pp. 408-417. See also: G. C. Anawiiti, 
Ta'rikh al-,raydafu wa-l- 'aq@ir$-l- 'ahd al-qabm wa-l-'ahd al-wasit, Cairo, Dar al-Ma'&riYif, 1959. 

71. H. M. Sdd, Al-Eeni Commemorative HL.me, Karachi, Hamdard Academy, The Times 
Press, 1979, p. 774. 

72. G. Koptagel-Ilal and A. Kanzancigd, Historical Backgrounds of Scientific Thinking and the 
Concept of Psychosomatic Medicine in the Middle East, Proceedings oftbe 13th Ewopean 
Conference on Pycbosomatic Research, Istanbul, 1981, pp. 23-25. 
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lieve in musical treatments in the modern age have acknowledged the con- 
tribution made centuries ago by Muslim scholars in ths field.73 

The arrival of Arab-Islamic science in the West 
The beginning of the fifthleleventh century marked the start of a definite 
period of East-West transition and translation from Arabic into Latin, Hebrew 
or even Greek, of works in a number of sciences, including medicine and 
psychology. The Arabs had already come into contact with the West in three 
different areas, during the Crusades, through the Salerno school in Sicily and 
through Toledo in Spain. In short, the most important clinical discoveries and 
methods of treatment, including most of those relating to psychiatric and 
neurological illnesses and psychosomatic medlcine, rapidly reached the 
universities of Europe, where the period of translation and transition lasted 
until the end of the thirteenth century whde the process of printing, publishmg 
and teaching continued to rely on these Arabic sources unul the seventeenth 
century and beyond. 

The West thus assimilated a great deal of theory, experience, interpreta- 
tion and explanation from the Arabs in the field of neurological and psychatric 
medicine in a clear and tangible form, sometimes consciously and deliberately 
and at other times subliminally. Europe borrowed from the Muslim physicians 
many simple remedies and plants used in the treatment of melancholy, con- 
vulsions and various disorders including the poppy for insomnia and pain, 
ambergris, cloves, mustard seed and ben-oils to enhance the power of the 
brain and clear the mind, campion for paralysis, epilepsy, confusion and tre- 
mors, agaric, rhubarb and black hellebore for headaches, migraines and other 
aches, oil of absinthe to prevent intoxication, saffron and sesame for im- 
proving the memory and sharpening the wits.74 

The West’s most important borrowing in the field of psychiatry was the 
management of hospitals, particularly with regard to their archtectural layout 
either with separate sections for the insane or their own self-contained institu- 
tions. The assimilation took place fKst and foremost via Andalusia and the 
Turks. Historians have supported the view that the brothers of St. John of God 
in Spain set up the first mental asylum in Valencia75 in the fifteenth century 
based on the Andalusian hospitals, particularly the one in Granada at that time. 
Five other hospitals were built for dxs purpose during that century based on the 
same Arab model on the orders of Maria de’ Medici. Finally, the design reached 

73. A. S. al-Sha@, Erilkh al-.bbb.. ., op. cit., pp. 424-426. 
74. Anawiiti, Ta’rilkh al-pydala.. ., op. Lit., 1959, p. 61 in particular. 
75. M. Desruelles and H. Bersot, ‘L‘assistance aux ali6ni.s chez les Arabes du VI11 e au XI1 e 

sikcles’, Annales midicopycbologiqueJ (Paris), 215, December 1938, pp. 689-709 and parti- 
cularly pp. 704-708. 
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France, where, in 1601, the famous Charenton Hospice was built and where it 
remains to this day as a specialist centre for mental illnesses.76 

W e  also know that the two lions adorning the entrance to the 
Queen’s Pavillon in the Alhambra in Granada were originally from the 
entrance to a larger hospital in the former Arab city, as confirmed by the 
director of the Granada Museum on the basis of historical documentation. 
In his treatise on insanity, the great French psychatrist Phdippe Pine1 re- 
ferred to the many wonders of the hospital at Saragossa (Saraqusta), 
where a variety of treatments were developed, including workmg on 
nearby a ricultural land, which was based on tradtional Andalusian Arab 
practice. 

In the nineteenth century, the French physician, Moreau of Tours was 
struck by the organization of the hospital in Istanbul, bdt in 875/1470 at 
the time of Mehmed the Conqueror when the Ottoman dynasty was han- 
ded the torch of M u s h  civdization following the sackmg of Baghdad by 
the Mongols and the efforts of the Safavids in Iran and the Mughals in 
India to hoist the banner of Islam. W e  are also reminded that, for hun- 
dreds of years in Europe up to the eighteenth century, mental patients 
lanpshed in prisons in severe torment because insanity was normally at- 
tributed to the work of devils, with some patients being burned at the 
stake as sorcerers and others being chained up in cells where they remained 
like animals under the lash of the whip unul such time as they met their 
inevitable end. 

a 

Periods of enhghtenment and decline 
THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE 

After the Saljuq period, during which at least fifteen hospitals were built in 
Anatolia alone, the Ottomans emerged to raise the banner of Islam in both the 
East and West. In the field of medicine alone, Tahar Bor~alt~~ has identified 
eighty-six prominent physicians and fifty important medical works from the 
time of the conquest of Istanbul up to the establishment of the Turktsh 
Academy in 1927. W e  are greatly indebted to both the late Dr. Abdul Haq 
Adni%n Adiwar and the late Professor Suheil Unver for their studies of thls 
glorious period of Muslim civilization, most of the treasures of wlvch are now 
kept in the Institute of Medical History in Istanbul. 

76. M. Desruelles and H. Bersot, ibid. 
77. D. Moussaoui, in A m a h  mi&co$&ohgipeJ (Paris), 1938, / 8, 1980, pp. 267-279. 
78. H. M. Said, Tibb and Tibbi Institutions in Turkey, Boceedings ..., op. d., pp. 7-8. 
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Ph_ysikans and their works 

The most prominent physician to have appeared at the beginning of h s  
period was Hajj Pasha of Konya who &ed in 820/1417 and who wrote the 
famous book entitled a/-AsqZm ji dawZ al-&m (Chapters on the Treatment 
of Pain), which comprehensively covers the treatment of both mind and 
body. H e  also wrote Etb al-JacZaL wa-muntakhab al-shfi' (The Book of 
Happiness and Compendium of Healing) and Et& al-Z'h (Teaching 
Manual). The most important of these works were translated into Turkish. 
In 1437; Mu'min b. Muqbil wrote al-Dhakhzrd al-MurZ@a (The Treasure of 
al-MurSd), in which he dealt in great detail with illnesses relating to the 
head, brain, eyes and stomach.79 Arabic terminology replaced its Turkish 
equivalent as seen in other books such as Tubfat al-MurZdi wajard name al- 
khni (The Gift of al-MurSd) (868/1463) by the great surgeon Sheref 
Eddme Sabunjoglii,80 who followed in the footsteps of al-Zahriiwi and even 
surpassed him on occasion, especially in brain, skull and neurosurgery and 
also in his book Myurrab name (Experiment). Mention may also be made of 
the book by Yadghari b. Sherif, who was well known amongst the popular 
classes and who studied the effects of environment and habitat on both 
mental and physical health.81 In K%a@'in al-sa'Zdz (Stores of Happiness) 
(865/1460) by Ashraf b. Mabud can be found a detaded description of the 
basic principles of mental health dependent, in hs opinion, on four 
elements, the first being the body, the second, behaviour (or morality), the 
third, awareness of one's surroundings and the fourth, love. Other 
magnificent works appeared during the time of Sultan Sulaymiin the Law- 
Giver (or the Magnificent) like Man@' ahas (Benefits to Humanhd) by 
MaJpiid Qismumizd, the QZmgs a/-bikma wa-l-tibb (Dictionary of Wisdom 
and Mehcine) and other compilations that never ignored the psychologd 
aspects of the subject.82 

The book Edhkirat ~Fl-albZb (Most Deserving of Hearts) by Diidd al- 
Aqiki (951-1008/1544-1599),83 thought to be among the greatest Arab- 
Islamic physicians during the period of decline, must also be included in this 
valuable collection. H e  was unparalleled in hs wisdom to the extent that he 
became known as the Kppocrates of his time, since he was well versed in the 
Greek language. Al-Edbkira is a comprehensive work on psychosomatic 
medicine, runs to 700 pages in its Arabic version and contains about 1,700 

79. H. M. SaYd, Tibb and Tibbi Institutions in Turkey, A-oceedings.. ., op. cit., pp. 9-10. 
80. Bid.., p. 11. 
81. Ibid., p. 12. 
82. Ibid., pp. 12-13; G. Koptagel-Ilal and A, Kanzancigd, ffistorical Background.. ., op. it., 

83. H. M. Siiid, Tibb and Tibbi Institutions in Turkey, Boceedings.. ., op. it., p. 13. 
pp. 28-29. 
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treatments. It remained a reference work in most Arab-Islamic countries until 
the end of the nineteenth century. There were also the NumzZdbhaj al-tibb 
(Paradigm of Medicine) by the physician Emir Celebi, chief physician to the 
court of Sultan Muriid lV, and the‘book entitled Ghqaat ul-bcyZnJ;tudhr budn al- 
ins& (Complete Guide to the Maintenance of the Human Body) by Si%@ b. 
Nasr All& b. Salliirn al-Halabi (d. 108/1670), who relied on the chemical 
interpretations to be found particularly in the teachings of the Swiss physician 
Paracelsus (1493-1541). W e  may also mention the LiJ& al-a&bZ’ (The 
Language of Physicians) by Husayn Haerfen and the medical dictionary 
(1081/1670) of Hakim w a d  b. I b r W ,  whose reputation spread 
throughout In&a during the time of the great Sultan Shiih JihM. 

In Ehib Esda al-saw&’ al-marZqiga (Treatise on Hypochondria), written 
by Hay& ZIid Mustafii Fa’izi in the seventeenth century on the orders of 
Sultan Mehmed IVY we find a detailed description of the symptoms of hy- 
pochondria that occur in the body, particularly in the abdomen. The author 
subsequently influenced some of the modern European teachmg on this 
subject.84 W e  must also mention the Mucn$z name (Knowledge) written by the 
Sufi scholar, I b r b  Ha&-, in 1754. H e  was a native of Erzurum and gave 
great prominence to the balance between a person’s mind, body and their 
 surrounding^.^^ In the book written by ‘AbbPs Wasim86 entitled BsatG- al- 
Pasim j-l-hbb aljadd wa-l-qadm OJVas-m’s Canon of Modern and Ancient 
Medicine), certain Western theories on the chemical factors relating to cog- 
nitive, emotional and sensory disorders were quite apparent. During that same 
century, the physician Jurq Ziid Effendi’’ gave some very precise details about 
how to preserve the health of children, particularly through music and the 
various musical modes. The Rdfd mode was thought to be beneficial in the 
treatment of meningitis and convulsions, the ISfabZn mode was thought to be 
instrumental in sharpening one’s wits and stimulating the heart, the fdi&i~ 
mode was important for urine retention in children and as a sexual stimulant 
for the middle-aged and for fortifying the voice and body. The ‘Ubsb* mode 
benefited wind and insomnia in children while the HasainTmode was good for 
anxiety, inflammation of the liver, heart and cognitive disorders, all of which 
demonstrate the extent of those physicians’ expertise in treating with the ut- 
most care the fd range of conditions in people of all ages. Ottoman physi- 
cians were also ex erts in the treatment of lovesickness by using particular 
seeds and pastes.“’The callgrapher Muhsin ZIid ‘Abdd& provided some 
excellent descriptions of ths illness in his book on the subject in 1264/1847. 

84. H.M. Said, Tibb and Tibbi Institutions in Turkey, R-oceedz’ngs.. ., @.d. 
85. Ibid. 
86. Ibid., p. 30. 
87. Ibid., p. 27. 
88. Ibid. 
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His preparations contained sixteen elements according to one’s yearning, 
which gradually increased in price from 1 &ham for a mere fancy to 2 dir- 
hams for elegance and so on up to 16 dirhams covering charm, modesty, 
cleanliness, tenderness, affection, kindness and the other beautiful attributes 
that are good for the souls of lovers so that their sickness might thereby be 
cured.89 

HoJpitals 

There were also some famous hospitals during the Ottoman period, amongst 
which one can mention the hospital at Amassia, which was founded in 708/ 
1308 and where the surgeon Sheref Eddine Sabunjoglu practised and where 
psychological and neurological illnesses were treated.9o The first Ottoman 
Em&stZn in Anatolia was the D& al-Jb$i’ of Yildirim in Bursa. When Bursa 
was conquered by the Ottomans in 726/1306, it had no hospital. The first 
Ottoman sultans (Sultiin Orkhiin, Muriid I, and Yildirim Biiyazid) enlarged the 
city and built some institutions, among which was the Dir al-Jbfa’of Yildirim, 
opened in 802/1399. This institution, which was a section of Eldih ‘ZmZreti 
(a special centre including hospital, bath, rest house for travellers etc.) was 
repaired many times before it was abandoned in the middle of the 19th 

The hospital of Mehmed the Conqueror followed in 875/1470 and 
continued treating mental patients, especially with music and entertainment, 
until the time of Mabud I1 (1808-1839). The hospital at Edirne, built in 
852/1488 by Sultan B2yazid Yildirim, was the only one of its kind and was 
thought to be the fust hospital ever to be set up purely for mental patients. It 
had an official group of ten singers and ten musicians and was divided into 
sections for men and others for women. Treatment was centred around 
suggestion, sleep induction and wholesome food and even around particular 
floral fragrances that were administered to the patients according to their 
individual conditions and dispositions.9z The hospital at Mm-sa was founded 
by Hafsa Sultiin, the mother of Sulaymiin the Magnificent, possibly in 942/ 
1535. There the Sufi physician Merkez Effendi treated psychological disorders 
with stimulants and restorative remedies for the brain known as rnaygn mas@, 
which were prepared and administered especially around the month of 
Separate sections for mental patients were also to be found in the 
Sulaym%niyya House of Healing (D% al-Shifii’ al-Sulaym%niyya), founded in 
965/1557 and considered the most magnificent hospital of the Ottoman 

89. H.M. Said, ibid., pp. 27-28. 
90. H. M. Said, Tibb and Tibbi Institutions in Turkey, ProceedingJ ..., op. cit., p. 25. 
91. Bedi Sehsuvaroglu, Article Bitn%ristlin, E. I. new edition, CD-ed, Bd, Leiden, 1999. 
92. G. Koptagel-Ilal and A. Kanzancigl, fistocical Background.. . , op. cit., p. 31. 
93. H. M. Said, ibid., p.28. 
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period. It had an outstanding medical school attached to the Sulaymiiniyya 
Mosque. At the beginning of the eleventh/seventeenth century, the sultan 
Alpad Hospital was built as part of the famous Blue Mosque and the sultan 
himself used to take a particular interest in the affairs of the mental patients 
inside.94 In the same century, the HaTekI Hospital was given over to female 
mental patients while the Niir Banii Sultan set aside the hospital in Scutari 
exclusively for men. 

In Turkey, legends about the miraculous power of Shaykh Qariika &mad 
to treat the insane circulated for centuries to such an extent that hts descen- 
dants, men and women, were considered qualified to administer the ti-eatment, 
which consisted of a forty-day regimen of food, drink and social interaction. 
The sick also used to come to the well of Sultan Haidar Bgbiba in order to inhale 
its sulphurous vapours and thereby become cured.95 Such physical methods 
were also mixed with psychological ones that revolved around suggestion and 
faith. Throughout the nineteenth century, the Sulaymhiyya Hospital was set 
aside for looking after the insane until such time as all the patients were 
transferred to the hospital at Bakirkoy, the famous modern mental hospital in 
Istanbul since the beginning of the twentieth century. During our visit to the 
hospital when it was under the management of Professor Fiiriiq Bayulkem, we 
were very impressed by the way it was organized. 

THE SAFAVIDS OF PERSIA, THE MONGOLS OF INDIA AND 
SOUTH-EAST ASIA 
After the Mongol conquest of Baghdad and despite the destruction that 
ensued, Muslim mehcine continued to develop in Persia as it did in Sind and 
India, although it had lost its potential for innovation and inventiveness. The 
orientalist, Adolf Fohnan, has cited almost 400 me&cal works emanating from 
Persia alone dating from the fifth/eleventh to the twelfth/eighteenth century, 
during whtch time Muslim Indian medicine merged with its Persian and 
Turksh counterpart to be assdated into the original Arab discipline. Use was 
still made of Ibn Sing’s QZnzZn but especially of the al-DbakbTra of Ismiba‘il al- 
Juri&-, who had written in Persian. Medical books continued to be based on 
those of the early scholars with certain specific innovations and experiments 
being added from time to time. Medical practice, especially psychiatry, began 
to be influenced on occasion by some wonderful Sufi exercises and elsewhere 
by such spurious superstitions as magic and talismans. However, care for 
mental patients remained on the basis of diversion and entertainment and on 
dbikr and sumZ’ for the relaxation and benefit that the mind derives from them. 
Amongst the most prominent physicians in Persia at the time were Qutb al- 

94. Ibid., p. 28. 
95. S. Unver, Hstoire de lapychiat7de tz/rque, 1960, pp. 1209-1211. 
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Din Shiriizi and Rashid al-Din Fac$alliih, the physician and vizier who built the 
so-called Rashidi quarter of Tabriz, and Najm al-Din Mahmiid Shiriizi, all of 
whom lived during the time of the I1-Khanids and Timurids. The Safavid 
dynasty began in 907/1501 with Shah Ismii‘il, who unified the country and 
finally established the Shi‘a doctrine there. The arts and sciences flourished 
during the reign of Shiih ‘Abbiis, who made Isfahsin one of the most beautiful 
capitals of the world at that time. Many illustrious scholars of psychosomatic 
medicine, particularly in pharmacology, emerged at this time so that it has 
become known as the Golden Age of pharmacology. Bahii’ al-Dawla wrote 
Khil@at al-mzljarrabZt (Summary of Experiments) during the time of Shih 
Ismz‘il and, in the tenth/sixteenth century, Sultan ‘Ah al-JiinHdI compiled his 
work BstZr al-‘il@ (The Constitution of Therapy), the physician h4ir 
Muhammad his fibfat al-miv’minin (Gift of the Believers) and ‘Imad al-Din a 
treatise on syphil~s, among others. Modern European medcine subsequently 
arrived in Iran at the time of Nadir Shah and increased in influence during the 
period of the Qajars until the building of the House of Arts (Dar al-Funiin) in 
Tehran. In 1225/1810, students of medicine began to travel to France but, in 
1286/1851, the school of medcine in Tehran was foundedj modern hospitals 
were bdt and French was introduced alongside German, Arabic and Farsi as a 
language of instruction in the field of med~cine.~~ 

It is difficult to separate the history of Muslim medicine in India and its 
history in Persia because of the migration of many physicians from Shirnz and 
Isfahi%n to India especially between the ninth/fifteenth and twelfth/eighteenth 
centuries. The Persian language was used in medical matters in both countries. 
During the rule of the Mongol emperors in Inda and particularly from the 
reign of Sultan Akbar, the numbers of Persian physicians multiplied and Arab 
and Persian medcine began to merge in Sind and India. 

Amongst the early Indian physicians, Shihiib b. ‘Abdalkarin~~~ (tenth/ 
sixteenth century) wrote Et2b al- pbb al-Shihcibi (Shihabi’s Book of Medicine) 
and the Etcib al-ShfZ’ al-Aj?Zni(The Khsni Book of Healing) during the time of 
Mabiid Shiih, the founder of the dynasty of &mad ‘Ibnd. H e  wrote the first 
book in Persian on Indian medicine derived from the LGgbhat, which was 
entitled al-Sb@’ al-Mabm& (The Healing of Mabiid). Also worthy of men- 
tion is the learned encyclopedst Amir Fathallgh Shirazi, who served Sultan 
Akbar in the tenth/sixteenth centuryy8 Hakim ‘Abdalfatt% al-Jilani, the phy- 

96. S.H. Nasr, aI-‘LRimj-I-hhim, Tunis, Diir al-Janfib li-l-Nashr, 1978, translated into Arabic 
by Mukhtnr d-Jauhari, ed. Dr Muhammad as-Suwaisi, pp. 157-158. 

97. Abdul Wahab Zuhuri, Hakim, Compilation of Tibb/Shifa/Ma?lrnfid Shnhi, Karachi, 
il.cedicu~Qua~er~~o~rnal of Xkence and iwediine, Hamdard Foundation, Nazimabad, Karachi, 
18, January 1961, pp.2-6. 

98. Hakim Kansar, Chandpuri, ‘Amir Fathula Shirazi’, HamdzrdMdicZls, November/December 
1962, pp. 21-23. 
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sician and man of letters:9 the great encyclopedist ‘Ayn al-Mulk Shirazi, who 
wrote A&% al-u&z@u (Remedy Terminology),100 and Hakim ‘Ab al- i h i ,  who 
collected 600 remedies specifically for depressives among the poor’” and who 
was greatly admired by Sultan Jihangir. Hakim Wdi al-Jilm-, who was a 
member of Ni@m Shah’s entourage during the sixteenth century AD, also 
wrote a treatise on the preservation of health on the basis of the ‘six non- 
naturals’, which remained a reference textbook on Muslim meQcine for many 
years. Then there was the Ehib Dbukbiru N@m JbZb (The Book of 
Treasures of Ni@m Shah) by the physician Rustam al-Jurjm-, the first part of 
whtch dealt with disorders relating to the head and particularly with melan- 
ch01y.l~~ 

The medical schools and hospitals undoubtedly flourished during that 
glorious age due to its stunning architectural and technical achievements. 

During the Qutb-Shah dynasty, which lasted from 924/1518 to 1109/ 
1687, there was a group of prominent scholars, among whom were Mir 
Muhammad Mu’min, the author of EtZb Ikbt&ZrZt Qu/b-shZbi (The Qutb- 
Shah Book of Selections) and Ehib al-Rzdu ul-muquddu@u (Treatise);lo4 
Hakim al-Mulk al-Jilm-, a native of Persia who distinguished hself in 
Hyderabad, where, in the eleventh/seventeenth century, history attests the 
glory of the D%r al-Shifa’ (House of Healing), which still exists to this day;lo5 
‘Abdallah al-Tabib, author of ul-EtZb al-FuCd (The Unique), in which he ex- 
amines various forms of paralysis and their treatment; and Taqi al-Din b. Sadr 
al-Din who wrote EtZb Mi?& al-/abi’i‘ (The Balance of the Natures), 
whch examined the disposition of shopkeepers and the foods and remedes 
that would benefit them. Sufi orders were thriving at that time in India and the 
dbikr and .rumZJ were used for mental and physical relaxation in conjunction 
with the rich and oripal heritage of indigenous Indian medicine. 

The compilation of medical books and administration of hospitals con- 
tinued to rely on charitable donations during the centuries that followed. In 
the eighteenth century, Muhammad Hashim al-Shirazi, known as ‘Alawi Kh&n, 
kept the company of Nadir Shih when he returned to Persia from India. 
There were other prominent In&an physicians like M i r  Hajj Muhammad 
Muqim from Bengal and hs son, Muhammad Akbar Arzani, who wrote EtZb 
Jbarb gdnziiz JbZb (Commentary on the Canon of Sh%h). Particularly famous 

102 

99. ‘H. A. F. Gilani’, Hamdmd Medicus, May/June 1961, pp. 2-3. 
100. ‘Aynul Mulk Chirazi’, ffamdard Mediczls, September/October 1961, pp. 27-29. 
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was his encyclopeda ai-pbb al-akbar (The Greatest Book on Medicine or 
Akbar's Medicine), which he compiled during the time of Sultan Aurangzib in 
1112/1700, in addition to his books Mafami% al-qdtZb (Gladdening of the 
Heart) and Hadz7d ai-amrLid (Definition of Illness) during the reign of 
'Alamgi~'~~ Nor should one forget the medical fady of Sharif, whch domi- 
nated medcal practice in Delhi for many years. Foremost among them was 
Hakim Muhammad Sharif Khiin,lo8 who institutionalized the legacy of Greek, 
that is Arab-Islamic, medicine, until 1222/1805 and the beginning of British 
influence in India. 

The prominence of Muslim Indian physicians was plain to see, especially 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when medical texts began to be 
translated into Urdu or were thereafter compiled in Urdu. Arab-Islamic 
medicine was then at its most vibrant in Sind and India. 

It is well known that Muslim medcine with its Indian influences had also 
been practised in Indonesia and Malaysia for a long time. The same was true for 
the East African coast. Islam had arrived in Sumatra in the thirteenth century 
and spread over the centuries that followed, particularly in Java during the 
fifteenth century where some amazing stories about the Nine Saints are told. 
Medical practice flourished on the basis of copious experimentation with drugs, 
plants and surger and in accordance with Sufi practices and devotions, known 
there as karam~it!'~ whereby one seeks to attain perfection in both mind and 
body in seven stages and in accordance with the teachings of the Andalusian Ibn 
al-'Arabi. There were figures such as the learned Sufi physician Seti Janiir and 
the great scholar Husn al-Din, nicknamed D k  al-sharq (The Cock of the 
East)."' The role of the traditional healer, or guru, began to merge with that of 
the saints"' and the medical profession became infiltrated by magic, belief in 
the aphrodisiac letters (y@7q ndine) and other rituals in which psychological 
factors play a large part. Indonesia, the most densely populated Muslim country 
and one of the most important in modern times, stdl devotes a great deal of time 
in its modern, advanced medcal colleges to the teachings of Islam and to the 
effect of the environment and the overall material and psychological climate. 

NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY AMONG THE ARABS IN THE PERIOD 

W e  know that medicine fell into decline throughout the Arab world after the 
seventh/thirteenth century but, despite the appearance of such bfiant minds 

O F  DECLINE 

107. H.S. Nasr, ul-'UZim ..., op. it., p. 109. 
108.'Hakm Mohammad Sharif Khan', Fi'umdzrdMedicza, March/Apnll963, p. 35 
109. V. Monteil, Indonhie, Geneva, Horizons de France, 1970, p. 107. 
110. V. Monteil, Indonhie, op.cit., p. 105. 
111. V. Monteil, ibid., p. 119. 
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as Ibn al-Quff al-Karaki, who excelled in surgery and identified the capillaries, 
and Ibn al-Nafis, who identified the pulmonary circulation of blood, the 
decline in the sciences became more pronounced in the periods that followed, 
tradition overcame reason and imitation triumphed over innovation. 
Preoccupation with divination, magic, astrology, talismans and incantations 
increased so that here and there a headache was treated by blood-letting, facial 
palsy and sciatica by cautery, mental disorders sometimes by shackles and 
chains and sometimes by incantations and amulets. N o  distinction was made 
between epilepsy and fits, paralysis and mental illness, the sick being taken to 
the tombs of the saints without any kind of proper diagnosis. Hospitals merely 
imprisoned their mental patients although the bands of musicians continued to 
be in attendance. Such was the fate of the al-Mansiiri Hospital in Cairo, which 
reached its nadir in 1273/1856 as described at the time by the French 
orientalist Prisse d’Avennes.’12 Mental patients were then transferred from 
there to a cloth factory in Bdiiq and, in 1880, to the ‘Abbiisiya, whch itself 
came to fulfill the function in modern times of the great tradtional hospital for 
mental hesses in Egypt. 

In 1074/1663 in Tunis, Bey Hammiida Piishii built a famous hospital for 
the mentally ill, which was then followed by the asylums in 1086/1675. The 
Princess ‘Aziza ‘Uthmiina donated a large part of her fortune to the Hospital 
of Musicians (Mustashfii al-‘Azziifm), whch was set aside for mental patients 
in the centre of the city, the remains of which still exist to this day. In the far 
Maghrib, mental patients in Fez (Fiis) were housed in the hospital of Sidi Faraj 
al-Khazraji, the Andalusian physician who administered it at the beginning of 
the tenth/sixteenth century and in whch he installed bands of musicians. The 
two French doctors Lwoff and Strieux have pointed out that mental patients 
were to be found throughout the far Maghrib and that asylums were estab- 
lished for them until 1911 out of the revenue from alms (ZakZt) and voluntary 
donations (SadqZt) from Tangier (Tanja) and Larache (al-Harriish) to 
Marrakesh (Marriikish), Rabat, Sale and Casablanca (al-Da al-Baidii’). These 
examples undoubtedly express the more general situation of mental patients 
throughout the Arab-Islamic world at that time. W e  know that Western 
medlcine gradually infiltrated into the Arab regions where it gained promi- 
nence in the East during the sixteenth century AD with people like D a m d  al- 
Antiiki and Ibn S a l l ~  al-Halabi and very obviously in the West from the time 
of ‘Abdarrazziiq Hamiidush al-Jaza’iri, whose memory was celebrated by the 
Arab Maghrib University of Pharmacology in 1985 and whose book entitled 
&bf al-mmix (Study of Characters) was translated by Dr. Lucien Leclerc in 
Paris in 1874. In it can be found details of Western medicine without reference 
to any mysterious, supernatural factors and methods. H e  also wrote f i t b  al- 
Jawbar al-makninj babr al-qZnin (The Jewel Hidden in a Sea of al-QZnin), fitZb 

112. A. ‘Tsn Bey, A., 1939, pp. 102-104. 
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ji Ta ‘dZ al-mix:Lij hi-sabab qawanin al-i@’ (On Moderating the Temperament by the 
Laws of Treatment), and other works on travel, logic, poetry and mono- 
theism.’I3 The contact with the West was much in evidence at the beginning 
of the fourteenthltwentieth century, in Egypt, from the time of Napoleon and 
the introduction of French medicine, whch had been translated into Arabic, 
into the al-Qasr &‘Ani medical school in Cairo founded by Clot Bey. Similarly 
in Beirut, the French and American schools were established, and also in 
Damascus at the start of the twentieth century where medicine began to be 
taught in Arabic based on the modern Turktsh legacy. 

THE METHODS OF SUFISM AND THERAPY AMONGST THE SAINTS 
From the seventhlthirteenth to the ninthlfifteenth century, Sufism in all its 
many distinctive forms flourished throughout the Muslim world and provided 
some excellent paths to spiritual relaxation and moral behaviour in accordance 
with a sublime philosophy of love for the Creator and Creation. In this way, it 
provided ideal methods for the treatment of many psychological disorders 
through unprecedented fixed exercise routines and a process of spiritual 
edification. Treatments were based on the dhikr and s m G ’  and especially on 
performances of dancing, on captivation and rapture, whch precedes spiritual 
purgmg in most cases and occasionally a full recovery. W e  may mention in this 
context for example the order of Mauliinii Jald al-Din al-Riim- in Turkey, that 
of Sidi ‘Abd al-Qiidir al-Jiliini in Baghdad, Sidi Abu-1-Hasan al-ShiidM- in 
Tunis, Si& ‘Abd al-Saliim al-Faitiiri and the Saniisi order in Tripoli (Targbulus), 
Si& b. ‘ha in Meknes (Mknas), Sidi ‘Umar al-Tijiini in Mali and Senegal, the 
Sha‘riini order in Egypt, the Nabulsi order in Syria and Lebanon and the 
Divine Grace (al-Ni‘ma al-Iliihiya) and Nakhshabandi order in Persia and 
India. Such orders flourished throughout Indonesia from the seventeenth 
century, especially in Java, such as the Qiidiri, Rifii‘i, Shatri and Nakhshabandi 
orders and in Banten, the Shalkvuti order, founded by Shaykh YGsuf al- 
Maqiisiri. The ‘Idiiriisiyya and Hidiidiyya orders arrived from Hadhramaut 
during the nineteenth century.114 Some of them spread throughout Malaysia 
and Singapore gven the extensive networlung between the branches of the 
various orders in most M u s h  countries. Such performances are sull gven on 
holy days at the tombs of the saints, referred to in the West as marabous 
(mc/rZhtz&), especially in the Arab Maghrib and sub-Saharan Africa. After 
visiting these places, some sick people who believe in their blessings, do see 
results, especially those with mental dtsorders such as delusion or hysteria but 

113. R. J%zi, “Abd al-Razzzq b. Hamiidiis A-Jaza’iri’, Maplfa al-Sai&l@a, Tunis, 34, 7 
November Sq., No. 2, 1986, pp. 50-52. See also G. Coltn, Abderrupk El]uxaiii, Pans, 
PUF, 1965. 

114. V. Monteil, Indonhic, op. cit., p. 110. 
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not organic disorders, of course, which are not treatable by these methods 
even though there might sometimes be some psychological benefit from 
them. However, their treatments should be examined and classified under 
proper medical supervision gven that there is a need for co-operation between 
the traditional healers and modern doctors in this field.'15 

Renaissance 
Since the nineteenth century, there has been a great deal of friction between 
the Muslim world and the West, which has colonized the majority of its 
countries and has brought about the most severe and profound upheavals and 
changes that have, as is well known, resulted in a great many misfortunes and 
adversities. They have also given rise to many advantages and achievements, as 
much through books and literature as through direct contact and colonization 
during a long and bitter struggle. All Muslim countries have gradually 
undergone profound cultural changes that inevitably lead to the breakdown of 
the traditional family and the isolation of its members. Clashes of ideas and 
generation gaps have occurred when basic values were eroded and the causes 
of dyslogia, anxiety, depression and insomnia were sometimes exacerbated, 
and violent and hostile impulses were aroused at the expense of compassion 
and sympathy. As a result, the incidence of mental disorders, neurological 
illnesses and psychosomatic diseases has grown, especially in civilized 
countries. W e  now see in Mush countries an increase in schizophrenia and 
neurosis, depression, confusion, alcohol and drug addiction, mental deviance, 
suicide, hysteria in young people, post-natal psychosis, disorders in the old 
and very young and violence and its consequences. 

Accordmgly, the numbers of health centres and medical personnel have 
increased and the areas set aside for mental and neurological patients inside 
general hospitals have multiplied alongside the large mental hospitals. There 
are now modern, pioneering units such as those boasted by Saudi Arabia and 
the Gulf states and special sanatoria as in Cairo or Lahore. There are the 
larger, traditional institutions that often confine their treatments to powerful, 
modern drugs rather than adopt the more holistic approach advocated by both 
the original and modern forms of psychosomatic medicine or look closely at 
the efficacy and benefits of Muslim psychological treatment. Certain technical 
shortcomings like confining psychiatric units to a single floor of a modern 
general hospital or setting up large, isolated psychiatric hospitals are regrettable 
and contrary to the requirements of modern psychiatry. Fortunately, many 
scientific and charitable organizations have been established in a variety of 

115. S. Ammar, et al., Psychiatric et traitements traditionnels en Tunisie, Paris, in Pycbohgie 
me'dicale, 1617, S.P.E.I., 1984, pp. 1199-1202. 
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Muslim countries to redress the balance, including institutes of psychology 
and psychatric medicine, neurological medicine and neurosurgery, whch seek 
to protect the mentally impaired and provide general psychologd guidance as 
in Egypt, the Syrian Arab Republic, Turkey, Iraq, the whole of the Maghrib, 
Indonesia, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Saudl Arabia and the Gulf states. W e  
may mention here the Muslim League for Mental Health, which arose out of 
the Third International Conference on Muslim Medlcine convened in Istanbul 
in 1984. Psychiatric medicine has been given a prominent place in every other 
conference on Muslim medicine held in recent years in places like Kuwait, 
Karach and Cairo. Psychiatric conventions and neurologcal and neurosurgcal 
councils have increased in number. Indeed, the Conference of Arab 
Psychatrists held their fifth convention in Casablanca in 1992. The Maghribi 
League for Psychatry has been established for many years and has won the 
major prize for the Arab Maghrib in h s  speciahst field of medicine three 
times since its foundation in 1973 while we, in Tunisia, have had the honour 
of receiving the top award. Research articles, treatises, books and reviews 
continue to be published in the fields of psychatry and neurology, mostly in 
English and French although more should be published in Arabic and other 
national languages. W e  must also point out the great strides that have been 
made by many outstandmg fellow doctors in the field, such as the late Dr. al- 
Tijm- al-Miih_T in the Sudan, the late Dr. A b a d  Wag& in Egypt, the late Dr. 
Fakhri al-Dabbggh in Iraq and the late Dr. ‘Abd al-Qii&r Ibn Sharif in Algeria, 
of whom Muslim psychatry and neurology can be justly proud. 

There are today a large number of speciahsts of psychology. Egypt is a 
leader in this field. There are also many colleagues speciahzing in psychatric 
and neurological dlsorders and neurosurgery and worlilng in modern hospitals 
and sanitoria with ample technical equipment in Muslim countries and also 
elsewhere like the United Kingdom, Germany and the United States. 
However, there is sull a conflict between the modern methods used in major 
cities and towns and the traditional treatments prevahg in the villages and 
rural areas without any serious attempt to bring them together within a sen- 
sible, scientific programme of proper, joint research in the theoretical and 
practical fields. The Muslim legacy contains within it many valuable and sa- 
lutary lessons for all humankind and which wdl, without any doubt whatso- 
ever, benefit psychological cbsorders in most of their manifestations. Research 
centres in India, Turkey, Kuwait and particularly the Hamdard Foundation in 
Pakistan are carrying out pioneering work in h s  field. Since this legacy con- 
tains much in the way of consolation, compassion and sympathy and many 
drugs that are beneficial to the mind, w e  must therefore be more critical and 
systematic so that Western theories and practices are not simply adopted in- 
discriminately like those of Freud, whch in the West itself have become 
subjects of critical examination. There should be more scrutiny and dis- 
crimination. 
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The West, and indeed the whole world, has begun to need a reaffirma- 
tion of its spiritual values and moral principles in order to rid itself of the 
dominant forces of materialism and hedonism and overcome the damage 
being done to the peace of mind and harmony of humankind. Unfortunately, 
the media glorify sex, violence and corruption on the pretext that it reflects 
the nature of the human condtion. There is undoubtedly much useful work to 
be done to establish sound and fruitful co-operation and provide all people 
with good mental and general health. 
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Chapter 5.4 

SURGERY 
Serge Catabier 

Abu-l-Qiisim Khalaf b. ‘Abbns al-Zahriiwi (Albucasis),’ one of the greatest 
surgeons of the mddle Ages, sets out the principles of the art of surgery in the 
introduction to hs book al-Ejnjli-man ‘&?a ‘an al-ta’y. 

Ktid al-TasnJf(On Surgery and Instruments) is the last of hrty treatises 
in this book. It was edlted by M. S. Spink and G. L. Lewis. The critical edition 
of the Arabic text is based on the collation of seven manuscripts, carefully 
studied by Lewis. The writer of ths chapter has relied on Lewis’ Arabic e&- 
tion, but not necessarily on hts English translation. 

In the introduction to hts Et& dTajnJf, al-Zahriiwi sets out the principles 
of the art of surgery in the following words: 

The art of medicine is long, and he who wishes to learn it must first practise 
anatomy, as described by Galen, so as to acquaint himself with the uses of the 
organs (physiology), their morphology and temperaments, and how they are 
joined and may be disjoined. He should also be acquainted with the bones, 
tendons and muscles, their numbers and position.. . 

Hence, the statement of Hippocrates that, ‘ Doctors are numerous, only 
in name, but actually they are few in number, particularly the surgeons ...’ 

Thus, he who does not know as much anatomy as w e  have mentioned is 
bound to fall into error which could result in the death of many of his patients. I 
saw an ignorant doctor who incised a scrofulous tumour in the neck of a wo- 
man. H e  severed some arteries in the neck, thus causing haemorrhage, which 
continued until she died in his hands.. . 

Wherefore my sons, you must know that there are two categories of 
surgical treatment: one is safe to practise, the other is mostly fraught with 
danger.. . 

1. M. S. Spink and G. L. Lewis (eds.), Abulcasis: On Jurgey nird Instmmeiits, London, The 
Wellcome Institute for the fistory of Medicine, 1973. See the Introduction. 
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Al-Zahrawi continues thus: 

For with this kind of work, a haemorrhage often occurs - the blood upon which 
life depends -in severing a blood vessel, incising a tumour or draining an ab- 
scess, or again in treating a wound, extracting an arrow or incising to remove a 
calculus; in most cases death results. Only undertake one of these condttions 
after gaining certain knowledge which suggests to you a good outcome. 

Al-Zahrgwi adds: 

In the treatment of your patients, make use of foresight and prognosis with a 
view to their well-being. This will help you win praise, glory and good repute. 
You must not let yourself be cavried away by feelings or reasons, for it is 
knowledge that prevails. In this trade, you find all kinds of persons afflicted with 
various dlnesses; some are weary of them, and prefer death to suffering. 

The progress made in Arabic pharmacy facditated the work of the surgeon; al- 
Zahriiwi is said to have described the famous ‘anaesthetic sponge’. A sponge is 
soaked in a mixture of opium extract; hyoscyamine, belladonna and hemlock, 
and then it is left to dry in the sun. When it is to be used, it is soaked in water 
and applied to the patient’s nose. It produces a gentle enough sleep to carry 
out surgcal operations, not without some difficulty. 

Looking at Arabic books dealing with surgery, we find no fewer than 
forty-three plants used as analgesics or anaesthetics, includmg: 

(U) poppy (khmh-kh&h): in two forms, scarification of poppy heads and 
the whole plant with its head and leaves. Ibn Sinii3 used to say of opium: ‘It 
anaesthetizes when inhaled, relieves all pain when administered in the form 
of a syrup, and hypnotizes as suppositories.’ Speakmg of overdosage, he 
added: ‘Elixir of opium can produce intense pruritus. In some cases, the 
smell of opium is found in the breath, and sometimes in the skin. The 
patient shows dysphasia (‘iw ul-kuhm), hypotonia of the limbs (i&khZ’ 
‘u&lZt al-upq) and cyanosis of the extremities and nds (pniq or iz+qZq ul- 
a@$ wu-l-u@r). H e  is covered in sweat; some have convulsions, others 
appear as if dead.’ H e  continues: ‘That is why its use is restricted to ex- 
perienced doctors.’ 

@) mandragora (jabrib). This plant belongs to the f d y  Solanaceae. The 
white variety was the only one used. Ibn Sing said of it: ‘It is a sedative, 
hypnotic plant. The extract is anaesthetic when used as a drink, as an inhala- 
tion or as suppositories.’ Speaking of the syrup, he said: ‘He who drds it to 
undergo cauterization, circumcision or the incision of an abscess will feel 
nothmg, so numbed and asleep will he be.’4 

2. ‘Ali b. al-‘Abb%s, &-mil al-TinZa or al-KtZb al-Malak?, Cairo, Biilgq, 1882,II, p. 103. 
3. Ibn Sing., aI-Q&infi-l-.tibb, Cairo, Bdgq, offset Baghdad, 1970, I, p.206. 
4. &id. 
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(c) hemlock (shqkurzn or shun~ku~Lin). Three umbehferous plants are 
called hemlock; only the great hemlock (oj5-z-nuli.r) was commonly used in 
anaesthesia. Its Arabic name is like that of another anaesthetic plant, henbane, 
whtch can lead to confusion. To avoid error, Ibn Sing specifies the origin of 
the plant by giving it its Greek name ‘Conium’, or Socrates’ poison. 

(4 henbane (bang). The word is thought to come from the Greek, 
meaning big-bean; it was given to pigs in the rutting season to dampen their 
ardour. Of the three varieties of henbane, black, red and whte, only the latter 
had Ibn Sing’s approval. ‘The extract of all the varieties’, he said ‘is endowed 
with analgesic properties. A decoction of the seeds and stalk in vinegar is 
hypnotic. Ingestion of the leaves produces disorientation and madness. An 
enema has the same effects. An extract of the leaves is an ocular analgesic, 
especially in obstinate pains.’ 

(e) Indlan hemp, hashtTh or CannabiJ sutizld or Cannabis indicos. The anaes- 
thetic preparation of cannabis is called in Arabic ‘the musk drug’. It is laborious 
to make; the flowering tops of fresh plants should be put on to boil with butter 
and water, and this yields a yellowish-green paste with a nauseating smell and 
taste. To make ths paste palatable sugar, pistachio nuts and spices such as 
cinnamon, vanilla and musk (whence the name ‘musk drug’) are added to it. 

As regards resuscitation, Ibn Abi U~aybi‘a~ cites the story of the apparent 
death of the cousin of the Abbasid c&ph Hafin al-Rashid (reigned 170-1 93/ 
786- SOS), a well-known anecdote from the Arubiun mghts. H e  was re- 
suscitated by a Muslim doctor from India attached to the court, named Sglih b. 
Buhln. The hstorian tells us that after examining the patient, ths doctor de- 
clared that he was not dead, and proved it in front of the caliph by stickmg a 
needle under one of the patient’s fingernails, whereupon the latter pulled it out 
at once. The lung then asked hm to wake the patient up; the doctor called for 
a pair of bellows, inserted the end into the patient’s nose, and kept on blowing 
for forty minutes after which the patient quivered, sneezed and woke up 
completely. H e  said later that he had dreamt that a dog was biting hs hand 
(the one the doctor had pricked). The bellows only became known in the West 
in the seventeenth century. 

Let us take tonsillectomy as an example of Arabic surgery. Instructions 
for it are found in all books of Arabic medicine, such as Ibn Sing’s fit& al- 
pQ.’nzin, ‘Ak b. ‘Abbns’ KZmil al-TinZ‘a, and Ibn al-Quff s al- ‘UmdaJz ;inLicut ul- 
jirLiba (Foundation of Surgery). 

But the best description in our opinion is still that of al-Zahrgwi6 in hs 
book al-TuTrtJf, in whtch he distinpshes three types of conditions: 
1. A hard, matt, hyposensitive tumour, whch must on no account be 

touched; it is probably a sarcoma of the tonsil, a malignant tumour. 

5. Ibn Abi Usaybica, ‘L$itt a/-anhi ’, Beirut, Diir d-Thaqiifa, 1981, 111, p. 52. 
6. Spink and Lewis (eds.), Abzifcasis ..., op. cif., p. 301. 
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2. 

3. 

A pen-tonsdar abscess, which he describes as being ‘red, with a broad 
root, whch must not be touched until it is ripe for fear of causing a 
haemorrhage.’ Once it has come to a head ‘it may burst of its own 
accord; or better, it must be incised.’ 
‘If the swelling on the tonsil is whitish, round, with a slender pedcle, this 
is the h d  that should be cut out. But before doing so, you must see 
whether the hot tumour has cooled down completely, or has &minished.’ 
That is the best instruction. For it is a good rule not to operate before the 
infection has completely subsided (two or three weeks at least), so as to 
avoid a haemorrhage and the spread of the infection. In hs book fi-mil 
ul-:inZu, ‘Ak b. al-‘Abbiis adds: ‘If the swelling of the tonsil increases, 
and hardens, it causes dysphagia.. . and medicaments can do nodung.. . 
It must be cut out. ‘Ibn Sing says: ‘Sometimes, after many attacks, the 
tonsil increases in volume and htnders the act of breathing.. . it must be 
cut out’. Ibn al-Quff explains how to make the differential diagnosis: ‘As 
for swelling of the tonsils, if it is hard and causes dysphagia and dyspnoea 
despite the doctor’s treatment, then one should resort to surgery. You 
must make the patient sit down facing the sun; look at the swehg, if it is 
dull-coloured or black, hard to the touch and hyposensitive or in- 
sensitive, it is a cancer, do not resort to surgery. But if it is red, with a 
broad root, leave it; likewise, do not touch it and refrain from surgery. 
Wait for it to come to a head and then incise it, and that gets all the pus 
out. But if it is white, round, with a slender pedicle and slightly warm, 
(then) resort to operative treatment.’ 

From’the description iuoted in Arabic books, it is clear that the patient sits on 
a mattress and the surgeon on a chair. Beside the patient is an assistant, 
standmg up, who presses the patient’s tongue down with a tongue-depressor. 
The patient’s head is turned towards the sun so that the pharynx can be clearly 
seen. ‘Ah b. al-‘Abbiis says: ‘You tell the patient to put himself in your arms 
facing the sun.’ Al-Zahriiwi adds: ‘Make the patient sit down in the sun with 
his head in your lap.’ Then, says ‘Ali b. d-‘Abbgs: ‘You tell hlm to open his 
mouth, the assistant to hold his head back, and another assistant to hold his 
tongue and press it down with the instrument with whch you depress the 
tongue .’ 

The technique consists, as ‘Ab b. al-‘Abbiis points out, ‘in tahg a 
hook, you hook it into one of the tonsils and pull it out as far as you can, but 
without pulling the membranes and the organs therein out with it.’ The 
reason for this is clear, it is to avoid injuring the great vessels such as the 
external artery. 

In the matter of instruments, al-Zahriiwi surpasses his predecessors. 
Precision and innovation are very evident in his text. The tongue-depressor is 
described and dustrated. It is shaped like a blade with two ends, one broad 
and the other narrower to hold it by. It must be made of ‘silver or copper, and 
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5.1 1 Surgcal instruments. From Khib aL-TqnJfof al-Zahriiwi 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Iaudabakhsh Library, Patna) 
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be as thin as the blade of a knife.’ A mouth-gag is described: ‘an iron ring as 
wide as the opening of the mouth; it is inserted into the mouth without the 
patient’s volition, and he cannot remove it.’ As regards hooks, al-zahriiw- 
describes several types: ‘single-pronged, two-pronged and three-pronged, and 
in three sizes: small, medium and large’. The writer of this chapter believes 
that the two-pronged one was used, in other words, like the one currently 
used. Al- Zahriiwi adds later: ‘Then cut it (the tonsil) with an instrument; here 
is a drawing of it. It is like scissors, but the two arms are curved to lie beside 
each other, very sharp, and made of Indian or Damascene iron. Otherwise cut 
it with a bistoury, and here is a drawing of it.’ 

In the various manuscripts, and particularly in the Latin translations, all the 
illustrations are by non-medical men, who concerned themselves mainly with 
the aesthetic aspect of the matter, which has made interpretation a little diffi- 
cult. In some Arabic manuscripts, the problem is much simpler, which made 
Spink and Lewis say that this device is the first gutllotine used for tonsdlectomy. 

The complications of the operation are set out in detail, such as hae- 
morrhage (see ‘Haemostasis’ below) and infection. 

Ibn Sin%, in his EtZb al-QZnZm, devotes a chapter to post-tonsillectomy 
maladies, in which he mentions: 

(a) change of the voice, which is well established and occurs when the 
posterior pillars are injured during the operation; 

(6) the descending syndrome, i.e. the patient’s exposure to upper re- 
spiratory infections occurs more often than in a man who still has his tonsils. 

He also points out the seriousness of these complications, for they can 
cause death either from haemorrhage or from ‘the cold’ (infection) which 
settles in the patient’s chest and kills him. 

HAEMOSTASIS 

The methods and techmques of blood haemostasis (wudna~al-dumm) can be 
summarized as follows: 

Ligature 
Ibn Sin3 says: ‘To acheve haemostasis, the (blood) vessel must be pulled and 
pulled with a hook.. . and then ligatured with a linen thread.’7 

Al-Zahriiwi says: ‘This is achieved by ligaturing the vessel with a strong 
ligature.’* 

7. Ibn Sin%, al-ganin. .., op. cit., 11, p. 106. 
8. Spid and Lewis (eds.), Abdcasis.. ., op. cit., p. 462. 
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‘Ah b. al-‘Abbgs states: ‘When you happen to tear a vessel, you must 
ligature it with a thread.’ He goes on: ‘This is acheved by ligaturing the vessel 
with a strong ligature.79 

Ibn al-Quff explains: ‘If an artery or vein be cut it must be uncovered 
and its lumen ligatured with a linen thread.’” 

Verse 1277 in Ibn Sinii’s Poem reads: ‘Stop the loss of blood by ligature or 
cauterization.” 

Cauterization 
Arab doctors described the two methods of cauterization, viz. using caustics 
and using fire. 

Al-Zahriiwi in ul-fi.@Tdevotes the first part of Volume I11 to cauteriza- 
tion, and describes the instruments and techniques used in precise detd. Here 
is an extract from this book: ‘Go quickly to the lumen of the artery and put 
your finger on it so that nothmg comes out. Then put in the fire various 
cauteries, large and small, and blow on them unul they get very hot. Take one, 
large or small accordmg to the wound, and at the site where the artery has 
come out, bring the cautery down on the vessel itself, having quickly removed 
your fmger, and hold the cautery there unul the bleeding stops.’ 

In Ibn Sing’s Uvixu$-&ibb (Poem of Medicine) w e  read: ‘(1302) You wdl 
have to cauterize any part of the body to stop an arterial haemorrhage there 
(1303) or following injuries to the great vessels, bleedmg from which worries 
the 

Haemostasis by pressure 
Al-Zahrzwi states: ‘If hs (haemorrhage) happens to someone and he is 
unable to summon a doctor or lay hands on a medicament, he has only to 
press with hs forefinger on the wound very hard, so as to compress the 
blood, and let it dry on top.y13 

Ibn Sinii glves a practical example: ‘If the jugular vein is torn off, one 
must compress it with a finger, then one should apply the necessary medca- 
dons and dressing.’ 

9. ‘Ah b. al-‘Abbas, fi-milal-;inica, op. cit., p. 462. 
10. Ibn al-Quff, al-cUmda$-ljir~ba, Hyderabad, Deccan, 11, p. 97. 
11. Ibn Sinp, al-ffgixaj-l-&bb (Poime de la midecine), eds. Jahier and Noureddine, Pans, 1956, 

12. Ibn Sina, ibid. 
13. M. S. Spmk and G. L. Lewis (eds.), Abulcasis ..., op. cit., p. 462. 

p. 95. 
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Tamponing (wad‘ si&&) 

Ibn Sing describes this technique as follows: ‘You take a tuft of cotton wool or 
old linen cloth and sprinkle it with sticky medicaments that prevent the blood 
(flowing), and you ush it into the lumen of the artery like a stopper, and then 
bandage it tightly.’ P 

Pluggmg (sad or bash) 
‘This’, says Ibn Sing, ‘is achieved by sticky medicaments such as plaster, burnt 
mastic, starch, resins and g u m s  extracted from the incense tree (Boswelllia 
carteiz) . 

The surgical glue used today is nothing other than a similar component. 

cooling 
Ibn Sin2 defines it as ‘being something very cold that you pile up until the 
blood clots in the lumen (of the artery).’“ 

Haemostasis with an ice bag, and modern cryotherapy, are merely ver- 
sions of this treatment. 

Suture of the bleeding point 
This is described in EtSb al-QZnGn as follows: ‘You often need to suture a 
wound at its mouth, and to hold its two lips tightly together, and then bandage 
them. In many cases, it is enough to hold the two lips tightly t~gether.”~ 

This is a techque that ear, nose and throat specialists use in the event of 
bleeding in the operative field at tonsillectomy: they suture the two pillars of 
the tonsils, with or without gelfoam. In Ibn Sing’s Poem OfMedcine, one reads 
(1301): ‘Suture the wound or let the scar form (et uulnus quod contingit ex omni eo 
quod scindtur universaliter cura Mm futua et omne membrum. Uulneratum sonsdahndo 
$Sum.)’ 

Haemostasis through sleeping-draughts and hypotension 
In the Canon, the following information is to be found in the same chapter: 
‘Sleeping-draughts are given, and the patient goes to sleep; fainting also may 

14. Ibn Sin%, a/-Uitixa.. . , op. cit., p. 95. 
15. Ibid. 
16. Bid. 
17. Ibn Sing, a/-Qintin.. ., op. cit., 11, p. 172. 
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stop haemorrhage.’ The mechanism here is certainly hypotension; it is used 
nowadays under the name of controlled hypotension. 

In Arabic books on medicine, other methods and techntques are to be 
found which are no longer of value nowadays, e.g. drying with astringent, 
powder, blood-letting and plugging without a covering, etc. The famous 
French surgeon Guy de Chauliac (d. Lyons 1368), whose book Lagrande 
chimrgie formed the basis of modern European surgery, quotes Arabic authors 
time and again in all the chapters of his book. 

In the third chapter entitled ‘Of Wounds and the Flow of Blood and of 
the Veins and Arteries’ the author states: ‘Of local causes, although Ibn Sing 
lists eight local ways of stanchmg the flow of blood, I reduce them (for the 
present) to five; of which the first is by suture, the second by wicks, the third 
by total incision of the vein, the fourth by ligature of the vein, the fifth by 

The author goes on to describe, or rather simply to translate, whole 
sentences from fit&$ al-Qamia, from the chapter quoted above. Thus, he ex- 
plains ligaturing: ‘Ibn Sinii’s fourth way, which is done by ligature, is more 
suitable for arteries that are deep down. According to Ibn Sing, the artery 
must be peeled off and pulled out with a hook, and encircled with a silk thread 
and tied tightly; then an incarnative medicament (munbit li-l-labm) is applied; 
then let it be bandaged and replaced.’ 

On the subject of caustic medicaments capable of stopping bleeding, de 
Chauliac quotes names other than Avicenna’s, such as Abulcasis and Haly 
Abbas. 

After all that, is it not surprising to see ligature of the arteries attributed 
to Ambroise Pari or Leonard0 Bertapaglia? 

In his fikib al-QZnin, Ibn Sing describes fracture of the nose and its 
treatment as follows: 

scorchmg (burning). . . 718 

If the nose is broken and not looked after, this is the way to a nasal obstruction, 
which becomes consolidated, and the nose becomes deformed and cannot be 
set. Hence, it must be reset on the first day, and no later than the tenth. Know 
well that when the bones of the nose are broken, the best course is to take a 
really suitable metal tube, smooth, and pass it gently up the nose all the way. 
You hold it in one hand, and with the other you immobilize and set the nose. 
Then you delicately introduce a wick, to keep the shape (of the nose) as it is, 
provided the wick is linen. The best thing is to put a wick up both nostrils, and 
only take it out when consolidation has reached its maxim~rn.’~ 

H e  also describes what is probably one of the first neurosurgical operations; 
thus, in the fourth book, under the heading ‘fourth article of the separation 

18. Guy de Chauliac, Lagrand chimrgie, Lyons, 1592, p. 204. 
19.Ibn Sm, uI-Qinzln ..., op. cit., 111, pp. 163-168 
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of the nerve’, he describes end-to-end suture of the nerve, ‘And if the 
wound (in the nerve) is in the width, the treatment is only by suture.’2o 
Although there is no proof that Ibn Sing used this method, there is no 
proof to the contrary either, and it is probable that he was the first to 
practise it. But it is thanks to Guy de Chauliac (1300-1368) that this 
method spread first in France and Switzerland and then throughout the Old 
World. For he described it in his L a  gmde chimrgie,21 in which (on p. 262 of 
the 1592 Lyons edition of the fourth chapter entitled ‘Of the Incision of 
Nerves’) the following sentence is to be found, whch is merely a faithful 
translation of Ibn Sinfs instruction quoted above: ‘And Avicenna would 
have it thus: if the nerve is broken across its width, it is necessary to sew it 
together.’ 

Al-Rgzi describes the technique of suturing wounds of the abdomen. 
H e  says: ‘If the abdominal wall is pierced through so that some organs come 
out, it is necessary to know how to gather up the intestines and put them in; 
if part of the omentum (ul-thud) comes out, you must know whether you 
should cut it or not, and whether you should tie it with a good ligature or 
not, should you suture the wound or not, and how to suture it ... If the 
wound has injured the intestine or gone through it, the small ones are easier 
to heal than the large ones; the jejunum, on the other hand, never heals, 
because of its small size, the abundance of vessels and its situation near the 
nerve, its abundant warmth because of its proximity to the liver and in- 
testines. If the omentum does not turn green or black, it can be put back in 
its place; if it is green, its vessels (veins and arteries) must be ligatured to 
prevent haemorrhage, then cut what is below the ligature and throw it 
away ... . 

In his book ul-Jhimil, Ibn al-Nafis explains23 the success of surgical op- 
erations by the good care applied over three periods: 

The first is ‘the stage of handing oneself over’, i.e. the stage in which the 
patient hands bself over entirely to the surgeon to make his dlagnosis and 
find out what is wrong. 

The second is ‘the stage of action’, in which the surgeon tries to repair 
what has gone wrongin the organism. 

The third is ‘the stage of preservation’, i.e. the post-operative stage in 
whch the patient must preserve himself; the duty of all those around him (the 
nursing personnel) is also to preserve the patient’s health in the state in whch 
the surgeon left it. This brings about heahg. Ths is only a summary of several 
chapters in which everything is explained in detail. 

2 2  

20. Ibn Sinn, al-QcincSn ..., op. cit., pp.163-168. 
21. Chauliac, Lagrande cbZmTie, op. it., p. 262. 
22. Abii Bakr al-Rm, Etib al-f&im-j-l-,tibb, Hyderabad, Deccan, V, p. 205. 
23. Ibn al-Nafis, al-Jbimil, ed. A. 2. Iskandar, Kuwait, 1982. 
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5.12 Fixing a dislocated shoulder. From Juv&@pit al-Khan&ya of 
Sharaf al-Din b. 'Ah, fifteenth century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Millet Library, Istanbul, MS. T79) 

Ibn d-Quff says about the fracture of the clavicle: 

The technique of reducing this fracture is to get the patient to sit at a chair and 
order two servants to hold the patient; one pulls the arm connected with the 
broken clavicle outwards and upwards, and the other pulls the neck in the 
opposite direction, but gently. The surgeon palpates the site of the fracture with 
his fingers, pushes back that which is convex and pulls out that which is con- 
cave; and if he feels the need to pull hard, he puts under the armpit a ball of 
wool or cloth, its size dependmg on how much it needs to be raised; then the 
surgeon orders the ball to be pushed upwards, while pulling on the clavicle as we 
have said above, or pushes the elbow until it is close to the ribs, which facilitates 
extension as needed. If the top of the clavicle is sunk in too far, the injured man 
is put in a dorsal decubitus, a cushion is put under hs shoulder and downward 
pressure exerted on it; the clavicle goes back and the surgeon sets it straight. If 
the injured person feels a stabbing pain when the site is handled, it is a splinter 
that is the cause of it. In this case, the surgeon's duty is to incise the spot where 
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the splinter is and take it out. For if it remains, it would cause acute pain, whch 
leads to extreme weakness. Then suture the site and sprinkle the powder 
mentioned. If there is a swelling, put dressings with rose pomade on it. A splint 
as indicated above is put on the site of the reduction and tied on; the hand is 
hitched up to the neck, and the clavicle h t s  in twenty-eight days, or a 
month. . . 24 

'Ab b. al-'Abb%s describes the technique of the surgical treatment of aneurysm 
in his fi-miil al-jinZ'a, in which he says: 

First, you must incise the skln longmdinally and you take out all the blood there 
is in this place. You must uncover the artery and strip it of all the bodies that 
surround it; then you pick up the artery with a hook, you take a needle and 
thread and slide it underneath one of the two ends of the artery, tie it, and then 
cut the thread, and do the same on the other side. You mop the site dry of 
blood and put little pieces of cloth on it soaked in a cool liquid, and you sprinkle 
the site with cicatrizing powder and pomades. If the formation of the swelling 
arises from fissuring of the artery, you must hold with your fingers as much as 
you can of the swelling with the skin, then you take a needle and thread, and 
slide it under the swelling on one side of the place you have picked up and you 
tie it with a good ligature. Lastly, you incise the swelling in the middle and get 
out all the blood it contains, you squeeze the slun from all sides towards the 
ligatured place, and you apply a dressing soaked in syrup of oils and pomades 
that make flesh gro~7.2~ 

In ul-fAawi (Continens), al-R&?' described some surgcal techniques that can 
be classified as cosmetic operations; thus, when it is a case of a fibromatous 
swelling (waram @) that makes an organ smaller, such as the lip, the nose or 
the ear, one should 'incise in the middle, peel back the s k m  on both sides (of 
the incision) and cut the flesh that is in the middle, which is hard, and throw 
it away; then join the skin by sutures without removing any of it. In this way, 
the organ resumes its normal size, because what was deforming it has been 
removed'. Al-Riki adds: 'My comment: I dunk some people cut this contrary 
to what is described (above), and this action is wrong; they cut a piece of the 
skin and the flesh, then bring the two edges of the skin together by sutures, 
and so the edge becomes smaller than it was. Our technique consists in 
incising the skin and peeling it back, cutting the flesh where the skin has been 
peeled back, and which is hard, it is this flesh that was stretchtng the skin, 
then you bring the two edges of the skin together by making sutures. O n  
healing, the place becomes long and thin, for flesh that grows there is moist 
not thick and hard.' 

24. Ibn al-Quff, al-'Umda ..., op. it., p. 139. 
25. 'Ali b. al-'Abbns, &-mil al;rinZa, op. it. , I, p. 193. 
26. AL-Riizi, al-ffZwii op. it., V, pp. 218-219. 
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Ibn al-Quff, who was a Christian, describes circumcision in Chapter 21. 
H e  gives four techniques for it. Circumcision has, of course, never been 
compulsory among Muslims as it has been among Jews, but it has become a 
‘s24nnu’, i.e. one of the customs that the Prophet favoured. The techmque most 
widely used to this day is the one described by Ibn al-Q~ff.’~ It consists in 
introducing a stylet (mishir) as far as the glans, the prepuce (p@) is fured on to 
it; to mark its extent clearly, the instrument called ‘maShq2’ is applied, which is 
shaped like an inverted V, solidly pivoted at the point where the two arms 
meet. The stylet is withdrawn and a bistoury passed, then a dressing soaked in 
haemostatic powders is applied. Some leave a thread tied moderately tight to 
prevent any bleeding. 

CAUTERIZATION 

The writer of this chapter has already mentioned the importance that Arabic 
medicine ascribed to the skin; hence, the interest in cauterization and its 
various medical applications. It wdl suffice to mention Chinese acupuncture, 
which is merely the stimulation of the skin by prichng it. Cauterization 
works on the same principle, but the stimulation is carried out by 
ignipuncture . 

The Arabs studied cauterization very deeply. It was used for haemostasis 
(wqfal-nufl, the treatment of tumours and the sterilization of wounds. W e  
shall limit ourselves to its indications and techniques in other illnesses, by 
quoting from al-Zahriiwi’s Ehib al-TqmJf, one of the best books on surgery in 
Arabic melcine . 

Instrumentation 
Al-Zahriiwi preferred iron cauteries with wooden handles, unlike Ibn Sin2 who 
favoured instruments made of gold. Al-Zahriiwi described, with the help of 
drawings, many shapes of instruments used in cautery. 

Here are some extracts: 

Techmque 
Clean the place to be cauterized after shaving the hair off it. 

Mark with ink the points to be cauterized. 
Heat the cautery, then put it on the points marked, leave it there a little, 

then turn it and take it off again quickly. 

27. Ibn al-Quff, al-‘Umda.. ., op. it., p. 128. 
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You must take care not to lay bare the underlying bone or touch a 

Cauterization can be carried out in the form of points or hes. 
Points can go up to the number of ten, in one place or in two symme- 

trical places. If a h e  is to be done, it can be one finger long. 
When you have to cauterize a delicate place, it is better to use a hollow 

tube and cauterize through it. 
Another technique used and recommended by al-Zahriiwi, following 

Dioscorides, is to heat a piece of goat dung, wrap it in a piece of wool soaked 
in oil, and apply it on the forearm near the thumb in the case of sciatica, for 
example. 

neighbouring vessel (especially arteries). 

Preparing the patient 
By evacuation, gentle purgatives, and one day’s fasting. 

peutic resort. It is to be indicated after having tried all medicines. 
An absolute rule never to be neglected: cauterization is the last thera- 

Post-cauterization treatment 
A piece of cotton wool soaked in salt water is to be put on the cauterized place 
for three days, then changed for another piece of cotton wool soaked this time 
in ghee (sumn) or chicken fat, until the scab falls off. Lastly quaternary pomade 
(mhi ‘T) is applied. 

Position of the patient 
The decubitus of the patient depends on the individual case. For instance, 
when the head is to be cauterized, the patient sits in front of the doctor with 
his hands on his chest; the latter puts his hand on the bridge of the nose 
between the eyes. If it is the stomach, the patient puts himself in a dorsal 
decubitus and stretches his limbs out. 

Indications ( ‘ahimZt al-marad) 
There are very many, from a simple headache or an ordinary pain to specific 
cancer pain, facial paralysis, pleurisy, fistulas of all kinds and so on. As regards 
pain, here is a general list: chronic headache; non-chronic clinical migraine; 
earache; toothache ; sciatica; lumbago; rheumatism ; pins and needles ; sprains ; 
and pain following dislocation of the hip. 
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Application 

Here in detail is how to cauterize the head. For instance, to treat a 
headache,the doctor sits in a chair, the patient being seated on the ground 
with his back to the doctor and his hands on his chest. The doctor puts the 
palm of his left hand on the bridge of the patient’s nose and brings the hand 
on to his head, then with hs right hand marks in ink the place where the end 
of the index finger comes to. Lastly, he cauterizes this place with the cautery. 

It is curious to note the similarity between some cauterization techniques 
and acupuncture. The C h e s e  technique consists in stichng a heated needle 
into the flesh, another is moxibustion (ul-kqy bi-mqsim), which is simply 
cauterization of the s k m  with Artemisia (u@Zmsia or burungZs4, a variety of 
Tabu). One more technique also used by the Chnese is to prick the skin and 
then burn medcinal plants attached to the part of the needles remaining 
outside. 

Lastly, a French doctor has developed a device (the regulator) whch 
gves out infra-red, just at the point where the tip of the device is applied. H e  
claims that hs device does away with the need to use needles and gives exactly 
the same results. Cauterization also gives out infra-red. One may wonder 
whether it does not work by the same principle or mechanism. Cauterization is 
thought to be a most promising method of treatment. 
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OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Sami K Namarneh and Nad’at Hamarneh 

Ophthalmology in ancient times, especially in Greece and Rome 
In view of the uncertainties of adequate records of the ancient languages of 
Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Near East, the lack of translations from them 
and the general unfamiliarity with them in Islam, w e  shall refrain from 
considering texts in those languages. However, the Muslims were familiar 
with the work of a number of celebrated Central Asian and, especially, Indian 
physicians such as Sushruta, Shraka and Kankla, and therefore, we refer 
interested readers to several introductory works.’ Furthermore, Hahm 
Mohammed Said has published a valuable book on the hstory of medlcine in 
Chna and its relevance for the ancient and modern history of the Far East.’ 

The principal sources used by Arab and Muslim physicians to define and 
scientifically develop the discipline of ophthalmology were from the classical 
Greek Hellenistic and Roman periods and up to the advent of Islam. First and 
foremost was the H$pomatic Corpw, attributed to Hippocrates (c. 460- c. 370 
BC), comprising some fifty-two books and treatises, only a few of which were 
actually written by Hippocrates hmself, the majority being by hs con- 
temporaries and followers, as well as their pupils and physicians of other 
schools with which the Greeks were famhar, but whch were called Hippocratic 
in honour and commemoration of the father of medicine, Hippo~rates.~ 

S. K. Hamarneh, Ta’rikh turith a/- ‘uhn al- hbb$ya ‘ind al- ‘arab wa-l-mudimin, Irbid/ Amman, 
University of Yarmuk, 1986, pp. 35-44; and also D. D. Kosanbi, Ancient India, New York, 
1965; K. K. Bhshagratna, Be Szishmta-samhita. Calcutta, 1963; N. H .  Keswani, ‘Medical 
Education in India since Ancient Times’, H Aled. Ed., University of California, 1970, 
pp. 332-353; and S. K. Hamarneh, ‘India’s Contribution to Medical Education and 
Practice’, Sfudes in ffistoy ofhledcine, 1377, I, pp. 5-35. 
H. M. Said, Medicine in Gina, rev. ed., Hamdard, 1981; and S. K. Hamarneh, ‘India’s 
Contribution.. .’, op. cif., pp. 25-30. 
W. H. S. Jones, H$porates, London, 1951-4; S. K. Hamarneh, Ta’rikh ..., op. fit., pp. 7-9; 
E. Littrt, CPuvtw compktes d ’H$pocra.fe, Paris, 1839-61 ; G. Sarton, Introduction to the ffirfoy 
Science, Krieger, 1975, I, 96-102. 
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Much of the Greek HZppocrutic Copis was translated into Arabic; it covers 
the vast fields of anatomy, physiology, and methods of treatment, including 
works on ophthalmology. The H$pocrutic Corpm had a great influence on the 
progress of this profession (uL-ki&?Lu) among the Muslims. Later works in 
Greek followed, up to the emergence of Islam; some were translated into 
Arabic, and contributed to this development; hence, the importance of ths 
stage of translation for the understanding and evaluation of the history of 
ophthalmology among the Greeks and its position with Islamic civilization. 

The first physician of note after Hippocrates and the philosophers who 
succeeded him is Herophilus of Chalcedon (Bythynia), who described the optic 
nerve and the retina, also the dstinction between arteries and veins. This was in 
the last hrd of the fourth century BC. His younger contemporary Erasistratos 
made important basic contributions to anatomy and physiology; he carried out 
his work in the Museum of Alexandria, during the era of the Ptolemies (330- 
306 BC).4 As a physiologist, he was superior to Herophilus. H e  may be called the 
founder of physiology as a subject on its own. H e  dissected human cadavers and 
is known to have vivisected animals on which he made experiments. 

Another significant figure in ophthalmology was Ammonios the 
Younger, who practised in Rome in the days of Caesar Augustus. But the most 
important writer on ophthalmology, a man of precision and originahty, was 
Demosthenes Philalethes. H e  was a contemporary of the botanist and physi- 
cian Pedanios Dioscorides of Anazarbos, author of the famous work on single 
drugs (De materia medica) completed c. AD 63, in which he described many 
medicaments for the eye.5 

One of the most important Greeks to exert a considerable influence on 
Arab-Islamic medicine was Galen (c. AD 129-6. 200) the physician-philoso- 
pher of Pergamum. Arab physicians studed his writings carefdy, wrote 
commentaries on his works and circulated them widely.‘ During the Byzantine 
period, the writings of Aetios of Amida (hd), physician to the emperor 
Justinian I (AD 527-565 ), were well known. These include his mqZlu on the 
anatomy of the eye. H e  was followed by Alexander of Tralles (c. AD 526- 
605), who settled in Rome and wrote a number of medical works, the twelfth 
being on eye diseases; he was well known in the Islamic period. The last of 

4. S. K. Hamameh, Ta’tfkh.. ., op. it., pp. 7&82; Sarton, Introduction.. . , op. it., pp. 159-160; 
Pauly-Wissowa, Encyclopaedia, 1912, XV, pp. 975-1 112; M. Wellmann,Arcbivj% Gschichte der 
Medxin, 1924,16. 

5. S. K. Hamameh, Ta’ckh ..., op. cit, pp. 82-91; see J. Riddle,‘Dioscorides’, in Dit. Scient. 
Bog., 1971, Vol.4, pp.119-123; L. Leclerc, ‘De la traduction arabe de Dioscorides’, 
JournalAsiatique, 1867,19, pp. 5-38; Sarton, Introduction ..., op. cit., pp. 230,258-261,281; 
F. Sezgin, Geschichte der arabischen Schn@turn.r, 1970, 111, pp. 58-60. 

6. Sezgin, Geschichte.. . , op. cit., 111, pp. 68-143; G. Bergstrasser, Galen-Bibliographic, Leipzig, 
1932; A.J. Brock, Greek Medicine, London, Dent, 1929; Sarton, Gahn of Pergarnoon, 
University of Kansas, 1954. 
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these was Paulus Aegineta (d. c. AD 640), who was known in Alexandria as the 
Obstetrician. l3s encyclopedia of medicine included a study of the anatomy of 
the eye and the treatment of its  disease^.^ 

The dawn of Islam, up to the second half of the 
second/ eighth century 
In the earliest period of Islam, the Arabs and Muslims were much concerned 
with the noble language of the Qur’iin and knowledge of the respected 
ordinances of the shu~Y‘u (religous law), together with astronomy, physiog- 
nomy, and commerce. Nonetheless, medlcal knowledge existed and was 
widely known, since everyone needed medicine and made use of it. In the 
&&fb we read: ‘0 servants of God, practise medical skill, for indeed God 
never sent down an illness without also sending down its cure.’8 One 
physician, d-Hiirith b. Kalada al-Thaqafi, studled in the medical school of 
Jundishsppur and practised during the lifetime of the Prophet, and until the 
beginning of the Umayyad era (41/661). His main interest was in general 
health, and prophylaxis ; a beneficial &et and invigorating exercise9 

His contemporary, Ibn Abi Ramtha al-Tamimi, was a skilful practitioner 
who occasionally practised surgery. There were also excellent and worthy 
women at the time of the Prophet. These shared and helped in the treatment 
of the sick and wounded, offering their services without remuneration. There 
was Zaynab, the physician of the tribe of Awad, skilled in medical work, 
knowledgeable about treatments and medcation for afflictions of the eye and 
treatment of wounds. She was famed among the Arabs, and even featured in 
songs composed by poets. There is no doubt that diseases of the eye were 
widespread; many practitioners and physicians shared in the knowledge and 
treatment of eye &seases and health care.’” 

7. S. K. Hamameh, Ta’rTkb ..., op. cit., pp. 59-60, 92-102; Sarton, Introdudon ..., op. cit., I, 
pp. 434435, 453; Sezgin, Gscbicbte ..., op. cif., 111, pp. 162-169. 

8. Al-Qiidi Sii‘id b. &mad b. S%‘id al-Andalusi, Tabaqzt al-zlmam, pub. al-Najaf, 1967, pp. 62- 
63; Ibn Qayylm al-Jawziyya, al-Tibb al-Nabawi, pub. Beirut, 1983, 8; also used by Abu 
Dawiid, al-Tirmidhi, al-Nisa’i, Ibn Maja and al-Bukhiiri; and Ibn Abi Bakr d-Azraq, Tasbil 
aL-manaj‘, pub. Istanbul, 1984, pp. 9, 13. 

9. Ibn Juljul, Tabqit al-atibbi’ wa-L-hukamd, ed. Fu’iid Sayyid, Cairo, al-Ma‘had al-Faransi, 
1955,54; al-Qifg, Ta’rTkh al-hukami’, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 161-162; Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘L,z7n 
al-anbz’ ..., Cairo, Biikq, 1882, I, pp. 101-103. 

10. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, ‘Qzin af-anbz ’..., op. it., I, pp. 116-123; S. K. Hamameh, ‘Ta’rikh 
mihnat al-tamrig, af@h af-Shani 1989, 4/55, pp. 61-64; S. K. Hamameh, Ta’rTkb.. . , 
Op. cit., pp. 109-122. 
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The era of translation, transmission, and establishment (from 
al-Dimashqi to al-Razi) 

The third/ninth century is seen as a flourishing period in the health 
professions, including ophthalmology; especially for the translations of 
Greek works into Arabic, and laying down sound foundations for the growth 
and advance of this important branch of the health professions. 

b. al-Hakam al-Dimashqi, who 
led a centenarian (c. 122-227/739-841). His father and grandfather before 
him, from a respectable family of physicians, practised successfdy in 
Damascus and its environs; but this grandson travelled to the Abbasid capital 
(Baghdad) and was summoned to be one of the physicians of Hiiriin al-Rashid 
(170-194/786-809) in which capacity he prospered. His book al-Rjsda al- 
Yqitjyya was also named al-HZ?%n&ya as a mark of respect to the Abbasid caliph, 
to whom it was dedicated. It is a study of general medicine, with a section 
devoted to ophthalmology. Ths is considered to be the first melcal book in 
Islam ; it investigates health matters in general, inclulng treatment of the eye ; it 
contains correct observations and precise, useful entries based on practice. A 
younger contemporary of al-Dimashqi was Abii Zakariyii YC&nan% b. 
Mgsawayh, born in JundishSipur in Iran around the year 161/777, who was 
physician to the Abbasid cahphs from al-Ma’man to al-Mutawakkil. H e  shared 
in the scientific activities of the Bayt al-Hikma, and was head of the hospital. H e  
founded a medical school, the first of its kind in Islam, and led in S%narrg’ in 
243/857. 

Of his works on medicine, treatment, and illnesses, the most famous are 
al-Nawdir al-tibbyya ; al-Mtlhqar al-kabirj-l-amrZd; an epistle E ma ‘$at mihnat 
al-kabbZh (On the Examination of Oculists); Dagbalal- ‘ayn; and Et2b BZlithj 
tarkib al- ‘ay wa- ‘ihlihi wa-adw&utiha (Composition of the Eye, its Illnesses and 
its Medications). The most famous in this field is EtZb Dabal al-‘qn, dealing 
with illnesses and weaknesses of the eye. This small work has been edited. Its 
subject matter, however is not well arranged in exposition or style, sometimes 
disorganized, with little clear commentary or clarification.” 

Ibn MSisawayh‘s contemporary and colleague in the Abbasid court was 
the physician Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. Rabban al-Tabari, whose explanation of the 
eye and its diseases was no more successful than that of Ibn MSisawayh. In his 

First, we mention here Abu-1-Hasan 

11. Abii Zakariyyii Yahyii (or Yiihannii) b. Miisawayh, mentioned by Ibn Juljul, 
pbagrit ..., op. cit., pp. 65-66; and Ibn al-Nadim, al-fihnjt, Cairo, 1348/1929, pp.425- 
426; d-Qif@, Ta’rikh.. . , op. it., pp. 350-391, Ibn al-‘Ibri, Ta’tfkh mukhtqaral-duwal, Beirut, 
1958, pp.131-144; Ibn Abi UsaybFa, ‘@zZn al-anbz ’..., op. it., I, pp.175-183; M. 
Meyerhof and C. Priifer, ‘Die Augenheilkunde ... J. b. Miisawayh‘, Br hhm, 6, 1916, 
pp.217-256; N. Hamameh, Ta’rikh agbbi’ al-‘ytZn al-‘arab, Part I, Majallat al-Kahhd 
(Damaskus), 1985, pp. 28-57. 
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book Erhws al-bikma, completed in 236/850 and dedicated to the caliph 
al-Mutawakkd, al-Tabm- devotes several sections in the third maqla to the eye 
and its dlseases. Unfortunately, he gives nothmg new, and its subject matter is 
based upon Greek writings.” 

The outstanding figure in this field, however, was the physician-oculist 
and translator Abii Zayd Hunayn b. Ishiiq al-‘Ib%di (194-260/809-873). H e  
was born in Hira, and lived and practised in Baghdad where he died. H e  was 
instrumental in the revival of medlcine among Arabic-speaking doctors. 
Hunayn was a translator of exceptional merit. Lucien Leclerc’s book, written 
in 1876, mentions that Hunayn should be considered as one of the most 
original men in the history of Arabic medlcine. Max Meyerhof said that his 
book on ophthalmology was consistent with the best scientific style.13 

Hunayn’s acquaintance with the chief languages of the time, Arabic, 
Syriac and Greek, combined with his profound knowledge of ophthalmology, 
enabled him to compile his book on the eye in ten maqdm, a very well-written 
work, &splaying precision and origindty. His scientific output was exceptional 
in quality and quantity, and hs colleagues and successors made great use of h s  
translations and his compositions. An edition of this book of Hunayn’s was 
published by Meyerhof, with a detailed and important introduction (printed in 
Cairo in 1928). Meyerhof, however, was preceded by his professor of oph- 
thalmology, Julius Hirschberg, who laid down a solid foundation for knowl- 
edge of the history of ophthalmology through the ages. H e  produced several 
volumes, some of which are devoted to ophthalmology in Islam.14 

Hunayn wrote his Book oftbe Ten Treatises on the Eye with great precision, 
over a period of a quarter of a century; he was helped to complete it by hs 
nephew Hubaysh (al-Dimashqi) al-A‘sam. Its contents are as follows: 

MaqZkz 1: on the anatomy and physiology of the eye. There is consider- 
able reliance on the opinions of Galen, where extracts from his writings and 
teachings are presented. 

12. Abii-1-Hasan ‘Ali b. Sahl Rabban al-Tabari, R r h w s  al-hikma, ed. with intr. M. al-Siddiqi, 
Berlin, 1928; partially, H.R. Nadawi, with Urdu trans., Hamdard, 1981, pp.450-500; 
Meyerhof, ‘Tabari’s Paradise of Wisdom’, his, 16, 1931; Sezgin, Gschichte ..., op.cit., 111, 
pp. 236-240. 

13. Ibn al-Nadim, Eh&, Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Tijeyya al-KubrZ, pp.423435; Ibn Abi 
UsaybFa, ‘@Qn al-anbi’. . . , op. cit., I, pp. 184202; L. Cheikho, ‘UlamZ’ al-napiniya $2 
h h ,  ed. Kamili Hushayma, Juniah (Lebanon), 1983, pp. 152-156; L. Leclerc, ffutoire de la 
mia’ecine arabe, 1876, I, pp. 139-159; M. Meyerhof, Ten Treatises on the Eye, Cairo, 1928, 
Introduction. 

14. Hunayn b. Ishaq, K t b  al-‘Ashr maqZLit$-l-‘ayn, ed., intr. M. Meyerhof, Cairo, 1928; 
al-Qifti, TaJ&h.. . , op. cit., pp. 171-177; Meyerhof and Priifer, Die Lehre vom Sehen bei 
Hunayn, Arch. j2r Geschichte a’er Medxin, 6, 1913, pp. 21-33; G. Bergstrasser, ffunain b. 
hbaq, Leipzig, 1925; Leiden, 1913; and idem, Neue Materiahen, Leipzig, 1932; Sezgin, 
Gischicbte.. . , op. cit., 111, pp. 247-265 ; J. Hirschberg, Die Augenheilkunde, Berlin, 1905. 
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Mqda 2: on the description of the brain; here too are extracts and 
commentaries whtch show the influence of Galen. 

M a q d a  3: deals in detail with the optic nerve, the ‘spirit’ of sight, and the 
action of sight itself, considering the origin of the nerve to be firstly in the 
brain, with a complete description of it and how it extends in the form of two 
nerves from its two extremities, which are directed towards the eye; the im- 
portance of the optic chiasma, and the specification of vision or the operation 
of sight, and how that comes about. Hunayn’s opinions here are based on 
those of Hippocrates, Plato, and Galen. 

M a q a  4: contains essential knowledge for students who intend to 
practise medicine. It provides advice on how to keep the body sound and 
healthy, and how to restore health; all this is in accordance with the ‘six non- 
naturals’ (al-asbzb al-si#a al-&nkjyya), which are supposed to bring about a 
proper balance in the patient’s temperament. 

M a q d a  5: is on the causes of symptoms occurring in the eye, the organ of 
vision, that affect its power; an account of the pupil and the eye muscles is 
provided. 

M a q d a  6: deals with signs of diseases which occur in the different layers of 
the eye; some of the diseases of the conjunctiva, such as a blood spot, pter- 
ygium, ophthalmia, swelling, sclerosis, i.e. hardening in the eye and eyelids, 
itching, diseases of the exterior or interior of the eyelid; lithiasis; symblephar- 
on; ectropion; diseases of the cornea, cataract, and occult pains of the eye. 

Mapila 7: is on the virtues of simple drugs in general and their classifi- 
cation on the basis of their taste, their degrees of strength, with their names in 
Arabic, Persian, and Syriac; some, for which the equivalent in Arabic was not 
known yet, are given in the original Greek language, in transliteration. An 
account of plant, animal and mineral drugs is provided. 

Maqda 8: on medicaments for the eye, their types, methods of use, and 
their origins; some medicaments are classified as obstructive, some costive; 
there are some which ripen (mm&a), and others which are anaesthetic; the use 
of ‘opposites’ in treatment is closely observed. 

M a q d a  9: on treatment of diseases of the eye, one by one, such as in- 
flammations and pains, pterygium and scabies, night-blindness, weak sight, 
the operation of needling, and protuberance of the eye. 

MaqZla 10: the last, is on compound medicines from various sources: 
plants, animals, and minerals, in many pharmacological forms, such as drops, 
powders, or ointments. 15 

15. Hunayn b. Ishiiq, aLCAbr maq&tj-/-‘qn, 1928; S. K. Hamameh, MansbirZt M g m a c  al- 
Lugbat aL-‘Arab+ya aLUrdunni, 3rd cultural season, Amman, 1985, pp. 111-125; idem, 
Tu’ekh ..., op. cit., pp. 160-175; Bergstrasser, Hunain ..., op. cit.; J. Hirschberg, 
Sitzungberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1903, pp. 1080-1094; 
Meyerhof, ‘New Light on Hunain and His Period’, (sis, 8,1926, pp. 685-724. 
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All of this was in the Arabic language, strengthening the medical, scien- 
tific and technical vocabulary. Most of Hunayn’s Arabic terminology is sull in 
use in our own day. The materials are well selected and carefully recorded in an 
orderly and methodical sequence: Hippocrates and Galen. The actual text of 
these mqdm is in Arabic of a very hgh literary and linguistic level; Hunayn is 
the one who shaped it and made it available for members of the various health 
professions, particularly ophthalmologists.“ 

Among the outstanding successors of Hunayn was the greatest physician- 
philosopher of h s  time, Abti Bakr Muhammad b. Zakariyyn al-R%zi (251- 
313/865-925). H e  was a friend of the Samanid prince Mansiir b. Ishaq, for 
whom he composed three medlcal works, the most important being EtZb al- 
Mun@i on medicine, and uL-pbb uL-?%bZni (Spiritual Physic).” 

Al-ManpE contains sections concerned with anatomy, diseases, including 
the eye and their treatment. The same subject is studied in his book al-HZm-al- 
kabir (Continens) and al-Taqszm wa-l-ta.r@r (Classification and Tabulation) with 
diseases and therapy. Al-R%zi’s originahty is clearly evident in his chical ob- 
servations, also in the fields of mental and psychologd medicine, and social 
philosophy.18 

Maturation of ophthalmology in the Middle Ages 
After the period of translation, transmission and basic composition in 
ophthalmology, &IS profession was developed and brought to a hgher 
standard, thanks to a number of eminent oculist-physicians, of whom we shall 
mention some in chronological order: 

Abu-1-Hasan &mad b. Muhammad al-Taban-, student of Shaykh Abii 
M a  MGsn b. Yfisuf b. Sayyiir, who was a physician to the Buwayhid ruler 
Rukn al-Dawla (320-366/932-976). His book al-Mii ‘Zl@ al-Biiqrxitzjya (or al- 
Biiqrat4ya) contains ten maqZla.r, the fourth being on dtseases of the eye, giving 
its layers and their uses, and the different opinions of anatomists, in fifty-four 
chapters. Hirschberg has written on this fourth maqda, praising the author’s 
depth of experience in diseases of the eye.19 

16. W. Khoury, “Ad Kitiib Hunayn d-maqdiit fi-Lcayn’, hfdalat al-fibbhril (Damascus), 1980, 
Vol. 1/1, pp.138-194; see G. C. Anawati, ‘Les mtdecins. de l’oeil chez Hunayn,’Arabica, 
1957, 2113, pp. 232-244; Catalogue at the British Library, Smithsonian Institution, 1975, 
pp. 3540. 

17. A-Qifti, Z’rfkh.. ., op. cit., p. 271-277; Sezgin, Geschichte ..., op. cif., 111, pp. 274-294; E. G. 
Brown, Arabian Medicine, 1921, C.U.P., pp. 44-53. 

18. W. Brooner, Di e  Augenheilkunde ah Rhuses, Berh, 1900 (Dissertation); J. Hirschberg, 
Handbtrch, 11, pp. 101-107; S. E(. Hamarneh, ‘Arabic Ophthalmology - the First Climax’, in 
H. M. Said (ed.), EJJ~J on Science, Hamdard, 1987, pp. 75-89. 

19. Sezgin, ~schichte.. ., op. it., 111, pp. 307-308; M. Rihab,‘ Der arab. Atzt at-Tabari’, Arch. 
fir Geschichte derfihafxin, 19, 1927, pp. 123-168. 
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A colleague and fellow-countryman of al-Tabari, who also studied under 
the supervision of Aba Miihir, was the outstanding physician Abu-1-Hasan 'Ah 
b. al-'Abbiis al-Majiisi (Haly Abbas, d. 384/994) whose name became so fa- 
mous that the Buwayhid ruler 'Adud al-Dawla (338-372/949-982) sum- 
moned him to be his personal physician. To him al-Majiisi dedicated his book 
al-fi-milj-l-@Z'a al-tibb&ya, and in his honour it is called al-MalikZ (Liber regias). 

fi-miil al-@Zca was presented by its author to the royal treasury around 
370/980, and its fame spread in the Islamic countries; there are numerous 
extant manuscripts and it was translated into Latin several times in Europe. 
The book contains twenty maqdm. In the introduction, its author gives lavish 
praise to the Buwayhid ruler for hs love of knowledge and the people of 
wisdom, 'When God wishes well for a community, he bestows wisdom on its 
rulers, and wealth on its scholars.' The author considers the art of medicine to 
be the most excellent profession, and collects in his book all that medical 
practitioners need to know concerning care for the healthy to keep them well, 
and to restore health to the sick.20 

H e  writes of medication for illnesses, aetiology, signs and symptoms, 
things vital for the physicians; among other dungs, he includes in the fust 
maqZla the rules and methods which must be followed to recope Illnesses, 
the divisions of medlcine with counsels for the physicians and the natural 
matters and temperaments. In the second maqda, the anatomy of homo- 
geneous organs is described. The third maqda is on heterogeneous organs, 
such as the respiratory system, the stomach, and the brain. In its thirteenth 
chapter, there is a description of the eyes and their uses, followed by a de- 
scription of the other organs of the head. In the sixth maqZla, on deviations 
from natural conditions, he speaks of other sensory actions such as sight, 
hearing, taste, and touch; then the harm which can affhct the sight, whether 
by totally suppressing it, so that blindness results, or weakening it, so the 
person is afflicted by darkness or night-blindness (nyctalopia) or distorted 
vision, and sees things not as they are. Finally, al-Majiisi mentions the illnesses 
occurring in the eyes and their treatment, like ophthalmia, swelling, and 
hardness occurring in the conjunctiva, itch, pannus, blood spot, ulcers, pus- 
tules, protuberance in the eyes, and treatment of corneal cancer, chemosis, 
thrush, tinea and scrofula. 

While the career of al-Majusi in Iran was coming to a close, in the 
Umayyad capital in Andalusia, the physician-surgeon and pharmacist Abu-l- 
Qnsim Khalaf b. al-'Abbas al-Zahr%wi (Abulcasis or Albucasis, c. 328-404/ 
939-1013) was completing his book al-Tq$ HIS fame spread not only 

20. 'Ali b. al-'Abbns al-Majiisi, kismil aL-!inZca, pub. Biiliiq, 2 vols., 1294/1877; Majiisi's 
'Observations and Instructions on Medicine and Public Health', ffam&rdMed;cus, 23,1980, 
pp. 3-36; C. Elgood, "Ah b. al-'Abbgs d-Majusi', in E12, 1, p. 381 ; Sarton, Introduction.. . , op. 
cit., I, pp. 677-678. 
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through Andalusia but also into the rest of Europe. H e  remained influential 
until the time of the European Renaissance.21 Et& al-Z+qfli-man ‘.jia ‘an al- 
ta’vwas completed around the end of the fourth/tenth century. It consists of 
thrty maq2fla.r: the first and second contain lengthy accounts of anatomy, 
physiology, classification of &seases and their symptoms. After deahng with 
lseases of the nose and the ear, he divides eye dseases into twelve &visions, 
including those of the eyelids such as scabies, adhesion, cohesion (or con- 
junctivitis), entree-and ectropion. H e  defmes chemosis as being dense white 
flesh, whch grows excessively within the eyelid and is of two kinds. One is 
characteristically generated of sangulneous matter and is of a very strong red 
colour, with thckening and heaviness in the eyelid, and much moisture, whch 
flows in the eye. The sign of the second is that it becomes greenish in colour, 
while it is less swollen and red and there is more movement.2z 

Next follow the dseases of thrush, itch, and xanthelasma or lipoma, and 
granuloma (tita-so called because it is a swelling shaped somewhat like a 
mulberry), and diseases of the inner canthus, such as dacryorrhea, and dis- 
eases of the conjunctiva such as ophthha, and blood spot whch is blood 
setthng in the white of the eye, i.e. subconjunctival haemorrhage, stye, itch, 
swehg, and sclerosis, and sclerocornea, hardening and dryness occurring in 
the whole eye with the eyelids, or in the cornea; and diseases of the cornea like 
ulcers, and pustules whch are moisture resembling pus collecting between one 
of the skins of the cornea, amaurosis, hypopyon, which is purulent matter, 
easily seen, occurring behnd the cornea. When cancer of the cornea occurs, it 
causes very severe pain, and extension of the veins, and headache and flowing 
of tears. 

The most sipficant diseases related to the iris (uveal layer) are protu- 
berance, widening, narrowing, deviation, and liquid arising in it. This is 
moisture occurring between the retina and the iris, at their juncture, and &s- 
eases of the aqueous humour, the crystalline lens, and the vitreous  humour^.'^ 

In the second, surgical section in maqda 30 of Et& a/--TaSmJf, al-Zahriiwi 
describes important surgcal operations on the eye. For instance, in the second 
section he gives the method of extracting the temporal arteries, especially 

21. Abu-1-Q%sh Khalaf b. d-‘Abb%s al-Zahrzwi was praised by Aba Muhammad ‘A!i b. 
Hazm, one of those who admired him, since he knew him personally in his youth, when 
al-Zahr%wi was towards the end of his life; he was mentioned by Abii ‘Abdallzh 
Muhammad b. Futiih al-Humaydi (d. A H  488),Jadhwat al-muqtabisfidhikr.. .wuht al-Anahlus, 
pub. d-Sa%da, Cairo, 1952, No. 421, p.195; see S. K. Hamarneh, Ta’ekh ..., op. it., 
pp. 335-349; also Sezgin, Geschichte ..., op. cit., 111, pp. 323-325. 

22. Al-Zahrawi, aI-Ta!rii the two first maqdas in the book. See S.K. Hamarneh and 
G. Sonnedecker, A 14w of Abulcasis a/-Zaharawi, Leiden, Brill, 1963, pp. 14-51, 131- 
132; E. Gurlt, Geschichte d. Oirurgie, Berlin, 1898, I, pp. 620-649. 

23. L. Choulant, Gexch. U. Bibl. anat. Abbildung, Leipzig, 1852, I, pp. 372-375; Sarton, 
Introduction, op. cit., I, pp. 681-682. 
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when the patient suffers from chronic migraine or severe catarrh, heat, and 
severe chronic headache. The ‘tempora’ is the side of the face from the eye to 
the ear (cranio-facial). In the fourth chapter, he gives the treatment for chronic 
flux of bitter tears into the eyes, arising from the external vessels on the 
cranium, with reddening, a creeping sensation, and emaciation in the eye; the 
roots of the lashes itch, and the eyelids are burned by the bitterness, together 
with anxiety and fever. 

In Chapter 5, al-Zahriiwi prescribes a treatment for tears and deflections 
in the eyes, arising from within the head. This occurs when there is emaciation 
and weakness in the eyelids, while the eyelids are ulcerated and lose their 
lashes, together with severe pain and sneezing.24 This is followed in Chapter 8 
by a section on treatment of warts in the eyelids, whether humid or dry, and 
the method of cutting them with the scalpel. Chapter 9 is on the treatment of 
chalazion occurring in the eyelids; this is a small, round, hard swelling, like 
hailstones in form, caused by thick matter collecting in the upper and lower 
eyelids. Chapter 10 is on the treatment of hydatid, which also OCCUTS there, 
chiefly in the upper eyelid. It afflicts chddren in particular, irritating their eyes 
so that they cannot look directly at sdght, for eyes quickly fill with tears. 
Sufferers from this affliction sleep upon their faces from dawn onwards. 
Al-Zahriiwi describes this illness very precisely; the hydatid stands out pro- 
minently, when the place is squeezed by the finger. Chapter 11 deals with 
tucking of the eye and patching of the eyelid (blepharoplasty). This is to treat 
the growth of superfluous lashes, which continue and thus harm the eye, as 
with chronic lachrymation and dropping of the eyelid (ptosis), whiteness, and 
opacity. Chapter 12 is on the removal with a needle of irritating lashes from 
the eye, and the use of oculist’s scissors, and treatment. Chapters 13 and 14 
are devoted to entropion and ectropion in the upper or (the true sort) the 
lower eyelid. Chapter 15 is on adhesion of the eyelid to the conjunctiva or the 
cornea (blepharosynechia or symblepharon). In it he describes the adhesion of 
the upper eyelid to the white of the eye, which hinders its movement and 
prevents its natural functions. 

In Chapter 16, al-Zahriiwi describes the incision of ungula (i.e. pter- 
ygmm) which resembles a fine hard membrane; and excrescences of the 
canthus, cutting the ungula with a very fme scalpel. 

Concerning cutting of chemosis (Chapter 17), already mentioned 
(excessive oedema of the ocular conjunctiva), he indicates superfluous flesh 
which grows here, or oedema (of the nerves and vessels, pitting oedema), 
where this red granulation grows up until it covers the eye or the eyelids, or 

24. fibtist makbtutZt DZr al-fitub al ZZbiYya: al-gbb wa-l-sa_ydla, Damascus, 1969, pp. 135-170; 
al-Zahr2wr, the thirtieth maqda on treatment by surgical means, with representations of 
surgical instruments, al-Ti!$, litho., Lucknow (India), 1908, pp. 39-42; M. S. Spit& and 
G. L. Lewis (eds., trans.), Abulcasis: On Jqery andInstruments, London, 1973, pp. 178-189. 
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5.13 Ocular nerves. From a treatise on ophthalmology 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Egyptian National Library, Cairo) 
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may turn the eyelids outwards; and he gives the method of treatment. Finally 
he speaks in Chapter 18 of ‘gathering up the pannus’, which is a network of 
blood vessels spreading over the eye preventing or obscuring the sight, and 
weakening the eye. H e  describes the method of gathering it up.” 

Just as Hunayn b. Ishiiq was a pioneer in depicting the anatomy of the eye 
in drawings and diagrams, al-Zahriiwi likewise was the first to draw diagrams 
of the surgical and technical instruments and appliances, by way of instruction 
and directive. H e  also described methods, displaying skills, innovations, and 
elucidating various surgcal techniques. These descriptive drawings and origi- 
nal forms of surgical instruments were passed on to copyists and surgeons in 
the East and the West. These drawings were used to develop sirmlar types in 
the art of surgery, and in perfecting surgical operations, in all of which al- 
Zahriiwi set the pattern of technical and descriptive excellence?6 

The oculist who watched over the establishment of this art as it pro- 
gressed and expanded was the physician ‘Ah b. ‘IsP, an exceptionally skilled 
ophthalmologist, and respected teacher. His book, known as Zdbkirat 
al-ka&ikn (Notebook for Oculists), was required for all who devoted them- 
selves to this profession. For centuries, medical practitioners were to use this 
book exclusively, rather than other medical compendia composed on this 
subject .27 

Zdbkirat al-kabb&n is in three mq2la.r. There are many extant manu- 
scripts. It was translated into Latin, and was printed by the Dii’irat al-Ma‘iirif 
al-‘Uthmhyya, in Hyderabad, Deccan. Hirschberg produced a commentary 
on it. The Zdbkira marked a turning point in the style of writing books. It 
follows the eye’s anatomical structure for the purpose of describing diseases of 
the eye, beginning with the eyelid, then the conjunctiva, then the cornea, and 
so on. From the time of its appearance, c. 400/1010, the Tadbkbra became a 
reference source for oculists, and was used by subsequent Arab authors. 

The first mapila of Zdbkirat al-kabb& is in twenty chapters, and from 
the introduction w e  gather that ‘Ab b.‘h wrote it as a reply to questions put 
to him by some of his colleagues concerning knowledge of eye diseases, their 
treatment and medication. It includes extracts from Galen of the definition of 

25. Al-Zahri~wi, the thirtieth m q d a  in al-Tinx pub. Nami, India, 1908, pp. 46-59; Spink and 
Lewis (eds.), Abukasir.. ., op. cif.., pp. 204-254, including reduction of exophthalmos, 
staphyloma, hypopyon and couching of cataract. 

26. L. Leclerc, La cbirurgie d!Abulcasi.., Paris, 1861; Med. Arab., 1876, I, pp.437-457; R. 
Valensi, Un cbirutgien arabe, Abukais, Montpelier, 1908; and Catalogue ofManus+ts at the 
Britid Libraty, 1975, pp. 90-93. 

27. Ibn’ Ab1 Usaybica, ‘@in al-anbz’. . ., op. cit., I, p. 247; N. Hamarneh, in Mdallat al-&bbd, 2, 
1984, pp. 45-50, and Fihrist makbtgtat al-zzbieya bi-Dmasbq, 1969, pp. 259-261 ; Catalogue 
of Manumjbts at the British Libraty, 1975, pp. 84-86; Sezgin, Gescbicbte.. ., op. it., 111, 
pp. 337-340; G. Graf, Gesch. cbri5tl. arab. Lit., 11, p. 17; and Sarton, Introduction, I, pp. 731- 
732, and CA. Hille, De Med. arab. Ocuhriis, Dresden, Amoldi, 1845/6. 
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the eye, its actions, temperament, and the layers of the eye: the retina, chor- 
oid, sclerotic, arachnoid, aqueous humour, the vitreous humour, the iris, the 
cornea, and the conjunctiva. The optic nerve and its origin are mentioned, and 
there is a description of how sight occurs.28 

The second muqda is on external and visible eye dtseases. Their aetiology, 
and the symptoms and treatment of each lsease are provided. The principles 
and rules of treatment are also gven, and the procedure followed by the 
oculist in the practice of his profession is carefully described. Diseases of the 
eyelid, like chalazion and adhesion, entropion and types of chemosis, thrush, 
sclerosis, hydatid, amaurosis, tinea, warts and scrofula are all discussed. Then 
he describes diseases of the canthus (inner angles of the eye) like aegdops 
(wurum mu 'q?); deflection; and diseases of the conjunctiva such as ophthalmia, 
blood spot, pterygium, pannus, stye granuloma; diseases of the corneal 
membrane, types of ulcers and pustules, albedo, corneal abrasion, chancre 
(ulceration, hard, soft, or combined); and lseases of the iris such as widening 
or narrowing of the pupil, or its protuberance or perforation. 

The third muqdu is on dtseases not perceptible to the senses, their ae- 
tiology, symptoms, and treatment, as in the aqueous and the crystalline hu- 
mours, and the arachnoid, and the area of vision; night-blindness (nyctalopia), 
which is known as shubkir or shubkuru, of one who can see by day but not by 
night, and day-blindness, jzlhr or ri$%r, of one who can see by night and not 
by day (hemeralopia). 

Then he describes diseases of the optic nerve, dtffusion, and diseases of 
the choroid layer, and the sclera, and squint. Then he indicates preservation of 
the health and soundness of the eye, extraction of the temporal arteries (as did 
al-Zahrgwi in maqdu 30 of uI-T&r$), and fmally the medicaments used in eye 
treatment. 

The ocdst 'Ah b.'h, who flourished in Baghdad, had a contemporary in 
Mosul, namely, Abu-l-Qiisim b.'Ammiir b.'Ah al-Maw$, who, though well 
known in lis own country, preferred to travel, first as a student and then as a 
practising oculist. H e  stayed for a time in Iran, then went to Syria, and finally 
settled in Cairo, the capital of the Fatimids and a renowned centre of culture. He 
became well known in ophthalmology, in the reign of the caliph al-Hakim bi- 
Amr All& (305-412/996-1021). There he wrote StZb uI-iMzlntukbubj 'i@ umriid 
ul- 'qy. (Selections: O n  Treatment of Eye Diseases), which he delcated to the 
caliph and to the q&of the shun'u court in Cairo, the learned shaykh Mal& b. 
Sa'id, around 405/1014, who was a great patron of scholars. Discussions were 
held in the latter's presence concerning the practice of this science. H e  drew 

29 

28. S. K. Hamameh, 'Arabic Ophthalmology' ..., op. cit., p. 83. 
29. Tadbkirat al-ka&&n, fust three vols., pub. 1974; also Leclerc, Hihire.. . , op. cit., I, pp. 498- 

503; C. A. Wood, Be Tadhkirah, Chicago, Northwestern University, 1936; and 
M. Steinschneider,'Zur Oculistik des 'Is& b. 'Ali',janus, 11, 1906, pp. 399-408. 
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attention to the way in which this profession was declining, both in practice and 
in its study, and had lost its prestige. The great majority of its practitioners, he 
added, were now wretched, and devoid of knowledge of the principles and the 
branches of this profession, weak-willed and unequipped for surgical practice, 
ignorant of the methods of anatomy of the eye, and knowing nothing of its 
conditions and physiology. Since al-Mawsdi found this qu& to be most en- 
couraging and helpful towards oculists, he undertook to compose this book, so 
that it might be a treasure for students and for those who were tqmg to revive 
this heritage and raise the standard of the health professions at that time.30 

The author opens his book thus: 

‘Ammiir al-Mawsili the practitioner said: ‘I attended the audience of the chief qi$ 
Malak b. Sa‘id; and there were a group of scholars of all kinds and also some 
people of the medical art, whch is respected by scholars, by people of knowledge 
and insight. I saw in hs presence also a group of oculists at the hospital, and 
others; among them were some who cannot read or write, and some who have 
practical experience only, but have not studled medicine and anatomy.’ Thus, for 
instance, one of them said: ‘Ths is a medlcine which I have inherited from my 
father, who saw it in a dream.’ But if one were to ask hun about the significance 
and rules of ophthalmology he knew nothing, and could not reply. If one wanted 
to converse and dlscuss with them, they were found to be devoid of knowledge 
and certainty, for they had lost their way.. . I have wished to approach nearer to 
God, seeking His reward and His great gifts, and in the presence of my master the 
noble q&Z, to dedlcate to hun thls splendid composition of my knowledge and 
practical work concerning the layers of the eye, its humours, organs, parts, ill- 
nesses, medications, what is treated with medlcines and what is treated surgically 
with instruments. I have also wished to explain how the eye is composed: its 
seven layers, its three humours, all with the aim of checkmg harm and seeking 
benefit and heahng needy patients, of whatever sort they may be.31 

In EtZb al-Mtmtakhab, the author deals at length with the anatomy of the eye, 
its physiology, and preparation of pharmacological prescriptions, and 

30. ‘Amm& b. ‘fi- al-Maw& al-Muntakhab, a very original work which describes the operation 
of suction of moist cataract by using a hollow metal needle. H e  treated weakness of sight 
arising from squint in children by covering the sound eye. The work was translated into 
Hebrew in the thirteenth century AD. See S. K. Hamarneh, Ta’6kb.. ., op. it., pp. 8485; 
and Ibn Abi Usaybica, ‘LjGn. . ., op. cit., 11, p. 89; E E Khaggb, al-EbZh ‘ind al-‘Arab, 
Baghdad, 1975; N. Hamarneh, DaWral-‘arabfitgfawur&bb al-‘qz, 1986, I, pp. 135-136; 
and idem, ‘Muqaddima haw1 mbb al-‘uyiin al-‘arabi, Mgalht ai-turztb al- ‘arabi(Damascus), 17, 
1984, pp. 153-185; also Sezgin, Gescbicbte ..., op. cit., 111, pp. 533-538. 

31. EtZb al-Muntakbab, MS. copy in the British Library; also Tibb Taymur in Cairo, No. 100; 
in Rabar, No. 782, in Andalusian script; in the Escorial, No. 894, see Catalogue 6 
Manu.rm$ts in the Britisb Libay, 1975, pp. 82-84; C. Brockelmann, Geuschicbte der Arabischen 
Litteratur, I, p.277; D. Armenio, Tratatuus a2 octllis Canamuusali, Venice, 1497, 1499, 1500; 
and N. Scalinci, h’ libro pro Sanitate OCEllorum, Naples, 1923. 
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treatments composed for a number of medcal condtions. H e  records his 
observations, useful personal experiences, with the expertise of the practising 
oculist who is well versed in the virtues of drugs and surgery. Examples are: 
the benefits of saffron and of Sarcocolla (‘anzal.st>, whch is in the form of 
resinous gum, and opium, and the juice of mandrake. 

Al-Maw& considers that cancer of the eye is similar to other cancers 
which attack organs of the human body. It is a particularly painful type of 
swelling, and is incurable. Successful operations which he undertook include 
an operation for suction of moist cataract, and ths may be the first time that a 
definite success was recorded. H e  also treated &m-sightedness arising from 
squint; and other treatments of hs have brought hun renown, in appreciation 
of his valuable and useful scientific observations and theories. Hirschberg too 
pointed out his importance in the hstory of ophthalmol~gy.~~ 

Al-Mawsili’s contemporary, the learned Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. 
al-Haytham (c. 354-431/965-1039) (Alhazen), achieved much success in h s  
field. H e  was born and brought up in Basra (Iraq), but as his talents became 
known he set out on hs travels, finally setthg in Cairo, where he stayed untd hts 
death. The greatest of his scientific works were accomplished in the Fatimid 
capital, where his creativity developed. One of his most important works per- 
taining to vision was EtZb al-ManZ@r(On Optics), which is considered to be one 
of the greatest works in this field, prior to Isaac Newton in England. Mugiifa 
Nazif, a former professor at the University of Cairo, gave a lecture series in 
memory of Ibn al-Haytham, published in two volumes, in the years 1942-1943. 

Mustiifa Napf was followed by hs student, ‘Abd al-Hamid Sabrii, who 
edted EtZb aL-Manz@r from the extant Arabic manuscripts. H e  also studied 
important Latin and Western translations. Sabrii’s edition was published with 
an introduction and commentaries in several volumes. Et& al-Mani@r was 
explained and commented on by Kamd al-Din al-Fiirisi (d. 719/1320) in two 
volumes, entitled Tang?, al-manZxir li-dbaw? I-ab:Zr wa-dbasd’ir (Revision of the 
Optics for Those of Clear Sight and Intelhgence), completed in 702/1302. It 
was printed by Dii’irat al-Mac&if, Hyderabad, in 1357/1938. 

Before leaving Iraq, it seems that Ibn al-Haytham lived in Baghdad for a 
short whde, where he wrote a maqda entitled: ‘Seven Replies to Questions Put 
to Him Concerning Engineering Instructions’. H e  also visited Ahwaz. As hts 

32. Al-MawSili, ‘Ammiir, T h e  Cataract qerations $ ‘hmir al-&&iL, in English, French, and 
German, edited and translated by Max Meyerhof; the Arabic title is @kg@tfigadb al ma’, 
naqlan ‘an kitzb al-muntakbab jf ‘ilm al-‘qn, the Arabic text is in facsimile, Masnouc, 
Barcelona, Laboratorios del Norte de Espaiia [c. 19371; J. Hirschberg et al., D i e  arab. 
Azcgenuqte, I. ‘Ah b. %a, II. ‘Amma b. ‘A. al-hlawsili, Leipzig, 1904-1905; Gscb. d. 
Augenbeilkunde bei d. Arabern., 1905; Meyerhof, Guiak d’oculirtigzle, Barcelona, 1933; idem, D i e  
Staroperationen des ‘Ammir al-&fau:i& Barcelona, 1937 ; and A. Feigenbaum, ‘Cataract 
Operation . . . East and West’, in septiime congris international de I’hirtoire des sciences, Actes, 1953. 
pp. 298-305, 
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fame grew, news of him reached the ears of the Fatimid caliph al-H- bi- 
A m r  All&, who summoned him to Cairo, where this caliph founded the 
D~ir al-Wkma to encourage scholars and to sponsor the sciences. H e  also built 
an observatory on the Muqattam (just outside Cairo) to serve the study of 
astronomy. There he had appointed the astronomer Ibn Ytinus al-Misri (d. 
399/1009). Hi s  invitation was due to the words reported of him concerning 
the flooding of the river Nile: 'If I were to be living in Egypt, I would have 
carried out some work on the Nile to preserve its water and thereby enable the 
country to benefit from any condition, whether excess or lack of water. For I 
have heard that the Nile flows down from a high place at the very furthest 
hut of Egypt.' 

The caliph summoned him and he came into his presence. The caliph 
received him with honour, then sent with him a group of builders and archi- 
tects to construct a dam at the place where there were weirs and cataracts. 
When he saw the amazing remains of the ancient Egyptians, their creativity, 
and the drawings upon their statues and temple walls, he was sure that his goal 
was impossible. For the ancients had not given a thought to what the caliph 
now wished to do; and if it had been possible to achieve, they would have 
done it. So he returned, dejected and his hopes dashed. H e  made his excuses 
to al-HHkim, who accepted them, and appointed him in charge of a govern- 
ment department, a post which he took out of fear rather than from any wish 
to accept it. H e  feared the caliph's fury. So he feigned madness, and the caliph 
confined him to his house and appointed someone to treat him. When the 
caliph died in 411/1021, Ibn al-Haytham could again appear sane, and he 
resumed his previous studies, writings, and teaching, settling near the Azhar 
Mosque, where he dwelt as an ascetic untd his death in 431/1039.33 

Ibn al-Haytham began his autobiography with these words: 

Since my youth, I have never ceased to question the various beliefs people hold, 
for every group of them holds fast to their own opinion, and I was doubtful 
about all of them, quite certain that truth is one, and that the variation is purely 
and simply in respect of the way to find it. So when I grew up, and was ready to 
grasp intellectual matters, I devoted myself solely to seeking the source of truth, 
and directed my will and energy to perceiving that whereby distorted ideas are 
exposed, and obscurities of doubters and deluded are scattered. And I set my- 
self resolutely to acquiring that view which would bring m e  closer to God, may 
H e  be praised, leadmg to His approval, guiding to obedience and pity. As for 
me, borrowing the words of the physician-philosopher Galen in A Kkzt al-btlr' 

33. M. Nqif, Ibn al-Hqtbam BNb#tbz4bu wa-fisblsfuhu al-&aea, Cairo, 1942-1943,2 vols.; Ibn 
al-Haytham, Ktb al-Man&ir, edited by A. I. Sabrii, Kuwait, 1983-1987; Ibn al-Haytham, 
Maj,,-' ai-rmz'il, Hyderabad, Dii'irat al-Ma'iirif, 1357/1938; A. I. Sabra, Dict. Jienf. Bio., 
1972, VI, pp. 189-210; M .  Schramm, Ibn aLHqtbams h%g 7. Byik, Wiesbaden, Steiner, 
1963; and G. Nebbia, Ibn al-Haytham mill. Anniver., Byis, 1967, pp. 165-214. 
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(On the Method of Healing; De metbodo medmdi): ‘I do not know how I was 
prepared, since my youth; I could say, by amazing coincidence, or I could say by 
inspiration from God, or even by some possession; for indeed I despised the 
generality of people, thinking them of little worth, desiring the love of the truth 
and search for knowledge alone; it came to me that people could obtain nothing 
in this world which is better, nor more able to bring one closer to God, than 
these two matters: love of truth and search for knowledge.’ So I then became 
totally involved in the kinds of opinions and beliefs and the varieties of religious 
sciences; yet I was not successful, nor did I learn any path therein to the truth, 
nor to certainty of opinion any defined way. So, I saw I could reach the truth 
only through opinions composed of sensory matters, but in the form of in- 
tellectual matters, for these were built upon what is known by the intellect and 
apprehended by the senses. 

Throughout my life, I have expended much effort and energy in work of 
this kind, with three things in mind: (1) the benefit of anyone seeking the truth, 
loving truth in this life and in the next; (2) I made this my constant practice in 
establishing what I imaped, perfecting my thought of those sciences; (3) I 
made this a treasure and a promise for the time of old age.34 

By the year 417/1026, Ibn al-Haytham had written twenty-five works on the 
mathematical sciences alone, includmg Opticx, whch explains the bases of the 
sense of sight, regardmg perception of objects. Perception itself is the mind’s 
understanding of those things seen, and dlstinguishing them; including vision, 
that is, the eye and its composition, light, its colours, reflections by mirrors 
and the images of objects . . . The book contains seven maqds (chapters): on 
the way in whch sight occurs in general ; the meanings grasped by the sight 
and its reasons and how this is grasped; mistakes made by the faculty of sight 
concerning what is seen in a straight line, and the causes for that; how sight 
grasps reflection from mirrors; images, which are the pictures that are seen of 
objects in mirrors; the eye’s mistakes in grasping reflection, and their reasons; 
and how the sight grasps inclination, during the transmission between two 
bodies which differ in transparency. 

Ibn al-Haytham established that the angle of rays of incidence equals the 
angle of reflection, and that both occur in one plane. H e  claimed that light 
had an existence in itself, not through light waves being sent out by the 
eye towards objects seen; on the contrary, that it is the thtngs seen which 
send their rays to the eye so they are drawn upon the retina and then the 
brain, by means of the optic nerve, and thus vision is achieved. 

There is an epistle written by al-R&i to the effect that sight does not 
come about through rays leaving the eye, but by rays, starting from the bodies 

34. A. Heinen, ‘Ibn &Haithams Autobiographie’, De Welt des (slams, 1979, pp.254-277; 
Brockelmann, GAL, I, pp. 617-127; R. Schapurian, D i e  BedeHtHng von II a/-Haitbarns i$fik, 
Bonn, 1960 (Dissertation, Bonn University); and L. M. Sa‘di, Albaxen, Barcelona, Masnou, 
1957. 
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perceived, approaching the eye; so the bodies emitting rays are sources of 
light, not an instrument nor a means of exchange through some translucent 
intermediary. 

Of light, he says it is spontaneous or accidental, and he explains the 
importance of the ‘dark room’, on which is based the idea of the camera 
obscura. Finally, he speaks about the composition of the eye, its func- 
tions, its parts, its uses, its mistakes, and he describes the cornea, the 
vitreous humour and the aqueous humour, the iris, with its colours, and 
the pupil. 

Ibn al-Haytham had a positive scientific way of working based upon 
observation, experiment and deduction, and original impartial study, on the 
use of instruments and equipment, to arrive at the basic truths; he gave 
comprehensive well-founded proof of hts opinions , and provided technical 
terms to deal with sight and everything concerned with it. H e  sought truth for 
its own sake, with faith and excellence. It is worth quoting Ibn al-Haytham’s 
words in the fEst mqda of the  optic^: 

Previous theorists have carried out careful studes on the mode of perception; 
however, they hold varied opinions concerning the truth about sight; for the 
true facts are obscure, the senses are not exempt from error, and the study, with 
all its obscurity, combines the natural and the mathematical sciences. For sight is 
one of the natural sciences, and it perceives shape, place, size, movement, and 
rest; the people of natural, and those of mathematical sciences, hold opposed 
opinions and are far apart from each other; yet, ultimately, their goal is one 
single concept, the truth. 

Therefore, we have seen fit to turn our attention to this concept, its 
principles and b e v g s ,  by investigating existent things, and examining the 
conditions of objects seen, and distingushing the particularities of the de- 
tails. W e  shall also by investigation gather what is particular to sight and 
what is constant and unchanging; then in our study, we shall move on to 
comparisons and gradation and ordering, preserving ourselves from error in 
our results. Our aim is to act justly, not to follow fancy, and we are con- 
cerned with everythtng that we dstinguish and criticise in the search for 
truth, not inclining towards opinions, and so maybe in this way we shall 
fmally reach the truth, and gradually and courteously attain the goal where 
certainty lies; and with criticism and caution gain the truth, where dispute 
ceases and doubts come to an end. Nevertheless, we are not free from the 
obscurity natural to human beings, but we strive with all our human 
strength, and from God we acquire assistance in all 

35. M. Nazif and P. Ghalioungui,‘Ibn al-Haytham’, &ithe Congr2s international ak l’bistoire des 
sciences, Actes, 1962, I, pp. 569-571 ; C. Elgood, ‘Ali b. al- ‘ Abbas.. . , op. cit., p. 382; Ibn ul- 
ffuztbum, ed. H. M. Said, Proc. 1000 Anniv, 1969/70; and H. J. Winter, ‘The Optics of I. 
al-Haitham’, Centaurus, 54, 1953, pp. 190-210. 
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A renowned contemporary of Ibn al-Haytham was al-Shaykh al-Ra’is (the 
master) Abfi ‘Ah al-Husayn ‘Abd All& b. Sin2 (d. 428/1037), who was born in 
Afshana near Bukhara. His most important medical work, Khib aI-Q&inJ;-I- 
tibb (Canon of Medicine), contains a description and anatomy of the eye, its 
diseases and affictions, and their causes.36 Hirschberg saw fit to include Ibn 
Sins among the famous oculists, although there are other physician-ocuhsts 
who are more worthy than Ibn Sing, yet they are not so highly esteemed in 
scientific circ~es.~’ 

The era of Ibn al-‘Ayn Zarbi in Cairo and al-Ghiifiqi in 
al- Andalus 
From the dawn of Islam to the end of the fifth/eleventh century, sciences and 
learning flourished and made steady progress throughout the Islamic empire. 
These included the medical sciences, notably ophthalmology, at a time when 
Europe was undeveloped, with the exception of Byzantium and its capital 
Constantinople. 

The Fatimids in their new capital Cairo (359-567/969-1171) were 
basktng in the glories of the Golden Age, and gradually attracted to their 
d e u  a band of scholars and physicians, such as Aba ‘Abdalliih Muhammad 
b. Ahmad b. Sa‘id al-Maq+si al-Tm-ni, who wrote an important work E 
mZhzjat aI-ramad wa-anwZ‘ihi wa-asbZbihi wa- ‘i@ihi (On Ophthalmia) in the last 
quarter of the fourth/tenth century, and his contemporary. Abu-lL‘Abb2s 
&mad al-Baladi. 

One must now present the excellent intellectual and m e d d  activities of 
the sixth/twelfth century, by mentioning two of the most famous oculist- 
physicians of their day, who conu-ibuted so much to the progress of scientific 
knowledge. 

Abii Nag ‘Adna al-‘Ayn Zarbi was born in the city of ‘Ayn Zarba in 
Asia &or, but he lived and studied in Baghdad, where hs name became 
known after he completed his studies and began to practise medicine. He, like 
others, chose to move to the Egyptian capital, to spend the rest of hs life in 

36. Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. Zayd, Zuhayr &Din al-Bayhaqi, Z’&h al-&akamt.’, Damascus, 1946, 
pp. 52-72; d-Qifti, Ta’6kh ..., op. it., pp. 413426; Ibn Abi Usaybica, ‘@tin ai-anbi’. .., op. 
cit., TI, pp. 2-21, 75-78; Ibn Khallikan, @@yit, 11, pp. 157-162, IV, pp. 79-81; G. S.H. 
Anawati, MhrdZn fin fin2 ai-ap, Cairo, 1950; Catalogue qf Manuscqs in the British Libray, 
1975, pp. 93-1 10; and S.M. Afnan, Avicenna, Hi1 L/fp and lF6rk1, London, Allen Unwin, 
1958. 

37. Ibn Sing, ai-Qintinj-i-fibb, Cairo, Biilaq, 1294/1877, 3 vols.; pub. Luchow, 1905; Rome, 
1593 (with ffihib al-Niih); M. H. Shah, General R-inciple of Avicenna’s Canon of &hdicine, 
NewYork, 1970, I, Karachi, 1966; 0. C. Gruner, Canon Ofnha’zcne, I, London, Luzac, 1930; 
J. Hirschberg et ai., D i e  AugenheiLkunde des Zbn Xna, Leipzig, Veit, 1902; J. Eddt, Avicennr et la 
midecine arabe, Pans, 1889; and A. Soubiran, Azicenne,prince des midecins, Paris, 1935. 
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work, practice, and writing. H e  was a private physician to the Fatimid caliph 
al-Znfir Bill& (544-549/1149-1154). Al-‘Ayn Zarbi ded there in 548/1153.38 

One of his most important contributions is hs book at-fijfj ‘ilm ul-tibb 
(The Sufficient [Book] in Medicine), which Ibn al-‘Ayn Zarbi produced in a 
new and comprehensive form. There are numerous manuscript copies, in the 
libraries of Cairo, Oxford, London, Paris, Granada, Washington and Munich. 
H e  is said to have spent some thirty years in its composition, maybe having 
begun it in Baghdad and completed it in Cairo, which could account for the 
variations found in its contents and texts, in the extant manuscripts. 

1. 
The book is arranged as follows: 
Generalities of medcine: rules of the profession, determination of its di- 
visions, and associated matters, preservation of health in accordance with 
the four seasons, foodstuffs and drinks, dwelling places, clothmg, and the 
benefits of sleep and physical exercise, avoiding pollution of the environ- 
ment, use of fans, technique of constructingwater fountains, circulation of 
air, and protection against dseases, precautions against plagues and their 
prevention especially in countries where such attacks are frequent. 
About general and particular illnesses, arranged in the book from head to 
toe, he mentions eachillness with its causes, signs, dagnosis and treatment, 
in about 190 sections. H e  includes skin diseases like alopecia, and the falling 
out of hair attributed to a food deficiency or resulting from a severe skin 
disease, as is the general theory nowadays. H e  also mentions tinea, lichen 
(and ulcers arising from them), melancholia, headache, paralysis, tremor, 
coma, cancer and various surgcal procedures. Further-more, dseases of 
women and childbirth are included. H e  devoted some sections to oph- 
thalmology, treatment of eye diseases, as w e  shall see shortly. 
H e  wrote also MaqdajmZyuj3t@ ilqbi al-iabfbj ‘ilm aL-nyZm (Astrology as 
Needed by the Physician): in order that dus should help the physician to 
recognize the illness and arrive at the correct medicine and cure. Al-‘Ayn 
Zarbi was concerned with these subjects as a basic element in diagnosis 
of dseases and the means of treating them.39 

The second &vision (or the second maqda) in ul-fijfcontains a commentary 
centred on ophthalmology and eye dseases; some of its main sections are: on 
ophthalmia (conjunctivitis), of which the cause is chiefly a hot swelling in the 

2. 

38. S. Hamarneh, Ta’fikh ..., op. cit., pp.306-317; Ibn Abi UsaybCa, ‘@in ..., op. it, I, 
pp.254-276, 11, pp. 107-108; Riblat Zbn]uby, Beirut, Da al-Hild, 1981, pp. 195-197; 
AbbZtb ahadwa al-damiya al-& li-ta’ekh al-‘ulim ‘ind al- ‘Arab, Aleppo, Inst. €or the Hist. 
of Arabic Science, 1977, I, pp. 641-675; Ehrist makhtqtZt al- ZZhinia, Damascus, 1969, 

39. Eh& makhtt2tZt al-Zahi@ya, op. cit., and Catalogue of Manusqpts in the British Lihay, 1975, 
pp. 129-131 ; Sarton, Introduction.. ., op. cit., 11, pp. 134 and 234; Brockelmann, GZL, I, 

pp. 297-298,454458. 

pp. 641-642, S~pp., I, p. 890. 
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conjunctiva, bringmg about darkness without or withn, from smoke or 
vapour or the heat of the sun or poisonous substances in the environment and 
a hot wind or smell. Thence, there arises an unwonted swelling; the mote 
increases, with considerable redness, filling of the veins, irritation of the 
eyelids, and photophobia (that is avoidance of light). 

The author describes pterygium as being a membranous growth in the 
conjunctiva from the larger canthus, spreading in the black part of the eye or 
in the cover (phren) surrounding the eye, and may be hard or soft; it is treated 
by eye powders such as nZ~hn32 or by surgery such as scraping (curettage) and 
by the operation of scraping and peeling with a scraper (curette) and hooks, so 
that the growth should not recur. H e  also cautions against cutting the flesh of 
the canthus, which would have an unfortunate outcome - and this is an op- 
eration which is considered well in advance of its time. 

The author considers blood spot ([a@) as a sanguineous spot in the 
conjunctiva, caused by splitting of some veins. Then he recounts the types of 
ulcers in the eye; whether on the surface of the cornea or sunken; then he 
explains the types of burns whch may occur there; he describes cancer in 
the conjunctiva or in the cornea, and also describes amaurosis, especially 
the matter under the cornea and near the iris (hypopyon). Pannus is an 
opacity which occurs on the eye in the swehg of its external veins on 
the surface of the cornea, with reddening and throbbing in the temples 
and itch, and hurt caused by light.40 

Aegdops occurs above the greater canthus; it may be an abscess, or a 
fistulous ulcer, in the canthus, accordmg to al-‘Ayn Zarbi’s opinion; when it 
is pressed, the matter and pus come out, and the place is left sunken. It 
can be from tumefaction of the tear sac (hydrocele), and then the surgical 
treatment is by perforating the nose and drying out the pus until it is 
healed. 

Tears in the eye occur with childbirth or on their own; there is a de- 
scription of excess flesh of the canthus, and squint; its natural treatment is 
given in detail, showing the advanced stage of ophthalmology in Islam. 

Thrush is caused by petrifaction (tahqur) or hardening in the eyelid, and 
thickening with tears, reddening, and spreadmg of the eyelashes, all of which 
leads to ulceration of the outer rim of the lashes (labium). 

40. Sami Hamarneh carried out a careful study in D& al-Kutub al-‘Aarabiyya wa-1-Watha’iq in 
Cairo, MS. No. 88 Tibb, and the 2nd mqda (Chapters 28-49 on ophthalmology, eye 
diseases and their treatment). The present author shows considerable competence in hts 
study of this profession, in all its branches and parts, and methods of medication; he 
deserves to be considered an oripal writer. Sami Hamarneh also studied MS. Add. No. 
5931, in the British Library, and MS. No. Arab 25 in the National Library, Washington, 
D. C.; see N. Hamarneh, ‘al-Mu‘jam%t al-ubbiyya, AfqaLat rnaj,,‘ al-hgba a[- ‘Arab&Ya’, 
Damascus, 1985. 
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5.14 Anatomy of the eye. Thirteenth-century copy of Ehib al-'Ashr maq&t 
j-l-'gn (Book of the T e n  Treatises of the Eye) of Hunayn b. Ishaq. 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Egyptian National Lbrary, Cairo, MS. 100 Tibb Taimur) 
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The author explains scabies in the interior of the eyelid, and its types, and 
also describes hardness of the eyelids (sclerous or induration) and difficulty in 
shutting and opening the eyes (dyskinesia), with pain and redness: especially 
shortly after waking from sleep; he gves a detaded account of fomentation of 
the eye with a sponge soaked in tepid water, then an infusion with white of 
egg, mixed with oil for a successful method of treatment. 

Night-blindness has already been mentioned, known as sbabkira or jtthr. 
Furthermore, the author turns to matters pertaining to the upper eyelid, and 
definition of lipoma or xanthelasma (shzlra’g), and also excess flesh and fat 
within it. Ths would cause relaxation and heaviness of the eyelid and the 
incidence of continual tears, with opacity in the eye; or spreading of lashes on 
the eyelid, or their increase and inversion. 

He also describes chemosis occurring in the eyelid, then explains de- 
flection in the eye. In all this, the author pays sufficient attention to sound 
nutrition for the health of the eye, and for the patient’s sight. H e  mentions the 
causes of expansion and contraction in the hole of the pupil; definition of 
entropion, in the ease with whch the upper and lower eyelids meet and close 
over the eyeball, to varying degrees according to its natural or diseased state; 
treatment of adhesion (blepharosynechia) with hooks ; and he advises caution 
not to cause abrasion of the membrane when cutting. H e  gives the method of 
dropping cumin water on to a piece of cotton moistened with rose oil, and the 
use of cicatrizing eye powders in eye treatment. Finally, he indlcates the 
condition of snow bltndness, which comes about from light or intense 
whiteness as with loohg at a snowy scene, so that the person sees dungs too 
close; or the sight weakens so much that he sees distant dungs only as 
whiteness. In all the foregoing statements, w e  have provided summaries, in 
order to give an idea of the author’s originality in a/-fii, in his explanation and 
clarification of eye treatments, clinical or surgical; anatomy and physiology of 
the eye; all of whch makes him worthy to be considered one of the out- 
standing oculists who promoted the practice of ths profe~sion.~~ 

The second physician-oculist is Muhammad b. Qassum b. Aslam 
al-Ghnfiqi, who wrote, in Cordoba, a book named a/-Mkshid$-/-kd (Guide to 
Ophthalmology). It has been partially edited, with commentary, by Max 
Meyerhof, and printed in Barcelona (Masnou, 1933). 

W e  do not know a great deal about al-Ghnfiqi, apart from what we can 
deduce from the contents of his book, whch has been greatly praised as a 
sipficant work of a comprehensive type, with its details and clarification of 
the parts of the eye and eye dlseases. It is in six maqdas, on the eye, its 
anatomy, an account of its dlseases and methods of treatment. From the 
introduction to the book, we learn that al-Ghnfiqi had a school of ophthal- 

41. Muhadhdhib al-Din ‘Alr b. &mad b. Hubal, al-Baghdndi, aL-Mkkbtirj-L-pbb, Hyderabad, 
Deccan, DPirat al-Ma‘Zrif al-‘Uthmiinimiyya, 1363/1944,IIl, pp. 81-140. 
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mology, to whch came students of this science to study under him. Hence 
EtZb ul-Mkshid itself was a p d e  to his students, whom he regarded as his 
sons, much as al-Zahriiwi had done in Khib ul-T&rm;f, some 200 years pre- 
viously, advising them and showing concern for their welfare.42 

One of the present authors, Sami Hamarneh, during a visit to the 
Escorial Library, was able to examine Etb ul-Mt/rsid, in MS. No. 835. It is in 
a fine Maghribi hand; but the pages are somewhat affected by damp and 
slightly eaten away, with a folio or two missing at the beginning. The copy is 
dated 791/1389, in 292 folios, 15 lines to the folio, 21 x 28 cm. It is annotated 
by Michael Casiri, and the work begins: ‘... Know my sons, that when I 
inquired into this art ... I found no comprehensive book on the subject ... 
concerning the necessary theory and practice. As for Hunayn b. Ishaq al- 
‘Ibadi, I saw that he had written two books on this subject: (1) the ten muq&.r 
(al-GhHfiqi wrongly mentions twelve); (2) a disputative book by the method of 
question and answer, in abbreviated form. ‘Ah b. ‘!sa, in the Tadhkira, pro- 
duced an original work, with more detail and accuracy than was in al-‘Ibadi’s 
work. ‘Amm& al-Mawsili’s book is very much abbreviated. But at the same 
time, it contains the main important subjects.’43 

In his book, al-Ghafiqi collected all the necessary material, the most 
important being: the counsels of Hippocrates, followed by a description of the 
eye’s anatomy, its parts, diseases and their types, with full and accurate in- 
formation about them. H e  also mentions the types of wounds, triangular and 
square, and those which have cavity, depth, or angles; thereby the experienced 
practitioner can predct which ailments can be speedily healed and which will 
be slow and difficult to heal. Finally, he gives a shortened account of wounds 
which have two or three angles, and which are mostly easy to heal. H e  con- 
cludes by mentioning ophthalmic drugs, and the methods of treatment, with 
corrections where needed, in the division and definition of diseases. 

W e  give a general summary of the contents: 
MuqZlu 1 : contains the counsels of Hippocrates, expressing the nobility of 

the art; the elements and the temperaments of the eye, the structure of the 
head and the component parts of the eye, in particular, its muscles, the spirits 
and natural powers it has, and the ‘six necessary causes’ (ul-abZb ul-sittu ul- 
&ni@yu): the air which surrounds human bodies; movement and rest; food 
and drink; sleep and wakefulness; evacuation and retention; and psychological 
events, and matters outside the natural course of things, such as diseases and 
their kinds and accidentals; then the health and good condtion of the eye. 
Then information about the physician’s good conduct and etiquette; good 

42. S. K. Hamameh, Ta’~kb. .., op. it., pp. 355-357; P. Pansier, Breve de la opbtamologia Zrabe, 

43. M. Meyerhof, L’opbtalmologie d’al-Ghqbiq?, Barcelona, Masnou, 1933; al-An&lus, 3, 1935, 
Barcelona, Masnou, 1956, pp. 5-8, 30. 

pp. 1 4 1  ; J. Hirschberg, Augenbeilkunde, 1908, XIII, pp. 68-72. 
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character, integrity, compassion towards others, preserving confidentiahty of 
patients, and love of doing good; honouring the teacher; lundness to the 
poor; and all that is contained in the Hippocratic Oath. 

Aluqda 2: the parts of the eye, its veins; in particular the sense of sight, 
and the nerves connecting with the brain, and a description of the eye: its 
layers, its humours such as the aqueous and vitreous, and other matters. 

AIapi/a 3: what has already been mentioned about the six necessary 
causes, and their application in the conditions of health and sickness. 

Maq& 4: about dseases, signs and symptoms, accidentals, treatments 
with medicines arranged alphabetically; also the description of instruments of 
cautery and cuppings, scalpels, and surgical instruments for the eye, of various 
kinds: as for blepharoplasty (‘tucking’) by cutting and sewing, surgery on the 
nerve according to the length and capacity of the eye, use of the h f e  and 
ligament? cautery with fire, and the use of cauterizing drugs. 

The two final muqda.r are on lseases of the eye and their treatment by 
surgery and by medcation. ,dL!Mmhid contains a number of drawings of the 
anatomy of the eye and of surgical instruments whch are used in the treat- 
ments, resembling the forms dustrated in al-Zahrgwi’s n/-T.Sm;f; with clear and 
precise descriptions. 

From EtZb u/-ilhr.rhid we know that al-Ghafiqi studied hs profession 
with exactitude, and practised it, acquiring knowledge and experience over the 
years, sometimes long and wearisome. His aim was to achieve knowledge, and 
to respect the profession, by practising it in the very best way, even though 
ths might cause hm worry and trouble. 

The author makes it clear that hs encouragement to write uL-llAirsbid came 
from his friend and teacher Shaykh Abii ‘Abdallah Muhammad b. Yiisuf al- 
Hijari, who advised hm to undertake practical work of the hghest quahty, to 
follow his experience, and thus achieve success, and to avoid abstruse and 
confusing matters ; to restrict hmself to what was known by observation ‘and 
what is confirmed by experience and examination, so he followed ths path.’ 

Undoubtedly, al-Ahmbid is one of the outstanding works on ophthal- 
mology, in the way it keeps away from abstruse matters and sucks firmly to 
experience and observation, both precise and positive. Ths book deserves 
careful study and should be made accessible to historians of medicine.45 

44 

44. Al-Ghafiqi, uL-Mhshd, Escorial MS. No. 835 (l), and Rabat, MS. No. 7824 in 81 
folios, 18 lines per folio, 15 x 19 cm. MS. Casiri, BibLiothecu A. H Escurid, Madrid, 
1760, I, 830. 

45. M-Hijiiri was one of the scholars of the second half of the sixth/eleventh century well- 
known in their time; he may have been the father of the historian al-mjm-, Abii 
Muhammad ‘Abdallah b. Ibriihim, author of the book uf-MushibjTjkdZ’if uf-Ahghrib, more 
than 100 extracts of which were used by 31-Maqarri in Nafi al-@b, see 111, pp. 6-18, for 
example. H e  was praised by al-Ghafiqi in ul-Murshid. 
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The seventh/ thirteenth century from al-Qaysi to al-Hamawi 

First, we start our account of the thirteenth century AD with the oculist 
Khalifa b. Abi-1-Mahiisin and his book al-K@ j-l-k~bElh1:~ secondly, his 
contemporary Fath al-Din Abu-1-‘Abbiis &mad b. ‘Uthmiin b. Hibatalliih 
al-Qaysi al-Maqhsi (d.c. 694/1251). Fath al-Din was known as an ocuhst 
and physician; his father was the shaykh and imam, the learned Aba ‘Umar 
Jamd al-Din ‘Uthmiin b. Hibatall& b. m a d  b. ‘Aqil al-Qaysi, known as 
Ibn Abi 1-Hawiifir. H e  was considered one of the most excellent physicians 
of hs time and the chief of scholars. H e  was a hstinguished practitioner, in 
both theory and practice. H e  became the chief physician in Cairo (although 
born and brought up in Damascus) at the time of al-Malik al-‘Aziz b. Saliih 
al-Din and al-Malik al-IGmil Muhammad al-AWbi. Fath al-Din al-Qaysi, 
like his father Jamd al-Din, was a learned and intelligent man. H e  was 
upright, intuitive, knowledgeable about causes and symptoms of diseases, 
good at treatment and medication, gentle in conduct, companionable and 
virtuous. In his turn, he served al-Mahk al-Kiimil, and finally also al-Malik al- 
Sdih Najm al-Din al-Ayyiibi. H e  died in Cairo at the end of the Ayyubid 
dynasty. 

Fath al-Din al-Qaysi composed Etcib Naqat al-jikrj amrcid al-bqar (On 
Diseases of the Sight), of which there are two known copies: (a) Nur 
Othmaniye 3609, in a collection in 79 folios, 24 lines, copied in the year AH 
907; (b) National Library, Washgton, D.C., No. Arab 48. It begins: ‘Praise 
be to God who in His wisdom created dlness and medicine, and regulated all 
dungs by His d and good pleasure.’ 

Natjat al-jikr was given to the treasury of al-Malik al-Sdih Najm al-Din, 
who had ordered the composition of a book on eye diseases, their causes, the 
symptoms indicating them, and treatments to cure them. The remarkable 
benefits of compound drugs, such as had been confirmed by experiment, are 
included in this book. 

It consists of seventeen chapters: definition of the eye, its uses, anatomy, 
how sight occurs, the temperaments and colours, diseases of the conjunctival 
layer and the cornea, and between the cornea and the white, and phantasms 
(or reflections) and the iris, and the humours, the aqueous humour, the ara- 
chnoid, the crystalline, the vitreous humour, the retina, the choroid; hseases, 
symptoms, and treatments, the hollow nerves, and nyctalopia, diseases of the 
muscles of the eyeball, eyelids and canthus; on weak sight, preservation of the 

47 

46. Khalifa b. Abi-l-M&asin al-Halabi completed his book al-fi$j-L-kubl around 664/1265. 
See study by N. Hamarneh (Damascus, Ma@bi‘ Alif-Ba), with refs. and illustrations. 
Leclerc, ffistoire ..., op. cit., 11, pp. 145-147; Hirschberg et al., D i e  arab. Augenheilkude, op. 
cit., 11, Leipzig, 1905, and trans. F. C. Blodi, ne Hstoly of @htbahology, 11, 1985. 

47. Ibn Abi USaybFa, ‘Qj&, 11, pp. 119-120; Brockelmann, GAL, Supp., I, pp. 897-898. 
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health of the eye, and its good management. The book contains the author's 
genuine experiences and his sound beneficial observations. 

The third surgeon-physician is Amin al-Dawla Abii 1-Faraj b. Ya'qiib b. 
Ishgq b. al-Quff al-Karaki (630-685/1233-1286). H e  too was renowned for 
his measures connected with preservation of health and prophylaxis. His 
concern for ophthalmology is evident in hs book al-'UmdaJ ;idat aljiniba 
(On the Art of Surgery). .?faqZla 2, division 15, and maqda 3, division 3, are on 
anatomy of the eyes. Ths book contains nothng new additional to the writ- 
ings of 'Ah b. 'Is%, al-zahriiwi, Ibn al-'Ayn Zarbi and others.49 

Fourthly, and worthy of comment, is EtZb al-A~ubadbdbubJ;;l-~ubl al-mu- 
jurrab, by 'Ah b. Abi-I-Hazm al-Qurashi, known as Ibn al-Nafis (687/1288). 
H e  was born near Damascus, in the days of al-Mallk al-'&bl al-Ayyfibi, and 
after studying and learning medcine in hospitals there, he went to Cairo in the 
days of al-Mallk al-E;%d Muhammad. H e  became known for jqb 
(jurisprudence) and medicine, and practised medcine in the Sal%& Hospital 
(al-Ngsiri), and moved to the newly built al-Mansuri Hospital, in the days of al- 
Malik al-Mansfir QalgwCin (683/1284). Ths was one of the most important 
foundations of its lund in Islam. Ibn al-Nafis took over the direction of th~s 
hospital untd shortly before hs death. 

The qZ& Jamd al-Din b. Wgsil said of Ibn al-Nafis: 'We possess ques- 
tions and anecdotes, wMe you (Ibn al-Nafis) have whole treasuries of 
knowledge .' 

Ibn al-Nafis was also renowned in the medical sciences, and hs writings 
include : al-Shimil ji-l-~bb; ul-AfukbtZr~-l-agbdb~a (On Foods) ; Sbarb fu$ Buqrzit 
(Commentary on the Aphorisms of Hippocrates) ; $barb taqdzmut al-ma '$a; 
.Yburb tusbrtb ul-QZnin li-fin JinZ (Commentary on Anatomy of Ibn Sing's EtZb 
al-QZnin); this is among the most famous writings on medicine in general, 
includmg anatomy. 

Finally, we turn to his book ul-Afubadbdbub, in which Ibn al-Nafis denied 
the saying that the eyeball had three humours and seven layers. H e  also em- 
phasized that the retina has one layer; the same for the choroid and the iris; 
that snow-blindness (al-qumir) is an h e s s  caused by gazing at snow and 
whteness or by intense light; and that the usefulness of the fimbria (ul-kbumal) 
on the dorsal side of the iris is only for the roughness to prevent the slipping 
down of any moistures or pus gathered inside the eye, like the roughness of 
the crispation whch is inside the oncha auriculae. 

48 

48. Natqat a/$& of al-Qaysi: extant MS. in Gotha, Paris, National Medical Library, 
Washington, Arab. 48, and Nur Othmaniye, Istanbul, No. 3609 in a collection no. 1 

49. S. K. Hamarneh, al-j7abib wa-ljarrjb a/- 'Arabi Abu-/-Faraj b. a/-Quff a/-firaki, Cairo, Atlas, 
1974, pp. 17-1-8; and al-'Umdaj $idat a/jiniba, Hyderabad, Deccan, Dn'irat al-Ma'~rif d- 
'Uthmaniyya, 1937, I, pp. 62-64,95-97. 
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Ibn al-Nafis gave an ingenious description of a cupping instrument with a 
fine head like a sword, of a size which enabled it to penetrate the eye without 
bendmg. It is of the hckness of a thumb, starting in a round shape, then in its 
end a flat surface, with incisions in the centre. H e  explained the idea of the 
thrd dimension. H e  also described precisely the differential diagnosis between 
rending of the cornea and corneal scrapings. Also for the first time, he related 
hypopyon to inflammation of the iris and iridocyclitis, which occurs in the 
body of the uvea. H e  described the operation for suction of the matter hidden 
in the anterior chamber with a hollow instrument (mahatt). H e  pointed out that 
the obstruction lay behind the iris (the uvea) and not in front, as was pre- 
viously thought. 

H e  managed to remove by suction the aqueous humour, by means of the 
hollow mahatt, to restore the rent in the iris. H e  also described the Iffer- 
entiation of anisokonia, and explained how things are seen smaller than they 
should be when the eyeball expands, then expansion of the eyeball and its 
fdure to react to light in the case of attacks of acute glaucoma. 

Ibn al-Nafis describes the condtion of levelling of the cornea caused by 
lack of pressure in the eye (hypotony), also in the case of severe or chronic 
dryness, and advised treatment of severe glaucoma by evacuation. H e  also 
explained the concept of needling to transfer or to extract, and explained 
partial obstruction and partial dslocation of the lens (subluxation), double 
vision (monocular diplopia), and incipient cataract, inducing myopia. H e  em- 
phasized the need to view the eye in front of the light of a lamp or the sun, 
before needhng, for the operation to succeed; he also indcated inclination of 
the eyeball in the eye to dstinguish between loss of sight before or after the 
sclera (consensual pupillary reaction). 

Furthermore, in eye operations, Ibn al-Nafis used a quill or feather as a 
probe, before introducing any instruments of cautery. H e  also described the 
careful removal of objects causing obstruction by expression and irrigation, in 
fear of the loss of any of the humours of the eye. H e  points out that during 
cautery, corneal oedema and its opacity may be due to an affection of the 
membrane of the eye called endothelium. 

The author cautions against irritation of the cancerous web (tissue) for 
fear of infection and its spreading; he also treats the lazy eye (amblyopia) by 
first covering the sound eye. Ibn al-Nafis considers the eye as ‘only the in- 
strument of sight’, unable to see for itself; so the spirit perceives the sensory 
objects with no instrumental intermedary ; and that the interior intelligence 
(non-sensory) stores up things known and then brings them forth (retrie~al).~’ 

50. Ibn al-Nafis, ‘Ali b. Abi-1-Hazm al-Qurashi, Khib al-AhbaaYbab, edited by M. 2. d-Wa€ii’i 
and M. R. Qala’ji, Rabat, 1988; N. al-Hamarneh, al-Mgbaddbab, dir2a birtotiogruj‘iyya, 
Damascus, Matnbi‘ Alif-Bii, pp. 13-21 ; l? Ghalioungui, lbn al-Na$s, Kuwait, pp. 111-144; 
‘A.M. M. ‘Umar, al-Xra al-k&i&ya Li-lbn al-Najr, Cairo, 1985, pp. 15-18, 25-49. 
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KtJb al-Ahbadbdbab is constructed as follows: introduction in three sec- 
tions: (1) the essence and aim of ophthalmology, (2) how the eye varies in 
different animals, (3) particular characteristics of the human being in respect 
of the eye. H e  gives a first division on the principles of the ophthalmic art, 
theoretical and practical, and its parts; action of the eye and vision; diseases of 
the eye, causes, symptoms, treatment and its healthy state; and a second &- 
vision, on simple and compound drugs, their principles, and the lseases for 
which they are intended, externally for the eyelid and the canthus, and internal 
diseases, such as the faculty of sight, and the diseases pertaining to the other 
parts of the eye.51 

There are several manuscripts known of fitZt3 al-Mubadbdbab, the most 
important being in the Vatican Library, 307 Arab, 189 folios; there are copies 
at the Zahiriyya Library, Damascus; in Dar al-Kutub, Cairo, No. 1844 Tibb, 
Tal'at Tibb 593, Tibb Taymur 405; as has been shown by Muhammad Zafir 
al-Waf& and Muhammad Rawwas Qala'j~~~ There is a historiographcal study 
by Nash'at al-Hamameh. These are both excellent and useful works.53 

The final biography from the seventh/thrteenth century to be evaluated 
is that of SaJ* al-Din b. Yusuf al-Kahhd al-Hamawi, who completed hs book 
Nir aL-'yin wajiimi' alfiinin around the year 696/1296. H e  was called al- 
Hamawi because he grew up in the city of H a m a  in Syria. His father was well 
known as a learned and experienced oculist. Sahh &Din learnt from his father 
and others. Fortunately, hs book contains an explanatory drawing of the 
anatomy of the eye, and other drawings illustrating the theory of sight. Also he 
gave diagrams and pictures of the various surgcal instruments used in op- 
erations, with  description^.^^ 

H e  is mentioned twice by Hajji Khalifa under two dates: 688/1289 and 
697/1297, after the completion of his book. Leclerc praises hm highly on the 
basis of his study of the manuscript of Nir al-'gyiZm, preserved in the 
Bibliothcque Nationale, Paris, No. 1042; there is another manuscript in 
Gotha, and a third in Alexandria. The last two manuscripts are noted by M. al- 
Wafii'i . 

Nir ul-'l$in was composed by al-Hamawi in response to a request of a 
student and a dear brother of hs, to provide a basic work on the theory and 
practice of ophthalmology, a reliable reference work at home or when travel- 
hg, to make unnecessary the perusal of numerous other books. H e  gves 
extracts from the writings of Galen, Dioscorides, al-Rnzi, al-Majusi, Ibn Sinii, 

51. Ibn al-Nafis, Ktib al-Afuhadhadhab, op. it., pp. 12-20, 168, 380, 405469. 
52. Ibid.., pp. 23-27. 
53. N. al-Hamarneh, ai-dhhadhdhab, pp. 10-25. 
54. Al-Hamawi, S&h al-Din b. Yiisuf, N i r a l - c ~ i n ,  ed. with commentary by M. 2. al-Waf& 

and M.R. al-Qala'ji, &Riyadh, Markaz al-Malik Faysal for Islamic Researches, 1987, 
pp. 19-33, 3-8 (text); Hajji Khalifa, &Jhf al-Zunin, Istanbul; Leclerc, 11, pp. 205-206. 
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al-Zahrgwi, Ibn Zuhr and others. H e  also refers to his own experience in 
successful practice. H e  advises his students to be of good character, com- 
passionate and chaste, to perserve confidentiality, to disregard their own de- 
sires, and keep company with the best scholars, and to be anxious for the 
health and welfare of the patients. The aim in all this should not be monetary 
gain, but rather acquiring divine reward first; he cautions against gving a lethal 
drug, or any eye medicament, which would obscure or weaken the sight. 

The book contains ten maqdas which are as follows: 
MqZh 1 : O n  the eight headings of the book; and what has already been 

mentioned by Hunayn b. Ishaq and al-Majfisi; definition and nature of the eye, 
diagrams and anatomy of its parts, the membranes and nerves, eyelids and 
veins. 

Muqda 2: The matter of sight, the different views of scholars concerning 
how things seen are perceived; vision, both near and distant. 

Mqda 3: Kinds of diseases, causes, accidentals, defintion of types of 
pains and weakness, and treatment. 

Mq2a 4: Preservation of health; then diseases of the eyelid, such as 
scabies, chalazion, ectropion, chemosis, thrushas before. 

MaqZh 5: Diseases of the canthus, causes, symptoms, treatment; such as 
aegdops, flux, and veins of the head. 

Maqda 6: Diseases of the conjunctiva, their causes, and medication; such 
as blood spot, pterygium, bubo. 

Mqdu 7: Diseases of the cornea, their types and medication; such as 
ulcers, pustules, abrasion, cancer and perforation. 

MqZa 8: Diseases of the uvea, water occurring in the front of the eyeball, 
causes and medication, and its conditions, such as expansion and contraction. 

Mqda 9: Non-visible diseases such as phantasms; also the arachnoid 
layer, the crystalline, the retina, the sclerotic, and treatment. 

Maqcih 10: Simple drugs, their powers as used, in alphabetical order 
(materia medica). 

Developments in later centuries 
The Arabs and Muslims hold a very important place in the development of 
ophthalmology, in particular, and their writings had a great influence on the 
progress of this profession, especially due to some having been translated into 
Latin and other languages. They maintained their superiority until the time of 
the European Renaissance. For they defined the concepts of this art, and 
explained its principles and the philosophy of sight, as well as describing 
surgical operations and instruments, with simple anatomical drawings. 

Tribute has been paid to them by leading scholars and physicians in both 
East and West;for details, see the notes to this chapter and the General 
Bibliography at the end of the volume. W e  have seen how the development 
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which began with the early days of the third/ninth century was improved and 
matured in the following centuries up to the seventh/thirteenth. W e  have 
indicated the outstanding oculists and authors during these centuries, in what 
was known as the Islamic Golden Age. 

Nash’at Hamarneh and Shawkat Shatti have given an account of the 
extension of this culture beyond the Golden Age also. For the eighthlfour- 
teenth century, there were the practitioner al-Aqra’i and hs contemporaries 
Ibn al-Akfani and al-Shadhli, and in the ninth/ fifteenth century the physicians 
al-Manawi, al-Kirmiini, and others.55 

In the sixteenth century there was Da’ud b. ‘Umar al-An&i (d. 10081 
1599) who wrote Tadhkirat uh-l-albib iva-lj&ziC lil- ‘qab al- cqid (Notebook for 
the Intelhgent, on the Greatest Marvels), whch contains an explanation of eye 
diseases and their treatment. H e  himself was afficted with blindness, but he 
was perceptive, and endowed with wisdom and learning and great talent. In 
the seventeenth century, there was the physician Sah Effendi b. Na?rallgh b. 
Sallfim al-Halabi (d. AD 1670).56 

His contemporary, the oculist and medical practitioner Ibriihim b. ‘Ah 
Tiihb b. ‘Ah al-Hanafi compiled the book of aLhtib+irJz ‘ilq’ umr2d ul-iLJgTr. 
There is a manuscript of it in the National Medlcal Library, Washmgton, D.C. 
It begins thus: 

Anyone who wishes to treat eye diseases must first know the definition of the 
eye and its essence and usefulness, nature and parts, simple and composite, and 
the temperament of each one of its parts and the diseases which attack it. In this 
way, one can know when a disease occurs and what is the disease, and in which 
of the parts of the eye it occurs, and how to proceed, so that he can set about 
removing the &sease from that part, and restore it to its former healthy state. 

H e  continues: 
I have seen a number of people who undertook this art, but who were not so 
instructed. They did not observe, nor work in the art, nor turn their whole 
attention to it. So I have asked God to p d e  m e  in the composition of a concise 
book in which I would mention all that is needed by one wishing to work in this 
art, that it might be an enlightenment for the beginner and a reminder for the 
advanced. I have called it: al-htibjzr, and it is arranged in four sections: 
1. Definition of the eye, its essence and nature, and the anatomy of its com- 

ponent parts. 

55. Al-Hamawi, Nir aL-‘.yin, qb. tit.; N. Hamarneh, aL-&bbd, 312, Damascus, 1985. Also 
Shawkat al-Shatti; ul-pbb al-Nabawi, by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, ed. Beirut, Di~r al-Kutub 
al-‘Ilmiyya, 1983; Ibrghim b. Abi Bakr al-Azraq, TashZaL-tvatz@c, Istanbul, 1984; Fihriri al- 
&%nfa, 1969, pp. 384416. 

56. Refs. as above. Also FihriJD2ral-Kut~ib, Cairo, 1967, I, pp. 47-53; 11, pp. 19-36. S. Qa@ya, 
A b &  ul-nadwa al- ‘dam3ya al. W, Aleppo University, 1976, pp. 747-764. 
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2. The diseases of the eye which can be perceived externally, their causes, 

3. Diseases of the eye which are not perceptible, with thek causes, symptoms 

4. On eye salves and eye powders, ointments, and powders used in treatment. 

Although this is a late work, it is positive in its outlook, and its style is reliable 
and direct, followin the oculists of the Golden Age in Islam, such as ‘Ah b. 
‘Is2 and al-Ghiifiqi. 

In the eighteenth century, there was ‘Abd al-Qiidir al-Khuliisi al- 
Dimashqi, who composed ZtZb Bz&at al-t-tashd, concerning the boddy or- 
gans including the eye and its treatment. At the same time, Muhammad b. Sa‘id 
b. Hasan al-Hanafi (d. 1194/1780) composed EtZb paw’ al-mi$bZb j-l-mw- 
akkabZt ul-&ib, a general medical abridgement which he arranged with in- 
troduction, twenty-five chapters and a conclusion; this is a very valuable work 
of its kind.58 

In the nineteenth century, an important scientific movement came about, 
especially in the medical sciences, with the establishment of the medical school 
in Aba Za‘bal in 1827, whch then moved to Qasr al-‘Ayni in Cairo in 1835. 
Among its outstanding scholars were Husayn al-Rashidi, a renowned scholar 
of al-Azhar, and his brother b a d  b. Hasan al-Rashidi, who composed EtZb 
DyZ’ al-mgji~aj ‘i@ amnidal- ‘qnqn (On Treatment of Eye Diseases), printed 
in Cairo (Bulgq, 1257/1840). Oculists were educated in the college of Qasr al- 
‘Ayni and in the hospital, at that time under the supervision of Antoine Clot 
(Clot Bey), the French surgeon (1793-1860); later came Mustafii al-Najdl, up 
to the beginning of the ‘Renaissance’ whch followed in the twentieth cen- 
t ~ r y . ~ ~  There is no doubt that ophthalmology in Islam reached a high level and 
world renown, as is seen from the extant writings. This heritage deserves to be 
better known, honouring the memory of the ancient Arab oculists and as an 
incentive to renewed creativity in the health professions in our own day too. 

symptoms, and treatment. 

and treatment. 

a 

57. MS of Etib aL-htib@j ‘z@ amrd al-ib@-, by al-Shaykh Ibr- al-Hanafi, National Medical 

58. EihristMakbt@it al-zibinjpa bi-Dimashq, 1969, pp. 418427; Ei5ri.r 02al-fifub, Cairo, 1967, 

59. &A. Ziyndnt, al-Bi&yat al-ili lil-Mu.rtas&y& wa-l-mu ‘@a al-hbbba, Irbid, Yarmuk 
University, 199, pp. 7-21 ; also M. Meyerhof, ‘A Short History’, Bull. @btbalmzol. Soc. 

Library, Washington, No. Arab 23. 

I, pp. 32-36. 

(Cairo), 20, 1927, pp. 33-52. 
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Chapter 5.5(b) 

EAR, NOSE 
A N D  THROAT DISEASES 

Serge Catahier 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The speciahzation in ear, nose and throat (ENT) diseases is a comparatively 
recent development, since it only appeared in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, in England. Indeed, ENT and eye diseases were for a 
long time viewed as a single branch of medicine; even up to the present time, 
and in technically advanced countries, w e  find specialists who practise both 
branches at the same time. It was only after the end of the Second World War 
that universities and institutes of higher education imposed a distinction 
between them. 

The branch deahng with head (and neck) diseases continued to include 
ENT, ophthalmology, dentistry and diseases of the maxilla. Only recently was 
the dstinction made between these four speciahzations. 

In the case of Arab medicine (i.e. medicine written in Arabic), eye dis- 
eases had always been explicitly distinguished. This branch was called kibda 
and the practising doctor was called k&!d The widespread occurrence of eye 
diseases may have been the reason for the rise of specialization in their treat- 
ment, reahzing the importance of sight to human beings. 

In their writings, ancient doctors dealt with human diseases from head to 
toe almost always b e p n g  their books with a description of the lseases of 
the head, including diseases of the brain and its meninges then dseases of the 
teeth, eyes, ears, nose and throat. 

In thus joining the head to other parts of the body, the ancients followed 
theories which may seem strange at the present time; but they believed in and 
repeatedly referred to certain theories ; for instance, that the cerebro-spinal fluid 
flows in the spinal cord to provide the testes with the seminal fluid, or that brain 
secretions flow via the nose, whch condition they called brain catarrh,' (~as/3/1 

1. See ' T+ a/- 'an2 for an explanation of the word rukcim as wet waste drawn from the 
anterior brain ventricles to the nostrils. 
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ul-dimzgb, p&im), or via the ear. This would mean that the brain, nose and 
ear were all of a piece. They also believed that it was possible for superfluous 
matter from the brain and the entire head to accumulate and then descend 
drop by drop via the uvula. Thus in the treatment of head diseases, great 
sipficance was assigned to trimming and amputating the uvula. 

The Arabs believed that the brain had three ventricles: anterior, middle 
and posterior. Each of these was a receptacle for a particular faculty or force. 
They believed in the existence of three forces: psychic force (al-guwa ul- 
nafsniJyu), located in the brain; natural force (ul-qmwu ul-iabPiJyu), originating 
from the liver (thus controlling nutrition) or from the testicles (controkng the 
species); and animal force (ul-qmwu ul-/mpzwzniJya) centred in the heart.‘ 

The psychological faculty was specific to the human being because the 
intellect was its fundamental characteristic. This faculty in effect subsumed a 
number of others such as conscious awareness, which are served by five 
powers related to the senses namely hearing, vision, smell, taste and touch. 
The centre of these powers is the front ventricle. 

The Arabs believed in the presence of a spirit ‘pneuma’ that travels from 
the brain to parts of the body via the nerves, just like the motor nerves, and 
not the opposite as in fact is the case. They believed for example that the 
pneuma of the visual faculty, in order to reach the eye, has to travel in the 
visual nerve (or what is now called the optic nerve), because it is hollow and 
allows the visual faculty to pass through it and fulfil its function. 

The Arabs did not know or dld not recognize more than seven cranial 
sensory  nerve^.^ In fact, there are twelve of these nerves. A summary of the 
old nomenclature and its modern equivalent is given in the following table. 

Old and modern nomenclature for the munial sensoq, nerves 
Old nomenclature Modern nomenclature 
Seen as an extension of the brain and 
not recognized as a nerve I Olfactory nerve 
First pair: the visual nerve I1 Optical nerve 
Second pair: the motor nerve 111 Oculo-motor nerve 
Unknown IV Trochlear nerve 
The third and fourth pairs united with 
the second pair V Trigeminal nerve 
United with the second pair VI Abducent nerve 
Fifth pair VI1 Facial nerve 

VI11 Auditory nerve 

2. Ibn Sing, a@inin, 1970, 11, pp. 71-72. 
3. Galen, On anatomical procedure: Pen anatomikon echeireseon. De anatomiir administrationibus. 

Translation of the surviving books, with introduction and notes by Charles Singer, 
London, Oxford University Press, 1956. 
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Old nomenclature Modern nomenclature 
Sixth pair IX Glosso-pharyngeal nerve 

X Vagus nerve 
XI (Spinal) accessory nerve 

Seventh pair XI1 Hypoglossal nerve 

Ths introduction should be helpful in connection with the following sections 
on ENT anatomy, physiology and diseases. 

THE E A R  

Anatomy and physiology 
Ibn Sin2 says: 

Let it be known that the ear is an organ created for hearing, and that it has a 
curled concha which is made to capture all sound and to effect its resonance. It 
is also a hole (external audttory meatus) which leads to the petrous bone and is 
spiral as well as curled in shape in order to elongate the distance of air entering it 
while retaining the short length of the hole itself, for if it went through the bone 
in a straight line, the distance would be shortened. It has been modified in this 
way so that extreme heat and cold may not attack it dtrectly but approach it 
grad~ally.~ 

Ths is true since the external auditory canal is shaped like the letter S. 
Most probably the reason for its shape is to protect the tympanic 
membrane against external bruises rather than extreme variations in 
temperature. In hs book ul-Sl@’, Ibn Sing hmself corrects hs own errors 
as wdl be seen later. 

H e  then describes the middle ear, adding: ‘The ear-hole (the opening of 
the external auditory meatus) leads to a viable space in whch there is still air, 
and its internal surface is h e d  by neural fibres derived from the fifth pair of 
the cranial nerve pairs.’ 

Th~s time he does not refer to the tympanic membrane although he did 
so in the first instance. However, ‘Ah b. al-‘Abb%s al-Majusi had described it in 
hs book ul-Malukfwhere he says: ‘And it (i.e. air) enters into the place that is 
almost identical with the shape of a spiral (external auditory meatus) into the 
membrane covering the opening from the inside so that the nature of that 
membrane responds to the nature of the air  vibration^.'^ 

4. Ibn Sinn, al-QZn&, op. Git., 11, pp. 148-150. 
5. A reasoned summary of hts results will be found on pp. 107-109. 
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‘Abd al-lagf al-Baghdadi confirms the presence of what is now called 
the tympanic membrane, as may be concluded from his statement: ‘Until it 
reaches the nerve spreading over the passage whch is similar to s k m  on the 
drum.” 

The description of the nerves provided by ‘Ali b. al-‘Abbiis is far better 
and much more correct. H e  says: ‘The adaptation of the two nerves reachng 
this hole leads to the consciousness, and so we sense the nature of dxs 
sound.” That is because the auditory nerve divides into two sections: the 
audtory branch, which supplies the cochlea, and the vestibular branch, which 
goes into the semi circular canals. The former has an auditory function while 
the latter has a balancing one. 

On nerves originating from the brain, Ibn Sing says: ‘As for the fifth pair, 
each one dvides into two halves, thus it is doubled; indeed, many say that 
each one is an actual pair and its root is the sides of the brain.” In other words, 
there are two opinions concerning the root of the nerve: one claims that the 
nerve springs from a single root, but that it soon divides into two equal 
nerves. The other opinion is that it springs from two roots at each side of the 
brain, which in fact is the case. 

Ibn al-Nafis was aware of this. Thus he says: ‘He (i.e. Ibn Sing) said that 
each member dvides into two. Galen said that the two nerves do not originate 
from the same place but that each one of them is beside the other and that 
each one of them originates from a root different from the root from which 
the other nerve originates. If this was the case, then each one could not be a 
single nerve that divides into two.’ 

The Arabs assigned the name ‘fifth pair’ to the seventh and eighth pairs 
as well as Wrisberg’s newm intermedim. Some of them, as w e  suggested above, 
thought of it as one nerve splitting into two while others treated it as two 
separate nerves. 

Ibn Sing distinguishes between the two: ‘The first section (i.e. the audi- 
tory nerve) of each pair branches out when it gets to the membrane (tympanic 
membrane) lining the canal. This section in fact originates in the posterior part 
of the brain, and in it is located the sense of hearing.’9 Ibn Sing describes the 
second section (i.e. the facial nerve) as follows: ‘The second section is smaller 
than the first and it derives from (the skull) the perforated lamina in the 
petrous bone (i.e. temporal) which is called the one-eye or blind pouch as it is 
very twisted and its path is crooked.’ 

Ibn al-Quff explains why it has been given this name and why it is so 
twisted: 

6. Al-Baghdgdi, Two Essays on the Senses, 1962, pp. 85-86 
7. ‘Ah b. d-‘Abb%s, al-fi-mzl.. ., op. cit., I, p. 146. 
8. Ibn Sing, nl-@nz?n, op. tit, 11, pp. 71-72. 
9. Ibid. 
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It derives from the petrous bone in a twisted hole called one-eye or blind. It has 
been given this name because some Greeks inserted the hair of a pig in it but it 
would not go right through. They tried the hair of a she-camel's tal but once 
more it did not go through as it was overly bent and twisted. As it was blocked 
ths way, it was thought to be one-eyed, and this is how it acquired this common 
name. Its path was such because its consistency needed to be solid as it was 
connected with solid organs; therefore, its path had to be firm and curved. The 
solidity was of mutual benefit and the floating was for it to be distanced from its 
origin. 10 

Ibn al-Nafis (First Section) on the other hand says: 'It is so since that section 
(i.e. the first) of the nerve is the one called the audltory nerve. It enters into 
the auditory hole (the mouth of the internal auditory meatus) from the front 
together with the dura mater membrane, and they cover the canal.. .' H e  goes 
on to say: 'It is the hole which has been called one-eyed or blind as it is 
extremely twisted and it is not straight. This name has been assigned to it by 
way of analogy as this hole resembles a blind man inasmuch as he cannot walk 
straight, turns to left, to right and elsewhere.' 

Ths hole is what w e  now call the spinal foramen and from it derives the 
facial nerve. In fact, if w e  tried to insert a thread in it, however flexible, it 
would not pass through the skull and come out in the internal auditory canal 
due to the extreme twistedness of the path of the facial nerve. As a result tlvs 
opening has been called one-eyed, i.e. with one opening. 

Ibn Sing then explores the phdosophy of anatomy whch took the shape 
of what we now call physiology or the science of the functions of parts of the 
body. In Ibn Sing's days, this was called the science of the uses of organs. The 
phdosophy underlying tlvs science was purposeful in the sense that every 
organ is seen as having been created for some reason willed by God, whtle w e  
either can or cannot discover ths reason. 

In Ibn Sina's words: 

Taste has been created in the fourth nerve while hearing is found in the fifth, 
because the auditory apparatus needs to be exposed, with air having access to it 
while the taste apparatus needs to be protected. Consequently, the auditory 
nerve had to be solid and it was more natural for it to be derived from the 
posterior of the brain." 

Ibn d-Nafis (First Section) explains these ideas saying: 
The auditory apparatus needs to be exposed, and the taste apparatus has to be 
protected. Since hearing takes effect when it reaches the passage on a wave of 
air, which carries sound, this can only be affected by air having an entry there. 

10. Ibn d-Quff, ul-'Umdufi-l;iirzibu, n.d., I, p. 7. 
11. Ibn Sin%, al-Q&zln, op. cit., pp. 71-72. 
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This entry has to be always open so that the person can perceive sounds 
whenever they occur. As for taste.. . this mechanism has to be protected and 
sheltered by the mouth, whde this is not the case for the hearing mechanism, 
which needs to be more solid so as to be further removed from infections and 
diseases. 

In al-shfz’, Ibn Sing studles the problem of sound and echo: ‘Sound is an 
obvious matter; it either takes place or it does not. It only occurs as a result of 
pulling or beating as in beating a rock or a piece of wood, when a sound is 
produced. O n  the other hand, pulling rakes place when something is split away 
from another, like a piece of wood split lengthwise.’ H e  goes on to say: ‘As for 
echo it occurs as a result of a wave caused by this wave.712 

Then he describes the mechanics of sound: 

Everything pulled away from something else creates a vacuum that draws. The 
substance in which these movements take place is something which is defhtely 
wet and fluid, i.e. either water or air. Thus with every beating or p h g  there 
will be movement of air or somethtng similar to it, whether slowly and gently, or 
in a burst by way of a wave or a strong attraction. 13 

He also emphasizes that ‘the occurrence of a sound is a strong movement of 
air or of somedung similar to air.’ 

Thus with considerable perspicacity he distinguishes between the effect 
of air being attracted and subjected to pressure as in pulling or beating (i.e. 
explosion) and the outcome of sound waves and their force. H e  says: 

As for movement (i.e. air movement), there may be some doubt regardmg it. 
Thus it may be thought that the sound is itself air waves. This of course is not 
the case.. . The waves resulting in sounds may be felt, even cause pain.. , In fact, 
the sense of touch as we said earlier may be affected by this movement in itself, 
whde no sound may be heard.14 

This distinction is in agreement with the modern description of acoustic 
trauma resulting from explosions where there would be a strong pressuring air 
wave (as in the case of dlvers and pilots) and where there would be air pressure 
and acoustic trauma resulting from that. Auditory bruises resulting from 
powerful sound waves have been clearly described by Ibn Sing. 

Ibn Sing proceeds to distingmsh between vibrations and sound by saying 
that not every wave made results in a sound: ‘Sound has no external existence. 
It is sensed only through the touch of air, whch is moving in waves. In fact, all 
objects touching hs place also produce a sound there. Could we then say that 
this sound occurs as a result of air waves in the canal or is it due to the act of 

12. Ibn Sing, al-shzjii’, 1958, VI, pp. 70-76. 
13. Ibid. 
14. Ibid. 
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touching?’15 The fact is that if w e  touch the membrane very gently with 
cotton wool w e  experience two sensations. One of these is touch by the 
sensory nerves lining the fibre membranes and the other is sound. This is 
because any touch, however gentle, does cause vibrations of the membrane. 
Even in a state of silence the membrane does make minute vibrations. 

Therefore, it is only natural for Ibn Sin2 to comment on hs own 
question by saying: ‘It is not easy to be definite about this matter.’ However, 
he shows great insight in a reference to very high sound, i.e. ultra sonic 
sounds. These are waves that are not heard by the human ear but of which it 
has a cutaneous sensation and which will be heard by the ears of animals 
such as dogs. 

This may be the explanation we could offer for what he says in the 
following: ‘Vibration (waves) and sound are two separate matters. Vibration is 
sensed by a specific apparatus and is a quaky which is sensed by no other 
apparatus. It is not necessary that everythmg which produces an effect should 
itself contain a similar effect.,“ He concludes by saying, ‘Therefore it is not 
necessary for vibration to be sensed when a sound is heard.’” In fact sound is 
heard and vibrations are sensed in two ways. The first of these is when air 
waves are transmitted via the normal route and the second.is via the bone 
route. An example of the latter is when we hear a tapping sound when w e  
knock on our head with our finger. In ths case waves are directly transmitted 
to the inner ear, the nerve and the higher centres without the need for the 
transmission apparatus, the drum membrane, the ossicles or the lymphatic 
fluids. 

Therefore, w e  may sense the waves by touch or by way of the bones, 
which may be the whole of the skeleton. An example of this is when we sense 
vibrations while standing on the floor of a room where a device is generating 
sound or air waves. The floor vibrations reach the brain via specific vibrations 
in the skeleton beginning with the feet. 

However al-Baghdsdi’s explanation is clearer where he says: ‘Sound is an 
event caused in the air by the forceful collision of bodies. The air affected in 
ths fashion proceeds to affect what is next to it unul it reaches the nerves 
lining the canal, which are like the sktn of a drum. Ths is the location of 
hearing and perception.’18 Al-Baghdad goes on to define the form of these 
waves with unprecedented accuracy by saying: ‘This event in the air which 
when perceived is called sound is but circles or parts thereof, since air is a 
simple matter that does not accept angled  shape^.^" 

15. Ibn Sins, al-SbfZ’, op. cit., pp. 7G76. 
16. Bid. 
17. Bid. 

19. Bid. 
18. Al-Baghddi, TWO Essgs.. ., Op. cit., pp. 85-86. 
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In the case of the echo, Ibn Sing considers it a reflection of sound waves 
from a solid mass such as a mountain. An echo occurs when there is a time 
difference between the original and secondary waves causing the echo. It oc- 
curs whenever there is a wide space between the sources of the sound and the 
barrier; for the smaller the time difference between the waves the weaker the 
echo. In h s  case, the sound would be magnified and we would have no echo, 
i.e. repetition, of it. H e  says, ‘And that is the reason why the sound of a singer 
in the desert is weaker while the sound of a singer singing under a roof is more 
powerful as it is magnified by its own echo which is heard (as one with it).’ H e  
also says, ‘If the sound and the sound reflector are close together, the two 
sounds are not heard at two different times. Rather they would be heard 
simultaneously as would be the drumming that is heard at the same time 
although in fact it occurs after it. However, if the reflector is further away, the 
time dfference causes a perceptible dlfference in time between the two 
sounds .’ 

It is worth mentioning that Ibn Sing found some physiological s d a r i t y  
between seeing and hearing. H e  says: ‘Ths auditor nerve is to hearing what 
the retina is to seeing. All the other ear organs are similar to the layers and rods 
surroundmg the retina, which were created in order to serve, protect or assist 
it. The ear canal is like a structural hole.’20 It is well known that the Arabs were 
famlliar with the anatomy of the ear. The layers that they described were all 
accurate, even though their arrangements of them, and the explanation of 
their physiology, were different. Arab scientists, particularly a.-Hasan b. al- 
Haytham, were able to discover the mechanics of vision and seeing as they 
truly are. 

EAR DISEASES 

Hearing afflictions 
In a chapter on hearing afflictions in EtZb d-Qingn, Ibn Sin3 distinguishes 
between three types: no perception of sound, reduction of sound and change 
such as roaring, tinnitis or whistlmg. He divides affictions into original, i.e. 
congenital, and acquired. H e  then defines deafness, general deafness and 
reduced hearing. 

Deafness occurs when the internal part of the ear is ductless. H e  says, 
‘There would not be in the inner cavity, which is like a blind ending duct 
containing stagnant air, the vibrations which cause sound to be heard.’ By this, 
he certainly means what w e  now call the middle ear cavity. General deafness is 
caused as he says by ‘the nerve not performing its sensory power’; i.e. it is the 

20. Ibn SinZ, al-shzj%’, op. cit, pp. 70-76. 
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auditory nerve whch has been afflicted. This is what w e  now call total per- 
ceptive deafness. The thrd type of hearing affliction he calls ‘reduction 
without loss’, whch is what w e  now call reduced hearing. General deafness is 
generally found in older people as a result of age and of wear in their sensory 
cells. It is also established that it could have a nervous basis to it. The hrd 
type, as is well known, is reduction in hearing without total loss. 

Ibn Sing again emphasizes loss of hearing in chddren for whch there is 
no treatment and some of which is acute. If however the loss is prolonged, the 
deafness becomes chronic and difficult or hopeless to treat. Ths classification 
was correct unul the beginning of the nineteenth century when effective 
treatment, particularly surgical treatment, of these affictions became possible. 
Ibn Sing then refers to the causes of loss of hearing and mentions correctly a 
large number of these, such as those resulting from swehg of the canal, ‘e.g. 
a boil, an abscess, a polyp, excessive wax.. . , worms, sand, stone, seeds,. . . or 
due to apostasis.’ 

It is interesting that he makes a precise reference to a symptom which 
w e  s d  find in modern medlcal books. When serious fluid is found in the 
ear, the patient wdl feel that somedung is rolling in his ear when he bends hs 
head. lbn Sin2 refers to ths saying, ‘If there is matter in the ear, the patient 
wdl consequently feel heaviness in the head particularly when bowing hs 
head.’ 

In the section on treatment, he starts saying, ‘First of all, we say that all 
eardrops should be tepid, i.e. neither hot nor cold and this applies in all cases.’ 
Ths is of course true since a cold or hot fluid would cause dizziness and 
vomiting. 

Ibn Sin2 moves to various malformations which could block the external 
audltory meatus. H e  also talks about surgcal treatment. Thus, in a section 
called ‘Cross obstruction of the ear’, he says that it could be caused by ‘a 
congenital membrane in the meatus or on the external auditory meatus,’ or ‘a 
polyp or bo il..., H e  then moves to treatment, whch in this case is surgcal. H e  
emphasizes that the treatment ‘of the deep is difficult and the external easier.’ 
H e  mentions surgical instruments whch he describes as ‘fme’, such as the 
‘kmfe’, ‘with which adenoids would be cored’ and ‘the ear lancet’ 
(myringotome). 

Al-Zahrgwi deals with the subject in greater detail in the seventh chapter 
of hs book, al-Zfnyli-nian ‘&?a ‘atz al-ta’@l H e  says: 

Babies may be born with non-canalized ear passages. Some people may suffer a 
blockage in the ear canal caused by a wound or growing flesh. This blockage 
may be deep in the ear and not visible, or it may be just outside the opening and 
thus easy to see. A blockage occurring deep in the ear and not easily seen is in 

21. M. S. Spink and G. L. Lewis (eds.), A4btllcasis: On JqeT and Instniments, 1973. 
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most cases dtffcult to treat. When it is visible, put the patient in the sunlight and 
look into the ear. If you see the blockage, open it with a delicate scalpel such as 
the one shown below. 

Al-Zahriiwi continues: 
The Up of the scalpel will be slightly broad and with a sharp point. The rest of 
the scalpel should be smooth on both sides so as not to hurt the ear. If the 
obstruction has been caused by flesh growing in the ear canal, catch it with a 
delicate hook and very gently cut it unttl all ths flesh has been removed. If the 
obstruction is deep in the ear take a smooth fine probe, warm it slightly in the 
fire and then insert it in the ear canal. If you feel the obstruction, whde the 
patient experiences hardness of hearing, perforate it gently, being very careful 
not to hurt the ear nerve. Insert in the ear a wick as thick as the meatus, having 
first anointed it with the Egyptian ointment. D o  that for several days unul you 
are sure the wound has healed. Or take a wick, dip it in water and sprinkle with 
powdered vitriol and use it. If you see that the ear is swelling with an abscess, 
you must remove the wick and replace it with one soaked in wax made of rose 
oil until the abscess subsides, and then treat unul it is healed. If there is bleedmg, 
dip a sponge or a piece of cloth in cold water and apply to the ear. Follow the 
treatment for haemorrhage referred to in the essay on.instillations. 

It is obvious in the first case that he is talking about congenital malformation 
where the opening of the hearing canal is blocked by flesh. In the second case, 
he explains how ear tumours, particularly benign ones such as boils and 
polyps, are treated. 

Ear infections and their complications 
Al-Riizi’s case histones in ul-&wT (Continens) are of great significance.22 We 
shall quote and analyse one of these: 

A man from the region of I;Iilla was treating an old ulcerz3 in the ear with an 
ointment extracted from cadmium. However, it became more and more pu- 
trescent as time went on and the ear filled with pus. The man thought that 
there was a swelling at the extreme end of the hearing hole. Thus he treated it 
with the ointment extracted from the medtcaments.. But it seems that the ear 
became more and more putrefied as a result. H e  seems to have done that due 
to the fact that the cadmium ointment heals ulcers in the hand and the leg very 
well; but h s  is no indication for other parts of the body. H e  therefore wanted 
to heal the ear ulcer with the same medtcament used for ulcers outside the 
body. In addition, it was thought that a swehg, wherever and whenever it 
occurred, should be treated by demulcents, yet h s  type of treatment is very 

22. M. Meyerhof, ‘33 Clinical Observations of Rhazes’, (Sis, 23/66, 1935. 
23. E. G. Browne, Arabian Medecine, Cambridge, 1921, says that ulcer in fact means abscess. 
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bad. For my part, knowing that the ear is a very dry organ, I knew I would 
need to treat it with desiccating medicaments. However, since that doctor had 
applied the basiliconZ4 ointment, which is a demulcent, to the ear I did not see 
that it was appropriate for me to put the patient on any specific extra absor- 
bent medicament. It is m y  practice to look at the history of the case and gain 
evidence from it. Thus, I resorted to glauci~rn?~ soaked it in vinegar and 
dropped some of it in his ear. H e  started improving the next day when I 
treated him with andart7nZ6 tablets for four days. 

If the patient needed a more powerful medicament, it was my intention 
to apply a treatment similar to that used for evil temperament on him and to 
paint outside the ear with extra absorbent medicaments such as the one used 
in the West or with (nard?) tablets. However, there was no need for that 
since the man recovered fully, although his ear had been about to suffer 
complete putrefaction as a result of bad treatment. The (other) doctor had 
thought that if he treated an inflamed ear with such a medicament, the patient 
would be afflicted by convulsions, for it was his view that swellings in any 
part of the body need to be softened. There was a swelling in the ear but 
since I knew that it was beneficial for the ear to be very dry in relation to 
other parts of the body, I also knew that it needed medicaments with an extra 
absorbent power. 

In this case, al-R%zi tells the story of a patient suffering from otorrhoea treated 
by a doctor with an ointment extracted from cadmium. The otorrhoea was hot 
and the treatment was not successful. When d-R%zi took over as the patient’s 
doctor, he changed the treatment relying on two principles: 
1. A-Rnzi’s belief that ear diseases are the result of wet and cold causes. 

Generally speaking, ths is true since cold and catarrh are two of the 
most important reasons for acute mid-ear infections. Therefore, treat- 
ment with hot as well as absorbent medlcaments is indicated according 
to the principle of treatment by opposites based on Hippocratic con- 
cepts. 
Al-Rnzi’s belief that if the body gets used to a particular drug it should 
only be changed gradually, so that no sudden change should cause 
harmful dlsturbances. That is why he started with gla~cium~~ and then 
proceeded to (an&~n) tablets unul the ear was dry. 

H e  also said, ‘If your treatment of a particular ailment using a particular 
medicament is prolonged and yet unsuccessful, change to its opposite for 
this is an indication that the nature of this opposite medicament suits this 
ailment.,28 

2. 

24. Basiticon is one of the ‘royal’ kohls. 
25. M. K. Hussein, pbb al-Ri@, Cairo, ALECSO, p. 145. 
26. Ibn Zuhr, KtSb d-Tqsirj-l-mu&wit wa-l-tadbfr, 1983, I, pp. 37-38. 
27. Spit& and Lewis (eds.), Abukair.. ., 9. cit. 
28. AI-R&i, al-fAZm-j-l-$bb, 1955, VIII/l, 
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5.15 Al-Rnzi looks after a patient. 
Illustration from Continens, the Latin translation of uL-@wi. 

Faraj b. Salun (Farragut) made the translation in 1279 on the orders 
of Charles I of Anjou and of Sicily 

0 Bibliothkque Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Lat. 6912, T. 1, fol. 52.) 

The progression indicated by al-Rm is sound, since the infection could 
improve spontaneously, i.e. the discharge stops, leaving some debris behind it. 
It could also be diagnosed as an infection of the outer ear but the description is 
closer to the other diagnosis. 

Al-Riizi was very knowledgeable about ear diseases. In Part 3 of ul-&Zwi 
he says that earaches may be soothed by hot poultices and that when an 
abscess appears, it should be encouraged to suppurate by ripening, which is 
what doctors have been doing until recently (i.e. before the appearance of 
antibiotics) to let it open up spontaneously. H e  also advises that the abscess 
should not be ripened ‘if the case is simple.’ O n  the other hand, he would not 
hesitate to lance the abscess when ripened, if it is hard. 
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H e  makes an explicit reference to Hippocrates’ Prognostics where he refers 
to the fact that an ear abscess is more dangerous in the case of youth than it is 
in old age. Ths of coase is true. H e  adds: ‘Acute ear disease accompanied by 
constant hgh fever is a bad sign. The patient may get confused and die.’ 

In this context, w e  ought to report another case from Abti Marwiin ‘Abd 
al-Malik b. Z ~ h r . ~ ~  H e  says: 

I remember when I was young, when I was called by the rogue ‘Ah Yiisuf to 
Cordoba for a swelling inside his ear. I arrived in the afternoon. His earache was 
so severe I found him wishing for death or even wanting to be killed. The 
swelling was no doubt in the extreme end of the ear where the afferent nerve 
joins the sensory part of the ear. He had started some slight convulsions. M y  
decision was therefore to fill his ear with tepid oil of egg yolk and leave it there 
for some considerable time, following which the pain subsided. After two or 
three hours, the swelling exploded and pus poured out of it. Subsequently, I 
washed it with fluid honey, the water of which was previously cooked with 
delicate oak bark and ‘horse tail’. His ear was washed by the soft end of a feather 
from the tail of a chicken, probed into his ear. The ear was then cleared out once 
or twice until the pus stopped for four days, following whch he recovered. I 
give this as an example of ear ulcers. Ear swellings rarely occur except as a result 
of hot thin humour since the core of the ear is too hard to accept objects of 
thick consistency. It may, however, accept inside it thin watery sputum. These 
two are characterized by severe pain caused by thin bilious humour and by 
tinnitis, which may be caused by thin watery humour. Hardness of hearing is 
common for both although it is clearer and more obvious in the case of the 
watery humour. 

In fact, and as Ibn Zuhr says, two signs appear in the course of acute 
suppurative otitis media. These are: 
1. Extreme earache, whch is so severe ‘the patient wishes for death.’ It is 

interesting that Ibn Zuhr ascribes ths to the relationshp between the ear 
and the nerves. It is well known that the ear is a meeting point for a 
number of cranial nerves, and that it has a direct relationshp with the 
brain and the meninges. Ths pain is particularly reduced by heat there- 
fore, ‘My decision was to fdl the ear with tepid oil of egg yolk ... fol- 
lowing whch the pain subsided.’ 

Ths mode of treatment is known to many people, some use drops 
of tepid olive oil while others prefer to insert a warm clove of garlic. In 
some countries, they insert a piece of heated onion, whde in others a 
woman’s milk is dropped directly from her breast into the ear. Other 
nations find it sufficient to apply hot fomentations. 
Reduction of hearing - where he says, ‘Hardness of hearing is common’, 
which is true. 

2. 

29. Ibn Zuhr, Ekib aL-EyJ?r.. ., op. cif., I, pp. 37-38. 
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The inflammation develops and suppuration collects because acute suppura- 
tive otitis media is in fact a hot auricular abscess. When the ear is filled with it a 
perforation of the drum membrane occurs, and pus pours out of it. If the 
perforation and the opening are enough, the pus is evacuated and healing takes 
place. In Ibn Zuhr’s words, ‘The ear was cleared out once or twice until the 
pus stopped for four days, following which he recovered.’ 

Based on the above, one is inclined to think that this case is the first 
of its kind and that the world should give Ibn Zuhr full credit for doc- 
umenting it so thoroughly and distinguishing it from other types of infec- 
tion. Ibn Sing, in his aL-Q&z?n, is also successful in this respect. In a chapter 
on ‘Earache’, he says that: ‘The most difficult earache is that caused by a 
deep swelling accompanied by fever, particularly if it leads to confusion of 
the mind.. . It may lead to sudden death as occurs with cardiac arrest.’ That 
may well be acute infection of the membrane together with brain swelling. 
H e  also says, ‘If the swelling is outside the ear, there is little danger.’ H e  
recommends hypnotics in cases of severe pain and heat when pain is slight. 
AU of these are correct indications, which are still in use today. 

In the section on ear suppuration, discharge and ulcerations there are 
very acute observations, which are still valid today. Ibn Sins recommends the 
use of gargles and snuffs with the objective of disinfecung the nose and the 
pharynx. The relationship between the infection of these two organs and that 
of the ear is well known to present-day doctors. For ear discharge, he re- 
commends the use of a variety of absorbent medications some of which are 
acid such as sour grape juice (nowadays replaced by boric acid). For chical 
description, he singles out deep chronic putrefactions which, according to 
hum, are signalled by excessive putrid suppuration and widening of the passage 
and which may even lead to exposure of the bones, and which are very bad. 

By that, one is inclined to think he is characterizing chronic ear infection 
which is accompanied by cholesteatoma and is recognized by its putrid dis- 
charge and its fatal complications. Ibn Sing emphasizes that the pus must on 
no account be retained, but should be allowed to flow instead. This of course 
is a golden rule in the treatment of such infections. H e  mentions a method 
used by charlatans in his time where, ‘some deceitful practitioners would stuff 
the suppurated ear with a cloth, which would stop the discharge of pus from 
it. They would also prevent the patient from sleeping on that side, so that the 
pus would find no way through, and would travel towards the solid and soft 
part at the root of the ear causing a swelling. Then they would lance the 
swelling, after it was ripe, and treat it, and so the discharge from the ear would 
come about.’ 

Ibn Zuhr talks about what falls in the ear, meaning foreign bodies: 

Some animals may find their way into the ear, thus causing concern. If they 
are smd in size, such as fleas, fill the ear with tepid oil and then clear the ear 
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out. The flea will be expelled, dead, with the oil, easily. If the creature is 
somewhat larger, if we kill it within the ear, w e  realize that it would remain 
there, putrefy and cause damage, especially if it is of an unwholesome kind. 
Then drop tepid water in the ear, or the juice of peach leaves mixed with 
water, until the ear is full, and the creature will be expelled. After it has gone 
out, clear out the water and drop in oil of dill, then clear that out so that the 
water may flow away. 30 

These in fact are very useful indications and treatments. 
Ibn Zuhr, Ibn Sing and even al-Rad were not surgeons. Consequently, 

their writings were rather brief unhke al-Zahra~i,~' who devotes an important 
chapter, the sixth, to the treatment of objects fahg into the ear. H e  gves a 
detailed description with dustrations of the instruments he used. H e  says: 

Objects falling in the ear are of four types: 
mineral stone or something resembling stone, such as iron and glass; 

a fluid such as water or vinegar; 
ananimal. 

When a stone, or something of that sort, that would not grow in it, falls, inside 
the ear, turn the ear towards the sun. If you can see the stone, drop some violet 
oil or sesame oil in the ear and tfy to extract it by moving the head, or induce 
sneezing with the use of gypsopIda while blocking the nostrils when sneezing 
occurs, having first tied around the ear a circle of pieces of cloth or wool, and 
draw the ear upwards. In many cases, the object will come out. If not, try 
extracting it with the use of a fine pair of tweezers. 

a vegetable grain such as a chick-pea or a pip or the like; 

H e  proceeds: 

If it does not come out by the tweezers, try to extract it with a fine blunt hook 
slightly curved. If this does not bring it out, make a copper tube and insert one 
end of the tube gently in the meatus of the ear, and fill in around the tube with 
pitch softened with oil so that air can only enter the ear by the tube. Then suck 
the object out by your own breath with strong suction. Generally, it will come 
out. If, however, it does not come out with these means we have described, 
take a small quantity of turpentine resin or bird-lime (dibq), put tlys on the end 
of a probe which you have carefully wrapped around with cotton wool. Then 
introduce it gently into the opening of the ear, after you have dried out the 
moisture from the ear. If none of these treatments is effective, be quick to 
incise before an abscess or convulsions occur. The method is that first the 
patient should be bled from the cephalic vein, and blood-let in proportion to 
his strength. Seat the patient in front of you and turn hs ear upwards; make a 
small incision at the lobule of the ear in the depression there (the incision 
should be crescent shaped), und you reach the stone. Extract it with whatever 

30. Ibn Zuhr, ffihib aL-EyJir.. ., op. it., I, p. 77 
31. Spink and Lewis (eds.), Abu1caz.r.. ., op. nt. 
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instruments you may have avadable. Suture the wound quickly and treat the 
patient until he recovers. 

If the object fallen in the ear is a seed that would grow or swell up, try to 
extract it using the methods mentioned earlier. If it does not respond and 
come out, take a delicate fine scalpel, and try to cut out the seed concerned. 
D o  that only if you are certain that the grain has been moistened by the 
vapour of the ear, so that you can cut it into small pieces. Then you may 
extract the seed with a blunt hook of fme tweezers, or by suction, as men- 
tioned previously. 

For water inside the ear, the patient should first sneeze with the help of 
gypsophila, having plugged his ear with eased-out cotton, while lying on the ear 
concerned. If the water does not come out, take some thin smooth stones about 
a finger’s length and warm them slightly in the fire. The patient should insert 
one of these at a time into the opening of the ear, and then hop on the one foot 
on that side, and with another stone tap upon the one inserted into the ear. H e  
should continue this, with one stone after another, until all the water has come 
out. The water may also be extracted by taking a papyrus reed or a quill, in- 
serting one end in the ear and lighting the other end, until most of it is burnt. 
This is repeated with more quills until all the water is extracted. Or it can be 
sucked out u s q  a stone as described. 

For extracting a creature that has entered the ear, look to see if it has a 
small body, such as a flea, in which case treat it as mentioned earlier. If it has a 
large body, easy to feel, try to extract it with tweezers and hooks; this is easier 
than all things which stick in the ear. As for taking out worms generated in the 
ear, where you fad to treat the case with what we mentioned in the &vision in 
the essay on ear drops, you must examine the ear in the sun. If you see any of 
the worms take it out with tweezers or fine hooks. If you do not see any take a 
pipe. 

The cannula will be narrow in its lower part, broad above. Insert the 
narrow part into the ear as far as the patient can tolerate, then suck out as 
powerfully as possible. Do this repeatedly until all the worms are extracted. If 
there is no response, plug all around the cannula with wax, as described for a 
stone. If they still do not come out, use the instdlations I mentioned whch were 
tried by the ancients for killing worms. 

This is true and is still being used today. It is also interesting that al-Zahriim- 
provides us with a description of the first dropping device. This is a dropper of 
which he supplies an illustration and says: 

You pour oils and drugs in the ear with the device illustrated. It should be made 
of silver or copper, narrow at its lower end with a small hole, wide at its 
upper part. If you wish, the piston inside the pipe could be made of strong 
copper. If you wish, you may take a probe and wrap cotton tightly around its 
tip. Then pour into the cannula oil or juice or whatever of these medicaments 
you wish to be instilled, with the cannula in the ear. Then insert the probe 
with the cotton on it, and press moderately by hand until the oil runs into the 
meatus and the patient feels it entering. Whatever you put into the ear must 
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be slightly heated in the fire, and you must take care not to drop in anything 
either very cold or very hot, since the ear cannot tolerate it. 

There is very little one could add to that today. 

Swelltngs of the ear 
The Arabs distinguished between hot and cold swehgs and between hard, 
soft or flaccid swehngs. 

A hot swehng is caused by acute infections such as the infection of the 
pharyngeal glands in the neck or an acute abscess of the breast. 

A cold swehng is any other swehng particularly tumours of the benign 
or malignant type as well as cold suppurative collections. 

Hard swehngs are mostly cancerous in origm. The soft ones, such as 
polyps, are benign. 

Ibn Sing, in his work ‘On Swellings Occurring in the Root of the Ear’, 
says that they are, ‘a type of swehng occurring in soft tissue particularly 
glandular tissue . . . sometimes called cysts.’ H e  emphasizes that, ‘It may be so 
painful that it sometimes kllls, and may often be preceded by mental confu- 
~ion.’~~ Ths swehng is one of the mallgnant cervical lymph node swellings 
such as lymphomas. 

THE NOSE 

Anatomy and physiology 
Medieval Arab doctors believed that the nose is made up of two triangular 
bones33 of slim solid consistency, mounting the two processes on the two 
sides of the process dividmg the upper m a d a  longitudinally, and meeting 
above at their sharp angle. Ths is completely true since the nose is composed 
of two bones specific to it. They also thought that the edges of these two 
bones had two cartdages divided by a cartilage of a more solid consistency, 
mounting the central process, and this corresponds to what w e  now call the 
quadrangular cadage. The function of the nose is olfactory sensation. Thus, 
in the front of the brain, there are two protrusions similar to breast nipples. 
Each of these two has a thick base, gradually narrowing towards the end. 
These two are what we now call the olfactory bulbs, and from them arise 
branches of the olfactory nerve via the cerebriform plate. The Arabs called 
this ‘muslinous bone similar to a sieve in spiral perforations.’ 

32. Ibn Sin%, al-QZnUn, op. cit., 1970, I, pp.71-72. 
33. Ibn al-Quff, aL-‘’Umda.. ., op. cit., I, p. 7. 
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The physiology of the nose is that it traps air and smells entering it and 
discharges superfluities, which trickle down to it from the brain, and serves to 
expel these. 

The Arabs also believed that the bony processes had two uses. First, they 
allow the expulsion of vapours arising from the ripening of food and body 
metabolism, and secondly they allow the passage of superfluities. Thus for 
example, Ibn al-Nafis in hs book Commentay on the Anatomy ofal-QZnin, in the 
section on the anatomy of nose bones, says: 

Thus, the bones parallel to the two nasal openings are very loose. They have 
been created as such for two reasons. The first is so that its parts can easily 
obtain nourishment whde being firm. The second is to enable the air that needs 
to pass through it and the superfluities from the brain pushed by the nose to do 
so easily, so that enough air goes through it for vendation of the brain. 

He adds: 
The infra-nasal processes increase the filtration of the passages of superfluities, 
which abound particularly in this position, where brain superfluities flow from 
the nose and the palate. They are like that because there must be a collecting 
place at the nose, since it is where superfluities are pushed for th... From the 
transverse process at the base of the nostrils, superfluities pour into the space 
between the sides of the two sides of the triangle. These angles have to be in the 
two triangles, whch are in the tendmous bone underneath them accorchg to 
the book. Each of the two triangles has a right angle kept in tension by the side 
at the edge. The two bases of the triangles are of the same length since they 
share the middle; the two sides are also equal and the two angles are equal and 
are on a straight line.. . 

The Arabs thought that the seat of the physiologcal power controlling the 
olfactory sense is the anterior ventricle of the brain. From this, the power 
flows into the two frontal adnexa as far as their endings. Ths power flows into 
objects and so recognizes their particular smells. 

The opposite has in fact been proved by modern medicine. What actually 
flows is not the power itself but some psychological spirit, which reaches the 
organs via the nerve and the sod. Ibn al-Nafis,’ in his summary of al-Q%tSn, 
says: ‘By this we do not mean the soul in the religous sense, but a fine 
ethereal body composed of delicate humours so that the organs may be of 
their density. The spirits are the bearers of the faculties, and therefore corre- 
spond to them in type.’34 

34. Ibn al-Nafis, M@ix al-q&zin, Paper 3. 
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Afflictions and diseases 

Ibn Sin2 devotes the entire fifth chapter of hs Khib aL-@niin, entitled ‘On the 
Conditions of the Nose’, to ths topic. The section is in two essays. The first is 
on smell, its afflictions and rhinorrhoea. The second is on other conditions of 
the nose. 

The first essay starts with a chapter on the anatomy of the nose together 
with its physiology, followed by a section on the use of nose drugs. Of these, 
he mentions ‘vapours, inhalants and snuff.’ These, as he says, are ‘humid 
bodies dropped in the nose. As for inhalants they are humid substances drawn 
into the nose by drawing in air. Sprays are dry objects prepared in a certain 
way, so that they can be blown into the nose.’ It is interesting that in ‘a chapter 
on nasal fractures’, he mentions that it may include the bone and the cartilage 
or either one of them. H e  also suggests that the cartilage does not break, but 
bruises and becomes flattened. H e  emphasizes an observation that is still vahd 
today, saymg: 

If the nose is broken and is not treated, this may lead to nasality. It may also 
harden and retain its deformity and then cannot be mended. Therefore, it 
should be treated from the first day and no later than the tenth. 

H e  explains how the break is to be repaired where he says: 

Take soft fine forceps and insert these gently into the nose to the extent of the 
nostrils. Hold these forceps with one hand and straighten the nose with the 
other until it becomes even. Gently insert a supportive pack in order to keep the 
nose in shape. Preferably the pack should be of linen, and as a precaution there 
should be one inserted in each nostril.. . Dress the nose and paste a piece of 
dressing gauze on it. D o  not take the pack out until the nose is sufficiently 
healed, straight and firm.. . If the break occurs in the lower parts, it could be 
repaired by a finger from each hand such as the index fingers or the little fingers. 

More than a 1,000 years later, we find this to be absolutely true. Nothmg has 
been added to that apart from X-rays, general anaesthesia and plastic surgery. 
Elsewhere he says: 

Whenever you administer snuff to a patient, the correct procedure is to fiu his 
mouth with water, and instruct him to lie on his back, tilt hs head backwards 
and drop the snuff into his nose. 

Clearly, the purpose of &IS is the contraction of the soft palate in order to 
block the choanae, i.e. the posterior nasal openings, so that the medecine is 
retained in the nasal fossae. W e  still carry out similar procedures under the 
name of Proetz’ technique. In a chapter on epistaxis, he emphasizes that it 
happens immediately following a headache, an infection, excess, a fall or a 
blow. H e  mentions that epistaxis follows crises (bu&n) in many diseases, such 
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as smallpox and measles. H e  also empasizes that epistaxis resulting from 
diseases such as hepatic deficiencies and hydrops is extremely dangerous. For 
treatment, he suggests the use of cauteries, stressing the need for caution as 
they may cause scarring which, if the tissue falls, would be more dangerous 
than the disease. Thus he says, ‘Cautery is carried out to treat haemorrhage. It 
should be done so well that it produces scarred tissue both deep and thck 
enough that it will not fall quickly. If the scarring made by cautery for nasal 
bleedmg falls away, the resulting affiction is worse than that originally suffered 
by the patient.’ 

In addition to cautery, he refers to pouring ice-cold water on the head of 
the patient until it grows numb. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the Arabs 
also used epistaxis as a ‘method of treatment’. They used a bleeding device to 
puncture the nose in order to treat a number of dseases. 

O N  PLASTIC SURGERY 

Al-Rgzi says: 

Partial loss of lips and nose: this occurs due to the presence of so much duck 
hard flesh that it lifts the skin and leaves the whole organ short. It occurs in the 
lip, the ear and the nose. Peel the middle part, scrape the skin on the two sides 
and cut the flesh in the middle where you had scraped the solid tissue and throw 
it away. Delineate the skin without any contraction and attach it. The organ will 
then go back to its original length due to the disappearance of the tissue cut 
from the centre of the skin. 

M y  comment (6): the unwary cut this differently and in doing that they 
are making a mistake, for they cut a piece of skin as well as flesh, then they 
bring together the two edges of the skin and suture it. Consequently, the lip 
ends up being smaller than it oripally was. The correct method recommends 
that we make an incision in the skin, scrape it from the lip and cut the duck 
flesh where the skin has been scraped. This is the flesh which was stretching the 
skin, so it is to be shortened. Then the two ends of the skin should be sutured. 
On healing, it wdl be long and thin since humid flesh that is neither thick nor 
solid will grow in it.35 

The deformity al-R%zi intended to repair is probably a fibrous tissue mass 
formed under the skin due to a previous disease or a suppuration. Or is it 
rhmophyma (wurum ul-anful--z@), which lifts the skin, leading to shortening 
of the organ? Therefore he recommends makmg an incision in the skin, 
stripping it, cutting away the mass and suturing the skin without cutting away 
any of it. H e  rightly criticizes those who cut the skin since that would lead to 
the organ being shortened and pressure put upon it. 

35. Al-R%zi, al-&wf.. ., @. kt., V, pp. 218-219. 
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Arab doctors had considerable interest in tumours. Thus, Ibn Sin2 
dedicates a whole chapter to fistulas and what one would probably now call 
polyps: 

Polyps are excessive tissue growing (in the nose) which may be white gela- 
tinous flesh accompanied by no pain. These are easy to treat. They may also 
be red, congested and turbid. These would be more difficult to treat ... 
particularly if there is a putrid discharge. Polyps may be cancerous, de- 
forming the shape of the nose and causing pain through its spreading. They 
would be turbid in colour and badly formed.. . There is a difference be- 
tween cancerous tumours and bad fistulas. If the growing tissue occurs on 
the head and following catarrh, then it is a fistula. If on the other hand it 
occurs in a clear nose and without discharge, then it is cancer. This is 
particularly so if it begins in the size of a chick-pea or a hazelnut, and then 
increases in size. 36 

In fact, ths description is completely true. Polyps occur following suppuration 
and allergy, and often solidify and suppurate, so that it is difficult to 
&stingush them correctly. In typical cases, cancer is as al-Razi described, 
namely a small tumour whch grows and expands untd it deforms the whole 
face. 

Al-Riizi showed an even greater interest in the subject of tumours, and 
thus in aL-H&i he assigns several names to them. H e  describes them as fis- 
tulas, growing flesh, polyps (in Arabic and Persian). &-Rim describes these as 
‘disgusting objects such as chcken offal, lungs, hyaloid fluids and soft flesh, 
or like fish  intestine^.'^^ In addltion, they block the nose, make breathing 
difficult, change the voice and follow the occurrence of coryza. 

0 N D IFF E RENT TAL D I A G N  0 S I S 

Al-R%zi was particularly well known for hs competence in differential 
diagnosis. In the section dedicated to nose diseases, w e  have a thorough 
description of the distinction between polyps, which are benign tumours 
resulting from oedema in the mucous membrane, and cancerous malignant 
tumours. It is necessary to emphasize that differential diagnosis between these 
two is not always easy particularly if the polyps are ulcerated. In the following 
quotation, al-Riizi’s description is astoundingly precise: 

The difference between fistulas and cancer in the nose is that one would feel 
hardness and heat to the touch, there would be sharpness in the palate. Seek 
relief fEst by bringing about discharge. If the case occws following coryza, 
dlseases of the head and dlscharge in the nose it is a fistula. If it occurs while the 

36. Ibn Sing, al-Q&IAn, op. cif., 11, pp. 71-72. 
37. Al-Rfii, al-@wf.. ., op. it., 111, pp. 71-72. 
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two nostrils are clear, having started the size of a chick-pea and proceedmg to 
grow after that, it is cancer. 

Feel the palate and examine its hardness. Having done that you are to 
know that cancer does not have in the nose a head such as the head of an apple. 
If you see that in the nose, probe it and examine its degree of softness and 
solidity and look at its colour and the humidity that flows from it and from the 
nose into the throat for that indicates fistulas. Cancer is solid and dry. Generally 
speaking, cancer hardly comes outside the nose cavity nor does it grow long in 
it, but grows in the dlrection of the palate. However, examine it for evidence 
with forceps to establish its solidity and its speed of contraction. Examine the 
palate and if you see it soft as in normal conltions it is not cancer. 

He also says: 

Of this, there is a very bad cancerous type which in fact is actual cancer, shown 
by its being deep in the nose, rooted in its depth and on the palate and resulting 
in &fficult breathing as well as speaking. Beware of scratchmg it for I have seen 
a man from my town whose nose and all of his face were ruined due to the 
mistake of those who treated him. You only deal with that which is soft. O n  a 
solid growth, you apply ointments and demulcents and anydung that softens it, 
for this will bring some alle~iation.~~ 

O N  TREATMENT 

AI-Riizi mentions one medtcal treatment and one surgical treatment. The 
medical treatment relies on a number of drugs such as evergreen cypress nuts, 
figs, copper sulphate and the Egyptian medtcament derived from vinegar and 
honey. O n  the treatment of polyps, he lists a number of techniques. 

THE FIRST TECHNIQUE 
Paul said: there will be growing tissue in the nose, and it may protrude ex- 
ternally. It may also deform the shape of the nose and excite pain as it expands. 
Examine it, and whatever is solid to probe, turbid in colour and bad in nature 
you should treat. Do not section it or scrape it, because it is cancerous and wd 
cause excitation and be &stressing. Whatever is white and soft, fleshy and lax 
should be cut with a delicate knife and entered into and scraped soft. If it is 
mulberry colour, bad in nature and putrid in consistency cauterize it with drugs 
and fire using small minute cauters if the drugs do not stop the putrefaction. 
After that pour vinegar and water into the nostnls. If breathing does not im- 
prove, you are to know that there is something deep inside the nose. In this 
case, take a stnng and tie knots on it and, with a probed and heated needle, 
insert it through the nostril and out at the palate and p d  by both hands like a 

38. Al-Rhi, al-fZi.. ., op. cit, 111, p. 72. 
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saw in order to remove the flesh remaining deep inside. Then tie a cloth round a 
lead pipe or a feather and insert in the nose so that it remains open and 
breathing is not obstructed. Anoint the perforation with drugs such as andartSn 
tablets and papyrus medicament in order for it to dry completely and prevent 
the flesh from growing again.39 

H e  ascribes his technique to Paul of Aegina (Paulus Aegmeta). The technique 
requires cutting with a knife any of the polyps that protrude. In order to cut what 
remains within the nose, he then advises that we take a string and tie it so that 
it has a number of knots. The string is to be inserted in the nose with a probe 
or a needle until it comes out in the pharynx b e h d  the soft palate. Then it is 
drawn outside the mouth and pulled back and forth like a saw. The knots work 
on the polyps and cut them. In principle, this type of saw is sttll in use these 
days under the name of Gigli saw, whch is a wire saw used in neuro surgery. 

THE SECOND TECHNIQUE 

In the hospital, I saw the nose being bared with the forceful use of forceps. In 
some cases, around 0.23 kg of dsgusting objects fell out of it similar to chicken 
offal, lungs, hyaloid fluids and soft flesh. Then they used a string of hair or 
something 

THE THIRD TECHNIQUE 
Ths is the technique rightly favoured by d-Riizi. He says: 

It is better to do what w e  ourselves have actually seen, which is to make a 
rotating ring. In this way, the scraping off occurs superiorly and the palate is 
safe. The other method often ruins the palate, for most of its force falls on the 
palate on which they then apply zinc ointment. It is better to use a wick as Paul 
mentions. 

THE FOURTH TECHNIQUE 
The best method, as I have seen, is to take a knife fine enough to insert into and 
turn inside the nose. It has one sharp side only. Like the paper-makers’ knife, 
the tip is fine but not sharp. Then take an empty device looking like the spout of 
a sprayer, the head of which is not ltke the nose forceps but cut level like the 
spout of a sprayer. The patient sits on a chair opposite the light. A servant 
stands behind him, extends his neck backwards, holds the tip of his nose and 
lifts it upwards. If the polyp is in the left nostril, we hold the Up of the nose with 

39. A-Riizi, al-&im-. . . , op. cit., V, p. 71. 
40. Bid, 111, p. 71. 
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our left hand and extend it to the outside and upwards. If it is in the right, a 
servant would do that for us since we need to work with our right hand. We 
insert the knife and cut off what is seen of the tissue and what is to be cut and 
taken out by the forceps until all that is seen is out of the nose. Then insert the 
scraper to scrape off what is left, then take niq<tZt- or gallnuts and zinc, grind it 
and wrap cotton on a cut feather or pipe to enable the patient to breathe and 
spread the ointment on it. Insert in the nose, having thoroughly washed it of 
blood with water and vinegar. If there are any other remnants, they are to be 
stripped off later.41 

The dressing he describes at the end of the operation is interesting. H e  takes a 
thick ointment and pastes it round a lead tube or a featherless plume having 
had its tip cut off, and inserts it into the nose. This procedure makes it 
possible for the patient to breathe through the nose, via the hollow stem of 
the pipe or feather. Of course, he does that after thoroughly cleaning the nose 
of blood, etc. It is worth mentionin that this technique is still being used now 
by scientists such as H. J. Denecke, who refers to it in his book on cosmetic 
surgery for the nose. In fact, of all the four methods mentioned, it is al-Rgzi’s 
own technique which is nearest to that used now, namely, the use of the ring. 
W e  now use a metal snare which is put around the polyp, then tightened 
around the polyp and it is cut away, or it is pulled sharply so as to cut the polyp 
from the root. 

Al-Zahriiwi describes another method of his own contrary to what Spink 
and Lewis claim.43 H e  pulls the polyp with a hook and then cuts it with the 
knife. Neither Paul of Aegina nor Celsus mentioned this method. Porte1 
supports this viewpoint where he says, ‘Abu-1-Qgsim al-Zahr?iwi was the first 
to use a hook in the removal of 

$2 

Allergic spring catarrh 
W e  owe this discovery to the German orientalist Friedrun. She found al-Rgzi’s 
report on chronic coryza when perusing a collection of manuscripts in 

A reference to this work occurs in Ibn al-Nadim’s Bbrirt (AH 1348) 
and cQiifi by Ibn Abi U~aybi~a.~~ The title is ‘The Report Written by al-Riizi 
on the Attack Suffered by Abti Zayd at the Time of Flowering’ or ‘An Essay 
on the Disease Causing Aba Zayd al-BalkhZ (d. 322/933-934) to Suffer from 

41. AI-R%i, al-&wf ..., op. it., 111, pp. 75-76. 
42. Denecke and Mayer, Plastic surgery of head and neck: corrective and reconstructive 

rhinoplasty, New York, 1967, p. 210. 
43. Bid. 
44. A. Khayrdah, al-zbb al-‘arabi, 1948, p. 174. 
45. Reference No. Hunt. 461 folios 78b, 3-80b, 8. 
46. Ibn Abi Usaybica, ‘@tin al-anb2f;iabaqci.t ahtibbi’, I, pp. 315-318. 
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Coryza in the Spring when he Smells Flowers.’ Ths was cited in the index of 
al-RWs work written by al-Bijfini and published by ICrau~.~~ 

Ths missive to Abii Zayd al-Balkhi, who suffered from coryza, is par- 
ticularly sipficant since it is the earliest known account that deals with this 
subject. 

Coryza is a disease which appears in the spring when flowers blos- 
som, f&ng the air with pollen whch comes in to direct contact with nasal 
mucus. 

Hay fever is characterized by three obvious and violent symptoms. These 
are: 
1. recurrent strong sneezing up to forty or fifty times a day; 
2. profuse nasal serious discharge filling many a handkerchief; 
3. blockage of the nostnls in addition to other symptoms such as conges- 

tion of the eyes, photophobia, itchness in the mouth, the nose and the 
throat, a rise in temperature and extreme weakness. 

Al-Razi lists almost all these symptoms in hs epistle. 
Al-Rads epistle seems to indcate that Abii Zayd al-Balkhi’s hay fever is 

neither the first nor the only case he came across and treated. Thus, in various 
places in that epistle, one reads, ‘more than one person recovered...’, ‘In 
patients who exhibit these signs.. .’, ‘I also resorted to putting pieces of ice on 
the bregma of a man...’, ‘and who are much distressed by smehg 
flowers.. .’, etc. 

A-Razi refers to another type of allergy caused by eating certain types of 
food, ‘with strong vapour such as lupines, fish, chcken, onions, garlic and 
rocket.’ Among hs descriptions, we find a great deal of what we now call 
symptomatic treatment where he recommends the use of inhalation. In his 
own words, ‘bend over the vapour of an infusion of camomile, ~ymus, 
Mentha puhgiizlm and Absinthizm w&are, etc.. . . These attract the substance to 
the nose, ripening some and dissolving some.’ Ths is a method sull used. H e  
recommends that coughng should be stopped: ‘If coughng disturbs hm, 
administer drugs derived from opium, Nyosc_anltls, Boswellid carterii and 
Armenian clay.’ O n  the treatment of infections of the trachea, he says, ‘That 
which has descended to the chest ripens by anointing with oil derived from 
Geiranthzts or camomile oil. After using the ointment, adjust and apply hot 
compresses using a heated cloth . . . or let hm bathe in hot water in a softening 
bath with much vapour.’ 

It is essential here to refer to No. 29 of al-R%zi’s cases as published by 
MeyerhoP8 where he says, ‘Ibn al-Hassan b. ‘Abd Rabbih suffered the se- 
verest form of coryza. I saw similar cases and less severe cases where the 
trouble remained for a month or more, and it descended to his chest until it 

47. P. Kraus, Ridat al-EinZnijjibrist kutzlb il@amnzad b. Zaka+yZ af-R&$ 1934, pp. 2, 11-13. 
48. Meyerhof, ‘33 Clinical Observations...’, op. cit. 
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was expectorated by coughing. It would subside in half a day without a trace, 
but then he would suffer from rheumatic pains.’ 

Meyerhof diagnosed it as hay fever accompanied by rheumatism. How- 
ever, hay fever is an allergic disease the symptoms of which do not apply to 
the description provided in this case. It is more likely that the patient suffered 
from acute sinusitis together with catarrh and an infection of the trachea with 
rheumatism. 

While al-R%zi’s epistle on Abu Zayd al-Balkhi’s case would be in com- 
plete dtsagreement with what doctors diagnose now, the summary he provides 
of the case is in itself certainly clear. 

THE PHARYNX AND LARYNX 

Anatomy and physiology 
As defined by the Arabs, the larynx is the voice production apparatus. 
According to them, it had 24 muscles as follows: 

4 adductors, 2 medial based on the thyroid cartilage and oripating from 
the inside out to the 2 edges of the arytenoid; 
2 lateral, external to the thyroid, based on the arytenoid and serving to 
assist the 2 medals in closing the thyroid; 
4 hktng the innominate cartilage with the arytenoid; their function is to 
open the tip of the arytenoid upwards; 
2 muscles inside the larynx to close it; 
2 muscles to prevent the glottis from closing at times of production of 
sharp sounds; 12 at each end: 24 at both ends. 

The larynx is constituted of the thyroid cartdage, the arytenoid, the 
innominate (which probably means the cricoid) and the epiglottis. The inside 
of the larynx is surrounded by a membrane. Voice is produced when the 
epiglottis closes on the larynx. In doing that, it uses the cartilages on the two 
sides of the arytenoid (probably meaning the vocal chords), thus permitting 
the epiglottis to close tightly and the voice to be produced. The larynx also 
closes when we eat or drink. 

It is interesting that in his book Jbarh al-ta.rb$ (fit.st section), Ibn al-Nafis 
emphasizes that animals without necks, such as fish, cannot produce a voice. 
It may however be argued that whales may produce a voice. In fact, whales are 
mammals which breathe. In other words, they have air passages able to con- 
trol and expel air so that sounds are produced. Fish however do not produce a 
voice. They have gdls and they use water currents loaded with oxygen in order 
to breathe. 

In Et& al-QZntSn, Ibn Sing refers to the anatomy of the pharynx, the 
uvula and tonsils. H e  says, ‘The pharynx is defined anatomically as “the space 
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where the breathmg and feedmg passages are” .’ H e  assigns a great deal of 
sipficance to the uvula. In his words: 

It is attached high up in the pharynx like a diaphragm and has the function of 
conu-olling the passage of air so that it does not suddenly reach the lungs when it 
is cold. It also prevents smoke and dust from reading the lungs. It is also a 
resoundng mechanism, whereby the voice is strengthened and amplified. So its 
amputation harms the voice, and also exposes the lungs to cold infections and 
to the coughing that occurs as a result. 

According to hm, the tonsils have the function of, ‘Fihg the air at the head 
of the trachea like a compartment so that the air does not rush in all at once, 
when the heart inhales, whch would cause the animal to choke.’ 

The tonsils have tradtionally been called ‘daughters of the ears’, this is 
because they can be felt behind the ears. When they are infected, they become 
swollen and the swehg can be seen below each ear; hence, the name 
‘daughters of the ears’ whch is still in common use in Arabic. The Arabic 
word for ‘tonsil’ means ‘almond’ (lawza), a literal translation of the oripal 
Greek name. 

The swelling is in fact an enlargement of the pharyngeal nodes caused by 
the infection. Hence, the expression ‘dropping of the daughters of the ears’ 
meaning their infection. The treatment is to lift them by hand whch in the 
past was called ‘pressing’. In EtZb ai-QZnin, Ibn Sing says, ‘Swellings of the 
uvula and the tonsils indcate that they are to be lifted upwards when they fall.’ 

In their books all the Arab scientists describe ailments of the pharynx, 
tonsils and larynx and ascribe a particular significance to the uvula. Thus in the 
ninth chapter of A Z i b  al-QZnin, Ibn Sin2 makes a specific reference to the pre- 
sence of foreign bodes in the pharynx devoting a whole chapter to leeches.49 
H e  says, ‘If a leech sticks to the pharynx of a person it causes hun to be 
depressed and to expectorate blood. If you see a healthy person expectorating 
fine blood or sometimes vomiting it, examine his pharynx for it may have a 
leech stuck to it.’ This description is amazingly precise and accurate. W e  sull 
see cases such as these, and one would venture to say that a number of 
doctors, even specialists, stdl make mistakes in diagnosing such cases, and 
sometimes treat them as cases of tuberculosis or suggest that the patient is 
suffering from a blood disease or a tumour. 

For treatment, Ibn Sing prescribes different drugs, the most important 
of which is vinegar. As is well known, vinegar and honey play an important 
role in treatment for Ibn SinE. They still play a significant role in popular 
medicine in the Arab world today. H e  reports a method for taking the leech 
out whereby ‘The person swallowing a leech is to sit in the sun, his mouth 
open and his tongue depressed with the Up of a spoon-like forceps. If you 

49. Ibn Sinii, aIQZntin, op. cit., pp. 71-72. 
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see the leech, put the frame at the root of its neck so that it is not severed - 
this being the same frame with which you uproot fistulas.’ H e  then goes on 
to talk about croup and anginas, devoting several pages to this, giving a very 
precise description, from which the following extract concerns differential 
diagnosis between swehgs of the pharynx and swellings of the oesophagus. 
H e  says: 

The lfference between a swelling in the pharynx and a swelling in the oeso- 
phagus is that if it is possible to swallow but it is difficult to breathe, then the 
swelling is in the pharynx. If the opposite is the case, then the swelling is in 
the oesophagus. The pharynx may enlarge to the extent that swallowing be- 
comes impossible, and the oesophagus may enlarge to the extent that 
breathmg becomes impossible. Difficult breathing is caused by swellings in the 
upper part of the oesophagus, while swellings in the lower part do not hamper 
breathing. 

Ibn Sin2 and his contemporaries were interested in the appearance of the 
patient, any change of colour, his wakefulness, his sleep and his pulse. 
Warning signs based on all of these were supplied with extreme accuracy. 
Among the treatments, he mentions the popular method used in the treatment 
of slight infections of the uvula and the tonsils. 

Treatment of croup is both long and detaded. There are various drugs 
some of which are based on sensible scientific formulae and some very strange 
ones. These may have been interpolations into Ibn Sin2s book by outsiders or 
maybe they were common in his day and so he included them in his book. An 
example of these is the following recipe: 

The faeces of the white dog, either burned in a pot or unburned, 28 g of pepper, 
2 &hams of gallnuts, burnt pomegranate peel, 14g of the flesh of a pig, a 
monkey or a hyena, 14g of myrrh and costus to be cooked together and ap- 
plied. In extreme cases (a lock of a child’s hair?), the faeces of a dog, burnt 
swallows, and sal ammoniac are to be applied repeatedly every day. 

O n  the other hand, he suggests two surgical treatments still recognized 
today, namely, intubation and tracheotomy. H e  says, ‘He (the doctor) may 
insert in the pharynx a ring made of gold or silver or any similar gadget, 
which wd assist breathing.’ Both were known to the ancient Greeks. H e  
also says: 

If the croup becomes severe and no drug proves to be successful and the 
patient is sure to le, make an incision in the trachea. Ths is done by making an 
incision in the ligaments between two of the tracheal rings, without affecting the 
cartilage so that the patient can breathe. This is to be sutured when the swelling 
has been handled and is done by extending the head backwards and holdmg the 
skin to make an incision in it. It is better to hold the skin with a hook, take it 
apart, expose the trachea and make an incision between two rings in the middle, 
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alongside the skin incision. This is to be sutured and yellow powder to be 
applied. The two lips of the incision made in the skin should be folded and it 
should be sutured on its own without in the least affecting the cartilage and the 
membranes. 

It is well known that tracheotomy is an ancient operation known to the 
Greeks, but the description here is both good and clear. 

Ibn Sins then devotes a chapter to the amputation of the uvula and the 
tonsils.50 In this chapter, it is indicated that the uvula is amputated if it is too 
long or if it becomes infected and starts a suppurating fluid such as pus. It is 
amputated in two ways, the first of whch is, ‘to cut it by depressing the 
tongue and holding the uvula by the frame p&g it downwards. It is not to 
be amputated from its roots. Part of it is to be left, for if you touch the 
palate it would be almost impossible to stop the bleeding ... Only the part 
that exceeds the natural size of the uvula is to be amputated.’ H e  also draws 
attention to the danger of bleeding. H e  says, ‘Sometimes bleedmg does not 
stop at all.’ The second method is, ‘cautery by ammonia together with asa- 
foetida and vitriol.’ H e  is specific about the patient ‘having to lean forward 
with his mouth open so that the s&va flows and does not remain in €us 
mouth blocking it.’ Modern treatment is restricted to cases of excessive 
length of the uvula where it reaches the base of the tongue causing sensory 
disturbance to the pharynx. 

As for the tonsils, Ibn Sins supplies a techcal description of the op- 
eration: 

They are to be held by a hook, pulled externally as far as possible without pulling 
the two aponeuroses with it. They are to be cut round from above the root up to 
a quarter of the length with the cutting instrument. They are to be cut one after 
the other. A reasonable amount of blood is to be allowed to flow while the 
patient’s face is bending forward so that blood does not enter his pharynx. The 
patient is to gargle with chtlled water and vinegar.. . 

Technically, this description is completely accurate. It is particularly so with 
regard to the position recommended for the patient’s face following the 
operation. 

One of the complications of the operation is that ‘Harm may come to 
the voice caused by exposing the lungs to variations in temperature from cold 
to heat.’ T h s  is what is nowadays called secondary haemorrhage where ‘the 
patient may bleed without cessation.’ 

On the treatment of bleeding, he mentions the juice of unripe grapes and 
quince juice. H e  also emphasizes the necessity of using coolants such as iced 
water. 

50. See Chapter 5.4 in the present volume for a detailed treatment of this topic. 
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Diseases of the voice are the topic of the second essay of the tenth 
section where he indicates his belief that the origin of voice production is the 
larynx, and particularly the epiglottis. For him, it is affected by, ‘the muscle 
close to the larynx which controls the opening, pushes the outgoing air, and is 
concerned with air resonance and the mechanics of the larynx.’ In fact, this 
theory is srmilar to Oswald’s theory explaining the physiology of voice pro- 
duction. One may suggest here that ‘the muscle close to the larynx’ in fact 
means the vocal cords. 

Of voice diseases he says that they are: 

complete or partial inoperation, a change in hoarseness, sharpness, heaviness, 
roughness or tremor.. . The disease may be in the voice itself. Or it may be in 
the joint beginning close to the nerves spreading to that muscle or to a distant 
(organ), like the brain. The voice changes with changes in the degree of heat of 
the lungs from hot to cold, their humihty, the hscharge of pus to them from 
the swellings or the discharge of bronchus. 

All of these are correct scientific causes still recognized today. 
H e  goes on to say, ‘There is the case of a man who had the dsease in his 

recurrent nerve when he was being surgically treated so he lost his voice. 
‘In another case a man was being treated for scrofula, but one of the two 

recurrent nerves was severed. As a result, he lost half of his voice. If the 
disease is in the dead muscle, the voice becomes hoarse. But if it is in the 
dilator muscle, the voice becomes strangulous. It may even cause strangula- 
tion.’ 

This of course is paralysis of the recurrent nerve as caused by injury in 
the course of surgical intervention. Muscle paralysis, particularly paralysis of 
the dilator muscles, leads to the blockage of the glottis due to the vocal cords 
lying together which causes obstruction. 

For the treatment of hoarseness and roughness of the voice, he suggests 
avoidance of all acidic, salty, rough, sharp or hot types of food. These re- 
commendations are still valid and are believed in and relied on by a large 
number of common people these days. 

H e  then classifies voices into rough, short, thick, fine, dark-turbid and 
tremulous. These are all realistic and scientific conditions and are caused by 
various acute and chronic infections in addition to different malignant and 
benign tumours. Ibn Sing refers to the malignant type saying, ‘Hoarseness 
occurring in old people cannot be cured.’ Al-ki has a number of very im- 
portant cases relevant to the larynx. Some of these are given below. 

CASE ONE 
H e  said, ‘A man was being treated surgically. HIS recurrent laryngeal nerve 
suffered from a cold, so he lost his voice. W e  applied treatment to heat that 
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nerve, he regained his voice. This nerve is often severed during treatment of 
scrofula. As a result, half the voice would be lost when it is severed on one 
side.’51 

CASE TWO 
H e  said, ‘A man was being treated for scrofula, during whch his recurrent 
laryngeal nerve was severed on one side, so he lost half his voice. Another 
man had the tissue exposed in the course of his treatment and he recovered. 
The sixth pair is positioned b the carotid arteries. His voice got weaker unul I 
applied heating drugs to it.’5 T 

‘Ali b. al-‘Abbas al-Majusi describes the techniques involved. H e  says: 

Surgical treatment has to be used. In the method employed, a longitudinal in- 
cision is made in the s h  cover as is with a sebaceous cyst. But do not make the 
incision as deep as the tumour itself. Take the two lips of the skin with two 
hooks, dissect back and spray the skin and the parts surrounding it and take it 
out slightly as we mentioned in the case of the sebaceous cyst. If there is more 
to be treated, it should be attached to two hooks and stretched upwards, and 
dssected und it is clear of all bodes around it. W e  should be careful and guard 
against cutting an artery or pricking a nerve in the area. If in the wound you find 
a severed vessel, ligate it so that it does not bleed and so hinder your work. 
When the scrofulae have been taken out, insert your finger in the place and 
make sure there are no more small ones left behind. If there are any, extract and 
take them out, taking care not to leave any behind. When you are sure you have 
completely cleaned the place, leaving no debris, then join the two lips of the skin 
and suture. If there is any surplus skin, which has stretched because of the size 
of the scrofula, then cut this surplus with scissors. Trim the s h  over the place 
of the incision and suture.53 

Once more h s  is an astoundingly accurate and well-presented description of 
the method followed. It is obvious that damage could always occur to the 
recurrent nerve during this operation. The damage could just be a simple 
bruise whch may be treated in the same fashon al-Razi suggests in hs 
remarks on the case. Damage may be severe, as a result of severing the nerve, 
causing immobility of the vocal cord and loss of half the voice. This is what 
w e  now call dual voice, meaning that one cord would be working while the 
other is not functioning at all. 

51. See Meyerhof, ‘33 Clinical Observations.. .’, op. cit. 
52. Al-R&i, al-H&i ..., op. it.., I, p. 8. 
53. ‘ALi b. d-‘Abb%s, al-fi-md ..., op. cit., 11, p. 47. 
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CASE THREE 

In ths case hstory, he draws a distinction between paralysis of the larynx 
resulting from damage to the recurrent nerve and damage to the larynx caused 
by a central cerebral dlsease. H e  says: 

Galen reported that a man fell from the back of his ridtng animal and hts spinal 
column ht the ground. O n  the third day, his voice got weaker and on the fourth 
he lost it completely and his legs became flaccid. His arms however did not 
suffer, his breathing was normal, and he was not in distress. Thts was to be 
expected since the spinal cord below the neck was swollen. Thus the muscle 
between the ribs related to it relaxed allowing the organ to breathe but depriving 
him of voice production since that is affected by the dtaphragm and the upper 
six muscles. But there was no power of inflation, which is the source of voice 
production, since it only functions by means of the muscle between the ribs. 
Due to their ignorance doctors wanted to put compresses on his legs so I 
stopped them, and I performed venesection on the position where he had re- 
ceived the injury. When the swelling in the spinal marrow was reduced on the 
seventh day, he regained his voice and his legs resumed their normal state. In 
my opinion, his hands dtd not suffer because the relevant nerve derives from 
the neck marrow. 

In his ul-Zy~Tr, Ibn Zuhr supplies an accurate description of the dlsease. H e  
says : 

I have now to refer to hoarseness of voice caused by damage to the recurrent 
nerve due to strangulation or a cut in the neck by a sharp instrument. This may 
occur without an external cause due to a blockage in that nerve. This is possible 
although rare. However, hoarseness caused by strangulation with a lasso or a cut 
is possible to treat. To the position of the lasso apply loosening oils such as the 
oil of old walnut, narcissus, jasmine or camel's fat. Better than all these I found 
starling fat to be most effective in such cases. This is required only if strangu- 
lation is old. If it is new, application of scented rose oil would be sufficient. If it is 
twenty days or more, use the mixed oils as mentioned. Pay attention to reducing 
food intake and making sure it is fine. If you do that, you will cause the patient's 
voice to return, God willing. Hoarseness caused by a previous cut whch had 
healed can never recover. However, it is possible for the recurrent nerve to be 
safe from severing and yet suffer from swelling or the leaking of  substance^.^^ 

Later on, he adds: 

I mentioned that the recurrent nerve may suffer (without an obvious reason 
from) what may impede the voice. It is recognized that the nerve may, without 
(obvious)55 reason, suffer from what may impede normal voice; sdarly, 

54. Ibn Zuhr, Ehib al-TyJfr ..., op. cit, I, pp. 151-153. 
55. Spink and Lewis (eds.), Abulcais ..., op. it., p. 307. 
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blockage may occur in other nerves without an obvious reason. It often happens 
that the two hollow optic nerves may suffer damage such that if one eye closes 
the pupil of the other does not date. Doctors have no hope of treating this 
disease (when it occurs). I have mentioned it in this work in the section on eyes. 
I am in no position to express an opinion on doctors’ claims that there is no 
successful treatment for it. If the recurrent nerve w e  referred to earlier is 
blocked, for no obvious reason, I still hold some hope for medication to be 
successful in treating it. 

This is true since there is no use in treating paralysis caused by severing the 
recurrent nerve in particular, nor is there a way to treat it surgically. Paralysis 
caused by cold is in fact caused by a viral infection from which the patient 
recovers spontaneously. That is why Ibn Zuhr asserts that treatment should be 
continued without loss of hope. 

It is noteworthy that dfficulty in breathng may have a variety of reasons 
some of whch are laryngeal and some tracheal. The former is more frequent. 
Ibn Zuhr deals with this-in hts book, saying: 

He (Galen) said, ‘often the omentum is cut and the trachea is split’. In the past, 
the trachea was not used as a term on its own. They always referred to the 
trachea of the lungs. At the time when I was studymg, I read these words. I 
made an incision in the trachea of the lungs of a goat having cut the skin and the 
membrane underneath it. I cut away from inside the trachea a piece smaller than 
one lupine. I consistently washed the wound with water and honey until it 
healed. The goat recovered fully and lived a long time. When the wound started 
to contract and come together, powdered and sieved evergreen cypress nut was 
sprinkled on it until it recovered. But this is something which was never used by 
those whom we followed or by the disciples of our predecessors and that is why 
I dld not refer to it initially.56 

In his book al-Tas$, d-Zahrgwi supplies a thorough description of the incision 
of the trachea. In Chapter 43 devoted to ‘incision of the larynx for a tumour 
occurring inside the larynx’ he says: 

Our predecessors mentioned this incision in the larynx although I have not seen 
anybody in our town carry this out. This is what they say. People suffering from 
angina should not have the larynx incised, for they will not benefit from it, since 
all the arteries and the lung d be unwell. Those suffering from an abscess in 
the mouth, the throat or the tonsils should, if their trachea is sound, have the 
incision in order to avoid the damage resulting from suffocation. If this is re- 
quired, the incision in the larynx should be made below three or four of the 
tracheal rings, with a small incision transversely between two rings, so that 
the incision may be through the membrane, not the cartilage. This position is 
suitable for the incision since it has no tissue and there are no blood vessels near. 

56. Ibn Zuhr, Khib al-T+ir ..., op. cit., I, pp. 149-150. 
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If the practitioner is anxious, he should stretch the skin of the throat, then cut 
down through the skin until he reaches the windpipe, and avoid any blood 
vessels he may see. Then he should incise the membrane whch we have men- 
tioned. Incision of the trachea is shown by the phlegm which comes out when it 
is pierced, and by the loss of voice. Leave the wound open for some time. When 
the danger of suffocation is over, join the two lips of the wound together by the 
sktn, and suture it alone, without the cartilage. Use medtcations that help the 
tissue grow until the patient  recover^.^' 

In the thirty-eighth chapter of his book, al-Zahr?iw?8 also deals with foreign 
bodies such as fishbones and thorns. H e  says: 

Quite often a bone or fishbone, etc. may stick in the throat. You should depress 
the tongue with the instrument, in full sunlight, so that what is in the throat is 
clearly seen, and then remove what can be seen and comes into view. If it is not 
visible and is hidden in the throat, you should make the patient vomit before he 
has digested what is in hs stomach, for the object often comes out through 
vomiting. Or let the patient swallow a piece of turnip or the core of a lettuce or a 
piece of dry bread; or take a piece of soft marine sponge and tie it on a thread, 
then let him swallow the sponge, and when it reaches the position of the thorn 
he should pull the string quickly. H e  should do this several times. For often the 
sharp object or bone wdl stick to the sponge and come out with it. Alternatively, 
use an instrument made of lead as illustrated below. 

The instrument is to be slightly thicker than a probe and will have a hook 
at its tip which the patient gently inserts in his throat with his head lifted up- 
wards. H e  must be careful not to touch the larynx, lest coughing be aroused. Let 
hun remove the bone or thorn. The doctor may introduce the probe with his 
hand, but it is better for the patient to do so himself, since he knows where the 
object is stuck. H e  can push downwards or pull the instrument upwards, ac- 
cording to how it presents itself to him, until it is removed. 

Due to drought conditions and shortage of water, it is common in the East for 
people to drink water containing leeches. The leech would then stick to the 
throat or larynx or even the stomach. This still occurs in modern times. 

Al-Zahriiwi deals with a special method for taking the leech out of the 
throat where he says: 

Examine the throat of the patient in the sun after you have depressed his tongue 
with the instrument which I have described. If you are able to see the leech, pull 
it out with a small hook or a fine pair of forceps. If you cannot get hold of it, 
take a hollow tube, insert it in the throat of the patient, close to the leech and 
pass through the tube a red-hot piece of metal. Repeat this a number of times. 
The patient is not to drink water for a full day. H e  is then to take a vessel fd of 
cold water, open his mouth in it and rinse out with it, but without swallowing 

57. Spink and Lewis (eds.), Abulcasis.. ., op. cit, p. 307. 
58. Bid. 
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any. He should move the water from time to time with his hand, for the leech 
will fall away as soon as it feels the water.59 

Doctors do not at present h o w  of a specific and obvious function for the 
uvula. If, in the course of operating on the tonsils, it is accidentally cut, ths 
does not cause any physiologcal disturbance. However, the Arabs attributed 
great significance to it, for they believed that humidity filters from the brain 
and the whole of the head, collecting in the uvula which swells and becomes 
too big. These harmful humilties and dirty superfluities descend into the 
chest causing various diseases. 

It was treated by pressing around the tonsils with the finger. Thts 
habit seems to have been widespread among the pre-Islamic Arabs. Our 
evidence is that the Prophet said, ‘Torture not your chddren with pressing 
for ‘udbra’ (‘adhra is a throat lsease). Women in those days would press a 
chdd’s throat if he had pain in it. Or they would take a thin piece of 
cloth, twist it tightly and insert it into the child’s nose, whereupon black 
blood would gush from hts mouth. Pressing was used for either tonsils or 
the uvula. The Prophet lsapproved of this method because it was of no 
use. 

However, w e  find it in alQ2ngn where Ibn Sin% says: 

The uvula may droop due to fever or without fever. When it droops, it stretches 
so far down that it does not return to its original position, and the patient may 
require pressing by the finger.“ 

Al-Zahr%wibl seems to be the earliest known doctor to have cut the uvula. H e  
devised the technique and described the instruments. In the thrty-seventh 
chapter he says: 

When a flux descends to the u d a  and it swells, and becomes whlte and elon- 
gated, it is called ‘columella’. If it is swollen below and rounded, it is called 
‘uva’. If it is treated as w e  mentioned above and the treatment proves un- 
successful, and if you see the inflamed tumour subsiding and the uvula be- 
coming thin, you should amputate it. Those that are bunched up and rounded, 
and not elongated, full of blood, or of a dark or black colour, or have no 
sensation, you should avoid incising, for this would be harmful to the patient. If 
it is as I described, white, and elongated, you seat the patient in sunlight, de- 
press his tongue with the instrument referred to earlier, take hold of the uva 
with a hook, draw it down and cut it off with one of the two instruments I 
described for removal of the tonsils. You should only cut away what is beyond 
the natural size, for if you cut off more, you cause injury to the voice and 

59. Spink and Lewis (eds.), ibid. 
60. Ibn Sing, aLQinzin, op. kt., 11, p. 207. 
61. Spink and Lewis (eds.), Abufcasis ..., op. cit., p. 307. 
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speech. After the cutting, apply what we described in the case of the tonsils and 
treat the uvula until it recovers. If the patient is too fearful for the operation, 
then you must contrive to cauterize it without fear or undue caution. The 
method is to use a caustic medcation. Put the patient's head in your lap, depress 
the tongue with the instrument mentioned above and take some of the corrosive 
fluid mentioned in the chapter on cauterization, mix it with quicklime, neither 
too thick nor too fine, and fill it into the cavity in this instrument illustrated 
below. 

The tip of the instrument where you put the medcation has a concavity 
similar to that of the spoon-probe. Put the instrument with the medcation on 
the uvula itself. The patient should lie on his side so that the saliva may flow out 
of his mouth, so that no (corrosive substance) may run down his gullet and 
cause harm. Steady the hand holding the medication and press it onto the uvula 
for a half hour until you see the uvula turn back and the corrosive action cease. 
If you wish you can take a piece of cotton wool, wrap it round the tip of a 
probe, wet the cotton with the medication and insert the probe with the cotton 
down through a cannula so that the cotton may stick to the uvula. Repeat this 
several times until you achieve the degree of cauterization you require for the 
grape (uvula) then leave it; for the uva d shrink and fall off in three or four 
days. Repeat the treatment if necessary. After the cauterization, wipe all round 
the uva with a piece of cotton wool soaked in fat, and with it wipe up the caustic 
matter that remains around it. Then let the patient rinse his mouth with cold 
water, and you treat it externally with fomentations and internally with gargles 
until he recovers. This type of treatment is safer than incision and is less to be 
feared. The uvula could also be treated by a method gentler than cautery or 
incision by using vapour, as follows. itl"enntbapn'egitcm, hyssop, wild thyme, rue, 
wormwood, camomile, Artemisia abrotamm and such herbs. Mix all or some of 
them together in a pot, cover in vinegar and boil. The pot should be covered 
over with clay. There should be a hole in the centre of the lid, to which you fu a 
hollow instrument made of silver or copper as illustrated below. 

Insert the tip that is close to the bulb inside the mouth of the patient so 
that the vapour passes up the tube to the uvula, which becomes dark in colour. 
Repeat until it sloughs away. Beware of applying this treatment when the 
swelling first beps, for that often makes it get worse, but you should only 
apply h s  when the hot swelling subsides. If the instrument is not available, take 
a reed and fit an egg shell at the end, so that the patient's mouth is not burned, 
for the egg shell prevents the heat of the vapour from burning the mouth. This 
is a good and safe practice. 

The uvula is still being amputated in many countries of Asia and Africa, 
despite the uselessness and indeed danger of the operation. 
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D ENTI STRY 

IN T R o D u c T I o N 

From its inception in the fmt/seventh century, the Islamic religion expanded 
to the Middle East, inner Asia, northern Europe, Spain and Anatolia. By the 
fourth/tenth century, communities whch accepted Islam were united under 
the ,wzma (the community of believers) and created a culture and science that 
was common to them all. The common language of science in thls community 
was Arabic, and that of culture and literature was - to a large extent - Arabic 
and Persian. 

Between the second/eighth and the fifth/eleventh centuries, the bril- 
liant cultural and scientific growth in the Islamic world included the heahng 
arts. Dentistry, which became an independent disciphe only in the eight- 
eenth century, developed withn the classical medical sciences. M u s h  sci- 
entists had played an important role in the development and practice of 
dental science from early on. In the pre-Islamic period, the Arabs had good 
teeth and their simple eating habits helped preserve their teeth in excellent 
condtion.’ Arab food was simple and consisted of dates and camel’s milk. 
With the onset of civhzation and a varied menu introduced into Arab diet, 
people began to experience trouble with their teeth. Therefore, they had to 
turn to nature in search of ways and means of combating ths trouble. They 
began to use toothpicks when they dlscovered that food remaining in be- 
tween teeth ought to be removed. But in the meantime they damaged their 
gums and then resorted to the less harmful method of teeth cleaning with 

1. The law of beauty in early Arabic literature finds its expression: ‘His sweetheart had teeth 
comparable only to a string of pearls.’ On the other hand, Ibn Sin&, in his U ~ z i ~ u j 4 ~ b b  
says: ‘The cleave of her mouth and her teeth.. . is more beautiful than the petal of a daisy.’ 
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fingers.’ However, this did not accomplish the desired effect. Once again, 
they turned to nature for a remedy and found out about siw& The Prophet 
used to clean hs teeth with siw& (or mi.mik) made from Sahahrapersicu, the 
ar& tree (sbajar al-sm4~&).~ 

Although the Prophet was an ardent believer in the use of siw& and 
employed it conscientiously five times a day, he did not make its use com- 
pulsory by afard? but made it a requirement by a snmm5 H e  was known to 
have said, ‘If I wanted to make it more dfficult for my people, I would have 
ordered them to use the siw& with every ablution.’ His statements collected in 
the badtbs, so far as they touch upon medicine and hygiene, involve concrete 
problems. For example, the following hudtb5 involve statements about oral 
and dental health:6 

Anas narrated that the Prophet said: ‘I admonish you to cleanse your 
teeth with siw2k.’ 
‘Zisha narrated that the Prophet said: ‘A toothpick is a means of pur- 
ifymg the mouth and a means of acquiring God’s pleasure.’ 
‘li’isha reported the Prophet’s words as having said: ‘The prayer before 
which the toothpick is used is seventy times more excellent than that 
before which it is not used.’ 
Abii Hurayra reported the Prophet’s words as follows: ‘Were it not that I 
might distress my people, I would have ordered them to delay the eve- 
ning prayer and use the siw& instead of prayer.’ 
Hudhayfa narrated after Sal& B u k h ~  and Muslim that the Prophet used 
to get up t o p y  during the night and cleanse his mouth with a tooth- 
stick (.&&). 
Ab6 Bakr, the first caliph, is reported to have said: ‘The siwzk is a 
cleanser for the mouth and a pleasure to God.” 

Because of these role models, mouth care among Muslims became almost a 
ritual. Therefore, it is not surprising that, with the spread of the religion, the 
use of siw& was made so much a part of Islamic culture that the practice has 
survived to our day. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

E. Khaltfah; S. Haddad, ‘Dental Cleanings from Arabian Medicine’,J Am. Dent. Ass., 24, 

In Topah Palace Museum (Istanbul) are conserved two .riwZks belonging to the Prophet, 
one of them is Salvadorapersica and the other is senna. 
Fan& religious duty that ought to be done. 
Sunna: religious duty that is left to the discretion of the person. 
There is also a monograph written on the use of .riwZk, entitled RzsdaJ, Istanbul 
Suleymaniye Library, Esad Efendi Sect., No. 3305. 
A. Said; P. L. Salvadora, ‘AwZk. Its Position and Heritage in Islamic Dentistry’, ffamhrd, 

Bid. 

1937, pp. 944-955. 

31/1,1988, pp.75-91. 
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THE BIRTH O F  I S L A M I C  DENTAL LITERATURE 

Initially, Islamic dental literature was based almost entirely on the works of 
Greek physicians.‘ It is known that Alexandria was one of the major centres of 
classical learning. In the fifth century AD, however, Alexandria ceased to be 
the centre of medicine and instead Antioch became the place of the revival of 
Greek medicine and sciences. Above all, the Persian school of Jundishiipipar 
became a centre of Christian-Hellenic spiritual and scientific activities. It was 
formed by the group of Nestorians exiled from Constantinople in AD 489. 
There, the works of Hippocrates (460-375 BC), of Galen (c. AD 130-6. ZOO), 
of other ancient authors and those of Indian physicians as well were translated 
for the first time into Persian and Syriac. After the Islamic conquest, their 
works were translated into Arabic. 

In the school of Jundishgpipar, the Hippocratic spirit, now merged with 
the spirit of Christian brotherly love, was taught in the medlcal centre as the 
foremost principle of medical education. In 145/762, al-Mansur laid the 
foundation of Baghdad in Mesopotamia where an ancient civhzation had 
flourished. From Jundishgpiir came a physician by the name of Jirjis 
Bakhtishipa‘ to treat a caliph and he remained in the palace as the resident 
physician. Bakhtishti‘ started the trend of translation in Islamic medicine. 
Many physicians, whether new Muslims or non-Muslims, contributed to the 
translation movement. In the first half of the third/ninth century came a man 
from this school who was the personal physician to the caliph in Baghdad and 
became known in the West durin the Middle Ages as Mesue the Elder (Abti 
Zakariyg’ Yuhanng b. Mgisawayh). At that time, medicine was a very popular 
profession and al-Qifp tells us in Z&h ul-h~kumZ’ that there was a time when 
in Baghdad alone were more than 860 physicians who, without any doubt, 
would be practising dentistry as a branch of their profession. 

$0 

Dental literature by early authors 
The Islamic school of medicine began to develop in its initial stages under the 
influence of the physicians from Jundishiipipar. In the fourth/tenth century, 
original literature began to appear for the first time. As space does not allow us 
to mention the complete list in a single section, mention of early authors will 
be limited to al-Tabari, al-Riizi, al-Majipasi (Haly ‘Abbgs), Ibn Sing, Abu-l- 
Qiisim and some others. A summary of their works and their contributions to 
dentistry wdl be dlscussed. 

9. It is not easy to speak of an independent dental literature. Dental hygiene is always included 
in Islamic medical treatises. 

10. W.H. Axthelm, Hdory 4Denti.rtg 111, Chicago, Quintessence, 1981, p. 91. 
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AL-TABART A N D  FIRDAWS AL-HIKhlA 

fir&w.r ai-@ma (Paradise of Wisdom) written by ‘Ah b. Sahl Rabbiin al-Tabari 
is one of the oldest medical writings in the Islamic world (c. 236/850). It was 
based mainly on old Greek sources and also mentions the Caraka-samhita and 
the Szlshrzlta-samhita.ll Oral and dental texts were collected in a single chapter. 
Al-Taban- explains tooth formation as follows: 

Excess nutrients are necessary from them, also hair grows, teeth, nds, gums 
and fingers afe formed. Teeth are hard and different because their substance is 
dry and because the location where they grow is hard.12 

Peculiar as ths sort of information might seem to us, hair and nails do have 
one thing in common with tooth enamel: according to our present-day 
understanding, they are all ectodermal products. 

The functions of different teeth are briefly described, followed by the 
story known since Aristotle about the elderly woman who still had teeth 
growing. Al-Tabafl also prescribes customary dentifrices and medicines for 
toothache, including boiled butter and cauterization. H e  goes on to re- 
commend purging and bleeding for toothache and inflamed pgivae. As for 
unpleasant mouth odour (halttosis), he says: 

Halitosis comes from the crescent and odoriferous fluid, which forms in the 
stomach or from festering of the g u m s  or of rotting bits of food between the 
teeth. Therefore, when the cause lies in the stomach, it must be cleaned with a 
purgative and an electuary, or the patient must gargle with a gargle containing 
pellitory (Bertram) and yellow myrobalan. If, however, the manth odour is 
caused by loose and dlseased gums, then medications that strengthen and 
toughen the gums can be useful as well as gargling with pellitory and marjoram 
and vinegar and mustard seed. If halitosis stems from bad teeth, then the 
rotten teeth are extracted. The corroded teeth are filed with a fde so that the 
surface of the teeth becomes even, and the roots in the gums are cauterized by 
branding.’ 

Al-Tabm- was aware that the presence of decayed teeth and tartar caused 
halitosis, and for that he advised filing away of the decayed part and 
cauterization of the gum. 

11. Early Indian medical and surgical textbooks (frst century AD; and AD 500, respectively). 
12. Axthelm, E-L~too;ty ..., op. it.., p. 91. 
13. These examples are the oldest cauterization records in Islamic dental literature. 
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The increase in Islamic dental literature 
 AB^ BAKR MUHAMMAD B. ZAKARIYYA AL-RAzI A N D  AL-HA-WI 
A student of al-Tabari, the Persian Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Zakariyyii al-Razi 
(Rhazes, d. 313/925) had an important place in the history of Islamic 
medicine. H e  was a fine teacher and perhaps the greatest chcal observer in 
the Middle Ages. H e  is the author of 213 books of whch some are lost. 

His most comprehensive work is entitled ul-f&wT, whch is a collection of 
all the medical knowledge of hs time supported by numerous quotations from 
Greek and M u s h  authors and interpolated with records of hs own ob- 
servations. The physicians he quotes from are Rufus (second century AD), 
Oribasius (325-403), Paulus Aegineta (625-690), Aaron of Alexandria (first 
half of the seventh century), Sham'un de Taybiiyii (end of the seventh cen- 
tury), Hunayn b. Ishiiq (Johannitius, d. 260/873), Jibril b. Bakhtishti' (d. 212/ 
827), Abu-1-Hasan Mas& al-Dimashqi (fl. 184/800), Ytihannii b. 
Sariibiyiin (fl. 873), Ytisuf al-Qass al-Siihr (begmning of the fourth/tenth 
century), and Ishiiq al-Isrii'ili (Isaac Judaeus, d. c. 320/932). 

Al-Razi made an effort to include over and above the quotations, hs own 
remarks whch were often preceded by the word LT (i.e. my comment). fis 
own observations regarlng dentistry can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Dental anatomy: EtZb ul-Mun;z%f contains what probably is the first 
Muslim treatise on dental anatomy.14 The first volume of h s  book is dedi- 
cated to hs friend, Prince Manstir b. Asad, ruler of firman. Al-Razi correctly 
states that there are thrty-two teeth, sixteen in each jaw, and goes on to lf- 
ferentiate two central incisors (thunZJ&yutZn), two lateral incisors (rtrb~QyutZn), 
two canine teeth (nZbZn) and five molars each on the left and right (&rs). 
However, he was also aware that sometimes there are eight molars. Further, to 
facilitate the eruption of mdk teeth al-Riizi describes how a nursemaid should 
massage a child's gngva so that the harmful moisture, the cause of the pain, 
flows away. l 5  

(2) Dental and oral care: For daily care of the teeth al-Riizi recommends 
the use of mi~wZk (mentioned earlier) along with a tooth powder which con- 
tains elements of desiccation such as myrrh and alum, salt and hartshorn ashes 
(qarn al-ujyd) and mastic. Al-Riizi treated blackened or unclean teeth with 
dentifrices, many of whch were strong abrasives such as birthwort, ocean 
crab, mussel ashes, salt (burned with honey), soda, borax, juniper, incense, 
pumice, glass, emery, mugwort and burned wild thyme. O h  the teeth be- 
fore going to sleep was supposed to protect them from caries. % 

14. Its ninth volume is known as Nonus ad Almansorem in the West. This book was reprinted 

15. Al-Ri%zi, KtZb al-f&iuij-l-.tibb, Hyderabad, Osmania University, 1957, pp. 99-115. 
and studied until the seventeenth century. 

16. Bid., pp. 113-114. 
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For the selection of foods, he follows Hunayn b. Ishaq who warned 
against sweets and particularly sour foods, against chewing hard nuts and 
quickly perishable foods such as milk products and salted fish. An im- 
mediate change from hot to cold food, he argued, was damaging to the 
teeth. H e  recommends careful but gentle cleaning of the teeth after every 
meal.'7 

(3) Toothache, carious teeth and their treatment: With regard to the 
aetiology of toothache, al-R%zi shares the Hippocratic assumption that mucus 
penetrates into the roots of teeth.18 Further, toothache may be caused by air 
sealed in the teeth, extreme hot or cold. Against toothache, al-mzi prescribed 
flushing the mouth with a brew made from the fruit of colocynth (bun#) 
and vinegar.19 

When the cause of toothache is air sealed in the teeth, he recommends 
colocynth's pulp, resin, myrrh and borax. In addition, he recognized that 
toothache may result from extreme hot or cold, and he prescribes cleansing of 
the entire body with laxatives and cleansing the head by vomiting.2o According 
to al-Razi, further means to ease the pain would be the intake of pellitory ('iqir 
qar@) and wolfs milk mixed with styrax resin or one of opium (azdn) or 
henbane (bay') seed boiled in wine or honey.21 

H e  was familiar with the use of opium through Jibril b. Bakhtishii', but 
warned against narcotic agents because they delay the absorption of nutrients 
through prolonged sleep and are damaging to the stomach.22 Instead, he 
preferred a gargle with caper (kabbir or kabar) boiled in vinegar. If neither 
coagulative nor cleansing treatment has an effect, then he recommends that 
cauterization must be applied, as was already noted in the Corptls 
Hipp~cratiCum.~~ From Yiisuf SIihir, al-Razi inherited the method of heating two 
needles in oil treated with marjoram and rue.24 He, himself, used an actual 
cauterizing iron, along with boiling oil, while the region around the tooth was 
protected with pieces of ~ 1 0 t h . ~ ~  

Another method that al-Rixzi used for treating toothaches was fumiga- 
tion.26 H e  also recommends opening the tooth with a drill, a method trans- 

17. Al-Razi, aL-ffZ@ @. kt., pp. 107-108. 
18. Hippocrate, Cotpu~ ff$porratict/m, td. E. Littr-5, Paris, Bailire Fils, 1839-1867, IV, pp. 6- 

19. &-RBI, aL-HZni, @. kt., p. 104. 
20. Ibid., pp. 94-100. 
21. Ibid., p. 99 (14-17). 

23. Hippocrate, Gotp~s, @. it., IV, pp. 6-212; 18-24. 
24. A-RBi, al-ffim; @. it., p. 139. 
25. Ibid., pp. 106, 39. 
26. Ibid., p. 96. The fumigation with henbane was recommended by the Romans for fighting 

212 (18-24). 

22. Ibid., pp.99-188; 111-113. 

toothworm. Al-R&i almost always used it for toothache. 
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mitted by Galen through arch gene^.^' If this did not ease the pain, the 
method was to be supplemented by repeated trickhg of boiling oil into the 
drilled hole.28 Al-Razi cured cavities with a wool compress dipped in bohg 
oil and also with a special cauterizing iron.29 

Al-Razi was hesitant about extracting teeth that were already loose. H e  
first tried to make them firm with astringent agents and if h s  dld not help, he 
cauterized them and then applied gold wire ligatures .31) If, however, extraction 
was unavoidable, he applied agents which further loosen the teeth so they may 
be removed without pain by hand. H e  recommends mulberry bark, pellitory 
and capers boiled in vinegar or wolfs milk together with galbanum as a cau- 
terization agent.31 More powerful means were a mixture of vitriol, squirting 
cucumber, sulphur and larkspur or yellow arsenic together with aloe and 
mulberry bark, whde the adjacent teeth were protected by wax.32 

(4) Gingival disease: The swelling of gngvae may be the cause of 
throbbing pain.33 Ths pain might also be at the nerve of the tooth whch goes 
to the root. Astringent agents must be used against h s  such as vinegar or 
pelhtory boiled in vinegar or colocynth 

In cases of gingival abscess, al-Riizi recommends that the patient should 
be bled and gven purgatives in order to elminate the excess humour, but 
cupping the tooth is also said to be hel~fu1.~~ Strong astringents such as 
gallnut and alum are useful above all for loose teeth that come with old age. If 
h s  does not help, one turns to apply boiling oil or s~arification.~~ Referring to 
Hunayn, al-Razi recommends tooth extraction as a remedy for periodonuus. ’ ‘ 37 

HALY ‘ABBAS A N D  AL-KZT.YB A L - ~ ~ ~ L A K ~  

The Persian ‘Ah b. al-‘Abbas al-Majiisi (Haly ‘Abbas) (d. 384/994) was 
another physician and an author with great capabihty. His famous book fi-mil 
al-$naCa ul-tibb&ya or Ekib aL-Malaki (The Royal Book), containing 400,000 
words, was used as a textbook. This book includes nine chapters on dentistry. 
In Volume One, there is a concise chapter on the anatomy of the teeth with a 
very clear and systematic description. It gves a clear picture of the teeth, their 
shape, functions and the number of roots each tooth has. ‘Ah ‘Abbiis 

27. Axthelm, Hi.rtoty ..., op. cz’t., pp. 74-76. 
28. A-R%zi, al-&&vf, op. cit., pp. 96, 138. 
29. Ibid., pp. 101, 140. 
30. Ibid., p. 118. 
31.Ibid.,p.105. 
32. Ibid., p. 115. 
33. Ibid., p. 93. 
34. Ibid., pp. 137-138. 
35. Ibid., pp. 121-126. 
36. lbid., pp. 98, 99, 150. 
37. Ibid., pp. 137-138. 
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mentions that the upper third molar sometimes has four roots, but usually 
three, and the lower thrd molar has three roots sometimes, but usually has 
two. Unfortunately, the false concept of a divided mandible is present in this 
otherwise very scientific work.38 The remaining eight chapters are in Volume 
Two of whch four chapters are dedicated to the discussion of the tongue and 
related diseases; three to the teeth and their diseases; and one to halitosis. 

For the treatment of toothaches, al-Majiisi recommends a number of 
medicines, and these fahg, cauterization and finally extraction if the pain 
does not subside. To ease the pain during drilling, he used a f k g  of pellitory, 
ammonia and opium, and sealed the tooth with wax.39 

Al-Rnzi and his source, Yiisuf al-Qass al-Snhir, probably used 'Ah b. al- 
'Abbas as a source for the methods used in cauterizing painful dental pulp 
with two heated needles. Moreover, the use of a protective cannula was one of 
Ibn al-'Abbns' innovations. H e  described it as follows: 

Take an ounce [28 9] of olive oil and marjoram and mountain rue, two &hamsN 
of each, pound them until they become powdery, and put them in a pot. Let the 
mixture boil thoroughly in olive oil. Open the patient's mouth and find the cavity. 
Place a tube of iron or brass on it after completely cleaning the tooth of all the 
rotten substances. Then take two large iron needles and put them in fire until they 
become very hot. Take one of these two needles and dip it in the boiled olive oil 
which has been boiled in the medication, and insert it in the tube until it reaches the 
molar. Put it in the hole and leave it there until it cools. When it is cooled off, put it 
back in the fire so that it becomes hot again. Take the other needle, dip it in the 
olive oil and go through the same process. Repeat this three or four times and that 
will ease the pain. If the pain does not subside, then the tooth must be e~tracted.~' 

IBN AL-JAZZAR AND K1TA-B ZA-0 AL-MUJA-FIR 

Another physician, Abii Ja'far M a d  b. Ibriihim b. al-JazzHr, wrote a textbook 
entitled ZZd al-mz4sZjr wa-qzit al-hadir (Provisions for the Traveller and Nutrition 
for the Sedentary). It was conceived as a kind of therapeutic manual in seven 
volumes. The second volume contains six chapters on dentistry from eighteen 
to twenty-three. 

Here, too, the assumptions about the orips of toothache are based on 
the Hippocratic teachmgs of excess humours from the head or stomach which 
cause cavities and pgval disease The concept that the teeth have a role 

38. 'Ali b, al-'Abb%s, Al-Majfisi, fi-miLaL-&ica aL-$bb%ya, Cairo, BdZq, 1294/1877, I, pp. 2-3, 
54. 

39. 'Ali b, al-'Abbas, Al-Majusi, ibid., 11, pp. 5, 78; p. 302 (23-5). 
40. 1 dirham = 3.12 g 
41. 'Ali b, al-'Abbns, Al-Majiisi, ibid., 11, pp. 5, 78; p. 302 (26-33). 
42. Axthelm, History ..., op. cit, pp. 95-96. 
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in the articulation of speech comes from the same era. Therefore, teeth were 
to be protected for this reason as well as for their other functions. 

O n  the basis of humoral pathology, symptoms such as pain in the teeth, 
inflammation and loosening of the gingva were treated first with bleeding 
from the cephahc vein, or if the patient’s constitution did not permit that, 
bleedmg from the vein under the tongue with cupping on the neck and a 
thorough purgmg in addtion. Only then would the local therapy bean. 

The treatment for the different problems that gmgva caused such as 
bleedmg, shrinkage and loosening is divided again aetiologcdy accordmg to 
heat, cold, moisture and dryness, and are treated accordmgly after the ob- 
ligatory bleeding and purgmg processes. These series of treatments included 
using plantain juice, myrtle and sour mdk as a remedy for pellitory, 
honey or sea onion vinegar for cold; vinegar in any form for moisture; and 
rose, fleabane and quince seeds for dryness. 

In the last chapter on dentistry, Ibn al-Jazziir deals with mouth odour and 
its causes. H e  follows al-Tabari in recommending purging. Ibn al-Jazziir also 
recommends treatment of mouth odour by a strongly perfumed pill which 
contained clove, cinnamon bark, nutmeg, mastic and Indian aloe wood among 
other things. 

For loose teeth, he ordered the patient to take wheat flour kneaded with 
wolfs milk or with a mixture of mulberry root, pellitory and strong vinegar. 
Before the treatment, however, the gingva should be scraped off. Yet, care 
must be taken not to spread any of this material on the healthy teeth. Ibn al- 
Jazziir went further to state that decoctions of astringent agents such as gall- 
nuts and sumac and alum should make loosened teeth firm by multiple ap- 
plications : 

If the teeth have loosened as a result of mucilagmous moisture - not of corro- 
sive moisture- then take four dirhams44 of alum, two dlrhams of salt, grind and 
pulverize them and put them on the teeth; or take alum from Yemen, boil it in 
wine vinegar, and have the patient inhale its vapour, and drip hot oils into the 
ear, which when used along with a tooth powder their coagulative and desiccant 
powers would have the desired effect. 

The treatment of toothache may be accordmg to its causes, i.e. heat, cold or 
desiccating effects. Fluxing with purslane, chckory or plantain root would 

43. According to a school of thought which began in ancient Greece with Thales (600 BC) and 
developed for 200 years (formulated approximately 450 BC by Empedocles), there are four 
elements in the universe: fire, water, earth and air. According to the Hippocratic 
Collection, these four elements are reflected in the human body by: yellow bile, black bile, 
phlegm and blood. If there is a balance between these four elements, the person is healthy. 
Only when there is an imbalance is there an illness. This is the essence of humoral 
pathology. 

44. 1 dirham = 3.12 gr. 
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5.16 A dentist at work. From ]urrub&y& al-B&~yu 
of Sharaf al-Din b. 'Ah, fifteenth century 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Millet Library, Istanbul, MS. T 79) 

treat toothache caused by heat; massages with ginger and honey or with bitter 
larkspur, pelhtory, hyssop and black hellebore for one caused by heat; and 
flushing with vinegar or salt, root of caper or rue dissolved in oil for moisture, 
and bitter larkspur together with fennel, myrrh for aches caused by throbbing 
pain as already mentioned by Galen. Such drugs reappear in the most varied 
combinations possible. According to Ibn al-Jaaaiir, in addition to the hot and 
cold humours of the body, hot and cold foods consumed in rapid sequence 
can also cause tooth damage and pain as had been reported by al-Riizi who 
referred to H ~ n a y n . ~~ 

Ibn al-Jazziir recommended that cavities should be treated by purging 
first and then teeth may be filled with gallnuts, dyer's buckthorn, terebinth 

45. Axthelm, Hstoty.. ., op. Git, p. 96. 
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resin, cedar resin, myrrh, pehtory and honey or may be fumigated with co- 
locynth root. Opiates may be used against pain. Arsenic compounds are re- 
commended by the author in the treatment of cavities, for caries and against 
loosening caused by relaxation of the nerve as a result of excess fluid: 

Take red and yellow arsenic, one iilithq~il~~ of each; alum from Yemen, burned 
copper and gallnut, one dirham of each; pumice, pellitory, red myrrh, half a 
mithqdof each, dyer’s buckthorn and gum Arabic, half a dirham of each. Pound 
the material, strain it and knead it with pure boiled wine. Form small tablets, 
pound one and affur it in the cllseased part. Afterwards, flush with vinegar and 
sprinkle a ground red rose on the location. When the dead tissue is removed, 
healthy tissue will grow in its place. 

The remedial removal of a tooth, whch we know of from al-Razx and ‘Ah b. 
al-‘Abbas, is thus put into effect here with rather drastic agents. The 
description is informative regarding how the granulation tissue sprouts forth 
from the gangrenous area. 

AL-ZAHRAWI AND A L - Z ~ J R J F  
Another physician who contributed to the development of dentistry was Abu- 
l-Qasim IUlalaf b. d-‘Abbiis al-Zahrawi (also called Albucasis, Abulcasis, 
Alzaravius, etc.) (d. 404/1013). H e  was born in the village of al-Zahra near 
Cordoba in Andalusia, Spain. H e  studied at the famous Cordoba University. 
Having secured the position of a physician and surgeon, he served ‘Abd al- 
Rahmb 111, caliph of Andalusia from 300-350/912-961. 

Al-Zahriiwi wrote hs great textbook of medicine under the title k&b 
ul-Tap-$li-man ‘qiip ‘an aL-fa’@ The book is a manual of medical arts cov- 
ering all of the dlsciplines. The 30th book of this work is devoted to sur- 
gery. It is dwided into three large sections: 56 chapters on cauterization, 97 
chapters on incision, perforation and venesection and 35 chapters on bone 
setting.47 

The surgcal treatment of dental, madary and mandbular diseases is 
dstributed in these chapters as follows: Book I, Chapter 18: O n  cauter- 
ization of hare lip; Chapter 19: O n  the cauterization of fistula in the 
mouth; Chapter 20: O n  cauterization of teeth and relaxed gums; Chapter 
21: O n  cauterization of toothache. Book 11, Chapter 27: O n  the extraction 
of nodules on the lip; Chapter 28: On the extraction of superfluous 
growth on the gum; Chapter 29: On scraping the teeth with an iron in- 
strument; Chapter 30: O n  the extraction of teeth; Chapter 31: O n  the 

46. 1 mithgd= 4.68 g. 
47. M. S. Spink and G. L. Lewis (eds.), Abulcasis: O n  Surgery and Instruments, London, 

Wellcome Institute for the History of Medecine, 1973. 
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extraction of roots and of broken pieces of mandible; Chapter 32: On the 
sawing down of teeth which grow on top of others; Chapter 33: O n  
interlacing loose teeth with silver or gold wire; Chapter 34: On incising the 
ligament below the tongue which is an impediment to speech; Chapter 35: 
O n  the removal of ranula beneath the tongue. Book 111, Chapter 4: On 
the repair of a broken jaw; Chapter 24: O n  the treatment of a dislocation 
of the lower jaw.48 

Accordmg to al-Zahrgwi, if a toothache caused by excessive blood fails to 
respond to medication, cauterization should be applied by the ‘oil heated over 
a fire’ techque. Butter is heated in a pan. A piece of cotton is wrapped 
around a suck and dipped into the butter, whch when sufficiently hot is 
rubbed on the aching tooth. His method for excising a large or a small lip 
tumour was as follows: The overlying area around the tumour is first incised 
and then the tumour is elevated with forceps. The surrounding tissue is freed 
by cutting and separating it. The vitriol is applied over the area to stop the 
bleeding. The patient is then asked to rinse the mouth with vinegar. To excise 
inflamed gmgiva, Abu-1-Qiisim wrote that the gingiva is lifted with forceps and 
is cut away from the healthy tissue and is allowed to bleed. The vitriol is 
applied to the area. If the condition recurs, the’gums should again be cau- 
terized. 

In order to remove a root that had fractured during extraction with 
forceps, the alveolus is dressed with a greased cotton swab which is left in 
location overnight thus causing the root to soften. Then the root is removed 
using forceps with beaks pointed ‘like those of a pheasant’. The inner surfaces 
of the beaks should be rough like the surface of a file. If a retained root cannot 
be removed by this procedure, an elevator should be used. The tip of the 
elevator should be flat and made of good-quality steel. Abu-I-Qiisim states 
that dental instruments are very varied and that the surgeon always has the 
choice as to which is best for any given procedure. If there is a bone fracture, 
the fragment is removed by an elevator and drugs are administered. 

The author says that imbricated teeth usually cause poor appearance and 
are not tolerated in women and concubines. In order to improve the appear- 
ance, buccally and palatally crowded teeth should be filed while exercising 
great care not to damage the adjacent teeth. The tooth surface should be 
double-checked to protect the tongue from trauma so that the possibdity of 
speech impairment is reduced. 

Al-Zahriiwi’s method of treating calculus, which discolours the teeth and 
causes formation of pus, was to have the patient sit before the surgeon with 
scales on both sides of the teeth. The instruments used for this procedure 
were elaborate and delicate and were of varymg sizes and shapes. A particular 
scaler was always used for a particular application. Abu-1-Qgsim refers to a set 

48. Spink and Lewis (eds.), Abulcasis, op. cit., pp. 61-67; 269-298; 717; 788-789. 
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of fourteen scalers.49 H e  further believed that toothache should be treated 
with drugs, and extractions should be avoided as much as possible. He re- 
garded the tooth as an important organ, which if removed, could not be 
replaced by nature. He also stressed the importance of precisely locating an 
offending tooth which the patients sometimes misjudged. In order to extract a 
tooth correctly the gums are first separated with a scalpel, and then the tooth 
is extracted with forceps suitable for the purpose. The forceps should be made 
of good-quality steel and the beaks should be rough like the surface of a file. 

For ligation of mobile teeth by means of gold wires, first medcation 
therapy should be applied when trauma is the cause of mobile anterior teeth. 
If this fails, the affected teeth should be ligated with gold or silver wires. 
Gold is preferable since silver may become corroded. The wire should be 
neither too thck nor too thin in diameter so that it may pass through the 
interdental space. Lgation should commence and end at a healthy tooth. 
Extreme care should be taken, and the free end of the ligature should be 
looped into apgtail. If the wire breaks or becomes loose, the process should 
be re~eated.~ 

A small lingual frenum may impair speech and therefore, it may be 
necessary to free the tongue by excising the frenum. To achteve thts, the 
patient’s head should be placed on the surgeon’s lap with the mouth fully 
open. The tongue is then lifted and the frenum incised. A sublingual ranula 
(gkj&zc tabt a/-/iJ&) may affect the position of the tongue and in severe cases 
may even affect its function. In order to remedy ths the patient is asked to 
face the sun and hts mouth is examined. If the lesion is black and firm, it is 
a cancer and should not be disturbed. If it is white, it should be completely 
incised. If the ranula is thought to have originated from excessive blood, 
copper sulphate powder should be placed in the wound post-operatively, 
and the patient should be asked to rinse with vinegar and salt. 

Treatment of fractures of the mandible depends on the side affected. If it 
is on the right side, the medially collapsed part of the bone is carefully moved 
outwards using the middle index fingers of the right hand, assisted by the left 
hand. If it is bilateral, an assistant applies lateral pressure to the bone on both 
sides. If the teeth are mobile, normal occlusion is manually restored and gold 
wire or silk thread is used to ligate the teeth and the fracture site is dressed 
with wax. The jaw should be bandaged with a firm piece of cloth and a piece 
of wood adapted to the shape of the jaw should be included. The bandage is 

49. In copies of al-Ta& there are fifteen scalers. 
50. We fmd the notation in al-Mutarrizi (twelfth century); he clamped hts teeth with silver (d- 

Khatib al-Bagddi, fit& Tatikh, Cairo, 1349/1931, VIII, p. 199). Otherwise, Munin b. 
Mukbil, an Ottoman physician of the fifteenth century, also ligated frontal teeth with silver 
wire, Zahira-i Murgdiya, Istanbul, Suleymaniye Library, Hacl Mahmud Efendi Sect., 
No. 5507, p. 235 V. 
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removed in three to four days’ time, otherwise it is kept intact unul proper 
heahg takes place, usually within twenty days. 

Unilateral or bilateral subluxation of the mandible will cause excessive 
sahvation and impede speech, hence reduction is necessary. An assistant holds 
the patient’s head while the surgeon places his thumb in the mouth with his 
other fingers pushing the mandible backwards and up. Then wax is rubbed on 
the mandible and warm starch is given to the patient. The patient should avoid 
yawning and chewing. 

IBN STNA AND KZTA-B AL-QA%JOA 
The name of Ab5 ‘Ali al-Husayn b. ‘Abd AU& b. Sing is known in the West 
in its Latinized form, Avicenna. H e  was also called the ‘prince of physicians’, 
which conveys the esteem in which he was held during his lifetime because 
of hs ability and achievements. H e  was born in Bukhara (whch today is the 
capital of Uzbekistan in Central Asia). At 21, he was already established as a 
fine author. His most sipficant and famous medical book is Etb al-Q&zin 
j-i-.tibb. Ths is the most complete book on medicine that had been written in 
the world until that time. It was used as a standard textbook in Europe for 
several centuries. It was printed in Arabic in Rome in 1593 and later in India 
and Egypt. Ehib al-QZnh consists of a &on words and comprises five 
volumes. 

In Volume One, a chapter on the anatomy of the teeth is written in a very 
concise and clear way and is very similar to al-Majasi’s description. Volume 
Two has 52 chapters on dental and oral subjects. The majority of these 
chapters are rather short, but the classification is elaborate and systematic, and 
undoubtedly this volume contains more material than the preceding one. The 
chapter topics are as follows: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

MO& and tongue 

The anatomy of the mouth and tongue 
Diseases of the tongue 
Loss of taste 
Paresis of the tongue and difficulty of articulation 
Paralysis of the tongue 
Macroglossia 
Tongue- tie 
Swelhgs of the tongue 
Defects of speech 
Ranula 
Glossitis 
Treatment of fissures of the tongue 
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13. Protrusion of the tongue 
14. Mouth eruptions 
15. Malignant ulcers 
16. Saltvation 
17. Deodorants 
18. Haemorrhage 
19. Halttosis 
20. Mouth breathing 

ne teeth 

1 ~ Introduction 
2. Dental hygiene 
3. Exhaustive discussion of the treatment of teeth 
4. Diseases of the teeth 
5. Drugs used in the treatment of tooth diseases 
6. Anaesthetizing drugs 
7. The loose tooth 
8. Tooth decay 
9. Crumbling of the teeth 
10. Discoloration of the teeth 
11. Easing the eruption of teeth 
12. Extraction of teeth 
13. Painless extraction 
14. Toothworms 
15. Causes of teeth gnashing 
16. Elongation of teeth 
17. Sensitive teeth 
18. Teeth and edge 
19. Weakness of the teeth 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

ne gums and I$s 
Diseases of the gums 
Bleeding gums 
Gum fissures 
Ulcers of the gums 
Suppuration of the gums 
Recession of the gums 
Looseness of the gums 
Epulis 
The lips and their dseases 
Lip fissures 
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11. Swelling and ulcers of the lips 
12. Varicose lips 
13. Lip tremor 

Lke his predecessors, Ibn Sing approved of tooth extraction only condition- 
ally. At first, it must be determined exactly whether the tooth itself is causing 
the pain and not the gingiva. Ibn Sin% argued for henbane fumigations as a 
remedy for the tooth~orm.~~ 

Gingival abscesses are caused by the bad materials which come to the 
gingiva from the head or stomach, whch is explained in particular detail. They 
are treated initially by blood-letting and cooling, astringent rinses such as rose 
and myrtle water, olive and mastic oil. 

For reduction of the fracture of the jaw, Ibn Sing writes: 

If the jaw is broken inwards, but not in two pieces, then insert the index finger 
and middle finger of the left hand into the patient’s mouth; if the right jaw is 
broken the corresponding fingers of the right hand should be used; if the left 
jaw is broken, lift the arch of the fracture with the same fmgers towards the 
outside, and receive it on the outside with the other hand and make it even; you 
will recognize the correct position by the straight position of the teeth.. . 

These few examples from dentistry show to what extent the Ehib al-QZnun 
relies on medicine of Ibn Sing’s predecessors and largely arranges and 
compiles the knowledge of its t h e  in an encyclopedc fashion. 

Islamic dental literature of the later period 
(twelfth/fifteenth centuries) 
In Islamic dental literature, there are only a few other names whch require 
mention. One was the Jewish philosopher and physician, Abu’ ‘Imriin Mus% b. 
Maymun (d. 601/1204). ‘Maimonides’ was born in Cordoba and later 
transferred the knowledge of Spanish-Moorish medicine to Egypt. In his 
works are herbal prescriptions for toothache, for tooth extractions without 
force and prescriptions for dental and oral care.52 

Another philosopher and theologian, ‘Abd al-lguf b. Yusuf al-Baghddi 
(d. 629/1231), wrote c. 597/1200 c. that the mandbular bone was a single bone. 
H e  made his dscovery by examining thousands of skulls in Egypt. At long last, a 
correction was made of the false Galenic hypothesis of the dvided mandible.53 

Also of some significance are the odontological chapters from the 
surgical textbook written by Ibn al-Quff, who was working in Damascus 

51. B. R. Townend, ‘The Story of the Toothworm’, BULL Hift. Med., 15, 1994, pp. 37-53. 
52. Khalifah and Haddad, ‘Dental clearings.. .’ op. cit. 
53. W. Artelt, ‘Ossa mandibulae inferioris duo’, SudArch., G ~ c h .  Med., 39,1955, pp. 193-215. 
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in the seventh/thirteenth century. The section on anatomy and physiology 
is based almost entirely on Abu-1-Qiisim. However, he is more cautious 
regarding tooth extraction than his predecessor. Ibn al-Quff first pre- 
scribes the known corrosives which contain arsenic. Only if these do not 
help should the tooth be extracted and then only after a preparatory 
blood-letting and exposure of the root in a vertical bection with forceps. 
Further, accordmg to Ibn al-Quff, loose teeth should be bound with gold 
wire. A false tooth from bone or ivory may be taken and set at the site 
of a tooth which fell out and be affued with the wire.54 

In 870/ 1465, an Ottoman physician, Serefeddin Sabuncuoglu, wrote 
a melcal book complete with dagrams of the human body entitled 
C e ~ ~ b & y e t z r - l e .  H e  was influenced to a great extent by al-Zahr%w-’s 
uI-E@$ Thirteen of the 152 coloured pictures in the autographed copy in 
Paris of this manuscript are concerned with dentistry. Pictures in another 
autographed copy in the Istanbul Fauh Millet Library are not the same as 
those in the Paris copy. 

In Cemih&yetzr-L-H+yye Serefeddm added his own observations to 
those of al-Zahriiwi, having tested a given method thtrty times on himself. 
H e  states that a toothache in a left quadrant may be relieved by cauter- 
ization of the right wrist bone. Ths method is compatible with acu- 
puncture therapy for toothache. Because of the Central Asian origm of 
the Turks and due to the Mongol occupation of Anatolia, it is probable 
that some ideas that were presented in this book had their origins in the 
medicine of the Far East, especially China. Serefeddin, therefore, must 
have learned th~s techntque from Eastern sources. The anatomical point 
used in the treatment of toothache by acu uncture is ‘Ho-Ku’, whch is 
the same location described by Serefeddin. 

From the viewpoint of medical history, w e  do not know of many ori- 
ginal treatises on dentistry written between the fifteenth century and the end 
of the sixteenth century. In fact, the general trend in Islamic medcine of that 
period supports the contention that original works had not been produced.56 
However, there is one manuscript in Turkish whose author was a Jewish physi- 
cian by the name ofMoses Hamon, the court physician to Sultan Suleyman I1 the 
Mapficent (928-1574/1521-1566). Hamon’s father, who was also a physician, 
had emigrated to Turkey from Granada. In lus 101-pages manuscript, Hamon 

p5 

54. 0. Spies; H. Muller-Butow, Anatomie und Chimrgie des Schadeiels, inbesondere der Ha&, 
Nuen-und Ohrenkrankheiten nach fin al-QuJ Berlin, 1971, p. 142. 

55. I. Uzel, Denhsw in the Ear4 TurkishiCrlkdicalililanus~ts, Istanbul, University of Istanbul, 1979 
(Ph. D. thesis on History of Medicine). 

56. There is also a similar point of view in some medical textbooks. For example see: Hadjj 
Pacha (fourteenth century), Etl. d T a  ‘dim, Istanbul, Suleymaniye Library, Turhan Valide 
Sect., No. 258. 
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states that he prefers drug thera y for oral diseases, supporting his conclusions in 
part by personal experiments. This book was published as contemporary dental 
literature of the time in Germany entitled A e y  Bgcblein in 1530, in Spain in 
1567,andinItalyin 1563. 

57 

CONCLUSION 

From the fourth/tenth to the tenth/sixteenth centuries, Islamic dental 
literature had an impact on the world of science. Early authors such as 
Hunayn, al-R&i, and Ibn Sin2 influenced Muslim authors who succeeded 
them. In the chapters on dentistry written in the late period in Arabic, Persian 
and Turkish, there are many references to the authors mentioned above. 
Unexpectedly, al-Zahr2wi’s influence on Islamic authors is not that great. The 
reason for hs may be because of pain due to the surgical approach and 
potential infections that follow it. Therefore, most physicians preferred drug 
therapy to surgery. 

Al-Tar?Z;f, in particular, among the Islamic works, left a marked influence 
on Western literature on dentistry. For example, works such as Gbimrgia 
&gna, written in 1363 by Guy de Chauliac (with no references to sources); 
Walther Hermann Ryff s book entitled Gross Gkwgei (1559); and the famous 
sixteenth-century surgeon Ambroise Park’s Dix Livres de la GKirzrrgie (1564); 
and the first monograph on dentistry Aqtq Bzicblein (1530) all have traces of 
Islamic science. 

With al-Zahrgwi, Ibn Sin2 and others, Islamic dental literature had 
reached its peak. In connection with the gradual decline of the Islamic nations 
as world powers initiated by the Mongol invasions and furthered by internal 
dissension, Islamic science declined as well. As is reflected in the medical 
literature, Islamic dentistry, until the end of the fifth/twelfth century, must be 
regarded as the definite pinnacle of dental sciences of the Middle Ages. 

57. M. Hamon, Moses Hamon’s Kompen&z/m)r Zabnhedkz/nde, ed. A. Terzioglu, Munich, 1979. 
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Chapter 5.6 

P HARMACY A N D  MATERIA 
MEDICA* 

Sami K Hamarneh 

Pre-Islamic contributions 
Before surveymg the contribution of medieval Islam to pharmacy and materia 
medica, one must begin by saying something however brief about its Greek 
background. In ths connection, two observations should perhaps be made. 
The first pertains to the question of the influence of the sciences of the 
ancient Near Eastern civilizations on the development of Greek science. 
Considering the proximity of the Greeks, a seafaring people, to the Near 
Eastern cradles of civhzation, one cannot but conclude that there was much 
influence. Concrete historical data for determining the extent of such 
influence, however, tend to be illusive. The second pertains more specifically 
to the nature of ancient Near Eastern medical and pharmaceutical knowledge. 
Whtle medical practices did not exclude techno-pharmaceutical elements, they 
remained basically religio-magical. When we come to the Greek contribution, 
we encounter a deliberate move away from the magcal. When Greek science 
was transmitted to the Arabs, it was this approach (emancipated from the 
magcal and the superstitious) whch opened itself to strong empirical 
tendencies among leading Islamic physicians and scientists. It is the 
empiricism of these Islamic scientists that greatly enriched pharmaceutical 
and medcal knowledge. 

To turn to the Greek contribution, one should begin by referring to the 
Hippocratic Co?pztx. These writings, long and short, around fifty-two in number, 
commemorate the name of the master and father of the healing arts, 
Hippocrates (c. 469-373 BC). Probably only very few of these were from hs 
own pen, the majority written by followers in different communities and lo- 

* For bibliographtcal guidance to Arabic original sources, see S. K. Hamarneh, Index ofMss. 
in the ZZhinjab Libray, Damascus, 1969; and Arabic Medicine and Pbamay, National Press, 
Amman, 1986. 
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calities, as indicated by stylistic differences. What characterized Hippocrates 
and his tradition was its approach - empirical and clinical, a move away from 
the religio-magical and the superstitious. It also set up the medical-ethical ideal 
of utter devotion to the healing art to which physicians in both Islam and the 
West aspired and still aspire. 

One must turn next to Aristotle (384-322 BC). This intellectual giant, 
whose philosophy, logic and science underlay much of the philosophical and 
scientific activities in medieval Islam, was, among other things, a great 
scientist; in Darwin’s opinion, one of the worlds greatest biologists. 
‘Linnaeus and Cuvier’, Darwin wrote, ‘have been my two gods, though in 
different ways, but they were schoolboys to old Anstotle.” It is not only the 
substance of Aristotle’s scientific writings that greatly influenced medieval 
Islam, but also the logical framework in which his researches were set - the 
classification of natural beings into genera and species, his insistence on 
arriving at real defintions. As is well known, Aristotle’s logical works and 
the bulk of his extant philosophical and scientific writings were translated in 
to Arabic. 

From Aristotle, w e  will take a leap in time (to the first century AD) and 
space (to Anazarbus, Cilicia), turning to the Greek physician, Pedanius 
Dioscorides, a widely travelled soldier-officer in the Roman army who by AD 
64 had completed his influential De materia medica, consisting of five treatises. 
Ths work, a storehouse of herbal medicine, greatly influenced Arabic-Islamic 
pharmacy and materia medica. It gives excellent descriptions of nearly 600 
plants, including cannabis, colchicum and water hemlock, and discusses 
about a 1,000 simple drugs. A first Arabic translated version of Dioscorides’ 
work was made in the middle of the third/ninth century in Baghdad, the 
Abbasid capital, by IsUfiin b. Basil, corrected and approved by Hunayn b. 
IshHq. A second and more accurate version appeared in the capital of the 
Umayyads in Arab Spain, Cordoba. The work includes discussions of aro- 
matics, oils, ointments, living creatures, dairy products, cereals, herbs, wines 
and minerals. 

Moving on to the third century AD, we come to the physician who 
most influenced Islamic medicine. This was none other than Galen of 
Pergamum (AD 130-200). Claudius Galen, of Greek origin, studied with his 
father, as well as other tutors. When nineteen, his father ded, and Galen 
began to travel to M e r  his studies to Asia Minor and Alexandria. H e  
became engaged in examining Egypt’s fauna and flora, and continued this 
kind of research in Palestine, Syria, Lebanon and some islands. Returning in 
158 to Pergamum, he served as physician to the gladiatorial school there. 
H e  then went to Rome where he wrote and established a wide practice and 
became court physician to the Roman emperor and Stoic philosopher, 

I. Quoted by W. D. Ross in W, D. Ross, Aristotle, Meridian Books, New York, 1959, p. 112. 
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Marcus Aurelius. H e  correlated medical knowledge in various fields with 
what he himself discovered in anatomical studies that involved dissection of 
animals. His writings, many of which were translated into Arabic and whch 
included phdosophy in addition to medicine and materia medica, con&- 
tioned the development of medicine in the Islamic world. It is true that 
Islamic physicians questioned hs ideas when these did not tally with their 
own empirical fmdings. Nonetheless, even when they were highly critical of 
his works and deviated from him, they s d  acted creatively with the broad 
framework of the melcal art as he expounded it. 

Political events in the third century AD were to affect the subsequent 
growth and development of Islamic medicine and ultimately pharmacy, so 
closely related to it. The year AD 226 saw the rise of the Sassanian dynasty 
in Persia, whch lasted unul the Arab-Islamic invasion in the first half of the 
seventh century. The second Sassanian king, Shapur I (ruled 240-72), de- 
feated the Roman emperor Valerian and established Jundishgptir, according 
to tradition as a camp for detaining Roman prisoners of war. Jundishgptir 
grew to become a medical centre. Ths relates to another hstorical event; 
this time to the history of controversies with the Christian Church. At the 
Council of Ephesus (431), Bishop Nestorius was deposed from his see of 
Constantinople and excommunicated. His followers formed a separate 
church and many of them moved to Persia. Eventually, some of them 
established themselves as physicians in Jundishgptir, which became a centre 
for mehcal learning. With the coming of the Abbasids to power, physicians 
from Jundishiipiir became court physicians to the cahphs. They continued 
the tradition of Greek medcine, whch was to become Arabized and 
Islamized. 

With this by way of introduction, w e  will now turn to the world of Islam. 

Pharmacology in Islam 
As a prelude to the historical development of Islamic pharmacological 
literature (to be outltned below), some remarks defhg the general nature of 
Islamic pharmacology and some of its terminology are in order. 
Pharmacology in Islam, as in our own times, dealt with the effect of drugs 
on the systems and processes of living animals. It was hence concerned with 
the mechanisms of drug action as well as its therapeutic and other uses. In 
those regons of the Middle East, before their becoming part of the Islamic 
empire, the preparation, action and uses of drugs were to a great extent 
associated with witchcraft and divination. Islam tried to purge pharmacology 
from such practices, and we find the Arabic pharmaceutical activity to be by 
and large rational, empirical, sanitary and practical. Ths approach, character- 
istic of the Islamic pharmacists, was buttressed by a traditional utterance of the 
Prophet, Li-kdLi &-’in hwZ’ (for every dsease there is a remedy). It was, 
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however, left to the physicians to prescribe the drugs for the various 
maladies.’ 

To turn to some of the terminologies of this discipline, an important 
term is aqrzbzdhfn. It indicated pharmacopoeias dealing with compound 
medicines, admja mzlrakkaba. Simple drugs, on the other hand, were known 
as al-adw$a al-mz/fradz. The Arabic term for pharmacology is :a_ydzna or ;a_dala. 
Al-Bifid (whose achievements - as well as those of others mentioned here - 
wdl be discussed more fully below) describes al-Jqdzna as ‘the know-ledge of 
simple drugs according to their selected sorts, kinds and forms, as well as the 
knowledge of the mixtures of medicaments composed in conformity with 
their written prescriptions or on the basis of what the trustworthy and 
righteous researcher strives for. The highest rank, however, is held by the 
knowledge of the effects of the simple medicaments and their specific qua- 
litie~.,~ 

The general theory of pharmacology is given by al-M+i in his fi-mil al- 
TinZ‘a al-~bbi~ya.~ Ths theory is inseparable from that of medicine. Each drug, 
accordtng to al-Mgjiisi, possesses natures with various degrees of intensity and 
is prescribed for a particular illness in the light of the type of nature and the 
degree of intensity of that particular nature needed to establish the equilibrium 
of the humours. Thus, the use of the drug is related both to the nature of the 
drug in question and the temperament of the ~atient.~ 

The druggst is called ;a_dzl&zf (pl. Tqidila). Al-Bmni describes him as 
follows : 

H e  is a person who occupies himself with gathering medicaments accordmg to 
their most commendable sorts and with selecting the best kinds, both simple 
ones and those whch have been compounded according to the most excellent 
compositions, which have been definitely determined by medical authors.‘ 

The g9dzl~inf’s work was sometimes done by the sharzbf @1. sharZb&yin), that 
is, the person who prepares syrups for patients, especially the medlcal ones. 
The syrup (sharzb) in this case is principally a medicinal syrup which is a 
mixture of a pleasant - tasting syrup mixed with medtcines according to a 
doctor’s prescription. The fruit juice of the jelup syrup (jzlkib) is only a means 
of conveying medicines to various parts of the body. In the &&a book of Ibn 
al-Ukhuwwa, a long chapter is devoted to methods of controlling the work of 

2. H. D. Isacs, ‘Arabic Medical Literature’, in Religion, Learning and the Jciences in the AbbaFid 
Period, ed. M.J.L. Young, J.D. Latham and R.B. Serjeant, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1990, Ch. 10, pp. 361-363. 

3. M. Meyerhofs translation quoted by A. Dietrich in ‘Saydana (Saydala)’, EI, 9, p. 100. 
4. M. Ullmann, Islamic Medicine, Edinburgh, 1978, pp. 104-106. 
5. S. H. Nasr, hhmic Science, an Rhstrated Stclaj, London, p. 185. 
6. Meyerhof s translation, in Dietrich, ‘Saydana.. .’, op. it. ; Al-Biri~, Kitiib al-Saydana fi-l- 

ebb, ed. ‘Abbns Zeryiib, Iran University Press, 1991. 
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the sburZbi, whde in the book of al-Shayzaxi, a parallel chapter is devoted to the 
qyd&zT.’ Regulations for controlling the pyZu’iLu and the sburZb&gn are given 
in both works. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa states that the mtlbtusib (inspector/controller) 
‘must from time to time inspect their syrups and drugs without warning.. .’. In 
the same chapter (Chapter 24 on sburib&in), regulations are given for 
controhg the quahty of electuaries (mu ‘Izjin), tablets (uqri:), powders (s~f@it), 
robs (mbiblt), licking mechcines (h‘iqZt), and suppositories cfutZ’i(). In the 
preparation of compound drugs, they must follow the Dtlstzr of Ibn al-Bayan 
or of Ibn al-Th-dh.8 

Al- ‘u.gir is sometimes confused with ul-:gydulZnf. They are lfferent. A/- 
‘u.qir sold simples or ‘uqiqfr whch were compounded by a doctor or a 
pharmacist (;d_ydallni). A/-‘u.t&ir, according to Abu-1-Fad1 Ja‘far b. ‘Ah al- 
Dimashqi, had to know ‘the diverse drugs, curatives, drafts and scents, their 
good and bad varieties, as well as what is fraudulent; he must know whch 
things change quickly or go bad and whch do not, and what means there 
are for their preservation or recon~titution.’~ Sometimes the ‘u.#& prepared 
common drafts, potions and powders, without, however, following a pre- 
scription from a doctor. In ths, he chffered from the :q&li~f. In order to 
prevent the adulteration of drugs, the profession of the ‘@Zr was controlled 
by the mtlbtusib. ‘I’ 

Each hospital (bfmiristin) had a pharmacy lspensing medicines. It was 
called shuribkhinuh, sometimes, k:hip?nut ul-shur2b. The head of h s  pharmacy 
was called sbqkh ;a_dul5yf ul-bfnzi&Zn (chef pharmacist of the hospital).” 
Medcal practitioners and a travekng dspensary (kbizina li-l-udw5u wu-l-usbriba 
were sent to the villages of the suwid (the agricultural region) of Lower Iraq.*- 
Normally, the physician would give a prescription to be compounded by the 
:qdulinf, but sometimes he compounded hs own mixture. The simple drugs 
were bought as separate items from the ‘u@r and then compounded. 

Pharmacological instruction formed an important part of the medical 
training in hospitals. Lectures in this subject, Ibn Usaybi‘a reports, were gven 
in the ‘Adiidi Hospital. The Aqribi&n of Sabiir b. Sahl was the main text used 
in these lectures until superseded by another work of the same title by Ibn al- 
Th-dh, a later dean of the ‘Adtidi Hospital. W e  also find that due to the rapid 
increase in the materia medica from Greek, Persian and Indian sources, and 

1 

7. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, AUacdim a/-qz/rba, edited and translated by R. Levy, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1938, p. 115; A. %?ti, TZkh al-bfmiristan $-l-islZm, Beirut, 
1981, p. 81. 

8. Ibn d-Ukhuwwa, 2+facdim ..., op. cit. pp. 115-121. 
9. H. R. Ritter’s translation of al-Dimashqi’s KtZb al-hbZra ilZ mah5in aI-f+ira, Der Islam, 7, 
1917, p. 59, quoted by A. Dietrich in his article, “Att;ir’, E(, I, p. 751. 

10. Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, ikCa‘Zli’r.. ., op. cit, p. 122. 
11. ‘h, Ta~kh.. ., op. cit., pp. 19-20. 
12. D. M. Dunlop, ‘Bim?trist?tn’, E(, I, p. 1222. 
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5.17 An Arab pharmacy. F r o m  a copy of a manuscript by Dioscorides 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Suleymaniye Library, Istanbul) 
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from the discoveries and observations of Islamic physicians, some of the latter 
began to specialize in pharmacology. 

In this connection, it should be remarked that with the translation 
movement in the third/ninth century and the centuries that followed, the 
development of Islamic pharmacology was very rapid. Although the translated 
pharmacological treatise of Dioscorides remained an authoritative source in 
Islamic medicine, Islamic scholars enriched materia medica abundantly. A 
great number of new plants were discovered and many new remedies invented 
(some of these remedies are still retained in several pharmacopoeias in the 
Indian subcontinent). About a 100 Arabic authors on materia medlca are 
mentioned in the bibliographcal works of Ibn al-Nadim, Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a and 
Ibn al-Qifg. Manuscripts still exist in Eastern and Western libraries for some 
30 authors, of which only a few have been stuhed by sch01ars.l~ W e  will give 
below a brief account of the main works. At ths point, however, a brief 
reminder of the debt the Latin West owed to Arabic pharmacology is called 
for. 

During the twelfth and hteenth centuries, when the translation 
movement from Arabic to Latin was at its peak, by far the most important 
herbahst tradition in the West was the Arabic or Islamic one. The Latin au- 
thors were influenced by the Arabic sources and the methods of classification 
these embodled. Ths influence was the result of the translation of the medical 
works of Ibn Sins, al-Razi and al-Zahrswi, among others. All Arabic medical 
works included sections of materia medca. Of the translated works confined 
to materia medica, one can give here only a few examples (others wdl be 
mentioned below). A notable work, translated by Gerard of Cremona 
(d. c. 1187), was that by Yahya b. Sarafiytin (Sarsbiytin) or Serapion the 
Younger. Known in the West as the Ractica, the seventh book, an antidotary, 
was separately in wide circulation.14 Ibn Sarafiytin’s treatise on simples exists 
only partly in Arabic, but there are Latin and Hebrew ver~i0ns.l~ Gerard of 
Cremona translated also al-Kindi’s Risdaj ma ‘+at quwa al-adwba al-mnrakkaba 
(On Degrees of Compound Medicines) under the Latin title, De medidnamm 
compositamm gradibus investigdndis libellus.’ Gerard translated also part of f i b  al- 
Admya al-mz/frada (The Book of Simple Medicines) of Ibn Wnfid (Abenuefit) 
under the title, Pars libm’ Abenguejti medicinarum simplicium et ~iborum.’~ 

13. See B. Lewin, ‘Adwiya’, EI, I, pp. 212-214. 
14. For a list of translations from Arabic to Latin by Gerard of Cremona, see M. McVaugh, A 

Sotlrce Book in Medeval Science, ed. E. Grant, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 
1974, pp. 38 ff. 

15. G. Sarton, Intraakctaon to the ffistoqi offcience, 3 vols., Baltimore, 1927-1948, 2, p. 51. 
16. McVaugh, Source Book.. ., op. cit., p. 38; F. Sezgin, GAS, 3, p. 245. 
17. McVaugh, Source Book.. ., op. cit., p. 38. 
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Historical development of pharmacological literature 

Although some scientific activity did take place under the Umayyad caliphate, 
which in the East lasted until 133/750, it was with the coming of the new 
dynasty, that of the Abbasids, that Islamic science received its great impetus. 
The real founder of this dynasty was the second caliph, al-Mansiir (d. 159/ 
775). Around the year 150/767, the building of his new capital, Baghdad, was 
completed. It was to become a great metropolis and a centre for the 
development of the arts and the sciences. Al-Mansiir, for practical reasons, 
was interested in Greek science and promoted the translation of Greek 
learning into Arabic. H e  began the tradition of using members of the 
Nestorian family of physicians from Jundishiipiir, namely, the Baktishu‘ family, 
to act as court physicians for the Abbasid caliphs, a tradition that carried on 
well into the third/ninth century. 

There is evidence that at an early stage of Abbasid rule, there was, re- 
lative to the times, considerable knowledge of pharmacy. There has been a 
documented report that the wife of al-Man@r’s son and successor, al-Mahdi 
(d. 169/785), when pregnant sent a urine sample to a qualified pharmacist, ‘h 
Abii Quraysh, for analysis to predict whether the expected offspring would be 
male or female. His examination resulted in the conclusion that it would be 
male; thls turned out to be the case.18 To this early period also belongs an- 
other physician who seems to have been a pioneer in the field. This was the 
Damascene ‘Isii Mas@ b. Hakam al-Dimashqi (d. 226/840),19 who left 
Damascus for Baghdad where he served al-Mahdi and his son and successor, 
Harm al-Rashid (d. 193/809), to whom he dedicated the treatise, ubRmila al- 
k&a ul-H&%z~ya. This is the first treatise known in Arabic medico-natural 
history. Based in part on Indtan and indigenous Arabic sources, it also relies on 
original observations and introduces innovations. Its range is wide as it in- 
cludes an abundance of information about drugs, diets, nutrition, materia 
medica - including animals, vegetables and minerals. It is al-Dimashqi’s 
crowning achievement, a work that anticipates (and sometimes surpasses) 
subsequent Islamic researches. 

From al-Dimashqi, one must turn to the important figure in Islamic 
medicine and pharmaceutical pursuits, namely the Nestorian Yiihannii (Yahyii) 
b. Miisawayh (d. 243/857). H e  came from JundishiipCir to Baghdad with his 
parents and younger brother, M-khii’il, a physician. His star began to shine 
brightly during the cahphate of al-Ma’miin (d. 218/833), who more than any 
other Abbasid ruler sponsored science and the translation movement. Al- 

18. S.K. Hamarneh, A Histov of Phamiay and Medcinne, Amman, National Press, 1986, 
19. See S. K. Hamameh, ‘The Banu Hakam Medical Family’, Studies in the hWoy OfMedicine and 

pp. 125-126. 

Science, 13/2, New Series, New Delhi, India, pp. 136-150. 
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Ma’mtin is credited with establishing an institute of learning, Bayt al-Wkma 
(The House of Wisdom). Late in Ibn Masawayh‘s career, he was appointed head 
of Bayt al-wkma, where he supervised and encouraged research and transla- 
tions and participated in scientific dialogue with prominent scholars. A teacher 
of medicine, at one time he headed the hospital (btmZ&Zn) in Baghdad that was 
established by Hnm al-Rashid, the first such general hospital in Islam open to 
the sick of all ages and ethnic backgrounds, and whch was also a teaching and 
research centre. Ibn Miisawayh‘s literary contributions (twenty as listed by Ibn 
al-Nadim) include pharmacy, drugs, dietetics and materia medlca.20 

Sipficant works written in Syriac were authored by Ytihanna b. 
Saobiytin (d. c. 250/864). His book, known to the medieval Muslims in its 
Arabic version as ul-finndi aI-Tagbtr, was translated from the Syriac by Matt2 
b. Yiinis and others. This work was quoted by al-Majtisi and al-Riizi. As 
mentioned earlier, it was translated from Arabic into Latin by Gerard of 
Cremona and was extremely influential in the Latin West.” 

To ths period also belongs ‘Ah b. Sahl Rabbiin al-Tabari (d. 245/859), 
named al-Tabari because he was born in Tabaristiin. Trained by his father Sahl 
Rabbzn (Rabbiin in Syriac means ‘teacher’), he first acted as secretary to 
Miizyiir b. Qiirin, governor of Tabaristiin, but was later attached to the 
Abbasid court, first during the cahphate of al-Wiithiq (d. 233/847) and then 
that of al-Mutawakkil (d. 247/861) to whom he became a close companion. 
During the year 235/849, he completed hs magnum opus, Firdaws al-bikmu 
(The Paradise of Wisdom), in two versions, Arabic and Syriac.22 

Ths was properly speaking the first medico-pharmaceutical encyclopedia 
in Islam, to whch al-Tabari devoted 20 years for its writing. It consists of 7 
major parts, subdlvided into 360 chapters. It included materia medca, med- 
icinal plants, minerals, toxicology and theriatics; also dscussions of four es- 
sential virtues - gentleness, contentment, mercy and chastity. 

The first pharmacopoeia to receive universal acceptance throughout the 
caliphate was EtZb al-AqrZbZdbtn al-kabtr of Snbiir b. Sahl (d. 255/868).23 Ths 
was the standard reference for the Islamic btmz&Zn.r and for the TgyZdzIu 
(pharmacist) shops until, as mentioned earlier, it was superseded by another 
work of the same title, that of Ibn al-Tilmidh. 

Phtlosophical and scientific life in the third/ninth century was dominated 
by al-EcLndi (d. c. 257/870), the first Islamic phtlosopher, sometimes referred 

20. Ibn al-Nadim, al-fihrist, Beirut, Dar al-Ma‘rifa, 1978, pp. 41 1-412; see also, S. K. 

21. F. Sezgin, GAJ, 1, pp.240-241. 
22. ‘Ali al-Tabari, fidaws a/-hikma, ed. M. Zubayr Siddiqui (with Arabic introduction), Berlin, 

1928. See also S. K. Hamarneh, ‘Contributions of ‘Ah al-Tabari to Ninth-Century Culture’, 
fiha orientalia (Cracow, Poland), 12, pp. 91-99. 

Hamarneh, ‘Ibn Msawayh (Mesue the Elder)’, Hanrdard Afidzcus, 60/1, 1997, pp. 7-14. 

23. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, Tabaqcif al-atib&’, ed. N. Rids, Beirut, p. 230. 
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to as ‘the philosopher of the Arabs’. H e  pioneered the philosophical venture 
in medieval Islam. An energetic and independent thinker who encouraged the 
translations of Greek philosophy and science, he was the first metaphysician 
of note in the Islamic world. Al-Kind was also a physician and a scientist, a. 
scholar of encyclopedic range. Although many of his numerous treatises 
(known only by their titles) have been lost, some are extant and some have 
been published. The titles of some of these are indicative of the relevance of 
this remarkable thinker to the growth of Islamic pharmaceutical knowledge. 
These include: al-TarafuqJi-l- ‘itr or EmyZ’ al- ‘itr wa-l-tf ‘i&, which deals with 
compound drugs and includes important recipes and illustrations ; and EsZlaJi 
ma ‘$at quwa-al-admya a/-murakkaba called also al-AqrabZdbTn. This work de- 
veloped a mathematical treatment of pharmacy and was among the works 
translated into Latin.24 

Another key figure belonging to this period is Hunayn b. Ishaq (d. 260/ 
873), the foremost translator of Greek scientific and philosophical works and a 
scientist in his own right. H e  succeeded Ibn MPsawayh as head of Bayt al- 
bkma. H e  served as court physician. Unltke earlier and some later scholars 
who translated from the Syrian, Hunayn knew Greek and followed a system of 
collating Greek manuscripts before translating. He, moreover, had a team of 
outstanding translators which included hts son Ishiiq (d.298/910), his ne- 
phew, Hubaysh (d. 277/890), and ‘Isii b. Y&yii (d. 298/910). Hunayn excelled 
in medical translations, but he also translated logical and philosophical works. 
Of hts writings, perhaps the most pertinent for the history of pharmacology 
was his MmZ’il, on questions and answers in medicine and pharmacy, espe- 
cially materia medica and compound drugs. 

Although Abii Bakr b. Zakariyyg al-Rgzi (d. 313/925) came after al- 
Kmd, he shares with the latter the credit of advancing the philosophical 
venture in medieval Islam. For he was a philosopher in his own right. His 
greatest influence on the intellectual life of medieval Islam, however, was in 
the realm of medicine, pharmacy and alchemy. Generally reckoned as the 
greatest of medieval Islam’s physicians, his approach to this art was noted for 
its empiricism. One of hs many achievements was his differentiation between 
smallpox and measles, hitherto not differentiated. His medical writings were 

and left their impact, not only on subsequent Islamic medicine, 
but also on the Latin West. 

Al-Riizi was born in Rayy, but travelled between Rayy and Baghdad where 
he headed its hospital. Two of his books on hospitals have been lost. Of his 

24. See Hamarneh, A h%toy . . ., op. it., pp. 144-1 55 ; Sezgin, GH, 3, p. 245 ; McVaugh, Source 
Book.. ., op. it., p. 38; Al-Kindi, ne MedicaL fimuhy or ApibZdbin #AL-En&, translated 
with a study of the materia medica by Martin Levy, The University of Wisconsin Press, 1966. 

25. See A. 2. Iskandar, ‘The Medical Bibliography of al-R%zi’ in G. F. Hourani (ed.), Es.rq.r in 
hhmic PbiLo.roph_y and Science, Albany, New York, SUNY Press, 1975, pp. 41-46. 
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works relating to the development of pharmacy, hts medical book, al-ManTirf 
j-l-tibb, is of special relevance. Consisting of ten treatises, the third is devoted to 
diets, drugs, cereals, dairy products, fruits and legumes. The eighth treatise is 
partly on toxicology and theriacs. H e  also wrote Man@‘ al-ugbdb&u wa-daf 
mud2mhi. The long list of al-Riizi’s works contains several other treatises on 
pharmacy and materia medica.26 For al-Riiai, the pharmacist is a speciahst in a 
branch of knowledge closely associated with medicine. He, however, main- 
tained the distinction between medicine and pharmacy. 

As regards the literature on drugs belonging to this period, mention 
should be made of al-Agbdb&a, written by Abii Ya‘qiib b. Sulaymiin al-Isrii’ili 
(d. c. 320/932). Ths work on dietetics consists of four treatises, dwided into 
chapters, and includes discussions of diets, natural products, pharmaceuticals, 
plants, and guidance for the preservation of good health. It was translated into 
Latin. 

Among the first to become an outstandmg pharmacist-physician in Arab 
Spain, al-Andalus, was Abii ‘Uthmiin Sa‘id b. ‘Abd al-Rahmiin b. ‘Abd Rabbihi 
(d. c. 349/960) of Cordoba. (He was a cousin of the renowned man of letters, 
Ahmad b. ‘Abd Rabbihi, author of al- ‘Iqdul-farfd [The Unique Necklace] .) The 
main work of ths pharmacist-physician is hs EtZb ul-Bkk2n (The Pharmacy 
Shop). It consists of seventeen chapters on compound drugs and recipes. 
Back in the East, Abii Ja‘far b. Abi-1-Ash‘ath (d. c. 360/970 ) in Mosul au- 
thored a treatise on dietetics, namely, ul-GbZdbZ wu-l-magbtudbi, as well as three 
treatises (maqdd) on materia medica in a work entitled, Et& ul-Admja al- 
mzIfrada.27 And the North African scholar, Abu Ja‘far &mad b. Ibr&im b. Abi 
Khhd al-Jazziir al-Qayrawiiti, (d. c. 372/983) of Tunis, one of the foremost 
physicians of meheval Islam (considered to be of the same calibre as al- 
Majiisi), made sipficant contributions to materia medica. His two most im- 
portant works, Et& i ‘timid al-ad@a al-mz/frah and Zid al-mm@ir wu-qz7f al-bydir, 
were translated into Latin and exerted a profound influence on medcal edu- 
cation in Europe.28 

Abii ‘Abddiih al-Tamimi al-Maqdsi, the first pharmacist-therapist of 
note from Palestine, spent much of hs career in the courts of tenth-century 
Egyptian dynasties, first the Ikhshdd and then the Fatimid.29 His best-known 
work was al-Murshid il2 jawzbir ul-agbdbzju wa-pw2 al-mzrfradit min al-adwzja, a 
two-part treatise that included hscussions of compound drugs, diets, aro- 
matics, medical plants, syrups, ointments and elixirs. 

26. Sezgin, GAS, 3, pp. 278-294. 
27. Sezgin, ibid., p. 302. 
28. Ibid., pp. 304-7; K. Siimmarra’i,A Concire Hisstoy ojArabic,icfidicine( in Arabic), I, Baghdad, 

29. See S. I(. Hamarneh, ‘hfedicine and Pharmacy Under the Faumids’, Hamhrd 12fidlciis, 12, 
1984, pp. 641-647. 

July - December 1979, pp. 33-39. 
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One of the oldest prose works in Persian is al-Abn+a ‘an baqd’iq al-adwba 
of Aba Mansw Muwaffaq b. ‘Ah al-Hariiwi (late fourth/tenth century). It 
explains in al habetical order the Arabic, Persian, Syrian and Greek names of 
584 simples! In his book, many important facts are recorded for the first 
time. AbU Mansiir was the first to distinguish between sodium carbonate 
(soda) and potassium carbonate (potash). H e  describes arsenious oxide (white 
arsenic) and mentions silicic acid. In the history of medicine, the Muslim 
practices in the use of plaster of Paris in the fourth/tenth century marked a 
significant advance. With the addition of water to a powder of anhydrous 
calcium sulphate (gypsum), a hard crystalline material was produced. AbU 
Mansiir described the coating of plaster for fractures of bones.31 

Two important scholars belonging to ths century are al-Majiisi and the 
Andalusian Ibn Juljul. Al-Majasi Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. ‘Abbiis (Haly Abbas in 
Latin) (d. 384/994) was born in KhGzist5n, and was patronized by the 
Buwayhid ruler, King’ ‘Adud al-Dawla, to whom al-MajUsi dedicated hs 
major work. Its short title al-MaLk?, ‘the Royal’, is in honour of his patron. It 
has the fuller title, fi-mil al-;igd‘a al-tibbbya. The book dwides into two parts, 
the first on theory, the second on practice. It strives for accuracy in referring 
to earlier sources, particularly Greek. Al-Majusi, however, is noted for his 
independence and is critical of both Hippocrates and Galen. H e  deems the 
latter too wordy, but commends Hunayn b. Ishiiq for the accuracy of hs 
translations of Galen. Al-Majfisi emphasizes certain points as regards scho- 
larship and scientific attitudes, proper motives, usefulness, accuracy. H i s  
work is a storehouse of pharmaceutical knowledge32 and was translated into 
Latin. The Andalusian Aba Diiwtid Sulaymw b. Hassiin b. Juljul (d. c. 384/ 
994) was a pharmacist-botanist, in the tradition of Dioscorides. His best- 
known work is his fibaqdt al-atibba wa-l-hukam~i’;~ completed in 377/987. H e  
wrote a work on those simples which are not mentioned by Dioscorides: 
Maqdla J; dbikr al-admja allati lam yadhkurhd Dyusqi&r j? kihibibi mimmd yus- 
tu ‘maluJ; ;indcat al-.tibb. H e  also wrote a book on simples: T@ir asmd’ al-adwba 
al-mqr~da.~~ 

As we come to scholars whose life-span extended from the fourth/tenth 
to the fifthleleventh centuries, we wdl single out three of the most important. 
The first is the famous surgeon, the Andalusian Abu-1-Qiisim IUlalaf b. 
‘Abbiis al-Zahrzwi (d. c. 404/1013), known as Albucasis in the Latin West. 

30. B. Lewin, ‘Adwiya’, op. cit., p. 212; S. H. Nasr, Islamic Science ..., op. cit., p. 187. 
31. E. J. Holmyard, Alchemy, London, Dover Publications, 1990, p. 90. 
32. See S. K. Hamameh, ‘Majiisi’s Observations and Instructions on Medico-pharmacology 

33. Ibn Jdjd, TabaqZt aL-a&W wa-l-&kamZ’, edited, annotated and introduced (in Arabic and 

34. Sezgin, 3, p. 309. 

and Public Health’, Hamclad Medim, 23, January -June 1980, pp. 3-9. 

French) by Fuad al-Sayyid, Cairo, Institut Francpis d’Arch6ologie Orientale, 1955. 
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5.18 Ins and w h t e  lily. From a Persian translation of Dioscorides 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Topkapi Museum Library, Istanbul, MS. 2127) 
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The second is none other than the great philosopher, physician and scientist, 
Abii ‘Ah b. Sing (Avicenna) (d. 428/1037). The third is the renowned as- 
tronomer, mathematician, scientist, historian and geographer, Abu-1-Rayhgn 

Al-Zahrgwi, born in al-Zahr%’ in Arab Spain where he also lived, was the 
most noted medieval surgeon. His most important work, which took him 
some forty years to write, i.e. al-T&rnylinzan ‘&?a ‘an al-ta’q, was, among other 
things, the first medico-pharma-surgical encyclopedia. Apart from its invalu- 
able discussions of surgcal practices and the use of surgical instruments, it is 
rich in its treatment of electuaries, theriacs, the use of aloes, many other 
compound recipes, tablets if tasty and pleasant, syrups, conserves, powders, 
aromatics, cosmetics, gums and dletetics. It also considers materia medica 
from the natural kingdoms, vegetables, animal products and compounds of 
minerals. The work includes illustrations of moulds, of filtering equipment and 
apparatus. 

Ibn Sing (Avicenna), one of the greatest of all medieval philosophers and 
a leading physician, was born near Bukhara and spent his career in the service 
of various Persian princes as a physician and sometimes as an administrator. 
~n original thinker of encyclopedic his most influential medical 
work, al-Q&inj-l-@b (The Canon of Medicine), was translated into Latin. It 
exerted perhaps no less an influence on European medical thought than it did 
on Islamic medicine (it continued, in Europe, to be an important medical text 
well into the seventeenth century). Of special significance for our topic is its 
second book, devoted to materia medica and the pharmacology of herbs. It 
treats 800 remedies and contains a detailed dlscussion of simples. The powers 
and virtues of drugs are listed in charts. The fifth book contains the phar- 
macopoeia. (These treatises of the &&in pertaining to pharmacology, parti- 
cularly the second book, were in wide circulation in the West.) 

Turning to al-Bm-, he was a native of Khwiirizm. In the year 408/1017, 
he joined the court of Malyntid of Ghazna (d. 421/1030), a warrior sultan 
who nonetheless sponsored poets and scientists. Al-Birtini was a universal 
mind, known for his original contributions to astronomy, mathematics, geo- 
graphy and history. But he also made very important contributions to miner- 
alogy and pharmacy; indeed, his endeavours in these areas mark a very high 
point in the development of these disciplines. 

al-Bmni (d. 432/1040). 

35 

35. See S. K. Hamarneh and G. Sonnendecker, A pharmueutical H e w  OfAlbucais al-zahrriwl; 
Leiden, Brill, 1963. 

36. See M. Mahdi (ed.), ‘Avicenna’, Enqclopedia Iranca, 111, pp. 66-110, which includes twelve 
articles by a number of authors on various aspects of Avkenna’s thought. These articles 
include comprehensive bibliographies. The article most relevant to our survey is by B. 
Musallam, ‘Biology and Medicine’, pp. 94-99. See also A.M. Goichon, ‘Ibn Sins’, EI, 3, 
pp. 941 ff; B. Lewin, ‘Adwiya’, op. czt., p. 212; S. H. Nasr, Humic Science ..., op. cit., p. 188. 
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HIS book on pharmacy, ai-$q&naj-&ibb (or ai-Jqhiaj-L-tibb) ,37 a lifetime’s 
work, was completed before hs death but not revised. It is considered by some 
historians to be the most valuable work on Islamic pharmacology. Encyclopedic 
in scope, it is a vast compilation of pharmacologcal knowledge concerning 850 
drugs drawn from every conceivable source with names of drugs given in several 
languages: Greek, Syrian, Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, and occasionally 
Khwi115zmian, Soghdian and the like. In a short preliminary, al-Biriini defines 
pharmacy as the profession engaged in the search and gathering of medications 
and in testing them experimentally. This is followed by seven chapters that l s -  
cuss comprehensively: melcation, pharmacology, pharmacognosy and its re- 
medial agents, materia melca. The chapters include classifications and 
descriptions of compound drugs, and let derivatives. Parts of the book abound 
withlexicographcal notes. It is amany-faceted work and includes, for example, a 
discussion of the virtues of the Arabic language. 

Even though the immediate successors of al-Biriini in the realm of 
pharmaceutical research were not of hs caltbre, important works in the field 
continued to be produced. Among the more prominent, mention must be 
made of the Andalusian-born Umayya Abu-1-Salt (d. 529/1134), noted for his 
book on simples, Ehib al-Adw&a al-m~44a&.~’ Another was the prolific 
Baghdadi scholar Ibn al-Tilm-dh (561 /1165), who wrote a comprehensive 
book on pharmacy, AqrZbZdbtn al-kabTr, consisting of twenty chapters. As 
mentioned earlier, hs AqrZbZdbin became a standard work, superseding that of 
Sabiir b. Sahl. Al-Idrisi (d. 562/1166), famed as a geographer who wrote his 
description of the earth at the court of Roger I1 of Sicily, was also a scientist 
who wrote an important work on materia medlca and pharmacy, covering 
medicinal plants, fruits, roots, herbs, animal parts, fish and fowl. Another 
figure from the western regions of Islam was Abii Marwiin b. Zuhr (d. 558/ 
11 62), court physician to ‘Abd al-Mu’min, founder of the Muwahhid dynasty 
in North Africa and later Spain. H e  was perhaps, after al-Rzzi, the greatest 
chcian of Islam.39 Of his m e l d  works, al-Zy.frj-l-mzl&w~t wa-l-tadbTr was 
written at the request of the great phdosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroes) (d. 595/ 
1198). H e  also wrote a work on diets, al-Agbd&a (whch I have recently dis- 
covered in the British Lbrary). The most comprehensive textbook on simples 
produced in Spain was EtZb al-Admya al-mi$ra&, written by Abii Ja‘far al- 
Ghafiqi in the first half of the sixthltwelfth century. It is exceptional for its 
accurate descriptions and wealth of information. It is one of the most notable 

37. N-Biiiini, KtJb al-Jaydana, ed. S.K. Hamameh, Hamdard Foundation, Karachi, 1973; 
S. K. Hamameh, ‘Updating Biriini’s al-Saydanah’, Hamhrd hhdicu.r, April - June 1996, 
pp. 10-1 8 ; Al-Biriini, Etzb aI-Jaydana.. . , op. cit. 

38. This was translated into Latin by Arnold of Villanova; see Sarton, Introduction ..., 0p. it.., 
II/1, p. 230. 

39. Sarton, Introoduction ..., op. it., 11/2, p. 232. 
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Islamic works on simples. The first volume exists in two illustrated manu- 
scripts.40 An abridged version was made by Abu-1-Faraj b. al-'Ibri, commonly 
called Barhebrae~s.~' 

In the East, Badr al-Din b. Bahriim al-Samarqandi al-Qalhsi (d. 590/ 
1195) is noted for his AqrZbZdbin, a work that discusses the collecting of drugs, 
the preserving of remedd agents, dfferent kinds of ointments and liniments, 
and pertinent pharmaceutical matters. About the year 600/1203, al-Taflisi, 
another Easterner, a prolific writer on medicine and pharmacy, completed his 
al-Adwiya al-m@?ada, hts most important work in the field. Two important 
works on pharmacy and medicine, namely, al-Mi$-adZt and al-@& Wa-l-i'tibZr, 
were written by the scholar and philosopher, 'Abd al-Lagf al-Baghdadi 
(d. 629/1231). 

In the centuries that followed, activities in the realm of pharmacy and 
materia medica did not abate. Abu-l-Faa Dii'iid b. Abi-1-Bay2n al-Isrii'ili 
(d. c. 634/1236) produced his book on pharmacist-hospitals (al-fist& al- 
bimZnhZni) that includes an abundance of materia medica. "he foremost 
Islamic systematizer of botanical and pharmacological knowledge, however, 
was the Andalusian Diyii' al-Din b. al-Baytar, who was born in Malaga but 
finally settled in Damascus where he died in 646/1248. H e  is considered to be 
second only to Dioscorides in the universality of his genius, surpassing even 
the great man in his insatiable thirst for knowledge.42 In a vast encyclopedia, 
al-Jmi' li-m@-a&t al-adwiya wa-l-agbdbiya, Ibn al-Baytiir put together all in- 
formation available to him, quoting some 150 previous authors from 
Dioscorides to his own predecessors, particularly al-Ghafiqi. In 2,324 articles, 
theJZmi' treats about 1,400 different drugs and plants, 400 of which were not 
known to the Greeks. This work served as a basic guide in botany and materia 
medica until a very late period. Al-Kuhin al-'A~@r wrote in Cairo in 658/1260 
his book MinbLzj al-dukkdn wa dustir al a3Znj tarZkib al-adwya al-n@' a lil ab&n, 
which became very popular and widely spread until recent times. Ab0 Faraj b. 
al-Quff al-Karaki (d. 685/1286), a physician-pharmacist, born in al-Karak, 
Jordan, spent much of hts career in Damascus where he became in charge of 
the medlco-pharmaceutic research. His best known book was &mi' algbarad, 
which includes articles on materia medica. 

Moving into the eighth/fourteenth century, w e  encounter another writer 
on materia medica, Yiisuf b. Ismii'il al-Kutubi, who completed his MZ IZyasa'zl 
al-$abibjablzh (What a Physician is not Allowed to Ignore) in 717/1317. It is 

40. See M .  Meyerhof, in BIE, 1941, pp. 13 ff. 
41. Ihe Abridged Hrsion ofthe 'Book of Simple Dmgs' of Abmad b. Muhammad-GbZjqi l?y Gregorius 

AbsZ-j-firag (BalrhebrSaeus), edited by M. Meyerhof and G. P. Sophy, Cairo, 1932-1938 (not 
completed). 

42. Isaacs, 'Arabic Medical Literature', op. cit., p.362. See also the already cited works of 
Isaacs, Lewin and Nasi. 
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an abbreviation of Ibn Barn's work. H e  thought very highly of the work of 
Ibn al-Bay@, even though he was also critical of him. The physician-phar- 
macist Ibn al-Akfgni (d. 749/1348) wrote AJijkhab aka&%, on precious stones. 
Jamd al-'Atti%r (d. 806/1403) of Isfahiin, a distinpshed druggist, is also noted 
for his work in materia medica. As we approach the Ottoman period, we 
encounter Hajji Pasha al-Ai&- (d. 820/1417), who was born in Konia, but 
studied and practised at the QalawCm Hospital in Cairo, and who authored 
works on pharmacy. J m d  al-Din Ytwf al-Maqdisi al-Hanbali (d. 906/1501) 
wrote a compendium consisting of ten chapters that included discussions and 
listings of medicinal plants. With Dawiid b. 'Umar al-htiiki, who died in 967/ 
1559, known for his Tadhkira, w e  have reached the last of the important 
writers on pharmacy and materia medca, before w e  come to modern times. 

In h s  brief survey, we have not listed all those in Islam who contributed 
to pharmacy and materia medica. Nor have we done full justice to the 
achievements of those that have been mentioned. W e  have sought, however, 
to give some idea of the rich legacy in this field of knowledge whch scientists 
of the Islamic world bequeathed. 
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Chapter 6.1 

SCIENCE IN 
THE O T T O M A N  EMPIRE 

Ekmeleddine &sano& 

The scientific activities observed within the borders of the Ottoman empire, 
throughout the six centuries of history of the Ottomans, displayed a unique 
course of development. Although the Ottomans had many shared elements 
from the viewpoint of historical heritage and tradition with the other Islamic 
societies remaining outside of the Ottoman empire, they also had some 
differences due to the geographical location, administration of the state and 
the dynamism of the society. Thus, Ottoman science had an innovative 
attribute from the viewpoint of the developments experienced, even though it 
shared much with the Islamic world outside the Ottoman lands from the 
aspect of its sources. Ottoman scientific tradition was formed at the beginning 
by being influenced from the experience of the older Islamic centres of 
science and culture. However, after a short period of time, Ottoman science 
reached a point where it could influence the old centres of science and culture 
and serve as an example to them. On the other hand, this innovative character 
of the Ottomans was emphasized by the fact that, as of the seventeenth 
century, the influence of Western science gradually started to appear in the 
Ottoman world and began to influence the other Islamic countries through the 
Ottomans. These developments brought the Ottomans, who represented the 
Islamic world as a whole, to a point of constituting a unique synthesis between 
Islam and the modern West. 

The great changes in the scientific and educational life of the Ottomans 
had been realtzed within an extensive time span. Consequently, it is difficult to 
connect the radical changes in Ottoman history to specific events or to start as 
of a certain date. In general, ‘old and new’ were together and existed in parallel 
with each other. On this subject, the present chapter will attempt to set forth 
analytically the outline of the two stages of Ottoman science. At the same 
time, the subject of the formation and development of the classical Ottoman 
tradition of science that was based on the Islamic tradtion of science prior to 
the Ottomans, and especially based on the heritage of the Saljuqs, wdl be 
briefly discussed. However, the Ottoman scientific tradition also developed 
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with contributions made from outside the empire and the relevant aspects of 
Western scientific tradition, whch developed as the result of close relations 
with the West. In this chapter, only works in Turkish, Arabic and Persian will 
be considered. The works written by scholars from non-Muslim populations 
composed of Greeks, Armenians, Bulgarians, Serbians, Hungarians and 
Romanians who were members of the Christian sects as well as Jews living in 
the Asian and European territories of the empire and the scientific activities 
occurring in these cultural circles will not be considered. The reason for this is 
that at present, the studies related to Ottoman science have not reached a level 
that allows us to consider these subjects in a satisfactory manner. Without a 
doubt these subjects when given the consideration and attention they warrant 
will greatly enhance the general and comprehensive evaluation of Ottoman 
science. 1 

THE CLASSICAL OTTOMAN SCIENTIFIC TRADITION 
AND INSTITUTIONS 

Ottoman science was established on the scientific heritage of the previous 
Saljuq state and on the foundation of the educational and scientific institutions 
that were established in the Anatolian cities in that period. Furthermore, the 
Ottomans also benefited from the activities of the scholars from the most 
advanced cultural and scientific centres of the period such as in Egypt, Syria, 
Iraq, Iran and Tiirhstan (Turkistgn). The Ottomans protected and enriched the 
cultural and scientific heritage of the Islamic world and brought to it a new 
dynamism and vitality. Thus, besides the old centres of Islamic civhzation, new 
cultural and scientific centres emerged such as in Bursa, Edirne, Istanbul, 
Skopje and Sarajevo. The Ottoman culture and science that developed during 
this period constituted the cultural identity and scientific heritage of present- 
day Turkey as well as for many of the Middle Eastern, North African and 
Balkan countries. 

1. For the history of Ottoman science in general, see E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Osmanll E$im ve Bilim 
Muesseseleri‘ (Ottoman educational and scientific institutions), in Osmanh Deuleti ve 
Medenbeti Taribi (The history of the Ottoman state and civilization), Istanbul, 1998, 11, 
pp.223-361; for the Arabic of the same chapter, see E. Ihsanoglu, ‘al-Mu’assasPt al- 
ta‘limiyya ‘ind al-‘uthmi%niyyin’, in al-Dada a/- cUtbmrin~ya: trinkb wa-ha&ra, Istanbul, 1999, 
11, pp. 441-598 (the English version of this book is being printed); and A. Adnan Adivar, 
Osmanli TirklerinL ilim (Science in the Ottoman Turks), Istanbul, 1982; for a general 
summary see E. Ihsano& ‘ O s m d  Bilimi’ (Ottoman science), in B@ik Ghad’dzn fienk 
fidullu&a (From the great holy war to the European presumptuousness), Istanbul, 1996, 
pp.21-38; for the English version of the same chapter, see ‘Ottoman Science’, in 
Enyclopaedia oftbe Histoy of Science, Technology and Medicine in Non- Western Cultures, ed. Helaine 
Selin, Dordrecht, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1997, pp. 799-805. 
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The medreses (Arab. madraau) were the most important institutions whtch 
formed the source of religious, cultural and scientific activities of the 
Ottomans, and at the same time were organized to meet the needs of the state 
and society. Actually, the Ottoman educational system was in a position to 
meet its own needs in every respect. Besides the madraras, there were also 
institutions providing education where various scientific subjects were taught 
such as mathematics, astronomy and medicine with a master-apprentice re- 
lationship. These were places such as the mansions of the scholars and dis- 
tinguished individuals of the state and society who encouraged learning and 
science, the hospitals and the muvakkithanes (mzrwaqqit kh2na.r - timekeeper’s 
offices at the mosques) and an active scientific and cultural environment was 
created at these places. 

The institutions providing health services were among the most promi- 
nent institutions for teaching and practising medicine. These institutions were 
generally called jfdhane (Arab. d2r al-sh@ or b?mZkstZn, ‘hospital’) and at the 
same time, these institutions performed the function of providing medical 
education. Just as the Saljuqs established hospitals in the large cities such as 
Konya, Kayseri and Sivas before the Ottomans, the Ottomans also established 
a great number of hospitals in the capital cities such as Bursa, Edirne and 
Istanbul. The Ottomans constructed the hospitals on which they placed great 
importance as a unit of the kidl’e (kulhjya- complex of buildings attached to a 
mosque) to provide for their continuity, rather than as independent buildings. 
The F&.?I Hospital founded by Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror in 1470, the 
Bayezid Hospital founded in Edirne in 1481 on orders from Sultan Bayezid 11, 
the Siilemaniye Hospital established in 1550, the Haseki Hospital (1550) 
founded in the same period and the I;Iafsa Sultan Hospital (1522-1523) es- 
tablished in Manisa by Hafsa Sultan, the wife of Sultan Selim I, are some of 
these types of important structures. These hospitals, besides treating patients, 
also had an important place in the education of doctors and continued their 
activities until the opening of modern hospitals around the middle of the 
nineteenth century. 

The muvakkithanes are another of the Ottoman institutions related to 
science. They were constructed in the courtyard of some mosques in the cities 
and towns as a component of the kiill’e, especially after the conquest of 
Istanbul, and maintained their activities with the revenues of the charitable 
foundations of the kzU&e. There was a muuakkit (Arab. muwaqqit - timekeeper 
at a mosque) who determined the times for prayer in particular at the kr2kje.r. 
The muuakkits used instruments such as a quadrant, astrolabe, sextant, octant, 
sundials and mechanical clocks with chronometers for determining the time. 
The muvakkithanes, besides teaching the knowledge of measuring time, have 
also been institutions where mathematics and astronomy were taught. 

In addition to the institutions mentioned above whtch were supported by 
their own special charitable foundations, there were two other institutions 
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among the official institutions of the state which were mainly engaged in the 
affairs of the sultan: the members of the imperial dynasty and the people 
working at the palace. One of these was the sultan’s chief physician and the 
other was the sultan’s chief astronomer. The chief physician was the doctor 
who provided health services for the sultan and his family and the people 
living at the palace. The chief physician was selected from among the @lema 
(A~-ab.~uhmZ’) class of scholars who were well educated, and at the same 
time, responsible for all the institutions related to health and for the doctors, 
pharmacists, surgeons and ophthalmologists. A total of forty-two persons 
were appointed to this position, some of them more than once, unul the 
termination of the institution of the chief physician in 1844. 

Another institution that was established towards the end of the fif- 
teenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth century is that of the chief 
astronomer. The chief astronomers were selected from the ulema class of 
scholars and served at the palace like the chief physicians, and they were 
engaged in matters such as the science of astronomy, calendars (the ca- 
lendars were prepared according to Ulugh Beg’s astronomical tables up until 
1800. After that date, they used the European-sourced astronomical tables 
of Jacques Cassini and later accordmg to the astronomical tables of Lalande), 
the preparation of the timetables for fasung during Ramadan and the pro- 
duction of horoscopes for the members of the imperial dynasty and high- 
ranlung statesmen. The chief physicians and chief astronomers, besides the 
works they had written in their own fields, also prepared various works on 
religious and literary subjects, like the other members of the ulema class of 
scholars. 

The chief astronomer or one of his senior assistants would make the 
determinations of the auspicious days and hours for important events such as 
the sultan’s ascending the throne, the weddings and birth dates at the palace 
and when to launch a ship. Furthermore, they followed the events related to 
astronomy such as comets, bodies appearing in the sky, etc., the solar and lunar 
eclipses, earthquake and fire disasters, and would convey to the palace the 
information they obtained with their own interpretations. The chief astron- 
omer was responsible for the management of the muvakkitbanes mentioned 
above. The famous observatory founded in Istanbul during the regn of Murad 
I11 (1 574-1 595) was under the management of Chief Astronomer Taqi al-Din 
al-bsid (d. 1585). A total of --seven scholars undertook the position of 
chief astronomer up until the end of the Ottoman empire. This institution was 
abolished in 1924 after the proclamation of the Republic and in its place the 
bqmuvakkitlik (the office of the chief timekeeper) was established in 1927. 

Besides the scientific activities centred around the madrim, it should be 
stated that other active and dynamic scholarly environments were developed 
around the hospitals providing health and medical education and the 
Sulaymiiniy5 medical madraa and institutions such as the muvakkithanes and the 
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6.1 The S e h y e  Mosque of Selim I1 at Edrae, bdt in the years 1569-1575. 
M‘mZr Siniin considered it to be hs mastenvork. 

The dome is framed by the four loftiest minarets in Turkey 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

official palace organizations of the chef astronomer and chef physician. Many 
works produced in the classical period werepepared in the milieu of these 
institutions besides the madraa environment. 

2. For general information, see E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Osmanh E3tim ..., op. cit., pp. 254-270; for 
the institution of the chief physician, see Ali Haydar Bayat, Osmanh Dvleti’nak Hekimbqdk 
fimmu ve Hekimbqkzr (The institution of chef physician in the Ottoman state and the 
chief physicians), Ankara, 1999; for the institution of chief astronomer, see Salim Aydiiz, 
Osmanlt Devkti’nd Mineccimbqzhk ve Muneccimbqdar (The institution of chief astrologer in 
the Ottoman state and the chief astrologers), Master’s Thesis, Istanbul University, Faculty 
of Literature, 1993; for hospitals, see E. Ihsano& ‘Osmanh E9tim.. ., op. cit., pp. 259- 
263; for muvakkithanes, see Siiheyl Unver, ‘Osmanh Tiirkleri I h  T b d e  Muvakkithi- 
neler‘ (Muvakkithanes in hstory of science of the Ottoman Tyrks), in Atatirk Kofleranshr, 
offprint from 1971-1972, Ankara, 1971, V, pp. 217-257. 
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ISTANBUL OBSERVATORY 

Taqi al-Din al-Riisid, who was born in Damascus and who was educated in 
Syria and Egypt, came from Egypt to Istanbul in 1570 and was appointed to 
be the chief astronomer by Sultan Selim 11. Taqi al-Din started the 
construction of an observatory in Istanbul on the orders of Muriid 111, who 
had ascended the Ottoman throne, a short time later. The observatory was a 
very well-designed building that provided for the needs for lodging and study 
of the astronomers and included a library. This institution, conceived as one of 
the largest observatories in Islam, was comparable to Tycho Brahe's Uraniborg 
observatory built in 1576. There is a striking similarity between the 
instruments of Tycho Brahe and those of Taqi al-Din. Taqi al-Din states in 
his astronomical tables called Xdmt mw.ztuhi I-ufiLir (The Lotus Tree of the 
Extremity of Thoughts) that he started the astronomical activities in Istanbul 
with fifteen assistants in 1573. According to this, the observatory started its 
observation activities in 1573 and continued until 22 January 1580, the date of 
its destr~ction.~ 

Taqi al-Din, who developed a new method for the calculation of the solar 
parameters with his studies at the Istanbul observatory, used the planet Venus 
and the two stars named Aldebaran and Spica Virginis for the determination of 
the longitudes and latitudes of fured stars. Taqi al-Din calculated the annual 
motion of apogee of the sun as 63': which is calculated to be 61" at the 
present. This value is the closest to the actual figure when it is compared with 
Copernicus' 24" and Tycho Brahe's 45". 

The Western world used chords for the measurements of angles from 
Ptolemy in the second century AD up until Copernicus in the sixteenth 
century. Consequently, the calculation of a 1" chord was one of the im- 
portant problems of the astronomers. Copernicus used a method based on 
the calculation of a 2" chord that yielded an approximate value, whereas 
Taqi al-Din did not use chords in the measurement of angles. Instead, he 
used the trigonometric functions such as sine, cosine, tangent and co- 
tangent in conformity with the tradition of Islamic astronomy. H e  devel- 
oped a different method to calculate the sine of 1" by being inspired by 
Ulugh Beg. On the other hand, Taqi al-Din, rather than using the number 
system based on the sexagesimal base for the calculations and precision of 
his astronomical observations , applied the decimal fractions to trigonometry 
and astronomy previously developed by the Islamic mathematicians such as 
al-Uqlidisi and Ghiyiith al-Din Jamshid al-Kiishi (d. 1429) and prepared sine 

3. For observatories, see Ay& Sa$, Ihe Observatoty in hhm and its Race in the General Hitoty 
of the Observatory (Ankara, 1960); Ismet Miro& 'Istanbul Rasathhesi'ne Ait Belgeler' 
(Documents related to the Istanbul observatory), Tan% Enstiti.ri Der@, 3, October 1972, 
pp. 75-82. 
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and tangent tables according to these in his work called Jartkt al-dwar wa- 
kbar&at aljikar. 

At the same time, Taqi al-Din, with his inventions, added new instru- 
ments to the instruments for observation previously used in the Islamic world. 
Some of the instruments used by Taqi al-Din in the observatory were: 
(1) ArmiUary sphere (an ancient instrument consisting of an arrangement of 
rings, all of which are circles of the same sphere, used to show the relative 
positions of the celestial equator, ecliptic, and other circles on the celestial 
sphere) invented by Ptolemy; (2) Mural quadrant; (3) Azimuthal quadrant, 
instrument for the measurement of azimuths and elevations; (4) Parallactic 
ruler; (5) Ruler-quadrant or wooden quadrant; (6) Instrument with two holes 
for the measurement of apparent diameters and eclipses; (7) Instrument with 
chords for the determination of equinoxes, an instrument invented by Taqi al- 
Din replacing the equinoctial a r d a  at the observatory; (8) Mzilshabbaba bi-l- 
manqhq, another new instrument invented by Taqi al-Din, the nature and 
function of which are not clearly explained; (9) Mechanical clock with a train 
of cogwheels; (10) St/nq&ruler, apparently a special type of instrument of an 
auxiliary nature whose function was stated by ‘Alii’ al-Din al-Mans~. Taqi al- 
Din used a mechanical clock, which he made himself for hs observations, and 
a wooden wall dial, which he set up in the observatory, which he described as: 
‘We built a mechanical clock with a dial showing the hours, minutes and 
seconds, and we divided every minute into five seconds.’ Since thts is a more 
precise clock than the clocks used previously, it has been accepted as one of 
the important inventions of the sixteenth century on the subject of applied 
astronomy. 

Taqi al-Din, based on his observations at the observatory, prepared a 
solar astronomical table called stdrat mtlntaba l-q‘&irj malakit al-falak al-dam& 
or Zj-i SbabinshZbiand dedicated it to Sultan Murad 111. His other bookJafidat 
al-dzirar wa-kbartdat aljikar contains the lunar tables. 

Taqi al-Din examined the writings of the ancient astronomers in his 
studies and added a critique of his previous works on astronomy to the new 
elements he developed in his work. Undoubtedly, his studies formed the 
apogee of Ottoman science, and his activities after the establishment of the 
Istanbul observatory provided the most advanced development in the trad- 
tion of Islamic astronomy. The sad destruction of the observatory, as a result 
of the competition and jealousy among the statesmen by using religlous pre- 
texts, is considered to be the beginning of the decline of the tradition of 
classical Ottoman ~cience.~ 

4 

4. See Ay& Sayh, 7 h e  Obseruafoly ..., op. cif., p. 300. 
5. For an evaluation of Taqi al-Din’s works, see Sevim Tekeli, ‘Nasiriiddin, Taqi al-Din ve 

Tycho Brahe’nin Rasad Aletlerinin Mukayesesi’ (A comparison of the instruments of 
observation of Nasir al-Din, Taqi al-Din and Tycho Brahe), Ankara Universitesi Dil ve 
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OTTOMAN SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE OF THE 
CLASSICAL PERIOD 

The scientific literature of the classical period is composed of original and 
translated works of which a great majority were textbooks written mainly in 
the fields of astronomy, mathematics and medicine and a sipficant number 
of original studies. Only a few of the works have been studied today; they 
were written in the three languages known as elsine-i seltrse, that is, Arabic, 
Turktsh and a small number in Persian, which were generally well known by 
Ottoman scholars.‘ 

Initially, the works of Ottoman scientific and educational literature were 
generally written in Arabic, whch was the basic language of the Islamic cid- 
zation. Furthermore, as of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, works written 
in Arabic and Persian started to be translated into Turktsh and thus, a translation 
movement was started. This movement was encouraged by the formation of a 
broader group of readers who obtained the opportunity to read the translated 
works and by the support of the administrators of the period who did not know 
Arabic very well. Translations were made into a simple and easily under- 
standable Turktsh in every field of Islamic science (medicine, astronomy, 
pharmacy, geography, encyclopedic books , the interpretation of dreams , music 
and dictionaries), and it created the opportunity for the Islamic culture to spread 
among the people. Besides this, original Turkish works were also written. As of 

Tarih Cografya Fakiiltesi Dergisi, 21/3-4, 1958, pp. 301-393; Sevim Tekeli, Ib‘zncz Aszrdu 
Osmandzlar’du Saat ve TakyuaYin ’in, ‘Mekanik Saat Kon&fiksEyonuna Dair En Parlak Yzldxlar’ 
Adlz Eseri (Clocks in the Ottoman empire in the sixteenth century and Taqi al-Din’s work 
called al-KawZkib al-dur@yaj wadc al-binktimtit al-dawnjya ‘The bright stars concerning the 
construction of mechanical clocks’), text in Turkish, English and Arabic, Ankara, 1966; 
Sevim Tekeli, ‘Taqi al-Din’de Giineg Parametrelerinin Hesabi’ (Calculation of the solar 
parameters by Taqi al-Din), in Necati Lugal Amaianz, Ankara, 1968 pp. 703-706; Sevim 
Tekeli, ‘Onalanci Yiizyd Trigonometri Caligmalan Uzerine Bir Aragurma: Copernicus ve 
Taqi al-Din’ (Research on the sixteenth century trigonometry studies: Copernicus and Taqi 
al-Din), Erdem, 2/ 4,1986, pp. 219-272; Sevim Tekeli, ‘Taqi al-Din’, in Encycl@aeda ofthe 
ffutoty of Science, Technology and Medicine.. ., op. cit., pp. 934-935 ; and Remzi Demir, Tqi al- 
Din’ in Ceriakt el Diirer ue Hariakt el Eker Adh Eser ve Onun Ondalk Kesirleri Astronomi ue 
Tngonomehye Uygukzmuz (Taqi al-Din’s work called ]an%& al-durar wa-khandut al$kar and his 
application of decimal fractions in astronomy and trigonometry), Ph.D. dlss., Ankara 
University, Faculty of Language, History and Geography, 1992. 

6. For a general description of Ottoman scientific literature, see E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Osmd 
Bilimi Literatiirii’ (Ottoman scientific literature), in Osmanlz Deuleti ve MedenEyeti Tarihi (The 
history of the Ottoman state and civilization), Istanbul, 1998, 11, pp.363-444; for the 
Arabic of the same chapter, see E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Adabiyyst al-‘uliim.. .’, op. cit., 11, pp. 601- 
689; for a general summary of this subject, see ‘Ottoman Science in the Classical Period 
and Early Contacts with European Science and Technology’, in Transfer ofMoakrn Science 
and Technology to the Muslim Vorld, Istanbul, 1992 pp. 1-48. 
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around the beginning of the eighteenth century, and specifically after the 
printing of the first book at the Muteferrika Printing House in 1729, a majority 
of the scientific books were prepared in Turkish, and Ottoman Turkish became 
the basic language frequently used in the transfer of modern sciences both to 
the students of new institutions of learning and to the public. 

Undoubtedly, Tashquprulu-zgde’s (1 495-1 561) al-SbaqZig al-Ah ‘mZn4ya 
(Biographic Dictionary) is in the lead of the works on the subject of cultural 
and scientific life in the classical period which continued throughout the reigns 
of the first ten Ottoman sultans from the founding of the Ottoman state up 
until the period of Sultan Sulaymiin the Lawgiver. The characteristics of the 
scholarly life of this period become very clear when the original works, or the 
explanations or commentaries written on previously compiled works men- 
tioned in the al-Jbaqz’iq al-Ntl ‘mZn4ya, are examined analytically. According to 
this, in the period mentioned, the subjects of the original works of the 
Ottoman scholars were composed of 25.7 per cent on rational sciences, 25.7 
per cent on history, geography and morals, 22.8 per cent on commentary on 
the Holy Qur’iin, 14.2 per cent on Islamic jurisprudence, 8.5 per cent on 
Islamic mysticism and 2.8 per cent on religous precepts. The commentaries, 
annotations, appendices or marginal notes, or translations written by the 
Ottoman scholars on the subjects of the oripal works prepared in the pre- 
Ottoman period were composed’of 26.6 per cent on Islamic jurisprudence, 
20.8 per cent on rational sciences, 15.8 per cent on theology, 13.5 per cent on 
history, literature and morals, 9.5 per cent on religious precepts, 8.5 per cent 
on commentary on the Holy Qur’iin, 2.7 per cent on Islamic mysticism and 
2.2 per cent on These values correspond to the first 250-year period 
of Ottoman cultural and scholarly life and clearly display the subjects on which 
Ottoman scholars focused their interest. 

Qii@ziide-i Riimi (d. c. 1432) of Bursa, one of the first great Ottoman 
scholars, made great contributions to the development of Ottoman scientific 
tradition and literature. Qg@z%de, who wrote his first work in Anatolia 
where he started his scientific career, later moved to Samarkand. Among his 
works, his commentary called &arb al-mdakrbkrbq Jz-l-bg ’a (Commentary on 
the ‘Compendium on Astronomy’), which he wrote on the astronomy book 
of Jaghmini called al-MzllkbkbasJz-l-bg~a (Compendium on Astronomy), and 
his book named Jbarb abkd al-ta ’si.., a commentary on Samarkandi’s AshkZl 
al-ta’sis on the subject of geometry, are among his most well-known works. 
Qa&zi?ide, who wrote these important works on the subjects of mathematics 
and astronomy in Arabic, was appointed to be the head of the Samarkand 

7. M. Huliisi Lekesiz, ‘Osmanli Zim Zibnzjetznnde B&me (Zfekkd - Gelifme - CoTuLme: AT’ 
XLTL IZuzlLar)’ (Changes in the Ottoman scientific mentality, formation - development - 
disintegration: XVth-XVIIth centuries), Master’s thesis, Hacettepe Univ., Faculty of 
History, 1989. 
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observatory and madraa which was founded by Ulugh Beg (d. 1449). He 
made great contributions to the preparation of the famous Zq Ubgh Beg (Zq-i 
GHTZnnZ) (Astronomical Tables of Ulugh Beg), which is written in Persian. 
One of the most important works he wrote in the field of mathematics is the 
treatise called RzsZlaJ istikhrqjqb &raja w$i& bi-a ‘mdin mzt ’asaa ‘ah ta~qZt 
GbiyZth al-Dn al-Kishi (Treatise on the Calculation of the Sine of a One- 
Degree Arc Based on the Method of Ghyiith al-Din al-Kashi). As can be 
understood from the name of the treatise, it is an explanation he wrote 
about the algebraic method developed for the calculation of the sine of a 
one-degree arc by Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid al-Kashi. Scholars such as ‘Ah 
Kugqu (Qiishji) (d. 1474) and Fatlplhh al-shirwiini (d. 1486), who worked 
together with Qa&iide in Samarkand, came to the Ottoman empire from 
Turkistan and made significant contributions to the development of Ottoman 
science. 

It is understood that the works of Qi%&&de of Bursa called Jharb al- 
mdakhkhqJi-l-hq’a (Commentary on the ‘Compendium on Astronomy’) and 
Barb mhkd al-ta’sfs were the basic textbooks for the students who wanted to 
study these two sciences at the Ottoman madraa. More than 300 copies of the 
first work and about 200 of the second work have survived until the present 
day. When the colophons of the copies of both of these works are examined, 
it is understood that they were not taught only in the Ottoman world, but also 
in the madram of the other Islamic countries outside of the administration of 
the Ottoman state such as Iran, Central Asia, India and Morocco. When the 
colophons of these copies extending from the fifteenth century up until the 
twentieth century are examined, it is observed that these two works were the 
basic textbooks for almost five centuries in the Ottoman and generally in the 
Islamic world.8 

In the foreword of his work called Jbarb mhkZl al-ta’snZs, Qii&iide-i Rum- 
discusses: ‘the necessity for the philosophers thinking about the creation and 
secrets of the universe, the jurists who givefetvas (Arab. fama) in religious 
matters, the government officials who perform the affairs of the state and the 
qZ&s who take care of the judicial matters to know geometry’ and thus, points 
to the philosophical, present and future world need for science. The percep- 
tion of science of Qiic@iide as described above constitutes the basic thoughts 
of Ottoman scholars, and this perception reflects the character of classical 
Ottoman science up until the period of modernization. 

8. For Q%&z%de’s work called Sba$ al-mdakbkbq j-l-bq’a (Commentary on the Compen- 
dium on Astronomy), the existing copies and studies on this work, see E.Ihsanoglu, 
Ramazan Segen, et al., Osmanli Astronomi Literatihi Taribi (The history of Ottoman 
astronomy literature), Istanbul, 1997, I, pp. 8-21 ; for Q%diz%de’s work called Shut$ abkd 
al-ta’szs, see E. Ihsanoglu, Ramazan $e$en and Cevat Izgi, Osmanh Mutematk litera tu^ 
Tarihi (The history of Ottoman mathematics literature), Istanbul, 1999, I, pp. 6-18. 
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Among the other books of astronomy in this period, the works of 
Cemdeddin b. Yiisuf el-Mardm- (‘Abd al-Wahhiib b. Jamd al-Din b. Yiisuf) 
called U@za Ji manZXil al-qamar wa-pdi‘ihi (Poem on the Mansions of the 
Moon and their Rising) and ManXGmaJi silk: ak-nz@m (Poem on the Orbits of 
the Stars) written in Arabic can be mentioned. Furthermore, there are two 
works called RidZ makbtqaraj-l-taqwFm (Brief Treatise on the Calendar) and 5 
fq/j-l-taqvf,m (Thirty Sections on the Calendar) written in Persian by NIisir al- 
Din al-Tiisi, the founder of the Mariigha school of astronomy. Probably the 
first of these and definitely the second were translated from Persian to Turkish 
by Ahmad-i Dii’i (d. 1421). It is stated that the translations were made to make 
it easier for the beginners who wanted to study this science. This sign and 
other conjectures similar to these show that the Turhsh language was used, 
even if in a gradual manner, as a language of education and science in Anatolia 
and at the same time in the Ottoman territories. 

In addition to Samarkand, Egypt constituted another source of Ottoman 
science in the period of the formation of the scientific literature. Hac1 Pasha 
Celdeddin Hmr (Hajji Piishii Jald al-Din Khidr) (d. 1417), the famous 
Ottoman doctor who was educated in Egypt, wrote a Turkish medical book 
called Etb al-TarhTLj-&ibb (Book on Facihtating the Learning of Medicine) 
and two works in Arabic called Sh@’ ai-asqzm wa-hwz’ al-ZlZm (Treatment of 
Illnesses and the Cure for Pains) and EtZb al-Ta‘bm j-&ibb (Book on the 
Teaching of Medicine). Hac1 Pasha, who has numerous works in Turkish and 
Arabic besides these, made significant contributions to the development of 
Ottoman medical sciences. 

The works written by Serefeddin Sabuncuoglu (Sharaf al-Din 
Siibiinjuoghlu) (d. c. 1468) on the subject of medicine have an important 
place in the development of Ottoman medical literature. His first Turkish 
work on surgery called Cerrab&et’l-Han@e cjarn$&yat al-&in&ya) (Treatise on 
Surgery of the Sultans) is composed of a translation of the section on surgery 
in the general medical book named al-Tqnrt;f by Abu-1-Qiisim al-Zahriim- (d. 
1013), the famous Andalusian physician and surgeon, and three sections 
which he wrote himself. Surgical instruments were depicted in the translation 
as in the original work. The work, in addition to classical Islamic medical 
knowledge, shows the influences of Turkish-Mongolian and Far Eastern 
medicine as well as the author’s own experience. The influence of 
Sabuncuoglu was observed outside the Ottoman borders and specifically in 
Safavid Iran, in particular through his student Ghiyiith b. Mhammad al- 
Isfahm-. The most important characteristic leading to this work‘s attaining 
great fame in world medical history is the depiction of surgical operations in 
miniature ~aintings.~ 

9. Ilter Uzel, ,%$ea% Sabtmcuog’lu Cerr2&yeetu’lH2n&e (Treatise on surgery of the sultans), 2 
vols., Ankara, 1992. 
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F%t& Sultan Mehmed I1 (the Conqueror), who took Muslim scholars 
under his patronage, was also interested in ancient Greek culture and the 
culture developing in Europe. For example, he had Georgios Amirutzes, the 
Greek scholar from Trabzon, and his son translate the geography book of 
Ptolemy into Arabic, and had a world map made. Sultan Mehmed I1 started to 
become interested in European culture in Manisa when he was still prince, and 
he took lessons at the palace in 1445 on Roman and European history from 
the Italian humanist Cyriaco from Ancona and other Italian scholars. F%t& had 
Gentile Bellini paint hs portrait and had the walls of the palace decorated with 
frescoes in the Renaissance style. Patriarch Gennadious wrote for Fgt& his 
Z‘tiqdnZme (The Book on Belief), which describes Christian belief. Francesco 
Berlinghieri wanted to present his work called Gographiu to Fiit&. Roberto 
Valturio also wanted to present to Fat& his work called De re militan’ (Verona, 
1492) (a copy of this work is in the Topkapi Palace Museum Library). G. 
Stefan0 Emiliano, one of the humanists in his court, wrote an elegy when 
Fgt& died.” 

A good example of the patronage of Muslim scholars by F%t& Sultan 
Mehmed I1 was his encouragement of Hocazgde (Khojgziide) and ‘Ala’ al-Din 
al-Tusi to write works in their own fields of expertise. H e  asked them to 
compare al-Gazdi’s Tub@t al$ulZ@u (The Criticism of the Philosophers) cri- 
ticizing the views of metaphysical events of the philosophers who were 
members of the Aristotelian tradition, and the Tub@.& ul-tuh@t (The Criticism 
of the Criticism) written as a response to it by Ibn Rushd. Undoubtedly, the 
most noteworthy scholar of the Fat& period is Mhammed b. ‘Ah, the re- 
presentative of the Samarkand tradition, who is better known by the name of 
‘Ah Kuyp (Qiishji), and wrote twelve books on the subjects of astronomy 
and mathematics. One of these is the commentary in Persian on the Zq-i Uhgh 
Beg (The Astronomical Tables of Ulugh Beg). The Rzsduj-L-hq’u (Treatise on 
Astronomy) written in Persian and the Risdaj-l-&ib (Treatise on Arithmetic) 
can be mentioned among his other important works. H e  rewrote these works 
with some additions in Arabic under the names of ul-fitbi~yu and ul- 
M$mzmud$ja in honour of Fa& Sultan Mehmed 11; they were used as text- 
books for many years at the Ottoman madrmus. 

Another noteworthy personality was Molla Lutfi, one of the scholars 
during the reign of Sultan Bayezid I1 (1481-1512). He wrote a treatise in 
Arabic called Mawdi‘Zt al- ‘zlltm (Subjects of the Sciences) on the classification 
of sciences and a work called Tdd‘yul-madhbab (Duplication of the Cube), 
whch was partly translated from Greek on the subject of the Delos problem 
in geometry. 

One of the famous astronomers and mathematicians of the same period 
is m-rirn Celebi (d. 1525), the grandson of QiicJizade and ‘Ah Kugp~. H e  made 

10. Halil Inalcik, ‘Mehmed 11’, hlam Ansiklopedisi, M.E.B., Istanbul, 1977, VII, p. 535. 
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great contributions to the development of the Ottoman scientific tradition in 
the fields of astronomy and mathematics with the commentary he wrote on 
the Zj-i Lnagb Beg and his treatises on astronomy. 

The Muslim and Jewish scholars who came from Andalusia made an- 
other interesting contribution that was discovered recently in the Ottoman 
scientific literature. Iliya b. Abraham of Andalusia, who came to Istanbul 
during the reign of Sultan Bayezid 11, is one of these scholars. This person, 
who took the name of ‘Abd al-Sal%m al-Muhtadi al-Muhammad after he 
converted to Islam, wrote books on astronomy and medicine in Arabic. In 
hs book which he originally wrote in Hebrew, and translated into Arabic in 
1503 and dedicated to Sultan Bayezid 11, he ,mentions an instrument of 
astronomy of his own invention which he called al-h-bid and which is larger 
than the dbZt al-balaq (armillary sphere) made by Ptolemy. Ths book reveals 
an aspect of Ottoman scientific literature that is still not very well known.” 
There were also quite noteworthy developments in the scientific literature 
during the reign of Sultan Sulaymw the Lawgiver. W e  encounter two sig- 
nificant works in Turkish in this period, written by Matrakq (Matraqji) 
Nasuh called Jamd al-kathib wa-kamd ai-bamib (Grace of Scribes and 
Accuracy of Accountants) and ‘Umdzt al-bi.rZb (Treatise on Arithmetic). 
Furthermore, Tagkopriiluzade (Tashkuprulu-zgde) ‘1siin-1 al-Din Abu-1-Khayr 
m a d  b. Mustafg (b. Bursa 1495; Istanbul 1561), who wrote works on the 
subject of the classification of sciences in the Ottoman state during the 
classical period, was at the same time one of the most important bio- 
graphers of the period who gave information on the cultural and scientific 
life of the Ottomans. H e  produced twenty works on the subjects of Islamic 
jurisprudence, HaaZtb, theology, literature and history. Ta~kopduzade’s 
main work is the al-fhaqi’iq al-Na ‘minzjya $ ‘alamZ’ al-dzwla al- ‘atbmznzjya 
(Biographies of the Uemas of the Ottoman State), a book of biographies w e  
referred to above, which mentions the Ottoman scholars and sheikhs who 
lived during the period of the first ten Ottoman sultans. Besides this work, 
TaSkopriiluzade produced a book on the classification of sciences called 
M$Zb al-sa‘Zdz wa-mi;bZb al-s&&z (The Key to Happiness and the Light of 
Supremacy), or briefly and widely known as the Maw&‘& al-‘alim (Subjects 
of the Sciences), and another book of biographies called Nawzdiir al-akbbZir$ 
manqib al-aklyir (The b t y  of News on the Legends of the Good and 

The classical scientific tradition that produced its finest works in the most 
magnificent period of the empire found expression in the scientific and edu- 

Virtuous). 

11. For the scholars who came from Andalusia and their contributions, see E. Ihsanoglu, 
‘Enddus Menge’li Bazi Bilim Adamlamun Osmd Bilimine Kathan’ (The contributions 
to Ottoman science of some scholars of Andalusian origin), in B@i& cihad‘dzn fie& 
fiduLLuijuna, op. cit., pp. 85-137. 
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cational institutions briefly mentioned above and in the scholarly circles es- 
tablished and developed around these institutions. This tradition preserved its 
continuity during the second phase of Ottoman science, i.e. during the stage 
where translations and transfers were made from European languages, and 
was able to survive with some of its basic elements until the second half of the 
nineteenth century. 

THE FIRST CONTACTS WITH EUROPEAN SCIENCE: 
T R A N S F E R S  A N D  T R A N S L A T I O N S  

The fact that the Ottoman empire had common borders with the Western 
European countries, had been influential in making the Ottomans become the 
first country outside the Western world where Western science and technology 
were spread, and that provided the Ottomans with an awareness of the new 
explorations and inventions appearing in Europe. This relationship, which was 
formed within a selective process of transfer, characterizes the nature of the 
Ottomans’ attitude vis-&vis Western science and technology and their attitudes 
towards these innovations developing in Europe. The adoption of these 
innovations by the Ottomans differed from those of the Russians, Chinese 
and Japanese. Also, it does not conform to the theories of ‘central-peripheral’ 
and ‘exploiter-exploited, interpreting the spreadmg of Western science outside 
its cultural environment.12 The attitude of the Ottomans towards Western 
science and technology is interpreted as: ‘the selective attitude adopted by a 
powerful empire in response to the developments outside its own sphere and 
area of influence’. The Ottomans started to transfer European technology, 
especially in the fields of firearms, cartography and mining, as of the fifteenth 
century. Furthermore , the Ottomans obtained the opportunity to become 
acquainted with Renaissance astronomy and medicine through the Jewish 
scholars who took refuge in the Ottoman empire. In spite of this, the 
Ottomans considered themselves to be superior to the Europeans, both 
spiritually and culturally, in addition to their mhtary superiority. Furthermore, 
their sufficiency from the aspect of both the educational system and the 
economy was the reason for them to be selective in the transfer of science. 
Thus, it is obvious that the Ottomans, in their periods of progress, did not feel 
the need to follow the intellectual and scientific activities such as the 

12. For the critique from the aspect of the Ottoman world of theories claimed related to the 
spreading of Western science outside of Europe by G. Bassala and L. Pyenson, see 
E. Ihsano& ‘Ottomans and European Science’, in the Boceea’ingJ of the International 
Collquium ‘Science and Empires’, ed. P. Petitjean, The Netherlands, Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, 1992, pp. 37-48; for another printing of the same article, see ScienhzcA.rpects of 
Eurqean EqanJion, ed. William K. Storey, Hampshire, 1996 pp. 315-326. 
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Renaissance and the Scientific Revolution appearing in the West. The 
interpretations of some modern historians, in the direction that the 
Ottomans did not understand that such developments would constitute a 
danger for them in the future, are anachronistic. The Ottomans, along with 
other societies which had ancient civilizations, became aware of the 
unsurpassable advancement of the Europeans in science and technology with 
the effects of the Industrial Revolution. The military strikmg power of the 
Europeans that appeared as the result of the Industrial Revolution, and which 
grew to an extent not comparable with the past, their very rapidly reachg 
every corner of the world on land and sea, thanks to the steam engme, and 
filling the world markets with goods to an unrivalled degree by the new 
industrial production technology, established the crushng superiority of the 
Europeans. 

The continuously expanding borders of the Ottomans during their first 
centuries, their seizing control of the Medlterranean, their naval campaigns in 
the Red Sea, Black Sea and the Indlan Ocean caused them to have a need for 
new geographcal knowledge. The works of classical Islamic geography and 
the contemporary literatures in Europe became a source on &IS subject. 
Furthermore, Ottoman geographers also produced original works which they 
added their own observations. 

Ottoman cartography produced its greatest works with the activities of 
Piri Reis (Ra’is) in the sixteenth century. The part of the map we have today 
that was drawn by Piri Re’is in 1513, by makmg use of Christopher 
Columbus’ American map and different European and Islamic maps, and 
based at the same time on his own experience, is part of a large-scale world 
map. This map includes information about the coastlines of south-western 
Europe, north-western Africa, and the south-eastern and Central American 
regions of the New World. This is a portolano type of map which does not 
have lines of longitude and latitude, but incorporates the shores and islands. 
Pin Reis presented his second map to Sultan Sulaymiin the Lawgiver in 1528. 
Ths map, of whch only a small part has survived unul the present, includes 
the North Atlantic Ocean and the newly explored places in North and 
Central America. Piri Reis wrote a geography book by the name of Kihib-z 
Babm_Ya (Book of the Sea) which he presented to the sultan in 1525. This 
important book, prepared by making use of Eastern and Western sources, 
includes maps and drawings of the cities in the Medterranean and Aegean 
seas and gives extensive information on navigation and marine astronomy 
based on hs own observations. 

Say& ‘Ah Reis (Ra’is) (d. 1562), among the other Ottoman captains, is 
one of the foremost authorities on the subject of marine geography. H e  wrote 
a very valuable Turlilsh work called al-Mzt,h@ (The Ocean) containing astro- 
nomical and geographical information which is necessary for long sea voyages 
and hs own observations concerning the Indian Ocean. On the other hand, 
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6.2 The Piri Reis Map, drawn in 1513. It shows the west coast of Africa, 
the east coast of South' America and the north coast of Antarctica. 

Ths map became an enigma and is SUU under discussion. 
The continent of Antarctica was hscovered in 1818, 
more than 300 years later than the Piri Reis Map. 

The accuracy of the map has been established by recent research 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Topkapi Llbrary, Istanbul) 
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Matrakq Nasiih's work called Bqcin-z mami.$-i safaar-i cIrZqga3in (Description of 
the Stopping Places on the Campaign to the Two Iraqs) written in Turkish is 
one of the best examples of descriptive geography. 

The work called TZkb-i Hind-i Gharbi (History of the West InQes) 
(probably written by Muhammad b. Amir al-Su'adi al-Niksgri [d. 15911 in the 
sixteenth century) is another study that mentions the Americas and geo- 
graphical dmoveries. Ths work, based on sources written in Spanish and 
Itahan, was presented to Sultan Murad I11 in 1573. The last section, which 
covers two-thrds of the book, is the most important part. Ths section de- 
scribes the sixty years of adventures of Columbus, Balboa, Magellan, Cortes 
and Pizarro starting from the dmovery of the Americas in 1492 up until 1552. 
All of these are indications that the Ottomans were aware of the geographical 
discoveries made by the Europeans. 

Katib Celebi (Hajji Elhaltfa) (d. 1657) translated the work o€ Mercator 
and A. S. Hondio called Atla hiinor with the name of Lawcimi' al-n.5v-j xdmat 
Atlas Mnir (Flashes of Light on the Darkness of Atlas Mnor) in the se- 
venteenth century. The work of Katib Celebi called Gbannz7mii (Jbdnnzrmi), 
which he wrote by making use of Western and Eastern sources, is a valuable 
work from the aspect of Ottoman geography and cultural history. Katib 
Celebi, who enriched Turkish culture and Islamic culture in general with his 
works with bibliographcal and biographcal sources, and who translated into 
Turkish some European historical works, had a great influence on the 
Ottoman scholars after hm with hs book called Gbanniimd (JbZnnumci). The 
Ottoman science of geography, which started in earnest with Piri Reis, de- 
veloped with Gbannimd and ths movement continued without interruption 
up unul the nineteenth century. 

The number of scientific works translated from European sources in- 
creased throughout the seventeenth century. It is observed that the gradual 
entry of the new scientific concepts into the Ottoman world of science started 
with these translations. Accordmg to our determinations, the first work to be 
translated from an European language on the subject of astronomy is the 
astronomical table by the French astronomer Noel Duret (d. c. 1650) called 
Ephemerides Celestium Ricbelianae ex Lansbergii Tabulis which was printed in Paris 
in 1641. The Ottoman astronomer Tezkereci Kose Ibrahim Efendi of 
Szigetvar translated this work in 1660 with the name of Jqaqal al-@ik$gbgat 
ul-id& (Mirror of Revolving Spheres of Heaven on the Limits of Perception). 
This translation is, at the same time, the first book in Ottoman literature 
mentioning Copernicus and his heliocentric system of the universe. The first 
reaction to this book was by Mehmed Efendi, the chief astronomer of the 
period, who said: 'Such presumptuousness is abundant in the Europeans.' 
However, after learning how to use it from the translator, and after comparing 
it with the Zi-i r/.gb Beg, he appreciated the value of the work and rewarded 
the translator. The initial reaction of the chef astronomer is a typical example 
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of the cautious approach of the Ottomans, who were sure of their own sci- 
entific tradition and acquisitions and did not immediately accept the scientific 
superiority of the West. 

The matter of the sun being the centre of the universe and the earth 
being in motion, which were the basic components of the perception of the 
new astronomy brought by Copernicus and which created major disputes in 
Europe, were considered as a technical detail by the classical Ottoman as- 
tronomers, and were not made a subject of polemics. Among the reasons for 
this can be mentioned the fact that the Ottoman astronomers did not know 
of any religious dogma which opposed this. The majority of the works on 
astronomy translated from European languages were composed of astro- 
nomical tables unul modern astronomy started to be taught at the new 
educational institutions established in the last quarter of the eighteenth cen- 
tury and the beginning of the nineteenth century and thus acquired a sound 
identity. 

The most important work among the translated works completed on 
modern geography after the second half of the seventeenth century and in the 
eighteenth century - besides Kiitib Celebi’s Gbanniimii - is the free translation 
in nine volumes with the name of Napat al-hLZm wa-l-s.a~r$ tablZr Atlas Mqir 
(The Victory of Islam and Joy on the Redaction of Atlas Major] by Abii Bakr b. 
Bahrm al-Dimashqi (d. 1691) of the eleven-volume work by Janszoon Blaeu 
in Latin which is known briefly as Atlas Major. 

Ibr- Muteferrika (d. 1745), the founder of the first Ottoman 
printing house, upon the interest aroused with his edtion of the GhannzZwii 
printed in 1732 with the addition of appendices, translated at the request of 
Sultan &mad I11 the Ath Coelestis by Andreas Cellarius of which the first 
printing was made in 1708, under the name of Mecmrxa-a-i Nyet-i &dime ve’l 
Ced2de (M@v.Gcat al-hay ’a aL-qabma wa-ljadda) (Collections of Ancient and 
Modern Astronomy) in 1733. In 1751, Osman (‘Uthmgn) b. ‘Abd al- 
Manniin, the Belgrade translator, translated Bernhard Varenius’ work in Latin 
with the name of 72rckme-i Et& Cgrajta (TdyiAma-i Et& JrxgbrZba) 
(Translation of the Book of Geography). Besides these translations, the 
works on classical Ottoman astronomy and geography and the scientific ac- 
tivities related to these, preserved their continuity within the framework of 
their own classical tradition. When the Ottoman scientific literature of tlvs 
period is examined as a whole, it can be said that after Ottoman scholars 
overcame their feelings of superiority, they readily accepted the new knowl- 
edge, concepts and techniques. Along with the positive approaches of the 
administrators, the dema also did not &splay any negative attitudes as seen in 
the example of the heliocentric system of the universe. There were no 
conflicts between religion and Western science at this stage. W e  observe 
another characteristic of Ottoman scientific literature in the eighteenth cen- 
tury - some examples of tlvs characteristic are also encountered at the be- 
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ginning of the nineteenth century. Ths is the inclusion of the old Turhsh- 
Islamic tradition of science along with the modern scientific knowledge of 
European sources in the compiled or translated works. An example of this 
can be seen in works where the geocentric and heliocentric models of the 
universe are presented together. Similar situations are also encountered in the 
field of medicine. 

The arrival, as of the sixteenth century, of some doctors from Europe 
in the large Ottoman cities led by Istanbul, and at the same time, the 
spreading of many infectious diseases of European origin, brought with it 
new methods of treatment and prevention and medical ideas. The new 
medical doctrines of Paracelsus (d. 1541) and his followers, the theories and 
applications of treatment with chemical substances which became wide- 
spread in Holland in the seventeenth century, and the new iatrochemistry 
appeared in the Ottoman medical literature with the names of bbb-z cedid 
Gadid) (modern medicine) and fzbb-z kimyevz” (k5zZwT) (chemical medicine). 
Si%@ b. Nasrullgh b. Sallm (d. 1670), who was one of the most famous of 
the followers of these developments, in his work called Niqbat al-abh-n 
(Pleasure of Bodies), quoted many European sources and took the compo- 
sitions of their medicines. Furthermore, he also translated Paracelsus’ work 
on iatrochemistry from Latin into Arabic. In the same manner, al-Izniki (d. 
eighteenth century) also prepared his work called BtZb finz7x bqit al-in.rZn 
qawznfn-i ufibbi’-i fqlaz@n (The Book on the Treasury of the Life of Humans 
and the Laws of the Philosopher-Physicians) in whch he presented the old 
and new medicine together by making use of the works of the European 
doctors along with Arabic, Persian and ancient Greek sources. Omer $fai 
(‘Umar Shifg’i) (d. 1742) stated that he translated hs work called aLyawbur al- 
f..’d (Unique Jewel) from European languages into Turkish, and that the 
medicines in the book were taken from the books in Latin of the European 
doctors. Thus, in the Ottoman medical literature, the new medical knowl- 
edge and methods of European origin and the medical knowledge and 
methods based on tradition were applied together up until the beginning of 
the nineteenth century.13 

13. For early contacts with European sciences see E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Osmanh Ekititn . . . , @. cit., 
pp.271-278; E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Some Remarks on Ottoman Science and its Relation with 
European Science & Technology up to the End of the Eighteenth Century’, /onrnal ofthe 
Japan NetherlandF Institnte, Tokyo, 3, 1991, pp. 45-73; and E. Ihsanoklu, ‘Tanzimat Oncesi 
ve Tanzimat Donemi Osmanh Bilim ve E@m Anlayip’ (The Ottoman perception of 
science and education in the pre-Znzimat and Tanaimat periods), in 150. I-ihnda Tanzimat 
(The Tanximat 150 years later), ed. Hakkl Dursun Yddtz, Ankara, 1992 pp. 335-395. 
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THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN SCIENTIFIC 
LITERATURE IN TURKISH 

The concepts and information related to both East and West appeared side by 
side in the Ottoman scientific literature in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. An example of this is the presentation in the same work of the 
heliocentric and geocentric systems of the universe. It is possible to observe 
the same situation in the field of medicine. In the eighteenth century, along 
with the transfer of the practical medical knowledge of Europe, the classical 
concepts such as the akhlzt-z arba'a (four humours) in physiology and 
traditional anatomy were still dominant. 

The teachers at the Imperial School of Engineering that was estab- 
lished towards the end of the eighteenth century to teach the officers 
modern sciences, started to prepare textbooks by translation and adaptation 
of the textbooks selected from among the scientific sources which were 
taught at the military technical schools in the West. The first scientific 
publications at the beginning of the nineteenth century were the books 
prepared by Husep RI& TamM (Husayn Rifqi Tamm-) (d. 1817), the 
chief instructor of the Imperial School of Engineering, by compilation and 
translation on the subjects of astronomy, mathematics and geography and 
they were printed many times. These were followed by the thirteen-volume 
compilation and translation publications based on the Western and especially 
French sources prepared by Ishak (Ishiiq) Efendi (d. 1836), who was 
Tamhi's student and successor as the chef instructor at the school of 
engineering. Among these is the Mecmga-i al2m-a @d.pje (Majmzs'a-i 't/l'tSm-i 
@Z&jya) (The Compendium of Mathematical Sciences), composed of four 
volumes; it enjoys a special place, because this work is the first wide- 
ranging attempt in the Ottoman world to prepare a textbook containing 
many branches of science. Mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, 
biology, botany and mineralogy can be enumerated among the subjects it 
included. Ishak Efendi had a significant role in fmding the Turkish equiva- 
lents of the new scientific terms and in their spreading to the other provinces 
outside of Istanbul. 

Two important individuals had a significant influence on Ottoman 
medical education around the beginning of the nineteenth century. The first of 
these is Sh&&iide Mehmed 'Atdliih Efendi (d. 1826), who was an en- 
cyclopedist having activities and interests in many fields, and who was familiar 
with European science and various European languages. Shm-z%id.de, in his 
famous work called Bamsa-i Sh&zF@A? (Five Works of Shm-ziide), presented 
the knowledge of modern medicine and anatomy for the first time to the 
Ottoman readers in an understandable language and in a comprehensive 
manner. The second person is Mustaf5 BehGet Efendi (d. 1834), who was the 
founder of modern medical education. 
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The organization of education with a new perception after the procla- 
mation of the Tanximat, which was quite dfferent, compared with the clas- 
sical period, and the diffusion of modern education paved the way for the 
printing of a large number of books related to the new sciences and tech- 
nology. The number of scientific and technical books printed on various 
subjects rapidly increased towards the middle of the nineteenth century. 
W e  there were only 28 books printed on science from the establishment of 
the first printing house in 1727 up until the proclamation of the Tanzimat in 
1839, this number reached 242 during the Tanximat period (1839-1876). A 
comparison of the distribution of these books accordmg to their subjects in 
these two periods shows that there were changes in the interest shown in 
modern science. In the Tanximat period, while there was a decrease in in- 
terest in military subjects, it is observed that the subjects related to civilian 
life and society became prominent. The same conclusions can be reached by 
an examination of the forewords of the books written on the same subjects 
around the beginning of the nineteenth century (both before and after the 
Tanximat). While Ish& Efendi in hs work called Mecmzia-i U&m-i fiya+ye 
mentions the importance of chemistry only for the war industry, Aziz Bey of 
Crimea in hs work EmyZji PbbT (Medical Chemistry) (Istanbul, 1868-1871) 
states that chemistry forms the foundation of non-military technologies and 
many industries. 

It is observed that new and different subjects were also taken up among 
the scientific books printed after the Tanximat. The U$d-i &my2 (Funda- 
mentals of Chemistry), the first independent work published in Turktsh 
(Istanbul, 1848) on the subject of chemistry by Dervig Pasha, and ‘i7m-i 
hqawZn2t ua nabZtt (Zoology and Botany) (Istanbul, 1865), the first book on 
zoology and botany translated by Chief Physician SA$ Efendi, can be given as 
examples. Furthermore, while four scientific books were printed per year in 
the first thirty years after the proclamation of the Tanximut, this number in- 
creased to eighteen per year in the six-year period between 1870 and 1876. 
This is an indication that the interest of Ottoman society in modern science 
increased. 

The education was initially conducted in French at the Mekteb-i Tibbiye-i 
$ihae (Imperial Medical School), which was established in 1838 by takmg the 
European medical schools as examples. In 1870, it was decided to conduct the 
education in Turkish. This also became a means for the development of 
medical literature in Turkish. As a result of this, especially after 1870, after the 
printing of the Lzigat-z j%bgu, the first Turkish m e d d  dictionary (first edition 
in Istanbul in 1873, expanded second edition in 1901), a great number of 
compilation and translation works on the subject of medcine and related 
subjects were published. 

In the Ottoman scientific literature in the nineteenth century, studies 
aimed at research were started abroad, but the objective of research could not 
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be completely realized at the institutions established within the country. The 
work in English called Linear Algebra compiled by Huseyin Tevfik (Husayn 
Tawfik) Pasha of Vidtn can be shown as an example of an original study by 
modern Ottoman scientists.14 

The most noteworthy and important initiative from the aspect of the 
history of education in the nineteenth century is the opening of the D2r 
al-Funiin (University) besides the establishment of vocational and technical 
academies. The objective of research at the Diir al-Funtin-i Sh2hine 
(Imperial University), which could only be opened in 1900 after three 
unsuccessful attempts, was not realized on an extensive scale. However, it 
is too early to make a sound evaluation on ths matter as the extent of 
the studies made of Ottoman scientific literature until 1923 has still not 
been completely determined. It can be said that there was not much space 
in the first plans of the D%r al-Funtin for objectives directed at research, 
but this objective became more definite in time. Ottoman Turkish became 
quite developed around the beginning of the twentieth century, acquiring 
the status of a scientific language, and the detaded terminologes devel- 
oped became sufficient to express various sciences. As for the branches of 
science, there were sufficient textbooks and original publications to a 
lesser extent. 15 

14. E. Ihsanoilu, ‘Modernization Efforts in Science, Technology and Industry in the Ottoman 
Empire (1 8th - 19th Centuries)’, in I h e  Introduchon ofModmn Science and Technology to Turk9 
and Japan: International Jjqbosium October 7-1 I, 1996, ed. Feza Giinergun and Shigehisa 
Kuriyama (Kyoto: International Research Center for Japanese Studies, 1998, p. 15-35); for 
another printing of the same article, see ‘Modernization Efforts in Science, Technology 
and Industry in the Ottoman Empire (1 8th- 19th Centuries)’, in I h e  &ent$c Thought in the 
hCodern Greek W W d  18t/+19fh Century, Athens, 1998, pp. 45-671. 

15. For Diir 4-Funiin, see E. Ihsanoilu, ‘Dmfiinun Tarihqesine Girig: Ik Iki Tegebbiis’ (An 
introduction to the brief history of the Diirulfunfin: The fKst two attempts), Belleten, 54/ 
210, 1990, pp. 699-738; E. Ihsanoklu, ‘D%rulfun~in’, Istanbul, 8, DiA, 1993, pp. 521- 
525; E. Ihsano& ‘Diirulfuntm Tarihqesine Gins (11). Ugiincii Tegebbiis DiidfunCin 
Sultini‘ (An introduction to the brief history of the D%rulfuntm (11). The third attempt 
Dirdfiinun-i Sultini), Belleten, 57/218, 1993, pp. 201-240; E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Dkiilfiinun, in 
Dirnden Bugiine Atanbul Ansiklopedisi (The Istanbul encyclopedia from the past to the 
present), Istanbul, 1994,II, pp. 559-562; E. Ihsanoklu, ‘D&lfiinun: Mefhumve Miiessese 
Olarak Sultan 11. Abdiilhamid Donemine Kadar Gelismesi’ (DMfiinun: The development 
up to the reign of Sultan ‘Abd;;lhamid I1 as a concept and institution), in Sultan 11. 
Abdiilhamid ve Deuri Semineri (Seminar on Sultan Abdiilhamid I1 and his reign), 27-29 May 
1992, reprint, Istanbul, 1994, pp.173-190; E. Ihsanoglu, ‘The Genesis of Dmfiinun: An 
Overview of Attempts to Establish the First Ottoman University’, in ffistoire konomique et 
sade de l ’Empire Oftoman et de la Turquie (1326-1960): actes du si.&me cong6s internationaltenu d 
Aix-en-Bovence du 1 au 4juillet 1992, td. Daniel Panzac, Paris, 1995, pp. 827-842; and ‘Ali 
Arslgn, Dan‘i&iinun ‘dm Uniuersiteje (From the Diir al-Funiin to the university), Istanbul, 
1995. 
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NEW SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS 

Education in the ‘modern’ sciences such as medlcine, chemistry, botany and 
zoology was extensive in the nineteenth century. Experiments started to be 
carried out in the laboratories established at the new educational institutions. 
New institutions started to be established whch provided for the application 
of these sciences in different fields. Among these, priority was given to 
institutions for health services. The first applications related to preventive 
medicine in the Ottoman empire started with the quarantine organization in 
1831, established especially for the Muslim pilgrims. Quarantine centres were 
opened in 1862 in’many important cities in the vast lands of the empire, such 
as Istanbul, Anatolia, Rumelia and the Arabian peninsula to combat infectious 
diseases. The Ottomans closely followed the latest developments in Europe 
on the subjects of public health and especially on the subjects of vaccination 
and microbiology. The lecture gven by Pasteur in 1885 immedlately after he 
found the rabies vaccine was published in a journal in Istanbul and a 
delegation formed of doctors was sent to Paris to learn the new developments 
on this subject. Ths delegation presented Pasteur with a jewelled Ottoman 
medal of honour and 10,000 French francs sent by Sultan ‘AbdulE;lamid I1 as 
an award for his studies. After the return of the delegation, a Dii’ al-Kalb 
Ameliyathgnesi (rabies laboratory) was established with the co-operation of 
Turkish doctors and doctors invited from Europe. Later, a bacteriologcal 
laboratory was established for cholera epidemics. These institutions played a 
major role in the treatment of rabies and the vaccination and treatment during 
epidemics of cholera and dysentery. In the same period, ‘chemical analysis 
laboratories’ started to be established by the state for making chemical 
analyses for different purposes. Furthermore, it was observed that private 
chemical analysis laboratories were established by individuals to meet the 
needs of the society in thls field. 

Another modern scientific institution established in the nineteenth 
century was the Rasadkgne-i Amire (Imperial Observatory). The Imperial 
Observatory was established in 1863, connected to the Ministry of 
Education under the administration of M. Coumbary, French engineer. In 
spite of its being called an observatory, this institution performed the func- 
tion related to meteorology rather than observations on the subject of as- 
tronomy. The Imperial Observatory prepared the weather reports coming 
from the major cities and exchanged them with similar institutions in 
Europe. The Turkish administrators who were later appointed to head this 
institution performed the same services. The astronomer Fatin Gokmen (d. 
1915), who had his secondary education at the mudrdsd and his higher edu- 
cation at the newly established science faculty of the university, was ap- 
pointed as the director of this institution in 1910. Besides preparing the 
weather reports at the observatory, he also started observations in astronomy 
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which was the real function of the institution. The Kandllli observatory, 
located at the Kana &strict in Istanbul and connected to the BogaziGi 
University, continues to be an important observation centre in Turkey to- 
day. ’‘ 

A GENERAL EVALUATION O F  SCIENTIFIC LANGUAGE 
A N D  LITERATURE 

In recent years, as the result of the increasing research made and the studies 
for the determination and classification of Ottoman scientific literature, the 
history of Ottoman literature on astronomy, mathematics and geography has 
been revealed to a great extent. The results of these studies also bring 
complete clarity about the intensity of the scientific activities of the Ottomans. 
When the astronomy literature is examined, a total of 582 authors prepared a 
total of 2,438 works on the subject of astronomy from the fifteenth century 
up unul the foundmg of the Republic. The distribution of these works by 
centuries is as follows: 52 works in the fifteenth century (2 per cent of the 
grand total), 300 (12 per cent) in the sixteenth century, 190 (8 per cent) in the 
seventeenth century, 344 (14 per cent) in the eighteenth century, 267 (11 per 
cent) in the nineteenth century, 222 (9 per cent) in the twentieth century, and 
1,063 (44 per cent) within an unknown period. When the same evaluations are 
made on the subject of mathematics according to works, it is observed that a 
total of 491 authors that could be determined prepared a total of 1,116 works. 
The distribution of these works by centuries is as follows: 28 works in the 
fifteenth century (3 per cent of the grand total), 81 (7 per cent) in the sixteenth 
century, 70 (6 per cent) in the seventeenth century, 121 (11 per cent) in the 
eighteenth century, 176 (16 per cent) in the nineteenth century, 466 (41 per 
cent) in the twentieth century, and 174 (16 per cent) within an unknown 
period. According to this statistical information, it appears that the number of 
works in astronomy is more than the number of works in mathematics. This 
situation in astronomy stems from the fact that especially the calendars occupy 
a large place in the literature of astronomy. A continuous increase is observed 
in the number of works until the eighteenth century. The number of works 
reached a maximum in the eighteenth century, and then started to decrease. 
As for mathematics, the number of works continued to increase with the 
exception of the seventeenth century. The works on mathematics, which 
recorded a major increase especially in the nineteenth century, reached the 
maximum in the twentieth century. The rates of increase of the works 
prepared on both subjects are close to each other to an extent which can be 
considered to be parallel. 

16. E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Osmd Egitim .. .’, op.cit., pp. 353-354. 
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Ottoman scientific literature, which was initially written in Arabic, also 
started to be written frequently in Turktsh as of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries with the start of translations of the works in Arabic and Persian. Ths 
situation also made it possible to enrich the Turktsh scientific literature and to 
constitute terminologies in various scientific branches. The language of 
Ottoman scientific literature is Turktsh and Arabic in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. Persian works are very few (1 per cent). The ratios of all 
of the works (handwritten or printed) written in Turkish and Arabic also show 
differences. The works prepared on modern science and technology that were 
printed in Istanbul during these two centuries - other than a few exceptions - 
were completely in Turktsh, whereas the majority of the handwritten works 
were in Arabic. Out of the 344 handwritten and printed books on astronomy in 
the eighteenth century, the languages of 331 works have been determined and 
221 were in Arabic, 101 in Turktsh, 2 in Persian and 7 in a combination of these 
three languqges. Similarly, out of the total of 267 works on astronomy in the 
nineteenth century, the languages of 263 works have been determined and 137 
were in Arabic, 123 in Turkish, and 3 were in mixed languages. These numbers 
clearly indicate that the use of Turkish had increased while the total number of 
works decreased. Ths shows that in the nineteenth century, the use of the 
printed works connected to the prevalence of the schools and educational 
institutions accelerated the transition from the Eastern handwritten tradition to 
the modern printing tradition. 

The great majority of the books written on the subject of astronomy 
within the borders of the Ottoman empire, excluding the Arab lands, were 
written in Turhsh. It is possible to record the same observations for Ottoman 
mathematics literature as well. As a conclusion, it can be said that the hand- 
written works prepared in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were in 
Arabic or Turkish, but printed works with the exception of the Arab pro- 
vinces) were almost entirely in Turkish. 

As described above, Ottoman scientific activities during the classical 
period were conducted at places where the applications of sciences such as 
medicine, mathematics and astronomy were made at the madrasas, mu- 
vakkitbanes and hospitals along with the education in these sciences. Towards 
the end of the sixteenth century, for a brief period of time, original studies 
were made in the form of a continuation of the Islamic studes in astronomy at 
the Istanbul observatory established by Taqi al-Din al-Rasid and where new 
instruments as well as the old instruments of astronomy were used. The re- 
sults of these studies were immediately prepared in the form of books. The 
formation of the classical-period Ottoman literature was generally reahzed in 
the madrusa environment and in the fields of religious subjects, mathematics, 

(7 

17. For extensive information and evaluation, also see Osmanlz Astronomi Literathi Tanbi; 
Osmanla Matematzk Literatun2 Tanbi and Acaklamala Turk Emya Eserlen Bib&gra&asz. 
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medcine and astronomy. A great number of scientific works in Arabic, 
Turhsh and a very few in Persian were produced by the scholars through 
compilation, translation or interpretation. 

One of the important conclusions set forth here is the contribution to the 
formation of Ottoman scientific literature by the scholars from Anatolia who 
were educated in the cultural centres withtn the Ottoman territories and the 
scholars who were educated outside of these centres, and then entered into 
the patronage of the Ottomans. The encouragement and support by the sul- 
tans and other statesmen on many subjects from the establishment of madram 
through the compilation of works had an important role in the formation of 
the classical-period Ottoman scientific tradtion. 

The Ottomans, who were aware of the scientific and technological de- 
velopments in Europe, started to be more interested in Western science and 
technology, especially as of the end of the seventeenth century, and abandoned 
the h t e d ,  selective transfer of information whtch had been applied ever since 
the founding of the empire so that they could learn the new techniques of war. 
The Ottomans, who started to be more closely interested in the innovations of 
Europe as of around the beginmng of the eighteenth century, started to take 
steps to make significant changes within the army with the assistance of the 
European experts. New institutions were established in the framework of the 
activities that were concentrated especially on the subject of modern military 
technical training. These activities, starting with the establishment of the 
UlGfeli Humbaraci Oca9 (Corps of Bombardiers), also continued in the 
nineteenth century with the opening of the schools of engineering and other 
military schools. Modern civhan educational institutions providing primary, 
secondary and higher education were established along with the institutions 
providing military and technical education. D d y  newspapers and periodicals 
provided information on the subject of modern science and technology. 
Taking all of the above into consideration, it was possible to introduce modern 
science and technology to the masses at various levels. 

The Ottoman intellectuals also established cimhan learned societies and 
professional associations besides the official educational institutions, and ex- 
pended great efforts to constitute modern scientific literature in Turkish and 
published a number of dctionaries in thts field.18 

18. For extensive information on the subject of the learned societies, see Osmanlz ilmi ve Medekt 
Gmijeetleri (Ottoman learned and professional associations), ed. E. Ihsano@u, Istanbul, 
1987; E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Osmanh Tiirhyesinde Kiiltiir ve Bilim Hayatmda Tiizel IGgiligin 
Geligmesi ve Tegkilatlanmanm Baglamasi’ (The development of juristic personalities in the 
cultural and scientific life in Ottoman Turkey and the start of organization), Erdem, Ay& 
Sa@ 0x1 S a y q  Vol. 925, May 1996, pp. 265-292; E. Ihsanoglu, ‘Genesis of Learned 
Societies and Professional Associations in Ottoman Turkey’, Archivum Ottomanicum, 14, 
1995-1996, pp. 161-189. 
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It seems that the Ottomans’ perception of modern European scientific 
tradition lacked an overall approach, though they followed it closely. It is also 
clear that their scientific activities concerning research and the creation of 
new knowledge and technology - despite various relevant examples - did not 
have priority in their planning. The research activities conducted by Ottoman 
scientists inside and outside the empire, particularly in the European countries, 
did not reach the critical mass as compared to the contemporary Russian or 
Japanese examples. 

It can be said that the Ottoman scholars of the modern period were not 
yet quite familiar with the European concept of science and technology whch 
was centred around the idea of ‘to take nature under the control of human 
beings by means of science and technology’. 

During the classical period, Ottoman scientists and scholars showed a 
remarkable success in developing Islamic science and were able to produce 
many works in various branches of science. However, in the modernization 
period, they were not able to show a parallel performance but they were 
successful in developing modern scientific terminology of a universal Islamic 
character in general, and the Ottoman Turkish language to a level that would 
enable them to express modern scientific and scholarly knowledge in various 
disciphes. The cultural and scientific heritage of the Ottoman period con- 
stituted the scientific and cultural infrastructure of many states founded in the 
Balkans and the Middle East, with the Republic of Turkey in the lead, and 
formed the foundation of subsequent activities. 
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I 

6.3 Mosque of Sultan Ahmed I, in Istanbul, also cded ‘The Blue Mosque’. 
Bdt in 1609-1617, ths is the masterpiece of Mehmed Agha, the pupil 

of Siniin, and royal architect of the Ottoman court 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 
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Chapter 6.2 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
IN INDIA DURING 

THE MUGHAL PERIOD 
A BRIEF S U R V E Y  O F  DEVELOPMENTS 

Abd al-Rahman Rahman 

The growth of science and technology in India during the Mughal period 
(tenth-thirteenth/siteenth-nineteenth centuries) was a continuous process 
based on the twin sources of knowledge: the ancient Indian knowledge of 
science and technology, and the Arab-Islamic tradition introduced in India 
since the advent of Islam. Actually, Indo-Arab scientific co-operation goes 
back to the period of the Abbasids when a number of Sanskrit works on 
astronomy, mathematics, medicine and other sciences were rendered into 
Arabic in Baghdad in 155/711, thus introducing ancient Indian scientific 
knowledge to the Islamic world. With the arrival of the Turks in India from 
the eleventh century onwards, the ancient scientific knowledge of India 
continued to influence the Muslim scientists and vice versa, through 
translations of Sanskrit works into Arabic or Persian and of Arabic works 
into Sanskrit. With the establishment of Mughal rule in India, science and 
technology continued to develop due to the academic interest of the 
emperors and other savants, resulting in substantial contributions to science 
in various fields, especially in astronomy, engineering, agriculture and 
medicine. George Sarton was not justified in his remarks: ‘The Muslim 
invaders, if they did not destroy Hindu culture and what remained of 
Buddhist culture, were utterly indifferent to any culture but that of Islam.’* 
These remarks have no historical basis. The Muslims did not destroy the 
Hindu culture nor did they destroy Buddhism, which was ousted from India 
long before the arrival of the Muslims in India. In fact, Sarton’s remarks were 
made at a time when the source material on medieval science and technology 
had not yet been studied. The richness was not even known fully until a 

1. G. Sarton, Introduction to the ffistoly OfSrience, New York, 1975, III/l, p. 107. 
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bibliography of the source material was published: and a history of science in 
India written .3 

An interesting feature of the scientific literature of the Mughal period is 
that a number of encyclopedias and dictionaries were produced. The diction- 
aries were probably needed as new works were being added as a result of 
interaction with Sanskrit and-other Indian languages. The encyclopedias were 
probably compiled due to the need to bring together the ever-growing 
knowledge and to make it available to the people and, for the same reason, a 
number of anthologies and dgests were prepared. 

The Mughal period in Indian history represents the feudal period in which 
agriculture was the mainstay of the civilization, and the technological devel- 
opments were, by and large, centred round the development of agriculture and 
a lifestyle which could be sustained by agricultural productivity. The second 
dimension of the period was centred round warfare, and the period is one of 
almost continuous warfare for the expansion of the empire and to quell the 
uprisings. Consequently, the technological developments were centred around: 
(a) The development of agriculture and its needs - generating knowledge of the 
soil, breeding of plants, improvement of the quality of products, irrigation 
technology, the breeding of animals, etc. ; (b) Development of weapons tech- 
nology and techniques of warfare. In this context, we not only have the de- 
velopment of metallurgy but also the development of chemistry, with the 
introduction of gunpowder. A significant development was made in the field of 
rockets; (c)The lifestyle during the Mughal period had the following specific 
areas of major developments: (i) refined tastes in texules (both of cotton and 
silk), manufacture of jewellery and cosmetics; (ii) development of architecture, 
with the use of different building materials, technology of construction design; 
(iii) cultivation of knowledge and its patronage by the rulers; and (iv) aesthetics 
as the central feature of the lifestyle reflected in various aspects of life. 

The developments in all these areas were based on trial and error; much 
of the development was empirical. Hardly any theory of materials, or reac- 
tions as we know, was developed. There was, however, considerable devel- 
opment of scientific and technological knowledge as a spin-off in the practice 
of an art. The theoretical framework that had been developed earlier con- 
tinued to hold sway. 

The Mughal period in India was important, for it was during the later part 
of Mughal rule that Indian contact with Europe in the field of science and 
technology was made. The Europeans brought with them new technologies 

2. 

3. 

A. Rahman, M. A. Alavi, S. A. K. Ghori and K. V. Samba Murthy, Science and Technology in 
Medieval India, a Bibliqrzp&y of Source Material in Samkrit, Arabic and Persian, New Delhi, 
Indian National Science Academy, 1982. 
D. M. Bose et al., A C0nci.e Histoy of Science in India, New Delhi, Indian National Science 
Academy, 1971. 
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and scientific knowledge. Similarly, a number of Indians visited Europe and 
observed the developments talilng place there, and used the knowledge thus 
acquired for developments in India. There is no doubt that European devel- 
opments made a profound impact on the Inlan mind during this period and 
would have led to major developments had India not been colonized. Ths was 
evident from the effort made by Maharaja Jai Singh (1098-1137/1686-1724) 
who, in the later nIughal period, wanted to bring about a renaissance in Inla 
through the promotion of science and technology. And in order to do that, he 
endeavoured to integrate the West and Central Asian tradition of science and 
technology4 and the European tradition which was then emerging with a new 
force and dimensions, with the Indian tradition. His efforts were continued by 
others and had Inla not been colonized, the picture would have been dtffer- 
ent. One of these persons was ‘Abd al-Rakm, nicknamed dahjya (heretic). In 
his work Sbigcfi Bqin, he suggested the translation of European works into 
Arabic and Persian, particularly in the fields of astronomy and mathematics. H e  
also drew upon the newly acquired knowledge of the Europeans in the fields of 
anthropology and geography. The same effort was made in southern India by 
Fakhr al-Sin Iihnn Bahiidur. 

The point worth emphasizing here is that even during the time of the 
decline of the Mughal empire and its near disintegration, the Indian mind was 
alert to the developments in Europe, open enough to accept the truth and 
capable of incorporating new ideas to the mainstream of the developments of 
science and technology. 

Muhammad Fa&l b. ‘Ah b. Muhammad al-hfisliini al-Samarkandi gives a 
fairly good picture of what constituted science in his encyclopedia entitled 
Jhu2htr a/- ‘dzim-i fim+yzinl(963/1555) written during the reign of Humii~iin.~ 
The sciences the work covers are: geography, mineralogy, hawks, animals, 
medicine, astronomy, mathematics, optics, accountancy and alchemy. In the 
following pages, we shall deal with the growth of astronomy, mathematics, 
medicine, agriculture, natural history, chemical technoiogy, metallurgy, glass 
and ceramics, the paper industry, textiles and mechanical devices separateiy. 

A s T R o N o M Y  

The Mughal emperors took a keen interest in the growth of astronomy and 
patronized the astronomers at their courts. The astronomical literature 
produced exists in the form of the @j (astronomical tables), calendars, etc. 
and is also covered by general works like A%-i AkDarf which describes West 
and Central Asian astronomy. Among the works translated into Sanskrit was 

4. A. Rahman, ilfahar& Sauiaijai Singh //and lirdiaii Reiirtirsnnre, New Delhi, Navrang, 1987. 
5. MS. No. 87, University Collection, nlaulana Azad Library, figarh Muslim University. 
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the Zj Ulzgb Beg, the astronomical table prepared by Ulugh Beg (796-853/ 
1393-1449) in Samarkand; h s  was done at the initiative of Akbar.‘ 

Mull2 Chnnd, the court astronomer of Humnpn and Akbar, produced 
the work TasbiLMdLi Clhind, a redaction of Zj Uggb Beg, but it dffered from 
the latter in that it minimized the importance of the Chmese and the Uighur 
calendars, omitted a few chapters of the original, and added a few of the 
author’s own. Then Fath Allnh Shirazi, a versatde scholar at the court of Akbar, 
reformed the calendar, which became the basis for instituting the Ilahi Era. 
The @es were of two types: one based on observational tables, and the other 
on computational tables. 

Another astronomer was Farid al-Din Munajjim, a court astronomer of 
Shah Jahw, who compiled the Zj SbZbihJabZni(not based on observations). The 
first section of the tables deals with various calendars: Ilh-, Hijri, Greek, 
Persian, Mdeki, Chinese and Uighur, and the conversion of dates from one 
calendar to the other. It also gves the Samvat calendar and the conversion of the 
Hijri calendar to Samvat. The second section deals with spherical astronomy, 
while the third section deals with the determination of the motions of the 
planets and their positions. 

Shah Jahnn had a number of astronomers at hs court, like Malajit, 
Munisvara, Nityanand, Mull2 Farid, Mull2 Murshid Shiriizi, and Mull5 
Mahmad Jaunpiiri. Malajit wrote Prasiprakasa (1053/1643), which gave 
Arabic and Persian astronomical terms and their Sanskrit equivalents. 
Menisvara and Nitya Nand used Arabic, Persian and Greek literature in their 
works and attempted a synthesis of these three traditions with that of India.’ 
Mull2 Mahmiid Jaunpiiri was another versat.de scholar, accomplished in 
mathematics and astronomy. His works Shams BZzkba and Shams BZLkba 
bring out some significant features of medeval astronomy.8 It is said that 
Sh2h ]akin wanted to establish an observatory for him but could not do so 
for financial  reason^.^ 

The most outstanding astronomer of the later Mughal period was how- 
ever Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh, author of ZjJadid M$ammad ShZd (The New 
Muhammad Shndi Astronomical Tables). The raja was an accomplished as- 
tronomer, knew Arabic and Persian and was well acquainted with Zj ULtjgb Bg. 
It is said that he also used the telescope in his observations of the sky. H e  is 
credited with having established several astronomical observatories in India. In 
hs work, he incorporated, for the first time, the latest European astronomical 

S. A. K. Ghori, ‘Development of Literature in India’, IndianJournal offfistory offcience, 

K. V. Sarma,‘A Survey of Source Material’, /ndian]ournalofHistory ofscience, 2011-4, 1985, 

The work was translated by Dr. Wazir Hasan ‘Abidi at NISTADS, C.S.I.R., New Delhi. 
Ghori, ‘Development.. .’, op. cit., p. 29. 

20/1-4, 1985, pp.21-48. 

pp. 1-20. 
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knowledge. The first section of hs @. deals with calendars: Hijri, Samvat, 
Christian, and Muhammad Shiihi. It also describes the conversion of the Hijri 
dates into Samvat and vice versa. The second section deals with the determi- 
nation of the heavenly bodies, and fixing the latitudes and longtudes of some 
important cities. The h r d  section covers the motion of the sun, moon and the 
rest of the planets, eclipses of the sun and the moon, and the appearance of the 
new moon. His @' is also significant in the sense that it accepts the latest 
theories of astronomy developed in Europe at the time, like the heliocentric 
theory and the ehptic nature of the orbits of the planets." 

Among the astronomers of the later Mughal period, mention may be 
made of Ghulnm Husain of Jaunpur, the author of BubZdw K%nT (1260/ 
1844). The work was completed on the basis of the observations made by the 
author. He emphasizes the role of observation for the correction of differences 
between the observed time and the one computed from the @'. His work 
follows the general pattern of the @. but also describes the determination of 
titbi, naksatrus, jaga, karana and the method of finding them. His most im- 
portant work was &mic BubZdw BZnT, whch covered mathematics, trigono- 
metry, optics and astronomy. 1 1  

Scientific instruments and observatories 
The astrolabe used for astronomical observations was developed and improved. 
Humiiyiin, himself an astronomer, patronized the astrolabe manufacturers. The 
astrolabe-maker at his court was Allnhdab Aswrlabi Lnhori, whose sons and 
grandsons also made astro1abes.l2 Lahore seemed to have been a major centre 
for the manufacture of ths instrument. Kailash Behari and Vijay Govind give a 
list of astrolabes made in Delhi, whch have inscriptions in Persian or 
Devaniingar~.'~ Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh constructed a number of instruments 
representing considerable innovations - on the one hand they were made of 

10. For details, see Rahman, iLfaharqd SatvaiJai Sit@ ..., op. cit. The translation activity was 
further promoted at the time of Raja Jai Singh when under his patronage translation of the 
Ahagest, .@haerica of Theodosius and Sharb tadhkira, were carried out. According to Sarma: 
In line with translating of Sanskrit texts into Arabic and Persian by al-Birani and earlier at 
Baghdad, there had also been sustained efforts to translate Arabic and Persian texts into 
Sanskrit. These texts included those belonging to the schools of Marsgha and Samarkand, 
like the Zj Ulcgh Beg in Ji Ca Ulughbtgi, d-Qushji's Rzsda dar ha3at in H+t Grarrtha. 

11. See Ph. D. thesis of S. A. H. kzi, entitled Some A p c t s  ofthe Hi~toly q;lfathematics in 18th and 
Ear4 19th Centuty, University of Cochin, 1984. 

12. Check list provided by S. Nadvi, see 'Some Indian Astrolabe Makers', Ldami Culture, 9, 
1935, pp. 621-661. Cf. D. J. de Solla Price,'An International Check List of Astrolabes, Part 
11', Archiv. h t .  Hift. Ai., 33, 1955, pp. 363-376. 

13. I<. Behari and V. Govind, 'A Survey of Historical Astrolabes of Delhi', hd. J: Histoty Scz., 
15, 1989, pp. 105-113. 
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masonry, and they were a synthesis of Indian and Central Asian tradition on the 
other.14 Among these were: Smarat Entra, an equinoctial dial; J.i Prakash, to 
determine the position of the sun; Ram Entru, for the measurement of the 
altitude and azimuth; Dgamsa Entra, also for azimuth observation; Nab YaLaya 
Entra, to measure the day and the time and for the observation of the passage 
of the sun across the equator, i.e. the equinox; Dakshinovritti Entra, a mural 
quadrant; Shasthiamsa Yantra, a form of meridian circle; and Misra Entra, a 
combination of a number of instruments, the most interesting being the central 
instrument whch can be termed an international clock. 

6.4 Making observations at Jaipur observatory. Jaipur 
was founded in 1727 by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh to replace 

Amber as the capital of the princely state of Jaipur 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

14. Rahman, Mabarda SawaiJai Sngb.. ., op. cit. 
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As for the observatories, hardly any record exists of their construction 
during the Mughal period except a reference to the intention of Shgh Jahgn to 
construct one for hs astronomer Mull2 Mahmiid Jaunpuri, but it could not be 
built for lack of funds. However, a major step in the building of observatories 
was taken by Maharaja Jai Singh. H e  built observatories at Delhi, Jaipur, 
Mathura, Ujjain and Varanasi. These observatories contained the masonry in- 
struments described above as well as metalhc ones, and the astrolabes. 

Telescopes 
There is evidence that Maharaja Jai Singh used a telescope. Father Baudier, 
who had visited Jaipur at the invitation of the maharaja, had brought one with 
hm, and the maharaja might have acquired one for himself. His observations 
of Venus and Mercury, the satellites of Jupiter, the rings of Saturn and sun- 
spots are proof of the fact that he used a te1e~cope.l~ 

MATHEMATICS 

In the field of mathematics, two strains are observable: one represented 
by the Sanskrit tradition and the other, by the Arabic and Persian. 
Commenting on the Sanskrit literature, Dr. Bag says: ‘The present survey 
shows that the major portion of these works are commentaries on SiTa 
Szddhinta, AyaDhatga, L&ivati, BQa Ganita, SZrtrhZnta SzromanT, and some 
well-known works of the ancient and medleval periods. The other works 
contain some improved results in trigonometry. These other works have 
mostly been produced by six well-known families or traditional 
The latter were in Vidarbha, Gujarat, Prabhani and Maharashtra. 

The Arabic and Persian current had one important feature. In adltion 
to writing commentaries on classical Arabic and Persian works on mathe- 
matics, particularly those of limuli and Tiisi, a number of translations of 
Sansknt texts on mathematics were also made. The purpose of the trans- 
lations seemed to have been twofold; firstly, as Bag points out, to make 
available to mathematicians who were only acquainted with Arabic and 
Persian, the mathematical literature in Sanskrit. But in addition, there must 
have been a major effort at incorporating this knowledge, as and when 
found useful, into the development of mathematics in general. The books, 
whch received considerable attention for translation, were B’ Ganita and 
LTLivatT. 

15. Rahman, Afaharqa Sawaiyai Jingh.. . , op. cit. 
16. A. K. Bag, ‘Indian Literature on Mathematics during 1400-1 800 AD, hzdiatz]ournal OfHiory 

OfJcience, 15, 1980, pp. 79-93; see p. 85. 
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Like the Sanskrit mathematical tradition, the Arabic and Persian tradition 
also centred round a few centres and some famdies. One of the families, 
which made dis-shed contributions to mathematics, was that of Nadir al- 
'Asr Ustiid m a d  al-Mi'miir L&ihbri, the archtect of the Taj Mahal.17 His 
son 'A@ Albh Rashidi translated B' Ganita in the eighth year of the reign of 
Sh& Jahiin. H e  also wrote i0uka-i h-7 (in Persian verse) in praise of Shah 
Jahnn and D%ii Shik6h. The work dealt with arithmetic, algebra and mea- 
surement; another of his works, Bavnat ul-a'&d, dealt with arithmetic, al- 
gebra and the geometry of Euclid. Another son of Ustiid m a d ,  Lutf All& 
Muhandis, wrote fida Baw@;-iA'&d, which dealt with the properties of 
numbers. H e  was also the author of Jbarb al-HisZb; and hs 
MuntakhabZt is a translation of Bahii al-Din huli's fihzil@a. 'Imiid al-Din 
RiyiiG, the grandson of Ustiid m a d ,  was also a versatile scientist. H e  wrote 
a commentary on huli's Khul@at al-&-Zb entitled HZ.rh&a bar Jbarb fibzi&a, 
which comprises a preface, ten chapters and an appendix. H e  also wrote a 
commentary on Jbarb ChaghmanF entitled al-H&b&a bar Jharb Gagbmani, 
containing glosses from other scholars. Besides these works, he wrote a book 
on problems of spherical geometry and astronomy. Besides writing on 
mathematics, he wrote a book on music, Rzda dar 'ilm miJiqT, which covers a 
wide range of topics on phdosophy. Philosophy was divided into two cate- 
gories: practical and theoretical (see Chapter 1.4). 

It appears from the above survey of contributions to mathematics that the 
science was not only associated with accountancy and the revenue system but 
also with astronomy and architecture. Besides the above, the following were 
some of the major works produced on the subject:18 
1. Jha$ al-Jhamsga by Abii Ishiiq b. 'Abd All& of Gulkunda (963/1555), a 

commentary on the arithmetical work of Hasan NishiipM. 
2. Jbarb Ebni U;d al-Handzsa by Mir M&ammad H%shim (1 045/ 1635), a 

commentary on the geometrical work of Tiisi. 
3. Qabt QawZ'id al-fibib by 'Ismat All& Sah%anpiiri, which dealt with 

arithmetic and algebra. Also Bu&at al-@sZb, a commentary on h&. 
4. Dastir al- ' h a l  (in Persian) by Anand Ram (first half of eighteenth cen- 

tury) dealt with accountancy and weights and measures. 
5. Jaw&ar Mal translated Bhaskara's B' Gnita into Persian. 
In addition, a large number of works were produced in Sanskrit, mostly 
commentaries on BY Ganita and LFlZvatT of Bhaskara. A number of 
translations from Arabic and Persian were also rendered into Sanskrit, 
including Tab?% al-Majisti by Jagannath, the court astronomer of Maharaja Jai 
Singh . 

17. N. Ahmad,"Imi%d al-Din Husayn Riyi%c$', hhmic Culure, 30,1956, pp. 330-350. Cf. H. G. 

18. For details see Bose et al., A Concise Hktory.. . ; cf. Bag, 'Indian Literature.. .', op. cif. 
Murtaza,'The Works of 'Imiiduddin Riyiig, hhmic Culture, 39, 1960, pp. 270-293. 
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Abu-1-Khayr Khayr Allah, a grandson of Ustad &mad, was associated 
with the court of MaharajaJai Singh and wrote a commentary on Zjhfubammad 
Jh&, translated Almagest and wrote a commentary. H e  was appointed head of 
the observatory at Delhi in 1718. His main works were dfqhi‘ al-thubit al- 
Qud?&ya and Mqmic al-Madkhalj-l-nzjGm. 

Maharaja Jai Singh made some significant contributions to trigono- 
metry, which was to find the sine of one degree and its parts, namely, 
minutes and seconds. Commenting on Ulugh Beg’s work, he says that 
Ulugh Beg and hs school ‘found the value of sine in minutes artificially 
and tabulated the results. W e ,  in compiling Table 2, used the method of 
finding the sine of 1/5th of the arc and the given scenic of the arc.’ H e  
goes on to say, ‘the predecessors tabulated values of tangents and sines at 
intervals of one minute up to 45’ and for arcs of more than 45’; the values 
of tangents were given after every 5’ and of those of contingents after 1’. 
W e ,  in thls table, have gven values of sines and tangents for arcs more 
than 45’ in intervals of 1’.’19 

European influence on mathematics2’ 
In the late eighteenth century but more so in the early part of the nineteenth 
century, European texts appear to have been available to Indian mathemati- 
cians, and one begns to find the use of English terms. Khaja Azimabadi’s 
Persian text, A%a@zat al-‘ilm (1230/1814) on arithmetic, geometry and 
astronomy, uses English terms frequently, translating them into Persian. 
lhs is also reflected in the works of Fakhar ai-Din Khan Bahadur, author of 
fisda &v- by& ‘umulq$‘u (nineteenth century), a work on the construction of 
sector, and Shams al-hunddsa on geometry, trigonometry and measurement. In 
this context, the work of ‘Abd al-Rahim Dahriyya, Jhigaf BqZn, may be 
mentioned, which among other subjects, covers mathematics also and gves 
reasons for preferring the works of the Europeans. 

It may be observed that the works produced during this period cover 
similar subjects. For example, a comparison of Lutf Alli?ih Muhandis’ work 
Risda fiy& (eleventh/seventeenth century)21 and I<hw%ja Muhammad Miih‘s 
(1 141-1231/1728-1806) work, M r ’ d  al-hisd‘,22 shows that they cover the 
same ground: Arithmetic: Addtion, subtraction, multiplication, and division; 
fractions and their multiplication and &vision, square roots; evaluation of un- 

19. Rahman, Maharaja JawaiJaz Singh. . . , op. cit. 
20. Bag, ‘Indian Literature.. .’, op. czt. 
21. M. Lutfullah Muhands, Rids fijZ&, Ahgarh, Aligarh Muslim University, Maulana Azad 

22. Kh. M. Ma, Afir’Zt al-h&ib, MS. 45/6 Habib Ganj Collection, Aligarh, Aligarh Muslim 
Library. 

University, Maulana Azad Library. 
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known quantity, mensuration; Geomepy: Straight and curved lines, circle, chord, 
arc, sector, ellipses, parabola, cylinders, spheres, cubes ; Wekhts and meamyes. 

After surveymg the literature of mathematics in Sanskrit, Arabic and 
Persian languages (ninth-thirteenth/fifteenth-nineteenth century), Dr. Bag 
concludes: ‘The Persian and Arabic literature was produced under the pa- 
tronage of the Mughal emperors, and many standard works were brought from 
outside India. Some of these were: Khid@at al-&-Zb by Baha al-Din huli (c. 
982/1574-1032/1621); Tabri~ Uqbdis al-M+stiand Tabriral-Mdisfiby Nasir al- 
Din Tasi; and other works on accountancy. Attempts were made to translate or 
write commentaries on these works. Similarly, attempts were made to translate 
works like Bybat Sanbita, Lilavati and B$ Ganita during h s  period, but very few 
attempts were made at comparative studies with the available knowledge from 
the Sanskrit sources. Only partial attempts were made by Muniswara and 
Kamalakara, Jagannathe Pandit and Raja Jaya Simha to make a synthesis of the 
avdable Inlan kn~wledge.’~~ However, a scrutiny of the Persian and Arabic 
manuscripts may reveal the fact that an effort at synthesis was made. But a 
critical examination of the works produced during the Mughal period is es- 
sential to assess the value of the contributions made by the mathematicians. 

A cursory study of mathematics during this period shows that there 
&d take place an intermingling of the Indian mathematical tradition with 
that of the Arabic and Persian. That the mathematicians of the later Mughal 
period accepted European influences in the field and considered them as 
real advances worthy of adaptation is evidence of their open-mindedness. 

MEDICINE 

During the Mughal period, Unani melcine based on ancient Greek medlcine 
was practised widely along with Ayurveda, the indigenous medicine of 
India.24 A large number of books on Unani medicine were also written by 
the physicians. Besides, a number of translations were also made into Persian 
from the Ayurvedc texts, the main purpose of which seemed to have been 
to acquaint the physicians who practised Unani medicine with the diseases 
and their cures prevalent in Inla. A special feature was that the number of 

23. Bag, ‘Indian Literature.. .’, op. cit. 
24 ‘The system of the healing art known in India as the Un&ii Pbb (unani Medicine) is the 

same as that called ‘Arabian Medicine’ by the European historians and medical men’, 
(M. 2. Siddiqi in A Concise Hixtoy of Science In India. Edited by D. M. Bose, S. N. Sen 
and B V. Supparayappa, Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi, 1971, p. 268). 
The present volume deals in detail with the history of Islamic medicine (chapters 5.1 to 
5.6) which came to be called Un&i (Ygnznini, in the Indian Subcontinent and continued to 
develop and to be practised until the present day (the editor). 
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general books and commentaries were few, whle books on special subjects 
were large in number. 

The special treatises covered many diseases, such as syphilis and gonor- 
rhoea introduced by Europeans in I d a ,  or on alkaloids such as opium, whch 
probably was extensively used in India, as well as on special herbs and their use, 
on fevers, their categories and treatment, on properties of medicine, diseases 
of the eye and their treatment and treatment of wounds. A number of treatises 
were written on poisons and their antidotes. Particular mention may be made 
of treatises on the pulse, which was a major diagnostic tool, and on urine, 
whch was examined to understand the nature of the dlsease. The translation 
activity was considerably helped by works produced during the Lodhi period, 
such as the work of Behwa bin Khawas Khan whch was based on more than a 
dozen works on Ayurveda and gives the names of drugs in Sanskrit, Arabic and 
Persian. 

During the bZughal period, the Unani system integrated the Ayurveda 
experience. Ths became possible due to the liberal attitude of the rulers and 
the physicians themselves. Not only was the Ayurveda knowledge absorbed 
but in practice also the Ajurveda experience utilized. 

Surgery was by and large connected with treating war wounds, whch 
were classified in terms of the weapons used and the degree of wound af- 
fecting the flesh or bone and those containing foreign bodies. Thakral has 
classified the wounds as: ‘a) excised wounds, b) deep punctured wounds, 
c) superficially punctured wounds, d) incised wounds, e) crushed wounds, and 
f) lacerated wounds.’25 For each type of wound, special treatment was pro- 
vided through lubrication, fomentation, extraction of foreign bodies ; special 
care was advised where tendons or veins were affected. Special instruments 
were developed for the purpose. 

Among the works produced during the reign of Shiih Jah2n was Da.rt2r d 
HzmzTd by Sakim Amiin Niih Khiin, whch covered the Ayurvedic knowledge. 
Then, Ganj--i Bid2ivztrd (in Persian) by the same author, whch is a land of 
encyclopedia as it includes the summarized version of about a dozen important 
works in Arabic, three dozen works in Persian and half a dozen Ayurvedic 
texts.36 Another important work produced during ths period was ‘@it DZrZ 
Lhik6hhzby Hakim Niir al-Din Muhammad, which covered both the Unani and 
Ayurvedlc medcines, and covered the areas of hygiene, anatomy, diseases of 
chddren, metalhc oxides, alchemy and principles of treatment. An important 

25. K.K. Thakral, ‘Techniques of Extraction of Foreign Bodies from W a r  Wounds in 
Medieval India’, bnianJojirflalofff~~~oyv oflrcitme, 16, 1981, pp. 11-16. 

26. See Bose et al., -4 Concise HiJfory.. ., op. rit. ; cf. T. Siddiqui,‘Unani Medicine in India, 1524- 
1605’, hzzn’inii Journal of Hzstoyy of Science, 16, 1981. pp.22-23; idem ‘Two Eminent 
Physicians (of Unani Medicine) during S h h  Jahiin’s Reign’, hdianjoiirnaL offfistoly OfJhce, 
16, 1981, pp.26-30. 
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feature of the book is that after stating the causes and symptoms under each 
disease the author adds his personal experiences and views. 

Due to court intrigues, those in power were in constant fear of being 
poisoned. Consequently, a large amount of literature was produced on poisons 
and their antidotes in Unani medicine. The system has a well-defined theory 
about the effect of poisons. Poisons affected the metabolic activity by way of 
increasing or lowering the body temperature, the latter after a critical level 
causing death. The physicians recognized that tolerance of poisons differed 
from person to person, and also according to age, habits, health and tem- 
perament. A.B. Khan et al. have given a list of poisons and their antidotes 
during the medieval period in India.27 

Preparation of aphrodisiacs was another important feature of Unani 
medlcine.28 Considerable literature is avadable on the preparation and use of 
such medicines. Opium, cannabis and various mineral salts were used in the 
preparation. Chaturvedi et al. give some idea of the preparations from opium 
and cannabis.29 Sarma mentions the Ayurvedlc drugs 

Clinical practice 
In the diagnosis of the patient, the most important part was played by the 
examination of the pulse. Hence, a number of treatises were written on pulse 
examination and the consequent diagnosis. This was common both to the 
Ayurvedic and the Unani systems. A number of states of the pulse were 
identified on the basis of the flow of blood, and the pulse rate was identified in 
relation to the health or otherwise of the body, the psychologcal state of the 
person and lus tem~erarnent.~’ Similarly, the examination of urine also formed 
an important element of the diagnosis. In this, the experience of the physician 
and his own imaginative perception was also important. 

Teachng of medicine 
Teaching of medicine was not institutionalized. The physician, or ha&m, took 
three or four apprentices at a time and taught them the basic texts of Unani 
medicine, and associated them closely with his practice. The students watched 

27. A. B. Khan et al., ‘Poisons and Antidotes in Unani System of Medicines’, IndzanJournal of 

28. A. K. Bose, ‘Aphrodisiacs - A Psychological Perspective’, IndzanJournal offfistor afScience, 

29. G.N. Chaturvedi et al., ‘Medical Use of Opium and Cannabisin Medieval India’, Indian 

30. P.V. Sarma, IndianJaurnal offfistor offcience, 16, 1981, pp. 3-10, 
31. N. P. Rd ef al., ‘The Origin and Development of Pulse Examination in India’, IndianJaurnal 

Hstooly @Science, 16, 1981, pp. 5743. 

16,1981, pp.31-35. 

Journal ofHistoy of Science, 16, 1981, pp. 32-35. 

ofHistoly afScience, 16, 1981, pp. 77-88. 
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6.5 Agra Fort. Built principally as a mhtary establishment by Akbar in 1565, 
the fort was partially converted into a palace during Shah JahHn’s time. 

Ths massive fort is 2.5 km long 
0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud 

whde the teacher examined hs patient; they took notes and wrote down the 
prescription in their diaries .32 A number of eminent physicians were usually 
attached to the court of the ruler. Accordmg to Siddiqui, the court of Akbar 
had twenty-nine physicians, both Hindus and Muslims.33 

Establishment of hospitals has been a long tradtion in India. During the 
reign of Akbar, Hakim Abu-1-Fath submitted a scheme for the establishment 
of dispensaries and hospitals, whch was accepted. ‘Akbar built a large hospital 
at Fatehpur Sikri and another at Agra at the place where now stands Agra Fort 
station.’ Patients were also treated with hot and cold baths at Hakim’s House at 
Fatehpur Sikri.34 

32. Siddqi, ‘Unani Medicine. . .’, op. lit., p. 24 
33. Siddqi, zbid. 
34. Siddiqi, hd. 
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6.6 Bddmg Agra Fort. Miniature from the hstory of 
Akbar’s reign, Akbaar-nama 

0 Roland and Sabrina Mchaud (Victoria and Albert Museum, London) 
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Pharmacies 

Pharmacies were maintained by the ‘apdrs, who stored herbs and made 
compounds, sharbats, murabba’s. They also advised patients on the prepara- 
tions of dtets prescribed by the physicians. 

Medical theory 
There were hfferent schools among the physicians depending upon their 
teachers, their beliefs and the system of medicine that they followed. Some 
used only herbs and their decoctions, whilst others used various oxides of 
minerals also. However, irrespective of the school to which they belonged, a 
general consensus in terms of theory could be gleaned from their writings. 
Ths can be summarized as belief in the four-elements theory. Every man and 
woman had an indmiduality based on hs or her temperament, whch was a 
mixture of four elements: 

Hot 

Dry Wet 
Cold 

The preponderance of one element decided the temperament of the 
person. Similarly, each item of the diet that one took, when raw, had a 
quality decided by the preponderance of one of the quahties over the 
other. Similarly, each drug had a quality decided by the preponderance of 
the above-mentioned quahties. Again, the imbalance in the elements re- 
sulted in the dsease of the person. The medicine administered was sup- 
posed to restore the balance. In addition to drugs, diet played a major 
role in the treatment. Hence, the &et of a healthy person was decided by 
the season. There was no explicit understanding and identification of de- 
ficiency diseases as w e  h o w  them, i.e. of vitamins and proteins, though 
there appears to be an implicit understanding of them, if one carefully 
analyses the drugs p e n  and the diet prescribed. Again, there was no 
explicit recoption of infections such as those caused by bacteria or 
viruses. Here again, a careful look at the drugs and diet reveals an implicit 
understanding. 

Taking an overall view, the development of medicine during ths period 
reveals some sipficant features : 
1. Interaction of the Ayurvedic and the Unani systems. 
2. Empirical knowledge and treatment of a number of tropical dseases and 

water-born infections. 
3. Recogrution of specific diseases including some introduced at the time 

like syphilis and gonorrhoea. 
4. Detailed knowledge of herbs, their identification and properties. 
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6.7 Babur inspecting a garden in Kabul. H e  was emperor (1526-1530) 
and founder of the Mughal dynasty of India 

0 Roland and Sabrina Michaud (Victoria and Albert Museum, London) 
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5. Highly evolved and standardized practices in the manufacture of com- 
pound drugs, mineral drugs and decoction, and the chemical practices 
bdt around them including the development of apparatus. 
Development of hospitals and dispensaries. 6. 

AGRICULTURE 

The Mughal emperors paid special attention to the growth and development 
of agriculture, for it formed the main source of income upon which the 
economy of the state depended. Unfortunately, few theoretical works on 
agriculture were produced during this period. However, there exists a 
manuscript entitled: Nu~khu dur funnjhhu by Aman Allah Sus&-, son of 
Mah5bat Khiin, a noble at the court of JaI~gngir.~~ The manuscript mentions 
that it was a fragment of Guyz-BZdzwurd of Darii Shikoh. The work, 
incomplete, is in the tradtion of Ibn Wahshyya’s ul-Ehbu uL-Nubu[&yu (c. 
292/904) and Ibn al-‘Awwiim’s Etb uI-ELiha. Nuskhu darfunnjlibu deals with 
a number of topics probably reflecting the problems and practices followed by 
farmers of the time: 
1. Making the land ferule; removing unwanted grass. Land which does not 

yield a good crop can be made more productive by growing Egyptian 
beans on it. 

2. Time of sowing and harvesting, planting of trees, transplantation. 
3. Method of sowing the seeds of cereals and vegetables. 
4. Method of preventing diseases, or increasing yields. 
5. Cultivation of cereals, vegetables, fruits and forest trees and sweet- 

smelltng flower vines and trees. 
The dscussion under each item varies from cursory remarks to some detail. 

The work deals with the cultivation of fruits like pomegranates; in the 
case of dates, the method of sowing is described and the sexes of the plant 
recognized, but fanciful remarks are also made. 

Thus it may be observed that: (a) there existed a general idea of the 
method of sowing, type of seed, manure to be given, season of planting and 
methods of increasing the yield; (b) grafting technology was widely practised 
during this period. As a result, a very large variety of fruits were developed. 
In this context, two more points are worth mentioning: firstly, the practice of 
prolonging the availabdity of the fruits for a longer period through increasing 
the season of production; and secondly, through preservation. We may take 
note of the account of fruits gven in TuzpkJzhZngfe preservation of mangos 

35. A. Husaini, Nurkha dzrfannfiiba, MS. WF 51, Lytton Collection, Aligarh, Maulan2 &%id 
Library. 
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36 for a term of two months over the season; making fruits available off- 
season, etc. 

The agricultural produce covered a wide variety of cereals, lentils and 
mdlets. In addition, cash crops were also cultivated, such as sugar cane, cotton, 
indigo, henna, p& (piper betel) and areca nuts. Among the fibre plants, men- 
tion may be made of hemp (szmn) and jute. Opium and cannabis were ex- 
tensively cultivated. 

During &IS period, new plants were also introduced into India by the 
Europeans. ZTakJuh2zgXmentions pineapple, which Jahbgir seemed to have 
cultivated at Agra. Tobacco was introduced during Akbar’s time but Jahgngir 
prohbited it. Among other fruits introduced were papya and cashew nuts 
(k@i). Coffee was introduced during Aurangzeb’s time. 

Irrigation 
As irrigation expanded, lakes and canals were constructed, and the Persian 
wheel was used to carry water on heights as was done in the case of Fatehpur 

In the construction of canals, to meet the requirements, aqueducts of 
masonry were also constructed. The construction of long canals from one city 
to the other made irrigation of the fields independent of rainwater. 

Gardens 
The Mughal emperors were deeply interested in creating gardens for pleasure. 
They formed part of the architectural design or were separately built on the 
banks of rivers or lakes. These gardens were, it seems, also used for the 
collection of exotic plants and for developing new varieties. Emperor Jahbgir 
was especially interested in gardens and flowers, as can be observed from the 
descriptions gven in the Tkpk. However, botany as a science had not 
developed in India as it was developing in Europe. 

NATURAL HISTORY 

There was considerable knowledge of and interest in animal life during this 
period. Hunting was one of the sources of knowledge on animal life and many 

36. ‘Muqarrab Khan had laid a garden in the parganah of Kairanah, which is his ancestral 
house, and preserved the mangos for two months over the season, in such a manner that 
every day he sent them fresh for the royal fruit store house.’ (Quoted from the Tupk; see 
M. A. Alavi and A. Rahman, jbangir, the Naturaht, N e w  Delhi, Indian National Science 
Academy, 1968. p. 11). 

37. M.A. Alavi and A. Rahman, fitbuLka ShfrZ?, N e w  Delhi, Indian National Science 
Academy, 1968. 
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accounts of hunting are available, but in these there was no attempt at 
classification. A book on hunting entitled Da~tzTr nl-;a’Td by Khwnja 
Muhammad Yiisuf, the m?r shikzr (chef huntsman) of Aurangzeb, contains a 
wealth of information on ornithology, hunting beasts, the uses of guns and 
directions for malilng gunpowder. It also deals with the anatomy, physiology, 
habits, food and diseases (and their cures) of 

The lilyk-iJahZBgrtf also contains much information on the subject. It 
also provides information on the new species brought by the Europeans for 
Jahiingir, such as the Malagan monkey, dodo, turkey, and zebra among others. 
It is quite possible that Jahiingir, as appears from the paintings, had an aviary as 
well as a zoo for the animals. 

It may be observed that in the fields of agriculture, botany and zoology, 
considerable empirical knowledge was confined to individuals. A detailed 
analysis of the available manuscripts is essential. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Chemical technology 
During this period, chemical technology was essentially centred round five 
areas: (1) preparation of drugs; (2) preparation of perfumes and cosmetics; 
(3) preparation of beverages including fermented ones y’ (4) mahng of dyes ; 
and (5)mahng of gunpowder and pyrotechnics.41 Rockets were also made 
with gunpowder in them both for those that went into the air, and those that 
went along the ground. 

39 

Metallurgy 
There was considerable empirical knowledge in ths field, whch was utihzed in 
makmg various types of weapons. A large number of metals, for instance zinc 
whch was not known in Europe at the time, were extracted. A number of 
alloys were also made. Metals and alloys such as iron, steel, brass and bronze 
were used in making weapons and art objects. Such goods were manufactured 
in karkhanas (workshops). Descriptions of castings of cannons are found in 
BZbar-nZmeh and A-‘&-; Akbatf. 

38. KhwHja Muhammad Yiisuf b. Razg, Dasfur al-sa’id, MS. No. 799/1, Subhandah 
Collection, Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh lCluslim University. 

39. Alavi and Rahman, Fatballa SY&i?i, op. cit., p. 126. 
40. Alavi and Rahman, ibid. 
41. P. K. Datta, ‘Technological Aspects of Fire Arms in Mughal India’, in A. Roy and S.K. 

Bagch, Tecbiiology it? Anzitnt and ilfidieval India, New Delh, 1986. 
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Another interesting development was the use of kalai for coating the 
surface of copper with a mixture of zinc and tin. Then, making threads from 
various metals like gold, silver, brass whch were used in textiles and other 
products. Gold and silver leaf was also produced for use in food and me&- 
cines. Another dimension of metallurgy was evident in the manufacture of 
gold, silver and copper coins (see kc%-iAkbmF). 

Glass and ceramics 
Considerable progress was made in the manufacture of glass, whte as well as 
coloured, and in ceramics, which included articles of daily use, art objects and 
tiles. Special printing techniques were used in the case of blue pottery.42 

The paper industry 
The paper industry was introduced in India during the fourteenth century. It 
grew rapidly and a number of manufacturing centres came into existence. In 
time, a durable qualtty of paper was produced and occasionally, crfshzfipper 
was also produced with small pieces of gold and silver embedded in it. 

Textiles 
I d a ,  during the Mughal period, represented a major centre of fine textiles 
and the silk industry. Its products were much prized. The technology was 
artisan-based. The yarn was first made on the spinning wheel, and then 
prepared by bleaching, sizing and dyeing. It was then used in making the cloth 
on the loom. A number of devices were used in texide technology. Apart from 
cotton and silk threads, gold and silver threads were also used in weaving 
special cloth. In addition, techniques of dyeing and printing the cloth were 
developed, in the former, the use of mordants for furing colours and in the 
latter, the use of c h i p  (block) printing was developed. Then, a special 
technique known as tie and dye was developed.44 

42. For details, see Mamata Chaudhuri, in Roy and Bagchi, Technology.. ., op. cit. 
43. M. J. Metha, ‘Indigenous Paper Industry and Muslim Entrepreneurship’, Ind. J Hst. Si, 

17, 1982, pp. 46-62; cf. S. A. K. Ghori and A. Rahman, ‘Paper Technology in Medieval 
India’, hd J Hist, Si, 1 /2, 1966. 

44. See H. K. Naqvi, ‘Colour Making and Dyeing of Cotton Textiles in Medieval Industan’, 
1nd.J Hist. Si., 15,1980, pp. 58-70; 17,1982, pp. 63-69; cf. A. K. Bagh, ‘Technology in 
India in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries’, 1nd. J BJt. Si., 17, 1982, pp. 82-90. 
For various devices used, see S. P. Verma, ‘Technology in Mughal Indta - Evidence of 
Mughal Paintings’, and Ishrat Imiim, ‘Textde Tools as Depicted in Ajanta and Mughal 
Paintings’, in Roy and Bagchi, TechnoloB.. ., op. cit. ; cf. Alavi and Rahman, Atballa Shfr@ 
op. Lit. 
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MECHANICAL DEVICES 

During the Mughal period, a large number of previously known mechanical 
devices were extensively used due to the development of manufacturing 
activity, or new devices were made. The A'Zni Akban mentions a few 
interesting inventions. Theyargha was invented to clean sixteen gun barrels at a 
time and was turned by a bullock. Then, there was the wagon mdl in whch the 
cog-wheel principle was used; it was used for grinchng flour. 

Screw cannon 
In order to carry heavy cannon on hdl tops, ths cannon was made in pieces 
and rejoined together later for use. 

Mulu-barrelled cannon and other devices 
The main idea was to use one match-box to fire seventeen barrels one after 
the other. 

A travehg bath for the emperor was also developed, whch was a two- 
storeyed structure with a number of compartments. 

Verma, in his study of Indian paintings, has gven a description of a 
number of devices used during the medieval and particularly during the Mughal 
period. The list covers gearing mechanism in sugar mills, the Persian wheel, 
belt drive, crank, springs and a number of others. Ishrat Imam has also studied 
Mughal paintings and has listed a number of tools used in the textlle industry 
mentioned above. 
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Chapter 6.3 

HISTORY O F  SCIENCE IN IRAN IN 
THE LAST F O U R  CENTURIES 

Hossein Masoumi Hamedanee 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The hstory of science in Iran during the last four centuries could be divided 
into three main periods. In the first period, which begns at about 1000/1591' 
and lasts unul 1135/1723, w e  witness a continuation of Iranian-Islamic 
science. The second period, beginning at about 1135/1723 and lasting until 
about 1324/1906, is a period of transition in which w e  witness the gradual 
introduction of modern Western science in Iran and the reactions to it of the 
Iranian scientific community, and Iranian society at large. The third period, 
whtch begins at 1324/1906 and continues unul now, is the period of the final 
triumph of modern science and scientific institutions over their traditional 
counterparts. 

As w e  shall see later, each of the dates given above marks a major poli- 
tical event. Ths may give a somewhat simplified picture of the situation; the 
development of science does not always follow the political changes and, from 
a scientific point of view, there is a natural overlap between these periods. 
Nevertheless, and in spite of the arbitrary character of all such categorical 
periodizations, we will keep to this scheme for historical as well as methodo- 
logical reasons and treat our subject matter under three main headings. It goes 
without saying that limitations of space and competence do not allow us to 
cover all fields of science. That is why w e  have chosen a selective approach, 
concentrating our attention on the more significant and problematic areas. 

1. In this chapter, the dates are given in both Christian (AD) and Islamic lunar (AH) years, or in 
AD only. Each Islamic lunar year corresponds to two Christian years, but for the sake of 
convenience, w e  will give only the frst year. As a result, dates are sometimes correct to 
within a year. D u e  to the change of calendar, for events which take place after 1921, as well 
as for the works published in Iran after this date, w e  will note the Persian solar date (HS). 
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The Safavid renaissance 
HISTORICAL PRELIMINARIES 

In 1000/1591 , ‘Abbns I, the fifth Safavid king (better known in his country as 
‘Sh& ‘Abbns the Great’), moved his capital from Qazwin in northern Iran to 
the famous city of Isfahan in central Iran. This seemingly insignificant event 
marked the beginning of a new era in Persian history. Being a brave and 
cunning man, the king soon established himself both as a military leader and 
an able administrator. During his reign, a standing army, mostly composed of 
the king7s loyal slaves and freedmen, was created, the border disputes with the 
Ottoman empire and other neighbouring states were settled, diplomatic 
relations with some European countries began, business and commerce 
flourished, and Iranian society enjoyed a state of peace and prosperity which 
was unprecedented for at least three centuries.* 

All this helped to bring about a cultural revival which is sometimes called 
‘the Safavid renaissance’. Without much stretching this somewhat allegorical 
appellation, w e  can say that the most characteristic feature of this ‘renaissance’, 
like its European counterpart, was a renewed interest in the arts: this was a 
golden age for architecture, painting, calligraphy and the arts of the book. But 
this is not to say that the movement was restricted to the domain of the arts. 
Along with the artistic movement, there was a scholarly and philosophical 
revival as well, and the new capital itself, already a centre of learning, became 
once again a Mecca for scholars and artists alike. During the reign of ‘Abbns I 
and his immediate successors, many magnificent mosques and schools 
(madrim) were built in Isfahan and elsewhere, in which a new generation of 
scholars was trained.3 

THE ORIGINS AND NATURE OF SAFAVID SCIENCE 
Nevertheless, the role of science in this ‘renaissance’ remains a controversial 
matter. On the one hand, one should not exaggerate the place of science in 
the Safavid period. There was no scientific movement comparable to that of 
the fourth-fifth/tenth-eleventh centuries, nor was there a single figure who 
could be compared to al-BW- or to Avicenna. The glorious days of Islamic 
science were long past, and the men of science were, for the most part, 

2. For a general appraisal of ‘Abbas I, see R.M. Savory, ‘Safavid Persia’, in R.M. Holt, 
Ann K.S. Lambton and B. Lewis (eds.), Be Cmkcfge Hutoty qfhhm, I, pp.394-429, 
esp. 420-422. 

3. In this connection, see, for example, the testimony of Thomas Herbert, who was in Iran in the 
second half of the seventeenth century, about the mudrasaof Shiraz, quoted in H. J. J. Winter, 
‘Persian Science in Safavid Times’, in P. Jackson and L. Lockhart (eds.), ne Cmbxk&e Hi~toty 
ofIran, VI, p. 585. This informative chapter suffers from a lack of theoretical framework. 
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encyclopedists and commentators, most of them jurists (faqhr) and 
philosopher-mystics (bakZm.~) with only a passing interest in science. On the 
other hand, the most significant scholarly achievements of ths period were 
not in the domain of science proper. The greatest scholarly and intellectual 
figures of ths period, such as Muhammad Bnqir Majlisi (d. 1110/1698) and 
Sadr al-Din al-Shiriizi (Mull2 Sadra, d. 1050/1640), to cite only two names, 
were traditionahsts (mz~baddfb~) and ph~losophers.~ 

But one should avoid another misunderstanding very common among 
those who write on Safavid hstory. Many hstorians tend to see the Safavid 
period as a period of total scientific de~line.~ Their main argument is that the 
Safavid rise to power, which was accompanied by the officialization of the 
Shhe religion, caused a brain drain, that is, a wave of emigration of learned 
men from Iran towards the Ottoman empire and some parts of Central Asia 
which were under Sunni rule. Even during the Safavid reign ths wave I d  not 
stop; a constant emigration of men of letters from Iran towards India brought 
about a flourishing of Persian language and poetry there. Others invoke as the 
main cause ‘the dead hand of orthodoxy’.‘ These views are not devoid of 
some historical value, but they can hardly account for the supposed decline of 
science during the Safavid period. For, on the one hand, h s  brain drain, 
important as it was, I d  not bring about a scientific revival - neither in the 
Ottoman empire, in Mongol InIa, or in Uzbek Central Asia; and for a simple 
reason, most of these emigrants were speciahsts in religious sciences with little 
or no interest in the exact sciences. As for those who were interested in these 
sciences, the general outcome of their scientific activity was not much dif- 
ferent from that of those who remained in Iran. In spite of some scattered 
activities, these scholars did not succeed in bringing about a true revival of the 
exact sciences in other Islamic lands. O n  the other hand, no one can deny the 
intense phdosophcal activity that went on throughout this period, but if w e  
consider religous orthodoxy as the main cause of the supposed deche of 
science, h s  cause should have had much more influence on philosophy, a 
discipline which touches more directly upon religous matters. But, if the 
ruthless criticism of philosophy by some influential religous figures of &IS 
period &d not constitute a serious obstacle in the way of its development, why 

4. For a brief intellectual history of the period see E. G. Browne, A Literary History OfPersia, 
London, 1908, IV, pp. 412457. Browne’s appraisal is too one-sided. For a more balanced 
general view of the achievements of this period, see R. M. Savory, Iran under the Jafauidr, 
Cambridge, 1980, pp. 203-26. Separate ti-eatments of different categories of learned 
activity in this period can be found in Jackson and Lockhart (eds.), op. it., Chapter 13, 
pp. 656-697. For the ‘school of Isfahan’, in phdosophy, see S. H. Nasr, ‘School of Isfahan’, 
in M. M. Sharif (ed.), A ffistory OfibfusLim PbdosopLy, Wiesbaden, 1966,II, pp. 904-932. 

5. See, for example, the judgement of the great Iranian scholar Muhammad Qazwini, cited by 
Browne, op. cif., pp.26-28. 

6. Winter, op. cit., p. 582. 
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6.8 Si-o-Seh Pol, or the bridge of thirty-three arches, on the Zayandeh river, 
is one of the most famous of Isfahan’s bridges. It was commissioned in 1602 

by Shiih ‘Abbas I. The bridge is 295 m long and 13.75 m wide 
0 Roland and Sabrina mchaud 

a much milder criticism should have htndered the development of science? In 
fact, as we shall see, the very hypothesis of a general scientific deche is not 
true; from a scientific point of view, the Safavid period was not as barren as is 
sometimes supposed. 

A general survey of the Safavid period shows a certain degree of diversity 
in the cultural landscape of ths period and the existence of different approaches 
to science. Far from being a period characterized by the total domination of 
a monolith concept of learning (lirmted, as some think, to the religous 
sciences), the Safavid reign was marked by the interaction between religous 
and secular branches of science, and between a popular approach to science on 
the one hand and a technical, more professional one on the other hand. 
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In fact, the harsh judgement pronounced about the fate of science in 
the Safavid period results mostly from a number of prejudces. In the first 
place, a constant implicit comparison with modern European science on the 
one hand and with the Golden Age of science in Islam on the other hand, a 
comparison that leads to an underestimation of the Safavid age. In the 
second place, a tendency to extend the political break whch characterized 
the beginning of the Safavid period, as well as the social and political decline 
which signaled its end, to the field of science. And, last but not least, the 
lack of first-hand studies on Safavid science and its main characteristics. 

Despite the political rupture created by the Safavid rise to power, as far 
as the exact sciences are concerned, thls period could be seen as the 
continuation of the Ilkhanid period. For, in spite of the great ruin 
brought about by the Mongol invasion, phdosophcal and scientific 
activity never ceased in Iran, and there was an unbroken chain of 
scientific activity in some urban centres of central Iran. The scholars of 
the Safavid period worked in the material and intellectual mllieu set up in 
the Ilkhanid and post-Ilkhanid period. Ths milieu was characterized by 
the new social status of science, and by the predominance of a certain 
type of scientist. 

One can summarize ths change by the emergence, in the Mongol 
period, of a new type of scholar whose centre of activity was in the ma- 
drasa, who had a vast encyclopedic knowledge, who was at the same time 
phdosopher-scientist or theologian-scientist, or jurist-scientist, and whose 
scientific activity consisted mainly in teaching and commenting upon the 
great classics of the past. This was accompanied by the emergence of some 
texts especially written for the purpose of tea~hmg.~ Perhaps the first ex- 

7. For a study of this development in the case of astronomy, see G. Saliba, A History ofArabic 
Astronomy: Planetary 7heories &ring the Golden -4ge ofhlam, New York, 1994, pp. 37-39. It is 
true that, as Saliba has noted, most of the books written in this period, in Iran and abroad, 
were in Arabic, which was the language of teaching in religious seminaries. But one should 
not forget that with Tiisi we witness the beginning of a hnd of division of labour 
corresponding to a linguistic division: at the same time that theoretical books of astronomy 
were written in Arabic and were taught in the madrassas, observational astronomy 
demanding instruments and manpower were compiled in courts and the results of this kind 
of activity (i. e., the e?) were compiled mostly in Persian. [The best-known examples are 
Ti-; Jkh&iof Tiisi, Zj-i Llugh Beg, Zj-i KhZgb&i(by Ghiygth al-Din Jamshid Knshani), Zj-i 
nbbammad-Xxihi, and Zi-i BahZdzirkhZni (both compiled in India in the nineteenth 
century)]. This linguistic division had far-reaching consequences for the history of 
astronomy in Islam. 
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ample of h s  change, which would serve as a model for the coming 
generations of scholars, was Nasir al-Din Tnsi.8 

An extremely versaule and prolific writer, Tiisi is a watershed in the 
hstory of science in Islam. H e  is well known not only for his original con- 
tributions (especially to geometry and astronomy), but also for his recensions. 
These included Euclid’s Elements, the ‘intermediate books’ (ul-mutuwu.rsz&it), 
that is the books which correspond more or less to the ‘Small Collection’ of 
the Hellenistic period, and the Almugest of Ptolemy. Thanks to the great in- 
fluence of Tasi as a philosopher-theologian-scientist, from now on, a certain 
amount of mathematics and astronomy becomes an integral part of the cur- 
riculum of the mudrasas in Iran and abr~ad.~ Ths fact did not escape the 
attention of some foreign observers. John Chardin, who lived in Iran in the 
last third of the seventeenth century, gives a list of the ancient authorities in 
mathematics studied during this period. This list includes the names of 
Archimedes, Theodosius, Autolycus, Menelaus, and Apolloniu~,’~ names 

8. On Tiisi, see the article, ‘Nasir al-Din al-Tiisi’, in Be Dctionary of JientifiG Biograpby; 
G. F. Ragep, TE’J ‘Memoir on Astronomy.. .’, New York, 1993, 2 vols. (Introduction); 
R. Rashed (ed.), Enyclapaedia of the Histoy oj” Arabic Science, 3 vols., London, 1996, 
pp.93-94 (for Tiisi’s contribution to the solution of some theoretical problems of 
astronomy and his original device known as the ‘Ttisi couple’), pp.515-519 (for his 
contribution to trigonometry), pp.468469 (for his contribution to the theory of 
parallels), and index. 

9. According to Saliba (op. it., p. 37), the introduction of astronomy .into the school 
curriculum was a gradual process, which passed through several stages. This began with 
texts such as Tabjira j-l-Hq’a of Kharaqi (d. 533/1138). Nevertheless, the process 
accelerated in the Ilkhanid and post-Ilkhanid period. 

10. J. Chardin, HyageJ du Chevalier Chardin en Perse, new edn, Paris, 1811, IV, p. 200. He adds 
in this connection that ‘ainsi Yon peut dire que h l’kgard de la doctrine des anciens, les 
perses en savent autant que nous, et peut-etre plus’. (‘Thus one can say that in 
connection with the doctrine of the ancients, the Persians know as much as we do, and 
perhaps even more.’) Chardin was not a scholar, and he draws mostly upon his personal 
impressions. This character gives a special value to his testimony, because it reflects the 
dominant tendency of the scholarly circles of Iran at that time. Even if he gives a very 
distorted form to some proper names, his testimony shows that, at least in some 
branches of learning, the scientific level of Iran was much hgher than that found in the 
works of Tiisi. A good example is the case of optics. H e  writes that the most famous 
work in ‘optics’ was ‘le commentaire de Hussein sur PtoltmC‘ (Chardin, op. it., p. 214). 
Eleswhere (p. 216), he cites as the greatest authority on ‘perspective’, a certain ‘Ebn 
Hussein’. Although some problems remain to be solved (What is this ‘commentaire sur 
Ptolkmk? Is ‘Hussein’ the fxst name given in some manuscripts to Ibn al-Haytham or a 
distorted form of ‘Hassan’ or ‘Haytham’?), it seems that in both cases the person in 
question is Ibn al-Haytham, the greatest writer on optics in Islam (and in fact in all the 
Middle Ages). But we know that Ttisi hew almost nothing of the optical works of Ibn 
al-Haytham. Thus, the Iranian scholars of the second half of the seventeenth century had 
a more direct access to the works of Ibn al-Haytham, and despite the accepted opinion, 
this author was widely known. 
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which correspond to the authors of the 'intermediate books', commented 
upon by Tiisi. 

If a large part of the works of Tusi consists of a certain type of com- 
mentary, one of the indicators of the intellectual climate is that in the fol- 
lowing centuries, among the works most commented upon w e  find two 
books of al-Tusi himself hs Tqed which is a book of theology, and hs 
Tadbkira," on astronomy; and often we find these two books commented 
upon by one and the same person or by persons belonging to the same 
scholarly circle. 

Not only did the influence of Tusi determine to a great degree the 
future content of the scientific curriculum, but hs personality served also 
as a model for the coming generations of scholars.12 Ths is the case of the 
scholars belonging to the 'school of Shraz'. O n  the eve of the Safavid rise 
to power, the most famous representatives of ths school were Jald &Din 
Dawwani (d. 909/1503) and Kamd al-Din Maybudi (d. 910/1504). A 
member of ths group, Amir Ghiath &Din Mansur Dashtaki (d. 948/ 
1541), reminds us, by hs personality as well as by the extension of hs 
domain of activity, of Tiisi. Origmally a phdosopher-theologian, Dashtaki 
served for a short time (from 936 to 938) as the minister of the second 
Safavid kmg (to ths period belongs hs unsuccessful mission for the re- 
construction of the observatory of Maragha). He wrote not only on 
theology and phdosophy, but on astronomy (including a commentary on 
the Tdbkira of Tusi), and even on rhetorics (Tusi hmself had composed a 
treatise on metrics whch was, until very recently, the most common text- 
book on ths subject in Iran). 

Ths type of scientific activity continued, with some ups and downs, 
throughout the Safavid period, an activity whch mainly consisted in teaching 
and commenting upon the works of former generations. Ths fact is wit- 
nessed by the existence of many manuscripts copied during the Safavid 
period, as well as the testimony of some observers. To cite only one ex- 
ample, the same Chevalier Chardm gves a list of the authors most studied in 
the period; a list which contains, among others, Sufi, Tiisi, Ulugh Beg, 

11. For a list of these commentaries, see Ragep, op. fit., pp.58-65. Some of these 
commentaries, for example those of Khafri (written in 932/1525) and Dashtaki 
(d. 848/1541), belong to the first period of the Safavid reign. But w e  h o w  that the 
commentary of Khafri served as a textbook of astronomy even in our time, even late 
in the Safavid period, and the grandson of the philosopher Mzr Findriski commented 
upon it. 

12. Chardin, op. fit., pp. 200-201, says that 'le plus ckli.bre des auteurs des derniers sickles et le 
plus suivi est Cojk Nessir de Thus, trks fameux et tri.s estimk.. .' (among the authors of the 
last centuries, the most famous one who has many followers is Khawaje Nasir Tasi; he is 
very famous and very appreciated.. .). 
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Jamshid Ghiiith al-Din I<%shi, QiiG Zada al-Rami and ‘Ah b. Muhammad 
Qiishji.13 

If we leave aside Safi, an astronomer of the fourth/tenth century whose 
catalogue of the ffied stars was very popular during many centuries (this cat- 
alogue was even translated into Persian by Tusi), the other names in h s  list 
belong to Ilkhanid and post-Ilkhanid science. Ths fact accounts for the 
emergence of some polymaths, such as al-‘Amdi (see below). But these works 
are above all representative of the more official and average level of the study 
of mathematics and astronomy; the work of some speciahsts such as Yaxdi 
(see below) shows the existence of some circles who taught science at a much 
hgher level. 

Even if we pass over disciplines such as medicineI4 and astronomy,15 h s  
overall picture would be incomplete without some brief remarks on the other, 
equally important, constituent of the scholarly climate of h s  period, that is 
the religious sciences. 

In the beginning of the Safavid movement in the ninth/fifteenth century, 
a new factor appeared on the Persian intellectual scene. This movement had 
taken root in a Shte Sufi order with extreme and even heretical views. It had 
an armed backbone, consisting of Qizilbash tribal units, who considered the 
king as their military as well as their spiritual leader. When the movement 
consolidated itself as the Safavid dynasty, the need for a more moderate ver- 
sion of Slvism was felt. As a result, at the invitation of the Safavid kings, 
learned men were brought in from Lebanon and Bahrain, the then most no- 
table centres of SKte learning. 

13. Chardin, up. cit., pp.205, 207, 215. Perhaps the most famous work of QGshji was his 
Astronomy in Persian (HqJat-i$rsQ. There exists a great numbers of manuscripts of this 
book in many libraries in Iran. Among its Safavid commentaries, one can mention those of 
Mu~lih al-Din Lnri (d. 979/1571) and Aghn Hussayn 1Ulwiinsni-i (d. 1098/1687). 

14. For the history of medicine in ths period, see Z. Safa, A ffistoly ofIranian Literature (in 
Persian), V, pt. 1, Tehran, AH 1362, pp.354-366; C. Elgood, AMedicalHstoy OfPersia, 
Cambridge, 1951, pp. 348-437; and idem, fafaavid Ahdical Bactice, 1S0&1700, London, 
1970. 

15. A domain largely unknown, owing to insufficient scholarship. In this connection some 
research areas can be specified: the astronomy taught in madrasas, which was organized 
around the texts of Tosi, his commentators, and other texts of the Ilkhanid and post- 
Ilkhanid period as well as more elementary textbooks such as ‘Amili’s E5b4 al-gak; the 
role of the astronomer royal (munqim b d i )  especially in its relation with astrology (the 
astronomer royal of the court of ‘Abbas I compiled a Tubfqt al-mmajimin, which is an 
encyclopedic work on the subject); the art of instrument-making, especially that of 
astrolabe-making which, as is well known, reached its apogee in the Safavid period (in this 
connection see, for example, Francis Maddison, ‘Observatoires portatifs’, in R. Rashed 
(ed.), Hstuire des sciences arabes, Paris 1997, I, pp. 157-158); a kind of popular astrology, 
supposedly based on religious sources, and which is best exemplified in the books called 
‘Ikb~arZt’; the @es compiled in Persian, especially in India, etc. 
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6.9 Archtects with set-square, pick and compass. 
From an engraved metal disc, Isfahan, 1600 

0 Victoria and ,4lbert Museum, London 

So, the new learned atmosphere created in the first decades of Safavid 
rule was the result of a combination of two elements: a scientific school whch 
was phlosophcally oriented, and another one whose members were mostly 
jurists and clerics vltgt-hs). Among these two groups, at first the latter had the 
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upper hand. But the situation gradually changed, and by the beginning of the 
eleventh/seventeenth century a new generation of scholars had appeared 
whose members could best be described as phdosopher-jurists or philosopher- 
tradltionalists. Later on, a more orthodox and traditionalist tendency would 
come to dominate, but although there were always jurists and traditionalists 
who were opposed to philosophy and to those branches of learning tradi- 
tionally linked to it (including the sciences), the rest looked favourably on 
science and even were scientists themselves. This reconciliation of religious 
and rational sciences is exemplified in the person of Bah2 al-Din al-'h&. 

Two REPRESENTATIVE FIGURES: 'AMILI AND YAZDI 
Bah2 al-Din Muhammad '&d (953-1030/1546-1620), better known in Iran 
as 'Shaykh Baha'i', was born in Lebanon to a learned Shtite family. The 
formative years of his life were spent both in Lebanon and in Iran, and his 
extensive travels in Iran and abroad brought htm into contact with a host of 
scholars. The list of his teachers includes men from Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, 
Iraq, Bahrain and Iran." H e  studied religious sciences, phdosophy, mathe- 
matics, astronomy and literature, and wrote books on many of these subjects. 
H e  was a philosopher, a scientist, a mystic and a jurist. Having the title of 
shqkh al-ishnz, for a short period he had the highest official rank among the 
clergy of hls time, but in the popular Iranian memory, he is above all a wise 
man. H e  composed poems both in ArabicI7 and Persian, and in popular 
legends, he is even crelted with having been an ingenious inventor and 
having built in Isfahan a public bath whose sole source of energy was a 
burning candle. 

In addition to his writings on law and other religious sciences, 'Amili 
wrote on many scientific subjects as well. His Desqbtion oftbe Heavens ( Tabrib 
al-dZk) is an easy non-technical introduction to Ptolemaic astronomy. Thts 
treatise, and its Persian counterpart, Ebfah-yi &tam$ah, which cover almost 
the same topics as the treatise of Qoshji on this subject and have almost the 
same structure, continue the tradition of quasi-popular astronomy of the late 
Ilkhanid period .l 

16. O n  the life and works of al-'Arnili, see the notice on him in Jackson and Lockhart (eds.), op. 
cit., pp. 666469; C. E. Bosworth, Bar52 al-Din al-'A&iL and his Literary Anthologies, 
Manchester, 1989 (Journal of Semitic Studies Monograph No. lo), and its critical review; 
D. J, Stewart, Stzdia haniLa, 19/2, 1990, pp. 275-282 which rectifies some very common 
misunderstandings about the life and works of al-'Amilr. 

17. The Arabic poetry of al-'Amili, scattered throughout his work, is collected in M. Altunji, 
Baha' al-Dn a/- 'A&i& a&, shi'ir, 'dim, Damascus, 1405/1985. 

18. The two treatises have been published several times. W e  have consulted the lithograph 
edttion of Tehran (no date), which contains other elementary texts on astronomy and 
mathematics. 
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Some of ‘Amili’s writings, whch are not strictly scientific, contain many 
scientific topics. For example, in hs ‘Miscellany’ (k;?shkJ), a compilation of 
many diverse subjects such as puzzles, historical and literary anecdotes, and 
some selected lines of Persian and Arabic poetry, etc., one can find some 
arithmetical and algebraic problems. Even hs ‘Commentary to the Hymn of 
the Crescent Moon’ (i.e. the hymn to be recited on seeing the new moon), 
whch is about a strictly religious subject, discusses, among other things, the 
sphericity of the earth, the moon’s motion and its mansions, the nature of 
light, the relation between heavenly bodies and the sublunar world, and many 
other scientific issues. H e  even feels obliged to pronounce himself against 
those who, for allegedly religious reasons, believe in a flat earth, and he refutes 
their arguments. 

For almost three centuries, ‘Amdi’s ‘Compendium of Arithmetic’ 
(Bu@ut ul-biJZb) was one of the most popular books on the subject in 
Iran, and until quite recently, it was the standard textbook with which one 
began learning arithmetic and algebra in Islamic seminaries. It was trans- 
lated into Persian several times, and there are many Persian and Arabic 
commentaries on it.2o It is a short treatise that treats arithmetic and algebra 
on an elementary level. The arithmetic part covers, among other things, 
the basic arithmetical operations on the integer numbers and on ratios, 
doubling, and extraction of the second roots. The algebraic part treats the 
solution of ‘the six algebraic problems’, that is, the first- and second-degree 
equations in one unknown. Here ‘&nih completes the traditional method 
of solution of Khuwiirizmi and his followers by the alternative method of 
false position and computation by double error ( h i d  ul-khutZ’qn). In an- 
other chapter, ‘Amili gives some results of elementary number theory (the 
s u m  of n consecutive natural numbers, the sums of their cubes, etc.). All 
these matters are treated in an algorithmic manner, without giving any 
proofs. In addition, it seems that for ‘ h i l i  the whole science of uljubr wu-l- 
muq&h (i.e. algebra) boiled down to the solution of the first- and second- 
degree equations. H e  does not even mention hrd- and fourth-degree 
equations, and it is almost certain that Khayyiim’s classification of the cubic 
equations and the latter’s theory for the geometrical solution of these 
equations probably went well beyond the mathematical abilities of ‘Amili. 
Nevertheless, some of the ‘difficult’ unsolved problems placed at the end 
of the treatise to test the mathematical talent of the student lead to fourth- 
degree equations. 

As mentioned earlier, ‘Amdi was neither a first-rate scientist nor an 
orignal thmker. A saylng attributed to him does some justice to hm: ‘In 

19. See Bahx’ a.-Din a.-‘--, al-ffadqa al-bili@ya.. . , ed. by S. A. M. Khurasm-, Qum, Iran, 

20. A. B. Tehrani (al-Dban‘ ili tagin$al-Sbi‘a, 13, pp. 147-149) lists seventeen commentaries. 
1410. 
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scientific discussions, I overcame every polymath, but I was overcome by 
some specialists.’ But the great influence of the legend of ‘hili, which is 
still living in his adopted homeland, eclipsed the scientific work of some of 
these ‘specialists’. This is true especially in the case of mathematics. 
Among the mathematical works written in the world of Islam, Be 
Coqendizm $Arithmetic was one of the first works to be translated into 
European languages. This poor representative of Islamic mathematics not 
only helped to create a false impression of the achievements of Islamic 
science, but caused above all a very low appreciation of the Safavid period 
as a period of total stagnation of science, a judgement which is contra- 
dicted by the mathematical works of Muhammad BHqir Yazdi. 

Muhammad Bgqir Yazdi (c. 1047/1637), who was if not the last great 
Muslim mathematician perhaps the greatest mathematician of the whole 
Safavid period, was a near contemporary (although not, as some sources 
suggest, a teacher) of ‘hfi. Little is known of his life, except that he was an 
important mathematician, and his son and grandson (who was called 
Muhammad Biiqir) were also mathematicians.22 The principal work of Yazdi, 
Be Spring-head $Arithmetic (‘@2n al-biszb), never had the fame and the po- 
pularity enjoyed by ‘&niri’s much inferior Compendizim, although the great 
number of its manuscripts suggests that it was used as a textbook. This is a 
work in the tradition of al-Karaji (fourth/tenth century) and his successors, 
includmg al-KHshi (ninth/fifteenth century). Apart from chapters on more 
conventional mathematical topics, the book contains ‘a substantial chapter on 
Diophantian analysis’. In his book, Yazdi also studes the amicable numbers23 
and discovers the couple (9 437 056, 9 363 584). This is the same couple of 
numbers discovered by Descartes in 1638. As Yazdi finished worhng on his 
book in 1047/1637, probably his dscovery went back to some years earlier.24 

21 

21. An edition appeared in India as early as 1812, and in 1843 it was translated by 
Nesselmann into German. In his Extrais du Fakbae ($4-Karaji) published in 1853, 
the great German historian of science F. Woepcke notes that this book gives a false 
picture of Muslim achievements in mathematics (F. Woepcke, Extrait du Fakbn; Paris, 
1853, p.1). The most recent edition is Galal S.A. Shawky (ed.), 7 h e  Mathematical 
Works of Baba’ al-Dlin al-‘A&ili (in Arabic), Aleppo, Syria, 1976, which includes, in 
addition to the ‘Compendium’, a collection of problems gathered from ‘Amili’s 
krbkil. 

22. Abu-1-Qiisim Qorbgni, Zind&i-nZmibyi RiZ@&in-i Dowrabyi hlZmi (in Persian), Tehran, 

23. By amicable numbers, one means any two integers each of which is equal to the sum of the 
aliquot (i.e. exact divisors or factors) of the other. 

24. The point of departure of Yazdi was a theorem discovered by Thiibit b. Qurra (third/ninth 
century) and rediscovered by Fermat and Descartes between 1636 and 1638 (R. Rashed, 
Entre aritbme‘tigzre et alge‘bre: recbercbes sur L‘bistoire des matbe‘matipes arabes, Paris, 1984, pp. 259- 
274, esp. pp. 272-273). For the life and works of Yazdi, see Qorb-, op. cit., pp. 436444; 
and idem, Di Rff@dan-TIr&i (in Persian), Tehran, HS 1347, pp. 33-58. 

HS 1365, pp. 47. 
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In another treatise, recently edted and studied by Roshdi Ra~hed?~ 
Yazdi tries to solve the indeterminate equation: 

XI2 + A”$ + ... + Xn2 = ”2 
by purely arithmetical methods. As Rashed has pointed out, the work of Yazdi 
belongs to the most developed tradtion in theory of numbers in Islam, and the 
methods employed by hm (even if they reflect a more ancient tradtion on ths 
subject) were of the same type employed by some European mathematicians 
of the seventeenth century. As Rashed puts it: 

The example of Yazdi shows that until the fourth decade of the seventeenth 
century, mathematical research was still alive in Islamic lands. Moreover, both 
in the themes treated and the results obtained, one could see a parallelism with 
the research done in Latin and in French. Without knowing each other, 
mathematicians such as Yazdi [in Iran] and Bachet de MCziriac and Fermat [in 
France] treated the same questions and arrived at, if not identical, at least 
similar results .26 

Both Yazdi and ‘Amib were lucky enough to live in the most prosperous 
period of Safavid culture. By the end of the twelfth/seventeenth century, and 
for reasons whch go beyond this chapter, Safavid power was already in 
decline, but it was the fall of Isfahan to Afghan tribes in 1135/1723 that put 
an end to every cultural and scientific activity. For almost three-quarters of a 
century, between the fall of the Safavid dynasty and the consolidation of 
Qajar rule, the whole country was in a state of turmoil and anarchy; there 
was no central government, and Iran was divided among rival cheftains 
usually at war against each other. Even the famous NZdir Shgh, despite lus 
hstoric conquests, did not succeed in creating a stable government, and hs 
reign was short-lived and had disastrous political and economic conse- 
quences for the country. It was during these turbulent times that some 
Iranian scholars came into contact with some aspects of modern science. But 
even under the Safavids, some sporadic contacts took place whch deserve 
mention. 

IRAN AND MODERN WESTERN SCIENCE 

Although the relations between Iran and some European countries go back 
to the ninth/fifteenth century, for more than a century they remained 
exclusively diplomatic and ~omrnercial.~’ The Persians knew next to nothing 

25. R. Rashed, ‘4-Yazdi et I’equation i = 15xi2 = x2’, fisforia Scimfanm, 4/2, 1994, pp. 79- 
26. Rashed, ibid., p. 84. 
27. H. M. Ardakiii, T~~~h-i.li/Jass~s~t--i Tanraddclr~i~yi~a~~dar(~~~z (in Persian), Tehran, HS 1354, 

101. 

I, pp. 5-8. 
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about the social and intellectual upheavals of Europe, and none of the great 
scientific achievements of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had any 
noticeable repercussions in Iran. With the Safavid rise to power, the relations 
extended, but the overall picture did not change considerably. Of course, 
there were Christian missionaries in Iran, some serving the royal court as 
interpreters. Moreover, moved by the technical superiority of the Europeans, 
some Safavid kings decided to benefit from European military advisers. But 
all these Europeans were men of action, with little or no interest in science, 
and those among them who had some knowledge of modern science 
preferred to keep it to themselves. As Iran was never directly colonialized by 
a Western power, the news of modern science reaching Iranian society was 
sporadlc and through second-hand channels. 

The accounts gven by some European sources of the first encounters 
with European science tend to be anecdotal and even caricatural. W e  cite 
only one example. In about 1095/1684, a European delegation to the 
Safavid court presented the king with an astronomical instrument which 
demonstrated the Copernican planetary system, with the sun at the centre 
and the earth and the other planets revolving around it. Having seen this 
unheard-of configuration, the king consulted the astronomer royal. The 
latter opined that the immobiltty of the earth and the revolution of all 
celestial bodies were an established scientific fact and also an article of 
faith. Thus, after having made sure that the instrument contained neither 
gold nor any precious metal, the king ordered his servants to take it to the 
cellar and dump it there.28 In so far as our meagre and scattered sources 
allow us to conclude, the response of the scientific community, as well as 
the society at large, was not so hostile. A European missionary living in 
Isfahan about 1070/1660 is said to have built an elementary telescope, and 
although this must have happened only about fifty years after the invention 
of the instrument in Europe, it did not create a stir and the instrument 
remained largely unnoticed. At about this time, in a letter to an Iranian 
friend, a European traveller explained to him the astronomical system of 
Tycho Brahe (a compromise solution between Ptolemaic and Copernican 
systems).29 Moreover, in Muhammad Biiqir Yazdi’s commentary on his 
grandfather’s Spring--head of Arithmetic, written in 1106/1694, two values are 
gven for (the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter), 
‘which have been calculated by European calculators.’ Of these two values, 
the first one is the value obtained by Franqois Vieta in 1579, and the 
second one is in fact the value calculated by Von Ceulen in 1596. Since this 

28. E. Kaempfer, Am H~e despersirchen GroJkon;nigs. 1684-1685, ed. by Walter Him, Tiibingen, 

29. See Winter, op. cit., p. 591; A. Say&, ‘Islam and the Rise of the Seventeenth Century 
1977, pp. 66-67. 

Science’, Beleten, 22, 1958, pp. 353-368. 
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cannot be a mere coincidence, one can conclude some famharity on the 
part of the author with recent relevant literature. Our fourth example 
comes from In&a, where the Persian language served not only as a literary 
language, but also as a language of administration and a vehcle for the 
transfer of knowledge in certain domains. The Zj-i A~~~ammad-~lbLibhi;, written 
in a local court of India and through the collaboration of a group of 
Muslim, Hindu and Christian (Portuguese) astronomers, was not only the 
last great Persian inspired by the tradition of Zj-i ZkhLirzhi; of Tusi, but 
also one whose authors knew the results of some modern European as- 
tronomical observations as well. 

These examples, chosen from among a handful of cases casually reported 
by some historians or scattered in the manuscripts, show the ambivalence of 
the approach of the Safavid period to Western ideas. There was, on the one 
hand, a rejection of what seemed to be alien to the established order (including 
traditional teaching), and, on the other hand, a desire to know and even to 
adopt what seemed to be in harmony with the established order. Behnd ths 
ambivalence, one can feel the ddemma of Safavid power, a power whose 
splendour could not hde its fraghty not only against the emerging European 
supremacy but even in the face of a tribal riot, which eventually put an end to 
its reign. 

30 

A period of transition 
THE FIRST PERSIAN WRITINGS ON MODERN SCIENCE 
With the fall of the Safavid dynasty, the situation changed completely. The 
closing down of the age-old centres of learning, though a disaster in itself, 
had an emancipating effect as well, because it caused the general displacement 
of the Iranian men of knowledge towards other centres whch remained 
active. The most important was the forced emigration of many Iranian 

30. The great number of extant manuscripts of thts @'in Iran attests its popularity and its use 
as a textbook. This @'is dated 1138/1725. Through hs Jesuit collaborates, Jai Sing was 
able to compare his own results with those reported in La Hire's Tabdue Astronomocae 
(Paris, 1687-1702) and in Flamsteed's Historia Coelestis Bdannia (17 12-1725) and ordered 
a European treatise on plane and spherical trigonometry and a treatise on logarithms to 
be translated into Sanskrit (C. A. Nallino, Raccolta di fm&i Editi et Inediti, ed. by Maria 
Naho, Rome, 1944, V, pp. 550-552). The history of the compilation of the @'is told by 
its editor, Maharaja Jai Sing, in his introduction. To perform the observations which were 
going to serve as the basis for this @', several observatories were constructed in India, 
which are in fact the last great Islamic observatories (see Nallino, op. it.). But, as Nallino 
(op. it., p.551) has pointed out, the @ and the instruments were all derived from 
traditional Islamic astronomy. The Zg-i Mu~ammad-Jhcibhz was not the last Persian @ 
compiled in India. 
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6.10 An astronomer makes observations with an astrolabe whde his assistant 
consults tables in a book. From an engraved metal dtsc, Isfahan, 1600 

0 Victoria and Albert Museum, London 

intellectuals to India, a country with a large Shhe community and where the 
Persian language was almost an official as well as a literary means of 
communication. Ths had a beneficial effect on the introduction of the first 
elements of modern science in Iran. In India, some Iranian kmigrks came into 
close contact with the British authorities who had some knowledge of the 
recent technical and social developments of Europe. Of course, these 
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contacts were not systematic and the knowledge acquired in ths way was 
usually second-hand and inaccurate; but, combined with an awareness of the 
general backwardness of their own country, they kindled a flame of 
enthusiasm in the heart of these 6migri.s. 

This general sentiment is reflected in the first extant treatise on modern 
science written by an Iranian. The main body of ths treatise,31 which bears no 
title in its unique manuscript, is devoted to a lscussion of Copernican as- 
tronomy, but it lscusses many other topics as well. All w e  know about the 
author and the date and circumstances in which the treatise was written is 
gathered from the text itself. As his name suggests, the author, a certain Abu 
Tdib Hussaini Safavi, was a member (perhaps a lstant one) of the former 
royal family of Iran. The treatise shows that he lived for a whde in Inla and 
made extensive travels there. His writing betrays some elements of the Persian 
style prevalent in India at the time. Some historical and autobiographical 
references help us to fix the date of the text between 1184/1770 and 1186/ 
1772. 

The treatise begns by a general survey of ‘the recent discoveries of 
“Christian scientists and phllosophers” ’ and mentions that these discoveries 
surpass all the achevements of previous nations, and this for several reasons. 
The first reason lies in the much greater accuracy and the power of the new 
scientific (especially astronomical) instruments invented and used by the 
‘Christians’. The second reason is the patronage given to scientific investiga- 
tion by the ‘Christian’ rulers. The thrd reason is the continuity of scientific 
institutions in Europe. This introduction is followed by an account of early 
modern European navigation, the hscovery of the Americas by Columbus, 
and a detded description of the five continents and major islands of the earth. 
Of course the author does not aim at teaching the reader the details of geo- 
graphy, rather he intends to dustrate his general discourse with some examples 
of the achievements of the Europeans in the more sensible field of geography, 
before passing to the second part of the treatise, devoted to the more abstract 
and more controversial field of astronomy. 

The second part of the treatise is not a systematic account of the new 
astronomy, but only some glimpses into ths new world-picture; it is a re- 
futation of the old astronomy rather than a demonstration of the new one, and 
all that it does is to expose a very general and even inaccurate account of the 
Copernican system, including a list of the planets (with their names gven in 
English) ordered according to their distances from the sun, the number of 
their moons, an explanation of the solar and lunar eclipses. The author does 
not give any kinematic model for the details of the movements of the planets, 

31. The text of this treatise has been edtted, with an analytical introduction and full critical 
notes, by the present author. See H.M. Hamedani, ‘ksid-i dar Ithbiit-i Hay’at-i Jadid’, 
Ma‘ZnJ 1/2, Tehran HS 1363, pp. 117-189. 
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nor does he mention any post-Copernican development, somehg which 
was perhaps beyond his knowledge of astronomy. 

This lack of technical knowledge is partly compensated for by the 
author’s zeal in his defence of the new world-view (because it is exactly this 
aspect of Copernican astronomy which interests him). H e  takes issue with 
the proponents of the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic world-view, and in his argu- 
ments, he shows himself fully versed in Islamic astronomy and Peripatetic 
physics, especially in the versions given in the textbooks written in the late 
Ilkhanid and Safavid period.32 Indeed, one gets the impression that the 
author’s command of the old astronomy far surpasses his knowledge of the 
new one, which is at best second-hand and fragmentary. Above all, he 
knew, of course through second-hand sources, that the Ptolemaic kinematic 
models had been the subject of a very fundamental criticism on the part of 
some Muslim astronomers (a criticism which culminated in what is now 
called ‘the school of Mariigha’), and his short history of these criticisms is 
more or less accurate. 

In this early Iranian convert to the modern world-view, one can detect 
some important characteristics of the first advocates of modern science in 
Iran. Few of them had any formal training in what they spoke for, although 
most of them had a relatively good grasp of classical Islamic science, and 
this grasp sometimes served as a framework into which they organized and 
interpreted their newly acquired knowledge; most of them looked at science 
as a means of enlightenment and social reform; and almost all of them 
wrote in Persian and not in Arabic, which was the standard language of 
traditional learning at the time. 

Not all the successors of Aba Tab were as well informed as he was. 
Another Persian living in India, who made some trips to England and wrote 
almost thirty years after Abu Tab, gives a fairy-tale account of European sci- 
ence and its emergence. H e  talks of ‘Mr. Newton, the inventor of the heaven- 
searching telescope’, who, after having made many travels all around the 

33 

32. Among the sources cited by him, we can find the Sh@ of Ibn Sin2 (Avicenna), the 
Commentuy of Q%zi Zada al-R&ni on Chaghmm-, theQubarrit of Mir D%m&d, Bihrir ul-Anwrir 
of Majlisi, and the Kzrhkdof ‘ h i l ~  But the only ‘Christian scientist’ he mentions by name 
is Christopher Columbus (M. Hamedani, op. cit., p. 121). 

33. H e  cites all the sixteen ‘problems’ (ishk&t) which beset the Ptolemaic models, and gives a 
list of those who had tried to solve them. The list includes the names of Ibn al-Haytham, 
Jiizjiin& Nasir al-Din Tfisi, M*yi al-Din Maghribi, Qutb al-Din Shk%zi, etc. It is interesting 
that this brief account of the works known under the general title of ‘the school of 
Marqha’ is given in the first book on modern astronomy in Persian. The author does not 
give his source, but in fact all this history is taken, almost verbatim, from the commentary 
of Msul& al-Din Lnri (d. 979/1571) to Atronomy in Persiun (firs@ Hqu?), Mull2 ‘Ah 
Qashji (this part of the commentary is quoted as a mar@ note in the Tehran lithograph 
edition of the text of Qashji). 
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world, returns home and there he enjoys great popularity.34 The author of ths 
second book was a merchant by profession and lus interest in purely scientific 
matters was much less than Abii Talib’s. But hs book had better luck; it was 
published and had a great influence on its readers. 

Abu Talib’s treatise was the first in a series of books and treatises whch 
increased rapidly in number. The main object of these writings was to 
‘prove’ the validity of Copernican astronomy, but they were interested only 
in the grand idea of h s  system and dd not pay due attention to its technical 
subtleties. As a result, they were of iittle educational and computational value. 
At the same time, there were authors who tried to ‘refute’ Copernican as- 
tronomy on the grounds of its supposed scientific inadequacy or its alleged 
dsagreement with religious dogma. 

These controversies, whch remain mostly unpublished, remind us of 
the disputes which took place around the new astronomy in Europe during 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and involved many scientists and 
clergymen. Although the parallels are sometimes interesting, one cannot 
stretch them too far. For in the Persian case, there was neither a concerted 
religious opposition to the new system nor an official ban on its teachng. 
Ths partly explains the relatively rapid acceptance of the new astronomy in 
Iran - a process whch took no more than a century, a period not too long if 
w e  take into account the general scientific stagnation and inertia of the 
period. 

In 1278/1861 , ‘Ah Quli hfirzii I‘tizad al-Saltanah, minister of science at 
the court of Na$r al-Din Shah (1264-1313/1848-1895), in lus Sphere of 
Happiness (Falak a/-sa‘zda) which was devoted to the refutation of the claims 
of astrology, contended that ‘the fixed stars have no retrograde motion, 
neither according to Ptolemaic astronomy nor according to the new correct 
astronomy’ [italics added]. His wordmg shows that he was not announcing a 
new official position and that for hm, as for many of his learned con- 
temporaries, the ‘correctness’ of Copernican astronomy was an indsputably 
established fact. 

Unul the hrd decade of the thrteenth (the second decade of the nine- 
teenth) century, all that Iran knew of modern European science was acquired 
through personal contact, and those engaged in the acquisition and propaga- 
tion of new ideas acted out of personal curiosity and envisaged no application 
for their knowledge; there was, thus, no institutional transfer of modern sci- 
ence nor any attempt to use it for more practical purposes. 

34. M r  ‘Abd d-Latif Shiishtari, E~ataaGC.-i?am, ed. by S. Muwahhed, Tehran, HS 1363, p. 303. 
For a brief description of these works, see M. Hamedani, op. cif., pp.128-129; M.T. 
Danesh-Pajouh, ‘Nakhustin Ketiibhii-yi Falsafa wa ‘Ilm-i Jadid dar Iriin’ (in Persian), Nashr- 
i-Danirh, 2/2, pp. 88-101. 
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But the situation was changing little by little.35 In 1226/1812 and in 
1230/1815 two groups of Iranian students were sent to Europe to study 
painting, printing, medicine, physics and engineering. This was followed by 
other groups who travelled to Europe on state missions, or on their own 
initiative, to study medicine, science and engineering. Some of these stu- 
dents did not make much progress in their studles, but others brought along 
on their return a first-hand knowledge of some branches of European sci- 
ence and technology. Foremost among this second category was Mirzg Ja‘far 
(later ‘Mushir al-Dawla’) who studled engineering in England and, on his 
return, before engagmg in important governmental activities, served for a 
wlde as a mathematics teacher. H e  was the first person in Iran to give a 
more or less technical account of the new (i.e. Newtonian) physics. His 
unpublished treatise on the ‘Rules and the Laws of Artillery’, originally 
written as a handbook for artillerymen, contains the first treatment in 
Persian of Newtonian mechanics. In ths treatise, written between 1250/ 
1834 and 1264/1848, the author does not intend to refute anythmg nor 
does he argue for or against any special doctrine. Rather he is trying to 
provide his readers with a new and useful device for calculation. H e  is not 
addressing ‘learned men’, because his intended readers are men of action 
with little or no interest in the ‘scholastic’ debate between the old and the 
new science. 

The treatise begins with the definition of the basic concepts of me- 
chanics (such as force of gravity, acceleration, etc.) and then pro- 
ceeds to a discussion of the laws of motion and the trajectories of projectiles. 
It is written in a relatively simple non-technical language, the author avoids 
derivatives and integrals, and he does not even present the laws of motion 
and the trajectories in terms of algebraic equations, instead he uses the age- 
old theory of proportions (with its concept of combination of ratios), which 
was far more farmliar to his intended readers. 

DAR AL-FUNUN 
As far as w e  know, U-rzii Ja‘far Mushir al-Dawla was the first person in Iran to 
use modern science for educational and practical purposes. For more than a 
decade, we do not know of any other attempt to teach something of modern 
science. Perhaps some science was taught in a few missionary schools opened 
in 1255/1839 in Tabria and Urmia (in north-western Iran) by Christian 

35. This change was mostly due to the defeat of the Persian army in the two wars against 
Russia in the first decades of the nineteenth century. 

36. The sole element of traditional science in this treatise is the Peripatetic definition of 
movement. The author cites this def~tion, in addition to the modern definition, without 
making any judgement about it. 
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missionaries, but these were elementary schools and almost nothing is known 
of their curricula. 

The official teachng of modern science on a relatively advanced level 
began with the inauguration of Dar al-Funiin in 1268/1852.37 The idea of 
ths institution was conceived by the great reformer ’Amir Kabir, the first 
prime minister of Nasir &Din Shah, but its official functioning began only 
thrteen days before his cruel assassination by the lung. A group of teachers, 
both European and Iranian, served in the institute, and the students, mostly 
from among well-to-do families, were trained in several branches of learn- 
ing, including engneering, medcine and surgery, mining, and military 
techniques. The first teachers were from Austria and Italy, with French the 
official language of instruction, and each teacher had a personal interpreter 
to translate hs courses. The students also learned geography, hstory, 
mathematics and physics. The mathematics curriculum included arithmetic, 
geometry, plane trigonometry, algebra, descriptive geometry, conic sections 
and mechanics. In a somewhat exaggerated report published in 1275/1859, 
it was maintained that the students had mastered several sciences, and that 
they far surpassed those ‘scholars’ who knew little more than Bahn’ al-Dtn 
‘Amili’s Compei2di.m of ,4lfhmetic or Tusi’s Recension [of the Elememts] of 
Euclid, whereas ‘second- and third-form students of ths glorious school 
can write better than ‘Am& and know much more thngs in applied, as well 
as pure geometry.738 

In addtion to special classrooms, the institute had a library, physics, 
chemistry and pharmacy laboratories, a special printing-house, and fac- 
tories for makmg paper, candle and glass. As for clinical practice and 
surgical operations, the students had at their disposal the newly built city 
hospital. 

As time passed, some graduates of the Dar al-Funfin assumed teaching 
positions, thus replacing some of the foreign teachers; others served as 
members of the new Qaiar bureaucracy whch was beginning to take shape 
toward the end of the reign of Niisir al-Din Shnh; and still others were active 
in the 1234/1906 Constitutional Revolution. 

37. O n  Diir d-Funiin, see J. Gurney and N. Yavari, ‘Diir d-Funun’, in E. Yarshater (ed.), 
Enylopardia Iranica, VI, pp. 662-668; H. M. Ardakiini, op. cit., I, pp. 253 ff.; Fereydun 
Adamiyat, -4mir Kabir wa Ir&, 4th ed., Tehran, US 1354, pp. 342 ff. 

38. H.M. Ardakiini, op. d., pp. 311-312. The reference to the texts of ‘Amili and Tiisi, that is 
the most common texts of traditional mathematics, is revealing. 
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6.1 1 A n  illustration from a treatise on the measurement 
of the volume of water by Bahii' al-Din al-'Amdi, 

Iran, sixteenth-seventeenth centuries 
0 Biblioth6que Nationale de France, Paris (MS. Ar. 776, fol. 105) 
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Two REPRESENTATIVE FIGURES: ISFAHANI AND 
NAJM AL-DAWLA 

The first modern Iranian scientists were among the graduates, and some 
among the faculty members, of Dar al-Funfin. Mirza Kagim M&allHti, the first 
Iranian chemist, was a graduate of the institute who, after completing hs 
studes in France, was appointed as the professor of chemistry of Dar al- 
Funfin. Another graduate, Dr. Muhammad miin %rrn2nshahi, received hs 
MD in Paris in 1296/1879. H e  was the first one to introduce microscopes in 
Iran and was famhar with Pasteur’s research on microbes. A third graduate, 
Ghuliimhussein RahnamH, did much to promote the teachng of mathematics. 
There are many others who deserve mentioning if a more detaded hstory of 
modern science in Iran is to be written. 

Although these scientists had more dlrect access to modern Western 
science than the previous generations, most of them had also some training in 
traditional science, and it is through a study of the interaction between these 
two aspects of their personahty that one can have a better idea of their work 
and their contribution to the scientific development of their country. 

In 1274/1857, when I‘tizad al-Saltanah, the then minister of science, was 
appointed as director of Dar al-Funiin, among those who helped hm in his 
function was Mull2 ‘Ah Muhammad Isfahm- (1215-1296/1800-1879). It is 
reported that, at ths period, the latter was among the ‘examiners’ of the 
school, that is among those who accompanied the king in hs more or less 
regular visits to the institute, and who examined the students on this occasion. 
W e  do not know when and how Isfahiini joined the entourage of the minister, 
but we know that ths mathematician, who came from Isfahan, had spent a 
great part of hs professional life in his native city, and it was there that he 
undertook his studies. In fact, he belonged to the mathematical school of 
Isfahan; and hs work shows that, despite all the misfortunes suffered by the 
city, this school was sdl alive.39 One of hs works, recently discovered and 
studed, shows that he knew well the work of algebraists such as Khayyiim and 
Sharaf al-Din Tusi and continued this tradition on a high scholarly level.40 H e  
knew some European mathematics as well, because he wrote a treatise on ‘the 

39. O n  the life of Isfahiini, see M. Bamdad, Sbarl,-i HZi Riial-i Ir& dzrQurGt3-i 12, 13, 14 (in 
Persian), Tehran, HS 1345; Art. ‘Ab Muhammad, J. A. de Gobineau, Trois ans etz,4~ie: uqage 
en Perse 1855-1858, ed. A.M. MktailiC, Paris, 1980, p. 324. 

40. The text in question, written in 1240/1824, is a ‘completion’ of the Spring-beads of 
-4rithtnetic of Yazdi mentioned above, of which an autograph manuscript exists. The 
subtitle of the treatise shows its subject matter: ‘determination of twentyfive problems 
among algebraic problems, of which six are famous and the others have not been 
mentioned’ (R. Rashed, ‘Mathkmatiques traditionnelles dans les pays islamiques au XIX‘ 
siecle: l’exemple de l‘Iran’, in E. Ihsanoglu (ed.), Tranfer ofAhdern Science and Technology to 
the iVidim F4rld, Turkey, 1992, p. 394. 
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logarithms of According to Roshdi Rashed, the existence of such a 
text shows not only the survival of some mathematical research in Iran, but 
also the eventual capacity of this research tradition to serve as a structure for 
the reception of imported science and its integration. After having shown the 
important results obtained by Isfahiini, Rashed concludes: 

From an epistemological point of view, the most interesting fact to be learned 
from this work is that this mathematician, who evidently knew only a little 
about the development of mathematics in the eighteenth century, could arrive, 
only on the basis of his twelfth-century predecessors, at some results which 
were similar to those obtained by mathematicians of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries; and to do this only through an arithmetical study of 
polynomial functions and not by analytical  consideration^.^^ 

W e  do not know to what extent Isfahiini was engaged in the affairs of D& al- 
Funiin, but with hs son, ‘Abd al-Ghaffiir Najm al-Dawla, we witness a very 
interesting example of how traditional knowledge could pave the way for the 
acceptance of modern knowledge. 

Born in Isfahan in 1243/1827, ‘Abd al-Ghaff& entered Diir al-Funfin at 
an early age, and after finishing his studies he became the principal mathe- 
matics teacher of D& al-Funiin when he was only in his teens. From then on, 
his life is hardly separable from that of the school. H e  taught almost all the 
mathematical disciplines and, to facihtate the work of his students, wrote 
textbooks and treatises which were used in Diir al-Funiin. A list of his writings 
compiled in 1288/1871 includes books on arithmetic, geometry, plane trigo- 
nometry, algebra, cartography and geodesy, fortification and defence, geo- 
graphy, and technical drawing. These books were used as textbooks in Di~r al- 
Funm. Moreover, the list contains books on modern astronomy and carto- 
graphy, as well as some books on mechanics43 and descriptive geometry44 

41. See Bamdad, op. cit.; Rashed, op. cit, p.401. In 1319/1901; hs son ‘Abd al-Ghaffiir 
Najm al-Dawla wrote: ‘In the last seventy years, all those who have learned something 
of Persian or European mathematics, astronomy and the strange arts, have the origin of 
their knowledge in the family of my late father and they have acquired it from this 
source, either directly or indirectly.’ (N. Pakdaman, ‘Mirza ‘Abd al-Ghaffa Najm al- 
Dawlah wa-Tashkis-i Nufos-i Diir al-KhilZfah‘, Farbang-e Iran-Zamin, 20, HS 1353, 
pp. 320-324, 334). This article, which precedes a critical edition of the treatise of Najm 
al-Dawla on the census of the capital, remains the best source on the life of Najm al- 
Dawla. 

42. Rashed, op. kt., p.400. 
43. H e  translated Elements de statigue of Louis Poinsot (1777-1859). Written in 1803, this book 

was very popular in France and went through twelve editions before 1877. (Dictionay oj 
Skentijac Biogrqby, art. ‘Poinsot’ .) 

44. This was very probably a translation of Traiti de giomihe demptive by Louis Etienne 
Lefkbure de Fourcy, a book that enjoyed some popularity in its time. See Nouvelle biograpbie 
ginirale ..., Paris, 1862, 30, p. 306. 
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translated from French. In later years he wrote many other books and trea- 
tises, and the complete list of his writings reflects the development of his 
personal scientific interest as well as that of the curriculum of Diir al-Funiin. 
But ths list is important from another point of view. As we know, all these 
subjects were somehow related to mathematics and even if some were not a 
part of Islamic tradtional mathematics, there was nothng in them which was 
not acceptable to a mathematician trained in Islamic mathematics. In fact, the 
first book of Najm al-Dawla, written when he was sull a student of Di~r al- 
Funtin, was about the solution of the ‘unsolvable’ problems of ‘&-d’s 
Compendium of Arithmetic, and even late in hs life he edited some texts of 
Islamic science (includmg a treatise on agriculture and Tusi’s book on me- 

In 1290/1873, a royal decree appointed ‘Abd al-Ghaffiir as the special 
astronomer of the court, with the title of Najm al-Mulk (‘Star of the 
Kingdom’). Later on, he was honoured with the title of Najm al-Dawla (‘Star 
of the State’), a title which he preserved until hs death, and by which he is 
usually known in the sources. In 1291 /1874, he obtained the exclusive right to 
publish the official yearly calendar of Iran. 

W e  know very little about the astronomical background of Najm al- 
Dawla. Probably, he was taught some ancient astronomy. As far as w e  
know, astronomy was not among the subjects taught at Diir al-Funtin, and 
among the European teachers of ths institute, no one was known to be an 
astronomer. In any case, Najm al-Dawla seized the opportunity of pub- 
lishng the yearly calendar to preach modern astronomy and to defend it 
against some colleagues who adhered to the old astronomy, a task whch 
was completed by hs astronomical writings. 

Apart from these more traditional activities, Najm al-Dawla is known 
for hs cartography of Tehran (completed between 1286/1869 and 1319/ 
1901). The map provided by hm was the most complete map of Tehran (or 
of any Iranian city) untd well into the twentieth century. 

These intrusions into domains belonging to applied science and 
engmeering (in 1299/1881, he made some preluninary studies for the 
project of buildmg a dam on the river KiirirBn in the province of 
KhiizistBn) by a mathematician can be partly explained by reference to 
what he himself taught in Dar al-Funtin. His other achevement was the 
first census of Tehran, carried out in 1284/1867. HIS Tredtie on the 
Pbpulation of the Capital is the first Persian book on demography. The 
treatise b e p s  with a description of the actual procedure of the census, 
then it presents the results of the census together with a summing up of 
the results, and then follows a discussion of more theoretical aspects of 
the problem. The author poses the population problem in its generality 
and then proceeds to an account of Malthus’ theory of population 
growth, which he considers as indubitably certain. His treatment shows 

trics) . 
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him in agreement with Malthus about the disastrous effects of non-con- 
trolled population 

In all these cases, we witness a certain predisposition on the part of Najm 
al-Dawla to adopt and apply the imported European science - a predisposition 
that had its roots in the specific needs of his society as well as in his own 
scientific make-up which combined both old and new elements. This is what 
makes him the best representative of this long period of transition. 

The modern period 
SOCIAL AND CONCEPTUAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
When Najm al-Dawla Qed in 1326/1908, his country was experiencing a 
period of great political upheavals. The anti-revolutionary coup of Muhammad 
‘Ab Shih in 1325/1907 had stopped the Constitutional Revolution tempora- 
rily, and Najm al-Dawla did not live long enough to witness the conquest of 
Tehran by the revolutionary forces, and the restoration of the revolutionary 
regime in 1327/1909. 

In fact, the Constitutional Revolution and the events immediately fol- 
lowing it silenced the voice of science for a while. Scientific writing gave way 
to political pamphleteering, and quasi-scientific periodicals were replaced by 
overtly political journals. There were more urgent social and political problems 
to be solved, and in those turbulent days, few could afford the luxury of 
science. 

But even though the short-term impact of the revolution on science was 
cripphg, in the long run it caused a new, more momentous interest in science. 
Although the change brought about by the revolution in the political structure 
of the country was ambiguous, as far as science is concerned, its most con- 
sequential effect was the essential change it brought about in the prevalent 
conception of science and its social function. 

Before the Constitutional Revolution, science was the privilege of a 
happy few who pursued it only for personal intellectual satisfaction. Of 
course, there existed a kind of organized and socially functioning learning, but 
this was mostly confined to religious sciences ; those branches of learning that 
concern us here - that is, natural and mathematical sciences - had no definite 
social function. Although there were always doctors and astrologers who 
earned their living by practising their respective arts, this was very lirmted. 
Other branches of science owed their survival to the structure that guaranteed 
the continuity and the propagation of the religious sciences - that is the ma- 
dra.ra system and religions learning. 

45. Pakdaman, ‘Mirza ‘Abd al-Ghaffiir.. .’, op. it., pp. 380-383. 
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As we saw earlier, in these condttions not only some branches of the 
tradttional exact sciences continued to exist, but even certain instances of 
original research were produced every now and then, as the case of Isfahm- 
and his son shows. 

In this respect, Diir al-Funiin, whch is generally considered as the first 
modern scientific institution in Iran, had a double character. In so far as it was 
based on a European model, it was a modern institution, because the idea 
behind it was to train specialists who could serve the needs of the society and, 
in the long run, help it to overcome its backwardness. But in so far as it relied 
upon some representatives of traditional learning, it still had links with the 
past. 

It is exactly thts second aspect that has become weaker and weaker. 
Thus, in a sense, w e  can say that the ‘Islamic’ period of the history of science 
in Iran ended with the Constitutional Revolution; that is, with the birth of a 
new self-awareness in Iran, as a country that defined its identify neither by its 
belonging to the Islamic cidzation nor by its imperial past, but in its new 
definition as a modern nation-state that tried to overcome its backwardness 
and looked upon science as a means to this end. 

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 
Even an outline of the main developments after the Constitutional Revolution 
goes well beyond the limits of &IS chapter, so we end our survey with some 
considerations about the main problems of science in contemporary Iran as 
well as a sketch of some possible future developments. 

To put it very briefly, we can say that in contemporary Iran (and by this 
word we mean all the hstory of Iran since the Constitutional Revolution), as in 
many other developing countries, the dominant tendency that looks upon 
science only as a suitable instrument for solving urgent problems of society is 
both the main source of the scientific development of the country and one of 
the main obstacles to a more profound and substantial scientific development. 
It is true that this idea has helped to provide a social justification of science, it 
has gven rise to many scientific institutions, it has helped to create a nation- 
wide network for teaching science, a network that extends from elementary 
schools to universities, but it has been an obstacle to the creation of a veritable 
scientific community. By a scientific community, we mean an organized group 
of people who pursue science for its own sake, even though many invisible 
threads may connect it to the society at large, and even though its seemingly 
independent activity may be rllctated by social needs and regulated by social 
programming. In the heart of any scientific community lies a set of well-de- 
fined problems and the solution of these problems is its main task. To serve 
the real needs of society, the scientific community should have a degree of 
independence; it should not be bound by the most immediate needs of society. 
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In contemporary Iran, science is generally in the service of the im- 
mediate needs of society, because in a developing country there are many 
urgent problems, and science has showed itself to be a very good and effi- 
cient problem-solver. Of course, from this constant intercourse between 
science and society new scientific problems arise, and this is more evident in 
those disciplines which have a more direct bearing on society. It is in these 
lsciplines -zoology, botany, health sciences, engineering, medicine and ap- 
plied chemistry - that we see some rudiments of organized research. But 
even this has its own limitations, and the new problems remain often un- 
solved or are not even properly formulated. This is due to several reasons. 
Scientists are often engaged in more urgent tasks (such as teaching), they 
are not enough in number, new problems present themselves very rapidly, 
and the scientific community has not reached a level of maturity to be able 
to define its specific problems and to formulate them more clearly. The 
situation is worse in those branches of science that have a theoretical bent. 

For this reason, the hstory of science in contemporary Iran (as in many 
other Muslim countries) tends to be a history of scientific institutions, and 
even this hstory often degenerates into a series of names and statistical results 
(number of the institutes of higher education, number of research institutes, 
number of students, etc.). To avoid this kind of historiography, we have 
chosen to make these remarks, which concern the most general characteristics 
of the contemporary period in the history of science in Iran. What distin- 
gushes this period from the ‘Islamic’ period is not the existence of such and 
such institute, but rather the absence of native schools of science. If in the 
classical period of Islam, Islamic societies were united by a common scientific 
tradition, in the modern period their common characteristic is the lack of any 
scientific tradition. 

Of course, there are scientists in Iran who do pioneering research in their 
own field, but these isolated cases have little significant effect on the general 
scientific situation of the country. Through personal contacts with foreign 
institutions or personalities, these scientists try hard to keep pace with the 
latest developments in their fields of research. These contacts have been very 
useful, but they have not succeeded in initiating a truly Iranian science by 
themselves. 

The expression ‘Iranian science’ would be misleading without a short 
comment. It is true that, in our times, science has acquired a truly interna- 
tional character, but, apart from the individual contribution of every scientist, 
we can discern many national contributions to this international enterprise. 
Although it would be misleading to speak, for instance, of ‘French biology’, 
we can legitimately speak of a French ‘contribution’ to biology, of a French 
‘school’ of biology, or even of a French ‘style’ in biology. Nothing of this sort 
exists in the case of Iran. There are only a few scattered scientists, or groups of 
scientists, with hardly distinguishable programmes of research to unite them, 
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So w e  can say that although the ‘Islamic’ period of the hsrory of science 
in Iran ended with the Constitutional Revolution, the modern period, in its 
real sense, has not begun yet. Ths is not to say that there is no science or no 
scientists in Iran, neither are w e  going to belittle the achievements of Iranian 
scientists. All that w e  want to say is that w e  cannot speak of the existence of 
significant, well-organized programmes of research, although there are signs 
that point to a more promising future. An awareness of the necessity of doing 
fundamental research, a growing tendency among Iranian scientists to come 
together and to form scientific associations, and a general interest in science 
are some of the grounds for optimism. In recent decades, the experience of a 
few Third-World countries shows that, in a science-world that is completely 
dominated by the West, it is possible even for a Thrd-World country to have 
genuine science. All that is needed is a real politics of science. In h s  domain, 
w e  can learn many thtngs from the hstory of science in Islamic civhzation. 
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Ahmad Y al-Haxxan and A. B. Zahlan 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The previous chapters in ths volume present a fascinating account of the 
contributions of scientists and technologsts in varied fields of knowledge. 
These contributions, using mainly the medmm of Arabic, were made by a wide 
variety of individuals - Muslim and non-Mush - living in a complex, multi- 
national and multiracial society. 

The universal religon of Islam provided the matrix withm whch the 
multiracial and multicultural Islamic society could subscribe to a universal 
science. The ethnic and cultural diversity of the Islamic world was a source of 
strength and creativity to the movement of scientists, ideas and products. 

The introduction of efficient and extensive means of transportation fa- 
cilitated the expansion of trade and the movement of people and ideas. These 
advances in transport and trade gave force to the universal precepts of Islam 
by facilitating the transfer of knowledge within the Islamic world; and also to 
the widely different cultures of India, Chna and Europe. 

The locus of scientific creativity in the Muslim world was not fured. 
Centres of considerable scientific activity flourished at different times and 
were generally closely associated with the seat of power. During the Umayyad 
and Abbasid periods, the capitals of the Islamic world attracted scholars and 
scientists. In modern parlance, there was a brain drain to Damascus and 
Baghdad. Once the centres of power moved to Cairo, Spain, Persia 
(Mongolian period) and Istanbul, the flow of scientists followed there. 

During the first three centuries of Islam, the rulers pursued policies 
which promoted rationahty, communications, trade and economic prosperity. 
These policies increased the demand for science and technology. Almost every 
aspect of life - from agriculture to health and prayers - depended on some 
scientific or technical activity. 
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The decline, whch set in after a combination of internal and external 
circumstances and conditions, caused a decrease in the demand for science 
and technology. 

THE DECLINE OF ISLAMIC SCIENCE 

Science and the prosperity of the state 
The challengmg question that is always asked is: what were the causes of the 
deche of scientific work in Islam, and why &d the gap in modern science and 
technology become so great between the West and Islam from the end of the 
sixteenth century? Ths is a complex question which cannot be dealt with 
adequately in this limited space, but we shall venture to discuss some aspects 
of the decline which, it is hoped, will stimulate a deeper look into h s  
question. 

At the time when scientific communities in Europe were on the increase, 
all the regions of Islam were witnessing the decline of science and of scientific 
communities. Ths phenomenon is discussed by Ibn Khaldtin in ‘more than 
one chapter in hs Introduction (al-Muqaddima).’ H e  discusses the factors which 
are essential to the flourishng of the sciences and the other professions, and 
the factors whch lead to their decline. One chapter carries the title: ‘That the 
Professions are Perfected and Become Plenty when the Demand for them 
Increases.” H e  says that if a profession is in great demand, people will try to 
learn it, whereas if there is no demand for a profession it will be neglected and 
will disappear. ‘There is here another secret, and it is that the professions and 
their perfection are demanded by the state, which is the greatest marketplace 
for the professions’, and the needs of the state are so great that the demands 
of private individuals are too small in comparison, whch means that when the 
state declines all professions decline as well. Another chapter carries the title: 
‘That Regions which Approach a Ruinous State wdl Become Devoid of the 
 profession^.'^ When a region becomes weakened, loses its affluence, and its 
population decreases, the professions will diminish, because they can no 
longer be afforded, until they finally &sappear. H e  devotes a special chapter to 
the sciences under the title: ‘That the Sciences Increase with the Increase in 
Prosperity and with the Greatness of Civilization in a Region.’4 After a dis- 
cussion of his theory he says: ‘Let us consider what we have known about 
conditions in Baghdad, Cordoba, al-Qairawan, al-Basra, and al-Kufa. When 

1. Ibn Khaldiin, ul-Maquddimu, fifth offset reproduction, Beirut, 1984 (Arabic edition). 
2. Ibn Khaldiin, ibid., p. 403. 
3. Ibn Khaldiin, ibid., p. 403. 
4. Ibn Khaldiin, ibid., p. 434. 
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these cities became populous and prosperous in the first centuries of Islam 
and civilization became established in them, the seas of science rose and 
overflowed and scientists marvelled in the terminology and the technicalities 
of learning and of the various sciences, and in devising various problems and 
arts until they excelled over the ancients and surpassed those who came after. 
But when the prosperity of these cities and their civdization decreased and 
when their population was dispersed, that carpet, with all that was on it, was 
completely folded and science and learning were lost in them and moved to 
other regions of Islam.’ In dlscussing the rational sciences, Ibn Khaldiin gves 
the same analysis, and he remarks that when the empire became established, 
and when Islamic civhzation surpassed all others, Muslims studied eagerly the 
rational sciences of the ancients unul they excelled over them. H e  remarks that 
during his time (the second half of the fourteenth century), the rational sci- 
ences in the Maghrib and in al-Andalus were dminishing because prosperity in 
these regions was at a low level, whereas in the Eastern regons of Islam, 
especially in Persia and beyond to Transoxania, the rational sciences were 
flourishmg because of the prosperity of these regions and the stabihty of their 
civhzation. Ibn Khaldun was aware also that during his time, the rational 
sciences in Rome, and in Europe in general, were in great demand, and that 
there existed in these countries active scientific communitie~.~ 

The ideas of Ibn Khaldiin are repeated by modern scholars. Thus Bernal 
in hs book Science in Hutq6 repeats in a similar argument that ‘Science’s 
flourishing periods are found to coincide with economic activity and technical 
advance. The track science had followed - from Egypt and Mesopotamia to 
Greece, from Islamic Spain to Renaissance Italy, thence to the Low Countries 
and France, and then to Scotland and England of the Industrial Revolution- 
is the same as that of commerce and industry. Between the bursts of activity 
there have been quiet times, sometimes periods of degeneration. These co- 
incide with periods when the organization of society was stagnant or deca- 
dent.’ 

Stagnation of medieval science and the need for a revolution 
The above discussion helps to explain why the Scientific Revolution dld not 
take place in Islam. Until the end of the fifteenth century, scientific knowledge 
was dominated by few major systems whch became dogmatic and static. The 
main ones were Aristotelian physics, Ptolemaic astronomy, Galenic medicine, 
and Jabirian alchemy. Science had reached a point where further progress 
became extremely dlfficult or even impossible. This explains the scarcity of 

5. Ibn Khaldun, al-Mqadaimrt, Op. it., p. 481. 
6. J. D. Bernal, Acience in HZrtoy, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1969, I, p. 47. 
7. Aydin Sayili, 7 h e  Obsewatoly in Ham, New York, Arno Press, 1981, p. 410. 
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important scientific progress both in Islam and in mecbeval Europe between 
the thirteenth and the fifteenth centuries. To achieve major breakthroughs in 
science, it was necessary to overthrow the old dominant systems. In other 
words, a revolution was necessary. Such a revolution requires the existence of 
a large community of scientists who are working ddtgently within a flourishing 
economy and a stable atmosphere over a long period of time. Contrary to the 
world of Islam, this community existed in Europe after the fifteenth century 
and it continued on the rise with the increase of European wealth and 
population, and the domination by Europe of other parts of the world. 

Theologians and science 
From the nineteenth century, some writers have suggested that the decline of 
science in Islam was caused by the negative attitude of Muslim theologians. 
Thus Sachau says, 'The fourth century is the turning point in the history of 
the spirit of Islam. But for al-Ash'ari and al-Ghazali, the Arabs might have 
been a nation of Galileos, Keplers, and Newtons.'* Speaking about al-Ash'ari, 
E.G. Browne com ared the destructiveness of his influence to that of Jenghiz 
Khan and HaW. A similar point of view is adopted by George Sarton, who 
labels the views of al-Ash'ari and al-GhazIili as scholasticism, whch was an 
obstacle to the progress of science in the Middle Ages." Sarton says that until 
the sixteenth century, developments in science were taking place both in the 
East and the West, but after that time Western science began to grow at an 
accelerated pace, while Eastern cidzation remained at a standstill, or even 
deteriorated. H e  concludes that the essential difference between East and 
West is that the latter overcame scholasticism, while the former did not. 

It is true that the divergence between Islam and the West in science 
continued to increase after the sixteenth century, but the assumption that the 
opposition of theologians to science was the cause of this, cannot be sup- 
ported. The real causes are both political and economic, as was demonstrated 
by Ibn Khaldiin; the decrease of interest in the rational sciences and the 
continued interest in the study of the rebous sciences are unrelated. The 
former was a symptom of the economic weakness of the Islamic states and of 
their decreasing political power. Had there been a need for science and tech- 
nology, as was the case during the Golden Age of the Islamic empire, the 
rational sciences would have continued to progress without interruption. In 
Islam, there was no single rebous authority which controlled the whole 
educational system, and this left the system free and not dominated by or- 

I: 

8. Sa$, 7 h e  Observatory ..., @. &.., p. 408. 
9. E. G. Browne, Literary Hstory OfPenia, 1, 1908, p. 286; see G. Sarton, Introduction to the 

Hutory OfSCence, New York, Krieger, 1975, I, p. 626. 
10. G. Sarton, Inhndwtion.. ., op. it., I, pp. 28-29. 
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thodoxy. The rise of scientists and the flourishmg of the rational sciences in 
the Golden Age reflected the prosperity of the empire and its strength, and 
the large number of mathematicians, astronomers, physicians, engineers and 
other kmds of scientists was in response to the needs of society and of the 
empire in that period. It conformed to the law of supply and demand. 

It is not our purpose here to defend the theologians. It should be pointed 
out, however, that the debate whch took place between them and the phi- 
losophers was not over the rational sciences. From the beginning, the study of 
mathematics, astronomy, medicine, alchemy and the other sciences was 
greatly encouraged, and it was mostly undertaken by scholars who were non- 
phdosophers and non-theologans themselves. The Golden Age of science 
took place at the same time as the debate between theologans and phdoso- 
phers was taking place. The study of the rational sciences was not affected by 
such a debate, since the pursuit of these sciences was independent from both 
the theological and the philosophical studies. To illustrate our statement, let us 
take the reigns of al-Ma’mun and of al-Mutawakkd. A-Ma’mun (813-833) was 
a staunch supporter of the Mu‘tazhtes and the rational sciences flourished 
during hs reign. Contrary to him, al-hlutawakkil (847-861) was, according to 
one orientalist,” ‘of the strictest orthodoxy and fanatical in hs orthodoxy.. .,. 
During his time ‘the forces of orthodoxy began to gather momentum’, and 
the orthodox theologians put up an organized front against the Mu‘tazllites, 
whose front was led shortly later by al-Ash‘m-. But, with his ‘orthodoxy and 
fanaticism’, according to the same orientalist, al-Mutawakkil like al-Ma’mun 
‘was a patron of science and scholarship and reopened the Diir al-Ij[lkma, 
granting it fresh endowments. The best work of translation was done during 
hs reign.. . H e  was a generous patron of scientific research.. . The best work 
of Dar al-mluna was done under Mutawakkd, for by that time experience told, 
and Hunayn was surrounded by well-trained pupils.’ 

The madrdsd system and science 
In a similar line of thinkmg, the decline of the rational sciences in Islam is 
attributed by some writers to the fact that the madrasa system whch flourished 
after the founding of the NizPmiyya Madrasa in Baghdad by Niznm al-Mulk in 
459/1067 favoured the study of theology and 1aw.l’ But the study of the 
rational sciences in Islam was always undertaken independently, and the 
theological studies were not usually undertaken under the same teachers or at 
the same institutions. Astronomy and mathematics were pursued mostly in the 
observatories, within a community of mathematicians and astronomers, where 

11. D e  Lacy O’Leary, How Greek Science Pased to the Arabs, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 

12. Sayh, Ihe Observatory ..., op. cit., pp.414415. 
1980, pp. 16&169. 
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a specialized library was available and observational instruments were in 
constant use. The m e l d  sciences were studied, as they should be, in the 
melcal school of a bfmZ&& (hospital). The other sciences were studied under 
individual renowned scientists, most often patronized by the rulers, to whom 
students travelled from the far realms of Islam. The existence of these 
individual renowned teachers constituted what may be called a college of 
professors within a certain large city or a region. Let us not forget also the 
libraries and the academies, like Diir al-ljikma in Baghdad, which were devoted 
to research and to the study of the rational sciences. Most of the madmas, on 
the other hand, were established by persons in power or by pious and wealthy 
individuals who endowed a part of their wealth to a waqfwhich supported the 
school. The purpose was always religious, and the studies were naturally mainly 
those of law and theology. It can be said therefore that the Madma was mainly a 
college of theology and law, and it was, according to recent studies, the 
forerunner of the college system in Western uni~ersities.'~ But the universities 
which appeared in the West and which comprised several colleges for theology, 
law, arts and sciences, and medicine, did not develop in Islam in the same 
period. This is due to the fact that the madrdsas which were supported by the 
wadsystem, and with them the study of law and theology, continued to exist 
without interruption, whereas the centres for the study of the rational sciences, 
which were dependent on the strength and the prosperity of the state, 
deteriorated and ceased to exist with the decline of the Islamic states, and for 
this reason scientific knowledge did not keep in line with the quick advances of 
science in Europe after the Scientific Revolution. In the period preceding this 
revolution it was possible to speak about the achievements of Muslim scientists 
and compare them to those of medieval Europe. Advances in both areas were 
parallel and there was not a significant difference between them. But after the 
new discoveries of Copernicus, Galdeo and Newton and the fall of the old 
systems of knowledge, the university in the West became the centre of the new 
scientific activities. For the Scientific Revolution whch took place in Europe to 
have happened in Islam at the same time, there would have to have been in 
existence at that time in history an efficient system of communications 
between members of the scientific communities in both cultural areas. But 
such a system did not exist; there were no Islamic universities whch comprised 
all branches of knowledge, and the Islamic scientific community was almost 
non-existent. It was only in modern times that universities on the model of the 
European ones started to appear in the Islamic countries. Some of the older 
universities, such as al-Azhar, which followed the madrasa system and were 
devoted to the study of Islamic law and theology, have only recently introduced 
science, engineering and medtcine into their curricula. 

13. George Makdisi,'On the Origin and Development of the College', in hkzm and the lPist, 
Articles in Isam and the Medieval WeJt, ed. by Khalil I. Semaan, New York, 1980, pp. 2649. 
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THE DECLINE O F  I S L A M I C  POWER 

Having thus established the link between the deche of Islamic science and 
the decline of the Islamic lands both in political power and material wealth, the 
question which remains to be answered is: what are the factors behind the 
decline of the Islamic lands? And although the discussion of this subject lies in 
the domain of political and economic hstory, and not in the scope of this 
book, yet w e  shall summarize what we think are some of the major factors in 
the decline. 

The arid nature of the land 
Most of the core Islamic countries, or the lands of the Islamic Middle East, are 
composed of arid or semi-arid lands with some scattered inhabited lands and 
large uncultivated or desert areas.I4 T a h g  the lands of the early Islamic 
empire, excluding Spain, the inhabited area did not exceed one quarter of the 
total, the rest being barren or desert lands. Even the inhabited areas are mostly 
dependent on irrigation for their cultivation, since the rainfall in most of the 
areas is not sufficient to support agriculture. Ths ecology of the Middle East 
meant that its most productive agriculture was confined mainly to the basins 
of the great ri.c-ers of the Nile, the Euphrates and the Tigris. But the 
harnessing or uulization of the waters of these rivers could not be attempted 
by individuals, and this job had been undertaken since the days of the ancient 
civhzations of Egypt and Babylonia by the strong central governments. Also 
in the first centuries of the Islamic empire, during the Umayyads and the 
Abbasids, the caltphs and the governors of the provinces gave great attention 
to the construction and the maintenance of the irrigation systems. And it is 
well known that an agricultural revolution took place in the fxst centuries of 
the Islamic empire. When the central government was weakened or 
disappeared, the irrigation works were neglected, and when, in addtion, 
these works were destroyed by the Mongol invasions, as had happened in Iraq 
in the thirteenth century, agricultural lands became arid or turned into marshes 
and the whole economy and civilization of the regon were destroyed. 

Some changes in climate and in the rate of rainfall contributed also to the 
conversion of agricultural into arid lands. At the beginning of the Islamic 
period and until the middle of the thrteenth century, the area east of Antioch 
in Syria was one of hgh rainfall, and it saw the founding of many cities and 
much farming was taking place. Yet within a few centuries, the territory be- 
came arid. 

14. Nikki R. Keddie, ‘Socioeconomic Change in the Middle East since 1800: A Comparative 
Analysis’, Chapter 24 in Be Islamic ilfidde East, ed. by A. L. Udovitch, Princeton, The 
Darwin Press, 1981, p. 762. 
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The important consequence of this ecology is that the area is considered 
a poor one from an agricultural point of view. It cannot depend only on 
agriculture for its prosperity and for the development of its civilization. 

The nomads 
Another result of the ecology of the Middle East is that the arid and semi-arid 
nature of the region, and the decline and the destruction of its irrigation 
systems, resulted in a phenomenon whch is also peculiar to it. There existed 
throughout the history of the civilizations of the area, nomadic tribes who 
utilized the peripheral lands as pastures for animal breeding. The nomadic 
tribes always affected the stability of the central government and the economy 
of the region. When the central government was strong and the economy was 
prosperous, the nomads were usually kept under control. Whenever the 
central government was weakened, the nomadic tribes would prevail and 
influence or dominate the various individual governments in the region 
causing further disorder and anarchy. With the destruction of the irrigation 
works and the transformation of irrigated lands into pastures or marshes, the 
nomads increased the areas under their immedrate control, and thus the 
decline of civdization was further accelerated. This process of the conversion 
of irrigated lands into arid or marsh lands and the encroachment of nomads 
into previously settled areas led also to the depopulation of Iraq and Syria from 
the thirteenth century until the modern era. 

Natural disasters 
Another important phenomenon in the social and economic history of Egypt, 
Syria and Iraq in the Middle Ages was the drastic depopulation caused by 
natural  disaster^.'^ In 968, the low level of the Nile caused a terrible famine 
which resulted in the death of about 600,000 people. Similar famines 
followed. One terrible famine, which was caused also by a low level of the 
Nile, lasted seven years between 1066 and 1072. Peasants deserted their 
villages and agricultural production was dirmnished severely. These famines 
heralded the beginning of a series of natural disasters which resulted in the 
depopulation of Egypt. In 1201 and 1202 a terrible famine was followed by 
plague and large numbers of people died. In many villages only empty houses 
remained; and in some quarters in Cairo all the inhabitants died. Ths was one 
of the major demographic disasters whch befell Egypt in the Middle Ages. 

However, the greatest catastrophe in the Middle Ages was the plague of 
1347, 1348 and 1349, which was known in Europe as the Black Death and 
which swept across the Islamic world and Europe. Thousands died every day, 

15. E. Ashtor, A Social and Economic Hstoty ftbe Near East in tbe Mae Ages, London, 1976. 
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and the population of Egypt, Syria and Iraq was dimitushed by one thtrd. The 
Black Death was followed by a series of plagues which continued into the 
nineteenth century. It was estimated that between 1363 and 1515 alone, six- 
teen epidemics occurred in Egypt and fifteen in Syria. 

These recurring famines and plagues were instrumental in diminishing 
agricultural production. Death wiped out a large proportion of peasants and 
domestic animals. Industry collapsed with the deaths of great numbers of 
sued workers. This also had adverse effects on the administration and the 
government. The Mamelukes no longer had sufficient resources to maintain 
their military organization. Ths led to instability, corruption and oppression 
whch helped further to accelerate the economic decay. 

The geographcal location and the geography of the region 
This geographical factor made Iraq, Syria and Egypt the targets of 
continuous external attacks, aggression or intervention from the First 
Crusade in AD 1006 unul modern times. Geographcal location gave a prime 
strategcal asset to some countries such as Japan and the British Isles, since 
their insular location offered protection from overland invasion. The 
geography of Europe and its location in the west protected it also from 
similar invasions. Europe's landscape was much more fractured, with 
mountain ranges and large forests separating the scattered population centres 
in the valleys, and its climate varied considerably. Thts had minimized the 
possibihty that the continent could be overrun by an external force like the 
Mongol hordes." In contrast, Iraq, Syria and Egypt were central between 
East and West and their flat geography made them vulnerable to external 
invasions from both sides. 

The Crusades 
Between 1096 and their final defeat in 1291 no fewer than seven Crusades 
were mounted against the Arab lands; one Crusade was mounted against 
Constantinople. The first three (1096,1147,1189) focused on Syria, including 
Palestine. The Fourth Crusade (1204) pdlaged Constantinople, while the Fifth, 
Sixth and Seventh Crusades (1218, 1244, 1250) were directed against Egypt. 
The last one (1270) was directed against Tunisia. 

Palestine, especially Jerusalem, was considered holy for the three re- 
ligons of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. The declared object of the Crusades 
was to occupy the Holy Land, especially Jerusalem, and to replace the native 
Muslim population by a Latin one. During the conquest, the Muslim popu- 
lation of the captured Syrian towns was annihdated by mass slaughter, and was 

16. Paul Kennedy, 7 h e  Rise and Faall oftbe Great Powers, Fontana Press, London, 1988, p. 21. 
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replaced by the members of the invading armies and those who accompanied 
them, such as adventurers, merchants and pilgrims. 

There were also other motives b e h d  these wars. Around AD 1000, the 
population of Europe was growing, whereas that of the Islamic world was on 
the decline. The population of Europe was estimated at 38.5 million while that 
of the Islamic lands dld not exceed 12.5. Some historians are of the opinion 
that 'the Crusades were essentially an early experiment in expansionist im- 
perialism, motivated by material considerations with religion as a psychological 
cata~yst.,'~ 

The period of the Crusades was one of growth on all fronts in Western 
Europe. There was a growth in population and in production. The growth in 
profits led to the accumulation of capital and h s  stimulated all who engaged 
in trade, notably the members of the Itahan commercial and banking houses." 
The Crusades offered huge opportunities for the expansion of the great 
maritime cities of northern Italy - Venice, Pisa and Genoa. The conquest, and 
the concessions gven to these cities, allowed the establishment of Italian co- 
lonies in the towns of the Syrian ~0ast.l~ These colonies flourished under the 
Crusaders' rule, and they survived under the Muslim reconquest and devel- 
oped a considerable trade both for export and import. They were instrumental 
in the transfer of the manufacturing technologies of some Near Eastern in- 
dustries and the establishment of these industries in Italy. There came a time 
when the process was reversed and the Italian products of these industries 
started to be exported to the Near East. This was probably the chef perma- 
nent effect of the Crusades in the Near East.20 

The efforts to confront and oust the Crusaders, whch lasted for two 
centuries, sapped the local economies and weakened the Arab urban centres. 
Ths enormous task required formidable military strength which could not be 
provided by Syria alone, with its lunited human and economic resources. It 
was only through the unity of Syria and Egypt under the Ayyubids and the 
Mamelukes, and through the mhtary system that was adopted, that the 
Crusaders were finally defeated and expelled. 

The Mongols 
In the middle of the hrteenth century, and whde the core Islamic lands were 
sull busy with the expulsion of the Crusaders, another terrible invasion came 

17. Bernard Lewis, Be Arabs in ffistoy, London, 1977, p. 150. 
18. Jacques Bernard, 'Trade and Finance in the Middle Ages 900-1500', article 7 in I h e  fintana 

Economic Hsfov of Europe - I b e  Mia'dle Ages, edited by Carlo Cipolla, Collins/Fontana, 
London, 1977, pp. 274-275. 

19. Jacques Bernard, ibid., p. 292. 
20. Bernard Lewis, I b e  Arabs ..., op. cif., p. 153. 
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from the East. Jenghz Khan united the nomahc tribes of Mongolia and 
launched a devastating assault against the Eastern Islamic lands. By 1220- 
1221 Samarkand, Bukhara and Khwarizm fell into their hands and were cruelly 
devastated. In 1221, they crossed the Oxus river and entered Persia. Jenghz 
Khan died in 1227. In the middle of the century, a new plan to conquer all the 
lands of Islam as far as Egypt was entrusted to Hiiliigii, who marched with an 
army numbering 200,000 men according some Arabic sources.21 In February 
1258 Baghdad fell into their hands. The Abbasid caliph al-Musta‘sim was 
killed and the cahphate was abolished. Ths marked the end of a remarkable 
era in Islamic civdization. 

The most dsastrous effect of the Mongol invasion was depopulation. 
The capture of Baghdad and several towns was followed by horrible mas- 
sacres. The number of inhabitants who were slaughtered in Baghdad after its 
conquest accordmg to Arabic sources ranged between 800,000 and 2 mdlion; 
non-Arabic sources give lower figures, but it probably exceeded 100,000.22 
There were massacres in every other city. It is beyond doubt that the conquest 
of Iraq by the Mongols was a demographic catastrophe. Many towns remained 
desolate, and there was carnage in the countryside too. According to Rashid 
al-Din, most of the towns on both sides of the Euphrates were devastated and 
destroyed. 

Under the Ilkhanids, there was a general and progressive decline of Iraq’s 
population. The decrease of the population of Iraq and the consequences of 
the Mongol conquest were so catastrophc that Hamd All& al-Qazwm- ob- 
served that ‘there can be no doubt that even if for 1,000 years to come no evil 
befall the country, yet it wdl not be possible completely to repair the damage 
and bring back the land to the state in whch it was formerly.’24 Modern 
research has revealed that the population of the province of Diyala, including 
Baghdad, had declined from 870,000 in AD 800 to 60,000 after 1258. 

Immediately after the fall of Baghdad, the Mongols continued their march 
and overtook Syria and according to their plan, they were headmg towards 
Egypt which was threatened also with andation and destruction. The 
Mamelukes realized the immensity of ths danger, and they stood up to the 
challenge. In the battle of ‘Ayn Jdiit in Palestine, in 1259, the Mongols were 
defeated decisively, and their tide was checked. The Mamelukes gradually 
wrested all of Syria from Hf&@ and his successors. The last encounter in h s  
era between the Mongols and the Mamelukes took place in 1304 when Ghazan, 

23 

21. Ibn Kahr, al-Bi&ya wa-l-nihqa, Beirut, 1982, Arabic edition, XIII, p. 200. 
22. Abd al-‘Aziz al-Duri, ‘Baghdnd‘, in Engdopaedia ofhlam, I, p. 902. 
23. Ashtor, ,4 Social and Economic Histoy.. ., op. it., p. 253. 
24. Al-Qazwini, Hamd Alliih. The geographical part of NuZhat al-Qtdub, composed in 1340, 
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who was already converted to Islam, was defeated. The fmal expulsion of both 
the Crusaders and the Mongols from Syria was achieved at the same time. 

Tinfir (Tamerlane, ruled 1370-1405) followed in the footsteps of 
Jenghia Khan in ruthlessness, and in conducting worldwide conquests. 
Although he was a Muslim and claimed that his campaigns were made in the 
name of Islam, yet they inflicted all the horrors of barbarian devastation on the 
Islamic worId. In 1400-1401 he invaded Iraq and Syria and sacked and pil- 
laged Baghdad, Aleppo and Damascus. His spoils from Damascus included 
the learned men and the artisans whom he took back with him to his capital in 
Central Asia. This was a further blow to the civilization of the region. 

The loss of international trade 
The economy of the core Islamic lands during the Golden Age of Islam was a 
commercial and a monetary one which could quite easily have continued to 
match that of Europe had it not been beset by various adverse factors. A main 
element in the prosperity of the Islamic economy was international trade. The 
strategic location of the Islamic lands between East and West and their military 
strength enabled them to be the masters of international trade until the end of 
the fifteenth century. 

It is not a mere coincidence that the year 1492 witnessed the fall of 
Granada, and the expeltion of Columbus in an effort to find a route to India 
which could bypass the Islamic lands where Ottoman power was on the rise. 
Thus Columbus discovered the New World and Spain established its authority 
on the greater part of the newly discovered continent. In this same period, the 
Portuguese were seeking also to bypass the Islamic lands to reach the East and 
bring its riches directly to Lisbon. The Portuguese discovered the route 
around Africa. There was virtually no Islamic naval power in the Indian 
Ocean, and they were able to occupy all the important Islamic trading posts in 
the East and to establish their colonies. 

The Portuguese presence in the East enabled them to establish direct trade 
with Europe, and to levy taxes on Muslim merchants and M u s h  ships, but the 
supply of the Islamic lands with Eastern goods remained in M u s h  hands. 

The situation changed at the end of the sixteenth century with the rise of 
Holland, England and France as the dominant forces in world trade. These 
countries enjoyed uninterrupted political stability and economic, technological 
and scientific progress. Each of them established a worldwide commercial 
empire based on advanced gunnery and sailing techniques, in addition to utter 
ruthlessness in the pursuit of profits. 

The discovery of the New World and the new routes to the East brought 
untold riches to Europe, which prospered on the captured gold, silver, spices 
and other products. The distribution of wealth between Europe and the 
Islamic lands had changed dramatically, and the centre of international trade 
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had shifted from the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean to the Baltic and the 
Atlantic. 

The rise of the commercial empires created a system of exploitation in 
which Europe became the supplier of high-value manufactured products and 
the colonized or dominated countries, including the Islamic lands, produced 
raw materials .25 

The Capitulations 
The core Islamic lands did not encounter a frontal military assault from the 
West similar to that of the Crusades until the nineteenth century. But during 
the intervening period, they were penetrated and invaded economically in an 
indlrect and a more insidious and damaging manner. Even when the Muslims 
were victorious following the expulsion of the Crusaders, the Italian maritime 
cities which established their presence during the Crusaders occupation of the 
Syrian coast continued their presence and activities in Egypt and Syria under 
the Mamelukes, with damaging economic effects for both Egypt and Syria. 
The Ottoman sultans adopted even more harmful policies. Immediately after 
the capture of Constantinople in 1453, the Genoese in that city were given 
tradlng privileges. These privileges and immunities, whch were given to 
foreign non-Muslim trading communities living in Muslim cities, came to be 
known as the Capitulations. The word means submission, surrender and 
subordination, whch is contrary to sovereignty and independence. The 
Ottoman sultans thought that these concessions to foreigners would benefit 
the empire’s economy. In 1535, the French secured commercial concessions 
in the empire, in addition to other important privileges. The English Levant 
Company acquired comparable privileges in 1580.26 In Persia, Shah Abbas I, 
who was a powerful ruler, acted in a s d a r  manner. He granted the English 
East India Company sirmlar commercial concessions. These concessions 
granted by Muslim rulers gave Europeans the opportunity to gain control over 
a large share of the economic life of Islam. 

With the declining power of the Ottoman empire, the Capitulations 
were confirmed and extended to give foreign powers non-commercial 
concessions as well, such as the right of foreigners to have their own 
consular courts, and the right to guard Christian holy places. In the Levant, 
France was granted the right to protect all native Latin Catholics. Russia 
and Britain claimed similar protective rights over other sectors of the native 
population. 

The nineteenth century witnessed the rise of European imperialism led 
by Britain. Although British goods were invading the Ottoman empire, yet 

25. Ira M. Lapidus, A Hirtory ofhrlnmic Societies, Cambridge, 1991, pp. 267-275. 
26. Warn McNeil, Be E r e  ofthe We.& Chicago, 1963, p. 614. 
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Britain exerted powerful pressure on the Ottoman empire and forced it to 
abolish the system of state monopolies. In 1838, an Anglo-Turkish treaty was 
signed gving Britain and the European powers the right to trade in the empire 
in return for a duty of 3 per cent This treaty, known as the Commercial 
Code, deprived the Ottoman government of its revenue from state mono- 
polies. It opened the door for the foreign economic domination of the empire. 
Cheaper European goods invaded the markets, and the local industries were 
virtually destroyed. The Ottoman economy declined into that of a satellite in 
its relationship with Europe, supplying it with raw materials whch were 
manufactured in Europe and then sold back in the empire.” 

Western military intervention to thwart modernization 
In the nineteenth century, some Muslim rulers reahzed the weakness of their 
economies and became aware of the urgent need to introduce reforms and to 
modernize. These attempts took place in the Ottoman empire, in Egypt, and 
in Tunisia, and all of them were thwarted by direct or indirect intervention by 
European powers. The story of Mohammad Ali is an example of direct 
military intervention by Western powers to foil the attempt to modernize by a 
Muslim ruler. 

Mohammad All, who was described by Br~ckelmann~~ as the most im- 
portant man in the hstory of modern Islam, came to power in Egypt in 1805. 
H e  realized from the start wherein lay the power of Western Europe. So he 
spent his lifetime in an attempt to modernize and to build the economy of 
Egypt. H e  realized that military strength does not lie in the number of men in 
the armed forces or the amount of amassed imported military equipment, but 
in the possession and control of the means of production and not being de- 
pendent on Europe. So he undertook a massive programme of modernization 
and industrialization. 

H e  started by abolishing the Mameluke military system and establishing a 
modern army of about 180,000, in which the sons of the Egyptian peasants 
were recruited. H e  introduced a land reform in whtch he abolished the iqt2 
system and consolidated the agricultural lands as state property, and allotted 
them to the peasants. H e  encouraged agriculture and introduced the cultiva- 
tion of cotton into Egypt as an export crop for securing the foreign exchange 
whtch was much needed for his reforms. H e  made foreign trade a state 
monopoly and refused to apply the Commercial Code which was imposed by 
Western powers on the Ottoman empire, because he believed that it would 

27. P. Mansfield, A ffi.itory oftbe Mitle East, London, Viking, 1991, p. 57. 
28. B.S. Turner, Veber andhkam, London, Routledge & Kegan Pad, 1978, p. 133. 
29. C. Brockelmann, Hstory of the hlamic Peoples, English translation, London, Routledge & 

Kegan Paul, 1980, p. 347. 
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destroy the economy of Egypt. Mohammad Ali built many industrial factories 
to produce a wide range of products which were needed for the country as a 
whole and for the army and the navy. These included textiles, clothmg, paper, 
dyes, sugar, chemicals, leather, glass, machine tools, pumps, guns and am- 
munition, and many other products. H e  even built naval vessels in Alexandria. 
The number of industrial workers reached about 400,000. H e  sent workers to 
Europe to be trained in European factories and hred foreign technicians for 
some industries. Missions of Egyptian students were sent annually to Europe 
to study and speciahze. Many modern schools were bdt for the first time in 
Egypt, such as the schools for medicine, veterinary medcine, enpeering, 
languages, secretarial services, infantry and artillery. At one time the number 
of students in these schools reached 10,000 all of whom were supplied with 
lodgng, food and stipends. The aim was to create the cadres needed to run 
and supervise a modern government and a modern economy, and to provide 
the army with the needed trained manpower. 

Muhammad Ali created a united Arab state which included Egypt, 
Greater Syria, Hijaz and the Sudan all of whch were neighbours. Syria in 
particular was of immense importance as was evident to him from the hstory 
of Egypt and Syria during the previous Islamic periods. 

The major Western powers became increasingly concerned and alarmed 
by the threat that this rising Islamic power posed to their interests. Britain in 
particular regarded Muhammad Ali as a dangerous menace to its interests. 
Palmerston in an official correspondence to his ambassador in France wrote: 
‘I hate Muhammad Ah whom I consider nothng better than a barbarian. I 
believe that he is a great tyrant and oppressor.’ Britain was seriously alarmed 
by the spread of Muhammad Ali’s power along the whole eastern coast of the 
Red Sea and along a part of the southern coast of Arabia in which they saw a 
threat to their route to I d a  and the East. All the major powers saw in hs 
economic policies and hs expanding power a threat to their interests and to 
their markets in the Islamic lands. 

Britain set about organizing the five major powers of Europe, Britain, 
France, Prussia, Austria and Russia, to join an alliance to oust Muhammad Ali 
from Syria and to curtail his power. Even though these powers had conflicting 
interests, yet in ths case they agreed to unite against Muhammad Ah. In 1840, 
the fleets of the allies led by the British, assembled off the Syrian coast to 
attack Ibrahm. They instigated a local revolt exploiting the religious differ- 
ences among the population, and then landed in Beirut. Ibrahm was obliged 
to retreat. Then Acre was besieged, bombarded and captured. This was fol- 
lowed by the siege of Alexandria. Muhammad Ah reahzed that he was beaten. 
His French ahes deserted hun, and he could not fight the European powers 
alone. 

Through the terms of the Treaty of London of 1841, Muhammad Ali 
was obliged to leave Syria and Hijaz, and to reduce his forces to 18,000 only 
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from 180,000 (or 250,000 according to some reports.) H e  had to acknowledge 
the validtty of the treaties concluded between the Ottoman empire and the 
foreign powers, including the Commercial Code.30 

T h e  cultural barrier - the case of the Ottoman empire 
When the Ottomans were on the rise, they were always keen to encourage 
economic activities in the new areas which were added to their empire. In the 
new cities, all the trades and crafts were established as an important support 
for the military eff~rt.~' During the sixteenth century, the Ottomans were the 
superior mihtary power. Their aridlery and armaments were un~hallenged.~~ 
The Ottoman and Islamic civilization in general developed unaided until it 
reached the point where it could not develop any longer without a great new 
advance or a revolution in science and technology. The Ottomans were a great 
power as long as their gunpowder technology was superior. Gunpowder 
technology was developed by the Islamic civilization from the thirteenth 
century until the end of the sixteenth, as can be seen in this volume. Nothing 
of significance in this technology was borrowed from the West. W e  can even 
safely say that, in general, Islamic technology in the sixteenth century 
represented the best that was known in that age. This is illustrated in the 
mechanical engmeering books of Taqi-1-Din, who flourished at the end of the 
sixteenth century in Istanbul, and who established also the advanced Istanbul 
observatory which was the last one in Islam. In that same age, an English 
traveller in Syria was studying why people in England were under the 
impression that the Turks were superior to people in the West.33 

How can w e  explain then the decline which followed, and why the West 
overtook and then surpassed the Ottomans after the sixteenth century? W e  
have given above various factors which led to the decline of the Islamic lands 
and most of which apply also to the Ottoman empire. 

The Ottomans lost their advantage in mihtary technology after the six- 
teenth century, and their economy and their science and technology did not 
advance beyond medieval standards. In Europe, things began to change dra- 
matically. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw the emergence of an 
European economy on a large scale. The geographcal discoveries brought to 

30. A good account of the achievements of M4ammad Ali is given by W. R. Polk, Be Arab 
Vorld Today, Harvard, 1991, pp. 73-81. The European coalition against Muhammad Ali is 
cited in most histories including Polk, op. it., Brockelmann, ffistorsy ..., op. cit., and 
Mansfield, A ffistorsy.. ., op. cit, 

31. Halil Inalcik, 'The Ottoman Economic Mind and Aspects of the Ottoman Economy', 
in Jtudies in the Economic History Oftbe &&idle East, ed. by M. A. Cook, Oxford, 1970, 
pp. 207-218. 

32. John Francis Guilmartin Jr., Guqowder and GaLqs, Cambridge, 1974, p. 255. 
33. Henry Maundrell, AJournqyfrom Aleppo tojmsalem, Beirut, Khayat, 1963, p. 196. 
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Europe great riches from the New World and from the newly discovered trade 
routes with India and the Far East. Other internal factors were behmd the 
economic progress of local trade and industry. The ferthty of the land in 
Europe and the growth of population were among the factors behnd h s  
economic growth. 

By about the middle of the nineteenth century, the population of the 
Ottoman empire was barely 17 don.34 This included more than 5 mdhon 
in the European part whch was more of a liability, 6 milhon in Anatolia 
and Istanbul, 2-3 d o n  in Egypt, about 1 d o n  in each of Syria and 
Iraq, and 2-3 mfion in North Africa. The population of Western Europe 
in this same period was about 190 d o n  whch is more than 11 times the 
population of the Ottoman empire.35 And with Russia and Eastern Europe 
the total was 274 mdhon or more than 16 times the size of the Ottoman 
empire. Each of the following West European countries was larger than the 
Ottoman empire in population: Great Britain (28.9 mdhon), France (36.5), 
Spain and Portugal (19.7), Italy (23.9), Germany (31.7), and Austro- 
Hungary (31.3). 

In face of this growing prosperity and power of Europe, the Ottoman 
empire was to falter, and to turn inward. The Ottoman army, however well 
administered, became increasingly unable to maintain the lengthy frontiers 
without enormous cost in men and money; and the Ottoman empire, udke 
that of the Spanish, Dutch, and the British later, &d not bring much in the 
way of economic benefit. By the second half of the sixteenth century, the 
empire was showing signs of strategical over-extension, with a large army 
stationed in central Europe, an expensive navy operation in the Mehterranean, 
troops engaged against Persia, in North Africa, the Aegean, Cyprus, and the 
Red Sea, and reinforcements needed to hold the Crimea against a rising 
Russian power. 

An important element in the decline was the cultural barrier which ex- 
isted between Christian Europe and the Ottomans and whch isolated the 
empire from the revolutions which took place in science and technology. Ths 
resulted also in a hosule relationshp with Europe, whch was considered as a 
continuation of the Crusades and whch sapped the energy of the empire. 

The gap between the levels of development continued to increase, and 
when the Ottomans realized in the nineteenth century the need to modernize, 
it was not as much the forces of reaction which delayed the reforms, but the 
obstacles which were created by the Western powers. 

36 
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THE FUTURE O F  ISLAMIC S C I E N C E 3 7  

After the Second World War, most Islamic lands became independent once 
again, but the scars of long colonial rule remained. These are evident in the 
further fragmentation of Islamic and Arabic countries into smaller states, in 
the injustice and oppression infhcted against the Palestinians, in the renewed 
activities to strengthen the cultural barrier between the West and Islam, in the 
current sectarian and ethnic feuds and devastating civil wars within some 
countries and the destructive wars between neighbouring ones, in the 
economic and political dominance of foreign powers, and in the cultural 
domination exemplified in the use of foreign rather than national languages in 
higher education. 

But despite all the adversities and obstacles facing the Islamic lands, the 
future holds hope and promise. These lands have been the cradle of some of 
the richest civilizations ever known. Science appeared in the Nile Valley, Syria 
and Mesopotamia. It continued uninterrupted over thousands of years, 
reaching its peak during the Islamic period. It flowed on incessantly, the wide 
gap of today opening only since the Industrial Revolution, less than 200 years 
ago. Thus there is a solid substratum to the civilization of the Muslim world, 
which has indigenous and inherent cultural traditions and customs, deeply 
rooted in the peoples of the area. In addition, there are the crafts and industrial 
skills inherited over thousands of years. These inherited skills proved their 
importance in the wake of independence and after the Second World War, 
when some Islamic countries started to industriahe and thousands of work- 
shops and industrial plants were established in all Muslim cities. Craftsmen in 
even the smallest machine shops were able to manufacture the most delicate 
modern machinery, in no way inferior to imported or imitated versions. 

In approaching modern science and technology, w e  must remind our- 
selves of those lessons of history that help us to look to the future. For history 
shows that there is nothing in the content of any part of science, or indeed of 
technologies high or low, that cannot be nurtured and developed by any people 
of any type of culture. Almost no society or set of cultural conditions is hostile: 
on the contrary, almost all the great groups of mankind have throughout the 
ages made significant contributions to the common heritage of knowledge and 
techniques. Among the foremost of them are the peoples of Islam. 

Once we realize that the content of science and technology finds no 
cultural barriers, we arrive at another lesson of history. It has been established 
that in the past, as now, science and scientists flourish in large communities 
and linguistic groups rather than small, in affluent areas better than in poor. 
During historic times, science has indeed flourished only when an empire or a 

37. This section is based on hhmic Technology - An Zltirstated Hixtory, by Ahmad Y. al-Hassan 
and Donald R. W, Cambridge, 1986, pp.283-286. 
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nation became mighty and rich, because it depends on the infrastructure 
provided by the existence of affluence. Ths is amply demonstrated through- 
out Islamic history. 

The Islamic world is rich in human resources, and some areas are rich in 
petroleum and other natural resources. This is fortunate because the future of 
science in Islamic countries depends upon the successful uulization of a 
combination of these two ingredients. Development in all fields within a 
community depends significantly on the scientific size, which is itself propor- 
tional to the size of the population and the gross national product. 

Indmidually, most of the oil-rich countries are smaIl in size. Each cannot 
by itself create an effective science and technology, or an independent in- 
dustrial economy. Similarly, those Muslim countries which are endowed with 
human resources lack the capital essential for the development of science and 
technology and, indeed, for their general development. 

Though most individual Islamic states now reahze the importance of 
science and technology for their future development, and though some have 
acheved considerable success along this road, future progress in aIl Muslim 
countries, rich or poor, depends on the extent of economic co-operation and 
integration among them on a regional basis. 

W e  can take the Arab states as an example of one large community 
having a cultural unity of language, religon and htstory. If the Arab states were 
to combine their human, capital and natural resources within the framework of 
an Arab Common Market, their abdity to acheve rapid and diversified in- 
dustrialization would be unquestionably enhanced. At present the national 
markets are too small to enable important industries to be developed under 
competitive conditions. The collective demand of Arab countries for industrial 
products is substantial, and it wdl continue to increase with the continuous 
process of socio-economic development. The creation of an Arab Common 
Market whch can utilize the oil revenues and the surplus capital would make it 
possible for the Arab world to meet most of its individual requirements 
through domestic production. 

Similar regional co-operation is possible also between other Muslim 
countries to the north and east of the Arab lands, and between Muslim 
countries in South-East Asia. These regonal groupings can also have wider 
economic co-operation and integration among each other so that the eco- 
nomic co-operation can encompass most of the Islamic countries. But to 
achieve this, the countries of Islam require perception, determination and co- 
operative leadership. 
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Abii ‘Abdalliih al-Tamimi al-hfaqdisi, 555 
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Abii ‘Alr b. Zur’a, 410 
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Abii Bakr b. Bahrh d-Dimashqi, 582 
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Abii Bakr Mharntnad b. Zakanyy;i al- 
mi, see al-Riizi 

Abu Diiwiid Sulaymiin b. Hassw b. 
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Abu-l-Faa Ja‘far b. ‘Ali al-Dimashqi, 549 
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Abu-1-Khayr, see '1~iirx-1 al-Din Abu-l- 

Abii Miihir Miis2 b. Yiisuf b. Say&, 465 
Abii MansiE Muwaffaq b. 'fi- al-Hargwi, 

61 

600 

409,555 

Jazziir 

Khayr w d  b. Mu@% 

54,64f., 556 
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Abu-l-Q%im al-'Ir&qi, 55 
Abu-l-Q%sim Qorbhi, 626 
Abii Quraysh, 'hi, 552 
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Abii Ya'qiib b. Sulaymk al-Isr%'ili, 555 
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Abii Zakariyy% b. Hudhayl, 125 
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b. 'Abd Rabbihi, 555 
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'Adawi, I. A,, 220,222 
al-ahya, 560; d-&a al-m@&, 548 
&a murakhba, 548 
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Aden, 95,223,227f. 
al-'&id, 117 
Adwar, Abdul Haq Adniin, 430 
admiral, 230; admiral-in-chars, 230, 

Ottoman, 241; patrona (vice-admiral), 
230; q@u&mt, 230; @Zh (rear 
admiral), 230 

'Adud al-Dawla (amir), 203, 209, 466, 
556 

aetiology, 301,327,330 
Aetios of Ami& 460 
Afghanistan, 201,283 
Africa, 242,580 
Afushteh, 282 

Aghlabid dynasty, 36,220,420 
Agra Fort, 605f. 
@cola, J., 63,88 
Agriculture (&$&a), 21,26,44,55,593f., 

609; products: areca nuts, 610; 
cannabis, 610; cereals, 610; cotton, 
610; hemp, 610; henna, 610; in+, 
610; jute, 610; lentils, 610; des, 
610; opium, 6lO;pZn, 610; sugar cane, 
610; research/science, 36, 22f., 33; 
scientists, 36; 
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m a d  b. 'Abd Rabbh, 555 
mad b. I b r W  (Jpkim), 432 
m a d  b. Jd al-Muhands, 296 
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m a d  b. Y&y% al-Hafid, 329 
Ahmad, N., 600 
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Ahmad, S. hf., 224,239,241 
Ahmad-i Dii’i? 575 
Alynad I11 (sdtiin), 582 
Akpnad b. M&ammad al-Hiisib, 293 
Alynad b. Miisii, 293 
Ahw%, 203,409,473 
al-Ah-, Hajji Pasha, 561 
‘Am al-Tiit, 138 
Ein-i Akbari, 93,611,613 
aj,~, 196 
Akbar (sultiin), 435,596,605 

a&&-, 273 
a&kit, 265 
‘Akka, see Acre 
‘Alii’ al-Din Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ab b. Abi-l- 

‘Ah’ &Din al-Man@r, 265,571,576 

&vi, M. A., 594,6 10 
Albania, 229 
Albertus Magnus, 46,51,94 
alchemists, Islamic, 58; Western, 48 
alchemy, 41,43; Alexandnan, 41; Arabic 

alchemical works, 48,51; Chinese, 43; 
physical, 41; pre-Ishc experimen- 
tal, 43; spiritual, 41; theoretical, 47 

&- BSboa, 275 

Ham d-Qurashi, 392 

‘Alamgir, 437 

Alcmaeon, 398 
alcohol, 65 
Aldebaran, 570 
alembic, 66; mple alembic, 61 
Aleppo, 75, 115f., 138, 155, 171, 267- 

270, 284, 286, 293, 329, 336, 339, 
396,408,626,656 

Alexander of Tralles, 460 
Alexander the Great, 397 
Alexandria, 23, 42, 107, 132, 138, 153, 

222, 226, 244, 270, 338, 399, 460, 
487,529,546,659 

Alfonso X, 179 
algebra, 600,625; hear, 586 

Algeria, 97,422 
Algers, 225,228 
Alhambra, 79,194 
‘Ah, Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ab b. Ridwa al-hlisr;, 

329,392,415 
‘Ah b. al-‘Abbas al-bfaajfisi (Haly ‘Abbas), 

317, 355, 382, 389, 409, 446, 454, 
494, 493, 52 1, 533f.; &-77zil aLpn2a, 
445 

‘Ah b. Abi Bakr al-Harawi, 249 
‘Ah b. Abi Tab, 275 
‘Ah b. w a d  b. M&immad, 242 
‘Ah b. al-Husayn b. ‘Ah al-Mas‘fidi, 72 
‘a- b. ‘hi, 470,482,485 
‘AE b. hfdpmmad b. ‘Abdakh al- 

hfutapbbib al-Anwari, 394 
‘Ah b. M&amrnad Qiishji/Kugp 
(mull%), 287,422, 574,576,624,622, 
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‘Ah b. Mur& (Mar&) al-Tarsiisi, 11 1 
‘Ah Celebi, Si&, 239 
‘Ah al-J~S&(sdtzn), 435 
‘Ah Kup, see ‘Ah b. hfdptnmad Qiishji 
‘Ah Q~di MirzS I‘tigd al-Salpnah, 633 
‘Ah Reis, Say&, 579 
‘Ah ShB, M&amrnad 640 
‘Ah Yiisuf, 503 
Ahcante, 126 
alidade, 214 
ivlgarh Muslim University, 595,601 
ahzarin, 83 
a h h e  glaze, 77 
&s, 64 
alkaloids, 603 
Alhhdab Asprlabi kh~ri, 597 
allergy, 515 
alloys, 61 1 
Almeria (Spain), 36,92,228,382 
altitude: of the polar star, 244; stellar, 245 
alum of Yaman, 42,83,161 
Amalnc I, 117 
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amirin charge of the Rver Board, 208 
Amassia, 433 
amaurosis, 479 
America, 580f. 
h d ,  285f. 
amir al-bahq 229, amir al-mz', 229 
al-'&, 193,292 
A m  &bit-, 635 
Amkutzes, Georgios, 576 
Ammiin, 146,545 
Ammar, S., 422 
ammonia, 534 
Ammonios, 460 
limUli, Bahii al-Din, 599,602,624f., 636; 

Cotzpendurn of A&vzedc, 625, 635; 
hbh2,625,632 

anaesthetics, 444, anaesthetic sponge, 
444; hemlock (xbqhr%z or 
sbawhrzn)), 445; henbane (bang), 445; 
Indian hemp, hashish or Cannabis 
sativa, 445; poppy (&mb-kbsb), 444 

Anatolia, 26, 92, 152, 228,273, 543, 566, 
573,590,661 

Anatolios, 27 
anatomy, 301, 313, 400, 443, 488, 493; 

dental, 531; human skeleton, 311; 
illustrations of, 31 5 

Anawiiti, G. C., 428 
'anaTa or harba, 255 
Ancona, 576 

555,647 
al-hdalus, 139, 155,222,228,230,422, 

Andalusia, 11 5,197,423 
al-Andalusi, %'id b. Alpad b. Sii'id 

al-Andalusi, Abu-1-Salt Ummaya, 190, 
422 

andmCn, 501 
anah&< 57 
aneurysm, 454 
angina, 523 

(q*), 461 

animals, 26; animal-breeding, 198; milk 

anisokonia, 486 
Ankara, 575 
Ankylostoma worm, 383 
'Anniiba, 422 
Anossof, F., 105 

of, 375 

d-h@ D 2 a d  b. 'Urn &An*-, 
373-375,394,431,438,489,561 

Antalya, 274 
Antarctica, 242,580 
antidotes, 603f. 
Antioch, 138,529 

Apollonius of Tyana, 22, 42, 282; Geo- 
ponzXa, 23 

apoplexy, 41 1 
apostasis, 499 
apparatus, 57 
apprentice, 278,291 
approach, quantitative, 54 

al-'Aqibi, A., 407 
Aqriib%din, 548f., 559 
al-Aqrii'i, 489 
aqua regia, 62,90 
aqueduct, 167,610 
aquifer, 205 
Arabian peninsula, 32 
Arabian Sea, 239 
Arabic, 46,49,225,309,527,589,632 
Arabs, 21, 33, 117, 368, 494, 498, 507, 

arzk, 528 
Arberry, A. J., 408 
arch, ogival, 196 
archers, 255,258 
archery, 248,255,257,260 
architect (al-m"m&), 294,623 
archtecture ('zlm al-banha)), 194, 594; 

Gothic, 196, 292; structural features: 

al-Anwali, 394 

'UqiqiG 549 

510,525,545 
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beams, 194, buttresses, 194; columns, 
194, dome, 194; semicircular arch, 
194, vault, 194 

Ardabil, 144 
Ardakiini, H. hf., 627,635 
Arctaeos of Cappadocia, 348,400 
Arg (Sistan), 263 

Aristotle, 24, 27f., 52f., 314, 322, 546; De 
u/zikz, 408; Anstotelian theories, 42 

arithmetic, 601 
Arkiin, hluhammad, 417 
Armenia, 107, 136, 141, 142, 144 
arms: armourers, 284; projectile pots, 

Arnold of \rillanova, 559 
Arnold, T. E., 382 
‘uurn&, 262 
Arriin, 136,147 
arrows (kh$ZS), 119,259 
Artelt, W., 542 
-Afemi..ia uhtanim (shfj) (herb), 383, 457, 

526 
arteries, 316f., 321 
artillery, 136 
artisans, 42,276 
artists, Islamic, 80 
U/- ‘un?s, 263 
arytenoid, 5 1 6 
i2rziini, blulpmmad Akbar, 436 
Ascaris worm, 383 
Rsclepiades, 399 
Asfahad, Asad All& 284 
al-Ash‘ari, 648f. 
ushmifi, 64 
Ashraf b. Mahmiid, 431 
al-Ashraf Khalil (sultiin), 119 
d-Ashraf Qaytbay, 134 
al-Ashraf Sha‘biin b. Husayn(sultiin), 133, 

Asia Minor, 21 8 

a/- ‘u~’1lf-~llL~h~tl~s, 294 

1 18; recipes for flying fires, 123 

153 

‘Askar, 137 
‘Asqaliin, 138 
Assyrians, 107,367,396 
astrolabc, 189, 214, 567, 597, 630; 

astrolabe-maker, 287f. 
astronomer, 189,582,630 
astronomy, 568,570,573,576, 58lf., 584, 

588, 593, 595, 597, 600, 62S622, 
634, 631, 639; Copernican, 631, 633; 
instruments, 190 

Aswan, 97 
asylums, 404 
‘A@ All& Rashidi, 600 
Athens, 107 
Atlantic Ocean, 579,657 
Atlas Major, 91,582 
atresia, 36 1 
Attalos TTI,22 

L‘Attiir, Jamd, 561 
Augustine, 41 9 
Aurangzib (sultan), 437 
automata, 177, 18 1 
automatic controls, 187 
Avempace, see Ibn Biijja 
Aventofal, see Ibn Tufayl 
Averroes, ste Ibn Rushd 
Avicenna, see Ibn Sing 
Avlonya, 329 
L I W ~ $  416 
UZCU$LZ, 3 1 8 
ikthelm, Vc’. H., 529 
q.it u/-(quzti dkzihz, 393 
‘Aydhab, 226 
Ay& Sa& 570,571,647 
‘Ayn Jduf, 119,655 
‘Ay” d-M& Shiriizi, 436 
‘Ayn Zarba, 477 
Aqweda, 33 1,602f. 
Ajybid, 27 1,268,270,415,654 
hzarbaqjw, 97, 136, 141,144, 147,419 

‘u.&Z~; 549, 607 
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al-hhar, 650 
b u t h ,  598; azimuthal quadrant, 571 
Aziz Bey of Crimea, 585 
‘ h a  ‘Uthmiina, 438 
Azov, 242 
azuds, 210 

B 
Bgb-i ‘&i, 230 
Babinger, F., 289 
Babur, 608 
Babylonia, 651 
Babylonians, 367,396 
Bachet de Miziriac, 627 
Bacon, Roger, 46,47,51,117,413 
Badr al-Din b. Bahrm al-Samarqandi al- 
Qalhsi, 560 

Bag, A. IC, 599 
Bagch, S.K., 61 1 
al-B%h&di, ‘Abd al-LZi$f b. YCiSuf, 60, 

312,314,385,494,497,539,542 
Baghdad, 185, 202, 263, 273, 301, 304, 

340, 356, 388, 410, 417, 420, 430, 
434, 462, 473, 477, 529, 546, 553, 
645,650,6556 

Hariri, 382 

‘Ali b. Jazla, 391 

al-B%h&di, ‘Abdallah b. al-QiX~im al- 

al-Bagh&di, Abii ‘Ab Y&yiX b. ‘Is2 b. 

al-B%h&di, M&miid, 329 
bagbh, 232,233 
Bahadm J.%m.r aLbanaha, 601 
Bah2 al-Dawla, 435 
B&’ al-Din Ytisuf b. Shaddid, 11 1 
Bahrain, 622,624 
Bajjiina, 228 
Bakhtiari, 144 
Bakirkoy, 434 
al-BakrI, 89,143 

Baku, 72 
al-Baladi, b a d  b. M&ammad b. 

Y&y%, 354, 369-373, 377, 381, 387, 
390,477 

Balboa, 581 
Baht-& al-Haktm, 23 
Bahus, 42,46 
Balkan, 566,591 
bamboo mould, 157 
Bamdad, M., 637 
bananas, 33 
bankmg, 654 
BanCi Miis2 b. Sh&ir, 86f., 182,185,187, 

baqqam, 80 
Barbarossa, Khayr al-Din, 225 
barf4 269 
Barmalads, 45 
bamgya, 63 
Barqa (Cyrenaica), 143,227 
b&d, 114 
ban7&a, 289 

b&%, 245 
badtar&, 230 
basilicon ointment, 501 
basiotripsy, 363 
Basle, 337 
Basra, 204,223,473 
Bassala, G., 578 
batriiy, 96 
Baudier, Father, 599 
bawq a&gba, 56 
BiXym-d Yildirim (suhn), 433 
Bayezid 11 (sdm), 567,5766 
al-Bayhaqi, Abu-I-Hasan ‘Ah b. Zayd 

Baylak al-Qibajqi, 244 
Bayt al-ma, 301,462,553,554 
Bayulkem, F m q ,  434 
Beauvais, Vincent de, 46,51 

189,1926,293 

al-BHshg, H., 271 

Zuhayr al-Din, 477 
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bedouin, 368 
Behwa bin Khawas Khan, 603 
Beirut, 274,659 
Bell, H. I., 230 
Beh, Gentile, 576 
bellows, 445 I 
belt dnve, 613 I 
Bengal, 436 
Berlingheri, Francesco, 576 
Bernal, J. D., 647 
Bernard,Jacques, 654 
Berne, 48 
Bersot, H., 429 
Bertapaglia, konardo, 451 
Berthelot, M., 48f.,60,68, 130 
Bessemer, 106 
Bey Hammtida Pnshii, 438 
Bhaskara, 191 
Bhishagratna, I<. K, 459 
biki (a plumb lead he), 246 
bile, black, 405 
biographies, 577 
biology, 584 
h r  (bi’r, well), 85 
Birinpccio, 285 
bitjiir, 254 
birth: deliver). chair, 361; delivery, 359; 

giving birth, 356; stillborn infant, 363 
al-Bm-, 55, 69, 78, 896, 9S102, 137, 

515, 548, 558f., 616; Et& dj&vdir, 
55,78,93,98, 102 

142, 172, 193, 214, 283, 362, 428, 

bistouries, 364 
Black Death, 652 
black hellebore, 536 
Black Sea, 145,229,242 
blacksmith, 103,284 
blepharosynechta, 481 
blood, 316, 321; blood-letting, 407; 

bleedtng, treatment of, 519; stanchg 
the flow oE with incision, 451; with 

__ 
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ligature, 451; with scorchq, 451; 
with suture, 451; with wicks, 451 

blowing, 74 
Bodleian Library, 308 
body, 316 
Boerhaave, Herman, 4% 
Bo&iQ University, 588 
Bohemond VII, 77 
Bolens, Lucie, 21,28f. 
Bologna, 155 
bookbindmg, 162 
borzx, 532 
Borsali, Tahar, 430 
Bose, A. K., 600,604 
Bose, D. hl., 594 
Bosworth, E., 225,624 
botany, 23, 33, 55, 427, 560, 584f., 642; 

Boulos of Mendes, 22, 24, 26, 28f., 42, 

bow, 256; composite, 259 
Boyle, Robert, 52 
brain, 494; dtsorders, 426; drain, 617; 

brass (sbabnh), 93,285,611 
Breant, J. R, 105 
breast-feedmg, 374 
brick: burnt, 197; glazed, 197; unfired, 

197; brick-cutters, 290; brick-lavers, 
290; brick-makers, 290 

bridges, 199, 618; arch of, 199; arched, 
202f.; masonry of arch bridges, 201; 
beam of, 199; cantilever, 19%; multi- 
ple-arched, 201; of large boats, 202; 
of stone, 202; pontoon, 199, 202; 
simple beam, 200; suspension, 199f. 

botanical gardens, 36 
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surgery, 423 

Britain, 659,661 
Brockelmann, C., 297,658 
bronchitis, 520 
bronze, 95,285,611 
Brooner, W., 465 
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Browne, E. G., 310,617,648 
bud- construction, science of (cilm 

‘aqzid ul-ubn&u), 293; builders, 290 
Bukhiim, 144,196,267,407,410,540,655 
bunzid (sing. bund), 255 
ul-bundaqjyu, 134 
Bursa, 137,276,566 
Burzoe, 397 
Busrii, citadels, 268 
Buzurg b. Shahriyiir, 239 
Byzantium/Byzantines, 107f., 117,218f., 

220,222,249f., 266 

C 
cadmium, 500 
Caesar Augustus, 460 
Cahen, C., 273 
Cairo, 55, 270f., 279, 287, 293, 307, 416, 

419, 426, 471, 473f., 478, 484f., 487, 

al-Nasr, 268; Biib Zawila, 268 
490,645,652; Biib al-Fua, 268; Biib 

Caka Bey, 224 
calcination, 45 
calendar, 575, 5966; Christian, 597; Hijfi, 

596f.; M*amtnad Shh-, 597; of 
Iran, 639; Samvat, 596f. 

Calicut, 29 
Cambridge, 243,330,551 
camormle (herb), 526 
Campbell, P., 333 
Cams, 169,183 
canals, 610 
cancer, 51 1; cancerous tumours, 41 1 
cannon, 119, 121, 128f.; cannon-makers, 

289; cannon production, 132 
cann* protective, 534 
Canton, 43,223 
caper, 532f., 536 
caphes, 438 

capital, 654,663 
capitulations, 657 
Carabaza, J. M., 27 

cardiovascular system, 317 
caries, 537 
Carmichael, J., 297 
carpenter, 278,282 
carpenters, 279 
carpets, 144, w e a q  of, 152 
Cartagena, 96,228 
cadage, 523; quadrangular, 507 
cartography, 579,639 
cartridges, 131 
Casiri, Michael, 482 
Caspian Sea, 137 
Cassianus Bassus Scholasticus, 23,26 
Cassini, Jacques, 568 
castles, hdl-top, 268 
cataract, 473,486 
catarrh, 336,468,501,514,516 
Cat0 the Elder, 22 
caustic medtcaments, 451 
cauterization, 331, 449, 455, 457, 526, 

537 
cauters, 512 
cautery, 397; for nasal bleeding, 510 
cavalry, 250; tramng of, 251; Turkish, 

256; Mameluke, 248; cavalrymen, 
252,257 

cavities, 537 
Celebi, see Sidi ‘Ali Re’is 
Celebi, Emir, 432 
Cellarius, Andreas, 582 
Celsus, Cornelius, 348,400,514 
Cemdeddin b. Ytisuf el-Mxdw-, ‘Abd 

al-Wahhiib b. Jamd al-Din b. Ynsuf, 
575 

C~aka, 396; Caraka-sdta, 310 

cementation, 94,99 
Central Asia, 250 
cephalotribe (mirh&kh), 363 
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ceramic grenades, 11 7 
ceramics, 77f., 612 
ceration, 58 
Chamoising, 16 1 
cliarcoal, 104,123 
Char&, John, 620 
Charieston, R. J., 73 
charitable foundations, 567 
Charlemagne, 1 77 
Charles I of Anjou and of Sicily, 502 
Chaturvedi, G. N., 604 
Chaudhuri, hlamata, 612 
chemin de ronde, 267 
chemistry (u/-kihjy2'), 41, 45, 584f., 594; 

apparatus, 57; applied, 642; Arabic 
legacy, 69; Islamic, 44, 56f.; of soils, 
38; orips of, 43; scientific, 45; equip- 
ment for chemical processes, 57 

chemists, Islamic, 54f., 57-60, 65, 93 
chemosis, 468,481 
chest-makers (suwdqT), 282 
Chevalier, Chardm, 621 
children, upbrinpg of, 391; chddren's 

China, 69,155,220,124,265,543,645 
Chios Island, 228 
cholera, 347 
cholesteatoma, 504 
Chosrau I, 397 
Choulant, L., 467 
Christianity, 42 
Christides, V., 218 
chronometers, 567 
Cilicia, 546 
cinnabar (;qi@), 80 
zriqi, 98 
circle, zodiac, 18 1 
circulation, pulmonq, 3 12,438 
circumcision, 455 
cistem, 32, 199 
citadels, 268 

diseases, 377 

C' - 

Citrus trees, 35 
clack-valve, 169 
clavicle, 453 
climate, changcs in, 65 i 
clock, 177; mechanical, 567, 571; pocket 

watch, 180; spring-driven, 179; water- 
clock, 175, 177, 179 

Clot Bey, 439 
Clot, Antoine, 490 
Clmy, 196 
coal, 104 
cobwork (fc7+), 197 
Coca, J. hf., 424 
coconut palms, 32 
coins, I<Llfic, 89 
coitus, 357 
Coje Nessir de Thus, 621 
coke, 103 
colic, 326 
colocasia, 32f. 
colocynth (&.vip/), 532 
Columbus, Christopher, 579, 581, 631f., 

Columella, 22,26,28 
Commercial Code, 658,660 
commissariat (as 3 factor of war), 247 
communications, 247,269 
Conde, Josk Antonio, 1256 
confidentialtty of patients, 483 
Constms 11, emperor, 21 8 
Constantine the African, 342,422 
Constantinople, 107, 121,2186,265,275, 

consumption, 335 
contagion, 328f. 
contraception, 360 
convulsions, 379 
Copemicus, 570,581,650 
copper, 92, 385; alloys, 96; mines, 92; 

cord, spinal, 316,522 

656 

547,653,657 

ores, 92 
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Cordoba, 25, 36, 85, 91, 96, 162, 194, 

CoMth (Greece), 77 
corn m h g ,  172,175 
cornea, 467,479 
corruption, 653 
Cortes, J. D., 581 
coryza, 336,511,514,515 
cosmetic: operations, 454; surgery, 386, 

Cotard’s syndrome, 414 
cotton, 32f., 139f., 143,147,156; muslin, 

142; processing, 140f.; texdes, 140 
Coumbary, 587 
couriers, 269 
crackers (:awZ&h), 131 
crafts, tradtional, 291 
craftsmen, 159,167,273,285 
craniodast, 364 
crank, 169,188,613 
Crkcy, 126,132 
Crete, 220 
cricoid, 516 
crops: diffused, 33; from the New World, 

38; sequences of, 30 
crossbow, 260; multiple, 266 
croup, 518 
crude oil, 72 
Crusade/Crusaders, 111, 117, 119, 129, 

cryotherapy, 450 
crystalhation, 116 
Ctesibius, 175 

curettage, 479 
curing, 159 
cylinders, 169 
cypress, 523 
Cyprus, 92 
Cynaco, 576 
cysts, 507; sebaceous, 521 

481,503,537,542,555 

514 

248-251,256,265,653f. 

cupola, 93 

D 
d-DabbQh, Fakhri, 426,441 
hb&s, 255 
h&-k (rammer), 291 
dam, 173,208; buildmg of, 204; of earth, 

208 
Damascus, 69, 75, 97, 101, 138, 155, 

176f., 183, 230, 249, 253, 268, 270, 
279, 286, 404, 416f., 439, 462, 484, 
487,542,545,560,624,645,656 

damask, 105 
Damietta, l18,222,264f., 270 
d-Dm-, Kamsil d-Dh b. Miis%, 382, 

393 
Danzig, 48 
hrqa, 255 
Daa Shtkeh, 600,609 
hh, 85 
Darby, 103 
Dardanelles, 228 
Da al-Fun-4 Shiihhe, 586, 635, 637- 

641 
Dslr d - M ,  474,649f. 
&r al-hkim, 23 
Darwin, 41 7,426 
d’Aurillac, Gerbert, 190 
d’Avennee, Priss, 438 
&mi’, 90 
hws, 56 
Dawtid b. Sukman (Artuqid king), 

287 
Dawwm, JaM d-Din, 621 
Daybd, 263 
de Barros, Jolo, 241 
de Chauliac, Guy, 451f., 544 
de Gobineau, J. A., 637 
D e  Goeje, M. J., 69,136 
D e  Koning, P., 313 
D e  Lacy O’Leary, 649 
D e  Luynes, 105 
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deformities, congenital, 385 
Deh, 597,599 
delirium, 41 1,421 
Democritus, sw Boulos ofhfendcs 
demography, 639 
Demosthenes Philalethes, 460 
demulcents, 500 
Denecke, H. J., 514 
Denia, 422 
dental pulp, 534 
dentifnces, 530 
dentist, 536 
dentistry, 527,531,533f., 537,542; dental 

instruments, 538; Islamic literature 
on, 542,544 

der’., 269 
Derviii Pasha, 585 
Descartes, 413,626 
desert, 651; Libyan, 97 
Desruelles, M., 429 
development, socio-economic, 663 
Dhu al-Niin al-Misri, 44 
al-Dhahabi, 401 
dbZt-al-tawZq 2 1 8 
dbawi al-jida wa-i-mibafi, 229 
dhow, 232; Arab lateen-riged, 233 
dbu ‘&a, 253 
dbubbzn, 246 
diabetes mellitus, 339 
diagnosis, 341, 511, 604; clinical, 335; 

diaphragm, 522 
diarrhoea, 378 
Didjmos, 24 
Diepgen, Paul, 357 
&et, 369,607; therapy, 347 
dietetics, 301,334,347,555 
Dietrich, A., 548f. 
digestion, 324; system of, 378 
Dimyiit (Damietta), 226 
Dioscorides, 38, 351, 456, 550, 556f.; 

aids, 346; dtfferential, 337 

Ahfoia meaka, 38, 545f., 551-554, 
558-561 

diplopia, monocular, 486 
&a, 245 
dirbm qaja, 92 
d~&-W&yd)fi%J.b (crackers), 1 18 
disasters, natural, 652 
discovery of America, 242 
disease, 350, 377, 464, 488, 603, 607; 

Baghdad boil, 382; blood spot, 464, 
466; cataract, 464; cerebral, 522; 
chemosis, 466; chronic headache, 
456; congenital, 384; conjunctiva, 
466; conwous, 380; corneal cancer, 
466; dislocation, 456; ectropion, 464; 
hardness, 466; heredltary, 403; 
infectious, 380; itch, 466; lithiasis, 
464; lumbago, 456; measles, 380; 
non-chronic clinical migraine, 456; 
occult pains, 464; of the cornea, 464; 
of the ears, 384; of the eye, 464,470; 
of the eyelid, 471; of the mouth, 384; 
of the nose, 384; of the optic nerve, 
471; of the throat, 384; ophthalrma, 
464,466; pain, 456; pannus, 466; pins 
and needles, 456; protuberance, 466; 
pterygium, 464; pustules, 466; 
rheumatism, 456; sciatica, 456; 
sclerosis, 464; scrofula, 466; sleeping 
sickness, 382; smallpox, false 
(chtckenpox), 380f., 390; sprains, 456; 
swe-, 464, 466; swelling, fibro- 
matous (warm Lj, 454; symble- 
pharon, 464; thrush, 466; tinea, 466; 
Toledo blades, 253; toothache, 456; 
ulcers, 466 

dispensaries, 609 
dissection, 316 
distdation, 45, 58, 6%7, 70; fractions, 

Diyii’ al-Din b. al-Bapr, 560 
distilled, 108; of flowers, 71 
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Diya Bakr, 169,286 
Dizful, 209 
Doge of Venice, 77 
dogmatics, 399 
Dols, M. W., 32% 
Dome of the Rock, 95,194 
Douglas, R. W., 77 
Dozy, R., 85 
drainage, 199; of mines, 88 
drawings, 296 
drawloom, 145,153 
dredgq machine, 87 
dressing, 454 
drill, 532 
dropping device, 506 
drugs, 464, 484, 512, 558,603, 607, 609; 

Duc de Luynes, H. T. P. J., 105 
dinq, 233 
Dunlop, D. M., 549 
duodenum, 324 
Duret, Noel, 581 
d-Duri, Abd al-'AUz, 655 
Dm-, A. A., 273 
hhiq 256 

Duval, R, 60 
dyeing 45,82,162 
dyes, 42,64; industrial, 81 
dykes, 208; dyskinesia, 481 

therapy, 544, heating, 521 

&shi< 549 

E 
ear, 493,506; acoustic trauma, 496; auditor 

nerve, 498; auditory meatus, 493; 
abscess, 503; deahess, 499; 
dseases/infections, 500, 502; drops, 
506; earache, 456, 503f.; middle ear, 
498; swehngs of, 507; tumours, 500; 
ulcers, 503; ear, nose and throat 

(ENT), 491; hearing, 494; afflictions 
of heanng, 498; reduction of hearing, 
503 

East Africa, 223,239,241,437 
East In&a Company, 657 
echo, 496,498 
Eclectics, 400 
eclipses, 597,631 
ectodermal products, 530 
Edessa, 265 
Edime, 433,566,569 
education, hgher, 590 
eggplant, 32f. 
Egypt/ Egyptians, 22,26,30,39,41f., 44, 

65, 74f, 92, 95, 97, 117, 122, 129, 
138, 142, 145-149, 155, 165, 175, 
229, 233, 244, 248, 270, 277, 279f., 

400, 415, 428, 542, 566, 575, 624, 
651453,657461 

286, 294, 329, 354, 368, 373, 396, 

electric shocks, 423 
Elgood, C., 476,622 
elixir, 41,57f. 
embossing, 286 
embryology, 370,387 
emigration, 629 
Empedodes, 398 
Empiricists, 399 
enamelltng, 75,287 
endowments (wm& awqq), 304,650 
engineer (muqanni), 166, 175, 1926, 205, 

engineering, 85, 177, 193, 593, 634, 639, 

England, 95,103,656 
engraving, 286 
environment, 326 
epidemic, 329,338,587,653 
epiglottis, 516,520 
epilepsy, 326,380,411,421 
epistaxis, 510 

265 

642; school, 293. See ah0 architeaure 
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equations, 625 
equator, 598 
equatorium, 190 
equinoctial dial, 598 
equinox, 598 
Erasistratus, 31 6,460 
erosion, 22 
Erzurum, 432 
escapement, 183 
ethcs, 419 
Ettinghausen, R., 285,287 
Euclid, 282 
Euphrates (river), 166,240,269f 
Europe, 48f, 244, 366, 406, 595, 597, 

628,64M48,660f 
experimental farms, 36 
experimentation, 38 
eye: anatomy of the eye, 483; anatomy of 

the, 480; composition of the, 476; 
dlsease of, 384, 460, 467, 468, 481, 
484 

F 
fink, Mameluke, 250, 252jmi~$@a, 248; 

Fa’izi, Hay& Zad Mustafq 432 
faculties (pimi), 322 
Fa&&h, Rashid &Din, 435 
&Fa& b. Yahya al-Barmalii, 155 
faeces, 341 
Fahmy, A. H., 226 
al-Faim-, Si& ‘Abd al-Sal&, 439 
Fakhr &Din Khiin Bahadur, 595,601 
Fakhr-i Mudabbir, 249 
famines, 312,652 
Fan-chhhg, 265 
al-F&bi, Abii NaSr, 53, 68, 193, 292, 

Faraday, M., 105 

manuals, 248,257 

405,417; &$al- ‘ulum, 405 

Faraj b. Salim, 502 
al-Faramii, 226 
Farghiina, 97 
al-Farisi, b i d  al-Dh, 473 
Farrtikh, ‘U., 398,405,417 
Faf$dlah, Hamza, 329 
Fatimids, 75,139,220,222,226,271,415 
fats, 42 
Fayyum, 138 
Feinstein, A. R, 324 
fencing, art of, 254 
fennel, 536 
fermat, 626f.; fermentation, 157 
ferrous sulphate (@), 80 
ferrule (pj) @art of the lance), 254 
fertilizers, 30,36 
fevers, 328, 334, 342f.; hay, 328, 515f.; 

Fez, 27,139, 155,177,438 
fire pots, 124 
hearms, 126,129,134, in al-Andalus, 125 
fire-crackers, 122,128 
fireworks/ pyrotechnics, 115, 123, 285, 

puerperal (barnma ah@), 362 

1 22 
Jili;nd, 99 
fishbone, 524 
fistula, 51 1 
j&in, 273; al-akb&a a&y&, 274 
Fixation or coagulation, 58 
flax (k&5n), 156 
floods, 210 
Florence, 132 
Florentius, 22-24 
flow regulators, 179 

foetus, 355,369,388 
Fohnan, Adolf, 317,434 
foods, 350,352 
foramen, spinal, 495 
Forbes, R J., 60,73,92 
forceps, 539 

fluxing, 535 
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Gbes, 139 
galbanum, 533 
Galen, 53, 312, 314, 316-319, 325, 328, 

337, 346, 348f., 359, 379, 4OOf., 411, 
420, 427, 460, 463, 494, 522, 529, 
536,546,556; anatomy of, 313 

Galen, Claudius, 

Galileo, 52,129,650 
gall bladder, 321 
gallnuts, 161 
Gandia, 205 
gardens, 36,610 
garlic (thaur), 383 
gas mask, 187 

galena (d-hbLd-i.thmd), 91,95 

gates, 266,268 I 
Gauls, 73 
&a, 177,227 
gears: epicyclic, 182; segmental 182; gear- 

genetic degeneration, 403 
trains, 181 

fortifications, 247,266 
foster mother, 374 
foundations, 21 0 
fountains, 183,185,188 
kactures: nasal, 509; of the jaw, 542; of 

the mandible, 539 
France, 49,126,155,226,430,435,637f., 

656f. 
Frank, S., 77 
Franks, 117 
furmgaton, 532 
furnace, 76; blast furnace, 93, 95, 98, 

fuses, 124 

jdzwa, 273, Futuvm.t-n&ze, 275 

102f. 

~-Fus@& 36,78,117,155,202€ 

G 

Geneva, 287,295 
Gennad~ous (Patriarch), 576 

Geog, J., 232 
geographers, 55,196 
geography, 576,579,582,631 
geometry, 573, 600, 602, 620; sphai4 

Gerard of Cremona, 53,62,551 
Germany, 126,441,544,661 
GhGta, 205 
al-GhHfiqi, Abii Ja'far M&ammad b. 

Qassiim b. Aslam, 477, 481433, 
559f. 

Genoa, 224 

600 

Ghalioungui, I?., 385,476 
dgbah, 56 
Ghassw 250 
a.-Ghawr, 138 
&@at d-bakik, 54 
al-GhazAi, Abn H&nid Mulptnmad, 

391,417,419,576,648; @Z' cuhm I 
ah, 391,419 

G~%I-I, 129,655 
al-Ghazzz, Riygd &Din 38 
Ghiysth &Din Jamshid al-Eshi, 570, 

Ghiyath al-Din Manstir Dash&- (amir), 

GhiyHth b. Mulpmmad al-Isfw 575 
Ghori, S. A. K., 594,596,612 
Ghuhn Huain, 597,637 
Gibraltar, 228 
gddmg techques, 75 
ginger, 536 
gingiva, 531,535,542 
ginning devices (mibkjor mib&), 149 
glass, 42, 612; amsans, 73; furnace, 73; 

Islarmc treasures, 74; makmg of, 74 
glaucium, 501 
glaucoma, 486 
Glick, T., 79,202 

574,622,626 

621 
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glottis, 5 16 
glycerine, 74 
Gnosticism, 43 
Goichon, 11. hl., 558 
Giikmen, Fatin, 587 
gold, 89; extracting, 80; mines, 86; 

Gulius,Jacobus, 50 
gonorrhoea, 60.3 
cFotzy (Alh///o.vi iii/oti~), 16 1 
Goth, 487 
Govind, \?jay, 507 
Grabar, O., 285,287 
grafting technolog; 6( )O 
Granada, 27, 79, 92, 96, 125f., 139, 183, 

Grant, F,., 55 1 
grazing, 32 
Greek fire, 108, 139 
Green, R. hl., 323 
grenades, 118, 120, 124 
guilds ((1s/1L?f), 272f., 27% 
Guillaume, A., 382 
Guilmartin Jr, John Francis, 660 
gums, 530,539, 541 
gun, 130; Arabic-Islamic, 125; Darda- 

nelles, 127; Islamic, 130; portable, 131 
gunpowder, 108f., 116, 119, 123; recipes, 

133; technology of, 123 
Gurney, J., 635 
gynxxnlocg)., 353, 357, 366; gynaecolo- 

gypsophila, 505f. 
gpsum, 42f., 556 

particles of, 54; refining, 90 

381,439 

gicd disorders, 388 

Hacl Pasha Celdeeddm Him (Hajji Pnsha 

haemorrhage, 448,s 19 
Jald &Din I<hi&), 543,575 
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haemostasis, 448f., 455 
Hafsid dynasty, 423 
Haidar Babii (Sultan), 434 
al-Hajj d-Gliarn5gtr, 27 
a-H,Xj lbralm b. blehemmed, 38 
Hnjji Khalih, 487 
al-Hajj Sunqur, 284 
d-Hajjaj, 202 
d-kIakam 11,380 
d-Hiikim, 62 
Hakim Amnn Akih Khnn, 603 
al-&kim bi-Amr Alhh (caliph), 471,474 
Hakim Ahhammad Sliarif Khan, 437 
Hahm Xtir &Din Illuhammad, 603 
Hnliki, Ibralm, 432 
Hal& Dursun Yddiz, 583 
halitosis, 530, 5.34 
Haly ‘Abbas, JW al-Xlajiisi, Abu-I-Hasan 

‘Ab b. ‘Abbas 
al-I-Iamdiini, d-ljasan 11. Al;mad, 86, 89, 

90-96 
Hama, 115,138,155, 167,487 
Hamarneh, N., 484,489 
Hamameh, S. I<., 403,408,459,482, 545, 

Hamawi, RI. Y., 230 
&Hamaul, Saliil~ &Din b. YEsuf d- 

IGhhd, 487,489 
d-Hamawi, Shihiib d-Din (shaykh), 274 
al-Hamdai, 63 
Hamdard National Foundation, 33 1,339, 

Hamedani, H. Al., 631 
Hammurabi, Code of, 367 
Hamon, &I., 544 
hard wheat, 32f. 

d-Hiirith b. Iaada al-rkaqafi, 403,461 
Harr~i, 42,142,265 
H~~ 31-Rashid, 45, 155, 177,30lf., 445, 

462,552,553 

552,558f. 

441 

al-Hmki, LIAlqZ/~~~~t, 240, 356 
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al-H&yya, 302 
al-Hassan, A. Y., 56,168,178,293,662 
al-Hasan al-Ba?ri, 405 
Hassan, Kamal, 368 
Hasan al-HusaynT, Sayyid, 282 
Hassiin b. al-Nu'miin, 219 
Hasan al-Ramm&, 56, 62, 72, 110, 114, 

117,122, aL-finkjya, 109,110,120 
hahirh, 427 
Hawrw, 146 
Hiizerfen, Husayn, 432 
head (&in) (part of the lance), 254 
health (as a factor of war), 247 
health sciences, 301, 642; educational 

systems of, 301; medical ethics, 301 
heart, 316,318 
Heinen, A., 475 
hemp (qimub), 156 
henna (Latvsonia inmis ), 83 
Herat, 102,136 
Herbert, Thomas, 616 
herbs, 526,546,558,603,607 
heredty in Islam, 369 
Hermes, 397 
Hero of Alexandna, 181,187 
Herophtlus of Chalcedon, 338,460 
Herrera, Alonso de, 26 
Hesiod, 24 
hides, 159 
@j&, 266,327 
al-Hila, Mdpmrnad al-Habib, 371 
Hdl, D. R, 188,293 
Hilla, 202 
himti; 250 
Hindu, 353 
Hinz, Walter, 628 
Hippocrates, 314, 319, 322, 341, 357, 

376, 398f., 443, 529, 545, 556; 
Hippocratic Oath, 483; Hippocratic 
tradition, 336; Hippocratic work, 
319 

hirfets, 276 
Hirschberg, Jultus, 463,470,473,477 
&ba law, 278; manuals, 198,271f. 
ben, 266 
hstory, Indian, 594 ; natural, 34 
Httti, P., 107,219 
aL-bzjaL, 56 
Hocazsde, 576 
Holland, 583,656 
Holmyard, E. J., 49,51f., 556 
Holt, R M., 61 6 
Horns, 138,209,264 
Hondio, A. S., 581 
hooks, 448; Brown's, 364 
hormones, 385 
horses, 249f. 
hospital (bimiirism), 301,306, 549, 635, 

650; 'Adiidi Hospital, 549; HGeki 
Hospital, 434; Ibn Tdfin, 416; al- 
MansiM Hospital, 416, 438; 485; 

416; QaIiiwiin, 307, 561; al- 
Qaysariyya, 416; Sala- Hospital, 485; 
Sulm h a d ,  434 

Muslim, 404; N$i 416; al-NiXi, 

Hourani, G. F., 554 
Huang Ch'ao, 223 
Huelva (%'alba), 92,96 
Hde, 119,129,648,655 
Hda (lake), 138 
Huliisi Lekesiz, M., 573 
human life, stages of, 375 
H~mqm, 596f. 
humours, 321,325; noxious, 331 
aL-bzmq, 403 
Hunayn b. Ishaq al-'Ibdi, Ab0 Zayd , 

24,228,302,323, 348,354,388,404, 
463, 480, 482, 514, 531!L, 536, 544, 
546,554,556,649 

Hungary, 661 
Huntsman, 104 
hqqa (bqt a/- 'ih-a), 244 
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Husainl, Aman Allah, 609 
Husaini, A., 609 
Husayn b. ‘Ak, 282 
Husn &Din, 437 
Hubaysh (al-Dimashqi) al-A‘sam, 463, 

554 
hydatid, 468 
Hyderabad, 333,473,531 
hvdraulics, 3 13; engneers, 206; systems, 

hydrochloric acid, 60 
hydrology, 33 
hydrophobia, 382 
hydropower, 209 
hydrostatic, 187 
hypochondria, 432 
hypotension, 45 1 
hypotony, 486 
hyssop (herb), 526,536 

187 

I 
Igafan, 44 
‘Ibiid, Alpad, 435 
Ibn Abi-1-Ash‘ath, see Abii Ja‘far b. Abi-l- 

Ibn Abi-l-Hawiifk, 484 
Ibn Abi Ramtha d-Tam-, 461 
Ibn Abi Upybi‘a, 113, 304, 400, 445, 

461,514,549,551,553 
Ibn al-‘Adim, 69 
Ibn d-A!if~-, 55,489,561 
Ibn d-‘Arabi, 437 
Ibn Aranbugha d-Zardahsh, 265 
Ibn al-Athir, ‘Izz al-Din Abu-1-Hasan 

Ibn al-‘Awwiim d-Ishbili, 27f.,38,55,69, 

Ibn al-‘Ayn Zarbi, Abii Nasr ‘Aha, 

Ash‘ath 

‘Ah, 111 

609 

477f., 485 

Ibn Biidis, al-Mu‘izz, 55, 63, 68, 80f., 156, 
163; Kif& cL~n&f ~zL-htt&4 ua- ‘d& 
dhazii aL-aLb& 63,80,156, 162 

Ibn Biijja (Avempace), 425 
Ibn Bakhtawayh (Abu-1-Husayn ‘ A b d a  

Ibn Bassid, 25-!7,30 
Ibn Bacp, 97,273; Ribfa, 74,. 274 
Ibn al-Bapn, 549 
Ibn &Bay@- Abu Muhammad ‘hbdu 

b. Ahmad al-hfiiliqi, 38, 55, 114, 
560f.; Book q-SbnpLes, 34 

b. ‘ha) 

Ibn Budiin. 37,415 
Ibn Hajjiij, 25-27 
Ibn al-Hassan b. ‘Abd Rabbih, 515 
Ibn Hawqal, 55,137,146,199f. 
Ibn al-Haythm, hl&ammad b. d- 

Hasan, 177, 293, 428, 47-76, 498, 
620,632 

Ibn Hazm, Abii Ahmad, 424; Zwq d 
hamima, 424 

Ibn Hubal, Muhadhchb a.-Din ‘Ali b. 
b a d  al-Baghdiidi, 375,392,481 

Ibn Iyiis, 132 
Ibn d-Jazziir d-Qayrawh- , 329, 371- 

374,422,534,555 
Ibn d-Jazziir al-Qurpbi, 389 
Ibn Jubayr, 202,232,416 
Ibn Jdjul, Abii Diimd Sulaymiin b. 

Ibn Khiitima d-Marriikushi, 190,38 1 
Ibn Iihaldm, ‘Abd al-Ralpnan, 125,222, 

228, 291-393, 426, 646f.; hfuqadibniu, 
241,228,373,6466 

Hassa, 461f., 556,655 

Ibn d-Khatib d-Gharniiti, 330,38 1 
Ibn Khmadiidhbih, 199,226f., 239 
Ibn Lunquh, 26 
Ibn Miija, 401 
Ibn hliijid, 223, 232, 239, 241, 244, 245; 

Ibn Mandawayh a.-Isfah~-, 391 
uL-Eidi4 232,245 
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Ibn Mangli, 229 
Ibn Mgsawayh, Abii Zakanyg Yhyg (or 
Ydpnnii), 301f., 381, 387, 462, 529, 
552 

Ibn Miskawayh, 53,151,417 
Ibn al-Nadim, 156, 162, 239, 292, 338, 

463,514,551,553 
Ibn d-Nafis, ‘Ali b. Abi-1-Hazm al- 

Qurashi, 305,312,314,318,382,392, 
438,452,494f., 508,516 

Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Shams al-Din, 
372,376,393 

Ibn al-Qifg, 551 
Ibn al-Quff al-Karaki, see Abu-1-Faraj b. 

Ibn Rushd (Averroes), 342, 4256, 559, 

Ibn al-Saffiir, 214 
Ibn Sallm a.-Halabi, SA$ b. Nasr& 

Ibn al-Sd, 190 
Ibn Sharif, ‘Abd al-Q%&, 441 
Ibn al-Shg~, 190,287 
Ibn Sin%, Abii ‘Ah al-Husain b. ‘Abdulhh 

b. Sing, 46f., 53, 113, 292, 303, 314, 
3186, 337, 339, 341f., 348, 355, 357- 
363, 366, 371, 374f., 380-385, 389, 
391,41@-414,417,446,44W52,477, 
4936, 496, 4986, 504-507, 509, 516- 
520, 525, 529, 540f., 542, 544, 551, 
558, 616; d&iinzkj-l-/ibb, 312, 314, 
317,358,391,410,445,493,508,540 

al-Quff al-KarakI 

576 

394,432,438,489,583,585 

Ibn Taghri Bardi, 132 
Ibn Tapyya, 427 
Ibn al-TiLmidh, 549,553,559 
Ibn Tufayl, Abii Bakr (Aventofal), 392, 

Ibn Tdw, m a d ,  193,203,226 
Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Mdpmmad b. Mu- 

hammad b. Alynad d-Qurashi, 81, 
272,279,548 

425f. 

Ibn al-Wiifid al-LaW-, 25,423,551 
Ibn Walphyya, 24-30, 44, 609; fitD al- 

Ibn al-War&, 329 
Ibn Yiinus al-Misri, 474 
Ibn Zuhr, Abu Marwiin ‘Abd al-Maltlr, 

382,392,424f., 505505,5226, 559 
I b r h ,  F. EL, 44 
Ib- b. ‘Ab Tdib b. ‘Ah al-Hanafi, 489 
ice-ma@, 11 3 
‘Id al-Fip, 275 
Ida, 69, 115, 331,430, 434f., 437, 593, 

595,602,612,629,645 
al-IdrM, MuIymmad b. M&ammad b. 

‘Abd& b. Idas, 85, 89,95,97,146, 
242 

Ehba al-naba.&ya, 24f., 28f. 

Ifriqiya, 32,220,227,423 
igmpuncture, 455 
Ihsanoglu, E., 566,569,583,590,637 

Ikhshdid dynasty, 220 
Ikhwh al-Safii’ (The Brethren of Purity), 

al-ikhn&; 407 
Ilbira, 139 
Ihya b. Abraham, 577 
Ilkhanids, 36,435,619,622,655 
Illness, see dtsease 
‘ilm al-babq 239 
‘Im2d al-Din Ismii‘il Abu-1-Fidii’, 85 
‘Imiid al-Din Riy%&, 600 
immunity, 381 
Inaluk, Halil, 576,660 
Indm Ocean, 223,230,233 
indigo plant (nil), 83 
Indonesia, 437 
Industrial Revolution, 579 
industries, 42,69,135,271 
infant, 371f. 
infection, 329, 448, 501, 504, 507, 520. 

al-Ikhshid, 226 

54,292,390,405; Epistles of, 54 

See also dlseases 
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inflammation, 343,504,535 
d s ,  81 
inlaying (takk), 282,286 
institutions, 56(~568,578,587,590,631 
instruments, 189,446, 525, 567, 603,629, 

63 1,650; instrumcnt-makers/making, 
287, 622; levellmg instruments, 213. 
Srr also astrolabe, chronometer, 
hook, clock, moutl-gag, octant, qu- 
drant, scissors, sextant, sundials, 
tongue-deprcssor 

interlacing, 151,538 
intestine, 324,378 
intubation, 51 8 
invasions, external, 653 

Iran, 147, 167, 177, 266, 269, 282, 288, 
409, 415, 430, 435, 462, 471, 566, 
575, 615, 617, 619421, 624-628, 
632438,64lf., 

Iraq, 24,32,72,75,78, 97, 137, 147, 155, 
228, 240, 250, 294, 549, 566, 624, 
652,655,661 

crl-iqhmjlz (calamine), 93 

iris, 467,557 
iron, 9698, 255, 61 1; cast (&), 45, 9% 

99,102; industry, 284; ironsmith, 283; 
meteorite, 99; pig, 102f., 106; 
wrought (nav~~hm), 97,101; 

irrigation, 30f., 167, 203, 205, 209, 610; 
artificial, 30; basins, 203; canal, 210; 
maintcnance of canals, 206; needs of 
Valencia, 210; perennial, 203; 
system, 31, 167, 21 1; tcchnologics, 
32; terrace, 204; wiidi, 204; works on, 
206 

al-Trznih, 583 
‘]sa b. al-Ijaliam al-Dimashqi, 302, 462, 

531,552 
‘ha b. Yahyg 554 
‘Isa Bey, A., 416,404 
lsaacs, H. D., 342,548,560 

‘Isiim &Din Abu-1-Khayr m a d  b. 

ijlu ‘, 246 
Isfahan, 136, 144, 198, 201, 212, 282, 

288, 435, 561, 616, 618, 623, 627, 
628,630,637 

Isfahiin& Mdii ‘Ah Mulpmmad, 6376, 
641 

Ishak (Ishiid Efendi, 5846 
Ishiiq b. ‘Ah al-Ruh%wi, 302,304 
lshaq b. ‘Imrh, 420f. 
Ishay al-Isrii’ii, 341, 531; Efab aL- 

fibimuyat, 342 
ihird, 245f. 
Ishrat Imam, 6 13 
Iskambra, 228 
Iskandar, A. Z., 452,554 
al-lskandm-, 56 
Ismii‘il, 265 
Ismii‘il (shiih), 435 
lsmii‘il b. Yahyii, 41 9 
Issawi, Charles, 661 
Ispkhr, 147,209 
al-kpkhri, Abii Ishiiq Ibr- al-Fesi 

al-&r!& 
Istanbul, 103, 190, 225, 230, 297, 311, 

355, 363, 428, 430, 539, 557, 566, 
568,570,592,660f. 

Muspf?i, 2>27,577,601 

clL-istihsar, 489 
Isefiin b. Basil, 546 
Italy,48,126,155,222,544,654,661 
ifbmid 91 
‘Iwad b. Akhi Bayazid, ‘Tmad al-Dawla 

Izquierdo, J. M., 424 
‘Tzz al-Din Aydamur al-Jildaki ,55 
‘Izz &Din Jawad b. ‘Alam &Dm 

wa-1-Din Hajj, 295 

Sulaymiin, 282 
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J 
Jabal Hamtln, 209 
Jgbir b. Hayy%n, 44-53, 59, 90, 98, 101, 

222, aL-Jzumd al-‘zih-n, 56; Ekib d- 
e&, 101; Z&b ddab ‘&-, 47 

Jabri, 78 
Jackson, P., 616f., 624 
Jacobites, 396 
Ja‘far d-S&Iiq (limn), 44K, 60,62 
Jagannathe Pandit, 600,602 
JaghtIlinT, 573 
Jah%ngir, 609,611 

Jai Sing (Maharaja), 59!j-601,629 
Jaipur, 599 
jalbGt, 233 

Jmd al-Din Yiisuf al-Maqdisi al-Hanbali, 

al-Jardi, Badq.268 
jkib efmdi, 230 
Janissaries, 296 
Janszoon Blaeu, 582 
Jarcho, S., 323 
jasmine flower, 122 
Jaunpiirf, M& Malpniid, 596,599 
Jaunpur, 597 
Java, 437 
aljawbari, ‘AM al-Ralpm b. ‘Umar al- 

J a y h  (river), 203 
Jayrtin Gate, 1’77 
al-Jazari, 168f., M E ,  185, 188, 192, 285, 

287; mhine twadse, 177; water-clock, 
180 

al-J*, 405f. 

Jd &Din b. Wgsil, 485 

561 

Dimashqi, 56,69,114,272 

d-Jazira, 126,142,286 
Jean, Sire of Joinville, 1 18 
Jedda, 226 
Jenghiz Khan, 648,655 
Jerusalem, 196 

Jews, 42 
Jibid, 136 
Jibrg’il b. Bakhtishii‘, 404,531f. 
Jhn@ (sulm), 436 
J&n, 136 
d-Jihi, Hakim ‘Abdalfaa 435 
d-JihtS, Hakim ‘AI& 436 
al-Jihi, Hakim al-M~lk, 436 
d - J ~ - ,  &&im Wdi, 436 
al-Jihi, Si& ‘AM al-Qdir, 439 
aLJil&-, 55,98,101 
Jitjis b. Bakhtishii‘, 529 
Joannidis, D., 357 
Joinville, 1 19,129 
Jones, W. H. S., 459 
Jordan, 330,560 
journeyman, 278 
Julius Afucanus, 24 
Junagadh, 289 
JundishiipC~, 137,397,529,547 
Jupiter, 599 
Jiir, 69 
Jurja, 136 

Jqis b. Bukhtishu‘, 301 
Jurq Zid Effmch, 432 
Justinian I, 460 

d-Jurj5ulZ, Ru~tam, 436 

K 
Ka‘ba, 135 
Kabul, 608 
Kaempfer, E., 628 
Kahle, P., 242 
Kailash Be& 597 

Kalhnhs of Heliopolis (Baalbek), 108 
IGmdhm, 602 

Kind Husayn, M., 407,428 

Kd&-B% (Ked&), 223 
. .  

d-JGmil (Sultih), 122 
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d-Emili, Mans~ir, 55 
M a ,  459 
h s a r ,  Hakun, 435 
+it&-i dtyi, 230 

Karachi, 33 1,339,416,428 
d-IGraji, 21 3,626 
d-kak, 1 16,131 
&rumif, 437 
m%n (river), 639 
&rkbmds, 61 1 
I(armt, G., 326,33Of., 335 
kava7 shim?, 1 1 8 
Iiarsha-, Arabic, 636 
kbacrin< 56, 93 
Iiarun (river), 209 
IGshan, 2 1 2 
d-K&i, Abu-I-Hakm Mharnmad, 53; 

5 4. ul-fan ‘U wz- ‘um &nu ‘a, 53, 56 
IGtib Celebi, 225 
IGybwus, 4 1 6 
Kayseri, 296 
ICxzkiin, 147 
Keddie, Nd& R, 651 
Kemiini, 38 
Kennedy, Paul, 653 
kermes (qimi$, 83 
Keswani, N. H., 459 
Khabur (river), 166 
a.-Khafiiji, Shihab d-Din, 11 5 
ISndid b. Yazid (Umayyad prince), 44, 

Khalifa b. Abi-l-M&iisin d-Halabi, 484 
Khalif&, E., 528 
Khan, A. B., 604 
Khanfu (Canton), 223 
d-Iihaskhiisi, A., 402f. 
,&&-a rnicmZq 295 
KhwHja Muhammad Yiisuf b. Razii, 

Khawarnaq, castle of, 195,292 

k@1t&tlpdcz, 225 

46,112,269 

611 

Iihayrallah, A., 514 
Khayyh, 637 
kbaym, 144 
Khazindar, 13 1 
d-Kh2zzinI, 177 
d-Khazraji, Sidi Faraj, 438 
khi5@mzf ddarzb, 549 
Iihoury, W., 465 
Khumitrawayh (Tulunid ruler), 36 
Khurasan, 26, 91f., 94, 97, 136, 140, 206, 

Iauriisatll, S. A. M., 625 
Ifiiiriisiin, 156 
Iihusruwiin, 137 
al-Khuwiirizmi, Abii Bakr, 55, 292, 

625 
IfiuZism, 72, 137, 141, 147, 202f., 556, 

639 
Ifiwiirizm, 144,655 
aMibZh, 460 
&&h, 491 
hh, 197 
a.-Kin&, Ya‘qiib b. Ishaq, 68f., 101, 193, 

41 5 

283,405,553; Kz.du, 551 
1-q 92,94,97,172 
al-Kirrniini, 489 
I-%nshiihi, hlulpmmad Khan, 637 
Kocher tweezers, 364 
kohl, 56 
Iiiihler, G., 126 
Konya, 137,416,431 
Koptagel-Ilal, G., 428 
Kosanbi, D. D., 459 
IG-aus, P., 5 15 
Icubilai, 265 
ku&je, 567 
&fa, 45,69 
hLhhfZn, 363 
kztnnah, 302,335 
Kur (river), 209 
Iiurat, A. N., 224 
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Kurdsh, 145 
h-c 101 
Kuwait, 424,452 

L 
hbin or !Cb, 196 
laboratories, 587,635 
al-Labdi, Najm al-Din 293 
Ladhiq, 275 
Lahore, 355,597 
L%hbri, Niidir al-'Asr Ustiid b a d  al- 
M'miir, 600 

lakes, bitter, 226 
Lakhrmds, 250 
Lalande, M. R. de, 568 
Lalanne, L., 117 
Lambton, K S., 616 
lance (mmh)), 254 
land, productivity of, 32 
Lane, A., 79 
Lapidus, Ira M., 657 
Lapis Phdosophotum, 50 
Liir& Msul+ al-Din, 632 
larkspur, 536 
larynx, 5166, 520, 522f.; laryngeal nerve, 

520 
late U, 22 
Latham, J. D., 342,548 
lathe, 279 
Latin, 46,50,551 
latitudes, 597 
hqa, 517 
Layth b. Khh, 239 
kzpk (kipwatii, 56,80 
lead (asmb, al-rza a/-umb), 91, 94; glaze, 

78; tin (aha@ aL-qZ< qdsckr)), 95; 
white (i$@ ), 80 

leather, 159,162 
Lebanon, 138,146,546, 622, 624 

Leclerc, L., 354,419,438,470,487 
leech, 517,524 
Lefkbure de Fourcy, Louis Etienne, 

638 
Leiden, 48-50,111,243,416 
lemons, 33 
leontiasis, 392 

leprosy/elephantiasis @dhLim), 381,392 
lesions, 357 
Levant Company, 657 
Lavin, B., 551,556,558,616 
Lewis, A. R., 224 
Lewis, Bernard, 654 
Layis, G. L., 443,499 
library, 635,650 
licences (&xu), 278 
lifestyle, 323,347,351 
light, 475,625 
lily, white, 557 
lunes, 33,65,159 
hen, 142f., 147f., 156 
Lis& al-Din b. al-Khatib, 125,336,393 
Littrk, E., 338 
Lloyd, G. E. R, 320 
Lockhart, L., 6166,624 
logarithms, 629 
logical objectivism, 406 
Loiasis worm, 383 
Lombard, M., 137 
London, 225f., 230, 285, 331, 335, 350, 

longtude, 245,597 
Lonie, I. M., 334 
loom, 151 
loopholes, 268 
Louis IX of France, 11 8 
lungs, 318,379,517 
lupine (tuma~), 383 
lustres, Islamic, 79 
Lutfullah, M., 600f. 

Lepanto, 225 

443; Treaty of, 659 
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Iddenberg, H. hf., 156 
lymph node, 507 
T y m s ,  M. C., 342,348 

machine, 165, 167; machery, 192; 
re'gulator, 1 80 

hlada<pscar, 323 
madder (/hw~), 8( )f. 
hladdison, Francis, 622 
madrasas, 194, 616, 630, 649, 567, S69; 

Ottoman, 576; oFShiraz, 616; system, 
640 

hfagellan, 581 
mqh//@i.r (ma'gnetized needle), 244 

hfaghrib, 32, 88, 92, 97, 175, 143, 197, 
228,244,422,647 

Mago the Carthaginian, 22 
hlh, Uiwiija Muhammad, 601 
Mahabat lih~, 609 
hfahdi, M., 558 
al-I'vfahdi, 220, 552 
Mahdiyya, 423 
d-hfahdiya, 220,228 
hiahmud b. 'Ah dBasani, 281 
hfahmd Ghiizan (I1 Khan), 263, 354, 

433,435,558 
hlabad, 2. N., 45 
al-hlh-, Sulaymiin, 24 1,245 
hf:limonides, 542 
maize, 38 
hlajorca, 2 19 
al-hhtjriti, Abu hhslamd, 54, 113; &d/J'?f 

Ll/-!!)ukG//, 54, 1 I .?I 
d-Afajusi, Abu-I-Ijasan 'ilk b. 'Abbiis 

(Haly 'Abbiis), 317f., 324, 328, 348, 
352, 372, 377, 386, 466, 488, 529, 
534, 548, 556; & i d  d + t Z L i  Li/- 

m?y/J/lLriLl, 74 

tibbjyj~, 314, 320, 389, 446, 454, 466, 
548 

mi&bi/ af-/iLi?7k/, 1 19, 1 .?I 1 
hlakdisi, Gcorgc, 650 

malachte (dihhy), 80 
hfalaga, 560 
hlalajit, 596 
hfalak b. Sa'id (shayldi), 471f. 
d-hlalalz, 493 
malaria, 334 
hlalay peninsula, 233 
hlalaysia, 437 
malformation, congenital, 500 
d-RIalik alLc;\dil al-Aypbi, 368,485 
al-hlalik al-Af+l a.-'hbbas b. 'Ai, 28 
al-XIalik d-hshraf (sultiin), 287 
al-hlalik al-'Aziz b. Salah &Din, 484 
d-Mahk al-JGmil hfuhammad al-hI?abi, 

d-hfAk d-hIan$u Qaliiwa, 307,485 
al-Mdk Alas'iid (Artuqid king), 286 
al-hhlik al-hlu'ayyad Diiw~id b. Yiisuf, 28 
al-hlalik al-Mujiihid 'Ali b. Diiwd, 28 
al-Malik al-Sddi Mal?miid b. Qarii Arsliin, 

d-hfalik d-Sm Najm &Din al-ilyyiibi, 

d-hlalik al-ziihir, 268 
hlalthus, Thomas, 640 
hlamelukcs, 114, 121, 131f., 138, 251, 

2S3,415f., 654f. 
d-hla'ma (cahph), 25,44, 144, 187,239, 

30 1,462, 552,649; Huertzi del Rey of, 
25,36 

hld, JawalT'lr, 61M 

484f. 

295 

484 

mz/zZra (lighthousc) of Alexandria, 226 
d-hfmawi, 489 
hlanbjj, 155 
Mandonnet, C., 333 
mandragora (ydiu?!!)), 444 
hfanisa, 433,576 
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mayanq, see siege e w e s  
Mansfield, P. , 658 
al-k?tir (c&P?.I), 146, 239, 301, 310, 

529,552 
Man$ir b. Ahmad, 41 8 
Manstir b. Asad, (prince), 531 
 mans^ b. Ishaq, 465 
al-Man$ira, 1 18f., 129 
map, of the world, 242; M@pae Chh&, 

maqbid or nipib, 253 
al-Maqdisi, Fa& al-Din Abu-1-'Abbiis 

&ad b. 'Uthmiin b. H i b a W  al- 
Qaysi, 55,94,136,142,144,146,234, 
239,484 

68 

Ma'qil (river), 204 
al-Maqrizi, Taqi al-Din &mad b. 'Ali, 

117, 131; Ehib al-MawZiX wa-l- 
i 'tibzt- bi-dbikr al-kbitag wa-l-&iq 
118 

al-Maqs, 222 
Marqha, 190,575,632 
Marc0 Polo, 72,94,241 
Marcus Aurelius, 547 
Marcus Graecus, 122 
Mar& b. h- al-Tarstisi, 265 
Maria the Copt, 426 
Mariana, Juan de, 126 
Marin, M., 350 
Maxiy~us, 44 

Marj al-Suff&, 129 
marjoram, 532 
mark2 269 
Markellinos, 338 
market (siq ), 271; Common Market, 

Arab, 663 
Marmara, 219,228 
al-Marqab, 264 
marqa.rbfsb2 (marcasite), 56,102 
Marrakesh, 86 

al-Maiiy~~~, 228 

Marseille, 95 
Manv, 136 

Marzouk, M. A., 153 
Esawayh al-Marh- (Mesue the 

Younger), 60 
m%hwab, 233 
al-Mas@i, Shams d-Dawla Abu-l-Fad b. 

Abi-1-Hasan, 305,342; Ehib al-M'aj- 

Mmiin 'Abd d - W  b. Zuhr, 392 

I-&%, 335,342,390,410 
Maslama, 21 9 
masonry, ahhr, 196; construction, 208 
master (.whi&, or master-craftsman), 193, 

276,278,282; master budder (bann.3, 
289,294 

al-M&'Gdi, 56,72,173,232,239 
mathematician, 62,627 
mathematics, 193, 573f., 5766, 584, 597, 

599f., 620, 622, 634f., 639; mmqa 
&a?b&a (mathematical &stance), 245; 
maqa hyifhpa (empirical distance), 
245 

mathura, 599 
aI-ma&q, 246 
m a ,  253 

Mam b. Yimis, 553 
Maundrell, Henry, 660 
maw&'& al- 576 

Matrakq, 577 

&Maw& AbU-l-Qiish b.'Amm& 
b.'Ah, 472 

286 
al-Maw$, b d  b. %mar al-DhaJd, 

d-&~$i, 'Ah b. H-Ud, 286 
d-Maw& Shuj5' b. Man's, 286 
Maybudi, Kamd al-Din, 621 
Mayer, L. A., 2866,295 
Mazyad b. 'AE, 101 

McNeil, William, 657 
McVaugh, M., 551 

Mqi~r b. Q&in, 553 
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measurement, 601,636 
mechanics, 23; mechanical arts, 168; 

devices, 61 3; enpeering, 1 50, 169 
medicaments, 548, 603; herbal, 331; 

plants, 38,553,559; 14b~nfbi247z iu&re, 
515; Armenian clay, 515; Boszzdik 
cmzeii, 515; camomile, 515; 
Cheiranthus, 515; Hyosqamus, 515; 
ArPntb~zpzdgizm, 5 15; Thymus, 5 15 

Medici, Maria de, 429 
medicine, 23,33,377,380,478,593,622, 

642; Arabic, 333, 342, 347, 491; 
Arabic books of, 445; Chinese, 397; 
chcal, 406; dictionary, Turkish, 585; 
hgs, 42; education, 584; ethics, 
399f.; French, 439; Greek, 312, 398; 
herbal, 546; Indian, 310, 396; Islamic, 
366, 435, 531, 546; modern, 583; 
Persian, 397; prescriptions, herbal, 
542; preventive, 306, 587; Prophetic, 
403; school in Qairawa, 421; 
teaching of, 604; traditional, 330; 
treatises, Islamic, 353; treatment, 5 12, 
5 15; Unani, 602404 

Medma worm, 327,383 
Medterranean, 22,29,138,146,220,222, 

Mehmed Agha, 592 
Mehmed Efendi, 581 
Mehmed I, 295 
Mehmed I1 (sultiin), 576 
Mehmed 11, the Conqueror, 121, 289, 

Mehmed IV (sultan), 432,567,576 
Mehren, A., 139 
Mekteb-i Tibbiye-i $&ne, 585 
melancholy, 420 
Melikoff-Sayar, I., 224 
melting, Equipment for, 57 
membrane, tympanic, 494 
Mendelsohn, E., 323 

231 

295,355,430 

Menisvara, 596 
menstruation, 360,602 
mental health, 408, 419; illnesses, 395; 

patients, 433,438 
ilhtzfbLzpztLqiwa (herb), 526 
Mercator, 581 
Mercier, 1 17 
Mercury, 96,181,599 
Mkrida, 209 
meridtans, 241 
merino, 146 
Merkez Effendi, 433 
Mesopotamia, 41f., 73f., 92,95, 142, 167, 

Mesue the Elder, see Ibn Miisawayh 
metallurgy, 93,97,594 
metals, 45,6 1 1 
metalworkers/wvorliing, 93, 106,283,285 
meteorology, 33,587 
Metha, M. J., 612 
Methodists, 399 
Meyerhof, M., 56, 312, 318, 357, 381, 

463,481,490,515f. 
mi'7nZlr (architect), 293; nzi'7nZr b&h< 2956 
Mi'm%r Mus& al-Din, 295 
Michaud, Roland, 447,469,480 
Michaud, Sabrina, 227,447,469,480,587 
Middle Ages, 30,529,648,652 
Middle East, 260,547,591 
miqa '1 
midrab, 253 
midwives, 363 
nzibrzb, 194 
military: architecture, 266, 268; manuals, 

248; organization, Mush, 249; 
school, 251; ships, 120; technology, 
111, 119, 247, 248; treatises, 68, 72; 
strategy, tactics and weapons, 248 

military fires, 72, 107f., 110; inflammable 
materials, 11 7; naphtha, 11 7; quick- 
h e ,  11 7; saltpetre, 1 17; sulphur, 11 7 

367,662 

', 1 2% 1 3 1 
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rmlk, 373 
d: corn-d, 184, 186; factory nulling, 

173; power for, 208; rotary mills 
(@.u$ifi), 89; tidal, 173; twisting, 151; 
Vitruvian, 184, water-d, 173f.; 
millstone, 290 

Mlnai, 79 
minbar(pulpit), 194,279 
mineralogy, 584 
minerals, 56,59; mineral resources, 85 
mining technology, 85 
Mlnorca, 2 1 9 
Mir 'Abd al-Latif Shiishtari, 633 
Mirim Celebi, 576 
Mir M&ammad Hiishun, 600 
Mir M&ammad Mu'min, 435f. 
Mirzii Ja'far Musk al-Dawla, 634 
Mirza Wirn MalpUiiti, 637 
miwZk, 531 
models, scale, 296 
Mohamad All, 658-660 
Mohammed Said, H h ,  459 
Molla LutfI, 576 
Monastir, 423 
money, Mush, 89 
Mongols, 77, 114, 129, 248, 251, 273, 

430,434f., 617,619,651,653,655 
Monte Cassino, 196 
Monteil, V., 439 
Moorish, 284 
morale (as a factor of war), 247 
mordants, 83,612 
Moreau of Toms, 430 
Morienus, 1 12 
Morocco, 162 
m o m  (gd@u), 80 
Moscow, 243 
Moses Hamon, 543 
mosques: Aqs~ Mosque, 95; Azhar 

Mosque, 474; Blue Mosque, 592; 
Qarawiyyiin Mosque, 194; Sehzade 

Mosque, 297; Sehye Mosque, 569; 
Sultb Selim Mosque, 297; Sultan 
Ahmed I, 592; Sultan Naymiin I, the 
Magnlficent, 297; Ulu Mosque 
(Sandtkli), 295; Umayyad Mosque, 
194 

Mosul, 142,198,286,409,426 
mother well, 205 
mould, 157 
Mount Tabor, citadels, 268 
Moussaoui, D., 430 
mouth and tongue, 540; mouth odour, 

mouth-gag, 448 
moxibustion, 457 
mu 'a&m, 278 
Mu'allim Hasan al-RW-, 289 
M u c h  M&ammad b. al-Zayn, 286 
Mu'iiwiya, 107,138,218f. 
Mu'ayyad al-Din al-'Ur@, 190 
d-Mubarrid d-Dimashqi, 271 
Mudejar, 284 
Mughals, 430,593-596,602f., 60M13 
M&ammad Biiqir Majlisi, 617 
Mharnmad Fa& b. 'Ab b. ML&ammad 

Mhammad, F., 417 
M&ammad, M b u d  al-HHjj Q&m, 

M&ammad al-'AwfJ 243 
Mhammad b. Abi Bakr, 393 
M&ammad b. Abi al-Iihayr al-Hasani, 

Mt&ammad b. b d  b. Iyiis: al- 

M&arnmed b. '4 576 
M&ammad b. 'Ali al-Sharafi, 242 
M&ammad b. Amir al-su'iidi al-Niksa-, 

Mhammad b. Hamza, 289 
M&ammad b. 'Isa al-Aqsarii?, 249 

535 

al-Miskini al-Samarkandi, 595 

369 

81 

Mu&kir nzin ba&'i al-ptzr, l l 6 

581 
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hlulpmmad b. Sa'id b. Hasan d-Hanafi, 

Muhammad b. Shiiddan, 239 
hfuhammad b. LJmayl, 44, kitdl dL I~'Lz/- 

hfuhmmad b. 'Uthniiin al-Siqilli, 423 
hf&ammad b. Ya'qtib h. AI& Hjziim al- 

Guttali, 248 
muhandis, 293f.; architectural, 294; civil, 

294; mechanical, 294; mihmds Lil- 

'm2ir, 294 

490 

ir cmyi 21wl-ur~ dtigk+,,y[z, 45 

d-hfuhasibi, 405 
d~mi&~ui/i, 8 1, 150, 1 98f., 272, 549 
llh&.irnSlD ?law, 43 1 
/fllquYYLllkit Cll-khUIl ti$$, 424 
wiiikhih, 289 
uhzd (the coastal route), 346 
mulberry, 139; mulberry bark, 53.3 
hfdii Chad, 596 
Miiller, hl. J., 336 
Mu'& b. Muqbil, 431 
Munajjim, Farid &Din, 596 
Mm 'Ah, 289 
hfunin b. hfukbil, 539 
Muniswara, 602 
~qad&?n, 229 
al-Muqaddasi, 172,183, 193, 199,209 
nniqmvi< 206 
Muqarrab Khan, 610 
Muqattam, 474 
Muqtabas, 222 

Muriid 111 (sultan), 570,581 
Murad IV (sultiin), 433 
d-Mura&, 177, 18 1 
Murcia, 205 
hfurda (or hbrdi) b. 'Ali aI-Tarsusi, 1 IO, 

249 
Murghiib (river), 206 
Musallam, B., 558 
hlusii b. Nusayr, 219 

d-hfuqtadir (cdiph), 206,304 

Muscat, 223 
hfushir al-Dawla, 634 
music, 428; automata, 18.3; modes of, 

432: 'LTshsliaq, 432; Husaini. 4.32; 
Hij:w;, 433; lst',lli%n, 4.32; R:isd, 4-33 

hlus~& R e h p  Efendi, 584 
al-Mustansir bi-llsh (cdtphj, 389 
al-hlusta'sim (caliph), 655 
mit+i-tidciti, 274 

al-hfutawakkil (caliph), 301, 354, 400, 

hlu'tazhtcs, W) 
hluteferrih, Ibrahim, 582 
al-hlu'tamid (cahph), 36, 137 
Muwahhed, S., 633 
myringotome, 499 
niyrobdan, 530 
myrrh, 532,536 

al-hl~'ta$tn (caliph), 36,248,400 

46X, 553,640 

N 
Nabataean, 23f. 
Nablus, 147 
Na&,A. N., 413 
N%& Shah, 435f., 627 
Nadvi, S. S., 243,597 
naff, 63, 72, 108, 1 19, 125; throwers, 13 1; 

tic# V V O ~ S  (~iaj'~?t/7//), 108, 229; nd- 
throwing devices (yum?qc?t), 235 

m h ~  river 
Nahrawiin canal, 304 
Najd, 250 
d-Najcli, hlustafa, 490 

Najm d-Dawla, 639f. 
Nalihshabmdi, 439 
Nallino, C. A., 629 
Napoleon Bonaparte, 432,439 
Naqvi, H. I<., 612 

nquG 28 1 
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Narbonne, 95 
namzban, 99,101 
al-Nasm, M. N., 402 
al-N%$r Mdymmad (sultiin), 119, 129, 

146,273 
N%+ al-Din Shih, 633,635 
Naqi al-Din al-Tasi, 190, 575, 599, 602, 

61 9422,629 
Nasirid kmgdom, 125 
Niq.ir-i Khusraw, 146,226 
nql, 253 
Nasr, S. H., 435,548,556,617 
Nasas b. Jurayj, 341 
Natanz, 282 
napfin, 56,65,112 
nawgation, 579, 631; Arab, 232; 

astrolabes, 243; charts (;ma$, 243; 
instruments 243; &mi4 243; khmbaba, 
243; hb, 243; magnetic compass, 243; 
maps, 243; Muslim, 225; Ottoman 
Turkish, 225; s a h g  clrectories (@- 
ti$, 243; science, 239,241 

navy, fleet ,107,218; Arab, 21 8,222,230; 
Egyptian, 218; Mush, 231; North 
African, 218; Ottoman, 225,229; Red 
Sea squadron, 218; sea Power, 
Muslim, 226; Syrian, 21 8 

nawzhjya, 229 
nawraj, 31 
Na@f, M., 473f., 476 
Near East, 41,102,107 
neck marrow, 522 
Neckam, Alexander, 244 
Needham, Joseph, 43,60 
Neoplatonism, 42 
nerve, 494,522; nervus intermedius, 494; 

Nestorians, 396L 
Nestorius (Bishop), 547 
Netherlands, 50 
neurology, 415; neurological disorders, 

nervous system, 379,418 

409, 428; neurological illnesses, 399, 
406f., 410 

New Delhi, 594,blOf. 
New World, 656,661 
Newton, Isaac, 473,632,650; Newtonian 

mechanics, 634 
Nile, 42, 147, 662; shtps, 235; Nilometer, 

205,207 
Nish%b~, 136,140 
Nish%pii& Hasan, 600 
nimc acid, 62 
nitrogen, fkng of, 30 
Nitya Nand, 596 
Nizm-: B m s a ,  292 

nomads, 652 
noria, see water-wheel 
Norman, 77; conquest, 139 
North fica, 22,143,146,148,227,250 
nose, 504, 507, 512-514; anatomy of 

the, 509; drugs for, 509; infra-nasal 
processes, 508; inhalants, 509; 
nosology, 324; snuff, 509; vapours, 
509 

NizW al-Mulk, 649 

Nubia, 89,96f. 
numbers (as a factors of war), 247; 

nira, 65 
Niir Banii Sulm 434 

Niir al-Din M&ammad b. Qara Arsh, 

Niir al-Din b. Zangi, 415 
Nuremberg, 48 
nursing, 452 
Nutton, V., 319 
al-Nuwap-, 56,69,153 

number theory, 625,627 

Niir &Din 'Abd al-Q$&, 371 

285 
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0 

oak bark, 161,503 
oak-galls, 161 
oases, 21 
observations, an*, 214 
observatories, 190, 474, 568, 5706, 587, 

599, 621, 629, 649; Jaipur, 598; 
hd&, 588; Smarkand, 573 

obstetrics, 353, 357, 366, 389; obstetrical 
operations, 361,366 

octant, 567 
ocular nerves, 469 
oculists, 462,472,477,4896 
oedema, 360,486 
oesophagus, 378,518 
oiis, 42; odfields, 72; oiling, 232 
ointments, 512 
olfactory sensation, 507 
Oman, 145,222,228 
open-hearth process, 106 
ophthalmia, 478; clrugs, 482 
ophthalmology, 301, 428, 459463, 469, 

471473,479,483,487f. 
opium, 532,534,537 
optic nerve, 464 

Oran, 228,422 
orbits, 597 
orders, 439; j3U%&ya, 439; ~&nirzzu, 439; 

iVakb.rbuband, 439; QLzd;n; 439; RgG'i; 
439; Shakiwuti, 439; Sba.pz-, 439 

optics, 475,597 

Oribasius, 325,531 
Orontes, 138,166 
Osman (Yhniin) b. 'AM a l - w ,  582 
Oswald's theory, 520 
otorrhoea, 501 
Ottoman empire, 132,228,275,296,565, 

Ottomans, 121,137,430, 565, 567, 578, 
617,6606 

588,590,660f. 

overcultivation, 22 
overgrazing, 22 
Oxford, 514 
OxyUris worm, 383 

paedtatricians, 370 
paedatrics, 301,354,367f., 387-389,392 
Pagel, W., 320 
Pakistan, 331 
Palermo, 139,220 
Palestine, 119,146f., 546 
Pdadtus, 22 
Palmerston, 659 
Panjhir (E=hur2sb), 85f., 91 
paper, 156,158; an&lu.r< 158; Arabic, 156; 

bagh&-& 158; industry, 154, 612; 
kbz+a.r&< 158; hen, 156; mughi4 
158; manufacturing of, 156; migf, 158; 
paper-making, 153, 156; paper-mills, 
155,158; shm; 158 

Paracelsus, 432,583 
parallactic ruler, 571 
parallels, 241 
paralysis, 381,523 
parasites, 382 
Part, Ambroise, 451 
Paris, 338,363,419,438,487,587 
paroxysm, 346 
parsley (&n@, 383 
Parungton, J. R, 107,117 
Pasteur, 587 
pathology, 301,334,360; chcal, 337 
Paul of Aegina, 325,327,338,461,512- 

514,531 
Pavlov, 41 7 
peach leaves (khawkh), 383 
Pedantos Dioscorides of Anazarbos, 460, 

546 
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pellitory, 530,532-536 

Pergamum, 22,460,546 
periodontitis, 533 
Perlmann, M. ,297 
Perret, J. J., 105 
Persia/Fars, 79, 916, 94, 97, 102, 105, 

107, 137, 144, 147, 209, 228, 4346, 
645. See do Iran 

Perfumg, 42 

Peter, Bishop of Lyon, 125 
Petitjean, P., 578 
petroleum, 72,107; fractions of, 108 
phao, Muslim, 265 
pharmacist (aL-:gaUnf), 306,547-549 

pharmacology, 54f., 400, 427, 435, 547, 
551,559 

pharmacy (aL-:q&h&a), 306, 334, 545, 
548,550,552-554,558,560f., 607 

pharyngeal nodes, 517 
pharynx, 504,513,516f, 519 
phenomenology, 419 
Philemon, 27 
Phdip II, 126 
Philippe Pinel, 430 
Philo of Byzantium, 181,187 
philosopher: Greek, 42; Mush, 410 
Phoenician, 135,217 
Phoenix, 21 8 
physical exercise, 41 4 
physician/doctors, 340, Arab, 325, 334, 

341, 346, 348, 380, 400, 507; chef 
physician, 568; Greek, 529; In- 
529; Mush Indian, 437; Mush, 53, 
369f., 375, 377-380, 384f., 429, 459; 
Ottoman, 432; prince of, 357 

pharmacognosy, 559 

physics, 584,634 
physiognomy, 408,419 
physiology, 319f., 443; Arabic, 323; of 

plant growth, 38; of the eye, 463; of 
the nose, 508 

physiotherapy, 414,421 
Pica& 54 
pigeons, 270; as camer, 158,270 
pgments, 80 
Pinks, S., 314 
Pi Re%, 225, 242, 579; Mq, 580; 

Pisa, 224 
pistons, 169 
Pizarro, 581 
placenta, 360,362 
plague, 328f., 336,381,652 
planets, 596f 
plants, 33, 429; agaric, 429; ambergns, 

429; ben-oils, 429; black hellebore, 
429; campion, 429; cloves, 42% 
mustard seed, 429; oil of absinthe, 
429; poppy, 429; rhubarb, 429; 
saffron, 42% sesame, 429 

Bahrije, 242; Na&pes, 242 

plasterer, 291 
Plato, 408 
Pliny the Elder, 22,73 

p l m  450 
pneumatics, 188; school of, 399 
Poinsot, Louis, 638 
poisons, 604 
polar star, 245 
Polk, W. R, 660 
pollution, 478 
polyps, 51 1 
pomegranate rind (mmmZn)), 161,383 
population, 654 
Porter, R, 330 
ports, Syrian, 224 
Portugal, 661 
potash, 65,556 
Potassium nitrate, 1 13,117f. 
potters, Arab, 79; Itah, 79; pottery, 

poultices, 502 

plough, 30 

Islamic, 77f. 
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pregnancy, 359,369 
Preveza, 225,229 
printq, 153,585; printmg house, 582,635 
Procopius, 177 
Proetz’ technique, 509 
profcssions, 646; associations of, 590. Jee 

prosperity, 646 
psychiatrists, Arab-lslamic, 395 
psychiatry, 407,415,429,434; psychiatric 

illnesses, 406; psychatric medicine, 
435 

ah0 gLlllts 

psychoanalysis, 305,420 
psychology, 41 )5, 41 7, 419; comparative, 

424; of infants, 373; psychologcal 
benefit, 440; psychological Illnesses, 
397 

psychosis, manic-depressive, 42 1 
psychosomatic diagnosis, 357; psychoso- 

matic Illnesses, 428; psychosomatic 
medicine, 410,431,440 

pterygium, 479 
Ptolemies, 460 
Ptolemy, 415,570 
public health, 304, 587; modern estab- 

lishment, 301; orpation of 
hospitals, 301 

pulleys, 292 
pulse, 337f. 
pump, 169; monobloc, 169, 182; piston, 

178 
Punjabis, 331 
purification of substances, 57 
Pyenson, I>., 578 
pylorus, 324 
Pythagoras, 398 

Q 
Qii&%de-i Rm-, 573i. 

qZD, 233 
qabq, 260 
Qiibis, 139 
qadh&@n, 229 
al-Qiidsiyp, 350,255 
@id, 22% 
Qajars, 435,637 
Qala’ji, Muhammad Ramv%s, 487 
.I./. ‘U, 266 
~~hHSlI2lJd, 274 
Qala’un, (sult%n), 416 

d-Qalqashandr, Abi d‘iibbiis A h a d  b. 
‘,Ah, 132,138,158,162,193,234,292, 
382 

d-B~khiin, 326, 335342, 382, 410; 
fit& a/- Yam jf-l iSfh@ &ih/+p, 
350; fifd aL-Gbitici wa-f-mmZ, 326, 
335,35 1 

qatiZt, 32, 85, 205, 211; shafts, 212; 
system, 21 1. S e e  ah0 irrigation 

Qansiih al-Ghawri. 132,284 
qantara, 202; Qantara Iihurrah Zad, 203 
qajkZfipu.rba, 230 
Qargka &mad, (shaykh) 434 
Qamjanna (Cartagena), 228 
qquba, 266 
al-Q%simi, 271 
Qasr a.-‘Ayni, 439,490 
Qapya, S., 336 
quf@$i.r, 276 

qawz~r aL-na$t, 1 19 
qawr aL-$r( 260 
Qawsara Island, 220 
a.-Qayrawan, 139,279,420 
Qaysar, ‘iilam al-Din, 287,294 
al-Qaysi, Fath &Din, 484 
Qazxin, 616 
al-Qam-, Hamd iU&, 655 

qa/qa& 56 

al-Qm~i, Ab6 I \ l a n ~ ~  al-Hasan b. N$. 

qZf, 28 
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Qazwinz, Muhammad, 61 7 
al-Qazwit~, Zakanyyii b. Mdymmad b. 

qibh, 21 5 
qidr 'Itz?q< 1 18 
al-Qif@, 465,529 
al-qik 57,64 
Qismurnizii& Malyniid, 431 
Qizilbiish, 622 
Qoja Mi'& Sins, 295f., 569,592 
quadrant, 567, 598; mural, 571; ruler- 

qualty, 81; control of, 272 
quest for knowledge, 404 
quban& 266 
quiddune, 107,156 
Qulzum, 226 
Qum, 625 
Qiinia, 275 
Qurqub, 137 
Qus@ b. Lnqii al-Ba'lab&, 404 
QusFs al-RM, 23-27; Bok of Greek 

Ap'mlture, 23-25 
QusFs b. Ashnskina, 24 
Qutb al-Din Shir&i, 434 

Quw, (sulm), 119,129 

*ad, 86,232,392 

quadrant, 571 

Qutb-Shahi, 436 

R 
R2rnhurmm, 137 
rabies/hydrophobia, 382 
ai-Rabwa, 183 
RadbiU, Samuel, 388 
Ragep, G. F., 620 
rags, 156 
-an, A., 594f., 610,612 
R~I, N. P., 604 
rainfall, 21,30,651 
ra3, 229f.; ra5 al-mi'minha, 294; ra% 

al-mihba, 229 
Ram, hand, 600 
Ramelli, Agostino, 169 
rZm< 262 
al-Rammi& Najm al-Din Apb al- 

ramparts, 267 
al-Ranaj, 220 
raqq&Bn, 291 
Raqqa, 75; Raqqa wares, 78 
ai-ra@ al-qd'i, 95 
rqqa, 134 
Rashed, R., 622,626f., 638 
Rashid (Rosetta), 226 

al-Rashidi, w a d  b. Hasan, 490 
al-Rashidi, Husayn, 490 
Rasulid sultans, 28,36 
Rather, L. J., 323 
rat4 92 
al-Rawtja (island), 205,207,222,226 
rays, angle of, 475 

al-RM, Abii Bakr M&ammad b. 
Zakanyyii, 45-48,526, 56-60,65,74, 
80, 93, 98, 112, 306, 314, 318, 323, 
326,328,333,3366,341,343f., 348- 
350, 354, 357, 371, 378, 38G382, 
386, 388, 396, 406-409, 414, 419, 
452, 454, 465, 501f., 505, 51Ck515, 
520f., 529-536, 544, 551, 554; Ekib 
al-hzr, 52, 56, 60, 64f., 72, 80; E~b 
ai-&@$ 52, 215, 333, 335, 344, 349, 
354,388,502,511,531; Etib al+dnf 
wa-l-bqba, 336; Etib ai-Manpie 52, 
314,317,323,328,343,388,531 

&dab 249,255 

Rashid al-D~n, 655 

h Y ,  78 

ream, 153 
red lead (hiy)), 80 
Red Sea, 97,217,226,233 
Renaissance in Europe, 410,488,578 
resources, natural, 663 
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respiratory system, 378 
resuscitation, 445 
retina, 467,498 
re‘etang, 150 
Rhazes, see al-Razi 
rheumatism, 51 6 
rhmophyma (u~urum ul-u.ful-@f&), 5 10 
Rhodes, 134,218 
rib&s, 268 

h d w ~  b. al-Sii‘iiti, 177, 179 
Ri~Zhj ‘ilmjmy rrl-uthqd wughqribci min ul- 

qqib (anonymous), 1 18 
Rizi, S. A. H., 597 
roads, 198; road books, 199 
Robert of Chester, 46,112 
rockets, 123f. 
Roland, 227,362 
Roman empire, 266 
Rome, 48 
Romocki, S. J. v., 124 
rotation, 32 
Roy, A., 61 1 
rubies, artificial, 76 
rue (herb), 526 
Ruhs of Ephesus, 338,399,420,531 
nib ul-mi@, 60 
Rukn al-Dawla (amir), 203 
al-Rijmi, Jald &Din (Mauha), 439 
Runciman, S., 1 19 
Rush Julius, 62 
Russell, Alexander338f. 
Russia, 657 
al-Rutba, 54 
Ryff, Walther Hermann, 544 

Rida, N., 553 

._ . 

S 
Sabra, ‘Abd al-vm-d, 473 
Sabuncuo& Sharaf al-Din b. ‘Ah &Hajj 

- 
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Ilygs, 355,363,431,433,543,575 
Sabiir b. Sahl al-Idrisi, 69,549,553,559 
Sachau, E., 428,648 
Sa‘d b. Abi Waqqiis, 255 
Sa‘di, L. M., 475 
Safa, Z., 622 
Safad, 132 
Safavids, 430, 435, 616, 618, 627, 629; 

court, 628; renaissance, 616; science, 
616,619 

safflower (‘adir)), 83 
saffron (ya~urZ~z), 83 
Sahiixanpm, ‘Ismat Akh, 600 

Said, A., 528 
Said, H. M., 416,428,430,459,465,476 
s&g vessels, two-mast Arab, 232 
s&g it$2 calculations, 2456; (three- 

Saint-Denis, 196 
Sahh al-Din, 11 Of., 41 6 
Sal?& al-Din b. ‘ham, 132 
Saliba, G., 6 19 

S D n  b. Nasr All& b. Sdm al-Halabi, see 
Ibn Sdm al-Halabi 

Sdih b. Yahyii, 131,282 
Saljuqs, 137, 224, 282, 295, 416, 430, 

salt (milb ), 42,63,536; mikiba, 218; milb ul- 
qih, 64; milb ul-runid, 57; mi& ul-rumd, 
64; Jubbkz, 64 

saltpetre(bZd, 63, 108, 113, 117, 123; 
manufacture of, 117; purification of, 
122; purified, 1 1 6; sources, 11 6 

Sahl b. Aban, 239 

hour sailing), 246; sadors, 229 

S5& b. Buhla, 445 

565f. 

Salvadora, P. L., 528 
Samarkand, 75, 89, 136, 140, 155, 156, 

190,287,573,655 
Siimarrii”, 36,75,78,279,462 
Samba Murthy, IC V., 594 
sunbiq, 233 
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sand-casting, 285 
San&-, 295 
Sansknt, 593-595,599,629 
siqzja, 166168,171,176 
sarZm7 275 
Saragossa, 430 
Sarajevo, 566 
Sqiis b. Hiliya’s, 23 
Sarma, IC V., 596 
Sarma, I?. V., 604 
Satton, G., 48, 153, 459, 551, 559, 593, 

648 
Saturn, 599 
Savory, R. M., 616f. 
saw, G@, 51 3 
sawyers, 279 
Say& A., 628 
scalers, 539 
scalpel, 500,539 
Schacht, J., 318 
Schipperges, H., 313 
schizophrenic dlsorders, 414 
scholars: Jewish, 578; Arab-Islamic, 

401422,425,429; Ottoman, 572 
scholasticism, 648 
school: Alexandrian, 320; Marijgha, 632; 

of Engineering, 584, 590; Qayrawa, 
420; Salemo, 429; Sluraz, 621 

sciatica, 456 
science, 61 8, 630, 640f., 646f., 662; 

branches of, 584; dental, 527, 544; 
European, 63,619; genuine, 33; insti- 
Gtions, 641 f.; Iranian-Islamic science, 
615, 642; Islamic, 46, 544, 552, 591, 
639; natural and mathematical, 640; 
Ottoman, 565,571; problems of, 641; 
religious, 622, 640, research, 39, 306, 
586, 591, 649; scientific literature, 
Ottoman, 584; terminology, 591; 
Westem, 578,590 

scientists, 36,38,498,517,527,649 

scissors, 448,521 
Scot, Michael, 46,51,62,115 
screw: Archimedes, 88, 175; his screw 

Scribonius Largus, 400 
scrofula, 5206 
scutari, 434 
sea map, Arab, 242; Catalonian, 242 
sea-charts, 241 
sebils, 296 
Sebta (Ceuta), 228 
Secret of Creation, 46 
Secret of Secrets, 46 
Segura (river), 21 1 
Seistan, 174 
self-analysis, 41 7 
Selim 11, (sulm), 570 
Serapion the Younger, 551 
SCrieux, 438 
Serjeant, R B., 21,138,273,548 
Seti Jan&-, 437 
Seville, 26,125 
Swim Tekeli, 571 
sextant, 567 
sexual hygiene, 358 
Sezgin, F., 320,355,465,556 
Sfax, 420 
sgrajito, 78 
Shmiide Mehmed cAt%d.h.h Efendi, 

584 
sbabbyamZCinz; 83 
sb&grqitz, 99 
sbZdq, 56 
al-shiidhdi, Sidi Ab6-1-Hasan, 439,489 
shag 165 
sbajka, 253 
shaft (ma&) (part of the lance), 254 
Shiih Jahb (sult&Q 432, 596, 599, 600, 

pump, 88; water-screw, 169 

603 
Shahata, ‘Abd al-Kaam, 383 
Shiihpiir (king), 397 
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Shahtistan, 201 
sbakk, 56 
S M m  de Taybiiyii, 53 1 
Shams &Din d-An5iit-i al-Dimashqi, 1 15 
Shams &Din al-Bashshhafl al-Maqdisi, 

Shams &Din Iltutmish (sultiin), 249 
Shams &Din M&ammad, 129 
Shams al-Din b. Qajyim al-Jawziyya, see 

sharZb@in, 549 
sbur~bkhZnub, 549 
Sharaf al-Din b. ‘Ah, 453,536 
Sharaf &Din Tnsi, 637 
Sha‘rb-, 439 
Sharif, M. M., 617 
Sharma, P. S., 310 
Shatf &‘Arab, 204 
&hag, A. S., 396,398f., 40244,489 
Shaw, P. M. D., 50 
Shhawar, 117 
Shawky, Galal S. A., 626 
shqkb g&l&y al-bTmZ&in, 549 

Shayzar, 265 
al-Shayzm-, 272,549 
sheddug, 151 
al-.rbiba, 56 

Shih& b. ‘Abdahrim, 435 
Shih& &Din b. Fadl All& al-‘Umm-, 

Shiism, 622 
ships, 232,235; ‘4% 235; ‘ab@yZt, 235; 
‘qk& 232; farrZ&, 232; anchors 
(agar or bawa), 238; babbzra, 230; 
building, 232; &hisa, 235; &z&, 235; 
&&c 235; dq4 235; expert of 
cartography and instruments, 230; 
jrqate (frigate), 235; jij+&p, 235; 
galleys, Ottoman, 221; &rZtfiq, 235; 

136 

Hbn Qayyim 

sbykb ~l-sinf; 272 

JbihZb, 1 10 

119f., 131 

Nuvfq 240; jawsb, 235; jifba, 232; &fb, 
235; kbabubu, 232; latitucltnal position 
of, 244, leadership (as a factor of 
war), 247; mvz&b, 235; Medlter- 
ranean, 232; mismini~~, 232; mizzen- 
mast, 235; nm ‘albm, 230; a/-mutz&F, 
230; Muslim, 239; w@ya, 230; 
Ottoman, 236; parts of the, 235; 
qd&ha (galley), 235; @Lite (’ot), 
235; qd&m< 335; ngyis, 230; Red Sea 
ships, 232; riggng (bib&‘), 238; River 
Board, 208; @Z&yiin, 230; mbhzn, 
230; rudder (s~k&%), 238; sadr, 235; 
sails ( q W  or shir79, 236238; sha- 
&&fir, 235; shipyard, 217, 226; staff 
of, 230; superintendent, 230; ;it-, 232; 
tyZq 230; wi~&ki: 230. See ah0 

warships 
Shiiz, 147,209 
Shiriizi, Fath All&, 435,596 
d-Shiriizi, Muhammad Hiishim, 436 
Shiriizi, Najm al-Din M&mud, 435 
d-Shiriizi, Sadr a.-Din 617 
Shirvb, 141 
al-Shuwm-, Fa&ull&, 574 
Shraka, 459 
Shumovsky, T. A., 243 
shim (sbzirq), 64 
shuttle, 15 1 
Sicily, 26,32,34,136,139,148,220 
sickle, 31 
Siddiqui, M. Zubayr, 553 
Siddiqui, T., 605 
Sidi ‘Ah Re’is (Celebi), 241 
Si& b. ‘IsP, 439 
Sidon, 83 
siege machinery, 119, 260, 262f., 265; 

trebuchets (magiut6p), 110, 11 8, 125, 
261-264 

Siegel, R. E., 337 
Siemens, 106 
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i f h e ,  567 
$I&, Oma, 583 
Sijilmlisa, 125 
Sijistiin, 202 
d&z, 269 
Silici and acetic acids, 64 
sdk, 138, 148, mills, 136f.; textiles, 138; 

trade, 136; yarn, 150; worm, 138,148 
si& 210 
silver, 91,95; mines, 91 
Simha, Raja Jaya, 602 
simples, 556,558 
Sin& b. 'AM al-hkmncm, 296 
S i  72,92 
Sin4 102,263,434,437 
Singer, C., 136,314,319 
sinusitis, 516 
siphon, 187 
al-Siqilli, Alpnad, 423 
al-SW Abii Zayd, 239 
d-Si&$ A'sam, 422 
Sisi%, 94 

528 
@ab, 256 
sizing, 158 
skm, 521; diseases of, 383 
Skopje, 566 
sleepjngdraughts, 450 
sluices, 210 
Smith, C. S., 105 

soap, 73; soap-- 74 
societies, learned, 590 
sociology, 426 
socket (tha'ahba) (part of the lance), 

Socrates, 398,427 
soda, 42,65,556 
Scdion, 24 
sod, 2% saline soils, 32; treating of, 33 
solution, 45,58 

smith, w., 346-348 

254 

Somendecker, G., 558 
Soranus of Ephesus, 361,399 
sorghum, 32f. 
Sousse, 420 
South America, 242 
South Arabia, 228 
South-East Asia, 220 
Southern Cross, 245 
spades, 31 
Spain, 25, 32, 34, 36, 38, 69, 77, 91, 93, 

956, 115,126, 136, 143, 147f., 1666, 
190,222,645,661. SE &O al-hdd~ 

species, 61 1 
speufic gravity, 94 
Spica Vjs, 570 
Spies, O., 543 

Spmk, M. S., 443,499 
spmning, 150 

spleen, 321 
springs, 613 

St Augustine, 41 9 
St Louis in the Louvre, 286 
starch, 157 
stars, 245,575 
steel fi@ ) 45, 94, 97, 986, 101, 104, 

255, 611; Damascus, 100,104; hgh- 
carbon, 105; production of, 104; 
shZh&y&, 99 

spinach 33 

spirits, 322 

squill< 473 

Stefan0 Emiliano, G., 576 

sterility, treatment of, 359 
Stewart, D. J., 624 
Stjerneborg, 190 
Stodart, J., 105 
stomach, 324,378 
stone roller vihr), 80 
Storey, William K, 578 
Strasburg, 48,50 

stephanos, 44 
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strategic skills (as a factor of war), 247 
Stroke, 326 
subhation, 45 
sublvlgual ranula, 539 
substances, classification of, 56 
Sudan, 89,143 
Siifi’, 621,622 
Sufism, 439 
al-Su+m-, 162f. 
sugar cane, 32-34,175; sugar mills, 61 3 
Sughd (river), 267 
Suheyl, h e t ,  4 1 2 
Sulaymiin (caltph), 219 
Sula- I1 the hfagntficent, 284, 289, 

Sulaymiin the Lawgiver, 431,577,579 
Sulaymiiniyya House of Heahng, 433 
sulphur, 107,123; sulphuric acid, 60 
sultan, 275; Mameluke, 119; Ottoman, 

sumac, 161 
Sumatra, 437 
sundial (nzi.yw&), 189f., 287,567 
Sa, see Tyre 
surgeons, 443,452 
surgery, 301, 575, 603; Arabic, 445; for 

children, 386; instruments, 447, 470, 
483, 487, 499; of head, neck and 
vertebrae, 386; of the urinary tract, 
386; procedures, 366; surgical glue, 
450; tamponing, 450; techmques, 454, 
470; treatment, 454, 499, 512, 537; 
neurosurgery, 424, 431, 513; 
neurosurgical operations, 451 

surveymg, 206, 213; levehg, 206; 
quantity sweymg, 206, 215; setting- 
out, 206 

433,543 

225,573,657 

Sushruta, 310,396,459 
suture, 450 
as-Suwaisi, M&mrnad, 435 
swords, 100,253 

Sylvester I1 (Pope), 190 
syphhs, 603 
Syr Darya, 140 
Syracuse, 220 
Syria, 26, 411., 74f., 108, 117, 119, 122, 

129, 142f., 147, 155, 166f., 177, 233, 
250, 282, 330, 338, 471, 546, 566, 
624,652f., 657,661 f. 

system, 245 
Szigetvar, 581 

T 
Tnb, 202 
.@burpd, 57 
a.-Tabari, Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ah b. Sahl b. 

Rabba, 302,310,355,381,387,389, 
396, 406, 409, 462-465, 529f., 535, 
553; fir&wf U/-biha, 302, 310, 353, 
387,463,530,553 

Tabaris~, 136,144,147 
tab,&, 90 
tables, lunar, 571; qibla tables of al- 

KhaQ 215 
Tabriz, 36,634 
al-Tabrizi, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz b. Sharaf al-Din 

(ut&), 287 
tactical (as a factor of war), 247 
Tadmor, 11 6 
Taenia worm, 383 
al-Taflisi, 560 
Tn’if, 266 
Taifa, 36 
Tack, 28 
Taj Mahal, 600 
al-Tnjir, Sulaymh, 239 
Takrix, 143 

Tamid, Hiiseym R&, 584,586 
tanners, Islarmc, 161 

!ab, 56 
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tanning (db%bu), 42, 159-161; techno- 

Tanukhi dynasty (Lebanon), 282 
Tanzimat period, 585 
Taqi al-Din al-Riisid, 88, 179, 180, 190, 

568,57Of., 660 
Taqi al-Din b. Sa& al-Din 'Ali, 436 
Tiiq (Tab%ristiin), 269 
Tarif, 126 
T%iq b. Ziyiid, 220 
tu '53 90 
tueab&, 179 
Tarriihna (Tarragons), 228 
Tarsus, 227 
tartar, 530 
T&kopriizgde, Ahmad b. Mugpfq 292f. 
Tashkurgan, 283 
Taurus, 200 
tawing, 161 
Taybugha al-Baklamishi, 249 
technical instruments, 470 
technical proficiency (as a factor of war), 

247 
technology, 32, 69, 104, 167, 579, 590, 

646, 654, 660, 662; chemical, 556, 
611: of beverages, 611, of cosmetics, 
611, of drugs, 611, of dyes, 611, of 
gunpowder, 611, of perfumes, 611; 
Islarmc, 660, 662; of operations, 45; 
technology transfer, 77,159 

logyof, 159,161 

Tehran, 338,435,624,626,631f., 639 
Tehrani, A. B., 625 
Teixeira da Mota, 242 
telescope, 599,628 
Temkin, O., 379 
temperament (ul-mi@), 321 
templates, 198 
terra incopta, 223 
terracing, 22 
terrain (as a factor of war), 247 
tersae e&, 230; ketkhudgsi, 230 

Terzioglu, A., 544 
Tetuan, 27 
texules, 594, 612; industry, 81, 135, 146; 

Islamic, 153; linen, 146; woollen, 
144f. 

Tezkered Kose Ibr- Efendi, 581 
al-Tha'dibi, 155 
Thcibit b. Qurra al-Ham%n& 388,404,626 
"hakral, K K, 603 
thu&yu, 1 13 
Thamiima b. Ashwash, 404 
Thqf, 381 
Theodore, 397 
Theophrastus, 24,28 
theory, condttioning, 41 7 
therapeutics, 301 
Thomson, Thomas, 49f. 
threshmg, 31 
throat, 524 
thyroid, 516 
Tibbetts, G. R, 232f., 243 
Tiberia, 1466 
Tiberias, 155 
al-73f%Sh, 55 
al-Tighnari, 25,27 
Tes, 144,166,170,172,202,204,286 
al-'Ii@ni al-m-, 441 
al-73jim7 Si& 'Umar, 439 
Th-t, 204 
Tilers, 291 
Thsiin, 139 
timber, 201 
timepiece, 1 79; Islamic, 179 
Timurids, 435 
'Iiia Leng, 75,287,656 
hkiq 56 
tinnitis, 503 
tipping-bucket, 181 
~rZ% 136,138 
tobacco, 38 
Toledo, 25,36,92,96,167,177,29 
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tongue, 534 
tongue-depressor, 446 
tonsils, 5 16-5 19,525; tonsillectomy, 445 
tooth/teeth, 533f., 541; anatomy of the, 

540; carious, 532; enamel, 530; 
extraction of, 537, 542; formation of, 
.530; imbricated, 538; ligation of 
mobile, 539; oral care, 531 

toothache, 532, 534; treating of , 532; 
medicaments for, .536 

Topkapi, 31 1,366,528,557,576 
torpedo, I24 
tower (/my), 366,268 
Townend, B. R., 542 

Trabzon, 576 
trachea, 518,523 
tracheotomy, 51% 
rade, international, 656 
mining (as a factor of war), 347 
translation, 23, 48, 462, 581, 599; 

movement, 572 
Transoxania, 91f., 94, 96f., 136, 144, 202, 

267 
treadles, 151 
treatises, Mameluke, 248 
trebuchet, see siege enL@es 
triangulation, 214 
trigonometry, 570,597,599,601,629 
trip hammers (mzsh@i), 89; trip- 

hammers, 157; water-powered trip- 
hammers, 173 

tosicologJ, 555 

trip-levers, 169 
A npoli, 138,155,222,244 
Troyes (France), 155 
‘Tsa Bey, 41 6 
tuberculosis, 381 
al-Tiilm-, Alpad b. hluhammad, 295 
&Tam, Badr a.-Din Hasan, 295 
al-Tdmq &Muhandis Shihiib &Din 

m a d  b. Alpnd b. Muhammad, 295 

W ’  

Tuma, Elias, 661 

Tunis, 371,420,426 
Tunisia, 32,36,97,219,242, 653,658 
tunnel, 206 
Tuna (river), 2 10 
Turkey, 39, 105, 434,566, 591 
Turkstan, 136,144,566,574 
Turks, 429; Turks, Ottoman, 224 
turmeric (kz~km), 83 
Turner, B. S., 658 
turpentine, 505 
ius, 255 
T q s h a  (Tortosa), 228 
Tustar, 137 
fit+, 56, 93 
Tiizi, 147 
Tuzuk, 609f. 
tweezers, 364 
twins, 359; Siamese, 386 
Tycho Brahe, 190,628 
Tyre, 83,222,224,226 

tumours, 357f. 

U 
d-Ubulla (river), 204,228 
Uighur literature, 353 
Ujjain, 599 
tkhay&r, 268 
LNmann, hf., 348,353,357,548 
ultra sonic, 497 
LT1ufeli Humbaraci Oc@ (Corps of 

Lhgh Beg, 190, 568, 570, 574, 576, 596, 

Uluj’ Ali (bey of Algiers), 231 
‘Umar I (caliph), 250 
‘Umar b. ‘Abd d-‘hziz, 219 
‘Umar b. d-E;;ha@ib, 369,397 
‘Umar b. al-Sharid. 381 

Bombadms), 590 
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Umayya Abu-l-SalG 559 
Umayyads, 107,139,204,269,404,651 
'urn& al-mubanahii, 295 
Umm Farwa, 262 
Umur Beg of Ay* 224 
underwater works, 194 
u"8ula, 468 
Unver, S., 434 
Unver, Suheil, 430 
iqwa, 92 
al-Uqlidisi, 570 

Uraniborg, 190 
'Urayb b. Sa'd al-Etib al-Ququbi, 371, 

Urdu, 437 
Urfa, 302 
urine, 339; urino-genitary system, 380 
Urmia, 634 
uterus, 355,358 
'Uthmi%n b. Suwayd, 44 
'Uthrx%in, 21 8 

uvula, 516f., 519,525f. 
'Uzaym, (river), 209 
Uzbek, 617 
Uzbekistan, 540 

272 

373,376,389 

al-'UthmQ A., 419 

U24 I., 543 

V 
vaccination, 587 
Valencia, 205,429 
Valturio, Roberto, 576 
values, spiritual, 4-41 
valves, 178 
Varanasi, 599 
Varenius, Bernhard, 582 
Varisco, Daniel, 28 
varnishes, waterproof, 45 

Varro, 22,26,28 
Vasco da Gama, 241 
Vatican, 48,487 
veins, 316f., 339 
velocity, 171 
venesection, 331 
Venetians, 236 
Venice, 48,224 
ventricles, 31 8 
Venus, 570,599 
Verantius, Faustus, 200 
Vesalius, 3 1 9 
vessels, Arab, 217; Egyptian, 

vibrations, 497 
Vieta, Franqois, 628 
Villey, R, 333 
Vindamos, 23 
vinegar, 536 
Vir& 22,24,28 
vision, 475 
vitriol(zq), 60,101 , 500,533 
Vitruvius, 175 
vocal cords, 516,520 
voice, 516,520,522; dual, 521 

von Ceulen, Ludolph, 628 
von Karabachek, J., 156 
von Lippmann, E. O., 43 

Mesopotamian, 217 

volga, 144 

21 7; 

W 
W%di al-'Alhqi, 89 
W%& Zabid, 28 
al-Waf&, Mulpmmad Zafir 487 
Wagd& b a d ,  441 
war, factors of, 247; War of Seven Years, 

107 
warah, 110 
warping, 151 
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uia?n2q, 153 
warships, 228, 234; ughn’bd, 234; af- 

‘mha$y2t, 234; al-hu& 234; al- 
banzndit, 234; Hurirfq or amiqat, 234; 
al-qursqir and &!mw&it, 234; 
.rhal~nd’pit. 234; J!umin? (galleys), 234 

Wasim, ‘Abbiis, 432 
d-Wiisi; (Iraq), 1 13 
al-VViisi# 405 
water, 36; subterranean, 211; ul-~a’ rrl- 
iid?, 62; mZ’ uf-~g2f, 58; water- 
power, 90, 173; water-raising, 204; 
water-wheel (/ziciru/mrid), 32, 88, 
157, 166f., 170f., 178, 182, 186,209 

watermelons, 32f. 
a.-Withq, 302,406,553 
Watt, M. K’., 238 
A-Wapxa!, Jam21 al-Din, 38 
waves, 497 
weaning, 377 
weapon, 125, 131, 247, 259; as a factors 

of war, 247; technology, 594 
weather (as a factor of war), 247 
weaving, 135,144f., 151; trade, 149 
weft, 151 
weights and measures, 602 
wheel: Axial-flow, 172; overshot, 172; 

Persian, 613; potter’s, 77; spindle- 
wheel, 150; undershot, 171 

Vl’iberg, J., 317 
Wiedemann, E., 243 
d d  thyme (herb), 526 
Whson, Philip. 105 
windmg, 151 
windrntlls, see mills, 173 
window-carver, 291 
winds, 36 
Winnowing, 31 
Whter, H. J., 476,616,628 
womb, 36 1 
wood-carving, 279 

wooden locks, 280; wooden lock-makers, 

wood-turner, 277,279 
wool, 144146 
worms, 382f.; kllllng worms, 506 
wvormwood (herb), 526 
wounds, 603 
writers, Greek, 181,314 
\X7ulff, H., 8.3? 291 

279 

X 
xanthelasma, 481 

Y 
Wadghari b. Sherif, 431 
Uahyii b. Khalil al-Burghiizi, 275 
Wakyg b. Sariifip, 551 
d-yiiqfitijya, 302 
Uarmiik, 250 
Yarshater, E., 635 
Yavari, N., 635 
Yazid, 2 19 
Yazid (river), 169,176 
Yazdi, Mulprnrnad Baqir, 622,626 
Yemen, 28,36,38,91,95f., 145, 198,228, 

Yegil Cami, 295 

Young, M. J. L., 548 
3’uan dynasty, 265 
Y&annii (L’ahy5) b. Masawayh, set Ibn 

hliisawayh 
Ydpnnii b. Sariibiyiin, 531,553 
Yasuf b. Isma‘il al-Kutubi, 114f., 560 
Wcsuf al-Qass d-Siihr, 531-534 
Yusuf, S. M., 220 

287 

yoga, 397 
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z 
Zabid, 36 
Zgda d - R m  (q?i&), 622,632 
al-Zafir Bill&, 478 
zagros, 200 
al-Zahriiwi, Abu-1-QPsim Khalaf b. al- 

‘Abbgs, 60,68f., 331, 336,355, 361, 
363, 366, 386, 391, 423, 443, 445- 
449, 455f., 466-470, 483, 485, 499, 
505f., 514, 523-525, 529, 537f., 
543, 551, 558, 575; &tZb al-Tas7z;f 
(Liber .rewiton>), 60, 319, 355, 443, 
445, 537, 544; On Skgey and 
(nStrtlment.r, 537 

Za!m-Lafleurirel, Simone, 21 
Tanbirak, 260 
Zangids, 270 
TaraaWata4 56 

xawiiqa, 108 
@..a, 274 

al-zarqali, 177,190 

Tawtq, 233 
Zayandeh (river), 61 8 
Zaynab, 461 
Zayyiit, H., 271 
@; 629; Zij Sh& Jahm-, 596; Zij-i Ilkhw-, 

629 
zinc (v$ al-tt@i), 93,611; zinc ointment, 

513; zinc ores (iqkm&Z and ti@ya3,94; 
zinc oxide (tzi@~?), 94 

ZiyPdah, N., 272 
Ziydiit, A. A., 490 
Zkander (near Marrakesh), 86 
Zoncho, battle of, 236 
zoo, 611 
Zoology, 585,642 
Zosimus, 42f. 
Zuhyda ( d e  of al-Rashid), 199, 

412 
Zuhuri, Abdul Wahab, 435 
pk-m, 491 
Zurita, JerGnimo, 126 
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